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We require that every advertiser satisfy us of re-
sponsibility and intention to do all that he ajrrees.
and that his goods are really worth the price asked
for them.

Tintfx for AdvertiKemetHs.

All advertiseinonts will he inserted at the rate of
•iii cents i)er liii". Nonpareil space, each insertion;
IS lines of Koiip; roil space make 1 inch. Discoynts
will lie made as follows:

On ](> lines und upward, o insertions. 5 percent; 6
intertioMS. 1o per ceni : 5) insertions, 15 per cent;
12 insertions. 20 per cent; 24 insertions, 25 per cent.

On 50 lines iVs columniand upward, 1 insertion, 5 per
cent: 3 insertions. 10 percent; fi insertions. 15 per
cent: 9 insertions, 20 per cent: 12 insertions, 25 per
cent; 24 insertions, 33^^ per cent.

On 100 lines iwhoie columni and upward, 1 insertion,
10 per cent; 3 insertions. 15 per cent; 6 insertions.
20 per cent: 9 insertions. 25 percent; 12 insertions,
33^ per cent; 24 insertions, 40 per cent.

On 200 lines (whole pajre', 1 insertion, 15 per cent; 3
insertions, 2(1 per cent: 6 insertions. 25 percent; 9

insertions. 30 per cent; 12 insertions, 40 per cent;
24 insertions, 50 per cent. A. I. Koot.

CLTJEBinSTO- XjIST.
We will send Glkamnos—

With the American Ree-Journal, W'y
With " " " M'y
With the Bee-keepers' Magazine,
With the Ree keepers' C.uide,
With the Kansas Hee-keeper,
With the American Apiculturist,
With all of the above journals.

($3.00)

( .50»

(1.00)

( .50)

(1.00)

(1.00)

With American Ap-rieulturist, ($1.,50)

With the British Bee-Journal, (1.40)

With Prairie Farmer, (2.00)

With Rural New-Yorker. (2.00)

With Scientific American, (3.20)

With Ohio Farmer, (1.25)

With Fruit Recorder and Cottage Gard'r, (1.00)

With U. S. Official Postal Guide, (1..50)

With Sunday-School Times, weekly, (2.00)

[Above Rates include all Poiftagc.'i

$2.7.5

l!75

1.40
1.90

1.75

2.35
2.25

2.75
3.00
3.50
2.00
1.75

3.25
2.25

iHHeipers

Wholesal.E4S?Retai 1_.

CHAFF HIVES CHEAP.
I will sell chair hives all complete, made of jfood

lumber, Root's pattern, jiainted two coats, for *;2 .50,

lower frames included. Same in tiat, §1.50. Five
per ct. discount on orders for 10 or more. Simplicity
and LanKStroth hives at lowest rates.

A. r. STAUFFEB, STEELINO, WHITESIDE CO., ILL.
2:{-21d Imo

HEADQUARTERS FOR

Early Mu & Cpi Oieeis.
Imported and home-bred; nuclei and full colonies.

For nuality and purity, my stock of bees can not bo
excelled in the Lnited States. 1 make a specialty
of manufacturinK the Dunham foundation. Try it.

If you wish to purchase Bees or Supplies, send for
my new Circular containing- directions for introduc-
ing queens, remarks on the new races of Bees, etc.

Address
Itfd Dr. J. P.U. BROWN, Augnsta, Ga.

Cash for Beeswax!
Will pay 2(!c per lb. cash, or 28c in trade for any

quantity of gofid, fair, averag-e beeswa.x. delivered
at our R. R. station. The same will be sold to those
Mho wish to purchase, at 32c per lb., or 36c for best
xekcted wax.
Unless you put your name im the hor, and tell how

much you have sent. 1 can not hold myself respon-
sible for mistakes. It will not pay as a general
thing to send wax by exprexH.

A. I. ROOT, Medina, Ohio.

BARNES' FOOT-POWER MACHINERY.
1 .!
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Obituary.
We are pained to notice the death of our old

friend F. N. Wilder, of Fors.\th, Ga. He was one of

the old friends of Gleanings, and has been an cn-

thusiatic and successful bee-keeper, widely known
in his vieinitv. His last letter, if I am correct, is

found on pa^e 402, June number. He was about 36

years of ag-e, and an earnest and consistent member
of the Methodist Church since his 10th year. It is

said of him that he has never, during- his wliole

married life, failed to have family prayers.

Great peace have they which love thy law, and
nothing shall offend them.—Fs. 110: Hi.").

KIND WORDS FROM OUR CUSTOMERsT

OUR FD.V. AND FDN. MILLS.

Your 10 inch foiiiubif ion iiKichinc rcecixcd in (rood
order. We have trii'd it. ami llir- Lie- lia\-e tried
the f()\inilati(in. All imrtics iire wi'll s;it islicd.

ColumbuH, Wis., .hiiief), IKSt. Smith \- .Mokgan.

dance of muscle and enthusiasm to run one of them;
or, as an old fellow jiut it who was looking- at me
while at work, "It takes a heap o' trompin'." Al-
low me to say, that my success is due to the accura-
cy of your directions in your book. I suppo-e there
was not a day during- the whole summer that I did
not pay the closest attention to them. My neighbor
constantly prophesied I would kill my bees, and I

could get him to open his hives only after the ut-
most urging-. Result, I have grown from one to 11;
he has grown from 7 to 0, and 1 have had to keep
constant watch to keep my bees from robbing his.

My honey crop was short because of the excessive
drought. And now. allow me t<} thank you for the
prompt and honest attention you have given my or-
ders, and to hope that I shall be able to deal with
you for long years to come. Honestly and sincerely
your friend, C. M. Roberts.

Lhillicothe, O., Dec. 11, ISfii.

Names of responsible parties will be inserted in
any of the following departments, at a uniform
price of 20 cents each insertion, or 62.00 per year.

$1.00 Queens.
Names insertedin this department the first time ivitli-

nit chaiyc. After, 20c each iiisertiuii, or $2.00 per year.

THE WIRE - IMBEDDER FOR PUTTING FDN. INTO
WIRED FRAMES.

.Tust in time, the nice wire-imbedder came to hand
today. I ;\m will ))leased in the prompt way you
ha\c of (loiiiir business. W. Rigge'n.
North Salem, Ind., .Tune 7, 1884.

SOME KIND WORDS FROM MY OWN PASTOR.
I thank you for your Christian and sensible arti-

cle in the Nov. " Homes." May God fjraiit that it

may become more and more the habit of < In-istians
to take their )•('//(/('..)) into tlicir- ciiullii-ts wiih trou-
blesome boys or men rather than their tiirann.'t.

Medina, O., Nov. 21, 1884. C. ,1. Rvdeu.

Those whose names appear below agree to furnish
Italian queens lor -r^l.ou each, under the following
conditions: Noguarantee is to be assumed of purity,
or an.\ thiiifr ol the kind, only that the (lueeu 1 e rear-
eil from a c-lioic-e. i>ui-c inotlicr. and had commenced
to la.\- when they « ere shipped. 'i\u\\ also agree to
return the money at any timc^hen customers be-
come impatii-iit ol s\i(li dela\ as ma\ be unavoidable.
Hear in mind, that he \\ ho sends the I est (lueens,

I)Ut up must neatly ami most seeuielN . will probalily
i'ecei\e the most orders. Specuil rates loi- warrant-
ed and tested (pieeiis, furnished on ajiplication to
any of the parties. Names with *, use an imported
queen mother. If the queen arrives dead, notify us
and we will send you another. Probal)ly none will

be .sent for -^Liio before July 1st, or after Nov. If
wanted sooner, oi- later, see rates in price list.

*A.I. Root, Medina, dhio.
*H. H. Mrown. bight Street. Columbia Co., Pa. Itf

*Paul I,. Vialion. haxou (ioula. I>a. Itfd
*S. V. Newman. Noi-walU. Huron Co., O. Itfd
Wui. ibillantinc, Sago, .Musk. ( <)., O. Itfd
*D. G. Ivlmiston, .'vdrian, ben. Co., Mich. 21tfd
*Dr. John .M. Price. Tampa, Ilillsboro Co., Fla. .5-.3

*S. G. Wood. Hirmiiigham, .lell. Co., Ala. Itfd
*Jos. Hvrne, ibiton Koiige, K. Baton K. Co., La. 7-5

*W. W.'Turner. Oak Hill, (ireeneCo., N. Y. 7-5

*S. C. Perrv. Poith.-.al. Ionia Co., Mich. 21tfd
Will True, < had" ell, Clatsop Co., (iregou. 0-7

Jas. O. Facev, Tavistock, Out., Can. Itfd
*D. E. Jacobs, Longley, Wood Co., O. 1-2;?

Hive Manufacturers.
to make such hives, and at the jirices
)se ileseribed on our circular.

OUR EXTRACTORS IN ARKANSAS.
The exti-actor was a "dandy" and a show in the

country—the only one in the county. The iieople
crowded in. to see the honey taken out without in-
juring the combs, till the house was full in every
room. If I had charged an admission fee I could
have gotten my money back. W.m. Drake.
Colt Station, Ark.

Who i

named,
A. I. Hoot, Medina, Ohio.
P. L. Viallori, Ha vou Goula, Iberville Par., La. Itfd
Apiarian Supply Co., Wilton Junction, Miis. Co., la.

C. W. Costellow, Waterboro, York Co., Me. 21-19

Kennedy \- Leahy, Higginsville, Lafayette Co.. Mo.
2ltld

F. A. Sncll, Milledgeville, Carroll Co., 111. l-i;(

SOME KIND WORDS FROM AN A B CSCHOLAR.
Well, we are closing up another year. I began

dealing with you last spring in a small way, but my
apiary is growing, and so are my ideas. If my pros-
perity keeps up I shall soon be a customer worth
looking after I bejran in the spring- of isst with
one small colony of beautiful Italians. My apiary
has grown to 11 at this writing, and I have piii-chas-
ed only one, a full Italian swarm, for which I gave
S4.00. I have of my colonies in chaff hives. Avhich
I made myself, after the instructions given in theARC book, on a buzz saw T constructed myself.
IJut after making tho.ce hives T recognized the
truth of your statement, that it takes a superabun-

Something Hew.
Hive with reversible section cases, also Simplicity

Hives, the same as A. I. Root nuikcs them, at Roofs
prices. Send for circular and price list to

Itfdb KENNEDY & LEAHY,
Box 1 1 . Higginsville. Lafayette Co,. Mo-

TESTED aUEENS, -?2.00. Untested, $1.00. 4-frame nu-
clei, §;i.50 and f-i.'>0. Mississippi wax-extractor,

§3.00, USCARF. 15LKDSOF, Grenada, Miss. 3tfd
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CITY MARKETS.
Nkw YoitK.— 7/'>;(('.v—^^'f I't'g' to inform ><)ii tliat

our iiiiiiUi't is well stoc'ki'd with c-oiiil) hoiiex-, witli

iiii unseat istiR-l(ir.\ ilciiiaiid for saiiu-, even at the
follow iiiji- low prices:

l''iinev wiiiie clox'er, in l-ll.>. ^(H-tious, i)er lb., W" \^i-

•• :.'ll). •' •• 14^;/ Ki

Fairtoyoo.lwliite.iii lx-:.'ll). " " V-V,' ]:>

Kanev Imekwheat. in Mb. - •• 10^(11
•• " " »'-ll.. " •'

!)''i9;.j

< tntinary Krades, in 1 s ~' lb. " No ileniaud.
K.xtraeted. white clover, in kej-'s or small bl>ls.,8^ 8!i

l)uekwlicat. CT/T
JJeesw ii.\. prime yellow, jier lb.. SW;-ii

McCail A: Hll-DKETH,
;u llnilson street, cor. Duane St..

Dee. lit. lSi>4. Now York City.

('ix( iN.vATi.—Woiifi/—Tliero is notliing very en
eoiirafriiiJi' i'l f'K" '"I'l'ket. Snpply is jioofl of couib
ami e.\traete(l liotiey; and while the letail demand
is fair for tlie latter, it is slow foi- comb honey. De-
mand I'll- extracted Ik me.> Irom manufacturers, is

\iry dull. Priees ran^ic low, caused not so much
by iar;;e supi>lies as by the low price of sugar, adul-
terations, and stagnation in the unmufactu ring-

business. Choice eondi honey in 1 and » lb. sections
briiij.'^s IV./KJe per lb. on arrival, and extracted hon-
.-> . (iri/itc. WecsKvi.r.— Arrixiils are slow, with a g-ood
home demand. Good yellow brint^s :.'srt':J9c on ar-

rival. (HAS. !•". MCTll,
,'^. E. Cor. Freeman and Central Avenues,

Dec. ~'+, 1881. _ Cincinnati, (».

St. L()Tis.—Hfi)i»J/—There has l)een no change in

extracted honey since our last report ; only retail

demand. .^-Jouthern in liarrels, worth from o'^fr/ lie;

in kegs, 7e. for elioice; in cans, inc., at i-etail. Very
little demand for eomli lioTiej . White clover in one-
fioiind sections, ITtolSc.: in t \ro-]>oniid sections, 15
to hie. i)er pound. Dark honey not wanted.

/i(..s-(r(<./.— Not much arriving: worth from rJT (</

:.".te. \V. T. Anukkson & Co.,
Dec. 2f, l.-^f^f. 1(1 i X. Third Street, St. Louis, Mo.

>rii.WAi'Ki;K. lldiirii.—Thi' honey market here
is i-atherdull for this season of the year, and the
supply fair, and f|ualit\- ol stock generally tine and
in good order. Quote. White ]-lb. sections, i:j(f>, 14c.;

white 2-lb. sections, 1:; f" i:!c.; extracted, in kegs,
•Sc, with packajro; in ciins. i'c. ficisira.r.—'^Xffj '.Oc

liure. .V. V. lUsHOP,
Dec. -M, 1884. 142 West Water St.. >ri! waukee, Wis.

Clkvet.and.—Hontj/.—Tlic honoy mai-kct is very
much negk'Cted, scareel.v any wanted. Prices arc
iinehanged; ln-st white 1-lb. sections selling at l.">(Lf;

If., second .inalily V.V"M. Best white, in l'^ and 2 lb.

sections, 14 cts. Extracted not salable.
Jiiisint.r.- ;.'S els. A. C. KKNDEr.,
Dee. :.'7, 1884. 11.5 ( )nlario St., Cleveland, tdiio.

sOUTh^
FC2 THE JiAlTtJFAOTUSE AOT SALE

BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES

77(«- Oiili/ St'iini rartori/ ICi-vrlrtI in the Soiillt.

j:.irl ii.fi ri-i If
/«»• tlir Man H/'uvtiirr of ilirfs.

IriuiKS. .Srrtioiis. Ar.. .IV.

Yiallon, and Root Sr^^^Hf a,^:.^;^?^.pr

Comb^ Foundation ^'u^A ^l ^Hs^:^

I

Extractors, .Smokers, veus? and 'lively tS

I

Italian Queens and Bees. S'a&rc^r^i"
I
the iicighboihoo<l. The superiority of the f)UCCUs

I

reared in m,\ ajiiai-y is so well established, that iu>

;
commendation is reftuired. I semi out no (lueen

j

that I \voulil not ha\ e for m.\ self ; and any one r*'-

cci\ ing a dcdectivi- or worthless 'lUeen from me will

1 ha\ i; it replaccfl. Proposals from Dealers to mail a
; gi\('n nundier weekly, solicited.

Ma.v, sl.l.j;

Untested Queens in'lune ami after. M.m.
Kales l-erdo/ei '

K.^.vs.vs ViTY.—Hoveji.—Market ver.v quiet; little

honey moving; prices lower—about 1 cent on 1-lb.

section* '.V'''^ cents on iMb. sections. Extracted dull,
•^or.] cents lower, with very little doing.
Dec. 2:J, 1S.S1. ci.inioNS, Cloox & (:<)..

Cor 4th and Waliuit Streets, K. C, Mo.

Dktuoit.—Ho?i(//.—The honey tnarket is rather
dull and well supplied. Good comb is quott^d at 12T'.

J4 cents. A. U. AVeeu.
Detroit, Mi«h., Dec. S3, 1S84.

IJOSTON.—Hfwif'i/.—-Our demand for honey is \ery
light, >ind prices arc oil from K'l.'Z ciB. per pound.
Dec. '£\ IHKl. IJI.AKE \' Kiin.EY,

." Chatham St., Boston, Mass.

300 Colonies of Bees for Sale,
Also 40 acres of land adjoiiungthe city; good house
and plenty of go<id water. ANTH<)NY OPP,
:2ltldb Helena, Phillips Co., Ark.

)ADANT'S FOUNDATION FACTORY, AVhole-
salc and rottiil, S<'0 ndvcrtisotnent in another

luinii, tjblld

•il, j^l.^-j

ine an
on application.

I

TESTED QUEENS S^^nJkS^m'"''
'''•

\ SELECTED TESTED QUEENS, !^rS.si:Ji?\;;
i
breed fi-oin, S:i.iHl. All my ijueens are reared from

;
selected imported mothers of my own importation,

; and from selected daughters.

' Early 4-Frame Nucleus, Sm 'ri;;:Wns
; a specialty of the 4-fraine nucleus for the last seven
j
years, an<l have sent them out to all parts of the

]
United States and Canada without loss.

' FworW NiIPIoIIC ^ *"'"'^ ""^ contains at least three
CVciy nUOIcUo pounds ot bees when received

; and sent oui in tin- full-si/e l,angstroth frame.
. They are cheapci- and more advantageous tlian bees
]
bythcjjound. Anyone wishing a list of those to

i
whom 1 sent nuclei the last season can have it on

I
application, so thc.v can in(|uire what they were, etc.

'Pull PnlnnioC in ;»ny ouantity. Perfect satis-

1 run UUIUIIICO taction gtianmteed m every ni-

stance. ;»" l-'oi- more partieuliu-s, and prices, send
j

lor my Desci iptive Illustrated Catalogue.
I Cash market price for wax.

P. L. YIALLON,
Uiivou (soulji, Iberville rarisli. La.
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NOTES FROM THE BANNER APIARY.

FOUNDATION IN THE BUOOD-NEST.

fRIEND ROOT:—You will remember that we
discussed this question at the Lansing- con-

vention ; but as many of your readers were
not there, I will, with your permission, reply

to your criticisms uooii my article on pajre

»n, Dec. Gleanings. You sa.y, colonies with sheets

of fdn., and with empt.y frames, have been tried

side by side for years, and in thousands of apiaries,

and the result was in favor of the fdn. Y'ou also

si)eal£ of the e.vcellent results obtained by hiving

swarms upon empty combs, and extracting the hon-

ey. All this I admit; but, to my mind, those illus-

trations are not to the point. If a swarm is com-
))elled to build all of its combs, both store and brood,

there is no iiucstion in my mind but that it would
be outstripped by a swarm furnished with fdn. or

combs, but how will it be when the surplus depart-

ment Is furnished with fdn. or combs, and the bees
allowed to build natural combs in the brood-nestV

Have you, friend R., tried such an experiment, or
«U) you know of any one who has? and if so, with
what result? Prof. Cook offered an explanation of
why I apparently secured more honey when no fdn.

was used in the brood-nest, and the explanation is

reasonable. He said the honey was stored in the

sections to a greater extent, instead of in the brood-

nest, when no fdn. was used in the brood-nest; and,

as I did not compare the weight of the brood-nests
in the fall, it is possible that the professor's expla-

nation is the true one. This is the, one weak point in

my experiment, .\nother season I will try to make

my experiments more conclusive. I'rof. Cook says
bees do not secrete wa.x unless they have use for it

;

but, is it not i)0ssible that a newly hived swarm,
during a good flow of honey, can secrete enough
wax to fill their brood-nest, if given fdn. in the sur-

plus department, more cheaply than wo can buy
fdn. for them? The best way that I know of to de-

;

cide this question is bj- such experiments as I made
I
last season: and if it is decided that more surplus is

secured simply because less aoney is deposited in

the brood-nest, it should not be forgotten that this

space in the brood-nest that n-ould have hctn occu-

pied with honey, had fdn. been used, has been oc-

cupied with /xoof/, and that fall will find the hive

full of bees instead of honey; the honey can be
sold for a good price, and the combs filled with su-

,

gar syrup.

I'ou say, " It seems to me, that instead of decid-

ing we do not need fdn. or empty combs, we ought
to decide that the method of management was not

quite the thing." I do not think this a fair decision,

and I think you will agree with me when 1 tell you
that no other bee-keeper in this county, so far as 1

have learned, has received so large a yield pro rata

as myself, while the commission men pronounced it

the finest honey they have handled this season.

One bee-keeper, living SU miles from here, began
,
the season with about 30 colonies, and increased to

about 76, but received only about 10 lbs. per colony

of surplus. At the convention at Chicago, only our,

reported a better yield of eomb honey than myself.

In the face of this, do you think it would be fair to

say, "The method of management was not quite

the thing"? Prrcont ra, in the fall 1 fed my bees 10

[

lbs. of sugar per colony, on aii average, to prepare

them for winter; but !i« the honey "squeezed"
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from.tht; brood-nest iuto.lht'.sections netted me, up-
on an'average, IS^cts. per .pound.^the sugai-^needed

to.take its place injthe ;brood-conibs.'.cost only 7 cts.

l>cr^ll)., and^is a safer^winter food than'Jioney, do
you think^it.fair.iiiy.fiiend, to .say " the method of

nianag-ement'was not <iuite_th<' thiufr"?

This (juestlon of Idn.'or no [fdn. in the,brood-nest

is.an imjiortant oup. and.l'hope that a larg^e number
of experiments will, be ^niade another season. Let
all remember, however, that.wbeu fdn. 'or combs
are placed in the sm-plus ^department, and the

))rood frames left enii)ty,'a queen-excluding^honey-

board is needed.

THE IIEUDON FEEDEU.
As 1 have used the .Heddon feeders ('M of them)

two years, and.fed about 4000 lbs. of feed, part of it

l)eing:|.honey andj part sugar ^syrup, perhaps I may
be'allowed to.answer your objections to it. They
areJsuch shape that*they pile' away quite snugly, 1(5

of.themjmaking- a pile only (5 feet high; but, as they

are.paintedjhey can be^piled up. out of doors, if

there] is ,'no' room inside. L,The7 cover is simply a

hoard (the hive-cover) cleated at each end, so that it

ran nitt warp. I.have never had a pcaticU' of trouble

in this direction, and no weights are used to hold

the cover down. The feed used is not thin, like wa-

ter, and the pressure is not great enough to cause
it to "spout" through the saw-cuts; it comes
through;them, and then downL:the side of the parti-

tion; at least, this is the way I should explain the

matter, as I have never shoved the cover back far

^nough to see exactly in what shape the feed comes
through ; but 1 »?•) know that I have never seen any
daubed bees, or those that gave evidence of having
been daubed, and T have never hoiUd the sugar
syrup as mentioned by Mr. Heddon, simply having
dissolved it witn hot water, and it crystallizes quite

l)adly until the bees get it iuto their cells. I do not

think there are half a dozen dead bees in any one
feeder, and they'have boon in use two years. To
prevent the feeder from leaking it is only necessa-

ry to paint with white lead the edges of the pieces

before putting them together. This feeder, and the

grooved hoard to bo used with a fruit-jar, are the

only ones I ever thought well enough of to even
try. W. Z. Hutch iNSON. 03-94.

Kogersville, Genesee Co., Mich.

With the expl.aimtion giveu by yourself,
and that of friend Cook at the convention, I

have no doubt you are rigtit in re.ufai-d to tlie

matter, friend IE; and in your remarlvs
above you suggest one tiling tliat I have oft-
en mentioned before, but l liad not thoujxht
of it in connection with this matter; viz.,

that a new swaim of bees seem to do better
where they have mmc comb to build than
where tliey have all linished combs already
furnished. I once urged tliis as a reason why
wesliould n )t till oursectitm boxes complete-
ly. IJut youi' idea is a new one. of lilliug tlie

section boxes completely, and letting the
liees indulge their proj^ensity for comb-build-
ing, and use tlie wax that exudes out of their
bodies, in the brood - frames below. In the
extract you make, however, from what I

said last month, I now for the lirst time dis-
(^over that the word On-idr, in the last part of
the sentence, is not the one I meant to use.
1 simply meant to suggest that we could not
decide any thing at i)rcsent, and that before
deciding, we should innstiiidlc your method
of management, and ,^ee if it were just the

thing. Most of the friends who know me
well, are aware that I often use a word that
does not express exactly the meaning I in-
tended.'J'or the siini»le reasonlthat the word
1 want (loi-s not just then occur to me. I

had no thought of conveying the idea as you
put it.— 1 am very glad to kiH»\\ you succeed-
ed in making feetl without boiling, because
boiling does seem to me an unnecessary nui-
sance ; not only a nuisance to yourself, but
to your wife and ^family, unless a special
stove be provided : and this special stove, in
the hands of the average bee-keeper, is gen-
erally a pretty big nuisance. I am also glad
to have' so good a report from the feeder

:

for not having used it myself, I was not pre-
pared to decide. Vou i)robal»ly purchased
your feedersaand covers of friend Heddon.
and I hope you will excus3 me ior still sug-
gesting that the feeders and covers botJi be
purchased of^friend IL, or of some supply-
dealer who makes his work carefully, or
there will be great trouble from leaking and
wari)ing covers.

THE MICHIGAN STATE CONVENTION.

V. H AT I SAW AND LEAR.NKII.

JSTAliTEl) one day earlier, in order to

;
visit the State hsli-liatcliery at Sandus-
ky. In order to make connections! had
to ride on a freight train two or three
liours. Three or four other individuals

sharetl the rather dismal freight car during
this long ride, and the slow monotony of the
trip was improved by getting ac<i"uainted
with each other. Some scinned disposed to

I

talk, and talked (iiiite freely, and others did
I not. I. for want of something better to do,

j

fell to studying liunianity. I had but little

time tc> stop at Sandusky. I knew, and 1 was
!
very anxious to find out where the State

i lisliery was located, and therefore I asked
everyHew comer as he came into the car if

1
he Avas ac<iuainted in Sandusky; and if so.

j

did he know any thing about the tish-hatch-

I

ery. Nobody knew any thing al)out it, nor
jhad^ever heard of such a thing. One indi-

j

vidual volunteered the remark, that he did

I

not know much about (ierman carp, but he

j

did know something about feedin"' lish. lie
vised to be connected with an eating-house
on the dock by the lake ; and the cook, in

order to get rid of his slops, just hoisted it

I

out of the window. Well, in due time a lot

I

of voracious cat-fish learned to hang around
the said window, for the choice morsels thai

I

came to tliem every time the table was
j

cleared. These fish got so tame they would
come clear up and hang around like a lot of

1
pigs or chickens, lor their daily meal. Fret-

!
ty soon the cook took the hint and threw
out a baited hook, and not only suiiplied the
table with cat-lish. but presented his friends
right and left with great wiiopi)eis for bakes.
The narrat(n- luul one such, and the family
voted it so delicious that he apjilied for aii-

other. This time they got a larger one still.

Ihit, oh dear niel in prei)arhig him for the
oven a great horrid dead wharf rat was
found inside of the big lish. None of the
family ever wanted any more of the cat-fish,

and mv friend sai<l it 'sickened him for all
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lime to come of every tliinj? belonging to the
tish tribe. Is it not funny, what prejudice
will do?
By this time a very genteol-Iooking man

came in. and somehow liis appearance seemed
to rather forbid conversation. I fnially decid-
ed, however, that I would see wliether it

were true that we can tell very much about
a man by his looks. He admitted that he
lived in Sandusky, and^was pretty well ac-

quainted, but answered so briefly that 1 was
almost discouraged on the carp question.
However, Ave'neai'edithe place, and necessity
made me bold. Oh^ yes! lie knew all abou't
the State lishery : had seen the little chaps
wiggle al)out in the glass jars. It was down
by the Avaterworks. He would show me the
place ; and after studying up the time of
trains, decided for me that by close figuring
I could get about twenty minutes for my
visit at the fishery. I began to repent a lit-

tle of my former imcharitable conjecture in

regard to him; and when the train slacked
up near the station, and he suggested we
had better jump off and run, trusting to the
chances of a street-car, I became a good deal
ashamed of myself. A car had just left, and
I slacked up my running, deciding that it

was too nearly "out of sight to leave any
chance for catching it. He. however, witli

a shrill whistle, brought them up. even
away off in the distance, got me into the car.

pointed out the line buildings of the city,

told me of a short cut to take in going back,
pointed out the hatchery, then nodded as he
left me, without seeming to tliiidc he had
done me any service at all : and yet jvithout
his kind assistance 1 should have entirely fail-

ed in my project, iind a day's work would have
been lost. 1 did thank him as well as I knew
how, and I mentally resolved to try never
again to be guilty of forming luicharitable
impressions of peojile of whom I know noth-
ing, for so silly a reason as that they look a
little bit ]troud and aristoeraiic. under juy
countriiied gaze. I feel ashamed of myself
eveiy time I think of it. AVhat a foolish
thing it is to think ill of a person voii don't
know! And, come to think of it. 1 do not
know but it is ten times more foolish to be
tempted to think ill of peo])le around y< u
whom you (?o know. May (iod have mercy
upon me a sinner, and I'fear a sad sinner
right in this line.

The fish-building stood right on the sliore

of the lake, or liay, rather; in fad. it is

partly over the water. Long vats ijiside re-

mind one somewhat of a cheese-factory. In
the center of the building were long rows of
glass jars, perhaps several hundred of them.
Kach jar held, may be. three gallons. The
jars are called the ("hase automatic jar.

Water drawn from away out in the lake,
through the nu^dium of the . waterworks,
comes into the building near the ceiling.
It pours into the jars through a tube that
goes to the bottom of the jar. Of course,
this makes the water boil over. A lip to the
jar then pours it into a tube that goes into
the next jar, and so a gurgling stream of
water goes through the jars constanlly, day
and night, for many months, and Irom there
out into the lake. Well, these jars are tilled

with eggs of white fish in countless piillious.

These eggs look like white pearls, about the
size of common shot. Patientlv the opera-
tives watch and wait natures time, for three
or four long months. Then the eggs, even in
this cold lake water, hatch out little fish, and
the fish wiggle out up through the jars,
and so out with the current into the lake,
and Lake Erie is peopled with white fishes.
Js i^not wonderful? _ _ _
They do not hatch carp in that way.~ Carp

are hatched in ponds, as described in the
different articles that have appeared. But
along the vats, along the outside of the
building, little^ carp of all sizes were swim-
ming. The gentlemanly superintendent.
Mr. Henry Douglas, scooped up a lot of them
with a little net attached to a frame that
just filled the vat. By pushing this down
the center of the vat, and moving it toward
the end. all the fish that could not go through
the meshes of the net were pulled up at one
haul. The fish did not seem to be troubled
or alarmed about it. I picked up a miiror
carp about the size of my hand, and he lav
still while 1 admired hini. as if it were the
most natural thing in the world. IIow I

did wish that Iluber were there! He has
lately learned to express liis admiration or
thanks by saying '' nice.'" But he can not
say the whole word, and so he just says
•Mii"." When I feed him at the table, and
give him something, he looks up with an
appreciative twinkle in his blue eyes, and
ejaculates •' ni"."" So it is with an apple, or
any thing else to a<lniire. One dav he put
out his little fat leg, and giving it a i)at with
his soft hand said to me inquiringly. ' I'apa.
ni"V' Well, I presume the juveniles who will
likely read this would have almost screamed
with delight to have seen these little fishes.

By the way. as soon as I have l)egun to
study carp, the whole finny tribes have be-
come wonderfully beautiful and fascinating
in my eyes. How can one ever a])preciate
tiu' nice C ni" "") things in this world unless
he has looked into it and studied it and be-
conu* intimately aciiuainted with itV Dur-
ing the past year 1 have learned to love most
intensely (niite a imnd)er of things that 1

never loved before. For instance. I love
strawberry-plants, and I tell you I really
feel a thrill of hajipiness everv time I jiass a
garden with a ]iretty i)lat of "thrifty, nicely
cared-for strawberries. Well, when 1 cross
a bridge a little bevond this gaiden. and
eatcli a glimpse of the fimiy tribes gliding
al)out over the gravelly l)ed. I feel another
thrill of hai)i)iness. VVhen I went over to
the college farm with oin- good friend l^rof.

Cook, with a munberof other bee-friends, to
stay over nisht, there were several things
that made me happy. One was a great clus-
ter of poinseltia in'the greeidiouse. almost
dripping with honey. We licked it out of
the cu[)-shaped blossoms, and when we came
around again there was anotJier supply al-

most ready to be ''licked '" again. Friend
Cook's young hopeful, "J>ertie.'" was just
getting crazy on poultry when 1 was there :

and as that iised to Ijc'my boyhood hobby,
Bertie and I soon had many ideas in com-
mon. While they were hitching up to go
back to the conveiition, Bertie and I and his
littje sister had a chase out around the barns
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to tiucl his golden game bantams. Well, they
had wandered away, and we could not find

tliem; l)ut lierlie found a fresh-laid egg. a
diminutive h"n"s-egg. of a faint orange tint,

clean and spotless, and beautiful in ])ro])or-

tion. I wanted the egg to sliow to ll\d)er,

more than I dared to tell ; and tlie sight of

that egg gave me another thrill of pleasure,

and ever since that day I have felt an un-
accoiuitable love f(n- poultry. I went and
got my old poultry book, " Aii Egg Farm,"'
and somehow every page seemed to give me
a new thrill of deliglit. bringing back my
bovhood days, and making me feel glad that
I liad now a very pretty lot of young pidlets

that might be laying if they only had better
(piarters. "Well.' I " am feeling unusually
liappy this l)right wintry morning; and one
thing that I feel happy'about is, tiiat it is a

beautiful sunshiny day ; and after I get the
printers supplied with copy, and my morn-
ing mail read. J am going to scrape ac-
quaintance with our poor biddies, and see if

I can not lix a place for them to lay. Iluber
and I will manage it, you know, and then he
and I will gather the' eggs, and won't we
liave funV If they were not so far away, we
would just carry a steam-pipe from the en-
gine down there to warm l\\^ their (piarters

and cook their grain. bo;l potatoes, etc.

Now, I have told you all al)Out tiie .Michigan
State Conveutiou. except the bee ])art of it.

and this article ]vd% got to lie so long tliat I

think I will tell tliat n.-\t time. Eest some-
body should complain tliat I have talked so
much about this visit, we have pat in lour
extra pag;es, as you will notice. 1 usu:dly
get talkative in the month of February, and
iind myself obliged to put in a leaf or two ;

but the spell seems to start earlier this
winter. 1 do not know where we shall be by
February, if I do not wind up; so. good-by
until next time.

Oh yes ! Before I close this paper I must
lell you one other little circumstance. Aft-
er I started home from Lansing, tlie bee-
keei)ers who happened to ba on my train of
course knew me ; and after we had gone a
few miles a man of about my age came and
introduced himself, and pretty soon asked
me to come over to the other end of the car,
where his wife was. I pretty soon discover-
ed that, if I did not know them, they knew
all ai)ont nt". Tliey were Mr. and Mrs. O. .1.

Bedell, of Kawkawlin, ]\Iich. They have
taken (iLio.v.vixiis almost since its com-
JUiMicement. and I soon realized thev were
not sorry either, by the kind compliments
tliey paid it. Tliey have succeedeil with
their bees, and their success has been most-
ly due to (Ji.KA.\iN(;-^. Now, I do not wish
to have you think that tliey follow all my di-
rections because they said that. They do
not use tlu' Sinijilii-ity hives nor frames", but
a franiH that friend 1>. contrived, after a no-
tion of his own. The way he makes his
houey-boxes is so uu-jpie tlia't 1 tliiiik 1 sliall

have to tell you all al)out it. II(! goes out
into tlie woods and hunts uji a nice straigiit-
grained pine-tree, just to suit liiiu. This is

cut. and made into plank. Tlie plank is tlien
cut olf into bolts iust as long as his sections
up and down. Then these bolts are sliced
n p with a circular saw so as to have pieces

I

about i inch thick, 4i inches long (that is,

for Simplicity sections), and Hi inches wide.
You see, it is a strip of board, as it were,
with the grain running crosswise ; and not
only must the (jrain run crosswise, but it

must be straight across, so you could take a
knife and split up this board into strips, and
have the strips split right square across,
eveiy time. These pieces are for a series of
section boxes, something on the plan of the
'• Farmer"' honey-box, only it does not have
s:iw-cuts where the box has to be split. The
top and bottom bars of the sections are, if I

remember correctly, pieces sawed from i-inch
lumber, and thick enough to hold a nail.

"With some wire nails the thin boards are
nailed into the end of the top and bottom
bars, and these top^and bottom bars are,

from center to center, the width you wish to
have your sections ; that is, if you Avant 2-

' inch sections, you iiail them 2 inches apart
from center to center; for H-inch sections,
U inches from center to center. Four of
these long series of section boxes cover the
top of the hive, and wlien they are filled they
are carried to the grocery in that shape, and
the grocer with his penknife splits off one
section, or two together, or three, as the cus-
tomer may wish. The wood being nice and
straight-grained, as 1 have explained, they
usually split pretty easily and true. Of
course, no separators are used.

I can not remember Ikav many bees friend
15. keeps; but he took a little book out of his
]>ocket, and showed me how mucli money 40
acres of wheat had brought him this season.
I think it was somewhere about sijOO. Right

j

below he had added up his honey, and the
' honey had brought more money than the 40
acres of wheat. •• Yes, Mr. lioot.'" said he,
" my h<mey crop has for a good many years
brought me more money than all the "rest of
my farm together.""

During the talk his wife shyly ventured
the remark, that she had often" heard her
husband say he would give more to see me.

i and have a good talk with me, than with any
': other man in the world. .Vnd there I had
I

been sitting all by myself in that car. and, 1
fear, holding niyselt aloof from the rest of
the world, from a sort of foolish bashfulness,
and. in fact, making myself so hard to get

;
aciiuaiuted witii that this good friend had to

,
take some little pains before I ccndd get it

' into my head that it was in my power to

make them very hapjty by being sociable and
friendly, just as I am here at home. There
are s«nen juvenile Bedells in tliat .Michigan
home, and very likely they. too. lia\e learn-
ed to love (ii.'KAMN(i-. iMrs. B. made the
remark, just before they had to leave the
train, that slie turned to tlie Home Papers

;

the lirst of any thing in the joiu'iial. Said J.

(luickly, '• With your family of seven chil-

dren you are botli united to some of our va-
rious churches, are you notV" But they
were obliged to admit'tliat they were not. I

can not rv'inember wiiat friend B. said here,
' but it was something to the elTect tliat he
believed in Ciiristianity and in the Savior, as
I had i)resented it through the Home Fa-

,

pers. Is it really true, that such sacred re-

!
sponsibilities are resting on my poor self—

! that through me otiiers are catching glimpses
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of eternal life and the home beyond ?

may God in his <?reat mercy help me
Tf so. j

but of the hundreds of feedersful we have fed, we

I

have never seen one bee that looked lioney-soaked.
• and this is more than we can say of any of tlio

i

other feeders we have used much.
HEDDON'S FEEDER.

IS NOVICK IWIK?

fllO.
HOOT:—Are you not mistaken or unfair,

or both? Vou ask us to, and 1 will criticise

you kindly. Our feeder-bottoin is not

"grooved "at all. Every thinjr is decently

fitted, and solidly and plainly nailed togethei-.

About three in a hundred leak, and these we ex-

change and fl.Y up, and that ends it. You say that

my feeder seems to be a larg:e Simplicity feeder.

Now, this is not just, for insomuch as they are alike,

the Simplicity is a small Heddon feeder. Over 12

years ago, and i tliiiil; before I ever heard of wab-
Ming-slots in which to put ]i<iind feed where bees

could get it and run no i-lsk of drowning, i made
these very slots, and Tiscd them for open-air feed-

ing. Very soon after, I made, useil, and sold feed-

ers with these same slots, with reservoir at the side.

and entrance at the bottom, operating throughout on
the same plan as does the one shown on jiage KU. only

it covered only one-fourth part of the hive. an<i was
all in one piece. That feeder was made, used, and sold

years l)efore Mr. (ii-ay invi'Uted the Simplicity, was
it not';' And if I understand your Simplicity cut

and description in your circniar, you come in con-

tact with the bees when refilling. 'I'hat we do not,

I consider a very important point. I, too. used a

glass cover, but used a wood cover over the, glass,

to shut out light. I atn op|>osed to feeding ill the

entriince. J dont think any one will inactice it.

after using a good top feeder. Vou also say we
leave a "

fs
" space between the climbiiiB- partitions.

No, it is only about '«; ';; would be too large. All ';.

spaces will admit of the passage of b«>es at one time
and one place, through it. A bee crawls back
down as well as back up. This ,: spac<'"over the

scant partition " is ai!>o a ";, space under tlie cover,

and more bees than five swarms wonlil contain

would never crowd this passagcwa.w
"OB.JECTIONS."

That these feeders take lift some rooni is trni- ol

any feeder, and they ilis|iatch woi-k in a greater

proportion than they take np room, as compared to

other feeders. One feeder will feed ten ditferent

colonies, in a lair season of time. No trouble about
warped covers. We don't make a cover that will

warp badly enough to let in a bee. Another point

is, we don't let our colonies " get a going " robbing;

and if they did, they would never raise a light cover
—at least, our covers (tn " light, " and I never yet

saw one rise, an<l in two instances by a new hand
putting on old, r(\jected. and waiped covers (of a

style we do not use), tlio bees did get started

jiretty well on two feeders; but by closing the crack
with our regular covers, till was again harinon.v;

for, get in at tlie top they caiihltt't, and that had at-

tracted their whole attei\tion, so they nevej- tried

the entrance. This is one reason why I so dislike

feeding at the entrance. Wet know by e.vperi«'nce,

that warping c-overs are not one imrticle of ob-

jection.

Now, about the food "spouting up," and rising

and daubing the bees. 1 liave tested this a few
times by removing the cover and watching the
action, and I never yet saw a bee get his back wet.

T have seen a few with their legs and underside wet:

j
Dowagiac, Mich., Dee., 1884. James Heddox.

I I don't quite see where the unfairness is.

i

friend II. I said it seemed to me it was a
I

lar^ce Siinplicitv feeder witli additions, etc.
: 1 used the Simplicity for illustration, be-

I

cause everyl»ody knows the principle of it.

,
The Simplicity was first made bv mvself.

' and not bv yii: Grav. [ supposed In the
I
looks of the joints, that the bottom" was

I

grooved on lo the sides and ends, so I .shall

have to give your workmen credit for mak-
1 ing good joints. Feeders made of wooden
i

boxes nailed together have so often given
i

trouble, sooner or later, that I do not believe
I shall want to use them. It was mainlv for
this reason 1 shirtcd making tlie Simplicity

' of ii single block of wood grooved out with it

! gang of saws. \'ei y likely vour covers do
' not make trouble by warping, but 1 tliink it

is because the workmanshiit is done under
;

your own eye : Imt where covers are made
in that way l)y the generality of mechan-
ics, or even l)ee-hive manufacturers. I

should think there would be a "ood deal of
trouble in order lo get the stilt rim to liohi

the covei«-boards from warping, or et'ttiim
on a twist.

INTEENATIONAL BEE-KEEPERS' CON-
VENTION

At the Exposition in New Orleans. Feb. 21.
25, and 26, 1885.

SO.MK sr»;i;KSTlOXS to the HEK-KKKI'EK!:
(i.Vltl) TO (;ETTiNfi THEUK.

S it would be ]»leasant. if not [trolitablc.

for a lot of us to make this journey lo-

getlier. 1 have desired my friend" Mr.
Holmes, wiiose business is in this line,

to tell us something about going all

together. .\s there are low local rates at
which tickets arc sold from alnu)st everv
ncighboiiiood. the onlv way in which th'c

tliingCan be m;in;iged is to' have us meet in

("incinuati. sav on .Mond;iy evening. Feb. i::^.

I

It we 1;ike the train then we shall reach
New Orleans on the morning of the SAh.

I

Of course, it would be desirable to be jires-

,
ent (tn the 2-!th : but to do this we shall have

;
to make the trip the week befoiv. or travel

, on Sundav. cither of which would Ite un-
desirable. 'for nnselt at least: but I submit

I

the matter \o the friends. In regard to the

i

return trip. I for one wish to visit the .Maiii-

nioth Cave, as alluded to in the postscrJ[>t.

I
15el..w is the letter from .Mr. Ilolints:

.1. /. Hoot, Ks./..

i:ilil»rGlnininii'< hi Jin: ruUiin :

Drar Sir:—Allow me to call your attention to the

i Louisville & Nashville Kailroad as a direct and very

I

pleasant route lor the bee-keepers of the I'nited

1 States and Canada to take when they go to New
|.
Orleans in February, to hold their convention, and

,

visit the World's Fair and Cotton E.\i)0$ilion, start-

ing fr<nn Cincinnati, and missing through l,ouis-

ville, Nashville, Ueealiir, lUrmingliam. Montgome-
ry, Mobile, and along the Gulf Coast to New Orleans.

All raili'oad eom))auies sell tickets via the L. & N.
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R. R. via Cincinnati or Louisville; and if you can
set the day to ceutei* in Cincinnati, and there are

enough in the party to do so, I shall be i)leased to

reserve a slecj>ing - car for the bee-keepers from
Cincinnati to New (Jrlcans, which costs six dollars

for a double berth, or twelve dollars for a section

each way, or I can charter a car for you at one
hundred and thirty dollars from Cincinnati to New
Orleans, and you can divide the expenses pro rata

between you all. By sleeping two in a berth, the

car will accommodate 48 people; or one in a berth,

24 people, and this would certainly be the most
pleasant way. You could all go to New Orleans,

and get well acquainted; you can leave Cincinnati

at 8:5.5 in the evening, and reach New Orleans the

second morning- at 7:50— a nice hour to arrive in a

strang-e city. By their sending their names to you
I will register them as received, and they would get

their sleeping car lerlhs accordingly; but they

must be sure their ticliets read Louisville & Nasli-

ville R. R. from Cincinnati or Louisville to New Or-

leans. Any further information furnished upon
application Vei-\ truly yours.—

Heuman Hoi,mes,
TraveUnij Passeiiricr Agoit.

Medina, Ohio, Dec. 25. 1884.

P. S—Those desiring to do so within the limit of

their tickets, can stop off at Cave City, and visit

Mammoth Citve on their return trip. H. H.

"i^ h le I 11 ink of it.it seems to ni" every
bee-man slinuld ^veal• a hadsje. I know a
good m;in\ of us rallur dislike tliis idea of
adveit-^ing our.celvcs and otir business.
But \vli( n I attt nded our convention in

Micbigan I rode s' veral long bonrs in tbe
same ear w.tb nt Inast two different bee-
fr-ends wbo were v( ry anxious to see me,
and I did not know them, f:nd they did not
know me. I have felt badly about it ever
since. I do not s( e bow we can find each
otlier out unless we wear a badge. I did
think once of standing up in the car and ;isk-

ing if any bee-men were present ; but that
would be 'a little out of my way of doing
business, even though it might have been
quite an accommodation to the friends men-
tioned. Let us hear from you who are ex-
pecting to go.

had got posted as to the honey-flows. Where he
had plenty of black-mangrove bloom I think he
would be compelled to keep less bees, or hire help,

although his crop would probably be larger.

Q.—As you have no cold winters (which are a
dread to me), what is the chief cause of loss of bees
with you?

I

.4.-1 have not lost a colony of bees for years, e.\-

! ccpt that two or three went to the woods two years

j

ago. Death of the queen at a time of jear when
we are not watching the bees closely, has been the
cause of losing two or three colonies in yeai-s past.

In that case, simple neglect was the cause. We
j

have all the enemies, and none of the diseases of

other sections. The mosqnito-hawk seems to be
the worst one, as it catches many young queens
while out to meet the drones. Notwithstanding all

the enemies, my bees are always strong, and always
have given good results; IIJO pounds average per
colony being my lowest in seven years.

(i).—When do bees swarm there?

^1.—Tn March, April. May, and .Tuly. It is usually

easy to prevent swarming after May 1.

Q.—What is the soil of Florida?

yt.—Most of it is poor and sandy; but as it is not

"thiisty" or "Icachy" it retains fei-tilizers well,

and responds to them and to good cultivation won-
derfully well. Our hammock (or hummock) lands

are black and rich, and produce heavy crops of all

kinds suitable to the climate.

Q.—What is the price of hive lumber, and is your
pine suitaiile foi- hive-making?

.4.—Good Southern pine, suitable forhive-making,
costs S22 00 per thousand at the mills. We also have
some handsome woods suitable for sections, besides

plenty of basswood.

Q —Is there a factory for making hives and bee-

keepers' sujiplies in your State?
.4 —No. What we do not malje ourselves, we or-

der from Georgia or the North. W. S. Hart.
New Smyrna. Fla., Dec. 12, 1834.

BEE CULTURE IN FLORIDA.

A VARIETY OF QUESTIONS, AND FRIEND HART'S
ANSWER TO THE SAME.

UESTION.—Will it pay for a man owning bees
in the North to ship them to Florida, instead

of purchasing there, if he intends to perma-
nently locate South?
Answer.— li a fair price can be obtained for

your bees there, it will not, as they can usually be

got here at $l..'SOto if7.00. according to strain of bees,

quality of hive, and condition of colony.

Q. When is the best time to ship, and would it

be safe to ship in December?
.4.—Sept., Oct., Nov., April, or May. 1 would not

ship from there in December.
',*.—Could one who is an expert in the North, and

can handle 200 swarms successfully for extracted

honey, do as well with the same numl)er of swarms
in Florida, or would he have to learn so much about

the climate, seasons, etc., as to diminish his yield?

.A.—He could probably handle as niar.y swarms in

some parts of the State as he co\ild North, after he

CIRCULARS RECEIVED.

For rhn^. Ki
-Piicrelist of ,p

rsle l^fiiton, La.,
In., etc.

have just printed

Wis.
lias bepii rpooived from .Tesse H. Rob-
fihi anfl queens a specialty

We liavc lilciv pi intcd for J B M.'Cormick Fredericksburg,
O., some price lists of ajiiarian supplies, 4 x fi. tinted paper.
From J. W K.Shaw and Co . Loreauville La . wp have re-

ceived a postal eircnl->r of the Home apiaries of 200 colonic*.
(Jueen-r arinif a sjiecialty.

P. L. Vinllon Ravou Gonla. Li., has jn.-st ordered from our
piess his seventh annual price list of bees, queens, etc. The
paRcs are the si?c of tliese.

i*. T. Cook, of f 'liiiton Hollow. N. V.. is havinsr his annual seed
eatnloeuc printiMl here. It will cro to nress immediately after
printing this nuniliei of Gleaninos The desitni is qui'e novel.
an<l retlecis great credit on friend C Do not fail to send for
one. if you want a prood garden.
The Tlerlln Fruil-Rox Co.. Tterlin Hiirhts. O.. senil us a very

interesting l-pape circular. Their specialty 's sliced sections,
and they arc inakinfr splenriid sections by the means, and are
huililinu up .T line trade. They claim to have wooden separa-
tors dried in !i press, as nice and straight as tin. We have

Mis cii m -.r..-\ .11'
1 -iivnlnr for the fall of IfR*. It is

much Ilk I

. in r ill M ^)ic Still insists that bee-.lournals
Mild sii|ii ' .: ii .ijfainst her because she is do-
iutrsoiini ! M i.s are somewhat reduced, and
the " di r cii I ii 1 . n 1 1.. \vn up BO fully last season are
olliicrl tor ..nlv S:! n;l There is one clause in her circular that
snius to nic to have the risrht rinpr to it. and I hojje that those
wlio (1( "il with her will follow it out to the letter. It is as fol-
lows, v.-rhatim:
" N( i\V I api)c;il to tbe honest intelUtrent Bee Keepers of the

i-ouutry to trivc their testimony. 1 FaRNK.stt.y Rkoitf.st each
pci-on who orders of n\i- iit any (iiiu> anvthine offered in my
cirriilar. to write on ii postal carri their experience in dealing

• st:ilc 'lainly and in as few words as possible,
linl; of what von have received for your mon-
p.i-til card to the publisher of the publication
• luv iiilvertisement.
sLKK TO REPORT AS REQUESTED, for by fO
id the right against the wrong."

I Just
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DRAGON FLIES.
WHERE THEY COME FROM, AND WHAT

AKE THEY DANGEROUS.:'

EW insects are better known than the dragon-

flies, or "devil's darning-needles." In near-

These adult dragon-flies are considered very bene- "

floial, because they devour mj-riads of gnats, mos-
quitoes, and other '"small game." Sometimes they
vex the apiarist by pouncing, falcon-like, upon hi«

honey-laden bees as they homeward fly; but this isronly true of the larger species. When they ai-e

li!." T.l'!T.]?!:, ^^''^uL^l^^^I'^.ZTZli^I^ numerous, and destructive enough to do serious in-

something, however, which is easier said than done.
To catch them, stand still and try to cage them
as they flit past you; do not chase them, as they
will rise and escape. Clarence M. Weed.

been attributed to them, and they have
ceived popular names. The Germans, more

poetical, in this respect at least, than their Ameri-
can cousins, call them " Gauze-flies," or " Virgins of

the water," while the French gallantly style them
" Demoiselles." A noted entomologist has affirmed

these insects to be "the very incarnation of ug-

liness, and the perfection of all that is hideous."

If he refers to their immature stages he is doubt-

less correct; but, few species of insects are more
distinctively beautiful than some of the dragon-

Lansing, Mich., Oct , 1884.

The opening of your remarks, friend AV.,

reminds me vividly of the stories I used to
hear about these snake-feeders, as we called
them. Wlienever one buzzed around our
lieads, instinctively both juvenile hands were

luster, what can surpass the eyes, wings, and body

of the blue-green species which Hits irregularly

iihout th(> ti(>lds and woods in June and July?

flies in their perfect state. For dazzling metallic clapped over onr ears, because we had been
told they sewed people's ears up with that
long darning-needle body of theirs. I know
they are handsome, but their gaudy beauty
is "so suggestive of stinking ponds and
streams that I do not believe I shall ever ad-
mire them as I might otlierwise. I am glad
to know more about them than I ever did
before. The complaints of their preying up-

I

on the bees have come mostly from the South.
I do n(4 think they do it—at least not very
much, here in theNorth. I have seen them
in that cpieer operation of laying eggs under
water, but I never understood it before. Of
course, they have some kind of a water-proof
glue to mal<e the eggs stick, and one falls to

I

wondering how it is that they make it work
right straight along. If some man had in-

vented such a craft, think of the years he
would need for experimenting to "get it to
work right along eve-y d ly. without getting
'•out oif kilter." " How wonderful are thy
works. O Lord!

"'OK DEVOCR OI-D KKIEND THE DUACON-KLV
DARNING-NEEDLE."

The eggs of these insects are dcpositeii just be-

neath the water of ponds, creeks, etc., on the stems
of reeds, and other aquatic plants, being held by a

kind of glue with which th"y areco\-ered. The young
dragon-flies which hatch are handsome only in the

sense of "handsome is that handsome docs." They
are great tyrants, killing all weaker brethren.such as

the larvti3 of mosquitoes, flies, etc.. which cross their

path. These larviis are very active, and have a

peculiar apparatus in the posterior end of their

body, which serves for both locomotion and respira-

tion. By means of tubes, the surrounding water is

alternately drawn in and forced out, a process

which may easily be seen by confining one of the

little " beasts " in a glass aquarium. After livlnsr a

short time the larva becomes a pupa, a state which
corresponds to the chrysalis state of the butterfly,

except that the dragon fly pupa is active.

When ready to assume the winged state, the in-

sect crawls above the water on some reed or grass-

bhide, and the bac'c of its pupa skin soon splits, out

of which the dragon-fly crawls, suns itself for

some time, and Hies awav. Tennyson beautifully

and accurately dcs'jrihcs this phenomenon thus:

To dav T saw the dragoa-flv
Come from the well where he did lie.

An inner impulse rent the veil
Of his old husk: from head to tail

Came out clear plates of sapphire mail.

He dried h-'s wings: like gauze thev grew;
Through crafts and piistures wet with dew
A living flash of light he Hew.

SOME KIND WORDS FROM TOUNGOO,
BURMAH.

FRIEND lU'NKEH TELLS US SOMETHING ABOUT
THE HEES THERE, AND GIVES SOME ENCOUR-

AGING WOllDS IN REGARD TO THE
WORK OF THE .MASTER.

OUK beautiful A H C book reached ine in good
season, and on a recent tour among the

churches and schools I took occasion to read

It, and I must say I have been intensely in-

terested in it. Some parts I have read re-

peatedly, and with great inoHt.

In some respects your work 'the spiritual jiart)

reminds me of my own. I, too. have a great facto-

ry. I will try to .send you a photograph of it by
and by. In this factory I have at present 160 girls

I and boys, and we are laboring, by God's help, with-

out which we fully realize that we can do nothing,

to make these boys and girls over from heathen
members of socety into good citizens, and, better,

into skilled teachers and preachers for the millions

of their countrymen, all over these hills to our east

I and north, to Thibet. This work you can have as

little idea of as I do of your bee-keeping and fac-

tory. We work through this school as a means of in-

fluence on the 70 odd churches and stations all over

these hills. Every church has its school, and gets

its teacher from this school. Now, I see you have
an immense work to oversee. I like your system
very much; without it you could not ask success of
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the heavenly Father. I can understand your care,

your solicitude for the men and women, boj'S and

yirls, under your care; for do 1 not experience it all

in m<j factory? These churches and schools, all

t)ranclies ol' the g-reat factory, the home factory

M-ith all it means, enables me to see your care.

Hut, friend Koot, 1 think we have some cares you
can hardly expect in your work. You have men
more or less fitted to your hand. We get material

from the wildest of nature's children. Sometimes I

think that yratlhule, as the name, has no place in the

hearts and language of these peoples. Your noble

helpers help you; and even the material ?/ou work
on, I see, often remember you with thanks. But,

did you ever think liow hard it would be to labor on
years without one " thank you"? The other even-

ing, about 9 oclock, as I was retiring to rest, all tired

f>ut, ] discovered, providentially, that my whole
factory of boys and girls, with a verj- few notable

exceptions, had quietly packed up their books and
clothes, preparatory to leaving secretly by moon-
light, say 1 or "i o'clock in the morning, and all be-

cause I had called the school to account for break-

ing a rule forbidding them to go out among the

Hurman heathen, where they would learn all sorts

of evil, in the evenhuj time; i. e., without permission

from some of the teachers. There were orphans
among this number whom I had saved fit)m death

by starvation, and had ted and clothed for years.

There were boys who had been in the theological

.seminary at Rangoon, studying for the ministry.

There were none of the whole company who
bad not received aid and love and kindness from us
in many ways; yet in a sort of panic of evil-heart-

cdness they were all ready to break up their school

on the slightest provocation.

1 may add, that there was not one who did not

afterward acknowletlge that he was wrong, and
ask forgiveness for what he had done. Your bless-

f'd Huber cheers you after your work is done.

Hless 4he boyl m;/ darlings are in far-off America,
and T have not seen them for over four years. But
I wont say more, lest you think 1 am comjilaining,

which I am not. 1 merely speak of these things so

tliat you who have already shown so much kindness
and thoughtfulness for this far-off worker may the

more intelligently pray for us that our strength

fail not.

Notwithstanding what I have said, and much
more of the same sort, 1 believe that the spirit of

(Jodisable to lift this people; that the Holy Spirit

can and does convert their souls, and will lift them
into civilization. I may not see a great advance in

my life; but it will come, for the "Lord hath spok-
en it." We here have to fall back and rest entirely

on the promises, after working on in the dark for

years; but the promises of God are yea and amen.
T have been struck with the similarity of our work,
after all. They touch in many points. Allow me to

say, that that lOminutPs' prayer-meeting at noon in

your establishment gives me more hope and joy
than all else in the book. It is, by God's grace, the
key-note to your whole work, and your success is

sure.

.\s time permits, I have been sucking in bee-

knowledge. Perhaps I shall get a little time in the
opening of the honey-season here (after the rains)

to experiment. For this purpose I have sent an or-

der to you. I wish now I had ordered more hives. I

had not th»'n learned the price. It would cost me
here ti\e times as nuieh to make a Simplicity hive

as it would to order from you in America, ordinarily.

Carpenter work of a good sort is very high and

I

very slow. At best it is poor. If I can start two or

I

three of my best Karens in bee-keeping I can help

I them very much, and perhaps the art of bee-keep-

ing in the country. 1 shall be happy to do good in

any way I can. I am here for that purpose. I sus-

pect I shall have to send you larger orders as I get
experience. In any case, with God's blessing I'm
bound to make this go.

You see, I've caught the lever, and such fevers

run with me usually till I win success or decided
failure. My letter in Gleanings has stirred up
several to write to me for queens! They want them
sent by express. Why, there is no express within

hundreds of miles of where I am. To reach Rangoon,
the nearest sea-port town, we must take a native

boat, a very rude affair, and go by the winding river

nearly 'MO miles. This a hot sickly country, away
liaek among the ages of the Philistines, save where
English enterprise has pierced this gloom of igno-

rance and superstition. To get a queen from Toun-
goo, after we had her caught and caged, would cost

hundreds, and perhaps, I had almost said, thousands
of dollars to get her home safely. At least, it would
take the salary and expenses of a skilled bee-fancier

to get bees from Burmab to America.
By the way. I saw in a i-ecent Gleanings, under

the head, " Notes from Burmah," something like it.

concerning bees in Singapore. The fact is, Singapore
is some tKX) miles south of the most southern point

of Burmah. Burmah is divided into two provinces

—upper Burmah, and English, orSouthern Burmah.
the most southern point of which runs down on the

Malay peninsula as far as Victoria Point, opposite

an island of that name, at lat. 10"^ north. The divid-

ing line between Burmah and Siamese provinces is

the water-shed running north and south. This line

runs down the Malay peninsula to lat. 10°, when it

turns to the west, and strikes the ])oint above
named. As to fact, 1 have yet to learn that there is

one hive of bees kept in any scientific way in the

whole province of Burmah. There are wild bees ev-

erywhei-e, and on a bright day their hum fills the air,

and swells to a roar on the grand old trees covered
with bloom, till they look like a bouquet of the

giants, and sicken the air with the richness of the

perfume.
There, T didn't Intend to wi-ite so much when I be-

gan; but we see few of our kind, and it's a relief to

talk to some one who can sympathize with us some-
times. This, of (!Ourse, is not intended for publlca-

I tion. A. BrNKEii.
I Toungoo, Burmah, Sept. 20, 1884.

Why. friend B.. do you say, ''Of course,
not for ])ublication'*V Your letter has
cheered and encouraged me greatly; and do
you not know there are hundreds and thou-
sands wild read (J leanings who are toiling,
many times amid darkness and discourage-
menis, in the same way you and I areV
Don't be afraid to let your light shine, my
good brother, and don't be afraid to ask us
to pray for you when you feel weighed down
by maiiy cares. AVe rejoice at the opportu-
nity, and daily ])rayers go up from many
homes where Gleanings goes; and I am
sure these prayers will be as an amen to my
own prayer, that (iod may bless you and
your flock away off across the ocean. "We
are intensely interested in your little story;
but I wat(,'hedall through your letter to have
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you tell ns more about what kind of oocupa-
tion you furnish to those under your charge.
We know about the schools and churches;
but, what industry or industries do you
take upV

tm— ^
PREVENTING SUGAR SYRUP FROM

CRYSTALLIZING.
SOMETHING ABOUT TUANSKERRINO IN WINTER, ETC.

T HAVE just been reading ail article in Glean-
M INGS on " Crystallizing- of Sugar Syrup." I see

^l it is claimed that it will crystallize—as a rule -
''*' only when made too thick. Further on, in the

same paragraph, it is suggested that crystalli-

zation probably took place— in a certain instance—

because "he put in too much sugar for the quan-

tity of water."

So far I have found it impossible to thoroughly

dissolve the sugar unless I use water enough to

make the solution quite thin—too thin for feeding.

Hence I can not succeed in making a syrup that

will stay syrup, without boiling.

Years ago T worked in a candy-factory, and there

I learned, that when transparent, or "crystal can-

dy" was to be made, the sugar was boiled down
from a thin solution, over a charcoal fire, without

any kind of stirring. Now, I never had occasion to

make the experiment, but I believe that, with some
less boiling, this candy syrup would have remained
syrup. Stirring the sugar until thoroughly dis-

solved, immediately after the water is added, has

nothing to do with its crystallization; indeed, the

sugar will settle to the bottom, and harden.^unless

it is thoroughly incorporated with the water by agi-

tation of some kind, liut, let it be reniembercMl,

after this point is reached it should be boik'd with-

out stirring, and, when done, left standing in the

vessel in which it is boiled, until needed.

I have tried the "honey" by adding al)out one-

sixth to the sugar; and I am well satisfied that it

will prevent granulation—or crystallization—better

than any thing else, and certainly without risk of

injury to the bees.

Very good, friend G. But if honey effect-

ually "prevents crystallization, wliat is the
use of going to the trouble of boiling itV

Jiist pour boiling water on your sugar, put
in the quantity of lioney mentioned, stir it

thorouglily. and there you liave it, without
taking the stuff near the stove at all. If I

am not mistaken, your wife will l)e on my
side every time.
One of my hives, containing a very strong colony,

and ha\ing ten frames full of honey (mostly unseal-

ed) was upset one night late In October, by a "nasty

hog." That accident necessitated a careful ovei--

hauling of the contents of the hive, and the feeding

of 12 lbs. of syrup, to make up the loss. But the

colony seems to be none the worse now for the

rough treatment.

December 5th T transferred a swarm of bees from
a barrel, in which they had been keeping house
since June last. I found not less than three gallons

of bees, but almost no good honey in the combs, of

which the upper half of the barrel was full. 1 have
them in a twelve-frame hive in the cellar, and have
given them 20 lbs. of syrup since they were trans-

ferred. To-day, Dec. 16, they are well and appai--

ently happy in their new home. JNIy bee-books and
bee-journals gave me not even a hipt as to whether

such a job might be done in December or not. But,

the wise hen cackles after the egg is laid. You will

probably want to hear about this transaction again
ne.xt spring; and I may have cause to wish I had
said nothing now. J. D. Gehrino.
Parkville, Mo.

I think your winter transferring will turn
out all right. Of course, we should like to
have you report in regard to it ; that is, if

the bees you" transferred die. and those that
were not'disturbed come out all right, it will

be rather against winter transferring. I

shouldn't wonder, however, if the colony
that had the 20 lbs. of syrup in December
would be ahead of the others. I do not
think there is anv difficulty about transfer-
ring in winter, if one understands his busi-
ness.

LOCALITY WHERE THEY
HONEY-DEW.

LIKE

SOMETHING IN DEFENSE OF THIS KXNU OF UONEY.

"P^KIEND KOOT: — r am a constant reader of

CV Oi.EANiXGS, and like it very much. I have

1? reatl many articles in it the last few years
'*' about honey. Now, we have not had the op-

))ortunity to study tho matter closely, but

take honey-dew as a gift from above, and like thaJ^

gradeof honey very much, and so do our custom-

ers. After buying it once they will call for it again.

Three years ago our honey-dew honey took the sec-

ond premium at the Inter-State Exposition at St.

•loseph, the honey being in 10 lb. boxes, while the

honey in competition was of different grades, and

in one-pound .«eftious. It was darker than clnver

honey, but was jjleasant to tlie taste, and of fine

Havor. If the ajihides i)ioduce honey, do they not

first eat ity If they puncture plants, and cause it

to flow from the plant or tree so punctured, why is

honey-dew found upon leaves of trees that produce

a bitter llisteail of a sweet taste, as the oak-tree?

Why is honey-dew found mostly on the topmost

leaves of the trees, and not on the lower ones?

Why do we never have honey-dew unless there is a

great How of honey from tlowers? and why do we
never have honey-dew unless accompanied by

heavy dew?' We think that the position taken in

Gleanings in regard to honey-dew is detrimental

to the sale of honey in general; for people don't

like to eat "bug juice."

Bees have not done well here this season, scarce-

ly yielding 20 lbs. to the colony; spring count. The

basswood was an entire failure, as was also the

goldenrod. Some colonies are short of winter

stores, and will have to be fed. The spider plant

produces honey from the first of July until the 25th

of October, standing the dry hot weather and three

slight frosts without checking the honey-flow.

Mrs. J. w. Thornton.
Stewartsville, Dekalb Co., Mo.

I do not think tlie aphides eat honey, my
friend, but, rather, that they eat the leaves

and suck out tlie juices by puncturing the

bark. These juices and the foliage are per-

haps largelv made up of starchy matter, and
the aphiihs convert the starch into sugar,

and exude it. This exuded sweet substance
falls on the leaves of tlie trees; and where it

is on the topmost branches, I think we shall

always tind the aphides on the foliage above
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it. T believe we have honey-dew honey here
when tliere is no How Irom'the llowers at all.

as has been the case lliis season, wlien the
]iouey-(ie\v came dnrint,^ the extreme drought.
It needs tlie lioney-dew or rain to soften up
the dried-down 'saccharine matter so the
l)ees can lick it up. May be you are right in
thinking we liad better stop calling it bug
juice. There is a great difference in the
quality of the hon^y-dew, and we have some
aroun(l here who like it. and prefer it to any
other honey— not enough, iiowever, to make
a market tor it. A man was here yesterday
with over 500 lbs. of beautiful-looking white
(;omb honey stored in one-pound sections. I
did not dare offer him even 10 cts. per lb. for
it, for tlie reason tliat I have been unable to
dispose of the wIioIh of a -ts-lb. case, al-

though 1 sell it as low as VJ. cts. per lb.

SUGGESTIONS IN REGARD TO AN
APIARY, AND A SHOP FOR MAK-

ING BEE - HIVES.

ABOUT SUCH AN ESTABLISHMENT AS EVERY SMALL
TOWN OR VILLAGE SHOULD CONTAIN.

fKIEND ROOT: -I send you by mail six cards,

with some photographs on, of bees, etc., not

to have engravinfs made, but as a sort of

visit to you to this part of the country. If

there is any thing in them that you wish to

have engraved, you are welcome to do so. The cut

of drone in Gleanings, Oct. 1, is a very good repre-

sentation of the photograph I sent you, so I supoose
it was made from it. I believe I am already paid,

as I received a photograph of A. I. K. free by mail

for my album about that time.

Careless bee-keepers in this neighborhood are

losing some colonies by starvation, as the crop was
short, and the bees kept breeding so much all

through the season. Jas. A. Nelson.
Wyanrlott, Kansas, Oct. 'Z8, 18S-1.

Tlie engravings on the opposite page were
suggested by some stereoscopic views kindly
sent me by Mr. James A. Xelson. of Wyan-
dott. Kansas. You see friend Xelson, in
his letter above, says I may make what use
of the drawings I "choose. Well. I believe
the two pictures are not very far from tlie

photographs, but I have changed them a lit-

tle in some of the details I do not know
whether friend X. lives in a village or a
town or a city ; but in looking at the pic-
tures it occurred to me that every village
could with profit afford something 'like the
bee-hive shop shown. The machinei\v, in-
deed, coidd be run by horse-power, tread-
power, wind-power, or. perhaps, best of all,

H little two-horse-power engine. Tiie en-
gine, to be out of the way. can be in a sort
of shop, or lean-to. against the building. A
suitable opening in the wall should be pnv
vided at the proper places to i)ush througli
shavings and refuse lumber. For safety in
case of tire. I would have tiiis opening closed
by a swinging door, the latter being covered
with tin. as well as the woodwoik around
the engine and l)oilfr. The shop should be
long enough to handle Ifl-foot boards nicely.
There had l)etter be two saw-tal)les—one loi-

cut off', and the other for ri]), although one
table may be made to answer both purposes

for a time : in fact, by frequent change one
table may l)e made to'do almost all the work.
For making sections, a gang of dovetailing
saws will be needed ; and if one-piece sec-
tions are to be made, it will take still anoth-
er machine. The machinery should be cho-
sen, of course, according to the amount of
work to be done. If bee culture is in its in-
fancy in your vicinity it would not pay you
to nmke'any great outlay to l)egin with.
X'ow, the great secret of succeeding in busi-
ness will be to have every thing that any-
body may call for, in readiness to load up on
the instant, in case your customer is in a
hurry.
In the foreground we notice a friend who

has probably loitered into this shop to see
what is going on there. He naturally asks
about honey-, and probably somewirere in
the rear of the shop, near the apiary, he has
been shown honey nicely put uj). neatly
labeled, in tin pails of various sizes. May
he some of them are out on the walk. He
tastes it leisurely, after awhile takes out his
pocket-book, and pays for a pailful, such as
he thinks will be needed for the family.

The man with the wheell)arrow owns a
grocery, and he. too. has been attracted by
the look of thrift and business that is seeii

around the establishment. He has taken a
48-pound case of comb honey, and also a
combined crate holding a single tier of sec-
tions. The latter he has set up edgewise,
as you will notice. If he has good luck he
will come around with his wheelbarrow oft-

en, you may depend on it.

The fellow who owns the horse and wagon,
and looks after the happiness of that nice
little woman with a parasol, is a farmer.
Said little woman took a shine to bee culture,
as many a thrifty housewife does ; and one
day, when they were busy cultivating the
corn, she spoke something as follows :

" James, our bees are doing so well I am
really afraid they may possibly swarm ; and
you know you have hot got those new hives
that you promised to see about."
He stands with both hands straight down,

looks anxiously at the corn-fleld, and then
back to his trim little wife. She is a pretty
good general, and knows how to manage not
only bees but husbands, so she tips her
shapely head a little to one side, and then
with a smile she knows he can not resist,

suggests, "• 1 should really like to go to town
this morning, and you "know it would not
take any m(n"e time now than after the bees
have swarmed ; and then may be they would
be gone to the woods before you got back, if

you did that way. It would take you but a
little while, and I will be ready just as soon
as vou can get hitched up."
You see, the conversation has all been on

one side. James, like a dutiful husband,
just let her do the talking, and before nine
o'clock this bright June morning tliere they
are at the l)ee-man"s establishment. I sup-
pose he has got boys enough to run the buzz-
saws while he sees to the hives, and loads
them up : so there he is with his coat off, ex-
plaining matters. I do not (juite see what is

to be done witii the little Avoman, if you put
many more hives into that light spring bug-
gy; but I guess thev will (ix it safelv. When
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two young i)eople start out in the world to
make a success of life they can get along a
good deal cramped up for"a little while, and
they will also manage to get a good deal of
stuif into one small wagon. "Well, well ; if

they are agreed, we are.

Let us now look into the back yard. Al-
though our bee-man is a hard-working fel-

low, he has had time to make friends with
not only the grocery - keeper, blacksmith,
harness-maker, and the rest of the mechanics
of his town, but he is also on good terms
with the doctor and lawyer. In fact, these
two worthies have been long his best custom-
ers, and done much to introduce his honey.
The minister has been among his customers
too, even if he didn't pay for the honey iu
dollars and cents. Well." the people around
town are so proud, the most of them, of the
establishment in their midst, that when a
distant friend comes to see them, they must
take him over to see what is being done with
bees. And that is the doctor now explain-
ing to that chap with the cane, how this
man is lu'ospering and building up an honest
business, while the neighbors around them
tell stories at the grocery, and smoke their
pipes. This doctor does not use tobacco.
In fact. I have been told there are a good
many of the doctors who are following in the
wake of the young ministers, in setting a
(jood rxanqj^c in the neighborhood thev seek
to lead.
Now, if this story is an interesting one to

you, and you want to hear more of it, just
go and visit the man who makes bee-hives,
somewhere in your vicinity. While 1 think
of it, suppose you just carry this Journal
along and showhim these pictures.

DEMOEALIZED SWARMS.
ANOTHER PLAN TO MAKE THEM STAY.

T SEE In Gleanings, Nov. 15, Dr. P. G. Alldredffe

||[ recommends caging bees that will not staj' in

^l the hive, and you seem to think his plan is a
'* good one, and so it is, no doubt; and as I am

not much of a bee-keeper T shall not pretend to
say that it is not; but if you will jiermit me, I will

tell you how I managed such a swarm for a neigh-
bor, the past season, They were a swarm of blacks
that had been brought from the woods, and trans-
ferred from a tree into a movable-frame hive.
They did not like their new home, for some reason,
and would not stay in the hive. They swarmed out,
and were returned to the hive a number of times,
and at last refused to enter the hive at all, but
would run out and cluster on the outside. At last I

was called to help conquer them, and this is the way
T did it: 1 first sprinkled the cluster with sweetened
watei-; then I spread them out on a large cloth,
hunted the queen, and caged her in a wire-cloth
cage. 1 npw suspended the cage with the queen
from the top-bars of the frames in the hive. Hav-
ing done this 1 placed the cluster to the entrance,
when they went in with a rush. In 24 hours I went
back to see Ikjw they were doing, and found the
workers busy at woi l{. I now liberated the queen,
and had no more trouble with them.
.Now, I i>refer tliis pl;ui for several reasons.

1. Hi'cansc it saves feeding; li. Uecause it saves
time to the bees; the workers being at lil)erty, they
will not only make their own living, l>ut a good
swarm can. in a week's time, have their hive half
full of comb and honey, which they could not do if
they were confined to the hive as the doctor recom-
"lends. .1. K. Citli'E.
I.agrango Center, Ind., Dec. 1, 1884.

MICHIGAN STATE CONVENTION.

A REPORT FROM W. Z. HUTCHINSON.

fRIEND ROOT: -As you prefer that convention
reports should t>e simply a summing up, I will

send you such a report of the convention at

Lansing. Any points that are brought out
sufficiently iu your editorial upon the sub-

ject you can, of course, drop from this report.

REVERSIBLE FRAMES.

The idea of reversing frames seems to be gaining
ground. Reversal secures the attachment of combs
to the bottom-bars, and, if done at the proper time,

the removal of the honey from the brood-nest to the

sections, where it can be sold for twice what it will

cost to buy sugar to put in its place. Sugar is a
safer winter food than honey. Reversal secures a
large amount of brood in a small hive. No device
for reversing, yet given to the public, is free from
objections.

ONE ENTRANCE,
And that at the bottom of the hive, is sufficient,

even when hives are two or more stories high.

STARTING 1JEE% IN THE SECTION.S.

If a colony is disinclined to begin work in sections

it can usually be started by giving it two or three

sections, with the adhering bees, from some colony
that has commenced work.

DISPENSING WITH SEP.\R.\TOHS.

To dispense with separators, use sections not
more than VU inches wide, till them full of fdn.. and
don't give too much room in the surplus apartment.
The only apparent advantage in sections Zm.« than l?^

inches wide is, that the honey is ripened and sealed

sooner. One-pound sections appear to be the most
profitable size to use at present.

THE HEDDON CASE
For holding sections on the hive received a regular

"boom;" all who had tried them were enthusiastic

in their praise. Thej' can be used without a honey-
board; but one is needed to keep the bees from
building brace-combs between the sections and the

brood-nest.

QDEEN-EXCLUDING HONEY-BOAKD.s;

Are a convenience, and save much annoyance; but
they can be dispensed with. If it is desirable to

"squeeze" the honey from the brood-nest into the

sections, or to hive bees upon empty frames or fdn.,

and give sections at once, then they are needed.

SECRETION OF WAX.
Prof. Cook is positive that bees do not secrete

wax unless they have use for it. He had, however,
conducted no experiments exactly similar to those

made by myself, but thought the increased amount
of surplus apparently secured by not using fdn. in

the brood-nest might have been the result of the

honey being stored in the sections instead of

part of it being put into the brood-nest. I shall

try more conclusive experiments another season.

GETTING BEES OfT OF BOXES OR CASES.

Drive down as many as possible with smoke; if

strong enough, shake out nearly all of the rest, and
then carry the cases into a honey-house or tent,

from which, the few straggling bees can escape
through an opening over the window, or in the top

of the tent. Another plan is to set the case down
on end in front of the hive, and, with smoke and a

bunch of Juno grass, drive out what bees remain.
The "calling ' of the bees at the entrance of the

hive entices the bees from the ease.
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PREVENTION OF AFTER-SWARMING.
The Heddon method was described. It consists in

havingr the prime swarm in a new hive upon the old

stand, and setting- the old hive a few feet to one side

until the newly hived swarm is nicely at work,
when the old hive Is placed by the side of the new
one, with its entrance turnqfl to one side at an
angle of 4.5". Each day the entrance of the old hive

is slightly turned toward the new hive until the
hives stand in contact side by side. At the 7th day,

move the old hive to a new location. If placed at

the end of a row of hives there is but little danger
of queens being lost.

OARNIOLA.N BEES.

These resemble the German variet3', are good
workers, good comb-builders, very prolific, and in-

clined to swarm, and the iji.ntlest bees-known.
THE POLLEN THEORV.

|

That the consumption is the immediate cause of

(lysenterj- among bees, there is littledoubt. Mature
bees do consume pollen, even when not rearing

brood. Analysis and microscopical examinations
show the excreta of bees to be largely composed of

pollen. Bees rfo not void their fteces in a dry state.

Dysentery has been produced by giving an abun-
dance of pollen, and i)revented by removing it in

the fall. The most prnrtiral plan of preventing
dysentery appears to be the removal of the honey
and pollen in the fall, and the feeding of cane-

sugar syrup; but that bees sometimes winter well

with pollen in the combs should not be forgotten;

perhaps we can yet learn how to induce them to let

the pollen alone.

I'ROTEfTION JN WINTER
liCSsens the consumption of stores, and the- more
perfect the protection the smaller will be the

amount consumed.
" NOTES FOR THE YK\H "

Was an essay read by Prof. Took. Some of its

points have already been covered in the discussions

reported above. Among other things, he said that

manj- bee-keepers were unscientific, and many of

their statements must necessarily be untrue; as,

for instance, the assertion that worker larvif turned
to drone, or that the tissues of a droni'-larva could
fecundate a r|ueen by being i)laced in the cell of the-

latter when it was in a larval state. We are not yet
'

ready to shout " Kureka " in regard to phenol as a
'

remedy for foul brood. The erossins- of ditlen-nt :

varieties of bees ought not to be discouraged; our
j

best breeds of stock were developed from a cross,
j

By means of fdn., drone-traps, and attention to the
kind of bees kept in the vicinit}-, the matter of !

crossing bees satisfactorily is not hopeless.

STATISTICS.
Bees, honey, an<l wax are not among the products

reported upon by the crop correspondents, and the

executive board of the society was appointed a

committee to secure the legislation necessary to

have apiarian products added to the list.

DISTANCE APART FOR HIVES.
j

As a general thing, hives need be placed no
further apart than is net^essary to give room for

working among them. In a queen-rearing apiary it

is more imi)ortant that the hives or nuclei be scatter-

ed about promiscuously, than in one nui for honey.
RAISING NICE HONEY.

Upon requ(?st. Miss Wilkins told how she and her
sister raised the fine honey that they do. They used
the finest white-poplar sections, which they thought
important. Tbey used the DooUttle hive and sys-

tem of management. The sections were removed as
soon as finished, and all traces of propolis carefully
scraped away. The source from which much of
their honey was gathered (willow herb) had much to
do with its fine appearance.

TAKING BEES FRO.M THE CELLAR.
When bees are taken from the cellar in the spring

it is not necessary that each colony should be placed
upon the same stand it occupied the previous
season.

ALSIKE CLOVER
Had been cut just as it was beginning to blossom,
with the hopes that it would again be in blossom
just after basswood. but it did not start again; the
drought might have been the cause.
There were, of cour.se. many details and. minor

topics, not given in this short article; neither let it

be supposed that tvfrilhorly agreed with aU of the
above conclusions; but. as far as I was able to

judge, the majority agreed with them, and in some
instances the decision was nearly if not quite unan-
imous.

There will be no State convention held in lS8a, but
the society will meet in conjunction with the North
American at Detnjit.

W. Z. Hl'TCHINSON, 68—fU.
Rogersville, Genesee Co., Mich., Dec. 'Xt, 1884.

FLORIDA.
SOMETHING} FROM NEAR FRIEND HART'S NEIOHBOH-

HOOI).

0l!K experiment in bee-keeping among the pine-
of Florida has now co\ ered about one year,
and we can tell a little better what to expect
in the futurf-. Seasons will vary here as In

other places, yet the main source of hone\
supply will not change much. The first of last De-
cember we had fifteen nuclei, 13 pure Italians and
a hybrid. Two were lost in transit from Honair,
If)wa; have fed aViout 15 lbs. of granulated sugar.
We did not dare to shij) much honey with the bees,

so they were short w hen they arrived.

We have taken nearly 700 lbs. of extracted honey;
sold at lOcts. per lb. except what has been used in

the family. We sold SIS.DO worth of queens, and
have now 18 stning colonies and 4 iniclei, all pur<

Italians. This, of course, is no great showing, nor is

this a famous bee country. Bees gather a little pol-

len, and perhaps some honcjy, during every month
in the year, but no surplus except in January, from
scrub pine; in March, from orange-blossoms; and
in May. from saw-palmetto. There is a great varie-

ty of flowei-8 from January to NTovember, and bees

work on some of them, but not enougli to much
more than live. Palmetto honey is nearly equal to

white clover. Orange honey is darker and not

quite so good, but there is no honey that,we have
had that is so dark or strong-tasted as buckwheat
honey. Bees swarm here on orange or palmetto
honey. After the first of June, strong colonies

reared a good deal of broftd till October. Some-
times they would be nearly out of honey; but fly

October most of them had enough on hand to last

them through. The small nuclei, however, had to

be fed or strengthened from strong colonies, to

keep them going. It is hard telling what they do
live on. Corn-blossoms in their season help .some,

and field peas, which are raised here, keep them
pretty busy. The bees would be very busy about

the pea-vines, but not on the flowers. The glands,
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or nodes, near where the flower stalks or peduncles '

grew, were, haunted trom niornine: till night. 1

looked in vain, however, lor any full combs of hon-

ci'. I found bees working on Cassia chamcecrista

(partridge pea), which is very plentiful here; on

Palaforia inteorifoUa, and on Elephnntdpus tumcn-

tums (elephant's foot). For a long time the woods
were yellow with many species 'of Compnsita},

among the several species of goldenrod; only one,

however, that I could find the bees doing any thing

on—a coarse species of goldenrod {Solidnuo pilom),

which grew in low grounds. I saw my bees work-

ing on it very busily, two miles from here, and think

they would have done well on it if there had only

been enough of it. There is not enough cabbage-

palmetto near us for the bees to do much on. That

yields a good deal of nice honey, but grows mostly I

on low ground, near rivers, hammock land, and near

the sea coast. We came here on account of my
health, and I think the only healthful places in

Florida are on the high pine lands, several miles

away from any river or hammock land, and away
from any place where wells have to be dug thi-ough

shell formations.

Eighteen miles oast of us is Mr. Hart's apiary,

near New Smyrna. There they have plenty of saw
and cabbage palmetto; and the mangrove islands,

when in bloom, rain down honey by the barrel full.

I have been there several times. The mangroves
are said to be limited to a few miles south of New
Smyrna, and two years ago when T was there with

friend Poppleton, from Iowa, we concluded that the

bee business was about all monopolized. I believe

Mr. Poppleton has since purchased land there; and
if he settles there he will undoubtedly meet with

success, as he is one of the most successful aplcul-

turists that I have ever met. There is better soil at

Smyrna, and plenty of oysters and tish, which are

all much more desirable than the malaria, mosqui-

toes, and millions of sand-flies ihat can be kept out

only by something as fine as cheese-cloth. Away
from the mangroves, I know of no place in Florida

•where honey can be raised in such paying quanti-

ties as it can be in the North; yet any intelligent

bee-keeper who comes here for his health, or to

raise oranges, would, in my opinion, make a mis-

take if he did not keep a few colonies of Italians.

In many places, pure mating would be a sure thing.

Every queen raised in our apiary during the past

season has proved to be a pure Italian. Two-band-
ed bees are as scarce in our yard as three-banded

bees are in the yards of some dealers. 1 once
visited an apiary w here there were only two or three

pure colonies of Italians, in over 5U colonics; the

rest were blacks and hybrids, drones flying from all,

and yet the owner was advertising dollar Italian

queens for sale (I believe he never advertised in

Gleanings). There were two colonies of blacks

near here, but 1 gave them two pure queens, and
settled that business. The old settlers in this coun-
try know very little about bees. They call the

(lueen a king, and think he rules the colony.

Twelve degrees above freezing is the coldest

weather we have had yet. The weather averages, I

think, between CO" and 70°, but gradually gets a lit-

tle colder. We shall probably have frost in a few
weeks. Last winter we had none till January.
Sometimes, I believe, there has been no frost.

Those who have ambition enough to plant and prop-

erly fertilize are now having good vegetables in

their gardens. Cabbage, lettuce, radishes, beets,

turnips, egg-plant, tomatoes, and onions, will be all

right till heavy frost kills the tender kinds. With a
little protection they can be had all winter. Straw-
berries begin to ripen in January, generally, but
seasons vary. Oranges and lemons are plentiful at

$1.00 to *1.5U per hundred. The soil in all healthful

locations is a very liaht sand, and will not produce
much witcout fertilizing. People who have money
enough to afford the trip, or who have bronchitis,

catarrh, asthma, rheumatism, or dyspepsia, will be
paid for spending some time in the pine woods of

Florida. It is not a good place for a poor man.
Geo. W. Webster.

Lake Helen, Volusia Co., Fla., Nov. 24, nsi.

KEEPING A SMOKER IN GOOD ORDER.
AN IMPLEMENT FOIt C

THE
JANINO THE SOOT OUT OF
tR-TUBE.

TTp FTER using several kinds of smokers, I prefer

^1^ the Clark to any other. I know some object to

J^ so much smoke, sometimes, when we don't
* *^ need it; yet it does smoke when we do need it,

and it just sends it oil' where we wish; and if

we knock its nose against the hive or any thing, it

doesn't fall apart and spill Are and the whole con-

tents into the hive; and, again, it's so cheap that

every one can have one, even to drive mosquitoes
out of the house. Yet, like all others, there is a lit-

tle trouble that I have for some time been studying
on; that is, the wind-tube does, alter a time, clog

up with soot; and unless one gives it some atten-

tion and thought, he would say the smoker was
good for nothing. Well, I tried a number of ways,
and now I believe I've got what pleases me ever so

much.

CHURCHILL'S 1MPL:5MENT FOR CLEANING SMOKER-
TUBES.

Perhaps a wire of soft pliable iron may be better.

I send you a sample, which is spring wire. You
can clean out the tubes, also the nozzle of smoker.

Please give it a trial; and if it is of any good in

your mind, you can make as many as you wish (as

it is not patented). You will see at once they cost

almost nothing; but to me they have been worth a

great deal, and what few have used them say as I

do. E. P. Churchill.
North Auburn, Me., Nov. 5, 1884.

Friend C, you liave indeed struck on some-
thing very valuable, in my opinion, even
though it is quite simple. Our apiarist has
tried it on the smokers lie had in use, and he
says that every Simplicity smoker should
have one. We have ordered a lot of wire
from the wire-mills, made just right, and
will get out the necessary machinery for
makuig them rapidly, and hereafter we ex-
pect to send one along with every smoker
we si'iid out. We credit you five dollars for
tiie invention, and tender our thanks be-
sides. Those who want one for smokers
they already have in use can have them for
5 cts. each ; 35 cts. for ten, or S^i.OO per hun-
dred. If wanted by mail, 2 cts. eacli in ad-
dition, or 5 cts. for each package of teu-
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HINTS TO THOSE WHO WANT TO BE-
COME PROFICIENT IN BUSINESS.

SOMETHIXC; TO ( I-ERKS, UEDCCEU FROM 2o VEAKS
OF EXPERIENCE.

Firi<t Hint.

0RDEK Avas heaven's first law, and it

must be our first law here in the office :

therefore each clerk is provided with a
scribbling-book, and every mark wit Ii

pen or pencil must be made in this
book, unless it is made on the letter you are
answering, as a note of what you have \\ rit-

ten to your correspondent. I have almost
always had trouble in getting clerks to ob-
serve this rule ; and then, I am sorry to say.
new clerks are the w(H'st, because they can
not understand what harm it may do to
make their computations on an old envel(»i)e

or piece of viapi-r picked out of the waste-
basket, instead of making all their marking
and scribbling in a book. One without ex-
perience can not tell how much trouble it

makes in an office like ours, to have writing
and figures on a piece of paper left on some
of the desks. No one dare throw it away,
for feav it may be important, and such
scraps are sometimes kept arountl foi- weeks
and months. For the same reason. I object
to tablets. A book costs little more, and
then any offer that has ever been made to
anybody^ or any figures that have been i)ut

down, can always be found, even if somebody
should claim we had wronged him by an er-

ror, and should not make com])laiiit until
weeks or months afterward. Your compu-
tation or scribbling book should be dated, in

order that you niMy be able to fix the' date of
any transaction. ";is we have mentioned,
wlien called upon to do so. The pages
should be filled close and solid, as far as you
go—not only on account of economy. l>ut

that you may learn correct business lialiits.

If you open the book at random, and scribl)le

in it here and there, it is unsightly and nn-
tifly, and can not well be kciH accuratcdy
dated. If 1 pay you for your time, it is my
privilege to direct matters, and say liowtlu'V
shall be kept ; and Mhatever marks or fig-

ures or writing is done on time that you
charge me for, is my proi)erly. If I ch<)ose
to have it preserved, "it is my rigid.

Second Hint.—Provide yoiu'self with paper-
weights of some kind, and see that no loose
papers are ever lying on the top of your desk.
A gust of wind may sweep them off on the
tlobr, and they be mixed uji or lost. J lave
your paper-weights labeled, and kvv.p them
on top of the proper pile of ])apers or letters.

Allow no loose papers a place on your desk,
or in the drawers to your desk. liifact. keep
no papers or proi)erty of any kiiul that you
are not using or likely to use. Fight against
accumulations of rubbish and dead property
as if it w-ere an insidious foe. Make every
thing about you count somewhere, and keep
it moving.
Third Hint.—If you spoil an envelope or

postal card or sheet of paper, by no means
waste time in tearing it up. It will be just
as safe if you lay it quietly by in our waste-
paper basket. I have seen a new clerk oc-

(Uipy considerable time in tearing a sheet of
I)aper to pieces, nnd then throw it toward

the waste-paper basket, leaving the pieces
to blow about the room ; whereas, if it

had been quietly deposited whole, it would
i not only have saved her time, but the clerk
who cares for the room, in picking up the
little bits. Our waste-paper basket will hold
whole papers, but little pieces rattle through
it.

Fourth Hint.—^yhen you make a mistake
in writing any word or'figure, under no cir-

cumstances undertake to scratch it out A\ith
a knife or any similar implement. Cross it

out with a pen, then put down the word you
Avant. If you get a whole line wrong, cross
out the line neatly. It is not necessary to

j

make a great number of crosses, for such

I

motions take time, and mar the beauty of

I
your work. Draw two pai'allel lines across

:

the error or line, and this will indicate to any
; reader that such portions are not to be reail

or considered. A single line across a word
does very Avell : Init it may be mistaken for
the cross of a t. and therefore I would draw
two parallel lines with the pencil, rather
than cross each letter or figure. If you do

! not discover that the letters or liguies are

I

wrong until the letter has been written, aft-

1 er crossing out the word in the way I have
1

indicated, put the proper word or ligure just

I

abo\ (' the one crossed out. Under no cir-

cumstances make one figure on top of
another. Expensive blunders and consider-

1
able (luarrels have resulted because clerks

i

persist in this very bad habit. Clerks some-
j

times urge that there was not any room to
write the word properly, unless theyscratch-

I ed out the wrong one with a penknife.

I

When yon meet a case of this kind, please
bring il to uu\ and I will show you how to
fix it. Every clerk should be able to write a
small i)lain "hand, with the express view of
being able to interline things of this kind

;
when necessaiy. One great reason why we

! employ women 1o do writing, rather than
;
men, is l)ecause they are usually taught to

; write a small i>lain liand.

Fifili Hint.—U you are not able to make
]
figures so phiin that no one can ever mistake

I

one figure for another, set about doing it

I

at once, and ))racliee on them, and decide on
i wavs of making tiiem until you can do it so
I well that no one will sav, during ten years of

j
work, that lie ever read a G for a 0, a 7 for a

] . a 2 fin- a o. etc. You can yuactice makiug
these figures in your couii)utal ion-book, and
I will pay you for the time of doing it.

j

Si.dh /7/»f.—When you are intrusted with
I
letters to answer, be sure that every (jues-

tion your correspondent asks is answered in

some" way or other. If he asks a question
that is answered jilainly in the A B C book,
write him a postal card.telling him the ABC
book mailed him covers the ground fully

;

and if you can. without great trouble, tell

liim wliat page in the book treats on the sub-
ject. If vour corresiiondent asks for a price

list, be verv sure that he has one ; and after

you have sent it, tell him so. Never say a
price list has been sent, because you are just

qointf to send it. Accustom yourself to tell-

ing the exact truth in every thing you do.

Manv business men and women have crip-

pled their moncv value by getting into this

on<> lud)it of writing to people that things
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are done, when they only mean they are just
going to do them. Xever, under any circum-
stances, say a thing is done until it is done.
About three-fourths of the people who apply
for situations will now and then forget to

send a coriespc indent (and probable custom-
er) a price list when he asks for it. I once
sent to a large l)usiness firm for a price list

of tlieir machinery. Tliey wrote me a cour-
teous letter, saying the list had been sent.

I waiteil sevcrid weeks, and did not get it.

They wrote another (M)urteons letter, with
an huml)le apology foi- tlie clerk who should
have attended to 'A.nnd didn't .^cnd it then:

Tlie third time 1 made out to get the price
list, and sent them an order for several hun-
dred dollars' worth of machinery. Many
clerks seem to think it is a small thing to
m.ike a fuss about. Ijecause now and then
tliey omit such a little item as mailing a
price list ; but after tracing the matter up.
and finding the same clerk had done tins
two or three times, I usually say, with my
past experience, that he had better be set

to work somewhere where such mistakes
would not do very much harm.

Seventh Uint.—When you write to a. cor-
respondent that something will be sent him,
make it your business to inquire and under-
stand how this promise is to be made good.
Last summer we were, for a few days, out
of A B C books; and as the friends were in
a hurry for their goods, the shippers were in-

structed to send the goods along, and that
the ABC oook would follow at our own ex-
pense. "Well, one of the clerks wrote this to
a large number of customers; and as she
was new in the business she supposed some
arrangement had been made for mailing the
books wtien out of the press, but did not in-

quire into it. The letters were distributed.
and complaints kept coming for several
months afterward. *'Is it possible you have
not gotthose A EC books done yetVand such
like statements. A search revealed the fact
that the promise was noted on the back of
the letter, but it was then distributed, and
that was the end of it. Therefore, when
you make a promise, make it your business
to find out how this promise is to be kept,
iind do not rest satisfied until you know;
for your own reputation, as well as your cus-
tomer's welfare, is involved. These letters,
after liaving been answered, should have
been cairied to the mailing clerk, to be
placed under her weight, labeled, " Awating
A 15 C books." The books have been piled
up in the vaults several months, while these
friends were watching tlie mails anxiously
and patiently.

Eiyhlh 7//>(/.—Xot only keey. the top of
your desk free from rubbish and accunnda-
tions, but be sure you know the contents of
every drawer in y()ur desk, and do not har-
bor any rubbisli there. Be prepared, if pos-
sible, to answer every letter within a few
hours after it has l)een" juit into your hands ;

and when you are done with il. push it for-
ward (luickly to the next cleik. as sc^on as
jiossible. Some clerks will keep letters lying
on their desks when it seems as if no one
could read them without feeling touched at
the writer's pleading to have his goods hur-
ried along. I have found letteis that had

been lying several days when the writer
said, " JMr. Root, do not let a train leave aft-

er this gets into your hands, without put-
ting my goods aboard;"' and yet the clerk
Avho had the letter in charge read it over
listlessly, and laid it down again until two
or three trains had passed. Witli the view
of remedying this tronlile, most of the desks
are supplied with a weight, reading like this :

'' Immediate attention," and my instructions
have been that .so/iu,^oi7 of an" answer must
be given to all such letters before another nuiil

leaves the ott^ice. Yow may think this an
easy thing to be managed ; but, my friends,
it is one of the hardest things to attain of
any thing I have ever tried in my life.

Even during the dull season, when clerks
have only enougli to do to keep them part of
the day. "they will let mails leave once and
even twice before the paper under the imme-
diate-attention weight has l)een looked at.

One new at the business would say, ''Turn
them off and get better ones." I "tell you,
1 have tried dilferent people initil I am sick
and tired of it. The inertia of lumianity, if

I may so term it, seems to be the obstacle in
the way, and it pains me to l)e obliged to say
that nien do not average nearly as well a"s

women. In spite of every thing I can do
they will answer letters and leave them lying
just where tliey last had them. A man can
not be made (so far as my experience goes)
to be as neat and orderly "and systematic in
this question of v.ork of correspondence, as
a woman ; and it is only once in a great
while that we find a n-nmcxn who is fully up
to all I have mapped out heretofore. There
are a/fH", however, and we sometimes find
them where we least expected it. One
whom the world has never noticed much,
perhaps, and whom nobody would suspect of
Iiaving rare business traits, suddenly devel-
ops, Avheii put to the test, a faculty "of man-
aging all these difficult little matters I have
mentioned. While her comrades plod on at
perhaps 7:^ cents an hour, she walks up rap-
idly into 8i, 10, 11. 12^,, 14. 15. ]7i, and then
20 cts., perhaps, in a short space of time
comparatively. There is something encour-
aging about this, my young friends ; when a
girl or boy begins to catch tlie spirit of prompt-
ness andaccuracy, he usually improves fast.

It may take him a good while to go from 1)

cts. per hour to 10 ; but he will go from 11 to
12 and 12Hn a much quicker time; 14 and
15 come frequently in a few months. Pret-
ty soon he goes up to 20, and then he be-
comes able to take charge of a room full

of hands, and works at a salary, without
being obliged to report time every day.

I susi)ect, my friends, it is not only clerks
in the otlice who need what T have "written
above, hot very likely it is boys and girls,

and men and women in every department in
life. '-He that is faithful in few things
shall be made ruler over many things;" and
I have, contrary to my first intention, put
this lure in the journal for the benefit of all

of you. as well as for the clerks in the office.

Occasionally we liave clerks who think I am
foolish and iiotional, and that they have more
wisdom than I. .May be they are"right about
it ; but I have learned by past experience,
that I succeed when my helpers fall into my
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ways of doing things ; and when they do
not, I do not get along. So if they prefer
their own ways and plans with small pay, T

suppose it is "their privilege to do so.

Nintli HinL—Be very careful when you
make any arrangement with a customer
touching his ledger account, that your letter

goes to the book-keeper, that she may make
a minute on his ledger account of what you
agree to do. For instance, a man receives
some section l)oxes, and through our fault
they do not reacli him until his honey season
is over, lie asks us if he shall return them
or hold them subject to our order. I indi-
cate with my ])en'cil the latter course. The
clerk accordingly writes him. "Hold the
goods subject to our order." and sends it off,

distributing the letter. In due time the
book-keeper sends a dun for the account un-
paid, and oui- friend gets very much dis-

pleased, decides that we know perfectly well
what we told him, and are trying to *• bull-

doze "him. I have been obliged to give up
in despair a good many times, in trying to
get a clerk that would remember things like

this. The man's ledger page is something
mcred, if I may be iieiinittcd to use the word.
Fouhave no businessdoingany thing with it,

without promptly giving him notice. You
might lessen the amount of his indebtedness
by giving rebate, and he would not V)e of-

fended ; but you hav(^ no business charging
any thing to iiim, oi- making any sort of an
entry on his account, without his i>ernussion
and direction ; and tliis brings us lo the—

Trritk llnil.—U you take the lib,crty of
sending something to a customer lie did not
order, or something costing more than the
article he ordered, a full exiiianation nuist
be made at the time you <lo so. and you
must always add, '• Subject to your apitrov-
al;" or, '• If we have not done right in devi-
ating from your instructions, write us
diately, an(i we will make it ri<;iit.'" I

cases 1 think it a good plan to inclose
tal card addressed to yourselt. asking
say at once on the " inclosed card
arrangement is satisfactory. Every
while wrangles and disagieements between
supply-dealers and their eustoiners are sub-
mitted to me, and a great part of the troubles
come because the sui)ply-(lealei- took liber-

ties, if I may so express it, with the money
that was intrusted to his care. 1 have hall
so mueli troul)le in linding clerks that would
attend to this matter that I have sometimes
said inwardly, if not aloud. '"Oh for a boy or
girl that woiild recognize the rights of those
who siMid their money to us!"" \ great
many assent to it, and seem lo understand
it; l)ut when tiu' rush of business comes,
and unless my eye is ccmstantly on every lit-

tle detail, they chai-ge a customer more for a
thing than he expected to jiay. l)eeause the
goods ha\e advance<l. or because he had an
old jiiice list to order from, and not one wt)rd
of explanation is given: or thev will send
him something a little dillerent frou) what
he ordered, without, a woid ; whereas, had
they just penciled. •• The best we can do; if

it does not suit, write," all would have been
l)leasant ; fori have found, by years of ex-
perience, that the person thus appealed to
will, nine times out of ten, put up with a lit-

mme-
I such
I 1)0S-

liui to

f the
little

tie inconvenience ; whereas, had the matter
I been left without any explanation, he would
liave naturally concluded that we did not

i

care whether we obeyed orders or not, so we
j

got his money ; and about all the ugliness
there is in him would have been stirred up

! so as to come to the surface.

Eleventh Hint.—l do not know how it is
! with other employers; but I Avant clerks
I

who will not be partial to me. I know it is

very desirable to have clerks who will look
out for their cniployir's interests; but, my
friends, I would a 'thousand times rather
have a clerk who would look out for God's
interests. What I mean by that is, I want
boys and girls, and men and women, who
will strive to do right before (iod. instead of
before me : who wdl try to keep the spirit of
justice constantly l)efore them, who. instead
of trying to make all business count in mv
pocket, will rather hold up the idea, and
keep it before them, "•"What is just and
right and fair, and honestly diie these
friends of ours who are intrusting us with
their money day after day, even though they

j

be hundreds and tlunisarids of miles awayV"'
I am glad to see my employes interested in

I

ray welfare, but I do not want any clerk .

I pjvrtial to my interests, and I do not want
! one whose judgment is warped because he
: feels friendly to me. A great many of the
bitter, hard, unkind letters that have been
wiitten have been l)ecause some clerk lacked
in judgment in this matter, or because his
judgment was woefully wari>ed. Sometimes
I have said to myselt\ " AVe can not have

I this clear-sightedness and impartial judg-
ment without age." and 1 have tried older
peoi)le ; but I found just about the same
dilliculty. Do >on waiit to know about what
I have concluded, mv friends? I have con-
cluded that tliere is' nothing in this world
but tiue Christianity, and a love fc»r the Sav-

;

ior. that can put self and seltish interests

j

out of the human heart. Now. if I pay
Christians more than I do those who are not
jirofessois. please l)e just enough to me to
recogiii/.e that I do it because they exhibit
this trait, and not because of their }irfi/rssion.

Tirdtth J//)(/.—Never (juarrel with a cus-
tomer. Never allow yourself to even think,
much less say. •• This man does not know

j

what he ilnrs waid." A man or a clerk who
(juarrels with a customer, (piarrels with his

:
breail and l»utter. Treat all customers,
whether you meet them personally or wheth-
er you get a letter from them, as if you

i
thaliked them, and thank (rod for sending
them. Treat them as something sacred,

:
not as though it were their iiKhuy you were
aft(»r. and that wasall you wanted'of them.
We are often accused of the above. and I am
afraid, dear fi lends, we sometimes deserve
it: liut after studying the mattei- carefnllv
I have de<-ided it is not so much sellishness
as it is a sort of shiftlessness and laziness.
The trouble is. it is this old hdlf-lteartcd-
ucss I have written about before. And now.
my friend. I do not know whether yon are a
Christian or not ; but if \ou are making a
profession of n'ligion,and that religion does

j

not stir you up to energy and zeal in work-

I

ing earnestly, faithfully, and hard for youi-
neighbors, when the neighbors bring busi-
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ness to you, then your Christianity is not
worth mucli. I have before spoken of the
tallv we have about doinij tjood ; but I tell

you. it is a thousand times better to do your
'li({>i as it lies before you on your table or on
yoiir desk or in your store or on your farm.
Do your duty ; do it Avell. tlioroughly. faith-
fully, and uiisellishly. and you will i"»robably

do luueh more good than iu starting out as a
missionary, wiien it is not your duty to be a
missionary.

Thirix iifh 7i/jt/.—When an order (.-omes to
yon tliat for some reason can not be tilled at
once.be sure you ))romptIy notify the one
giving the order, ami let liim know what to

expect, as soon as jtossiblc New liands
liave troubli'd more than I can tell you l)y

being remiss iu this one respect. For in-

stance, a hoy is sent half a mile to the hard-
ware store for some liolts of a certain size.

When tlie time comes to use them, several
men are l)rought to a standstill for want of
the bolts. After considerable trouble the
boy is foimd.
••John, where are those bolts you were

sent for V
"

" Why, they hadn't got any of that size.""
• Then why did you not (.>ome to me at

once, and say so V
""

•• Why, as they hadnt got any, I didn't
suppose there was any use of saying any
thing more about it.

•* What is the nearest thc\ had lo the size

vou did Avant '::'"'

'^ Why. 1 didn't ask them, and they didn't
tell me."'"

Now, the boy was greatly at fault, and /
should say the liardware man was at fault in

not sending word what he luid. larger (U-

smaller, that might answer. It is not only
boys. Ijut men and women, that seem to be
almost iuvarial)ly guilty of this same way of
doing V)usines3. until thus taught different
after ccnning here. Obey orders to the best
of your ability, and then 'notify the one giv-
ing the order the result at once : and t'Sj^e-

ci'oi/// should he l)e notified if you can not
furnish what he asks for.

Fourtctnth Hint.—Don t let any transac-
tion slip out of your hands until it is com-
pleted. For instance, a new clerk once said
that a man wanted to know the weight of
our two-horse-jiower engines. I told her to
write and ask the manufacturer. In a few-
days the answer came, and 1 gave it to the
clerk. Pretty soon she asked me what she
should do with it. •• Why." said I, ''write
and tell him the weight of the engine, of
cour.se."

•• Hut. I do not remember who it was."
••Did you )iot keep his letter or his ad-

dress?"
"No."
• Wliatdid you tell him':'"
•' I did not tell him any thing.

"

••Why. is it possible^ that you neither
w rote him nor saved his letter iior kept liis

address, after making such an in(iuirv as
you did?"

••
I did just as you told me to do.''

You may smile, friends; but I have known
older people of both sexes to be guilty of
this same thing over and over, until thev
had been laughl th.il thev unisl keeji the

address of such inquirers, in the computa-
tion-book, until the answer came. May be
we lost the sale of a steam-engine by this
little piece of thoughtlessness.

Fifteenlh Uint.—^ow. friends, in all the
foregoing I liave said nothing about lazy
clerks. It is a fact, tluit there are some peo-
ple who seem to exjiect they are going to get
on in the world by lolling "about in a lazy
sort of way. gazing abstractedly out of the
window, or marking idly with their pen.
yawning and wishing it were dinner-time,
etc. If you are working for a 1)usiness man
who expects to make a success of it. he will

V)robably get you out of the way the tirst op-
ix)rtunity. if you are one of that sort of peo-
ple. In' fact", he can not very well do other-
wise: and I am sorry to say. that when a
person has got into a luibit of loaUng a great
part of his time, so far as my experience goes
lie rarely gets out of it. One Avho will accept
wages when he is conscious that he has idled
a great part of the day is a good way down,
on the road to the poorhouse. Soiiietimes
when business is dull, and there is not very
much to do. we find clerks who will try to
spin out their work, as it were, to mate a

piece of work that they could do in a couple
of hoiu's. if they set about it with energy and
zeal, last half a day ov more. It is positively
awful, to see to wl'iat ]ierfection some people
have brouglit this Ivuack of being al^le to i)Ut

on the appearance of Vicing busy a long while
on some little job. I have sometimes
thought that one might almost as well take
money out of the moiiey-drawer of his em-
ployer, as to manage in tliis way. •' Do w ith

thy might whatsoever thy haiid lindeth to

do;" and if you get all the work done up, tell

your employer so. Then if he has nothing
further for you to do, I think it would be
money in your pocket to tell him you are go-
ing home, or take a holiday until he has
some work to do. If you are a valuable
hand, and he does not like to have you away,
he will pretty soon find sometliing for you to
do. If you are not a valuable hand, set to
work to make yourself so. This, of course,
refers mostly to hands who work by the
hour. A very common way of curing lazi-

ness is to set those who are addicted to it at
work by the piece. But wliere one has be-
come addicted to this haVut of shirking du-
ties, it is pretty hard curing him by setting
him at work on piece-work. One who will

cheat in regard to the amount of work he
does will cheat in quality or cheat in count.
Some honest clerk will "have to waste his
time in watching him ; and my exv)erience is.

that the dishonest one eventually beats in

the end. Tliere is no other way to do, in the
great majority of cases, than to dismiss him
to annoy somebody else; and by and by he
settles down and down, and eventually" the
county inlirmary takes charge of him. This
is a sad kind of jiicture, I know ; but I hope
you will take warning from it before you are
old, and before your habits are tixed.'

If you want to make progress in bettering
your wages, when you work, work; and
when you don't work, don"t work. Either
go ahead or stop altogether. Many times
one doesn't feel like work. .\ow. if you are
anxious to get up in the way I have been
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telling you, at such times I would stop alto-

getlier, or else exi)lain to your employer that
you don't feel able to do your accustomed
work, but that, if he wislies, you will stay
and look after things as well as you can. at
reduced wages. Yevy likely he will tell you,
if you are much needed, to go on and do as
well as you can. and it will be all right about
the wages. This I know, he will thank you
in his heart, if he does not say so. I recom-
mend tliese explanations, because without
them appearances might count against you ;

and in all this, dear friends, we want to ac-
cept the Bible maxim, and shun every
(i/pYjcamnce of evil.

Sjxtponth i/;?jf.—Be careful how.you make
free with the property of the establishment,
without permission. Sometimes we get a
new liand who straightway helps himself to
matches, soap, towels, etc.. without asking
anybody. After awhile he gftes into the
stdre and takes tin cups and tin pails and
the like, and always leaves tliem where he
last used them—out in the lots, perhaps.
When the weather gets severely cold I often
hnd tiiei niomelers hung up on" the outside
of the different i)arts of the l)uilding. Tliese
are put out, doubtl* ss. to register the tem-
peralure. Tiiere tliey iiang until I see them
and put them back in their places, or until
they an^ spoiled by rust and exposure. All
these things niigli'l have been well enough
had pernii^siun Itten grante<l to use them in

this way ; l)ut where ni;iny iiands are employ-
ed, the one who makes himself free in this

way, or is guilty of such lil)erties, is out of
a jol) sjieedily." Make it a point to get per-
mission b( lore borrowing or using anotiier
persons i)roi)erty.

Now, fiiends." in these remarks I may
have erred in judgment, and may he tliere

are other sides to niany of the questions.
But most of YOU liave wanted to know how
you can improve yoiu- daily wages. With
the experience of years before me. I have
tried to tell >ou as well as I can how you
may help yourself, and help those you "are
working for. at one and the same time.

sun.

BEE CULTURE IN CUBA.
•'IT IS NOT .\I,I, (iOLI) TH.AT (U.ITTKIfS.

'

RIEND 1{()<)T:-Tlie aliove is true of ('iil)ii;

ttioiijrh a kind Providence bus smiled upon
this country in more ways than one, yet it

has its dark side, a side that is bleak and

trloomy, amid the frlare of a noonday tropical

How can this lie? Voti sluill know.
A little more tlian one year afro we landed here

with 100 colonies of liees; owing- to circumstances

that we could not control, Christmas found us with

only ;:4 of the 10.) colonies left. The dth of .lanuary

our llrst island-tired (jueen liejfan to la.\'; Irouithat

time until the 11th of .Vpril, honey came in rapidly;

and as increase was the end desired, all energies

and means available were devoted to accomplish

our purpose, and JuneGOfound us with 5-0 colonies.

But, alas: " vaultiuK ambition had o'erleaped itself,"

and our increase was stopped only upon the eve of

a four-months' dearth of honey (I see the smile that

covers your face now), and 1 rc^peat the old adag-c

''Those laugh heartiest who laugh last." We had

our litugli when prosperity smiled and kept smiling

upon us; but the day came, when, beneath a tropi-

cal noonday sun, the sharp shrill sound of the rob-

ber was all we heard. "Devastation and destruction"
stalked abroad under this noonday sun, laying waste
the hopes that we had stood upon for the last six

months.
After the robber, came the moth; and with 5::0

colonies, all weak, and no honey coming in from the
fields, to carry them through to the first of Novem-
ber was no small task. You ask, why did we make
such an unheard-of increase? First, increase was
what we wanted, and, urged on by the reports of
native bee-keepers, that in August there was a good
honey-How, and in September the fail flowers began
to bloom, we thought we could not well go wrong,
and that there was really no limit to what bees
would do in Cuba.

j

But, this has been our first year, and experience
1 has taught us a lesson that has come to stay. The
honey-flow in August did not come; September
flowers failed to yield honey; October passed, and

I

still the robber sought that which was not his own.
' But with the advent of November, the royal palm
came to the relief of the hungry millions, and peace
and plenty took the place of discontent, dishonesty,

;
and death. We are on the road to prosperity now,

j

but with many hives that are empty; every day
;
brings us good cheer, and more of it. But, friend

I
Hoot, this experience we hnd to have; no one could

I tell us about it, for they did not know this is the

j

only apiary run upon the improved i)lan. What

j

bees arc kept are kept in log gums, and what do the

keepers know about the honey-flow? They say

I

they think that such and such is the ca.sc, but they

;
have not the means of knowing the condition of

their bees, or the amouut of honey coming in, only

, when in the winter the bees get their rudely built

hives full, and build comi) upon the outside, then

they know that honey is coming in fast, and there

I

their knowledge of bee-keeping ends.

j

There are more things to learn about modern bee-

keeping in ( uba, than to be able to tell exactly

j
when the How and when the dearth of honey comes.

I

Here, as you know, the best surplus season comes

I

in the winter, and it is winter with the bees. Al-

j

though it is warm, plenty of flowers and honey, the

nature of the liee is not materially changed; the

,

queens lay about one-half what they do in the

spring montlis, either here or in the North; they

J

make no preparations for swarming, they seal uj)

every airhole on the top of the frames, just as in

I

the North, and all their calculations scent to point

!
in the direction of a season of rest and a winter's

j

nap; but the winter, with all the severity of the

North, does not come (yet it is cold here, quite chil-

ly, but it does not freeze); the sun shines warm in

the middle of the day. the flowers bloom, and, in-

[

stead of " hibernating, " the bees gather honey. But

i
I think it is unnatural, and here comes in otir of the

great difficulties in Cuban bee-keeping; that is, in

getting your colonies in proper conditioJi to store

I

honey at this unnatural time of the year. They art-

cross, they are matl; they don't want to be bothere<l;

they want to be let alone; they want to sleep; they

want to hibernate. They are apt to supersede their

queens if you bother them, and every thing goes to

show the close observer, that gathering honey and

breeding in the winter is not as nature has design-

ed it for the honey-bee. Bee-keeping in Cuba has

many its and amis to it, yet I do not say that it will

not eventually be a success; but. one thing is sure;
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we have much to learn about winter management,
and controverting the nature of the bee to our
wants. Last sprinp we would not have given a big

orange to liave any one insure success; but, "where
ignorance is bliss, it were follj- to be wise."

November 20, 18.«4. A. W. Osburn.

JUST ALIVE, BUT DIED.

SKNniNO QUEENS ALIVE TO NEW ZEALAND.

@X page 797 of Gleanings for 1884, 1 told you
that, " Early this fall I started a queen for

New Zealand in the mails," but that it had
not been heard from since it arrived at San
Francisco, Cal. On the 11th of this month I

received the following letter:

3ir. O. 3/. Don/i«/e.—The following will give you
an idea of how the queen and bees arrived, which
you mailed me Aug. 3oth. Queen and bees came to
hand on the 2M of Sept., at 3 o'clock p. m. All the
workers were dead, and the queen gave the last
kick when being taken out of the cage. I tried hard
to revive her, but to no purpose. The cage contain-
ed stores enough to la.st another week. All the
bees looked clean and bright, including the queen.
I think the cold was the trouble. If you are agree-
able, 1 will try ne.\t seasen one or two shipments,
but one or two months later. Thanks for trouble
you have taken. My bees are in good trim, and the
clover is beginning to open plentifully. Hoping
you have had a good season. I remain yours truly,
Normanby, N. Z., Nov. 8, 1884. G. W. EppinO.
By the above it will be seen that 1 onlj- succeeded

in getting a queen barely alive from Borodino, N.Y.,
to New Zealand, but my friend seems to think that
it was the cold there which caused them to die.

Quite probable he is correct regarding the queen,
but I think that the worker-bees could not have
lived to reach there alive, even had the weather
been ever so favoi-able, for this reason : Bees young-
er than .") or 6 days old ai-e wholly unsuitable for
sending in the mail; for bees younger than this do
not fly from the hive under ordinary circumstances
to mepty the intestines of the pollen excrement they
contain from the food they consumed while in the
larval state; hence if such bees are shipped they
will generally have the bee-diarrhcea, and faul

themselves and the cage, causing the whole to die

within a short time. Thus six days of the bees' life

is passed away before it starts on the .iourney. As
the average life of the worker bee in the working
season is not over 40 days (none living, under the
most favorable conditions, to exceed 4.5 days, as I

have several times pi-oven), it will be seen there can
be little prospect of a worker, caged at 6 days old,

living more than 34 days more. These bees which
we sent to friend Epping were caged at 11 o'clock
A. .M., on the 10th day of Aug.; and as he says they
arrived there at 3 p. m. Sept. 23, It will be seen they
were caged 35 days and 4 hours, or one day and 4

hours longer than we could expect them to live had
they had their liberty, while life, of necessity, must
wear out faster during the uneasiness of conflne-
tneiit. As these bees were sent l)y registered mail,
I had a chance to know how long they were going
across the Inited States to San Francisco, Cal.,

which proved to be in this case nine days. Now,
if I lived in California I believe I could mail worker-
bees successfully to New Zealand, as that ii days
would reduce the 35 days down to m, which time
could be endured by bees, even in confinement.
Perhaps some would like to know how I prepared

these bees for shipment, so that they can try ship-

ping long distances. I am a firm believer that the

day is coming when all queens will be sent by mail
where the .iourney does not require more than 26 to
2S days to accomplish it; and the more trials there
are the sooner will the result be accomplished.
The cage and candy were made the same as was de-

scribed by me on page .599, Gleanings for 1863,

where I wrote relative to the queen I sent to Scot-

land. In addition to this I took a piece of clean old

tough comb and fitted it securely in the middle of
the two large holes, so fastening it that the bees
could go over the top of it and have free access to

both sides, where the cells were. In fact, the bees
had a hive with one comb in the center, and plenty
of food in the ends. My object in putting the piece
of comb in was, so they could carry this honey from
the " Good' candy " and store it in the comb if they
wished to, thus keeping them more contented, and
make it seem more like home to them. I did not
know that they would do this for certain until the
next morning, when I was convinced they did by
finding live times the pulverized sugar under the
cage I had seen before under any cage left over
night, and also by seeing liquid glistening in one or
two of the cells which I could .just peer into through
the wire cloth. J am sorry friend E. did not tell me
whether or not there was any liquid honey in the
comb when it arrived. Those last kicks of the
queen in New Zealand give me faith, and I shall

make further trial next Sept. and Oct., in sending
one the 2,5th of Sept. and one Oct. 15, should Provi-

dence spare my life, and friend E. still advises me
to do so.

On page 830, Dec. No., I find these words: "It
just now occurs to me that friend Doolittle's re-

marks about the sugar in the (iOo<l candy being of

no value, will need a little qualifying when we talk

about wintering bees on candy from sugar and
nothing else." Now, friend Boot, it almost seems
as if you did not really want to understand, some-
times. Won't you please read my article on page
797 again, and see if it is not already qualified re-

garding wintering? In fact, the sugar is sometimes
used by the bees in very cloudy, misty weather in

the summer, in the cages, but never in dry summer
weather; and when given to full colonies, the sugar
is used in the summer only after it is moistened by
the dew at the entrance, as friend Fradenburg tells

us on page 27, 1884; at least, this is my experience.

G. M. DOOLITTLK.
Borodino. N. V., Dec. 1,5. 18?<4.

I confess, friend 1)., that 1 had not gone
over your article on page 797 when I wrote
what" I did, and I did not remember tliat you
used the expression " warm weatlier.'"" If
you mean by not wanting to understand,
that I am not willing to admit that bees can
not eat dry candy in warm weather. I think
I shall have to plead guilty. "When I first

recommended giving bees frames of candy
instead of liquid food, our experiments wer'e
all made during severe drouglits in August
and September, and I built up nuclei, and
fed them for weeks on nothing but hard can-
dy poured into wired frames. On one occa-
sion our apiarist left a wheelbarrow full of
hives containing such frames of candy. It

was in the middle of the day, and a very
dry, hot day too ; but in the course of aii

hoiu' or two we had about as lively a time
with robbing as you often see. In the back
numbers of Gleanings 1 gave some experi-
ments with dry coffee sugar. When sugai-
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was dried in the sun so as to be quite dry, it

took the bees so long to manage it they work-
ed on it almost as tliey worked on ijatural

stores ; but a little sprinkle of waier would
start robbing at once. Bake some sugar in the
oven, if you choose, until it is as dry as yoii

can make it. Then put it in the sun in the
middle of the day. in a time of drought,
when bees are crazy for any thing sweet, and
they will take it "up and use it at a pretty
fair rate. In our back vohimes this process
is described for making bee candy direct
from sugar, without any boiling, and I used
it largely in hot dry u-eather. Very likely

they bring water to "^moisten it, for this, of
course, I can not dispute. If a jar of
water, with a cloth over the mouth, be in-

verted over the candy lliey will take it much
more rapidly. — It seems to me we have
had several experiments, showing that bees
during confinement, as in winter, may live

ninety days or more. The little cages of
bees we get from Italy, I think have some-
time s been as much as six weeks on the way.
May be they will not live more than 80 days
when confined in the mails ; but I should
hardly be inclined to set the limit there, be-
cause worker-bees do not ordinarily live

longer. I am glad to hear of even so much
success, for it is a good deal better than we
have accomplished ourselves in mailing
queens.

ALLEY'S DRONE-TRAP.
A REPORT NOT VERV FAVOKABI.E.

TN the bill for goods last April I reqiiestod 24

/^ queen and drone traps, as advertised.' 1 sup-

^l posed that you had plenty on hand. In your
'-*

bill you have charj,'od inc with 12; but by some
mistake there was but one trap sent. As mat-

ters have turned out with me, the disappointment

amounts to but little. I saved atmut 20 swarms of

blacks and Italians, and have not a single hybrid in

either stock. I set the trap before; a stand of bees;

they could pass in and out very well when so mind-

ed; but about a third of them, after makinjr a trial,

became united, and went to other stands, and. in

less than a minute, Rot uj) a tight, .\fter making
three or four such trials I laid aside the trap.

SELLING, HANDLING, ANP SHIPI'ING HONEY.
Bees in this section gathered honey the fore part

of the season briskly; but after the ft rst of August
they made no surplus. Mine took the swarming
fever just at the beginning of basswood bloom,

which was over by the first of August, so I do not

consider myself as an apiarist in running bees for

money. I think it unnecessary to make a report of

loss and gain. I will say, that I made about 2000 lbs.

of section honey, about a third of which is not fit for

market, owing to not being filled out and sealed

over. Bug juice has not yet made its appearance in

this country. There were some 30,000 visitors at

the White Sulphur Springs, near Waynesville, last

summer, many of whom cam(> to sec the bees and
honey. The most of the honey that I sold was to

them for samples to take home. Some bought a
single box, some half a dozen, some a dozen, and
some a whole case of 48 bo.\es. The ladies were so

highly pleased with the honey and apiary they give
it the name of Honey Dale. I have 15 cases ready
packed for shipping, but the way they handle things
on railroads, 1 am deterred from offering to ship.

unless I could go with the goods and handle them
myself. Fortunately I am not needing the money,
and may be able to sell at home next summer.
With the exception of section boxes, I have bee-

furniture on hand, ready to meet the seasonable
demands of another summer. My Italians have
not had a chance to show their honey-gathering
qualities, from the fact that I have kept down by
making artificial swarms, and the latter part of the
season we had ten weeks without a single shower of
rain; though the landscape was blooming with gold-
enrod and asters, they furnished but little honev.

1 have in all, 94 or 9.5 stands, nicely packed for
winter, on their summer stands. W. Frances.
W'aynesville. N. C, Dec, 18^4.

Friend F., we sent you one drone-trap,
and it was a clerical error in charging you
for more than one. I have had some fears
that the drone-traps might induce bees to
go into the wrong hives—especially Italian
bees, for in the busy season they often seem
to think it does not" matter much what hive
they go into to unload their stores. Setting
the hives fui ther apart might partially rem-
edy this. Have others had any like experi-
ence y

SOMETHING FROM OUR OLD FRIEND
GALLUP.

CALIFORNIA THE PLACE FOR WIDE-AWAKE, ENTER-
PRISING BEE-KEEPERS.

T WISH to describe the success of one of our bee-

f|^ keepers here as nearly as I can, for the benefit

^. of your readers. He commenced a few years
"*• ago a poor man. He took up a government

claim of 160 acres. He now has a small stock of

cattle, and during the winter season he sells on an

average .50 dollars' worth of eggs and butter per

month; raises quite a quantity of fruit, a nice vege-

table garden which produces vegetables the entir<>

year. His cattle obtain their living, and keep fat

and thriving on the natural feed, without any care,

the entire year. There has never been a season

that he has not made some surplus honey 'since he
commenced, and this season he has made 80,000 lbs.,

or 40 tons, as we reckon here. He has money at in-

terest, and is now well fixed financially, so that he

can hold his honey until the price suits. He has 10

tons of la t year's honey on hand—in all lUO.OOO lbs.

He hired one hand this season for 3 months at ^25.00

per month. He keeps his own team, and docs his

own teaming. With the exception of the hired

man he has done every thing himself, with some
help from his excellent wife and children. He has.

or had in the spring, 2T0 stands of bees.

The price of honey here now is 4 '4 to 5 cts. whole-

sale. Now, this man has demonstrated that bee-

keeping is a .^access when properly nuinaged, even

in a i)oor season; as. since he got his stock of bees

up to 100, he has made honey every season. I think

the lowest was 6 tons, and from that to 8 tons; but

when he had the small .yield? he had a good price.

His cash out is 80 cts. per case of 120 lbs.

There is no loss of bees in wintering, and no care

whatever from September to February. He always

keeps his bees in good condition, and leaves their

hives full of honey at the end of the extracting sea-

son.

I might tell you of another num who commenced
about the same time within six miles, and is now
some .*t)00 in debt, and this season made 8 tons of

honey, sold it for 4'i cts., keeps three dogs, no stock

of any kind, because it won't pay to bother with
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them, and still he has an excellent range. Cows are

worth only from 80 to 103 dollars each hei-e; beef,

12'/i cts. live weig-ht; egg-s, 36 cts. per dozen; hogs, 5

cts. live weight, and in half a day he could fence

across the canyon and then turn in calves at from 7

to 10 dollars per head, and let them grow to cows or

beef without any further trouble. Such is life in

California. This last man cries hard times; has

been in the country ten years, and has never yet

set out a tree of any description, nor a grapevine;

buys all of his vegetables, etc., and still he is quite

an energetic man; for if he can, by climbing over

the mountains, and carrying a heavy ritie, succeed

in killing a fat deer once in a while, it is a great

success. E. Galu'p.
Santa Ana, Cal., Dec. 8, l>^Si.

Friend G.. we liave been very much inter-

ested indeed in gettino^a word from yon once
more. I was a little disappointed" when I

got to the end of yonr story, to iind ont that
the man who had done so well was not
named E. (iallnp; and then I thought may
he that last man was going to tnrn ont to be
yon ; l)iit I soon saw I was mistalven there.
"Xow let ns know what you are doing, old
friend. Why don't you liave a big bee-
ranch, and give us something in every num-
ber, as y()u used to do in the old A'. P>. J.'
^Vhy. fiiend Doolittle (jiiotes you now every
little while, and yet you are letting all the
skill and wisdom yoii possess in regard to
l)ees, waste its sweetness on the away-ofC
California desert air, are you not V Is the
doctoring business so good out there that
you can not have just a few bees, old friend?

this way you need keep the combs exposed but a

very few moments, and then you can transfer in

your room without bother from the tees. I have
found this the best plan, among all I have tried.

Mechanic Kails, Me., Dec. 4, 1881. .1. B. Mason.

!U

TRANSFEERING.
SO.ME HINTS FROM FRIEND M.VSON.

fHE tools recjuired to do this remarkable Job
are a hand-saw to saw off the cross sticks, a

hammer, a cold-chisel, and a common case-

knife. We also want a ball of linen twine
and some woolen cloth. We now take our

new hive, supplied with three frames of empty
combs or foundation. Sometimes, when convenient,
we use one frame of brood drawn from some other
hive, l>ut this is not essential.

We now go to the stand of the colony we wish to

operate upon, smoke the bees, saw otf the cross-

sticks, and with the hammer and chisel cut the nails

so as to get off one side of the hive. We now place
some woolen cloth in a box, and cut out the combs
with the ease-knife, brushing the bees all directly

into the new hive, which should sit now on the
stand of the old one. As the comhs are cut out
and the bees are i)rushed off, a i)iece of the cloth

should be laid between each comb; the old hive
should be carried away, and the bo.v of brood-combs
carried to the house, put in a warm room, if cold, or
into tlie shop, and then transferred into thefraincs.
For fastening in combs I find linen twine far tli(?

best. Cut off four strings, two long enough to go
around the frame endwise, and two widthwise; lay
down these strings, and on top of them the frame.
Fit in the coml),and tie it in with these strings, then
bring the frame to an upright position; and if any
more string is wanted to secure it, use il. When
the combs ai-e all fastened in, eai-ry them to the col-

ony, and shake the bees from the frames left for

them to cluster on, and give them their combs. In

THE SCIENTIFIC BEE KEEPER.
THK .M.\N wm) KNEW .\I.r, ABOLT BEES.

ES," said he, " bee-keeping is now reduced
to a science; and all that we have to do
is to make this science a study, just as

we study surveying or civil engineering,

i
and we are bound to succeed. 1 know all

j

about bees; I used to keep them years ago, and

I

I've read Quinby's bee-book, and to me bee-keeping

:
is a science—no more, no less; I say, give a man

[

bees, and give him also the science of bee-keeping,

1
and he will make money. Now, in my experience
—-" But I waited to hear no more; I was cookijig

dinner, and he was one of the folks who will neither

come in nor go away, but will keep one standing on
tenter-hooks in the door all day, and he was so

deaf that all my words were lost on him. He had
bought a colony of bees of me a few days before,

and he had come now to see about them.
That evening about dark he came for them. The

day had been hot, and the portico was full of bees.

j

I told him to wait till morning. " No," said he, "I'll

take them now; I'm not afraid of bees; I'll let

I

every bee in that hive sting me, if any one will pay
me for the bees; all that a man reeds is to under-
stand the science of—" He had his sheet spread

' down by this time, and he took hold of the hive,

one hand at the back, the other at tlie top of the

portico in front, when a handful of bees seemed to

sting him all at once. He dropped the hive, execut-

ed a war-dance, and yelled " Jerushal .lerusha! "

: He wore linen pants, and the bees climbed up on

j
the inside, and stung him right and left; and at

j

every spear-thrust he jumped clear off the ground,

and yelled " Jerusha! "

I suppose "Jerusha " is his patron saint, from the

way he called on her in his affliction. When the

bees got to putting in their best licks he did not

have time for the whole word, so he said"Je—

"

(with a slap and jump) for one sting, "—ru—" (slap-

jump) for another, and "—sha" (jump-slap) for the

third; then he seemed to lose all account of sylla-

bles, and he danced a Highland fling, and uttered a

perfect chorus of " Jerushas." Our whole family

were gathered aroimd, and thci' held their sides,

and laughed, while the boys rolled on the grass.

and screamed, and oiiUed for some one to fan them
and rock them.
Well, they tied the l)ees up in the sheet, swung

them on a pole, and carried them home; and next
day they sent for me about ten o'clock, to come
there and cover up those bees. 1 found the hive

oiien, the cover lying some ten feet away, and no

scientific bee-kecpei- in sight; all the family had
business in the lower pasture, or the cow-lot; and
when I got in speaking distance of them they said

that my scientific bee-keeper was in tlie cellar, with

the door locked, so that none of the rest could get

in, and they were obliged to take to the woods. I

straightened the frames, i)Ut on the covers, and
left them in the care of the " scientific bee-keeper

"

who had read Quinby. Mafiai.a B. CHAonorK,
Vermont, 111.
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FROM DIFFEHENT FIELDS-

BEES AND—SEED cons.

T COMMENCED in the spring- with oue stroug and

th one very weak eolony. The weak swarm
'jl dwindled down to a mere handful; but I saved
"* thein by giving- them frames of hatching- brood

from the strong- swarm. The strong- swarm
threw off one swarm the 15th of June, which was all

the increase I had. I took from the three, 100 lbs.

of comb honey in one-pound sections, which I con-

sider doing- exceedingly well for so poor a season as

we had here this summer. IJoth apple-tree and
basswood blossoms were cut short by severe frosts.

I have a little matter in which I am undecided
how to act. Last spring I sold some seed corn to a

friend of mine. So little of it grew when planted,

that the crop was a failure. The one I sold it to

claims the seyd was poor. I claim it was ynotl, and
the cause of the failure was due to the seed being

destroyed I)y worms. I think I have very good rea-

son for so claiming, from the fact that 1 sold seed

corn to two other parties, bo#li of which were well

satisfied, and obtained good crops from it. Now
the question with me is, Should I or should I not

take pay for the corn I sold to the one that had the

failure? Of course, the friend suttered (juite a loss

by the crop being a failure. J'.iit for all that, it

seems to me I should not lose the price of my seed

corn, it being suc-essfully grown by two other

parties. H. H. ISu.vdf.ey.

Eddyvilh', N. V.. Nov. :.'S, im.

Friend 13., this matter of seeds liasjjeen a
good deal discussed, and tliere is aditTerence
of opinion in regard to how tar a seedsman's
responsibility should extend. A lew years
ago a decision was made against a seedsman,
because the crop did not grow, and you may
liavo noticed that most of our prominent
seedsmen straightway put a note on their
seed-packages, declining all responsibility.
Where proof has been' shown us that the
seeds we sendout did not grow, we have re-

funded tlie value of the seeds or furnished
more. Pint inasmuch as there is such a
diversity of causes that may produce a
failure of the crop, it does not seem to me as
if the one who sells the seed should be lield

responsible, further than this. If two other
parties obtained good crops from the same
seed, it woidd seem as if this were evidence
enough ; but very likely your friend may
have something to say oii the other side. I

think you ought to liave pay tor yoiu' corn.
as you state it.

'HE

I
board in front of the hive to shade the en-

I

trance, and all such arrangements, for manv
years. I have decided that 1 would let therh
tly whenever they want to. If bees are in
good health, and have not been fussed or
"tinkered" with. I do not think thev will
lose enough at such times as you mention, to
do any harm : any way. I am sa\ istied the harm
done by fastening bees in at such times is

greater than to let them " slide." I knowDoo-
little and some others have recommended
closing the entrance of the hives at certain
times in winter, and then opening them again
when the weather demanded it. IJut our
bees in chaff hives have wintered better with
the entrance open at full width all winter,
than in any other way. This matter we

I have tested liy many experiments.

I

HOW TO prx SIMPr-ICITY HIVES TOGETHEK KKJHT.

I received my ten Simplicitj' bee-hives ordered
from you through my friend N. H. Burns. So far

they seem to be all right, as I have not put them
all up yet. Such a time as I did have trying to un-
derstand the things and get them put up in good
shape 1 1 at last called in the counsel of my good
wife, and every thing joined like a charm. 1 com-
menced four years ago with one hive. I now have
eight strong swarms in common hives; iiave given
them very little attention, and had a supiily of hon-

ey, besides disposing of a few hives, and now I wish

to commence at the first with Simplicity hives and
A B C book, and give my bees careful attention. I

have a fine ranch for bees as well as cattle, and
hope to be equally successful. Unless a very dry
season, we have a great variety of flowers, and
bloom of trees. Cat-claw and mescjuite blossoms
make the clearest and best honey of all.

P. A. (iKAHAM.
Albany. Shack. Co., Te.\., Dec. !», 1884.

Friend (r.. that is what I call good sense
and wisdom. If many of us, when in
trouble, itracticed the plan given by friend
(i.. 1 think many of our trouliles would dis-
ap})i^ir like frosl before the rising sun. We
have the words of sacred Scrii)ture for it:

'•It is not good that the man should be
alone: I will make a helpmeet for him."
When you asked your wife to help yon out
of trouble, yon were fullilling the command
of Scripture : and if she is not already con-
versant with your work, and knows how to
wcnk intelligently, the fault is yours that
yon have not made her a partner in every
thing that interests you.

I.EAi THE i;ntha.\(E wide oim-.n

WIXTEU TIME.
In GLEAXi.Nfis of Dec. 1, page 820, you say of bees

wintered outdoors, "They should by all means
have the entrance so they can get out and in when
the weather is suitable." Now, I know of instances

where at sunshiny days in spring, bees would come
out in large numl)ers; and if there were snow on
the ground the.\ would fall on it, and the owner
would lose most ol' his bees. What do you think of

it? I". .\. [.AVOIE.

Moiureal, Dec.:;, 1SS4.

I know it. friend L.: but after having
tried shutting thepi uj). or patting a wide

WIXTEU FEEDlXfi.

A most interesting article on sugar syrup for bees

api)ears in the issue of Nov. 1.5. Not only is the sub-

ject fully discussed by Mr. Doolittle, but your own
extended remarks on the same are excellent. The
one point, however, on which some of your numer-
ous readers may, like' myself, desire yet more light

is the mode propounded for candy feeding, and the

possibility of successfully operating any day in the

year. Assuredly this, if so. goes far to solve the

problem of food supply. We need not be alarmed
on finding hives light, in going into winter quarters,

or having neglected to feed in time, or in finding,

during wintei-. suj)plies run low. Simply put on a

few cakes of candy, and all is well. No more fuss-

ing with feeders. The point is, will this disturbance

of piittinjf on the i-<mgenial supply, and excitement
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at finding such abundant and suitable stores, not

unduly stimulate, both rousing- to activity or un-

easiness, and to early brood-raising, then likely re-

sulting in spring dwindling?

This facility for feeding, aii> day in the year,

looks decidedly like a pretty long stride in advance,

if it can be as readily managed as indicated. There

is yet another point that may need to be put a little

more plainly. You speak of confectioners' sugar.

Confectioners use various grades. The standard

granulated is mostly regarded as the proper quality

for feed-syrup; but for this mixing with honey into

the consistency of dough, a softer sort would seem
more suitable, both for sticking together and for the

bees licking or chewing the more readily. These
gritty grains must give much labor to nibble oft';

besides, they do sometimes carry out crystallized

pieces as unmanageable. Might not a good quality

of soft sugar be less objectionable? Then, what
about water for moistening? Wouldn't a little wide-

mouthed bottle, Avith a piece of cloth over its neck
in the mifist of the candy lump, be very convenient

to wet their tongues occasionally? I mean to ex-

periment a little in the given i)lan, and shall also

hope to hear of others trying and succeeding on the

line of this honey-dough idea.

Toronto, Dec, 18!j4. Jacob Spencer.

Friend S., this matter of putting a bottle
of water near tlie lumps of candy was. as
you may remember, discussed and experi-
mented " on most thoroughly some two or
three years ago. As a rule. 1 do not believe
it advisable to give bees water until you
wish them to commence brood-rearing in

\

the spring. The candy and sugar laid on
j

the frames will not, I think, excite the bees
{

to undue activity in winter.

if it takes a leg to do it ; and when you have
got that mastered, you will find the matter
of managing to pay a little every week or
month is comparatively easy. Just make
up your mind it has got to be' done, you and
that good wife of yours, and then put in aiid
make things tly around for the sake of Chloe
]SIabel and her brother, if for nothing more.

FHO.M .5 TO U, AND 30 LUS. OF HONEY.
The past season here was extremely poor. No

rain between May 25 and July 25; then we got \U
inches, then none till September 28; no good for

bees. We wintered five last winter; no loss; took a

little honey. ;W lbs., for a sweet lick, but fed 40 lbs.

granulated-sugar syrup; have 14 in a house.

What personal experience have you had with the

Carniolan bee? also the Syrian? I intend to trj' to

teach our bees to work on red clover. Spray the

bloom with water well sweetened with honey.
J. D. Beacu.

Coal Run, Wash. Co., O., Dec. 17, 1884.

Friend B., Mr. Benton has our order for
some Carniolan (lueens. but we have had no
experience witlilliein. They come highly rec-
ommended, but so flid, the .Syrian and lloiy-

Land bees.—You need not go to the paiiis

of teaching your bees to work on red clover.
Whenever there is honey in red clover they
can reach, they will find it—you can rest as-
sured of that.* It occasionally happens, or,

rather, we have occasionally a season, when
this occuis, and very likely some varieties of
red clover are more apt to'have tliis profuse
secretion of honey than others. The matter
needs investigation and development.

WUAT TO no WHEN A MAN HAS A WIFE AND A
BOY, AND IS IN DEHT.

I bought 20 acres of land, and built ou it. Our
house is small, 14x28 feet, but we make out very
well. Our family is also small. I have a wife and
boy and baby, 6 weeks old. We call her Chloe Ma-
bel. How is that for high? I wish you would tell

me how 1 can build the cheapest for my bees, and
arrange the yard for them. 1 have a nice east hill-

side for my bees and poultrj-yard that will do the
business 1 shall carry on, if I don't make a fizzle of
it. 1 am considerably in debt, but will do my best
to get out. A. B. HowEK.
Mexico, Ind., Dec. 9, 1884.

Well, friend H.. the first tiling I would do
if I were you, I would make up my mind
that I would get in debt no further. "As for
the bees and poultry, if I could not scoop
out some i»hu'e in that eastern side-hill for
tlicm, without getting in debt any more, I
woiikl let them stay outdoors till spring.
Frobal)ly the best place for the bees will be
outdoors, protected from the wind, if you
can manage that. If you can make a cave
in tin- side-iiill for llie poidtry, they ought to
give you (luilc a lift l)y wav of eggs now
while tiiey arc liigli. If yt)ii "had some old
sash, so as to let in the siin and keep out the
cold, it will do very well. Sometimes people
in straitened circumstances say they can
not get along without getting in "debt "more.
In almost every case they van get along; and
when they get used to it they feel all the
better for it. Stop the accumulation of debt.

THIEVES IN THE APIARY, ETC.

I have been in the bee business over ten years,

beginning with one hive. My apiary numbers a little

over 100 colonies. This is not a good honey section.

White clover is just getting a start. The basswood
did not amount to any thing this year, and seldom
does. The wind and rain iu the fall spoiled that

crop, consequently this has been a rather poor j-ear.

I increased over 50 per cent this year. During the

past ten years I have learned much by experience. I

have quite a number of little notions, etc., of my
own, some of which may appear in Gleanings in

the future. You express surprise in the last num-
ber, that any one should stoop so low as to destroy

hives in order to get a little honey, which expres-

sion from a person of your age and obser\'ation is a

surprise to mc. The very meanest and most ex-

aggerated thing that we can imagine, humanity
will stoop to, and even lower. I am happy to say,

however, that we have never lost any thing to

speak of from honey-thieves. Some one entered the

apiary three or four weeks ago and took off the

covers from three hives, and laid them on the

ground. I rather think they were looking for bo.v

honey, but they struck a "desert place" for that.

The most mysterious thing to me is, why they did

not put the covers back, and also why did they not
take out some of the outside frames, which they
could easily have done. John F. Whitmoke.
Anita, Iowa, Dec. 16, 1884.

Fiiend W., 1 think it a great deal better to
have too good an opinion of humanity than
too poor a one; audi insist still, that it is

more ignorance than real badness of heart.
Those who took the covers off your hives
were looking for box honey. They did not
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lind any, and therefore they did no damage,
more than to leave the covers off ; and my
opinion is, that it was more because they
did not think any Ihing about it, than be-
cause tiiey did it purposely. I once myself
helped to eat hdiiey that I knew was stolen
from a minister's bee-hives, and I was a
Sunday-school boy at the time. Had some
.i?ood kind Christian friend taken me in hand
just about that time, and prest^nted to me
the full aspect of the case in all its bearings,
I believe I should have repenlcd with tears,

and perhaps gone to the minister and made
reparation to the fullest t^xtt-nt in my power,
and I believe it is much the same with those
who went to your hives. It is lack of teach-
ing, and, may be, lack of (iod-fearing teach-
ers. The harvest is great, but the lal)orers

are few.

FKIENU VANliKLFF'S UNCONDITlOXAt, SUiMlKNUKU.

My report this season will be small. I began the

season with 18 colonies, with the majority of them
weak. I doubled my number by feeding over a

barrel of sugar. I tool< less than 200 U)S. of honey.

The spring bloom was good; never saw it lietter,

and the bees got a fair start, and I never saw a bet-

ter show for Avhite elover. The fields were fairly

matted with it, and T expected a large yieUl of hon-

ey. There wore plenty of bees, and a large in-

crease of colonies. But, oh the dry season: Well, I

almost got into Blasted Hojies. The white clover

was just malting a nice start, but it needed rain,

and I was hoping for rain just in a day or two for a

week or two; and seeing the elover all dying and
drying up, and yet no rain, I had to mak«' an uncon-
ditional surrender, and take oir my section Ijoxes,

and make the best out of it I could. Yet I don't

mean to give up; we don't often ha\(' such dry sea-

.<ons; it is not the only pursuitjthat fails. I i)eliev(;

we bee-keepers can winter our bees with less ex-

pense and trouble than any farmer or stock-raiser

can his stock. I now have IW colonies prepared for

winter, and T think they will all winter.

THK ( AHMOLANS.
\'ou wanteil to hear from the Carniolans 1 got of

Frank Benton. Well, the season was so dry I had a

poor chance to give a fair trial. I did not get to try

them in section boxes, but I believe they are very
much inclined to swarm. They swarmed twice, as

poor a season as it was for swarming. But u good
season may make them all right. They arc as c)uiet

as any one could wish, yet I think alliinos are as

i)uiet. T have a colony of albinos I got last spring

of S. Valentine & Son; they are beauties, and as

(|uiet and gentle as kittens—that is, tame ones.

They don't even scratch; likely they don't know
how. W. S. Vankiukk.
Kirby, I'u.. Dec. 10, 18^.

SC B-EAUTU VENTILATION.
I shall probably send occasional subscriptions for

Gleanings in future, as I am not only pleased
with its excellence of practical information on api-

arian subjects, but 1 am more esi)ecially pleased

with its loftiness of moral tone. May God bless you
in your editorial work, and aid yon in keeping up the

morals of the bee-keeping business.

I have devised a cheap house for wintering bees,

which I think is as good as the more expensive
ones. Admitting air through a drain, or any un-
derground passage resembling a drain, is, it seems
to me. consummate folly. Vou would not like to

have your bedroom filled with such air. My plan is

to make the floor, walls, and ceilings, of hay, 3!4 ft.

in thickness. Outside of this is a wall of boards,

and over it a roof. The wintering-house for thip

part of Canada must be cheap and warm.
T. HOWLAXD.

Ormond, Ont., Can., Xov. 25, 1881.

(xently, my good friend II. If you have
never used sub-earth ventilation, how do
you know that the air that comes through
the pipe is bad V In draining fields, the wa-
ter that comes from our underdrains is as
pure and sweet as any well or spring water,
and the workmen often fix a place at the
outlet to get a drink. Xow, my opinion
is that passing either air or water through
the ground in no way injures it. either for
breathing or drinking. In speaking of drains
we often think of tubing put under ground
for carrying off soap and water, and other
slops fi'om the kitchen. Of course, we do
not want the air we breathe brought into
the house in such a manner ; but if it comes
through a clean pipe, laid three feet or more
under groimd. where nothing gets into said
pipe except the water that might percolate
through the soil, I do not see how the air
should be objectionable. Tlie air in under-
ground caves is, if I am coiTect, very pure,
especially where tliere is good circulation, as
there would be through our sub-earth pipe.
\'ery likely hay would be good for walls for
a wintering-house. With sub-earth ventila-
tion, air is taken directly from outdoors,
away off in the lots, perhaps, where there
are no buildings nor smoke. This air simply
passes through the underground pipe, and is

in on way altered or changed in this pass-

[
age, except to have its temperature raised to

I the temperature of the ground through
which it passes. You suggest a caution
which we thank you for: that is. our sub-

!
earth venlilation-tubes must be so placed

'': tliat no foul water from sink-drains can get
. into them. If it did, we might have typhoid
fever or cholera right speedily.

KEATH OK ONE OK THE VETEHANS.
W. VV. Rowley, of Eaugalle, one of the largest bce-

keepci-s in this part of the country, and one
whom you have dealt with some, is dead; he died

very suddenly at this place, when taking off some
honey to market, to .St. Paul.

HAVING NOTHING lUT YOUNG BEES l.X THE SPRING.

There is a nuin in this neighborhood who winters

his bees in a sawdust house (walls U inches thick).

About the middle of the winter they commence
breeding, au<l the old bees die off. He boasts of

the amount of dead bees he carries out in spring,

and says hi-* l>ees are all joung to begin work. He
has had good success for several years.

I want that book on gardening, when I can get it

and pay for it. We are trying to make ourselves
"«*iek>i»." W. FcLLEU.
Woodville, Wis., Nov. 27, 1884.

We are very sorry to hear of the death of
friend Rowley. 11 is name has been for
years a familiar one with us.—In regard to
having all the old bees die off, I do not be-
lieve I should like that way. even if it does
succeed well, for several seasons. I have
seen them die off" after the l)ees were set out
of the cellar, at such a rate that the yotuig
ones turned in and followed suit also.
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FRIEND HAMMON'S DIVISION-BOAHD.
Herewith I send jon the kind of division-board I

have adopted for winter use. By " looking- throug-h

the knot-holes " you will see a pai)er inside lining,

then sawdust, that covered with paper, then the

wood outside, then it is ready for use. I have put

ui) 55 colonies of Italian bees, each hive put into a

bo.v with a space of three or four inches, and that

tilled with dry leaves. 1 use the Lang-stroth ten-

frame hive. I have prejjared them for winter this

waj% taken out the two outsidef rames, and substitut-

ed in their places the "sawdust" division-boards,

and covered the frames with quilts my wife made
by cutting up partly worn bed-blankets. The bees

had a tine lly on the fifth inst., it being ^ery warm.
Bristolville. ().. Dec. .M.S84. H. IJ. Hammox.
I will e.\i)laiii- to our readers, that tliis di-

vision-board is simply a common frame with
thin sawed veneeriii<j nailed on eacli side.

The veneering is sucli as is usually found on
the back of picture-fiames. This veneering
extends beyond tlie ends of the frames so as
to till the hive, and also below the bottom-
bar, so as to nearly if not (juite strike the
bottom-board. The device is hardly new ;

but the sheets of paper to put over the saw-
dust, and next to the board, are somewhat
new. The hoaid would be about as warm as
a chaff-packed division-board, only thinner,
and the expense w'ould be considerably less.

them honey and water only, we find the capping of
brood-cells progressing as well, if not better, than
before. I have seen new combs produced from
basswood honey, that presented the appearance of

a fibrous conii)osition, but I remember that they
were built by old bees, and at a time approaching a
dearth of honey. C. W. Dayton, 114.

Bradford, Iowa, Dec. 4, 1884.

UKCIPK FOR HONEY-CAKE.
I saw something in Gleanings about honey-cake;

and as 1 have been experimenting a little with hon-
ey I will send what we think a good recipe for hon-
ey-cake. Two cups honey, one cuj) sour cream, one-
half teaspoonful of soda; flavor, mi.v quite soft.

Some do not care for any flavoring, as the honey is

sufficient. If you have not a better recipe you may
publish this, as I know it to be good. This makes
just a common every-day cake. Perhaps some may
have a nicer one. We have Gleanings, and like it

very much. I have put up all my fruit this season
in honey, and have even made jellies with it.

Mrs. L. M. Haudison.
Santa Paula, Cal., Nov. 18, 18S4.

« iMATERlAL FOI{ CAPPING BUOOU-CKLLS.
On page 80i, Mr. A. A. Fradcnburg's theory as to

[

the miit^r:al of which the caps to brood-cells is com-
posed, and the manner in which it is obtained, is

nearly as thin as the "pollen theory." I have seen
all sorts of trash—sticks, sand, plaster, wire, paper,
and any thing that happened to be in the way, fas-

tened in the eappings. the bees' only object (seem-
ingly) being to get a lid for the cells. They some-
times do very rough jolis of brood-cai)ping when

j

there is an abundance of other labor on hand dui<-

ing a heavy honey-flow. As to the bees " raking " a
j

fibrous or lint substance from wood surfaces, if this

is true in the brood-rearing season, when there is

brood in 9 combs, and bees enough to cover only 6, I

should e.x-pect to find nearly all the bees in a colony
"raking hay," and, in ace )rdance to bee nature, I

should e.xpect to find more of them on weatherworn
basswood boards than on the fi-ont side of well- !

painted hives and pieces of glass which I keep lean-
]

ing against the front sides of my hives.
'

I believe it has not been reported, that bees cap
honey-cells with any thing short of wa.v, and we

|

find the capping to some honey-cells that resemble
that of brood-cells insomuch as to defy distinction.

.\ndif we shut a colony in a glass bo.\, allowing

feeders AND feeding—A CALTIOX.
The hive of bees you expressed to me last June,

was received on the 10th in good condition. The
one you expressed to me in July, IH.Sl, a fine big

swarm, was led out on the 20th of June. Another
young swarm was led out July 4. At the time of

swarming, wet windy weather prevented the bees
from working. I fed the young bees sugar syrup
in tin cans, on their alighting-boards. This way of

feeding started the old bees to robbing. The young
bees would fight at their own hives, and would go
to the old hives and fight there too. Their fighting

lasted ten days; not one of thera was beaten, but
were all much reduced. The rest of the season, the

bees in the old hive kept a standing army at the

entrance of their hive, to keep the young bees from
robbing them. I got no honey this season. I think

they have i)lcnty to bring them safe through the

winter. John Hamsworth.
Sunny Meade, Assiniboia, N. W. T., Can.

Friend II., that is just about the way feed-
ing works, if you arc not careful. You just
about express' it when you say the old hives
kept up a *' standing army." Be careful
about feeding.

WH.VT TO DO WITH BEES TH.\T COME OUT AND DIE
OX THE SNOW.

I should like to have one question answered
through Gi-EANiNGS, if you can give it room. Is

there any way to prevent bees from coming out of

their hives, and dying by the hundreds on the snow?
Will it do any g. od to shade the hives?

E. D. Barton.
East Hampton, Ct, Dec. 3. 1884.

Fripnd B.. bees seldom if ever come out
and die on the snow, unless something is the
matter with them. It has been suggested,
that sometimes they come out because the
sun shines directly on a tliin hive, and
warms it up, when they would not come
out if the hive were shaded. This may be
so, but I am a 1 ttle inclined to doubt it.

However, I greatly prefer to have them in
chaff-packed hives, not only to keep the sun
from heating them up too quickly, but to
kecj) the frost out as well. When bees have
unwholesome stores, and are affected by
dysentery, or some like disease, they come
out and die on the snow in all kinds of weath-
er, and I do not know that any thing can be
done for them, unless it is to srive them good
honey in place of the bad, or. what is the
same thing, sugar stores. A few bees will
always come out, such as die of old age and
other causes, and in a very powerful colony
the number might be so great as to cause "a

novice to feel worried by it, when it is noth-
ing more than what miglit lie exiiected. A
strong colony will probably throw out, say a
handful of bees, after a cold spell of three or
four weeks ; and when these happen to be
scattered about on the bright snow they,
give one the impression that the number is

much greater than it actually is.
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MORE LABELS WANTED.
The labels were received yesterday all right; ac-

cept my thanks for promptness. The pails are the

nicest and cheapest I have ever had. I think you
should get up a label to tit the pails. It is very nec-

essary that the paper should go around the pails and
lap, or they will peel off. I am doing very well; am
averaging over 100 lbs. per colony each year, about

one-half each of comb and extracted.
L. A. Pknnover.

Winona, Minn., Dec. 25, 18F4.

I know we need a nice litbograph laljel for

each one of the ntsted pails we are selling;

but to tell the truth, we have already so
many different kinds of labels that a clerk
lias to be employed to look after them: and
even then it is liard keeping track of what
we have in stock, for we have made almost
every thing that has been asked for in this

line." Another thing, a lithograph label large
enough to go around the four-quart pails

will be a pretty expensive affair. We have
Jones's labels that do very well for pint and
quart pails, but neme for the 2. :>, and 4 qt.;

and as it costs about .S4(J0 or SoOO to get out a
nice lithograph label, as large as these we re-

quire, we should be obliged to buy them by
the million, almost, to get our money back ;

that is, if we sold them at a reasonable price.

Friend Jones monopolizes the matter so far,

I believe, on his lithographic colored labels
for honey-pails.

CHAFF HIVES FOR WINTERING.
I have made 100 chatf hives this winter, and never

will try to winter bees in this section any other way.
Clark f'HANnLEU.

North Blandford, Mass., June 4, 1P81.

^EP0RTS ENC0aR^6I]SI6.

Sl0¥Ef$ 7Ij\D QaERIEg.

,AST YEAR S SECTIONS ON WHICH Till', RKES HAVE
MADE A START.

HAVE 600 sections with full-size starters, that

have been propolized. Will the bees use them
|l again, or must I put fresh starters in? I got

116 sections with nomr honey in them—don't
think they would weigh 7.') lbs.

Elston, Mo., Dec. 6, 1S81. I. F. LoNO, .l-JT.

[Friend L., your sections containing fdn. partly

built out are a great deal better than new ones.

The same with those containing sonu- honey. If

any of it is capped over, uncap it before putting on
the hive, and then they are just the thing to start

the bees quickly.]

BEES, ETC., AT THE WORLD'S E.XPOSITION.

Please add to the call for convention, that tin: time

of e.vhibit of colonies of bees will only be during Vic

wenk of ct)nvr:itiii}), and not as published in the Pre-

mium list. .1. P. n. IliiowN.

Aiigusta, Ga.. Dec. 12, 1884.

MY REPORT FOR l'<84.

XT UMBER of bees in spring; 116 stands, doubled

jVI back to 96 stands. Number now, 13t stands.

-PI Took 10,000 lbs. honey; 862.5 extracted. 1525
-* T lbs. comb. Honey all sold, extracted at 8 cts.

at wholesale, comb 12!; and 13 cts. I had

about 3 bbls. of " bug juice." It went with the rest;

sold to cracker factories at Cedar Rapids, Iowa.

Shellsburg, Iowa. Robt. Quinn.

10 FRAMES AND 80 SECTIONS FILLED AVITH BVCK-
WHEAT HONEY IN ONLY 12 DAYS.

! This has been a very good honey season with us:

1 the spring was very backward, and our stocks

dwindled till they became weak. I started with fif-

' teen—seven in very good order, and eight weak ones.

I had no swarms until the last of .luly, when we
had two. T' e 5th of August we had five all come
out at once, and alight in one place together, and I

,
happened away from home that day, but they man-
aged to get three of the five ((ueens, and made three

swarms of the five: but they were hives full instead

[ of swarms, so I filled the hi\ t-s full of frames and

sections, 80 in each, and in 12 days one of those

hives sent out a very large swarm. I happened
I away from home that day again, so the next day 1

thought I would give them some of the sections oil

the hive they came from, as I thought they would

not need them on that hive, when, to my surprise, 1

found the whole ^0 sections filled and ready to caj).

They did not seem satisfied after they left the hiv<^

They swarmed three days in suecession, every time

clustering, and we hived them until at last I return-

ed about halt of them to the old hivi', and gave

,
the other half to a couple of weak ones, and all was

peace with them then. I suppose they swarmed

for the want of room; but, why did they kee))

swarming? We increased to 21, which is the num-
ber we have now. We have taken off 1000 finished

sections, and have quite a good many that were not

finished. 1 ne\ er saw honey come in as it did in

buckwheat-bloom; it would almost seem impossible

that a swarm of bees could fill ten frames and 80

I

sections in 12 days, but that is the fact.

Accord, N. V., Oct. 24, 1884. William Palkn.

CISTERNS; A CRITICISM.

All should be interested in making cisterns, and

in a pure supply of water. Putting the waste-pipe

at the bottom, so the sediment will wash out. seems
to be a taking idea with some. It is undoubtedlj'

good, if true. I have not tried it i)raetically. but
should expect this waste pipe to act as a siphon,

and empty the cistern in ease of an overflow. Voii

can laugh all you want to, but it strikes me so, at

first blush. .1. M. Shcck.
Desmoines, Iowa, Dec. 1, 1884.

[Friend S., the overflow-pipe would act as a siphon

were it air and water tight; but as this pipe is ce-

mented only at the joints until it reaches the top

of the ground, or a little further, there is no danger

of its acting as a siphon, for plenty of air gets in at

the highest point where the bend comes.]

FROM 3 TO tl, AND IJOfl LBS. OF COMII HONEV, AM>
NOT ENOlliH Tl) SCPPLY THE DEMAND, KVF.N

THEN.

This is my report for 1884: T liad 3 hives of l)ees in

the spring. T got fi swarms of bees and 300 lbs. of

comb honey from them. Isold 75 lbs. at 25 cts. a

pound ; the rest I sold at ;.2 cts. a pound, or 5 pounds

for a dollar. 1 didnt have enough to supply the de-

mand at that price. I sold the most of it in the shop

where I work. Marshall Darling.

Waterbury, Conn., Dee. 1, 1884.

MY REPORT KOK 1881.

1 commenced the season with 5 weak colonies;

increased to 10 by natural and artificial swarming,

all strong and well supplied with stores. I took

about 60 one-pound sections, and extracted about
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.-.TiO lbs., makiiis- 300 lbs. in all. Started with black
bees in .sprinj!-; bought !} Italian queens, and made
artilleial swarms with tliem. lam awai-o that my
report will look like small potatoes, and few in a
hill, l.isiile most of the repoi'ts from Texas, and I

shall try hard to do better ne.\t year, although I

Think T have a poor ^location. AVe did not have anj-

rahi to do any good from June to October.
G. W. E. Kkm.kv.

TaiiMlewood. Lee (
'<>., Te.vas, Dec. :i~, 1HS4.

t'KO.M 71 TO n.">. .\S1> .")50!) I.BS OV HO.NEV.
I eoinmenced the 'season with 71 colonies, half

good, the rest below par, having sold most of my
best colonies. I made ~'500 lbs. of white-elovcr hon-
• •y in one-pound sections, and 3000 lbs. of extracted
basswood and white clover; comb honey all sold at

15 to 17 cts. per lb., extracted going oil' at 8 to VI cts.

I increased to 17.') colonies reduced down to 14(1 by
imlf hig all colonies with old queens to colonies with
young prolilic'queens. I put 130 colonies into cellar
N'ov.r.'i. weather being three degrees below zero:
chair |)acked ten colonies on summer stands.

Wm. Adpenhrookk.
.N'orth Prairie, Wis., Dec. S, 1884.

It seems to me. friend A., vou oiio-ht to
lie .satisfied, and it seems to "me. too. tliat
Wisconsin does ^- pan out" " prettv well tliis
(generally speaking-

1 bad season.

.V PRETTV FAIK KKl'OKT, "CONSIDKUINCJ. "

.\s Others are sending in reports, good and bad,
some even worse than mine, I will let you have my
first year's experience in apicultui-e. I commenced
in July, ]88;j, with 'one colony in a boot-box, for
w hich colony T jjaid .S3.00. They were black" and
cross. I transferred them'a few days after getting
iliem home, into a Simplicity hive, then bought a
H'sted Italian <iiieen of Dr. (irilHth, tor the sum of
.<:.'.00; that changed the color and also the temper of
that colony. One colony did not satisfy me, how-
(\(T. so I bought all the^bees for sale n(>ar mo, until
I had t:.". colonics. Among them were several colo-
ciies.'ol blacks; but most were Italians. Several
were as good as 1 ever saw. I took two colonies to
the Helleville Fair and was awarded first i)remium.
I ha\ ( now almost got through Italianizing, and
want no more blacks. The honey crop was i-ather
>hort this past season, but I can not conii.lain, as
several of my best colonics gave me from KIO to 2O0
11>S. surplus," which was th<' result of early spring
feeding, having the brood-chamber crowd..] with
bees at the approach of white-clover bloom.

A WOIU) l.\ K.WUK OF NO SKf.VH.VTOIiS.
My; tli'st year's e.vpcriencc with sections il.ir I

worked otdy for comb honey) leads me to the con-
clusion that jfriend Hutciiinson knows what he is

liilkiiig about wh.'u he says that separators can be
clispeiiscd;>itli. I used them [in 20 hives, with the
poorest result. Those without separators went to
work tlr.et, and Unishcd their work best. Uees ai-e
alljrighl up to date. W. M. Ib.ss. (!.->.'-(i.

I.eliauon, Ills.. Dec. 24. Is8l.

Friend K., you did spleudidix, especially
considerin.u' the risk von ran ili u'oiiio- in .so

iK'avily the lirst season. And jil)\v let me
advise, or. ratlicr. caution von. thai it vou
do not look out you will liave trouble liext
season. If you succeed in wiideriiiu' well. I

shoidd say it will U' safer for vou to work
tor lioue> . iiud not continue to increase very
much, until vou uct a little older in the busf-
ness.

DON'T know but I am a candidate for Blasted

[ Hopes .just now. What beesi have (now united

down to 4 swarms) I look from a man who owed
me ^12.00, because I knew if 1 didn't take them
1 would never get any thing; and for lack of

means to feed and care for them in-oi)erly, I sup-

pose they will die this winter. That isn't the worst

feature of my "JJlasted Hopishness," however.
Over a year ago I had sulhcient contidence in his

I honor to indorse notes with him to the atnount f>f

I

abotit :?150. 1 have already had to pay J^IO of it, and

I

expect to have to pay the rest; and as I already had
I a prettj- good load of debts of my own, 1 don't know
but it will "snmsh" me. What makes me especial-

i ly provoked with him is the fact, that although he

i

can not pay a cent he can and ilocs buy and chew
nearly a dollar's worth of the very highest-priced

tobacco every week, even if liis children have to go

I

destitute of necessary clothing, etc. Brother Root,

go on in your good work against the abomlimble
.stuff. I am not as good a Christian as you are; and
sometimes when I think of such things I lose some
temi)er, an<l say hard words. Don't i)i-int this, friend

K..at least not with my name or address. I suppose
|)robably it is foolish to write smy thing about it:

biU you always seem to be ."jo friendly to evcrybod>

that it seems like talkin.ff to an old acquaintance.

X. y. /.

Friend X. Y. Z.. do not set Idiie over your
' misfortunes. There is a moral to yonr story
that may do somebody else some "<>••>"''. it' it

, does not help you an> ; and the moral is. to

j

stand on yoin- own feet. Xever ask anyl»ody

I

to indorse with you, if it is a possible Ihin^'

to avoid it. and then you never need indorse
with aiiyltody else, if any of yoni- friends
feel liurt, and take offense Itecaiise \()u re-

fuse to do such a favor for litem, they are
not real true friends. A'ery likely, sooner

:
or later they will be .ulad you did "refuse to

I

accommodate them. i)on"l ever let such a

I
thouc:ht enter your head aslieins" smashed."

! I am fully convinced that people sonu4imes
1 flive up. "and let things uo. -when resolute
lioldijiu-on would ])ut theui in jjood shape.
Xow. Just mind what 1 say, will you V Let
this ))e a jessiui for >ou. llut do not ii'ive ui>

one l)it.

SOMKTUINO AliOCT TUK ItKASOX WHV WK DO NOT
(;i;t .iw MoHK than wk no.

'I'oda.N, on Thanksgiving-day, I feel inclined to

think more about Blasted Hopes than :ibout thanks,

as the season around here can be called a poor ou<'.

I began the season with 18 cf>lonics, and had l.'>

swarms, so that 1 have now IK! colonies. These gave
me :!.")4 lbs. comb honey, and V)0 lbs. extracted. I

don't think many bee-keejH'rs from this part of

the couiiti-.v will report, as the honcy-croj> is a very
small n\-.r. .\ while ago I had a talk with a stran-

ger, whom I hai'Pened to meet, and who claimed to

bi- a liee-kccper with 80 colonies. While talking I

asked him if he rei)ortC(I hi..< honey cro).: belaid,
" No, sir, 1 won't."

liu|uiring more, he replied:
" Vcs. if it had been a good year 1 would have ro-

i ported: b>U if 1 look at tlu' bec-impcrs, and find
• that .«ome who had a larg<> crop say that they had so

and so many years' experience, and they had man-
aged so as to have much surplu«: meaning that, on
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the other hand, they who got only 10 lbs. surplus

per colony don't understand the business, and that

keeps many from reporting-, any way. Even with

the experience of ICO years, and a management
.superior to all others, if there is no nectar in the

Howers, nobody can expect much."

He turned, and said good-by. I asked liis name;

but he said, " No, sir; I won't tell you my name, lest
|

you mention it in one of those papers; but perhaps i

next year, if I should have a good crop, I will tell

you, and report myself. It depends on our Lord's

blessing." i

So he left me, and 1 had to think about it.
!

Harvard, 111., Nov. 27, 18S4. ('has. Favst.

Friend F., I know it is much as you say;
but it is not only so in bee culture, but in

everything else, "and I don't know how to

remedy it either, so long as tlie friends de-

clare they won't report.

BEE CULTURE IN FLORIDA.

REPORT FROM ONE OF THE GIRLS WHO FOR-

MERLY HELPED rS IN THE OFFICE.

AM still happy in tlie work with the bees. I am
now rearing queens; and with a supply of pure-

drones, and at a time when wild or common
bees are taking their winter rest, I kec]) mine
working by feeding.

THE SPIDER PLANT IN FLORIDA.
Plenty of pollen coming in, and one large spider]

l)lant that I succeeded in keeping over the hot sea-

son is now full of bloom, and starts the hees out at '

.') p. M., very much like robbing. I should be glad to

hiive an acre blooming now. ;

THE PARTRIDOK PEA.
j

During the season of the partridge-pea Idooni, the !

bees paid no attention to flgwort or s|)idci- |)lant,

i>v even the dripping l>anana-blooms, though the
;

amount of honey seen on pea-bloom seemed very
j

small beside the other i)lants.
!

I inclose a sam))le of bloom of partridge pea; I al-
|

so send a small package of seed, as I think you
would like to try it, perhaps.

.Mr. Harf, of .Siu.\ rna, does not have much faith in
!

the high jMiie land for bees; but I have found a long
j

list of honey-producing plants in this region; ami
j

with the cultivated groves and gardens, and the de-
j

lightful sunshine, bees certainly ought to do well,

and I believe they will.

I scatter your price lists among neighbors, and I

there seems to be quite a boom lor bees this year in \

Florida. Nellie Ad.vms.
Sorrento, Florida, Dec, 1881.

Thanks for your report, friend Nellie. !

And it is really true, is it, that one who used
j

to work at a desk right among us is now
succeeding in that I'ar-olf land of llowersV
F>y the way. does not the spider plant grow

!

contiiuiously from year to year witli youV I

have been told, that in California, tomatoes ;

grow like a shndt, and keep bearing ; ;iii(l as ,

the spider plant is so like the tomato in its
,

habits, 1 should suppose this would be the
i

case, and that if supi)lied with plenty of i

water it Avould bloom for months iniinter-

1

ruptedly. Can yoti tell us if tliis is so? We!
want to know more about that banana with

j

dripping blooms. You speak of feeding.
About how many months in the year will
vour bees take feedV Cei'tainly not when

|

Ihese plants you mention are in bloomV
'

FRIEND BAUM'S TROUBLE.
FEEDING BEES WHILE THEY ARE IN THE CELL.Ut,

ETC.

T HAVE been wanting to write to yo\i for some

^f time, but T dislike to bother a man as kind as I

*j think you are. Rut the last Gleanings was
-^ too much for me, where you speak about ask-

ing advice of an old fai-mer. Now, T am an old

soldier, and not able to do much work, in conse-

quence of a disability contracted in the army. 1

am neither poor nor rich, but have a good little

farm, a good wife, and three little boys. Two years

ago I thought I would try bees, and paid ?.">0.ro for

ten good strong stands of bees. Well, I was green;

but I increased to 30. and sold ST.").On worth of conil>

honey, and had plenty for my own table. Then I

had such glorious fun in hiving the new swarms,

and lost only the first one.

Late in the fall I put them in mj- cellar, wliich is

very large; and when spring came I had lost one.

I put them out, and then lost five or six by spring

dwindling. I could have saved them, if T had had
sense enough to feed them. But, all right so far.

This summer we have made but little honej', and

this fall I found I had U that had but little honey.

I got a barrel of A sugar, and fed them as they

seemed to need it. I fed them by putting the syruj)

in shallow pans on top of the frames, biU under the

hood or upper story. I fed at night to avoiil rob-

bers. Two weeks ago I put them in tlie cellar, and
since tlu-y ha\e bi-en in there they won't eat theii-

feed. They seem to be lively, but I know they have
almost no honey. Now, I have bothered you all

this time to ask you, "How shall Tget them to eatV
'

I do not wish to double them up, and I should liki-

to keep them until spring, for I know that bees will

be scarce here in the spring. I keep the cellar dark.

tiERM.VX C.VRP.

I see you ha\f a carp-pond too. Iha\c had om-

two years. We took out several this fall to cat.

They were about is inches long. Tliey arc not a

very good Hsh, but still they do to eat. We still

have one in a bo.\, that we expect to cat on ( hrist-

nias. (iEoitc.E \V. Uaim.
Delphi, Ind., Dec. 2-2, 1SS4.

Why, friend 15., you have been through
one winter and summer, and. I should say.

managed nicely. It would have liceu better.

of course, had you commenced feedinga little

earlier. Vour jilan of feeding was all right,

and ;t very few days witii such an arrange-
ment ought to have given them enough for

Avinter. There seems to be a dilliculty in

feeding bees in the cellar: for even if the>
do take it. it is apt to make them luiejisy and
discontentecl. Are you sure tliey have not

enough to last tiieni until we have warm
weather enough so you can set them out for

a tlyV After the llight they will eat the feed
all right without any trouble. Yoit might
try feeding candy, as advised in the A IJ C
book, and in oiir recent back numbers.—
Tlumks for your item about the carp-pond.
But. you are the lirst one who has reported
that "carp are not very good for foixl. So
they can be kept some time in a bo;^ or tub.
can" theyV Tiiis is an important item.—

I

think your bees will certainly take tlu' syrup,
especially if made quite thick, before the>
will starve. They will certainly eat cand>
any way, if you put it in small lumps riglit

over the clu'ster.
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send out strawberry and raspberry plants; but
there is not a sing^lo circular that tells when they
will be ready. It is just my luck to be sendinpr for

something out of season. Why not state in your
j)ric<' list just when you will be ready to send straw-

lierries, eg-jrg for hatching, carp for stocking' ponds.

I'tc.V Vou see, we are green in the l>usiness, and
ni-e almost always " wanting to know, yon know."

Be ye wisa .-«>< serpents, and harmless as tloi

We will pay 10 cts. for April 1 Gi.eanixos, 1884.

We are happy to tell you that we commence the

new year with .")145 names. You may remember,
that last year wo started with 4275. May God bless

you, friends, for the ready support you have given

my poor efforts in jour behalf.

smith's honey-kack.
The honey-rack shown on page 841, last issue, be-

longing to friend Smitii, we shall not offer for sale,

as he prefers to supply the trade himself. His cir-

cular, which he will be glad to mail you, gives full

prices and particulars as to how the lacks are to be

used.

UKcr.ixE IN' pui(;es.

I ALWAYS feel happy when I can oiler you cer-

tain lines of goods that are greatly called for, at a

reduction. Now it seems to me, friends, it is a

pretty good idea to have a journal that is able to

tell you twice a month all about the decline in

prices of such things as bee-keepers are obliged to

buy, more or less. Don't you think sn'r

UEDUCTION in HALF-POUND JELIA-TriMlSI.ERS.

We can now furnish a neater and prettier tum-
bler than we ever had before for .1 cts. each, ^'5 cts.

lor 10, 8?2.40 per 100, or $22.m per 1000. These are

what are usually sold as jelly-tumblers with tin top.

By laying on a piece of paper of the proper thick-

ness, before the top is put on, the tumblers can he

shut as tight as a corked bottle.

MUEM-EH S I>IFE OP TUUST.
It lias always pained me, in showing tliis book

and e.\i)laining it to friends who were learning to

trust in^God, to be obliged to tell them the price

was SO high. We are now enableil to otTer it, neatly
botind in cloth, for only 60 cts. U" wanted by mail,

postage will be 10 cts. extra. This is the latest edi-

Tion. with engravings of all the buildings, etc.

DISCOITNTS UNTIL, .7ANUAKV 15.

I.vsiKAi) of 3 per cent, the discount will be ~ per
cent off on orders forgoods of any description, receiv-

ed before Jan. 15. The regular discount of 10 per cent
that we have been giving on fdn. and sections will

also be held open until .Ian. 15. Wc do this as an in-

ducement for sending orders now instead of dur-
ing the rush a little later. The offer of 10,0(K) Sim-
plicity sections for S40 (Ml is also coiitiiHicd till the
fifteenth.

OATE'VOrU PIUli: I,1STS A.M> ( II{( i i.aks.

As for me, I like to see evei-y thing dated, and I

like to'sec advertisements and circulars tell what
tiracof year the goods are fit to send out. I have
been watching price lists of plants lately, to see at

what time of venr small-fiiiit men aic ready to

BEES and CIDER-MII,I,S.

One of our bee conventions proposes to petition

the Legislature to abate the nuisance of cider-mills;

that is, the nuisance to bee-keepers. I am afraid,

friends, if you start out that way the cider-mill men
will be sending a petition to have the nuisance of

bee-keeping abated. The bee-friends suggest that

the cider-mill men be obliged to keep the bees out

by screens of wire cloth. Well, such screens will fix

the matter, without doubt; but, who is to pay for

them'/ The friendly way would be to divide the ex-

pense between both parties, or letthepai-ty making
the most complaint bear the larger part of the ex-

pense. I think, for the sake of peace and harmony,
I would furnish the wire cloth and put it on myself.

It seems a sad thing for neighbors to appeal to law

or legislation in defense of their seiiarate indus-

tries.

SPIDER PLANT AND FKiWOllT.

It is a fact, fi-iends, that if you want to have cither

of the above plants in perfection the first year, they

must be started in a greenhouse, or in boxes by the

window. By doing this you will get flgwort to yield

a full crop of honey the first year, and the spider

plant may be made to commence blossoming out-

doors in .lune; and if the ground is rich and deep,

the i)lants will grow to a monstrous size by Septem-

ber or October. It is a peculiarity of the spider

plant, that it continues to grow and put forth blos-

soms just as long as the season will permit. So long

as the present demand for theseeds continues, these

will i)ay all expense of cultivation, to say nothing

about the honey. If any one can furnish us seed of

the EpUohiiim au{riistifolium, or, in fact, any one of

this family of " pnrpleflreweeds," as they are some-

times called, we shall be very glad to get them. See

engravings on page 726.

A VERY PRETTY PRICE LI.ST FOR A S.MAI. I. SLM OK
MONEY.

Friend A. L. Swinson, of Goldslwro, X. ('., has

just had a very neat job done at our office, in t he

way of a price list on a single sheet of Gleanings
paper. He had 20 lbs. of paper, which makes about

4000 sheets. The regular rate would be ^5.00; but

as about two-thirds of the sheet was covered with

matter in fine type, we charged him iSS.OOfortbe

4000. This would be at the rate of 5 circulars for a

cent. The unoccupied portion of the sheet forms

the letter-head, and it is closely ruled, so that a

good deal of nmtfer can be i>ut on when need be.

The blank side of the sheet can also be used for

writing, so that friend S. can give every correspond-

ent a price list every time he writes. If you want

to see what a neat job wc can get up for five for a

cent, just ask friend S. for a sample. Of course, we
can not furnish them at this very low price unless

4000 or 5000 are ordered at a time.

A PRACTICAL TREATISE ON REE CULTl HE.

' This is the title of a new book from our friend

I Rev. Wm. Ballantine, of Sago, O. Although the

: book does not contain much that is new. friend B.
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has done his work well, for he is a man of talent

and education, and, I believe, a successful bee-keep-

er. One of the new features we find in the book is a
home-made circular saw, illustrated and described.

The engraver has, however, made very bad work in

picturing the implement, and I am sorry to say
that his printers have done wretchedly in the get-

up of the book. T do not believe it pays, friends, to

have books made at offices unaccustomed to such
work. Perhaps friend B. will have out a new edi-

tion soon, with these typographical errors and
faulty presswork remedied. Perhaps these things

will not be noticed so much by those who do not

make printing a business. The book is mailed, in

paper covers, for 50 cts. ; cloth bound, T-j cts. See

advertisment.

THE I'ltOSPECT.S roil ISS-'i.

Gleanings, with all its faults and failings, even
during this time of general depression in business,

is already beyond what it ever was before in the

way of a subscription list. 1 feel very grateful,

friends, to think we are able to start out with the

first issue with almost a full subscription list. Our
mails are so heavy now that it is about all I can do
to read the hmincgs part of it each day, let alone

reading the articles that are contributt^d for i)ubli-

cation. A great iiortion of these will doubtless

have to wait until a little later in the season before

we can find a place for them, as has hapi)ened al-

most every year of late. When the friends send in

their subscription it comes ijuite natural for them
to send a report or article, and we are glad to have
them do so; and even though we can not use them
all as soon as they appear, they are, most of them,

just as valuable a few months later. It hlis been
the general impression, that 18H4 luid giVen a rather

])Oorcroii of honey; but the reports that come in

with the subscriptions seem to me to indicate that

the crop has been at least a fair one. There are

b(M"-keepers enough in our land to give a fair sup-

port to all the journals; and bee-journals, like in-

dividuals, dill'er widely. Therefore, friends, if one
journal does not please you, quietly drop it and take

another. So far as I am concerned I do not e.xpect

—in fact, it would be strange if Gi.e.vxi.ngs did suit

everybody. For my part I am (luite willing you
should take some otlier, if you prefer it; and when-
ever I meet you I will try to be just as willing to ex-

tend a neighborly hand as if you w(M-e one of our
own subscribers.

i;UOOVING-SAWS THAT SMOKE.
FiKVF.n ALof the Iriends speak about having troub-

le with saws for groi>\ing the ends of the bolt of

plank for making section bo.ves. The trouble is,

that you have too many teeth in your saws, or they
are not filed in the proper shajjf. Now, then, friends,

it is very important to have this matter e.\aet. We
liav(! had years of experience, and know all about
it; and if you do just as T tell you your teeth won't
smoke, and one man can push the bolts over the
saw, without fatigue either. The teeth must be
large. Snuill ones fill with dust, and clog »ip. Kor
a si.v-inch grooving saw, the points of the teeth

should be fully three-fourths ol an inch apart, and
they must be filed so the shape will be according to

the diagrams given in the A U C book. We have
sent out saws that were not nuvde as they should be,

before we knew any better. In many cases the! best
way to lix the saw will be to take out every other
lootli. If tlifv are :i little mure than tliree-fourths

of an inch apart, it woukUnot matter. A good stout
gummer or emery-wheel is then needed. Where the
fault has been ours, I will pay the expense of fix-

ing them.

DAMAGING A ]JeE-KEEP£U\S KEPCTATIOX BY" AC-
CUSING HIM Of ADCLTEltATING HIS HONEV.

My friends, if your reputation is what it ought to
be, I do not believe a slander can hurtVou in the long
run, to any great extent. Such stories do not often
stick long to the name of ajgood^man. Instead of
getting greatly stirred up about this matter of
adulteration, be so frank and open in your business,
and so willing to.let evei-ybody see what you are do-
ing, and how you do it, that when any such charge
is made against you it will of itself recoil back on
the one who started it. I can not remember that 1

ever knew a good^man very much hurt by stories

circulated about him. There are people in almost
every neighborhood, whose standing is such that
nobody thinks of accusing them of such work. AVell

.

your business is to set quietly about it and male
yourself one of that kind of people; and then if

anybody accuses you wrongfully it will be like

throwing muddy water on a duck's back. It will

slip off so quick that nobody will notice it, and even
you j-ourself will not be conscious of ha\ ing been
harmed.

BEES AND yUEENS DURING 1)SS4.

OUK queen-clerk reports as follows: Queens" sold

during 1884, 3.596. Of the above number, :i-tC8 were
untested queens. Pounds of bees sold, 470. As a
great j)art of them (perhaps the greater part of the

bees and (lueeus) were sold during the spring'months,

the average i)rice would be pei-haps $1..50 each for

the untested, and, saj', §3.00 each for the tested

queens. The average price of bees by the pound
was perhaps :?3.tKi, making a sum total of bees_and
(pieens about $8586. The tested ;and select tested

<iueens were all reared in our own apiary, or in that

of Neighbor H.; but it is impossible to say how
many of the untested queens we reared, as .in the

early spring months we bought ([ueens from the

South in;iarge quantities, and introduced them to

our hives. Probably one-half of the whole number
of untested were of our own raising; therefore if

we deduct *18C0 for untested queens purchased
from the South, we shall have about !f6T80 as the

proceeds of our own apiary, devoted entirely to

raising bees>ind ((ueeus for the market. We com-
menced the season with about 1.50 colonies.'and add-

ed by jiurchase, 125; so you can form some idea how
well it pays to rear bees'and queens for the market.

Labor all together cost perhaps JflOOO, including cost

of correspoi.deuce.

C.VUP IN OHIO.

Two or three years ago, Mr. K. IJ. Ulakeslee, a

neighbor living within a mile or two, got some Ger-

man carp, and put them in apond eontaining'per-

haps l^i acres. Mr.'.B. is one of our bee-keeping

friends, as many of you maj' remember.l Well, T

had not heard about his carp for some time, but to-

day he informs me that his pond is so_full there is

hardly room for all of them, and that in warm
weather they may be seen along the shores in great

numbers. If you keep perfectly still, great big fel-

lows will rise up in full sight, but disappear at the

first movement. And now^ comes the wonderful
part of friend B.s fish storj-. If you keep still long

enough, you may^often see them stick their heads

out of the water along the banks, to pick grass:
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and when I laughed at tliis new feature, he said

with great earnestness he eould assure lue the herb-

age was kept clean, clear around the pond. Vou
see, they want vefretable food, and he has not lU'o-

vided it for them, and so they come around the wa-

ter's edge as cows g-o around tlie cmn-field, nipping

olV every tliiiiK- within reach. He says they are the

l>est fish for I'ood he ever ate in his life. They have
used ijerhajis half a dozen of theni, some of them
;; real big strapping fellows. His |)ond has no run-

ning stream, but is simjily a cavity between the

liills. filled with rain water. He has had a large-

sized car]) for some time in a large tub or tank,

perhai)s 8 feet across, where he waters his cattle

anil horses, and his dog sometimes tries to worry it.

The carp and dog make a regular show of fight on
lioth sides. When you come to see me we will take

the horse an<l buggy, and go over and look at all

these funny things, providing it is warm weatiier.

I-riTI.V - IIKAI,EU.S, AND THE BK.\1)ST1{EKT MKK-
C.VNTILE .VGESC'Y.

< »i i( I ri(ii(l> may not all be aware, that as s(jon as

I licy get to doing business, and begin to advertise

iM'e-su|iplies, their standing will soon be quoted in

Itradstreefs ^lercantile Agency. As a rule, these

ditlerent agencies endeavor to give the best report

of a man that they can consistently; that is, with-

out doing harm by recommending a man who is not

worthy of confidence. I need hardly say, that it be-

hooves every one to work for a good record or re-

jiort. Well, we are, at the present time, having

<iuite a little business with the Bradstreet Com-
pany; and as we are better able, perhaps, to (juote

the standing of the bee-keepers than any other in-

stitution in the world, this company desires us to

correct their rei)orts when they are wrong. Now, I

am vei-y sorry to be obliged to tell them that they
have got any bee-nnui too high; but when jjublic

safety demands it, we shall do this without fear or

l'a\"or. The man wlio will not answer inquiries in

regard to bills he is owing is not worthy of being re-

ported trustworthy. A year ago 1 mentioned that

there were two parties contracting debts for honej%
who could not or would not i)ay. 1 believe these
two parties have nuide no new debts since then;
but there are one or two others whose names have
ai)|)eared in the bee-journals, even in the pages of

(ii.KAMNMis; iind these men have obtained credit,

probably because we had ))ermitted their articles to

aiijiear in print, and it begins to look as though
pul)lic safety demanded that our friends should be
warned against trusting them. I shall be very sor-

!•>•, as I have told you, to be obliged to do this; but
it is not only right and proper, but it is customary
in all kinds of business. It has often l)een said,

that bee-men are a little above the average in intel-

ligence and respectability. Can't we keep so clean

a record that the same may be said in regard to

prom])1ness ami resijonsibilityy

AIDS 1(1 IIIDSK WHO I'lM) TlllOll! ( < I K It KSf ( ).\ D-

ENCE IHKUENSO.MK.
Wheneveh you have occasion to write to certain

parties freciuently, it will bo ijuite a help to have
addres.sed and stamped envelopes lying handily, so

that all you have to do is to slip your letter into one
of these envelopes, and it is ready for the i)ostofHce.

Tliis also saves mistakes in addi-essing your matter.

<,)uite a breeze hapj)ened at our postottice a few
days ago, because a man sent a letter containing
money, and I'orgot to put on (lie Stale. Another

party even sent for the postoffice detectives, to

have them recover a lost letter; and when found,
the woman who sent it addressed it, by mistake, to

a firm that had no existence. Now, then, how shall

wc get a sui)ply of envelopes and postal cards with
the addresses i)lainly printed'/ Why, let each man
who has something to sell furnish them to his cus-

tomers free. Our clerk who sends out orders, by
my advice wrote to the principal firms of whom we
buy goods, and asked for a few envelopes bearing

their name and address. Almost without exception

they came promptly; and where we have been in

the habit of sending a good many t>rdcrs, they were
all stamped ready to mail. We finally found we
had so many of them, that Mr. Gray made a sort of

revolving book-rack, with pigeon-holes in it. There
are 48 of the pigeon-holes, and a great part of them
are now full, and the stam|)s that are on the envel-

opes will go a good way toward paying for the whole
institution. Now, then, if we want to get an order
olf in a hurry, we just jot it down on a piece of pa-

per, and push it into the jtroper envelope, and it is

all ready for the postottice. Any man who is doing

business can well afford to furnish stamped envel-

opes to those who buy goods of him. Another
thing: It takes a mental effort to remember ad-

dresses, and write them )i(jlit. By the arrangement
I have suggested, a great part of the labor of corre-

spondence is done by the printing-press, and done
nicely. Every clerk in the office now has envelopes
and postal cards printed to all parties with whom
she is likely to have much business.

CONVENTION NOTICES.

The Champlaiu-Valley Bee-Keepers" Association
will meet at Addison House, Jliddlebury, Vt., on
Thursday, Jan. 8, 1885. J. E. Ckane, Sec.

The annual meeting of the Maine Bee-Keepers'
Association will be held at De.xter, Me., Jan. 20, 21,
and 22. F. O. Additon. Pres.

W.M. HOYT, Sec.

The 'ith aiuiual meeting of the Nebraska State
B. K. A. will be held at Tecumseh, Neb., on Wed.,
Thurs., and P'riday, Jan. 14, ].">, and 16, 1885.

M. L. TuESTEU, Sec.

The Mahoning- Valley Bee-Keepers' Association
will hold its next meetina- in the Town Hall at New-
ton Falls, on the third Thursday, Jan. 15, 1885. The
meeting will be instructive as well as interesting.
Lordstown, O., Dec. 15, 1884. E. W. Turner, Sec.

The North-Eastern Ohio and North-Western Pa.
Bee-keepei"s' Association will hold its sixth annual
convention in the Y. M. C. A. Rooms, corner of lOth
and Peach Sts., Erie, Pa., Wednesday and Thursday,
Jan. 14tli and 1.5th, 1885. First-class hotel accoinmo-
datin)is at the Wilcox House, igl.OO per day. to those
attendiiiL;- the convention. A general invitation is

extended to all. C. H. Coon, Sec.
New Lyme, Ohio.

north-eastern bee-keepeks' convention..
The sixteenth aiuiual convention of the North-

Eastei-n Hec-Keejiers' .Association will be held in
the Citv Hall itt Syracuse. N. Y., on the 21st, ^12(1,

and :':M ilays <it .lanuary, iss.y The e.\ecuti\(' com-
mittee are determined to maintain the high stand-
ing and enviable reputation thi' association has
justly gaiiUMl in the past, and jiroposes to outdo all

former ellorls, at X\u; coming conxcntiou. The
miM'ting will surely be the largest and most inter-
esting ex'er held in .Vmerica. No bee-keejx'r can af-
ford to stay at home. All are invited. .All imple-
ments of the ai)iMry sent to the socii'ty will be prop-
erly arranged, to compare favoral)ly with others on
exhibition, and will be dis])osed of or returned as
the owner directs. Reduced rates for board at
hotels. fi. ('. Root. Pres.

(;i:o. W. HoiSE, Poc.
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BE SURE
To scii'l a postal card i'orour illustrated catalog-iie of

APIARIAN K.'So,e'""ii'"ctf: SUPPLIES
tains illustrations and descriptions ot every thing
new and desirable in an ai)iary.

AT THK liOWEST PRICES.

Basswood-Trees.
Basswood-treesl toa I'cet hig-li, - - .?1.53 per 100
Hard-maple trees, 3 to 5 feet high. - - 1.50 per 100
Mountain-ash, ornamental, 3 to r> feet, lOcts. apiece.
Address HENRY WORTH,

Itfd Rorodino, Onondaga Co., N. Y.

J. C. SAYLES,
l-]~dli Hartford. Washine;ton Co.. "Wis

DADANT'S FOTODATION FAOTOKT. WHOLESALE andEETAIL.
See aflvertisement in another eohimn. 3btfd

FOR ONK-POUND SECTIONS OF

1585 ITALIAN ODEENS. 15S5 comb honey.
WAHEANTE3 aUEElTS TOr. $3.C0.

Write for ( irriihir. J, T. WILSON.
f'J NICH :»LASVILLE. KY.

FOR SALE.
I have -JOO lbs. of extra clover and basswood hon-

ey mixed (mostly clovei-) put up in barrels and half-
barrels, that 1 will sell at Se per lb., delivered at de-
pot here. Honey well ripened and capped before
it was extractcil. IJari-els are oak, iron bound,
))ainted, and waxed, and hold about 3ti0 lbs. each.
Will sell in iiuantity to.>;uit purchaser. Sample sent
if desired, package included.

FRANCIS R. JOHNSON,
1 I'nion City, Branch Co., Mich.

I have for sale to the highest bidder, 80J one-pound
boxes of white-clover honey, with .lones labels; also
two .5.5-lb. cans of fruit-blossom honev, and two 55-
Ib. cans of sumac and clover, all extracted, and
good quality. H. M. MOYER,
] Hill Church, Berks Co., Pa.

I WANT TO EXCHANGE
Langstroth Simplicity Hives in tlat. Sections, Cases,
Brood-Frames, or white poplar sections, for Italian
Bees. Address J. B. MASON,
Id Mechanic Falls, Maine.

BEE-HIVES,
ONE-PIECE SECTIONS,

COMB FOUNDATION,
Bpc - Ko pois' Siipj^lk's Generally.

J'riiu- hist Srnt Irrr.
J. J. HURLBERT,

'11 'I"" Lyndon. Whiteside Co.. 111.

FOR SALE.
.VI'; H. P .wroufilit iron lubular boiler and en-

gine, in working order. Price on cars, ?115.00.
l+db A.ldicss .1. 1). ENAS, Napa,Cal.

BRED-CLOVER (f

EES%QUEEN]L>
If you want Italian Bees that will work on red

clover, and that are gentle to liandle, vou can get
them of me. Send for my circular. It tells vou
how to successfully introduce (pieens. and of "the
Safetv [ntrodiiiiiiij an<l Shipping <,»ucen-('age.

Address

F. BOOMHOWER,^ G.-\llnpvillR. Schoh.irie Co.. N. Y.

\¥ANTED.
-V good i)osit ion lor an ai.iary. with about 5 or 10

acres of land, with or without tiees. Address, with
full i>articulai«, M. L. TAPLIN,
l«l A.lell. Shebovgan Co.. Wis,

This box has a bit of " red
pe ' attached to it to carry

^ ^u/uiTr>nuDl
'^ ^'*^ ^^ makes a safe pack-

Wrill E COYiB:?! age for a single section of
honey for the consumer to

carry, or it can be packed in a
trunk, if he wants. It can be
opened in an instant. The
price of the box is 2 cts. each,

set up; in the flat, 15 cts. for

10; package of :.'5, oo cts.; $1.20 per 100; or Sll.OO per
1000; 10,0.0, ?1C0. Colored lithograph labels for

putting on the sides, two kind?, one for each side,

*3.£0 per 1000. A package of 25, labeled on both
sides, as above, 60 cts. By mail, 30 cts. moi-e. They
can be sold, labeled on one side or both sides, of

course. We have only one size in stock, for Sim-
plicity sections. Sample by mail, with a label on
each side, 5 cts. If you want them shipped in the

tlat, labels already pasted on, the price will be one
cent each additional, for labels.

A. I. ROOT, Medina, Ohio.

JOB LOT OF WIRE CLOTH
AT fiRKATLY ItEDl'CLJ) I'lilClCfi.

Such a biisk demand has sprung up for this, and
our customers seem to be so much pleased with the
goods, we have succeeded in getting another still

larger lot, of one of the largest manufacturers of
wire cloth in the world. Please bear in mind that
the onl.y wa.y in which we can afford to sell it at the
very low price of 1^ cts. per sq. ft. Is by selling the
entire remnant .iust as it is put up. We have now
in stock the following pieces. As fast as it is sold,
each piece is crossed out, and the next issue will
show what remains.
Witith.Sinchts.— 3 rolls containing respectively 50 50, and

CO snu.-xre feet.
AViilth 10 inche=.—4 rolls, containing respectively 72, 70, W,

and 75 square feet.
Width. 11 inches.—One roll, cont.nininprSO square feet.
Width 12 inches.—5 rolls, containing rcspectivelj", 80, 100, 90,

90. nnd lOn squ-re feet.
Width. 14 inches.— 1 roll, containing 116 square feet.
Width. 16 inche.i.—4 rolls, containing respectively, CO, ISO, lao,

and 118 square feet
Width. 20 inches.— 1 roll, containins: 150 square feet.
Width, 22 inclies.—2 rolls, containing respectively, 250, and

ISOsquTPfeet.
Width. 24 inches.—U rolls, containing respectively, 50,55. 72,

20. 20. 30 80. 110 GO. 110. and 200 square f et.
Width. 25 inches.—.l rolls, containing respectively, 53, 97, 100,

H:I niKl-.TiO^ninrc fcrt.
Wi.lili ji, III, ii, - 1! i>l1«. contain'ng respectively, 69, 215, 40,

41) Mill '11' -.'ii, Mill 1'.. Ml-., i;.".. 200. and 20'>square feet.
^^|'tl| •-. null.- I Ml,' I (1 I, containing 23 square feet.
^\"llM > 1,1

1
II i.,l|.i. containine respectively, 58,93,

'\ 1,111, ,. ,
,

, ,,ll~,'.',,intiiining icspectively, 110, 210,
qun
routainint; L'ly, ISO,

'lis, containing respective!}-, : !70,

\Viimi :;ii im'-.-:.- 7 rolls, containing i-espectively, 80, 270, 200,
I l.Mi i:;ii :i ml I'.o square feet.
Width. ''S inchc's.-5 rolls, containing respectively, 75,316,300,

.HI ,iMil :ili; s,|u:ir.> feet.
Wiilili. 4oiiiclu's.—5 rolls, containing respectively, SOD, 275,

•0. ir,r, .ind i;-. square feet
Width. 4-; inchis.-One roll, containing 245 square fpet.
WidDi. IS iiuhis.- One roll, ciintanung 140 square feel.

A. I. ROOT, ITIe«liiia, Olilo.
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CONVENTION NOTICES.

Tho Corlland Union Bee-Keepers' Association will
hold their nest meeting- in Cortland, Jan. 27, 18S.5.

M. G. Dakbv, Sec.

The annual meeting- of the Maine Bee-Keepers'
Association will be held at De.xter, Me., Jan. 20. 21,

and 22. F. O. Additox. Pres.
Wm. Hoyt, See.

The Bee-Keepers' Association of Hamilton and
Tipton Counties, Ind., will hold its ne.xt meeting- at
Cicero, Hamilton Co., on Friday, Feb. 6. 188.5.

Jno. Fritz, Sec. D. A.ming, Pres.

The sixtecnlh annual convention of the North
Eastern ncc-Kcepcrs' Association will be held in
the Citv Hull at Syracuse. N. Y., on the 21st, 22d,
and 2.1d days of January, 1885. L. C. Root, Pres.
Geo. W.'HorsK, Sc^e^^

The Northeastern Mich. Bee-Keepers' Associa-
tion will hold its third annual convention Feb. 4t I),

18(^5, at Vassar. Place for holding meeting will be
given in Feb. Glkanings. Send to the Secretary
for railroad certificates, and secure reduced rates.

W. Z. Hutchinson, Sec.

THE world's BEE-KEKPERS CONVENTION.
This is to be held at New Orleans, on Tuesday.

Wednesday, and Thursday, Feb. 24. 25. and 26. 188.i.

The bce-kccpcrs of the world arc inyitcd to attend
the eonvcMtiuii and exhibit, to be held on the ali<)V<'

days. \\v havr p\it it lirforc .\on in tin- al>oy(-

shai)C' so you will Ik'sui-c Tint to ior;;'('i it. It' there
is any pai-t of the world that is not cordially inyitcd.
the managers will please e(ii-)-ect.

i:i). Gl.r.A.MNCS.

BEE-KEEPERS,!:^S^s,
We haye a larjio stock ol' om- \' y riM)\c one piece

sections. aiKl until March 1st. IS-.-), will sell at rock
bottom.

,')1MI0 one pound sections for an eve:i S^2I (0
ID.OOJ " '•

" ' •-.... 4U OU

Sample free. Send for oiu- Illustrated Price List
of Bee-Keepers' Supi.lios, rir In ,ii!.

SMITH & SMITH,
2tfdb KENTON, HARDIN CO., O.

Bee-Hives and Supplies.

SOMETHING NEW.
As I have greatly increased my facilities for man-

ufacturing

It will be to .your advantage to send for price list
before purchasing elsewhere. Cash paid for bees-
wax. A. B. HOWE,
2tfdb Council Bla£Ps, Iowa.

U/AMTCn To exchange Italian queens for two
ilHIIlLUi or three barrels of extracted honey.
2tfdb T. S. HALL, Kirby's Creek, Jackson Co., Ala.

DADANT'S FOUNDATION FAOTOET, WHOLESALE and EETAIL.
See advertisement in another column. 3btfd

B
Vliolesiile and lUtail.

EE- KEEPERS' '^ SUPPLIE
Pcplir aid BissTocd Sections a Specialty. s

SEND2-CENTSTAMP for SAMPLE and PRICE.
S. D. BUELIi, UNION CITY, MICH.

2tfdb

FOR SALE AT A BARGAIN.
One Pelham Foundation Mill, with Tank. Heater,

Dipi)ing-boards. and Table for mill to stand on,
UL-i.tin. Also 18 chiitr hives, i?2.,-)0 each. Six of these
arc Root's Simplicity. 4 with portico, and 10 or 12
Simplicity of 'j-inch stuff. Also one Novice Ex-
tractor, §6.00. Six smokers, §1.00 each.

JOHN H. DANIEL,
Cumberland, Guernsey Co., O.

WANTED.—A second-hand Barnes Foot-pow-
er Saw, for hive-making. Address

2d W.M. Wason, Uoekdale, Milam Co., Texas.

f^ A T^WCi 50 Chromo Cards with name, for
\jr\.r\Lji^t lilcents; 25 gold bevel-edge, or 20
hi«lde
stamp;
2d

inie cards for 20 cents. Silver or P. O.
A.ldrcss C. L. BKOOKS,

Deansville. Oneida Co., N. Y.

FOR SALE!
(IIOK K SEED CLOVKK AND POTATOES.

I5y Freight or Express. | mail
I
bus' 1

I
peck

1 lb.
I

lb.

Alsik*' Clover
White Clover
Hall's early pcachblow

tatoes
Ontario

I
$10 00

I
*;! 00

I
20c

I
40c

! 10 00 1 3 00
I
20c "

;i5c

:r>
I 51 i

bic aic

Address li. S. Ill.UER.nAIVN,
A(ilii|>i>un, Dod<i;e <'o., IViet.

Please mention this Journal if asked for the above
advertisement. 2tfdb

--^^IjSTOUT, HURHAH FOR 1

\0m£YHA7CHeR^MAD£

BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES,
BEE-DOOKS, & LE CONTE PEAR-TREES

One pear-tree sent postpaid for 40 cents.

1 •24tfdb T. A. Ol\\, Tiillolioma, Tenn.

(1 si/.<'s niaue.
-s. We hay.'
! per cent dis-

We have remodeled om- machine
orders on short notice. It'wantecl,
Send orders now belor.' the rush ce
a large stock on hand now. We gi\
count till Feb. 1. Price list free.

B. J. MILLER & CO.,
2 12d Nappanee, Elkhart Co., Ind.

DADANT'S FOUNDATION FACTORY, WHOLESALE AND
KETAIL. See advertisement in another column.

SECTIONS.
To nail, or dovetailed, 4V.i,x4i.i, per 1000 ?4 50
Other sizes, larger, to 5x6 5 00
Send for price list and sample.

PARKER NFWTON,
EAKLVILLE, : MADISON CO., - N. Y.
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PONEY O0MJIN.

CITY MARKETS.
St. Louis.—Hoiifi/.—There is not much demand

for honey at in-csfiit. Southern extracted in bar-
rels is worth tioiii r/'Mir: choice Northern, in keg-s,

7'(/i^c. A snuill retail demand lor comb honey.
White clover, Ifi" ITc in 1-lb. sections; in 3-lb. sec-

tions, 15@16c. Darli honey not wanted. Beeswax,
X'e^S'jyzC. Receipts small, and demand light.

W. T. Anuekson & Co.,
Jan. 10, 1885. 104 N. Third St., St. Louis, Mo.

DADANT'S
FOUNDATION
is ;tsscrtc(l

Dethoit.—Ho/iej/.—The honey market has im-
proved somewhat since last month, the demand be-
inp: larger. Good comb honey is quoted at 12!2(n 15c.

Jan. 10, 1884.
. ^- .

„...,...
A. B. "Weed, Detroit, Mich.

For Sale.—I have one barrel of honey that I will

take five cents a pound for. It is white clover, ap-
ple blossom, and honey-dew mixed. Sample sent
on application.

B. B. Weslev, La Grange, Lorain Co., O.

Klr.-ils of i)i-;u-tical and disinterest-
c.l hcf-kcfiicrs to l.f the clraiicst, bri,;ihtcsr, (juick-
cst accciitcil liy bi'os, least aiit to saj;', most regular
in color, evenest, and neatest, of aii.\- that is made.
It is kept for sale by Messrs. A. H. Newman, Chi-

cago, 111. ; C. F. Muth, Cincinnati, < ). : Jas. Heddon,
Dowagiac, Mich.; Dougherty & MoKee, Indianapo-
lis, Ind.; Chas. H. Green. Berlin, Wis.; Clias. Hertei,
Jr.. Freeburg, 111.; Ezra Baer, Dixon. Lee Co.. 111.; E.
S. Armstrong, Jersovvillo, 111.; H. Diiini. .\delphi,0.;
Arthur Todd, Gcrmantown, Philadelphia, Pa.; E.
Kreteluner, Coburg, Iowa; E. F. Smith, Smyrna, N.
v.; ('.T.Dale, Mortonsville, Ky.; and numerous
other dealers.
Write for samples //-ee. and price list of supplies,

aceonipaniod with 150 Cuinpllnientary and unsti-

licitcd ti'stiiniiiiidls. from as many bee-keepers, in
ls,s;j. n'( (luarinitcc even/ incit of our foundation equal
to sample ill evci-y respect.

€I1AS. DADANT & SON,
3btfd Ilamfltoii, Hancock Co., Illinois.

1885 ITALIAN QUEENS 1885 op QTTRP
FKo.ii MAY riv'riL. OCTOBER. ^^ LmmA K^\^ A \. n AFKOilI MAY UNTIL. OCTOBER.

Tested, Sli.OO; Untested, $1.00. Raised from Import-
ed mothers (Root's Importation). Bees by the
pound, *1.00. 3 Frame Nuclei, good <iucens, $3..50.

H. J. HANCOCK,
SILOAM SPRINGS, BENTON CO., ARK.

2tfdb

F. A. &L H. O. SALISBURY'S

.sijyr roil .i rwo-cicyT stami'.

BEE-KEEFER'S SUPPLIES AND ENGIMES.

'I'o send a jtostal card for our illustrated catalogue of

APIARIAN ^^:^Lrr'r^ SUPPLIES
tains illustrations and descriptions of every thing
new and desirable in an apiary,

AT THE LOWEST PRICES.

J. C. SAYLES,
1 ISdb Hartford, 'Washington Co., Wis.

CEDOES, NEW YORK.

ALL DOVETAILED SECTIONS

For Pleasure and Profit. A new book
of 173 pages. Profusely illustrated,
and up to the times. By Rev. W. Bal-
lantine. Price 50 and 75 cents. Ad-

dress the author, New Concord, Musk. Co., O.

ISKOOU AND WIDE
FRAMES,

XAILS, ETC., ETC.

langstroth and
I

CHAFF HIVE.'*,
|

SHIPPINCi - CR.\TKS, W I R
Send for Circular.

OEO. WHEELEE, KOKWICH, OHENANSO CO., N. Y.

-i-i-t fd

FOR SALE.
As I intend to "go West ' ne.\t February, I olfer

for sale my house and lot, and 50 stands of bees, all

grood Italians. Some of my queens were from A. I.

Root, and some from J. A. Green, Dayton, 111. I

have more than I can take with me.
JAMES KINGHORN,

23-4db Sheffield, Bdkeau Co., Ii.i,.

Estahllshed JS55.

HEADQUARTERS

KEESWAA
m^ We ha istaiitly on hand a

FI.AT BOTTOM
High sid<

COMB FOUNDATION.
walls, 4 foil scjuarc feet to

J. VAN DEUSEN &.SONS.
4tfd Sole Miinufaetitrers,
SPROUT BROOK, MONT. CO., N. Y.

large stock of Domestic, Imported,
and Refined Beeswax in original shape, which wc
offer to manufactureis of Comb Foundation at low-
est prices. Write to us for prices, stating quantity
wanted. Address

R. ECKERMANN & ll'ILL,
Beeswas Bleachers & Eefiners. S7BACUSE, H. 7.

N. /{.—We have low freight rates to all points on
(luantities. 24-lldb

^*GIJ1GUJ.APS.
s i: \ n /

' o It !: s t ima t j: s .

VANDERVORT
COMB FOUNDATION MILLS.
Send for samples and reduced price list.

Stfdb JNO. VANDERVORT, Laceyville, Pa.

DADANT'S FOUNDATION FACTORY, WHOLE-
SALE AND RETAIL, Sof advertisement in

another column. ;}btfd

GEO. M, GRAY & CO,, JOB PRINTERS,

MEDINA, OHIO.

Something Hew.
Hive with reversible section cases, also Simplicity

Hives, the same as A. I. Root makes them, at Root's
prices. Send for circular and price list to

Itfdb KENNEDY & LEAHY,
Box II. Higginsville, Lafayef^^s Co., Mo-
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SEVERAL ITEMS FROM FRIEND POP-
PLETON.

I'OHMINO NUCr.EI, MARKING HIVES, SOI-VIl WAX-
KXTUACTOH, ETC.

0N paffe8L'5, last issue of Gleanings, Mr. Doo-

little gives us something- which 1 think will

prove of very great value to bee-keepers, but

not for the purpose he tells of. I use and atn

well satisfietl with the simpler method of

uniting nuclei that is in common use; but I hope

we shall find the method he describes, to be almost

a perfect one for the formation or making of nuclei.

AVe all know how much better results we get from
nuclei which contain a proper luoportion of both

old and young bees, and also how very difficult it is

to get many old bees to remain in nuclei formed at

home. This difficulty is so great that last year I

took a few colonics three or four miles from home,
and from them obtained the most of my nuclei.

Nuclei formed in this manner gave so much better

results than when formed'by the old method. I had
intended to follow it this coming season, but I

shall test this method given by Mr. Doolittlc; and
if it i-esults in keeping the old bees with the newly
formed nuclei as well as it seems reasonable to sup-

pose it will, I for one will feel very much indebted

to Mr. D. for his hints, although not put to the uses

that he advised.

attention-mauks on hives.

1 think it was also Mr. Doolittle who some time

ago mentioned the fact that he used stones or sticks

placed on different parts of a hive to indicate teat

some particular work needed doing at a suitable

opportunity; thus, if during his regular work he
finds a colony with a poor queen that ought to be
superseded, he places a stone or block on some par-

[

ticular part of the hive, and on some other part of

I the hive if some other particular work needs to be

done; then when he has time to attend to these

I

things he can sec at a glance just what and where

I
any thing needs doing, without taking time to hunt
up the work, or running anj' risk of overlooking

necessary work. This is exactly similar to what I

,
have myself used for several years, but have lately

used a device much plainer, and yet very simple.

It is a marker, made by nailing one piece of

board across the end of another piece, being,

when made, a perfect Ti" shape, the stem being

much heavier than the top piece. I usually make
I the stem out of inch stuff, about 2 inches wide by 10

or \i long, the top piece being half inch or thinner,

same width as stem, and about 6 inches long. One
end of the top piece is painted green or blue, the

other end red. These blocks are very sightly, and

can be made to indicate a lai-ge number of niean-

I

ings by placing them on different parts of hives;

and if necessary, by changing the position of the
' colors; as, red over green indicates one thing, and

green over red something else. These blocks are

very easily and cheaply made, as they can usually

I e manufactured out of waste pieces of lumber ly-

ing around the shop, and on some i-ainy or spare

I

day. I have used these blocks during the past sea-

son, and find they are quite a saving of both time

I and steps.
1 CAKE OF SMOKEKS.

I

Some two or three years ago I came very near

sustaining a heavy loss by fire, caused^ by accident-

I

ally dropping a spark while refilling my smoker in

the shop. This taught me a lesson, and since then

j

I do not allow smokers to be taken into the shop at

I
all, but keep them in a box near the center of the

' apiary, made on purpose. Thi§ box is well painted
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and covered, and large enough to contain smokers,

matches, shavings, and smoker fuel enough to last

two or three days.

SOLAR WAX-EXTKACTORS.

Since the description of the Sun wax-extractor

which I have used for years was published in 1883,

page 521, 1 have noticed several descriptions of im-

provements, so called. All these improvements I

have so far seen described are, I think, of more det-

riment to the value of the instrument than benefit.

All were in reference to some method of straining

the melted wax from the refuse. Any wire cloth or

sieve that may be in the extractor to strain the wax-

through, must obstruct the sun's rays more or less,

which is a positive detriment, while the object at-

tained is of little or no value, as the wax being kept
melted for a length of time allows all the refuse to

settle to the bottom, when the wax can be dipped

off in an almost absolutely pure condition with the

flat sided tin cup, described in the original article.

I also see that some make their extractors in such
a manner that the pan, or whatever is used to catch

the melted wa.x as it drops from the wax-holder, is

not left exposed to the sun's rays enough to keep
the wax in it in a melted condition, thus preventing
the wax from settling, or, rather, clarifying itself,

which I consider one of the prime objects of the

implement, second only to the actual melting of the

wax.
I mentioned the fact in my original article, that

the wax rendered in the Solar wax-extractor was
harder than when rendered by other means, which
m'njht be an objection. I am informed by Mr. Thos.

Tracy, of Nashua, Iowa, who runs a foundation-

mill, that, instead of being an objection, he finds

the wax so rendered to be tougher and better than
other kinds of wax. Mr. Tracy uses a simple sys-

tem of reflectors, which increases the efficiency of

the implement, besides allowing us to use a single

instead of double glass. He hinges the board cover,

made to cover the implement when not in use, to

the upper end of the sash, having first lined the in-

side of the cover with bright tin. This can be raised

and fastened at any angle desired. Another cover,
made and lined with tin like the first one, is then
hinged to the side of the e.vtractor in such a manner
that it can be easily attached to either side of it,

and held in a perpendicular position by hooks and
staples connecting it with the first-mentioned cover.
The detachable hinges for the side reflector can be
very easily made by driving some staples into the
edges of the sash, and some half-bent pieces of No.
9 wire into the bottom edge of the reflector. The
side reflector will, of course, have to be on the west
side of the implement in the forenoon, and on the
east side in the afternoon, and can be laid, when
not in use, tin side down, on top of the implement
after shutting down the real cover.

(). O. Poi'pr.ETON, lU—;»).

Williamstown, Iowa, .Ian. .'>, 188").

Thanks, friend 1*. We can ol'teu liiid at
the drug-stores sciuarc tin cans, used lor
liolding castor oil and otlier substances.
One of these laid on its side, with one end
cut open, makes an excellent leceptacle for
a smoker, lotten wood. etc. It keeps out
the rain, and no (hiiiger of lire. It can be
nailed np against the fence, or a post, or
anywhere in the apiary.-^In regard to the
JSolar wax-(;xtractor. it seems to me some of
our implement-dealers might g«it up one for

sale. Of com'se, they coiikl be made a good
deal clieaper where 25 or 100 were made at
one time. These reflectors to throw the sun
on to the wax are quite an improvement.
If tin is used, the reflectors would have to be
carried in before a storm, or they would get
rusted so as to spoil their etticiency. A
cheap looking-glass plate would give still

more heat. If the whole were put under a
shed that would admit the sun, but exclude
wind and rain, it might always be in work-
ing order, and would be found, I think, a
profitable investment.

MICHIGAN STATE CONVENTION.
;aw and learned.

fllEN I stepped from the train, the
first thing was to inquire of some-
body where the convention was to
be held. One might naturally sup-
pose that we editors know every

thing published in oiu* papers ; but I for
one find it necessary to refer to Gleanings
almost constantly, to know what I have
written and what others have written. As
the convention was to be held in the State-
house, and as the Statehouse is a very prom-
inent object in the city of Lansing, it did
not take me long to get there. I was told
the convention was away up in some of the
upper stories, and that I had better go up in
the elevator. The elevator was just start-
ing, pretty nearly full ; but I got on, and
wiiom do you suppose I ran against first?

Why. Prof. Cook himself! It always gives
me pleasure to hear that people are expect-
ing me, and are glad to see me ; tlierefore I
started out pretty well pleased. Friend
Cook stopped the elevator, and we did not go
away up in the attic ; but by some new ar-
rangement which I did not understand, we
straightway gathered in the Senate chamber

;

at least that is what they called it, if I re-
member correctly. It was a most beautiful
room, any way. I>y the way, how pleasant
it does make any thing in the way of con-
ventions go off, to have a nice commodious
room! The room was nice, and the people
were nice, and they all behaved tliemselves
nicely. If Iluber had been there I suppose
he would have ejaculated very soon, " Papa,
ain't it ni'?"
The convention opened up full of interest

at the outset.

REVEH8I15LE FKAMES.
The facts given for and against these en-

listed my closest attention at once. The
question was taken up on both sides, by
those who are not only old in the honey bus-
iness, l)ut who are keen and sharp as" well.
A great mass of evidence was given on both
sides of the (piestion, and several reasons
were brought forward for using reversible
franu's, that I had not thought of. A^ery
likely, reversible frames might do harm in
the hands of a novice, because an unwise re-
versal results in about the same injury as
does an unwise spreading of the brood-nest

;

that is, reversing the frames too early in the
season, when the cluster is not strong
enough to stand a breaking-np of the brood-
nest, would perhaps do harm. Uut in the
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hands of one who is old and experienced, it

offers advantages that it seems to me we can
not very well do without. Prof. Cook gave
us a happy summing-up of the advantages
and disadvantages. I did not take it all

down, neither did any of the reporters, so
far as I have been able to discover. Prof.

Cook's strongest point was, perhaps, that by
means of a reversible frame we can tlirow
nearly all of the eaily white honey, clover
and linden for instance, into section boxes,
where it will command a price that will en-
able us to buy sugar two or three limes
over ; and 1 was glad to hear Prof. Cook en-
dorse the position I took so many years ago,
that a pound of sugar would go further than
a pound of honey, for wintering bees, and is

at the same time much more wholesome.
Reversible frames are destined to become
largely used the coming season. A very
practicable device is given in another col-

umn, and we will try to give engravings of
it in our next issue.

WIDTH OF SECTIONS.

There seems to be a pretty general agree-
ment, that where we wish to dispense witii

separators, the sections should be narrower
than where separators are used. A width of
section so that seven placed side by side
will measure a foot across seems t() have
given good results.

SIZE OK SI<:CTIONS.

The tendency was very strongly in favor
of the one-pound sections, 4i x -ii. the size I

decided upon ycais ago. so that eight woidd
go inside <if ;i Langslrdth frame. ' Tiie ten-
dency in .Michigan is (juite stiong, however,
to abandon the idea of jjutting sections into
frames at all. Setting them over the brood-
nest in a case gives about as much honey, if

properly handled, and is much less trouble ;

that is, those at the convention, i.s a rule,

seemed to think so.

rsiNO A irONEY-lJOAItD INDI 11 llll': (ASK
OF SECTIONS.

It seems to me a little fui.ny to think
that bee-keepeis are almost in Dxtio'e now
going back to the old discarded L. honey-
board, will) its bee-space under it. One ()f

the principal claims in tlie Eangstroth
patent was this S inch over the fr;unes, for a
bee-space ; and for years we have thought it

was a hindrance ; but now. instead of lliiidv-

ing this I inch to be a waste of si)aco. two
bee-spaces are given—one under the honey-
board, and one above it. During the coii-

vention it was made plain to me for the lirst

time, why peojjle wanted this honey-board :

and the reason seems to be this : The bees
will build bri(ig(>-tombs from the top of tlie

brood-frames to the honey-boaid. We all

know this, and some of us to our s(>rrow.

Well, a great many assured me, and Prof.
Cook among tlie nunilier, tliat alter having
tilled the first bee-spiice with bits of comb
the bees seem satislied. and did not i)ut any
comb and bits of wax between the top of the
honey-board and the sections ])laced in a
case right over the honey-board. In fact, a
case of sections so arranged can be lifted off

at any time for tiering up, sending to market,
or any other puipose. Our one-armed friend.
J. II. Robertson, assured me this was the

case, and that it was a great convenience
with him, for it enabled him to take off the
cases with one hand.

HOAV TO 3IAKE A HONEY-UOAKD.
President Hutchinson here spoke of hav-

ing a honey-board made so that the spaces in
it corresponded to those used in the perfor-
ated zinc, for keeping the queen and drones
below. ^Vooden bars placed at proper dis-

tances apart would not be practicable, be-
cause the spaces could not be made sufficient-

ly exact in this way, and the shrinkage of
the boards would be constantly liable to
make a variation in these spaces. Friend
II. has, however, already suggested a remedy
for this. In talking with Mr. R. L. Taylor,
who passed the night at Prof. Cook's, with
the rest of us, he informed me that he sug-
gested the idea to friend 11., who has suc-
ceeded perfectly in making a wooden honey-
board with correct bee-spaces. Within a few
days friend II. has sent us a honey-board by
exi)ress. having bee-spaces made "with a cir-

cular saw. which we furnished him, of the
proper tiiickness. The adjoining cut gives

the plan of the
Ilutchinsonhon-
ey-board. though
it is sjiaced a lit-

llc more accur-
ately than he had
ii. "The engrav-
ing makes the
wiiole matter
I'lain, with but
little explana-
tion. For econ-
omy we make the
honey - board of
two " pieces of

wood, the pieces being united attlieirends
by a cleat extending across both of them.
These cleats, in order to give; the proper i)ee-

space. are exactly I inch square. The boards
forming the honey-board are perforated by
dropi)ing tliein over a gang of four circula'r

saw s propeily spaced. The size is, of course,
so made as to (ill the top of the hive. Those
we keep in stock are just right for the Sim-
l)Iicity or chalf hive. We can furnish them
for b") cts. each ; Sl.;>j for ten, or .SI 2.50 per
100. These prices are for the boards nailed
up. In the Hat tliey will be 81.2.5 for ten, or
811.00 per 100. A sample can be sent by
mail for 12 cts. more for postage.
In working for extracted honey. I do not

think I would use these honey-boards be-
tween the upper and lower stories. If you
prefer to have the frames in the uiti)er story
contain nothing but honey, however, one of
tlu'se lioiu'y-boaids will acconq)lish it per-
fectly ; and" another thing, it also al)solutely
prevents tlie bees from building l»etween the
upi»er and lowei' frames; at least, the con-
vention people intimated as much ; that is,

if we have a s-inch space above and below
the honey-board, the honey-board will likely

be waxed down solid to the tops of the lower
frames, but the upper frames will hang so
as to be lifted out any time, without any at-

tachments to tlie honey-board, any more
than we have to the bottom-board of the
hive.

Continned next month.
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HOW DR. LOOPE SUCCEEDED IN BEE-
KEEPING.

EVEN IF HE DID GO AND BUY A GUEAT LOT IN THE
OUTSET TO START WITH.

AM, as you will presently see, a beginner in bee
culture. I am not much given to troubling

|t editors with mj' notions, so that you need not

fear very frequent intlictions on your time and
patience. Still, I belong to that rapidly in-

creasing class called bee-keepers; and as you seem
to wish reports, whether good or bad, I will send

you mine.

I bought 50 swarms of bees in the spring of 1883,

without previous knowledge or e.xperience in the

methods or devices pertaining to bee culture.

However, I hired a lady who had some experience,

and took counsel of others who were iu the busi-

ness, in the meantime subscribing for Gleanings,
and reading Quinby and other works. I got about
2000 lbs. of corab honey, and increased to 90, as a re-

sult of that year's work. Tn the fall I bought .50

swarms more, and came out in the spring of 1884

with 110 colonies, S.5 of which were mere nuclei,

from bad wintering. The reason of such loss was,

that the rats got into the cellar where my bees

were; and before I found it out they wore r.inning

riot among the hives, tearing off honey-boards, and
gnawing the frames almost in two, to get at the

honey. Of course this constant irritation produced
dysenterj', with consequent weakening and death.

Of the 75 swarms not mere nuclei, there were not

many that were strong; but the spiing was quite

favorable; and by June 10th I had them booming
with my nuclei coming along in good shape. I de

pended on hired help to do most of the worlc, being

myself busy in my profession; but I was fortunate

in securing a man who could "catch on," and was
steady and faithful.

The season in our locality was quite favorable,

and it closed by giving me 8000 lbs. of choice white
honey, basswood and clover, besides a considerable

amount of unfinished sections and dark honey,
probably aggregating 500 lbs., which will come very
handy next spring. I increased to 180 swarms,
which I am wintering in cellars. 1 have also bought
10.1 swarms this fall; and if they winter well I shall

have something to do next summer, if the season is

favorable.

Now, this may appear somewhat hap-hazard to

you, but I assure you that I was not idle all the

time, in looking up and attending to details, which
are as essential in this as in other kinds of business.

So far my bees are not in debt to me; and should
a sweeping loss come, it would not leave me worse
than when I started. T am much indebted to

Gleanings for manj- practical hints which I acted

on, and to which I largely attribute my success, if

it may so be termed. T. E. Looi'e, M. D.

Eureka, Wis., Jan. 6, 18X5.

I am very ffhul indeed to get ytnir report,
doctor ; but for all that, I think it a hazard-
ous undertaking to start out in the way you
did. Now I shall offer as a reason for your
doing so well, that, in the first place, you
are a doctor, and are presumed to be tolera-
bly smart, with the advantage of a " physic
education," as the old lady said ; and on"top
of it all, I am sure you had two pretty favor-
able seasons. Wisconsin has been a little

above the average during the year 1884, even

though some of the brethren do say, " Tain't
so." I am glad that you had good luck in
getting hired help. Do you know, doctor,
that speaks well for you "as well as for the
help ? One who tinds good efficient people
right around him is generally a good and ef-

ficient man himself. You" say you were
around attending to details considerable of
the time, and the way it has turned out
shows tliat you were. Attention to little

details is oftentimes Avhat makes the result
a success or a failure.

THE PURPLE FIREWEED, OR EPILO-
BIUM ANGUSTIFOLIUM.

also CALLED WILLOW-HEK B.

N answer to our editorial in the January
, No., asking for seeds of the above plant,
r we have received a small package of the

heads of the plants, with the well-known
thistledown blooms accompanying the

seeds. ^Vhether the seed will growor not, I

do not know ; but we have given it a place in
the greenhouse, and are watching anxiously.
The letter below, from the friend who fur-
nished the seeds, will give some light on the
subject. As it is well known that fire-

weeds grow best where brush-heaps have
been burned, our mailing - clerk asked
if it would be necessary to burn down our
greenhouse, in order to make the plants
thrive. Our friend Lettie replies in the
same strain.

Editor Ofea»i?iys;—Brother smiled a little when T

bade him go forth and seek the seeds of the EpUo-
hium angustifoUum, but he went nevertheless, and
as a result of his search I send you a little package
by this mail. If it should prove to contain a few
seeds that will grow, I shall be very glad; but
it is my belief that dame Nature scattered all her
fully ripened seeds last fall. I have no doubt the

plant will take kindly to cultivation; but I should

not expect it to thrive by scattering the seeds

broadcast along the highways and in wr.ste places.

Hardier plants -grass and clover, and berry-bushes

—easily crowd it out of the way. Of all places, it

grows best in newly burned ground, so by all means
"burn out the greenhouse; " for if there are any
perfect seeds among these I send I should like them
to have every advantage.

The common name, as given in Gray's Botany,

and also in Wood's, is willow-herb. But it is often

called fireweed—not unfrequently so in the bee
journals, I believe. This is misleading, those not

acquainted with the plant being in danger of con-

founding it with the true Qrewcod —Krcihthitcj<

hii^racifolia, a plant which blossoms later in the sea-

son, and yields honey of decidedly inferior (juality.

The willow-herb and the (iaimi Inrntiis belong to

the same order (0»(af//'accrt'), though not to the same
genus. They are not sisteis, but "cousins."

You must let me know if the seeds sent do not

germinate, and another season they shall be gath-

ered earlier. Lettie A. Wilkins.— , Mich., Jan. 7, 18S.5.

The two plants, although belonging to the
same order, are so unlike iu appearance, one
would hardly be likely to call them even
"• cousins," if it were not for the botanies.
I have never seen the willow-herb growing

;
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but if it bears honey any thing like the
gaura. it will indeed be an acquisition. AVe
are going to have a plat of them down ontlie
rich creek-bottom land, if we can get the
plants to growing nicely in the greenhouse.
Now, if any other brothers or sisleis can
furnish seeds of eilher we shall be glad to

liear from them.

FROM 87 TO 1:J7, AND 8000 LBS. OF HONEY.
SEND j'ou my report for 1884, this being- my first

Sanson in tiie business. I procured i'S colonies

of black bees during- the summer of 1884, and
44 colonies last January, all in box hives. I

lost one colony in wintering; transferred 12 in

February to Simplicity hives, and had to run the

rest in box hives. About 100 swarms came out. I

crowded them into .% hives. I saved every swarm
that came out. I have 2 Italian and 4 hybrid colo-

nies. I got about 3 tons of extracted honey, and
one ton of comb honey in 2-lb. sections. I have it

nearly all sold; got 10 cts. for extracted, and 12': for

comb honey. I have 127 colonies now. All of them
have plenty of stores for winter, though a few are

weak in bees. They are starved-out swarms that

came to my apiar/ this fall. Bees commenced
swarming about the 20th of March. The honey-How
commenced the 1st of May, and was over the 1st of

June. We did not get any summer or fall crop, on
account of the dry weather. My best hive made 240

lbs. of extracted honey. Some of my box hives

made 125 lbs., about half comb. I did not have
much comb foundation this season. 11 1 could

have had plenty of foundation and hives, my reitort

would have been better. Most of the honey I got

was g-athered from cat claw, and is rcrj/ white and
fine flavored. 1 don't think it can be cxcelloil. We
have some fine honey-plants here; most of them
are not mentioned in any bee literature I have read.

D. M. EnWAitiJS, 86—127.

Uvalde, Texas, Dec. 11, 1884.

FItOM 17 TO 47, AND 2500 LBS. OF IIONF.V.

I herewith send my report lor 1884. The 2t!th of

April I took 45 colonies from the cellar (having lost

two in the cellar). Aboiit 25 were heavy, find I he
rest light. The ])rospect at that time was bright;

but cold, wet, unfavorable weather tlicn coming- on,

they began to dwindle; and in spite of all I could

do, the middle of June found me with only 17 good
colonies and 8 light ones. At that time they began
to gain, although I did not get a new swarm until

the 20th of July ; and about that time the fun com-
menced. The 3d of August, three swarms came
out. The 16th of August, the last (an after swarm)
issued. I then had 47 all told. From the middle of

July until the middle of August I took off 51 lbs.

daily, Snnda>s excepted; and when a day was
missed I would take oH' 100 lbs. next day. Not a

heavy yield, perhaps, but a good even one. The
honey was all choice—white and alsiUe clover, wild

raspberry, and flreweed. I took the first premium
at the North Aroostook and the Maine State Fairs

on comb honey. The three swarms that came off

the 3d of August I put on to wired fdn.. with side

boxes,andahalf-stoi-y on top, containing 28 1-lb. sec-

tions. In just two weeks each swarm had filled its hive

and the 44 one-pound sections. The second swarm,
hived the I6th of .August, filled 7 frames.

KASPBERRIES BY THE HUNDRED TONS.
The wild raspberry is a fine honey-plant, and is

quite plentiful here. Last year the traders began
to buy raspberries for the Boston market. At three
of our villages they bought and shipped 94 tons.

At the same villages this year they bought over 100

tons, and probably Avhere one ton was picked, ten

j

rotted on the ground.

I

As the result of my little apiary this year I got
nearly 2500 1-lb sections filled; 600 lbs. of extracted
honey, and most of my hives (the Simplicity) have

;

now ten frames each. Had I not been very busy, T

' should have taken out spare combs, and extracted
I 50O or 6,;0 lbs. more. When the prospect looks the
bi-ightest, we often fail of getting honey; aud when

,
it looks dark, a favorable turn of the weather will

give us a good crop of surplus honey. It seems
that a bee-keeper should always be prepared. This

1 has been my experience. E. Tarr.
Castle Hill, Maine, Dec. 22, 1884.

FROM 37 TO 60, AND 800 LBS. OF HONEY.
I commenced with 37 colonies; have sold bees and

queens enough, perhaps, to pay for the care of them
during the summer. I now have 60 (several are
nuclei); have taken about 800 lbs. of honey, 400 lbs.

comb, and 400 extracted, comb is ready sale at 12i4

cts. per lb.: extracted, 10 cts. per lb. I used a few
of the Mb. section boxes as directed in A B C
book, and am much pleased with the result.

My bees worked in them readily. Queens never
troubled the boxes. Owing to the short crop
of honey the past season I got only about 1(X) well-

fllled sections, but they were very nice. The queen
which I bought of you last fall did me good service

during the summer, and is all right yet. You wish
to know how the dies (which I bought of D. S. Giv-

en) answered for making fdn. By pressing half

sheets 1 could make good fdn., but could not press

whole ones, for want of power. The bees accept it,

and draw it out readily. I am now of the opinion
that it would have been cheaper to have bought
foundation, all things considered.

My report is not so encouraging as some I see

in Gleanings; but, please do not put nic in Blast-

ed Hopes yet, for I am not discouraged; I have just

planted my vines for a grapevine apiary.

W. D. Tharp.
Williamsburgh, N. C, Dec. 25, 1884.

PRETTY WELL DONE FOR AN A B C SCHOLAR.
As Others are sending in their reports for the

past season, I thought 1 would send in mine. My
report for 1883 was very discouraging, but I was
not ready for Blasted Hopes. I cherished a faint

hope that I would have better success this year,
^ and I have not been disappointed. I commenced
the season with 15 colonies—9 strong and 6 weak.
Fed about 75 lbs. of sugar. The spring was very
wet aud cold up to about the middle of May; just

honey enough for brood-rearing. I increased to 30

colonics, but lost two from moths, and three by
robbing, and doubled up two, leaving me 24 colonies.

; Found a tree in the woods; saved the bees nicely,

thus making 25, all in good condition for winter.

I

Now for the cash profits. I ran for extracted hon-

j
ey alone, taking 1700 lbs. of honey. Sold $116.00

worth at from 10 to 12' |. cts. i)er lb., and stored

away between 450 and .50.) lbs. for home use. I am
not good authority in such mattei-s; but I think I

have done very well for an A B C scholar. I also

made a regular hand on the farm, and with the
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help of my boys, made 750 bushels of corn, 18 tons
of fine millet haj-, and 10 bales of cotton, and five

tons of cotton seed. Since readin<r your article on
page 789, Nov. No. Gleanings, on carp-ponds, I

have thoug-lit a g-ood deal abont carp - raisinj? in

connection with bee culture; but I am somewhat
doubtful as to success in this section, for there are

no running- streams in this portion of the country.

We construct artificial ponds, or tanks, as we call

them liere, by levees across ravines. Such ponds
fill up during the rainy season; but the trouble is,

during the long- droughts the ponds get very low and
muddy; though common fish live and do well as

long as there is any water in the pond. Perhaps
some of the readers of G leanings can tell us wheth-
er carp will do will in small tanks. S. F. Dellis.
Hubbard City, Te.xas, Dec. 27, 1884.

MRS. hunter's success IN MICHIGAN.

In the spring of 1879 I bought my first swarm of

bees. Have sold in all, since then, 2500 lbs. comb
honey, at an average of U cts.,-!|?350; 2C0 lbs. ex-

tracted at 10 cts., .?20. Have received for taking
care of bees for neighbors, f30; Isold 23 swarms
without hives, at an average of S5, SIOCOH; have on
hand 20 good swarms, with hives, racks, sections,

comb fdn., etc., enough for another season, all of

which I value at S^2C0, making a total of .*7f 0.00.

Paid for the first swarm, and since, as needed,
for hives, fixtures, sections, comb fdn., queens, ex-

tractor, winter-bo.xes, and help to pack them in

chaff for winter, $100, leaving a net profit of ^e.X'.'.O.

I have never fed sugar, but have fed honey; per-

haps that accounts for the small amount sold. I

have tried to prevent swarming, and have never
lost a swarm by wintering or disease.

Mrs. IM.uiY HuNfER.
Vicksburg, Mich., Dec. £9, 1884.

FROM 153 TO 190, AND 12,C00 LBS. OV HONEV.
We inclose the following as our report for 1884:

March, 1884, 153 colonies; Nov., 19) colonies; ex-

tracted honey, 12,030 lbs. We had a very unfavora-
ble spring, though a great amount of bloom. The
weather was too cold and wet. Our honey was
gathered in May and June, from horsemint blocm,
and in July from the mesquite bloom. The uics-

quite yields fine honey, and the yield from that

source this year is the best I have ever seen. In
consequence of the scarcity of money, sales are
slow, notwithstanding honey is now the cheapest
food that can be bought here. Our honey here is

always of fine quality. We use the Simplicity hive
and the "tiering-up" system. Our bees are Italian,

native, and hybrid. The Italians have this year
shown great superiority over the native brown bees.

Our only "winter trouble" here is to keep down
robbing, and supply food if needed. For the latter

l)urpose we keep combs of scaled honey. No frost

yet, and bees carrying in pollen. Plenty of drones
yet. In consequence of the drought (no rain since

the 28th of May), our bees have gathered no honey
since July. I should state, that the mesquite glo-

ries in dry weather. W. A. McPhail.
Gallinas, Texas, Nov., 18.'^4.

FROM 70 TO 1.55, AND 80C0 I.IIS. OK IIONKV.

Bees have done well this year, took more than 8300

lbs., nearly all extracted, from 70 colonies, spring
count, and increased to 155 colonics; the honey is

first quality; no basswood this year.

Minesing, Ont., Dec. 19, 1884. S. H. Kerfoot.

FROM 60 TO 80, AND 4C03 LBS. OF HONEY.
I am a beginner in the bee business. I began

with 60 swarms last spring; that number is now in-

creased to 80, with a surplus of 4000 lbs. of good
pure honey. Geo. Hoar.
Maple Landing, Iowa, Dec. 31, 1884.

another "stunner" from CALIFORNIA.
We have 7£2 stands of bees, all in L. hives, and

46,000 lbs. of honey. My partner and myself, with
the assistance of our wives, extracted in one daj' in

July, 4500 lbs. of honey with an 8-frame extractor.

My friend and neighbor, Mr. R. Wilkin, has gone
east to trj' to sell his 50 tons of honei'.

Ventura, Cal., Dee. 15, 1884. L. E. Mercer.

^EP0]^¥g DlgC0ai^^6ING.

^ir.60 IN FOR HONEY, AND S^S.OO OUT FOR SUGAR.

f^% EES did very poorly here this year. I got on-

pt ly $12.60 worth of honey this whole year, and

Y^ I fed ?;45.00 worth of sugar—nearly 700 lbs.

^^ How is that for profit? 1 thought I should

make something out of my bees this season,

but I worked hard all summer and got nothing but
bees. I increased from 38 to 82; and when I had to

go to feeding 1 united them down to 68. I think

they will go through the winter all right, if it is not

too long. Malinda A. Wilkins.
Seneca, Kan., Dec. 23, 1884.

REPORT FROM A BOX-HIVE MAN.

I live in Belmont Co., O. Last spring I bought of

you20or 25doll-:'rs' worth of Simplicity hives. Igotto
use only one, as my bees did not swarm. I wintered
15 colonies last winter. None of my hives have
movable frames. I simply have boxes in upper
hive for surplus honey. My 15 colonies made about
200 lbs. of surplus last summer, and one swarm of

bees. Last season Avas too dry for bees. I took a

box of honey the other day that was probably made
from tobacco-blossoms. There were four or five

acres of tobacco on the place. The boys said the

bees worked on the tobacco last fall lively. The
honey I spoke of is very peculiar. It is not good.

I sold a few boxes of good honey the other day for

12'2 cents a pound. There are but few bees in this

neighborhood. Honey is mostly made from white
clover and poplar and linn. Er.\stus Moore.

Beallsville, O., Dee. 2J, 1834.

THIEVES IN THE API.\RY.

I think you will have to put my name in Reports
Discouraging. I lost 25 colonies during the winter

of 1883, commencing the season of 1884 with 11 small

colonies. I increased to 27, but reduced to 21 for

winter; made about 25 lbs. of beeswax, and about
2 J lbs. of comb honey. Nov. 3, in order to put the

capon the rest, some generous brother stole the

very best colonj- (the only one that had made anj*

section honey), cut out the honey, and left the hive

and bees on the ground. My wife and I picked up
the bees, and thawed them out; and as we could

not find the queen, we united them with another
colony. Bees arc all right at date; have all in chaff

hives; fed 75 U)s. of granulated sugar. I am not

discouraged, but hope to do better next time. The
spider plant did well. The bees worked on that

when they could not get much else. Wm. Cook.
Watervliet, Mich., Jan. 5, 1885.
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OVERPRODUCTION OF HONEY.

FRIEND POND GIVES US SOME THOUGHTS IN RE-
GARD TO THE SUBJECT.

fRIEND DOOLITTLE criticises me a little on
page 700, Oct. Gleanings, as regards my
views on overproduction. Well, I don't in-

tend to take back any thing I have ever writ-

ten in regard to the matter, and I still think

the questions of overstocking or overproduction are

matters which need not trouble this generation,

and that the price of nice honey is no lower than

years ago. True it is, as friend D. shows, the price

of honey is some ten cents per lb. lower this year
than it was some ten years ago; so is flour much
lower in proportion than it was then, as compared
with the reduced price of honey ; and so goods of all

kinds are lower also. When 1 mentioned the price

of honey it was comparatively. I meant to l>e un-

derstood relatively also; and now when I compare
the present price of honey with the necessaries of

life, I find the argument strongly in favor of honey.

Now, the real question of supply and demand does

not govern the honey cpiestion at all. Producers of

honey are not salesmen, and consequently have no
real knowledge of the best ways and means of dis-

posing of their goods. Instead of makimj a market
for their surplus honey, and disposing of it in that

market, they all rush it into some large city, and,

of course, overstock that market at once. Compare
for a moment the crop of honey of the last ten

years with the number of people in this great coun-

try, and how much per capita will it show up?
There are thousands and thousands of people who
would gladly buy honey, if they could do so near
their homes, who never see an ounce from one
year's end to another. So I say again, this genera-

tion has no reason to worry itself about the matter
of overproduction of honey, or overstocking the

country with bees; and further, the crop of honey
as compared with the necessaries of life commands
as good a price now as it did years ago; and the

price obtained for it might be largely increased if

the bee-keepers would market their goods them-

selves, and not ship it all to the same central point,

and leave the disposing of it to the tender mercies

of the commission houses. .1. K. Pond, .Jr.

Foxboro, Mass., Dec. :J1, 1884.

EMPTY COMBS AND COMB HONEY.
SECTIONS FILLED WITH FDN., AND EMPTY FRAMES

BELOW THEM, FOR NEW SWARMS.

fRIEND W. Z. Hutchinson's article on page 803

of Gleanings for 1884, upon "foundation and
comb honey," was read by me with great in-

terest; for it touched upon some points of vi-

tal importance to the bee-keeping fraternity.

While in the main I consider his conclusions cor-

rect, yet I think some of them need a little explan-

ation before the apiarists of the United States will in-

dorse all that he says; and the object of this article

Will be to throw more light on the interesting sub-

ject of comb-building, and to tell why friend H. did

not succeed in securing a good yield of comb honey
from those swarms which were hived on empty
combs. In order to have w-hat I wish to say more
fully understood, I will begin at the close of friend

H.'s article, and explain it toward the beginning.

Thus we have first, "When the young queens began

laying in the old colony, they shunned the frames
of drone-comb, even if they nerc in the center of
the hive." Here we have an assertion, with no
reason given to support it; and so I ask, "Why was
this so?" Because, when an old colony gets a
young laying queen, instinct teaches them that
they may expect this queen to meet all their re-

quirements of a mother-bee for the i"est of the sea-

son ; while di-ones are necessary only when a change
of mothers is contemplated by the bees. Hence no
eggs are deposited in drone-comb, and no drone-
comb built by such a colony, unless such comb is

built for store comb where honey is coming in rap-

idly. Taking advantage of this fact or explanation,
I manage to get one or two nice perfect worker-
combs built for future use while the bees are at

woi-k vigorously in the sections, by taking one or
two full combs out of the center of the brood-nest,

and inserting empty frames in their places. These
frames are filled, api)arently, without the cost of

any section honey, while it gives that energy to the

colony which friend Root speaks of, as always ac-

companying a colony which are building natural
comb. In this way a part of the combs which I use
are built, which combs are given in preceding years
to newly hived colonies, as will be explained fur-

ther along. I also place on such colonies having
young queens, all sections (if I have such) contain-

ing drone-comb, where they are filled without dan-

ger of drone-brood in them, while much drone-

brood in sections often confronts the apiarist, if

such sections are used over prime swarms. Befoi-e

I used this plan, and previous to the advent of thin

foundation for sections, I was often vexed upon
finding the sections placed upon prime swarms,
nearly half filled with drone-brood. In the above I

havegi\en how I get nice worker-combs built with-

out cost, and also how to keep brood out of sections,

which is done by using all sections containing

drone-comb over an old colony having a young lay-

ing queen, and having only sections of worker-comb
over all colonies having a queen a jear or more old.

The next point I wish to notice is where friend

H. says, "With me, newly hived swarms having lay-

ing queens do not build drone-comb." Here we
have another assertion (without reason given tell-

ing why) which is contrary to the experience of

nearly every person who ever hived a swarm of

bees. Only the past season I have seen, in neigh-

boring apiaries, hives filled nearly half full of

drone-comb when laying queens went out and were
hived with new swarms, and why they did not do so

with friend H. was simply because his bees were
managed differently, and upon a more correct prin-

ciple. The colonies above alluded to were hived in

a hive containing \'i Gallup frames, with no surplus

arrangement put on until a week after hiving, so

that it w as necessary that the bees do all their work
in the bodj' of the hive. All observing apiarists

know that, as the day of swarming draws near, the

queen ceases her pi-oliflcness, so as to be able to fly

and go with the swarm, so that, when swarming
does occur, said queen is scarcely larger than a vir-

gin queen. Nature has so ordained things for two
reasons; the first of which is, that the queen can
fly; and the second is, that the queen need not be
damaged by an over-accumulation of eggs before

there is time for the bees to construct comb in the

new home for her to deposit her eggs in; thus we
find that all good queens do not get get fully prolific

again until about a week has elapsed after the new
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colony has arrived at its new location. During this

week, comb has been built very rapidly, especially

if honey is coming- in plentifully from the fields,

while the queen has not been able to keep up with

the workers; the result of which is, that the bees

commence to build store comb, which is always of

the drone size of cells. This comb is mainlj' filled

with honey the first season (although in some cases

some drone-brood is found in them, especially if the

bees feel disposed to supersede the queen or the

honey-flow slacken somewhat), whilethe main troub-

le comes in having- this store comb filled with drones
after the bees have consumed the honey out of it

the next spring. In the above I have given the

"why" bees build drone-comb for the majority of

bee-keepers, and now why do they not do so for H.?

Simply because he put those sections filled with comb
foundation on the hives at the time of hiving the

swarm. This gave the baes plenty of room above
for store room, so that only comb of the worker
size was built below, and that only as fast as the

prolificness of the queen demanded it. As her abil-

ity for laying increased, more comb was built, till

at the end of the season friend H. had his hive filled

with nice worker-comb and lots of section honey.
Hence it all came from putting on those sections at

once instead of waiting, as othei-s do, thus securing

three things, lots of section honey, no drone-comb,
and a hive full of nice straight worker-comb, the

latter costing almost nothing. Friend Root seems
to attribute the success to the Heddon arrange-

ment; but I think that has little if any thing to do
with it, as I have used the plan successfully for

years, and gave it once or twice several years ago
in the bee-papers.

Well, I have already wi'itten enough for an arti-

cle, and have not yet reached the main point in H.'s

article I set out for; so, with the permission of the

editor, I will saj', concluded in ne.\t number.
G. M. DOOLITTLE.

Borodino, N. Y., Jan. 1, 188.5.

By all means, friend D., gW-e ns the re-
mainder of this interesting subject. It is

just now one of the greatest importance to
all concerned in the production of comb
honey.

FRIEND DYKE'S BEE-FEEDER, AND
SOME OTHER MATTERS.

INTRODUCING QUEENS, UNITING NUCLEI, BEE-
STINGS, ETC.

«S I have not had a hearing in Gleanings
since the great flood of Feb., 1884, 1 again
ofl'er a " few remarks." I notice in last

Gle.\nings, that friend Heddon describes a
new feeder. Now, I was very much sur-

prised to see how much it is like a feeder I got up
and used last fall for the first time, and also pleased
to find that urcat minds run in parallel channels.

The ditterence between my feeder and Mr. Heddon's
Is, first, mine is to be set inside the ui)per story on
the frames; 2, The bees come up at one end instead
of on the side; and thirdly, the feeder is covered
with a loose wire-cloth top. The construction of

the feeder is as follows: I first made a bo.\- 12 by IG

inches inside, .I inches deep, with a partition one
Inch from one end open at bottom for passageway
for bees. I used stuff !4 inch thick. This bo.v was
thoroughly smeared with wax inside, to avoid
leakage. In the partition, and opposite end, verti-

cal slots were cut, % inch apart from center to cen-

ter, ig inch wide, to slip thin boards in, similar to

his feeder, which gives the bees feeding-ground, as

it were. Those thin boards were ih inches wide,

and were prevented from going to the bottom of the
feeder by a 5-16-square strip, long enoug-h to reach
across each end of feeder. The partition came
within ^i in. of top of feeder. For the cover I made
a wooden rim of strips, 1 by '^i inch, just large

enough to fit over outside of feeder; upon this I

tacked a wire-cloth top, so by placing it on feeder it

was all closed up, except opening at bottom. Now
to use this feeder I simply turned one corner of

mat back far enough to make an opening corres-

ponding with the hole in bottom of feeder. Press
the mat down flat so it will stay, then set the feeder
down close up to the corner of hive, so that the

openings will be together. Now all j-ou have to do
is to pour in the feed right through the wire-cloth

cover. It will run through without any trouble.

The next time you want to fill it you can take out
every bee, if j'ou are afraid of drowning them; but
I always pour the feed in, and the bees soon came
up and went into the hive, not seeming to be in-

jured by their impromptu bath. I examined a feed-

er which I used all last fall, and there were not

half a dozen dead bees in it, and it never leaked a
drop.

I do not want to appear presumptuous, but I be-

lieve I like my feeder better than Mr. Heddon's, as

I fear that there would be too many chances for

robbing, unless those covers were fitted nicely; and
even after we are careful to have such things to fit

well, the sun and rain play havoc with our calcula-

tions. The feeder which I have described holds

about I'i gallons of syrup, which is generally

enough for one colony, unless they are unusually
destitute. To any one inquiring about the manu-
facture of this feeder, I would say that I will adver-

tise them when I am ready to furnish them.

UNITING nuclei.
I read with much interest friend Doolittle's meth-

od of uniting nuclei. As you,r readers are doubt-

less aware, 1 raised many queens last year, and con-

sequently had quite a number of nuclei to unite in

the fall. I remember in one case I made one colo-

ny of 6 nuclei. I took the queen I wished to keep,

put her in a cage, and removed all others. I then
took a chaft' hive and put in one frame from each
nucleus, taking only such as had the most honey
(there was not much brood). I then filled the re-

maining space with four of my best frames, after

which I brushed all the remaining bees from the

frames and inside of nucleus hives into the top

story of hive. After smoking them down and cov-

ering with mat, they were smoked at the entrance,

and a strip of wire cloth tacked over the same.
This was done just at evening. They were given
plenty of ventilation, and left until about four

o'clock next evening, when they were liberated,

after which all went well, and not a bee seemed to

want to go back to its old stand. Some of my now
best colonies were thus treated. I forgot to say

that the queen was placed in an introducing-cage,

and the bees allowcl to let her out at their leisure.

This brings me to another topic; namelj-,—

INTRODUCING QUEENS.
Some months ago friend Doolittle gave us an arti-

cle on this subject, and I remember that many of

his ideas were good; and especially one which was,

to liberate the queen just at night, by means of a
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string attached to the lid of the cage. I have been
advertising an introducing-cage during the past

j-ear through Gleanings, which, I think, carries

out this point of Mr. Doolittle's, in a special man-
ner; and the means of accomplishing the result are

under the control of the bees themselves. It has

been my experience thus far, that a queen is very

seldom, or ricuer, lost if liberated during the night,

if they have had sufficient time to become acquainted

before being liberated. T do not undei-take to ex-

plain this peculiarity; but I have noticed that, when
different swarms of bees are united just at night-

fall, they are much more peaceable, and less apt to

tight. When we become convinced of any such dis-

position on the part of our pets which we can use

to our advantage as well as theirs, we should be

quick to avail ourselves of it, and not stand back
and pooh-pooh at it as a notion.

BEE-STINGS.

Much has been said of late regarding severe bee-

stings. I had a slight experience that has taught me
one lesson at least, which is, to have a bee-veil

handy when working with especially cross bees. I

bought two colonies of bees last spring in American
hives—one Italian and the other hybrid. Well, as I

use the Langstroth hive exclusively, they must be

transferred, as a matter of course. So one after-

noon in May, during fruit-bloom, I proceeded. I

left the hive on its stand, and topk out the frames
one by one, and carried them two or three rods to

the new hive, where T shook off the bees and trans-

ferred the combs. I had gotten about half way
through the first (or hybrid) swarm, when in lifting

a frame from the middle of the old hive, the bees

with one accord raised and covered my face, head,

and arms, stinging me most severely. My wife had

the smoker, anfi 1 called her to smoke them oTf me
as I held the frame in my hands, and was wholly at

their mercy. She somewhat timidly came up and
helped me a little, but I had to put down the frame
as soon as I got to the new hive with it, and ilefend

myself as best I could. I finally subdued them,

and finished transferring. There was but one sting

in all 1 received (which were many) that gave me
any trouble, and that was a sting on the upper lid

of my left eye. It swelh-d somewhat that niglit, but

did no special harm until about 10 o'clock the next

forenoon, when it commen('ed Itotliering me, and I

thought there was something in my eye, and tried

to rub it out ; but my rubbing caused it to com-
mence inflaming to a rapid degree, and it was but a

few minutes before I was obliged to ijuit my work
and walk half a mile home, which I did under
the greatest diflieulty, aS my eye was so in-

flamed that I was almost blind (my right eye has

been useless since I was fifteen years of age). All

I could get to help me was to lie down and apply

cloths wet in cold water, changing them often. It

was more than two weeks before I could do much
work, as the Inflammation nuide my eye very weak,

and it was quite a while before 1 got rid of a kind

of blur before my vision. I supi)osed, at first, tliat

the sting had worked clear through the mcmbi-ane
of the lid, and I had a doctor to examine it, but he
claimed that such was not the case, and that it

would be impossible for such a thing to happen.

Be that as it may, I have had my fill of that kind of

stinging, and I advise people who have weak eyes,

or only one, to use a veil, as you can not tell when
you may get a sting that may lay you up for weeks.

Poraeroy, O., Dec. 30, 1884. S. A. Dyke.

I would suggest, friend D., that the rea-
son why uniting and introducing are better
done at nightfall is, that all annojance from
robbers is effectually cut off until the bees
can have time to" settle down quietly.
Through the daytime, sentinels are obliged
to keep a lookout for robbers, strangers, or
intruders ; and at such time a strauge queen

j

or strange bees would come under the head
' of intruders ; whereas, after bees have stop-

1

ped flying, no guard needs to be kept at the
entrance, and- tlie bees, as it were, are not

j

on the defensive, as they are during the day-
time.

PURE GEKMAN CAKP.

A FISH 3.5 INCHES LONG, AND WEIGHING U l.BS.,

A.MEKICAN R.4ISED.

fRIEND ROOT:—As the carp is almost the ab-

sorbing question at this time, and seeing that

you and a great many others are interested in

their cultui-e, I will give you my experience.

In reading the Amrricftn Ayricultiirigt, of Jan.,

1880, I found a description of the carp as given by
Prof. Baird, U. S. Fish Commissioner at Washing-

ton, D. C, whereupon I made application, and in

due time secured 20, averaging about 4 inches long,

of the three varieties; viz., leather, mirror, and
scale carp. This was in the fall of 1880, which will

make my largest carp about five years old this

spring. Now, you se«' I received them from the

first general distribution made by the government,
through Professor Haird; and if there are anj pure

German carp distributed by him, 1 have them.

My largest carp is about '.Vt inches long, and weighs

about 14 lbs., and I have from that size down to 3

inches. This large one 1 speak of is a '• Mirror,"

and has scales larger than a 2.j-eent piece. My pond
is the first one built in this section of the country,

about 70 feet wide and 140 feet long; when full,

about 7 feet of water at deepest point. It is built

on the south-east side of a considerable slope, lying

fair to the sun, which I tliink very essential to botli

hatching and growth. I have it arranged so that all

the surface water passes around the ]iond.

Von si)oke in the Dec. No. of (ii-EANiNOS in refei-

ence to instructions on pond-building and carp cul-

ture, for sale at one dollar. I will say to all, that on

receipt of a stamp I will give all instructions need-

ful, free of charge. an<l I have had as nnich success-

ful experience as any one in the country. There is

I

no mistake; the culture of carp is a success. It is

of all fish the most readily propagated and reared.

The will become tame, and eat from the hands of

their keeper. Their fecundity is great. A fish

weighing 4 or 5 ll)s. will lay 4(HI,000 to 500,000 eggs,

an<l one of 10 or i:> lbs., 1,500,00 1. They spawn from

May to September. Their diet is largely vegetable;

they are not carnivorous, and should not be in

ponds with other kinds of fish. They will live in

water where all other fish will perish; for instance,

in pools, tanks, bog meadows or sloughs, as well as

in lakes, rivers, or streams. They go down in the

winter, and "kettle" in squads of from .50 to 100,

' and stay in a tor|)id state without food until warm
weather approaches.

Their growth is very rapid, making from 1 to 3 II s.

in one summer. That depends on condition of wa-

i
ter, and the amount of feed. They will eat almost

i
any thing. I have fed raw corn, cabbage, corn
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meal, cooked sweet and Irish potatoes, bread, meat,
—in fact, all refuse of the table. Last summer T

bought stale crackers, and fed my young- carp, and
found it a good investment.

All ponds want to be kept opened in winter, in

order to give the flsh air. My friend Mr. Walker,

of this place, lost all his carp, save twelve, by his

pond freezing over last winter. I am often asked,
" Will they bite a hook? " I think, friend R., if you
had seen me throwing them out hist summer you
would have thought so. It's the finest sport in the

world, no mistake. It is the cheapest and best meat
grown. W. S. K.\i.er.

Andersonville, Ind., Dec. 2.5, 1884.

Friend K.. you have given us some very
valuable facts indeed ; but tlie most impor-
tant to me just now is, liow many fish do
you keep in a pond of tlie dimensions you
give ? Not many, a yard long (or pretty near-
ly that), I should say. Where land is valua-
ble, it is a question as to how large the ponds
need to be. Yours is not very much larger
than our own : but I am told that 100 five-

pound fishes woidd overstock our pond.
Perhaps abundant feeding would remedy
this. Can you tell us about it V In regard
to directions for constructing ponds, instead
of mailing them singly to all who are inter-
ested, why not let us^ have the matter and
have it published V I will pay you for it

;

and if there is not room enough in (iLean-
IXGS, we will add some additional pages.

MY FIRST REPORT.
SOMETHING FRO.M A CALIFORNIA ABC SCHOLAR.

§TARTED in last springwith one swarm that we
had had for two years, and never got any
thing from. I didn't know any thing about
bees, so I lost a lot of honey, I'm sure. Well,

when the bees began to swarm 1 began to get

interested. Though not knowing how important it

was to have them in movable-frame hives, I put the

first nine swarms in box hives, which I haven't got

a thing from, except some more swarms. After
this we got seven more swarms, one of which we
bought, and put all these into good frame hives.

From the seven last swarms (some of which came
out as late as August) I got 90 lbs. of comb and 230

lbs. of extracted honey, and 3 of wax, which I think
is a pretty good show for such late swarms. Now,
how much would I have got from the eight early

swarms and the old stand, if I luul init them all in

good frame hives?

There is a great deal of comb honey yet in the
nine box hives, but I am waiting till I transfer them,
to take it out. They are all "plum full," and some
of them are very large boxes. I am waiting till

fruit-bloom begins, to transfer them, and then 1 sup-

pose I shall have a practical lesson on the folly of

putting swarms into box hives, by the trouble they
will give me. About five of the swarms we got
were traveling across the country, and were at-

tracted to our bees, and settled near them, and we
caught them. Runaway swarms have to travel a

long way across the country hero before they find a
resting-place, as there are no woods or hollow trees

for them to get into, so they just have to go till they
get into some crack in the roof of a house, or some
one hives them. We have two such swarms in our
house, where we can't get at them. They were too

sharp for us, and got into the cracks before we
could hive them. Now, if my report is too long,

just cut it short here and there. I am an A B C
for the last G months only. Alfred W. Hind.
Anaheim, Cal.

Why, friend IL. how many swarms did
you get from that first one you started with,
pray tellV Your letter reads as if you built
up that big apiary from that one colony in
the spring. Yor say further along, howevei'.
about five of those swarms Avere traveling
swarms. May be that accounts for it. You
do not tell us. either, how many you have
now, but 1 should think California must be a
pretty big place to keep bees.

-^A "^^
HOW A DISABLED SOLDIER SUCCEEDS

IN BEE-KEEPING.
A HOME .MADE FOOT-POWER .SAW.

HIS has been the hardest season on bees and

Irl^r bee-keepers for many years. Great num-
bers of colonies are starving to death now,
simply because their owners were too care-

less or too stingy to give them the food that

they could not get for themselves. I had the care

of about 20 colonies. Some belonged to my neigh-

bor. I transferred the most of them during fruit-

bloom, and from the 20 colonies, not a single swarm
issued. I took no precautions whatever to prevent
swarming, only giving room in surplus department,
while about all of my neighbors who use the old box
hives got from one to four swarms to the colony;

but I think it my turn to smile as their little colo-

nies are now swarming out, and starving, while my
hives are full of bees and honey, and in good trim
for a long winter sleep.

I was not able to buy an extractor, consequently
got but little honey; a few colonies give .50 lbs. in 1-

Ib. sections, while others, apparently just as strong,

gave no surplus at all. Now, I suppose I am mak-
ing a contribution to your waste-basket; but I will

have my letter so large that it will not slip through
the "holes in the basket" that I was reading about
in "hints " in Gleanings to-day.

I have finally got my foot-power saw completed.

I ordered the saws, mandrel, belt, and files from
your house; they all give splendid satisfaction, ex-

cept the belt; it was too good, and I took it to the

harness-maker and had it trimmed down about one-
half, and now it is all right. I should like to tell you
how I operate my machine with two blocks of wood
and two straps, and get up a I'ate of speed that
makes my neighbors almost fear to come in the
shop; but you, 1 fear, would think I was exaggerat-
ing. I commenced early New Year's morning, full

bent on making a Simplicity hive, as per instruc-
tions in the ABC, and I succeeded admii-ably until

I came to take ott the strip that goes under the
cover, then I found that my6-inch saw set close to a2-
inch pulley would cut only a little over I'i inches
deep; but in order to get my hive made, I sized the
lumber to IP.i inches which worked all riglit, only it

leaves the lid '.i inch shallower than it should be.
I believe that, (>ven with my disabled limbs, I can
cut out two complete 2-story hives in a day, and
that, in comparison to last season's slow work by
hand, and the assurance that every hive I can pos-
sibly make is just as good as the cash, is very
cheering indeed to a poor and disabled soldier, and
I shall always feel indebted to you, friend Root, for
the good and practical instructions I have gained
from your writings. A. B. Herman.
Burnettville, Ind., Jan. 3, 1885.



He that is faithful in that which Is least, is faithful also in much—LUKB 1«:10.

MYSELF AND MY NEIGHBORS. '

Well dono, thou fiood iind I'aitliful servant.—
Matt. 25:^1.

^ WANT to repeat a little sketch I saw in

the >Snnd((!i-Scho<>l TiiiKs. A little boy
was doing "something tiiat he ought not
to do. As he was only two and a halt'

years old. he could not be expected to

know very well what was proper and what
was not proper. And besides, boys of that

,

age are not always as obedient as we should I

expect them to be when a little older. His '

father stopped him by saying, '^ No. my son,
you must not do that." It happened to be
something, however, which tlie boy very
much wanted to do, and for a whih; he
seemed to (piestion wliat the conseciuences
would be if he did not mind. Finally his

better self triumphed, and he replied, "All
right papa, I won't do it any more." I pre-
sume most of us would think that was all

there was to be said al)out it. and so the
father thought; but the boy evidently had
different ideas ; for pretty soon he spoke out,
" Pa, why didn't you tell me, ' That s a good
boy 'V"
Now, my friends, was not the boy right

about itV When he had controlled the wrong
impulse, and had triumphed overiiiclinatioii.

rulhig his own spirit, as it were, would it

not have been a wise thing for the fatlier to

liave given him a little coauuendatiou':'
Would it not have been well, in fact, iiad

the father watched the boy's face, that he
might know the conllict going on within?
What father or mother can not read their
own child's thoughts, if they watch the face

and the actions? A little word of approval
clinches the nail, as it were, and strengthens
the child's piirpo.se to do good instead of
evil. It is not only among children and
grown-up people that we notice this, but it

seems as if the rule held good all through
animated creation. My earliest recollections
are coiuiected with the business my father
followed at the time. lie used to carry the
stoneware manufactured in our native town
to distant towns around. For the purpose
he had a large heavy wagon with a high top
box. and two great stout horses; and in

pleasant weather a smaller wagon with one
liorse followed behind, with my brother for

a driver. When I became old enough I was
allowed to take a trip or two ; and. wasn't I

proud, though, when intrusted with a whole
wagonload of valuable property, and in-

structed in the mysteries of driving, so as to

avoid rough places in the road, that my car-

go might not be cracked and broken when it

arrived at the destination? Well, when we
came to long hard hills, father told me to let

my wagon stand, and come with him and he
would show me how. As the load was
heavy, the horses were allowed a breathing-
si)ell one or more times on the way up. Be-
fore we started iii) the hill he selected a suit-

able cliuiik of wood with which to block the
wheels, which block he held in his hand as
lie walked along (ui foot. Uefore he started
he patted the horses on their necks, and
they glanced at the big hill, and seemed to
take in what was to be done. When he
gave the word, up they Avent with a will

;

but when the breathing became pretty hard,
1 he would slack Ihem up a little, and let the
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wagon back against the block, until they
had recoverert their breath, and then on
thev went. Now. tlie point is here : After
having pulled well, he always patted them,
rubbed their noses, and tnld them they were

I

good fellows. Sonu'tinies tliey seemed so

well pleased at this little praise that they
would hardly wait until they were suthcdent-

Iv rested, seeming anxious to get at it again,
and sliow him how stout they were, and how
well they could do. Faithful old Jake and
Doll I Their tasks have been linished. and
tliey are doubtless gone the way of all horses :

but" I remember vividly how inuch they ap-
preciated a good word : and I know, too,

how sullen and unhappy they looked when
thev were scolded. They did not often get
scolded when at their regular business of
drawing stoneware ; but sometimes when
they were called upon to plow the garden,
or something like that, when they either did
not understand or acted awkward. Did you
ever know^ anyljody who got out of patience
plowing a small garden?

Now, bovs and girls, men and women, is

it not possible that your horses are himgry
for a kind word or a word of praiseV Wheii
yonr cliild or brother or sister has striven
nobly against temptation, have you always
been ready with the very important '" That's
a good boy ''V or, " I thank you ''V or what-
ever little praise would be tit under the cir-

cumstances':* We complain when things are
poorly done ; l)Tit. do we make use of that
other powerful lever in encouraging good re-

solves and good intentions—a kind and en-
couraging word? The baby of the house-
liold generally gets praises enough. I have
sometimes thought it was almost as neces-
sary to their growth and development as the
milk they drink ; and if kind words that
spring from loving hearts are good for the
babies and the horses, are they not good for
older people? Some of you are children I

am talking to. Are you always ready to

say. " Thank you," " I am very much oblig-

ed indeed," and such like phrases? Some-
times actions speak louder than words, you
know, and we ought to act pleased. Should
we act pleased when we do not feel pleased?
I want you to be honest, my little friends ;

but a great many times you ivill feel pleased
just by trying. It is always right to do
what you know you ought to do, whether
you feel like it or not ; and it is right to pat
your old horse on the neck, and tell him he
is a good fellow, even if you feel cross and
contrary, and don't feel like it. Try it, and
see if there is not something in your own
hearts tliat pretty soon speaks to you, say-
ing, " AVell done, thou good and faithful
servant."

Right here, friends, comes in the impor-
tance of daily thanks to God. One who
thanks (iod for his daily bread, for the air
he breathes, and for the gift of life, is a liap-

juer man than one who goes through life

without giving thaid<s anywhere, or to anj'-

body. And this daily tlianksgiving should
be "followed up, even if you do not feel like
it. I do not mean you sliould be a hypo-
crite ; l>ut 1 mean, "as I said before, "you
should do your duty, whether your feelings
prompt it or not : aiul your first and greatest

duty in this world is thanksgiving to God ;

and the next, thanks to your fellow-men.
Of course, you need not be always saying to
everybody the stereotyped words. " I thank
you;" but l)y your actions, and these name-
less little coiirtesies. show everybody that
you feel pleasantly and kindly toward "them,
and carry this spirit and this feeling out
among the cattle and the horses, and let it

shine wlierever you go. As I write these
words, the feelinjj comes over me, '• May
(iod forgive me tor having so many times
in life been remiss in just this little thing.
Help me, dear Savior ; help me to practice
that wliich I am trying to teach, here this
bright January morning."

A LETTER FROM A BOY BEE-KEEPER.

ONE WHO IS OBLIGED TO GO ON CRUTCHES, BUT
WHO SUCCEEDS PRETTY WELL KEVERTHELESS.

WROTE you a business letter last summer; and

[J

as 30U published a scrap of it as news, and then
I in the last No. of Gleanings published my
name on your list of correspondents, I will

venture to tell you what I have done and what
1 hope to do. I am a crippled boy, 16 years old, and
have to g-o on crutches, and therefore can not do so

well as I think I could if 1 could get around better.

I bought two colonies of hybrids last spring—one
in a Langstroth and the other in a chaflf hive, some-
thing like the American. On the 24th of May, the

Langstroth, being about to swarm, I divided them;
and June 1.5 I divided the chaff hive. I think I made
a mistake right here by losing much valuable time
in brood-rearing. The way I divided was to take

the queen and one frame of brood, and put in a new
hive, and set it where the old hive stood, so as to

get the bees that were out gathering honey. In the

latter part of August the hive I divided first sent

out a large swarm; and, not having any hive ready,

I nailed three frames together and filled them with

foundation, and hived the bees in a box about 13

inches square; and afterward I put in 4 more
frames. I commenced feeding them from the time

they swarmed, and kept it up as long as the weather
would permit. I think they stored some honey,

enough to carry them through.

In the latter part of July I received from you a

select tested (lueen and 1 lb. of bees, which seem
to have done pretty well. This makes 6 swarms,
which I now ha\e, and which I put into winter quar-

ters in the cellar about the 1st of December. I also

found a colony of blacks in a tree, which I mean to

try to save. I took from the old hives about 35 lbs.

of honey. I do not think we have the best country

in the world for honey-producing plants. Orchards

are somewhat numerous; there is but little bass-

wood, and not very much white clover; there is

considerable red clover, and my bees worked on it a

good deal. There is also buck-berry and catnip,

quite abundant. I found growing wild (luite a num-
ber of Simpson honey-plants and transplanted some
of them near my bee-hives. They produced consid-

erable nectar, but I never could get a bee to even
smell of them. I had an acre of buckwheat sown,
which I think helped my bees. I am going to have
an acre of alsike sown in the spring, and will try to

get thelfarraers to sow white clover in their pas-

i
tures, and I think we can make this a pretty good
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bee country after a while. You have discovered

that my bees are in a badly mixed lot of hives, and
I propose to transfer them in the spring and have
them all alike. Now, this is new business to me, and
there are but few bee-men around hei-e to show me
much about it. I do not expect to get right into it

without making some mistakes, but I am going to

make it win if 1 can; and while I am keeping my-
self out of mischief, I want to make some money.
I don't expect to beat pa with his short-horns, but I

should like to come just as near it as possible.

Holton, Kan., Jan. 2, 188.5. M.A.KCUS Bry.^nt.

Marcus, I am very glad to see your zeal

and courage ; and if you go ahead as you
seem to have started, I think there will be
no trouble about your succeeding. Wliere
there is a determination, and an earnest, go-
ahead spirit, obstacles make but little dilTer-

ence. Of couise, it is harder for you to get
around; but it is better to be crippled in

hody than to be crippled by a lazy disposi-
tion. May be you may beat your father
with his short-horns yet ; who knows V—
The bees failed to work on the Simpson
plants, either because there was not enough
of the plants, or because there were other
sources of honey that were of more import-
ance than these few plants you set out.

THE YOUNG PHILOSOPHER.

WHAT ANNA SAID, AND WHAT HER KATHER SAID.

READ you would give a hook to me if I would
tell you something new and useful. I-am go-

... ing to try to get Ten Nights in a I5ar-room. I

asked papa to tell me something new. He
said there was nothing new under the sun, for

the Bible said so. Then I thought you would not

have to give away many books. But papa said he

guessed you meant things new to you. He said

it would be new to you to find out I had 35 swarms of

bees. But I said that would not be useful to

you. He said it would, since he would buy books

and goods of you, so I have told you something new
and useful.

But I guess you will not think this is fair, so I

will tell you about papa's "bee ring," as I call it.

It is made by planting young cedars close together

in such a way as to make a ring. Keep them
trimmed well as they grow, and they will be very

thick, so that the wind can not blow through them.
Let them grow close to the ground, and little pigs

can not get through them. Papa says a half-ring is

better than a whole one. Take the north half, let

the trees on the north grow eight feet high or more,
but gradually lower them on each side till they are

not more than two feet high where they end. Then
it will look like a new moon, and no shade will ever
fall on the hives, and it will be the warmest place

that can be found out of doors in the winter, and
yet quite cool enough in the summer. Of course,

the bees should have shade in the summer. Papa
says he likes raspberries better than grapevines for

shade. On the south side of each hive, put two
plants about two feet apart. Let them grow 30 inch-

es high; keep the side limbs pinched off close to

the stalks, except those between the two stalks; let

those interlace till they make a thick shade.

The bees got lots of honey out of flowers, and we
got a good crop of berries. Bees never bother ber-

ries as they do grapes. Every bee-man who sees

papa's ring says he must have one.

Anna Anderson, age 9.

Ladoga, Ind., Dec. 19, 1884.

Give my respects to your kind papa, friend
Anna, and tell him that I think he has suc-
ceeded in furnishing us something both new
and useful. In fact, the tirst paragraph of
your letter is pretty sharp, both for you and
your pa.—I lliiuk that cedar bee-ring would
be beautiful ; but the most interesting part
of your letter is the raspberries for shade.
They are more of a bee-plant than grape-
vines, and, come to think of it. I believe
they would answer even better. Last fall I

bought 5(30 strong pot-grown raspberry
plants that are almost too large to go into
pots now ; besides, pots are too heavy for
shipment. Some of the friends say they
do not care for pot - grown plants. But
I do. I would give more for one good strong
plant growing nicely in a pot, than for half
a dozen like tiiose iisually sent out. The
pot-grown plant will keep right along grow-
ing, and bear a crop of fruit, at least a small
one, this present year. Now, my neighbor
is going to put IWO of these strong raspber-
ry plants in (juart paper oyster-pails. Tlie
space around the plant is to be filled witli
nice compost, and when tliey get nicely to
growing in the spring I am going to offer
them for sale to plant around bee-hives for
5 cts. each. When any of you are ordering
goods you can have one of my potted rasp-
berry plants, oyster-pail and all, for an even
5 cts.. if you want it. We shall have both
the Gregg and Doolittle black-cap varieties
of rasi)berries. Neighbor Green, who fur-
nislies tiiem, says tliey get more berries from
the Doolittle black-cap than from any of the
new-fangled kinds with high - sounding
names.

WHAT SORT OF GLASSES
WEAR?

DO YOU

WHOLESO.ME LESSON FOR OLD AS WELL AS
YOUNG.

WO little children, Tommie and Kitty, were
"*}" amusing themselves one morning bj' look-

ing through the colored glass panes on either

side of the hall door of a house where I was
visiting in St. Albans. The lower panes were

of a bright crimson hue, the next of a deep blue,

the others of yellow, green, etc. Little Kitty's

small size permitted her to sec through only the

lower panes; and every object she looked at, trees,

flowers, people, and even the ground, seemed to her

eyes gloriously bright, almost as if on Are; not be-

cause they were really so, but because seen through

the medium of the crimson glass. The little girl

did not dream this was only a borrowed light, and
she called out to her brother, "O Tommy! this yard

looks the prettiest that you ever saw this morning.

I do believe the trees and the flowers, and the

ground too, are just going to burn up. Come, see

how bright they be; thej' look like the Are up at

Uncle Nat's, in the big fireplace."

"It is n't bright at all; it looks all blue, and just

as gloomy looking as can be; and I guess it is a go-

ing to snow too," said master Tommy, who was
some two years older than Kitty, and felt himself
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(luite too tall to stoop to the lower panes; so by dint

of tiptoing- he was able to look through the second,

or blue tier. The reflection of the blue glass gave
to every object in view the somber tint of an ap-

prouchinjr snowstorm, and eight-year-old Tommy
wondered how his sister, looking out into the same
yard, could see such brightness, while he saw only

gloom.

During this conversation between the children, I

sat by reading, book in hand; yet not reading, but
thinking how prone we all are to judge of people

and things by the sort of glass we look through, and
how many kinds of glasses there are! There are the

clear, transparent glasses of true faith; not only

faith in God, that never stumbles at either his

l)romises or providence, but faith in our fellow-men,

hoping always and ever for the return of the prodi-

gal, believing in his penitence, enduring patiently

his stumbling, and halting and hesitating, and that

buoys him up and enables the poor reprobate to

overcome at last, because it will not see anj' good
cause to be hopeless.

Opposed to these are the magnifying-glasses of

presumptuous self-dependence, that paint one's

own faults as virtues, see strength where there is

only weakness, and mistakes conceit for wisdom.
Then there are the green glasses of envy, that can
never be turned toward a kindness done to another
without seeing in it cause of self-grievance, and
thus And faults instead of virtues in every character

brought within their range of vision, because it can
not bear to have another e.vcel. Thei-e are the

huge, uncomely glasses of greed, that would appro-

priate to self-gratiflcatiou all that comes within

their line of vision; and the curious parti-colored

glasses of policy that convey to the organs of sight

the impression of only advantages to be gained,

but, strangely enough, exclude that of opportunities

(especially parties unable to reciprocate favors).

Then we have the pure glasses of contentment, that

have the faculty of banishing clouds, and diffusing

sunshine; the golden-colored glasses of cheerfulness
that create light, and shed a halo of brightness

around every object within their range. And there
are the wretchedly clouded glasses of ill humor,
that reveal naught but clouds and threatened
storms, like Tommy's blue panes. But best of all

are the beautiful converging glasses of Christian

love, that possess the wonderful power of both
absorbing and reflecting. They arc flrst themselves
warmed by an absorbtion of the cheering, revivify-

ing rays of the Sun of Righteousness, and then they
freely dispense these rays to all about them, caus-
ing the widow's heart to sing for joy, the very wil-

derness and solitary place to be glad for them, and
the desert to blossom as the rose. What sort of
glasses do we wear? Au.nt Vic.
Kockton, 111.

AVe tliank you. Aunt VU\ for this plain
lesson, which "I am sure we all need. 1 have
sometimes thou.iiht tliat a sellish person
looked lliroiif^li seltish ulasses, for he is gen-
erally the most l'or\vai(i to aecuse those who
are working with i)ure motives, of being
governed by selhshness ; and so it is with al-
most all other sins, while those who are
IMue in heart, and working hard and honest-
ly, do not seem to notice tliat the rest of the
world is not doing the same thing. You see,
they are pure-minded themselves, and wear
pure-minded glasses. It seems to me some

of this talk you have given us will apply
very well to some of the things we have in
our bee-journals now and then. Now let us
all take the lesson home to ourselves, with-
out looking to see if it hits our neighbors.
It tits me. Aunt Yic, and I resolved to do
better before I got through reading your ar-
ticle.

TRUE BRAVERY.

WHO WAS IT THAT WAS COWARDLY?

COLD sleety night several men were hurrying

>i down the street, on their homeward way,
after a day of toil. As the stormy wind
swept by and blew the frozen rain in their

faces, thej' buttoned their coats more close-

ly, and pressed onward. But their pace slackened

as they approached a brilliantly lighted building

from which issued sounds of hilarity and mirth;

and, as if from confirmed habit, they imused before

the inviting doorway.
" Come, boys, let us take something to warm us

up," spake one of the group, and " Good! good!"
was echoed by all voices but one -a tall, vigorous

young man who was about to pass on, when a com-
panion, laying a hand on his shoulder, arrested his

progress, saying,—
•'What is your hurry, Tom? Join us and we will

have a jolly time, if the night i.s blustering;" and be-

fore he could reply or expostulate he was unwill-

ingly borne into the drinking-saloon, where well-

filled glasses were speedily supplied the party, who
emptied their contents, unobservant that Tom
Denton's glass remained untouched on the counter.

But as soon as they became aware of the fact, an
ominous murmuring ran through the group. Denis
Roman's voice broke the pause that followed; he
was a man of a strong though mistaken sense of

honor; and in his opinion, he who turned his back
upon his comrades, and refused to partake of their

convivialities, was a triator, and his act high trea-

son.

" Tom is afiaid to drink, I see," he said in a mock-
ing tone; "maybe his wife keeps him in leading-

strings; I did not know before that one of our num-
ber was a cotvanl."

The hot blood mounted to Tom Denton's face;

his hand was tightly clenched, and he bit his lip as if

to keep back an angry reply.

"Tom is no coward," broke in another hearty
voice. " Who was it that ran in front of the engine
last summer, and risked his life to save a little lame
boj% playing on the track? Who but Tom? I tell you,
Tom is no coward."

"No, no, no! "echoed many voices, and the tide

began to turn in Tom's favor.

A smile lit up Tom Denton's manly countenance,
and, turning, he was about to leave the saloon in

silence, when several spoke:
"Do as you please about the drink, Tom; but

make us a speech before you go."

"A speech ! a speech !" all cried out. Tom was an
inieducated laboring man, but his heart was brave
and true, and he was not one to shrink from his

(Uity, or to decline striking a blow for the right

when in his power.
" Vou wish to know ivhiJ I will not drink with

you," he said, in a clear loud voice. " I am proud,
yes, proud, but not with the false pride that would
niiiko Die feel tliat 1 was better than my fellow-men,
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or cause me to withhold the right hand of friend-

ship from my comrades; buttlie pride that raises me
above all that is little, mean, and low. I live in a

free country, and am a free man, and I will not be a

slave to drink. I have a good wife and two little

ones; we are poor, but are trying to save money to

buy a home, and di-ink won't help me to do that. I

want to merit the respect of those around me; will

drink help me there? 1 will not have my wife pitied,

and sneered at as the wife of a drunkard, and my
little boys spoken of as drunkard's children. I do

not want any man on his death-bed to say to me,
'I am lost; you are the cause of it; you set me
the example; you gave me my first drink; I am lost

through you.' There is a curse pronounced upon
the drunkard. I am afraid! in the fear and lo\c of

God, I dare not drink.
"

And as he finished and stood there with folded

arms, and the fire of truth in his eyes, though his

garments were coarse and his hands brown with

toil, he was as noble as a king, and as brave as

famous warriors; one of whom the whole communi-
ty should be proud.

There is a good and tender chord in the heart of

every man, if we only know how to touch it; and
now the saloon rang with the ciy, " He is right! he

is right! three cheers for Tom Denton." And he
who possessed the courage to brave the sneers and
ridicule of his companions, rather than yield his

firm convictions of ri^:ht, (r ((i\intenancu an evil

his whole soul loathed and condemned, liad i)rob-

ably that night sown sonic good seed which might
spring up and bear fruit in after days. With a firm

tread he left the saloon, ami walked down the street

to the humble happy home awaiting him, while

out on the night air rang again and again the tril)-

ute to true biinery, "Tliree cheers for Tom
Denton." Miis. D. T.vckeu.

Now, little friends, whose slices would
you rather stand in— jxx*!- Tom's, as he went
off home that iiisiit, or in those of the men
whom lie left liehind liimV

A GOOD HONEST REPORT FROM A
BEE-KEEPER'S DAUGHTER.

W.VITING U.VTll, AITKU SW.\KMI.\(i, IIKKOUK IMT-

TINO ON THE SURPLUS RKCEPTACr.ES.

fATHEK says he had no report to send in this

year; but I think every bee-keeper ought to

send in his report every year, whether it is a

good or a bad one. So I write to tell you wc
are not quite ready to go into Blasted Hopes

yet. The honey crop was almost an entire failure

here. We got only about 10(»0 lbs. Sold S^O lbs., 12',;

cts. per lb. There were only three others, that we
know of, in all the country around, that got even a

taste of honey, and some got only a few jwunds.
We started the spring of 1884 with 51 colonies; in-

creased to only (i9, as we worked after the plan of

Prof. Cook (see June (J leanings, page 876, 1884).

Others waited till their bees were done swarming,
before they put section bo.xeson; and by the time
they were done swarming there was nothing for

them to make honey of. All the honey we got was
made before the 4th of July. This fall we doubled
up some of ours; fed some, and went into winter
quarters with 58 colonies. Louisa C. Kenneuv.
Farmingdale, 111., Dec. 2'.t, 1881.

Thank you, friend Louisa. 1 naiQe with

you, that reports should be sent in. even if

not encouraging. You bring out one very
important point ; and since you mention it,

I remember that a great many old-style bee-
keepers used to say that if you put on boxes
too soon the bees would not swarm, and so
they waited until the bees were done swarm-
ing, and the result was often just about as
vou state it.

MINNIE'S TRIALS.

J-

WONDER if any of the other little girls who
- read Gleanings have as many trials as our
" Minnie. I hope not; but if you do, perhaps her

experience will cheer you|up. Last week we
went [up to school, and one of the girls met

Minnie with "It's examination to-day," and Minnie,
sighing from the very soles of her shoes, said, "Is
that so?" And all that day she wrote and wrote,
working one example after another, eating no din-

ner, taking a two-minutes' walk by way of exercise,

and when 1 went for her at four o'clock she came
out and said she would not be through for an hour
yet, and I left her and came home alone. Minnie
wrote as long as she could see, then went home
with a schoolmate, and they wrote and recited to

each other till nine o'clock, and all next day it was
write, write, write, till after four. That night she
sang all night in her sleep, sang hymns and
snatches of comic songs, all night long. Ne.xt day
was Thanksgiving,' and I had put the turkey to

roast, and I wanted to lease it to do other work, so I

went in the parlor (where Minnie had been working
all the morning on an example in algebra) and
asked her to sit by the kitchen stove and baste the

turkey. She seemed stunned at first. " Why," said

she, "I've been working all the morning on this

example, gi\ ing my whole mind to it, and I can't

get it; how) could I do any thing with a turkey to

mind':'" I told her I thought she was giving too

much of her mind to it, that i)erhaps she could get

the answer sooner if she gave half of her attention

to the turkey. She went with a downin-t he-mouth,
dejected look, and in about half an hour she came
bounding back. " I've got it, mamma; I've got it!

and it was the very smallest thing that ailed it all

along; I wish you'.had set'me to basting the turkey
long ago." Then she flew to the organ and played
" Captain Jinks " and " Yankee Doodle," and ended
with " Hail Columbia."

I was glad that her mind.was relieved, for I had
made up my m Iml. made it up as the laws of the Medes
were made, that if she sang in her sleep another night,

she should not go another day to that school. I

don't care if it is the best school in the county, and
sends out;the best teachers; I wont have one of my
children made crazy with these everlasting exam-
inations. Three studies to be gone oxer in one day,

and ICO questions in each, and every pupil must an-

swer 75 of them or be put back in a lower class. It

is murder most foul, murder of the brain. Physiol-

ogists say that 4 hours of steady brain work is as

much as one can stand with impunity; but these

girls wrote, and thought up what to write, a con-

stant strain on the mind for 8 hours. I'll have no
more of it. If Minnie can go along calmly and
quietly, and graduate, I am perfectly willing; but

any more of this sleep-talking and song-singing I

won't have. Mahala H. (iiAnnocK.
Vci-mont, III.
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You are right, Mrs. C; children should
not be tasked, even during examination
time, to such an extent that thev get worn
out, and talk in their sleep, etc. 1 have just
interviewed Blue Eyes in regard to the mat-
ter, and she says iii our schools they posi-
tively forbid their going without dinner
during examination time, and that they also
forbid such continued application as yon
mention. I think your teacher and the
principal of your school ought to be inter-
viewed. There may be two sides to the
question, and it is well to be thoroughly
posted before setting down one's foot, after
the manner of the Medes and Persians. I

should be inclined to think that Minnie was
rather an exception, for the average school-
girl is sometimes apt to be dilatory, and in-
clined to procrastinate. Now, may be even
our good friend Minnie neglected her stud-
ies in the fore part of the time, thus throw-
ing a great amount of work into a few
hours' time. Minnie will forgive me for
this suggestion, will she not?

SANTA BARBARA AND THE FAIR.

BV AUNT KATIK.

fOl'
will remember we had got to Goleta, on

our trip to Santa Barbara. We stopped at a
farmhouse to get some hay for our horses,

and got permission to put our beds on the
hay in the big barn; the hay had been baled—

that is, pressed into large square bundles, of from
one to two hundred pounds, and firmly tied with
rope. We got our beds made on those nice smooth
bundles, and then got our supper. AVe spent the
evening in the house. The next day we went on to

Santa Barbara. As we had not been there for three
years we found that it had grown considerably.
As we were going into the town we met a covered
wagon with some "Catholic sisters" in it. They
were knitting as they rode along. When one sees
them the first thought is, " God bless them for their

goodness I" Many and many a one has been helped
by those kind women who have given themselves to

such work. The ones we met were going out to a
farm they have just out of town, where things are
laised by them to use in the St. Vincent school for
girls that is kept in the town. Oh such lovely roses,

and such green grass and strange trees and shrubs!
Lovely cottages, yards fenced neatly, and such a
wilderness of green meets the eyes, as we passed
one pretty place after another, thinking, well, that
is the prettiest we have seen yet; but the ne.\t one
may be would make us say, " No, I guess this is the
prettiest," and so on through one street after anoth-
<>r, all through the town. One of the loveliest was
ahouse made of the native redwood, oiled instead of
I)aintcd, making a rich red-brown color. ]t was
two storied, and had a handsome porch above and
below on three sides of the building. The front was
almost covered with a white-rose bush, and it was a
mass of white roses. They gleamed out pure and
white against the dark background.
In the yard was a magnificent rubber-tree, 20 feet

high, and fan palms 10 and 12 feet high, with mon-
strous fans 3 and 4 feet across, and graceful pepper-
trees were dotted about, making a pretty home

picture. We camped in a friend's yard, and then

j

started out for the fair. It was held in the theater

j

building and adjoining j'ard. The very thought of

;

the two long wide tables filled with the delicious

!
fruit that was in that building sets me longing to

' see them again, with the privilege of tasting as well

I

as seeing. Our little tnree-year-old orchard was rep-

[

resented by a plate of large yellow bellflowers; but
Lompoc, the temperance colony I have told you

j
about, beat even Santa Barbara in the line of

j

apples. There were apples, pears, quinces, grapes,

I pomegranates, flgs, guavas, persimmons, oranges,

I

lemons, citrons, limes, plums, blackberries, straw-

I

berries, raspberries, a bunch of dates, and all kinds
' of nuts in profusion on those tables. Don't you
;

think we could have a grand feast out of that va-

riety';'

Then there was honey in big jars, and comb hon-

I

ey in glass cases, extractors, honey-knives, and last,

,
but not least, a swarm of Holy-Land bees. They,
too, were in a glass and wire ease, and seemed as

contented as could be.

I can not tell you of all the wonderful and useful

;

things I saw, but I must tell you of the dear little

babies that were put upon the stage to be looked at,

so that the judges might see which was the pretti-

est and brightest. There were IT, all under two
years old. I wondered, while looking at them,
what each one's life would be. May be some of

those boys and girls will be writing letters to

I

Gleanings before long, about bees, and how they
I help their fathers work; and as Mr. Koot tells us in

I

the last number, may be one of them will be pres-
' ident some day. Who knows':*

hould be a poor judge about babies, for I think
them all pretty, some with one kind of prettiness,

and some with another; but I said in my heart,
" Please God, bless those little ones, and make them
good temperance men and women."
We took our noonday lunches at the W. C. T. Un-

I

ion rooms, and found them doing a good work for

j

those who have no homes wherein to sit and read or

j

talk, or have a good social time. One morning we
went up to see the " Old Mission." It is a large

stone building, and was built by the Catholic fa-

thers 100 years ago. We were not permitted to enter
its walls, as only the priests live there; but we were
told that we could see the church, so we went

j

through that, and examined the pictures upi.n the

;

walls. Some were of Christ, and others of the vir-

I gin Mary. They were well preserved, and the
church looked very nice. The towers above, where
the bells were, were being fi.ved up; the rest of the

building was in a good state of preservation. A
[

large fountain, with fish circulating about in the
tank, took the children's eyes. It was fed from a
large stream of pure spring water which waters
the whole town. Those old " padres " had an eye
for beauty when they picked out the site for the
mission building. It stands on an eminence two

\
miles from the sea, with a background of grand

I
rugged mountains, and takes in the front, the full

sweep of the valley wherein rests the town named
for one of their loveliest saints; and though she has
been dead for many years, yet her beauty seems to

have been left to bless the little cit}', for beautiful

it is with a nameless charm. I tried to see wherein
the beauty lies, but could not; but there it is,

and all felt the charm, and each and all assent,

when asked if they think Santa Barbai-a beautiful.

Besides the view of the valley there lies the chan-
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nel and the islands beyond, and a noble sweep of

ocean one «-ets from that point; and above all, the

{ilorious blue ether, softened and shaded by the

floating- clouds. One can hardly return to the earth

again after looking- over that charming- scene; but

as we are of the earth earthy, we had to so descend

and prepare for our Ion;? ride home.
Los Alamos, Cal,

LETTER FROM A BOY BEE-KEEPER.

CAN A BOY OF 14 WORK EVERY DAY ON THE FARM,
AND TAKE CARE OF 19 COLONIES BESIDES?

fE have organized a bee-keepers' association

in this county, styled the "Progressive Bee-

keepers' Association of Western Illinois,"

of which I am a member. My bees are in

l)retty good condition at present, but some
are quite weak. I was going- to school last fall

when the bees should have been attended to, and

1 could not get time to fix them up, so I just took

off the honey and enameled cloth, put on the half-

story, with nothing in it but air, and, as you say,

gave thorn a good " letting alone," and they are

in pretty good condition now.
We have 19 colonies at present, and my folks ex-

pect me to take care of thi;m, and work about all

the time on the farm besides. I never saw an im-

jjroved hive until two years ago, and now I am a

bee-keeper, expected to kcej) every Ihing in order,

just because lust spring I had a little "bee-fever"

(on a mighty small scale). What do you think of if/

Do you think it is too much for a boy of U^-ears to

begin on?
Bees in this part of the country did not do much

last year. 1 never saw so much white clover in ray

life, but it didn't make much honey. I think it was
on account of the cool nights, for it was the coolest

summer 1 ever knew.
I like the bees, but, "my!" how I hate to get

stung! I heli)ed Mr. Norton transfer 15 swarms
from bo.\ hives to Langstroth (which was the brav-

est thing 1 ever did), and I thought 1 should be brav-

er after that; but one day brother Walter went out

to put on some sections where I had taken otT some
honey, and he got stung all over, and his face swell-

ed up. His eyes were shut, and his lips about half

an inch thick, and it pretty nearly "discomfusticat-

ed" me, and it seems as if I have been more afraid

than ever of the little "critters."

Macomb, 111., Jan. 8, 188."). J. E. Stickle.

My young friend, I do think 19 colonies
are almost too many for an averaj^e boy of 14
years of age. when he has to work (in the
farm every day besides. Don't you have a
good many holidays, however, when you can
work with your bees, if you have a mind to?
I do not know of many farmers" boys who
have to work on the farm rrr,-// day in the
year. I think your brother AN'alter had bet-
ter have a smoker that he knows is working
nicely before he starts out again. If he can
get along without using the smoker at all.

well and good; but it is best to have it right
at hand. I always want a whip in driving a
horse ; but if the horse is half wav decent, I

expect to keep the whip in the socket during
the whole trip ; but I always want to see the
whip in its place before l" start off, no mat-
ter what horse I have got.

MINNESOTA.

Report from one of our Old Bachelor Brothers.

FROM 29 TO 66, AND 700 LBS. OF HONEY.

WILL give a report of my last year's honey crop-

although it is not very lai-ge — nothing- like

I some of the friends in California, Texas, and
Florida, wlio reported such large yields of honey
that it almost seems as if they must have their

bees taught to take a pail and dipper when they go to

gather honey. I had 29 colonies, spring count, in

good condition; by feeding until the dandelions came
in I got them very strong. They began to swarm
MaySTth; but for some reason or other the white

clover yielded no more honey then kept them rear-

ing brood. About July 1.5th, basswood bloomed
very abundantly, and then my bees took the

swarming fever, and got cross; no one hardly

dared go among them; and when a swarm clus-

!
tered, shaking them into the swarming-box was

1
like knocking against a yellow-jacket's nest (if you

I

ever did that when you were mowing with a scythe,

where you could not run a machine). Even tobacco

j

smoke would not subdue them, when taking honey

I

out of the hive. Can you give any reason for theii-

[

being so cross'/

1
I increased to 66; lost 5 by robbing, when I was

I

making syrup, and not watching them; united 6

weak ones, so 1 have 55 strong swarms—34 in the

cellar, and 21 in chaff hives out doors.

I

We are having a very severe winter. Jan 2d the

i

mercury went down to 40 degrees below zero; and,

j

as the Irishman said, if the thermometer had l)een

longer, the weather would have been colder; so I

! don't know how they will winter. They are in chaff

tenement hives, of my own make. But I am not

j

ready for Blasted Hopes, as I got about 700 lbs. of

'comb honey, and raised over 900 bushels of wheat.

I did not get a single pound of honey after the bass-

wood ceased blooming; although the goldenrod was
1 quite plentiful, there was no honey in it. Next year

I

I will devote more time to my bees.

I wish you would send me one of those price lists

that you spoke of in your last number, and said you
had several girls that did not have much to do, and

would jump at the chance of sending one; but if

you should happen to make a mistake, and send one

of the girls, instead of the price list, to any of us

bachelor bee-keepers, there would be no fault found.

Did you ever try scattering a little dry dust or

ashes over the snow among the bee-hives'/ It will

cause it to melt very quickly; and when the bees

fly out, if it gets warm quick, they will not get

snow-blind, and tumble in the snow and die, but can

alight on the honey-combed snow and rest, and then

fly away. James P. Smith.

Franconia, Minn., Jan. 5, 1885.

Friend S.. the girls here in the office are
not a bit better or a bit smarter than those
in your own neighborhood ; and I think you
ought to be ashamed of yourself to think
you liave not found it oiit yourself a long
while ago. We will send yoii the price list

nKJSt cheerfully ; but when you want a ni(;e

girl for a housekeeper, you must go and get
acquainted with her according to the old or-

thodox manner. There is not any other way
in the world that you can get a real good
honest sensible girl.
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?lff1 ''•fe'l " letter fnr this department, contaiking
^f50<r^^ SOMK VALUABLE FACT, Ni)T (*ENF.RALLY
<**''/ !- KNIIWN. ON HKKS OT: I-ITIIFI! MATTEIIS,

.SV-' will ret-eiveonc .4 H.Mi.l CMik's excel-
lentlHve- cfiit Mnwlin < h.,.,! books.

Maiiv ot these bool- r. ,1111111 iIm -:ime mat-
books
had

hat we
now
viz.:

Sheer Off, The tiiant - Killer. The Roby
Family, Rescued from Egypt, and Ten Nights in

a Bar-Rooiu. We have now in stock Our Homes,
and Our Homes, I^art II.

' A chiel's amang: ye takin' notes:

An' faith, he'll prent it."

fELL, little friends, the carp-pond is

frozen over, and almost as smooth as
glass ; in fact, it is so smooth that /
can not get around on it at all. One
foot goes forward when I do not

want it to, and may be the other goes back-
ward, and then they both go forward or both
go backward, or perhaps sidewise, and I get
to feeling so uncomfortable that I think I

would rather be on the ground. But you
just ought to see the children tiy around on
the smooth and glassy surface of the pond.
Even Huber fairly crowed and screamed
with delight when' he caught sight of the
merry party of l)r()thers and sisters, with
cousin Mabel and imcle Hen as they Hew
around over the pond. In fact, the pond
itself was a great wonderment. A few days
ago he had seen the glassy Avater iis it rijipled

in the breeze; but now it was liartl and solid,

and so clear tliat he could look right down
and see tlie weeds and grass at the bottom.
We drew him down on his little sled, you
know ; but we were all so excited, that, just

as he got near the edge of the pond, the sled

tipped over, and his ])oor little rosy face
went right down on to the hard "frozen

ground. Mamma liad pinned liis mittens
on, and then wrapped liis arms around so he
could not help himself a bit ; and when I

saw him going it liurt me as much, or more,
than it hurt him. It was .just when lie first

caught sight of the merry crowd, and was
crowing to think he would soon be among
them. 1 gathered liim up, and kissed the
tears out of his poor little eyes, and kiss-

ed the mud off from his poor little

bruised pug nose. lie tried manfully to
keep back the tears, but they would come for
a wliile. I asked him if we should take him
liome to mamma; but he wliined out, amid
Ills sobs, "• E—o—you—you—." He means
l)y this, that he does not want to go liome.
lie got this last summer when I took him to
see the strawberries, and down to see the
lots. Whenever 1 tinned around to go home
he would begin a long-drawn-out sort of
whimper. It is pretty hard to spell it; but

if you say '" ow,"' and draw out the last let-

ter long, you will get pretty near it. We
laughed at him so that he got in the habit
of using ' ow as a protest. AVhenever he
seemed tired of his play, and I asked him if

he wanted to go home, or Avanted to go in
his " by-by,'' that is, to get into his crib to

go to sleep, if he wanted to play longer he
would say '^ ow," and when he wanted to be
more emphatic he would draw out the Avord
still longer. So, even amid his pains and
sobs I understood he wanted to play on the
pond, and did not want to go home. So we
put him on his sled and pushed him from
one end of the pond to the other. Of course,
everybody understood that when Iluber and
his sled came along they were to clear the
track ; and brother Ernest on his skates
would back out of Iluber's way with such
grotesque grimaces that the baby's tears of
pain had to give way to laughter pretty soon.
After he had been there about half an hour
I noticed a great big l)unch coming up on
his forehead, so large that it alarmed me,
and in spite of his "ows" very long drawn
out, I decided to take him home to mamma.
Well, the carp-pond has paid for itself al-

ready, even if it is true that it contains only
a dozen little carp ; and it seems to me some
such pond should V)e furnished for every
family of children, for a place to slide and
play in winter, if for nothing else. It is a

• cheap amusement, comparatively ; and with
good companions it is innocent ; and where is

the doctor that would not tell us it is health-
ful for children to tly around as if they had
wings, instead of feet, in the frosty open
airV ]51ae Eyes fell right down fiat; and as

!
she is a pretty big girl now, it almost made

I
the ice crack. Mamma had to come down to

see the pond too, and I told her that she
could not stand up on it '' no way."' She re-

I
plied Avith some of the old animation I used

i

to see in her girlhood, " Can't I, though?"'
And she ran right down on the pond as reck-
lessly as a lot of young ducks aa^ouM run
away from the mother hen. and go into the

i Avater ; and. Avould you believe it? she didn't
! slip down once, but just skimmed over the
ice like a bird, here and there and every-

I

Avhere ; and it tickled Iluber almost out of
his little senses to see his mamma suddenly

[

become a child like the other children—at

I

least while she Avas on the glassy surface of
that little carp-pond.

FOKEST-LEAVES FOR CELLAR WINTERINO.
My pa put 59 swarms in the cellar. He put leaves

in the toii of some of the hives.

M. A. A.XTKi.L, age 8.

!
StrawlxTi;,-, Iowa, Dee. 12, 1884.

MINNIE'S REPORT.
My i)a liiis I IT stands of bees. I have a sister, her

name is .V I ice. My pa lost only one hive. He got

300 lbs. of honey in one month from one hive.

Amity, N. V., Dee. 10, 1884. :Mamie Utter.

[

l,EOMA'S LETTER.

t
1 live with my uncle, Mr. Prior; he keeps bees; he

has 20 stands. Had 4 stands in the spring; he in-

creased to 20. He takes Gleanings. I like to read

the little folks' letters, and 1 like bees too. I don't

I

go to school in winter. I have a bird.

Hope, 111., Dec. 23, 1S84. Leo.ma Davis, age 9.
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ABOUT OUR CAT.

My brother keeps bees; he has the A B C. One
year ago last summer our cat caugrht 3 weasels, and

this summer he caug-ht 4.

Nettie H. Cranston, age 10.

Woodstock, Ohio, Nov. 31, 1884.

LUTIE S liETTER.

AvR. rOOt I Have onE stAA'D OF bEes I HejLp-

Ed pa HiVa BEes L4sT sTavavEh. I Have a CAt
AND A DoG MY DoGs iYAavE is ROTEk. T gO TO
sABbaTh schOoL. LUTIE Y0C( )M, age 5

R7vErTOA\ IlLIA'Ois, DEc. 31, 1884.

moving bees on a mud-boat.
Pa's bees are getting- along well. They are all

right. He has 21 stands of bees. We moved them
about a quarter of a mile on the mud-boat, and up-

set two of them in the snow, and had quite a time.

We got them in the hive again all right. Pa put 14

stands in the cellar, and T outside.

Me.xico, Tnd., Dee. 8, 1884. Sheridan E. Howkk.

CHARLIES report.
Pa had 30 hives of bees last fall. It was so cold

that pa had to unite 8 hives, and feed all of them
for winter. It was so dry last sunuiier that we did

not get much honey. Pa says he will have to raise

19 queens, early next spi-ing, to take the place of

old ones. His bees did not swarm last summer.
Charlie O. Perkins, age <.K

El Dorado, Kan., Dec. 30, 1884.

MINNIE S IDEAS IN REGARD TO SWAU.MS AI.KIHT-

INO IN THE SAME PLACE TWKJE.

Papa has 10 hives of bees now; they swarmed 6

times, and they never alighted in the same tree

twice. If they do that ne.\t year I think alighting

on same limb twice is all bosh. 1 have a baby
brother; he is like little Huber; he likes to play in

the coal pail. Minnie K. Andf.kson, age T.

Greenfield, Iowa, Dec. .30, 1884.

five hives of bees for *r)0.(H».

Papa has sold five hives of bees for ^10 apiece,

but we've got some more yet. Papa is going to buy
some more. His bees have been housed up ever
since Christmas, until day before yesterday; the

weather turned warm, and they are having a fine

time, and doing well. Nannie Austin, age 6.

Austin Springs, Tenn., Dec. 31, 1884.

A letter fro.m a three-vear-old "rnicx."

Papa has got lots of bees, and I's afraid of dem.
T likes honey and bisits. I don't go to day school,

but I go to Sunday-school; papa takes Gleanings,
and I like to hear him read about bees. As I tan't

write meself, I get Uncle George to write for me.
Jennie A. Austin, age 3.

Pretty good. .Jennie ; but I guessed some-
body wrote your letter for you. 1 sliouldn't
wonder, liowever, if you told it to them, be-
(rause some of your "vvords sound very luucli

like a three- yeiir-old little girl.

STELLA'S AND ALTIE'S BEES.

We keep bees. Those bees we got from you are

doing well. T have .') bee-hives—one Italian and the

rest are black. The moths bother our bees in the

spring. We put salt around the stand. 1 help with

the bees. I like to work with bees. Stella Cox.
We transferred 3 stands of bees last spring. We

use comb foundation. I like to put in foundation.

We have 90 bee-stands. This is my first letter.

Springerton, III., Dee.28, 1884. Altie Cox.

harry s bee-feeder.
Here is the description of a cheap and easily made

bee-feeder: Take an oyster-can, cut out one side,

and pound the edges down smooth, then take about
six pieces of wood, just about long enough to go in

the can without touching, and far enough apart for

the bees to get their heads between them : then take

two pieces just long enough to go in crosswise, and
tack them on at each end, to hold the other pieces

together. This frame will float on the syrup, so the

bees will be handy to the honey, and the weak ones

will not get drowned. Harry Scudder.
Greenwood, Ind., Nov. IT, 1884.

WHY THE bees WOULDN'T STAY IN THE HIVE.

My ma has two colonies of black bees, and we got

about 15 lbs. of honey in the comb. Mr. Dinnit has

two colonies of Italian bees that he brought from
Indiana: he got his queen from you. Please tell

me what made our bees come out of the hive. We
settled them three times before they would stay in

the hive. Minnie Bingham, age 13.

Lamar, Mo., Dec. 30, 1884.

AVell, ]Minnie. it is a pretty big question to

answer, as to why your bees would not stay
in the hive, even after having been put back
two or three times. The A B C book is full

of the matter, and there have been many
long articles written in regard to it in the
l)ack volumes.

A LETTER FROM CANADA.

I have a swarm of Holy-Land tees. They are in

the cellar. It was ten degrees below zero last night,

and it is very cold to-night. We can hardly keep

the cellar warm enough. My bees are in a Lang-

stroth hive, but pa extracted from them last sum-

mer. I don't know how much honey they made, for

pa extracted it with his. He is going to sow some
alsike clover next spring. It makes the best and

most honey, the l)est hay, and the highest-priced

seed. Sela W. Michener, age 8.

Low Banks, CaiL, Dec. 20, 1884.

.JACOB'S LETTER — "shearing " QUEENS' WINGS.

I like bees. I am staying with my uncle; we have

7 stands of bees new. We had 13 bees this summer.
I think bees do accordingly more than men. We
took corn fodder and straw to pack our bees for

winter. Last year we had 13 stands, and got 28 gal-

lons, and seven boxes of pure comb honej-. I think

we took 2.') gallons out this year. My uncle gets

Gle.IlNings. I helped to catch queens, to shear one

of their wings off so they wouldn't fly. We still

separate our bees. We do not like to get them
when they hang high jp in a tree. I have no bees. I

have seen black bees and the kind Italians. Italian

bees arc very nice looking. .Iacob A. Miller.

LaG range, Ind.

GEORGE'S BEE-KEEPING.

I bought one swarm of black bees in a box hive,

and had a swarm of hybrids in a box hive given to

me. In the summer of 1883 a swarm of bees clus-

tered on my fathers house. Papa hived them; they

did not have enough to winter on, so I took them
up. Then I thought I'd like to keep bees in 1884,

and see if I liked the business, and now I like it

well. From the black swarm I got one swarm this

fall, and killed the young swarm and the mother

colony, and got about 40 lbs. of honey. The hybrids

gave me 2 swarms. I am uniting the 2 young
swarms. I have one swarm in a Langstroth hive. 1
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think I shall get an extractor when I get enough
money. I have sent for some sections.

j

George J. Wilson, ag-e 13. i

Ri'lsrefiekl. Ct., Nov. 25, 1884. *

AVhy. George, what in the world did you
kill the young swarm and the mother colony
for y Are you not a little bit Ijehind the
times V We do not kill queens nowadays to
get the honey. It is like killing the goose stings
lliat lays the golden egg. it

wire screen in front, so he can see. He puts his

sleeves in his gloves, and ties strings around them,
then the bees can't sting him. Our bees have hot

feet. Maky Wing, age VZ.

Lamont, Iowa, Nov. 26, 1884.

Your papa's bee-armor is quite a novel ar-
rangement, Mary, and no doubt it would be
very convenient for one who is afraid of

but I think I would ratlier not have

SALT AND HONEY FOR A COLD; ALSO SOMETHING
ABOUT SARAH'S LITTLE BABY-SISTER.

I am going to tell you about my little baby-sister.

She is 16 months old the 10th of this month, and I

think she is just as big a mischief as Hubei-. She is

running around all the time, except when she

is sick or sleeping. She makes every one of us do
just as she likes. She was sick with a cold, and ma
mixed some salt and honey, and gave it to her, and
she soon got relief. It is very good when any one
is choked up with a cold.

The bees out here did not get as much honey this

year as they did last, for the season was short. I

help pa with the bees in the summer. The import-

ed queen he got from you is the best he ever had,

and he says he can handle them without veil or

smoker. Pa has .58 swarms this fall.

Sarah A. Christian, age 1.3.

Lorraine, Ont., Canada.

I
ORRIE S LITTLE LETTER.

!
I live in Ghent. My aunt Viola keeps bees. She

I

has about .50 swarms. They did pretty well. She
1 has some in the round house, and the rest on sum-

I

mer stands, packed. We live by a stream called

Yellow Creek. I have got a little sister Mary, and a

j

little brother Tommy. Orrie Pierson, age 8.

Ghent, Ohio, Dec. 7, 1884.

: Thank you. Orrie. Your grandpa used to
be one of my particular friends before he
died. I am very glad to know one of his
daughters has taken up bees, for I suppose
your aunt is one of his daughters. I used to

I

visit your place occasionally, down by that
beautiful little stream, and I think yoii have
a very pretty place to live.

buckwheat and carp-ponds.

Uncle Will sowed 2'i acres of buckwheat, and had
60 bushels. I don't know much about raising carp,

but I know one of our neighbors had a great deal of

trouble making the dam so that the crabs would not
make holes in it. If this is worth a book please

send me Pilgrim's Progress.

Minerva Duncan, age 10.

niack Lick, Pa., Dec. 1, 1884.

Of course, your letter is worth a book,
Minerva. It was only night before last that
we found a liole through the bank of our
carp-pond, large enough for a kitten to
crawl through, and the water was gurgling
out just as fast as could be. Will Avent and
got some good yellow clay and puddled it,

and pounded it into the hole, and tliat

stopped it. Now the question is, '' What
made tliat holeV" 1 should not wonder if it

were those pesky crabs you tell about, for
the hole was made just on a level with the
water's edge in the pond, and went down
throiigli the bank into the creek that runs
by tlie side of the pond. If there are any
more such troubles we are going to draw
some tin scraii down to the pond and make
the horses tramp it in well along by tlie edge
of the water.

(jetting bees down out of the tree; .mary's
papa's bee-armor of oil-cloth.

My pa has 29 swarms of bees. Our bees did not
make very much honey this season. One day last

.luly pa went to town, and the bees swarmed, and I

went after my brother to come and hive them.
Five swarms came out at once, and two went away,
and the other three alighted in one tree. My broth-
er climbed the tree and sawed the limbs oil' that
had the bees on, and then took a rope and tied it

aro\ind the limbs, and then let them down beside
the hives. Pa has an oil-cloth shirt, to handle bees.

He puts that on, and then an oil-cloth hood with

ELL.VS letter just AS SHE WROTE IT.

Wei[ unkle Am°3 i rotE you on e letTeR aNd re-

j

CaveD mY BOok. loan noT Kead^m it tO Ma.Wh
j

en PA wAs looJviNg tHrough tHa BeoS My Lit TIE
B.iotherstooD By tHe Ki^es Amd said hE Wa^j Qo
to BeaB maN. PA H\<g 26 CoLiniEs °f acE S i

;
LiKe to he LPea E >< tvn.n and CAt The cAPiNs- i do

I

Not Go to S0HO = L moW i woUId like to gO tO ScH
'• ooLBut iT Is tc Fur for Me i le arn S'Ome at Horn
a. unKIe AmoS if tHig letter is WortHaBook Pie
as geNd Me SilVerKee. Ella Kirk.

* Columbus, Kan., Dec. 6. 1884.

But you did not tell us how old you are,
Ella. 'From the looks of the letters you
make, and from the fact that you could not

;
read your book, we think you must be pret-

' ty young.

CLARENCE'S EXPERIENCE IN HUNTING QUEENS ON
HIS OWN HOOK.

I will tell you my experiment in bee culture.

Last summer my mother gave me a swarm of bees.

I used to help my father to hunt the queens. One
day he was away, and I thought I would hunt the

queen in my hive, but I could not find her. Then I

opened one of pa's hives. The bees got after me in

great numbers, and stung me. I " hollered," and
ma came running to help me. They got after her,

and she ran in the smoke-house and shut the door,

and I ran in the hitchen, and they after me, sting-

ing. Then I ran into the stable and got behind the

i door, and the bees went home. I have not hunted
queens alone since that time.

Zearing, Iowa. Clarence Haslet, age 8.

I

HOW ARTHUR S FATHER MOVED THE BEES ON .V

LOAD OF STR.\W.

We moved our bees the middle of October, about

two miles. I have 2 lambs, named Smut and Dick,

and I have some ducks and chickens. I did not

have room for any before I lived on a farm.

T will tell you how we moved our bees. Pa took a

hay-rack, and put on a good load of straw, and set

the hives on, and stuffed straw between the hives.
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We moved 55 swarms in two loads, in nice condi-

tion. They had a nice fly the next day, and not one
bee went back to its old home. They sat in an or-

chard, and had their last fly the 22d of November,
and pa put them in the cellar the 24th, the latest

they ever flew. Our bee-cellar is under our house,

and is a nice large one.
Arthur W. Hulett, age 12.

South Dayton, N. Y., Nov. 19, 1881.

ADA'S STOKY ABOUT THE SWAUM OF BEES THAT
ALIGHTED ON HER MAMMA'S BACK.

My papa keeps bees. He has 1.39 stands. He has

them all in the cellar, except 5, which are in chaff

hives. I think bees are very nice little pets, if you
don't handle them too roughly. Last summer mam-
ma was trying to hive a swarm ; it arose and came
down, and alighted on her back. She got down
from the ladder and stood over the hive while 1

brushed them ofl" into the hive. I have read Ada
Krecker's letters; and as my name is Ada too, 1

should like to correspond with her. I should like to

knowher full address. AdaC. Steinebach, agel3.

Cedar Creek, Wis., Dec. 22, 188-t.

Thank you, Ada; but you did not tell us
whether your mamma got stung oi- not. The
address we use in writing to Ada Krecker is

Tokio, Japan.

THE SPECXr.ED BA.VTAM HEN THAT HAD TWO
CHICKS FOUR TIMES AS I.AROE AS HERSELF.
We have four swarms of bees. I have one sister.

Her name is Myrtie. We have some bantam chick-

ens. Myrtle's are speckled, black and white. Mine
are black. We put some Brahma eggs under my
hen, and she hatched two, and kept them till half

gi-own. It was comical to sec her clucking around,
followed closely by two chicks four times larger

than herself. But a weasel got into the coop one
night, and killed both the chicks, and it was pitiful

to see the little mother in the morning looking sor-

rowfully down upon her dead chicks.

Gilford, Mich. Lu.me (Jrav.

That is a very good little story, Lillie.

Poor little Bantam mother! Xodou])tshe
loved her great awkward chickens as well as
if they had been diminutive like herself.
Your little letter just reminrls me of the
Bantams I iised to have when 1 was a boy ;

yes, and Brahmas too. I declare, I should
enjoy being out among tliem tliis sunshiny
January morning, if I had the time, and I do
not know but I should love them just as
much as I did when I was only a boy a doz-
en years old.

THE BEES THAT WENT TO THE WOODS, AND WENT
INTO A KNOT-HOLE, ETC.

I will give our report for the season. We com-
menced last fall witli one colony; it wintered all

right, and so wc bought another one in a bo.v hive,

but it died of starvation, because wo could not look

in the hive, and it was too early to transfer. He
bought another one that swarmed once, but my
brother had the queen's wings clipped, and they
went back into the hive, but the queen was lost, and
he bought another one, a dollar queen. He had it

two days, when it swarmed and went to the woods.
It went over half a dozen trees, and clustered

on the knot of a tree. We got a ladder, and brush-

ed some otr, but they went right up again, and
pretty soon we found they went into the tree, so we
let them stay there. We divided the rest twice, but

had to feed them. We took .50 lbs. from the other

colonj'. It seems hard to believe that some take
from 200 to 400 lbs. per colony.

We take Gleanings, and we have an A B C book,

and I read it so much that my folks call it my " tes-

tament." My brother bought 500 sections, 100 L.

frames, 7 lbs. fdn. and a smoker. A smoker is nice

to start fire with. We have all our bees in splendid

condition for winter, in chaff hives, which my
brother made. He has lumber enough for 30 or 40

hives. Here is an example: My age, plus 'i of my
age, plus I4 of my age, plus 3, equals my age. What
is my age? Harvey Baer.
Marshallville, O., Dec. 11, 1884.

Very good, Harvey. I wonder how many
of the little folks can tell your age from your
statement. I am inclined to think that they
will need a little bit of experience in algebra
to work it out: don't you think soV

ONLY 75 LBS. OF HONEY FROM 43 COLONIES OF
BEES, AND HAD TO FEED BESIDES.

Pa has 43 colonies of bees. Our bees did not make
much honey this year; we got only 75 lbs. of lioney

this year. We have put all of our bees in the cellar

this winter. Some of them have not enough honey.

We had to give them some of the surplus that the

other bees made. One of them we are going to feed

with rock candy. Our cellar is a dry warm one.

Our bees wintered in it very well last winter. Pa
gives me half of the price of the queens that are

introduced to the neighboring bee-keepers.

TWO QUEENS HATCHED UNDER A SITTING HEN.
I hatched Ave nice Italians under an old sitting

hen. I can run the wax and lioney extractors, and
foundation-mill too. Pa says this is going to be a

hard winter for bees to all live through.

.lOHN Roberts.
Schoolhill, Wis., Dec. 10, 1884.

Very good, John. It seems to me the
cliildren tell us the bad reports, even if the
older ones do not. What did you put your
ciueen-cells into when you put them under
tlie sitting hen V Some' years ago I suggest-
ed taking small round tobacco-boxes, and
painting them white, so tliey would look a
good deal like eggs. I think the old biddy
would keep up tlie proper temperatuie at a
comparatively small expense.

.MORE ABOUT THE GERMAN CARP.

As you wished for information about carp, I have

a little to otfer, having seen the golden that are im-

ported from southern China. Almost every one
knows how interesting they are; but I know the

German carp abound in Polish Prussia. They are

there a great article of commerce, and are sent

from there in " well " boats. By some they are

considered the queen of rivers. They were known
in England as early as 1496, and have become natu-

ralized to their water. It is considered a good,

stately, and subtle flsh. They thrive best when the

current is not strong, and when the ground is soft

and marly. They cat scarcely any tiling in the win-

ter months, but bury themselves in the mud. They
lose their shyness by visiting their ponds and feed-

ing them on bread and boiled potatoes.

KEEPING FISH ALIVE OUT OF THE WATER FOK
TWO OR THREE WEEKS.

In Holland they keep them alive two or three

weeks by hanging them in nets filled with wet moss,

and feeding them on bread soaked in milk. They
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are prodigious breeders, and sO Cunning- that they

are styled the "river lo.v." The tail of the carp is

bifid, and they belong to the order of ihe Malacnp-

terifriia n/ (u.Mi.'xdds; " those fishes have the skeleton

osseous, jaw complete, bronchia picteratcd, all of the

rays of the fins soft, except sometimes the first ray

of the dorsal, or pectoral fins; verental fins behind

the abdomen."
By the way, Mr. Hoot, were you thinking of carp

when you put your bees, 250 in number, up for

winter"/ You are not quite as small a bee-keeiicr

as the one who had only 15 bees.

Nashotah, Wis. Nellie M. Olsex.

A'ery good, Nellie. But, is it really a fact
about' fish living three weeks out of water?
If so, I shall have to say again, " What a
world of wonders this is!'' We are in the
habit of using the expression, " J.,ike a fish

out of water ;" but now it happens that they
live and eat and drink (that is what you
mean is it not, Nellie?) and do not die, even
when two or three weeks out of water.—

1

guess I shall have to own up about the 250
bees. Pretty good joke on Uncle Amos, is it

not, when he sniiU'd a little at the girl for
saying that they had only 1.3 bees, and then
afterward tells about 2."U himself.

OEOUGE'S FATHEK.

My pa has T stands of bees. Three arc in box
hives, and four in frame. He transferred two
frames last fall. He took 300 lbs. of honej', and fed

them on sugar syrup. They arc doing nicely now.
Pa takes Gleanings, and we like it very much. He
has the ABC book, and ma says he reads it more
than he does his Bible, and that he thinks more of

his bees than he docs of her. Geoijoe Task.

Cornwall, N. V., Dec. 21, 1884.

Well, George, I do not know but I shall
have to take your pa's part a little. May be
just now it is necessary that he study G lean-
ings and his ABC book a good deal. I

suppose that by this time he has the greater
part of the Bible in his heart, so that it

shines out in his daily life, even if he does
not read it as much as the bee-books, and 1

should say it was something the same way
with yoiir mother. The subject of bees
is new, and he gives it more attention now.
lierhaps. than these other things. ])o you
remenibei- that story in the Bible, about the
prodigal son? The elder brother complain-
ed because the father paid so much atten-
tion to that spendthrift l»oy when he got
back; but the father had not for a moment
forgotten the faillifiil and diligent son, even
llHiiigli api)('aranc(s might have looked a lit-

tle that wav to an outsider.

NANNIE'S STOHY ABOUT THE CAUP-I'OND.
Vncle ^wos:—May be I ought not call you that,

because you do not know me; but I know you ; that

is, through Gleanings. Other boys and girls call

you that, so I thought I would. Papa keeps bees,

and has taken Gleanings ever since I can remem-
ber, and I like to read the juvenile letters.

I will tell you about our carp-pond. The man we
bought the farm of, says he has known the pond
for 65 years, and it has never been dry in all that

time. He says the old hunters claim that they
found beavers in it. We have enlarged it so that it

covers about a third of an acre. The original pond
is just the shape of a bowl. Papa ajiplicd to the U.

S. Fish Commissioner for the German carp; and
when the flsh came, the pond had about one foot of

water in it. There were 25 flsh from 3 to 7 inches

long. For the first few days they seemed to be do-

j

ing well. The pond is surrounded by forest trees,

I

and one cold windy day a great many leaves blew
into the pond, and then it froze over. After the ice

thawed out, papa went down to the pond and he
' saw a dead flsh floating on the surface of the water.

He got a rake and raked all the leaves out along the

shore; and before he got through he found 16 dead

flsh. He did not know the cause, unless it is that

the body of water was so small, and the leaves

seemed to make the water unfit for the fish. The
pond is filling up rapidly, and papa is going to try

ugain. N.A.NNIE Stehle, age 13.

Marietta, Wash. Co., ()., Dec. 21, 1884.

Thank you, Nannie. AVas not the trouble
i because your pond was too shallow? The
books say there ought to oe places in the
pond at least three feet deep for the fish to

! get into when the water is frozen. May be
I the leaves would make the water unfit for

: fish, but 1 hardly think so, for carp are very
hardy.

SOPHIA ANU her .MOTHEK AND THE BEES.

My papa has 90 hives of bees, all in good condi-

tion; they are all Italians. This last summer was
a poor season for bees. We got very little surplus

honey. It was too cold and dry in our neighbor-

hood. My mother and we three children tend to

the bees all summer. My papa has been supervisor

for the last two years, so he doesn't get time to

tend to the bees. Mother can handle the bees bet-

ter than father can. They don't sting her half as

much. She can go in among them, and work with

them bareheaded, and don't get stung; but we put

our bee-caps on. They don't like us so well. We

I

get stung very often, but we have got so used to it

that we don't mind it. We have lots of work with

bees in summer. They always paid us well for our

trouble, except this last summer. Year before last

we got about 2000 lbs. of honey, all put up in one

and two pound sections. I tell you, we felt proud,

as many a dollar we made out of it. We get 20 cts.

a i>ound, or we generally give 6 Ihs. for a dollar.

' But father says we must not get discouraged. May
;
be next summer they will do well again, and pay

;
us double.

Father wants to get a Holj-Laiid queen this next

summer. I wish you would tell us if they are bet-

ter than the Italians, and if you keep them for sale.

My father is much obliged for the bee-books you
sent him. He is a poor scholar himself. He gener-

[

ally gets me to read the journals, or else my mother
does; but she hai-dly ever has time to read. I read

I
to him some evenings; but I have my school lessons

i
to study. Father means to send me to high school

I

next winter. Sophia P. Schnekh, age 12.

Shrewsbury, Pa., .Jan. 1, 1885.

That is a real good honest letter, my little

1 friend, and I am very glad to know that
your mother can handle the bees so well.

Your report may be an encouragement for
other mothers ; who knows? We have the
Holy-Land queens for sale, but we do not
find them superior as honey-gatherers ; but
they have many very valuable traits, espe-
cially where one wants a good many queen-
cells built, ov where we want to increase
colonies rapidly.
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But one thing- is needful; and Mary hath chosen
that g-ood part, which shall not be taken away from
her.—Luke 10: ill.

T WANT to call yonr .attention this morn-

II?
inj?, friends, to a simple little story. It

^i is all told in five short verses—the last
"^ verses of the tenth chapter of Lnke.

There is something to me wonderfully
interesting in these little sketclies, because
they tell me of the habits of onr Savior, and
they give us an insight into that wonderful
character of God and man in one. It seems
to me that Jesns knew this family before
this little story is taken up. It was just aft-

er he had given instruction to his disciples in

regard to going forth. The beginning of
that chapter has that text in it about the
harvest and tlie laborers. The seventy had
gone out and returned, and he has been
talking to them. It was at the same time
that the lawyer stood up and asked what he
should do to inherit eternal life, and then he
tells them the story of the good Saiuaritan.
Finally they come into this village. This
village is Bethany, near Jerusalem. You
will remember that our Lord was wont to
stop there, and we have reason to feel that
he liad an especial friendshii* and love lor
these two sisters and their l)rother. ^Martha
probably had charge of the housework.
Perhaps she Avas older than her sister Mary.
Perhajjs Jesus had sent word beforohaiid
that he would stay with tlieni ; and what
Avoman is there who nould not have I'elt

anxious to have every thing about tlie house-
hold de<'ent and in order, when that hum-
ble house is to be honored by the bodily
presence of the Savior of the world?
Martiia had a sister called ^lary, and we

are told in one brief line that Mary was
much in the habit of sitting at Jesus" feet,

where she sat to hear his words. Teachers
in olden times taught wliile sitting. We
read that the demoniac, after he was healed,
was found sitting at Jesus' feet, clothed and
in his rigiit mind. We also learn that Paul
was taught at the feet of Gamaliel. So we
have soinething of an idea of tiie mode of
teaching in ancient times. We can imagine
the Savior with a group of followers as he
had nearly if not all the tinn^ about him.
Pupils we might call tliem. Mary, we have
reason to suppose, was very earnest and very
anxious. Perhaps he sat down in the door-
yard, or near their residence. While ]Mary
Vvas deeply anxious that no word that fell

from his lips should escape her, she was also
modest and retiring; and that she might
not be in the way of others, who were equal-
ly anxious, she probably shrank down near
the ground, while at the same time she
crowded near to him. In that mild climate
it was quite customary for hearers or pupils
to sit on the ground. I am inclined to think
that Mary was diligent, and ordinarily as-
sisted her sister :\Iartha. and did her full

share of the housework. But some one told
her the Master was coming, and in her zeal
and love for him she forgot the housework
and preparations lor supper, and with the
rest of the people of the village gathered

about him. Both sisters were probably
human, like ourselves ; but while Mary was
intent on the Master's words, Martha was
anxious and worried about the supper. You
know how it is, dear reader, to be just on
the jump to get ready in time for something
or somebody, and then find your right-hand
helper missing. Can we lilame poor ^Martha
for getting impatient and fretful? She had
got into that frame of mind wliere she could
take in or see nothing but the necessary
housework before her. and she straightway
decided in her own mind that she was doing
exactly right, and Mary was sadly out of the
path of duty. Luke explains it all in a few
brief words in tliat fortieth verse: "But
Martha was cumbered about much serving."
Are there any words in our language that
will tell it any better? So intent was she
with this thought in her mind that she
comes to the Savior and complains, saving,
•• Lord, dost thou not care that my sister
hath left me to serve alone? Bid her, there-
fore, that she help me."
^Martha was no doubt an excellent house-

keeper. Whatsoever was to be done was
done in her house according to the Bible
maxim. •Decently and in order;" and de-
cently and in order the work should be done
as long as she was spared to manage. It was
a burning shame that Mary should put off
that way, just at a time she was needed
above ali times, with such a shocking disre-
gard and indillerence to the fact that the
Savior was at llieir house. I presume not
a doubt entered her mind but that Jesus
would at once rebuke Mary for her short-
comings, and bid her attentl to the import-
ant duties devolving upon her.

Let us pause a moment and see if we can
remember when Jesus took the responsibil-
ity upon himself of settliug little dilYerences
between brothers and sisters, or neighbors,
if you clioo.se, by deciding in favor of either
one or the other jiarty. A man once came
to him, wishing hini to make his brother
divide the property fairly. I have often
thought of that answer—'' Man, who made
me a divider over thee?" He whom the
winds and the waters obeyed, declined
assuming the respon.sibility of .saying who
was right or who was wrong in these little

dilTeieuces. He gave general rules, it is

true, for the adjustment of all cpiarrels and
disagreements : but he did not deem it

within his province to say to anybody, •'• You
are right and your neighbor iswrong." In
this case it is true he commended .Mary, and
at the same time he kindly and lovingly gave
Martha a few words of caution. Poor Mar-
tha, like many a good housewife, had been
getting her housework and her daily cares
and duties a little before the obligaticins due
to her (Jod. We are told, away l)ack in the
Old Testament, •' Thou shalt have no other
gods before me," and I presume our
friend Martha never dreamed that her
housework and spotless china (I was going
to add silver spoons and such things as we
have wlien distinguished guests ;ire ex-
pected to tea, but very likely they had none
of those things) were getting to be of more
importance to her than her duties in regard
to eternal life. But any way, she had mag-
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nified the importance of these things, and
had forgotten tlie other. I presume the
Savior had told them before this to '' seek ye
first the kingdom of God and his rigliteous-

ness, and all these things shall be added
unto you." But if he did, she had forgotten
it, and had forgotten, too, how nearly her
sister ]Mary. of whom she had been com-
plaining, was heeding that sacred injunc-
tion. He repeats her name twice, as it were,
in loving rebuke: "Martha, Martha, thou
art careful and troubled about many
things."" lie goes on with the wonderful
words of our text :

" But one thing is need-
ful.'' Perhaps he paused a little here until
Martha began wondering what was that one
thing we need above all others in this world.
As if in answer to that query, he adds.
" Mary hath chosen that good part that shall

not be taken away from her.''

You will notice, friends, that a part of
Christ's words seem applicable to the people
and subjects right before him. But every
now and then we have expressions that have
been handed down to us as texts that apply
to the present, past, and future, and, in

fact, to all time to come. One of these texts
was uttered right here, and I have chosen it

for a text for my remarks :
" I5ut one thing

is needful." That applies to you and me as
well as to JVIary and ^Martha, and all that as-

sembly. What is the one thing needful in

this world'? I do not suppose tlie Savior
meant that other things are of no importance
at all, for of course no reasonable being
would understand we are to give up the
housework and the business of our daily life,

and spend all our time in reading the Bible,
or going to meeting. I have sometimes
thought tliat some people read the Bible too
mucli. Of course, this is not very often the
case, but there are sometimes duties that
are, for the time being, more important than
Bible study, and therefore, if one wants to be
a good ( 'hristian, it is by taking u)) liis duties
in lite, rather than reading the Bible when
he ought to be doing something else. Per-
haps I can make my meaning plainer if I
put it something this way : There are re-
vival meetings in our town at present, or. at
least, souls are being saved in a quiet, order-
ly sort of way. I think Christians ought to
make quite an elfort to be present at these
meetings. A great many say tliat tliey can
not get away from home,' and may be this is

true, iiut suppose some talented lecturer
should come along, and everybody were go-
ing out to liear him ; under tlie iiilluence of
the excitement about him, perhajis you might
make some sort of arrangement and go any
way, and you would say the case was un-
usual, and of great moment. Well, oiu' reg-
ular Christian duties are of great moment,
and they should be placed llrst and foremost
in importance. Sometimes, under the press-
ure of circumstances, Ave let supper go en-
tirely, or pick up something tliat answers
for the special occasion, without stojiping to
go through the regular routine; and I would
suggest that the Master v»ould have been
better pleased had Martha listened to his
teachings as Mary did; and when the time
for supper came, rnade some hasty prepara-
tion for the occasion, taking it for granted

that it was of much greater moment to list-

en to the Savior's teachings than to have an
elaborate meal prepared. Now, my friends,
have we chosen the " good part,'" as .Mary
did, or are we '' cumbered about much serv-
ing,'" as was Martha V Almost ever since I

found that little story in the Bible, tliose

words, '• ('imibered about much serving.""
have rung in my ears. "When things go
wrong, and I am wanted at several places at
once, I get lidgetty, and may be a little

cross and fretful, and 1 do not look happy,
as Mary doubtless did, while she sat at the
Savior's feet. In fact, riglit here, while I

was dictating this Home Paper for your ben-
efit, but a little time ago, the head shipping-
clerk came to me with a couple of hammers
in his hand. Said he, "'Mr. Root, do you
call those steel hammers V

"

"By no means; who said they were steel?
"

" Why, they have been sending them out
for steel hammers, down in the counter
store, for some time past."

I took both hammers, and started off with
some ejaculation about such kind of work as
that. On the way tlirough tlie office, several
clerks stopped me with some inquiries about
other things. I wanted to get back to write
the Home Papers, because, when the thread
of mv talk gets snai)ppd olf too long I some
way lose the spirit, as it were. A good many
things had to be righted, and I seemed to be
needed in a good many places. I made up
my mind that the rest of the Home Papers
would have to be left until after dinner, and
then we should be in the midst of the daily
roar of business. All at once it occurred to
me that I was just in the fix i)0()r Martha
was when she started to fetcii .Mary back to

her work. "Cumbered with much serving
'"

expresses it exactly. That is just what 1

was, right in the very midst of sitting down
to teach the brethren. Would it not be a
good plan to give u\) and not try to teach

' any more until I could set a better example?
I am afraid if I did, that there would not lie

any more Home Papers. Well, what is a
body to do? AVhy. the blaster indicated
plainly—straighten' out the Avriiikles, soften
down your face, look pleasant, and ]n-etty

soon everybody will know that you are sit-

ting at the Savior's feet like an obedient
pupil, and trusting all to him. If he is '' in

all " (Colossiaiis :>: 11 ), people will believe it

a great deal (piicker if you show it in your
face and your daily actions, than if you
stand up and say so in the prayer-meeting.
Just at this present time, if I am not mis-

taken, there are quite a number among the
leaders of Gleanings who are " cumbered
with nnich serving," besides myself; and in
my eiforts to help these friends,' after having
read the letters they have written me, I

have felt most vividly that we all of us need
to remember more that one thing needfuh
Quite a number of the brethren have in-
vested more largely in business than they
ought to have done. During the fore part
of last season there seemed a jirospect of a

great demand for many things, that did not
hold out as we expected; and after the
honey season was over, we found ourselves
witli unsold property on our hands, and
debts to meet. Some of us have had "too
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many irons in the fire," to use a common
expression. We, by our anxiety to accumu-
late wealth and business, cumber our-
selves, and we have been working and wor-
rying until we have hardly time lor the
weekly^ prayer-meetings, for the Sunday-
school lesson-helps, tor Bible-reading, and
the study of God's word. We have been
following ^Martha's plan, and we have not
been happy.
Years ago a little brother stood by my side.

He was as bright and as pretty and as funny
as Iluber ; and witli the rest of the children
I taught him to walk, and laughed at the
efforts of his baby-tongue to frame words
and sentences. I personally taught him his

A B C's, and led his little infant mind
through tlie First Header. He did not take
naturally to study ; and wlicn lie was tired I

used to" take long walks with him in the
fields. Sometimes I took him to the neigh-
boring grist-mill, and let him see the
"wheels go round." Ilajjpy days those
were; and since that l)rotlier h;is grown up
and gone into business. I often think of him.
lie was always industrious and hard work-
ing, patient and faithful, and yet I fear his
life is not as happy as it was when he was a
lisping child, knowing nothing of the cares of
this world. One reason why he has had so
much care and worry is, because he has
tried too many kinds of business. By the
time he has become expert and etlicient in
one line, he has taken some other, and has
had to learn a new trade as it were. Of
course, there has been reason for this, and
good reason. AVhen his health failed from
indoor work, he turned to farming ; but I

think he commenced on too huge a farm.
Boys, how many of us are doing that same
thing? Instead of being content with a
little of this world's goods, and that little in

sucli good order, and so well cared for. that
it does not cmnber us. and make slav( s of
us, Ave cripple ourselves by taking upon us
too much care and too much worry. I need
this little verse, may be. more than any of
you, and I am going to try to profit by it.

There has been (juite a protest of late

against crowding children at school, espe-
cially while they are young. Our boys and
girls often have more studies than they can
manage easily. They become l)nrdened and
cumbered, and very" often, I fear, the one
thing needful is crowded out or passed by
for the time being. Now, it is not only the
children, but it is men and women in "early

life, that are cumbered, cramped, and crip-
pled by cares too lieavy for them, and bur-
dens too great. ^V few days ago I had a talk
with a young man who has commenced late-

ly in business. He is bright, active, ingen-
ious, honest, and true. Besides all this, his
physical health is good, and he is in love
with his chosen avocation. I used to look
upon him as a model, almost, of a nice busi-
ness young man. I felt sure he would win
his way in the world, and it seemed to me as
though he had the mental and physical abil-

ity to rise in the world easily. Itused to be
Avorth a good deal to me to" see liim laugh
over his work, especially when he met ob-
stacles, lie was always cool and quiet and
collected -, but for all that, he enjoyed a suc-

cess and a victory over obstacles as much as
anybody. Well, business sort o' fell in his
way as it were ; in fact, it tumbled into his
hands, as business always tumbles into or
on to those who are capable, brave, and true.
I saw, or thought I saw, with dismay that
he was going to have more than he could
well manage. It was business of such a
sort, too, that there was no margin to pay
for efficient helpers. He came to me for a
little advice on some matters connected with
his business. I told him how I felt about it.

Finally, said I. '• Do you enjoy your work?
are you as happy in carrying it bnas you used
to be when you had only a little, and that
little Avas always nicely done, and easily un-

j

der your complete control?"
" No, I do not enjoy it one bit." was his

reply.

He is a Christian, and fully understands
all these things I liaAc been telling you

;

but I fear he is getting to be '• cumbered
Avith much serving." like so many of the

j

rest of us ; and if he is not released from

I

some- part of the Aveight that rests on his
young shoulders. I fear he may be crippled

I

for life. I do not mean by this that his
health will break down, but I am afraid his

' natural fund of courage and energy, and

I

also his rare skill and ingenuity, Avill be
drowned in drudgery and toil too great for

' one of his age. I do not fear that he will

lose his hold on Christ, but I am afraid his
' life will not be as happy and joyous and as
; useful in the Avork of tlie Master as it might
otherwise be.

I want to enlarge right here on a point
that has V)een a long time on my mind, dear
friends. It is this matter of taking upon
ourselves, or loading upon our children,
more than they are ready for or can bear.
You know how often I have recommended
that beginners in bee culture should take a

, few hives—one or two ; and Avhen they be-
come i)erfectly able to take charge of more

' withoiit being cum])ered, then let them do

I

it. It is true in any kind of business ; and I

j

do not know but it is true in all animated
!
nature. IVter Henderson says, if a plant

I gets f(>eble. and looks as if it Avere going to

I

die. do not put on guano or liquid manure:
j

do not even water it : let it alone. When
the soil is so dry that the plant looks rather

!
dried up. it will very likely start to put out
a leaf. Now, if you make haste to give it a
dose it Avill surely die. (iive it a very little

Avater. and Avatch the effect. When you find

that a little Avater causes it to thrive, in-

crease the quantitv a little, and do this so
carefully that you will, after a little, discov-
er how inuch it will bear. When you begin

fiving it fertilizers, Avork in the same way.
'irst satisfy yourself what it Avill bear, then

feed it just so much as does it good—no
more. In due time you can turn on the Ava-

ter by the barrelfiil, give it wheelbarroAv
loads'of strong manure, pour on your liquid
fertilizers Avithout stint, for it h'as become
now a great tree, and can manage strong

;

food. The plant thrlA'es. and looks happy.
You are happy too, because you have learn-

ed to imderstand it. The same is true of
sick people or sick animals. Wait until you
know that Avhat you are giving does good be-
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fore you give it too heavy loads or heavy
d(»ses.

Can a man be a Christian, and yet b? un-
able to ir.cel his liouest duesV Wliy, y(S, of

coxirse lie can, for Christians are often beset

with unseen reverses; but I tell you, my
friends, a Christian can work for the master
tenfold more effectively if he can be free

from these kinds of encumbrances, and he
ought to be very careful that he docs not
get into any places that will cripple him and
cumber him, and weigh him down in the
way debt does. Now do you see my applica-

tion':* When you go into busineh-s, have a
little business, and have that little nicely

attended to. Have your shop and your tools

all decent and in order. Be so much abreast
of your work that it will not suffer if you
take an liour or a day to sit at the Master's
feet, or to do errands for him when he l)ids

you. When you can manage easily without
being cumbered, and feeling that your work
is drudgery, then, if you choose, undertake
a little more, or enlarge somewhat.

But I do think, dear friends, it is a most
excellent thing to have some hard cash
ahead. ^Ir. Terry has written an excellent
article in the Oliio' Farmer recently, on this

very subject. He said that he once had an
accident that came near taking his life, lie

was too badly hurt to speak, or give any sign
to let them" know that he knew what was
going on around. But even at such a time it

gave him a thrill of pleasure, and he thinks
helped toward his recovery, to remember
that there was money enough in the bank to
meet all his obligations, and pay all ex-
penses attending a spell of sickness. Mr.
Terry is a farmer. He makes farming pay ;

but after reading his articles for some time
past, I have come to the conclusion that one
great secret of it is, that he is never cum-
bered with much serving. He has not only
lime to do every thing tliat needs to be done,
and to do it well, but he has a little spare
cash always on hand to meet any contin-
gency, or to take advantage of any rare
chance that comes along. I do not know
tliat ]Mr. Teiry is a Christian, but I do
know and feel" that he sets a good exam-
l)Ie for Christians.

A few days ago it all at once occurred to
me that this young brotlier of whom I have
been speaking was in danger of going
tlirougli life without enjoying the things
that (iod has placed here in this world to
make us hajipy. He is a farmer, and has a
large beautiful farm, if 1 am c(trrect ; but
with tlie amount of business he always has
on hand, and which he is unable to attend to
without exjx'usive hired help, I am afraid
that life to him will, on the whole, be a sort
of weary slavery of business, instead of be-
ing glad and "joyous, as (iod intended it

should be. A few days ago he told me if his
last venture did notsucceed any better, he
was going on to his farm with his boys, and
that he would not have a bit of hired help
around him. What they could not do
should be left undone, and they would take
things easy. It seemed to me' like a bit of
bright sunshine coming out through the
clouds, and 1 decided I v.ould take a part of
the advice myself.

Now, why is it that Ave voluntarily cumber
ourselves Avith so many cares? I have
thought of this matter a great deal. As a
general thing, I believe we cumber ourselves
ecause we hope to make much money by

some new investment or industry, or we
hope to make money easier than we have
been doing. Some of us get tired of the
monotony of every-day life. V,'e want some-
thing new—some sort of excitement as it

were. Tlie Root family are especially sub-
ject to such feelings. I believe. If they do
not have some sort of excitement going on,
they imagine they are sick— at least that is

my disposition a good deal.

And this brings us to our text again—
what do we desire most in life? and is the
thing we desire most, the one thing needful?
When Christ is tirst and foremost, and
Avhen we get up a healthy excitement in re-

gard to living pure lives, then we are all

right. Now. suppose we should get carried
away with the idea of doing justly, loving
mercy, and walking Immbly "before tiod,
what harm would it do? Or suppose we
should get up such an enthusiasm that we
could hardly wait for daylight to come, and,
in a determination to stop expenses, make
the best of every thing we already possess,
owing no man aught but love and kindness,
and tilings of this sort, would anybody be
afraid that we should carry it to "too great
an extreme? I am fond of excitement

;

fond of neAv hobbies ; but if I do not look
out it runs into a fondness for buying new
and expensive machinery, new and liigh-

priced seeds, strawberries, raspberries, poul-
try, etc. Well, during the past few months
I have been very happy in a new idea of
taking good care of the property «?)Y(/f7// in
my hands, and a blessing has come witli it.

It seems to me it is a good deal like my
brother's decision to go on to his farm, Avith-

out a bit of hired help, tlius stopping out-
goes, do the best he could, Avorking alone
with the children (iod has given him. and
accepting such reAvard as God chooses to
giA'e, and 7}(rtAe expenses come inside of this
reAAard. Does not this come pretty nearly
in line Avith our text? One Avho does this

can look to the Savior, and sit at liis feet

Avith a clear conscience, and the liappy,
peaceful sense of Avronging no man. When
some money is put aAvay for sickness and a
rainy day, and the lesson has been Avell

learned, of making expenses keep inside tlie

income, then let us Avisely and carefully con-
sider new seeds, ucav stock, new inachinery,
etc. In carrying this out, perhaps Ave may
go through tlie world i)oortr in dollais and
cents than by taking risks and inciiring debt,
(I can not for a minute think it possible,
however, in a general Avay ; can you?) but
shall we not be richer in that good part
which shall not be taken away?
NoAV. friends, hoAV shall it be? Will this

next venture that stands right l.efore you
cause you to be " cumbered Avitli mucli serv-
ing,"' spoil your happiness and peace of
mind, or will" it lead to a low seat at the
Master's feet, Avith kindness and good Avill

toward men? Is Christ the Savior first,

foremost, and all in all to you? or are you
so far from him that the cares of the
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Avorld stand between you and cumber you?
.Vre you serving him witli a joyous service,
or are you a slave to this world's cares, cum-
bered and bowed down? If the latter, in
his name I bid you drop it all. Come, and
let us take a low seat near to Jiis feet, and
learn of him, for we have the promise.
" Seek ye first the kingdom of dJod and his
righteousness, and all else" (these things
that cumber and worry us included) " shall
be added unto you."

Recent Developments,
And Suggestior.s and Queries Particularly Fcr'.aining

to the Season.

FEEDING AFTER NOVEMBER, ETC.

'AN. 1,1884, I began giving: my whole time to

the bee busines. They did well the first two
years, some making 100 lbs. of surplus, which
I sold at 30 cts. at home; but this year was a

"stunner;" white clover did well tor us, but

it has not got well set in our country yet. After that

there was very little. Blooms was very plentiful,

but had no nectar. I made 3,5 chad' hives on my
Barnes saw. I bought bees and filled 20, and with my
10 old and 6 new ones made 36; they were all in

good shape for our fall bloom, which is tJic crop

here. In IBSJ, the 12th of Aug. was the first surplus

I got. The flow lasted till Sept. l.')th ; but this fall I

was feeding, instead of taking off surplus. Owing
to sickness I was delayed feeding till Novembor. I

was bothered a good deal in not having a larger feed-

er than your five-cent one. My bees had only .5 to

10 lbs. when I began, so I fed 10 lbs. of syrup, of

granulated sugar, half as much water as sugar;

then I saw Jas. Heddon's article on syrup, only 3

lbs. of water to 10 of sugar, and a little tartaric acid.

This made a syrup so thick that on cool nights it

would be taken down very slowly. I tried making
.50 lbs. into candy in brood-frames, as A B C tells of,

and much prefer it to syrup so late as this. It was
hard to get chafl' to put in upper story, so I went to

the corn-sheller and got the silk that is cleaned
from Ihe shelled corn. What do you think of it?

Hopkins, Mo. John C. Stewart.

The silk from corn answers nicely in place
of chaff, friend S.; but you want to look
out for mice. They think it is nice too. I
think I should prefer candy so late in the
season.

DRONES IN THE WINTER.

To-day, Dec. 2*, I have a colony of bees with nice

drones. I should like to know the reason. They
have a nice queen. I got her from you last Octo-

ber. They have had drones since June, and have
had them ever since the rest killed their drones last

July. This one has quite a lot. CuAS. SAYI..ER.

Marchand, Ohio, Dec. 28, ISSt.

As a rule, drones in winter indicate the
queen to be a drone-layer or a i)artial drone-
layer, althougii this is not always the ease.
Sometimes a very strong colony will keep
drones right through winter, Vvithout our
being able to observe that the queen is in
any way lacking when she commences lay-
ing largely in tlie spring. If sealed drone-
brood is now found in the hives, I should be
inclined to call the queen a drone-layer.

CALIFORNIA nONEV AT 12ii CTS. PER LB.

The following came to hand after our reg-
ular market report had been printed:
Chicago. — J/o(if,iy. — The demand is very light.

Prices are weak, and a gradual decline of prices
will follow this date, in the etfort to work off the
crop. Many of the producers are yet in posses-
sion of their last crop. California honey can be
bought here at 12'2C per pound in comb.
Chicago, 111., Jan. 12, 1885. K. A. Bjjrnett.

MOVING bees WITH HOUSEHOLD GOODS.
I moved 12 colonies of bees in a car with household

goods; car was 8 days on the road. Bees were shut
up 12 days in Langstroth hives, with wire screen on
top. Itesult, about one quart of dead bees in every
hive; about a dozen broken combs, queens safe,

and colony in fair condition for wintering.
Bolivar, Denton Co., Texas. Gcst.w Rauch.

FROM 3 TO 16, AND A PLEASED "PASSENGER."
Being very well pleased with your "craft" and

its crew on the voyage last year, I have concluded
to renew mj- ticket, and keep company with you
through the present year. Find the "ducat" in-

closed. I lost mare than half my bees last winter,
with dysentery, and the remainder were weak. I

did not get an ounce of honey last season, running
alone for colonies, ending the season with 16 from
3. I have them i)acked in paper, on a plan of my
own, which I may describe to you, should it prove a

success. If not, the less said the better. They
went through the late cold snap finely, and yester-

day were out strong, making good use of the pres-

ent warm spell. C. Garwood.
Baltimore, Md., Jan. 1. 188.-).

Mv report for 18f4.

Last spring my bees were in pretty fair condition,

being strong in bees, honey, and brood, when the

yield of honey commenced, all except 4 that were
weak, and did not make any honey, only cnougli to

keep them, and for winter. From the .5), I secured
of surplus honey, 32)1 lbs.; I'^O lbs. in one-pound
sections; 8;K) lbs. was all I got finished from clover

andbasswood; the rest was finished with Spanish
needle and smartweed honey, which looks very nice

in one-pound boxes. I had 14W lbs. of extracted
honey, mostly fall houej-. My increase was by di-

viding and building up, and rearing queens. Near-
ly all were in pretty fair condition for winter.

shoveling snow over the hives.
There was a i)retty good snow last Tuesday, and

I shoveled snow over all the hives, thinking it would
be cold weather for a month Or so; but I was disap-

pointed, for the weather is warmer, and has l)een

raining for almost a week, and to-night 'tis just

pouring down. The snow is all melted, and the

ground is all covered with water and mud.
Lima, Ills., Dec. GO, 18?4. J. A. Thornton, 51—"3.

Friend T., I do not believe I would shovel
snow over tlie hives, neither would I shovel
the snow off, as some of the friends have
done. This is an old (piestion, and I believe
the general decision was, not to do anything
with the snow at all. If you coidd lix up
some sort of a windbreak, to make the snow
drift up over the hives, so as to be soft and
light, just as it falls, il would be an excellent
protection ; Init shoveling snow is apt to
disturb the bees, and may do them harm.
In fact, examples have been given, showing
pretty clearly that unreasonable disturbance
sometimes results in dysenterv.
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FEEDING BEES.

I,.VYIX<i CASUIEU HONEY DIRECTLY
THE FRAMES.

)N TOP OF PERTAINING TO BEE CULTURE.

AST winter I fed honey in the celhir, that was
candied hard; it was good clover honey. I

broke it in chunks of about one or two
pounds, and laid it on top of the frames.

They took and put it in the cells, and sealed

some, and some of the bees built comb on top of the

frames, but the honey needs to be candied so solid

that it will be almost like candy made of sugar.

WOUKER-UEE.S FltOM A FERTILE WORKER.
Did you ever hear of a fertile worker producing:

worker-brood y Well, I had a stand that I divided

about the time the honey-tlow ceased. I took the

old queen away and gave them a cell which they

cut out, and then started cells of their own in due
time (almost 7 days). I shook off all the bees, and de-

stroyed all the cells. 1 went over them again in two
days, and took out every thing that was capped
higher than a worker-bee, all di-ones, and gave them
two cells which they destroyed In a few hours. I

then thought I would give them a caged queen in a

day or two; but in a day or so, when I looked into

the hive I found a few eggs, and in a few days they
had four combs filled irregularly with eggs, and
some would have as many as a dozen in, and
others a less number. Well, I hunted three days,

and found nothing that laid eggs. I shook them out

in some smartweed, away from the hive, and let

them go back when they got ready. I have some-
times got rid of fertile workers in that way, but it

did no good. I tried queen-cells again, but they cut

them out, so such work went on for two weeks,
when they had five combs of brood—sealed drones
in worker-cells. I carried the hive to another one,

and shook the bees in and put in three combs of the
j

brood and two combs of it in with another swarm,
j

I then closed up for that day, as robbers were Hying
around. The next day I went out with my knife,

j

and clipped the drone-heads off in a hurry from all

the combs, and was not very particular in missing a
j

few. In two or three days I went again to make
another examination of the comts, and shave off the

\

remaining few little drones. I got through at one
|

hive, and went to the other. I began to shave again,
j

when I jiulled out some young worker-bees that had I

got their wings, and were perfect. 1 almost finished,
I

but found three in cells that I had not yet reached
with my knife. I went to the first combs and found

j

two more among the wonderful lot of drones. You
will perhaps doubt. Well, the above is correct and
true; and if I could see you I could tell it better

than 1 can write. Mont. Wyrick.
1

Cascade, Iowa, Dec, 1881.

Friend W., your plan of feeding candied
honey lias been mentioned before ; but the
difliculty seems to be to get honey that will
candy hard enough. lii regard to the
worker-bees from fertile-worker brood, it

seems you must have made ii mistake, and
got hold of the wrong combs somewhere

;

but, of cour.se, you know better th;in we do
wlietlier or not this were i)0ssib]e. Young

|

(luecus often liiy drone-brood for (juite a
j

spell, or tmtil they have filled several combs, •

and change to worker brood. Is it not pes-

I

sible that a queen got into your hive and
laid those eggs, or a portion of them, that
you tho'.ight were laid by fertile workers':*

THE BOHEMIAN OATS; AN OLD AND EXPLODED
SWINDLE.

R. A. I. ROOT:—I don't like to draAV your at-

tention from your business, but I will tell

you why I write to you. Thei-e are two men
in this county, hailing from the noithern

part of this State, who claim to represent the
" Bohemian HuUess-Oats Association." I tell them
that their scheme is a fraud. They refer me to sev-

eral northern counties where the " association " has
" operated," and say the farmers are well satisfied

with the "operation." One of the counties is Medi-

na, and perhaps j'ou know something about the

scheme. Several of our best farmers are buying
oats of them, paying SIO.OO per bushel, expecting

big profits back. I am a farmer, and a beginner in

bee-keeping. I love to work with bees, but I don't

want any oats at $10.00 per bushel. I am well

pleased with Gleanings.
Very respectfully yours,— T. L. Rees.

Winchester, Adams Co., Ohio, Jan. 7, 1885.

Friend R.,the Bohemian hulless oats is

one of the biggest swindles that ever cursed
Medina County, and the same may be said
of the whole of this part of Ohio. In our
vicinity the whole thing is now an old and
exploded humbug. If you want further
particulars, see the articles on this subject
in the Ohio Farmer of late. You or anybody
else can buy as many genuine Bohemian
hulless oats' ;is you want, for about 7-5 cts.

per bushel. If your best farmers are, at this
late day, going into that miserable, foolish
fraud, they are behind the times. Some
men have made money out of it, no doubt

;

but in so doing they have robbed their
neighbors, or innocent men who will have to
bear the loss eventually, for the loss must
come sooner or later. Honest, hard-working
people who will sell their influence and
reputation for the sake of the little money
they get in their pockets by the operation,
ought to be ashamed of themselves. Surely,
no Christian man would keep money in his
pocket thus obtained, after he had seen the
way in which innocent parties are made to
suffer.

BEES IN INDIA.

a missiox.\ry's account.

RESIDED seven years in India as a missionary.

. My home part of the time was in the Himalaya
ir Mountains, about 1100 miles northwest from

Calcutta, east from Hurdwar. I hope to start

for that country about Dec. 1, and make a per-

manent homo there. I expect to introduce a num-
ber of industries among the native Christians; and
as there are i)lenty of honey-bees in the rocks and
trees, and they even come into the native houses
and store their honey, I hope to get the busy bees
to do some mission work. I never saw a bee-hive

there, or a pound of honey, except what the natives

cut from the trees. Bees are plentiful, and bee-

food in abundance, and the season lasts from eight

to ten months. The aJtitude will be 3000 to 5000 ft.

above the level of the sea, and the latitude about .30

or 3^°.
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. The bees could not be placed in the open air there

because black beai-s are plentiful, and the human
thieves too numerous. I do not know what kind of

bees are there as I never observed them.
Evanston, 111., Oct. 16, 1881. I. L. Hausek.
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ed to were held in place by set-screws; but we
found they sometimes slipped, and thus made bad
sections; and more than all that, constant tighten-

ing- would spring the shaft; so we made a shaft
with a thread running the entire length, also a
thread in collar, and a nut to follow collar, and now
we have no trouble to set saws or cutters, and have
them stay. We have also made improvements in

the feed motion, doing awaj- with the screw, or
worm, to reduce the motion, and reduce it by means
of counter-shafts and pulleys. Our crank-shaft is

now horizontal, having a crank at each end, thus

! giving a more steadj^ motion to the table. We have
also added a planed iron plate that is placed under
the cuttei-s, so when once sot as wanted it will al-

ways be true. AVe can furnish machines to make V
or square grooves, at S90.C0. This is §1.").00 more

I
than our old machine, as per former price lists.

And nothing slii

Hoity-toity! What do you think? We have got

some of the seeds of the Epilohium augustifulhim al-

ready up in the greenhouse. The plants are very
small — microscopic almost, but we've got 'em.

Aren't you glad?

DISCOUNTS BEIOl'.E KEr.KUAKV I.

On sections, foundation, and foundation-mills, we
still allow a discount of 10 per cent. We also sell

10,000 Simplicity sections for S;40.(X) as heretofore.

We continue these offers, as wc have a large stock

of the above goods in stock, and are anxious tQ sup-

ply as many as wc can before the great rush comes.
We will also allow a discount of one per cent on or-

ders of every description, received before Feb. 1.

OUR TEN-CENT POUI-TK Y-IJOOK.
I5y bujing in large quantities, I have been en-

abled to get a very pretty little poultry-book of 48

pages and 19 illustrations, that we can sell at the

very low ])rice of 10 cts. The book is well written,

and covers nearly all that is important to success,

and does not jjull' any patent medicine. One cent

e.vtra for postage, if wanted by nuiil. In the above
book I am csp(!cially jileased with some of the

cheap designs for po\iltry-houses, such as almost

any boy can make in the corner of the doori'ard.

The book is usually sold for :;'i cents.

INK HY MAir, AT l.'i CTS. I>KU I'l.NT.

May be you all say that can not be, because the

P. M. (i. will not allow it. I5ut you see we are

ahead of you. Friend Oldroyd has contrived some
ink-powders that will make just as good ink as he
ever made in the world, simply by dissolving the

powders in v,ater. Each package, dissolved in a pint

of pure rain water, makes a pint of good ink, and
the price is 13 cts. If wanted by mail, add 2 cts. per

l)ackage. We have in stock, packages for black,

blue, violet, green, or red. Eight packages will be
sold for $1.00, or 6J packiiges for $.5.C0. If it ever
gets too thick, it can be reduced any time with wa-
ter. They will not injure bj' freezing, and do not

corrode the pen.

SOMETHINC AIJOIT OlIJ ONE-l'lECE SECTION .MA-

CHINE.
We ha\ e made such improvements that we think

we have the best machine in the market. On our

old ipachines the collars that the saws were fasten-

WHEN DOCTORS DI.SAGREE, WHO SHALL DECIDE?

In our December number, page S.'SO, Gen. Leggett
declared that Forncrook had not then taken an ap-

peal. Mr. F. sent us a statement from his lawyer,

declaring the appeal to have been taken, and that

the clause in Forncrook's price list was fully author-

ized. I am sure I do not know who is right in the

matter—perhaps both are right—Forncrook mean-
ing that steps had been taken to take an appeal,

and 1 think Gen. Leggett was certainly correct in

saying that Mr. F. had not taken an appeal. Mr. J.

A. Osborne, who had charge of the case, writes that

on the 6th of Jan., Forncrook filed a bond with the

clerk of the Circuit Court, for the purpose of taking

an appeal, and I am to-day, Jan. 6th, ollicially noti-

fied that such an appeal has now been taken. I do
not know that it makes any verj- great difference

when the matter is commenced, more than that, if

any statements have appeared in Gleanings not

strictly true, it was because we were wrongly in-

formed; and whenever we are satisfed that we
have been wrongly informed, we are always ready
to retract.

(iru NEW machine for making the FOCK-PIECE
I

DOVETAILED SECTIONS.
I We shall probably soon have an engraving of this

machine, to answer the many inquiries in regard to

it. It may be described briefly thus: Imagine a

ten-inch circular saw properly hung on a mandrel,

directly before your face. Well, now, right under
the saw imagine a wooden wheel covered with sand-

paper. Suppose both saw and wheel to be running
at the proper speed. In front of the sandpapered
wheel is a table. On this table you lay your piece

of planed plank, dovetailed, of course, on each end.

Now, if you lay a piece of plank on this table, and
imsh it up against the sandpapered wheel, of course

the face end of the plank will be sandpapered.
Well, the table on which the plank rests is attached

to a frame like the frame of an old-fashioned up-

and-down water saw-mill. Hy means of a crank
and pitman, this gate has a slow motion up and
down, carrying the table with it. Now, this sand-

papered wheel stands a little further back than the

buzz-saw — just enough back of it so that when the

plunk is carried up after being sandpapered, the

buzz-saw slices off a piece just thick enough for a

section blank. After this blank is sawed off, the

table falls until the blank stands once more in front

of the sandpapered wheel. Just as soon as it comes
in the right position, the operator crowds the plank

forward, sandpapers the end as before, and the
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buzz-saw slices off another blank, and so on. The
machine is quite simple, and does its woi-k perfect-

li'. AVe can fill orders on short notice, for $33.00

for a complete machine. This machine will make
about 8330 or 10,000 sections per day; and as it dis-

penses with the cigar-box planer (the sandpaper
wheel taking its place), it is the cheapest rig, per-

haps, for making sections, all the machinery needed
being an ordinary buzz-saw table and set of groov-

ers. Of course, you will need a planer to plane the

plank, unless you have it done at some planing-

mill.

<)UI{ TEN-CENT INDUSTRIAL I.TlUiAHV.

A BOOK on horses. We have just made arrange-

ments whereby Kendall's treatise on horses can be
furnished for only 10 cts. We have sold hundreds
of the books for 25 cts., as many of the friends will

remember. This, with the poultry-book mentioned
elsewhere, makes two toward our ten-cent industri-

al books. We expect to buj- these books by the

thousand, and therefore we ought to have a pi-etty

fair little treatise on matters in special rural in-

dustries for the above amount of money. If want-

ed by mail, add two cents extra for postage.

IILING GKOOVING-SAWS.
In my remarks in regard to the matter last month

I omitted to state that these should be properly ad-

justed on the mandrel, with the necessary washers
and papers to make the dovetailing as tight as you
want it; and after being so screwed up, the saws
should be filed right on the mandrel. Under no
circumstances think of filing them separately. If

you once get the adjustment changed, it is next to

impossible to get them in place again. Always file

gangs of saws right on the mandrel. Our cant files

on the different counters are right for the purpose.

AN APOLOGY FOR AN UNINTENTIONAL BLUNDER.
I AM ashamed to say it, but quite a number of

cast-iron hammei-s have been sent out where steel

ones were ordered, and should have been sent.

They are worth 15 cts. each, while the steel ones are
worth 35 cts.; and therefore if any of the friends

who have received them can make use of them so

as to allow us 15 cts., we will give them credit for 30

cts. on account, if they will notify us of the fact.

If that won't make it pleasant, tell us what to do,

and we will try to do it. The fault was with the
manufacturer who shipped us the hammeis; but as

he failed in business soon after they were sent (is it

any wonder?) it seems I have nobody to fall back
on. When the matter was submitted to me I re-

monstrated because the clerks did not know by
their looks what the hammers were. They said
they knew they did not look just right, but supposed
they must bo, because they came out of the right
box. We found three dozen of these hammers mix-
ed in among a gross of steel ones.

advertising your business.
May be you think by the above that we are fish-

ing for advertisements for our journal. Well, just
see now how much you are mistaken. What I had
in mind was some little sign-boards to tack up on
the gate-post, or on the barn, or may be on a tree.
In fact, you can put them in all these places if you
wish, and you won't be much out of pocket then,
for they cost only 10 cts. each, and yet they are 414
inches wide and 18 inches long, and are very pretti-
ly lettered, " Honey for Sale." They are, in fact, an
improvement on the sign-boards advertised in our
price list. But they are made by a new process.
They are, in fact, printed on a large printing-press
made expressly to print sign-boards. The only way

Icould buy them so as to sell them at this extreme-
ly low price was by buying 10.)0 " at a lick." Now,
you see, I can not get my money back unless I sell

an " awful lot" of them, and that is what's the mat-
ter. If you want them by mail, add 6 cts. for post-
age and tying them up.

REVERSIBLE FRAMES.
NiMSHi NuzuM. of Boothesville, W. Va., has sent

us a model of the best dcnMce for a reversible
frame, in my opinion, of any thing heretofore pre-
sented. I should say there was no question but
that it would work, and the expense need not ex-
ceed two cents per frame. In fact, we will agree to
furnish tlicm for that, and I think likely they can
be turiiislicil lor less, with proper machinery. It is

made 1 roiii a single piece of tin, by cutting and fold-
ing, without any solder, and yet it is strong and
substantial when finished, like the device in the
last volume, p:tge 15(5. Friend N.'s device, with ap-
propriate engravings, will be given in our next
issue. We will furnish reversible frames, made on
this plan, for «;5.()J oer lO'J in the flat, or $6.00 per 100
put together and wired. Sample by mail. 15 cts.

P. S.—Dear me! who shall say again what can or
can not be done? Our friend M. Broers, of Gonzales,
Texas, sends us a reversible metal corner that
beats friend Nuzum's, and all that have heretofore
appeared. It is strong and simple, and reverses
without any loose traps. We can furnish them for
one cent each, aud they can be put on any frame in
a moment. This is the best thing at present writ-
ing, but no one knows what the next mail will
bring.

CIRCULARS RECEIVED.

J. S. Tadlock. Lulin?, Te.xas, sends us a 1-page circul.ir.

B. .J. Miller & Co.. Nappanee, Ind., semi us a 12-page list of
hives and supplies generally.
Kennedy & Lo xhy, Higginsville. Mo., sonl out a 6-pije circu-

lar. Hives, and supplies generally.
E. L. Goold & Co.. Brantfovd, Ontario, send out a 40-page

circular, giving much valuable information.
F. Boomhovver. Gallupville. N. Y.. 12-pa)je circular, printed

at this ofHce, and contains much useful information.
Drake & Smith, successors to A. K. Manum, Bristol. Vermont,

send out a 12-page circular; specialty, white-poplar sections.

hives, Italian hees and queens.
The H F. Moeller Manvifacturin:; C.> , D ive:iport, lowv. send

us a 28-nage ci-cular of hives, nn:l suiMiIii'^ f»v bee-keepers
generally. This firm also manufaitui i w.isliin ,'mxc^iines.

F. A. & H. O. Salisbuiy. Geddes, \. V s, n l ,..it a very pretty
22-i)agp price lis"-. One of their six. I;iltiis i> tlie Shipman au-
toiimtic piTjin". It needs no cngiiini nor lireiuen, but runs

Fiirii I llcil 1 .!i sen Is us a very pretty 32-pa<re catalogue, full
of iinirh VI hi il.lp Information In it liisnew reversible frame
is illnsiiMt. I Tliis :iccomplislics the oliject completely; but
vou<Tini.' 11 till I run. - ilnii.lv ill use. iinlpss von enlarge
your hix. i,i

i ! Hi .i sort, Frii-iul H does not
'advorii-.-

i

.
i . I. ...s ..f any kiii.I. if 1 am cor-

rect, but ! ,i.v..ii til., .-..mmon I.fcs and
lt:iti.niis 1, I,, I, ,1 >. .,- u..rkiim- with .1 particu-

th'i'
'!'•'"'

.1 ''i'''i'
''

i'' !

'

: '^'I'l
'

". "l. '','t'.'r .'.•M!llV''takinff

FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE.
I have the following goods on hand, that I will sell

cheap, or exchange for anything useful to me.
Fourteen second hand Pianos and Organs, six Sew-
ing-machines, new, a large ()uantir.\- of Shoct Music,
and Instruction-books. Also siiuill instru incuts.
All are the stock of my discontiiinod music-store.

F. W. WALTEU.
2d Staunton, Augusta Co., Va.

IF YOU WANT
A (JOOI) ONE-PIECE SECTION CHEAP,

Send to us. Sample and Price List Free.

SMITH & SMITH, KENTON, HARDIN CO., OHIO.
2tfdb

100
Scroll-saw designs for 10c, for working brack-
ets, easels, etc., etc. J. L. HYDE.

Pomfret Lauding, Conn.

DADANT'S FOUNDATION FACTORY, Whole-
sale and retnil. See advertisement in another

column. 3btfa
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BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES,
BEE-BOOKS, & LE CONTE PEAR-TREES

One i)eai--trec sent iiostjxiid lor iO ei'iits.

2ttdb r. A. fyf'.VA', Tullafioiiia, Teini.

SECTIONS.
To nail, or dovetailed, 4' ixt'i, per Kkki S4 .W
Other sizes, larg-c'i". to r).\ti .'i t)0

Send for i)riee list and saiiii)le.

PARKER NEWTON,
EAKLVILLE, - MADISON CO., - N Y.

2-:(-4-

1885 ITALIAN QUEENS 1885
FHOm MAY I'INTIli 0< TOBKIC.

Tested, $2.00; Untested, $1.00. Raised from Import-
ed mothers (Root's Importation!. Bees b.v the
pound, $1.(K). 3-Krame Nuclei, fiood (|iieens, S3..')0.

H. J. HANCOCK,
SILOAM SPRINGS, BENTON CO.. ARK.

ALL DOVETAILED SECTIONS
LANGSTROTH AND ] RUOOI) AND WIDE
CHAFF HIVES,

i
FRAMES.

SHIPPING - CRATES, WIRE NAILS. ETC.. ETC.
Send for Circular.

5E0. WHEELEK, NOEWICH.^ CHENANGO CO., N. Y.

FOR SALE.
As I intend to "go West " next February. I offer

for sale my house and lot, and 50 stands of bees, all

jrood Italians. Some of my queens \vere from A. I.

Root, and some from J. A. Green. Dayton. 111. I

have more than I can take with me.
JAMES KINGHORN,

23-4db Sheffield. Ruheau Co., 1m,.

FLAT - BOTTOM COMB FOlJNI>ATION.
High side-walls. 4 to 14 square feet to

the pound. Circular and samples free.

J. VAN DEUSEN & SONS.
4tfd Si)lf Muniifiirtinrr^.
SPROUT BROOK, MONT. CO.. N. Y.

VANDERVORT
COMB FOUNDATION MILLS.
Send for samples and reduced price list.

tfdb JNO. VANDERVORT. LaceyviUe, Pa.

Names of responsible parties will be inserted in
any of the following departments, at a uniform
price of 20 cents each insertion, or $2.00 per year.

$1.00 Queens.
Namei insntrd in Uiix department the flrf>t time wit)i'

out chm-ge. After, 20c encli insertion, or $2.(i0 per year.

Those whose names appear below agree to furnish
Italian queens for $1.00 each, under the following
conditions : No guarantee is to be assumed of purity,
or anj^hlng of the kind, only that the queen be rear-
ed from a choice, pure mother, and had commenced
to lay when they were shipped. They also agree to
return the money at any time when customers be-
come impatient of such delay as may be unavoidable.
Bear in mind, that he who sends the best queens,

put up mf)st neatly and most securely, will probably
receive the most (liclcrs. Siiccial rates for warrant-
ed and testf<l (|uceiis, fui-uished on application to
anv of the jiartics. Names with *. use an iinport(>d
(juefii-iiiotliiT. n thc(|ucen arrives dead, notify us
and we will send miu anothei-. Probably none will

be sent for :t;i.iKI before .July 1st, or after Nov. If

wanted sooner, or later, see rates in price list.

*A.I. Root. Medina. Ohio.
*H. H. Brown. Light Street, Columbia Co., Pa. Itf

Paul L. N'iallon, lUnou Goula, La. Itfd
*S. F. Newman, Norwalk. Huron Co., O. Itfd
*Wm. Ballantiue, Sa;:o, Musk. Co., O. Itfd

*D. G. Edmistoii, .\dnnii. Leu. Co., Mich. :^tfd

*Dr. .John M. I'lice. Tami)a, Hillsboro (^o., Fla. n^i

*S. G. Wooil, Hiniiiiit.'-ham, .leff. Co., Ala. Itfd
Mos. Bvriu', Itaton Kouge, E. Baton R. Co.. La. T-.'i

*W. W.'Turn.'r. dak Hill, Greene Co., N. V. 7-5

*S. C. Perrv, Porthrnd, Ionia Co.. Mich. :jtfd

Will True. Chadwell, ( latsop Co., Oregon. SI-7

Jas. O. Kacey, Tax istoek, ( Int., Can. ItftI

D. E. Jacobs. Longley. Wood Co.. O. l-2:f

*H. J. Hancock. Siloam Springs. Benton Co., .\rk.
:ttfd

»E. T. Lewis. Toledo. Lucas Co., O. HI
•C. C. Vaughn, Columbia, Maury Co., Tenn. 3tfd

G. M. Doolittle, Borodino, Onondaga Co., N. V.:^-i;i

Hive Manufacturers.
Who agree to make such hives, and at the prices

named, as those described on our circular.

A. I. Root, Medina, Ohio.
P. L.Viallon, Bayou Goula, Iberville Par., La. Itfd
C. W. Costellow, Wiiterboro, York Co., Me. 21-19

Kenneily A: Leahy. Higginsville. Lafayette Co., Mo.
3tfd

F. A. Snell. Millcdgeville, Carroll Co.. 111. 1-13

E. T. I-ewls. Toledo. Lucas Co., Ohio. :}-l

H. F. Mueller, cor. r>th at. and Western Ave..
Davenport, la. 3-1

C. P. Bish, Petrolla, Butler Co., Pa. .3-18

Milo S. West, Bo.\- :;02, Flint, Genesee Co.,Mich.3-I3
F. M. Blanchard, Orwell, Ashtabula Co., O. 3tfd

FOR SALE!
CHOICE SEED CLOVER AND POTATOES.

By Freight or E.vpress. I mail
\ bu s' 1

I
peck

I
lb . Mb.

Alsike Clover
|
$10 00

|
$2 7.5

|
20c | 40e

White Clover i 10 00 3 00
|
20c I 40c

Hall's early peachblow po-
I

tatoes 12.5
I

.50 1,5c
I

3.5c

Ontario | 1 25
|

5 | 16c |
:i5c

Address E. S. HILDEMANN,
AsUlppiin, Dodge <'o., Wis.

Please mention this Journal if asked for the above
advertisement. 2tfdb

TESTED aUEENS, $2.00. Untested, $1.00. 4-frame nu-
clei, $3..50 and $4. .50. Mississippi w a.\-extractor,

$3.00. OSCAR F. BLEDSOE, Grenada, Miss. 3tfd

U/AMTCn ^^'ax to work into foundation by the
VVANItUi pound, or for a share. For particulars
address 0. H. TOWNSEND, Alamo, Mich. 8-td
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PONEY Cqmmn.
CITY MARKETS.

Kansas City.—Houcj/.—Very little honej' being
received, and stock of 1-lb. sections about sold out.
The stock of 2-lb. sections, California, is good and
very low, while the low price of 2-lb. sections keeps
1-lb. sections low also. One-pound sections, 1.5(r?16c

for good white comb in good style of crates; 2-1 bs.,

12^/ Uc; dark and old stock, 8(f(!l2c. Extracted, Cali-
fornia, 5'4(5.'t); white-clover, 7(«i8; Southern, .5'/2@6.

Trade is looking brighter. Beeswax, none in mar-
ket. Clemons, Cloon & Co.,
Jan. 22, 1885. Cor. 4th & Walnut Sfs., K. C, Mo.

Cincinnati.—T/rjiiC!/.—The market for honey in
all its branches was extremely dull with us since
our last report. Manufacturers buy but little, and
.iobbing trade is slow,while retail demand is only fair;
offerings are liberal of comb and extracted honey
at prices at the option of the buyer. No change of
t^uotations from last month. Beeswax is in good de-
mand, and offerings arc fair. It brings 26(f'30c on
arrival. Chas. F. Mith,

S. E. Cor. Freeman and Cciitnil A\cmies.
Jan. 26, 18a5. Cinc-hmati, O.

Chicago.—Ho)i«iy. — Market very quiet. Prices
easy; stock heavy. California takes preference in
the home demand. The cold weather does not per-
mit of shipping at present, if there wei-e any orders;
but 1 don't know of any orders here this week. Ex-
tracted, very dull. Beeswax, 3(lc for yellow.

K. A. BUKNETT,
Jan. 21, 1885. ](jl So. Water St., Chicago, Til.

St. Louis.—Honcj/.—No change to note since our
last report. We quote to-day as follows: Southern
extracted honey, in barrels, i>V,^t>ni-\ liiilt-bairels.

fiU- Northern, worth more. There is oiil.\- u retail
demand for comb honey. White el<>\er, l.'ia iti'^c.

Dark not wanted. Beeswax dull at 26J(29e.
W. T. Anderson At Co.,

Jan. 28, 1885. 104 N. Third St., St. Louis, Mo.

(S ITALIAN BEES.
FULL COLONIES, NUCLEI,

If you intend buying bees or queens this season,
send for my circular and price list. You will save
money by so doing.

atfdb C. C. Vaughn, Columbia, Tenn.

20 HIVES OF HYBRID,
AND 55 HIVES OF BLACK BESS,

j

All in new Langstroth hives, will he ready for ship-
ment by May 1st. Send for price list. Send ail or-
ders to G. TT-. ALBRKCHT,

' 3-8db Duy.das, Calumet Co., Wi.wnisin.

BEOWN L. eggs, *2 and $3 per 13. P. Rock, ?2; Wy-
andotte, *2.50; Pekin ducks, for .•51..50; Bronze

turkeys, 25 «ts. each. JOHN H.DANIEL,
Box 187. Cumberland, Guernsey Co., O.

N. B.—The mill advertised by me in last number
is not an old and worn-out one. It has not been
used more than ten hours, and hence is a new mill.
I wish to sell it. because I am going to quit bee-
keeping, and I can not get wax in this section. 3

Boston.—Horn;/.—Honey, very slow of sale; l'i(i^i

18c for best white 1 and 2 lb. sections. Extracted,
no sale. Blake & Ripley,
Jan. 21, 1885. 5T Chatham St., Boston, Mass.

Detroit.— Hojiey. — The honey market is but
fairly active. A good article is bringing about 14c.
Jan. 21, 188.5. A. B. Weed, Detroit, Mich.

For Sale.—I will sell honey in any sized cans
(cans included) at—white clover, lie; buckwheat,
9c; 1500 lbs. on hand.

H. Barber, Adrian, Mich.

For Sale.—600 lbs. white-clover honey in I'l-lb.
sections. John F. Racine,

Walle n, Allen Co., Ind.

For Sale.—500 lbs. of choice white-clover honey.
Very light color, extracted. Who wants it, all or
part? Will Ellis,

St. Davids, Ont., Canada.

For Sale.— I have for sale about 6 tons of honey
in 5-gallon tin cans, put up in cases, two cans in u
case. Also about one ton of comb honey in I'i-lb.
sections. C. S. Lewis,

San Jacinto, San Diego Co., Cal.

Foil Sale Cheap.—500 or C.;o lbs. of white-clover
and basswood honey, in 1 andl'j 11). sections, lor
one shilling per lb., delivered on cars here.

G. W. Aluhecht, Dundas, Calumet Co , Wis.

X3MEFORT£D CAB.mOLAIVS.
t.iHili- all. I I'rifes of Queens:

|
.spring

| June |J.*.-V. | Fall
Kii!. -t s.l,,t,.i Queens, each..

| « 7 (X) I 15 00 I
3.-> 00 I $4 50

I I'l.ilui.- • " ..
I

fi 00
I

5 ro
I

4 50 I 4 00
!;• :ii . .1 in I arnlola. Safe arrival by mail gTiaranteed. Same

iiriii> lur imported Italians. For " circular, address MUS.
KKANK BENTON, Angelka.X. Y. Send grfenbacks register-
ed, draft, or postal-order to FKANK BENTON, MrxiCH. Gkr-
MANY. .'itidh

NOW READY! NOW READY!!
500 D. S. STANDARD HONEY-EXTRACTORS.

1000 TOLEDO SMOKERS,
Both of which took the first premium at Ohio, Indi-
ana and Micliigan Tri-State Fair in Sept., 18S4. We
also manufaetiiii' ami ileal in a lull line of Apiarian
Supplies. Send address lor circular.

E. T. LEWIS & CO., Toledo, Lucas Co., 0.

Blf hote.tale ami llrtail.

EE- KEEPERS' -s- SUPPLIE,
Pcplir ici Basswood Sections a Specialty. JL/

SEND 2-CENT STAMP for SAMPLE and PRICE.
S. D. BUELL, UNION CITY, MICH.

2tfdb

Hydrometers for Testing Honey.
We have .iust sm^eecded in getting a beautil'iil lit-

tle insti-nnit-nt, all <>t ghiss, that will indicate the
(Icnsitx 111 h()ni'.\ or inai)le syrup, or any kind of
s.\ riip, li.\ siiii|)l.\- ilropping it into the li<iuid. lam
greatly surprisiMl that \ve can furnish so beautiful
an instrument lor so small a sum of monev. Price
S.jc. liy mail, iCc extra. Per 10. S;;i.OO; per lOd, $25.00.

A. 1. ROOT, Mebina, Ohio.

;<J

DADANT'S FOUNDATION FACTOKT. WHOLESALE asdKETAIL.
ScfudvertiMMiient in another eolnnin. obtfd

\Vk can now furnish 12 quart sap-pails, charcoal
tin, Hre-proof bottoms, for only $17.00 per 100.

No more copies for April 1, ]8f-'4, wanted, but
would like a few for April 1.5, 1884.

We are very thankful to be able to say we have
600U subscribers, which is a gain of almost 1000 over
our ,Tanuary number, and 288 more than we had one
year ago at this tim^^

DISCOUNTS FOR FEBRUAUV.
As tradi- is not very rushing .vet, we will allow on

Italian Bees, Queens, and Honey, a specialty. See foundation-mills, conib foundation, and sections, a
new circular. discount of in per cent until Feb. 15. From Feb. 15
3tfdb OLIVER FOSTES, MT. VEEUOM, LINN CO., IOWA. I until March 1, a discount of 5 per cent.

RASPBERRIES AND STRAWBERRIES FOR 1885.

Ohio, Souhegan, Tyler, Gregg, Cuthbcrt, Hansell,
Crimson lieanty. Shatter's Colossal, Raspberries;
.Tames Vick, Manchester, Sharpless, Wilson, Cres-
cent, Chas. Downing Strawberries, and many other
varieties not mentioned here. Price List Free.
:! EZEA 0. SMITH, MANOHESTEE. ONTAEIO CO., N. Y.

Foundation Machines, L. size, $:i.75.
\
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lOor more. 75 cts. each. SingleNumber, I

acts. Additions to clubs maybe made
f

pibusiikd skmi-monthi.y bv

fooNEPo^TOKKlcr
""" ''" '" "'

'""'J A. I. ROOT, MEDl XA , 1 1JO.

f Cbibs to different postoffloep. not i.Kf>!<

I
than OO cts. each. Sent postpaid, in tlie

U. S. and Panadas. To all oiiier conn-

i

trien of the Universal Postal Union, IKc

per ran r extra. To all countries NOT of
the tr. P. U., 48c per year extra.

NOTES FROM THE BANNER APIARY.

UOILIXG SUGAR SVIiUI'.

KIEND KOOT:-You say, on ))UKC' fi. that you

|iV are glad to know that I succoedcd in making-

W toed without boilinp it. I xuirrnlccl, but the

feed cnjiitallizcd. Unless the leedinjr were <lo)ie

early enough for the bees to work it over and

sealit up, 1 should certainly boil it. Almost every

one who is in the bee business very e.\tensively has

a shop, and in that shop there is a st<)\e, and uiion

that stove the feed can be iiiiulc with no amioyaMce

to the family.

HEDDON FEEDERS AND WARPED COVEH.S.

No, I didn't purchase my feeders and covers of

Mr. Heddon, but made them myself from samples

obtained of him. Will you pardon me, friend Hoot,

if 1 say, that to one who has for two years used the

Heddon feeders and covers, the manner in which

you cling- to the idea of warped covers is almost

amusing? There is no trouble in buying- lumber

that is not warped. This lumber can be planed per-

fectly true and smooth at a planing--inill. Now,
then, does it require any great mechanical skill to

saw the lumber up into the proper lengths for cov-

cra, nail a cleat to each end, and paint the cover?

On page 47 you say: " During the convention it was
made plain to me for the tlrst time why people

wanted this honey-board." Perhaps you are also at

sea in regard to the cover for the Heddon feeder.

This view of the matter is further strengthened by

your concluding sentence in the reply to Mr. Hed-
don's article on page 9, in which you speak of the
" stiff rim to hold the cover-boards from warping."

Friend R., the cover has no rim.

DOOl.lTXr.E'S COM-MKNTAHy

On page ."M is, .so fai-. all right. In fact, it apjiears to

me to be an enlargement and explanation of my ar-

ticle. Some of the explanations and reasons given

by Mr. Doolittle appear to me as superfluous, being

almost self-evident, as it were, while others are

quite important. 1 shall look forward with interest

to reading tlie remainder of his comments.

SlZi: OK SK( TIO.NS, AND MOHAI, rATK.NTS.

Friciiil llut<]tiiixi))):—l have been thinking I would
I
write you onee more on the section subject, but
have not fo\ind time until now. Since you pub-
lished niv letter, and replied ti) it in (ii-EANl.NGS, a
bee-keeper Iroiii .Miiust(jn. Wis., has visited me, and
w-e had quite a dise\issioii on sections. His crop
this yeaiwMs about lii.iKKl Ihs ol'eoinh honey: it w-as

stot-ed in sections t', .\ 5 .\- I'.-, and he likes that size

\( rv nuicli. He sa\s thev wcikIi e.vaetly one i)ound
each when tilled In the Heddon ease, or something
similar, and that the e.vtra length causes them to be
ri|)ened and tiiiished sooner than the regular si/.e.

He says that a 4', .\ 4', .\ 1 ', section will ii<it weigh a

pound; audit vou It ok at Mr. Jieddon's circular, p.

20, vou w ill see that Mr. H. says so too. " When doc-
I tors disagree, who shall decide?" Ha\-e you tried

it Hduisilf.' I want to make my cases for ne.vt year,
and how to make them is the (juestion. Don"t you
think the 4>i .\ 5 .\ 1',. on account of its larger sur-

face for evaporation, is the one to adopt? Then it

(oo/i.s- laiger, thus having an advantage in selling.

If we are to use the case method, why cling to the
' old size of section, whose only merit Is in just till-

ing an L. trame.- The larger size will cost no more,

I

and I think would he st ronger to ship.

What do you think ol Mr. Heddou's closing para-
graph in his article in (ii.KAN i.\(is for Dec. l.'j? Does
that not savor ol monopoly? It seems to me he is

I putting a sort ot moral embargo on us, that, if car-

I ried out, would amount to a moral patent, without
any of th" e.vpense of a real Government protec-

j
tion. It hits me right at home, as ] was thinking of

;
making his stvle of case to sell ne.xt season. I could
sell them at one-half his prices, and yet make good

1 wages. Do you think there Is any moral wrong in
' so doing? If I mistake not, you are a Christian, and
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I ask you as a brother for j-our opinion. I should
not want to go into any thing that had even the ap-
pearance of wrong. Please give me your idea from
a moral, not a business, standpoint.

Yours truly,— C. A. Hatch.
Ithaca, Kichland Co.. Wis., Dec. 29, 1S81.

To the above I replied as follows:

I have used 4000 i\i x 4'4 x 7-to-the-foot sections,
and they will not weigh a plump pound; but it is so
near a pound that 1 did not hesitate in deciding that
a section of that size, and plump 1% wide, would
weigh a pound. But, suppose a section does lack !4

ounce, or even an ounce, of weighing a pound, what
is the objectidnV It will pass for a pound section,
and dealers. prefer a section that falls short to one
that overruns. I do not, and would not for a mo-
ment, cling to the 4' i -\ 4'4 l)Cfause('J<i lit of that size
fill an L. frame, as tliat iiirthoil is. 1 l)elii'\e, passing
away. I cling to it because it is a injiilur size, and
bids fair to become the ,s^^n/(y/(/ size, and a standard
size would be a blessing to everybody. Other sizes
may be bought as cheaply ?ioi<\ in most i)laces. but
it may. not always be so, and is not now in .some
places. Should you ever wish to sell your apiary, it

would be more salable if your fixtures were "like
other folkses.". Were not the sections in your
friend's apiary finished more quickly because of
their tliinnrss, rather than because they were % of
an inch taller? Are you not mistaken in thinking a
large comb will bear transportation with greater
safety than a small one?

I do think that Mr. Heddon would be pleased if

others would not inanufaeture his wares for sale,
and he has set the e.xain|)lc by i-efraining from man-
ufacturing oUu:r pii}jjk'!< inventions. Did all have
such clear ideas of right and wrong as .vou have,
patents would be unnecessary. Were I you, I would
write to Mr. Heddon and learn how lir feels about it.

<'an I publish your letter and my reply?
As ever yours,— W. Z. Hi'T( hi.nson.

Mr. Hatch replied as follows:

Friend W. Z. H.:-\t seems 1 did not make my
meaning clear, for you say: " It must have been the
thinness that caused the Cdmbs to lie tinished lirst."

That was just the point I /»' tnif tomake; tliat is, the
extra size would, of course, make them thinner, if

the weight remained the same. I give up the other
point as to the larger combs standing shipment bet-
ter. I fear you give me credit for having cleai-er
ideas of right and wrong than I deserve. If you
think any good can come from having my letter
published, of course you can do so; but pei-haps I

would have taken more pains in the manner of say-
ing things had I known that my letterwould be seen
bv other eyes than yours. C. A. H.4TCH.
Ithaca, Wis., Jan. 8, 18S5.

There is no question but that thin combs are more
quickly finished, but it does not necessarily follow

that the thinnest combs are the most profitable to

raise. If eight sections are used in place of seven,

the cost of sections, fdn., and manipulations, is in-

creased one-seventh. I see no way in which the
fjuestion can be settled, except by careful experi-
ments upon quite an extended scale. I have now
.5000 section boxes, iU x Hi by I'i, and I shall order
5000 more that are 4'^ x 4'.i x 7 to the foot, and I

shall select, say, 40 colonies, and upon them use only
the sections \\i inches wide, and upon 40 other colo-

nies I will use only those sections that are "7 to the
foot wide." In this manner I hope to throw some
light upon the subject of which width is the more
desirable. Will others please do the same?
In regard to inventions, discoveries, and patents,

I should say that the inventor has as good a right to

his invention as a wood-chopper has to 7i/s cords of
stovcwood. Unfortunately for inventors, many of
those who would consider themselves disgraced by
stealing stovewood, are not troubled with conscien-
tious scruples in appropriating inventions, hence
the patent laws and their attendant abuses. There
seems to be r growing disposition among bee-keep-
ers to refrain from manufacturing for sale the in-

vention of another, when the inventor is himself
nianufacturing the article for sale; or, if the in-

ventor does not care to manufacture his invention,

the one who docs commence making it for sale is

usually willing to pay the inventor something for

the privilege, without putting him to the expense of

getting a patent; and when a man thus pays for the

privilege of manufacturing for sale, his "right" is

usually respected. W. Z. Hutchinson, 68—94.

Rogersville, Genesee Co., Mich., Jan., 1885.

BEE CULTURE IN FLORIDA.

A VARIETY' OF QUESTIONS, AND FIUEND HART'S
ANSWERS TO THE SAME.

MOSQUITOES and sand-flies are seldom very
troublesome at Orraond or Daytona, on the

Halifax lliver; very few at Enterpi'ise, and
almost none at Orange City, De Land,
Lake Helen, and other settlements along

Orange Ridge. I think all first-class locations for

bee-ranches in this State are troubled more or less

by these pests during a portion of the year, but I

have never known any one to be entirely eaten up
by them, as many of our pine-land neighbors have
stated. In fact, after we get fixed for them we
manage to live very happily.

At the above places there are quite large settle-

ments of pleasant, intelligent, and cultured people.

We never have such extreme heat here as at

the North, owing to the formation of the State,

which lies between the Gulf of Mexico and the

Atlantic Ocean. It is always comfortable in the

shade in summer, and has been so far this winter,

as we have had no frost, except in spots.

I do not think biliousness is much more prevalent

hero than at the North. I have been troubled less

in that way here than there. Near the mouth of

the Miami River is a very healthful location, but

not more so than some other portions of the State.

I thinli there is regular transpoi-tation from Miami
to Key West, and from there north.

Pineapples, coooanuts, guavas, and other tropi-

cal fruits can be raised in that part of the State

with good profit. I think canning guavas and other

fruits could be made very profitable, from Merrett's

Island, on Indian Rivei-, south; or on the southwest
coast of the State.

I can not advise a person where to locate and car-

ry on other kinds of business in connection with an
apiary, unless I know what that business is to be.

Generally speaking, the north third of the State is

considered a farming country; the middle third,

the " Orange Belt;" and south of it, tropical fruits

and truck-growing are getting to be the leading in-

dustry.

Life and property are as safe here as elsewhere,

except for the hogs that run loose, and often break
through fences, and destroy crops. We hope soon

to have laws compelling their owners to fence them
in.

The prices obtained for our honey are the same
as those received for white clover, as most of it is

shipped to the Northern markets, and is of as good
quality.

Write to Hon. C. Drew, agent for the Bureau of

Immigration, Jacksonville, Fla., for Information as

to transportation routes. Send him six cents for

pamphlet issued by the Bureau.
Prices of orange-groves have a large range, eight

hundred dollars being about the lowest.

New Smyrna, Fla., Jan. 12, 1885. W. S. Hakt.
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BOOMHOWEB'S APIARY.

THE HOME AND APIARY OF ONE OF OUR A B C
SCHOLARS OF EIGHT YEARS' EXPERIENCE.

E take pleasure in presentinor to you
in the accompanying picture a
glimpse of a bee-keeper's home, and
the arrangement of his bee-hives.
As friend Boomhower has sent us

no 'explanation, we shall have to pick it out
ourselves, for what I see. The very large
hive where friend B. stands at work, we
should think must be a chaff tenement hive.

The engravers, not understanding bees,
have probablv omitted seveial details that a
l»ec-kfcper \V(mld liavc got in liad lie done

he receives pay accordingly. He is the
architect of his own fortune.

I suppose the view was taken before the
children got home from school, so you see
none of these little prattlers about, and none
near friend B.'s elbow, saying, ''Pa, pa, may
1 have this?'' etc. Did you ever think how
much a man. can accomplish by working
steadily day after day, week after week, and
year after year? If bee culture does not
occupy all his time, or if he decides not to
invest too much in bees in the start, he can
at the same time have his garden, raise
small fruits and berries, and have a great
many other revenues besides that from his
bet'-liivps. It is true, lie has to battle for

FRIl.M) ItdOMllOWl KS API iRV, C.AM.rPVIM.E, N. Y.

the work. The small hives are evidently
for queen-rearing. tSome sort of instrument
stands near the trees, which we hope friend
B. will explain in some future letter. "N'ery

likely the picture was taken some June aft-
ernoon. Mrs. B. has tiuislied her work,
dinner things are waslied and ])ut away, and
while she sits at the window with her mag-
azine she looks out occasionally to where
her husband is at work. Is not a bee-keep-
er's life in many respects a pleasant one?
He is his own employer, and has otdy himself
and his Creator to please. The "blue ex-
panse above is the roof of his workshop, the
free air of heaven is all round about him, he
is near his home—in fact, in his own door-
yard all the long hours of the day. If he
works from early dawn until late at njght.

success, and who does not anywhere? In
all these things there is a sort of survival of
the tittest going on ; but a really industrious
man, who plans his work and exhibits judg-
ment and wisdom in the bestowal of his
enero'ies, rarely fails to gain at least the
comforts of life. And then, dear friends,
where he can make a living on his own
premises he has one very great advantage
over those who work for daily wages. No
strikes, no shutting down of factories affect

him—at least, not directly. If he keeps in-

formed in regard to the rural industries of
the day, he usually has plenty to do ; and if

times are dull, and the income is necessarily
small, he mUvSt cut down expenses, and cut
off luxuries. To tell the truth, I believe
that thousands of people arc happier while
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cutting dowu expenses, and cutting off lux-
uries, than they are. as a rule, where they
have money so plentiful that tliey can pur-
chase almost every thing they think they
need. Friend B. sent with the photograph
the following brief letter :

1 send you a photosrraph of iny lioim- apiary and
queen-yard. 1 -should be pleased to see an engrav-

ing of it in Gi.e.\nings. Eight years ago, Mhen I

first became acquainted with your journal, I never
thought that I should have an apiary that would be
shown in Gi,k.4SINg.s; and if you will have an en-

graving made of the photograph, I will send you
!f.>,00 per year untill the engraving is paid for.

Gallupville, \. Y. F. Boo.mhowku.
J have allowed the concluding clause to go

in print, because some of the friends have
felt hurt when 1 told them I could not afford
the cxi^ensc of engraving their many api-
aries, and that the few we did engrave inust
show sucli marked advantages tliat it would
be profitable to our readers. Tlie above pic-
ture cost an even .^40.00 for the woodcut
alone, and we w ill have as many engraved as
you choose, if you will pay the expense of
the engraving, as friend B. 'has done. The
picture is to be your property after it has
once appeared in Gleanings.

HEDDON'S LANGSTROTH HIVE.

A.M) S().MKTlIIN(i .ABOUT HKI>IJ<)N'.< SYSTE.M OF
.M.\NAOEMEXT.

iEGAKDIN(; thehive I have just sent you, T

will give you most of the points that T claim

as original preferences, devices, and inven-

tions of my own. I prefer no wider space
than 11' 2 inches, for 8 frames. I i)refer to

have the ends of the brood-chamber thicker than the

sides that are nailed to them, and both ends and
sides thicker than the bottom that is nailed to them.
1 pi'cfer a cover never more than 'b. T much prefer

to have the capacity of my hives not to contain

over 8 L. frames. I would use no other than a light

readily movable hive.

1 find no gain in having a slanting alighting-board

for the bees. 1 prefer thick end-bars and top-bars

for my frames. I prefer a V top-bar, where no
wires and only foundation starters are used in the
frames.

My inventions consist first, of the reversible bot-

tom-stand, so constructed as to take the bottom-
board cleat, and let under no bees in front, and give
earth ventilation behind, and being perfectly sim-

ple and cheap.

Second, the manner of cleating the liottom-board,

as combined with the stand. (In moving hives we
never have to move the stands.)

Third, the sink skeleton honey-lxmrd, so con-

structed as to form a bee-space above and below its

slats; its slats so arranged as to exactly break
joints with the top-bars of the brood-frames, thus
preventing the attachment of bits of comb, and at

the same time giving most perfect freedom to the
passage of the "heat and odor" of the hive, and
consequently the workers.
This honey-board is most easily adjusted or re-

moved ; at the same time as perfectly allowing the
same easy adjustment or removal of any surplus
receptacle resting upon it. It has a strong tenden-

cy to keep the queen below it—so much so that

queen-excluding honej'-boards are of no use to me
in my system of comb-honey production. It is so

constructed as to be at once adapted to hives not
designed for it, and to leave the hive perfectly bee-

spaced, should one not have enough of them, and
have to use the hive without it, as I have had to do
with a part of mine several seasons. I consider

this honey-board almost an actual necessity be-

tween stories of combs, when running for extracted
honey. I think it my greatest invention. I have
never found an objection to it.

Xe.vt comes my surplus case, which just now
seems to be much liked by all practitioners, and
which 1 think the best arrangement yet in use, for

the production of comb honey without separators.

I think, however, that some who are now using
them will be forced to add separators to them, or

abandon them for some style of super that uses

separators. Not all bee-keepers can succeed satis-

factorily without separators.

1 ha\e thoroughly tested metal rabbets, both with

and williout metal corners, and I do not like either.

I used 25 hives containing them, for tour years. I

made my flrM metal rabbets (one hive, no corners)

lu 1871, after the direction of Mr. It. C. Otis, who
visited me with sample, and owned the Langstroth

patent for this and other States.

1 call this hive " Heddon's Langstroth hive," for it

is an L. hive with my modifications, and it is much
modified. I consider Mr. Laugstroth's bee-space

above the brood-frames, as his greatest invention.

Hy the reading of the specifications of his patent, I

infer that he does also.

T have uo patent on any claim of my hive. It seems
to me there is as much there to patent as in any
other hive that has been patented since Mr. Laug-
stroth's. I never thought of a i)atent till I found
there were men contemptible enough to wait till I

had invented, and still longer till I had introduced,

and then advertise "Heddon's hive," cutting the

price a little, and the quality, and quantity of trim-

mings a great deal, giving no more material for the

money than I did, and no valuable principles at all,

except as they thus gave what rightfully belonged

to another.

Now, your course of paying a reward for merito-

rious inventions, either that you might manufac-
ture or might be placed in the hands of your read-

ers, I feel sure has benefited the growth of our
science and the subscriiition list to Gle.aninos. It

was a just and wise act.

I know now of a bee-keeiicr who is using fixtures

and methods that I know of (and I can not guess
how many that I do not know of), that the bee-keep-

ers of the world would be glad of. I asked him to

write for our bee-papers, and tell all of his best

thoughts. His reply Avas, "They would benefit the

unjust as well as the just; the undeserving as well

as the deserving. They would be used in direct

comi)etition with me; and the way of the business

world is to protect one's own interests." I should

never desiie a patent to prohibit any user from
making for his own use; but after my recent expe-

rience I see the wisdom and justice of the exclu-

sive-right system, as adopted by every civilized na-

tion; and should I, in time to come, again invent
any thing I think worthy of protection, I shall seek
such protection of rightful pay for labor expended.
While I appreciate your exclamation on page 620,

1884, as well as the many manly inquiries I have
had, asking if I gave my honorary consent to make
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and sell my labor, I have found out it is only har-

boring the ideas of the perfectionist to imagine

that our profession is not like others, more or less

tilled with those who will do right only when forced

to by the strong arm of the law.

I feel that the great part of our profession need

no laws, patent or any other; but as long as we har-

bor within our i-anks quite a number that do, I say

patent when you think best, and give us the results

of your many wakeful nights (when you were steal-

ing from your lease of life); patent it, but give it

to us; don't keep it under a bushel. We want it,

and are willing and can affoi-d to pay for it.

My style of reversible frame as inclosed in the

hive is described in A. B. J. Comments and ques-

tions are now in order. James Heddon.
Dowagiac, Mich., January, 1885.

Below we give an engraving of the hive in

question.

HEDDON'S I.ANGSTKOTII HIVE.

E represents the cover, which is a plain

piece of hoard I inch thick, deated across
the ends. Very likely a board planed as
thin as this, and only li'* or 18 inches wide,
would not warp to 'make much trouble, if

kept well painted. But we have had very
much trouble from covers warping and
twisting, when made Ki inches wide and I

thick for Simplicity hives. In fact, we
never succeeded in' getting any sort of a
cover for Langstroth hives that would not,

sooner or later, let bees get under the edges,
until we adoi)ted our well-known Simplicity
cover and bottom-board.
The case ot sections 1) is so well described

at the end of this article that we need not
go over it here. The above case has three
division-boards, as will be noticed, giving
room for 4 rows of sections, 7 sections in

each row. As a width of sections 7 to the
foot has been so many times mentioned, we
presume this case is just 12 inches wide. It

holds the same number of sections, it will be
observed, as does our case, only they are
narrower. The sample hive mentioned has
not yet reached us, but I presinne the bot-
toms of the sections are Hush with the bot-
tom edge of the case, except the sheet of
metal that separates them.
G represents the skeleton, or sink honey-

board, as friend II. calls it, which is the
special feature of his system of management.
I will have a good engraving made of this

honey-board for our next issue, nothing pre-

venting.
Hive A is simply an ordinary Laugsti'oth

hive, omitting the sides of the portico, and
using the ordinary triangular blocks to ad-
just the entrance. The arrangement of the
bottom-board and stand will be given in our
next.
As mentioned in another column, no one

is expected to advertise Heddon's Lang-
stroth hive unless he tirst makes arrange-
ments with :\Ir. II. for so doing ; and even
after having made this arrangement we are

all to sell them at his prices. These we extract

from his circular, as below :

All who are acquainted with our hive, know that what we
raean by a " hive in the flat " includes about twice as much as
is usually sold under that term. There being two surplus sto-

ries, makes it really a three-story hive, a.s we sell it, either
made up or in the flat.

One hive made up, complete, with 2 cases and 56 one-
pound sections 83 00

One hive complete, with two broad-frame supers and 48

one-pound sections 3 50

One hive, arranged for extracting 3 00

PRICE IX THE KLAT, FOB IJO.MB OB EXTRACTED HONEY.

One hive, nniled together •« JO
Two to live hives, all flat, each 1 SO

Six to ten hivc«. each 1 *0

Kleven to twentv-tive hives, each 1 30

Twentv-six to fli'tv hives, each 1 2"

Fifty-one to one hundred hives, each 1 20

Heddon's skeleton sink honey-boards, each 2.=>

perdoz 2 .W
" per 100 15 00

We think the above cheaper than most bee-keeoers e^n make
thtrn.as it requires exi>eHen'-e and a special form to make
rl . .. 1 >ii.v-boards as thev sho'ild be made. We sell them

lb- up conipl''te. With these " boaixis "" no queen-ex-
iKof anv use in the production of comb honey, and

I. > - ri|ually adv.Hitagcous in the production of extracted

Oil page H\ the (luestiou is raised, whether
anybody has a right to make Heddon's style

of case." It' I am correct, friend II. does not
claim that the case is his invention ; and so

far as I can see, it is substantially the case

used bv J. V. Moore, of IMngharaton, X. Y..

as far back as 1S7(). Below I give you some
extracts which I have taken from page T2.

April (iLEANiNos for ls7t)

:

M'cll. I sec vou don't want any advice about hives,

so I siipposf this will lie paper thrown away; but it

vovi will rciwl it and consider, [ am satisfied; for if

you ilon't lia\ ( the best rack in America, the re-

sponsiliilitv won't rest with me. 1 know you won't
adopt it, because vou are like me and a great many
other bee-keepers" — you can't be told any thing till

you have the experience and see the reality.

Inclosed is a description of our rack as we now
make it

:

.). 1'. MOOllE'S RACK FOH BOXES AND S.M.A^LL FRAMES.
I.A.NOSTHOTU SIZE.

Take stuff Mti inch thick, by 2'.i wide: cut 4 cross-

pieces 15'8 inches long, and 2 side-pieces 21'.i inches

long. Nail thrnufrh the side-pieces into ends of

cross-pieces; put :( tinisliing si.xes into each end of
cverv cross-piece, putting together so as to forni 3

boxes or spaces, without top or bottom; each to be
«', inches wi-ic l.v l.V,, loiighy 2^i deep. Get Russia
sheet iron, cut with a machine, 2 pieces for middle
« inch wide, and -^ tor end-pieces ''s inch wide;
punch .5 holes in each, on a block of hard wood,
with a square-end punch, so as to take a piece out;

punch the 's-inch ones along the middle, the is ones
a little nearer one side, and nail these irons on the
bottom edges of the cross-pieces of the rack, %vith

IVi-inch finishing nails, letting the edges project U
inch into the spaces, to support the ends ot boxes
and small frames, when set down into the spaces.

Use boxes and small frames 6='., inches long in this

rack, of such width as to leave ^i inch side shake.
J. P. MoORE.

Binghamtoii, N. Y., Feb. 2-2, 1876.

If the above describes what friend Hatch
wants to make, of course there is nothing to

prevent his making as many as he chooses,

and selling at whatever price he thinks
proper,
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GAURA BIENNIS.

AN UNFAVORABLE KEPORT.

MR.
ROOT:— 1 see in recent numbersof Glean-
ings that Gaura biennis is still occupying

your attention. As I have made it the

subject of some investigation, perhaps my
experience might be interesting.

In the fall of 1883 I found my bees bringing in

great loads of honey, very early in the morning, al-

though nearly all honey-gathering seemed to stop

at about seven o'clock. Anxious to discover the

source of this honey, 1 walked out along the river

one morning before sunrise, and there, alongside of

a patch of sweet clover I found a sight that remind- I

ed me at once of your experience with the spider

plant. On tall, coarse-looking plants were numer-
|

OU8 curious- looking flowers with long sprawling i

petals of a delicate pink color. The beauty of the
[

flower, however, was completely eclipsed, to a bee-

keeper's eye at least, by a large drop of nectar

which hung in the midst of the long downward-turn-
ed stamens—a drop so large, in many cases, that

one bee could not take it all.

As 1 looked upon the globules of nectar glittering

lu the rising sun, and found that when one drop

was taken away another began to form immediate-

ly from the fluid which could be seen issuing from
the nectaries of the flower, I thought I had made a

great discovery. Visions of barrels and tons of

honey floated through my mind, and I longed to

have all the roadsides and waste places filled with

this wonderful honey-plant, with bees enough to

gather all of the honey.

I broke ofl' a branch of the plant, and, going home,
interviewed the botany before the breakfast-table

had any charm for me. After settling in my mind
that it was the tjaura I began collecting informa-

tion in regard to it, and found that it was apparent-

ly a new plant in the locality; for while it was
found abundantly along the roadsides and on the

sandy river-bottoms, no one remembei'ed having
seen it before that season. In the meantime, the

hives were filling up slowly with a very dark, thin,

and unpalatable honey. Under the circumstances
1 concluded to learn more about the plant before

reporting on it, and an article written on the sub-

ject was consigned to the flames.

Last season, Gaura hicnnts was conspicuous by its

absence, as only a very few scattering plants were
to be found. Again I concluded to wait; and but
for your remarks in Gleanings of Jan. 15 this

would not have been written. I will say, in defense
of uaura, though, that some of the honey which I

have yet, has improved very much since it was
gathered. J. A. Green, 118—118.

Dayton, 111., Jan. 22, 188'..

Friend (Jieeii, 1 am sure we are very nivicli

obliged indeed, even though you liave tiun-
bled our air castle all into fragments. Please
send me a sample of the honey in the little

vial we mail you in a block. Now, 1 wonder
if the character of the honey is not largely
affected by the soil. It is so with melons,
and also with sugar-cane, especially early
amber. Is it not possible that the rank soil

along the river-bottoms had .something to do
with the Uavor of the nectar V Another
thing, I should not be surprised if it trans-
pire that the spider plant, Simpson plant,
gaiu-a, and others, would not bear honey of

any account, unless they have a strong deep
soil. The gaura that was in our garden last
season grew where sods had been piled for a
foot or more. Some poor clay was mixed
with it, however, and tlirown over the top.
The nectar looked so transparent and beau-
tiful, it seemed to me as though it must pro-
duce nice honey. Are you quite sure your
dark poor honey came from the gaura? I rom
your statement it would seem quite proba-
ble, but yet we sometimes get sadly misled
in these things. I do not wonder tliat your
breakfast had no charms while you were
hvmting the botany, friend G. Can any oth-
er brother give us a hint V Another fact

:

Experience seems to show that many of our
plants bear honey only occasionally; that is,

it is only once in several years that we have a
season just riglit for that particular plant.
Honey reports have verified this repeatedly.
Some'plant hitherto unknown is found every-
where in the greatest profusion, dripping
with honey, and next year it has all disap-
peared, and so on for several years after.
This fact makes the raising of plants for hon-
ey a very uncertain speculation.

A VALUABLE HINT FROM ONE OF
OUH CANADIAN BEE-MEN.

" Honey on a Stick, at 5 cts. a Lick."

A SHARI' RISK TO (iET RID OF CRt)OKKD AND IR-

REGULAR SECTIONS.

T SENT you a telegram one Saturday evening.
Air ordering 25 queens, and on the next Wednes-
|i day morning I received them all, without a siii-

'*' gle dead bee. That is what I call business.

Our honey crop in this locality is hardly half

that of last year. 1 have just finished feeding 7

barrels of granulated sugar to 1.57 stocks.

We exhibited over a ton of honey at our county
show here last week, and took in over $80.00 in cash

for honey sales, chiefly in quantities of a pound or

less. My son cut the pound sections into four tri-

angular pieces by cutting diagonally from corner to

corner, and then breaking the section into four

pieces, to each of which a triangular chunk of

honey was attached, and the furore he got up in

the crowd for treating each other to " honey on a
stick" was a new feature in the show. He also had
extracted honey in 5, 10, and 20c. packages, but the
comb honey cut in the presence of the crowd was so
toothsome that it became " all the go." They are
saying now.that the bank-bills taken in by the treas-

urer were stuck together with honey, and that the
dcniaiid for dry goods has increased, several dresses
being injured by honey in the crowd. If any one
has any crooked or bulged sections which he can
not ciate, this is just the way to turn them into

cash at twenty cents each, because they will do to

cut up, just as well as the best grade. S. Cohneil.
I,indsay, Ont., Oct. 9, 1884.

Well, friend C, your son is a genius in-

deed, if he got that up himself. The only
drawback I see is, that in cutting the honey
a good deal of "juice" would run out ; but
l)erhaps he let this drip into some of those
cans, and then he would be that much ahead.
.Inst about luncli time I should think it

might be quite an idea. I have myself been
studying about comb honey for a lunch, for
a good many years, but 1 think your idea is

ahead.
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POULTRY FOR BOYS.

A SHORT TALK ON THE HEN BUSINESS, FOB THE
BENEFIT OF THE JUVENILES.

@NE of the pictures tliat are in our ten-
cent poultry-book pleases me so much
that I have borrowed the electrotype
to show it to you here in Gleaxings.
You see,boys, this house is tobeputin

one corner of the dooryard. 1 suppose the
northwest corner would be the best place, if

you have such a ojie available. This will

allow the sun to shine in at that window on
the south side, and the entrance for the hens
is also on the soutli side, while the door is

on the east side, where we have fewest cold
storms and winds ; and when you open the
door to go in. there is not so much danger of

letting a cold blast strike some old biddy
with a setting of eggs. 1 think if I were
you I would have a tight board fence on the
west side, unless there is a barn or some sort

A UOYS I'OL'LTKV-HOUSE.

of building to keep the wind off. Or if it

should be handy for you to put it wliere tlie

manure from the horse-slables can be
banked up on the nortli and west sides, all

the better. If the pile get so high in Jan-
uary and Februarv that a part of it goes on
the roof, still belter. On the north side of

the building iilacc the roosts, and under
them have a long box, to be kept always full

of ashes. Bury some corn in this box of
ashes for a day or two, and the hens will get
such a habit of scratching in it that they
will scrape the manure all over every day. so
that it will be so inotfensive you can handle
it witliout finding it in any way disagreeable.
Once in a while you can shovel it out and
put it in a barrel, and then put in some fresh
ashes. Underneath this ash-box you can
have your nests. The l)est thing that I

know of for a lien"s-nest is a lloiu'-barrel with
a hole cut in one side, big enough for a hen
to crawl in. Set this barrel under the ash-
box behind the door, and your old biddies
won't feel as though tlieir preference for
privileged privacy were violated every time
somebody opens the door. When the weath-
er is w^arm, the door can be left open all the
while. The size of this house should be 4 x
fi feet, and (i feet high on the side where the
door is. In the summer time, take out the
w^indow and slide it under a couple of cleats
put up undLT t'.je roof, where none of the

glass will get broken before it is wanted
again next winter. Some coarse wire net-
ting may be put over the window when it is

taken out in the summer time. Any boy,
twelve or fourteen years of age, should be
able to build this house well himself. The
sash he can buy. or get one from some old
building.
Now^ a word in regard to the contents of

that ash-box under the roost. One spring
when my father was planting corn I told
him I would plant half of his field myself, if

he would give me all the corn my half pro-
duced more than liis half, and 1 told nim
that he might have his choice of the two
halves. lie took me up right on the spot.
Do you ask how I knew my half would beat
his? Why, I knew it would because I was
going to put a handful of ashes and poidtry
manure under every hill on my side, and I

knew he wouldn't fuss to do tliat with his
side. Well, my side did beat ; and although

/K I can not remember how much more

I
corn I got tiian he did. 1 remember

1 there was enough, or nearly enough,
!| to keep my chickens through the
7 winter ; and we can set it down, that

if tiie manure is properly applied,
in the way I have suggested, it will
pay for tlie food the fowls eat, and
yoii will have your eggs and chick-
ens clear gain, or pay for your labor.

May be somebody will say such ar-

^ tides as tins have no business in a
bee-paper ; to which I reply, that if

— you look in Gleanings you will see
tliat '' peace on earth,' good will

toward men." comes before a word
^"X.^. is said about bee-keeping. I am get-—- ting tlie children interested in rural

pursuits, which goes a very great
wav toward the fulfillment of the

above little" text.
^ ^—

MICHIGAN STATE CONVENTION.
WHAT 1 SAW AND LEAKNEI).— NO. 3.

JMKNTIOXED in my last, that the
sense of the convention seemed to be
that wide frames for holding separators
were to be discarded. They are to be
used only in a crate placed over the

honey-board, "as described last month. The
favorite way of supporting the sections

seems to be one used a good many years ago,

and illustrated in (J leanings as long ago as

l.S7(i, .lanuarv issue. The crate is what
might be called a half-story, placed over the
honey-board. The sections are put in in the

same way as they are in our crate, illus-

trated onpage 19 of our price list, only that

a division-board made of thin lumber sepa-

rates each row of sections. The sections

are held from falling through by means of a
strip of tin or liussia iron nailed to the

lower edge of this division-board. This
leaves the bottom-bars of sections just t

of an inch from the honev-board, and there

is nothing to prevent the bees from walking
over the outside of the section ; that is, the
bottom-piece of the section. I have always
obiected to this, and I think yet that I do
not want ii bee to ever look at, much less
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step oil any part of a section box ; and to
protect the sections I would have them rest
on a thin strip of wood, the way our crates
are all made. Prof. Cook also said that the
bees should not be allowed access to the out-
side of the sections. The crate he is using,
liowever. does permit the bees to get to

them just the way I have described. Pres-
ident Hutchinson and others declare, howev-
er, that, with the honey-board, the bees did
not attach bits of wax or propolis to the
sections. While at tlie college apiary with
Prof. Cook and the other friends, I noticed
that his crates and honey-boards were cov-
ered with bits of comb, and the same sort of
varnish that our bees spread over every
thing here. It is quite likely that the dam-
age they do in some localities is trifling

;

but I should want, if possible, to avoid the
necessity of being ever obliged to scrape and
sandpaper sections filled with honey, in or-

der to have them look fit to take to market.
With the arrangement mentioned we can
have sections of different widths in tlie

same crate, if we choose, by dispensing with
separators. It is true, a separator could be
used for each section ; but the expense for
such an arrangement is so great I believe it

is mostly abandoned.

KEMOVING SINGLE SECTIONS, AS SOON AS
SEALED OVEK.

Another point comes in here, however,
which was discussed considerably. If we
dispense with separators, we can not look
over our hives, and pick out the central sec-

tions, or a section liere and there, as soon as
it is finished. The difficulty is, that when
yon put an empty section in between two
partly filled, the bees will bulge the partly
filled ones over into the empty one, if not
prevented by separators. If I am correct,
those who advocate no separators leave
their crates on the hive till the sections are
all completed, or nearly so. By tiering up
this can be got along with very well, except
that a section of honey looks nicer the day it

is finished than it ever will again. Every
day the bees travel over the white-capped
surface, it is more or less soiled ; and when
that beautiful white appearance, so much
admired in fresh comb honey, is gone, with
most people the price must deteriorate. It
is like the bloom on grapes—you can not
well restore it.

In the face of these objections, however,
the president and others produced comb
lioney that took the first premium at the
dilTerent fairs, and used no separators.
One member present, whose name I have
forgotten, said that he made sections of
honey answer the same purpose as separat-
ors, l)y having one with at least one side
capped over on each side of every empty
section; that is. wlien he takes out a filled

one, and puts an empty one in its place, lie

transposes them so as to get them as al)ove.
President Hutchinson recommends tliat sec-
tions be not more than IS inches in width,
and that they be filled full of fdn., and
not to give the bees too much room at once,
when you wish to dispense with separators.
Thinner combs are sealed over sooner than
thicker ones, as less time is needed to evap-
orate the honey to the proper consistency.

I

POLLEN AND DYSENTEKV.
1

Considerable time was spent on tlie above
subject, although the matter has been much
talked about for more than ten years.

I

When GLEANiX(iS first started, or even
(
befoj-e that time, I gave reports in regard to
experiments with bees wintered on combs
containing absolutely no pollen, and the re-
sult then given was, that when wintered
thus they were generally if not invariably
free from some of the worst features of the
bee-disease generally termed dysentery.

AN mi'KOVE.MENT SUGGESTED ON Ol'R
UEE-IIIVE TENT.

One of the friends mentioned that a suita-
ble-sized hole in the top of the tent would
allow the bees that collect inside to get out
at their itleasiire, but i-obbers would never
find their way in. I am inclined to think
this would generally prove true, and we
shall make some experiments in regard to it

as soon as bees fly again. One friend asked
what would become of young bees that es-

cape in this way, were a tent spread over
some cases of honey, for instance, tlie honey
being just removed from the hives. The

i
generai impression seemed to be they would

I

be lost. But I suggested calling them to-

j

gether by a spare queen that might not be
of any particular use otherwise.

ARE TWO ENTRANCES ADVISABLE?
The general impression seemed to be they

were not, and reasons wei-e given why they
were not advisable.

AVHEN TO PUT ON THE SECTIONS OVER A
COLONY.

Dr. Whiting advised waiting until white
fins of comb were beginning to show on top
of the frames over the cluster.

TIEKIXG UP CRATES OF SECTIONS.

When a crate of sections is partly finished
it is ([uite customary to raise it up and put
the case of filled empty sections right under
it. Where the colony is strong, the bees
often fill the two cases, and sometimes even
three. Well, by the usual process of tiering
up, the bees are constantly walking over tiie

tops of the sections, between the two crates
of sections, and they thus have an oppor-
tunity to propolize the tops of the new
set, as well as the bottoms of the old one.
Many of the friends thought this not objec-
tionable ; but it seems to me it would be in

our locality. AVith wide frames there is no
space at all for the bees to pass between the
upper and lower tier of sections.

DOES THE CRATE OF SECTIONS NEED AN
Ol'TER COVERING OK CAP?

Secretary Cutting thinks it does, and my
exi)erinients Jiave satisfied me that in our
localitv we want an outer covering. Pres-

i

ident ' Ilutcliinson thinks, however, that
I
many times the bees are too hot within, and
that the outer case would be like an over-

:
coat in the summer lime. Mr. J. H. Hobert-
son, who has nsed th<' Heddou case largely.

also agrees with the president, that no outer
covering is needed. The point is, do we or

do we not want the sun during hot days in

summer, and the wind during cool nights or

davs which also occui- sometimes in summer.
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to strike directly on tlie crate that holds our
sections? Some years ago I decided that we
want protection, because without it I find

the bees would not work well on the outside
sections ; but after a protection in the shape
of an outer case was furnished them, they
went right into the outside sections and
filled them almost as quickly as the inside

ones. This matter needs a careful looking-
into.

MAKIXG FOUNDATIOX STICK TO SECTIONS.

When using the Parker fastener, or other
similar devices, several of the friends have
had trouble from the fdn. dropping off ; but
the general conclusion seemed to be that it

Avas because the sections were not dried in

the sun, or near a stove, before putting in
the fdn.

PUF.LISII1NC+ STATEMENTS IN THE HEE-
.lOURNALS, THAT SEE3I TO HAVE THE

STAMP OK MISTAKE OR FALLACY
ON THE FACE OF TIIEM.

Prof. Cook gave us an excellent essay,
where he good-naturedly rebuked (piite a
number of the brethren. lie thinks the pa-
pers which have been published in regard to
the conversion of worker-eggs into drone-

j

eggs, by the bees; also getting queens that
lay worker-eggs, without ever having met a
drone, etc., should never have appeared in

print. I thought so for a good wliile, and
kept the letter on tlie latter sul).ject for six

months before I published it. Now, I am
not yet satisfied that tliis thing is a mistake
or a fallacy ; but even if it is, it seems tcx me !

it has hati the effect of bringing out a good
many facts. I have sometimes thought that
it is a good plan to make the brethren de-
fend their positions, and the most tliat we
accomplish in bee culture, or any thing else,

is by a midtitude of testimonies and ex-
periences. It is. however, quite true that
we may carry things to too great a lengtli,

and I thank friend Cook fcr his timely cau-
tion.

CAIINIOLAX 15EES.

A letter was read from A. J. King, of the
Bee-Keepers'' MayKzinc, and from Mr. Shuck,
of Iowa, extolling the above bees quite
highly.

Concluded in our next.

MY REPORT FOR 1884.

SHALIi WE THROW AWAY OUR ODD-SIZED HIVES,
AND GET NEW ONES ALL UNIFORM, ETC.?

fHANK you for publishing my article in Oct.

Gleanings, even if you did take the head
off the thing-. You are quite a hand to de-

capitate and curtail; and although I do not

always quite like it. it may be that my arti-

cles are often like a snake—better without a head;

or like a hornet—better without a tail. In answer
to your criticisms of my article (page 603, Oct.

Gleanings), I would say : My idea is, that when one
has the stock on hand of hives, honey-boxes, etc., it

is better to utilize them, even at some inconveni-

ence, than to throw them away. When one is buy-
ing, or making and building up in movable-comb
hives, he should by all means have them all alike.

I have tried this diversity of frames a little; not

much, but enough to become thoroughly disgusted

with it. But when a stock Is doing well in odd-sized

frame or box hives it is better to leave them alone

until for some reason it becomes necessary to ma-
nipulate them. Before you go to the expense of

money, time, and waste, be sure that the gain will

overbalance the loss. The cost in such cases gener-

ally exceeds the estimate.

I did not advise" investing in bulk honey-boxes. I

said, use what you have rather than throw them
away. It might, indeed, be well to cut the honey
out of newly filled frames when customers bring

vessels to your house to be filled. But when the

producer must furnish them, .5-lb. boxes are them-

selves such splendid vessels that I actually bought

some this year, and expect to make them pay well.

ROOT'S PRICE LISTS

Are a great boon and a great temptation to a fel-

low. It contains much valuable information for

the novice, and catalogues almost every thing an

apiarist can want. But, just what to get is the

problem. There are so many little notions it would

be so nice to have, and at low cost too; but, cheap

as they are, if one attempts to get them all he may
suddenly find himself minus a certain article more

essential than all. I have had to i-evise an order

several times after counting up the bill. Not every

hatuly article is a necessary one.

MY REPORT FOR 1884.

Bees did very little in this locality this year. No-

body obtained much honey, and some got none.

My bees came through winter mainly in good con-

dition. Gooseberries bloomed as usual about April

2.")th, and for about a week furnished some honey.

Peaches did not bloom, and neither apple blossoms

nor dandelions yielded much. White-clover heads

make their appearance about May 20th, but it is

two or three weeks later before bees begin to ac-

complish much. My bees were in fair condition to

real) this harvest, the Italians and hybrids much in

advance of the blacks. The first swarm issued

June r>th, and one colony went to work in sections

at the same time. In the next month they gathered

their honey and did their swarming—more of the

latter than of the former. The hybrids did

the most of both. This swarming would not

vex me so very much if they would not haim and
" talk " about it so long before they get at it. After

filling every thing below they would hnug out in

front, crawl half way up the sections, and hanu! or

some would build a little comb, then concluding, I

suppose, they were not going to wear out their

lives storing honey to leave with the youngsters at

home, would stop work and hang to what they had

built until they got ready to swarm. The only

thing I could do was to swarm them myself; and

that, it was not always expedient to do. Early in

July, drought set in. Many of my new swarms
were just getting to work, or ready to work. White

clover bloomed in profusion during July. Subse-

quently we had a large crop of heart's-ease, and I

never saw more Spanish-needle blossoms in my life.

Yet after July 4th my bees did not store 10 lbs. of

comb honey. This in spite of the fact that we had

good weather with some refreshing rains in August

and September. Now, what was the reason? I

never saw so many grasshoppers, crickets, etc., in

my life. When crossing a meadow there would be

a perpetual cloud of these skippers in front of me.

Is it possible that these bugs caused to any extent
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this scarcity of houey'" I was not bothered with

honey-flew.

The aggregate result of the year's work is an in-

crease from 39 to 63 stands, which I reduced to 50;

about 10 lbs. of comb honey per stand, spring count,

and about l^'O lbs. extracted honey. As a rule I

have obtained a little better price this year than last.

Sixteen cents per pound is the price I got in Spring-

field. A very poor season altogether.

HOW I TELL WHKN SECTIONS AKE FILLED.

Simply look and see. I use the L. hive. The cap

rests on cleats nailed on to the sides and ends of the

brood-chamber. I fix the rack, cases, or frames, as

the case may be, on top of the brood-chamber, and
put glass on one or both sides of the section ar-

rangement. I have nothing to do then but lift off

the cap and look. No surplus arrangement is satis-

factory to me without this feature. You can tell

when sections are about full, by the editor's method
(page 661), but not when sealed over. I write this

for the benefit of W. Connally.

WHAT TO DO WITH UNFINISHED SECTIONS.

I have tried to get sections filled by feeding hon-

ey, but have not yet been able to make it pay. I

can make the unfinished sections pay for them-
selves much better. There is money in them, if we
do have to wait some time before we i-ealize it.

They are the cheapest and handiest bee-feeders I

have yet seen. We have only to set the box on the

alighting-board, or in the upper story, and the thing

is done. And these empty boxes of comb are splen-

did to tempt bees up into surplus boxes early in the

season. I am willing to have a thousand of them to

hold over till spring.

Is chaff in cushions, w liich has become moldy, as

good an absorbent of moisture, and non-conductor
of heat, as that which is fresh? Should chaff in

such cushions be renewed every year?

A grocer in Springfield tells me that California

honey always brings a higher price in the market
than any other. Is that so? (iEO. F. Kobbins.
Mechanicsburg, Illinois.

I suppose, friend 1?., this matter of throw-
ing away our old hives depends considera-
bly on what we are ^"oing to do with bees.
If one is going to rear (jueens, and work
for extracted lioney, I would transfer my
bees from the old hives at once, as soon as
the weatJier was suitable; but if you were go-
ing to work for comb honey, you can, witli-
out very much expense, arrange almost
any hive so as to take one of yo\ir regular
cases, and then practice tiering up.—I know
our price list is voluminous, and I have sev-
eral times not only threatened but attempt-
ed to cut it down by the omission of some
article not much called for ; but almost in-
variably there conies a wailing note from
soine brother who looked there for just thnt
thing or that ai raugcmont above all others,
and eventually 1 decided to put it back in
the list agaiii, as tlie lesser of two evils.
Another thing, when I take something out
of the price list not very much used, some-
body keeps inventing it, and writing us let-
ters with diagrams and long exi)lanations.
Now, you see by keeping the price list thus
voluminous it prevents the friends from
wasting time on something Uiat has already
been long in the market. In this way it

makes a sort of cyclopedia, as it were, of de-
vices and jmplej))ents tliat liave from time

to time been found useful in the care of
bees. Since I have been interested in poul-
try I have looked in vain for a complete list

of the implements used by poultry-breeders.
Each one seems to go on his own hook,
knowing nothing about what handy tixings
his brothers may have. Another tiling, no
one makes it a business of making by nice
machinery, at a small price, things tliat are
now made laboriously at home. I have
looked the poidtry-books and poultry-papers
over to lind a convenient hen"s-nest, and can
not find any sort of one advertised. JS'ow,
some man with a factory might get up a
movable nest having all needful good quali-
ties, and, in fact, he might spend a year or
two investigating all the nests in use, and
he would tlieii !)(: better prepared than any
single individual to make wliat is wanted ;

and Willi ])r()i)er macliinery he could furnish
them at one-foiirlh of wliat it will cost an
average day laborer to make his own. Now,
if I am behind the times in this matter I

hope some lirother will straighten me out.
A very cheap and simple nest could be made
for a man of small means, and an elaborate,
fancy one for those having fine expensive
residences.—Vour ideas are good on unfin-
ished sections, friend R.; but is not nice
white honey, clover and linden, for instance,
rather expensive feed compared with the pres-
ent price of sugar V—I would not have moldy
chaff cushions at all. If they get damp, lay
them (m top of the hive till they get thor-
oughly dried out.—California honey will oft-

en bring a higher price than clover and lin-

den, when first introduced ; that is, where it

is a novelty; but after a while I think the
preference will be given to a nice article of
clover honey, although much would depend,
probably, oii the quality of the California
honev.

FIXING A SMOKER SO IT WILL HANG
ON THE EDGE OF THE HIVE.

A SlfifiESTri) I.MPHOVE.MENT liV IlilEM) EAS-
TERDAV.

{THINK I have made an improvement in your
Clark's smoker, which very much increases its

usefulness. This improvement consists in so

ai-ranging it that it can hang on the npper edge
of the hive, with its nozzle pointing toward

the top of tlie frames. I have used one of a dift'er-

cnt kind for several years, which could be used in

this way, and I found it to be of great advantage;
especially was this so when handling cross bees, as

I could drive them back at the first sign of danger

by simply touching the bellows, without moving the

smoker; whereas if I had been compelled to pick

the smoker off' the ground, the bees would have
"got there" first.

This is the way I fix the Clark smoker: I rivet a

small catch, or hook, to the lower side of the nozzle,

close to the end. Then I take a piece of stout wire,

about the size used for bucket-bails, 10' j inches

long; 4 inches from each end F bend it at right an-

gles, som(!what in the shape of the letter I'; then 3

inclies from the ends bend again in such a manner
that when the ends are fastened to the edges of one of

the bellows-boards the loop will stand down at nearly

right angles to the bottom of the bellows. This loop

is to bear agiiinst the side of the hive, while the
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hook catches over the top of the side (or end) board

of the his-e. The wire is fastened to the edges of

the upper board of the bellows, with wire staples,

or it can be fastened on top of the board in the

same manner. By fastening it to the upper board,

the smolser will remain stationary while the bellows

is being worked.
It would make a better job, not to bend the wire

the last time, but let the ends extend up past the

end of the bellows, and fasten them to the sides of

the cone; but they would have to be riveted on,

which would be more difficult to do.

Nokomis, Ills., Jan., 18F5. E. S. E.\sterdav.

Doubtless many would like the arrange-
ment, friend E.; but I usually lay the smok-
er across the corner of the hive in such a
way that it rests on the bellows, in the man-
ner it appears in tlie price list. By simply
touching tJie l)ellows, and pressing down a
little, a putf of smoke will immediately be
sent across tlie frames. There is one ob-
jection to this, however, for we may puff
sparks among the bees unless the smoker is

first shaken a little. The sparks and ashes
should be blown out before the blast is

turned toward the bee-hive.

CARP AND CARP-PONDS.

SEVERAL QUESTIONS ANSWERED, I.\ KKOAKI) TO
THE INDUSTRY.

§INCE the appearance of my article on the con-

struction of carp-ponds, in Gleanings of

Dec. 1.5, 1884, I have received several inquiries

relative to this subject and carp culture in

general. As I stated in my article, " My
knowledge of the subject is based upon my e.vperi-

ence in constructing my pond, and upon investiga-

tion, etc." Believe me, my experience goes but lit-

tle further than in the construction of my pond,

which was done last fall. It was not my intention

to mislead any into the belief that 1 had an extended

experience.

The subject is one in which I have been deeply in-

terested for some time. I might lay claim to more
experience than simply that derived from the con-

struction of a pond, as my father-in-law has been
engaged in carp culture for several years (since

1881), and is an enthusiast on the subject. Having
paid frequent visits to his ponds I have had oppor-

tunity of learning something of the business.

However, some (juestions have been propounded to

me by my correspondents that T do not feel quali-

fied to answer, much as I desire to assist those

thinking of engaging in carp culture. This indus-

try is comparatively new in this country, and there

is much concerning it that is yet to be learned.

Doubtless many things now considered as facts will

be proven to be erroneous. With these points in

view I feel that I ought to be careful that 1 do not

so write as to mislead. That which I do not feel I

know to be a certainty, I prefer to express merely
as an opinion, based upon the best information on

the subject at hand.

And now, Mr. Editoi-, with your consent I will in-

troduce some of the questions that have been pro-

pounded to me, with the best answers I can give. I

hope that any of your readers who may hold differ-

ent opinions from myself will be tree in expressing

them.

" Can carp-ponds be successfully supplied with

water drawn from a well by a wind-mill?"

I have never heai-d of such a case; though, with a

Avell affording a large sui>]>l3' it might be success-

fully done.
" Will ' hard water ' answer?" •

Rather think there would be no objection to hard
water. Very lew. springs afford " soft water."

"Do you think it will pay to raise carp for sale

for food?"

I do. After you get your ponds, and get them
stocked, there is but little after-expense. A neigh-

bor remarked, a few days ago, that he believed

there was nothing one could go at in which there

was more money to be made. TIk? question of over-

production is the only one. I think, that can inter-

fere with the business; and when we consider how
few, comparatively, have locations suitable for

carp-ponds, this objection seems to be removed.
" What varieties of carp are best?"

This is an open (jucstion. I have been told that

only full-scale carp should be bred. Again, Milton

P. Pierce, secretary of the " American (arp-'Jul-

tural Association," says, "All full-scale carp in this

country arc impure, inferior, and not worth breed-

ing." The same authority mentions the parti scale

type of carp s being the best now obtainable.
" Have yoL "larp for sale?"

No.
"At what price do carp sell?"

1 quote prices adopted by the Carp Association,

above mentioned, at its meeting of Sept. 17 and 18,

1881, which is as follows:—

Young parti-scale carp, this season's hatch,
$8.00 per .50, and ^l^MO per 100

Yearlings, " " each, tOc
Breeders, " " " *1.U0

"How many carp will do well in your pond?" (size

30xtJ0ft.).

I expect to introduce .50 in the spring, but suspect

they will be somewhat crowded when they attain a

larger growth.
" Do fish have to be fed regularly?"

Having abundant room, they do not. They
doubtle,«s do better by feeding, and there are few

who will neglect this duty, if it is only for the plea-

sure of seeing them eat, as well as getting them

gentle. It is said they thrive on cooked potatoes,

bread, kitchen slops, etc.

Every one who expects to f. How breeding carp to

any great extent should have more than one pond.

The "small fry" become so numerous that the

larger ones do Pot do so well.

1 would call attention to the American Carp-Cul-

tural Association, above mentioned. The oflice is

No. 32:J Walnut St., Philadelphia, Pa. The associa-

tion issues a circular, setting forth its objects,

which will, I presume, be mailed on application to

the secretary, Mr. Milton P. Pierce, at the above

address. John E. Eves.

Moorcsville, Ind., Jan. 12, 1885.

Thank you, friend E. I would suggest

that ihe prices you give are considerably
higher than are asked by the friends gener-

allv who liave received carp from the Gov-
ernment. I liope tlie Carp-Cultural Asso-
ciation will soon liave a text-book out at a

moderate price. While Gleanings always
expects to be able to notice new kindred in-

dustries as they come up. we shall have to

remember that it is primarily a bee-joiu-nal

;

and doubtless manv of the articles we are
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puhlishinff could either be ahbreviatecl or
omitted, liad we a text-book fi'ivinu' the tacts
contained in them. I am now engaged in

writing a series of articles on bee culture
that we expect to pul)lish in a pamphlet for
our ten-cent Industrial Library, and my
convictions are that we want a book oii

carp culture that will cost just about this
sum. Many of us enjoy reading a brief
treatise on these new things, say about such
a book as ten cents ought to pay for, where
we could not possibly tind time to go over
an elaborate treatise. Am I not right

V

The books we advertise on squashes, cab-
bages, mango-wurtzels, and oni(ms, are sold
in great numbers ; and as one can go
through a book in an evening or two, he
generally reads it through when he takes it

up ; but only the specialist can afford to go
through an elaborate treatise.

CAEP CULTURE, AND THE CONSTKUC-
TION OF CAKP-PONDS.

TTp BOUT 300 feet south of my bouse I have a fine

^Ksfei ^P^''°^ which made a wet swampy phice be-

iPl'
low it about 100 feet square. Three years^^ ago last summer, which was an e.xtreuiely

dry season here, myself and hired man plow-

ed and scooped, and hauled out with a wagon about

two weeks, and made a pond that was nearlj' in a

circle, 60 feet in diameter; and when tilled (which

was not until New Year's) there was from one to

four feet of water in depth. I received and nut in

my pond, Dec. 29, 1881, 16 German carp, about three

inches in length, sent me by the U. S. Fish Commis-
sioner. The last of the next February we found 3

that had died and floated out to the edge. They
were about the same size as when put in. Wc
watched very au.xiously and fre<iuently through the

spring and summer months for a glimpse of them;
but only one did we get to see, and then only long

enough to be sure it was a fish.

On the 30th of the following August we found 3

that had died and floated to the edge, that astonish-

ed the neighborhood. Two of them measured 14

inches in length, and weighed 2?.i lbs. apiece; the

other was 15 inches long and 12 inches in circumfer-

ence, and weighed 2U lbs. We spent half a day in

hauling them ai-ound and exhibiting them. Several

of the neighbors that saw them could not believe

they were the same fish put in about 8 months be-

fore, and only 3 inches in length. The next day we
found three more about the same size. I wrote to

the IJ. S. Fish Commissioner, ar.d told him how I had
found my flsh, and gave him a description of my
pond and the water, also the growth the flsh luid

made, and asked for all the information he could

give me, and asked if he could furnish more flsh, as

I was not willing to give it up that way. 1 received

a card from him, stating my order should be renew-
ed, but nothing more.
On the 24th of November, 1882, I received 22, from

one to three inches in length, which were immedi-
ately turned into the pond, and they did not nuike
their appearance again until July, 1883, and were
fully 12 inches long. After that time they would
come up and get bread on the water whenever the

weather was pleasant, until late in the fall, but did

not raise any small ones that season.

Last spring, about the middle of April, they made
their appearance again. They had not made much
growth since the fall before. We had many friends

come to see them, and they got fed frequently. On
the 27th of July, when our little flsh first made their

appearance, the old ones looked as if they would
measure from 20 to 24 inches in length, and were
about the shape of the white flsh we get from the

lakes. Since the small ones made their appearance
we have seen the larger ones but a few times. The
little ones were from one to three inches in length
when first seen. They have been well treated. A
great many come to see them, and they always had
to have a few slices of bread, which made them
show to the best advantage. My wife sometimes
said I would need another baker. W^e sometimes
fed at three diflerent places at the same time, and
there would be a space three or four feet square at

each place where they were pushing and crowding
each other to get the bread. They would eat bread
from my hand when held in the water, and often

nibble my fingers. Sometimes I would get ray hand
under one and throw it out on the bank. The larg-

est size of the small ones is from 10 to 12 inches in

length. I have not seen them since Dec. 1.

Since losing our flsh I have read an account given

by a man in Germany, stating that he had known
heavy loss from a stroke of lightning; and knowing
that we had a heavy storm a few days previous to

flnding ours, we have concluded that was what killed

our flsh.

About the first of last November I built another

pond just below the first one, which is about 100 ft.

wide by 150 long. I laid a flve-inch pipe at the low-

est point, and built the embankment over it so that

I can let the water out when I wish. I also made a

box 2 feet square over the upper end of pipe for a

strainer, by setting four posts 2 feet apart and 2

feet high, and nailing strips, 1 by 3 inches, J* inch

apart, around and over it. I also made what is call-

ed a collector, still above the strainer, in the form of

an A, and attached them together. The wings were
16 ft. long and 15 inches high, 14 feet wide at upper
end, and same height as sides, and I put a floor in it.

The boards run crosswise under the sides, and pro-

ject one foot on each side. I then fllled dirt on

them, up to within four or Ave inches of the top of

sides, to hold it down. The bottom of the collector

was just high enough so the waterwould all run out

through the pipe. I intend to let the water out of

my flrst pond early in the spring, and put my small

fish in my new pond; and if I am successful the

coming summer, I shall have a supply of both large

and small ones by the end of the season.

I have a neighbor, 2'i miles from me, who has

four ponds. He received fish from Washington
when I received my flrst lot. 1 have been there to

see him draw the water from one of his ponds twice

—the 22d of last March, and the Uth of last Novem-
ber. The pond covers about half an acre. Last

March there were about 500 flsh in it that would

weigh from 2 to 3 lbs. each, and they estimated the

small ones at 5000, from 2 to 8 inches in length. The
same pond had about half as many in November.
He sold a great many for stocking ponds. He also

made a place in his cellar, 13 feet long, 10 feet wide,

and 20 inches in depth, which he cemented, and has

a pipe running from his pump to it, so he can sup-

ply them with fresh water whenever needed. He
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informed me a few daj-s ago, that he had about 300

in there of different sizes, mostly small ones, put in

about the 1st of Dec., and they were doing- finely.

I see that I have forgotten to state that I enlarged

my first pond in the fall of 1883, until it measured
110 feet in diameter. W. H. Carpenter.
Springboro, Warren Co., O., Jan. 12, 1S8.5.

Thanks, friend C, for tlie valnal)le infor-
mation you give us in regard to this new in-

dustry. One of oui- friends lias sent us a
book by ^lilton V. Tierce, of Philadelphia,
fully describing tlie plan of making the col-

lector you mention, and also some excellent
ideas in regard to the construction of the
outlet. There are some good things in the
book, but it is a very small pamplilet, and
the price is .SI.00. It seems to me too bad
that we can not have a nice little book on
this new industry for about 125 cts., or possi-
bly a little more". I think the Government
should see to it that some text-book like the
above be furnished at a modeiate price to
those who receive fish. The valuable letters

given tliiough Gleani>.'(;s would make quite
a valual)le little book ; and if somebody else
does not get at it, I do not know but l" shall
have to undertake the task myself. Perhaps
tlie book could be boiled down so as to come
within the scope of our ten-cent Industrial
Library.

ALLEY'S DRONE-TRAP.

A PROTEST .A.GA1NST THAT UNFAVOIi AlU.l* UKPOHT.

t
FRANCES, in Gleanings, June, IS^'4. says:
" I set the trap before a stand of bees.

They could pass out and in when so
• minded; but, about one-third of them,

after making a trial, became united and
went to other stands, and in less than a niiinite got

up a fight. After nuiking three or four such trials,

I laid aside the trap."

Now, friend Root, you say the above is " not very

favorable." But, what are we to understand from
what friend F. has said, that he attempted to do by

using the drone-trap? Did he place it on the hive

to prevent swarming, or to assist him in cufo a

swarm issued? 1 can not make out wherein the

trap was a failure, or even had any thing to do with

the bees going into other hives. Certainly, it was a

very unnatural and \inusiuvl proceeding. If the

bees, on attempting to swarm, went into the air,

and, missing their queen, attenii)ted to return, why
did not friend F. say so? Why didn't ho tell us

whether the queen went into the trap or not, and,

in fact, give us more of the particulars? It seems
to me that his young bees were out on a "sporting

flight," and, his hives being too near together, and
the weather somewhat cool, tiiey might have got

confused, hence the trouble and failure. If the

trap was phiced there to prevent swarming, it

should have been removed when it was evident that

they would return to the liive, .^io that tliey could

pass in.

It strikes me, that when such a thing occurred
several times, I should have removed the trap, as an
experiment, to see whether the trouble was cured
by it or not. Now, had friend F. wanted his bees to

swarm, why did he not remove the trap while the

bees were on the wing, and place it near the spot

where the bees were hovering, or perhai)s settling?

Had he done so, they would have settled upon it;

that is, providing the queen was in it, and then he
could have hived them at pleasure. If he did not

care to have the bees swarm, whj- not, when he was
there to witness the operation, remove the trap,

and, when the bees had gone in, released the queen.
As you suggested, his hives must have been very
near together, or such an occurrence would not have
taken place.

Directions for using the trap were published in

the Amfrican Bee JournaJ, and I am quite sure that
fi-iend F. had not read them, or he would never
have had occasion to make such a report. The :!d

edition of mj' book is in preparation, and I will en-

deavor to give such directions for using the trap as

will prevent other unfavorable reports of it.

I append the report of one man who read the

A. B. J., and you can see how he managed. It is

evident that friend F. did not understand how to

use it. The trap in this case worked just as I in-

tended, with the exception of the bees going into

other hives, which I am quite sure they will seldom
do in such cases.

As to the unfavorable reports, I can say that all

the best hives, and, in fact, every thing we have in

the "bee line," have had unfavorable reports made
of them. But when people are taught how to use
them, favorable reports will be made in all cases.

H. Ar.LEv:— I had a colony that swarmed, and the
trap did its work beautifully. I am highly delight-
ed at being so successful at my first attempt. The
bees went olf for a short time; but when they foiind
their queen was not with them, they returned, and
covered the whole front of the hive. I removed the
parent colony- back, and placed a new hive filled
with t'oundation on the old stand and let the bees
go in, releasing the queen from the trap at the
same time. B. F. Newcomb.

I

100 Washington St., Chicago, 111.

I

Wenham, Mass., Jan. 16, 1885. H. Am-ev.

I

But, friend Alley, it seems to me the di-

rections for using the trap should be sent
with each one. It is always customary to
fiunish piinted directions,'free of charge,
with the article itself, if there is any danger
of not being able to use it properly. Even
though the directions have been" given a
good many times in the journals, to make a
sure thing of it a copy had better be pasted
directly on the implement. I'rinted direc-
tions cost only a few cents per hundred,
when we buv them bv the thousand.

FROM 23 TO 52, AND 2000 LBS. OF
HONEY.

.\ RKI'ORT FROM THE HEUDON STRAIN OK HEKS,
AND SOME OTHER MATTERS.

J'

COMMENCED the season with 23 colonies, which

^
have done exceedingly well, considering the

L season. The bees did well on white clover, but

at no time was the How of nectar rapid. Bass-

wood was of short duration, not lasting over a

week. This closed our honey season, as the fall

blossoms were a failure. 1 kei)t 15 stands for honej ,

and the remainder for increase and raising ([ueens.

During the season tne number of stands was in-

creased to .")2, and from them 2000 pounds of extract-

ed and comb honey obtained.

My bees are Italians and hybrids, of James Hed-

don's and Oliver Foster's stock, with which I am
well pleased. Those obtained of James Heddou are
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a dark leather color, and are a very active, hardy
bee, wintering- well, as they seem to bear confine-

ment in the cellar in winter better than others.

Those received from Oliver Foster are lighter col-

ored, one queen being a beautiful, bright golden

color. Some of the workers have four distinct

bands. In one hive of the Foster stock the drones

were the most beautiful 1 ever saw. By cross-

ing these two kinds I expect to make a great im-

provement, as each kind has marked qualities.

I winter my bees partly in the cellar and partly on
their summer stands. Those on the summer stands

ai-e wintered something on the principle of the

chaff-tenement hive. The difference is, that 1 use

the Langstroth hive, placing two facing to the

north and two to the south. Then I make an
outside box to go over the four, with four inches of

space between the hives and the packing-box,

which is to be filled with chaff. The packing-box is

made high enough to cover a two story hive, the

bees being wintered in the upper story. A slat

honey-board is placed between the two stories,

which gives the bees a chance to poke the dead
bees down below. An entrance is made by boring a

hole In the packing-box and the front of the hive,

and connecting the two with a tin or wooden tube.

The lid is made with a gable roof; and, as the ma-
terial used need be of only half-inch stuff, and of a
cheap gi-ade, the cost does not exceed 20 cents a

hive, which is a great saving, considering what a
single hive will cost when chaff packed. This plan

may not be new to many of the readers; but as I

have not seen any thing like it described in the bee-

journals it may be of interest to some.
In an experience of seven years in bee-keeping 1

have met with many difllculties; but by reading
books and journals of apiculture, a great many of

them have been overcome. W. S. Df)RMAN.
Mechanicsville, Iowa, Jan. 12, 188.5.

HOW TO USE EMPTY COMBS.

HOW TO MANAGE SO AS TO HAVE THE HONEY GO
INTO THE SECTION BOXES INSTEAD OF

INTO THE BROOD-FKAMES.

N last number of Gleanings I gave you, byway
of explanation, some comments on friend

Hutchinson's article found on page 803, for 1884,

but for lack of space did not say all I desired

to. The main point in that article which I

wished to speak of was, what caused the apparent
failure of Mr. Hutchinson in using empty combs in

the brood-chamber, while working for comb honey
with newly hived swarms. Friend H says, " I aban-
doned hiving upon empty combs, as the bees would
fill the combs with honey in a few days—fill them so

full that the (lueen found but little room to lay,

then they ' loafed ' a long time before commencing
work in the sections; and when they did finally be-

gin it was in a slow, easy sort of way."
Now, inasmuch as I always, of late years, hive

new swarms on empty combs, and that with good
results, it becomes evident that there must be a

right and a wrong way to use empty combs, when
working for comb honey with new swarms. As I

have stated before, the queen going with a swarm
is not in a condition for rapid egg-laying until the
swarm has been hived long enough for the bees to

get under full headway building comb; hence if a
full hive of empty comb is given such a swarm, the

first thing the bees will do is to fill it with honey, no
matter how few or how many sections are given,

for the bees have room in this brood-chamber for

all of their immediate wants. If we extract from
these combs we do not materially help matters, ex-

cept to give a little more i-oom to the queen; for

after extracting, the first instinct of the bees is to

fill those empty cells again, instead of leaving an
empty lot of comb in the brood-chamber, to go to

work in the sections. Thus we get only a little ex-

tracted honey for our trouble, while two such ex-

tractings will effectually exclude all honey from
the sections; while not to extract is nearly as bad,

for after once filling the combs in the brood-cham-
ber with sealed honey instead of brood, the bees are

always loth to enter the sections, for the reason I

first gave, which is, that they feel that all their

wants are well supplied. Now the trouble was with
friend H. in- giving the bees too many combs. By
so doing the bees found room to occupy all their

forces; while if only one-half or one-third as many
had been given, the bees not being able to cluster

and work on these combs, would have immediately
gone into the sections, and gone to work on them.

Having thus at once started in the sections, the lit-

tle honey stoi'cd in the few combs below will be
cai-ried to the sections as fast as the queen needs
room for egg-laying, and the result with me is, that

at the end of 1.5 days from the time of hiving, the

sections are well filled with honey, and the combs
below a solid mass of brood, except a little pollen

and honey in the extreme upper corners of the

frames. The object should be in all cases, whether
you use combs, frames of foundation, or empty
trames, to get the bees at work in the sections im-

mediately upon being hived. I use six Gallup

frames of comb (equal to 5 L. frames) for the very
largest swarms, while others have but 4 or 5, ac-

cording to the size of the swarm to be hived, and in

this way I always secure good i-esults. The great-

est secret of getting comb honey is to get the sec-

tions just as near to the brood as possible; and any
plan which allows of one or more inches of sealed

honey between the brood and sections is certainly

defective. By hiving swarms on empty frames
with sections filled with foundation, friend H.
placed his bees in the right position to comply with

the above secret, while with the hive full of empty
comb the condition was exactly the reverse.

One other thing: While it is necessai'y, almost, to

furnish a full sheet of foundation for every section

when a swarm is hived, as H. recommends, such
foundation is often nearly as good as thrown away
while working on my plan, for I have repeatedly

had sections filled and completed which contained

only a small starter of natural comb, as quick as

those filled with foundation standing by their side,

while an examination of these latter sections show-

ed that said foundation had not been touched, ex-

cept as the bees added their wax to it. Now, why
is this? The reason is very simple. All new
swarms of bees have been preparing, for a week
previous to the time of issuing, for the construc-

tion of combs in their new homes, and for this rea-

son we often see little bits of wax, from the size of

a pinhead and upward, attached in many places to

the limb of the tree they have clustered on, if they

stay clustered for five minutes or more. This wax
being secreted, must be used somewhere or wasted.

In friend Hutchinson's case it is used in building

comb down in the brood-chamber, while the bees
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are drawing- out the foundation in the sections;

while in my ease it is used in filling- the sections

with beautiful combs, as they have no need for it

below. From the above it will be seen that the rea-

son friend H. and myself did not agree regarding-

empty combs was, that wo did not manage alike,

and I suspect that the different modes of manag-e-

ment is what causes the " bee-doctors " to so often

disagree.

Brethren, let us use more charity one for the oth-

er, for the different mode of manag-ement will al-

most always explain all differences of opinion.

Borodino, N. Y. G. M. Doulittle.

Friend 13., I want to add emphasis to your
concluding sentence. Your above paper
makes it very clear why bee-l^eepers may
obtain such opposite results when only a
little variation is made in the metliod of
management. You run very close in one
place to this new subject of reversible
frames; and if I am correct you have not
given an opinion in tlie matter as yet, and,
if I am not mistakpn. it will be just like you
to say you don't want any reversible frames
around, for the reason, perhaps, that you
accomplish about the same results without
them tiiat others would obtain with them.

—

I want to take out one of your sentences,
and call attention to it :

'' Any plan which
allows of one or more inches of sealed lioney
between the brood and sections is ccrtaiidy

defective." That is the senliriifut exactly.
1 should want the best way to oljviate such
a result.

INTERNATIONAL BEE-KEEPEHS' CON-
VENTION

At the Exposition in New Orleans, Feb. 24,
25, and 26, 1885.

)MK SlIOOESTIONS TO THE BEE-KEEl'KliS I.\ HE-
G.\KD TO GETTING THEHK.

N my letter to you of Deccmbei- 25, I tried to

make every thing- plain; but thci-e seems to be

a misunderstanding regarding- the sleeping--

car and passage-tickets. For the benefit of

your readers I would say, it requires a ticket

for passage, independent of the sleeping-car ar-

rangements, and the sleeping-car rates quoted you
were for one way only, and it would cost you just

double the amount for the round trip Ihat it would
for one way. The Sleeping-car Co. is separate from
the railroad company, but they are each necessary

to the other. The railroad fare, Cincinnati to New
Orleans and return, g-ood for 15 days, is S18.00; from
Cleveland to New Orleans and return, good for 20

days, is $25.25, and the same fi-om Medina; and the

rates from all parts of the United States and Cana-

da are in the same proportion, and it will save them
all money to purchase their tickets to New Orleans

and return of their nearest coupon-ticket agent. To
))revent any mistakes regarding the route, say to the

ticket agent you want to go via the Louisville &
Nashville Railroad from Cincinnati or Louisville,

according to the section of country they ai-e start-

ing from; and a good plan for each one is to read
his ticket carefully, and see that one coupon reads
Louisville & Nashville Railroad, from Cincinnati or

from Louisville, to New Orleans. As Thursday,
February 19, is a good time to leave Cincinnati, I

would suggest that you set that day for all those

desiring to accompany you to New Orleans to leave

their homes so as to reach Cincinnati Thursday, the

19th, and leave there at 8:55 p.m., and arrive in

New Orleans Saturday morning; then you have
plentj' of time to get located, and be ready for the

convention on the following Tuesday. For those

going on the above date, and desii-ing sleeping-car

accommodations, it will be necessary for them to

send you their names not later than February 12th,

so the necessary arrangements can be made with

the Pullman Sleeping-ear Co. Herman Hoemes,
Traveling Passenger Agent.

Medina, Ohio, Jan. 17, 1885.

MEETING OF BEE-KEEPERS AT THE EXPOSITION IN

NEW ORLEANS.
Your idea in regard to wearing badges, I think a

capital one. You may count me one on your list of

those who expect to attend the exposition in Feb.

Hope to meet you and other bee-friends. This is the

first friendly letter I have ever written you, but ex-

pect to let you liear from me oftener in the future.

J have about 1.50 stands of bees. My crop of honey
was short last season.

Of course, if the plan of wearing badges is adopted

I shall wear one. Good old Gleanings is a wel-

come visitor. J. M. Forrest.
Midway, Texas, Jan. 10, 1885.

A badge for BEE-KEEPERS.

I for one object to a badge. Could you not design

a small (say life size) gold or rolled gold bee or

queen, which could be attached to the cravat or

coat-collar? I think this would not be too conspicu-

ous, and no bee-keeper would object to wearing one.

I will take one or two at once; and if you have any
made, mail me one. WMiat do you say?

Bayou Goula, La., Jan. 10, 1885. P. L. Viallon.

The subject was agitated some time ago.
friend Y. A golden queen - bee would
co.st quite a little money, but perhaps good
plated ones might be attorded at a tol(i;ibly

fair price. The oidy objection that 1 know
of is on the ground' of expense, and a good
many of the brethren are already indulging
in more extravagances than they can well

alford. I do not (piite like the idea of wear-
ing a badge in ])ublic, but yet there are so
many reasons why l)ee-keepers should know
and recognize each other at a glance that I

have a kind of feeling that it is the thing to

do. Friend Newman, of the A. B. J., has
for sale some very pretty badges ; but per-
haps it would be a good idea to have one es-

pecially for the exposition at New Orleans.
Perhaps before this journal goes to press
we may make arrangements in regard to it.

THE CONVENTION AT NEW ORLE,\NS.

I notice in Gle.4nings of Jan. 1, your suggestions

in relation to attending the convention in New Or-

leans. 1 shall be very happy to be one of the num-
ber of bee-keepers to attend, as suggested by you.

Will you be kind enough to inform me what ar-

rangements, if any, have been made in relation to

the matter? Does the gl30 named by Mr. Holmes,

as the sum for which a car can be chartered from
Cincinnati to New Orleans, mean for the round

trip? S. P. Weaver.
Leipsie, Ohio, Jan. 14, 1885.

Mr. Holmes, in the paper at the liead of

this, answers yoiu- question, friend W.
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BADGES FOR THE EXPOSITION.
Your suggestion, that all the bee-men wear badg-

es, and meet in Cincinnati when they go to New
(3rleanp. just suits me. I propose that you make
the badges, and let us know in the next number
what you can furnish them at. It will be much more
pleasant when we go in the cars, looking for a seat,

to sit down with a brother kee-keeper than a baker
or a butcher. Jas. P. Smith.
Franconia, Minn., Jan. VZ, 1885.

I agree with you, friend S. If it were not
for looking too conspicuous, I sliould like

the idea of having one's name on the badge.
For instance, when M'e are looking about in

a crowd, and a good many are talking, there
probably would be hardly time to in(iuire of
everybody who he was ; but if by looking at
his badge we could see somethiiig like this,

"I am xV. I. Root, of Medina, ().. who are
you V" wouldn't it help us to get ac(iuaintedV
I for one find it extremely ditlicult to re-

member friends I have been introduced to
and talked with, and once or twice I have
found myself sliaking hands with one I had
shaken hands with but a short time l)efore.

I do not suppose it did any harm. l)ut may
be some of the brethren might think I was
a little eccentric or queer, and I for one
don't want to be thought queer. I want to
make my life count just as much as it possi-
bly can for the Master, and tlierefore I want
my influence to weigh every ounce it possi-
bly can be made to. If having my name and
residence on my badge would help me to
help somebody else, I am willing to do it,

whether it makes people stare or not ; but if

it should have the effect of making me look
queer and singular, and thereby lessening
the weight of my iniluence, then I do not
want to do it. ]May be somebody can help
ns right here. We shall be a band of broth-
ers down there, gathered from far and wide,
and we may ride miles side by side witli
somebody we wanted to see most, and not
know it, "unless some precaution be taken.

THE PIONEER APIARY OF BRITISH
BURMAH.

MAKINO THE BUHMAH BEES ADOPT SIMPLICITY
HIVES AND ABC MANAGEMENT.

fItlEND ROOT:—A B C has arrived, and so has
another swarm of bees. The swarm I wrote
of was driven ott by ants. I got another
swarm, and robbers drove them off. ABC
arrived, and now we are prospering. I do

not know tliat you will yet admit me to the A B C
class, but 1 have almost got my lesson—in theory I

mean—but have little of the practice as yet. If it

takes as many swarms of bees to make an apiary

as hills of corn to make a row, we have hardly an
apiary yet; but when we have one I think we
must call it the "Pioneer Apiary of Burmah," for I

don't know that there ever was an apiary before in

liurmah.

I have had my swarm nearly two months. I had
a Simplicity hive, made by mj- Burman carpenter,

as nearly like the pattern as I could get him to make
it. He thought I was very particular, and I was
obliged to undo his work several times before it

was completed. In due time I got every thing

ready, and " a few things more," as ABC directs,

opened the old box in which the bees were bi-ought

from the bills, and transferred. Half the bees left

for the roof of the veranda, a lot elustei-ed on the
head of my Karen boy, and the rest were on the
comb and in the hive. In short, we made the trans-

fer in a bungling way; but as we had brood, the
little folks concluded to staj- with us, and the next
daj' were at work.
As there is an abundance of pollen about, and

very little honey, I fed them slowly with syrup;

and as a result thej' are multiplying very rapidly.

Saturday last I opened the hive and spaced the

brood and gave them a new comb in the center of

the brood-nest, and they seemed to be immensely
tickled with it, and set about gathering pollen, etc.,

with new vigor. I measured the cells, and found
just six and a half to the inch; so you see tliey are

little fellows. Nellie thinks that these bees have
read Gleanings and ABC, for they act in almost
every thing just as A B C says they ought to. It is

most laughable to see the yoting bees come in with

their first loads. Altogether they have brought a

very pleasant element of pleasure and recreation

into our mission circle. The natives are greatly in-

tei-ested, and wonder that the bees ai'e so gentle,

and that we can make them mind. They are veni

gentle. I do not think they would have stung at

all in transferring, if we had not used an old feath-

er brush, to sweep them down from the roof into

the hive. They didn't like that, and attacked it

with great ferocity. Four shot by, and paid me
their compliments.

I notice that these bees are most active after four

o'clock p. M. Then they are very busy bringing in

pollen. At noon not one is stirring. In the morn-
ing a few are flying. About 2 o'clock almost every
day they fly out, to stretch themselves apparently.

Whenever I lift the cloth over the frames they look

up to see what is coming, but make no sign of com-
ing out. They post no sentries, save just at even-

ing, when a few come out and fan at the entrance,

and make a show of flght to every bee that comes
in. In a little while they return, and any strange

bee could easily enter the hive. When we first got

them they roamed the house over, alighting on our
faces, and crawling over our persons. At first the

timid took to the mosquito-curtains (I was far off at

my office); but as it was soon apparent that they

only wanted to get acquainted, they were not mo-
lested, and stung no one. So much for the " Pioneer
Apiary of Burmah."

THE STING OF A SCOKPION.
I see some one says in Gleanings that red onions

are good for stings. The sting of a scorpion is the
sting of hundreds of bees concentrated, and I have
seen natives stung by a scorpion, writhe in pain on
the ground, yet, in fifteen or twenty minutes, freed
from pain bj'the application of the fresh surface of

the small red onion. It is a specific with us, and
the first and last resort. Ammonia, etc., will fail,

but 1 ha\-e never known the onion to fail. 1 never
tried it with liee stings. A. IU'NKEk.
Toungoo, British Burmah, Nov. 21. 18S4.

>\Iany tlianks for your kind descriiitive let-

ter, friend J5. I was especially intt rested in

this matter of the sting of a scorpion. I have
sometimes wondered whether this scorpion
poison is any thing like a bee-sting. IIow
does the scorpion introduce the i)oison V It

is not a sting like a bee-sling, is it? In re-

gard to onion juice, I should think likely it

might " hit the spot " if any thing would.
So you have yourself really been stung by a
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scorpion, have you, friend B.?—I am glad to
knowtliat your little bees behave themselves
in accordance with tlie rules laid down in the
ABCbook. Tell ^s'ellie I tliink she must
be right, and that the little bees have got
hold of the ideas in the A B C and (Clean-
ings, even if they have not really read them,
only that they had these ideas before ever
the A B C book did. You pay me a compli-
ment, Xellie ; don't you see itV God gave
the bees this instinct, and the instinct away
over in Burmali seems to be about the same
as witli the bees here; therefore when I de-
voted those weeks and montlis to studying
the habits of these little friends. I mapped
(unconsciously) just the way they would be-
have under special treatment ovei- there.
We should like to know liow nuicii honey
you get.

ua 1^

COMPLICATIONS IN BUSINESS TRANS-
ACTIONS.

HOW .MTCH HONKV SHOUf-U NEIGHBOK S. <!1VK FOU
11 COLONIES OF BEES IN BOX UIVESV

JTr NEIGHBOK has eleven good swarms of bees

qfl^, in high box hives. He is sick of bees, and

1^ wants to know how much honey I will give
*-'^-^ him for them (the honey to come from next

year's crop). As I use the Simplicity hive,

I shall have to transfer them all, and work over the

box hives into Simplicity hives. Now, how much
honey can I give him per swarm? This is^a fair

honey section, but few bees kept here, all in box
hives.

I am an A 1! (' scholar, and practiced on three

swarms last summer. I got ",7 lbs. comb honey
from a swarm put in June 12; 2.5 lbs. from each of

two more put in June 26th and 28th, besides all are

very heavy with honey for winter. I have them all

in the cellar. .l.w S. Seei.y.

Sodus Point, Wayne Co.. X. V.. .Ian. 12, KSS.').

Friend S., you will, if yon take my advice,
instead of saying }i<>'inj. say iikdu'i/: and if

you can possibly manage it. I would" pay the
cash down for llie luvos, and take iliem
home. Trades and swaps like the al)ove, or
sometimes a great deal more comj)licated,
have been the means of making more ([lutr-

rels than almost any otiier one thing:
whereas, liad it been a simple purchase
there would iiave been no room for misun-
derstanding and hard feelings. Almost
every day 1 hear of some cpiarrels or jangles
that come about l)y coniiilicated business
transactions, when it might just as well as
not have l)een a. simitle pin-chase. Perhai)s
you have not got tlie money to pny. In tliat

case, without knowing you or yoiu' neighbor,
I should almost feel like saying, don"t buy
the bees until you have the means to pay
cash down. If you want the bees very bad-
ly, you can rake and scrape uj) the money to
pay for them in a few weeks, in all probabil-
ity, before you will be ready to make any
use of them. Probably you" will get some
honey from the bees next year, yet a good
many bee-keepers carry eleven (colonies or
more through the whole season, without
getting a pound of honey. I do not believe
there is any need of so doing, in scarcely any
locality, yet such things arereported. as yoii

will see i)y Reports Discouraging. Now, if

you want to make the sale conditional, I
' would give your neighbor a note for the
j

bees, something like this :

j

''Oct. 1, 188o.—I promise to pay John
Smith S30.00 for eleven swarms of bees now

!

in my possession, providing I get honey
I

enough from them to be worth the abov"e
i sum. Jf I do not get the above amount of
1
honey, what honey f do get 1 receive as pav

j

for the care of the bees, and the bees are
considered his i)roperty as in the start.""

!
Now, even though the above is a pretty

long lingo, there will be a good many
I
chances for misunderstanding and hard feel-
ings as it is. Jt is a fuss and bother too.
Even if you get the agreement in black and
white, sometimes so simple a thing as punc-
tuation will leave a chance for a wrangle. I
would not do it. Pay cash down for what
you want to buy. (u- charge it on a book and
show it to your neighbor, and ask him if the
charge is right, or give him a note in the

I

usual way. Jesus once said, "' Let your
I communication be yea. yea ; nay, nav ; for
whatsoever is more than these "cometh of
evil."' Now. if we make our trades and
swappings in the same way. wouldn't it be
a very great escape from '••evil""':' You feel

;

happier, your neighbor feels happier, and all

t the world looks liappier to you when you
pay cash down for what you want, or else
•'don"t do it." One nioie idea. I liave

i thought that unprincipled men sometimes
purposely entered into complicated bargains
with a view of having convenient avenues to
slip out of what was plainly understood at
the time as a bargain. Our short-hand
writer suggests that some tishes sometimes
roil the water on puipose to make a cover
for escape.

SOME PLEASANT 'WORDS IN REGARD
^O FLORIDA.

HOW TO I>1{EI'.\11E BEES SO TIl.VT FOIU COLONIES
MAV BE (AUKIEIJ IN ONE HAND, I.IKE A VA-

LISE OK TRAVELING-TKUNK.

0N the 2-tth day of November last I left my home
in Indiana for Florida. I did not stop any-

where until I arrived at this beautiful place,

i on the Halifax River. I have hesitated for

some time to write to you and your readers,

I
fearing that my first impressions might be too

i

highly colored and misleading; but after six weeks
of close observation I find no cause to change them.
T have not been in any way disappointed by the let-

ters I have read of Florida, and I fully indorse the

1

statements made by friend Hart, of New Smyrna,
i which is only eighteen miles south from Daytona.

I find the winter in Florida most delightful; the

I

air is pure and balmy: flowers are blooming,

oranges and lemons are ripening, and the bees have
gathered honey and jjollen almost every day since I

have been here.

I

When I left liome I took four colonies of bees

with me, and succeeded so well that I think it might
benefit others to know how I managed them. I use

! the Gallup frame. My hive is 12x12x18 inches long,

inside measure, of very light and thin lumber. 1

made four boxes like my hive, only fi inches long,

across the bottom of which I fastened two pieces

with notches cut into them to hold two frames se-

I
cure in place. T then removed the hive T wished to
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transfer, imd put an oinptj' hive in its place; cut a

small entrance-hole in iny box, and put it in the

empty hive on the stand. I then selected two good
Irainrs v ;tli some; honey, and put them with the

bees on them, in the box, left the top of the box
open, and closed the hive, and shook the rest of the

bees in front of their old stand. They all ran in,

and the next morning- they were all where I wanted
them, clustered on the two frames in mj" bo.v. I

carefully closed the entrance, and covered the top

with wire cloth, and securely fastened the top of

the frames. I now had them all on two frames in a

box 12x12—64 inches long, outside measure. These
four boxes I fastened tog-ether with lig-ht hoop iron,

with a handle on top like a gripsack. I now had a box
12x12—26 inches long-, with open top, covered with

wire cloth, containing- four colonies of bees. They
weig-hed about 50 lbs., and I could easily carry them
from one train to another. In short, they were no
more trouble to me than a common valise, and did

not cost any freight. I kept them by my side ail

the time, and once a daj- gave them some water.
They did not like to travel in the cars, and made
some considerable noise; but when I opened them
in Daytona there was not over a teacupful of dead
l)ees in the four boxes. I made hives for them, and
gave them empty frames, and they are doing well,

building combs and raising brood.

On the cars, in hotels and depots, they were the
cause of some friendly acquaintance and pleasant
conversation. I met many bee-men, and they would
notice the bees, and approach me, and you know
how time flies, and how pleasant it is to have a
friendly and interesting conversation.

I am very favorably impressed with the climate
and conditions of Florida so far; but you know the
old adage, "No rose without a thorn." I intend to

stay here during the summer and observe further;
if the summer should prove endurable, I will make
this State my future home, and have my family
come here; for, as I said before, the winter in

Florida is most delightful. Hemky Stinebach.
Daytona, Fhi., Jan. 10, 188.i.

THE HUTCHINSON'S HEDDON HONEY-
BOARD.

HONOR TO WHOM HONOK IS DCE.

fRO.
ROOT:-Gleamngs is just at band this

Monday morn. After reading your account
of what you saw at the Michigan State Con-
vention, I want to remind j-ou of the fact

that I call my hive " Heddon's Langstroth
hive;" that brother Hutchinson's queen-excluding
honey-board that you already offer for 1.5 cts. each,

is Hutchinson's Heddon honey-board. To make it

clear of my inventions there must be no raised rim
around the outsides, and the slots must not regular-

ly break joints with the top-bars of the frames be-

low. 1 think by the cut that the slats do not so

break joints, but I think the one brother H. had at

Kalamazoo last fall did, and such would be much
better, as I know by actual trial. Where they do
not, the bees fill the slots with comb, and they fill

the small (lueen-excluding slot much worse than
the 'V double bee-passage slot, as strange as it may
seem. I consider queen-excluding boards better of

metal, and of no earthly use for comb honey at all.

I have been therr too.

To use two bee-spaces, outside of my inventions,

one must create the upper bee-space bj^ virtue of

the surplus receptacle, and not the honey-board. 1

think ui)t; but for the sake of the argument, let us
suppose that the narrowing of the slots, to exclude
queens, an improvement. No one can honorably
build an improvement on another's invention; and

I

because of such improvement, rob the tirst of )iis

improvements. Every civilized nation recognizes

this in its patent laws, as you are well aware. 1

could have patented the raised rim and break-joint

slots, but no patent could have been obtained on
narrowing these slots so as to exclude queens. I

have had a great deal to do with patents, and so

have you had something to do with them lately, and
you are undoubtedly aware of the above fact last

set forth. I worked hard, experimented much, laj'

awake, and wore down my nervous system when
others were asleep (as I should have been), invent-
ed, had these inventions laughed at, worked to get

them before the public, and now, just as they are
getting popular, I don't want them taken from me,
neither in honor nor trade; and whoever does sO, I

want him or them to give me some reason why
they do so, or admit that " might makes right," and
call ourselves heathen. You may publish this if

you icisfi.

P. S.—By error, jou misjudged my circular re-

garding the bees we sell. See bottom of page 12,

last three lines. We do sell pure Italians. Thanks
for your.frie/id/j/ words. I consider the bee matter
just something you overlooked. James Heddon.
Dowagiac, Mich., Jan. 19, 1883.

Friend ir.. we did not have an engraving
made of the honey-board sent us by friend
Ilutcliinson. for our crate of sectioils itself

fixes tlie liee-spaces, so that honey-boards
for tlie Simplicity hives would need to be as
we figure them" in the cut you mention.
This cut is exactly the same honey-board we
have been sellingfor years, with the excep-
tion of the perfoi-atious. Now. the idea of
making the perforatiouswith a circular saw.
if I am correct, belongs to friends Taylor
and Hutchinson ; but as they are exactly
like the perforations in the Jones zinc, only
on a larger scale, so that they may be made
in a wooden board, I can not see that there
is much invention about it. If I am correct,
making something of wood that has been
formerly made of metal is not a patentable
idea. I'our honev-board must be something
distinct and definite from any thing we have
mentioned, and very likely y'oiu- idea of hav-
ing tlie spaces so arranged as to break joints
in the brood-frames is going to be wortli
more than the queen-excluding arrangement.
The one sent us by friend Hutchinson seems
to have the perforations made at random, so
I presume he did not have this point in

view. I slu)uld say your honey-board, as
you describe it. is, without (piestion. ])atent-
able ; and I do not believe any of our supply-
dealers will offer it for sale without i)ermis-
sion from you.— In regard to the matter of
pure Italian queens, I now see that I made
a mistake in running over youi- circular
hastily, and hei-eby beg i)ardon.—As none of
the cuts ill your circular, nor any 1 have
seen in print, show clearly how your hone.\-
board is made, and its otlice, we will, witii

your permission, have a good engraving
made as s(/on as the sample you say you
sent us comes to hand.
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FROM DIFFERENT FIELDS,

HONEY FROM BANANAS; MOSQUITO - HAWKS IN

FLOKIDA.

SNE
of 3'our correspondents says in Gleanings

that either the rivers of California and Flor-

ida flow with honey, or bee-journals are sadly

in need of a department for our friends who
re liable to err in statements. We can not

speak of any of the rivers but the St. John's, which
is a pretty fair place we think. We have not been
able to give our bees very much attention, and can

not complain, though we can not give as big reports

as some have done. Ours are all blacks, and we
have averag-ed 40 lbs. pei- colony. The honey is here

not in the river, but about as near as it could well

be, for the bees collect it from plants and trees that i

grow in the water, besides a great many that grow
on the land; but our industrious little workers have
a great many enemies, and at times the havoc
they work among the hives is dreadful. The

i

dragon-fly, or mosquito-hawk, is one of the worst.

Sometimes there seem almost as many mosquito- I

hawks as bees flying, and the way they do pounce .

down on the bees and carry them oft' is astounding,

and there are many other enemies of which we will

not speak at present.
;

We raise some bananas, but do not think much of

them as honey-plants. The sweet fluid that drips
I

from the bloom is not thick, but (juite watery, about i

the consistency of the maple sap; nevertheless the

bees seem very fond of it, and do not slight it when
honey of better quality is abundant. When we get

all those new appliances, drone-e.xcluders and
queen-excluding honey-boards, and il' some invent,

ive genius will invent some method whereby we
can beat the niosquito-hawks and a few other bee-

destroyers, then you may hear a big report from us.

Ostccn, Fla., Jan. 13, 188."). Mauv Z. Kussel.

KINI)IN(; DI.Al) IJEES IN FUONT OF THE HIVE.
Why do so many bees die off in the winter? We

have seen large numbers before our hives this win-

ter, dead, and yet the colonies are very large, and
doing well. It seems to be common among bees,

and I should like to know what causes their dying
ofl" so. Mks. Wm. Swic.akt.
Dixon, III., Jan.li, IHS.j.

Tliis (luestioii seems to come up fre(iueiit-

ly, my friend, uiul we have given frequent
answers, lam inclined to think your bees
are nil right ; and the fact that it 'is a hirge
colony, and has been well, would seem to
strengthen that idea. AVitli a iiopulation of
40,(10(1 it would be uotliiiig strange if forty or
lifty should die daily, fi-oiu natural causes ;

and if you see these scattered about on the
snow in front of the hives, you would be
likely to thiidv something was wrong. Of
course, you would see most dead bees in
front of the most powerful colonies. Is not
this all the trouble?

lect on one end of the frames near their entrance.
Do you think it is caused by dampness?
Fairfax, Mo., Jan. 12, 1885. G. M. Shaver.
I think there is nothing wrong about your

bees, friend S. The frost is tlie perspiration
from the cluster, and it is almost always
found in hives made of a single thickness of
boards, unless the colony is so very strong
that it fills the hive so completely as to keep
the frost out. " When the weather moderates,
this frost will melt and run down, often
running out at the entrance. If it collects
on unsealed honey it dilutes it, and some-
times we liave sweetened water running out
of the hives. As a general thing it does no
particular harm, unless so much ice collects
as to wet the bees, or dampen their stores.
The remedy is to use a chaff hive, which we
always recommend for wintering, although
bees usually winter all right in simplicity
hives.

UONEV FROM THE ISLAND OF CUBA.

I send you by this mail a sample of campanilla (or

bellflower) honey, which is just as thrown from
combs to-day. Please sample it and report. Will
give you flnal report after a while. A. W. Osburn.
Cuba, W. I., Jan. 8, 1885.

Thanks, friend O. The sample of honey
sent is of a beautiful light straw color, very
transparent, of good body, and of a fine
aromatic flavor that we sholild think entitles
it to a place on an ecinal with either bass-
wood or clover. We should be glad to hear
further reports from you.

.MV UEES AND C.VIU'.

I have three stands of bees, all in chaff hives, put
away with chafl division-boards, and upper storj-

with sack ttlled with chaff. I got only about 40 lbs.

last summer. The drought cut short the white
clover. As to carp, I built a small pond, I think
about 1880. It contains about Vi acre. I received
from Washington about IB German carp; intro-

duced them in fall of 1881. I did not see them any
more until last June, when I discovered my pond
was alive with small flsh. I commenced to feed

them, and also advertised them in our county paper,

and succeeded in selling 1450, from one to two inch-

es long, and have a goodly number yet remaining
in the pond. Noah Hohx.

Koseville, Ohio, Jan. 14, 1885.

I'liOST INSIDE OF THE HIVKS.

1 lun e inj- bees in Simplicity hives bought of you
last spring. Each has 7 frames of honey and chaff-

cushion division-boards, and chaff' cushions over the
frames; all are on their summer stands. During our
coldest weather the frost collects on the ends of the
,tTamns and mptal ri.i;)bets. I find the bcoe all col-

WHAT TO DO WITH HIVES C()NTAIXIN(! OLD
Itr.ACK CO.MBS, ETC.

In the spring we had 12 stocks, which have in-

creased to 20. In the fore part of the season, bees
did pretty well. I took about 300 lbs. of extracted

and 125 lbs. comb honey. My hives ai-e all frame, of

my own make. Most of the comb honey was taken
from two-story hives, the second story being about
six inches deep, containing frames that hold about
5 lbs. This is the most satisfactory size to my
neighbors, and are handy to extract from. I have
sold my whole crop right at our door, at prices

ranging from 10 to 15 cts. per lb. I use a home-
made extractor, made out of a barrel, which cost

me f 1.34, besides my own labor.

I have several hives in which the combs are so

thick and black that it is unfit for use; how am I to

get rid of it without sacrificinsr the brood? What
would you do with light swarms at this time of the
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year? 1 have not the time oi- money to experiment,

so please give me your ideas of the matter.

E. W. OSBUKN.
North Adams, Mich., Oct. 13, ^SH.

Transfer those old hives, friend O., and
save only the good comb, or that containing
brood. If there is brood scattered about in

poor unshapely comb, fasten it into frames
so as to keep it until the brood hatches out,

then throw it away. Most of tlie transfer-
ring done now. I l)elieve, is so managed that
only the best of tlie old comb should be used,
and the hive filled out with the modern
kinds of combs built on fdn. placed in wired
frames. If I had liglit colonies in October
I would endeavor to take them through by
feeding : if they are too weak to be fed,

doulile them up ; and I do not know how
you can manage it without taking some time
or money. Uniting can be easily done in

the cellar, but you will proba])ly lose one of
your queens.

"

FRIEND FOX'S BEE-FEEDER; HOAV TO MAKE IT.

I take a Langstroth rack to the tinner, and have
him make me a tin box the exact size of the rack,

with the exception of the depth, which is 6 inches

instead-of g^s; put a '2-inch tin thimble in the cen-

ter of top-bar, to fill from; insert a cork after fill-

ing; put in the bottom, four tin gauze-thimbles,

these to be filled with sponge; leave quite a bunch
for the bees to cluster on. When filled, raise the

cover and insert the feeder in center of cluster, and
the bees will empty it in a short time, the outlet

being in center of cluster, and there being no dan-

ger from robbers, and no daubing of hive, and no
escape of heat from the hive.

Hillsborough, Wis., Jan. 5, 1885. E. Fox.

The new feature in this feeder seems to
be in arranging it so the feed will slowly
ooze through bits of sponge, and these piec-
es of sponge are held in place by wire-cloth
tubes, so that a large number of bees can
have access to them. By the time you have
fed heavily for a day or two, I am inclined
to think the bees would build a comb cover-
ing the sponges all up. One trouble I have
found with similar arrangements is, that
when Ave are filling many hives it is dillicult

to see just when your feeder is full, unless
you pour very carefully and slowly.

F. .1. FI.ORy'S SECTIOK-CLAMP.
(Jet four pieces of stuff, cut the same shape as the

hollow-angled sample sent, place 3 of these with
hollow side up, put in a Mb. or any sized section

near the middle, then put the other 3 pieces on the
top of the section, and tack all with your very
small wire nails, then you will see that you can
slide in other sections the same size till you fill the
clamp to whatever length you reciuire. another
lot of sections in same shape will fit over these, and
you can tier up as high as you like, and have a bee-

si)ace between. When the top is filled you can re-

verse in a moment, if necessary; and if only some
are filled you can slide them out and put in

others. The small wire nails can be drawn out with
tlu! point of almost any knife. By tiering up in this

style there is always a 'i-inch space between tiers,

and by cutting your clamps the requried length
j'ou can put in your tiers alternately endwise, or

across, as you desire.

I think you, better than 1. can appreciate this

idea, which I feel sure is vei-y valuable to those

producing comb honey. All credit is due to F. J.

Fiory, of Lemoore, Tulare Co., Cal., who so unself-

ishly presents it to his brother bee-keepers, without
taking any patent on it. George Hobler.
Hanford, Cal., Jan., 188.5.

The sticks sent us by friend II. are made
exactly in the way we make chalf-hive
corners, only they are sawed out from a i

board. They are sawed so that the thick-
ness of the stuff isHnch. This will leave
the sections about i inch from each other,
and a tier of them can be handled as a sin-

gle box. Now, allliough these S bee-spaces
have become (piite fashionable, it seems to

me they are quite obiectional)le. The lower
tier of sections must have a bee-space under
them. Why any more bee-space? It is

true, it enables us to handle six or eight sec-

tions as one box, but how are the ends to be
closed? The same thing has been a long
time in use, only folded tins were used
instead of the wooden troughs. The folded
tins would probably cost the same, but they
would reduce the bee-space to little or noth-
ing. It seems to me I woidd have a little

square board at each end, and then these
long boxes made up of sections can be sent
to market if desired. The idea may find

favor with many of the brethren, and we
thank friend Flory for suggesting these V-
shaped clamps which can be s"o cheaply
made.

TREAT.MENT OF FOUL BROOD ON THE CHESHIRE
PLAN.

We extract the following from a circular
just received to-day.
Treatment of "Bacillus alvci," or Foul Brood, by

absolute phenol, according to the "Cheshii-e"
method.

ABSOLUTE PHENOL.
To obtain it of the desired strength, dissolve 40

grammes of absolute phenol in crystals, in 10
grammes of water.

PHENOL IN SOLUTION, FOR TREATING THE DISEASE.
Put one part by measure of the above mixture in

20 parts by measure of water; shake carefully until
the oily deposit has disappeared completely, and
take great care to use no vessel that is not perfect-
ly clean.

MEDICATED SVRUP.
Put one part by measure of the above-named so-

lution in 30 parts by measure of syrup.

TRE.\T.MENT.

The following instructions are of the greatest im-
portance, and should be strictly adhered to:
Reduce the infected colony to the number of

frames that the bees can cover, by putting any
superHuous frames behind the division - boards,
and then commence to feed the medicated syrup,
which must lie fed reg\ilarly every evening. If the
bees accept the tecil in the ordinary manner, all is

well; if not, it must be siiilleil iiito'the eiuiity cells
of the brooclchainlier (beside or above the brood),
keeping the hive cjuite warm so as to encourage
breeding. Do not rcnio\(> the (lueen unless it is

suspected that she is sick. If there are enough
bees to raise brood, tlie most severe cases will soon
yiehl lo this treatment. .Vs fast as the bees need a
larger nmnlier of eonil)s, gi\-e them one of the in-

feeletl eoMihs placed liehin.l t he division-board. A
rsipid raising ot lirood is most important: the quick-
er tills is acconiplislied, the (iuiek(>r will be the cure.
If at the end of some days the bet's take the feed
well, it I'un tlu'U lie given in bottles on top of the
frames in the ordinary manner.
With a \iew to tacilitate a trial of the "Cheshire"

cure I have had small vials, prepared which contain
40 grammes of alisoiiite phenol in crystals (the purest
ol>tainahle), and will mail them anywhere in the
Ignited States on receipt of 50 cents by postal note
or stamps.
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This quautity is sufficient to prepare 2H quarts of
medicated syrup—more than enoug-h to treat several
colonies. Akthuh Todd.
(iermantown, Pa.

Tlie above is a wonderful invention, if it

be true ; but if I am correct, several of tlie

friends report, in the British Jice Journal,
failures after having tried it faithfully. If

foul brood can be cured by simply feeding
bees medicated syrup, it would be worth
thousands to our country. Please pardon
me for being a little skeptical ; but the truth
is. I can not quite see how cells containing
diseased larvse in a putrid state are going to

be cleansed by feeding the bees medicated
syrup.

RAISING PLANTS FOU CARP.

Somebody sent us the following, on a little

sera)) of pai>er

:

Tlie Fish Commission at Washing-ton had been in-

formed that the plant called great bladderwort
would furnish excellent food for young- carp. They
procured a larg-e number of plants, and had them
set out in the carp-jioiKis. The plants came liijrh,

but. as they were ^doil \'ny tlu' fish, they had to have
them. Then thev uatcli.Ml patientiv lor the carii to
eat the plants. Tli.-y had not watchi-<l lout;- till they
discovered that the iilnntx ivcrc entiinj tlic pxli. The
small bladders growing- on the leaves caught the
small fry in great niiml)ers.

Well, I am sorry the speculation turned
out the way it did"; but there is one thing I

am glad to know, and that is. that the Fish
Commission are so eagerly looking up this
matter. A plant that will grow rapidly in

the water, and would be eagerly devoured by
tiie lisli, is the next great thingto be desired.

AX AUSTIIAI.IAN LETTEH.
1 have been diligently studying- A \i C; have made

my start as a bee-keeper, with .5 hives purchased in

Sept., which is our first month of spring. They
were in old boxes, and, 1 dare say, had been in use
for some years, as the comb was mostly blaclt with

age, and very tough (I suppose with the webs of re-

peated brood-rearing-).

We succeeded in transferring them to I.angstroth

hives, and sui)i)lied them with comb foundation.

We used only about 2 frames of the brood-comb, as

there was, in my ()i)inion, too large a percentage of

drone-cells lunong it. We got \ery little honey
from these hives, the cause Iteing attributed by me
to the immense number of drones ench hive con-

tained.

I may siiy liei-e, that I lune thought about bee-

keei)ing- for a long time past, and have read nearly

e\-ery thing on the subject that came into my hands,

and it has now turned out that my reading was
mostly of obsolete works. It was in the Americ<i)i

AuricuUurist that we first heard of A. I. Root and of

(,»uinby and Prof. Cook. I would luive made a start

with :.•() or 30 hives if it had not been for yoiu- ear-

nest admonition to the contrary, the value of which
advice I now very much appreciate, and to its neg-

lect, an apiarist of my ac(iuaintance, owning about
100 hives, attributes his utter failure. Our bees are
common brown or black bees, but 1 intend to Ital-

ianize them as soon as possible, beginning with
the hive I am o.v|)ecting at my house. ] can pro-

cure a tested Italian queen, second grade, ^4.80;

first grade, *12.0:). I shall start on a secc n l-grade

queen, following A B C, and afterward I will try

the first grade for (jucon- rearing on my own
account. Stephen Makt.arkev.
Sidney, N. S. W., .\usti-alja, Dec. '.i, 1884.

.JACKSON S SOLAR EXTRACTOR.
I here give you a description of a solar-heat wax-

extractor, as made and used by Mr. A. Jackson, of
King's River, Fresno Co., California. Take two
boards, 1 X 16 inches, 4 feet long; nail carefully at

angles, making a V-shaped trough; put on ends,

then line with tin, carefully soldered. Put a honey-
gate at one end near the bottom ; put cleats around
the outside, near the top, to rest the upper box on.

The upper Ijox is made of 1x6 lumber, to fit on the
cleats bee-tight. Before nailing together the top
box, have 2 saw-cuts put in it all around, the first

one inch fi-om the top, the second 2' i inches from
the top. Now nail sides to one end, and slip glass

into the saAV-cuts, and screw on the other end. Now
make a frame, to fit about 1 or 3 inches inside the

trough; on this frame tack burlap, and put in

place; put your cappings, or combs to be melted, on
the burlap frame, then put on your top, and give
the whole a lean endwise, and face to the sun,
where, if hot, your honey and wax will soon pass
through the burlap, and the honey can be drawn ofl:

by the gate, and more material added, and the wax
taken away at leisure. WMien the burlap becomes
clogged by refuse it can be taken off and boiled, to
secure any wax which may remain, and another can
be tacked on to the frame. This has proved very
effective here. George Hobler.
Hanford, Cal., Jan., 1885.

Thank you, friend IL The above solar
wax-extractor is very simple, and easily
made, and I will at once have one gotten up ;

and if it works as well as I suppose it will
when the weather is warm enough, I will try
to remember you and friend Jackson a little

more substantially. May be such an ar-
rangement would work in California, on ac-
count of the more intense heat of the sini,

when it would not here. I should hardly
think a U-inch space were needed l)etween
the two lights of glass, but very likely friend
Jackson has exjiei imented on this, anil knows
what is about light.

BEES WORKING ON RED CLOVER.
In regard to bees working on red clover, I see

some say that the blacks do not. In some seasons

they do, in others they do not. When the large

clover grows to a great size, the bloom opens so

they can crawl down far enough to reach the honey,
otherwise not.

I have 33 colonies; no swarms this season; rather

poor season for honey. Jno. Jacobus.
North Urbanna, N. Y., Jan. 2, 188.-).

EPILOBIUM, OR WILLOW-HERB.
This is in )io sense a flreweed. As you call for

any light that any may be able to shed upon the

above plant, I will say that I have observed it

(whenever I went north), and corresponded -with

several about it for the last six years, and I have
known it to be a fine honey-plant ; but I never saved
or planted a seed of it, for I feel quite sure it can
never succeed so far south as our latitude. Now, if

you will study it further, both by botany and cor-

respondence, with those living north of 44° north
latitude, I feel sure that you will arrive at the same
conclusion 1 have, that we can never cultivate it

successfully as far south as we reside.

Dowagiac, Mich., Jan., 18)-o. James Hedoon.
Thanks for your timely reminder, friend

ir. AVhile 1 think of it, all reports from the
willow-herb have been from Maine, or the
northern portions of Michigan, and maybe
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it would not grow and bear lioney here.
But this we do know, that the Gaura biennis

hears honey most amazingly in our flower-

garden. And, by the way, there does not
seem to be anybody able to furnish us seeds.

There is one consolation, however: as the
seeds grow themselves when selt-sown, we
shall have a lot of tiieni in llie spring, from
the seeds dropped off in the garden before I

got up early enougli to know what an ac-

quisition we had right under our " noses."

KEEPING THE BEES AWAY FROM THE CIDER-MILT.S
AND CANE-MILLS.

What, in your opinion, is the best niethotl to keep
bees away from our cane-mills and cvaporating-

pans in the fall season, when honey is scarce in

the flowers? How would it do to feed sugar syrup

a few rods from the hives, in an opposite direction

from the mill and evaporator? 1 have some coolers

not in use, made of wood, sides and ends, 6 ft. x 3 ft.

X 6 in. Could I not utilize these for feeding, by
placing- narrow strips of wood on the bottom, for

the bees to stand on while taking the syrup?

Should this plan be successful, it strikes me it

would be economical, as the season for syrup-mak-

ing comes just at the time (in our section of

country) when the flow of honej- generally ceases,

so you see the syrup fed would be put up for winter

stores. And should this plan work for the sorghum-
maker, it will also prove advantageous to the elder

and vinegar manufacturers. T. J. Cross.
Shiloh Hill, Ills., Jan. 14, 188.5.

Friend C. I have made a great many ex-
periments to draw bees away from the cider-
mills with sugar. You caii not do it unless
you feed an enormous amount of sugar, and
in doing this you will make a regular row
all over the neighborhood. They are too
eager for the cane sugar ; and "after you
make it so thin with water that it is not
much of an object, it soon sours, so there is

considerable expense attending the care of
such a feeding arrangement. We succeeded
much better with grape sugar, for they did
not care enough about tbat to get into much
of a robbing mania. I think by far the
cheapest and pleasantest way will be to
cover your cider-mills and sorghum - fac-
tories with suitable sheds, having all the
openings protected by wire-cloth doors.

THE YUCCA, OR SPANISH-BAYONET BRUSHES, USED
FOR BRUSHING BEES OFF THE COMBS.

In one of the barrels of brushes I send you to-day,

near the top you will find a photograph of a yucca,

from which these brushes are gathered. Seven
years ago a gentleman who resides at Pasadena
brought it from the mountains, and set it out in his

orange orchard. From that time until the past

summer it received the same care and attention

that his orange-trees received. The i-esult of the

cultivation can be seen in the photo. Last spring it

started to throw up its center shaft, or flower-stalk;

it was eagerly watched, to see what height it would
attain. Just how high it was I do not know; but as

nearly as I can remember, as I stood beside it, the

top of the leaves that surrounded the llower stalk

were as high as my shoulders, and I am just live

feet and eight inches. Vou can also judge its

height by comparison with the bearing oranges

just back of it. The flower-stalk is the growth of

but two or thi-ec months; and as it stood there with

its top completelj' covered with these creamy-white
flowers it was a sight that is seldom seen. While in

bloom it was visited by hundreds from all parts of

the county. I went nine miles and back just on
purpose to see it. This species of the yucca (Fucca
baccata) dies after it blooms; the remains of this

one were taken up and placed in the public library

at Pasadena, where it can be seen by any one who
will take the trouble to call.

Now, friend Root, can't you att'ord to give the

readers of Gleanings a view of this magnificent

plant, and attach the above description to it? Note,

also, in both Gleanings and price list, that the

fibers of the yucca-brushes are apt to get pressed

! out of shape in shipping; if they a>'e thoroughly
1 wet you can place them in almost any position; if

I

kept so until they are dry they will stay in that

shape.

I
In the barrel of 1V^'> is one of the leaves as it is

[

taken from the flower-stalk of the yucca, " with the

thorn and all." I think you will be pleased with

1
the brushes, as they are as fine a lot as I have ever

' seen. There are a few that are below the standard,
' but these are thrown in without counting. I would
suggest that the brushes be left in the barrels until

they are sold, as they will keep better in that posi-

tion than in any other. See how nicely they pack
in barrels. W. W. Bliss.

! Duarte, Los Angeles Co., Cal., Dec. 8, 1884.

Thanks, friend B., for telling us where our
bee-brushes grow. I would have the beauti-
ful plant engraved, which you send, but it

would be pretty expensive; and as it is not
strictly a honey-plant, I think it would hard-
ly be best. We present below an engraving
made several years ago, of the same" plant:
but of course it is not nearly equal to the
one you have shown in the pliotograph.
Perhaps I might inform the friends, that by
buying these brushes in such large quanti-
ties we can now sell them as follows: oc
each, 35c for 10, or 82.50 per 100. If wanted
by mail, add one cent each for postage.

THE VLCCA SPANISH BAYONET.
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LUMPS OK CAKES OF ICE INSIDE OF A CHAFF HIVE.

Yesterday I examined the bees in the one-story

chaff hives which I received from you, and found
bees in splendid condition, covering frames nicely,

except in one hive, out of which I had talien last

fall one frame with honey, and not filled up the

space thus made, it being- an outside frame. That
space was H inch thiclt with frosty evaporation.

Had I better scrape it off and put a frame with hon-

ey in its placeV W. A. Tholen.
Port Washing-ton, Wis., Jan. 17, 1885.

I would take out tlie ice if I could get it

out handily, friend T., and then move up
the division-board so as to occupy this space,
and fill back of it with chaff. I should think
the colony, however, that contained the ice
was too weak to fill the brood-nest properly,
so as to expel the moisture. Are your cliaff

cushions over the cluster sufliciently porous?
This is one reason why forest-leaves tlirovvn

loosely into the upper story have been sug-
gested. The dampness would pass up
through them, and go out at the ventilators,
unless the colony were very weak. In that
case, ice might collect on tlie leaves; but as
soon as the weather liecomes warm enough,
it would melt and eva|)orate. tlie moisture
being carried out by the current of air gen-
erated by the cluster of bees beneath it.

friend WILLIAMS TELLS US A SlTllE WAV TO CIR-
tlllMVENT thieves.

L(!t me tell how I manage to keep thieves away.
Fo)- the last seven years, 1 kept a eu|>b()ar<l under
tne smokehouse shed, with lioney in it. I let ('very

one know it was there; some were too wi-ll bred to

ask for it and some bread to eat witli it. and I would
rather they would take it tlian inteirupt the hives;

and if any one wanted lioney in sickness, it was al-

ways ready, without money and witlioiit i)rice, and
they came right along and got it. They knew we
kept some to give away to the sick; and wlien they
offered pay, we told them no; they were welcome
to it. I don't know wheth(!r tliat is the best way or

not; but that is the way we did, and will do so again

as soon as we get fixed in our new home, though
there is but little fixing to do, as I am succeeding
W. C. Pelham in the bee business, only not in fdn.

mills. We are partners in bees and homey.
Maysville, Ky., Jan. 5, 1885. M. L. Williams.

Thank you, friend W. I believe your
plan will work every time. In fact, I am
under the impression that it will be cheaper
and surer than shot guns with strings tied to
the trigger. I think, however, I would let

pjeople pay for the honey when they want it

for sickness, if they want to do so ; but let

all your neighbors know for miles around,
that if anybody has not the money to pay, or
would rather steal it than pay for it, they
can have it for the asking. People who
have a reputation for generosity like this,
seldom have their property meddled with by
thieves.

purpose of having staples made of small wire, to

fasten wire cloth to queen-cages, door-frames,
hives, and to be used in making pint and quart
berry-boxes. Please look at a berry-box, and see
how the grain of one part of box runs across the
grain of the other part, and you can judge how
much stronger the staples will make the box, as
well as lessen the liability of having one of those
rascally cut tacks drop into the cup of a large rasp-

berry. We buy cut tacks at 60 cts. per lb. The
wire staples will have to be cheap to compete; but
when we see how much better they are than tacks,

possibly we can afford them. If you will ask the
manufacturers to make them, allow me to suggest
the No. 21 wire, prongs of staple to be Vi inch long,

and the main part of staple to be ^» inch long.

Such staples will be just the things for fastening
i)uilding-paper, etc. H. M. Hawi^ey.
Terre Haute, Ind.

Tlianks. friend II. Somebotly has once
before mentioned that a stout iron wire of
the proper size, bent so as to conform to the
cin-ve of the smoker-tube, would, when
heated red hot, clean the tube out in a
twinkling.—Two-pronged tacks are already
in the market, but they are not strictly the
two-pronged wire nail. Our wire nails are
made by the II. 1*. Xail Co.. Cleveland. O.,
and by Ali)ert Field, Providence, H. I.

From the large (juantities of wire nails that
we i>urchase yearly, we are enabletl to give
better retail prices than tliey would probably
give any of our custoniers. If I am correct
they do not sell less than a l()()-lb. keg of any
si/e. I will send your letter to them in regard
to the two-pronged wire nails wanted. I

agree witii you. tiiat it would be a desirable
thing for basket-work.

CLEANING OUT SMOKER-TUBES WITH A HOT WIRE.

When my smoker needs cleaning 1 have not time
to scrape the sticky soot from the tube; but as " like

cures like," heat fills the tube, and a hot wire or

small rod cleans it out " quicker."
A TWO-PKONGED WIRE NAIL WANTED.

1 should be pleased to be favored with the address

pf manufacturers of the wire nails you sell, for the

wn\-i IS n HEsiDES wax th.\t honev-comh is

MADE OFV
I tliui that when all the wax has melted out of it

the cells retain their perfect shape if n<it put out of

sluipe before the heat is ap))licd. (i. HoitLp:K.

Hanford, Cal.. Jan. 10, IH^o.

Friend II.. if you are talking about brood-
combs, you probably mean the cocoon that
is added to every cell every time a bee is

hatched in it. "But aside "from this, it is

claimed that the cappings of the purest
comb honey do not all render into wax.
What this other matter is. no one has yet
been able to tell, so far as I know. I think
it was friend Bingham, of Abronia. Mich.,
who said that a pound of clean cappings
from comb honey would not make nearly a
pound of clean white wax.

still ANOTHER INVENTION FOR CLEANING SMOK-
ER-TI'BES.

I have been much annoyed by the curved air-blast

tube in my smoker getting choked by a vile mix-

ture of soot and pyroligneous tar. The only effec-

tual cure I have found for it is hot iron. Take a

piece of large wire, say one-fourth inch diameter,

curved at one end to fit the curve of blast-tube, and
sharpened with a file about as you would a cedar

pencil; heat this to a red or even white heat, and
pass it quickly through the nozzle of the smoker
into the blast-tube and out again a few times, and,

presto! it is as clear as a whistle. A small number
of wire will not do well, as it gets cool too easily.

With care not to burn the valve of the bellows, you
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will find it a " sovereign remedy." The wire, well

heated, is a sort of lamp, giving light by which to

find the end of the small tube. This simple device

may keep some of your A B C scholars from doing

just what I did before I thought of it; viz., taking

otr the leather from the bellows to get at the tube

to clean it; for 1 fdund the sticky stuff would not

yield to the persuasions of any sort of swab or

scraper I could get up. W. L. Anderson.
Ninety Si.x, S. C, Jan. 8, 18S5.

Thanks, friend A. Our apiarist has just
found a smoker, the tube badly clogged up
with tliis black tar, and he says although he
did get it cleaned out with a hot wire he
had to heat the wire three times, and he
thinks it took more time than the little wire
hook we recently illustrated. We have
found no trouble in cleaning any of the
tubes with this.

REVERSIBLE FRAMES AND REVERS-
ING DEVICES.

I

THE AUSORBING TOPIC i)V THE UAV.

ROM the number of letters and number
of devices that every mail brings, it

would seem this is now the principal
topic of interest. We will begin Avith

the plan adopted by friend Ileddon:

HEDDOX'S HEVEliSIBI.E KHAME.

Above we give an illustration of the frame
l)referred by friend II., and underneath a de-
scription of it, copied from the ^1. 1>. J.:

1 will give my reasons for preferring the style of
frame illustrated, aliove all others that I have yet
seen described. At a glance, almost any one can
estimate the extra cost of constructing such a
frame. I believe this frame to be worth se\eral
times more than the extra cost, more tlum tlie com-
mon ii()n-i-e\crsilih' frame for only once reversing
lor till' jiurposcs Just mentioned, if for none of the
iiil\ aiitiiyes hopeii to be ^•iiiiied in the ways spoken
of in the tiist iiaif of this aiticle.
Again, 1 much prefer this frame to tlie old style,

even if I never reversed it at all: 1. I am not
tr<)uble<l with sagging to])-bars: and the outer Inir,

the one which govei-tis the uniformity of the bee-
si)ace, oi- Laiiffstroth shallow air-chamber below the
honey-board, iie\ ei' sags. I f the inner top-bar sags,
it does little hai'iii, anrl wlien reversed, the sag is

thuseoireeted as it straifilitens hack to jilace, and
the new top-li:ir ijusl from the l)ottom> will not sag.
In revei-sin.-. I eit her shake olf the l.ees or revolve
th<' iiHier frame \er\- slowh'. I ncTieralh prefer to
shake oil the hulk of the bees, and I have found
that on an average 1 sjx'nt live minutes to each hive
(counting oix'iiing and elosinji) in pertorminj;' the
reversal of all the eight frames. Bits of comb and
I)ropolis bother but little, as the sharp corners of
the wood pieces shave them away like a pair of
shears.

U. It will be nntieod in that while the toj) and bot-
tom bars of this frame form "bei^ spaces ' with the
hi\-e the same as other frames, the ends do not, and
in Ihisditferenee I lind an improvement. It will al-
so be noticed that the short end-pieee is taperinji-,
reganliny its thickness. Xow, the wln.le end while
in the hive comes, lop ', ot an ineh awa\- from
the hive end, the bottom of the short piece '„ of
an inch, and all below that, ', of an inch away.
This large opening, while it gri'atly facilitates in
the rapid and eas.^• withdrawal or insertion of the
frame, is in no danger of the bees building combs

in even so large and handy a space where such
space is no hiyhcr up than shown in the illustration.
While this frame is of slightly less capacity or

surface than the standard Langstroth frame, it has
a greater brood capacit.v when reversed, and tits

the same hive as the standard.

The above frame certainly possesses some
very marked advantages — cheaply made,
strong, quickly reversible, witliout any
loose pieces, aiid will be one of tlie nicest
frames to handle, so far as lifting it out of
the hive is concerned, that has ever been
constructed. In fact, our British friends
have adopted and used, to a considerable ex-
tent, a frame made smaller at the bottom
than it is at the tO]), to be set in a hive with
sloping ends, just to accomplish what friend
II. has with his reversible frame. Now, if

we were to build new frames right out, I do
not know but that the above management is

the best thing we can get ; but if they are to
be used in the same hives we have been us-
ing, a frame of smaller dimensions must be
adopted. We have less space for honey and
brood, and our old combs must be either
cut down, or thrown away. A good deal of
waste space is also occupied right over the
brood-nest. In fact. I do not know where
friend il. is going with an extra top-bar and
honey-board, and two extra bee-spaces. I

do not really gather from the description,
whether a bse-space is to be left between
the two top-bars or not. AVill friend II. tell

us in regard to thisV
OTHEK REVERSIBLE FRAMES.

l^ast month we spoke of an invention of
Mr. Nimslii Nuzum. Well.so many other new
things have come up since then, that we will

not have an engraving made of it. It is

substantially the same as the Howes revers-
ible frame.' illustrated and described last

season. AVe give the cut again, however, to
illustrate reversible frames in general.

Well, friend Nu/.um"s device was almost
exactly like the above, only it was made of
one piece of metal, without soldering. AVe
found the blanks could be cut out very
cheaply: but when it came to folding them
we found it a pretty slow process. Tlie Bro-
ers frame, mentioned just before we went
to press, is also made of one piece of metal i

but instead of being hinged as in the cut
above on the, //a^ sidi of the end-bar, it has
two arms, and is hinged in eacli edge of the
above end-bar, making a sort of stirrup ar-

rangement, or like a swing, as it were,
swinging on Urn pivots. The corner is much
like the corner in the cut above. Now, in
both or all of tlie above arrangements, a good
deal of accuracy is re(iuired, for the support-
ing arm must just slip over the corner of the
frame. If it should be too long it would
look awkward, and fit badly: and if it were
too short it would not slip over at all. This
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would be quite an objection in adapting it to
the various frames already in use.
And here comes in friend John McGonnell,

of Mill Village, Erie County, Penn., with
an arrangement made of one piece of metal,
no solder required, that is like the Howes
frame shown above, but does not go over
the top-bar at all. We thought once it was
ahead of all others, and made a modified
model, from which the engraving below was
made.

Well, this Avorks nicely, and it does not
matter whether it fits exactly to the frame
it is intended for oi- not : but it can not be
made without solderin.i;-, and it has. also, the
sliarp corners that liave been objected to on
our metal-cornei-ed frames. Tlie supiJOil-

ing arms are also liable to get bent, unless
made of (|uite heavv metal. We figured on
tliis a day or two", and tlien Mr. O. C.

Thouipson'. of Emporia. Kansas, sent us an
arrangement m:itie enti/elvof stiff wire. that
does all tliat Mctiounell's device does-
makes a niie corner to handle—nothing to

iiint tlie lingers. It is. however, hinged by
a single rivel. like Die Howes arrangement."

Well, now, friends, from all these we have
made one of wire, that will re\<Mse as ([iiick-

lyastiie Ileddon arrangement: can l)e ]>ut

on to any frame in an instant, almost, with-
out screw or tack or wire nail, and yet re-

(piires no great accuracy. It is made of a
single niece of wire, and swings on two piv-

i

ots. The ai'ms are mad(^ of stiff wire, bent
a good deal like the arms of our metal-cor-
nered frames. We aic too late for engravings

'

this mouth. l)ut the arrangement looks a
good deal like the loop on the top of an old-

fasiiioned door-kev — two folded ovals of
wire, as it were. The stem of the key would
rei)resent the arm of wire that they swing
on. The corner of the frame comes between
these two ovals. We put oui' frames togeth- '

er, using all bottom corners. After the
frame is done, the wire-reversing attachment
is i)ut on bv making an awl-hole throuuii the
center of the end-bar. boring through edge-
wise. If you take a frame in your hand in

the oi'dinary Avay. holding it by the support-
ing arms, oiie ineach hand, you can reverse
the frame in less than a second. keeping your
lingers hold of tlie supporting arms." Of
com-se. sonipthing mav come in still ahead
of this: but the prosiiect seems to be that the
invt'iition is to lie the woik of a great mun-
bin- of minds. It is a little remarkable, that
the same thing exactly comes from individu-

,

als far remote fi'om each other; thus, .1. "W.
!

Martin, (ireenwood, W. V'a., sends a model
j

(Xdcflj/ like the Hroei-s model.
Now. you know I have commenced paying

for such devices as pleased me—for such as I
wanted to use : but 1 really can not tell how
to ]Y,iy in i-egai(l to this r(>versil)le-frame bus-
iness. ^Vhat we have at present decided on

,

is unlike any thing sent in to us. I have
given friend Hutchinson S25.00 for the idea
of his perforated honev-board. I have also
given friend Heddon $100.00 for the privilege
of advertising his hives; and I have agreed
to furnish them at his prices—no less. If I
understand it, friend Heddon is willing that
all should make his arrangements for their
own use, but he. does not Want any persons
to advertise " Heddon's hives and fixtures

''

unless they make some arrangement with
him, as I have done, for the privilege of so
doing. This is certainly no more than just
and right ; and any bee-keeper who savs in
his catalogue ov price list that he will fur-
nish •' Heddon's hives and fixtures,'" with-
out making an arrangement with friend
Heddon, ought to be publicly held up. I
told friend H. tluit. if he preferred. I would
not make any of his things at all, c/r that, if

agreeable to him. I would give him slOO for
the above privilege. Another thing, friend
H. is to lis. the price on his own goods. If
he charges more for them than you thiidv the.\

can be mad(^ for. it will leave you a margiii
for very nice w<n-kmanship. ami I do not be-
lieve anybody will feel hurt if you ilo this.

A great (piantity of inventions are being
sent in to me daily, and sometinu's some (if

the fiiends talk hard because I do not think
as much of their inventinus as tiiey do.
Please remember. I agiee to buy only what I

want, or wiiat I think I want. "

If I "am dull.
oi- stand in my own light, it is my privilege
to be and do so. All I agree to do is this:
Wiiatever you send me that I make use of. I

am willing to pay foi'.

JimE^ /liMD QaEi^iKjs.

l-LtOM :,'!• TO 71, .\NI> JJOfiO I,HS. or IIO.NKV.

{PLACED ;W colonics and :} nuclei in cclliir; they
arc all riKlit. I commenced last year with :.'!>;

increased to 74, mostly natural swarminy: lost

:> in the lull—drone-brcedcri; sold ;5. and Inim-
stoned JJl). 1 ottereil tlieni lor the value of

hives and honey, Itut could lind no purchaser. 1 ex-

tracted ahout :«rj1 lbs. box honey. 12.'. lull ones, and
61 more or less full: extracted ;i ) lbs. ot wax troni

cai>i)lnA:s.

l{ecai)ituIation: In the sprin^jr o!' 18S:i, bej;aii wilh

4 box hives; have now :{8 colonies, ;i nuclei, and
about 700 spare frames, the greater part buill on
I'oundation. Thanks to GLEANixns.
.Milwaukee, Wis., Jan. 2, ISH5. H. H.r.ss .

[It seems to me, friend l^., you cjuld h:i\e foun I

u purchaser by advertising'' a little. I may be mis-

taken, however. Hrimstoning 30 colonics seems to

me to be a i.retty sad thing: to rep Jr' in this d ly of

Iirogress.l

THE U(JXEY-PE.\S.

I got three pints of honey-peas from the five-cent

package of seed you sent me. I did not see any
bees at work on the blossoms. S. H. IIoi-gii.

Saybrook, Ohio, Nov. l!l, 1884.

[Perhaps your plat was too snuiU, friend H., for

the bees to find them. Ours made a magnificent

growth of foliage, but " nary a blossom," although
they had the whole season to get at it.]
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AGE OF DRONES.

How old must drones be before they are capable

of fertilizing a queen? J. G. Sharp.
Rockside, Can., Jan. 12, 1885.

[If I am correct, friend S., they need to be only

old enough to fly outdoors, and they usually take
their flight at the same time the young workers do,

so far as I have observed—say when they are two
or three weeks old.]

MAKING SHEETS OF FDN. WITH A WOODEN WHEEL.
On page 56, Feb., 1880, you dip sheets of wax " very

thin and even" "to the best advantage with a

wooden wheel about 3 ft. in diameter." Why not

use such a "wheel" altogether, instead of dipping-

boards? Imker.
Philipsburg, Can., Jan. 14, 188.5.

[Friend I., we abandoned it because it was, like a
thousand other things, "too much machinery."
The sheets were too long to handle easily, and the

girls with the dipping-boards would run i-ight away
from the wheel. I believe the wheel has been uni-

versally abandoned, unless by our friends Vandeu-
sen. of Sprout Brook, N. Y., who make the flat-

bottomed fdn.]

CIRCULARS RECEIVED.

A 4-pii(fe circular from C. L. Brooks, Deaiisvillo, X. Y.; sup-
plies generally.
M. S. West, Flint. Mich., sends out a one-page circular of Sim-

plicity hives and L. frames.
A 4-page circular from Mi.ss Alice Fisher, Anna City, 111.

Poultry. Printed at th-s office.

A 80-page circular from E. Annstrong. .lersevville, 111. Spe-
cialties. Standard Crown bee-hive, and bee-supplies generally.

J. M. Killough & Co.. Sun Marcos, Texas, send out an 8-page
circular, printed at this office; specialty, bees, queens, an 1

supplies generally.
A 3-page price list from J. C. Newman & Son, Peoria. N. Y.

Specialties, sections to nail, separators, section honey-racks,
and Bingham smokers.
An 8-page price list from F. L. Douyher'-y. successor to

Dougherty & McKee, Indianapolis, Ind. Specialties, bees and
hives, and other supplies.

A 16-page price list, M. Richardson, Port Colborne, Ont.
This circular contains much valuable information; gives the
cut of one-story chaff hive, and Canadian supplies generally.
An 8-page circular from Dr. S. F. Haskins, Hudson, Mass.

Specialties, poultry. Italian bees, and Simplicity hives. This
circular folds up into » sort of envelope, and has a pictui'e of
an incubator on the outside.
G. B. Lewis & Co. send out a nice new circular, reduced

prices on hives and sections, and quite a lot of new "picture

D.A.Jones sends out a 32-paee price list—lots of pictures,
and much valuable matter. Friend J. is up to the times every
time, you may be sure. He has a little book on foul brood, its
management and cure. In the latter part of his circular are
terms to students in bee culture.
Watson & Theall, Brooklyn. N. Y., .send out a circular that

looks a little as if they were not well posted in regard to mod-
ern bee culture. Prices of hives, $30.00 a pair. etc. They
quote " -M. yuinsby " quite a little, and father Langstroth,
which might lead one to think their work was in harmonv
with Langstroth and (Juinbv. Perhaps they have always
lived in the city, and are not posted.

A. C. Kendel. Cleveland, O., sends us his annual 32-page price
list of seeds, etc. On the last leaf he mentions honey and bee-
keepers' supplies; and clear down in the last corner he gives
prices of (Jerman carp for stocking ponds. Prices are from
ST.OOperlOO to 81.00 per dozen. Friend Kendel has been the
means of selling » good dcHl of honey for many of the breth-
ren, and wp think von will fliul him a nice ninn to deal with, in

on, la., sends out a
specialties, bees by
Friend F. offers a

valuable mutter, and is woitli .•^cihIiiik' lor. 1 .should say it
was a pretty expensive busint><s, selling a pound of bees in
April for 82 00, let alone offering them forWcts.; but friend
Foster Is good for all he agrees to do, 1 believe, so those who
give him their order's betore he says "bold on" will be the
lucky ones.

CONVENTION" NOTICES.
The second annual picnic of the Northern Mich-

igan Beekeepers' Society will be lield at the apiary
of F. A. Palmer, near McBride, the last Thursday in
May, 1885. F. A. Palmer, Sec.

The Bee-Keepers' Association of Hamilton and
Tipton Counties, Ind., will hold its ne.vt meeting at
Cicero, Hamilton Co., on Friday, Feb. 6. 188.5.

Jno. Fritz, Sec. D. Amino, Pres.

the NORTH-AMERICAN BEE-KEEHERS' .4SSOCI.\TION.
The executive cnminittce ot this association have

decided to hold the next iimiual meeting at De-
troit, Mich., on the 8th. '.nh. and loth of Dec, 18.S.5.

If there is any reason why this date is undesirable,
it should at once be made known, that the commit-
tee may be governed accordingly.
W. Z. Hutchinson, Sec. L. C. Root, Pres.

The Ohio bee-keepers will hold their annual con-
vention in the agricultural rooms, State-house,
Columbus, O., Feb. 17, 1885, where all subjects per-
taining to apiculture will be discussed. All in-
terested are invited. We hoix' tliat all county and
district organizations will send rcpresoiitatives. for
the purpose of making a permancMt i^tate organiza-
tion. Can you make it convenient to attend, and
deliver us a lecture? I hope you will nut .-^ay no.

<'. M. KiNdsiu'itv.
[Friend K., I am very much obliged indeed to you,

but it will be impossible for me to get away from
home for two weeks in succession, even if I were
competent to deliver a lecture anywhere or to any-
body. I expect to leave on Monday, the 23d, for
New Orleans.]

the northeastern MICHIGAN BEE-KEEPERS' AS-
SOCIATION

Will hold its third annual convention on Wednesday,
Feb. 4, 18-<.5, in the Opera Hall, at Vassar. No local
society has better meetings than the N. E. Mich.
President Taylor has visited New Orleans, and will
probably be able to give an interesting account of
the apiarian department of the Exposition. Re-
duced hotel rates. Those going on the cars will
please write for railroad certiflcates and secure re-
duced rates. W. Z. Hutchinson, Sec.

NOTES for bee KF.EPERS WHO INTEND GOING TO
THE CONVENTION AT NEW ORLEANS,

FEB. 24, 25, and 26.

The convention will assemble at 10 o'clock A. M.,
in the Lecture Hall 'On the Exposition grounds.
Among the sub.jects that will be considered during
the sessions of the convention will be reports of
the honey resources and productions of America
and Europe; preparation of hone,\' for market;
transportation; lower rates of freiglit for it; mar-
keting; the advantages of foundation; sections,
the best size and best way to use: tlie best race of
bees for America; prevention of swarming; fer-
tilization of queens; artificial pasturage; bee-keep-
ing as a pursuit; besides, the discussion of other
questions of interest that will be propounded dur-
ing the convention.
Essays to elicit discussion are expected from

some of the most prominent bee-keepers of Europe
and America.
Bees and supplies to exhibit must he sent with all

freight prepaid, and directed to Maj. E. A. Burke,
Director-General of Exposition, for Department of
Agriculture, New Orleans, La.
Tlic Hiianl of Miuiagciiicnt of the Exposition have

estalilislicd a Depart niciit of Information and Ac-
commodation at Nos. 164 Gravier and 15 L^uion
Streets, for the purpose of furnishing visitors with
information as to suitable board and lodging-houses,
or furnished rooms, with directions how to reach
them. For such service no charge is made. Bee-
keepers, on arrival in the city, arc advised to go at
once to the otticf of this dcitartmcnt iuid make the
best arrangements thev can for (iiiarters; and if

thcv will leave their cards and address at the same
place, their friends will know wln're to find them.
Most of the visitors at the E\)>ositi()n find it best
and cheapesi to rent rooms, and take their meals at
the rt'stii\nants. Furnished rooms will cost from
7.") cts. to .<! (Ill per dav lor each person; an<l if board
is addecl. the rate will he about double. We are
assured that the hotels ha\-c not advanced their
charges. Their rates are from $2.00 to $3.00 per day,
according to location of room, etc.
Signed by the bee-keepers issuing the call for

convention. See page 858, Dec, 1884.
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RUSSIA BASSWOODS.

Friend F. L. Wright intimates in some of the bee-

papers, that the extravagant claims made just now
for Russia basswoods originated with the party in-

terested in propagating the trees. May be we had
better wait a little until somebody has Kussia bass-

woods blooming in our own country, before we in-

vest largel.y.

ANOTHER WEEKLY BEE-.IOURNAL.

Friends Scoville & Pond have started a weekly
bee-journal, at a dollar a year. As they did not is-

sue their monthly promptly, I hope they will excuse

us for having a little misgiving about their being
able to manipulate a weekly so as to have it come
out promptly on time, for so very small a sum. It

is to their credit, however, that they have given.us

four or five numbers, any way, on time and in good

shape. We extend to them our best wishes.

bee-keepers' BADGES FOR THE EXPOSITION AT
NEW ORLEANS.

We can furnish a badge with a golden bee, and
the words " International Bee-keepers' Congress,"

plainly printed, for 10 cts. Sent by mail on receipt

of price. I expect to be in Cincinnati on Monday
evening, Feb. 2M, according to the instruction.s on

page !)5. I shall be at the Louisville vV Nashville

fUiilroad depot with my badge on, and all that are

on hand with their badges will probably have no

trouble in finding our crowd.

ICE AS WELL AS CAHP.
This ^2d day of January we are having fun cut-

ting ice from one end of our carp-pond, furthest

away from the deep places where the fishes hiber-

nate. The blocks are almost as clear as glass, and

i)'i inches thick. We made a wooden frame that

goes into our refrigerator in the lunchroom, and
the blocks are made so as to fit this, so a solid lump
can be put in each time, thus avoiding chipping up
the ice, which makes it waste badly, and saving

time as well. We store the ice in an unused shed,

by putting in some studding and an extra lining,

and then putting in sawdust so as to have IS inches

or 2 feet between the walls, all around the ice.

CALIFORNIA MOUNTAIN 8A0E.

We are again told that our specimen of the moun-
tain sage shown in the ABC book " ain't right." A
specimen was sent us when the ABC book was first

started, and from it we had made an expensive en-

graving. After a while friend Pryall said it wasn't

correct— it wasn't mountain sage at all, but some
other kind. To be sure we were right we went to

the expense of more engravings, and now friend J.

P. Israel, in the January Ma{)azinc, says they " ain't

i-ight." Well, friends, I begin to feel as Dr. Franklin
did when they told him his ax was gi-ound only

enough to be " speckled." He replied, " Well, on
the whole I think I like a speckled ax best." When
the doctors will agree for a year or two what speci-

men of the mountain sage- is genuine, we will, if

necessary, go to the expense of more engravings.

COMPLICATIONS IN BUSINESS.

Since writing the article in another column on
this subject, I have noticed in two of our bee-jour-

nals an offer of premiums to every tenth subscriber,

or something like that. This will not only result in

complications, but it ofi'ers something to a small part

of the subscribers that the larger part does not get.

If the friends will excuse the liberty I take, I would
suggest that past experience has been pretty

strongly against any thing of this kind. I have
watched it for many years, and especially among
bee-journals have such ventures been unfortunate.

Another thing, it borders closely on the lottery

business. The tenth man who gets a swarm of bees,

or whatever it may be, renders no sort of an equiv-

alent for them; he is simply a lucky man, because

he has drawn the prize. Any sort of an inducement

to get people to subscribe, aside from the old ortho-

dox way of getting them to invest because of the

intrinsic worth of the journal itself (shown on its

reading pages) sooner or later seems to have met
with reverse rather than success. Paying the one

who takes the journal to go around and solicit sub-

scriptions is, of course, another thing, for that is a

regular channel of business. The agent receives

pay for explaining and selling goods.

PUT LP YOUR (JOODS IN OOOD STYLE.

Seed catalogues, and catalogues of small-fruit

plants, etc., arc getting to be amazingly thick now-

adays, but the number of dealers who put up things

in nice shape, and do all they agree to, and a little

more, is not so very large, after all. Last July my
attention was attracted to a vender of cabbage

plants, who said he could put them up so nicely

they would go anywhere, and with the instructions

sent with them they could be planted safely just as

well in dry weather as when it was rainy. This lat-

ter consideration was what mainly induced me to

send to him. The plants came wrapped up in an

old spool-box, and said box looked as if the baby

j

had had it for a week or two for a plaything, before

I

it was used to mail plants. The plants were badly

;

wilted, and I could not see that they were packed at

j

all. If any directions were ever sent to tell how
to make them grow in dry weather, I never

saw them. Soon after I sent for strawberries to A.

T. Cook, Clinton Hollow, Dutchess Co.. N. Y., whose
catalogue was noticed in a late issue. The plants

came packed in a new wooden box, so pretty that it

I

was a wonderment all around. When the box was
opened, a neat slip of paper, nicely printed, gave

explicit directions for putting the plants out, and
' the plants themselves looked so fresh and hand-

some that almost anybody would have gladly taken

the package off my hands at cost. May be friend

I Cook did this because he was sending to an editor,

and pei-haps ho knew my weakness for nice things

1 nicely put up. Any way, if he always puts up his

stuff in that way, I shall expect him to build up a

J

great business. You can tell by sending a trial or-

I

der, or sending for one of his nice little catalogues,

1 of which we have just shipped him 10,000.
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Olflrofrs NatiOMl BlacI 1. The Bee - Keepers' Guide
imiThcsf

ill this I iiioii. 111

Samuel (i. -McF
ment ScIkkiIs in

1 f'f'ii sent to ovor twontv States
(les CaiKula, India, and As"ia. Kov.
land, SnixTintendcnt of (!o\fin-
ain. Asia, savs he lias nscd tlieni

a great while, and likes them better than any he has
ever tried. A. I. Koot, olMedina, Ohio, editor and
publisher of Gleanino.s in Bee Citltuke, says he
has tested and sold thousands of bottles of < )ldroyd's
inks, and has sold thousands of bottles of others,
but 01dro.\ d's excel all others as a writintr ink. They
are iifit iiijui-ed h\ free/.inj;-, and will not corrode a
pen. lilack ink will stand any weather. A packaj-c
in powders, snlheient for one pint of either black,
bhie, A idlet, yreen. oi' red, sent free to any part of
the I'nited States upon receipt of fifteen cents.

'

EIGHT PACKAGES, - - - $1.00.
FIVE DOZEN PACKAGES, - - $5.00.
f#"Siiniily add one i)int (d' pure rain water. If

too thick at any time, reduce with water.
The blue ink and my bluinfi' are one and the same,

the pint of bluing- making- as much as i bottles.

Columbus, O., July .3, 1884.
Tl-m. Oldroyd, Dear Sir;— If you only knew it, and

would introduce your ink to the American public,
you have a sure fortune. AVithout e.xception it is

the best I ever used, and I have used and sold a
great deal of it in the last forty years.

Yours truly, Hakvy Uanckoft.
Fire In^uranci- Aijcnt.

Manufactured by WM. OLDROYD,
Columbus, Ohio. '

If more convenient, we will till orders at above
i

prices. A. I. ROOT.

BUCK & SWALLOW,
Manufacturers of and Dealers in

ASD BREEDERS OF ITALEiy QUEENS.
Send for Price List.

'iSlii Mitisourl Acenuc, St. Loiiin, Jlissottri,

3^

SMITH'S NEW COMB-HONEY RACK.'

-rn

Sainpk b\ m 111 ilifKUmilid li ctnts Kacks
alone b\ lu i^ht, naih d [u i {ju intit\ inciiriiatk
Send for cuculai .tnd Inll 1)1 ici list \ddi(ss
3"t-.5d JOHN T SMITH BELLSVUE EATOiT CO , MICH

wTzThutchinson,
ROGERSVILLE, GENESEE CO., MICH.,

Can furnish .iust a?
feet dovetailed whiK
made. Send tor saiii

neat, whit(% smooth, and per-
ixiplar sections as there are
lie and prices. Stfd

Or. MANUAL OF THE APIARY.
12,000 SOLD SINCE 1876.

13TH THOUSAITD JUST OUT !

10TH THOUSAND SOLD IN JUST FOUR MONTHS.

:jooo sold since .ii.vv, iss:?.

More than -"lO jia-'es. ami more than .".(i line illustra-
tions were added in tin- stli edition. 'I'he whole work
has been thoroiijihly i-e\ ised. :uid contains the very
latest in respect to bee-keej)infi. It is certainlj- the
fullest and most scientific work treating of bees in
the World. Price, by mail, ?1.2."j. Liberal discount
to dealers and to clubs.

A. J. COOK, Aiif hor jiud Piiblislior.

Agricultural College, Micli. -i-'il

DADAITT'S FOUNDATION FA0T0E7, WHOLESALE AND
RETAIL. See advertisement in another cohimn.

IMPORTED (jUEENS.
In April, 11 francs in g-old.

May and June. - - - - iii "
July and Aufrust, - . . ii

September and ( )ctober, . . 7 •• " '•

No order i-ecei\"ed lor less than S ijueens. Queens
which die in transit will be rei)lacedonlyif sent back
in a letter. CHAKLE.S BI.VNCONCINI & CO..
3-13d IJolog-na, Italy.

~IjXlIAN'QUEE HS.
We aie preparing- to send out untested ijueens as

S-ood as the best in the market. Their mothers
were imported by us in 18S4, and tested during- the
fall. They prove prolific in the extreme, and are
supei-ior lioiie\-i;atliei-crs.

Untestf-d, .•<i.iii): tested, a:2.00: best tested, .^:i.(;(i;

tested, old stock-. ist<4 (|ucens, .51..")0.

Nuclei, untested (jueens, 2 L. frames, ^2.50; ;{ L.
frames, s;i.OO. Add .«;1.00 for tested. Dealers will
please write for satisfactory dozen rates. Safe ar-
u^ al guaranteed. J. W. K. SHAW A: CO..
^ Tld Loreauville, Itierville Parish, La.

^ee-hTv¥ factoryT
HIVES. SECTIONS, AND APIAEIAN SUPPLIES OF ALL EINDS.

A SPECIALTY..
It

BLUEBERRV. ^m:.^"""""^
^'""' ^"^^^'^

to gl
Is, and is a profitable

irket. Two dozen plants by
mail, .^1. l)esci-ipti\ e price list free.

Delos St.mm.ks, West Sebewa, Ionia Co., Mich.
;i-8db

The All-Pnrpose Hive, with

REVERSIBLE CRATE,
With or without a beesi)ace. White-i>oi)lar nailed
sections, (iiven foundation, etc. Wa.\ worked
at 10 and 12 cts. per lb. English Kabbif s. Send for
price list to GEO. F. WILLIAMS,
3-Sdb New Philadelphia, O.

1 liees by the colony or nucleus. E.vtractors
to hold L. or Sim))licitv trames. lor sti..')!!. Saw-man-
liids for hive imikiiig, with babbitted bo.\es, all

turned in good order, ~'T inches long, for !?6.(I0. All
supplies very low, by wholesale and retail. Send
toi circular. E. Y. PERKINS,
5 Udb Jefferson, Greene Co., Iowa.

ICO Colonies of Italian Bees,
AND 100 TESTED ITALIAN CUEENS, FCH SALE.

For particulars and ])i-ices address
W. H. HOBSON, M. D.,

35J Irving, Monlgcmery Co., Illinois.

TWEyTY - FJryif

ANNUAL CATALOGUE & PRICE LIST

T'uJt (.'oloiiics, y'lirleHS Colonics, ami Ckkhs,
J'roin Our AVir Strniiis; Also <i< iicriil

J^ist of Apiarian Siij>i>lirK,

Consisting of Bee-Hives, ichitc-poplar Sections,

Comb Fo^inclation. etc.

Write j-cur name t.nd address plainly on a postal,
and get my prices before ordering your supplies.

Address Wm. >V. GARY, Jr.,

Coleraine, Mpsb.
3tfdb Successor to JTm. 11', Cary & Son.
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Bee-Hives # Sections! I Kee-hives, sections. &c,
NEW SHOP AND NEW MACHINERY.
The liurgest Mauiilacturer of Bee-Hives,

Sections, etc., in tlic AVorld.

Oiii' (tijxiriti/ >u 'loiiil of (iooils Ititili/.

DECIDED.
The courts have (iccidfd the patent on the One-

Piece Section to be null and void, t'oi- want of novel-
ty. We are now manulaeturing- them ag'ain as first

placed on the market by Lewis & Parks.
Write tor our new jn-ice list for WK.

G. B. LEWIS,
19tfd WATERTOWN, - WISCONSIN.

FOR SALE.
Al'jH. P. wroujrhtiron tubular boiler and cti-

{fine, In working order. Price on cars, $115.00.

l-4db Address J. D. ENAS, Xapa, Cal.

Bee-Hives and Supplies.
We ha\e remodeled our machinery , and can fill

orders on short notice. If wanted, odd sizes made.
Send orders now before the rush comes. We have
a larjre stock on hand now. We give 3 per cent dis-

count till Feb. 1. J'ricc list free.

B. J. MILLER & CO..
3-13d

'

Nappanee, Elkhart Co.. Ind.

REVERSIBLE -FRAME HIVES.
WHITE BASSWOOD AND POPLAR SECTIONS.

Snill fnr CilTUl:!!-.

0. J. HETHEEINGTON, EAST SAGINAW, MICHIGAN.
:i-.5-7d

]<: .StaMi.shell J Sr,-,. .^ —

^

HEADQUARTERS \V

eeswa X
We liavr .-..nstaritly nn liaii.l a .A A.

ocU ried,

|)e, which we
at ion at low-
in<r <)uantity

and Kefliicd Beeswax in oriiiiua

otter to manufacturers nl Comli !•

est pi-iccs. Write to us for prices
wanted. .Address

K. 1C4 KKRra.\NN Sc \VIL.l..
Beoswix Bleachers i Eefiners. SYEACUSE, N. Y.

N. B.—We have low freight rates to all points on
quantities. 24-lldb

PATENT
Foundation
m jr.. . _ R.nrhl

W.e.PELHAM
MAYSV1LLE,KY.

Oiif \eir SJ,o]> < oiiipUtiiJ, uiiil Jr<irlil iifii/

at n'oik.

We claim the best facilities for furnishing sup-
plies in the Soutli-East. Our Factory will be equip-
ped with the liosV and latest improved machinery,
which will enable us to furnish our goods up to the
times, and we will furnish all kinds at very reason-
able prices. Parties needing supplies would do
well to see our prices before buving.

QUEENS AND BEES FOR t885.
The .ilUhios AIkikI. ami IIV JIakr a .S,„-

cialtt/ nj Thvni.

Those who wish early queens should order early,
as orders must be tilled in rotation.
For prices, address

S. VALENTINE & SON,
.5d HAGERSTOWN, MD.

IF YOU WANT
A GOODO.NE-PIECE SECTION CHEAP.

.'^end to us. Sample and Price List Frc^e.

SMITH & SMITH, KENTON, HAKDIN CO., OHIO.
2tfdb

Something Hew.
Hive with i-evcrsible section cases, also Sinii)licity

Hives, the same as .\. I. Hoot makes tlieni,at Roofs
prices. Send for cirrulai' and price list to

Itfdb KENNEDY & LEAHY,
Dux 11. Higginsville. Lafayet-^e Co.. Mo-

"

BEE-HIVES,
ONE-PIECE SECTIONS,

COIvIB FOUNDATION,
—A.M)—

Bee - Keepers' Supplies dJeiierall)'.
I'vU-r Li.st Srnt Ivvr.

J. J. HURLBERT.
1-11 Imo Lyndon, 'Whiteside Co.. 111.

Basswood-Trees.
Basswood-trecsl to;! feet high, - - $=15;) per 100

Hard-maple trees, 3 to .5 feet high, - - 1..50 per 100
Mountain-ash, ornamental, 3 to .'i feet, lOcts. apiece.
Address HENRY WORTH,

Itfd Borodino, Onondaga Co., N. V.

m ITALIAN ODEENS. m
G waheaiitzj auEENS ror. sj.co.

Write for Circular. . J. T. WILSON.
Ittd N1CH3LASVILLE, KY.

MUTH'S
HONEY-EXTEACTOR,

SQUAUU ULAKS HONE\-JAK!«,
TIN BUCKETS, BKG-III VES,

HONEY-SECTIONS, Arc, Ac.

Apply to CHAS. F. MUTH, Cincinnati,0.
P. S.—Send 10-cent stamp for " Practical Hints to

Bee-Keepers." " Itfd

BE SURE
|Tosc )stal

APIARIAN

rd lorour illustrated catalogue of

Before purchasing QIIPPI IC^
elsewhere. It con

tains ilUistrations and descriptions of e\crylliii
new and desirable in an apiary.

.VT THE liOWEST PUICES.

J. C. SAYLES,
l-12db Hartford, Washington Co., Wis.
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A A I^ THE Ij

SOUTH
FOB THE MANUFACTURE AND SALE

*>

BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES

The Only Stotnn Favtory J£rect<il in tJicSontli,

ICrclnsively for the Mannfactnve of TJires,

Yiallon, and Root
Simplicity Hives, and
the 4»4.\4Vt all-iu-one-piocc

Comb Foundation lra'i;!^^Ila?rr>;L•S"
k-orked on shares.

Extractors, Smokers, ^^/Jr,u.!P;:;-^;^ytS
needed in the

Italian Queens and Bees.
the iiei^lihorhood. The superi

No other races in
my apiary or in

iliood. The superiority of the queens
reared in iTiy apiary is so well established, that no
commendation is required. I send out no queen
that I would not have for myself; and an.y one re-
ceiving- a defective or worthless queen from me will
have it replaced. Proposals from Dealers to mail a
jj-iven number weekly, solicited.

Untested Queens !;^^l!e*^'Si^!^f'IV]i^:
Kates i>er dozen given on application.

TESTED QUEENS g;^; il^^!}t^?!^o6'"'^'
^^^•

SELECTED TESTED QUEENS. ^Sr^Hn^t
hreed from, $;i.OO. All my queens are reared from
selected imported mothers of my own importation,
and from selected daughters.

4-Frame Nucleus, SS Tiu'e^mad^e
sjiecialty of the 4-framc nucleus for the last seven

years, and have sent them out to all parts of the
United States and Canada without loss.

Early

Every
ami
The

Mllplaiio T send out cont
nUUIBUd i)()unds of tier

ns at

the full-size Laiigstn
and more advantaucou;

'ast three
received

DADANT'S
FOUNDATION
is asserted by hundreds of practical and disinterest-
ed bee-keepers to be the cleam^st. lirightest, quick-
est accepted b.v bees, least ajn to sag. most reguhu-
in color, evenest. and ni'atcst, of an\ that is made.

It is kept for sale by Messrs. A. H. Xewman, Chi-
cago. 111.; C. F. Muth, Cincinnati, ().: .las. Heddon.
Dowagiae. Midi.; I^oughci-tv \- McKee. Indianapo-
lis, Ind.; ('has. H. (ireen. licrlln. Wis. : (has. Hertel,
.Jr.. Freeburg, 111.: K/.ra Haer. Dixon. Lee Co.. 111.: E.
S. -Vrnistiong. .Jersey ville. 111.; H. Drum. Adelphi.O.

;

Arthur Todd, (iermantown. Philadelphia, Fa.; F..

Kritclinici-, Coburg, Iowa; E. F. Smith, Smyrna, N.
v.; ( . T. Dale, :Mortonsville, Kv.; and mimerous
other deal. 'rs.

Write tor .«tiin)l's frit, and price list of sup))lies.
acconipanied with 1 .'>U C<>iii]>liiiieiitary and inisn-
liritid trstiiiiiniiiils, troiu as many bee-keepers, in
ISKj. Il'c ijtKinnitri: rcrn/ imii af mir finniddtiou eijiuil

It) sample i)i evrni rrsiicct.

CHAN. I»ADANT A: SON,
:tbtt(1 Haiiiiltoii, Haiicovk Co., lIliiioiM.

(thJrxt BirPaprr in Ai -f:.<taliU.shid in ISISI.

•ame.
cheaper and more advantageous than bees

by the pound. Anyone wishing a list of tliose to
[whom T sent nuclei the last season can have it on

application, so they can inquire what they were, etc.
j

Tllll PnlnniOO ^" any quantity. Perfect satis-
rUII UUIUIIICO faction guaranteed in every in-

:

stance. {"-"^^For moi-e particulars, and prices, send
for mv Descriptive Illustrated Catalogue.
Cash market price for wax.

P. L. VIALLON,
Bayou Goiila, Iberville Parish, La

AMERICAN BEE JOUPAL,
AVEEKLY, at $2.00 a year.

MONTHLY EDITION, 16 pages, 50c. a year.

925 West .-Madison Street. Cliicagfo, III.

BRED-CLOVER (T

EES%QUEEN]L>
If you want Italian Bees that will work on red

clover, and that are gentle to handle, you can get
them of me. Send tor my circular. It tells you
how to successfully introduce queens, and of the
SafeUi Introduciua and Shipping Queen-Cage.

Address

F. BOOMHOWER,
Itfd Gallnpville, Schoharie Cc. N. Y.

JOB LOT OF WIRE " CLOTH
AT ijiticATLX iii:i>rcFi) rmcEs.

Such a brisk demand has sprung up for this, and
our customers seem to be so much pleased with the
goods, we have succeeded in getting another still

larger lot, of one of the largest manufacturers of
wire cloth in the world. Please bear in mind that
the only way in which we can afford to sell it at the
very low price of IVi cts. per sq. ft. is b.v selling the
entire remnant just as it is put up. We have now
in stock the following pieces. As fast as it is sold,
each piece is crossed out, and the next issue will

show what remains.
Width, 8 inches.—3 rolls containing respectivelj- 50, .W, and

60 square feet.
W^trlth 10 inches.—4 rolls, containing respectively 72. 70, te,

and 75 square feet.
Width. 11 inches.—One roll, containing 80 square feet.
Width 12 inches—5 rolls, containing respectively, 80, 100, 90,

90, nnd 101 squ Te feet.
Wi.itn, H inches.— 1 roll, containing 116 square feet.
Width, Ifi inclies.— 1 roll containing I3'l square feet
Width. 20 inches.— 1 roll, containing 150 square feet.
Width, 22 inches.—2 rolls, containing respectively, 250, and

180 sou re feet.
Width. 24 inches.—8 rolls, containing respectively, 50, 65. 72,

'Vet.
containing respect! ve'y, 53, 97, 142,

rs.~10 n>lls. containing respectively, 69, 216,
i, 'Jill, O.'i. and 20 1 square feet.
< -(^)ne ro 1, containing 23 sqna'-e feet.
s.-lO rolls, containing respectively. 58, l!iO,

2!0, 190, and 264 square feet.
fs —4 rolls, containing respectively, 110, 25,

feet.
-4 rolls, containing respectively, 160, 172,

L-et.

6 rolls, containing respectively, CO, 270, 200,
IM i:io iiiid I'jo square feet.
Widtli, .W in<lips.-5 rolls, containing respectively, 75, 316, 300,

290. and :!Hi square feet.
Width. 40 inches.—5 rolls, containing respectively, SOD, 275,

320. 166. and 125 square feet
Width, 42 inches.—One roll, containing 245 square feet.

A. I. ROOT, inedtua, Oblo.
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tribution, as I am teaching' in the country, and have
a g-ood many boys in charg-e, ages from eig'ht to
eighteen, and I think they would appreciate them,
Koss, Te.\., Nov. 11, 1S84. Mks. M, Tali.^ferko.

Obituary.
\Vk arc pained to beolilijred to elironiclc tlie death

ot our old friend \V. \V. Cary. He was for year^ an
intimate friend of L. L. Langstrotli, and during-

Mr. L.'s visit to us. he had a good deal to say of his

most hlg-hly esteemed friend Mr. Cary. Me learn

by the Dec-Keeperx' Ma(iaziiic of Jan. 1 that ho has

been a bee-keeper for .5:i years. He made; the ac-

quaintance of Mr. Langstroth in l^'O; and when the

Italian bee first made its advent to our shores, .Mr.

Tary was one of the most active in giving it a

chance, and he has furnished nice Italian <|ueens

for perhaps as long a time as any American bee-

keeper. The magazine above mentioned contains

an excellent portrait of our friend ("aiy, tog<'ther

with a biographical sketch of his life. Although
many may not know it, our bee-keepers' medley
i'ontains an engraving of fritMii] Cary. While get-

ting it up, Mr. Langstroth remarked to me that

many for years have noted the resemblance be-

tween .Samuel Wagner and W. W. Cary, and that a
photograph of one would answer for the other. Ac-
cordingly friend Cary's iihotograph was given,

with the above explanation, as no photograph was
ever taken of Samuel Wagner. Mr. Cary's t)usi-

ness will be carried on, and, in fact, has been for

some time carried on, by his son. W. W. Cary, .Ir.

DIED—In Haltimore, Md., .Ian. '-S, IS.-i.j, Elenora,
only and beloved daughter of C. H. and Susan H.
Lake, aged 12 years, 2 months, 6 days.

KIND WORDS FROM OUR CUSTOMERS.

Thanks Cur \(iui- kiiwliic-.< jn \v :iii in-- so i>atiently

on me. The iiiHuis I oi-ili red a I ilill iTint times were
all received With the brst ol sat isl act ion, especially
the bee-keeper's wheelbarrow, which has bei-n faith-

fully used by myself, wife, and chiUlren.

Logan, Kent Co., Mich., Oct.
1). N. L.anhi:kt.
1K>4.

Please find #;2.(i0, for which send me the latest

edition of the A H C tiook, and Ulkanings for !»».").

1 can't think of doing without them, and keep bees
and make a success of it, for I think one may lose
ten times the cost of both, in trying to do without.
(iLEANiNfis is alwavs welcome in our home.

G. A. Wii.i.is.
Kntield, White Co., III., Dec, 15, 1884.

SOME KIND WOItDS, AND NO MISTAKE ABOUT IT.

The goods came all O. K. Many thanks. The
carpet-sweeper, my wife thinks, is the nicest thing
out, and 1 think "How the Farm Pays "is some-
thing that every farmer ought to have, and every
young man who intends to be a farmer, or even if

he doesn't ever intend to be one. He may become
the owner of a farm, and with what information he
would get out i/f that he would know at a glance
what kiiid of seed to sow to be the most prohtable,
and he also may know whether his tenant is compe-
tent to conduct a farm or not, and every thing per-
taining to a farm, farm implements, etc. The book
has paid me already in one article on grape cul-

ture. If I am a blacksmith and a bee-keeper also,

the A U C book has paid me double and tenfold for
itself, just in one point of dressing saws. Some-
times 1 could dress a saw, and it would saw well,

and the next time it would hardly saw at all, and
my neighbor was about to get all of my custom.
But a glance at the article in the A li C turned the
scale, so 1 dress from 8 to .5 saws every week, where,
before I got the A R C, may be I would dress one a
month. Somebody else would dress it the next time.
Hut that is not the case now.

.MV UEPOHT ON BEKS.

This season was almost too dry; spring count, 11:

sold six. and increased to 22, all alive at date. Hon-
ey \ery dark, and strong to taste—very bitter.

Honi-v-d«'w was the cause.
l-:ve'rv liouscliold or family ought to take Glean-

ings, for the one heading. Our Homes, Myself and
my Neighbors, and, in fact, every heading in it is

worth tenfold tlie j)rice of Gleanings for one year.
Waynesburg, Pa., Jan. I.'j, 1883. T. A. Inohram.D
[Why, my good frieml L. it seems to me you must

be unusually easy to get along with, or you -would
not be pleased at otir hiiniblc ctforts in every direc-

tion, as you seem to be in the above letter. I con-
fess I am very glad indeed to tlnd that our publica-
tions, and the goods we furnish, have been the
means of df)ing you so much good in your home.]

SOMETHING NEW.
As I have greatly increased my facilities for man-

ufacturing

It will be to your advantage to send for price list

before purchasing elsewhere. Cash paid for bees-
wax. A. B. HOWE,
2tfdb Council Bluffs, lo-wa.

SECOND-HAND FOUNDATION MILLS,

We ha\ (• at iiresent four mills, which we have tak-

en toward new ones. The tlrst one is a.')',-inch

Washburn mill; price, when new, §20 or $:W—can't
iust remeniber now; Imt our i)re8ent price for a tf-

inch mill is >tI-,M. Wc will sell the mill for SlO.OO.

The second one is a 9-inch mill, such as we used to

make for the L. frame. We will sell this for ?17.00.

The third one is a 10-mill, our own make. The pres-

ent list price is .*'.'.'>.Oii. We will sell it for *18.()0. The
last one is a 12-inch mill, our own make. Present
price of a new 12-inch mill, ?40.(A). We will sell this

for $'25.0n. All the above mills have been worked
over so as to make the new style of cell. Samples
of the work will be sent on application. We will al-

low r> per cent off from i)rices mentioned above, for

cash with order. A. I. EOOT, UEIINA, OHIO.

We subscribed for Gleanings last year, and like

it much; but haviufr been iinlortunate with our
bees, we lost our enthusiasin aii<l did not resub-
scribe. Had I the time 1 could say much of my ad-
miration of your way of conducting business. 1

wllMust take time to say, it reminds me ot a thrifty
bee-hive. To a bee-man, that expresses much of
order, industry, happiness, and profit.

If.^oii choose yon can sen<l some curds for di?-

iniFORTED CARNZOXiAirS.
(iradc-i ami Prices ol uuecnsi ^pring

i
June iJ.iA. |

Fall

Finest Sele.ted yueen-s each..
, S 7 ou I 6 00 I «.i TO I 84 50

FineProlitlc
•' " ..| BOO | 5 00 I 4 50 I 4 OO

Reared in Carntola. Safe arrival by mail guaranteed. Same
prices for imported Italians. For circular, address MRS.
^KANK. HENTON, A^«KLK'., N^Y.

.«f"^^^-J-j!^,!;^*^'^:
atfdh

postal-order to FRANK

DADANT'S FOUNDATION FACTORY, WHOLE-
SALE AND UETAIL. See advertisement in

anotlier column. Jbtfd
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peNEY (30MJIN.

CITY MARKETS.
Kansas City.—Honey.—Our lionoy trade has been

very larj^e this year, but prices have ruled ex-
tremely low. We have tried our best to maintain
prices, but the flood of California honey, both comb
and extracted, and of extra flue quality at that,
which has accumulated in the larg-e markets all

over the country, has compelled us to meet the
competition. This has caused some dissatisfaction
on the part of shippers who thought their honey
should have brought more, but it is impossible to
satisfy everybody. We are now short on choice
1-lb. sections, and would pay I4c per lb. for some
white clover or basswood 1-lb. sections in g-lass

front, clean new cases of not over ;?0 lbs. each. We
could use ^OOJ to 51100 lbs. of it, and would pay cash
on arrival. Jerome Twichelf., of

Cr.KMf)\'s. Cloon & Co.,
Jan. 22, 188.'>. Cor. -Ith & Walnut Sfs., K. C. Mo.

St. LoviA.—Honey.—The cold weather has check-
ed demand for honey. Comb neglected. Extracted,
in barrels. Southern, worth i}'-A(q>ec. Northern,
worth more, but slow sale. An occasional sale of 1

and 2 g-allon cans at 10c. Choice white clover, 1.5@16
cts. in one pound sections. Dark honey unsalable.
lieettivax quiet at iOCw.'Wc. Stock small, and not
much arriving. W. T. Andekson & Co..
Feb. 10, IbSS. 104 N. Third St., St. Louis, Mo.

Cleveland.—Hon^)/.- The honey market, like ev-
ery other kind of merchandise, is very dull; sales
during .January were scarcely any thing. Februa-
ry, so far, has been no better. Choice 1-lb. sections
of white honey move slowly at 14@l.')c; 1'2 and 3
lbs., i:^214c: second quality not wanted. E.xtracted
in no demand. Beeswax scarce, 3t^(a3(ic.

A.C. Kendel,
Feb. 11, 1885. 115 Ontario St., Cleveland, O.

Fob Sale.—I have on hand 3 barrels of choice
fall honey, which I hold at 8'ic per lb. It was well
ripened before extracting, and is put up in alcohol
barrels. H. W. Funk, Bloomington, 111.

For Sale.—One keg extracted clover honey. 110
lbs., for ^lO.CO. M. IsBELL, Norwich, N. Y.

Russian "White Oats

Single bushel SOc
Five bushels 75c
Ten bushels or over 70c

Sacks, each 20c
Put on board cars at directions of purchaser.

ALBKRT L.. ITIAKTIN,
46d LconarJhburti:, Delaware <'o., O.

FRUIT, SHADETaND HONEY.
Bee-keeiH>rs, ))lease see mv advertisement in

Gleanings lor Nov. 1.5, 1ks4, page ;i;o, and order at
once. Two dozen for ?<1. on. iiostpaid. .\d(lr(>ss
4tfdb JNO. W. MAKTIiT, GKEENWOOD EEPOT, VA.

^ Colonies, Nuclei, and Queens, ^
VJU For terms, address 4-5-7-!>d ^^
Wi S. P. McLEAN. COLUMBIA, MAUR7 CO., TEITITESSEE. C^

AUINT'S FOUNDATION FACTORY, Whole-
sale and retail. See advertisement in another

coUimn.
^ 3btfd

WANTPn ^^"•'' ^° work into foundation by the
llAniLUi pound, or for a share. For particulars
address O. H. TOWNSEND, Alamo, Mich. 3-4d

Situation Wanted.
AdJii Stone, Vicmuv, Onejda Co., N. Y,

'"
Itfcjb

HEDDON'S
32-PACiE

CmCULAHioilSSS
NOW READY.

JAMES HEDDOn7dOWAGIAC, M!CH.
Mtfdb '

RASPBERRIES AND STRAWBERRIES FOR 1885.
()lii<i, Si)iihc;:au, Tyler, Gregg, Cuthbert, Hansell,

Criinsdu li<;niry, Shatier's Colossal, Raspberries;
James Vjek, Manclu'ster. Sharpless, Wilson, Cres-
cent, Chas. Downing ^^trawl)erries, and many other
varieties not nu'iiticjueil here. Prick List Free.
4d ESEA G. SMITH, MANCHESTEE, OilTAEIO CO., N. Y.

BBOKINe -f 0PEI^3.
Why not buy your Queens and Bees direct from

the breeder? 35 cents saved is 25 cents made. lam
now booking orders for Queens and Bees, to be de-
livered in April, May, and June. Send for my new
Price List. Address 4 5 d 7d.

W. 3. CAUTHEN,
PLEASANT HILL, LANCASTEE COUNTY, SOUTH CAKOLINA.

GEO. W. PUTNAM,
HOLLAND, GRUNDY COUNTY. 10 WA,
Wishes to say that he will put up in packages, for

one dollar, the following seeds for bee-keepers:
1 peck of Silverhull Buckwheat 35c
3 pounds Rape seed 40c
1 packet, ',2 oz.. Spider plant 10c
1 packet, ii oz., Simpson plant 10c

Sack 5c
Will also sell or trade my house and two lots,

blacksmith and wagon shop, with a good custom.
Send postal card for price list of supplies, etc. 4-5d

SECTIONS!
Planed white basswood, dovetailed or to nail. Send

for sample and price. New machinery and large

experience enable us to give pirfect satisfaction.

Any size section made to order. Send sample of

what you want. F. GEANOEE & SON,

4-6d. HAEFOED MILLS, OOETLAND CO., N. Y.

IBISES WAI^^UBa
50 C<»L.ui\iES of Bees, with combs built in

Langsti-otli frames, for Mav deliverv. 4d.
E. 0. H0LLINO3HEAD, CULLODBN, ONTAEIO, CANADA.

B}f hoh'snle and Retail. y^

EE - KEEPERS' -s- SUPPLIEX
Pcphr and Bissxood Sections a Specialty. KJ

SEND2-CENTSTAMP for SAMPLEancJ PRICE.
S. D. BUELL, UNION CITY, MICH.

atfdb

Hydrometers for Testng Honey.
We have just succeeded in getting a beautiful lit-

tle instrument, all of glass, that will indicate the
dciisit.N- (if lidiicj- or iiKiiile s\ I'ui), or aiiv kind of
syrup, by simjiiy dropping it Into the liiiuld. lam
greatly suriMiscd that we can furnish ».;(> beautiful
an instruiucnt for so small a sum of money. Prico
35c. By mail, JUc e.\tra. Per 10, $3.00; per 100, $35.00.

A. I. ROOT, MEPiNA, Ohio.
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TKRMS; Jl.no Pru AvNi'M. tN AnvmoR:'! Tr»,,^ .^ 7, 7V< » 7. ^ ^7 •/-.•. 7 t? 'y 3 ( Cliihs to different postoffioes. kot lkss
•3Cople8for«1.90;3rnr«3.75;Sfr.r8».00; rjSTClULlbHCiV III lO / c) . I tho n 90 ots. each . Sent postpaid, In the
10 or more. 75 ets. each. Single Number. !

; U. S. and Cannda«. To all other conn-
Rets. AddltionB to cluhs mavhe made

f
nnr.isiiED bkmi-monthi.y CY tries of the UnlversaH'ostal Union. IKc

atclnhrates. Ahoveare all to be Kent | . i or\/"kT' \ri>"iT\TV \ t\xxtf\ I
pervenr extra. To all conntries not of

TO OXE P08T0FFICB. |A.l. UUUi, ..M Jl/l-'l^ A, Ul liU.
I the tj. P. U., 12c per year extra.

HEDDON'S LETTER.

Moral Patents.

DON S HIVE, HONEY-B(JAKI), !I()N KV ri.ANTS, &C.

N first page of your last issue I find a letter

from brother Hatch to brother Hutchinson,

from which I gather the idea that brother

Hatch thinks that our government sells a mo-
nopoly to a person when said person takes

out a patent. I think he is in error. What we pay
the office is record lees, and the monopoly is only a

monopoly of the inventor's own discoveries; a mo-
nopoly of what he has produced by the labor of his

own brain and hands; a monopoly of what did not

exist before his efforts brought it into being. The
office gives him the 17 years' exclusive right, charg-

ing only fees to support the recording and other

office labor.

WIDTH AND SIZE OF ONE-POUND SECTIONS.
Brother Hatch also says, that in my "circular,

page 20," I claim that the 4'.ix4'i.\7 to-thefoot (or

Pi scant) sections do not average one pound. He
does not say whether he means my 1883 or 1885 cir-

cular. I can't find a word about it on page ~0 of

either circular. Neither can I find on any other

page where I' call that section a scant one-pound
section, except when used with separators. Well,

be that as it may, I have the fresh fact to state, that

the past year we learned how to get this section so

plumply filled, attached to the wood all arnumi, that

the part of our ci-op stored between separators, in

this size section, averaged almost or quite exactly

one pound per section, gross weight; that is, sec-

tion and all. We can also average one pound with
I'i-inch wide, •l'.i.\4'i, when used without scparU'

tors, if I recollect correctly. Regarding the system
' of management, I will give that at n future time.

PUICE OK CASE.S.

!
Brother Hatch says he could also furnish niycases

! at half my price, and make money. Has he seen

I

my 1885 circular, where, on page 4, I quote these
' cases, in quantities of 2B or over, at 16c each? This

! includes handles and the five tin strips. I should

i like to buy of him at He each. No doubt he thinks

he tells the truth. Does not much depend upon the

I

quality of the material givenV But suppose, for ar-

gument's sake, he could. Suppose he has the ad-

! vantage of very cheap lumber and cheap power,

j

and cheaper laborers. Must I, on that account, go
I entirely without any remuneration for my inven-

j

tion and introduction of this case? 1 infer that

brother Hatch is a "Christian," and I think he

should have seen these moral points sooner.

mooke's hack.

This, I think, is properly named. I do not see

that it is like, or fills the place of my case. The tin

strips at the bottom are not original with me. They

are very old; so neither are the wood partitions. I

claim them only in combination with a case that is

to need no outside covering; that uses open-top

sections; is bee-space taller than said sections, and

adapted to the tiering-up plan (a splendid plan of

manipulation), and taking the cover of the hive in

the same manner that the brood-chamber does, and

so arranged at the bottom as to be adjustable to the

ordinary hive with bee-space above the frames, or

1 my honey-board with bcespace in its upper side.

Is brother Moore's like that? I think not. If so. It

could not be made of material 2?i inches wide, un-

less 2' i-inch sections were used. I think that the

1 tlifffrence in the popular growth between the rack
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and the case is illustrative of their difference in

construction. I don't think that brother Hutchin-

son, Cook, Seai-8, and a host of others, use a case or

anything- else, just because I tell thcra to or ask

them to.

hutchinson'.s heddon honey-boaru.

1 see you published my letter (bj- permission) on
page 98. All right, only I don't see the clause

wherein I said that brother H.<lid not claim the

honey-board, only the queen-excluding- feature.

Did I'put this sentence in the other part of my let-

ter, or how? I know such to be the case; and as

the letter reads, some might infer that I reflected

upon brother H. in the matter, which is far from
correct, as I place the highest confidence in his

keenness of moral sense and vision, as well as the

most sterling integrity in all his acts and speeches.

Would that the world were all like brother H.!

Think of the comfort and economy I

Accept my thanks for your generous gift of $100,

which is thankfully received. I appreciate it, and
will say I can't help but feel honored by your ap-

preciation, after these years of toil. I am not done
yet. A word about—

HONEY-PI>ANTS,

And I will close. I think we should avoid all plants

not indigenous to our climate and soil, or readily

adaptable to them. I am quite sure that Epilobium,
or willow-herb, will not prove a success so far south
as we are. 1 hope you will prove or disprove this

statement. I can see no returns for labor, land,

and seed, unless a plant is tough, generally sure of
secretion, self-sustaining, and I am not sure but I

may add, will thrive, spread, and increase in waste
places, with only just starting. 1 know of no plants
that combine these successful points except

JIELILOT CLOVER AND PLEURISY-ROOT.

I have watched the latter closely for three years.

It has never "shied" once, but every year is covered
with bees all through basswood bloom, or that latter

part of it which it laps on to. One great advantage
that it has over melilot clover is, that it is a peren-
nial plant. Another is, that it is a perfect success
on the poorest soil. I am of the opinion that it

might be made to settle the problem of reclaiming
worn-out land, or land so poor that nothing else

could be made to shade the ground till other fertil-

izers could get started. Melilot clover will back out
of this poor soil. Ti-y pleurisy-root, brother Koot,
and report. The plant that will grow Avell, and re-

claim worn-out land, at the same time yielding a
honey dividend, or take possession of grassy and
weedy fence-corners, is what I want, and what I

think 1 have. James Heddon.
Dowagiac, Mich., Feb. 4, 1885.

We do not find the sentence yon mention,
friend II., and nothing was omitted from
yonr communication, by mistake or other-
wise. Yon may liave put tlie sentence in
some other letter.—In regard to the epilobi-
um, you will see from our last issue, page
H(). that it does tlourish as far south as I^a
Salle Co., III., and .Medina Co.. ().. friend
(ireen being just west of us. We will sow
some of the pleiu'isy-root seed in the green-
lu)use to-day. It is noticed in Gleanings
for Sept., 1«H0. Three repoits are there

• given in regard to it. Its botanical name is

Asdepias Tuherosa. Prof. Beal there de-
scribes it as follows :

T)jc s))fc|infnp sent arc dSi'JrijiUli Tiih(riim,^^lUn-

terfly-weed or Pleurisy-root. I have received it be-
fore as a bee plant. It is one of the milkweeds, and
thrives in dry hill-sides and fields, but does not con-
tain much milky juice. It is a very pretty plant,
and is sometimes cultivated. ^\^ J. Beal.
Michigan Agricultural College, Lansing, Mich.

rrobal)ly friend Hatch did not know you
had advertised these cases at 10 cts. each,
and very likely the Moore rack will answer
his purpose : if so. he can, of course, adver-
tise them at what price he chooses ; but he
would, to be sure, call them Moore's rack,
instead of Ileddon's.

SABBATH OBSERVANCE AND THE
NEW-ORLEANS EXPOSITION.

WHAT SORT OF A STAND SHOULD A CHRISTIAN
TAKE IN THE MATTER':?

fHE decision has been rendered, and the Sab-

bath-breakers have won the day! The New-
Orleans Exposition is to be opened on the

Sabbath, during the whole period of its con-

tinuance. Not only open, but special attrac-

tions are provided, and special privileges granted

to induce a large attendance on that day. The con-

duct of the managers contrasts sharply with that of

the directors of the Centennial, who firmly and
persistently resisted the demands of the godless, to

open the gates on the day of sacred rest. It is not

only an outrage upon the moral sentiments of the

best part of the nation, but a dethroning of Jeho-

vah, and the consecration of his day to Mammon.
This act deserves the severest rebuke from every
God-fearing, Sabbath-loving citizen. The Methodist

Recorder says

:

Exhibitors who respect the Lord's day should ut-
terly refuse to exhibit their goods on that day, or
entirely withdraw from the Exposition; and relig-
ious people everywhere should decline to visit and
patronize such a Sabbath-breaking institution.

Are not A. I. Root and myself included in the

last sentence';* Yes.

If the managers of the Exposition are determined
to violate the Sabbath, religious people should with
equal determination refuse in every way to coun-
tenance the desecration. Jos. Somerville.
Brady's Bend, Pa., Feb. 4, 1885.

Friend S., I am very, very sorry to receive
the above. On lirst reading your letter it

seemed to me as if I could hardly attend a
place of that kind, where no respect is paid
to God's holy day ; but after a little further
reflection I concluded it was one of those
questions that often come up, that every
Christian ought to pray over before making
a positive decision. I should not want to
decide for others ; but so far as I am con-
cerned, I think it is my duty to go, all the
same. Of course, I should not go on the
grounds on Sunday, neither should I want
any thing belonging to me open to inspec-
tion on tlie Sahiiatli-day. Of coiu'se, many
perple.xing(iu('stionscoinein. If tlie grounds
and buildings are full of visitors, somebody
must he there to look after the goods; and
wliile there it would seem hardly couitecnis
to refuse to explain things, and answer ques-
tions. It seems to me if I had any loose
valuables there I would take them away
Saturday night, and take them back Monday
morning, if the regulations permitted it. If
they did not, I would do one of two things:
Withdraw all such loose valuables, or let
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them remain, and take the risk of having
them injured or stolen. I would not allow
any possible inducement to persuade me to
go on the gi'ounds on the Sabbath-day, and
take part in the proceedings. Sometliing
has been said about holding meetings on the
Exposition grounds. From what experience
I have had in holding meetings in similar
circumstances and places, I do not believe it

is advisable for any Christian to encourage
them. There are plenty of comfortable
churches in Xew Orleans, I am sure, and I

feel pretty sure, too, that those who love the
Lord will be found in those churches. Do
not let us stay away, friends, but let us go.
carrying Christ with us ; and if we tind cus-
toms different from our notions, let us strive
to do as Paul did when he said,—

I am made all things to nil men, that I mig-ht hy
all means save some. And this 1 do for the p-ospel's
sake, that I mi^ht be partaker thereof with you.
-I. COK. 9:22,23.

WIND-BREAKS, THIEVES IN THE API-
ARY, AND HONEY-PRODUCING

PLANTS.

FRIEND LAWSON TELLS TS HOW TO KILL THE
ABOVE THREE BIRDS WITH ONE STONE.

fRIEND RO0T:-Tn your issue of Jan. 1, 188.'), in

your answer to John F. Whitmore, concern-
in;? thieves in the apiary, you may well say
the laborers are few, while the harvest is

plenteous. We also have a promise to those
who help themselves. Suppose we take this prac-

tical side of the case; that is, hedpre in our apiary

with something that will be a har\est for the Ijets

twice ill the year, a protection agaiiist thievefi, a

wind-break tor the apiary, and a lastinjf pleasure to

the owner. This is a subject of vital importance,
not only to the apiarist, but to all who have inclos-

ures to make, as this combines cheapness, strenjfth,

durability, and will be defensive against the inroads

of men, stock, pigs, and rabbits, at all times. To
such I would recommend the Japan quince; two
varieties {Ctidonia Japnnica), scarlet Howering, and
(i'lldonia Japonicn alba), white flowering; also tlie

l'l)raciinth((. The two former have peculiar (lualifl-

cations for the position 1 would assign them as a

hedge. They have a rich, dark-green foliage, pro-

ducing in April a profusion of flowers which keep
the bees busy and happy (I have seen them in

bloom as early as March, and snow lying on the

ground). W'hat could be more attractive? They
ai-e defended by innumerable tliorns, which make
them impenetrable! against all interlopers; they
thrive in all kinds of soil and locations; thej- will

make a good defensive hedge in four or Hve years;

hear pruning admirably, and are not subject to in-

sect depredations, either in branch or root; and
lastly, they occupy but two feet on either side of

the row. Propagation of the abovt^ is similar to the

Pyracantha, hence I will speak of them together.

The pyracantha is essentially a hedge-plant, which
can not be said of many others, especially the

Osage orange, which is, perhaps, the most familiar

example to most of your x-caders, growing some-
times to a tree in height, with strong roots extend-
ing to cither side for many feet, running so near
the surface, and exhausting the soil, preventing
the i)lauting of crops to within several feet of the

hedge-row. Not so with the Pumranthn; it requires

but two feet and a half on either side of the row; it

is a beautiful evergreen, with a very rich dark-
green foliage, producing, in June, snowy -white
flowers, much frequented by the bees. In winter
it has a profusion or red berries, making it very
attractive. It is also defended by innumerable
thick set thorns, making it impenetrable to all alike.

Almost any kind of soil and location will suit it.

Like the former spoken of, it grows rapidly, bears
pruning admirably, and will be a defensive hedge
In four or five veal's.

I

Propagation is effected by suckers and prunings
of either hedges, cutting them up si.x inches in

length. Have the ground spaded or plowed, and
leveled off. Set a line; now strike the spade firm

' against it, and downward at the same stroke, deep
enough to set the slips one inch below the surface.

The object of this stroke is to make firm the soil

against the line; set the slips six inches apart against

; the straight side; fill up to near the top of slips, press

them in with the feet; till up now one inch over

1
their tops, leaving it mellow and level. This must

j

be done not later than the middle of March. In the

I following fall lift them, and set them out 15 inches

I

apart, alternating the plants as the work goes on,

making it attractive all along the row, the flowering

time of either being some three months apart.

Prune them well in. after the fall of the leaf, so

as to make them grow close and thick. The pyra-

midal form of training is to me the most practical,

as a shower can get at the surface of every side-

shoot, hence no dead limbs at the bottom.

I have been minute in detail, as the time for ac-

tion is at hand, and perhaps many of i'our readers

may have the above in their gardens or lawns as

shrubs. They may go to work on them now. I have
been a practical horticulturist and apiarist for some
years, and have had the above hedges under my
care; I would assuredly recommend them as worthy

I

of consideration. With the help of a good gate and

[

lock, it is what all apiarists need.

1 It is seldom 1 take the pen to write what I know,
as my hand is more used to the pruniug-shears;

' but should this effort do your readers some good,

you may hear from me again. J. J. Lawsox.
Point Lookout Mt., Tenn.

Tliank you. friend L. It is the men who
are used to pruning-shearsand sucli like iin-

l)lements. that we like to liave send us arti-

cles like yours. Every apiary should have a
wind-break of some kind, and we have at
consideralde expense planted evergreens all

aroiuid ours. We did not think of the
thieves nor the honey-posies when we did; it.

Xow, while 1 do not much fear the thieves,
1 shoidd be very glad indeed to have our
evergreens bear "llo'wers; but I did not know,
until you mentioned it, that that could be
managed. In regard to thieves. I believe it

is seldom that they venture into an inclosure
when it is surrounded by a hedge. It is a
sort of uncomfortable predicament for a
body to get into, and thieves are usually
cowards. Who can furnish us plants for
sale, and what are they worth? I have no-
ticed the Japan quince, but I did not know
before that it was a good hedge-plant. If I

understand you, the (piinees and evergreens
are to be planted alternately. The effect, it

seems to me, would be beautiful, and I do
not see why it wotdd not be just what we
want—usefiU and ornamental.
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LETTER FROM AN ABC SCHOLAR.

REVERSIBLE-FRAME DEVICE.

SENT 20 cts. for Gleanings this month and
ne.\t. I have received the .January numbers,
and have not been gretting- enough sleep since.

They keep me readingr very late at nig-ht, and
then in the morning- 1 read and shake this cold

weather until the Are gets warm enough to thaw
my boots, and I am convinced that I can not do

without Gleanings, and do myself justice if I keep
bees. Through the kindness of a friend I got a col-

ony and a nucleus in 1883; but I read the ABC
through twice, besides a lot of old Gleanings, and
constructed a buzz-saw and made four Simplicity

hives before I owned a bee. I caught the bee-fever

from one of your old patrons. I still have the same
enthusiasm that I started out with. 1 had one
strong colony and three weak ones last spring;

increased to ", and took 140 lbs. of comb honey in

your 1-lb. sections. The season was cut short by
dry weather.

I started out to build up an apiary, and make it

pay its own e.vpenses for keeping. I have enough
profit to run it next year. I more than doubled the

money I invested. Bees are all right at present.

I will send you a reversible metal-corner frame I

have been thinking about. U. F. Strain.
Spring Valley, O., JaiL 27, 18S.->.

Thanks, friend 8., for yonr kind words.
Your rever3il)le corner is the Broers corner,
mentioned in our back numbers. This makes
three wlio have studied up exactly the same
thing. Now, then, we have a great moral
here. A common want has sprung up; in-

telligent minds have been at work at it, and
after mature deliberation the wisest heads
seem to center, as it were, around a certain
point. Tn all such cases as this it is a com-
forting thought, that the best device will be
brought out sooner or later, and these inven-
tions are almost always like a honey-comb—
the product of the united work of many in-
dividuals.

DESCRIPTION OF BOOMHOWER'S API-
ARY.

FOR CUT OF SAME, SEE PAGE 8,3.

fRTEND ROOT:-Had I thought that the picture

of my apiary would have appeared so soon, I

would have sent you a description of it in

time to appear with the view. You have done
pretty well in explaining the details, except

that the picture was not taken in .Tune. The view
was taken the last of September. Only a small por-

tion of the fertilizing hives are shown, having unit-

ed the rest in full colonies for wintering. The art-

ist has omitted a portion of a row of hives which
should have been seen between the fence and the
first row of hives at my right. The instrument you
speak of is a frame-holder, onlj' the artist has not
got it quite right in the engraving.

I have been pretty much my own employer since

I have kept bees. The past season T had some help
from April until July; from July out I did all my
own work. I have another apiary 2' i miles out of

the village; and as August is our main honey
month, you can think how busy I must have been.
I took care of both yards, and ran some on shares,

II miles away, and did every bit of the work myself.

Some days I would visit my out yard twice a day,

part of the time traveling the whole distance on
foot. As an e.xplanation why I went on foot part of

the time, I will say that our minister has no horse;

and when he wanted a horse to use he was at liber-

ty to take the pony whenever he chose to have it.

My out apiary contains 85 colonies; my home
apiary, 75 colonies. The product of my home yard
the past season was nearly 2 tons of comb honey
and about ,500 queens, so you see I did not idle much
time away. My home apiary has a hard coating of

sawdust over its whole surfaeo. Not a weed nor a

spear of grass is allowed to grow anywhere near the

hives. I have often offered the sum of .50 cts. for

every spear of grass or weed that could be found
within range of the bee hives. Over a ton of the

comb honey from this yard was gathered from the

common red clover. I sent you a sample of the

honey. What do you think of it? When I purchas-

ed this place, three years ago, where the hives now
stand was nothing but a thick hedge of old apple-

trees and lilac, and other worthless bushes; in fact,

one could not see from the window to the street;

but the pick-ax and crowbar did the work pretty

well, with me as their motive power. You know
wc are commanded to earn our bread by the sweat
of our face. F. Boomhower.
Gallupville, X. V.

WB "^ »»
HEDDONS HONEY-BOARD AND HIVE-

COVER.
Ft'UTnEK P.\RTICL'LARS.

X the cut given last month, page 8;"),

which friend Ileddon furnished, the
cover is represented as a Hat board, E.
The friends may remember that I was a
little tenacious of the opinion that sucli

a cover would warp. When the hive came
to hand, however, it transpired that the pic-
ture did not represent the cover at all. The
cover friend II. sends us is shown below, at
fig. 2. You will notice that, to prevent the
warping I spoke of, he has put a piece of
one-inch lumber, set up edgewise, on each
end, and these pieces are fully as wide as
the cleats around our Simplicity cover. To
be sure, we can hold them from Marping, if

clamped in the above manner; but even
if warping is prevented, the arrangement
shown is not proof against twisting, and the
sample hive furnished by friend II. had the
cover so badly twisted when it reached ns
(I can not .say how it was when he started it)

that I would undertake to get robbers under
it in less than half a day. in our apiary.
\>ry likely such covers will work all right
generally ; but after four or five years of use,
if they do not trouble by letting "bees under
during a severe dry spell, it will be contrary
to all my experience. Another thing, this
cover, with its great clamps on the ends,
projects over the hive all around; and in
shipping bees in a hive or otherwise, it

would get knocked loose unless very securely
nailed or screwed fast to the hive. ' A cover
can be made on the plan of the Simplicity,
just about as cheap, and I should very much
prefer it : and if you can make bee's push
under a .S/h;)'//(v7// cover so as to get rob-
bing, I should like to see it done. The Sim-
plicity cover also slips into place, and stays
pretty securely. The above cover has no
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place, but stays just where you lay it. Of will put the chaff hive in the stable, with
course, all the friends can make covers as I the opening into the rabbit-pen ; then, you
they think proper. see. wlien the bossy is covered up with that

pile of leaves, the'little '' tads." as you call
them, will be right in the same nest with
'• bossy."

I* I ^
OUR IMPROVED CUTTER-HEAD

FOR MAKING THE ENTRANCES TO SECTION BOXES,
AND OTHER PURPOSES.

E have formerly made oiir cutter-heads
so that a pair of spurs were used in
connection with the knife. Tliese
require frequent sharpening, and
there is a difficulty in getting them

adjusted so as to work exactly with the
knife. The engraving below shows a knife
bent at eacli side so as to form a spur on the
edge of the knife itself, without necessitat-
ing a separate spur.

tbe

Fig. 1.—Slatted honey-boiird.
Fij>-. 2.- Hive-cover.
Fig-. 3.— End of honey -board, showing- how

slats are let in.
j

Figure 1 represents the slatted honey-
j

board. The piece acro.ss the center is a i

piece of tin. to keep the spaces a little more
I

accurate. The ends of the honey- board are i

rabbeted, so that the slats catch into the
rabbet, as shown in figure 3. The honey-
board is framed all around like a slate

-

frame, and this frame rises } incli above the
slats forming the bee - space. The pieces
forming the sides of tlie frame are beveled
off on the inside, so as to allow the bees to

go up into the sections on the extreme out-
side. This honey-board , outside dimensions,
is exactly the same as the top of the hive.
The crate of section boxes is also the same,
outside dimensions, so tliat liives, lioney-
boards, or crates of sections, can be piled up '

at liberty. No matter how you pile them,
you always have the bee - space between
them. Tiie first bee-space is formed on the
top of the hive, brood-frames coming i below
the outside edge of the hive. Tlie honey-

|

board, being Ihit on tlie under side, rests rin
j

these edges. The crate of sections is also
j

flat on the under side ; tliat is, the sections
come doM-n even witli tlie lower edge of tlie

!

crate; but on the top of tiie crate the sec-
;

tions are this bee-space below the outside
j

edge of the crate. i

If there is any thing more that is not fully
|

understood in regard to Ileddon's hive anil
j

system, I shall be happy to explain it.

MACHINE FOR SCORINO PI.ANK SO AS TO FORM EN-
TRANCES FOR THE BEES IN SECTION RO.XES.

The above arrangement makes the wliole
niacliine plain, without much explanation.
Tiie niaiKirel is is indies long; pulley, :U-inct»

face, and 'M inches in diameter ; boxes, 2?-

inclits wide. Tlic liead that holds the cut-

ters is i:fx;!i. I5y loosening the bolts on the
heads, cutters f(ir different purposes may be
attached.

A HINT FROM FRIEND FEADENBURG
IN REGARD TO RABBITS.

1 a word of caution, I will sug-R-est to you that.

If you have not provided a suitable place for

your doe rabbit to make a nest for younj?

ones, that you do so at onee, as she might be

likely to have young at any time now; yet

she may not l)efore March or even Ain-il, and it

would be a pity to lose the first litter for the want
of a suitable nest. I have now five nests of young
kids. If she is out of doors, I would suggest an old

chaflf hive would nuiko an e.xceHent nest-bo.\-. with a

hole cut in one end to let the doe in and out; but

whatever is fixed, the hole should be as near the

ground as possible, or a banking of earth made up
to the hole, for the little tads will come out some-
times, and not be able to get back, and so get chill-

ed and die. A. A. Fhadenburo.
Port Washington, O., Fob. 8, 1885.

Thank you. Friend F. Our bunnies shall
have a nice nest made forthwith. As they
adjoin the Jersey cow's stable, I think we

A REPORT PARTLY ENCOURAGING
AND PARTLY-DISCOURAGING.

ORDEKINO GLASS AND ALL WHE.N YOU ORDER
CRATES, ETC.

T COMMENCED with 7 last spring; increased to

m 15 by natural swarms, and about 200 lbs. of nice

^l comb honey, most of which is sold at 20c. per
'^ lb. The honey was in 1-lb. sections, and went

like hot cakes. The ne.vt thing to do is to get

goods for another year. First, send to an honest

dealer, even if he is oH' a good way, and the freight

is high; better do that than to buy of some one you

don't know, and then not get any thing. Buy
every thing that goes to make one piece or one ar-

ticle. P'or an e.xample I will state my experience.

Early last fall 1 wanted some goods, so 1 sent to

you. Goods came as I ordered, on short notice.

Among the rest wore some shipping - cases. To
save expense of breaking tbe glass, 1 said leave it

out. 1 expected to buy here as cheap as there; but

when I came to buy, the dealer told mo the glass

would cost me 40c. per crate; so I just took glass

for one, and thought that would do until I ordered

again, and so it did; but, here is the result: 1 put

the glassless crates in a room I supposed to be tight,

but 1 suppose there must have been a nail hole to

start; and after a start was once made, no stop.

The bees were almost as thick in the room as a

swarm. I opened the door and window to drive

them out; but in spite of Clark's smoker, muslin,

needle, hammer, tacks, nails, strips of wood, and
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every thing else but glass, they got twice as much
honey as the glass would have cost, besides the fun
of the stings, which is legion. After this I want
glass, glass, glass, for my honey-cases.

Coal Vale, Kas. S. C. Fkedeiuck.

Now, friend F., let me make a suggestion,
(iet your price lists in winter, lonj? before
you need the goods. Study them very care-
fully, then go to your nearest store, and ask
how they sell glass. Ask them, also, what
they charge for the exact size you want. If
the' price named is more thaii the freight
from tlie supply-dealer, then order of him ;

and I would suggest to supply-dealers that
it may be well for them to take some lessons
in packing glass. Glass can be T)acked so as
to go safely across the United States, but it

is not always done.—About the robbing ram-
page you had. friend F., next time you get
into a scrape like that, if your windows can
not be made tight otherwise, tack a sheet
or table-cloth up over the window, and put
strips of lath around the outside. Fix all
other rooms in a similar way. Let the rob-
bers out at night, just before dusk, and 1
guess it will be a pretty good idea to have
each case of honey so secure that it is of
itself bee-proof. Sometimes the bees have
made pretty bad work on a case of honey
dining transportation.

every article brought into contact was sure to get
" stuck up." Of course, the sales were slow, and oft-

times required considerable argument to effect one.

}

I expect to have a considerable quantity of honey
, to market this coming season, and have made up
[

my mind that, to create a demand for the product,
it must be placed on sale in a pregcnttMe condition,

i to say the least. ] purpose to make a glass show-

j

case, of a sufficient height to hold an ample number
j

of one and two pound sections, tiered to show otf

:
the contents to the best possible advantage. The

[

top of the case can be used for storing up a quanti-

1 ty of extracted honey, either in glass jars or tin

pails, the whole in summer season to be covered

j

with mosquito-bar, to protect the labels from flies;

I

and being placed in a convenient position for secur-

[

ing notice, it seems to me that such a method will

I
command ready sales, and that honey will not go a

i

begging. L. S. Walker.
;

Vernon Center, N. Y

.

g^eWLEJ^Y.

HANDLING HONEY. AND PREPARING
IT FOR MARKET.

SKNSIIU.K StTGOESTIONS nv A fJIJOCEKS
ILKIIK.

V " better half " is very much interested in

reading Gleaninos, for the many appro-
priate suggestions it contain."? in regard to

the handling and care of bees. It is cer-

tainly of great importance, if one designs
to make bee keeping a permanent business, to

thoroughly understand all the little details that go
to make the venture a paying one; and the season
being a favorable one, and an abundant honey crop
being secured, comes the last but not least item,

how can the product be successfully marketed to

the best advantage to both seller and buyer?
I have recently been employed in a store where a

•large amount of butter, honey, eggs, and various
other country produce was brought in for sale by
the farming community, and I know that the readi-

est sales were always effected by those who took
extra pains to bring their packages in a neat and
tasty condition. A poor quality of butter, if

brought in a clean tin pail, nicely stamped and cov-
ered with a clean white cloth or napkin, would
command a readier sale than a much better quality
brought in a rusty pail, eight or ten pounds in a
roll, jammed into a pail any way, instead of being
laid in with car(>, not stamped, except by finger-

print*, a liberal allowance of hair and straws, the
whole surmounted by a brown dish-rag for a cover-
ing, or something similar. You may think Uiis a
strong assertion, but it is solid fart.

Our grocery department was located in the rear
part of the store, and what honey wc took in was
there stored on skelves, mostly in two-pound sec-

tions. Of course, it dripped; and every little while
u wash-basin of water and cloth were called Into re-

quisition; the shelves were a bait for the flies, and

§OMEIIOAV this department of late has
been rather laid on the shelf ; and, in

fact, 1 iiad almost forgotten the years
in which I used to get unkind letters
tln-ougli tlie j)re?s and otherwise. The

writer of tiie following has. at different
times, attacked nie publicly, and called me
hyi)ocrite. etc. As nearly "as I can remem-
l)ei-. Ills complaint is, tliat 1 refused to i)a\

the return charges on a box of fdn. which 1

sent liim, and which he wished to return,
loiKj (iflcr (he houri/ .srrf.s'of* iviis tircr. 1 wrote
iiim tliat if. on examination, we found tlie

j

fdn. in our opinion not wliat it ought to be.

1
we would return him the money, paying all

j

charges bolii ways. If tlu^ fdn." was. in our

i

opinion, faultless^ lie must pay the cliarges

1
both ways. On receipt of it I carefully in-

!

spected it, and pronounced it fully up to tiie

I average we sent out, and therefoie remitted
j

him what lie paid, less charges. May be
our fdn. is not equal to some sent out by

j

other mainifacturers; and if tiiis admission".

I

or this letter which we give below, injures

i

our trade in the commodity, let it be injured.

j

Here is the letter, written to our postmaster

:

! Postmaster, Medina, Ohio:—
! .De<(r Sir .-—Will you please be so kind as to inform

I

me of the whereabouts of one A. I. Root, late of

j

your city? He owes me a little bill, and has failed

: to respond to my requests for a settlement. Per-

haps he has left for other parts. Can you tell me
j

where he may be addressed? 1 believe he has been

j

a dealer in glucose, and advertised a 3-cent counter.

I Please answer on enclosed curd, and oblige yours,

j

etc., —

—

Feb. 9, 188.5.

I am not aware that any letter received
from the friend above has remained unan-

I

swered, and 1 can not see that it would be
right for me to hand over the money in an-

I swer to any such demands. I have no ill

! will toward" the writer, and I do not know
' what more I can do than to i)ray that (Jod

I

may lake away his unkind, unreasonable,
and bitter spirit. If 1 have not stated the

j

above correctly, and he wishes to reply in
a courteous manner, 1 am willing to jjive

I
him as much svnice here as I have occupied.
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SOME EXPEKIMENTS.
MORE ABOUT PREVENTING THE CRYSTALLIZATION
OF SUGAR SYRUP BY THE ADDITION OF HONEY.

N page 13, friend Root sajs to J. D. Gehring,
" Very good, friend G. But if honey effectu-

ally prevents crystallization, what is the use

of going- to the trouble of boiling it? Just
pour boiling water on your sugar, put in the

iiuautity of honey mentioned, stir it thoroughly,

and there you have it, without taking it near the

stove at all." But the trouble is, " there you don't

have it," and that is often the ti-ouble with us when
we attempt to make theory take the place of prae-

itce, and scientific thought the place of fact.

When making my difTerent experiments last fall,

to see if I could not get a syrup for feeding purpos-

es which would not crystallize, and thus bother the

bees, I also tried another, which was, to see what
quantity of sugar syrup must be added to honey to

keep it from granulating, as I had a few people who
desired honey fl.xed so it would remain a liquid for

an indefinite time, while all know that nearly all of

our honey will granulate in a few weeks after being

liquefied by heat. As in these experiments the hon-

ey must still hold the same flavor afterward that it

did before, of course I could not boil it, for by so

doing the flavor is always changed. So I made a

syrup of the consistency of honey, and let it cool

until it was no warmer than that I could hold my
hand on the outside of the vessel which contained

it. I now took six glass dishes, and in the first I put

all it would hold of the regular bee-feed, such as 1

told you of last fall. The second I filled with clear

syrup as it came from the vessel spoken of above.

For the third I took three parts of this syruj) and
one part of my best honey, which had not yet be-

gun to granulate. This honey was first carefully

mixed with the syrup, by putting both in a vessel

together, and stirring until thoroughly incorporated,

when it was poured where it was to stay. The fourth

contained a mixture of one-half honey and one halt

syrup, incorporated together as was the third. The
fifth glass contained a mixture of three i)arts honey
and one part syrup, while the sixth was filled with

clear honey. All were now carefully secured from
dust and moisture, and set away in a dark jilace in

my shop, where they have been left unmolested for

8'/2 months. The mercul-y has been as low as 1::°

below zero in this shop during this time, and as high

as 80° above.
To-day I got out these dishes, and this is how I

find them: The first, or bee-syru|), remains exactly

as it was when placed there, thus showing that I

have a permanently good thing in the shape of 30

lbs. sugar, 1.5 lbs. of water, and 5 Its. of honey; the
water first being brought to a boil, then the sugar
poured in and stirred half a minute or so, when this

is allowed to boil. The honey is poured in, and the

whole mixed as soon as the vessel containing the
syrup is taken from the fire. I have given the pro-

cess in short again, thinking yoti might have some
new subscribers lor 1885 who would not see my 1884

article.

The second, containing clear sugar syrifH has the
dish one-half full of clear, transparent, and whitish
crystals, while the liquid portion is nearly as thin as
water.
The third {}.i honey, ^^_ syrup) has a few crystals

attached to the sides of the glass, while the bottom
is quite thickly covered with crystals, the syrup be-
ing a little thinner than when first made.

In the fourth, which is 'i honey and 'j syrup, I

find little change, except here and there a little

speck of granulated honey the size of a pinhead
and smaller. I can not detect a'single crystal any-
where. Were it not that this takes ;» instead of 1-10

honej-, it might be equally valuable as a bee-feed.

The fifth (i'^ honey and ^ syrup) is granulated in-

to a soft pliable candy, which would do quite well
for shippingqueens with.if it will not soften so as to

run in warm weather. It is very much whiter than
the sixth (clear honey), which is granulated very
hard and solid, except having a little moist look on
top.

From the above it will be seen that it becomes
almost a necessity to boil our bee-feed, no matter
how much the " gude wife " may object, if we would
have a first-class feed in every respect. Those of
us who have steam-engines can boil it with steam,
and by the barrel, to which the " gude wife " will

not object; while those having an oil-stove will find

a convenient place in almost any unoccupied room
where they can prepare the feed.

G. M. DOOLITTLE.
Borodino, N. V., Jan. 26, 1885.

Friend 1)., perhaps yoti did not mean to
accuse me of attempting to make theory take
the place of practice ; hut the close of your
lirst iiaragraph looks a little tliat way. I
think \vc have fed about as many tons of the
sugar syrup as most of the lire'thren. and I
believe our bees generally winter pretty well

!
too, and we have done it without boiling the

! syrup either. J.,ately we have used a steaui-

j

pipe in a large tin can, because Ave can get
!
the sugar boiling quicker that wav than bv
pouring boiling water on it. If ."() lbs. of
sugar. I.> lbs. of water, and o lbs. of honey
behaves itself right along as it has with you,
I do not see what more we desire, and we
owe you a vote of thanks for the experiments
you have made.

SEPARATORS FOR SECTIONS, AND
HONEY-BOARDS.

ALSO SOMETHING AltOUT RECALLING THE DISCARD-
ED H(}NEY-BOAUD.

DITOH GLKAN1NGS:-Many of us are sur-

prised at the evidence presented before the

N. W. Bee-keepers' Convention against their

use. But for the first time it is admitted by
Mr. Hutchinson that the whole case must be

taken ofi" at once, for to put in new ones beside

those partly filled would surely cause bulging.

This was one of the points I made last summer in

my letter. A <.emedy for that was suggested, it is

true, by a number, that by crowding to one side

unfinished sections, and facing new ones by those

capped over—a vain remedy, for it only increases

the evil when those are done. What bee-keeper
would advise leaving snow-white capped sections in

till new ones alongside are completed? Wouldn't
they become soiled?

1 know it is no light matter to question the evi-

dence of such producers as Messrs. Heddon and
Hutchinson; but repeated experiments in my
racks, and in wide frames, to get honey I could

crate has failed every time, even when using whole
starters. I would, therefore, advise beginners to go
slow.

When honey is booming, in tiering up and some-

times transposing sections, is the way to help the
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beey; but using cases or racks spread over the
whole of a ten-frame L. hive, we all have colonies

which will do more and better work without tiering-,

if we can quickly take out sections as fast as they
are filled, and put in others; and we are far less

likely to be caught with a large number half filled

at the end of the season.

Uy closely watching the seasons, and liaving a hive

on scales, we can tell when to draw in and close up,

and in time contract, by not replacing the sections

drawn out, and using separators shoved up to one
i<ide, and covering the vacancy with a quilt.

Now as to honey-boards. Why were they discard-

ed, and why now by many recommendedV By
their use were any such results ever obtained as

have Vieen since they were discarded? None re-

ported have ever come under our notice.

To get the bees at work quickly, and to present
the least impediment to their entrance to the sur-

plus-chamber, is surel.v an object. The honey-
board was cast aside as an impediment. There is

hardly a doubt but that bridge-building and brac-

ing combs, so annoying to the manipulator, can in

a great measure be prevented by l(>ssening the

space between the sections. I have found it to

greatly diminish the number of brace-combs, to

bring the rack down so as to leave only I4 inch

space, above brood-combs. A friend tells me he
succeeded well with strips of enameled cloth across

and directlj'on the brood-frames. With my rack rest-

ing on a 'j-inch strip across each end of it, T can,

with a knife, loosen the rack without disturbing

the brood-frames.

In manipulating we have frequent need to get in-

to the brood chamber, and any honey-board is in

the waj'. Did we not all think it a grand step for-

ward when the flexible (juilt was substituted for

tbe cumbersome honey-board? J. W. Portek.
Charlottesville, Va.

MICHIGAN STATE CONVENTION.

What I Saw and Learned.—No. 4.

A BEE-CELLAK WITH A KUKNING SPUING IN IT.

J II. IIOBERTSOX Still succeeds nicely
J in wintering with his large cellar witli

ft a s]tring in it. lie did not agree, tliat
*^ • V'"'ll('" was the cause of the dysentery

among his bees. Prof. Cook suggest-
ed it was liecause of the stream of water
tliat e(}ualizes the temperature. ]Vow. it oc-
curs to me riglit here that possibly a stream
of sprip.g water running througli the cellar
may be as good, or better. than the sub-earth
ventihitor. The water would l)e constantly
l)ringing lieat from the body of the eartli,

and tlie stream might be spread out in its

I)assage through, so as to yield up a great
part of its heat before it goes off.

S.WING HONKY UY CKLLAH WlXl'KHIXG.
A number of testimonies seemed to indi-

cate pretty decidedly that a saving of some-
thing like ](» lbs. of honey ]»er colony was
made by wintering in cellar. (•omi>ared with
outdooi- wintering. I suggested tliat a good
chair liive sliould give almost as good re-
sults as a good cellar: l)ut 1 was' told by
(|nite a number that I was mistaken. Xow.
I kjiow there is a saving of lioney by liaving
bees in a good cellai': l)iil in oiir State of

Ohio I can hardly think it amounts to as
' much as .3 lbs. per colony. This o lbs. of
stores, at the present price of sugar, need
iiot rei)resent more than i") cts.: and I do
not believe we could put our colonies into
the celhir. and take them out. including the

;

prei)aration needed to make the cellar dark,
well ventilated, etc.. for much less than 2'^

' cts. per colony. J^Jesides, with the change-
able weather we have here, sometimes almost

i a week when there is not a bit of frost right
I in the middle of January, most of our Ohio
people are, I believe, decidedly in favor of

i outdoor wintering, especially late yeai's.

I

I was not present at the afternoon session
I of the last day. and therefore I take the fol-

lowing from notes sent me :

Friend Hutchinson says he would prefer
i
frames for queen-rearing not over S or K)

1
inches square. This levives the old question

j

of a divided Langstroth frame, or a frame to
hang crosswise in the Ileddon Langsti-oth
Hive.

now KAI! .VTAKT 3IUST HIVES 1!K rLAC'ED
IN TIIK APIARY?

James Ure thought they should be placed
about f> feet; Dr. Mason thought (1 feet,

and Dr. Wliiting thought they might be as
near as ftix inches. I think all of the gentle-

! men may be right; but if entianees are only

I

('} inches ai)art. there should l)e some strong-

j

ly marked difference between the entrances.
! With our arrangement of the house-apiary
,

there is no confusion, even though the en^-

trances are but a few inches apart, because

I

there are only three entrances on a side,

I
wliile with lawn chaff hives, made exactly

]
alike in every respect, and facing the same
way, there is often confusion when they are

i as much as U feet apart. Prof. Cook illus-

trated it in this way : His house and Prof.
Carpenter's liouse are almost exactly alike in

;
appearance and points of the compass. Now.
although they are several rods apart, when
honey w^as exposed on Prof. Cook's back

i
porch, so that the bees got to robbing, they

1 would swarm around the back porch of the
other house, and I should be pretty sure
they would, had he not said so. This is one
considerable trouble in not making a lot of
hives alike, even if they are several rods
apart in a large apiary. "I once before sug-
gested that we might make use of this fea-
ture in making artilicial swarms and nuclei.
Nobody has worked it out yet. that I know
of. A methodical bee-keeper likes to have
his hives uniform ; but if he does, he will be
pretty sure to have bees getting into the
wrong hives. Making them face to the same
points of the compass helps the matter; but
then we have bees wasting their time while
heavily laden, trying to get in at the back
side of some hivt where there is not an en-
trance.
AVe copy the following paragraph from the

A)ner)C0i Bee Journed

:

GETTING NICE HONEV.
Upon request. Miss Wilkiiis told how she and her

sister maiiayi'd to secure such nice honey. They
used the Doolitlli' s> stem and removed the honey
as soon as sealed. 'riu'\' use the nicest white-poidar
sections that tliev can procure, as thev tlKnight that
this UKKle a gieat dmerence in the appearanee of
the honey. Tlii' propolis is not only scraped from
tile sections as soon as they ar<' taken from the
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hive, but all stains caused liy the propolis are eare-
I'ully scraped away with g-lass. Another and im-
portant reason for their honey being- so nice, is the
source from which it is gathered; viz., the willow-
herb.

From the above it would seem that tlie

Wilkins sisters are troubled with propolis
and stains from letting the bees have access
to the sections, as well as we are. I tell

you, friends, we don't want bees tramping
over our nice white basswood sections.

VEXTIL.VTroX.

Dr. \\' biting recommended raising the I

iiive from the bottom-board. Tins is equiv-
|

alent to the plan of ventilating the Simpli- '

city hive, and I do not believe any tiling can
;

be invented more simple than the entrance
'

adjustment of the Simplicity hive, for ac-
'

commodating tlie bees as they go out and in.

and for giving all tlie ventilation that may
be needed.

MY URPORT KOK 1884.

T COMMENCED the spring? of 1884 with 24 colonies,
j

4^ all blacks; increased to •")": ol)tained 24J7 lbs.
|

l'' comb honey from top story, about 800 lbs. in '

* section boxes; the rest in brood-frames: ten

colonies made no surplus; average weight of
'

hives, put in cellar Nov. U'S, "iH lbs. Kroin all reports I

1 read, 1 think my yield fully u)) to the average; i

but the slow sale or no sale at paying i)rices nuikes
|

me wish I had never engaged in the business. :

A WOKIJ IN FAVOH OF THK ZINC IK ).\' KV-ltO A l< OS.

I used the zinc honey-board on nearly all of iiiy i

hives; in only two did I lind the queen in upjier I

story; almost invariably 1 found brood in upper
!

story when I used wooden honey-boards. This
;

lroul)le cost me more than the zinc li<)nc.\-b<iard.
i

BOKHARA CI.OVKH.

I invested .')l) cts. to test the merits o! this clover
|

lor all purposes recommended by difTei-ent writers.

I now e.vpect to expend $.50.00 in the ne.\f two years,

trying to eradicate the noxious weed from my
j

premises. I admit that bees work upon it, but my
stock refuse to touch it, with the excei)tion of one

horse. K. K. Uahcock.
|

Klroy, Wis., .Ian. 22, 1S8.").
j

Friend B., Bokhara clover is not intended
to be used for stock, although if <Mit at the
jiroper age, they will use it lo some extent.
.\11 you have to do to eradicate it is to cut it

oft" before it goes to seed. You can very
(|uickly wind it up by this treatment, if

you try to dig up the plants, no doubt you
will lihd it a tough job.

A TRUE REPORT.
I Started out last spring with 47 swarms, partly

Italians, partly blacks, and partly hj lirids. They
increased to 103 swarms. I received 80(1 lbs. of comb
and 400 lbs. of extracted honey. The latter was sold

as fast as I could extract it, at 10 cents per lb. The
comb honey I have still on hand, except about ifOO

lbs., which 1 sold at 15 cents per lb. This makes my
income for the season $85.00. My expenses for tlie

running year were, for hives, sections, comb foun-

dation, extractor, shipping-cases, etc., $274.08. My
report is true. T sold all of my bees last fall, but
75 swarms, and I want to sell about 40 or 50 swarms

more. I will try it with the rest once more, and run
for extracted honey only, as it sells the best here.

If I do not make enough another season to cover
my expenses and labor, I shall quit the business.

Duudas, Wis., Jan. 28, 18^5. G. "W. Albrecht.

FROM 21 TO 47, AND 1723 LBS. OF HONEY.
Spring count, 21 colonies; increased by natural

and artificial swarming to 47 strong colonies. I got

1.500 lbs. of extracted and 22:5 lbs. of comb honey. I

sold all of my honey at 10 and 15 cts., right at home.
I think I could have sold 2000 lbs. more, if I had had
it, up to date. 1 got 4 colonies from a farmer near
by. who was gcing to brimstone them, but I went to

him and turned them out, and took them home, and
gave each colony 30 lbs. of good sealed basswood
and clover honey, and I have 43 combs of good
sealed honey left for spring feeding. 1 have 8 col-

onies on their summer stands, 24 in bee-house, 19 in

clainp. WiLi,iAM Seitz.

HMSlisford. Wis.. Dec. 22, 18H4.

FUOM A BK(il.\XER WHO STARTED f.AST SPRlNli.

I bought one bo.v hive at i?7.00; and a Jones hive

with bees at sf7.0i); got no honey from box hive, but I

got 3 swarms put in the Jones hives. Sold 3 swarms
for ;?(). 75; got one swarm from the colony in Jones
hive, and made one in Sept., just for practice, and
it did well. I fed it right along, and the queen laid

up to October 12th, and went into winter strong,

packed all in one big box filled with chafl'. They
are all in good shape up to date. I extracted 375

ll)S. of honey—good honey at that. I got about 10

11)S. of wax : paid $'M for extiactor, $1.00 for smok-
er, and 30 cts. for veil. I made my own capjiing-

knil'c, as I am a blacksmith. 1 sold my honey at 15

cts. per lb. The most honey made by any colony

for one week was 45 lbs. I had a big time getting

my experience with them, as they treated me very

indifferently at times; but as I got to understand the

nature of thein 1 got along better, and by studying

Gi.EANiNdS it brought ine out all right. 1 liave a

good situation, right in a valley, where basswood is

plentiful. Now, is this a fair average for a begin-

nerV The liees 1 now have ai-e worth $50.00.

DrxcA.v Peer.
Zimmenuuii. (an.. Jan. 22, 188.5.

FUOM 12 ( OI.O.NIES TO 24, AND 8:^) I.US. OF HONEY.
1 have seen no report from this vicinity (friend

Pond is the nearest), so I will send in a short one. I

startt'd last spring with 12 colonies, most of them
not very strong. Our best honey season is usually

during fruit-bloom, and the trouble is to get colo-

nies strong enough to take advantage of it. Last

year 1113- bees gathered but just about enough to

pay expenses and winter themselves, and this year,

up to Sept. 1, 1 thought this season was to be a rejie-

tition of last, as I had taken only 150 lbs., and hardly

any honey in the hives. Hut as friend Pond says, 1

never saw brood-rearing kept up to such an extent,

and my 12 colonies more than doubled, without

much effort on my part.

The first 10 or 12 days of Sept. were the hottest of

the st-ason, with warm nights, and every thing seem-

ed to l)e favorable lor the secretion of honej

.

(joldenrod and asters were in their prim(% and in

about ten days over tiO:) lbs. of honey flowed through

my hives, and by way of the extractor into my
honey-room, making (juite a different report from
what I expected. I got 20 cts. per single lb., 16^' cts.

per lb, in ti-lb. lots or more; I sell none for less than
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that. I get granulated sugar for wintering-, at 6U
cts. per lb. I have taken in all 830 lbs. honey, near-

ly all e.xtracted (I feed sugar entirely for winter-

ing). Reckoning the honey at 16-,c., and six colo-

nies increase, which are not sold, at fUO.OO (I sold 8

colonies during the summer and fall), I have cleared

just about $300, after paying all expenses, and feed-

ing for winter. 1 think this is doing pretty well for

this section, where we have no clover or basswood.

I work in a store, and have been out but very little,

and did nearly all the work myself; but you may
believe 1 have not had much spare time for any
thing else. R. J. Fox.
Natlck, Mass., Oct. 20, 1884.

25 LBS. PER COLONY', FROM 39 COLONIES.
Honey crop poor; about 2.5 lbs. per colony; 39

colonies, spring count; had to drop 4 colonies on
account of being cramped. S. D. Rutherford.
Kearnysville, W. Va., Dec. 16. 1884.

FROM 15 to 42, AND 11 BBLS. OF HONEY.
I started last season with 15 swarms and ran them

up to 42, and in swarms came out and left without
settling. 1 got 11 bbls. of honey last season. I bor-

rowed an extiactor. R. S. Nelson.
New Smyrna, Fla., Dec. 4, 1884.

FROM 15 TO IT, AND 701 LBS. OF HONEY.
1 had 15 colonies this spring; got 700 lbs. of comb

honey, and two swarms; they are all on their sum-
mer stands this winter. They are all living yet. I

love to read Gle.\nings. L. J. Hartong.
Inland, Ohio, Dec. 26, 1884.

bees AND STRAWBEliRIES.
I have four hives of bees on their summer stands;

they had a fly the other day; they seemed all right.

I have out about 2000 strawberry plants. I set

them out the 3d day of last July. They looked fine-

ly when I covered them up in the fall.

Anderson, Ind., Jan. 6, 1885. G. W. Brown.

We clip the following from the Watchman,
published at Union, Monroe Co., W. Va.:
LARGE Yield.—Mr. A. Y. Leach, of Wolf-Creek

District, is skilled in the management of bees. Dur-
ing the past season, from thirteen hives of Italian
bees he extracted twelve hundred nml twenty lbs. of
honey. He uses the " Simplicity" hive, some I'i,
some 2, and some 3 stories in size. The 3story hives
yielded 220 lbs., equivalent to twenty gallons. Who
can beat this yield?

FROM 125 TO 400, and 785 GALLONS OF EXTRACTED
AND 1500 LBS. OF COMB HONEY.

I commenced in spring with 125 colonies of bees,

mostly Italians and Cyprians, and two hives of

Holy-Lands; got fifteen .52-gallon barrels of honey,
and increased to 400 hives, all in good condition for

winter; also got 1.50O lbs. of comb honey in one-

pound sections. E. Stahl, Jr.

Kenner, La., Dec., 5, 1884.

500 LBS. OF HONEY FROM A SINGLE COLONY IN A
SINGLE SEASON.

Bees boomed in one hive in July and August. In
July one colony gave 500 lbs. of honey. How is this

for a poor season? R. Johnson.
Plaquemine, La.

Friend J., we are very glad indeed to get
such a report fiom Louisiana ; but your
statement is so brief it hardly satisfies us.
Can't you give us a little more of the partic-
ulars—what the honey came from, etc.?
Was it one colony and "increase, or did you
so manage there was no increase':'

FROM 54 to 69, AND 4000 LBS. OF HONEY.
I commenced the season of 1884 with 54 colonies,

and increased to 69, and have taken 4000 lbs. of

comb honey. It wasn't a very good season here.

Bravo, Mich., Jan. 20, 1885. D. B. Lindsey.

FROM 6 TO 20, AND 303 LBS. OF HONEY.
Our bees have done well here in the Sioux Valley.

We have increased from 6 to 20, and stored nearly

300 lbs. of honey, which we sold for 20 ets. per lb.,

and they went into winter ([uarters with about 50

lbs. of honey each. G. L. Hcbbard.
Fairview, Dak.

2800 LBS. OF comb honey FROM 30 COLONIES. AND
NO INCREASE.

I keep 30 stocks of bees; and bj' keeping the

wings of queens clipped, and running the swarms
back into the old hive, or into a weaker colony, I

have managed to keep to that number. I took 2800

lbs. comb honey the past year, and got $12.03 per

hive, after paying expenses. S. R. Neave.
Hughesville. Md., Jan. 16, 1885.

FRO.M 15 TO 37, AND 1650 LBS. OF HONEY.

I am highly pleased with one year's experience in

bee-keeping here, and intend to read up and carry

on the trade with more system hereafter. Bees are

actually getting some honey now. I have none of

the winter troubles you have north. One year's

harvest from 15 stands is 1650 lbs. honey, and 27

new stands. Francis Trueblood.
Archer, Florida, Jan. 16, 1885.

from 2 to 10, AND 150 LBS. OF HONEY.
Well. I started with two colonies in the spring,

weak at that, but I fed some sugar, and increas-

ed to ten by natural and artificial swarming. And
I got 150 lbs. of comb honey; being a green hand
at the business I could not have done so well had it

not been for your A B C and Gleanings. If this

does not go to the waste-basket, you may hearfroni

me again. P. L. Anderson.
Greenfield, Iowa.

A good report i'ROM AN OLD FRIEND.

As reports are in order, and as I have not sent

you one in a good many j-ears (and, if I remember
correctly, that was a very poor one. one that would
have made good material for Blasted Hopes); but,

however, I lived through it all, and since then have
been having better luck. This report is intended to

cover the four past seasons. The spring of 1881

(after one of the hardest winters on bees I ever
knew) found me in possession of two rather poor
swarms of bees. To say that I felt blue does not

express it; but I went to work with a will, and at

the close of the season I had 10 good swarms and
500 lbs. of extracted honey; wintered them all suc-

cessfully, and in the spring bought two more
swarms, so T began the season of 1883 with 12

swarms; increased them to 31, and got 1500 lbs. of

comb honey; lost five during the next winter, sol
began the season of 1883 with 26 swarms; increased

them to 54 swarms, and got 2200 lbs. of comb honey;
lost four the next winter, so I began the season of

1884 with .50 swarms; increased them to 94 swarms,
and got 4800 lbs. comb honey. You will see, by tak-

ing the spring count for the four seasons, the aver-

ago per swarm is just 100 lbs., and during this time
I never have bought any thing to feed my bees,

they having gathered their own living.

Eureka, Wis., Jan. 23, 188.5. W. H. Tenant.
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FROM 80 TO 136, AND 4003 LBS. OF HONEY.
I have had good luck with my bees this year. 1

wintered 80 stocks; put 13" into the cellar Nov. 15;

sold about 4000 lbs. extracted honey for 10 cts. per
lb. This has been a very good season with us in this

county. Dr. George Duncan.
Embro, Canada, Dec. 18, 1884.

FROM 25 TO 30, AND 1540 LBS. OF HONEY.
My honey report for the season is as follows: 1.540

lbs.; 700 extracted, the rest comb. I had a good fall

yield; had 10 swarms in August; one on the :2d of

September. I put them all back, as I do not wish for

increase. I had 35 swarms, spring count; lost none
in wintering; gone into winter quarters with .30

swarius, all in good condition. J. D. Hutchinson.
Windsor, N. J., Dec. 19, 1884.

FROM 17 TO 35, AND 700 LBS. OF HONEV.
Two years ago last spring (April) I took four col-

onies. That year I had an increase of live; win-

tered well. The season following, my colonies

numbered 22, of which I sold Ave, wintered 17. Now
I have 36 colonies—perfect success. Notwithstand-
ing the frost on the 31st of May, and the blight of

flowers, I drew over 700 lbs. of pure honey. I have
not learned to feed as yet. How many colonies

must one need, to afford a foundation machine?
Killbuck, N. Y., Jan. 23, 188.5. M. E. Folts.

Friend F., your last question would de-
pend somewhat on the price of wax in your
vicinity, and whether you work for extract-
ed or comb honey. At a rougii gues.s. 1

should say it would pay a man to have afdn.
mill when he reaches as many as .50 colonies,
providing, of course, that "he has leisure
time in the winter, or during stormy days.

nor can they be revived after being thus ex-
posed to a temperature of more than some-
where about 10 degrees below zero. Perhaps
I have not got the nimiber of hours and the
number of degrees exactly right, but it is
something near it. Perhaps somebody else
can put the figures a little more definitelv.

I^EP0r^¥g DipC0a^36IfI6.

to work up his wax.

FROM 20 to 60, AND 200 LBS. OK HONEV.
I began with 20 stands, spring count, and but 6

strong ones. My bees died off in the spring with

the "dwindles." I increased to 60 good full colonies

in July. I tried my new Novice extractor, and
found it to be very satisfactory. I got about 200

lbs. of honey, dark, but well tasted; did not get any
section honey, hence my bees are in debt to me by

S!156.00. The flow of honey was limited all the sea-

son. I sold several queens, and some of them
could not be bought for $5.00 now. My bees are all

on summer stands on wide L. frames, and plenty of

good goldenrod honey to eat.

REVIVING FROZEN BEES.

They had a nice fly yesterday, and the snow was
all over the ground, and several bees perished in

the snow. Last evening I picked up about 30, which
were frozen stiff, and they nearly all revived. 1

have them in a cage. 1 went out early this morn-
ing, and with my penknife cut several bees out of

the ice, and brought them in, and five out of twenty
revived and are in the cage doing well, after having
been frozen in the ice for 14 hours or longer.

My extractor has never thrown any honey out

over the top yet.

I expect to run for queens this season, as I have
several orders for queens and nuclei hives, to be
filled the first of March. H. J. Hancock.
Siloam Springs, Ark., Jan. 28, 1886.

Friend II., the bees that fall on the ice
will come to life if they are warmed up be-
fore they have been there more than from 24
to 48 hours ; but after that length of time I
think you will tind they can not be revived.

FRO.M 3 to 8, NO HONEY, LOST 4 BY MOTH, AND 2 BY
MICE.

f'OU
say that all interested in bees should send

1)
in a report, good or bad. My report is as fol-

lows: Started in spring, 18S4, with 3 colo-

nies; increased to 8, with no honej-, scarcely,

and plenty of moth to fight; and with all the

care I could give I lost 4 by the moth, as I think, 2

by mice, and 2 I don't know how. Right here I

should be glad to have some light, for last season
was a peculiar one among bees here. One friend

lost 10 out of 23; one lost 15 out of 16, and so on all

through this section. I am under the impression
that the queens got destroyed in some way or other.

In all of mine I don't think there was as much " bee-

bread," as it is generally called, as would fill one
side of a frame full of comb. If nothing happens, I

will stai-t with Italians in the spring. You can put
me in Blasted Hopes for the present; have never
had occasion to use my extractor that I got of jou
early last season. Jas. A. Staff.
Moscow Mills, Mo.. Jan., 1885.

Friend S.. Italians would have been a great
deal better to battle with the moth ; but I

think had you given them proper care, even
the common bees would have held their own.
The entrances to your hives should be so
small that mice can not get in. 1 think a
little more experience will enable you to
come out all right, and I hardly think the
scarcity of pollen had any thing to do with
it. Queens often disappear during a severe
dearth of honev. The remedy here would
be to feed, and f am inclined to think prop-
er feeding woiUd have saved your whole
eight colonies in your warm climate.

THE SIMPLICITY HIVE,

and the DESIRABLENESS OF AN 8-FHAME SIMPLI-
CITY HIVE, ETC.

HAVE used the Simplicity hive for the last five

years. Before that I had used two kinds of

patented frame hives, K. P. Kidder's and W. H.
Lee's. I had also used three kinds of unpatent-

ed hives, the straw, the box, and the tub, the

latter being made by sawing a hollow basswood log

into convenient lengths, and nailing a piece of

board over one of the ends of each.

The Simplicity is the best hive that I have any
knowledge of, and may be the best In the world;

but I do not consider it perfect. I think it would
be better if it were smaller. Its length or depth
could not be changed without changing the size of

the frame, but it could be made narrower, and
would then be large enough for any common swarm.
An uncommon swarm could be given an extra top

story. The advantages that would be gained would
be reduced cost, increased warmth, and more sur-

plus in xipper stories. The only objection that I
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can see is the fact that there are several hundred
thousand of the ten-frame hives now in use, and
more being made every day, and these are too valu-

abh^ to be discarded. T am sure that I don't want
to make kindling-wood of mine, or cut them down
to a smaller size, and I will not advise others to do
what I would not do myself. J. \V. Hakknf.ss.

Keeseville, N. V., Jan. ^'4, 18f-o.

Friend H.. this matter of an 8-frame hive
lias been discus.sed and dropped a great
many times in years past. Mliile we nse S

Simplicity sections in a wide frame, it is

qnite desirable to have the hive large enotigh
to get a frame of sections outside of tlie

brood-nest on each side of the hive. If we
are going to get all of our honey built in

crates, however, and not make use of side
storing at all. an 8-frame hive might do very
well. As wide boards for covers are quite
expensive, tliere is quite a saving in having
a narrow hive, because we can then get
boards for covers without much trouble, and
Avith not nearly as much danger of cliecking
through the middle. An s-fiame hive is al-

so easier to handle, and. of course, better
for shipment ; and where you are selling
bees at so much per colony, of course it is an
advantage to tiie producer to have a narrow
hive, like small Ijarrels for apples, and hens
that lay small eggs. If the purchaser is

satistied with a colony that coveis only eight
combs, why. of course it is all right, and eight
combs make a very fair colony. We ha\e
got to face tlie difficulty you mention, how-
ever—«-frame hives can not be used inter-
changealily with 10-frame hives. Adam
Grimm has always used an K-frame hive, and
friend Ileddon, as you will see by another
cohmm. has also followed friend (ifimm.

with specimens of stings, from worker and queen-
bees, which all so disposed could e.xamine, which
was a rare treat, as few bee-keepers ever have such
a privilege.

Mrs. Kobbins was the first president of a bee-con-

ventinn, or of any other society where the other se.v

are in the majority. She was diffident as a presid-

ing officer, but made an excellent address, and
worked diligently during the year, to make the bee-

keepers' reunion a success. Her hospitality will

long be remembered by those who gathered in her
sunny parlors and sat around her table, and her
liberality whenever their eye rests upon the beau-

tiful badges, which are unprecedented in color and
finish. Mrs. L. Hahuison.
Peoria, 111.

WOMEN FOR PRESIDENTS OF BEE-
KEEPERS' CONVENTIONS.

SOMKTHI.NO IN HK(JAKD TO THE IMIIANA STATK
BEE-KEEPERS' SOflETV.

RS. C. Robbins, the late president of the In-

diana State Bee-keepers' Society, was aware
i that, if the same persons attended yearly,

and related their modus operandi of run-

ning an apiary, it would grow monotonous
after awhile, and all interest would be lost, and
eventually the society would become extinct. Lo-

cal societies should take the hint, and every year
introduce some new feature, or persons, to their

reunions. The weather was very inclement, being
30 degrees below zero on the morning of the first

session, yet there was a goodly number present.

It would be well if other States would imitate In-

diana, and have a bee-keepers' meeting in rotation

with other State societies, the bee-keepers" follow-

ing the cane-growers', to be held at the capitol of

the State. Scientists are attracted hither by more
meetings than one, and many can have the benefit

of their researches. In this way the Indiana society

had the benefit of a learned essay from Prof. Wiley,

of Washington, D. C, on the " Chemistry of Honey,"
and the result of ten analyses of honey purchased
In the open market. Mrs. Robbins invited a profes-

sor from Purdue Universty to be present; as he
could not comply, he sent a student who gave an
interesting talk, with fine illustrations of the sting

of bees. He also brought a powerful microscope,

MAKING A PEPPER-BOX FEEDER IN-
TO AN ENTRANCE-FEEDER.

FRIEND NELSON'S WAV OF UOINO IT.

SEND you by this mail one of my feeders. I

call it the " Pepi)er-bo.\ entrance-feeder." I

make them in two forms, square and oblong,

the oblong to cover as much or as little of the

entrance as you think best. The nails are for

a horseradish-bottle to rest on if you want to feed

j

more than a pepper-box will hold. I got the pep-

per-box feeder from ABC, and used it resting on a
' lath at the entrance. If from some cause the bees

did not take all the feed it would start robbing in

the morning, so 1 hit upon this device. It is very

easily made, and very handy. If you object to the

! nails, you might run two pieces of wire through;

and if it will be of any use to you, you are welcome
to it. It can be used inside of the hive, as some
preferthat way of feeding. Walter H. Nelson.
New Bedford, Mass., Jan. 8, 18^5.

The adjoining cut
' shows of itself the
way in whicli an en-
trance-feeder can
be made of a fruit-

jar, pepper-box, or

i
even a horseradish-

j

bottle, as friend X.
puts it. For a horse-
radish - bottle, you
cut a piece of wood '^'
about 2i in. s(iuare. \-^s?
Bore a hole in it U bi.hk i i ,, imi_m(^iu.\

inches in diameter,
'•'•i '•' ''. ';^^^^'"|^|^o'^ ^^tn^n. h

and on one side split out the wood If inches.
To keep the bottle from slipping clear down
in, drive in wire nails or brads, as shown in
the cut. Place the open space facing the
entrance of your hive, and close up against
it. If the ctilony is weak, the entrance of
the hive should be contracted pretty well,
then no outside bees can push in and get
around inside the feeder. You can tie a
piece of coarse cloth over the month of the
bottle, or you can have a tin cap to slip over,
if yon clioose. The pepper-boxes that we
buy at the stores, full of pepper, have many
of them a perforated cover. Just set this

cover so the perforations will come all into
the hole, and it is all right. If yon want to
use a fruit-jar, of course you will have to

have a larger block. Friend J. W. Utter, of
Amity, N. Y., sent ug a block almost exact-
ly like the above, some time ago.



The tares arc the children of the wicked one; tlic

enemy that sowed them is the devil. -Matt. ia:;{s, :v.\.

WONDER how many of the little fiteiuls

know any thing abotit foul brood. A
good many people say it can not be
cured— that the only way to get rid of it

is to burn up the bees, hives, honey, and
every thing. That is an awfid severe way
to cure disease, is it not. little frientlsV

Well, our friends 1). A. Jones, and Mr.
Muth. of Cincinnati, both say it can lie

cured ; and a Mr. Cheshire, across the ocean,
thinks he has a remedy for curing the bees
l)y just feeding some of it in honev. Tlu'v
call it iihenol. 'it will be tested thoroughly
this season. J)o some of you ask wlieic foul
brood comes from"::' \\'ell, I tiiink it comes
about the wayTopsy.in Incle Tom's Cal)in.
thought about herself. She said she
• 'spected that she growed." and I guess
that foul brood just grows. Now. then, does
it grow out of " nothing." as scmie folks put
it? Iflam correctly informed, there is not
any thing that grows out of nothing. There
are always seeds hidden away somewliere.
iSeeds have a trick of lying dormant a long
while ; and then when every thing is just
right, they up and grow, as if tiiey had only
just tliought of it, or took a notion to grow.
Alsike clover sometimes lies in the soil sev-
eral years. A good many of the friends have
sown ligwort and spider-plant seed, and they
said not a seed came up. The following
spring, however, or may be longer after-
ward, the plants came np thickly. If yon
ask any old farmer if corn ever comes up

where none is planted, he will laugh at you,
and say, " Why, to be sure, not, sonny.
There was never a stalk of corn grew since
the world was made, unless a grain of corn
got planted there some way." I'erhaps this

same old farmer will gravely inform you
that weeds grow without seeds. He may
tell you that lireweeds, the kind that bear
honey, start up where brush-heaps and log-

heaps have been burned, and where there
coiUd not have been any seed ; for if there
was any seed in the ground, the hot fire

would surely have killed it all. AVell. now.
with all due deference to old farmers, and I

know they are wise and sharp in their own
line of business. I thiid< it is pretty well set-

tled that they are mistaken. No weed ever
grows without a seed. ])ut the seed may be a

thousand years old.

I low many of you little friends, and I

guess I will say old ones too. have not. some
time or other, thought to yourself, " What
makes me feel so ugly this morningV"' or,
•• M'hat does possess me, that such wicked
and bad thoughts should come into my head,
as if some imp of Satan had whispered them
in my ear?' 1 once heard a good woman
say. \\ ho was a chmch-member, that some-
times awful blasphemous words would come
into her mind, as if somebody had whis-
pereil them. Where do they come from?
In the Pilgrim's Progress, which many of
our little folks have read. Christian, as he
walked along one day, was startled by aw-
fid fold, wicked word's that came into his

mind so vividly tliat it seemed as though he
spoke with himself; and this was just after

he left the palace Beautiful. He was after-
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ward told that an evil spirit whispered these
words in his ear. Well, now, dear friends,
although it is an evil spirit that whispers
these things in your ears and mind, it is, in
another sense, simply a growth of bad seeds
that have been planted. They may have
been planted years before, in childhood, but
they were planted at some time or other, or
no such crop of foul, loathsome, and dis-

gusting weeds would ever have intruded
themselves where they were not wanted.
This woman I spoke of had. at some time or
other, heard wicked men or boys swear, or
she would not have known what blasphem-
ous words are. Xow, if you allow yourself
to stay around, or to work where swearing
and obscenity go on, you will lind. sooner or
later, that bad seeds have been planted, and
they will spring up when you least expect it.

J3ad examples of every kind are bad seeds ;

and whenever we discover that bad seeds
are being sown in our minds, or in the minds
of our children, we should stop it at once.
If Canada thistles were commencing togoto
seed across the road from your corn-lield,

I

you would, if wise, pitch right into them,
;

cut them down, and burn them up before :

the mischief went further.
i

On another page I have told you how IIu-
i

Ijer's little mind caught up a'nd saved im-
j

pressions. These impressions are seeds ; j

and if we want our children to grow up
pure minded, we want to keep them away
from bad talk, bad examples, and every
thing that will sow foul seeds to torment
and make them unhappy in after life. Pe-
ter Henderson, the great market gardener,
says the way to fight against weeds is to

begin when they are so little that a light,

fine-toothed rake will tear them all to bits.

A man with such a rake, starting out when
the weeds are very small, will accomplish
more than ten men with great stout hoes
could do when the weeds get to be knee
high ; and so it is in this work of reclaiming
our nation from crime and vice. Stop the
sowing of bad seed in the minds of our little

ones while they are yet small, and great
crops of crime will be stopped. In the same
way we shovdd work in our own hearts when
spiteful feelings come up. When a disposi-

tion to dwell on the faiUts of our neighbors
first begins to manifest itself, with the fine-

toothed rake of love and charity, stop the
conversation in the outset; break up all

these subtile weeds that are getting a start,

and let healthy plants, in the shape of good
words and encouraging talk, take their

place. Do not talk about people in any Avay
that would fostfr or encourage this terrible

evil of unkind criticism and fault-finding.

8top sowing bad seeds, and put good seeds
in their place. An hour's work now may
save from the penitentiary, prison, and poor-
house, a dozen lives fifty years hence.
Somebody once asked how early a child's

education should commence, and the reply
was, '' Fifty years before he is born." There
is a great truth here, even though the re-

mark may provoke a smile at first thought.
You can commence now sowing good seeds,

and prei)aring the soil, or tlie world, as it

were, for tlie children that shall be boin in

Wi)')-. and if vou do not do it now. who will

do it? The prayer our Savior gave us in-

cluded this sentence :
" Thy kingaom come ;

thy will be done on earth as it is in heaven,"
and every earnest, honest Christian, should
bear in mind that a part of this work and
this promise is to be fulfilled by our united
efforts. Shall we labor for it?

Do you want to know what all this has to
do with myself and ray neighbors? Well,
these wrong thoughts and feelings I have
been speaking of are, I am sad to say, some-
times neighbors of mine. They do not live

across the way, nor up stairs nor down.
They are right in my own heart. I was
talkmg with my wife about it a few days
ago, and she said she guessed I was right
about it ; they were the result of bad, im-
pure seeds sown in my early life, during
those years when I did not profess to be a
Cliristian, and turned my back, as it were,
on Jesus the Savior. They will probably
continue to sprout and start to grow in my
heart as long as life shall last ; but I am de-
termined they shall be raked to pieces and
destroyed, just as soon as they show their
ugly heads. Those who know do say, that
))y years of toil you can kill pretty much all

\\ eed-seeds in your garden ; and by God's
help I mean to see if 1 can not kill, to agreat
degree, every seed that I allowed the enemy
to sow in those early years of my life.

THE OLD MAN'S BEE-STOKY.

Good Cinthy was tending the cradle,
And 1 in the field with my boys;

We suddenly heard the horn blowing-,
And stranf^c unaccountable noise.

I hastily turned my steps homeward.
And saw, with iii'y wondering eyes.

Black clouds in the wildest commotion
All around our dwelling arise.

I found that my bee-bench had tumbled.
The bees were intensely enraged,

And singing and darting and stinging,
In general warfare engaged.

The pigs all around me were squealing,
And switching and running apace;

The puppies were bitterly howling,
Calves bellowing over the place.

All over my head the bees 'lighted.
And made my condition most dire;

And clawing 1 called out, "() Cinthy!
Please bring me some rags and some fire."

The windows were fastened securely,
My baby was screaming for ease,

"Don't open the doorl " shouted Cinthy.
"The babe will be killed by the bees."

T seized an old jiaii, and jrot tire;

The ranks ol the warriors 1 broke,
And settled the lioi-rilik- oonllict
Uy raising a voluuie of smoke.

My poor bees by hundreds were missing;
But when all my hiving was done,

And platform made steady, my number
Of hives was the same—lacking one.

I got all my tubs and my buckets,
And tilled them with honey and comb,

And now what good lesson, dear children,
C'an we from this story take home?

Whenever you contemplate building,
Whate'er it may be, do it well;

Be sure to have solid foundation,
Not like my poor labi-ie that fell.

Dear children, you're building and building—
Oh build up a character grand!

And let not your hopes for the future
Be like the house built on the sand.

Columbus, Miss. Mus. M. A. Tapley.
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HOW TO MANAGE
So as to Have the Hives Full of Bees When

Fruit-blossoms Come.

CONTRIBUTED BV A I.ITTT^E BOY 9 YEARS Or,D.

V brother and myself have three colonies of

bees. I will tell you how we manage ours

to have them full of bees when the blos-

soms and flowers are all ready for them to

g-ather honey from. We take tin pans, such

as mother has to bake pies in, and put some rye

flour and oatmeal in them, and then put them in

front of the hive, and string- a little honey or sugar

syrup from the entrance to the pan, and put a small

spoonful of honey or syrup in front of each hive,

and when they get eight or ten bees on the flour we
carry them away and put them on a post or any
place we can And. Then we take some sugar syrup

and put it in a tumbler, place two thicknesses of

thin muslin over the top of them, and turn

them upside down on the frames. This we com-
mence to do now, or as soon as the bees begin to

fly, and keep it up until thejcan get natui-al flowers

to work on. If this is worth a book, send me Giant-

killer. Geohoe KiNr.SBi'RV, age !•.

Mt. Vernon, Ohio, Jan. 28, 1885.

Well, now, I tell you. George, that is pret-

ty well told. Many of the veterans may
profit by the instruction you give : and there
are few of us who could tell just how to do
it, better than you have done. By the way.
I do not know of any prettier sight for young
and old than bees working on rye meal, or
bits of finely ground oatmeal, in tlie spring.
There is not a bit of dilliculty in getting
them at it whenevei- the weather is warm
enougli for tliem to fiy. Feeding should be
done OTit of the wind as much as possible ;

and. by the way, the bees ought to be out of
the wiiul tliOMiiselves. I have just been think-
ing of making a sort of cave in a side-hill,

with glass sasli in front, but arranged so the
bees can go out if they want to. and then
every sunshiny day we will liave Iheni work
on meal placed not very far from tlieir hives,
in the sun but out of "the wind, and out of
all danger of wind and snow. AVith the
present low prices of sugar, it is my opinion
that by such an arrangement we can raise
bees a great deal clieai)ci- than to buy them
wlien we want an increase of stock. "Plenty
of sugar syrup, and rye and oat meal, will

set brood a" booming. This cave in tlie south
side of a hill or bank, it seems to me, could
be easily arranged so that the hive might
stand where it won't freeze after March 1st,

say. Down by the carp-pond we have (}uite

a steep bank fronting tiie south, and it is

quite a warm place tliere for the children to
play, when it is windy and cold almost eve-
rywhere else. The place is a kind of hollow
between two banks, so that it gets all the
sunshine, and but little or none of the wind;
and a roof over it, so arranged as to let in all

the sun, would keep off all the rain and most
of the snow, and still allow the bees to fly as
far as they Avant to go. May be it will lie a
nice place for chickens as well as bees—who
knows ? and if the bees and chickens enjoy
it, I guess likely Iluber and Caddie and
('onstance will find it a i)leasant place. Of
course, we want to keep the chickens by

themselves, so that our plans do not conflict
with each other.

i'ou see. (jieorge, your little letter has just
woke me up to the importance of getting
our bees at work early; and why can't we
set the bees at work early, as well as chick-
ens and garden stuff V Some writer has said
that he would not wonder if as much honey
were yielded by fruit-blossoms as by bass-
wood, if colonies were as strong and as full of
young bees as they are in basswood time. In
"t he }fr.is hat'GLEANixGs has been going,
we have had several reports of protected
places for bees under a side-hill. Now, then,
wlio will work it out fiist V With the skill

and knowledge we have acquired by this
time. I do jiot think there need be mucli dan-
ger of spring dwindling. Of course, we will
try a few colonies to commence witli, until
we are sure it is working nicely. We send
you a book, (^eorge, and place half a dollar
to your credit, which j'ou can have in mon-
ey, or trade out. as you desire.

MUS. (HADDOCK S EXPERIENCE WITH FIRE.\RMS.

JU.'^RD
to think that if any thing would make mo

religious it would be to have a boy around with
a gun; but I ran a gun brigade for ten years,

and am still alive, and I don't feel so timid of

them now. Mr. (haddock's three brothers lised

to be here, and they all had guns, and were always
shooting them off " promiscuous" like.

One day one of the boys sat on the porch and
cleaned his gun till it went off, and the whole load

of l)uek8h()t came in through an ojien door and
passed over the dinner-table—where we had been
washing dishes not Ave minutes before—atid went
clear through the outside door. Then one of them
flred the gun off in the bedroom downstairs, and the

marks are there yet; another of them let his gun
go off in the sitting-room, and the floor carries its

mark. I do declare, when I would think of it it

seemed like living in a fort, with the enemy bom-
barding me all the time. I never felt safe. Then
they all began to marr^- oft, and go to Kansas, and
they bought a revohcr apiece, and they sat around
the Are and loaded and reloaded them; picked them
to pieces, and wii)ed them out, and every now and
then they let one go off accidentally; and the one
that went off was always the one that was not load-

ed. Then they shot at marks, to get their hands in.

They fully o.vpectcd to be robbed when they got to

Kansas, and they wanted to bo able to shoot the

robber. They had pieces of paper stuck on the

woodhouse, the ash-hopper, and the big elm-tree;

they had them on all the fences and the garden
paling, and they would shoot awhile at one mark,
then change to another, and I never knew exactly

where they would be shooting next, and I hardly
dared go to the well for water, or to the woodhouse
for wood, and it seemed more than pvei- like living

in a tort.

But, the darkest houi- is just before the dawning;
they soon went west, and for six years I have
breathed freely—never having to dodge a shot nor
tremble at the sound of a gun. Hut now, alas! can
Providence have the same trials in store for me?
am I to go out of quiet, peaceful life, into another
fort? Am I to be shot at, shot over, and shot un-
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tier? Am I to rise up in the morning and lie down
at night to the music of the Shot gun? Will the

boards with bits of white paper tacked on them
,

spring up nil over our door.vard, and be leaning up i

against trees and feneesV Shall I be called upon to

net as hospital surgeon everj' time the gun kicksV

and shall I, oh! shall T be expected to be blind to

evei-y shot that misses, and to rejoice in all that liit r

For now our boj- is big, and he wants a gun; ho
doesn't want it as the girls want ribbons and rings,

but he wants it as if his very life depended on it.

When any one mentions a gun, he sighs; and if he

hears a shot lie turns pale to the lips; and when the

wild geese and ducks fly over in the spring and fall,

flying low down so that we can see the colors, and
tell the drakes from the ducks, he goes off Ijy him-

self so that we may not see him cry. He wants a

gun just that bad, and now what am I to do'.' Tell

me, ail you that have boys.
M.VHAL.\ I{. (HADIKX K.

Vermont, III., ,laii., 1885.

THE WASTE-BASKET.

THE TWO THINGS THAT JOHN HAS
DONE DURING THE PAST YEAE.

LL I have done this year is two things; viz., I

Js went to town one day and found a crowd
collected around a small tree. I saw pretty

soon that it was bees they were watching.
They had already taken the most of tlie bees

to the harness-maker's house, he being the first one
to see them. There was about a hatful left, and 1

s:ii(l to tlif boy that was with me, "George, let's take

the rest ol these liecs to Mr. Smith the harness-

iiiaker."

" All right, " said he, and 1 held my hat under tlie

limb, and he shook it, and the bees all fell in my hat.

We took the bees and put them in the hive and
eanu" on down town. Abovit tliree weeks after that,

one of the neighbors who has black bees came to

borrow our smoker. Their bees are in the house,

in a hive al)out 7 ft. long and It. liiuli. with a dooi'

that you can walk in at.

When tlx'y came an<i asked for the smoker I eon
eliidi'd to go and rob their bees foi'thein, tiierefore I

got manii.ui's veil and a pair of gloves, and started.

Wlien 1 got there I lighted the smoker and walki'il in.

and began to smoke tliem ott' the comls.
The bees began to sing, and made an uproai- like

an engine letting off steam. T got jibnut six gallons

lor them, and got stung only once.

After 1 had taken out two or three gallons, I start-

ed in and knelt down. I had on linen pants, and I

knelt down on a bee, and he made me know he was
under my knee. One bee got inside the \-eil, but I

had seen in (>i,U.vninos for that month that bees,

when they got inside a veil, were ahva.\ s anxious to

get r)ut, and it did not scare me much.
'i'liese two tilings are all I have done this >car

working at bees. At the beginning of last spring, a
year ago, mamma got a hive of bees of Mr. Theo-
tjald.of Centerville, a town about t> miles from here.

She made it a rule to open tiio hive onee a day, and
papa said that we iiad better leave the bees alone,

as they did not do as well, he said, as when they
were left alone, .\fter awhile he took an interest

in bees, and would open tlie liive onee, and some-
times three and four times a day.

New Vienna, (Ihio. Wm. M. NonovKE.

standing in a darksome corner,
With its ghastly mouth outspread.

'Tig more frightful, more forbidding,
Than a phantom of the dead;

It has caused more real terror.
Filled more hearts with quakiiik' dniul.

Than any fancied, fiei-y demon
Of a mind with reason Hed;

Vet this horror of all writers
Is the best friend of the Ed.

Many hearts have quaked and qui%eied,
Many eyes have torrents shed.

When they found their fancied genius
Swallowed by this specter dread.

Oh could 1 tell each writer
Of our Gleanings here to-day,

That this greedy, cruel monster
Had departed, flown away.

Left the corner in the sanctum,
Never more with us to stay,

What a shout, what grand hosaunas.
Would go up along the way

!

But, then, may we speak the senlenn-?
Would it not cause more dismav.

Should this specter, at our bidding.
Close its mouth and soar awayf

Could our Editor sui-vive it!

Cfiuld he live one single day.
If his best friend were denied him.
His sole prop cast away?

I'ome to think, it would be better
To Yield eracefullv to fate;

So I'll send these verses forthwltli.
Though they leave me desolate.

Never more 1 hope to see them.
In tile iiivstictonn called fame,

But Ic.satUllelllis IM.jMsler.

Selected and modified to suit GLE.\MN<is, by

W. W. ADDISON.

Pi'ieiul A. and others. I liave often thouglit
what a nice tiling it would be to puhlisli

every thing that might be sent in—good,
bad." and indifferent, thus virtually annihi-
lating the waste-basket, as you are yileased

to term it. But. would our subscribtrs l.e

satished V (iLKAXixos would not only be
so voluminous that very few could ie;id it.

but. worse still. 1 am afraid a still Mualh r

few would be willing to p;iy the eNjjfnye of
putting every thing in print. I do not see
but it IS one of the laws of nature, that the
fittest must survive and the nthers go to the
wall. I will tell you how to get your coni-
inunicatioiis into' piint, and at i>resent I do
not believe llure will l.e iiiiich trouble in any
case, if ><iii go according to the folh.wii g
rules :

1. Do not write until \()ii have scnu thing
to tell : and wiien you tell it. tell it in the
fewest words you can, keei>ing constantly in

mind that inany other brothers ])robabl>
liave something good to tell, and want ;i

chance too.
'2. Put a heading on every articde. if you

please, and then stick to your head ; that is.

do not mix u]) things ; Or if you must mix
them up. niiike a little sub-head to the dif-

ferent subjects you touch on. Write plain-
ly, and ]ninctuate it as you want it.

H. Write for the good of your fellow-men.
and for tlie glory Of (Jod! not to show how
smart you are. luir with tlie view of getting
money for what you write. Ilie latter is all

well in its place." but the lirst motive should
be doing good to your fellow-int ii. and the
money part will follow of itself.

4. Above all. be brief, especially if you are
new at the business. When yoii are recog-
nized as a regular paid contributor, then it

is very well to write several pages, if you
liave enough worth telling to cover several
pages.
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Kvcry l)o.v or s,'irl. under lo

vears or aye. who writes a
letter for this department, containing
SOME VALUABLE Fact, sot generally
KNOWN. ON BEE.S OR OTHER MATTEKS,
will receive one of David Cook's excel-

^'' lent five - cent iSunday - school books.
>V ' Many of these booLs contain the same mat-

ter that you find in Sunday-school hooks
,. costing: from 81.00 to 81.50. If you have had
I one or moie books, give us the names that we
may not! send the fame twice. We have now
in stock six different books, as follows; viz.:
Sheer Off, The (iiant - Killer, The Robv

We have now in stock Our Homes,
Part I., and Our Homes, Part 11, which will be sent the same
as the above. Besides the above books, you may have a pho-
tograph of our old house apiary, taken a great many yeai-s
ago. In it is a picture of myself. Blue Eyes, and Caddy, and a
glimpse of Ernest. We have also some pretty little colored
pictures of birds, fruits, flowers, etc., suitable for framing.
You can have your choice of any of the above pictures fur
every letter that gives us some valuable jiiece of information.

• A chiel's amang ye takln' notes;
An' faith, he'll prent it."

But whoso shall offend one of these little ones
which believe on me. It were better for him that a
mill-stone were lianMed about his neck, and that he
were drowned in the depth of the scu.— Matt. 18: ti.

UBER is now jiettiiig to be larjje

enough to talk, and ask (juestions

:

and, oh my! doesn't he .just makfe use
of liis little tongue! One thing ini-

I)resses me now, very strongly—how
wonderfully like wax are these little niiuds.
taking <ind storing impressions! and the sol-

emu part of it is. that tiieir little minds are
just as ready to take in bad iuipressions as
good. ll(i\v very, very careful, then, ought
we to be, how we act, and w hat we say and
do before the little (mes!

.V few days ago. in trying to jmt on his
mittens I spoke to hini about liis thumb.
Then I asked him. " Where is thumb?" IJy

way of reply he put his hand down anil

pointed to one of his fat toes. " No, no."
.said I, •• that is toi. Where is ilnnnh.'"
Iiolding it up before him. Now. he did not
know about thumbs and toes, but he had
learned by sad experience where tlie kitch-
en .s/oir was: so he replied. '" Y'/'M-r. toe."
And it was quite a time before I could make
him comprehend the difference between
"toe"' and "stove." His mamma made
him comprehend it, however: and when I

came home he was very much pleased to tell

me that there was the atovc over there, and
here was a /o(Might down on the little foot.

The weather has been very cold for a few
weeks, so he could not get down to the pond,
and his greatest deliglit lias been to visit the
little greenhouse that belongs to the factory.
We all have dinner at the factory, with the
hands; and after dinner I have generally
taken him down to the greeidion.se. then let

him see the big engine when it starts up at
half-past twelve. After about three times
he learned the programme, and so he would

begin along in the forenoon to tease.
•• L)inny, papa ;" •' dinny, papa." He would
keep saying it over and over : and llnallv
when his mamma took him over, after a bite
ov two. he commenced. '•Papa. gagen."
meaning that he wanted to see papa's garden

:

and the dinner wasn't anywhere, in conse-
quence, compared with the' wonderful sight
in the greenhouse, of the little plants just
pushing through their earthy covering, and
enlarging day by day. so rapidly that even
his little mind comprehended that very soon
there would be •num nums" to eat. Xo
wonder he loves the garden. During these
sunshiny Janiuiry days, when the ther-
mometer is down to" zero, or lower, the
•gagen" is even to me the most enticing
place I know of.

A few Sundays ago he got hold of one of
my collars of the previous week, and
got it around his chubby neck, and was hap-
py for a couple of hours in the possession of
a "'callow" like papa's. The next Sunday,
just as soon as it was evident that I was go-
ing to stay with him instead of going off to
the factoiy. he began to tease for 'callow"
again, and now he calls every thing • cal-
low. " Even the white wristbands are
• callows." with every thing else of the sort.
The same way he calls every puddle of
water a pond, even if it is not bigger than
a cow-track. IJodies of water are ponds,
and lie never tires of talking about ponds,
and iiaving every thing pertaining tiieret<t

explained to him.
.Now. then, what a wcmderful opportunity

of teaching truth. )»urity. love, and kind-
ness! Do you see it? Suppose his little

ears are witness to (luarrels and harshness,
oliscene and l)lasplienions words, cruelty and
falst'liood. is it not lair to presume that he
would catch hold of these things just as
(|uickly as he grasps, holds, and dwells on
• gageiis." • callows." jionds. and the like':'

Shall we not. then, be very very careful?
Hut whoso shall olTend one of these little ones

which believe on me. It were better for him that a
millstone were handed about his neck, and '//f»Mic
wen- drowned in the depth of the .sea.

•VIO I, us. 1»K IIO^K.V KKO.M 1.5 SW.VKMS OK UKKS.

I am a faiiners boy. We have 15 swarms of tiees.

We jrot .'.m II ;-. nt hone.v. C. H. GKiTfiKV, ag-f i:f.

Wooslcr, (>., N(.v.:{0, ISst.

FHOM lTi to T,, a.vd only 12.") i.bs. op ho.nkv.

-M.v father has i") hives of bees; he jrot only two
nutiiral swarms. It was a ver.v poor season. He
took only I2;'» lbs. of honey. Cakkik Wilms.
Vociimtown, Pa., .Ian. 1, ISR"..

SAK.\H S SHOUT I.ETTEK.

Inelc .lohn keeps bees, and ho made a bec-cellai-.

My unties name is .lohn Walden. He has your
bee-book. Sauah T). Haui.ow.
Northfltid, Minn.

3200 I.us. OK HONEV PKOM 77 STANDS <JP BEES.

My pa has 77 Stands of bees; we took ;«()() lbs. of

honey. Pa Kuve me 5 stands of bees, and somebody
stole one. Ma anil pa went to California, and they
went to the ocean ami Cliff house and saw the sea-

lions. The bees were working on the gum-tree
blossoms, and the bees that thej' have out there are

little black fellows. Paul Lathan.
Papilliou, Neb., .January 2-t, 1885.
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A LETTER FROM A 7-VEAR-OLD FRIEND.

I have been reading about Huber to-night. I

liave to stop and laugii a little, and then I lose the

plaee. Plcnsc write more about him.

Key, O., Jan. 16, 1885. Nora Neff, age 7.

A COLT THAT WILL SHAKE HANDS WITH THE BOYS.

I am a farmer's daughter. My pa keeps bees; he
has 16 swarms. I go to school, and help my ma do
the work nights and mornings. We have a colt here,

and it gives the boys its front foot, to shake hands
with them. It is a great pet.

Vocumtown, Pa. Cecilia Fetrow, age 10.

TWO little letters FROM TWO LITTLE BOYS.
.JUST AS THEY WROTE THEM, AS NEAR AS

WE CAN FIX IT.

/aMa litTlE boY sI.x YEaRs olD MY Pa
kEEPS BeES THEy aRE NoM In tHe ceLl^t. IN
tHe srw-l^ER hE kEEpe the3/ IN ThE BeE housE
GaRDeuvIllE, nY HeNry lEhDE
I aW a LiTTlE boY FoUf{ YEAi?^ oLD MY

'I A kEEPs iTaLIam QEEg I HxVE A LitTlE sis-

ter tWo YEaRs old sHe Has BLUE EYES' We
ALL LikE HoneY EdwiN LEHDe
GardenvilLE NY tan 22 IgyS

WILLIE'S SAD letter.

My father keeps bees; he has 26 colonies. They
did not do very well. Last year was almost a fail-

ure. My pa had lots of discouragement last sum-
mer. Our house burned down, and we lost our lit-

tle sister. I go to school every day, and Sabbath-
school. Willie Shilling, age 11.

Jewett, O., .Jan. 26, 1885.

frankie s account of the W.4Y they catch
LAKE TROUT UP IN MICHIGAN.

I live near Lake Huron, which is one of the larg-

est fish-ponds in America. When there is ice on the

lake, men cut holes in it and let down a little wood-
en fish, and the lake trout gather around it, and the
men spear them. Papa takes Gleanings, and
likes to read the children's letters.

Oscoda, Mich. Frankie F. Bkadley.

DORA'S LETTER—4800 LBS. OF HONKY FROM 94 COL-
ONIES.

Pa has a farm of 80 acres, andiie keeps bees. He
has 94 colonies. He got 4800 lbs. of honey last sum-
mer. He has got a horse-power and sawing-ma-
chine to make bee-hives and honey-boxes. I like to

see him saw. I have two sisters and three brothers,

and we have an organ. Dora Tenant, age 10.

Eureka, Wis., Jan. 23, 1885.

nigger, THE DUCKS, AND THE DINNEK.

Papa has 4 bee-hives; he commenced with one
hive. I have a cat and a dog. My dog's name is

Nigger, and he killed two ducks. Lai but we had a

good dinner. John ('. Hughes, age 12.

TWO LITTLE r.ETTKUS FROM TWO ItHOTHEHS AM)
SISTERS.

Fncle Anujs, I read in pai)a's Gleanings about
little children writing to you, so I thought I would
try. 1 have a little sister. Her name is Lydia. I

have some ducks. 1 go to school this winter. I

have been sick, and I have been having lots of fun
since I have got so I can use playthings. I have 2

chickens; they are pets. Gertrude Hall, age 7.

Papa has had very good luck with bees. He says

he will make a fish-pond. He has a very good place.

T think one of our neighbors says he would not take

f100 if he had it. Charley Hall, age 9.

Boothesville, W. Va., Jan. 30, 1885.

A REPORT DISCOURAGING.
My brothers have 3 hives of bees. I like honey,

but we did not get any this year. Can I have a

book? I am five years old. Willie Cleveland.
Collamer, Cuy. Co., O., Dec. 9, 1884.

Well, AVillie, it seems to me that is a little

sad. Your brothers with three hives of bees
did not have any honey to give you at all.

SIX-YE.\R-OLD ADDA S LITTLE LETTER.
Well, Uncle Amos, I am a little girl six years old.

My pa keeps bees. He has two colonies. He got

1800 lbs. of honey. It was in the comb. T have a

little bantam rf)oster. He weighs 11 ounces. His
name is James Blaine. Add.\ Brown.
Sebewa, Mich.

2500 LBS. of HONEY FROM 75 COLONIES.
My father keeps bees; he has 75 swarms; we had

2.500 lbs. of honej\ We have them all in the cellar.

I have 4 bantams. My sister and I have a black

calf; her luime is HoUie. I like the book you sent

me. Lucy Talcott.
Owego, N. V. Feb. 1, 1885.

s.\muel's contribution in the way of v.\lu-
able facts.

We have a cow that had a great big wart in her

ear; so pa said that if I would take it off he would
give me a quarter. So I applied kerosene oil everj

other day, and I took it oft in about three weeks.
If this is worth a book, please send me the Roby
Family. Samuel L. Burnett, age 14.

New Vernon, Pa., Jan. 15, 18^5.

Very good, friend Samuel. If kerosene
works on all the cows as it did on yours, the
idea is certainly worth a five-cent book.

LOUISA'S report.
We had 500 lbs. of wliite-clover and basswood hon-

ey, all in one-pound sections, and about 75 lbs. of

dark honey. It is all sold but 24 boxes of white-

clover honey. We sold it all near home — the

white-clover and basswood honey for 16 cts. a

pound, and the dark for 12 cts. The above is from
7 colonies of black bees. Our bees are wintering on
summer stands, packed with forest-leaves around
them. They had a good fly last week, and are all

right. Louisa A. Rindspacii, age 13.

N. Ridgeville, O., Jan. 13, 1885.

EVA'S ideas in KEG.4.RU TO LOW PRICES.

I live with Mr. Packwood, and he has bees. He
made about 15 barrels of honey this season. The
bees made plenty of honey; but the trouble is, they

send it away, and do not get a good price for it; but

I suppose you know that yourself. Don't you think

it is hard for men that work as hard as they do?

But, however, they keep up spirits, and I think

there will be a good many bee-men this summer.
My papa is going to have a few hives for his own
use. I hope he will, I'oi- 1 tike to tend to them my-
self. Eva S. (ir.AWsoN.

New Smyrna, Fla., Jan. 12, 1885.

Why, Eva, I suppose it is only human to

want a good price for every tiling we have
to sell ; but then, you see when we want to

buy something that somebody else raised,

we rejoice at low prices, and so there are
two sides to the question. Now. I suppose
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the golden mean wonkl be about such a
price as would do the most ^M)()d to all class-

I

es of people, and that would be what we call
|

a fair price, would it not? I^ow prices are

hard for the producer, but a blessing to the
consumer ; so it is not all a misfortune when
prices run low.

j

TEA AS A HONEy-PLANT.

1 thank you for that book you sent me. Our bees

have been at work for the last two or three weeks,

and we have had pleasant weather this far. The
bees have been bringing- in pollen and honey. I

have seen them on roses, tea-blossoms, and palmet-

tos and peach-blossoms. I send you a tea-blossom.

May be j-ou have never seen any before. I hope the

blossom will reach you in good order. '

Francis, Fla., Jan. 4, 188.5. Charles Levvkaz. ,

Many thanks, my little friend, for the tea-

])lossom. Isn't that a novelty, that bees]
work on the blossoms of the plant that bears
the tea we use on our tables? I wonder if

we hadn't better run opposition to the
brethren in China, and commence raising it

so as to get honey. I

the way .tohn hatches quekn-celi.s indek a
\

sitting hen. i

Our bees are all in good condition now. 1 forgot
|

to tell you that we had 4S colonics of bees and two
Italian queens in nucleus bo.xcs. The little swarms

|

died. I put the royal cells in small wire cages when
I put them under the old hen. We have a good

|

place to sell queens and honey too. Our bees can
j

not make enough honey to fill orders. We charge
j

$1.00 for untested queens, and *».00 for tested. I

thank you very much for that book you sent me.

My leg is all right now. 1 go to school. I went into

a larger spelling-book to-day. .John KoiiKins.

Schoolhill, Wis., Jan. 26, 1885.

lots of apples and cider when I go up the vallej' to

see him. I like to read the letters in your books
that my pa gets from you. Freddie W. Rex.
Lehighton, Pa., Jan. 22, 1885.

I hardly think, Freddie, that your grandpa
keeps the bees too warm by covering them
with straw. Is there not some other cause
of their dying?—Somehow I feel a little

sorry when you say you drink cider when
you go to see your grandpa. Cider makes so
much trouble with people who have a lean-
ing toward intemperate habits, that most of
the people nowadays have decided to get
along without it. Don't you think it is a
better wav, Freddie?

NEIil.JE'S LETTER, FROM A TOWN WH KUE A SALOON
HAS NEVER BEKN KEPT.

!

Papa kept bees in Towa, and now 've intend to
[

keep them in Nebraska. We came out hero last fall
[

and brought one swarm with us. They are still

alive, and out for a flj- yesterday. Some people say

bees wont live here; but I guess they will if they
|

get a chance. Papa had 20 swarms in Iowa. I have

been reading some in natural history, and it says
,

that cucumbers and squashes won't grow without

the bees; is this item new and useful? And now I
j

want to say a word for our fast-growing town. Our
town lies on the Burlington railroad; has 700 inhab-

[

itants, two churches, and a Congregational acad-
I

emy. There is not, and never has been a saloon I

here; and if any of your readers wish to go west,
I

and would like to give their children a Christian

education, Franklin is the place to come to.

Franklin, Neb., Jan. 31, 1885. Nellie Fav, age 10.

Well, Nellie, your concluding fact is not
only valuable, but it is a cheering and en-
couraging one.

KEEPING BEES TOO WAR.M IN WINTER.
My pa has 11 swarms, G in big bo.vcs with old cur-

pet and rags on top, and 5 in Simplicity bo.xes with

leaves all over them. 1 must keep the holes open
for the bees, my pa says so ; my grandpa has 20 straw

baskets with bees in, and big bundles of straw over

them to keep them warm. Last winter 8 died. My
pa says he makes thein too warm. Is that soV

Grandpa is TO years old. Nike him. lie gives me

MINNIE S PET RABBITS.

I notice in Gleanings of Dec. 15, that Mr. Fraden-

burg sent you a pair of rabbits. Well, I will tell

you about mine. Last summci", one evening I was
sitting on the lawn, and my kitty came along with

something in his mouth. I looked, and it was a lit-

tle rabbit. Although it was a wild one, it made a

nice pet. I fed it, and it grew so it could run
around, and then we made a yard for it close to the

house. We left it out at night a couple of times,

and so one morning I went out to feed it, and could

And it no place. Then I saw some fur and blood

around in the pen, and we supposed it was a cat

that killed it, for we saw a cat sneaking around the

pen several evenings after that. Its name was
Bunny. What were your rabbits' names? 1 felt

very badly about it, but I will soon get a pair of

tame rabbits. Minnie Khodes, age 12.

Wilmot, Ohio.

Isn"t it a little singidar. Minnie, that your
kitty carried the yoiuig rabbit in that way
witfioiit killing it ? 1 believe it is true, how-
ever, that cats do sometimes take care of
rabbits, or even chickens, about as they
would a kitten of their own. I am sorry to
know that poor little liunny was killed by a
cat at last. We call our rabbits Bunny too.

and you ought to see Huber tease to go and
see them.

VERSES COMPOSED BY LITTLE 10-VEAR OLD lAU-

RIE, ON THE DEATH OF HER BRt)THER.

Mamma has 5 stands of bees, and papa makes bee-

hives to sell. Mamma gave each of her children a

stand of bees. My stand swarmed, but died. Papa
packed his stands in planer shavings, and they kept

well. I have a sister to play with. She is a little

girl, but 1 love her very well. I have 8 brothers.

The one that was our bee-man that helped manuna
hive bees when papa is away from home died. The

verses, I composed. I go to school; am in the fifth

Reader. lam 11 years old; I was 10 when I com-

posed my verses.

IS MEMORY oy JIV BROTHKK.

There is a i)lace to me most dear;
The evergreens are growing there.
Mv deare.st brother there must be,
AftliouKh hi.s form I can not see.

Four evergreens were planted there.
And they were Krowing green and fair.

When to this saered place I strave<l.
Behold 1 one evergreen is dead.

There is a vacant place, I said:
And in <iur home a vacant bed.
Then to this tree I softly said,

• You, like my brother, too, are dead."

REFRAIN.

We can plant the tree at will,

Itnt brother's place there's none can til!.

Carrie M. Swartz.
Scluiltzville, Pa., Jan. 26, 1^8,5.
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1(10 SWAUMS OF BEES, SOME ROUEX DfCKR, AND A
WHITE COOX BESIDES.

Pa has 100 swarms of bees, and be raises and sells

i|ueen,s. My brother Hyron caught a white coon.
We have it for a pet. AVe have 9 big ducks. They
are called Kouen ducks. T. Palmkk IJi.ank.

Woodville, Dhio.

il° BELOW ZEKO; KEEPINCJ ItEES I -V A KH L IT-HOUSE.
We have :?1 colonies of bees in the dooryard, and

a few weak ones in their hives in the fruit-house.

The therniometer marks si.v degrees below zero

now, and day before yesterday it was 24 below. Yes-

terday morning the thei-monieter wasIK^ below zero.

Hah.mon K. Hockett, age 11.

.Inneslidi-o. Iiid., .Ian. :2I. ls.s.').

Now. my little friend Tlannon. you liave
told something that I just want to know
alunit—why will nt)t fniit-houses l»e just the
thing- to keep l)ees'::' Please let us know how
you winter.

noS.VS BKOTHERS .\ND THE BEES.

My brother had stands of bees in the spring, and
in the fall he had 14. >Ia and 1 helj) him to hive his

bees when they swarm. He has good luck with
liees. They don't tight him and sting him any. He
takes (i LEANINGS, and 1 like to read it. One of our
neighbors got him to take 11 stands of his bees. He
is afraid of them himself, but he likes the honey.
He will keep them for a share.

Downs. III. KosA ('ritris. age 12.

AV a: ms •a, and tuk r.'OO (
liEES.

)NIES

1 am but a boy eight years old. .My name is Hay.

I go to school, and learn to read and write and spell,

and mornings and evenings I heli) my papa feed
the sheep and mules and cattle and pigs, and even-
ings I carry in the wood for my ma. In the sum-
mer 1 helj) my pa make sections and sash. Mj' pa
keeps about 20^ colonies of bees.

.Vda. O., .Jan. 26, 1885. Uav .Mikkav.

My gi aiKJpa has about 80 stands of bees, and they
make lots of honey. When they swarm, sometimes
they want to go away, and grandpa gets the queen
and takes off part of one wing, and then she stays

;it home, and of course the rest stay with her. Per-

haps my nuimma will have bees some day, and I

will know more ab(mt them, and can write a better

letter. Dolly Obknshaix, age 9.

MIooiiiington, III.. Jan. 26, 188,5.

FKOM 40 TO 7.5, AND 1800 LBS. OK HONEY.
My papa has 75 swarms of bees; he had 40 to be-

gin with last spring. Mamnui hived ',i swarms of

bees last summer. I'ajia buried some last fall.

Tliey are keei)iiig nicely this winter. He had 50

swarms once, anil they all died; but he got some
more. The bees made lSO(t lbs. of honey last sum-
mer. 1 pieced a (juilt on the machine. 1 have a
large doll. I wrote this letter all alone. I have
been to school for 8 months.

r.iNNiE K. DoANE. age 8.

Pipestone. .Mich., .Ian. 26, 1885.

;now. itvHF.SrS( ITATING BEES FOUND ON
WAHMINO THEM.

We Started with two swarms of hjbrids last

spring, and increased to si.\. Pajia found some ap-

l>arently <]ead bees on the alighting-boards of his

hi\('s. and brouglit fheni into the warm house, anil

put them into an observatory hive, and many of
them revived, which proves Mr. Swinton's advit^e

about queens to be good. Papa set some boards u)>

in front of his hives, to keep the sun from shining
in and tempting them out these cold days.

LuN.A^ A. Parkeh, age 12.

Lockport, X. v., Nov. 25, 1884.

IM.ACl.NG THE ENTRANCE TO THE NOICI H, ETC.

.My name is Edith Mindwell, and I have a brother
called Uoswell. We hp.\e a large raspberry-)iatcli

near the bee-house. I go to school, and I am in the

ton It li grade. Papa thinks his bees do better fac-

ing the north, winter and summer.
K. M. Pheli»s, age U).

(;alena, .Md., .Ian. 24. 1885.

Perhai)s your ])a thinks that, by placinjj
the entrance to the north, the bees are not
so apt to tly out during unseasonable weath-
er. Is it not so, friend Edith V

A CIHE FOR BEE-STINGS.

My name is Koswell Phelps. I help my papa pack
his hoae.y, which he sent away in boxes. He bought
the bo.xes of you. I try to help my papa and mam-
ma a great deal. 1 know a cure for bee-stings.

When a bee stings you, suck out the i)oison, or get

some one else to do so. Koswei.l Phet-I's, ajj-e 7.

Galena, Md.. Jan. 24, 188.5.

Perhaps, my little friend IJoswell. sucking
out the poison, or trying to. won't do any
harm; but I believe I would rather let it

alone, and not do any thing after getting out
the sting. If one ?)n"(.s/ do something, how-
ever, I do not know but your I'emedv does as
well as any. ^1

HATCHIN(i yi'EEN-CELLS IN .\N INCCBATOK.
Last summer pa and I hatched queens in the in-

cubator while we were hatching chickens; and
when we had hatched all of them, pa made a (pieen-

incubator, and put it on top of a hive, and tilled it

full of queen-cells; and wlien a colony did not have
any queen we would take one out of the incubator
and put it in the hive. This nmy not be new to you,

but it may be useful to some of the other writers.

I hope the writers who have incubators will try it

ne.vt summer. Pa and I think it is a better way
than to let them hatch in the hive.

Edgar Kennedy.
Mont (lair. Hendricks Co.. Ind., Jan. 2;t, 1885.

A LETTER EROM A LITTLE ORPHAN GIRL.

I am a little orphan girl 11 years old. My home is

with Mr. Eli Reeves. He got me out of the orphan
home in Louisville. I call him papa. He has :il

stands of bees now. Last spi-ing he started out

with about 15. I think he forgot to keej) account of

the honey. I am very fond of honey. We don't

use any tobacco at our house, but papa smokes. I

am afraid of the little bees. I have been stung
some two or three times, but think I shall get used
toil. MaudP'uench.
f'ayce. Ky., Jan. 26, 1;85.

BEES, STRAWIIKRIUES, Tl'RKEYS, STEAM-ENGINES,
ETC.

My brother Christian keeps bees. He has ;{2 colo-

nies. My brother John has one colony. He paid

one dollar for it. He i)aid 10 cents for a queen-cell.

He gave me two frames of hatching brood. I sawed
out the boards for a hive. My brother Christian

nailed it together, so T have one colony. T jiacked

it outside with straw, inside with chaff. .Nly brother
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• hristian raises strawberries. I go to school; we
liave a good teacher. We have an engine from
Massillon; it works well. Wo rajse poultrj-. We
sold some turkeys. Conu.vi> E. Weckkssku.
Marshallville, Ohio, Nov. 27, 1S84.

HOBERT S COMPOSITION .VHOIT HKKS.
Tlie bee is as large as a horse-Hy: they are very

industrious insects. Wild bees live in hollow trees;

tame ones live in hives. They make honey from
the sweet-William, roses, columbines, dattodils, sun-
Howers, pinks, goldeurod, buckwheat, and linn.

1 hey get rid of all the drones in the fall; they do
not want them to eat the honey that they did not

help to gather. They will not sting you it' you do
not harm them. Bees are found in most parts of
the country. There is but one queen in a hive.

(ilidden, la. Robkht l>ni;w.

\ KOr.l.OWKJl OK THi: SAVIOK Al.TlIOIdll ttlT !l

VK.VRS OK A(JK.

1 se<-' in a catalogue you sent i)apa, that you had
two kinds of cards you send to littk' folks free of
charge—one kind against 7)rofanity, and one with a

<-liild's prayer on. Will you please be so kind as to

send me some of both kinds? I am a little girl nine

>ears old. I know the Lord's prayer by heart, and
say it every night. I am very anxious to see tlie

little prayer jou have so kindly selected for little

lolks. lam trying to be a good little girl, so that

the Savior will be pleased with me every day.

DoKA L. H. FtSHF.n.
.Siilisbury, N. <'., .Tan. 2(i, IH.*-'.').

1884. Our best honey was sage in the comb, but
most of that we had was "hot." One day when we
were eating dinner my papa and brother Alfred
were not at home, and suddenly we heard a swarm

j

of bees passing. We jumped up and followed them
one-fourth of a mile, and threw some dirt at them.
Soon they settled on a small tree; iny sister and 1

got a hive, and shook them into it. We had a littk'

trouble with them, but managed to get them home
early ne.vt morning, only to tind the hive empty.
They were a "crazy swarm," and had left.

Lillian Hindk, age 13.

.\naheiui. fal.. Dec. 26. 1884.

IKNNIK'S l.ETTKK .VHOIT THK l'KA( tlKS.

My papa has bought ;5 colonies of Italians and 4

colonies of black bees, so you see we intend to raise

bees, and have honey in our country home. We
have a great deal of fruit. Our Amsden peaches
get ripe June 1st. Would you like a bo.\ aliout that

time this year? We enjoy reading (ii,i;ANiNfis, and
especially the boys' and girls' (•olumii. We all go
l<> Sunday-school. .IknnikC. Ui<:Kn.

HuHinan, Ala.

To be sure, I should like a saini)le of your
l)eticlies. friend .lenuie. and tliey would be a
ureal novelty here, I tell you. at any time in
thenio)ith of June. Many thanks" for youi'
thouffhtfulness of Uncle Ainos.

40 KINDS OF TAME STRAWBERHIKS, AND SOMK OTH-
KU THINGS.

My father has 40 colonies of bees. Wc have to

kinds of tame strawberries, and a great many kin<ls

of raspberries, blackberries, and grapes. We live

on a farm of ISJ acres, and it is about .5 miles from
Meadville. 1 can not tell how old Harvey Baer is.

Father says there is an error in it. Papa is an old

teacher. I have no brothers nor sisters. Our hired
man's name is Jim, and he has worked for us four
years. Papa is secretary of the Farmer's Club, and
writes for i)apers, so I will write for your paper.
Mamma said that if I wrote for your i)aper again I

should tell you how many pounds of honey we got

this year. C'lakence H. Lekeveh, age 10.

Hayfield, Pa., Jan. 2T, 1885.

In Harvey's problem, he should have
omitted the" three lirst words, and be^nn
with the fraction h Of course, the whole of
a thiuR plus a part of it can not eijual the
i]nn<s, itself. His age is 12.

KHOM 9 TO IT, AND 3.50 LUS. OK HONEV, ETC.

We began last spring with !» colonies of bees; in-

creased to 17, and got about ^0 lbs. of honey. It

^vas not a very good season for honej-. I'a got a

Holy-Land liueen of you last July, and raised a

i|ueen from it, and the one he raised began to lay

in September. We have got her in a nucleus, with

about a ()Uart of bees, and they have wintered well

so far. Pa feeds them candy. We hatched a <)ueen

under a hen last .«5ummer. We took a little box, and
put a lew small holes in it, and then lined it with

cotton, and then put the (lueen-cell in the l)0.\.

Last summer two swarms came out together; and
when pa tried to hive them they both went back to

their old hives. Ellen Yoci'm. age 12.

Kiverton, 111., Jan. 24. 1885.

IIAKVKV S IMtOBLE.M, AGAIN; A GOOD l(K,l'(»l{T.

As I have worked out Harvey's e.\anji)le, which
gives me 12 years, which 1 think is correct, 1 will

send our report for last year. We increased from
(iO to 100 hives, and took 40:ki lbs. of honey, mostly
e.vtracted. The bees stored a nice lot of bitter hon-

ey, in the tall, which was not lit for table use, but is

tine for wintering bees. They are all in fine condi-

tioiL They were bringing in pollen from the elm
on the 10th of Jan. I'laude E. Uho(;don, age 12.

Rryan, Te.xas, JaiL 2:1, 1885.

Friend ("laude, you will .see by tlie letter
above this, that vour answer is correct.

WHAT a ;)-CENT MOUSE-THAP DID AWAY OCT tX
CALIFOUNIA, ETC.

\V I' got a .5-cent mouse-trap of you, and we have
caught twelve troublesome mice already. Califor-

nia is a good place for bees. They are working even
now in the Hower garden, on pea Howers and blu(>-

gtitii ilowers. Wc'iiidn't Imvc nuicli nice honey In

$22.HO WOUTH of HONEY FHOM ONE HIVE IN ONE
SEASON.

Pa is a bee-keeper, and has been keeping bees

since 1875. He has between 50 and 60 colonies of

bees, and has had as high as five swarms a day.

The best he ever had from one hive in one season
was IB large bo.xes of honey that he sold for ?;22.H0.

Pa has a largesi/ed extractor that he ordered from
Cinciiuiati. He has a shop, and he makes all of his

bee-hives, frames, boxes, and.does all of his paint-

ing. I have to watch the bees; and when they
swarm, and pa is not at home, I have to hive them.
1 have been stung hiving them but once or twice in

my life. One day wlien pa was gone, and I was too

little to hive bees, ma hived four swarms in one
day. Pa has a bee smoker, but he did not get it by
((Uitting the use of tobacco. He smoked and chew-
ed seven years, and thought it was hurting him,

and he <iuit ten years ago last May, without a smo-
ker, and has not tasted it since. He neither smokes
nor chews, nor drinks any into.xicating liquor or

(•otl'ee. Hi- is ;i whole-soule(l Pj-ohibitionist. He
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says any one can, if he will, quit the use of tobac-

co and whisky. Please send me cards against pro-

fanity. Alice Jones, ag-e U.
Sedalia, Mo., Jan. 31, 1885.

WHY HONEY FROM SPANISH NEEDLE DOES NOT
CANDY THIS YEAR, ETC.

Our bees have been shut up for two months, on
account of cold weather, with the exception of one
day two or three weeks ago, when they had a fly in

the middle of the day. They showed signs of a

great many dead ones. All the bees in this part are

on their summer stands, and generally without any
protection. Will you please tell me why pure Span-

ish-necdlo honey doesn't candy this year?

lola. 111. CoHA Long.

I do not know why the lioney does not
candy, friend Cora. That seems to be an ac-
cidental property. The lioney from some
phmts remains persistently a liquid; and,
again, the honey from the same plant will
candy one season, and the next season it will

not.
"
1 suppose tliat, by some accident in na-

ture, the honey tiiat does not candy contains
a different proportion of dextrine in its

make-up. Tiie lot that doss not candy is

like the liquid glucose, and that that does
candy is more like its solid near relative,
grape sugar.

L.\URA'S LETTER AB(JUT HER P.Al'A, WHt) IS DEAD.
I go to school. I study reading, spelling, and

writing. I have two brothers, one 16 years old and
one ten, and two little sisters. My papa kept bees.

He is dead now. He died last May. Oh how we
miss him! We have 16 colonies of bees. Mother
takes care of them. She wants to sell most of them,
as she is not able to take care of so many. Our bees

didn't swarm much last summer. My papa used to

take Gleaninos, and we all liked it. We would
take it now, but mother thinks she is not able to.

My paiia was a soldier, and got a pension, now we
get it. We are getting along pi-etty well. I should

like to read some of your nice books.

Laura Willi.\mson, age 7.

Willow Island, W. Va., Jan. 29, 1885.

>Iay (Jod help you, my little friend Laura,
and your poor afflicted mother, and all the
rest of you, in your loneliness. By reading
your little letter I was led to wondering what
little Iluber would say, and liow sad he
would feel, if his papa were taken away as
yours is; and while re.v.dlng it, it seems to
come over me as it never did before, what a
sad, sad thing it must be for little children
like you to lose their dear papa, nevermore
to see him in ths world. Tell your good
mamma that I will gladly send her Glkan-
iN'os for one year, for your little letter, and
I will send it to her with the prayer that it

may help her some with the bees, in the ab-
sence of that companion whose place noth-
ing in this world can ever fully supply. May
(Jod's blessing be with you all.

bee-keeping for school-teachers.
Two years ago pajia put camphor gum in the

hives, and he didn't have any trouble with the

moths, and this year he kept neglecting it, and the

moths killed two or three swarms. Last summer he
had only I.") swarms, and now he has 24. In the sum-
mer he lost three swarms, which left. Sometimes
he has two swarms come out at once, and they all

cluster in one i)lace. My eldest sistfu- at home is

learning to hive bees, and she is teaching school

this winter. She thought teaching and bee-keeping
would go well togethei", because she said she could
teach in the winter and tend to the bees in the sum-
mer. As they have only seven months of school,

five for the winter term and two for the spring

term, she thought she would have time to tend to

bees in the summer. Daisy Phelps, age 12.

Springfield, 111., Jan. 2,), 18S5.

Friend Daisy, 1 think bee-keeping will be
tiptop for your sister, for any man or
woman who can take care of a school full of
children would probably be able to manage
the honey-bees.—You do not want any cam-
phor about your hives, to keep moths away :

in fact, I do not believe much in medicine of
any kind to keep away insect - enemies.
Have your hives so they can be opened
easily and quickly, and give the bees a fair
chance, and they will take care of the moths
themselves, and I believe the same rule will

api>ly to insects that trouble our plants and
vegetal)les. (iive the plants such a good
start in life that they will take care of
themselves in spite of the insects. With
potato-bugs, pitch into them with such ve-
hemence when they (irst show their '• noses."
that you scare tliera to death in the outset,
and save the money you would have to pay
for Paris green. 1 do not believe the cam-
phor would bother the moths at all.

TEACHING .M.\M.MA TO SK.\TE ON THE C.\RP-POND.

I like your description of the carp-pond. I went
to skate on my papa's pond, and fell and cut my
knee so badly that I have been a cripple for some
time. I will not skate any more this winter. Papa
took mamma down to the pond to skate, but she

tumbled around so she kept the children laughing
themselves almost to death. He gave it up as a bad
job, trying to teach an old lady to skate. She was
raised where there was neither snow nor ice. I

should like to pull Huber and my little brother on
the sled. My brother is older than Huber.

how to CURE FROSTED FEET.

As there are so many people with frosted feet

this winter, I will tell you a cure for them. Get the

green moss off the roots of the forest-trees; put it

in a pot, and cover with water. When it boils,

place the feet over the pot while the steam is ris-

ing; keep a blanket wrapped around, to keep the

steam in. It will be painful for a few minutes, but
will cure them. Pearl Tvler, age 9.

Knob Noster. Mo., Jan. 25, 1885.

You see, Pearl, your mamma did not learn
how to skate when she was a giii. lluber's
mamma was brought up right close to a riv-

er, and she learned to take to ice as ducks
take to water. I think what we learn when
we are children we seldom forget. Don't
you think. Pearl, we ought to be very care-
ful what we learn wheii we arc children?—
About your cure for frosted feet, I can not
think the moss has any thing to do with it

whatever. Suppose you try it without the
moss. I am sure youWill tiiid it works justs
the same, unless somebody has so much
faith in the moss that it is the faith that per-
forms the cine; or, at least, they imagine
they are cured, and without the moss they
woidd imagine they were not cured. I do
not mean thai people are not honest, but on-
ly that they get notions sometimes.
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Fear not, little flock : for it is yoiar Father's good
pleasure to g-ive you the kingdom.—Luke. i2:3i.

J\

WANT to talk to-day principally to those

I
out of employment. Those who have

I plenty to do, and whose time is fully oc-
' cupied, may listen if they choose ; but a

large portion of my talk will perhaps
not interest them particularly, unless it is

through sympathy for their less fortunate
fellow-men. Thousands are out of employ-
ment, and wanting something to do. I have
been told, that in the city of Cleveland alone
there are 1.3.000 people "out of a .job,'' as the
saying is. Perhaps many of these are Chris-
tian people — people who belong to the
various cliurches, and who are trusting God.
IIow comes it, then, that they sliould seek
in vain for something to doV " By the
sweat of thy face shalt thou eat bread,'" is

the command; and yet many all over our
land are feeling sad because they can not
obey the (Jod-given decree ; or, at least, they
think they can not. and I hope you will not
think me uneharital)k' when I suggest that
people many times make a mistake wlien
they say tliey can not find any thing to do.
This is an old subject, I know, and it is one
on wliich 1 have talked and written (|uite

frequently, and may be tlie ))lace which I

occiii)y lias a tendency to make me a trille

uncharitable: but every year that is added
to my life, strengthens aii(l confirms the
position 1 have been slowly taking, that
those who are consistently trusting (iod
will seldom if ever l)e out of emi)loymeirt

;

and I can not have very much sympathy for
a big strong man who tells nu' he " has
searched evei'\ wliei-e. and can luid notliing
to do. Feeble women, a great many times,
seem to have fiillilled almost all the Veciuire-
ments, and yet find ditliculty in getting any
kind of honest work tiiat will i)ay even mod-
erate wages, ilany times younger people,
too. from want of judgment, or because of
their youth and inexi)erience. seem to fail in
their 'eiforts to find something to work at.

Tliere is another class of people witli some
property, who become restless and discon-
tented, and sny they have nothing to do, and
long for something to work at. Sometimes
a. suggestion, or a little assistance to such,
may <lo them much good.
Did yon ever wonder, dear reader, what is

to be the ultimate end, if the p(M>nlation of
the earth kee])S on increasing as it is in-
creasing now? China has given us an
illustration, to a certain extent, of the results
of " overstocking "

(if I may use the word)
with the human family. Iknow some good
people who seem to be'a little frightened at
the prospect ; and suggestions have even
been made that something ought to be done
toward stopping the enormous increase of
human beings. I say, these are good people,
but 1 fear they lack faith in (4od. Our lit-

tle text of itself ought to cover the ground,
and ought to allay their apprehensions.
The Creator who planned the universe, and
this world with all the rest, certainly includ-
ed all such contingencies in his plan. And
then the question comes up, '• What does he

intend to do with us, and what are his plans
now?" You see we come on to the question
of trust here ; and before we get through I

shall have a little more to say in regard to
this. I think his plans are, that we should
help ourselves to a much larger extent than
we do now. When J see a'great strapping
youth, or a good stout girl, if you choose,
mourning because nobody will give them a
job, I feel like saying, " For shame, for
shame, my friends. You have no business
waiting for anybody to give you a job. Go
and get a job yourselves.'" Very likely the
reply would be. " Why, the factories are all

full.' I have l^een here and there, and been
everywhere, and nobody wants to hire.""

A big stout German boy told me yesterday
he could not get a job anywhere. Just be-
fore he came in. a stout strong young man,
whose acquaintance I formedin our county
jail, came to me saying the same thing.
Said I. " Have you been around to the
farmers, and inquired for wood to chop?''
They both replied that they had, but they
could not get a bit of work anywhere. The
next day Neighbor II. informed me that he
found a' whole row of men sitting on the
hitching-posts in town, waiting for some-
thing to do. Not one of them would go and
help him in the woods, during these short
winter days, for less than Sl.oO iwr day.
Now, I liave no sympathy at all for any one
of this class who Is out of a job. They oi(y/(^

to be out.

A few weeks ago, one of our neighboring
factoiies shut down, and. of course, many
were wanting something to do. A coui)le of
stout young men came to Neighbor II. for
something to do, and he told them if he
could gel wood cut for -"iO cents a cord he
would set them at work. They cut for him
all he intended to have cut, and then made
an otter to cut another lot at 4.') cents a cord.
lie took them up, and they were olT through
the snow before daylight, and worked as
h»ng as they could see—worked like • bea-
vers," so lie says, and made, perhaps, not
much over a dollar a day. This they did
while their comrades loafed around the town,
probal)ly engaged in sowing the bad seeds,
which I have si)oken of in another page.
Their factory is running now, and. of course,
they can do better than to chop wood. But
Neiglibor II. told me yesterday 1 might tell

every man or boy who came to rne in distress,

that they could all have wood to choj) at 4o
cents a cord. Now, then, boys. I presume if

I myself were obliged to go out and ciiop

wood at 45 cents a cord, I should not make
more than 25 cents a day—at least, for the
first few days ; but rather than sit around,
and say I could not find a job, I would work
for the 2') cents a day, willingly ; yes, I

would work for tirelve and onc-haJf cents a
dan; and if I did not earn enough to pay my
boiird. I should at least have the satisfaction
of feeling I paid part of it.

I have been accused of being extreme in

my views, and perhaps I am ; but, thank
God, there are a good many who are ready
to follow me with their coats off, and their
sleeves rolled up, metaphorically speaking.
Tlie extreme thing I am going to advocate
now is, that we should not onlv worK hard
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during all the daylight, but that we should
devote our evenings to something that will
do us some good. or. better still, that will do
our follo'.v-ir.en some good. I know a great
many of you say, '' The way u"e have to
work, we are glad to sit down and rest when
night comes."' My friend, how does your
wire or mother do when she sits down to
rest at night time? I know of one wife and
mother who sits by my side, and darns
stockings and such like, after ten o'clock at
night too, a great many times. Some of the
brethren and sisters employ their time even-
ings playing progressive eucher—may be you
have seen it mentioned in the papers. Well,
I have not time to say much about it just
now ; but I want to suggest something that
I think will give you more real solid enjoy-
ment than eucher — progressive or retro-
grade ; and while you are doing it, you may
be laying up treasures on earth, and, accord-
ing to my way of thinking, treasures in
heaven besides. To make my meaning clear.
I want you to allow me to start off on anoth-
er track a little while.

Last month I talked to you about being
satisfied and contented with what you have
already, instead of Avorrying and reaching
and lonj^ing and grasping for sometliing
else. Well, I have been happy—exceeding-
ly happy, in following out my talk there.
Instead of dwelling on something I had not
got, and ought not to have just yet, I have
been rejoicing with my pr»-sent possessions—
with the things (iod has given me. and has
given all along, that 1 had forgotten to no-
tice. One prominent thing that I rejoice in
is smishine— I mean the real, genuine sun-
shine (rOd pours down upoii us without
stint, when the days are not cloudy, from
morning till night. I always did love smi-
shine : but I love it more this winter than I
ever did l)efore in my life. I love the sun
when it first peeps over tlie tree-tops. I
love it because it is one of God's creatures

;

I love it because he sends it to make us hap-
py ; I love it because there is such a great
lot of it. Of late quite a good deal is said
about tlie sun cure. They cure sick folks by
just putting them in the 'sunshine—nothing
else. Well, I think it is good for well folks
to be in the sunshine too, that they may
stay well. A few days ago one of the girls
was down in the greenhouse, looking at
some new coleuses that we had just got from
Peter Henderson. She said if we wanted
the colors to come out bright we must keep
them right in the sun, and then these cun-
ning little plants (you know T talked to you
about tliem a while ago) just deliglit in decom-
posing tlie rays of the sun. aiul sending out
tons those gorgeous colors, blcndeil in such
beautiful harmony. Tiie colors are simplv
bits of sunsliine Avliicli thevhave caught and
held. JIow l>eautifully sunsliine starts the
vegetable world into life! A lot of radishes
were started in the greenhouse, with sifted
moss and hone dusti for a covering, on the
plan Henderson gives in his catalogue.
Tliey were just peeping above the ground at
noon. A little while after, the sun came
out of the clouds, and poured his ravs right
down on tliem. In an hour or two iliey had
bursted their mossy covering, and pushed

up into his genial rays, in a wav that was to
me perfectly astonishing. Iluber and I
both had a •• jollification " over them. Well,
the sunshine that comes down into that little

greenhouse does a lot of good. Pretty soon
it will perform the same kind of Avonders
outdoors, and we may make the broad acres
that God has given us, smile and burst forth
in bountiful harvests under the influence of
this same sunshine. God, in his loving
mercy, has given me about is acres of ex-
panse on which I may catch sunshine. Un-
der tlie benefits of modern science we can
catch sunsliine very much as we catch rain
water. We can catch all that falls, if we
have a mind to. That reminds me that I
have been thanking God, too, for the rain
and snow. All the rain that falls on my IS
acres is also my property, and the snow. I
can have it to do what 1 please with it-
catch it and make it run into carp-ponds,
put it in the cisterns for the stock to drink,
or use it for irrigating the plants and vege-
tables during dry weather, etc. And, by the
way, it seems to me that every human being
ought to have a little piece of ground he can
call his own. I like the idea of having a
little bit of land surveyed oft" and deeded to
you according to the laws of our land. Mav
be you can not all have that ; but I have
been learning to love old mother Earth so
much lately that, if I could not have a little

bit of real estate, I would have a box full,

any way, and set it in the window.

Another thing I am thanking God for is

the amount of fertilizing material for plants
, and fruits that is all round about us. When
1 I was going to meeting last evening, the

j

sidewalks were so slippery I walked in the

I

middle of the road. AVe have had sleighing
I for about four weeks ; and as I walked
i througli town I noticed that the manure
i
from the horses almost covered the white

I

snowy surface in the middle of the road, so
j
much had accumulated in four weeks.
AVell, this goes on accumulating winter and
summer; and Henderson says if you can
not get nice soil for plants handily, go and
scrape up the dust in the road, over which
many teams pass. The roads belong to
everybody, and every citizen of the Ignited
States has a right to "road dust—at least, he
lias a right to as much as accumulates in

the way I have mentioned. If this road
dust, when properly dampened for plants,

I

has too much clay in it, make it liglit with
j

rotten leaves, which nature lias thrown
I

about everywhere. Down among our maple-
]

trees we got two large wagon loads of leaves
in a short time, and we filled the Jersey

i
cow's stable so full of leaves tliat. when she
lay down on them at night, tliey almost
covered her up. Slie lookes real happy in

I

among tliem. and cxi)resses her happiness
by giving all the milk we can use at home,

I

and in the factory besides. I am thankful
for the leaves that are on my is acres, that
God has sent us. I am going to try to take

I cure of all of them. I can buy manure at
!

the livery stables for 7') cents to a dollar a
load : but I feel a great deal happier in us-
ing all the fertilizing material that is to be
found on our premises, than in paying out
cash to somebody else.
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There is a peculiar thrill that comes into

almost every heart when one lirst sets foot
|

on a piece of ground he can call his own.
When I get tired of writing, or dictating, as

I am doing now, I put on my fur cap. and
j

overcoat, and go and look over my 18 acres, i

A creek runs through the middle of it. I

love this creek, even if it does get rampant
sometimes, and ilood the low ground. '

There is an excitement in watching it,

and preparing for it, and planning carp-
ponds that will not be injured much by an
overflow. And, bv the way, when we have
a dull time in the 'fall I set the boys and the
horses at work straightening and deepening
tlie cliannel. and I am in hopes that, after

a while, we shall get it so it won't go over
the banks at all. Along this little stream
we liave a side-hill, and some rather steep
banks. In one of these banks, protected
from the winds, I mean to have a poultry- :

house, and we are going to push it back into

the bosom of old mother Earth, where the
"biddies'' won't know it is zero outside. I

suppose it would be better to liave the front
of glass, but I think we can make a very cozy
place for them without going to the expense
of glass, at least yet awhile.

For late strawi)erries, we want a northern
slope. Well, we liavi^ got that on the south

.

side of the stream. Alongside of the stream
we have rich black Uuun.just right for celery

and other water-loving plants. In another
place there is a spring that comes out of the
gravelly bed. The water from this spring is

going to keep the canj-pond going wlien we
have a drouglit. Why. almost every day I

discover something on' these is acres tlrat I

did not know I had before—sometliing to

feel liappy about. And tlien. you know,
whatever discoveries I make here are all

i

mine—mine and God's. I know he likes to

see me happy with them, for I can feel the
sunshine of his love while J am engaged in

this work. A great many farmers are de-
terred from making improvements, and de-
veloping the resources of their own posses-

sions, by thinking tliat it iron't pat/. My
friends, does it pay to sit still, and let your
horses stand idle iii the stable? I would not
advise hiring help for work that is uncertain
in its results; but I would advise empl(\ving
your time, and the time of your t(>am. in

place of letting them stand idle. You can
do this, and not be out of iwcket. and a pen-
ny saved is a penny earned.

Now. what is tliere almost every one who
reads (iLKAxrxos can do, with a reasonable
chance of havino- it pay. and that he can do
without exi>ending money':' What business
can evrnibdih/ go into witliout capitalV You
see. I begin to talk s(Mnething like thes? ad-
vertisements in the papers that promise ever
so much for nothing. Why. my friends, it

seems to me the answer to tliis great prob-
lem is that, instead of going around to fac-

tories and shops for a job. we just go straight
to God and take up the s:ime kind of work
that he first gave Adam and Eve. when he
told them to earn their bread by the sweat
of their face, (to to old motlier Earth, and
get a job of her. If you like keeping stock.
go and take better care of the stock you
have already got. instead of sitting idle. If

you are not the possessor of even a chicken,
may be it will take some money to get a
start ; but God will give you the opportuni-
ty of earning money for tliis start, if you are
in earnest. You can do almost all the work
needed in raising poultry during these spare
evenings, when you would be otherwise loaf-

ing or doing worse. You can get some dirt,

aTid start some plants right olf now. when
this numlier reaches you; and you can buy
seeds at five cents a' paper, or even three
cents, of some of the seedsmen. Y^ou can
find l)oards around home to make boxes of,

to hold the dirt: and the boxes can be in the
window, if you have not any better place.

Xeiglibor 11. once raised a wonderful crop
of melons by sowing the seeds in boxes
made of newspapers, and setting them in

the window. When the weather permitted
him to work in the ground outside, he set

the paper box between two bricks, laid a
pane of glass across them, then banked the
dirt around them. The pane of glass was
very easilv slipped off or on. as the weather
permitted', and he had melons about the
time we get them from the South. Enor-
mous prices are paid for extra-early fruits

and vegetables, and you can make prepara-
tions for tiiese in the way above indicated,

and the work may emi^loy all your evenings
from now till time to work outdoors. I

know some have complained that the mar-
kets are overstocked—their stulf won't sell.

Well, if it does not sell, use it yourself.

There are methods now of preserving and
kee]ting almost every thing heretofore con-

sidered iierishalile. We have celery now on
our table as nice as when lirst taken from
the ground in the fall. All you have to do
is to plant it in the ground in your cellar.

A great manv people sav they have not
the facultv of making things grow—every
thing dies "they undertake to fuss with. My
friends, von can learn to become an expert
in making things grow, and the catalogues
that are' given away freely to everybody
nowadavs will give yon all the instruction

von need. .V few months ago I hired an ex-

pert market gardener—at least, he was rec-

ommended as sueli. He killed my choicest

strawberries bv the lavish way in which he
used guano, an'd killed mv potatoes (as well

asthebuirsi bv the lavish way in w'hich he
used Paris green. In fact, he used almost
everv thing much as the '• hired help " uses

butter and sugar when she goes into the

kitchen. Then one of our own bovs took a
fancv to the greenhouse, and he has com-
menced cantiouslv, feeling his Avay with
plants, seeds, fertilizers, and different kinds
of soil; and now he is gettiftg a good many
things so much at his lingers' ends that he
begins to succeed with every thing he under-
takes, and he has had only a few months"
practice. One who loves (xod. and loves

these tinv seeds as thev bnr.st forth from
their earthv covering, will be almost sure to

succeed. Even if you fail, if yon work as I

have advised, you are out of pocket so little

that vou may j"»lmost say nothing. If what
vou "raise won't sell, use it yourself; and
though everv thing is low, if we stop out-

goes we shall be far better employed than in

doing nothing.
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My remedy for unemployed people will be
to get them to go out of the cities into the
country, and raise their own food ; and rath-
er thPTi l>ave so many thousands out of em-
ploy uient. I should say raise your own cloth-
iuf?' as well. Go back to old times until
tliere is a " let-up"' on this crowding on to
manufacturers. Very likely it would not
pay one wlio raised food products to raise
slieep.aiid spin and weave, as we used to do;
and, in fact, clothing is so very cheap now—at

least, comfortable and decent clothing is,

that there can be little need of it. I know
that people say, over and over again, that
the stuff won""t sell. To be sure, it won't,
unless you sell it. Neither will potatoes dig
themselves nor cook themselves. God does
his part, and you are to do your part. When
you have plants and vegetables ready for
market, sell them as we do honey. L)on't
be above peddling them out among your
neighbors ; and when you go, if possible
take orders. Pretty soon, instead of having
to peddle you will simply have to cleiiver

voiir stuff, and that is not unpleasant at all.

When you have been '• faithful in few
things " for only a very little while (compar-
atively), customers will come to your doors
and purchase. At a horticultiu-al meeting,
a member said recently that the best cus-
tomers he had for strawberries were among
the farmers, and in the small villages.

I know many will reject the course I have
pointed out. 'Yery well, friends. If you
liave something better to do tlian what I

liave indicated, by all means do it. But do
not say again you could not find any thing to
do. You can not be trusting (4od while do-
ing notliing. You may lind fault, and say,
•• How is a l)ox of cabbage-iilants and such
like stiilf Koiiig to su])port a familyy" But,
my friends, liow is doing notliiyaj going to
supjujrta family? The course I liave recom-
meiuled will show that you are willing to do
>our ]iart. ami being busy in some hf)nest
employment is a recommend to anybody
wiio wants hired help. A business man sel-
<lom wants to employ idle people, as he has
learned by past experience that it does not
pay.
In connection Avith the thought that I

liave given in the fore part of my article, the
statement was made that ntaun thousands
were fed or relieved from sulleriiig at ])ublic
expense; and 1 believe the statement was
made that those receiving charity in the
city of Cleveland alonewere so great in num-
ber that it was safe to say that'one indi\ idu-
al in, tiftixn was a pauprr^ I am really afraid
the aid given has. a great many times, done
harm l)y encomagiiig peoi)le in idleness. It
encouriiges them in declariug they won't do
any work unless they receive a ceitain sum.
This, to me. would "be an indication in tlie

outset that the one seeking work was wrong
at heart. Better, a thousand times better, to
work for 12^ cents a day, than to be the re-
cipient of public charity.

A part of my talk to-day is not very bright
and cheering; but now in closing: I want to
say something about a really bright, vivid
trust in (iod; and I do not know any better
way for any individual to show his trust in
(iod than by showing a willingness to take

up any sort of duty, rather than idleness.
Paul said he was ready not only to be bound,
but to die for the Lord Jesus. We are not
called upon to do Paul's work, many of us ;

but God does call upon us to raise plants,
make garden, collect manure, peddle straw-
berries, and a thousand other such like du-
ties, for the sake of the Lord Jesus Christ.
Are we ready to do itV Are we ready to
prove our trust in him in just this way?

'

A few days ago one of our evening meet-
ings was concluded with the last verse of a
little hymn. This hymn was a favorite of
Bowland Hill, and he repeated it, or attempt-
ed to repeat it, with his dying breath. It is

this :

And when I'm to die.
Receive me, I'll cry.

For Jesus has loved me,' I can not tell why;
But this I can find.
We two are so joined.

That he'll not be in glory and leave me behind.

You notice, friends, the expression, '• For
Jesus has loved me." Our good friend was
sure of that, even though he recognized that
there was little about him that seemed lova-
ble. And still furtlier. his friendship and
companionship with the Savior had been
such during life that he had perfect assur-
ance that the Savior would never leave him.
Perhaps I can make it "plainer by a little in-

cident.

Although it was a cold, wintry day, almost
down to zero, Huber begged so earnestly to
go down to the pond that mamma bundled
him up in his little sled, and I drew him off

through the cold white expanse of snow.
When I got down there I discovered the
'•Jersey bossy" could not get any water, and
it was "some distance to where I could find
an ax to cut a hole through the ice. I ex-
plained to him what I wanted him to do. and
that I would be back after awhile. He look-
ed up at me with his blue eyes ; and although
he could not understand niuch that I said to
him, he gave me to understand that he
would stay until I came back. There he
sat. a little speck, all alone by himself, away
off" in the field, just a baby. Do you think
the idea ever entered his head that his papa
might leave him there to starve and freeze,
and never come back at ally Not a bit of it.

All through the brief si.an of his little life,

there had been such a friendship lietween liim
and his pai)a. that he knew, without being
told, no power on earth coiUd induce papa to
leave him. Even if I icas gone a very long
time, his childish faith would never waver,
lie could not "plead any merit of his own.
There was no particular reason why his papa
should think more of him than the .Jersey
cow, ponds, sunshine, or all this world could
otter, yet in his baby heart he knew it was
so ; and tlierefore, even though I was gone a
much longer time than 1 expected to be, he
sat (piietly and patiently, gazing otf on the
white sea oneway and then another; and
pretty soon, when he got weary of sitting
still, he just lopped his little head forward,
and— went to sleep. Why shouldn't heV
He was so bundled up that he could not get
out of the sled if he tried; and even if he
did get out, he would make matters a great
deal worse. If he should scream ever so
loud, nobody could liear him. The onl;/
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thing to do was to trust his papa, and wait
till he came back in liis own good time ; for

he knew it was an utter 'impossibility that he
sliould ever leave liim where tliere was a
cliance of liarni. Do you see the figure?
••Consider tlie lilies, liow tliey grow.'' Wlien
voii are doing all you can. and all that (iod
can iu reason expect you to do, why should
you doubt him, or lose faitli?

Fear not. little Hock: tor it is your Fatlifrs yood
pleasure to g-ive you the king-doiu.

DISCOUNTS FOU THE ItKST OF FEBRUARY.
As we have recently purchased quite a large lot

of wa,\', at prices almost as low as it was ottered in

the fall, we will continue our discount of ten per

cent on foundation until March 1st, and may be
longer. Although sections are moving- off quite

rapidly, we have concluded to extend the diseouiats

we have been giving- on them, and on foundation

mills also, until our next issue.

Gleanings in Bee Cultdre,
J'nMlshed Simi-MotUlilif.

EDITOR AND PUBLISKER.
MEDINA, O.

TERMS: $1.00 PER YEAR, POST.=AID.

For CluttiEg Eates, Ceo First Page of Eeadhj llitter.

Behold. I give unto vou power to tri-ad on si-rpi-nts nntl

scorpious, ami over all the power ol the eni-my; anJ nothing
shall by any means hurt yuu.—LuKK 10:19.

A BOOK ON SILK CUIvTUIIE FOll TEN CENTS.

We have one more book for the ten-cent library,

and this time it is on silk culture. By mail, one

cent more.

OUR BEES AT THIS DATE, FEB. ti.

DUHING the recent warm spell, our apiarist care-

fully examined our VM colonies, and I'ound them all

in good trim except one. This one had almost en-

tirely natural stores last fall, so it was fed very lit-

tle sugar syrup. Almost all the rest were fed

quite heavily.

DECKEASI'. IN THE KATES OF FRKIC.HT.

There has one good thing resulted from the gen-

eral depression in business; and that is, that the

railroads have, most of them, given us better rates

of freight. Our friends will discover that, as a rule,

freights are much less, and the late issues of our

price list make mention of the reihict ions w.- have

secured.

VEKV LONCi LETTERS.

I AM sori-y to say it, hut a vt'ry large heap of long-

letters is piled up waiting for me to get time to read

them, and it will be nothing strange if I never get

time in the world. Very likely some things of much
value are among them, but I do not know that it

can be helped, unless you eoine to the i)oint at once,

and niak/f your communications brief.

wrii I'K roi'i.Ait SECTio.NS. i>ovF.TAiLi;n Ar.i.

AROUND.
Wk have been at some expense in gtUting the cel-

ebrated white-poplar lumber, :uid are now prepared

to furnish sandpapered sections, equal to those

made anywhere, we think, at the following prices:

lOlX), i*(i.O ) ; tlve or more thousand, $'). 75; and ten or

more thousand, $5.53. Sections made so that 7 fill a

foot of space, sams price as above. If made of

basswood instead of poplar, 53 cts. per 1030 less.

Packed in lioxe.* of 53) each. Less than 503. "., t)f a

et-nt t'licli.

ADVANCE IN TH"E TRICE OF PEA-VINE, OH .MAM-
MOTH RED CLOVER.

Tt seems to me there is some difficulty in getting

the genuine. On one occasion we sent to a noted

seedsman for seed for a couple of acres; b\it when
it came up it was common red clover. We lunc

some that we know to be genuine, because it wtis

raised by Neiglibor H.; but instead of the prices in

our price list, read S8.00 per bushel; $3.1'5 per peck,

or -0 cts. per lb. If wanted by mail, IS cts. extra for

postage.

NICE HONEY Al A LOW I'RICE. IN fONVENIENT
PACKAGES.

In friend Heddon's circular and jjrice list, we
noticed honey in 5)-lb. kegs, at ?-t.G(» per keg. As
the price is low, 1, just to see what it is like, ordered

a keg. The honey emptied out 53 lbs. 12 oz., and

proves to be a very nice article of remarkably flnt>

clover honey. Friend H. says in his price list he has

4030 lbs.; and if it is not already gone, it ought to

go very quickly at the price quoted. We have been

a little prejudiced against kegs for extracted

honey; but this came to hand perfectly clean, and

without a bit of leakage. It began to leak some,

however, after it had stood in a warm room tliree

or four days.

SELLING INTOXIC.VTIN(! LIQUORS AT OUK STATE

AND COUNTY FAIRS.

We are pleased to extract the following from the

Farm and Fireside:

The Annual AKricuUural Convention of Ohio, held in Colum
V)ns on the 14th of .laninrv. re-olved hy n vote of fllty-eiKht to

two. out of sixtvone i-mintu-' v«'iirM<..nt..rl, •• That the time ha-s

arri'vi'il wlicTi tin- putilic ^.iiiiiiiiii ^i i h.' -^talr demanU* that
the State and Conntv n.n;. i \ .: i

i i niir -licmld exclude

In the wle.le .'.MiveMtiMij ,.! ,-!. .- i\M .Tie voting rtele-

"Mt. - and I lai';re nnrnlier ..i n..n' i '^' n i! .. is. hut three
r,,.. , - u le li.ard in ,.|,i.-.Mti..n i •

.
;- m.Mn.aiid their

,,,,i,..Ml.. - >. 1- ni ide ..Tdv on I., .1 _- linl-: while ol

Not only an Ohio farmer, but it seems to me
every loyal citizen residing in Ohio ought to

feel proud of the stand just taken. May God grant

that this regulation shall never be reversed.

IIKDDON S SLATTED HONEY-BOARDS.

Afier my remarks on page 98, last issue, had

gone to i>rint, it occurred to me that E. Kretchmer.

of Coburg, Iowa, did, a great many years ago. have

an arrangement for a sort of honey-hoard with

slats to break the spaces made by the brood-frames:

and as soon as the article in iiucstion met the eyes

of friend K., he sent me an article giving the de-

tails of a patent, granted July 23, 1868. The article

is too long for publication, and. in fact, I do not

know tlnit it matters much after all, only it is

pretty evident that the device alluded to is not new.

At present. Gleanings will not contain one-fourth

of the matter sent in for publication. The trouble

is, so mtiny of the brethren make long stories of

what ought to be told in a few words. We are will-

ing to give space to matters uf general importance
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to the greater part of our readers, but we can not

publish long- letters that are likely to interest only a

few, comparatively. Anj' one can have friend K.'s

communication who cares to pay the postage on it.

UNTESTED QUEENS IN FEBRUARY AND MARCH.
Who is there among our friends in the South that

arc able to ship untested queens now? Lot him
speak out, and we will give him a free ad.

Don't forget the bee-keepers' meeting at the

E.xposition in New Orleans on Tuesday, Wednes-
day, and Thursday, Feb. 24, 25, and 26. I shall be on

j

hand the second day, nothing preventing.

THE EXPOSITIO.V AND SUNDAY.
I AM informed that every exhibitor has tlie privi-

lege of covering up his goods so that they can not be
seen on the Sabbath-day, if he chooses. If this is

thecase, the matter is in the hands of the exhibitors

to a considerable extent, and we may hope that

Sunday exhibitions will be found so unprofitable

that they will be discontinued.

A BOOK ON CARP CULTURE.
I HAVE completed arrangements with Milton P.

Pierce, Secretary of the American Carp-Cultural

Association, for writing mc a book on carp culture.

Mr. Pierce is jjcrhaps the best authority we have
on the subject in the United States, and perhaps
the best in the world. The book will bo fully illus-

trated, and the price will not exceed 50 cts., and
probably not over 35. Further particulars will be
given later.

OUK REVERSIBLE FRA.MES.

The machine for making our reversible frames is

not yet completed, and we can not very well send
out good samples till the machine is finished; that

is, there are so many orders for them that they
would cost a great deal more than we get for them,
made by hand, and they wouldn't be very nice eith-

er. The engraver is at work on a cut, but we are

obliged to go to press without it. Devices for re-

versing are coming in by the score; but a great

many of them are only repetitions of what have
been figured and described in our back numbers.
Before you waste much time in inventing, dear
friends, it will be well to post yourselves in regard to

what has been done already.

OLD BONES.
Yes, what do you do with them around your

house? We have just commenced saving all of

ours, and in the adjoining town there is a mill

where they grind them up for poultry, and lor fer-

tilizing purposes. Wc just got a bag full, and I

thought it looked a little coarse for plants; but I

mixed in some with a box of nice soil, sprinkled on
some radish seed, then a little more bone meal, and
over all some dried moss rubbed up tine, and sifted

on the seeds with a sieve. The whole was placed in

the greenhouse, in the sun. In just four days the

seeds were pushing the moss out of the way, to get

up, and the bone meal had, in that short time, become
so decomposed that it looked like u mass of mold,

and the radish roots were pushing all in through it.

Our bone-mill pays $16.(i0 per ton for any sort of old

bones. Chickens will eat them when ground up, as

greedily as if they were coarsely broken grains of

corn. Save the bones.

MOORE S crate FOR HOLDING SECTIONS.
As (juite a good many seem to prefer this arrange-

ment fo)- i)laeing section.s over the hive, we have ar-

ranged machinery for making them at a low price.

The only important thing in their construction is to

have the partition-boards spaced so the 41^ x 4^4 sec-

tions will exactly fit. To do this we have a saw-
arbor arranged with thick saws, to cut gi-ooves for

the partitions to slide into. As the whole 5 grooves
are cut at one operation, the crate is made very
cheaply. The price of a single crate, nailed up, will

be 2J cts.; 10 crates, S1.80; 10), Sie.fO, to which must
be added the price of crating. Price of Moore's
crate in the flat, singly, 15 cts.; 10, §1.35; 100, f 12.50.

These prices include the necessarj' strips of tin, and
nails for nailing them up. An engraving of one of

these crates will be given in our next issue. One
especial advantage these have over the crate wo
have been using is, that it holds each section exact-

ly square, and when filled with honey they come out
all ready to go into the shipping-case, square and
snug. These crates will go inside of a Simplicity hive.

REVERSIBLE FRAMES.

Friend Howes, whose reversible device has been
twice illustrated in GLE.4.NINGS, claims that friend

Heddon's arrangement is an infringement on his

invention. Now, perhaps I am not the one to de-

cide this matter, but this is certain: Although 1

examined Howes' device carefully when it was
first submitted, and have studied a great deal on
the subject, it never occurred to me to unite the

two supporting arms by an extra top-bar, until I

saw it in Heddon's article in the ^4. B. J. So far as

I know, friend Howes was the first one to suggest
pivoting the device to the center of the end-bar of

the frame; but it seems to me, that as soon as a
device should be called for, for reversible frames,

this would be one of the first things to occur to al-

most anybody. If it did not occur to anybody un-

til it occurred to friend Howes, ver3' likely the idea

would be patentable. Now, in case he does get it

patented, as to whether friend Heddon's plan in-

fringes or no, it seems to me lawyers might argue
the matter a long while, and never settle it even
then. We have never used the arrangement, and I

do not think now we ever shall.

GILT-EDGE MEN AND WO.MEN.
May be I have talked about this before, but

something tells me it won't do any hurt to talk some
more about it. In that big index-book to our ledger,

that I told you about (the one that indexes a quar-

ter of a million of people in our business transac-

tions), we are obliged to record character, and
grade character, as it were, and the grading runs
all the way up from the man who coolly repudiates

a fair and square promise, to those who are so

careful of their commercial standing that they

would almost pay something they did not owe,

rather than have appearances against them. Once
in a while we find a phase of humanity s* fair and
unselfish that I told the girls we wanted some way
to indicate such inen in that big index, and I pro-

posed that we should call them "gilt-edge." A few
months ago we changed the table giving the price

of our foundation-mills, to a smaller-sized type, to

give more room. One of our best men did it, who
almost never makes a mistake; but this time he got

the wrong figure, and made the price of a $40.00

mill only ijSoO.CO. Before it was discovered, some
price lists had slipped off. .v customer got one, and.

not suspecting any mistake, sent .*30.00 for the mill.

It was a fair and S(]uare bargain, so we sent it along,

but said that the price was a misprint. He replied
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promptly that we should charge him the proper
price, and it would be all right. He did not want
any thing of anybody for less than it ought to be, on
account of a mistake. We have marlted him " gilt-

edge;" and wluit ever happens in future, we know
the man vircms to be right, and that we shall never
run any risk in ti-ying to accommodate him to

whatever he wants^

TAKING MEASUREMENTS.
Never use a rule or square, if you can possibly

avoid it. Have a lot of slim sticks: and when you
want the dimensions of something that needs to be
very accurate, cut off a stick just right. If you
Avant two dimensions, cut a notch in the stick for
the second one. If the dimension is long, say the
size of a door, lay two sticks together, slide one
along the other until it just fits the opening, and
tack tliem with a couple of slender nails, and you
have it to a dot. without the ti-oubic ol cuttinif a
stick. WIh-ii I am Iniri-ierl and worrii'd. lulrs tliat

shut 11]) ate a bother. When I want them open they
are always shut up; and when I get them straight-
ened out, they double up and Hop around. <tii our
;i-cent counter we have one-foot rules made without
joints. This has h knilo od-o >\= you will see by the
cut below. It is ;iI-m ji:i>lir;' ^'^i :m'l numljcred.

IS ITALIAN BEES.
FULL COLONIES, NUCLEI,

If .\()U intend buying hoes or queens this season,
send for my circular and jn-ice list, ^'ou will save
money by so doing.

3^db C. C. VAUGHNj^lumbia, Tenn.

BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES,
BEE-BOOKS, & LE CONTE PEAR-TREES

iFOH. JB» .<a^ Xjs :e3 .

One pear-tree sent postpaid for 49 cents.

2tfdb T. A. (iiryx, TuUalioimu rtiiti.

FOR~ SALE !~'

CHOICE SEED CLOVER AND POTATOES.

I find these very handy, and 1 do not Know but I

v.'ould give a dollar forone, if it could not be bought
cheaper. I keep one ou my desk, and when I want
it to measure any thing, I grasp it liy tlie end wiicre
the figure U' is. Now i)hue the other end. where it

sa\s 1 inch, on the article to Ik- UK-asiircd. and vou
can rend tlir dim. -iisioiis cvactly. in im Instant. He-
sides the rule. 1 also have a vani--ticK made in the
same wav. 'I'liese are .,n tli.' .') cent couuier. I al-

ways pick this u|> bv the en<l that is marked :;« in.,

and i)laee the other end on the art iele. and then I

can read otl the inches and fractions, willinut niucli

chance of a blunder. These two rules, t he one I'dot

and the three-foot, have proved to be v,, \rv\ ciki-

venient that I am going to have some on knobs
just under the ('dgc of my di<sk, wiili llii- end to
grasp liold of sticking out so I can get hold of it in
a second. The one foot lailecan be niail.-d for 2 Cts.

extra. The yard slick can be mailed foi- ."> cts. extra,
but I can not guarantee the latter against lircaking
in the mails.

VANDERVORT
COMB FOUNDATION MILLS.
Send for saiui)les and reduced price list,

tfdb JNO. VANDEKVOKT, Laccyville. Pa.

DADANT'S FOUNDATIOIT FACT0E7, WHOLESALE andEETAIL.
See advertisement in another column. 3btfd

By Freight or E.vpress. | mail
1 bus' 1

1
peck 1 lb. | lb.
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DADANT'S
FOUNDATION

SMITH'S NEW COMB-HONEY RACK,

is assort oil

o.a hec-kcci
fst acfcptr

• hundicds of i.nii-tic-al and disintcrest-
rs to t)<' the cleanest, bri-ilitcst, quic'k-
hv liees. least ai)t to sa^-. most regular
lest, and neatest, of anv that is made.

It is kejit loi- sale hv >ressis. A. II. Newman. (Iii-

can-o. Jli.; ('. K. Muth. ('ineiiinati. ().: .Tas. Hed.lon,
Dowafiiae, Mich.; Doutilieitv \ McKee. Indianapo-
lis, Ind.: (has. H. Green. Berlin, Wis.: ( has. Hertel,
.Ir.. Freelmrji-. 111.: K/.ra Haer, Di.voii, Lee Co.. 111.; E.
S. Armstrong. .lersevville. 111.; H. Drum. Ailelphi.O.

;

Arthiir Todd, (iei iKiintowii, IMiiladelphia, Pa.; E.
Kretfhmer, Cobiii-M, Iowa: K.F.Smith, Smyrna, N.
Y.; ('. T. Diile, Mortons\ ille. Ky.; and numerous
other dealei's.
Write foi- xdn)))!'-^ fnr, and price list of supi)li('S,

aeeomiiiuiied with ] 50 Coiiipliiiieiitary and unso-
licited tfstiiiKDiialx, from as many bee-ket'iiei's, in

ISSJ. IT'c (luatdntri evm-y iticli "/ imr finuKlation nitiul

to ^rt#)lp/r in rvrry respect
€HAS. DADANT A: SON,

:ibtfd Hamilton, Ilaiicock Co., Illinois.

LOOK
atTHIS!BEE-KEEPERS,

\A e have a large stock of our ^ -groove one-piece
sections, and until Alarch 1st, 1885, will sell at rock
bottom.
5000 one-pound sections for an even 1=21 00

10,000 " ••
" " " 40 00

Sample free. Send for our Illustrated Price List
of Bee-Keei)ers' .Supplies, Frre to all.

SMITH & SMITH,
3tfdb KENTON, HARDIN CO., O.

Sami>le b\ m 111 ilu id\ n uh d, 16 cents Hacks
alone b\ li( i^lit n ul( il pi i <iuantitj , Idc per rack.

lSendtoiciiiiil.il ind lull pi i< < Imt Addiess
34-5d JOHN T. SMITH, BELLEVUE, EATON CO., MICH.

TWEXTY-FJFTjr

ANNUAL CATALOGUE & PRICE LIST

l-'iill Colonics, XhcIchs Colonies, and Om-rtts,
/'rom Our \civ Strains: .Usn Cciicrtil

lAst of Apiariou Siii>plirs,

Consisti)Hj of Bee-Hives. vJiitc-poplav Scdions,

I

Comb Foundation, etc.

Write your name i;nd address plainly ou a postal,
and g-et my prices befoi'e ordering your supplies.

Address Wm. W. GARY. Jr..

I
Coleraine, Mass.

!

3tfdb Succesaorto Jl'm. TT'. Cary A Sou.

F. A. & H. O. SALISBURY'S
CATALOGUE

sEyr ijti:/: o.v aj'I'i.k ATioy.

BEE-KEEPZR'S SUPPLIES AND ENGINES.
2tf.l CEDDES, NiW YORK.

sections:

Established ISSH,

HEADQUARTERS

KEESWAA
have )ti hand a

liixt' pe lUl)To nail, or do\ <

Other sizes, lart

Send for ))riee list and sanii)le.

PARKER NEWTON,
EAKLVILLE, - MADISON CO., - N Y.

:i-a-4-

Of ttCOrOOt/ -A valuable Fruit, succeeds
DU U C>D C. fin T « on all soils, and is a profitable
fruit to gi'ow for market. Two dozen plants by
mail, $1. Deseripti\e price list free.

Delo.s SiAi'Liis, West Sebcwa, Ionia Co., Mich.
3-Sdb

The All-Purpose Hive, with

REVERSIBLE CRATE,
With or without a l)ee-s|)aee. White-poiilar nailed
sections, (iiven foundation, etc. Wax worked
at 10 and 12 cts. per lb. Eii;ilish HaMiits. Send foi
price list to Gi:( ). F. w I I.M .\ .MS,
:i-8db New Philadelphia, O.

BEE-HIVE FACTORY.
HIVES, SECTIONS, AND APIASUN SUPPLIES- OF ALL EINDS,

COMB FOUNDATION A SPECIALTY.
•olonvor iiueleus. K.xtraetor?
v frames, for !*f,..-)0. Saw-man
n-j-, with haliliitled lio.xes, all
:.'', inches loiit;-, for -vti.iKl. .\ll

, wholesale and retail. Send
K. V. PEUKINS,
m, Cireene Co., Iowa.

large stock of Domestic, Imported,
and Kefined Beeswax in original shape, which we
offer to manufacturers of Comb Foundation at low-
est prices. Write to us for prices, stating quantity
wanted. Address

K. ECKKR.HANN & WI1.1..
Bceswa: Bleachers & Heflners. S7BAC7SE, IT. 7.

y. B.—Wc have low freight rates to all points on
quantities. »4-lldb

CEPET SWEEPER.

.ythItalian bees
to hold L. or >

drels for hi\c
turned in good (

supplies very low, by wl
for circular.
a-14(lb Jeff

This 1^ a
latt^t impio\(
the ^\\( ( p( 1

tiling lh( h,

hold ot \\h(i(
-•< l( (t( il thi-

I tlioi th in I ^ooc
till i< an ( hildir

<.t( Tiu< -MHi

IK \\ ^\\< < p< I, lU nu tal with
It'- I Ik. dii-t ( an b( iiouiidfioni
a pail without unhooKiiig am
~t iiuN 'ti iif-'ht uii i( a(h to take

\ on h iiijH n to l( i\c It I ha\<
ti< ill a ^n It iiuiiitK 1 in tin mat
it( h i^ 1 ( ( II t( \\\u\. m(> foi some
111 tli( wlioU K und ot housthold
( s I \\< man iik it limt ind haid
t II pi t ^\\( ( pc I ( -)>( ( 1 ilU wh( i(

lo -( itt< 1 bit^ ol p ipi I ciiiml ^

1. I. KuOr, i^Iediiiu, Ohio.
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any of the following departments, at a uniform
price of 20 cents each insertion, or $2X0 per year.

$1.00 Queens.
I^'amcs iiisirtrd in t}iis<U'partmcnt tlir first time wiUi-

ont charge. After, 20c each insertimi, nr $2.00 per year.

s. Reversible.
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Heddon Fixtures
Heddon Hive for Extracto
Hens-nest, A Cheap
Hint for Bachelors
Hive-covers
Honey-boards, Heddon's.

.

GEORGE GRIMM,
Of Jefferson, Wisconsin, Will Sell

300 TO 400
COIiONIES OP BKFS IN Tim F.K^IIT-

FKAffin: L.Ai\<;s'rftoKii iiivr, at
THE FOLliOU'INti PUICKS;

Pure Italians, 1 to 5 colonies, at S6 50
5 to 20 '• " ti (.0

" " 20 or more " "i 75
Hybrid Italians, 1 to 5 " *' 5 75

20
20 or more " 5(0

Terms and condiiioiis iis follows: Orders will be
booked only when accoiiipanicd by the cash, and
will lif filled ill tlicir proper turn. I will ship some
time in the iiKintli (iT .Ma.\-. and thee.xact date nnisf
he leli to ni.\ iliseret ion, to be fj-ovornfd by the cir-

emiistaiiro :iiid 1 he went iicr. I will notify belcjre
shipiiieiil. Will Kuaiantee safe arilval at last e.v-

jjress station, and will guarantee satisfaction.
'»-(i-7-Sd

SEJTD 30 CENTS
For 25 Gilt Hevel-ed-e Canls with name, latest
styles, to H. KWWIIN AI>A.'ns,

K<>r<l4'iilo\\ II, IV. .1.

Those whose names appcftr below agree to furnish
Italian (jiieeiis tor j^l.du each, under the following
((iiKlitiiiiis: .\«i;iuar;iiiteeis to be assumed of jii.r.tN .

er an\ thmj^- of the kind, uiily that the queen le rcar-
eil from a choice, pure mother, and had commenced
to lay when they were shipped. They also agree to
return the money at any time when customers be-
come impatient of such delay as may be unavoidable.
Bear in mind, that he who sends the 1 est queens,

put up most neatly and most securely, will probably
receive the most ordeis. Sjieeial rates for warrant-
ed and tested (jueens, furnished on aiii>licatioii to

1 auv of the jiaities. Xaines with *, use an imported
queen-mother. If the iiueen arrives dead, notify us

: and we will .xeiid von another. Prol.alily none will

beseiit tor si.Od Ipefore .luly 1st, or after Nov. If
wanted sooner, or later, see rates in price list.

*A.I. Koot, Medina, Ohio.
*H. H. ISrown, Light Street, Columbia Co., Pa. Itf
*Paul L. Viallon, 15avou Goula, La. Ittd
*S. F. Newman, Norwalk. Huron Co., (). Itfd
nVm. Ballantine, Sago, .Musk. Co., (). Itfd
n). U. Kdmiston, .Adrian, I.en. Co., Mich. Ijtfd

'^Dr. .lohii .M. Price, Tamiia, Hillsboro Co., Fla. o-ii

»S. (i. Wood, Pirmingham, .letV. Co., Ala. Hid
*.Ios. Pvriie, Paton Ponge. K. Paton K. Co., La. T-5

*\V. W.'Turner, Oak Hill, CieeiieCo., N. Y. 7-5

S. C. P<>rrv, Portla-.:d, Ionia Co., Mich. Jltfd

Will True, (had well. ( latso)) ( o., Oregon. !l-7

•las. (). Facev, 'l"av;stock,()iit.,Can. Itfd
*D. K. Jacobs, Loiigley, Wood Co.. (). Pi!
»H. J. Hancock, Siloani Springs, Penton Co , .Ark.

:itl<l

' E. T. Lewis. Toledo, Lncas ( "o , ( ). 3 1

»C. C. N'aiijjhn. Columbia, .\Piiir.\ Co.. Tenii. :>tl'd

(i. M. Uoolittle, Borodino, Onondaga Co., N. Y.;i i:!

]). A. McCord, Oxford, Pntler Co., O. ,-.15

S, H. Hutchinson \- Son, Claremonl, Smry Co., A'.i.

5;i

*F,. Krctchnier, Cfiburg, Mont. Co., Iowa. 5tid
*\V. A. Compfen, Lynnville. Giles Co., Teiiii. 5tld

Hive Manufacturers.

QUEENS in MARCH.
1 will agree to send out untested queens in March,

and continue to do so until Oetol.er. Price, .SI .")0

during March and April: after May 1st, ^^LOO each;
after .June 15, -SlO.tlO i)er dozen.

H..I, HA1V< r(K.
SILOAM SPRING.S. JJKXTdN CO., AHK.

test-

UNTESTED QUEENS IN MARCH.
1 should be pleased to get soiik' orders lo)- u
d queens dining March and alter.

M. THPOCKMOItToX.
Houston, Harris Co.. Te.\as,

Black and Hybrid Queens For Sale.

Who agree to make such hives, nnd at the prices
named, as tln.se descril ed on our circular.

.\. 1. Pool. Medina, (diio.

P. L. \iallon. PavoiKioiila.Tl.ervillePar., La. Hid
C. W. Costellow. Waterboro, York Co.. Me. 2M!t
Kennedy A: Leahy, Higginsville, Lafayette ('o., .Mo.

;;tf.!

F. A. Snell, Milledgeville, Carroll Co.. HI. 1 Pi

Vj. T. Lewis, Toledo, Lucas Co., Ohio. .'i-l

H. F. Moeller, cor. 5th st. and Western A\ e ,

Davenport. la. ;M
C. I'. Pish. Petrolia. Butler Co., Pa. :? i:5

Milo S. Wot. Po.v :02, Flint. (lonesee Co.. Mich S-V.',

r. M. lilaiieliaid. Orwell. Ashtabula Co.. O. :;tfd

i:. Kretehnier, Coliurg, .Montgomerv Co., la. 5tfd

Situation Wanted.
Adin Stone, Vienna, Oneida Co., N. Y

For 'he benefit of friends who
which they want to dispose of
charpre, as below. We do this
enouffh to these queens to pa.y

i> ha'dly value
•1)1 up and keep-
te an aecommo-
td ones.

wANTED.—A situation with soiiue bec-kcepe
on reasonable terms for this season.

A. L. M fLLEK, West Toledo, Ohio.

I have 5 pure hybrids (Italian), and 8 pure black
(pieens, to be removed about April 1. Hybrids, 60c,
and blacks, ;iOc each, prepaid by mail, and safe de-
livery guaranteed.
5 A. L. SwiNso.N, Goldsboro, Wayne Co., N. C.

TT7ANTED.—.An experienced liee-keeper. having
VV practical knowledge of queen rearing, etc.,

with good leteiences. State tenn.s, rte
.5(1 Address P. L. VIALLOX. I!av .11 < Jmila, La.

WAIiIlU iiound.orforashare: also
if

4-5d

tion by tht
lull colonies

ill". For iiarticulars ad(
B. CHASE, Earlville, .Madison Co., N". Y.
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JIOjXEY (j0MJ)IiSI.

CITY MARKETS.
Kansas City.—Ho?!^!;.—Nothing new to report in

the honey market. Stocks of California, both comb
and extracted, larjfe and of fine quality, and prices 1

extremely low. Choice :J-ib. comb. 1^ (S 13c. ; e.xfd, I

6 @ VKo. Southern ext'd. 5ii ® 6. No 1-lb. sections
of comb in the market, but there is considerable in-
quiry for them, and we would pay He. for a lot of
choice white in clean new crates.
Feb. 13, lb8.5. Clkmons, Ci.oon & Co.,

Cor. P'ourth and Walnut Streets, K. C, Mo.

Dakota-Hed Potatoes
1 Pound bv mail, postpaid 60

•^ •; ^ , $1.00
1 peck by express, i)urchaser paying- charjjes. . 1.50
1 bushel •' " •' " .. 2.50
1 barrel " " " "

. . 5.00
Supply limited. Address

CHAS. C. ITIiLLKR,
5 Cd Box 88. Akron, Ohio.

Cincinnati.—Hojiey.—There is no new feature in
the honey market. My last quotations remain un-
changed. Demand is very slow, and the market
well supplied of all kinds.
Bef«wax.—Demand for beeswax is fair, and arri-

vals are good. A good article brings -.ItiOl :!0e. on
arrival. (has. F. Mttu.

S. E. Cor. Freeman and Central Avenues,
Feb. 21, 1865. Cincinnati, O.

ONE-POUND DOVETAILED SECTIONS,
$3.00 I'er 1000 lor llie Next 30 Days.

Sample free. ITI. A. LiOHK,
5d VERMONTVILLE, EATON CO., MICH.

1S85.
C

Chicago. — Honey. — Market dull. Comb honey
brings about 14 (n. 1.5c. for the best grades. E.xtract-
ed 6 @ 8c. The supply is fair of both extracted hon-
ey and comb. It is graining this season very freely,
and this is against its sale very much. California
honey does not seem to candy until the second sea-
son. Beeswax.—'Mc. for yellow. K. A. Burnktt,
Feb. 20, 1885. 161 South Water St., Chicago, 111.

IlOirX: ITAI.IA.% BKKS AM* QUEENS
From Importe<l and Selected mothers, and

also from the noted Doolitlle strain of GOI-DEN
ITALIANS. Send for circular.

Kl.lION P. RODDY,
.5-lOdb Mechanicstown, Frederick Co., Md.

Cleveland.—Ho/ie,!/.—Market is still very dull,
but the past week a few crates ha\e been sold in a
retail way at 14 @ 15c. for best white in 1-11>. sec-
tions; 13 @, 14 for lio and 2 lbs. Second quality is

not wanted. E.xtracted no sale at all.

Be€SM'a;c.—Scarce at 28 (Tf 30 cts. A. C. Ken DEL,
Feb. 30, 1885. 115 Ontario St., Cleveland Ohio,

j

Boston.—Ifonry.—There is little or no change in
price of honey; the sale is slow, with little prospect
for improvement. Bl.vke & Ripley,
Feb. 12, 1885. .57 Chatham St., Boston, Mass.

Detroit.—Ho)!cj/.—The honey market is dull at
present. Good comb honey is quoted atl2'i ® 13c.

Detroit, Mich., Feb. 20, 1885. A. B. Weed.

For S.vle.—I have 15 nice iron-bound kegs, con-
taining each 110 lbs. white-clover honey and honey-
dew mixed; very thick, and certainly rer?/ nice for
spring feeding. I will take §4.00 jjer keg here at
the depot, kegs thrown in. M. J. Harris,

Clay City, 111.

B
Wholesale n»<l Jtvttiil.

U - KEEPERS' -:• SIIPPLIE
Pcplar aid Bisswocd Sections a Cpccialty. s

SEND2-CENTSTAMP for SAMPLEand PRICE.
S. D. BUELIi, UNION CITY, MICH.

2tfdb

BEE-KEEPERS!
Headquarters for all kiud^ cf Bee-Keepers'
huppHes, svdch as Hives, 8ectlonw, C-jmb
Fuuiidation, Honey Extrnetorit, Itee
Smokers, Crates, Jlonej Buckets, VelU
etc., etc.

^jjjjgg Qy^ Prices!
I ll>. all-in-one-piece Section, $4.50 per M.
Comb Foundation 50 per lb*
Hives l.OOeach.

Italian Bees and Queens at lowest figures.
Semi naiiie and address, and we wilt mail
Tuu one of our JiiusCraCeU Catalo^ufs Frre.

American MTg Co., New Carlisle. 0.

Edj aiidCooirilALMpMUM
TESTED AM) I"NTi:STEl) QUEENS, RAISED

ONLY FROM THE UEST I.MPORTED
AND HOME-BRED STOCK.

Untested Queens, A pril and May i?l 25
" " .lune and after 100

Tested queens. April and May 3 00
" June and after 2 50

Dozen rates on application.
.3-frame nuclei, with lots of bees, June and after 3 00
Safe arrival guaranteed. ( »nkr earlv.

\V. J. KLL.l»«OIV,
5-7d Stalebuig, Siimt. r Co., S. C.

At KANSAS CITY, MO,
iTAi.i iy jiiiEs ran sale.

NIAGARA.TEE NEW WHITE GKAPE,
Other vines tind plants
by mail. Circulars free. Address JCEN E. EVES,
Ctfdb Mooresville, Morgan (^'o., Ind.

BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES,
BEE-BOOKS, & LE CONTE PEAR-TREES

One pear-tree sent postpaid for 40 cents.

2tfdb T. A. OVSX, TiilhihoiiKi, Tciin.

Oldcut lice Pa]>cr in Arneriai—Esldhlisluul in ISGl.

AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL,
\VI<:iCKL.V, at !?2.00 a year.

IHOIVTHL.Y i:UITION, 16 pauow, 50<-. a year.

92.5 West Madison Street, C'liicnsu, III.

TESTED aUEENS. ?L'.00. UntcstiHl. .?1.(1U. 4-franie ini- : fXAOAINT'S FOUNDATION FACTORY
clei, Sf;f.5(i and ?4.5I). Mississiii))! wa.x-cxtraetor.

j

^J sale and retail.

t3.00. OSCAR F. ULEDSOE, Grenada, Miss. Utfd
1 column.

I Hiiisc

L'ntested Queens in ]Maj- ?1 50
"June 125

" after June 100
Tested Queens, double the above prices.
Rees, per one-half i>ound, same prices as untested

queens. Fen- discounts, see my circular. / warrant
mil iintisti-d (/i/roi.-' to lir piitiln mutfd. If any of the
friends who 1ki\c dealt with me heretofore are not
satislied, 1 sliall lie f;iad to have a full statement of
Hie matter liuiii tlicin, and will do the best that I

can to renilcr .'^atistaetion.

5ttdb E. M. HAYHURST. P. O. Box 113L

HEADaUAETEKS IN THE WEST FOR

ITALIAN suid CirRIAN (^UEEXS.
Tested Cyprian queens from imiiorted mother

(Jones's importation), in April, $5. Oil; in May, $4.00;
in June and alter, .$3.00. Warranted Cyprian "(jueens,
in May, :?:.'. OH; in .lune and after, " 5fl.50. Italian
queens from imported mother (Root's imi)ortatlon),
aitei- May 15tli, i^l.tw. I have had e.xperienee in
breeding queens, and guarantee satisfaction. Order
now, and jiay when you want (lueens.

Address W. McKAY DOIXJAN, ITI. D.,
4tfd Seneca, Mewtuu i;u., Mo.

Whole-
See advertisement in another

Sbtfd
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NOTES FROM THE BANNER APIARY.
J

NO. 63.
j

THE HEDDON FIXTURES ANI> SYSTEM.

'OW that this subject is up for discussion we
j

may as well stick to it until it is finished.

You, friend Hoot, in your report of the
j

Mich. State Convention. ))aKe s;), sa.v that,
'

while wo were visiting- the collcfre apiary, !

you noticed that the crates and honey-boards, made
j

upon the Heddon plan, were covered with bits of

comb and propolis; but you noierlect or forgot to !

state what my eyes instantly detected, and what
[

Prof. Cook mentioned: viz., the cases were not pro-
;

perly constructed ; the spaces between them were not

the right size. Since 1 have been usin^r the Heddon
case and honcv-board 1 have experimented some to

determine what sized bee-space would frive the best
!

satisfaction, and I have found it to be 5-16. If this
'

distance is increased very much, brace-combs arc '

the result; if dc^ereased, propolis is the penalty.
j

I am glad to see you admit, at last, that the Hed- i

don hive-cover will not warp. Now in rcfrard to the !

" twisting-" feature, 1 have used 125 of the covers,
|

and only tm) of them have caused any trouble by
]

twisting; and, if one cares to take the trouble, this
j

can be remedied by taking off the end cleats and
j

using: the remaining l)oard for making- a bottom-
j

board. You say, "The cover has no place, but 1

stays just where you lay it." I do not see that this
|

is an objection; perhaps you did not mean it as
j

such. It is just as easy to la.v a simple Hat board i

over a bo.v, the upper edges of which are plain and :

flat, as it is to put in place a cover with a rim I

around it, the rim being- beveled to fit the beveled i

edges of the box or hive; and so far as the staying- '

in place is concerned, the wind has yet to even dis-

place the first cover of the Heddon style for me;
what more can you ask?

In regard to taking out sections one at a time,

versus a whole case at a time (see J. W. Porter's

article, page 123), T would say that I should not take

out sections one at a time as fast as finished, even
if their places cmild be filled with empty sections,

and no bulging result. When tiering up is prac-

ticed, the finished sections are always in the top

ease, and there is not that travel over them that

there is in the lower cases, and they can remain

until the whole case is finished, and not one of the

combs show any stain. However, I do not always

leave a case upon the hivt; until every section is

finished. If there is a section in each corner un-

finished, I do not usually wait for them to be fin-

ished, but take off the case, "whack" out the

sections, cratf; the finished ones, and set the three

or four unfinished ones into an empty case. When
the case becomes filled with nearly finished sections

it is put upon stmie hivi;. Hut to show how nearly I

sometimes allow the sections to be finished before

removing them, I will mention that, from the first

lOlK) lbs. remov(>d last season (that sent to A. C. Ken-

del, and you will remember how he praised it, and

pronounced it the best lot of the season), there was

only one case of unfinished sections (»<) to put back

on the hives.

In raising honey 1 fail to see why, as Mr. Porter

says, " We have frequent need to get into the brood-

chamber;" and, honey-boai-ds or no honey-boards,

I see no use for a " flexible quilt."

The Wilkins sisters, unless I am mistaken, and I

think 1 am not, do not allow the bees to have access

to the outside of the sections; i. e., they have the

Doolittle system, as mentioned, and, with that sys-
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tem, the sections are placed in wide frames, and
the propolis is placed where the edges of the sec-

tions come in contact with each other and with the

wide frames. I think that, in a majority of locali-

ties, bees do not i)ropolize smooth surfaces unless

they are nearly or quite in contact.

J. W. Harkness, pag-e 128, admits that an 8-frame
hive is preferable to a 10-frame one, but objects to

a change, on the ground of cost. Bee-keeping is

making rapid strides, and changes arc necessary;

but let no one change until he is satisfied that it is

best for him to do so. I changed both hives and
frames when I had 100 hives, and have been thank-

ful ever since; but it does not follow that cveryhody

must make the same change.
\V. Z. HUTtlTIX.SON, OS-04.

Rogersville, Genesee Co., Mich.

Thanks, friend II.. for the additional light
you throw on many points of the Ileddon
"fixtures and system. As soon as you men-
tioned it I did remember tliat Prof. Cook
made the remark that his cases were not
made right, but it did not occur to me tliat this
fault in tlie make was the cause of tlie pro-
polis and bits of comb on the sections. You
say none of your covers have been blown off;

but perhaps there has nothing happened in
your vicinity to " raise a breeze/" since vou
adopted the'lleddon system, friend II. The
system itself seems to be raising something
of a'' breeze " just now. any way; but 1 lioi)e

nothing but goodwill V)e the "result of tlie

"blow.""

HIVE-COVEKS, ETC.

A " REVF.nSini<E " COVER, AS WEM> AS REVEHSI-
BI-E FRAMES.

row, Bro. Root, it is quite according to human
nature that this odd-looking cover of mine
should fail to suit you. You nowhere men-
tion that it is reversible. I have used it foi-

four or five years. The cut that did not show
it, was a very old one. The cover I sent you was a

cull, one in a hundred. I wrote so, I think, when I

shipped. I was unexpectedly bought out faster

than I could get them painted ahead. This style of

cleating (see cut on page 121) not only serves to give

us a strong well-stayed cover, but a reversible cover
that always has a projection of ^^ inch ahnve, so

that when the shade-board is laid on, this evor-pre.s-

cnt space cuts off direct communication of heat.

There is no system of shading that suits me as well

as this adjustable shade-board. Now, if these

covers should " wind," or twist, a chip laid on one
of the high corners would touch the shade-board,

and its weight would take the " wind" out of the

cover at once. I think you will believe us, when
we tell you that this warping or winding matter gives

us no trouble at all. Now, I don't like the Simi)lic-

ity style of cover, for I am greatly opposed to the

use of any kind of a cloth for summer; and a tele-

scoping cover, !. c, one that has any notches or

ledges or rabbets to fit down into any thing, are not

fit to cover up bees with. I have no objection to

them for an outer or second cover, but I want but
one cover to my hives, and then a shade-board to

I)ut on or take off, as the heat of the season indi-

cates. I think this a grand style of cover; but as

soon as it becomes popular, won't there be some
one to come forward and claim that it is old'/

THE SIXK IIONEV-BOARD.

The honey-board is objected to bj- J. W. Porter,

on page 124. Bro. Porter all the time talks of the
bungling, obstructive honey-boards of old. I want
him to just try the sink skeleton board, an accurate
cut of which appeared on page 121. If he does, T

feel sure he will never discard it. Nearly every
year, for three seasons past, the demand for these

boards has so increased, and that, too, so much
beyond my expectations, that I have found myself
short, and had to rob my own apiary, and in this

way 1 have had about half of my colonies with and
half without the honey-boards. I have enjoined

my students to keep close watch, and see if the

boards were any detriment to the ready acceptation

of the sections. Every time the word comes, "A'o^

at all." The question of the " bees readily entering

the surplus department " now sounds like an echo
of the more ignorant ])ast. I would not use a

system one, moment that in the least retarded the

bees from going to work in the surplus department,
as soon as there was any outside condition to make
such work possihlc. Just here, honey comes so fast

from clover and basswood, that no removal of parts

of cases or sections is practical. It is best to

remove the sur|)lus, l)y cases. Not all localities are

like this one, perhaps. Honey-boards were discard-

ed because they were not properly constructed.

They are now again recommended, because they

are now made in a practical manner. If Mr.
Kretchmer invented my honey-board years ago,

why did it die'? AVas it in practical shape"? I never
heard of it. In what place can I find a cut or de-

scri)>tion of it, that is also old':' Was it a sink honey-
board'? that is, was there a bee-space in the honey-

board itself? Won't this turn out like the Moore
rack? Honorarily, the right belongs to the one who
puts a device forward, thus benefiting tiie fra-

ternity.

HOWES' REVERSIBLE FItAME. .\XD MORAL PATENTS.
Now, Bro. Howes thinks I am an infringer upon

one principle in his reversible frame. Well, per-

haps I am. If bee-keepers so decide I will step

dosvn and out, and my frame may lie dead till Bro.

Howes and his adherents find out that my inven-

tions in my frames put his i)rinciple in much better

shape than he has it, when he can come and com-
promise with me; for in that case neither one could

make my style of frame. It needs no patent, so far
ax I am conecnied; no costs. I can abide by the de-

cision of an unpaid as well as by a paid judge or

jury. I advise Bro. Howes not to patent his device,

1. Because it is not worth a patent.

2. Some other device, patented or unpatented,

will come up and kill his device, and the money he
spent in patenting.

3. It will be shown that the hinge principle is

older with another than with Mr. Howes.
Now, if my third statement prove correct, ISIr.

Howes would have no advantage from his patent.

But should it prove incorrect, he will have the ad-

vantage of the; moral sense of the honest men of our
brotherhood, and I will do all I can to defend him in

his right to that hinge, as he icc7.s' thefirst to make it

puhlie, and Imnnrarihi it in his.

Now, brother bee-keepers, do I infringe? If so,

say so, and I will abide by your decision. Bro.

Howes shall be treated by me as I wish to be

treated by him and all others. I tell you, I have
little faith in trying to annul one's inventions by
rooting lu' some old dead fixture that shows the
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same principles, or part of them, in an impractical

form. The question still wells up, Why did it die?

For months or jears it has lain a corpse, g:ood for

nothing, except to be dug- up to cheat some one out

of his honest earnings. The patent decisions are be-

ginning to look at this matter also. Men that will

stand up before the solemn duties of a court of

justice, and swear falsely, are too nuinerous for

safety. James Hkddon.
Dowagiac, Mich.

Now, friend 11.. why didn't you tell us
that your cover was meant to be reversible ?

I looked at it and looked at it, and won-
dered what possessed you to get any thing
up so awkward looking, without any point
to it. But had you just hinted " reversible.""

tlien it would have been all clear. Then,
again, tliat: ingenious device for liolding a
shadiiig-lioard ; if you have ever spoken of
that l)el'()re, I had forgotten it. I supposed
you put a great rock on these boards piled
up on top of your hives, to keep the wind
from blowing them off ; and very likely

great rocks are plentiful in Michigan, even
if they are not here in .Medina. Ye^. sir,

I agree with you that laying a cliip on the
upper corner, and laying' on a shading-
board, will take out the •• wind." It seems
to me, that, wltli the business you are doing,
you ought not to use cuts that do not show
things as they are ; and besides, why not ex-
plain more in your own price list of articles

what the things you use are intended .forV

In regard to friend Kretchmer"s invention,
it was described in his book, and to some
extent in journals and price lists. As it

would take me a good deal of time to hunt
it up, I just turn tlie whole matter over to
friend K., who, I suppose, can give you the
])oints readily.

>VKll 1600 I,I!S. )F I'OTATOKS FUOM ONE I'OfNI).

IN ONE VKAU.

WHAT ONE OF OUR BEE-KEEPEES
DID IN THE WAY OF RAISING

POTATOES.

fERIIAPSmanyof the friends liave no-
ticed repculs going around, in regard
to potatoes, and large yields secured
by the prizes offered by a company
who has a special ferf ili/.ei- for sale.

Noticing that one of the successful potato-
growers lived in the neighboring town of
Akron, J wrote to him. to incpiire about it.

and I was a good deal pleased to know thnt
lie is no other than one of our bee-men.
Below is liis letter, telling us how he did it

:

A. I. l?oof .—Your favor of Jan. 2Sth came duly to

hand, contents noted, and in reply would say:

On the 5th of April a i)Ound of wliolc Dakota Red
potatoes (not eyes alone) were cut and planted in

earth under glass, with artificial heat. .As the

sprouts appeared al)Ove ground they were pulled

off as you would sweet-potato sprouts, and potted.

As the detached sprouts grew, cuttings were made
and rooted, continuing the above process until as

late in the season as I thought I could make cut-

tings and have them produce potatoes. They were
then planted in wluit 1 would call a clayey loam, but
so near the turning-point that some people call it a
saiiily loam, that luid been tlioroughly workeU ftptj

fertilized with a fertilizer purchased of the Bradley
Fertilizer Co., Rochester, N. Y.. and sown broadcast
at tlie rate of 1000 lbs. per acre. That was the only

fertilizer used. They were worked flat or level with

a horse cultivator and hand hoc. With a potato

that is good to yield, a good fertilizer, good soil, and
a good deal of good care, one may expect good re-

sults. Chas. C. Miller.
Akron, Ohio, Feb. 9, 18?5.

The above potato, it seems, is attracting
considerable attention just now. In re-

sponse to whether friend M. had any pota-
toes for sale to plant this season, he sent us
the advertisement you will find on another
page. AVe extract the following description
of the Dakota Red potato from Sibley's cat-

alogue for 1S.S.>

:

Dakota /fet/.—New; a large, very handsome, long,
wedge-shaped potato; thrives well on both sand
and clay soils. Western New-York Potato-Growers,
who have tried it. say it is the best that ever grew.
It tastes much like the good old Peachhlow; does
not shrinK in cooking; is solid, mealy, and fine
grained: the outside skin peels off in boiling, and
leaves llie inside intact, not crumbling to pieces;
eM'S ii i-fgnhir, some smooth, some deej), but few in
n'lniilx'i'; skin llrm. reddish tlesh-colored; flesh
white, of line flavor; vine stocky, and keeps through
drought by reason of the roots growing deep into
the soil.

I have taken pains to find what the fertil-

izer al)ove mentioned costs, and the 1000 lbs.

delivered at his station probably cost him
less than SiiU.OO. Now, I do not know how
much time fiiend M. occupied in this work,
nor do 1 know how nnich ground he used.
The luimber of pounds of potatoes he raised
was ]()77 0-7. Probably the expenses were
not more than S2o.00 out, besides liis labor.

His crop of potatoes, if .sold at the prices ad-
vertised, will bring him something like

S7o.00, in round numbers.
One reason for giving this was to show

what a wide-awake, enterprising, industrious
man or woman may do in the line of work

I mapped out in Homes in our last issue. The
I Bradlev Company paid him a premium of

I

87.5.00 "for his feat. Now. friends, we can

I

get similar results from bees, poultry, and a

dozen other things (I was going to say a
hiuulred, and 1 guess it would not be far out

I

of the wav I bv imtting brains and hard work
: into it. Whiie I think of it, our friend Ter-
I rv, the great potato-grower of the State of

I

Ohio, is now engaged in writing me a book
I
on potato culture, which we expect to be
fortiicoming in a few weeks. Tlie price

will be moderate, and we expect it to be up
to the times in every thing pertaining to po-

tatoes.

D. A. JONESS FRAME AND HIVE.

SO-METHINO AIJOUT THE KIND OF HIVES TII.4.T OUR
fANAlHAN EIUENUS USE FOR (lETTING THE
TUEMENDOUS CROPS OF HONEY THEY RE-

PORT NOW AND THEN.

§OMK time ago Ernest reminded me
that I Avas doing wrong in making no
mention in the A B C book, price list,

and (iLEANi>.'GS,of the hives preferred

bv friend J). A. Jones and his large

clas« of pupils throughout Canada and other

territory. I accordingly wrote for a sample

frame, which we will show by an eiigravmg
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soon. This frame is peculiar, in being about
111 inches wide by 14 deep, outside measure.
The extreme lengtii of top-bar is 18 inches,
and is a heavy V-shaped conib-i^niide. made of
one piece of wood. This conili-miide is leal-

ly a three-cornered piece of wood about i inch
]

on the side, and forms slioulders to which the
!

end-bars are nailed. The distance from shoul-
der to shoulder is 1U4 inches, so 10* inches
is the width of the frame inside. The end-
bars are i inch thick, and exactly 14 inches
long. The bottom-bar is exactly 12 inches
long, and has projecting points.'which are
almost a necessity for a frame so deep. These
l)oints strike the "sides of the hive when put-
ting a frame in i)lace. preventing bees from
being crushed. This bottom-bar is set edge-
wise, and is very light, being only i inch by
a little less than }. Eelo\v is what friend
Jones says in regard to it. Now, the follow-
ing letter was not intended for publication

;

but it is so rare that we get any thing from
friend Jones I am sure he will excuse me.

Ftieiid Root :—F\ease accept our thanks for your
kind offer, which is duly appreciated. I will have a
frame built to size sent you. In marked catalogue
which we forward you, you will find inside meas-
urements of frame. There are now a great many
thousand of these hives in use throughout Canada;
in fact, I believe more of them than all others put
together. There are hundreds manufacturing them
besides myself. Out of orders received last year
for 37 different sizes, 95 per cent of the whole
amount sold was our size. We have no axes to

grind in the frame or hive business, and would as

soon make one kind as another, and adopt, could I

secure better results; but after a tx-ial of 14 years
by the side of the shallow frames, the results were
so much better that I could no longer resist the
temptation of using them exclusively. When Mr.
Langstroth visited me, accompanied by Judge An-
drews, it would have done you good to see bow
readily father Langstroth could handle my frame,
and he was so delighted with them that he asked
me to construct him some hives that he might give
them a trial; but they were never shipped him, on
account of his sickness soon after.

You will observe that the bottom-bar projecting
prevents the frame from touching the side of the
hive in manipulation. This allows of greater rapid-

ity in handling. One frame is laid on side or stood
on end; no bees can be mashed, as the projections
keep the frame bee-space above board.

If you do not issue your new book before the first

or middle of April, I can give you some new im-
provements to put in it, in connection with bee cul-

ture—things of very great importance in wintering
bees, the production of comb honey, improvement
in sections, and a number of other valuable things
which would perhaps add a little to its interest.

Some years ago I thought of making metal cor-

ners, and made a great number of devices, some of
which I believe are not equaled yet. Although I

did not take to the metal corners favoi-ably, yet
since revei-sible frames are receiving some atten-
tion, I believe that some of the simpler ones would
be hard to beat. If you send us one of your latest

improved, and should it not be superior to mine, I

will then forward you a sample for jour inspection,

to manufacture, of course, should you desire to do
P<), and no hundred-dollar charge cither.

BeetoiJ, Ont., Jr'cb, lO, JSSii, D, A, Jones.

We send you a sample of our latest revers-
ible frame," friend J., and I should be ex-
tremely happy to have suggestions from you
before our next edition of the A B C goes to
press. And by the way. friend J., we shall
feel a little more free to trespass on vour
kind liberality if you would take some pay,
in some shape or other, for the l)enetits von
are continually conferring upon us.

FERTILIZING QUEENS.
•. COOK DISCUSSKS THE PROBABII
yUKEN BEING FEKTILIZEI) BEFOH

EMERGES FHOM THE CEI-L.

ITIES OF
•: .SHE

E.VR MK. EDITOR:—You ask my opinif)n about
fertilization of queens after reading Mr. K.

Cheshire's article in the Britisli Bee Journal.

I reply, that it is not at all changed. I have
discussed this subject in a paper sent to New

Orleans, to be read at the International Congress;

but as I had not then seen the article in question, I

will add a few words. Mr. Cheshire remarks truly,

that the sperm-cells are quite mature before the

drone-bee assumes the imago stage. If any one ex-

amine critically the repi-oductive or generative or-

gans of the mature drone he will find that the testa-

cies, or testes, are much smaller than they are in the

pupa, or nymph. The reason for this is, that the

sperm-cells have wandered, or migrated, having
passed through the generative duct to the seminal
sack, the Vcaicuhe scminales. In this migration,

mucous is added, and the cells are bunched, or

massed, preparatory to coition. Thus massed they

are passed down Into the external organ, which, by
a sort of turning wrong side out in copulation, de-

posits them in the oviduct of the queen, which
clasps and forces them into the spermatheca.

Mr. Cheshire says that the sperm-cells are already

active in the larva. He does not say whether in the

mature or in the partially developed larva. I did

not suppose they were active at all in the larva, but
have found them so in the pui)a. If they are active

in the larva it must be when the latter is fully ma-
tured. That they are so at all, seems strange and
exceptional. If they are active there can be little

question but they are functionally perfect. The ac-

tivity of the spermatoa in all animals seems to be

the test of vitality.

In the impregnation of the queen, millions of

these sperra-cells are to be passed up the oviduct,

and passed into the spermatheca. For this to be
accomplished, the cells must be massed and forced,

under the orgasm of the queen, along the oviduct,

into the spermatheca. It is possible—hardly proba-

ble—that a few of these might wander along the

channel, and find this destination in the ease sug-

gested, were the sperm-cells free, and the queen de-

veloped and ready for impregnation. All animals,

insects included, have an age of so-called pubertj-,

before which sexual instinct is absent, and impreg-
nation impossible. I know in insects this is often

early. I have seen butterflies in copuloso soon after

the female had emerged from the chrysalis, that

her wings had not got dried. We know, however,
that the (jueen leaves the cell days before the or-

gasm ai)pears. To suppose, then, that putting an
immature—in fact, a larval insect—into a cell where
a queen is yet inchoate, and to suppose impregna-
to occur, is, it appears to me, expecting more,
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much more, than the law of probabilities will war-

rant. As Mr. Cheshire sug-g-ests, It is a field where

we may experiment. Indeed, I have e.vperimented,

and with no sign of success. Had I seemed to meet

Huccess, I should have tried over and over again,

for other explanation would have offered till all pos-

sible opportunity was destroyed. A. J. Cook.

Agricultural Colleg-e, Mich.

REVERSIBLE FRAMES.

.lUST WHERE TOE M.VTTEIl STANDS NOW.

fllE number of models received by mail
is still almost as great as at our last

issue. A great many of them are ex-

actly what we picture below—the de-

vice described in our issue for Feb. 1,

page lOo. "Well, after we had made about a
hundred or so of these I did not feel satislied

with them ; they did not stay up in place as

I wanted them, and propolis would l^e apt

to force the wires out of tlie wood where
they go into the perforations of the end-bars.

AVhile studying on tills problem, moan-
while considering all devices tliat came in, I

got a hint from one made of sheet iron, com-
ing from friend C. IL Deane, Mortonsville.
Ky. Friend Deane uses a strip of heavy
sheet iron, much like the Howes idea, only it

was l)ent out so as to foi-m a supporting arm
in the shai)e of a loop made of the iron.

The top piece of tl>e loop extended over the
top-bar of tlie frame perhaps half an incli

;

and when in i)lace it rested on the toi)-i)ar

with considerable pressure. This pressure
kept it in place ; and if the frames were not
exactly accurate in their dunensions, there
was spring enough to it so that it would adjust
itself. The sheet-iron arm, however, I con-
sider objectionable, because it will inash
bees, or cut them in two where it rests on the
metal rabbet, unless you use great care in
handling. The wire loops sliown in the cut
above, I consider greatly preferable, and in

the cut below you will see I have combined
both.

ROOT S FRAME-REVERSING DEVICE.

We put our frames together as you will
notice, using bottom corners all "around.
But the same arrangement will work equally
well on a nailed frame made without pro-

jecting arms to top-bars. I prefer the bot-
tom corners, not only because they brace
and streugtlieu the frame, but because, be-

ing made h\ machinery, they are absolutely
alike, and always alike, no matter whether
you bouglit them ten years ago or to-day.

The reversing devices are also always alike,

and can therefore be made so that they will

come over the metal corner with a snap, the
spring of the \nre making it a pretty secure
fixture. With the thumb-nail, however, the
part tliat springs over the top-bar can be
snapped off from the metal corner, then it

swings over like tlie Howes device. Instead
of being obliged to use a screw at the ])ivot

where it turns, both wires are put through a
(piarter-inch liole, then turned over and
clinched with a hammer. When put on just

right, the points of the wires should describe
a circle in the end-bar of the frame ; that is,

they press against the wood so as to make
this circular scratch as they turn around,
and the whole fixture is thus held closely

! and securely tight agahist the end-bar. The
j

corner also' possesses much greater strength
than our old-style top corners, and the wires
are so smooth {hat there is no danger of cut-

ting the fingers. AV'e have been shipping
them several days, and are prepared now to

I fill all ordcis at the following prices:
I Reversible frames in the fiat, S").(JO per 100,

! or S lo.OO per lOUO : same already put up,

I

SI.00 per 100 extra. If they are ordered
! without hives in which to ship them, i5

I

cents per 100 extra, or fraction thereof, must
be included for crating. Prices without
wiring, and without the wood being pierced
for wires, S4.00 per 100, or $;5.5.00 per 1000, in

the fiat. A sample frame by mail will be
1") cts.; pair of wires by mail, 4 cts.; revers-

ing corners, i^er 100, Sl.OO ; per 1000, .S7.50.

In makimr this coiner I have infringed on
the ideas of friends Howes and Deane ; no
others that I know of. although great num-
bers of devices made of wire have been sent

in. I have written to friend Howes to

know what I shall ])ay liim for the privilege

of using the pivot arrangement, providing
he is the hist inventor of said arrangement.
I have also asked friend Deane to say how
much I owe him for the idea ho furnished,
providing I continue using it. It is by no
means certain that this is the best device
that will be brought fortli, but it pleases me
the best of any thing I have seen or heard
of.

BEE-KEEPERS- CONGRESS AT NEAV
ORLEANS.

NOTES BY THE W.W.

tE are just waiting for the train. I ex-

plained to Hnber as well as I could
tlial papa was going away off on the
cars, for a good many days. He
laughed, and began to jump' up and

down, as he does over any piece of intel-

ligence that papa gives him ; but when papa
kissed them good-by all around, finishing up
with his babvship, his little lips drew up,

and he couldn't keep back the tears, and
papa couldn't either. Oh dear! I do not

mmt to go away from homo at all. I love
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my home, the factory, the greenhouse, the
!

ctiVp-poiul, and all the things.

ox THE AViN(;.
\

It is 10 o'clock, and we are Hying over the
frozen landscape. The morning sun pours
down a lli)od of light. You remember how
I told you I had Ijeen thanking (iod lately
for the sunshine. .Vs the tields and towns
lly past us, this wealth of sunshine comes
oiit as it nevpr did before. Of course, it

does not even thaw the snow wliere we are
now ; for where we are it is still below zero,

^ly lieart bounds at the tiiought that at the
rale we are s})eeding southward this beauti-
ful panorama will soon change to one of
spring time aiul verdure. Of course, the
ci'eeks and livers we pass are all solid, and
many ot thiMu form beautiful ])athways for
children, and for cattle and otiierfarm stock;
and. by the way, 1 notice cattle hunting low
l)laces". and pawing in vain for water. Is

that the case with any of your stock, my
friendsV liemember our dumb friends. The
sleighing is beautiful, and tlie hanl level
surface which the roads v""t'sent is very
pleasing. It is seldom that tiiis portion of
Ohio has enjoyed such sleighing as it has
had for live or six weeks past.

'2 o'clock v. >i.—The snow is beginning to
dis.ippear. and the streams are uncovered.
The sight of the babbling brooks is refresh-
ing, after the scenery has been so long all

ice-bound. I am enjoying my ride amazing-
ly ; and as my mind has been free from busi-
ness cares, I have just studied out a great in-
vention—or, rather, it came of itself. I will
tell you about it some day. We are in the
neighborhood of Springfield. Ohio.

l^EP0RTg DlgC0UI^7I6IN6.

0UR bees are all dead—died with cholei-a. We
noticed before cold weather set in that one
hive had it, and we carried it away from the

others. We had four hives; have the hives

yet, for that matter. We were going to have
at least four swarms, then I was going to send for

the rest of your A B C book (1 have the first part),

and for Gleanings; but that is all gone. I write

to ask yon if you will please tell me what I can do
with the honey and comb and hives. They smell

very offensive. Will the hives give it to other bees?

We feel worse about our bees, because our neigh-

bor's bees that received no care are doing well.

Thoy said they did not care whether they lived or

not. Could we have caused the bees to get the dis-

ease in our working with them? We wanted to

learn about them. Aonks Hitddleson.
Victor, Iowa, Feb. 17, ISHS.

I am afi-aid, my friend, you have packed
your bees tf)0 close, and this would be the
reason why the hees are all right that had
no care. Shut up yrtur hives so no robber-
bees can get in. and in Mayor Juiu; give
these offensive combs, one at a time, to
strong colonies, and they will lix them in no
time. When opportunity offers, it would be
a good plan to brush out tlie dead bees, and
l)rush off the combs as well as you can con-
veniently. Put the dead l)ees on your com-
post heap, and tliey will probablv be wortli
something

they will be worth for manure. I would
not" give up at one defeat, if I were you. If
your neighbor's bees lived without anii care
it is pretty certain that your method of'man-
agemt nt has been at fault in some respect.

CA.N'T keep BEKS where it is .30 BEIiOW ZERO.

1 can't keep bees through winter in this locality,

where the thermometer is Zu° below zero. I started

in winter with 36 colonies; lost 26; 10 alive now.
There are now 250 full frames of combs. I am at a

loss to know what to do with all of those empty hives

and combs before the hot season sets in. I want
you to advise some plan for me to get bees in them
early in the season. The most of my bees died witJi

plenty of honey in the hive. W. Uiggen.
North Salem, Ind., Feb. 7, 188.").

Friend li., if you have the low tempera-
ture you mention, continuously for several
weeks, I would try wintering the bees in a
cellar. You know this is quite extensively
done now in many localities.

OUR FOUR-PIECE-SECTIOW MACHINE,
SOMETHING FURTHER IN REGARD TO IT.

ELOW we give to our readers an en-
giaving of the four-piece-section ma-
chine w^e spoke of in Gleanings of
Jan. lo. It works with perfect satis-

faction, turning out as smooth and
nice a section as you will lind in the market.
Owing to the improvements we have re-

cently made on this machine, we can not
afford it for less than So"), instead of $.-(0, as
stated in our former issue. We can till or-
ders on short notice just now, as we are
still not badly crowded, liemember this
machine saws' and sandpapers the sections
all at one movement, and does not require
skilled help to run it.

DUR-PIECEOUR NEW .MACHINE KOR MAKING
DOVETAILED SECTION.

'i'his is by all means the cheapest rig a
supply-dealer can use for making section
boxes, for it does away with the necessity of

The wtr^e they smell the more
i an expensive cigar-box planer.
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A HOME-MADE BUZZ-SAW FOR MAK-
ING HIVES.

THE WAY FRIEND HESET.TON MADE ONE, TO BE
TURNED BY HIS TWO BOYS.

HAVE been a bee-keeper for twenty-five years,

but it has been only about ten years since I

commenced with a frame hive. Since that I

have talien a great deal more interest in the

bee business, yet I have not made much of a

success of it, as I have hart a farm to attend to, and
that has taken most of my time; but I shall nt ver

give it up while I live, for I love the " little busy
bee."

After I commenced reading Gi.eanings I found
there was a better way to make hives and frames
than with a hand-saw; but to buy a Barnes foot-

power would cost me more money than I could

spare; so I set about building one. In the first

place, I wont to the blacksmith shop and procured a

pieoe of inch round iron, 20 inches long. I filed the

ends square, and obtained the centers. T then filed

down the journals, and the end where the thread

was to be cut, and I did all the filing with one Nich-

olson ten-inch file. I then put a small pulley on the

.shaft, and hung it on its centers, in a little frame
made by nailing some two-inch strips across some
other strips of the same kind. I filed some screws

to a point, for the centers to run on, and clamped
the frame to an old sewing-machine table. I then
took two eight-inch flat files that had been worn
out, and ground them into right and left chisels, to

turn my journals true, which I accomplished at ofid

spells. I then took the shaft to the shop, had a

collar shrunk on for the saw to rest against, a

thread cut, and a nut put on to hold the saw. He
also made a loose collar for the nut to work against.

For the iron and work he charjicd me one dollar. I

then took it home and put it into my lathe, and did

what tinning was then needed. Where the saw
went on I had to turn down to "b of an inch, as it

would not make a plump inch, when it was made
round.

I then built a table, about i feet long and 3 feet

wide on top. The top is a frame, and hangs on
hinges at the back end, so that it can be raised and
lowered at pleasure. The right half of the tal)lc

runs on slides like the Barnes, but the slides are

inch ash. J raise the table by placing blocks under
it, of the required thickness. I then built a driving-

wheel 4 feet in diameter, by nailing three thick-

nesses of inch lumber together, cut out like felloi-s

to a wagon-wheel. The spokes are also inch lum-
ber, and six in number. The hub is made of some
heavy tough lumber, cut into wlieels about a foot

in diameter, and securely nailed to the spokes, and
two of these wheels on each side. 1 then jilaued up
a tough hickory shaft two inches scpjare, turned
down the journals to about 1'; inches, put a crank
on each end, hung the wheel so that it would run
true, and imt on my belt, which a saw-mill man
gave me. It was an old piece of 4 ply belt. 1 cut

off a strip 3 inches wide, and pulled it in two. and it

works all right. The saws are 8 inches in diameter,

which you ordered for me from Fitchburg, Mass.

The shaft runs in wooden boxes, babbitted, and now
with one of ray boys at each crank I can cut up inch

lumber rapidly and nicely. In ';-inch lumber it

sings like a. top.

I want to build me a wooden turning-lathe. If

thex-e are any of the readers of Gleanings that

have had any experience in that line of work. I

should be glad to hear from them through that
medium. G. H. Heselton.
Valley, Lewis Co., Ky., Feb. 9, 1K85.

Such a machine as you describe, friend H.,
will do a large amount of work, without
doubt ; but it strikes me you ought to have
a pretty good family of boys, if you expect
to drive much of a business. While two are
turning, there ought to be about two more
having a good rest, so as to take their place
presently. As your business increases, very
likely the boys will begin to plead for a little

steam-engine ; and if they uill put in and
help their pa, there will not be any trouble
in paying for it. Your large wheel'should,
by good rights, be entirely below your buzz-
saw table, so your belt -svill not ever be in
the way m cutting off long boards. You
can either put the boys down a little lower
than the floor, or else "elevate yourself and
tlie saw-table a little higher than the floor.

Thanks for your description of the way you
did the work yourself, so as to save expense.

MY HEPORT.
CAN nOXEV F.VKK SlTCESSFn.I.Y CONfPETE WITH

SL'OAK, AS .\ HOl'SEHOI-D SWEET?

T COMMENCED the season with 10 colonies of

|F my own, all in good condition, and 8 colonies

J. on shares which were in fair condition. The
•^ early j)art of the season promised exceedingly

well, and my bees never gathered as much
from apple-bloom l)efore. They filled up the spare

room in tlu; broodehumber, besides storing a con-

siderable surplus, and becoming strong in working
force, and in unusually good trim for a successful

summer's business.

However, white clover diil not yield much hone\ :

and basswood, of which we have but little at best,

yielded ne.xt to nothing. Buckwheat did well for as

dry a season as we had, so did Spanish needles; but

the yield from those sources is not large in this sec-

tion. Taken all together, the past season was con-

siderably below an average one. I produced all

comb honey. My own colonies averaged me M 1
'»

lbs., spring coinit, with ^0 i)er cent increase, and
those I ran on shares averaged 'i9^e lbs. and 100 per

cent increase. I sold all my honey near home, at

from It; to ~5 cents per pound, the first being whole-

sale and the latter retail ])riees.

I found the market at times almost glutted with

honey, and it was dull work to make sales at such

times. I have produced honey for more than 20

years, and have sold at prices ranging from 1.") up to

40 cents a pound for comb honey, and am at present

strongly of the opinion there can be an overpro-

duction of honey, and that we are not far from it

now. While many think that honey should be as

commonly used, as a sw eet, as sugar now is, it must
be recollected that it is generally considered more
of a luxury than any thing else at present, and I

doubt if we can ever produce it cheap enough to

get it out of that position, and live.

EMBARKING ONE'S .\I.li IN THE HONEY BUSINESS.

1 have always been too much of a doubting

Thomas to make the bee business a specialty, and
" I'isk all in one ship," and am therefore engaged in

fruit culture in connection with bee culture, and

find it pleasant and agreeable as well as profitable.
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I now have 9 acres in oitbards, 3 acres in rasp-

berries, and 1 2 acre in strawberries, and intend to

plant-between 3 and 4 acres more to raspberries and
strawberries next spring:. At some future time I

will try to give you some further reports as to my
success in the iTndertaking-. Samukl Rav.
Columbiana, Ohio, Feb. 13. 1885.

Friend' R.. I am afraid you are doubting a
littlle too mucli. are you not? It is my im-
pression tliat theie ale many who prefer to
raise lioney instead of doing sometliiiig else,

even if the price should come down so as to
average not more tlinn the price of white
sugar, as it is now retailed in our markets.
Of course, tliere are many wlio liave other
work that would pay them" better ; but those
wlio love the bees and the business. I think
Avould still save the honey when it comes,
and I am not sure but it "will eventually
prove to be the cheapest sweet, all things
considered, that can be obtained.

HEDDON'S HONEY-EACK COMPARED
WITH J. F. MOORE S.

ALSO SOMETHING IN KEGAHD TO MOHAL PATENTS.

fRIEND liOOT:—The. honey-rack described on
page 85 of Gleanings is not like Heddon's.

1st, because it does not make any arrange-

ments for bee-spaces at top and bottom of

the sections; 2d, It is an inside case; 1. c, it

needs another outside of it, for we infer the case

is tb hold only tlie bottom of the sections, for no
sensible bee-keeper would think of using- sections

t),^i in. long and only ?.-}.i in. high. The Heddon case

covers the sides of sections entirely; M, There is

no arrangement for tiering up in the Moore case.

I have used a case essentially the same, and do not

like it. But the Heddon case 1 have yet to find any
fault with, and any claimed iiilprovement on it has
been, as Mr. Heddon says, only adding a defect.

As 1 do not remember to have seen any thing in

print giving its points of merit, I hei'cwith inclose

an artifcle on that subject.

I will saj-, in regard to the " moral-patent" busi-

ness, I wrote Mr. Heddon, as friend Hutchinson
suggested, and received a very neat and gentle-

mafily reply from Mr. Heddon, which was quite

satisfactory, as far as 1 am concerned; and yet I

am not satislled that " moral patents " are just right,

or that bee-men are more aj)t to respect the rights

of others than any other class of men. The paying
for a fight to manufacture should also include the

defense of that right. Suppose that now, after you
have paid Mr. H. .?100 for your right, some other
large establishment, with a less conscientious man
at the head, advertises and makes them for almost
hiilf what you do, do you think that he would not

get the custom? Would bee-men be willing to pay
more for a thing of your make than for another
made equally well'/ Would the blame rest on the

l)ee-fnan if he did buy of him, the cheap manuf'ae-

tui-er> Would he be justilled in talring the money
from his family, to pay you the extra price? Now,
this is a^>n>Posed ease; but it is also true in fact,

as the inclosed leaf from a well-known manufac-
turer's catalogue will show.
Allow me to criticise Heddon's ai-ticle in one

l)Oint. It might be inferred from the piiragraph on
the houey-board, that boes would not build comb

between it and the tops of the frames, which is

wrong, for they will do so. I have never used one
myself, but a neighbor has, so I know from person-

al observation. Also the engraving of his hive is

wrong in one particular. It would appear from it

that the slat honey-board had strips running cross-

wise with the frames, which is not a fact.

WIDE FRAMES VS. HEDDON'S CASE.

1. It dispenses with separators, saving e.vpense,

and making one less " trap " to have around.

2. It keeps sections free from propolis, by having
proper bee-spaces above and below the sections, and
covering the sides entirely; at least, this has been
my experience, and 1 infer that others liave had the

same, from the " boom " they got at the Michigan
convention.

j

3. The sections are brought down closer to the

brood-frames when putting on the first sections at

the commencement of the honey-flow; i. e., to get

the bees at work in sections you do not have to put
them so high up, and away from the heat of the

brood-nest, which is important in preserving the

heat of the hive. It is true, one might, by putting

wide frames at the side, or by division -boards,

obviate this objection to wide frames, but this

makes more "putter" and more "traps" around.

I find that, in practice, one case of 28 sections is

seldom too much for a colony to start on.

4. It admits of tiering up, without putting on
more room than the bees can heat up to the proper

temiierature for wax-working. The sections which
are nearest finished, and which ought to be ripened

fastest, are always kept at the toj), where the great-

est heat is supposed to be.

5. Cheapness. A hive complete with two wide
frames is put at !?3.50, which is to hold 48 sections;

one hive, complete with two cases, or .'C sections, at

S3.0C—a difterence of 50 cts. in favor of cases, and
room for 16 sections more. This would make, I pre-

sume, a difference of SCO.CO on furnishing an outfit

for 100 colonies—quite an item!

6. Ease of handling. In filling wide frames I have
had trouble in handling the frames when full of

empty sections; they would slip out on the side

where there was no separator, or would get moved
a little, just enough to bother, or the bottom-bar

would get sagged, and leave a space in the middle

at the top, and thus throw the sections out of

square by their own weight, when they were being
filled. A section can not get out of place in a Hed-
don case; it can't drop out, nor get in the way of

another. Sections are easier put in and easier taken
out of a ease. There is no prying up of frames,

no gluing together of frames. The sections will

usually drop out themselves when the case is turn-

ed bottom up, and can thus be emptied while you
would be getting wide frames out of a hive. They
are easier to handle when full than a hive full of

wide frames, for your load is in two parts; this is

(luite an item when, for anj' reason, you wish to get

at the brood-combs.

T. They may be reversed, which is quite impor-
tant in getting sections sealed over quickly.

There are some minor points I might mention,

but think these are enough to convince the most
skeptical; but if there yet be any doubting Thomas-
es, I say, let them send to Mr. Heddon and get

enovigh to try, and be convinced. But before clos-

ing I would remind anj- one who thinks of dispens-

\

iiig with separators that three things are all impor-

I tant. 1. Sections must not bo over Hi in. wide, but
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may be narrower; 2. Full-sized starters of fouuda-
tion are necessary; 3. The hive must stand so the

sections \vill stand plumb sidewise; i. e., not lean so

the foundation will not hans- just in the center of

the section. C. A. Hatch.
Ithaca, Wis.

I know of the difficulties, friend 11.. in the
Avay of the moral-patent business, and I do
not wish to be understood that I mean to
advocate moral patents in place of our pat-
ent-laws. It is too large a subject for me to
even attempt to handle. I can do tliis. how-
ever, and like to do it: Whenever I want
to use some important idea advanced by
somebody else. 1 like the idea of paying liim
for it, or for his consent to my using and ad-
vertising it, if you choose. 1 hope the
brother who sends out the catalogue of
which you inclose a leaf will change his next
issue, or else make some arrangement witli
friend Ileddon to let it remahi as it is; that
is. if he continues to advertise - Heddon's
JKre'' he should first purchase the right to
use ileddon's name as an advertisement for
that class of hives.

ALSIKE CLOVER AS A FORAGE AND
HONEY-PLANT.

OR READ Al THE C'ONVENTK
MlCHir.AX.

«AVING made some experiments with this clo-

ver that proved very satisfactory to myself.

I thought to give the result of tliose experi-

ments to this convention, liopinjj: that itAvill

bo of some interest to becNkcepers. and to

farmers in g-eheral. 1 will first {,'ive a description

of the plant and its growth.

ALSIKE, OR SWEDISH CLOVER - Tltl KOI, I I'M H V-

ISUIDHM.
So called from being' intei-mediale in its appear-

ance between the red and white clovei-, i>ossessitijr

(liialitics common to both. It makes but little

fiTOwth the first year, seldom blossominjr In our
latitude. 15ut the second year it comes on as fast

as red clover, sendinfr up from :i to .'i seed-stalks in

a stool, which throw out numerous side branches,

makinjir a succession of bloom for about four weeks.
The root is unlike our common red clover, from the

fact that it has but a small center, or tap root, and
throws out numerous side-roots, which makes it

well adapted to low land, or any lajid that is liable

to heave. The stalk is little if any larjrer than our
common timothy grass, growing- from one to two
feet in heig-ht, being well covered with fine leaves,

having blossoms similar to our common white clo-

ver, but about one-third larger, bright pink in color,

fading to white. The seed is about the size of a

timothy seed, with the hull oil", growing with from
;{ to .5 seeds in a pod, the same as white clover. One
peculiarity of this clover is, that it nnikes but little

second growth if the seed-stalk is allowed to form;
conseciuently the first crop has to be saved for seed,

being similar in this respect to mammoth or pea-

vine clover.

I consider it fully as good for hay as timothy, be-

ing fully as free from dust when cured. Having
been well satisfied of its value for a hay crop for

some ten years, T decided, in the spring of 1883, to

seed three acres of land with clear alsike, and make
an experiment as to its value for pasture, honey,

and seed. The piece I decided to seed was 12 by 43

rods, crossing what was once a black-ash and elm
swail, now well underdrained. About two-thirds of

the ground was low; soil a black sandy loam, the
high ground hard clay, the whole ground being in

j

fall wheat when I sowed the seed in April, 18S3. 1

sowed 4 lbs. to the acre, and in October following I

top dressed the high ground with well-rotted ma-
nure, putting on 14 two -horse wagon -loads. In

April, 1884, the clover came on very rapidly, so that

by May 1st I turned .5 cows and 3 hogs into the field.

May 24 I put 2 horses in the field, and the last five

days prior to shutting all stock out of the field,

' which I did June 1.5th, I allowed 40 sheep on the

ground. As a forage plant I will speak hereafter.

PASTURING ALSIKE SO AS TO MAKE IT BLOSSO.M
I.N AUGUST.

Knowing its peculiarity of not growing a seccnid

crop if the seed-stalk was allowed to form, I pas-

tured it close. I know it has been stated, that if it-

was cut in June, just as it was coming into blossom,

that it would blossom again in August. This is a

mistake. In our latitude the seed-stalk must not be
allowed to form. My object was to have it come in

blossom about July 20. In this I failed. It com-
menced to blossom July 8th, when it was about 4

inches high; and by the l.")th, 40 rods away, it looked

like a field of snow, and the aroma of the blossoms
could be smelled very plainlv that distance. The
bees commenced to work on it with the first blos-

soms, and continued to work until Aug. 1, for two
weeks of the time with a perfect roar.

My failure to have it come in blossom at the close

of basswood bloom, as the season turned out was
just what I wanted, for basswood failed to furnish

any honey; and had it not been for this I should

have had no white honey to speak of. The last of

August the seed crop was ready to cut, having at-

tained a height of about one foot. I secured the

crop by cutting and curing, the same as though it

were hay. I thri'.shed it in November, and got 540^1

lbs. of seed, cleaned ready for market.

AS A FORAGE-PLANT
It has no superior, producing a large How of very

rich milk. June l.'ith, when I shut the stock out of

the alsike, r allowed them to run in a field of red

clover tlnit was just coming into blossom, and at

the end of the third day the five cows had shrunk
their milk to the anu)unt of it quarts to the milking.

Again, in October, to test it further for feed, as

there was quite a growth of leaves on the ground I

: again allowed the cows in the field. You may judge

I
of my surprise when I found, at the end of a week,
they had made a gain of 10 quarts to the milking.

I had, July 1st, 20 swarms of bees that I was work-
ing for comb honey, and from the alsike blossom I

obtained 20 lbs. per colony of very nice white honey
in one and two pound sections. As a result I have
sold quite an amoimt of seed to my neighbors, and
1 shall sow five acres to clear alsike, and about one
pound to the acre on ten acres, with other seed, this

com ng spring.

I would recommend all bee-keepers to get it intro-

' dueed in their vicinity as a paying crop for the far-

mer, and a never-failing source of honey for them-
selves.

The seed is the cheapest now I ever have known
it to be. A. I. Koot, of Medina, Ohio, is selling it for

20 ets. a pound, or f 10.00 a bushel, so that, liy sowing
four pounds to the acre, which is a great plenty, the

cost will be but 80 cts.
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This coming season I shall pasture the piece I

have in about 12 days later, so that, if it matures the

same as it did this year, it will come into blossom
about July ''^- M- L)- York.

Milling-ton, Mich.

r

^1

HOW TO MAKE A CHEAP HENS-NEST.

FTEll my remarks in the former num-
ber, ill regard to u lien's-nest, I hap-
pened to find, in an old American
Agriculturist, sonietliinor like tlie cut
be"low. A common Hour or sugar bar-

rel is all that is needed.
You can buy one at the
irrocery for about t( ii

cents. 'usually. Saw a

hole in it like the ilhl^-

tratiou. only our ailist

lias got it upside down
The^'-shaped cut should
l)e uppermost. then
when l)iddy starts to
step out she won't be
interrupted in the midst
of her cackle by slippuu? ^tN-* em hi n s m.^t.

up. Nail securely to the hoops the staves
that are cut, then the baii'el u ill not be com-
inff to pieces, even if we ha\e drv weatiier.
The material for the nest may be g:round
moss, stra\v, or any thiuK^ you choose; and
if, in the course of time', the institution
should become a harbor for vermin, it \\ou'\
cost very much to saturate every part of it

Avitli kerosene. The openin.u- can be easily
turned toward the wall, so that the inmate
can enjoy the proper amount of retirement
from the busy, f(ossiping flock, while she de-
posits her snow-white or buff-brown egg. as
the case may be.

Any bee-keeper who has too poor a piece of ground
to raise anj- paying crop will find that a crop of

sweet clover will pay well in honey, besides having

! a crop second to nothing to plow under in the fall

for wheat or rye. You need not fear it as a weed,
as its profit p-reatly outweighs any little trouble

you may have in that direction. I regard weeds as

I

the poor farmer's best friend, as they compel him

I

to cultivate his crops, and will fertilize his land

j

when he lets it lie idle.

If you wish to plow it under, sow it pretty thickly

(as the stalks and roots will not be so lai-ge). Sow
from a peek to 'i bushel per acre; 4 or 5 lbs. will

seed an acre for a honey crop.

Medina, O., Feb. U, 18S.-). II. 15. Hakrixgton.
In connection with the above I would re-

mark, that Ave have a fine stock of seed that
we can furnish for -0 cts. per lb.: 10 lbs..

?1.K0, or KlU lbs. for .Sl-j.OU. By mail, 18 cts.

extra per lb. for bag and postage. If you
have any piece of ground so hard and barren
iliat uot'liing else will grow, try the plan giv-
en by Neighbor IL I have for almost twen-

J

ty years noticed the hillside he speaks of.
' and wondered why there was not sometliing
Lhat could be made to grow on it. There is

no mcne need of its l)eing a troublesome
ueed than common red clover, if we plow it

!
under, on the plan suggested, when you want

i to get rid of it.

"'

SWEET, OR BOKHARA CLOVER.
SOMETHING ABOUT SOWING

SIDES, WHERE NOTHING
)N BLIOAK IlIM
WII.I. GROW.

«S it is about the time of year when bee keep-
ers begin to ask the question, "Shall we sow
any thing to keep our bees busy and out of

mischief after the natural pasture is gone?"
1 should like to give a little of my experience

with sweet clover. It has generally been classed

among the weeds, and not as a forage plant; but
this is not strictly true, as. stock of any kind will

feed on it very readily in the cnrhj sprniy, or during
any dry season when better pasture is scarce; and
besides that it is a great fertilizer, as the roots will

penetrate 4 or .5 feet into the hardest clay soil, and
will leave the soil very mellow, and in good condi-

tion for another crop. It is a perennial, bearing
seed the second year when the roots all die.

If you wish to seed a piece permanently, it is bet-

ter to sow seed two years in succession. On our
river place we had a barren hillside, too stcei) to

]ilow, that had always been utterly destitute of any
kind of vegetation. I had tried in vain to seed it to

white and red clover, and other kinds of grass.

J'ive years ago I sowed it to sweet clover, and ever
since it has produced a splendid crop of honey
every year, from .Tuly till frost killed it. The sweet
clover has so mellowed the ground that it is now
well seeded to white clover, which will, in a year or

two more, entirely swamp out the sweet clover.

J. F. FLORY'S SECTION-CLAMP,

As Described on Page 100.

FRIKNI) Ft.ORV TELI,S VS ABOUT IT HIMSELF THIS
TIME.

J'

W.ANT to call your attention to one thing, and
1- that is, those corner clamps that Mr. Geo. Hob-
l ler, our secretari', sent you a few days ago. I

have been using the wide frames with sections,

nipre or less for nearly ten years; but the

greatest ob.ieetion 1 ever had to them was it took

too much time to handle the honey, especially here

in California, where honey is cheap and labor high.

I finally offered SfS.OO for some kind of clamp, or

contrivance, that we could clamp them all together

with, and handle them like a solid box, like wl>at we
here call the "Tulare sectional case," in which
shape nearly all our comb honey is put up, and is

cheaper and better than the Harbison section.

I thought of those corner clamps, perhaps a hun-
dred times; but there always seemed to be some ob-

jection to them,* for some cause that I can not now
explain. But I finally rigged up the Barnes saw-

table and sawed out a few, and put them on one of

our sectional cases, when I saw in an instant that I

had it, and exclaimed, "There, now, I've got it,

sure," and started for the house to show it to my
better half, who was also delighted with it. You
see, friend Root, we are partners in bees and every
thing else, as well as the babies, which are only (J,

the eldest 12 years old, and the youngest 11. So I

fixed up ii lot of sectional eases, intending to take

them to our quarterly bee convention at Hanford,
in Dec, ISfi, but being quite unwell I did not get to

go; but at a special meeting in Fresno, .Tan. 7,

1

presented them, and every one was enthusiastic in

their praise, and there is not a comb-honey produc-

er that belongs to the (.'entral California Bee-keep-
ers' Association that saw it, and some that don't,

but say they intend to use them. Their use will ne-
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cessitate a honey-board; but, unlike the Heddon
case, only one. By sawing- them ]« of an inch

plump, we have the propei- space, between each

section case, which facilitates their handling-, with-

out killing- bees, and it seems to me much better

than two spaces and a honey-board besides, like Mr.

Heddon's.

There is one thing the bee-men here are satisfied

with, and that is, it is going to revolutionize the

mnnner of i)utting up comb honey here. With the

low price of honey and high price of labor, wc must
have our honey in shape so as to handle it rapidly,

and, at the same time, in a neat and attractive form;

if it is not, as you have several times mentioned,

"gilt-edged honey," it certainly is "border-edged,"

as those clamps form a neat and attractive border.

Please tell everybody on this coast that our annu-

al bee-keepers' convention will be the first Wednes-
day in March, at Hanford, and every three months
thereafter, cilwayx the first AVcdnesday in the

month. J. F. Floi!Y.

Lemore, Tulare Co., Cal.

Thanks, friend F.. for your kind letter,

describing youi- invention. Evidently, you
had not yet reeeived your Glkanings for
February when the above was written, for

you do not answer in regard to the manner
of closing the ends of your boxes. You also.

in tiering up. iiave a double bee-space, if I

don't make anv mistake.

ARTIFICIAL INCREASE.

HOW ANl TO UNDEltTAKK AKTI IICI AI.

SWARMING.

M. DOOLITTLE, Dear Sn;—Would it be pos-

sible for you to give us an article in d t.kan-

j
INGS on artificial increase, after the 7uicleus

• system? A.. H. Xash.

^ Santa Monica, Cal.

A few days ago I received the above; and as I

have other like requests 1 will comply, by here giv-

ing the three plans of artificial increase which I

prefer, after trying nearly all the plans 1 cAcr read

of. I first wish to say, however, that for this locali-

ty I prefer natural swarming to any plan of artifi-

cial increase;, where only one swarm is allowed

from each old colony, and where saiil swarm will

issue in time to prepare both old and new colonies,

in good shape for the honey harvest.

The first plan I will give of artificial increase is

what is termed by some the '" nucleus plan." To be

of the most value, the nucleus should be formed 20

to. 25 days before the honey harvest, by having

enough bees in it to protect a frame two-thirds full

of brood, the larger part of which should hatch dur-

ing the first four or five days, while said comb
should contain some eggs just laid, if possible.

Besides this frame of brood and bees, the nucleus

should contain a frame having a pound or two of

honey in it. the whole being set in a hive, and con-

fined to one side by means of a division-board. The
next day after making, a mature queen-cell should

be given, or a newly hatched queen introduced. In

about ten days, if all proves favorable, the young
queen will be laying, when I go to the hive from
which I formed the nucleus, and select a frame of

brood, nearly all of which are about gnawing out of

the cells, and add this to the nucleus, always put-

ting a frame of comb or foundation in the old cq]q-

ny to take the place of the one taken out. I now wait

four or five days, when I go to the old colony and
take out 5 frames of brood, from which all the bees

are shaken (as they were from the last-mentioned

comb), when I carry them to the nucleus. I now fill

out each hive (I use 9 frames in a hive), with empty
comb or fdn. and put on the surplus arrangement.
By the above, each colony is made of about equal

strength, and the brood is so taken out of the old

hive that the colony does not have a desire to

swarm. This old colony will have the most field-

bees for the first week or so, but the other wiH soon
make the stronger colony of the two.

My next plan is to make one colony from each old

one. on the principle of division of the bees, instead

of the brood, as in the above case. In using this

])lan we wish queen-cells nearly mature by the time
our first colonies arc preparing to swarm. Having
such cells on hand I go to a colony preparing to

suarm, or one that has its hive full of bees and
brood (if the hive is not thus full it is useless to trj-

to increase them), and move it a few feet to one
side of its old location, so as to put a new hive in its

])lace. I now look over the combs until I find the

one having the queen on it, when I place said comb
in the new hive. Next I give them a frame having
some honey in it. and then fill out the hive with

empty comb or fdn., when about two-thirds of the

bees in the old hive are shaken in front of the new
hive, and allowed to run in. After this 1 arrange

the frames back in the old hive, putting in a divi-

sion-board In place of the frame taken out. when
the old hive is carried to a new location, where 1

wish it to renmiu. After the bees thus removed
have become reconciled to their queenlcss condi-

tion I give them one of the nearly mature cells, or

a virgin (jucen which will soon be laying. In this

\ray I have secured my new swarm, controlled all

after swarming, and introduced my young (lueen

all to my liking, and with but very little trouble.

The thin! plan is one I use on colonies which do

not swarm up to ten days before the honey harvest,

when I proceed to nuike ef)lonies from them as fol-

lows: A hive is filled with frames of empty combs,

and placed upon the stand of one of these colonies

which has not swarmed, and all the boxes are taken

on and placed thereon, then all the bees are shaken

and brushed oH' their combs of broo<l and honey, in

front of this jireiiared hive, into which they will

run as fast as shaken olT. Thus I have a colony

that is ready for the honey harvest, as they have

the queen, bees, and partly filled boxes all in readi-

ness for work. Previous to this, nuclei have been

started, so I hav.- plenty of laying queens to use as

I need them. I next take all the combs of brood

from which the bees were brushed, except one, ar-

ranging them in the hive the bees were shaken out

of, and carry them to the stand of another colony

which has not swarmed. Next I take the comb of

brood which was left out. and go to one of the

nuclei, taking out the frame having the laying queen

on it, and place the comb of brood in its place.

Take the frame, bees, ([ueen, and all, and set it in

the place left vacant for it when arranging the

combs of brood. Now put on the boxes, and, hav-

ing all complete, I move the colony to a new stand,

and set the prepared hive in its place. Thus I have

n laying queen, and enough of her own bees to pro-

tect her, together with a hive filled with combs of

brood, and all the field-bees from the removed colo-

ny. The loss of bees to the removed colony stops
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ihc swaiuiiiifr impulse, and in about a week they

l)!i\ e so ri'uaim-d tlu-ir loss tliat they are ready for

ilic l)o.\<'s ajiuiii. Ill tills way I make only one eolo-

iiy li-oiii tw<» old ones, hut have all in the best possi-

1 Ic eonditioii to lalo' ad\antaK-e of the honey har-

vest. U. M. D(JULITTI-K.

Borodino, N. Y.. Feb. 13, IbS"!.

WIDE VS. riARROW TOP-BARS.

@F late tiiere has been a g-ood deal said in the

.journals about the bees building comb be-

tween the top-bars, honey-board, or the caps.

If the hive is properl.v constructed, there need

be no complaint on this account. I have read

something about "nuisances in the apiary;" but

in all my experience in bee-keeping-, the big-g-est and

worst nuisance is the narniw top-bar to the mova-
ble-frame hive. Mr. Langstroth saw this defect in

the tlrst frames he devised, and soon discarded the

narrow bar for a wide one, and at the same time

gave his space between the top-bar and the houey-

board above.

Now, is it really necessary to have a " sink " hon-

o.v-board where the hives and frames are made as

above? I have never used a narrow top-bar in my
apiary, but had occasion to work on hives for other

people, where the top-bar was but ^i of an inch

wide. The first move would be to pry off the honey-

board, and with it several pounds of honey and wa.x.

Before proceeding further, the bees must have time

to clean up the loose honey: and then what a line

job it is to get out such frames! It is almostvexing
enough to " make a minister swear."

Last year I bought 20 three - frame nucleus hives,

all having- nroToR' top-bars. If the bees and I live

until spring, there will not be one of them on my
premises after May 10. What possible ob.iection can
there be to a Hs-inch-wide top-bar? The apiarist

who has never used them knows hut little about
how nicely they work, and with what ease and com-
fort he can open and examine a colony of bees,

compared with the hive having narrow bars. Bee-

keepers abotit here have used the former for over
twenty years, also thin honey-hoards, slatted honey-
boards, and. in fact, all kinds, except those made of

perforated zinc; the result, so far as a crop of hon-

ey was concerned, was all the same.
The frames having- wide top-bars should be spaced

so that there will be not quite 'i inch between them
at the top, and there should be the same room be-

tween the top of the frame and the honey-board, or

whatever is used over the frames, and no comb of

any account will be put in between. The L. frames
with a top-bar I'li inches wide will just about fill the

space of the L. hives; that is, where the hive is Wi
inches wide. The dimensions for a standard Lang-
stroth hive, as Mr. L. has griven in his book, are U'^
inches wide, IS's inches lon{f, and 10 inches deep.

All the frames in the tweiity nuclei I received last

year were made lor hives that should be 'i inch

longer than the above. All these frames had tin

corners to keep them from getting- out of squai-e,

but every one of them was ^i of an inch lengthwise
out of «(yi/«)-f, and for that reason I shall cut the

combs out of every frame, and ])ut them in others

that have no tin corners. I never have any thing to

keep my frames equare, except the nulls, and none
t)f them nrc out of true.

I have received several frames lately (samples of

the reversible arrangement), and all had the narrow
top-bars. To me, this is an objectionable feature;

but I did not see how a wide one could be used
where the reversing arrangement was aflixed to

them. Well, I set my wits at work, and soon de-

vised one that the wide top could be used on. A
sample will be sent you soon, also cuts, to show
them in Gleanings. You will see that this ar-

rangement is very simple, practical, and easily ap-

plied. The top-bar is held firmly in place, and the

frames are as firm as need be. All the work, but

nailing, can be done with the circular saw.

Wenham, Mass., Feb. 6, 1885. H. Ai.t,kv.

Friend A.. I know tliere are some wiio pre-
fer top-bars more than one inch wide; but
before gettini^ out onr metal corners J exper-
imented preity thorouuhly, and used hives
with loi)-bars of difterent widths for several
years. Those having a top-bar li inches
wide troubled us more in the apiary than
any thing we ever used. The bees were con-
tinually bridging from one to the other, so
as to make the whole top look like a solid
chunk of combs and sticks. Somebody (and
I am inclined to think it was J. II. Townley,
the father of the chaff-packing arrangement)
suggested frames H inches wide, with the
top-bars beveled off so as to present only a
sharp knife edge along the top edges. I

think likely these would work better; but
the way we handle combs for (jueen-rearing,
it seems to me no width is so convenient as
the orthodox 1-inch. I should be glad to

have the experience of many of the friends
in this matter.

HOW TO TELL WHEN SECTIONS ARE
FILLED, ETC.

IS IT ONLY THE VERY YOUNG BEES THAT SE-

CRETE WAX? f

T SEE by Feb. 1 number, Mr. Robbins has been

1^ writing for my benefit; and as I have had over
W twenty letters from other friends, telling: me
^*- how to find out when the Ileddon case is full

and capped over, it is about time I should know
how to use them to advantage; but, friends, I am
as bad off as ever; and although I am thankful for

the advice, none have yet told me how to tell when
they are full, without disturbing the bees, which
you must do when you take otf the cover; and be-

fore it can be put down, the smoker has often to be

used to drive the bees down. With the case I use

you have onl.y to lift off the top story, and look

through the glass. I use the wide frames the same
way, by putting two strips of glass on each side,

and cut off the arms so you can set a Simplicity top

over them. They can be held together bj'^ a small

wire or string.

I believe I said once before, that after a bee got

old enough to be a worker ho could make no more
wax. The editor seems to differ. Now, to prove
that a worker could secrete no wax, which I claim

is a product of the bee which it yields before it is

old enough to be a worker, I built me a hive with a
wire division-board separating two frames from
the others. I put all the workers on one side, and
the young bees and queens on the other, with the

entrances to each apartment at opposite ends of the

hive. To keep this colony of workers strong, I got
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1 lb. of blacks from a breeder, 7 miles off, once a

week, to make them store honey fast. I leil at en-

trance, and soon found that they were passing- the

honey through the screen, and the young- bees

gave them scales of wax to build comb. I spoiled

that by putting- in a double screen. They then
filled their hive full of honey, but could not cap it.

I one day laid out some sections with foundation,

and soon found that the bees were cutting- it up and
carrying it off. It proved to be my blacks, and thej-

were capping over their honey, and I never saw
bees work hai-der; at no time could I find a wax
scale on any of these bees. W. CoN^'Et,LY.

Ogden, Iowa, Feb. 9, 188.5.

Friend C, it is true that in the Ileddon
case the strips of glass are omltterU that we
have been in tlie habit of putting in our
crates for years bade ; and as tlie sides of
the crate go right out to the weather, it

would be hardly advisable to put in glass as
in ours. With the crate to go in the in-

side of a Simplicity hive, however, there is no
reason why glass should not be put in if it is

wanted.—Your question about the age at
which bees secrete wax scales depends a
good deal upon what you call a young bee or
an old bee. I have always been of the
opinion that bees of almost any age could
secrete wax for comlj-building, if they were
obliged to; but Langstroth tells us" in his
book that young bees—at least the i)riuclpal
part—do the comb-building. Yoiu' experi-
ment is (luitc an interesting one. A worker-
l)ee goes out to tiie li(;lds wiien about two or

|

three weeks old. if 1 am correct; and if it is

true, that he never hangs in (dusters, nor
se(!retes scales of wax after this age, it is

something new to me.

A CHAPTER FROM THE EXPERIENCE
OF AN ABC SCHOLAR.

now I GOT MY FIRST COLONY.

T WAS in the woods, and by chance found it

(lH
elustcrcd on a chunk of wood that had been

l|t split out of a tree to get the honey, anil the
'*- party, as usual in this section, left tiie bees to

take care of themselves. When I first saw
tliem my first impulse was to run away; but seeing

they were not so much for fight as I thought, I ven-

tured a little closer, and found them nice yellow

fellows, l)ut I had no thought of hiving them; but
when my wife heard my story she insisted so on
liaving them that I could not refuse her. The next
thing was, " What shall we put them in?" We had
no hive, so I took a box about one foot square,

bored holes for cross-sticks, and started for my
bees; and by the time I got there my heart was
beating more than you know, and I was so nerve-

less that my whole body shook. This is what I call

some of my experience. W'ell, I brought them
home without any trouble, and init them on a stand.

This was about the last of July, 1883, and the swarm
was a small one, so we fed them sugar syrup, and
some of my neighbors told me I would kill them, so

I quit feeding for about one month; then came the

ABC book. I opened it, and about the first thing

my eyes met was " Feeding and Feeders," so I went
to work according to your directions, and fed them
for winter. They were in a box made of li-inch

boai'ds, and so I put the bees (bo.v and all) into au'

other box, and packed straw between the two; they
came through all right. During the winter I

bought four more. Now for my report. I com-
menced in spring of 1884 with five colonies.

First, cost § 3.60
Second ,5.00

Third and fourth, S3.10 each 6.20
One S. hive 4.00
100 wide frames and other fixtures 43.05

Total iSeO.S,-)

T sold one colony ; $7.00
Comb honey, ]» lbs. at :i.5 cts. per lb 3.C0

Total receipts SIO.OO
The bees owe me $50.8.5

How is that for "high"? Oh: hold on! I have
eleven colonies here yat- They are worth S7.P0

each. I would not say that, but I could sell them
for that money.
THE WAV IX WHICH KniEXD K. AND UIS \VIFE
MADE I'nOOKESS DUIUNO THEIlt FIKST SEASON.
There is but one man in my immediate neighbor-

hood who has the movable-frame hive, and he has
the S. hive; my wife and I did ourowntransferring,
and some other that I did not give in ray report.

We did it all in time of ajjple-bloom. It seems to me
your bees are hardier than the bees here, or at least

they do not dwindle as the rest of my bees do. The
colony that I ga\e the queen to, which I got of you,

stands the winter better than the rest do, and they
had no better treatment than the rest of my bees.

They are all in Simplicity hives, with division-

board* filled back of them with chaff and old clothes.

The colony above mentioned does not Hy as much
as the rest when it comes ott' warm, yet they are as

strong as any of the rest.

1 have some spi''er-plant seeds of the Clcomr
spcciotflssimo, and it yields lots of nectar. If you
want any of this I can let you have about an ounce,
at whatever you think right. It grows about 5 ft.

high, and l>ranches a good deal. The branches
grow about 3 ft. long. I gathered that se^d all

from five stalks; but, oh what great drops of nec-

tar! and the bees found out that it was sweet, and
they carried it all away.
Now, friend Koot, for the tobacco, last but not

least. 1 am now :]1, and have used tobaecp since I

was about 14, both chewing and smoking. Some-
times I would quit for a little while, and then at it

again, but I was ashamed to smoke where peoole

would see me, and still I clung to it, and it bound
me in its chains so completely that now it is no easy

task to break its fetters; but, brother (if the word
"brother" seems out of i)lace excuse me, but it

seems the right one to me the way I use it, ttiat in

Christ), I am a teacher in Sabbath-school, and one
of my scholars said to me one day, " Why, you have
l)een smoking; lean smell it in your Breath." Do
you know how that has bothered me since? Just
think of a man trying to lead others, when he is

blind himself. God does not want the blind to lead

the blind, but ho wants those who can see to do that

work, lest they both stumble and fall, so I have
made up my mind to try to quit the use of that

filthy weed, and I now lake my stand with many
others. Will you pray for me? God help me, is my
simple prayer. It is no easy task. The spirit is

willing, but the fiesh is weak. J. A._Ki.me.

Fairfield, Adams Co., Pa., Feb. 2, 1885.

Many thanks to you for your kind letter,

my good friend. So the credit of your
bee-kteping belongs much to the energy
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and zeal of your good Avife ; and it

does me good to loarn of instances showing
liow much we are indebted to our wives.

—

I shall be very much obliged indeed, friend
K.. for some seeds of the CIcoma speciosis-

.mito : and I am rejoiced more than you can
tell, to know that you are determined to lis-

ten to the voice of God which came to you
through one of your pupils in your Sunday-
school. Do not, I beg of you, turn back on
this message, but hold on and press forward,
Christ helping you. You can not tell how
heartily I thank "(iod for having given me
the means of helping to lead souls to purity
and godliness, as well as to teach about the
honey-bees.

FRIEND KLIMITZS QUEEN-CATCHER.
AN INVENTION FOR I'EOIT.E WHO FEEL NERVOUS
WHEN THEV ARE OBLIGED TO HANDLE QUEENS.

fITH to day's mail I send you a sample of

what I call my queen-catcher. You may
smile at the simple thing-, or perhaps throw

^ it aside with contempt; but I assure you it

has been lor twentj \ cai«, and is ^ et a per-

fect boon to me.

Years ag-o, when I would not think of opening a

hive of bees without having my hands protected by
thick mittens, it was out of the question for me to

pick up a queen with such clumsy fingers, and I

had to get up something to help me out of the

difficulty. This catcher was the result. All I have
to do is to take out the plug from the open end,

which has to be made in the shape of a funnel, and
set this end lightly over her. As the light strikes

her from above through the wire she will instantly

run up into the cage, which is then closed by re-

placing the plug. Catching a queen in this way is

just as quick as picking her up with the fingei-s, and,

above all, she is never hurt. For a number of years

1 have not used gloves when at work with my bees,

but I rely mostly on my catcher when I want to

catch a queen, because I am a very nervous person,

and can not keep my fingers quiet enough when I

am in the least excited. They will tremble in spite

of all I can do; and the more valuable the queen is,

or the more an.xious I am to secure her, the more
unsteady my fingers are. But with my catcher I am
always safe, and would not feel content, especially

in swarming-tirae, without having several of them
in my pocket.

To make the queen come out quickly I remove the

plug and fold my hand around the cage to exclude
the light, when she will run out at once, and Into

any thing I want her to. The string is only for the

purpose of hanging the thing up in my honey-room,
for I like to have every thing handy. This catcher

I use especially when I want to make some disposal

of the queon right away, except introducing. For
this purpose I bore the other end out too (not fun-

nel shaped, and as largo as the piece of wood will

allow), and shut it with a plug, which is made hol-

low for about 'i inch, and the hole filled with candy.
Now, friend Root, if you think it worth while to

assist the )tcici)us class of bee-keepers by mention-
ing this (lur-encatcher. you may do so; if not, you
may throw it away. T shall lie satisfied in either

case. ("HAS. Kli-MITZ.

R.itavia, Genesee Co.. X. V., Jan. 2), 1885.

Friend K.. your idea is certainly very in-
genious, and tiie cage as sent us is a marvel
of tine workmanship. Your idea of getting
the queen out of the cage is especially a neat
trick. I have been annoyed more in getting
queens out of the cage, perhaps, than in get-
ting them out of the hives, ^'ery likely,
when the (pieen is llrst intt in there, and is

anxious to get out, she would shoot out at
once by simply shutting out the light with
the closed hand ; but after she has been in
the cage several days, say by taking a trip
by mail, I am inclined to think she would
not go out so readily. Your whole imple-
ment would make a beautiful (piepn-cage.
1 tnay explain to our readers, tliat instead of
wire cloth a great number of straiglit wires
are used, about the size of a line knitting-
needle. We can furnish sucli queen-catch-
ers to those who may want tiieni. for an
even 10 cents; and if the demand should be
larger, possibly less : but I think we shall
make them of wire cloth instead of wire rods.

CARP CULTURE IN TEXAS.

V FISH RECEIVED FROM THE GOVERNMENT, DEC.
10, 18«), WEIGHS 21-4 LBS., AND IS 159 INCHES

LONG, IN SEPT., 1884.

D. GLEANINGS:—I am not a subscriber to

Gleanings, nor am I a bee culturist; but
my friend Buckner, of this place, is both,

and he handed me your journal to see what
you and your friends have to say about the

German carp. In your Jan. No., 1885, I notice a let-

ter from W. S. Kaler, of Andersonvillc, Ind., in

which he states that he has a carp five years old

that is ^5 inches long and weighs about 11 lbs. 1

want to tell Mr. Kaler that I can double discount

him. On Dec. 10, 1880, I received from Prof. Baird,

20 carp, from 2'
-2 to 3 inches in length. I cared for

them well, and last September I took out one and
weighed it. Result, 39 inches in length ; weight, 21^i

lbs. This was one of my oldest fish. In Jan., 1882,

1

added 260, about the same size of the former when
received, to my pond. I now have in a pond cover-

ing one acre in area, 280 old fish, and younger ones
without number. My pond when full has a deptli

of 21 feet, and after a drought of six months' dura-

tion last year I had 15 feet of pure clear water. I

depend alone upon the rainfall for water.

Now, this is a big fish story, but there arc num-
bers of good men in this city who have seen my fish

and will testify to my statements. I have made
fish culture a study for the past ton j'cars, the last

four of which have been especially devoted to the

carp. Carp do not hibernate in this climate, no go-

ing into kittles for a long winter sleep. They begin

spawning here at two years old; and if well cared

for, spawn by the million. They spawn but once a

year, and the spawning season lasts only from 4 to

10 days. They begin to spawn hore fvom the 1st to
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the lOtli f)f Muy. Thr'ir iiKiiinor of spawiiiiiy is as

follows:

Mules and ft^iiuilos y,x;l tog'Othor in warm shallow

water; each emits its ova on the surface of the wa-
ter, and then by ti uttering ajritate the water, and thus

ijiix the ova of male and female; immediately after

cominj>- in contact, the egg: is formed, and is about
the size of a No. 8 shot. It is glutinous, and adheres

to anything it comes in contact with, such as weeds,

grass, or trash near the edge of the water. They
will not spawn in deep cold water, nor in a shady
place; and if compelled to do sd the spawn is lost.

The eggs will ordinarily hatch in from 8 to 11 days;

but if the temperature of the water be raised to 90

or 100° Fahr., they will hatch in from 48 to .56 hours.

You ask Mr. Kaler to tell you how many can be
i-aised in a pond of stated dimensions. This is

simply a question of food and oxygen. Hundreds
can be i-aised in very small ponds, if well fed. O.vy-

gcn is usually supplied in sufficient quantity by the

atmosphere and wind to support them densely.

It will make this letter too long to give detailed

plans for making ponds, construction of levees,

screens, etc. ; but if you desire. I may attempt in

another, as well as to give other and further hints

on carp culture in Texas. L. T. \Vhkki-ek.
f 'orsicana, Texas, Feb. i:{, 188."i.

Friend W.. it Inis for some time been con-
jeclured tiiat eiioi-mous results can be ob-
tJiined in warmei- climales tliaii ours by the
(Jermaii carp, and your r(^i)ort is exceeding-
ly valuable and interestiiitr. inasunich as it

\erilies these pirdictions. Our little book
on carp culture will be out in a few weeks

;

and after you have looked it over, we sliall

I»e very glad indeed to have you add what
vou can in ici^ard to the matter that is not
alreadv embraced in tiie liook.

(iI^OWLERY.

DO not know where our moral patents
1

are goins to take us. At present it

i seems to me to have had the elTect of
stirring up the nsfly feelinj^s of human-
ity, perhaps even worse than politics.

When a man has worked bard at something
for many days, and passed sleepless nights
over it. as friend Ileddon mentions, it seems
to have become a sort of child of his : and
if you want to ffet into trouble, just abuse
somebody's cliild—say he isn't smart or
bright, or something of that kind. Wiien-
ever I pay something for an invention. I am
immediately Hooded with a great number of
devices for'dilTerent purposes. Of late, re-
versing devices have been beyond any thing
lu'retofore known. Well, 1 have been
pained, and made to feel sad. many times,
by tlie way in which my oi)inions have beeii
received. Somebody writes me he is sure he
has got just the thing; his device is the very
center of the whole system of devices; in
fact, the center of anything that can he in-
vented, for all time to come. Like the baby
of the household, it is the handsomest,
smartest, cutest baby that ever was known,
and other babies are smart and cute just in
proportion to their resemblance to said baby.
Some may l)e pretty nearly eqnal to it. but
none can b:- ahead, in the eves of the father

and mother, and the rest of the family.
Xow. when one of these devices is submit-
ted to me. and I reply that, in my opinion.

I

it is neither new, novel, nor useful, the
i chances are that the inventor writes back

I

that my statements are false in every par-
ticnlar—that I want it myself, or it conflicts

I

with some of my own plans, etc. Now read
j

the following

:

\ Mr. A. I. RoDt, Medina, Ohio:

\

Your postal card of the 26th of last mouth is re-

i

ceived, in which you say, first, that my device has

j

been submitted a good many times. Second, that

j

you don't think it substantial; and third, that it is

' very expensive. In reply to your first subterfuge,
I deny most emphatically that it has ever been sub-

1

mitted to the beekeepers of America, and no doubt
I your immense stock of charity will enable you to

!
excuse me for doubting if anybody besides myself

I

ever submitted the same device to A. I. Hoot. In
' regard to its strength, I can inform you that 1 have
tested an eight-frame hive with 216 pounds weight
without springing the supports the least particle,

and I wouldn't be afraid to wager my head they
would stand double the above test. As to its ex-

I

pensiveness, I can furnish a machine and directions

for making them lor $1.25, whereby any bee-keeper
can make his own reversible-frame suiT])orts at the
enormous cost of two cents per hive. Supi)osing
he had 1(X) stands of l)ees, his entire cost would be

j

.^11.25. Now that I have answered your objections,

, I desire to say a few words in regard to the reasons
that |)rompted you to make them.

[
In Cle.vxinos of Feb. 1st you say, in your closing

;
remarks, " Wliatever you send me that I make us<'

of, 1 am willing to pay for;" and in order to avoid

so doing, you wipe me out of existence, b.v an-

nouncing on a postal card that my device is old, un-
sulistantial, and very expensive, and tlien go to

work and commence manufacturing my identical

1
invention, making it of wire instead of tin. Now,
I have the sujiports made both of wire and tin, but
I prefer the tin, unil therefore sent you the tin sup-

ports.

I supposed when I sent you the model that I was
dealing with a Christian gentleman, and therefore
didn't expect you to take any undue advantage
of me. Feb. 1:.', 18S5.

The invention above alluded to is simply a
projecting arm, hinged so it will turn down
out of the way. or tnrn up al right angles, so
as to liang on the rabbet. When reversible
frames lirst came before us. this device was
sent over and over; and. in fact, years ago.
when T otfered .Siil.Od for a certain sort of
chaff hive, the same thing came repeatedly.
It takes eight nails to attach the device to
any frame, and 1 should say the time re-

(luired to put them on each fraiTie. and drive
these eight nails. Avonld be an objection, if

the four arms recpiired for each frame were
furnished for nothing. Now. friends, these

j

devices have been coming to me for ditferent
purposes, required in iiandling bees, for

j

nearly twenty years. They are labeled and
[

dated, and placed in our attic, for future re-

!
ference, the inventor's name being on each.

;
When you get up something that you think

1 is ingenious and useful, and wish the bene-
fit of my D.xperience, or wish to know what
others have done in that line. I am glad to

!
give it freely, and I do not think I shall ever
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make any cliarge for it. It would lessen our
|

labors a "little if you •vvonld send along an
|

addressed postal' card, for I think a postal
j

card Mill hold all I want to write on most of
the devices tliat come with every mail. If !

yon think I liave passed over your invention
[

too hastily, and wish me to have a clerk
;

search the attic for what has been sent in in
!

the same line. I will do it for you, charging
i

you what it costs me. I believe', liowever. my
jmemory is pretty good : and Avhen an inven-
!

tion has once been placed in my hands, Avith
j

an explanatory letter, I seldom if ever forget
j

tlie i)riiicipal features pertaining to it. If
j

you do not like my way of doing business, I

let me suggest tliat you quietly "trade at
souu' other sliop,"" without calling me names,
or accusing me of wanting to steal your
ideas.

what we call whitewood. and we have long
since decided that whitewood is entirely
unfit for hive bodies, just because it shrinks
so as to spoil every thing. We have never
found any thing that answered like pine.

ARRANGING THE HEDDON HIVE FOR
THE EXTRACTOR.

SOMETIUXr, ABOUT THK KIX1> OF I.UMI3E1J TO USE
FOU HIVE BODIES.

0r \l fliends Avill notice in the cut on page
s"). that there are strips clear around,
about one inch below the top of the
hive. I supposed these were intended
for an upper story to slip over, as in

the old Langstroth hive ; but to be sure, I

sent for an upper story, arranged as it is to
l)e used for extracting. It came, and with it

the following reply from friend Ileddon :

Bru. Root:—The cleats around the upper edg-e of

the bi-ood-chainber arc designed to help the appear-

ance of the hive, and serve as handles to lift it by.

All upper stories (either comb or extracted) do
rest on the houey-board, and we object to any tele-

scoping about hives. James Heddon.
Dowag-iac, Mich., Feb. 12, 1885.

Now, with the exception of these strips,

the upper story is exactly like the lower one

;

and if the bottoms were not permanent, they
could be used interchangeably, and one piece
of tlie hive coidd be dispensed with ; that is.

we make hive bodies, and that is all—no
upper or lower story about it. In packing
liives close together. "these strips are right in

the way. Hand-holes, like those we have in
the Simplicity hive, wotdd, it seems to me,
be just as convenient for handling.—One
thing more. Our Simjilicity hives which go
out by the thousands, and are scattered all

over the face of the eartli. almost, liavc been
criticised somewhat, but I believe every
Simplicity hive we have ever sent out can be
used interchangeably with every other one,
no matter if you get one from Australia, and
another from the Sandwich Islands. Well,
I sent to friend Ileddon for a liive for a sam-
ple. As he (lid not send an upper story, I

sent the second time for one. This upper
stoiy sits loosely right over the lower one.
When put in place, and frames removed
from tlie lower story, and put in above, the
bottoms of the upper frames touch the
tops of tlie lower ones. When placed with
the upper story on a honey-board, the bot-
toms of the frames toucli the honey-board.
1 suppose the lumber of which the upper
story is made shrunk, in seasoning, and I

presume it is moinJij because it was made of

BEE CULTURE IN TENNESSEE.

DITOilGLEANlNGS:-i)i all the reports and
correspondence in Gleanings, I sec but lit-

' tie from this part of the South, so I will give

a little of my experience in bee culture. I

have been for about fifteen years a bee-keep-

er on a small scale, ranging from 10 to ~» colonies,

always making it a paying business, getting honey
enough to supply mi' family, and some to sell; and
recently fludiug myself unable to closely follow the

pursuits of the farm, and having a natural love for

bees, I bought 40 colonies on the 5th of May, 1884,

in the Langstroth hive, for which 1 paid !?200. This,

added to my 24 colonies, put me right in the midst
of 00 colonies at the commencement of the honey
season. So I went to work, and I suppose you
know how busy it keeps a fellow to keep it done
up in good ordei-. But after a few days of hard

work I had ;'(i30 lbs. of good po}>lar honey. In June
and the early i)art of July I got about lOOtllbs. of

linden honey. 1 sold all except 500 lbs., at 7 cts.

wholesale, so you see I got my money back and all

expenses paid, and some money left. 1 took only

about half my linden crop, and well it was; for now
it is needed in the combs to give to some colonies

that are nearly destitute. The linden crop was very

light, on account of excessive rains.

Our pi-incipal fall crop here is gathered from a

weed known as wireweed, or tanglefoot. On ac-

count of drought it was an entire failure in li-84.

When the season suits, it yields an enormous crop

of honey, blooming from about Sept. 10, until

killed by the frost. This plant has been with us but

a few years, and has taken possession of nearly all

our waste and glady lands, I must mention here

that 1 was sick in October, when my bees needed
attention, after the failure of the fall crop, and had
five colonies to die for want of attention. I did not

allow vay bees to increase, having as many as 1

wanted, and no trade established for bees.

I live in a fine country for bees, tbe northern por-

tion of Giles County, Tennessee, with but few bees

near me. I do not think there are more than fifty

colonies in a circle of four miles around me, and
they arc principally black. I am going to try to

Italianize them this year, in order to get rid of black

drones. The owners of these are generally men
who do not care, and most of them want an over-

coat and a bed-quilt over their heads before they
venture to open a hive, so you see I have none of

the advantages of social and friendly intercourse

with intelligent bee-keepers, that some have.

I forgot to say, that the imported queen 1 got

from you through friend W. A. Compton, last Au-
gust, is doing well. Wc have had a severe winter

up to this time. The bees did not got to fly well in

the whole month of January. For two days past it

was pleasant, and nearly all the .VJ colonies took rye
meal freely.

1 ran altogether for extracted honey; never used,

and, in fact, never saw any of the comb sections. I

shall probably have a carp-pond to talk about in the

future. J. N. Grigsbv.
I.ynn\ille, Tennessee, Feb., 18S5.
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i

FROM DIFFHRENT FIELDS.
|

WATER FOR BEES.

RECEIVED Gleanings aud the ABC book ia

good order, and have been reading where you
water your bees, but can not see where you
water them as I do mine. I have a trough 13

feet long and 8 inches deep. I fill this about li

full of clean corn-cobs, then pour on water till it

just comes to the top of the cobs. By not having
the trough full, the wind does not strike the bees

while they are drinking. I think it is better than a

board, as the bees seem to like to suck tlie water
out of the cobs. I never had any drowned in this

way, nor had any bother by my bees going to my
j

neighbors' horse-troughs, i place this trough fiv(>

if)ds from mi' apiary.

I am ti-ying to winter tiO colonies, but do not

know how they will eouie out, as I have tlicin in my
cellar.

My trough is ^'-shaped. 1 like it better lliaii up-

right sides, as the bees can run up it and start oft'

better. I sprinkle a little salt at one end of the

trough on the cf)bs, so that they can get it wiien

they choose. William Kdkn.
Green Lake. Wis., Feb. 10, is,-:.",.

MV ItKPOKT KO;i ISSf.

I commenced in the spring with T colonics; I in-

creased to 15, and took 250 lbs. of honey. The season

was very unfavorable. Old bee-keepers say it was
a " bee-famine." I will ask one question. Is it a

safe way to feed bees, by pouring sugar syrup i^to

empty combs, and hang them in the hives for the

Ijces? Jas. E. Thaki', Sen.

Harmony, N. C, Feb. 10, 18S5.

Friend T.. your plan of pouring? syrup into t

combs is ;i very okl one. It is daiiby. and is ,

liable to start robbing, is pi'rliai)s the jT;reat-

est reason why the plan has not found much
favor. Tliereisone thiufj about it. Iiovvev-

er. it does not reqiiire any feeder to be put
in the liive, or to be taken away, aiul the
combs are always all ri<fht for tlie honey
•when it comes. 'J'he syrup must lie let fail

from a distance, to have it go to the bottom
of the cells; and when; much I'eedinp; is to

be done, the combs may l)e placed in a tub
to avoid wasting and "siiattering, and the
syrnp poured tlirough a sort of sieve or
skimmer, so that it shall fall in many small
streams. By this means combs may be tilled

very rapidly.

HOW TO MAKE BEECAXDV.
I send you to day a sample of some bee-candy,

and this is the way it is made. Take sugar and wa-
ter, and boil until it is soft wax, being very careful

not to stir after it is dissolved; then set carefully in

a cool place until partly cooled, and then stir until

it thickiMis, and take immediately in your hands
and work.

A CH1;A1> WAV OK ( O.NNECTING SUCTIONS SO .".S

TO KOH.M A liACIv OK CliATE.

After looking over Mr. Smith's honey-rack on
l>age 841, December 15, 1 thought I would give a
description of a cheap honey-rack tliat we use. We
use 8-franie hives one foot wide. We get strips of
tin cut one foot long and one inch wide; the tinner
tiu-iis theii) iij) to ii miter in a machine. Take thin

boards the exact size of the box ; set si.\ boxes to-

gether with a board at each end; place a strip of
tin over each corner, and tack to the board to use
on the hive. We lay a thin strip of wood one inch
wide across frame to support the corners of the
boxes. This arrangement can be used on almost
any kind of a hive. When we want to tier them up
we take otf the boxes and put emptj- ones under,
and i-everse the bo.xes the bees have woi-ked in;

putting them on top, there will be no space be-

tween the boxes for the bees to get at.

Mrs. Oretta Reed.
Washingtouvillc, Ohio, Dec. 27, 1881.

My friend, your lioney-rack is on the plan
of the one mentioned on page ](5:i. only you
use tin where friend Flory uses wood. " The
idea is quite an old one. aud 1 do not really
know why it was abandoned, for it certainl>
seems to possc.-s very decided advantages.
AVith the folded tin strips, you are obliged
to have a Itee-space at the "bottom; but it

seems to me, as you say. that it would be
very much better to have sections come
close togetlier in bee-spaces in the second
tier, and ilie same in the third tier when a
third tier is used. We can furnish folded
tins of the length you mention for -"O cts. per
]()<), or any desired length at a cost of ^ cent
per foot. Folded they nest into each other
so as to be shipped in very small space.

WHAT to UO with BEES THAT ARE STAUVINC. IN
THE SPRING.

Our bees get water every day that is warm
enough for them to Hy. There are a great many bees
starving in this country. They are in old-fashioned

hives, those that are starving. There are a great
many black bees in this country. I have had ',i

starving swarms come and try to go into my hives

in the last three weeks, which makes trouble with

the bees. We had one yesterday, which is freezing

to death this morning as they lie on the fences and
other places, and there is a brisk northern breeze
this morning. What would you do in such cases'/

I have named our apiary ' LivoOak Apiary. '

Cedar Valley, Texas. ,1. H. Morroav.

Friend M.. I shoidd feed the bees, by all

means, instead of letting them liang out in
the cold to freeze. A very few cents' wortli
of sugar wonld fetch them along till plants
bloom, and it hardly seems as though there
were a locality anywhere wliere bees will

not be worth something after being wintered
over. Put them in hives., and give them
sugar to their hearts' content, and they will

repay you. may be a hundred fold in just a
few weeks.

USING A SLATTED HONEY-BOAHD TO PREVENT THE
BEES FRO.M STICKING DOWN THE CR.^TE OF

SECTION BOXES.
The cut of honey-board on page 47, Jan. No. of

Gleanings, is nearly the same as the one I used
last season. Mine was made out of ij-inch lumber,

cutting the slats with a slitting-gauge. The slats

were cut the full length of the board, excepting

about an inch aud a half of each end, and a i'u-inch

square cleat nailed across each end. When the

honey-board is on I liavc a "«-inch bee space above
and below it. No comb was built between honey-

board and sections, but it was fastened down to

wide frames. W. E. Thompson,
X>uddoii:a, Mo., Feb. 11, 1880.
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If'HTHYOLOGY—CARP IN' TEXAS.

Is that the name? Well, I see so many sayinf?

something- about carp autl carp-ponds, if you will

allow me I will " speak my piece." The carp are

like a drove of pig-s—just give them room to turn

around and all is well. A thousand carp in a pond
of '; acre would find ample room, if the water could

be kept from three to five feet deep, and all you
would have to do would lie to feed plenty from May
to October.

L. T. Wheeler, Corsicaua, Navarro Co., Te.vas, I

am told, has a flvcyear-old carp that weighed last

summer 2.j lbs. K. C. Mabry, Blooming' Grove, Tex.,

received from the U. S. Fish Commission, Jau., 1884,

seven small CLirp, 4 months old and 4 inches long,

which he put in a small pond of i;i acre. Six of

these washed out during- the terrible floods last

May, and in August he look ap the remaining carp

and found that it measured 1« inches, only 12 months
old. The carp is the best flsh I ever saw for our
hot-water tanks of Texas. I kept 50 carp, from 8 to

20 inches in length, all through the hot summer of

1884, in a pond not over .50 feet long and 20 feet wide,

and a greater portion of the time onlj' 10 to 12 inch-

es deep; and every day they were ready to receive

their feed, and would come as quick as that many
pigs in a pen. B. F. Carroll,.

Dresden, Texas, Jan 20, 18S5.

A SUGGESTION FOR USING THE HEDDOX REVERSI-
BLE FI{AME FOR FRAMES IN COMMON USE.

In regard to the Heddon reversible-frame device,

I would suggest stout strong hoop iron for a hanger,

bent at top end, say 2 inches at right angles, so as

to screw fast to under side of top-bar. Any regular-

made frame, projecting ends cut off, will then fit,

as the. end spaces are wide enough to admit the iron

when it would not wood. For proper depth, simply

remove bottom-bar, and cut off of end of upright

7)ieces enough to allow bee-space over frame.?, and
nail bottom-bars on again, and you have it.

Baltimore, Md., Feb. 9, 18S5. C. (i auwood.

of his, there might be some that would be impressed
that it is some of my own origin. I want it strictly

understood, that 1 mean to give honor to whom
honor is due; and if it is an invention of his, I hope
the bee-keeping fraternity will give him the credit

of it. If the chaff tenement hive is an invention of

Oliver's, T should like to know it through Glean-
ings. As I supi)Osed it was almost an exact copy of

I

the tenement hive, I thought it was an invention of

I

longer standing. .\ good many of the bee-keepers

I

are copying, and claiming and publishing in a

threatening manner inventions as their own, be-

longing to others. I hope the fraternity wili not

countenance it, for we should consider it a dishon-

orable act. W. S. Dorman.
Mechanicsville. Iowa, Feb. 11, 188.").

Friend D.. I do not think anybody would
gather from your description that you meant
it to be understood that you were the in-

ventor of that plan for wintering. 1 agree
with you. that there is getting to be a little

too mucli said about wlu) is the inventor,
and to whom does the lionor belong? So far
as I am concerned, any invention that I have
ever made is free to everybody to use. and it

does not matter very niucli whether I get
the credit or not. There is one thing, how-
ever, that makes it necessary to bring these
things up. and that is, when a brother begins
to claim this, that, and the other as liis own
invention, and to threaten others if they use
it. Tlien sometimes it becomes necessary to
hunt up the facts. But I tliink we ought to
do it in a kind and Christianlike spirit, re-

membering that it behooves us to act like

those whom Paul mentions as being prompt-
ed by that spirit that " thinketh no evil."

keeping HEES on the R0(JF of a THHKE - STORY
lUILUlNG.

I have often thought I would write and give you
my experience in bee-keeping. I purchased one
colony of Italians in the fall of 1873, and wintered

them all right in one of your chaff' hives. In the

spring they came out a rousing colony; and as I

moved to live over the store, and had no otlier place

to put them, I placed them on the roof of the three-

story building, which is flat. I increased them to

three by artificial swarming, keeping the queens'

wings cut, and in the fall I had two good colonies,

and one small one having enough bees to cover two
frames. I got about 20 lbs. of honey in comb, but I

fed them about 20 lbs. of syrup, made from sugar

and honey; and up to the present time of writing

they are all, so far as I can see, in good condition;

in fact, I may say I took a look at the smallest colo-

ny, and believe they have somewhat increased. So

much foi- wintering on the i-oof.

J. K. HOWDEN.
Flamiltoii, ()nt;'.rio, Canada, Feb. 10, 188.").

WHO IS THE INVENTOR, ANU TO WHOM liELONGS
TUE HONOR, ETC. V

In the issue for Feb. 1st 1 gave a description of a

chaff winter tenement hive. Since then I have re-

ceived a letter from Oliver Foster, claiming that he

is the inventor of the hive described. While I did

not think for one moment that it was an invention

REVERSIBLE FRAMES, XyV .

I send you two i-eversible-framc attachments. If

I have copied yours or Mr. Thompson's, I beg par-

i

don; if not, are they any good'/ You can let us

I know through Gleanings, and give credit only

i

where it belongs.

!
Friend Hoot, I wish to inform you that your "or-

i

thodox " rule won't work in the West. Of course, it

will in the East, where the fair se.\ are in the major-

ity; but in Iowa the fair sex are in the minority by
about fifty thousand, and some one must stay out in

the cold. No doubt the same state of affairs exists

in Minnesota; and if it is as cold theie as it is here

now, it won't take long to freeze out. Bachelors and
widowers are like trade-dollars—not the right stamp
to be at par. We shall have to insist on female im-

migration, and lobby a bill through Congress to

help us out, if you don't allow girls to come as well

as price lists, when both are needed, and you have
them idle. I have not had one of your lists later

than April 1, 1884, but several of them.
B. F. Pasley, 13-28.

Zcaring, Story Co., Iowa. Feb., 188.5.

Your device, friend P., is exactly what we
had a little time ago, and, in fact, pretty
nearly all tlie devices that are sent in now
are only repetitions of what we have been
working on.— In regard to that otlier matter,
I am really afraid I am not competent to ad-
vise. As you state it. it is a bigger problem
than I had" any idea of. If it is really as you
state, 1 do not know but you will have to
scrape up a few stamps, and then take a hur-
ried trip out here. ]May be you have got
some relatives tliat could pave the way a
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little, and then make the orthodox plan work
all riglit. after all. We take great pleasure
in sending you a price list. Our girls are
not as plentiful as price lists yet ; and al-

though as a general thing they go every-
where I send them. I am afraid it would be
straining my authority a little to direct such
a trip as you suggest. But after all, now.
may be you are not in the same fix that
friend Smith says he is, as related on page
til. May be you'are speaking for others.

WEKJHT OF SECTIONS.

Ou pajro 82, friend Hutchinson says: " But, sup-

pose a section docs lack ' i ounce, or even an ounce,

of wei}?hino: a pound, what is the objection? It will

pass for a pound section, and dealers prefer a sec-

tion that falls short to one that overruns." That
may satisfy one man's conscience, and not another's

;

liut to say nothing of the moral question, is it not to

the interest of the apiarist, at least so far as the con-

sumers are his own customers, to give full weight,

or a trifle over? I believe it is understood that con-

sumers are sometimes of a different mind from
dealers. Burdett Hassett.
Howard Center, Iowa, Feb. 10, 1885.

Friend H., I think you misunderstand
irieiul Hutchinson. We alwayi? sell our
comb honey by the pound ; and while it is

desirable to have sections weigh exactly a
pound, they so seldom do it we always place
one on the scales as it is put up. ' Friend
Hutchinson meant to say that dealers prefer
to have them run under instead of over, even
though they do weigh them up when sold.
Shall we not be a little careful about ascrib-
ing to others a want of conscience V

LOC.VTING BEES CLOSE TO THE RAILIIOAI).

What will the damage be to my apiary to have a

railroad come within ten rods of it? It comes so

my bees have to cross the track for the greater
part of their honey. There will be the smoke and jar,

both summer and winter. A man tells uie, who has
an apiary near the railroad, that it is five minutes
before he can see a bee con)e, after a train passes.

I mean an apiary of I(i;) to I'lO swarms.
Fk.vnk H. White.

Stoddard, ^'ernon Co., Wis., Jan. 20, 1885.

Friend W., I do not believe your bees will
he very mucli annoyed, unless it is on one of
the large roads where trains are running al-

most every hour. H' the road runs north
and south, there would l)e less inconveni-
ence from the smoke of the trains if vou
were on the west side of tlie track. Our
apiary is but a litth^ way from the cars—per-
haps 100 yards or more. i)ut we never experi-
ence any inconvenience, unless it is when
the wind is in tlu- east. So far as the jar is

concerned. 1 do not believe the bees would
mind it much, if any ; for if it is of dailv
occurrence they will soon get used to it.

BEE CULTURE IN NEW .JERSEY, ETC.
In June I made 6 swarms in a few days. The

weather was too hot for them, and I lost one. They
did not do much till buckwheat came, then work
commenced. The sun got hot, and combs melted
down. I took out 9 frames one afternoon, and
washed the hive out with *ater, so that the bees
could get in the hive again. I took one hive to the
fair, showed it up nicely, and got a special premium

of the small sum of one dollar. How is that for the
Hunterdon Co. Fair?

I took of surplus honey, about 150 lbs. ; sold about
100 lbs. for $20, and have five new swarms at pres-

ent. How is that for a beginner in the bee-trade?

I talk bees every day, and tell them it is nonsense
to wait till they swarm, when one can make a
swarm in 15 minutes. Bee culture is a new busines.^

in this part of the country; only four men in this

section have frame hives. I tell my friends that I

make my own swarms, and they think it impossible.

I made 45 hives, and I advertised them, and scatter-

ed them almost all over the county, and I have fifty

now almost done, and all sold when the season
comes. I have about 25 swarms to transfer for my
friends in the spring, and I could sell 100 if I had
time to make them. We have a factorj- in the
place, and we are cutting- hives for King & Aspin-
wall, of New York. Xe.xt September, peaches will

be ripe. If you liave any spare time, take a trip to

Jersey and sec us. We ship some nights, 20 cars

loaded down. W.m. E. Sheppard.
Flcmiugton, Now Jersey, Jan. 19, 1885.

IIONET FROM RED CLOVER.

I send you by mail a small sample of rcd-clovor

honey. Since I have made the statement that my
bees gather honey from red clover, I have had so\--

eral letters from different ones, wanting to know
what the color and flavor are like. A great many
think it is not true, that there are bees that will

work and gather honey fi-om red clover. I would
request you to examine and taste the honey, and
give your opinion of it as to its color and flavor. If

the sample sent is not quantity enough, I will send
a larger package. You will see that this honey has
the flavor of bumble-bee honey, and, as you know,
the most of the bumble-bees gather their honey
from red clover. F. Boo.mhoweu.
(Jallupville, N. Y., Dec. ::2, 18S4.

The sample sent has the flavor of bumble-
bee honey very perceptibly, and it is al)out
like the honey called red-clover honey when
there hapi)eiis to be a good How wlien red
clover is in bloom. It is st) little different
from ordinary clover honey that one would
not be likely to tliiidv of the dilTerence un-
less his attention had been particularly
called to it. .Vny one who has robbed
bumlile-bees" nests, and tasted of the honey,
will readily recall the ])eculiar llavor whe'n
his attention is directed to it.

A SUfinESTJON IN REGARD TO SAVING THE .MANURE
FRO.M POULTRY.

1 have a little interest in your poulti-y column,
and should much prefer dry soil to put under your
hen-roosts, to ashes. Ashes will ne\itrali/,e or dis-

sipate a large ])ortion of the fertilizing projierty of

the unmure. L. C. Whitisg.
Fast Saginaw, Mich., Feb. 4, 1885.

Thank you. friend ^V . It occurred to me.
after that article had gone to press, that I

shoidd have advised road dust instead of
ashes. If 1 remember rightly, the crop of
corn I raised in my bo\hood"l)y use of i)0ul-

try manure was managed by mixing the
ashes and poultry maiuire just as I planted
the corn. As it was immediately covered
up, and mixed with the soil to a considera-
ble extent, probably a little loss of ammonia
ensued.
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THE WAY FRIEND TOMLIN FINALT,Y GOT HIS TWO
QUEENS INTRODUCED.

I commenced bee-kecpiug- last spring, with three
eol()nio« of hoos; increased to seven; grot only 20

lbs. of section honey, for the honej" crop was a fail-

ure in this locality. I had black bees. But in Octo-

ber I bought two fine Italian queens, untested, of

A. D. Stith, of Pleasant Ridge, Ky., both of which
proved pure. I had studied the ABC book, and of

course I thought 1 could introduce them without any
[

trouble; but I was mistaken. Having tried all

plans in that book for four days, T took the cage
from the hive, and shook the bees off. I took four
frames filled with brood, and placed in another
hive. After three hours I liberated the queen with

the young bees, which had hatched out; after 30

hours 1 took the four frames, queen, and young
bees, and placed them in the old hive. They were
received with kindness, and did ^rell afterward. I

raised five queens, which I gave to my other colo-

nies. All did well, all pure but one. At this date
most of them are Italians, and doing well in the
Langstroth hive with chaff cushions above.

Thos. S. Tomlin.
(Jardnersville, Ky., Feb. 10, 1885.

and as she could not move the hive they went baek
again, and then I watched them lor a week after,

and they never came out again, but went to work
with a will, and stored more surplus than any other
swarm I had. Why would that not be a good way
to prevent swarming? P. E. Twining, C—10.

Kipton, Ohio., Dec. 20, 1S84.

Friend T., the difficulty with your plan is.

that the queen will many times go out in the
grass or weeds, and get "lost ; and very likely
yours was lost, and they raised a new one.
The plan is essentially the same as the one
given by :Mr. Quinby." years ago. To pre-
vent the queen being lost, he had what lie

called a "' queen yard."" For some reason or
other, one after another has dropped the
process. I do not believe it would pay to
lose a laying queen in the swarming season.
You might get a good crop ot honey with
such ; but if the queen had been saved with
a few bees out of that big swarm, you might
have had two crops of honey instead of one.

USING HEDDON S CRATE ON CHAFF HIVES.
j

It Strikes me your Hutchinson honey-boards will
j

be " no good " for the chaff hive, unless you make a

larger size especially for it. 1 find it most conveni-

ent to use the Heddon case to raise comb honey in

the chaff hive. I enlarged it so as to nearly fill the
top of the hive, leaving just room enough to insert

the fingers to take hold of the handles to take it
j

out. It rests on knife edges of tin, and the bees can
j

not stick it down with propolis, but they will build '

up from the brood-combs; and if the new honey-
boards will I)re^'ent this, I certainly want them. IMy

j

cases hold forty 1'.-inch sections, or thirty-two 1'^-
]

inch. The honey-board would need to lie atiout 17 x
2.1 inches, to go under these cases, or wide frames '

either, I should say. But a strip of wood will have
j

to be inserted in the upper rabbet, in case wide
|

frames arc used to raise them up the proper dis-
j

tance. Chai.on Fowt.s.

Oberlin, O., Feb. 13, 188.").

|

Thanks, friend F., for your suggestions.
We can make a larger honey-board for chaff
hives, if need be. The brood-chamber to

|

the chaff hive is the same as the brood-
chamber to tlie Simplicity hive, and there-

|

fore the same honey-board would cover it;

but us this honey-board would necessarily !

reacli above the ledges around the top of the I

brood-chamber, I do not see how we can
\

manage it nicely without a larger honey-
i

board, as you suggest.
!

clipping QUEENS' WINGS TO PREVENT THEIR
SWARMING.

Although I am not a bee-keepei- on a large scale,

I will toll you of a little incident that happened this

past swarming season. I do not know that it is any
thing new, but I never heard of any thing of the

kind before. I had one swarm whose queen I

clipped the year before (and as that is the only one
I had foi'gotten it). One day as I was going to din-

ner a large swarm issued from this hive, and I

waited for them to cluster; but they all came back
in the hive, and then I knew what was the matter.

The next day I was obliged to bo away (but my wife
was at home), and about noon they came out again,

SETTING BEES OUT FOR A FLV IN FEBRUARY AND
MARCH. ETC.

Having very recently subscribed for Gleanings,
I received mj' first two numbers last week, and
must say that I am highly pleased with their con-

tents, and mj- little daughter Maud was so delighted

with the juvenile department that I fear I shall not

get to see each number until she gets through with
it hereafter. Well, all right, if it is so. Anything
to induce our children to read.

I have sold the most of my comb honey, being put

up in 2-lb. sections, at 2.") cts. per lb., and could sell

more at the same price if I had il. I have been for-

merly setting my bees out in February to take a fly;

but if it is not necessary it will save considerable

work and trouble. .><. l{. JIorris.

Bloomingburg, Ohio, Feb. 4, l8S.j.

Friend M., 1 woidd leave the bees in the
cellar just as long as thev are quiet, and
seem to be doing well, fn our locality 1

think they will be far better, as a rule, if

kept in during the whole month of ]\Iarch.

and some seasons through a great part of
April. If, however, you can not keep the
cellar cool enough "to keep them quiet,
and if the weather should be favorable, set
them out. Our neighbor Eice, who is so
successful in cellar wintering, sets his out
when they seem to demand it.' and tlien puts
tliem back again, keeping them until pollen
is to be gathered, if he can. I would not en-
courage bees to lly in March, or April either.

THE YUCCA, OR SPANISH B.4YONET.
In regard to the yucca, or Spanish bayonet, of

which you give an engraving on page 102, you are

mistaken when you say that the engraving is the

same plant as the one that I sent you a photograpli

of. The one represented in the cut is of a ditlereht

species, a iiivtive of Arizona; its habits of growth
are entirely diiferent from the Yiirra hacratci. The
Arizona yucca grows somewhat like the palm-tree,

each year adding to its height, with the sharp-point-

ed leaves all the way up the body. The one shown
on page 103 is evidently a young one, and has just

started to raise its head above the surface of the

ground. This yucca ^, however, more useful than
the one from which the brushes are taken, as it has

been lately discovered that the fiber of the inside of

the stalk is very useful for the manufacture of pa-
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per, almost equal to pai-chment, as it is almost im-

possible to teai- it. At our county fair last fall were

specimens of this plant, some stalks 13 or 1-t inches

in diameter, with samples of the pulp, just as it is

taken from the stalk, through all tlie different pro-

cesses of manufacture, to the finest of paper.

Some lath were also shown that v,-ere made from the

pulp. This entire display was taken to New Or-

leans; and if you wish to take the trouble to look it

up, you will find it in the California State Depart-

ment.
Take one more close look at the plant you have

shown, and at the photograph, and you will see

that, like your Cal. mountain sage, it '•ain't ri{iht-"

r was in hopes that you would give your readers a

view of this beautiful plant. lam sure that they

would all appreciate it, and might help you out in

it. 1 will give $1.00 toward it.

ABOUT THE WHITE SAGE OF CALIFOIIXI A.

All that ails these white-sage pictures is, that

there are several species that very much resemble

each other, and some distinct hybrids. One will send

a sample, calling it white sage; then you have a cut

made from it, then some one says, " It ain't right,"

and sends you a specimen that " is right." I have

not yet seen a correct rejjresentation of the kind

we have here in our county. The small branch in

the upper right-hand corner of the cut on page 711,

Vol. XI., .shows the fiower all right; l)ut in the large

plant, the buttons are too large and iirominent, re-

sembling the black sage, or the cross between the

white and the black. There is a species that grows

south of here, called the "San Diego " sage; anoth-

er north of here called " Ventura" sage, both difler-

ent from the native of this county. All claim that

tlie kind that grows in their part of the State is the

true white sage. 1 think that it will be well to wait

until the "iloctitrx" ihi agree whicii is the white

sage. W. W. Hr.i.ss.

Duarte, Cal., Feb. la, 188.").

Friend B., 51 nice engraving of tin' plant

vou send would probably cost lit'leen or

twenty dollars. I will stand half of it, if

there "are enough interested to stand the oth-

er half, and we will then all have a look at

one of your wonderful tropical productions.
Some years ago we were told that this plant
bore honey by the teacupfuls. It might
have been a tablespoonful, however, but it

was somewhere along there; and if we get
an engraving we want yon to tell what von
know about tlie lioney from the yucca. We
liave some growing in our garden ; and while
they are beautiful flowering plants, we have
never seen any bees around tliem.

alize the market, if it is equal to the lot sent
us, unless it created a panic among consum-
ers to see who should get a pitcher full first.

Bv the vvav. during this cold weather it is a
pretty hard matter to get it into a pitcher or
other utensil, unless you cut it with a knife,

and still it does not candy in the least.

"THESE FISHES," ETC.

I am more than delighted with those articles that

have appeared in Gi.eaxings on carp and carp cul-

ture. It was always a fine sight to me to see a fish

swimming in the water, and when, about two years

ago, an Ohio paper fell into my hands containing

articles on carp T took fire at once, and went out

and sat on the fence and studied all over the farm

for a site for a pond, but had to give it up. But the

fever is running so high now when I learn that

these fish grow so quickly, and become so tame,

that I believe I will have a pond somehow. I have

a spring that affords some water all the year round,

and I can catch some off from the barn; and if that

will not do I have a supply that I can raise with a

wind-mill. I shall begin on a small scale, as we do

in bees; then if it works all right we will fix it up
nice with evergreens on the west and north sides.

Give us all back information quick, for the gravel

will have to fly as soon as the frost is out of the

ground. I for one have no objections to jour arti-

cles on poultry, strawberries, or any thing else of

home interest. I should pi-efer something for every

issue, for all work and no play makes .Tack a dull

bov. A. S. Austin.
Davison Sta., Mich., Feb. 13, lS8.->.

Friend A., you can have a carp-pond on
any farm where it rains any reasonable
length of time, and where the soil is not so

saiidv and gravelly that water will leach

awav. Wherever the soil will permit of

making a watering-place for cattle, to be
supi)lied by rain water, you can make a carp-

' pond. A living spring, even though the

I

amount of water be t|uite small, will be an
1 acquisition to such a place.

A BRIEF NOTE FROM FIUENI) WILKIN.

I was quite chagrined because I could not call and

see you on my way home, but I could not help it. I

got my ears frost bitten in Kansas, but am here

now with my family, amid sunshine and flowers.

The winter has been warm, and bees are breeding

finely, whilst the fields and mountains look green.

1 hope you have the hone.v that my apiarist sent

you ere this. It is not with pleasure that T look

back at the demoralized state of the extractcd-hon-

ey market in the east through adulterations.

K. W'lMvlN.
San Buenaventura, Cal., Jan. 27, 188").

The honey you mention, friend W., is safe
in the lunch-room. and I do not see how
your California extracted honey can demor-

CLEANINO SMOKER-TUBES.
Let me tell you how I arrange a smoker so the

tube can be cleaned quicklj', without getting dirt

into the bellows. Bore a "« or I ; inch hole in bottom

of bellows, in line with cold-blast tulie; close it with

a Tin slide or button. When tube becomes clogged,

turn bellows up, push slide to one side, and punch

out dirt with wire. C. G. Knowles, 54—62.

Portland, ()., Feb. 0, 188.5.

Your plan has often been suggested, and
is a good deal used, friend K. We have
sometimes thought of making our smokers
in the wav vou mention, but there would be
alwavs a liability of leakage of wind where
this hole is made in the bellows-board, and
the little wires we now send with our smo-
kers make it pretty easy to rake out the tube
from the nozzle.

HEDDON'S HONEY-BO.VRD.
I have just read Jas. Heddon's letter in Gi.ean-

iNGS, Feb. 1, page 98, in whicli it seems to me that

friend II. lays a good deal of stress on the value of

a slatted honej'-board that I saw in use on a Lang-

stroth hive si.v years ago. It was an old hive, and

looked as though it might have been in use 8 or 10

years. This board had the space above and below,

vrith the broken joints, all as Mr. Heddon describes.

Michigan City, Ind., Feb. 1, 188r>. A. S. Vail.
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WHAT A IIAI.F-POUND OF BEES DID AFTEK JULY :i8.

T HAVE thought many times of givlDg: you a lit-

a^ tie history of the half-pound of bees that I sent

J.
to you for about a year ago the 28th of last

"* July. Thej' arrived here so that they com-
menced worl{ about the l.«t of August. The

ijueen proved to be a verj- pi'Oliflc one, and notliing

but the lateness of the season kept them from
swarming. The hive was actually full of bees.

Others here said to me that it was the largest

swarm of bees thej- ever saw. But I am going a

little too fast. I haven't told you about the honey
they made. They tilled their hive completely. We
toolj 18 lbs. (S boxes and one frame). The whole
weighed the above amount. I was so proud of my
success that T have been afflicted ever since with

the same kind of fever that Mrs. Harrison describ-

ed in Gle.\nix«s. I've had the antidote tried on
me a great many times, but I'm not cured yet. My
e.vperience in 1884 beats any thing 1 have heai-d of

yet. This swarm that I have been telling you of

throw off a swarm the ith of Juno, a splendid large

one, and again the inth. In July that old queen
threw off three swarms. I don't know that one
could say they swarmed three times, but she laid

the eggs for them all, and they kept on swarming.
The last came off the 1st of Sept. • I have them now
in good condition. They were out for a fly to-day—
13 swarms in all, all good large ones but two. These
I picked up their queens, and let them go back to

their hives. Some of the swarms were lai-ge enough
to fill a pail when we put them in their hives. Their

frames would be filled with honey in two weeks,
except the space they used for brood.

One of the swarms went away. They went in

their hive all right, but in about two hours they
came out and went away. We chased them across

fields and pastures, but all to no purpose. They
could fly faster than we could run. It seems al-

most incredible that so many swarms could come
from just one queen in so shoi-t a time.

I am going to tell you of a swarm that came to us
in 1883; that is, what they did last summer. They
were a pretty good swarm, but not so large as the

other one. I fed them in the spring with syrup and
i-yc and oats ground. During the summer they
filled 190 one-pound boxes. I took off, late in the

fall, several bo.xes that were partl3- filled. I think I

can safely say there was 10 lbs. of it, although I did

not weigh it. 1 sold the honey, most of it, for 18 cts.

per pound.
Now, Mr. Hoot, jou can put this in your waste-

basket, if you like. I.just wanted to tell you how
well my bees have done. I am looking forward to

the time when they will be at woi-k again, with a

great deal of pleasure. I love to work with bees. I

have often seen poor women trying to get along,

perhaps working over the washboard, I always
feel as thougli I wanted to ask them why they don't

try bee-keeping. It is easy, and I think jjleasant.

Mrs. E. E. Coi.l.

Gi'oveland, Adair Co., Iowa, Jan. 5, 1885.

My friend. I am very glad indeed to get so
good a report ; but why in tlie world didn't
you tell us how mucli honey you got in 1884,
as the proceeds of that half-pound of bees
and queen V—Over UOO lbs. of comb honey
from a colony is a pretty good report for any

locality, and I think a good deal of the cred-
it is due to the kind of management you de-
scribe in the above.

A GOOD REPORT FROM MICHIG.XN.

1 commenced with.')") stands; increased to (3:1; ob-

tained 2500 lbs. of very nice white-clover and bass-

wood honey in one-pound sections. The season
was poor in this part of Michigan. J. J. Roe.

liiieliiuiiin. Mich.. Feb. 11, 1885.

report.
We have a very severe winter. The thermometer

is playing between zero and 20 below. On the 3d of

February the bees had a good flight; no sign of dys-

entery then; lost one, which was a late swarm, and
a small one at that. I have "0 now, and hope they
will pull through all right, for they have plenty of

stores yet. They are all on the summer stands,

some packed in chatf and forest-leaves, the others

protected on top only with leaves in the caps, and 1

can tell no diftorence between those packed and
those not imcked. I will report in the spring,

thoutili. .1. W. Stirwoi.d.
HavmoiKl, liid.,Feb. 14, 1885.

from (> TO 16, AXD "80 LBS. OK HONF.V.

1 started bee-keeping last April, with six stands

of liees that I liought of a neighbor. I also got one
of your A H (' books; found it a great help to me.
as I had never handled bees before. I got along-

very well until one night in the first part of June,
when some mischievous boys carried one of the

best stands about thirty rods away from the apiary,

and destroyed the bees, so it reduced me down to

five. They increased to H stands by natural swarm-
ing, and gave me 380 lbs. of extracted honey. I

have sold almost all of it for 13 cents per lb.; took
tliem in on the 2fth of Nov., all in fine order up to

date. This is a rather small repoi-t, but I will try to

improve from it in the future. E. A. Fi.iGO.

Oxmead, Can., Jan. 2T, 1885.

FROM 50 TO 88, AND GOOO LBS. OF IIOXEV.

As Others are sending in their reports for the past

season, I will send mine. I started in last spring

with .50 good colonies. They commenced swarming
the lOth of June; swarmed rather too much, but I

doubled up so that in the fall I had but 38 increase.

I have taken off 3000 lbs. of honey in 1-lb. sections,

which I sold for from 124 to 15 cts. per lb. I have
TO colonies in the cellar, 18 in a pit, the first that I

ever buried. AYc have a regular Wisconsin winter-
cold, but not changeable. As you know, I got u

fdn. mill from you that works finely. I am fixed to

make my own hives for this season; will do it all

by horse-pcwer. 1 expect you will have to furnish

me with sections, at least lor this year. My repoi-t

is not large, but keeps inc out f)f Heports Discour-

aging. Joux Clixk.

Fa.veltc. Wis.. I'cb. 8, 18,^5.

Fi!<>>: oxi; lo I'., AXD 75 lb.s. of hoxkv i.\xi> mouk
TOO), IX TWO YEARS.

Having noticed in Gleanings that your ABC
scholars have pretty generally reported to you of

their success or failure in regard to bee culture,

and as 1 belong to the A IJ C class, I will send you
my report. Although past fifty, yet quite young in

bee culture, and have much to learn, yet I feel

well satisfied with my experience thus far, and
take great pleasure in taking care of my little

friends, the bees, and desire to return my sincere
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thanks to jou for the plain and practical instruc-

tion given in your ABC book, as I knew but very

little about bees or the management of them when
I began one year ago last spring- with one colony of

Italians bought of D. E. L'Hommeclieu & Bro.,of Colo,

Iowa, to whom I also feel thankful for some valua-

ble information, and for recommending to me
Gleanings and your A B C book.

I increased from that one to six, by natural swarm-
ing and dividing; the first season I wintered in the

cellar, and lost two swarms by insufficient ventila-

tion, and the other four wei-e weak last spring,

from which I increased to 17 last summer, and got

about 75 lbs. of extracted honey and fiO extra Lang-
stroth frames full of comb, mostly filled with hon-

ey, and 15 frames partly filled with comb. Last fall

I bought four swarms of bees from parties who had
intended to brimstone them, and put them on 40 of

my extra combs, which contained honey enough to

winter them.
I use two-story ten-frame hives, and brood-frames

in both stories; as I was running for increase 1 did

no fall feeding, and think they have plenty of stores

to winter. I have them in the cellar, and they are

all in good condition.

My report is small, as compai-ed with many oth-

ers; but as I live in a i)rairie country, mostly newly
settled, and no basswood in reach of my bees, and
but little clover, it will account in i);trt for my
small report. W. K. Hasi.et.

Zeariiig, Iowa. Feb. K), p-.s.").

III)Ni;V IN THE FALL.

I send you my rejiort for ISSt, not because it is a

big one, but to show that it is not best to be blasted

too soon. 1 atn a farmer, and so do not pay very
much attention to bees. 1 commenced the spring

of 1884 witli 8 colonics in Simplicity hives; wintered

on summer stdnds, mostly blacks, with once in a

while one with a yellow band. Willow, maple, ap-

ple-tree, etc., bloomed well, and I told the bee-keej)-

ers I thought we should have a good season. May
2!nh there came a frost that froze the ground and
killed every thing; even the forest-trees looked as

if they had been burned over, and it killed the red-

clover. White clover began to come up again, when
it became so dry that nothing could grow, and so

continued till after July 4. When it began to rain,

bees had nothing, not a swarm that I know of, al-

though I did not watch them closely, as I thought
they would not get enough to winter on, and were
not worth saving. They were killing off their drones
in .June. Not a basswood-lilossom ; sumac was kill-

ed dead.

After the rains came, the second eiop of white

clover came up, and weeds and Howers began to

bloom freely. About the last of July I looked in

the best hive, and saw they were making some sur-

plus. I put onao6-pound crate, and the middle of

August it was filled. I kept putting crates on the

hives along, although neighbor S., our apiarist, told

me it was not much use, as he never got much sur-

plus in August; but the bees worked right straight

along till after October 1. Motherwort, catnip,

sweet corn, buckwheat, goldenrod, asters, and all

kinds of weeds, bloomed freely. The sumac that

was killed by the Irost came up the sec<md time,

and blossomed about one month later than usual,

so that bees did the best in August and September
here that they have done for years.

From 8 hives I got 300 lbs. of honey in section

boxes, and might just as well have got ICO lbs. more,
if I had put on extra boxes, as they got the bives
stowed full, and then stopped for want of room.
As it was so hot, and they were so cross, I hated to

disturb them; and besides, some that I took off

first, the moths got into. Can you tell how to keep
the moths out of honey, and will it keep over an-

other year and be as good as new honey?
Honey is worth at Watei-bury, where they make

j

watches, 2J ets. a pound at wholesale, if you can sell

I

it; but times are tluil. I see by Gleanings that

many bee-keepers raise tons of honey, and it seems
: that the consumption does not keep pace with the
1 production.

; QUEENS KEAUED NGKTH UK SOUTH—IS THEHE ANY

I

DIFFERENCE!'

I

Do you think an Italian queen from the South

j

would be as good for our latitude as one from a

I

colder climate? H. Peukv.

I

Southbury, Conn.. Jan. 15, It>S5.

j

I am very f!.hu\ to know you were enterpris-

!
ing enough lo keep your eyes open, and take

j

care of the honey "when it came, even if it

j

did not come until long after old bee-keep-
! ors were in the habit of expecting it. One
I

who expects to succeed nuist keej* watch of
1
things, and never give up as long as warm

' weather lasts.—I do not think that Italian

]

queens raised in the South will luove mate-

I

rially different from those raised in the
' North, tuiless, indeed, the process were car-
ried on for several generations. It might be
interesting, however, to investigate this sub-
ject. Test (jueens from Canada side by side
Avith those reared in Florida.

FUOM 2i) TO 27, AND 1200 LBS. OF IIONEV.

With order, I send you, according to custom, my
;
report for 1884. Spring count, 20 colonies; increased

to 27; made 1200 lbs. of honej-, over one-third comb.

I

in Gray's sections. As cases seem to be the surplus
' arrangement for 1885, I shall u.ake all my hives for

cases. D. T. Whekleu.
Khode lUver, Md., Feb. 2, 1885.

FHO.M 2 TO 0, AND 2.'',0 LBS. OF irONEV.

Last April 1 bought 2 colonies of hybrids; arti-

ficially swarmed some, and some swarmed natural-

ly. 1 increased to 0; bought 5 colonies of Italians;

last sunnner I got nothing from the five, but from
the others, that is, the 2 colonies of hybrids, I got 2.50

lbs. of comb honey. I have to feed some candy.
Viroqua, Wis., Jan. 8, 1885. K. Y. Cakk.

FKOM IM TO 137, AND iW BAUKELS OF HONEV.
I started in Spring of 1884 with 1(H) fair colonies;

extracted, up to August 2!t, .3:3 bbls.; have taken

j

none since. Bees are in good condition; have 137

hives with 20 L. frames each, and 40 nuclei, frcmi 3

to 6 frames each. The latter I have to feed. I

,
shipped 16 bbls. honey to C F. Mnth. Net proceeds,

{

.*4(i4.10; 13 to Hewes, Sharp & Co., St. Louis, not sold;

3 to Memiihis, (a 7c. ; put up 1 bbl. in glass jars, sold

i
fel2>i tol.5c. Total, ,33 bbls. Wax, I had about 12.5

i
lbs. I hope to see you at New Orleans this spring.

Lakeport, Ark., Jan. 12, 1885. K. J. Adams.

FKOM 80 TO 114, AND 3400 LBS. OF HONEV.
My report for 1884 is not encouraging. Com-

1 menced the season with 80 swarms; went into win-

i ter quarters with 114 swarms, all in fair condition

j

for winter; took ott' 3000 Jbs. of section boxes filled

i
with honey, and 400 extracted. I had a large supply
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of boxes, partially filled, owing to droug-ht. Only

for a good run on basswood 1 should not have had

much honej'. Clover did not yield much honey here

this year. I do my bee-work all alone. I was 68

years old the 27th of last Oct. S. P.\rdee.

Volga, Iowa, Jan. S, 1885.

TeB/icce CeiiUMN.

QUITTING TOBACCO IN THE SPRING TIME, ETC.

N regard to smoking, I will say that I have not

[
got to pay for the smoker yet. I have weighed
23U lbs. more in the summer just past than I

ever weighed before. My health has been 500

per cent better than ever befoi-e, so you see

that it has been a benefit to me to let the pipe lie

by. The tight tor mastery was sharp and severe

for a short time; but by the grace of God I was en-

abled to conquer, and now I am a free man, and I

would say, for the benelit of all smokers, that when
you make up your mind to (luit, do it in the spring

of the year, for then the system is undergoing a

change, and the change of season from cold to

warm will be a great benefit to you, as a little man-

ual labor theu will assist you greatly in throwing

the vile stutt' from ycur system with the perspi-

ration, as the pores of the skin are open. I know
whereof I speak, for I have been there twice in my
lifetime—once for chewing, and once for smoking

the vile weed. And now, smokers, if you want to

know how your breath and clothes are perfumed,

leave off the use of tobacco for 6 months ; use it in no
form in that time, and at the end of the si.\ months,

smell of the breath of a confirmed smoker; and if

you are not satisfied to let it alone after that, then I

am of the opinion that you have lost all sense of

decency. I speak from experience and not from
observation. A. H. Buaym.\n.
Waldo, Wis , Dec. 26, 1884.

MIDNIGHT MUSINGS.
Tt is nine o'clock of the last night of the year, and

memory, in her backward flight, dwells on nine

o'clock just four years ago, when I emptied, simul-

taneously, my mouth and pocket of tobacco, and
resolved, by God's help and the prayer of friends,

never to use it again. How fur I have succeeded,

you may decide when I tell you I have tasted the

weed but once, and that occurred wholly from force

of habit. I was receipting for money in one of our
drug-stores, when the editor of our town paper
walked in for a smoke. At the instant of writing I

was asked by him to take a cigar, which, without

thinking, I did, and was soon puffing away with all

the vigor of bygone days. I believe that smoke
made me sicker than the first of my using. I hope
to meet you at the Exposition in New Orleans, and
many other faces who, from paper association, are

almost already known to me. W. F. Roberts.
Clinton, La., Dec, 31, 1884.

WHAT A YOUNG MAN THINKS ABOUT TOB.VCCO.

Mr. Ri)nt:—\ must write and tell you how much
good your Home Papers are doing me as well as

others. 1 read them to two old people that are so

situated they can not attend meeting on Sunday.
They say a man who can write such good sermons
must be a Christian. You don't begin to know
what good you are doing through the publication of

Our Homes. Go on with the good work, for great

must be your reward in heaven.

I must also say a word of encouragement to you
about tobacco. I am pleased to think such a man
as you are so discourages the use of it, both by ex-

ample and precept. There are men I know, minis-

ters of the gospel too, who use it, who don't seem to

think they are doing much harm either. I should

say, if I should say as I thought, that such men had
either better give up the use of the filthy weed, or

stop preaching. It seems to me that ministers who
chew and smoke do more harm by the example they

set before others, than yood by pi-eaching. Often

have I heard men talk about using tobacco who
would say such a man uses it, and he is a minister.

Don't you see the point, Mr. Root? Perhaps there

are young men in almost every neighborhood who
think they can't be gentlemen unless they have a

cigar stuck in their mouth, if I may use the expres-

sion. I am 24 years old, and have never used it in

any form. If all 1 lack is a cigar to make me a gentle-

man, I never will become one. I might say a great

deal more about the evil resulting from the use of to-

bacco, but I fear I have already weai'ied your pa-

tience by writing you so lengthy an article.

Eddyville, N. Y., Jan. 12, 1885. B. H. Buadlev.

1 have quit smoking. I have used tobacco for 8

years. Now if I am entitled to a smoker, please

send me one; and if I ever use it again I will pay
jou for the smoker. I have 11 colonies of bees; it

was not a very good season for bees here. They
made a little honey. C. W. Bacon.

So. Hamilton, N. Y., Dec. 8, 1884.

-VNOTHER B'KEEMAN.

I smoked tobacco for the last time about a year

ago. Now if you please I would like a smoker. We
have 3 hives of bees. If I begin smoking again I

will pay you for the cost of the smoker.

Collamer, Ohio, Nov. 2, 1884. G. F. Cleveland.

CIRCULARS RECEIVED.

C. v. Gi-oss, Pullman III., sends us a 4 page list of hives and
poultry.
E. T. Lewis & Co., Toledo, O., send out a 10-page Ifst of honey-

extractors.
B. F. Carroll, Dresden, Texas, sends us a. 4-page list of bees,

supplies, etc.

W. S Cauthen, Pleasant Hill, S. C, sends us his 8-page list of
bees, queens, etc.

W. H. Proctor. Fair Haven, Vt., sends out a 4-page price list

of bees and queens.
E. JI. Hayhur.-it, Kansas City, Mo., sends us a postal pi ice list

of queens and bees.

J. E. Shaver. North River, Va., 'ends us a one-page list of
bee-keepers' supplies.

S. P. Roddy, Mechanicstown, Md., sends us a 4-page list of
colonies and nuclei.

A. B. Howe, Council Bluffs, Iowa, sends out a 20-page list of
hives, foundation, etc.

J. A Humason Vienna, O., issues a neat 4-page price list of
chaff and Simplicity hives.

C. W. Costellow, Waterborough, Me., sends us a supplemental
price list of hives, etc , for 1885.

F. A. Snell, Mille'geville.Ill .sends us his price list for 1885.

Friend S. makes the Eclipse hive.

J. W. Eckman, Richmond, Texas, sends us a 4-page list of
queens and bees. No supplies for sale.

G. F. Williams, New Philadelphia. O., sends out a one-page
list of bees, hives, honey, poultry, etc.

K. Valentino <V Son, Hagerstown. >ld., issue a 20-page list of
qu(rn>. hives, iti-. .-Vlbinos a specialty.

Till' .\iniiii:ui Manufacturing Co., New Carlisle, O., send us a
IG-paKi- li^t "t hii-keepers' supplies, bees, queen«, etc.

K. V. Perkins, .lefferson. la. has Just ordered from our job-
rooms a 12-page list of apiarian supplies, bees, and queens.

J. B. La Moutagne, Montreal, Canada, sends a very nice 4-

Page list of all kinds of apiarian supplies. It is printed in the
rench language.
We have just printed for A. H. Duff. Creighton. O.. a 16-page

list of apiarian supplies, and have several now on hand to
print, which we will mention in our next.

D. S. Given * Co., Hoopeston, Illinois, send us a 16 page cata-
logue relative to the Given foundation-press. Since the death
of friend G. his wife has given her personal attention to his
atfaii-s.
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And I say unto vou. my friends. Be not afraid of tHem that
kill the l)odv, arid alter that have no more that they can do.
- Ll-KK12:4."

After laboring- hard for two weeks to make ray-

self "useless" among the j'oung people here, Er-

nest and I start this morning, Feb. 'Xi, for a 13-rtays'

absence at New Orleans.

A CORKECTIOX.
In neighbor H.'s article on sweet clover, on page

l<i;2, he states that it is ajjcreunid?; the rest of the

sentence, however, will show that he meant to say it

is a biennial.

FIHE.

We are pained to learn th(^ I'ollowi

IJinghnm & Hcthcriugtoii:

We lost our sinokcr-i^hop bv lirc.'M

Feb. !). iss.-,, and all its coiilcnls. I,(

$180(1, -•jllKI insurance. In this loss is

for our early trade. We are cnlircl
now, l)ut have a lot making, which wi
forward to meet the orders.

i fn
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ADULTERATING HONEY.
I AM quite sure that at least some of the friends

are a little too ready to "think evil " iu this matter.

Some little time ajjo a very nice specimen of bass-

wood honey was sent us, sayinjr a man had been
peddlinj,-- it around, and they were all sure it was
adulterated. Jt was candied white and solid, and of

a beautiful flavor. To-day a sample of very tine

California white-sage honey comes with a note, in-

quiring- if it is spurious. Very likely the friend

who sent it thought something was wrong because

it would not candy during our zero weather. The
real white-sage honey never candies, even if it gets

so cold you have to cut it with a knife. May be the

low price at which it is now furnished had also

something to do with it. Good nice honey is now
sold so low that it will hardly pay to go into the bus-

iness of making bogus honej'.

Oflt NEW HVD150.METEK, AND THE SPECIFIC GKAVI-
TY OF DIFFERENT KINDS OF HONEY.

I WAS a little surprised the other day, to find that

our California honey that is so very thick, and nev-

er candies, did not show as great a specific gravity

l)y the hydrometer as our common white -clover

honey that is not as thick as the other. It is quite

natural to presiuue that the thicker honey is, the

heavier it will be for a certain quantity; but it

seems the sage honey has something about it that

makes it thick so it runs slowly, without being as

heavy as the clover honey; that is, a quart of clover

honey weighs more than a quart of California hou-

ej', and yet the clover honey pours the easier, both
being at the same temperature. The hydrometer
sinks to 44 degrees in the clover honey, but to only

43 degrees in the other, and the latter is so thick

that, at a temperature of 60 degi-ecs, it takes quite a

spell for the hydrometer to get settled.

LARGE PRICES FOR NOVELTIES 1 .\ THU WAY f)F

SEED.S, PLANTS, ETC.

Many of the agricultural papers have taken up
the nuittfer of the continual increase of varieties

in seeds and plants, and have commented on the

sad fact that many of the novelties are only old

things brought up under a new name. The man-
agers of the E.xperimental Grounds at Columbus,
Ohio, have published the results of their test on
strawberries; and after making due allowance for

differences in soil, etc., the lamentable fact still re-

mains, that a good deal of the l)low and puff, accom-
panied witii gorgeous pictures, is only for the pur-

pose of getting people to invest at large prices.

Prof. Lazenby has just sent us a report in regard to

•2ii varieties of strawberries. Only of the 28 are

I'cported worthy of attention. "liig Bob" is

summed up briefly, " Unsatisfactory in every way."
Then, again, think of the monoijoiy on new seeds,

new potatoes, and new plants, charging .50 cents for

a very few seeds of some improved cauliflower, and
half as much for a new sort of celery, etc. I One
who by years of pains works out an improvement,
ought to have his jiay; but, where is there any
need for so much pay? A great nuiny of us would
like a few plants to test these novelties, but we can
not afl'ord to pay 50 cents.

At the time the breeze started up for seeds of

spider plant and flgwort, there was a chance for

making (juite a little sum of money by putting

them u)3 in high i)riced jiackages, especially for

seeds improved by cultivation. Uut we have, as

you know, always furnished seeds of bee-plants, in

five-cent papers. When the article is new and
scarce, only a few seeds have been furnished—
sometimes, perhaps, not over half a dozen. But
half a dozen is, many times, as many as those with
small grounds care for. If they want more, of

course they can get a larger quantity than a flve-

cent paper.

Now, I have had foi- sonu' Time a project of fur-

nishing novelties in the \v;\y of garden seeds at 5

cents a paper, giving ^ery few seeds where the va-

riety is scarce, and high in price. I think we can
nuxnage to put up potatoes in live-cent packages,
without ti'ouble; but when it comes to raspberries,

strawberries, grapes, etc., it might not be so easy to

manage. It would hardly be advisable to sell one
plant, befcause if it should die our customer would
be "out," and I never want anybody to pay me
money for any thing that does him no sort of good,

if it can be possibly avoided. Now, in regard to the

five-cent papers, even though cauliflower and cele-

ry seed should cost $5.00 an ounce, I think an ounce
can be divided into 100 parts, and then give a cus-

tomer enough to test the variety. Of course, I

should not do any thing of this kind in an under-

handed waj-. Henderson's Early Snowball cauli-

flower is now worth .^5.00 per ounce, or 50 cents for

a very small package. White - plume celery is

worth just half as much. The seeds are so small

that the one-hundredth part of an ounce would
answer very well for small seed-growers.

We propose to issue a small catalogue of seeds at

5 cents per packet, in a few days, including seeds

of honey-plants as well, and the list we have for

years been selling for gai-dening and horticulture.

After having tested the seeds on our grounds, we
shall offer for sale as many varieties as we think

are worthy of notice by the average gardener of

small means; and if you want forty or fifty varie-

ties of pease, beans, and tomatoes, you can find

them in the regular seed catalogues—never in ours,

I hope.

We have to-day, Feb. 26, 0311 subscribers, or 221

more than last month. Many thanks, dear friends

for your kind support.

JmE^ M^ QOERIEg.

G.\URA BIENNIS.

fHE new honej--plant, Gaura liicnnls, is plenti-

ful in this part of Iowa. It is a weed of re-

cent introduction, having made its first ap-

pearance along the railroad eight or nine

years ago. It does not thrive on the uplands,

but grows to a height of from four to six ft. on the

rich alluvial bottom-lands. In the morning a drop

of nectar as large as a pinhead nuiy be found in

every flower; but by ten o'clock it is evaporated by
the heat of the sun. The bees apjjarently care but
little for it, evidently greatly preferring the golden-

)-od that blossoms at the same time. Farmers need
have no fear of the d'a ion, as it is easily extermi-

nated. Plentiful as it is here, I have never seen a

stalk of it in a cultivated field. Z. T. Hawk.
Denison, Crawford Co., Iowa, Feb. T, 1885.

how to M.^KE a filter IN A CISTERN.

1 have seen a good deal in Gleanings lately on
how to filter a cistern. I will tell how my filter is

made. It is of brick, built in the cistern, laid up
with good water-liine c(!ment, Just as ycni would
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build a chimnej-, only smaller. Jt is 9 by 9 inches i

inside, and is a little hig-her than the cistern. The
^

water is all around the chimney, or filter. i

The pipe is put down in the filter, and the water
j

filters through the brick. It costs but little. There I

is no need of coarse g-i-avel or charcoal or iron fil-

ings or spong-es. It may be asked, " Will the water
|

filter through the brick as fast as needed?" Yes,

faster than a cistern pump will draw it.

Dryden, N. Y., Dec. 25, 1884. John McKekx.

COPYING THE INVENTIONS OF OTHERS, WITHOUT
THEIR permission; LOTTERIES, ETC.

Dear Mr. Kditor:—! wish to commend what you
say about inventions. We should respect them,

whether patented or not. Mr. Heddon has given us

a valuable improvement in his honey-board and
j

double bee-space. He should have the control of it.

1 like, too, what you say as to lotteries. Something
for nothing is the bane of the age; it is unrighteous,

|

and no less unpatriotic to stimulate it. A. .T. Cook.
|

Lansing, Mich., Feb. 10, 1883.
i

from 16 TO 26, AND ONLY 50 LBS. Of TIONEY.

I Started last spring with 16 colonies; increased to

36; this has not been a good season for bees. When
the white clover bloomed I thought it would be a
good season for honey, as the fields and roadside
were literally white with blossoms. Fi-om all of my
bees I got only fifty pounds honey, poor yield; will

try again. W. D. Anoell.
Odell, 111., Dec. 4, 1884.

A CORRE( TION IN THE ISSUE OF JANUARY 15.

I see in my report a mistake; in Gleanings, Jan.
15, ))age 49, where it reads, " I am now of the opin-

j

inn that it would have been cheaper to have bought i

foundation." In the place of the word "founda-
j

tion," it should read, "to have bought a mndini
from you." W. D. Tiiarp.
Wiliiamsburgh, N. C, Jan. 28, 1885.

HEADQUARTERS IN THE SOUTH
F05 THE UANUFAITl'EE AND SALE OP

BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES
The Onljj Steam Factory Erected in the South, Ex-
clusively for the Manufacture of Hives, Frames,

Sections, Etc.

Viallon. and Hoot Simplicity Hives, f'omb Foun-
dation, Extractors," Smokers, etc. Italian Queens
and early four-frame nuclei a specialty. Full colo-
nies in any (juantity. For more particulars, and
prices, send lor my Descriptive Illustrated Cata-
logue. Also see ad. In February 1 number.
Cash market price for wax.

P. L. VIALLON,
Bayou Goula, Iberville Parish, I^a.

^oeTsaleT^
As eaily as wanted in the S|iring. a large niimber

of swarms of

ITALIAUr AND HVBB.ID BZSES.
BEES AlTD WEENS in their season cheap. After

July 1st, almost gi\en away. Address
5d A. W. €HKINEY, Kanawha Falls. W. Va.

Dark leather-colored or light Italian bees and
queens. Manufacturer of comb foundation. Cash
for Beeswax. Send for Price List, free.

E. PETERMAN,
5-T-9-ll-1.315d "Waldo, Micboygan Co., Wis.

BEES BY THE POUND,
I

From April 2(1 to May 20, $1.00. Dollar <iucens to
I

go with licfs as above, $I.(,0 each. After May 2it,

bees by the pound, SO cents. 2 frame nuclei, with
dollar queen, each :S;.'.O0; :i-frame nuclei, with dollar
(luccii, carli, *2.r,0; Inuiie in Simplicity liody, v.-ith

dollar (inccn, .ach, s.VdO. Allwirrd combs. Wish-
j

iiigtogo W.sl. I will sell :.'llOcol<)nirs. alter May 20,
'

ITALIAN BEES.
Dollar (\)ueens and Nucleus Swarms specialties,

from .June 1, tt) Oct. 1. 500 customers say my strain

of Italians surpass every thing. Foundation from
clestn yellow wax furnished as low as it can be
made. Send for Circular to ,5-7-9-1 1-13-15d

W. H. PROCTOR, Fairliavtn, Vt.

Write what
ed. Fdn., heavy, 4.5c. Light, .5.5c. Cut as desired. I

Wax worked at 10 cts.per lb. ti. W. tiA'I'KS,
|

h-ti-l-H-d Uartletl, Slielby <'o., Tenii.
j

LOOK HERE!
WE^m JxIOrKING-BII^D^,:i:<-

^.i:TE^^S I^ED BIRDS. !<-

^H: WJihimi QUEENS,
For sale at reasonable prices. Address .5-6d

W. D. MALI,, Columbia City. Whitley Co., Ind.

WANTED AT ONCE. ROOT'S CHAFF HIVES
I will pay .*2ii to >^'M)

man who is tlioiiiuuh
honey, to work in gard

(.ai-d ]HV niontli lor a
iHlling l.ccs for comb

I apiary, in answei-ing,
what "you can and will

but a relialile worker
ii.\ iicrson I may select

Still lead, and w

I*£1,Ml I=»x-icos5-

i: so do not write
)nc('.

5(1 \{. .^. ADAMS, bakeport. Chicot Co., Ark.

PTUUM I'-^H'IMMATION. Wax worked for a
ui V Cill share, or liv the po\)nd. Foundation and
bees for sale. H. D. BUHRELL,

Bangor, Van Buren Co., Mich.

VUHO ^A/ll I 80 COLONIES or ITALIAN BEESVVn\^ VTII-ft. for sale bv the colonv en-

BLPY? WHO? r"'"'-
^""Piieity hivs.

IT',:. Wired frames, combs built ti-om loundation,
and are all worker-cells, and straight as boards.
The finest lot of bees in the market. Queens and
(liven foundation for sale. Send for Circular.
5 6 7-8d T. H. KL.OKR,

Terrc Haute, VI'co Co., Iii«l.

(bir.'ith Annual Circular, containing a lull line ol

Mee-Iveel)ers' lioods. will he sent free on ai>plication.

5tfdl) S. C. t J. P. WATTS, CT?.EA'i, CLEASFIELD CO., PA.

EGGS FOR HATCHING.
From Choice Brown Leghorns, S. C, §1.01) for 15;

3 settings, $2.50. 75 eggs. .j^l.OO. 5tfdb
K. J. NASH, Williamson, Wayne Co., N. Y.

Stanley's Automatic Honey - Extractor,
FOR SI2.00 AND UPWARDS.

The only hone.v-extractor that will reverse the
combs by the motion of the machine. Made to fit

any size "and number of coinl)s. and to extract from
l)artly filled sections. Also Stanley's dollar Sraokei'.

a large 8-inch-barrel smoker, for only ^l.W, or $1.25

by mail. Write for circular giving full particulars.

Address G. W. SrAtMLEY & BKO.,
5d Wyoiiiinti;, N. Y.
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MISSOURI. I A Splendid Offer.
THV OXLV .11AMPACTt RERS IX iWIS

^oc/i&i, of Apiiiriiin Implements. Send for
Circular and Price List of our Hive with the Re-
versible Surplus arrangement for comb honej-.
Also Kiuokers, Comb Foundation, Italiaii
Queeus, «'tc. KKKNEDV A; L.KAH>,

P. O. Bo.xll. Hl(i(;L\SVlLLE,
5tfdb L;ita\(ttc ( o., Mo.

^ Colonies, Nuclei, and Queens, ^
vJU For terms, address 4-o-7-9d ^^
fH s. d. McLean, Columbia, maue? co., Tennessee. C^

iniFORTED CARSrZOLASJS.
Crades and Prices ot gueens:

| sprini;
I
.Uine

I
J. &A. !

Fall
Finest Selected gueens, eai-h..

|
S 7 OU I (i 00 I go 00 I Si 50

Fine Prolific " " ..| « 00 | 5(0 | 4 tO I 4 00
Keared in Carniola. Safe arrival by mail guaranteed. Same

prices for imported Italians. For circular, address MRS.
FKANK BENTON, Angelica, N. Y. Send greenbacks register-
ed, draft, or postal-order to FRANK BENTON, MUNICH, Okr-
MAXY. Stldb

FOR SALE!

To all those who will send us at once their suh-
scrii)tion to the

i^mcrican .S^piculturbt,
For one year (1.00) and *I.CO e.\tra, or ?2.03 in all, we
jrnarantee to send a choice Jtaliiin queen worth S1..50.

These cpieens are bred lor us by a careful and re-
liiil)le i|iH'eii-hreeder. We also sivo aiwayto all
those w ho will send us their adtiKss, )>luinly writ-
ten, an interesting- and valuable little ]iamiilii'ot, the
'• Bee-Keei>er"s Coinpaniou." Send us your address
at once. Address
o-fi-7-8d Silas m. Locke, Salem, Mass.

FRUIT, SHADE, AND HONEY.
liee-kceiieis, please see my ailvertisement in

Gleanings for Nov. 15. ).s.s4, page 'W. and order at
once. Two dozen for I*!. on. postpaid. Address
4tfdb JNO. W. MAETIiT, GHEEilV700D DEPOT, VA.

CHOICE SEED

Alsike Clover
White Clover
Hall's early peachblow po-

tatoes
Ontario

CLOVER AND POTATOES.
By Freight or E.xpress.

| mail
I
bus' 1

I
peck IJb^lJb._

*10 00| $2 75] 20c
I
40c

10 00
I

3 00
I
20c

I
40c

125
1

1 25
I

.50 15c
I
35c

.50
I 15c

I
a5e

Address E. S. HILDEITIANIV,
Asliippun, Dodge Co., Wis.

Please mention this Journal If asked for the above
advertisement. 2tfdb

Foundation Machines, L. size, $3.75.
Italian Bees, Queens, and Honey, a specialty. See

new circular.
3tfdb OLIVEE FOSTEE, MT. VEENON, LINN CO., IOWA.

VANDERVORT
COMB FOUNDATION MILLS.
Send for samples and reduced price list,

tfdb JNO. VANDEKVOKT, Laceyville. Pa.

We have bought a large stock of choice yellow
beeswax, and can furnish Dunham comb fdn. for
brood comb, cut to any size, for 5(lc per lb. : thin and
bright yellow fdn., for sections, at 55c per lb. E.vtra
thin Vandervoi-t fdn., 10 to 12 sq. feet to the lb., for
eJcperlb. We guarantee our fdn. to be made of
pure beeswax, and not to sag. Will work up wax
for 10c per lb. for brood, and 15 and 20c per lb. for
sections. To induce our customers to order fdn.
early in season, we will allow 10 per cent discount,
on all orders received tiefore the lirst of May.

F. %V. HOL.ITIRS,
5tfdb Coopersville, Ottawa Co., Mich.

1885 ITALIAN QUEENS 1885
Untested Queens in March and April $1 25

Afterward 1 00

J. S. TADL.OCK,
,5tfdb LULIXG, CALDWELL CO., TEXAS.

DADANT'S FOUNDATION FACTOR?, WHOLESALE andSETAIL.
See advertisement in another column. 3btfd

IF YOU WANT
A GOOD ONE-PIECE SECTION CHEAP,

Send to us. Sample and Price List Free.

SMITH & SMITH, KENTON, HARDIN CO., OHIO.
2tfdb

BUCK & SWALLOW
Manufacturers of and Dealers in

AND BREEDERS OF ITALIAN QUEENS.
Send for Price List.

SSIO Missouri Avcnttc, St, Lotiis, Missouri,
S^od

Ot tttJOfOtJt/ ^^ valuable Fruit, succeeds
OUUC.DC. no T on all soils, and is a profitable
fruit to grow for market. Two dozen plants by
mail, $1. Descripti%e price list free.

Delos Staples, West Sebewa, Ionia Co., Mich.
3^8(11)

The All-Purpose Hive, with

REVERSIBLE CRATE,
With or without a l)ee-space. Whito-poi)lar nailed
sections. Given foundation, etc. Wax worked
at 10 and 12 cts. per lb. English Rabbits. Send for
price list to GEO. F. WILLIAMS,
3-8clb New Philadelphia, O.

\

JOB LOT OP WIRE CLOTH
AT oiti:ATL\ lurjn ( El) PiiK i:s.

.Such a lirisk demand hiis sprung uj) for this, and
our customers seem to be so much ph ased \\ ith the
goods, we have succeeded in getting aiuitlicr still

larger lot, of one of the largest manulactiii-ers of
wire cloth in the world. Please bcni- in mind that
the only w ay in which we can atlind to sell it at the
very low pi-ice of l'.^ cts. [lei- sip ft. is by selling the
entire remnant just as it is i)ut uj). We have now
in stock the following pieces. As fast as it is sold,

each piece is crossed otit, and the next issue v.ill

show what remains.
Width, 8 inches.—3 rolls containing: respectively 50. 50, .and

CO sijuare feet.
Width 10 inches.—1 rolls, containing respectively 72, 70, 65,

and 75 square feet.
Width, 11 inches.—One roll, containing 80 square feet.
Width 12 inches.—2 rolls, containing respectively, ao and 100

smnri' feet.
Width. U inches.—1 roll, containing RO .square feet.
^ViclIh, in iiuhes.- 1 roll containing ISOsquai-e feet
Width, M inches.— 1 roll, containing 150 square feet.
Width, 2-2 inclies.—2 rolls, containing respectively, 250, and

18(»s(|ii.ie Ict't.

Widtli.21 inches.—2 rolls, containing respectively, 20 and 30
sqiiiiri' feet.

\\ idth, 25 inches.—3 rolls, containing respectively, 63, H2, and
2,50 s()uaie feci.
Width, 26 inches.— 7 rolls, containing respectively, 215, 200,

210, 216. 200. 215, and 216 square feet.
Width. 27 inches.—One ro'l, containing 23 square feet.
Width. 28 inches.—8 rolls, containing respectively, 116, 200,

115, 40, 2:!0, 230, 190, and 264 square feet.
Width, .30 inches—2 rolls, containing each 25 and 200 sq. ft.

AVi.lth, 36 inches.-2 rolls, containing respectivelv, 270 and 120
sinniic feet.
Width, 38 inches.—4 rolls, containing respectively, 316, 300, 290,

and 316 square feet.
Width, 40 Inches.—3 rolls, containing respectively, 320, 166,

and 125 square feet.
Width, 42 Inches.—One roll, containing 245 square;feet.

A. I. ROOT, MEDINA, OHIO.
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BE SURE ,

Bee-Hives # Sections!

NEW SHOP AND NEW MACHINERY.
Tlie Largest Matmlactory of Ree-IIive»«,

»iectious, etc., in tlie World.

Our Copariti/ note i.v a Ctirlotnl of ClooiJs Diilli/.

DECiDED.
Tbe courts have fletidcil the patent on the One-

Piece Section to be null anrl vnid, for want of novel-
ty. We are now nianufaeturinjr them again as tirst

placed on the market by Lewis A: Parks.
Write for our new price list for 1885.

G. B. LEV/IS & CO.,
lOtfd WATERTOWN, WISCONSIN.

rORSALE.
Al'jH. P. wroufrht iron tubular boiler and en-

g:ine, in working order. Price on cars, $115.00.

l-4db Address J. D. ENAS, Napa. Cal.

DABANT'S rOTODATION FACTORY, • WHOLESALE AND
RETAIL. See advertisement in another column.

Bee-Hives and Supplies.

To send a postal card for our illustrated catalogue of
;

APIARIAN ^.^iT^orr-rt^l SUPPLIES
tains illustrations and descriptions of every thing

;

new and desirable in an apiary. '

AT THE liOWEST PRICES.
j

J. C. SAYLES,
l-12db Hartford, "Washington Co., Wis.

j

BEE-KEEreRsliPLres
.MANrK.\(TUKp:RS OF

ONE-PIECE SECTIONS,
Maih- /'roiii lUissiroo)!.

FOVNDATIOy, SMOKFJRS, ETC.
Send for Price List tD 23tfd

Smith & Goodell, '"r"" Derr & Harris.

ROCK FALLS, WHITESIDE CO., ILL.

rABIV ilTTrriffQ if von wish to buy Italian
LAALI yULLHO. Queens and Simplicity Hives
early, send for my new Price List. 4-5-6-"d.

W. S. CAUTHEN, Pleasant Hill, S. C.

20 HIVES OF HYBRID,
AND 55 HIVES OF BLACK BEZSS,
All in new Langstroth hives, will be icady tor ship-
ment by May 1st. Send for price list. S(ii<l all or-

ders to G. n. AIJiUHi in\ '

:{-8db DirAdas, Calumet Co., W'iscoiiKin.

"headquarters \¥

eeswa X
We luive constantly on hand a JIL ^L.

large stoclv of DonK^stic, Imnoi-ted,
and Refined Beeswax in original shape, which we
offer to mainifacturcrs ol' Comb Foundation at low-
est prices. Write to us for j)rices, stating (jiiantity

wanted. Address
K. e<;ker.tiann & ^vil.^.

Beeswax Bleachers & Eefi&cr:. STBACUSE, V. 7.

iV. /i.—We have low freight rates to all jioints on
quantities. :.'4-lldb

SECTIONS.
To nail, or dovetailed, 4'4xl'.i, per 1000 $-4 .'SO

Other sizes, larger, to ."j-xti 5 00
Send for price list and sarni>le.

PARKER NEWTON,
EAELVILLE, - MADISON" CO., - N. Y.

'.;-:^4-.5 tid

j

We have r.iiKMlcIci uiir niathinery, and can fill

I orders on sliint notice. It wanted, odd sizes made.
! Send orders now lielore the rush comes. We liave

I

a large stock on hand now. We give ;f per I'ent dis-

I

count till Fet>. 1. I'rice list Irce.

B. J. MILLER & CO..
j

~-l;.M Nappanoe, Elkhart Co., Ind.

REVERSIBLE - FRAME HIVES.
WHITE BASSWOOD AND POPLAR SECTIONS.

S'tiil fur (iicuUir.

i

0. 1. HETHEKINQTON.'eAST SAOIHAW, MICHIGAN.

iPlfED OUEENS.
In April,
May and June,

11 francs in gold.
10

.Tuly and .Vugiist, ... ^ i. .i ..

Sep'temtier and October, - . 7 •' " "

No order received fin- less than 8 queens. Queens
which die in transit will lie replaced only if sentbacU
in a letter. CHAULKS DIANCONCINI & CO..
:i-i:5d Bologna, Italy.

NOW READY I NOW READY 1

1

500 D, S, STANDARD HONEY-EXTRACTORS,

, 1000 TOLEDO SMOKERS,
1
Both of which took the first premium at Ohio, Indi-

I

ana and .Michigan Tri-State Pair in Sei)f., 1S84. We
,
also numufacture and deal in a full line of A])iarian

1
Supplies. Send address for circular.

E. T. LEWIS & CO., Toledo, Lucas Co., 0.

w. z:^UTcli^iNsoN, 1885 ITALIAN QUEENS
ROGERSVILLE, GENESEE CO., MICH.,

Can furnish just as neat, white, smooth, and per-
fect dovetailed white-poplar sections as there are
made. Send for sample and prices. 3tfd

100 Colonies of Italian Bees,
AND 100 TESTED ITALIAN QUEENS, FOE SALE.

For particulars and prices address
W. H. HOBSON, M. D.,

3vd Irving, Montgomery Co., Illinois.

e WAESANTED aUEENS FOE SS.CO.

Write for Circular. J, T. WILSON.
Itta NICHOLASVILLE, KY.

FL.\T - BOTTOm COMB FOUNDATION.
High side-walls, 4 to 14 square feet to
e I)ouiid. Circular and samples free.

J. VAN DEUSEN &.SONS.
4tfd Suit: M,itn(f,ictuyrr!<,

SPKOUT BKOOK, MOiNT. CO., N. Y.
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SMITH'S NEW COMB-HONEY RACK,

^^
Sauiplt! by mail, alreaJy nailed, it', tents. Uacks

alone by freigrht, nailed, pei- quantity, Ide ]jer rack.
Send for circular and full price list. Address
:54-.5d JOHN T. SMITH, BELLEVUE, EATOl^ CO., MICH.

ALL DOVETAILED SECTIONS
LANGSTROTH AND | BROOD AND WIDE

;

CHAFF HIVES,
1

FRAMES,
|

SHIPPING - CRATES, WIRE NAILS, ETC., ETC.
'

Send for Circular.

5E0. WHEELEE, NORWICH. CHENANGO CO., N. 7.

2-3-tfd

GEO. W. PUTNAM,
HOLLAND, GRUNDY COUXTT, IOWA,
Wishes to say that he will put up in packages, for

one dollar, the following- seeds for bee-keepers:
I peck of Silverhull Buckwheat 3.5c

;{ pounds Rape seed 40c
1 packet, ' 2 oz:. Spider plant lOc
I packet, \2 oz., Simpson plant 10c

Sack 5c
Will also sell or trade my house and two lots,

blacksmith and wagon shop, with a good custom.
Send postal card for price list of supplies, etc. 4-5d I

MUTH'S '

HONEY-EXTEACTOR, !

SQUARE GLASS HONE\-JAUS,
j

TIN BUCKETS, BEE-HIVES, '

HONEY-SECTIONS, &c., dec.
\

Apply to CHAS. F. MUTH, Cixcinnati,0.
P. S.—Send 10-cent stamp for " Practical Hints to

Bee-Keepers." Itfd

IS) ITALIAN BEES.
FULL COLONIES, NUCLEI,

!
If you intend buying bees or queens this season,

[ send for my circular and jirice list. You will save
' money by so doing.

:>t.dh C. C. Vaughn, Columbia, Tenn.

BEE-HIVES, ~

ONE-PIECE SECTIONS,
COMB FOUNDATION,

—AXD—
Bee - Keepers' Supplies Generally.
J'ricc List Svnt J'rcr.

J. J. HURLBERT,
III Imo Lyndon, "Whiteside Co.. 111.

HEDDON'S
32-PAGE

CmCULAE^MR 1885
NOW READY.

JAMES HEDDON'.DOWAGIAC, MICH,

PATENT
JOUNDATION
Mills .g'^^i

W.e.PELHAM
MAYSVILLE,KY.

ITALIAN QUEENS.
Our motto is " Fair dealing." Our Mr. Steckler is

a German of 40 years' experience in bee culture, a
man of integrity, German thrift, one who gives
careful attention to details in queen-rearing. The
best Italian mothers to be obtained are our mother
queens. See prices in lYbruarv ad\-ertisement.

.1. W. K. SHAW & CO..
.5d Loreauville, Iberia Parish, La.

tai:

HIVES OF DIFFERENT VARIETIES;

ES, SHIPPING - CRATES, WIRE
NAILS, ETC.

(ir circular and i)rice list bel'ore i>urcliasing.

ITIIL.L.ER BKO'S A; CO.,
Uryileii, ITIicli.

B00KIN« T OI^DEI^^.
Why not buy your Queens and IJoes direct from

the l)rce(l(r? ;.*.") cents saved is ~.5 cents made. I am
now liookiiig orders for Queens and Bees, to be de-
livered in Ainil, -May, and June. Send for my new
]'riccl,ist. Address 4-5-(!-7d.

W. S. CAUTHEN,
PLEASANT HILL, LANCASTER COUNT?, SOUTH CAEOLINA.

Bass^wood-Trees.
BasKwood-trees 1 to ;5 feet high, - - .sl.5l1 per 100
Hard-maple trees, ;{ to .5 feet high, - - L.'W per 100
Mountain-ash, ornamental, 3 to .5 feet, lOcts. apiece.
Address HENKY WORTH,

Itfd Borodino, Onondaga Co., N. Y.

M'^'!
AMMOTH RUSSIAN SUNFLOWER SEED, sent postpaid; 1

.,.-)c; ',-11... ;.'()c; 1 It)., ;iOc. Send .Ifl.OJ previ-
ous to ^Vpr. 15th, and I will book order for Italian
<iueen, to be sent in July, and send !e-lb. of the
iilio\c seed free of charge. All queens bred from
choice pure stock. O. G. RUSSELL,
.jd Afton, Chenango Co., N. Y.

WOOD SEPARATORS. A superior article, sliced from
seasoned lumber, (iive good satisfaction, and

are the best, cheapest, and most desiralile separator
in use for obtaining comb li(inc\- in sections. Also
sections lor nailing. Wire Nails, and Tin Points, for
glassing, Smol;crs, etc. C. R. ISHAM, Peoria, Wyo.
Co.. X. Y., or C. J. Van Eaton. Vork, Liv. Co., N. Y.

75 COLONIES
BLACK AND HYBRID BEES FOK SALE.
Address S. D. McLEAN, Columbia, Tenn.
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The 6th 8eini-annual mcctins" of the Western IJcc-
Keepers' Association will bc> liciri in ITnitv Chapel,
P'elix Street, I'tluccn 0th and Ii)th, St. Joseph, Mo.,
on Thursday and Fridav, Ai)ril U and 10, 18S"). com-
mencing- at 10 AM. ot the 9tli. All interested in bee
culture are invited to attend and make the meeting
as interesting: as possible. A full prog-ramme will
be prepared, and a general good time mav be ex-
pected. C. M. (:R.\N-i)Ar,T.,Sec.,
Independence, Mo. A. A. Bai.dwix, Pres.

PONEY IJ0MMN.

CITY MARKETS.
Milwaukee.—Hojicj/.—The market for honey is

quite dull, and values range from 12'i@13c for white
1-lb. sections, and possibly, in some cases, if very
fine, 14c may be obtained. Extracted is slow at 8c
per lb. Beeswax, 28(ff:j5e for choice.
March 4, 188.5. A. V. nisiior,

142 West Water St., Milwaukee, Wis.

Black and Hybrid Queens For Sale.

For 'he benefit of friend'^ w
which they want to di-i" >

charge, as bel'.w. Wed., li

enough to tncse queens t ..
[

ing 'hem in tock; and vet i

datiun to those who eaii uUc

Cleveland.—Hone?/.—The honey market is about
the same as last reported; sales very dull, and only
the very best in style of crate and color of honoy
wanted. Best white 1-lb. sections sell at ]4(('15c;

second grade, ISf^^Mc. Extracted, no sale. Beeswax,
28(Hi:%e. A. C. Ken del,
March 10, 1883. 11.5 Ontario St., Cle velaud, 0.

1 have some nice hybrid queens on h.and now that
I will kill this summer, and it is something- I hate to
do—that is. kill a queen ot anv distription. 1 will
take :jiie apiece for them. That will .inst about pav
postage and caging, and the tronl.lcot x Mid ing- them
off. C. W. Hicks, Fairvicw, Wash. Co., Md.

Queens For Sale.—Hybrid queens, .50 cts. each;
black queens, 25c each, from .June 1 to Oct. 1. Sale
arrival guaranteed. R. H. B.mlf.v,
7-lldb P. O. Box 81. Ausalle Forks, Essex Co., N. Y.

I have hybrid and black queens to dispose of,
60 and 3iJc each. Safe arrival guaranteed.

HtJNHV WiuGHT. Selma, Dallas Co., Ala.

St. Louis —J/ojK)/.—Extracted honey in barrels,
very dull, held at ^'ofT/tJc for Southern. Northern in
kegs, worth more. There is a slightly better de-
mand for comb honey. Choice white clover in one-
pound sections, H'^'lS'oC. Beeswax, not much ar-
riving. Quotable at iitifr' ;3Cc.

W. T. Anderson & Co.,
Feb. 24, 188.5. 1C4 N. Third St., St. Louis, Mo.

I have some hybrids the friends can have atoOcts.
each, if thev applv .'^oon.

1). McKexzie. Carrollton, X. ()., La.

Chicago.—HoTJfJ/—The honey market is aghin
lifeless. It is diflicult to ctlfft sales, and It can only
be done by a cas<' at ;i tiTiw; H ^ i.5c is the range.
Extracted dull. Bn.<int.r.:;v,-. k a. inn.NKiT.
March 11, 188.5. Kil .-~. Water St.. Chicago, 111.

I ha\-e rO black (pieens for sale at 5(ie each, iidjc.

A. \V. liHVA.v. San Marcos, Hays Co., Texas.

QUEENS in MARCH,
\Vi

duri
rr prepared to till orders foi- unte.<ted .(iieei

March at .-^l.::.-) each.
J. M. KILLOI'UH & CO.,

San Marcos, Hays Co., Texas.

DETROiT.-77o)if.i/.—The honey market is dull at
ISy.t^il^c for 1-lb. sections. A. B. Weed.
Detroit, Mich., March 11, 188.5.

I have untested <iueens for sale in JFarch, April,
and May. NELLIE ADAMS.

Sorrento, Orange Co., Florida.

I have 3 bbls. of white honey left. Thev weigh
370 lbs. each, net. I will take 8'; cts. per lb. at
Ithaca. Money orders may be sent to P. M., with
ordei-s tolie delis creel when sliipitig bill ispreseiiteil.
Orders pavabU- at llliacii. (Ii-aiint Co.. Mich. Hon-
ey is all Irom white clover and luisswood.

Address F. E. Townsend, Newark. .Mich.

DADANT-S FOUNDATION FACTOEY, WHOLES.VLE AND
KE'I'.ML. See advertisement in another column.

WMiirf Wat4s701i Serhs^

CONVENTION NOTICES.

The semi-annual meeting of the Boone County
Bee-keepers' Association will be held in Lebanon.
Ind.. April 2, 1.S8.5. A general invitation is extended
to all. Ora Knowlton, Pres.

S. H. Lane, Sec.

The Northern Indiana and Southern IMichigan
bee-keepers will hold their next meeting at the
Court-House in Goshen, Ind., on Friday, April 3, '85.

All bee-keepers are invited to come.
Middlebury, Ind. F. L. Putt, Sec.

The Tuscarawas County Bee-keepers' Associa-
tion will meet at New Philadeli)hia, O., on Thurs-
day, March 26, 188.5. We earnestly recpiest all who
are in any way interested in bees and bee culture
to attend. Geo. F. Williams, Sec.

A. A. FitADEN UURG, PieS.
I

The Willamette Valley Bee-keepers' Association
|

will hold their annual meeting at Lafayette, Yam-
hill Co., Oregon, on the third Wednesday in June.
Everybody in\ ited, with request to bring fixtures or
any thing that will help to make it a pleasant day.
Newburg, Oregon. Cyrus Haskins. I

will sell the
following watches while Iliey last, as follows:
Five watches, lirst series, in good running order,

but some ot the eases look a little shabby. Mailed
postpaid for 5^1..5ii each. This gives you a timepiece,
without any particular regard to looks, for the
small sum of only #1..50.

Of series A we liave five dozen. These have
nickel eases, and are in good running order. The
obii'ctioiiaMe feature is, that thev liasc an opening
in the dial. We .vill send these lor ?-,'.(i(l each.
Ot series H, we Ikiv<' 31 watches left. These are

ecjual to an V in appeaianee and 1 inie-keep'ug (|uali-

ties, only tliey haxc not some ot the more recent
impro\eiiients. So long as they hist, s:; .Ml. I have
carried all the abose, to test them in.\seU individu-
ally; and any one of them that does not keep time
when you get it may be; returned at my expense.

A. I. I«»0'I', ITIediiia, 4»Uio.

DIXON & DILLON,
Parrisli, Franklin Co., Illinois.

Manulactui-ers of and Dealers in all kinds of

APIARIAN SUPPLIES^
at the lowest prices. Also pure ITA H.4N KF.KK
and QUKIiNS. No other bees kejjt in our jards.
For further information, send for price list.
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BEES BY THE POUND,
From April 20 to May 21. SI.IO. nolliir (|iicoiis to

go with bees as above, #l.(l) each. Alter May 20,

bees by the pound, 80 cents. ;.' liaiiie nuelei, with
dollar queen, each $2.00; airanu' nuclei, with dollar
queen, each, $2.50; il-frame in Simplicity body, with
dollar queen, each, S5.00. All wired combs. Wish-
Inj? to KO West. I will sell 200 colonics, after May 2i),

Very cheap. Write tor prices, statinsf what is want-
ed. Fdn., heavy, 4.5c. Light, .55c. Cut as desired.
Wax worked at'lOcts.per lb. «;. \v, OA'I'Kx,
r>-6-7'8-9d Uartletl. Miclby < o., Tciiii.

ROOT'S CHATFllVES^

"

still lead, and we furnish tlifni at

Our 5tli Annual Circular, containini; a full line of
Bee-Keepers' goods, will he sent fr<'c on aoiilication.

otfdb S. C. & J. P. WATTS, MUKEA7, CLEAF.FIELD CO., PA.

iW^'^g^^rAlsike Clover Seed, "S'S

DADANT'S
FOUNDATION
is asserted by hundreds of practical and disinterest-
ed bee-keepers to be the cleanest, brightest, quick-
est accepted by bees, least apt to sag, most regular
in color, evenest, and nc atist.'of any that is made.
It is kept for .'•ale by Messrs. A. H. Newman, Chi-

cago, 111.; C. F. Mulh, ( incinnati. O.; Jas. Heddon,
Dowagiac. Mich.; Dougherty iV McKec. Indianapo-
lis, Ind.; Chas. H.C.reen. Herlin.Wis.: Chas. Hertel,
Jr.. Freeburg. TIL; Ezra 15aer, Di.xon. Lee Co.. 111. : E.
S. Armstrong, Jcrsevville, 111.; H. Drum, Adelphi.O.;
Arthur Todd, (icriiiantown. Philadelphia, Pa.; E.
KrcteluniT, Colmrg. Iowa: E. F. Smith, Smyrna, N.
v.: C. T. Dale. Mortoiisville. Ky.: (lark .lohnson &
Son, Covington, IC.\-.,an(l numerous other dealers.
Write for .vk/zi/i/cn fitf. jind i)riee list of supplies,

aecomiianied with 1 50 <'oiii|»liiiieiitai-y and itdso-
licitcd tf'sliiiioiiiiils. from as many bee-keepers, in
18S;5. II'<; (iiuiiaiiirr tr< ly iiivli e/ iiiir fiiHtKUitiini crjunl

to sample htccoii ><'>^li' it.

VIIXS. I>.II>ANT A: SON,
:jbtfd Ilauiiltoii, Iflaiicock Co., Illinois.

bei20,000 KASFBSEEY-PLANTS. embracing all

varieties, from #'< to S20 per thousand.
.'5,000 STEAWBEEEY PLANTS (extra kind*) ?5 per 1000.

25 BKOWN LESHOEW PULLETS (Bonny .strain) ^1 .50 each.
2,000 BASSWOOD TSEES. .-52 per 100: ^15 per 1000.

500 ITALIAN aUEEilS, after .June 1.5, «1 each.

We will sell in small or large <iuantities. Crder
early. t'. 1^1. «;<HH»SI'»':»<;2>,

6d Tliorn ISill, Oium. <«>., N. V.

B
r.stiihVishfii isr>

HEADQUARTERS ^F

EESW4A
hav(

large stock of Domestie. huiiorfed.
and Refined Beeswax in original shajK', which we
oiler to manufacturers of Comb Foundation at low-
est prices. Write to us for prices, stating- quantity
wanted. Address

K. EOKKUMANIV & AVILI<.
Beeswis Bleachers i Eefiner:. SYEACI73E. N. Y.

y. li.—\\c have low freight rates to all points on
quantities. 2i-lldb

PAPIV AUrPWQ If you wish to buy Italian
LJiilLl yUL£ii«)3. Queens and Simplicity Hives
earlv, send foi- mv new Price List. -4-5-6-Td.

W. S. CAUTHKN, Fleasaiit Hill, M. €.

FDICUnC IP" ^'*^" WAAT FIUST-CIi ASS
lllC.llUdf <iOOI>?*, send for my price list,

or .*2 2.')^f()r sample lii\e. ready for comb houey.
1 will trade some liives for bees.

6d J. E. LINDLEY, OEOKGETCViT, VEEMILLION CO.. ILL.

WANTED.
hnbarb and as-
f beo-snpplies.

j

To exchange small-fruit jil

paragns i)laiits. etc.. for all k
extractors, foundation, sections, and new strain of
queens, t^uecns wanted in .lune.

DU. MARTIN,
Gd Mercersburg, Franklin Co., Pa.

/^TUUW FOUiMWATION. AVax worked for a
\jl V llill share, or l)v the pound. Foundation and
bees for sale. H. D. BURRELL,
5tfdl) Bangor, Van Buren Co., Mich.

\A/l-IO \il#ILi so C0L017IES OF ITALIAN BEESVrnV/ VVII.I- i^r sale bv the colony or

BUY? WHO? U""""'-
S;-"I.licity Hives.

**** ' ••T^'' Frames l.auystroth. 'M,,\

\'''ii. Wired frames, combs built from foiindation.
and arc all worker-cells, ami stiaight as boards.
The flnest lot of bees in the market. Queens and
Given foundation for sale. Send for Circular.
5-6-7-8d T. H. KLOKK,

Tcrrc Haute, Vl^o Co., liid.

Tl^JT^TTI Oiir Catsiloiriie and l»riee liist

jSI '^' '-' * -* of leading Strawberry- and Rasp-
berry i)lants, Russian Mullerry-trees, etc. Also P.
Rock eg!.'s for hatching. Address
4-5 (!<! YODEE k METSLE2, E. LEWISTOWN. MAH. CO., OHIO.

BEE-KEEPERS/-"*"^'^atTHISI
We have a largo stock of our V-groove one-piece

sections, and until March 1st, ISt-^J, will sell at rock
bottom.
501)0 one-pound sections for an even ?2I 00

10,00) " " " •• " 40 CO

Sample free. Send for our Illustrated Price List
of Bee-Keepers' Supplies, Firr tn (til.

SMtTH & SMITH,
2tfdb KENTON, HARDIN CO., O.

TWENTY- FIFTH

ANNUAL CATALOGUES PRICE LIST

I'ulf CoUniii's, Xuvlcits Colon ifs, auil Qurints,
r»-om <hir A>ifJ Ntrrihis: Also (icutriil

lAst of ApUir'Kitt Sii2>]tllr.s,

CouHisiing of Bcc-IIivcs, ichlte-2)oplar Sections,

Onnh Foundalion, etc.

Write your name .vnd address plainly on a postal,
and get my pi-iccs before ordering your supplies.

Address Wm. W, GARY, Jr..

Colera.me, IV! ass.
otfdb Sticccsmr til Tl'/d. 11'. Cn?-;/ tt So»i.

B
Vhoh'snJi- niKl Urtdil.

EE- KEEPERS' ^ SUPPLIE
Pcplir asd Bis:T:cd Socticts a Cpccii'.ty. . s

SEND2-CENTSTAMP for SAMPLEand PRICE.
S. D. BUELL, UNION CITY, MICH.

SOMETHING NEW.
dies for nian-

It will be to your advantage to send for in-ice list

before purchasing elsewhere. Cash i)aid for bees-
wax. A. B. HOWE,
2ttdb Council Bluffs, Iowa.
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WIDE TOP-BARS, ETC.

ALSO SOME MATTERS CONNECTED WITH THE CON-

STRUCTION OF HIVES GENERALI-Y.

J HAVE just read IJro. Alley's article on the

M above subject. I once •thought just us Uro. A.

^^l now thinks. Nearly all my bce-kcc|)ins- friends
''* used 'a-wide top-bars. I was fresh from Father

Langstroth's book. I used I'a-wide top-bars, as

that book advised. I discussed much with my
friends ab^ut it. I told them that narrowing the

space between the bars tended to dissuade the bees

from building brace-combs therein. That was the

way I understood it. I had used the one width only.

These friends claimed just the reverse. I saw that

their hives compared with mine proved their side of

the argument, but I thought there must be some
other factor to influence the matter in this case. I

knew that bees were less apt to l)uild comb in small

than in lai-ge spaces, behind the end-bars, and other

places, :^ry theory was all the time right; but the

facts were all the time against me.

Well, I cut down to 1 1-16. I was glad I did. Then
to one inch, and I liked that better; then to 'a, and

I like that bettei still; and I own up, slowly but

surely, beaten. It is just so with the slats of honej'-

boards; as I said in a late article, the queen-

excluding spaces are much worse filled with comb
than those ?8 wide. Experience will do for you

what it has for me,—settle it to your satisfaction.

Bro. Hatch is in error, if he thinks that I meant to

claim that the bees would not build brace-combs

between the hrood-frames and the slats of the honey-

board. Of coui-sc, they will; and if the honey-board

is not there, these same brace-combs will be built to

the sections, or wide frames, and this is just why

we want it there. The idea I meant to convey was.

that they Avould build between the sections and

honey-board, but very little if any. AA'henever we
liave contracted to five combs it brought the spaces

just exactly over each other, and then we had to

shove the honey-board sidewise on the hive, or up
came the brace-combs, as the spaces no longer
" broke joints " with each other. What Bro. Hatch

says about moral patent is too true. The honest

pay while the dishonest go free.

Jiro. I'lory, in his article on page K2, seems to

think we use a honey-board to each case, while

none is needed except just over the brood-frames.

;
Now, liro. Boot, we make our hives and extracting-

]

supers of pine. Our supei-s were all at the apiary;

but the one we sent you was a very old one that
' had been mislaid aliout our shop up here in town.
'

1 knew it was a littlo scant, but thought it would do
' for a sample (we charged nothing for it), and thought
' you would overlook that. We talked about that

here when we T'ucked it. Pine is best about shrink-

ing; but whitewood is best to hold psiint. You have

! not described the super correctly. It has no raves,

or cleats, around it like the hive. It is '/i inch

shallower than the hive. The frames (the same as

used below) rest tiush with the bottom, the

1 bee-space below being in this same honey-

board. I know wabbled slots are out of the way,

! but not as good a hand-hold as the large end-cleats,

I

and we make hives more to use than to ship. It is,

however, of not so much importance how the super

I is made. Let it be the same length and width of the

brood-ehambei-, and one-half inch shallower, or just

so tlie frames rest even with its bottom, and take

the same kind and number of frames that the

I brood-chamber does, which, by extended expcri-
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ment, I have found letter than to have any differ-

ent number or style of frames for the upper story.

Bro. Garwood (page ITO) suggests a change in my
reversible frame. One year ago I made 80C0 of them.
Please figure the dififerenee in cost, when his " hoop
iron" and "screws" are added. I used about sev-

en dollars' worth of wire nails, two to hinge each
frame. I also figured on screws, and they were go-

ing to cost about *25.oa.

I will close by returning thanks to you for what
you said about the honey I sent you. It is bringing
me lots of orders. 1 thought it good, and ;;ico?it to

give " big weight." Also to Prof. Cook for lu's sen-

tence on page IT!), both for the words of praise for

ihe, and sound logic and morals in a general sense.

Dowagiac, Mich. Ja.mks Hkddon.
It seems to me you have made a little mis-

taKe in figuring on screws, t'liend 11. Hix-
teen'thousand .'.-inch screws will cost onlv
about SS.OO instead of .S2.1.U0. In fact, we
can ftunisli them for that, and 1 think I

should prefer screws for reversible frames to
wire nails. The idea is, that the hoop iron
Avill permit us to use the frames we are al-

ready using, while your arrangement does
not. A top-bar made of a strip of folded
tin would also fix the depth pretty nearly
right; but after figuring on it. I decided it

would get bent or doubled up. I suppose
the wooden bars for tlie frame to turn on
will be a little cheaper than the hoop iron,
l)ut the labor of attaching the hoop iron to
the top-bar wcuild be more than the valueof
the materials M> exitcritnce agrees with
yoius in the width of top-bars.

BEES -TEMPERATURE INSIDE CLUS-
TER.

DO CEKS HIBERNATE?

TN talking over W. F. Clarke's hibernating theory

11^ some three months ago, a friend remarked:
^l "Would you not like to know just the tompcr-
''^ ature maintained in the ijiside of a cluster of

bees of sufficient strength to occupy five or

more spaces between the combs'/" 1 replied, that I

did not believe that bees ever hibernate, according

to the general meaning of that word; for Quinby
tells us, in his "Mysteries of Bee-keeping," that the

bees in the inside of the cluster in cold weather, are

us lively as in summer, while those ou the outside

are somewhat stittened with the cold, which I had
found to be so; hence the temperature in the cen-

ter of a cluster of bees must be about the same as

our summer temperature.

yoon after this I noticed those wo)-ds in the

American A pi(ultini»t: "Not one of this class can
tell US any thing reliable about the winter tenipei-a-

ture of the l)ec' hive," the "this class" referring to

entomologists. 1 thought, if no one knew what the

inside temperature of the lieehive was, that it was
time we did. 1 therefore instituted a search through
all the volumes of Gi.EAXiNns, by means of its

copious index, only to find these words in Vol. ]V.,

page 10: "Now, when bees are massed together in

a cluster they keep up an animal heat that keeps
the whole cluster above freezing." If there is any
thing else in all of the 13 volumes, bearing on the
subject, I failed to find it. Having u desire to

know, now kindled into enthusiasm. I i)rocured, at

a high price, the best self-registering spirit ther-

mometer possible, and soon had it in the center of a
good colony of bees which occupied a sphere of
about 8 inches in diameter. As I could not get the
case holding the thermometer between the combs,

^

I slipped the graduated part with the spirit glasses

from the case, and, by means of a rubber band and
a bent wire, fl.\ed it so I could suspend it where I

wished. I found that even now I must spread the
frames in the hive, in order that this graduated
part might go in the hive, for there must be a space
of u inch between combs for it to slide down into.

As zero weather has been the order of the day for
the past si.x; weeks, I disliked to disturb the bees;
but I soon saw that this zero weather was just the
time for the test, if I would have it reliable. I hesi-

tated no longer, but pried apart the frames, which,
in the cold, went apart with a snap, which soon
caused a fuss to be made; and in spite of all I

could do (I had no smoker with me) many bees were
lost by darting out as the center of the cluster-T\'as

disturbed, which showed that they were far from
hibernating; although half a minute before, the

colony hardly give signs of life. This thermometer
registers cold as well as heat, by having two spirit

balls and two steel bars, or registers. These regis-

ters, when placed in the hive, were set where the
temperature stood in my coat-pocket in which I

carried the thermometer, which was about 4')°.

when it was placed in the hive at 4 o'clock p.m.
Upon taking it out the next morning (again losing

bees which were drawn out by the thermometer) I

I

found I had only a satisfactory register of the heat

I

the colony had attained in the disturbance (which
was S',"}; for as soon as I drew it out of the cluster,

and before I could brush the bees off from it, the

mercury was forced down on the cold side sevferal

degrees. I now took it to the stove and left it till

the heat side showed 100°, with a corresponding
degree noted on the cold side. I now drew down
the steel register on the cold side by means of a

magnet provided with each thermometer, and then
wrapped it in a warmed cloth, when, as soon as

possible, it was again placed in the same colony.

During the afternoon the weather became severe,

and continued so for five days, during which time
the mercury outside went as low as IC^ below zero.

When the storm abated, the thermometer was taken
out, when 1 found that the coldest point reached in

the cluster during those five severe days was fi&°

above zero. In like manner I kept experimenting
on several colonies until I found that the average
temperature of a good colony of bees in the middle
of the cluster is 64° when the mercury is at zero

outside the hive, and that, for every l:"*" of change
(outside) from this point, the change in the cluster

is one degree. Thus: 1C° below zero, Ki"; zero

gave (i4° ;
15"' above gave (.">', and '^S° above (the high-

est it lias been during my experiments) gave (56^ in

cluster. All the colonies were in chaff-packed hives,

with sawdust cushion 4 inches thick over top of hive,

and nearly covering the chatf on all sides. Some of

the colonies had honey as stores, and some sugar
syrup; but I could see no diflerence in heat in favor
of either one.

1 next placed this thermometer within half an
inch of the oiUside of the cluster, both at the top

and at the sides, and foiuid that the temiieraturo
varied liere from 40' to 52°, according to place and
coldness of the weather. At one time it touched
45°, thus showing that, just outside of the stiffened,

or hibernating^ bees, as Mr. Clarke would call thetn,
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the temperature is the same as that at which bees

will barely fly in May. Unless my bees have a

chance to fly soon, the prospect is that these ex-

periments will cost me somethinir; for some of the

colonies thus treated are getting: <auite uneasy, and
show sig-ns of the bee diarrhoea.

By one experiment I find that the lowest temper-

ature in a diseased colony is 7.5°. I believe them to

be rearing brood, but can not well open the hive,

on account of the steady cold. From the above I

think all Avill see that it is impossible for bees to

hibernate when they must burn honey enough to

warm a temperature of 16' below zei-o to 6:^° above.

This makes it also plain why it takes less honey in

the cellar to maintain C4"to 07' of heat in the clus-

ter, where that of the outside never goes lower

than 4:."=.

I may ne.xt winter take notes regarding these in-

side the cellar; but as I have not been inside the

bee-cellar since Jan. 13, I shall not try the e.\peri-

nient this winter. O. M. Uoolittle.
Borodino, N. \\, Feb. 28, ISF.'",.

Thanks, friend I)., for the positive facts

you give in this matter; but 1 do not (luite

see that yon iiave settled it after all. for you
say the duster was disturbed by putting in

the thermometer, and witiiout a doubt the
temperature rose rapidly as soon as you be-
gan to disturb them. I fear you skipped
over something in tlie back "volumes of
Glkanings coming pretty near to tiiis

point. It is where 1 spoke of pushing my
hand under the cushion, just over tlie clus-

ter of bees, to see if they were alive. In tlie

liouse apiary I used to "do tiiis often, and it

seemed likiiputting one's hand under an ofd
hen while she is sitting. I think I descril)ed
it something that way. Now, had you i)usli-

ed your tiieiinometer right over the cluster,

a thin sheet of cotton or enamel cloth only
intervening between the bees and the ther-
mometer, it seems to me you would have
accomjilished almost as much, as the iieat

rises, and would keep the cushion and all

above it pretty nearly, I tlnnk. up to the
temperatuie of" the cluster. 15iil even this
disturbance would probably elevate the tem-
perature of the eluster.
Now a word in defense of fiiend Clarke's

theory. Sometimes a cluster of bees is

warm' and lively, and at otiier tinu's it is not
so lively, (^uite a number of us have at
some time or other luilled the combs out of
the hive, thinking the bees weie dead ; but
we linally decided they were only asleep, or
in a sort 'of dormant state : for alter a while
they woke up and could sting as well as any
bee's. When we iind them thus, tiiey are so
knotted together that it seems to me next to
impossible they could stir enough to move
even a leg or a wing. They are packed into
cells, ami scpieezed together in combs, until
one would never believe so large a number
of bees could be put into so small a coniiiass.
I remember one spring when a certain hive
did not come out to liy, while the rest did.
r looked in and decided tluit the bees were
gone; the combs were clean, and full of
stores, and I had commenced taking them
out, until, down in one corner of the hive, I
found a ball of bees about the size of a large
apple. When this ball unrolled, or unfold-
ed, they tilled the hive pretty tojejubly.

They were not up against the cushion at all,

but down toward the bottom-board, and there
was frost all through the hive, except close
up to this cluster. They made no sound,
that I could perceive, and no movement, un-
til 1 pulled them to pieces, and let the sun
down on them ; and it seemed, when taking
the combs out, as if I should tear them limb
from limb, so tiglitly were they tied up in
theii- winter nap, 1 presume this thing is

familiar with hundreds of our readers ; and
1 believe that most will agree that bees,
when knotted up in this manner, always
winter si»lendidly. 1 liave no idea that the
temperature of "this ball was as low as the
freezing-point; but it seems to me it might
be down al)out the same as the bear and the

i
woodchiick when they lay themselves away.

! I have for years supposed they somttimci

j

go into this s'eini-doim<uit condition, and at
[other times ihac they do not; or I have
I

thought that perhaps some colonies had a

I

fashion of going to sleep, and sleeping for
j
weeks or months in this way, I do not be-
lieve we need now many theories on the sub-

!

ject. but w(! do need facts; and I for one
i

should like to have my bees wi)iter in these
little tight balls; at least, it seems to me
that is what we want.

FROM BUKMAH.
The Apis Dorsata Heard From Again.

now HtlKNI) HU.NKKU SUCCEEDS WITH BEES.

BKOPHEIt ItOOT:—It is very kind of you to pay
loi- my poor notes to you, and to send your
Niiluahle uKigazine free at the same time. T

really don't expect pay, nor ask it. I shall bo

most glad if 1 can in any way add a little to

the sum total of bee-knowledge in the world, and at

the same time aflord myself a most delightful study

in natural history.

I am off to-morrow morning for a long preaching

tour anumg the wild Padang Karens, so I just write

to say that T shall take much pleasure in studying

the .Ipis dniiinta. I have a large church near by (20

miles off), whicli lias in its possession scores of

swarms of this bee. 1 can get every oi)portunity

to study the bee. and will do so. I think I will get

a sheet of brood, and put it into a swarm of com-

nu)n bees, and see what will become of it. t have

now five swarms, all df>ing well. One swarm has

trebled in size in two months, under stimulative

feeding. I am keeping careful notes, and shall bo

glad to report progress, but don't think you must
pay me for my writings. I want to help, not only

for the good of others, but for myself and my peo-

V)le. The study of bees is a fascinating one, even in

the very small beginning I have made.

My bees arc of two kinds, quite distinct. One is

small, (!'i colls to the inch, brown, wings give oil'

colors in the sunlight, gentle, and active. The sec-

ond are larger, (5 cells to the inch, black, active, and
aggressive. They went to robbi iv^ a strongerswarm
the second day after l>eing transferred. I have not

had them long enough to tell all the differences yet,

but am studying them, and will report in due time.

I am now going out as a flshQr—of men, and shall

leave bees behind. I hope I may catch some souls.

The fields are white for the harvest. Oh, where are

the vpaj)fj>?;' •';!<• muu for ""m districts and ftfttions,
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and for thousands of heathen! Who is sufficient

for these things? Hut God can do his will, even

with a feeble instrumentality. A. Bunker.
Toungoo, Burmah, Dec. 1.5, 1884.

AVliv. friend B., i.s it really a fact that yon
are ri;;iit in tlie Jieigliborliood of the .Ip/.s

(lorsaUi ! . Do you mean that yovu- people
belonging; to that church hnve tlie ^Ipis dor-

sata in the trees, or have they K<>t them in

hives? In any event, you seem to be a prov-
idence to the bee-keepers of the world.
Our short-hand writer suggests that the
solution of this difficult question of getting
hold of this race of Ijees is to come tlirough

onr niissioiiaiies. as have many of the great-

est blessings the world lias ever received
from lands liitherto unreaclied by the gospel.

May (iod bless your elforts in working that
greiit held where laborers are so few!

'THE SILVER LUSTING
CUBA.

A BOOM IN

COO LBS. OF HONEY BMIOM .^ SlNCr.K COLON V IN ONE
SE.\SON, WITH THE AID Of THE HOLY-LANU

liKES.

fill"
cloud is seldom so darlc that it has not a

silver lining; but three months ago it seem-

ed impo.'ssible that there could be much light

behind the gloom of despondency and doubt

that hung over our future px-ospects for a

favorable report of our first year's work upon this

wave-washed little spot of land here in the middle

of the ocean. But we had " builded bettor than we
knew;" for when the first day of December opened

we had 113 colonies of bees left from the summer's
wreck; and with the advent of December came the

bellflower with all its hoarded stores of sweetness,

and such storing of honey as our 113 colonies in a

weak condition did for 6.1 days was seldom if ever

seen, I think. During that time they stored 40,125

lbs., making an average of 355 lbs. to the colony,

with 10 lbs. to spare.

Good and grand as this average is, it is not what
is possible or probable in Cuba, with colonies in

good condition when the harvest opens; but as I

told you in a former article, we did not know how
to manage our bees for a winter honey-flow. When
the harvest began we had perhaps 30 colonies in

fair condition to store honey, and wo weighed the

honey from one of these as it was thrown out,

which amounted to 62J lbs. While I know that even
000 lbs. is a "terrible" yield per colony, for a large

apiary, yet with bees in such condition as any
Northern bee-keeper would have his bees in for a

June or July harvest, .500 lbs. to the colony I do not

think would be putting the figures out of reach or

too high, for this crop of honey that we have just

harvested is to be credited to Cuba's resources in

that direction, not to our management, for the

latter has been one succession of blunders, be-

cause, to manage bees for a winter flow, is as differ-

ent as the management for a spring and summer
flow as a locomotive is diflcrent from a i)rairie

schooner. And then the strain of bees has all to do
with the result. The Italian bee will not do for

Cuba. Why'!* Listen and see. The Italian is credit-

ed with having a great deal of sense, and their

judgment in that line stands them in a g-ood light

in the North; for as soon as our dearth of honey
begins the first of July, the Italians stop laying,

and for four months they lay hardly enough to fur-

nish bees to protect the combs fi-om the moth;

then when the honey dearth is over, the winter

I
months are upon them; then they want to go into

winter quarters; and the first day of December,
with the grandest honey-Uow in the world, finds the

Italians with no bees to gather it.

I
Now this 19th day of February they are getting

j

strong; but of what use are they now? Our white-

honey flow is gone, and for the next four months

I

they will breed and swarm to their hearts' content;

but, to what purpose? To be able to sleep through

the next December and January honey-flow.

{
Well, after what experience I had had with the

I

Holy-Lands in California, I concluded to try them in

!
Cuba. So we ordered a breeding queen from I). A.

j

Jones; but when her bees came out they were so

very cross, that we thought it would be impossible

I

to handle them during a surplus season, so did not

i
raise more than 25 queens from her; but there is

where wc fooled our own selves, for the bees reared

from the daughters of the Jones queen were as

I
easy to handle as the Italians or blacks; and for

I honey-gathering they stood over them all as a class.

I

Why? because they had bees to gather it. And why
I
did they have the bees? Because, during the fall

' months (even when there was no honey coming in)

i
the queens kept laying; and when at last the

;

clouds did lift, there was the silver lining. The
Holy-Lands were ready for business. Now, friend

\
Hoot, can you see why the Italians are not good for

!

the Cuban bee-keeper? Again, I say, all this we
hud to learn; but if "fortune favors the brave,"

j

look out next winter. When, after two months of

I

steady hard work, extracting every day, the Cuban

I

bee-keeper finally "rests from his labors," he not

1
only has a good crop of honey in number of pounds,

j

but he has as fine a crop of honey in qiuiUty as the

I

ivoThl can produce. Cuba can, in a few years,
" without fear or favor," challenge the civilized

world to beat her in quantity or quality. He that

thinks this is boasting, let him watch the progress

and returns from this industry for the next ten

1
years. But it must of necessity go a little slow for

I the first years, for the art of numaging bees for

]
winter work must be fully learned, and I am sure it

j

can be; then the coast is clear, for the honey is here

—there is no doubt of that.

I
One word now to my brother bee-keepers of the

I

North, about overproduction, and I am done. Let

no one who keeiis bees in the U. S. fear that Cuban
honey thrown upon their markets will ever reduce

the price of their honey one farthing; for such

honey as is produced here by the use of the extract-

or will not go to the U. S.—but a very small per

cent at least, but will find a ready market in the old

countries, where it wiir be used princii)ally for

medicinal purposes. So, brother bee-keepers, go

ahead and produce all the first-class honey you can;"

it will sell. A. W. Osbcrn.
San Miguel, Cuba, W. I., Feb. 19, 1885.

Friend ()., the above sounds something
like it; and from Avhat experience I liave

had witli tlie Holy-Lauds and Italians. I can.
rciidilv iniderstaiid how tlic result yon men-
tion is i)ossil)le. The Ilolv-Lands would go
to work and raise bees right straight along,
drought or no drouglit. you may depend on
it ; and when the time comes to gather hon-
ev, they would probably be,"up and dress-

ed;" and the next rooye will be, not for Cal-
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ifornia, nor even for friend Ilarfs vicinity

down in Florida, but straiglit for the island

of Cuba. Well, well, wliat nexty

PROMINENT BEE-KEEPERS.

Our Friend "Wm. Muth - Rasmussen, of the

Pacific Coast.

IU>W lit; I.OOIvS AMONG HIS FJlIiCXU.S.

0UR friend whom we mention above, and
whose picture we give below, has been
for many years a sort of representative
man aniong California bee-keepers.
We shall not attempt to give much of

a biography, for he verv kindly furnishes us
th e folio .V II ig 1-tter:

Sov(U"al jcais ajio you wcfc kind cmioukIi to send

me, at my iwiuost, your photograph. Please acoept

hereby mine in return. I do not pretend to I)e a

"pi'omincnt" bee-keeper, nor do 1 l)elonf? to the

sery extensive ones, having seldom c.veeoded over

KK) colonies at any one time. But I chiim to be a

bee keeper from the bottom of my heart to tlic

very tips of my fingers. About 10 yeaVs ayo I was
attacked by th(^ bee-fever, and liavc suffered from

tlie com plaint (ncr since.

that 1 occasionally appear as a contributor to the

bee-papers. During' the last year I have been en-

g'aged to furnish i-egular articles for the bee-keep-

ers' department of the Pacific Rural Press.

I send this picture, principally in the hope that

other bee-keepers, whom I h9,ve known for years

througrh their writing-s, may follow my example,

and thus not only aid you in keeping up this de-

partment of Gle.\nings, but give us all the pleas-

ure of looking- at each other's faces, though we may
never become personally acquainted.

By the way, friend Koot, why don't you give us

the picture of Doolittle, James Heddou, Mrs. Harri-

son, and other well-known and appreciated writers,

whom you probably have in your "bee-keepers'

medley," and could transfer into Gleaxincs?
Wm. MlTTH-RASJtUSSEN.

Independence, Inyo Co., Cal., Jan. 26, 1885.

Friend :NL, we would have given Doolit-
tle"s picture long ago, but he would not let

us have it ; said he had not time to go to the

I

artist's and have it taken, or something like

I
that. Mrs. Harrison sent us her picture.

j

which you will tind on page 27-5 of the A B C
I book, and in Gt.eanings, page 123, 1S82.
' Since vou mention it. it occurs to us that
lleddoifs picture would come in very niceh
at this crisis; and so. friend II.. straighten
up a bit. rub the cobwebs out of your eyes,

and send us your picture, and we will tell

our engraver to do his level best. If you are

busv just now. send us some picture you had
taken' some other time. It will be like you,
no doubt.

i

^^

A\ M AH 1 II-! V-^H -^-I \

il 1 bMv^i ipln 1 will ill 111 It 1 nil a

Diiu 1)\ biith 111(1 iltci u(e\in^>- a /ood college

v.diiv..J.>j.., I k.c.iiK,J the tiaJi ol m.ith.nibt. In

IFCit 1 came to this State, and, finding business very

dull in my own trade, I engaged to work a summer •

for a bee-keeper in Los Angeles To. Well, I found
|

that I liked the business, could stand the stings, J

etc., and I have stayed with it over since. After
j

living at Los Angeles for ten years I moved to Inyo

Co., where I have now been located during the last

five years; have for several years been Vice-Presi-

dent for California, of the North-American Bee-

Keepers' Society, though I do not regard that as

owing to mj- "prominenoy," but simply tP the fact

"THINKETH NO EVIL."

IIAVK Just read Gi,kam.\(;s for Feb. 1.5. In

reply to Bro. Heddon, I will say that I meant
page'-' instead of 20. I can not say whether

the mistake is mine or the printer's, nor what

year the price list is for. since there is no date

on it. I presume Bro. H. is right when he says ho

meant the l"i - inch sections would not weigh a

pound when separators were used, but he says so

only by inference.

1 had not received his price list for 1885 when my
letter to friend Hutchinson was written, so the part

concerning the making crates for 8 cts. does not

count; but the ne.xt hit, where ho gives rather

a broad hint on my veracity—did you ever? What
will come nc.\t'/ I have not the pleasure of personal

acquaintance with brother H. or I should feel rath-

er hurt at that; but as it is, we will let it pass as a
" scientific pleasantry." I did think of these moral

points, Bro. H.. and that is just what set me to

writing. ,
C. A. H.\tch.

Ithaca, Wis., Feb. 16, 1885.

Tliank vofi, friend II. I sliould be very

sorrv indeed to see any thing unpleasant be-

tween two good men like Hatch and
Ileddon, and whv should we not all

remember tliat it is a very safe thing to

do. to put things rcri/ mildlyV It almost
always transpires, when you come to get

down to the facts, tliat it was a misunder-
standing, instead of any purposed evil. Let
us call it ''scientitic pleasantry," and drop
it, and it seems to me there might be a good
many more tilings that we might put under
that head,
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PUHE GERMAN CARP.

Diir.-.r- )NS a: IXSTUrCTIO.NS.

FUlF.XnS, little (lid 1 tliiii;<, ^^lic^c I sent lluit

l>iici' to li<j inil)li^lu->l in Gli;.\nixos, that it

would rc'(jiiiic' lialf iii.\ lime (would 1 do it) to

aiifuci- ill hnjiili iill lottos of iiifiviiry.

llici(.-loru J liavi- coiicliidcd to have them iu-

scrted in CJi-kamncs. IJy the way, I will say, Irom
the UMioiiiitof letters received from all parts of the

t<,iintiy, lliat Gi.kanincs must be one among the

best iiapers to ad\crtise in now prinled.

wiiKKK TO i;l:ii-d i'onds. am> mho can have
Tllli.M.

The best site f( i- a pond is where it can be led by
]ivii<r FprirjiS, either hard or soft water, which
iiiaUrs vcrj- little difieienci-. If you have not this,

a pond built in a hollow, or on a running- stream, by

ihrowin^' ii|> le\ees, <;r dams, in order to raise the

water at the mouth of tile ditch.

If yon have a lonjr dilcb. or one running: from a

sjuirg- oi- .= pi-injrs, it will make a good pond by dig-

ging; out at the mouth of said ditch, sinkinj;- it lower

U.an llie ditch. Jf ycu have nor.e of ihrse, sink

it iKile in tin; ground, and cement it, and it will do.

now TO nLItil) A I'OSD.

\Vl;ei-e you have a good spring-, select your place

below the spring; and should you wish to lead

water by pipe, use nothing smaller than 2-inch.

Stake off the size of the pond; no difference if you
have one, two, or three banks. Where you want to

throw up the levee in order to make the pond, you
want to cut what is called a muck ditch. Tiiis is

done by cutting a ditch IS inches wide, then throw it

out as deep as the soil or gravel extends, then plow
the best clay you hitve about the place, and scrape

it into the ditch. We will suppose your place has a

bank on the we§t and one ou the north, then you
will have to make levees on the east and south,

having your muck ditch cut coming up the bank as

far as the levee is to be made, but cut same depth
as at the other part. Say it is two feet deep in the
main, bring it the same depth up the slope. You
say, "Why the ditchV" Well, it is impossible to

make a joint that will not leak without it. Now
you commence scraping, drawing the clay to fill the

ditch, say at the west end, driving your team over
the ditch every time; this packs it down, and makes
it water-tight. After you have the levee two or

three feet high, then you can use any kind of dirt to

complete it. If you make the levee seven or eight

feet high, it ought to be 10 or 13 feet at base.

Should the bottom of pond be loam, sand, or gravel,

put in three or four inches of good clay, then feed

hogs in it a week or two; this will make it water-

tight.

In case you build a pond fed by a stream, let in

the water by tile or pipe, throwing up levee or dam
above as well as below, then cut a ditch around the
pond to carry off' all surface water. If your pond
were in a hollow, and a long slope from both sides,

it will be necessary to cut a ditch on both sides, two
or three feet above the water, in order to carry off

all surface water, and also the overflow of stream.
Should you wish to construct a pond at the mouth

of tile ditch, you will i)roceed as above, except you
will have to throw out the dirt in order to make
depth, as it will not do to raise the water above the
mouth of tile. In case you want to make a pond or
tank on a small scale, select the place; and if you
have running waiter to Jill it, use pipe or tile to lead

jit. If you have no running water, and have a nevei--

failing well, use a wind-pump, which will furnish
all water needed. I know of one tank, size 16 feet

I

long, 8 feet wide, and (! feet deep, dug sijuare, and

I

cemented, fed by a wind-pump, w hich has proved
i a success on eaj-p-growing, but not on hatching;

I

but it pays to buy small carp, and stock the tank,

feeding them the refuse of the table. 1 find, since

mj- first introduction to the business, that there are

a great many natural ponds in the country, which
it is not necessary to speak of, only to say that carp
will do well in them, if directions are complied with.

OUTLETS.
These are made according to the anu>unt of water

flowing in and out of the pond. If it is fed by a

spring or ditch, and no surface wiiter in time of

rain, a small i>ipe or bo.\ put in at high-water mark
will do; but if led by stream, or a good deal of sur-

! face water, an apron will be required, which is

]

made by taking matched planlcs, sawing them from
I 4 to (J feet long, setting them perpendicularl3-, niak-

i

ing them lit tight together. This must be iu the

j
center of levee, lengthwise, letting the top come up

I

to high-water mark, then fill and ram solid, making

I

the clay even with top of plank. Now make your

i

apron the same width of upright, taking care to

extend it ovel the levee to prevent wash. Nail it

down; put sideboard on, and fill around Avith clay.

Use a wire screen, put ou a frame for all outlets,

then you can remove and clean when it becomes
clogged up.

TO DR.UN A rOND.
To do this successfully is something that I have

failed to accomplish to my entire satisfaction. In

building a pond you i)ut iu a box or pipe at the bot-

tom ; and if you have water to bother you, you will

cut what is called a drain ditch to carry off all the

water that accumulates while working. This pipe

or box should extend above and below the base of

levee. This is the best plan for draining that I

have ever found; but the trouble comes in when
you wish to use a screen to prevent the fish from
passing out. My plan is this: Make a screen of

wire, balloon-shaped, as large as a half-bushel, the

neck small, so as to fit the pipe in the pond. Use a

plug at the outer end of pipe or box, so that you
can control the water.

CAPACITY OF I'OXD.

Tills will depend altogether upon the amount of
water passing in and out of the pond, the depth,
and the amount of feed given them. Friend I{.

said he had been informed that 100 five-pound fish

would overstock his pond. They would in a few
years, but would not themselves. My pond is about
TO feet wide, 140 feet long, and about 7 feet water,
when full, and I think it will hold a thousand five-

pound fish, and many more. My friends, do not be
afraid of overstocking your ponds. If you find you
are getting too many, catch them out and eat them.
Andersonville, Ind. W. S. K.\ler.

For lack of space we shall have to defer
the lemaiiider of this vahialile commuiiica-
lioii until the next issue. AVliile someof tlie

directions t,nven are not quite in harmony
with our foithconiini,' book, of which we
have already corrected a i)art of the proof-
sheets, friend K. has some original and val-
uable hints. The one item of puttins clay
iu the Itottoin of a pond having a gravelly
base, and then feeding liogs on it to get them
to stamp it down well, is an exceedingly
bright thought. I know fnmi experience
that it would do the business to a dot.
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HARMONY AMONG BEE-KEEPERS.
An Humble Attempt to Harmonize the Views

of Heddon, Cook, and Doolittle, on the
Causes of Bee Diarrhoea.

FftlEND nALr.ANTINE TAKES A SORT OF inRD'S-EYE
V^IEW OF MEN, BEES, AND OTHER THINGS.

f^

HE great Dr. Cumming, of London, in his elo-

sj' quent lectures on the book of Kevehition,

> makes this observation: "A great deal has

been written upon tliis book; much very
foolishly,more very rashly ; nothing-, however,

iu vain." We reach the same thing: in regard to

bee literature. Many foolish theories have been
promulgated; many rash assertions made, but noth-

ing in vain. All seem necessary to elicit the truth.

The hypotheses and theories formerly cntei-tain-

ed in regard to the motions of the heavenly bodies,

however preposterous and absurd as they now ap-

pear to us, were, however, necessary to the evolu-

tion of the Copernican, or true solar system, as now
received. When these false hypotheses and theo-

ries were proposed, they elicited investigation.

In proving them false, tlie true system was by de-

grees evolved. Astronomers can now calculate

with accuracy, and demonstrate with certainty,

eclipses, the rising and setting of the sun, for every
degree of latitude and longitude on the surface of

the globe. They are not even content with this,

but extend their knowledge far beyond the limited

orbit of the earth, and calculate the eclipses of

.Jupiter's satellites and Saturn's moons. The data

to calculate the velocity of light, the power of at-

traction, and nianj- other marvelous things, have
thus been obtained, in a measure, thi'ough foolish

theories and false hypotheses.

When we find this true, not only in the science of

astronomy, but in all other, maj' we not e.xpect

that the same results will flow from the science and
art of bee-keeping? Let us endeavor to demon-
strate the correctness of this conclusion.

Mr. .Tames Heddon, of Dowagiac, Michigan, some
years ago advanced the new and somewhat start-

ling theory that pollen, the natural food of bees, was
the cause of all our " winter's discontent." Some
were surprised at its boldness, others were struck

with its novelty, while still others were tempted,

out of curiosity, to wisely investigate it, and ascer-

tain its truthfulness. These, like,' the philosoi)her

who, when his companions were warmly discussing,

why a bowl full of water would weigh no more with

a fish in it than it would without it, calmly s\iggest-

ed they ascertain, first, by weighing the bowl with

and without the fish, whether it was so or not, before

endeavoring to account for it.

In the conviction of all who have thus investigat-

ed the pollen theoi-y of diarrheea, per se, l)y itself, as

the sole cause, it is marked " 7't7fff—weighed in

the balance and found wanting." Hut has there no
good resulted from it? Far from this, it has been
the means of eliciting some truth. Professor

Cook, renowned for his entomological lore and skill-

ful dissection of the insect race, has given a qiiaxi

indorsement of the so called i)ollen theory. He
thinks that colonies destitute of this nitrogenous
food will winter better than those which have it.

When such men are inclined to give the weight of

their influence to any suggestion or novel theory, it

almost staggers the man of e.xperieuce, let alone the

novice. Taking Heddon's theory, with Professor

Cook's e.xperlence and judgment iu its favor, and

we are inclined almost to say, "There is either some
truth iu it, or else these men are terribly mistaken."
But, friend Doolittle comes in with his calm, sa-

gacious, and inductive philosophy, and asserts that

he thinks the cause of bee diarrhoea is when colo-

nies are breeding, and when the young bees are

prevented from having a flight. This view be has sus-

tained by observations, made at various times in

his own apiary. We believe there is a moiety of

truth in this, although we have never observed the
phenomena that friend Doolittle has.

Reasoning from analogy we are brought to this

conclusion: That in.sects, as well as other animals,
have their intestines full of a peculiar kind of mat-
ter that must be voided shortly after birth, to se-

cure the healthy and vigorous action of the system.
This matter is technically known as meconium. An
infant, a calf, a colt, and even a lamb, will not
thrive until this passes off. Is it, then, not a fair

inference to say that the young of bees must, in

like manner, have an opportunity to void this in-

crement, to insure health and vigor? Let us ne.xt

try to harmonize this trio of bee-savants.

It is a well-known principle, that bees can not
breed without pollen. If, then, there is no pollen in

a colony, breeding is out of the question. This be-

ing the case, according to friend Doolittles theory

there will be no diarrhoea, because no young bees
to suffer.

This will chime in with friend Cook's experience.

Colonies winter better with him, that have no pol-

len, and consetiuently no breeding. Friend Heddon
finds that some of his colonies are dying off witli

diarrhoMi, and discovers that all so affected have
pollen; he has not made the observations of friend

Doolittle, but infers that pollen is the true cause of

the bee mortality. His inference, though wrong
in charging the whole evil upon the pollen, which is

as i)inocent of jiroducing the death of his colonies

as Vennor's theory of this being a "mild " winter

was in producing the reverse, is, nevertheless, to a

certain extent, in harmony with Doolittles theory,

which inevitably recognizes the pi-esence of pollen.

If truth has thus been elicited, friend Heddon
has assisted, friend Conk's experience has corrobo-

rated, and friend Doolittlo's observations have con-

tributed nuidi to its discovery. These men, then,

are not unlike the three princes in the Arabian tale,

who were enamored of a fair lady, each being

severeli' wounded with Cupid's arrows. The ob-

ject of their affection being herself unable to de-

cide the question by making a choice, it was agreed
that the three princes should travel for a year in

any portion of India, of their own selection, and the

one who would secure the greatest benefit for him-

self and mankind in general would be the happy
party. One procured a piece of carpet of so potent a

pow er that it would transport its owner, and others

whom he permitted to sit upon it, to any part of the

globe desired. Another procured an eye-glass that

would enable its owner and others to see any ol).ieet

wished. The third procured an apple, of such
divine power as to heal every one, however diseas-

ed, that would but smell its perfume. Having all

three met at the expiration of the time, at the place

agreed upon, each confident of being the victor,

one happened to look in the glass, and saw the ob-

ject of his affection in the agony of death. This

being announced to the other two, the possessor of

the wonderful apple exclaimed, "If I were only

there, I could cui-e her in a momeut." The owner
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of the magic cloth said, "All right; let us three just

sit down on this cloth, and we shall be there in-

stantly." They did so, and by the application of

the apple, the object of their love was immediately

restored. But the question, who the happy one
should be, was just as undecided as ever. The one
with the glass claimed if it had not been for it they

would have remained ignoi-ant of the sickness of

the princess; the one with the cloth asseited that it

was instrumental in bringing them to her assist-

ance, while the one with the apple of marvelous
virtue, claimed that the other things were good;

but if it had not been for his apple, the princess

would have died in their presence.

So Heddon, Cook, and Doolittle are all entitled to

some credit, if we have at last found the truth on
this subject; but if we have not discovered it, there

is progress made. Let friend Heddon proclaim any
and every bold and novel view that his fertile and
imaginative mind can suggest. It will be tested in

the crucibles of hundreds of philosophical minds,

and purged from its dross. If it contains the mil-

lionth part of a grain of truth, it will bo eliminated

and carefully added to the already accumulated
and fast accumulr.ting treasury of bee-science. If

it does not contain a single atom of truth, it must
and will be rejected. ^Vyl. Rai.IjANtine.

Sago, Ohio, Feb., 188.").

Friend B., I like your reasoning, and I

pretty nearly agree uitli you, only it seems
to me the basis of some of your calculations
ought to be modified a little. For iustance,
pollen as the cause ol'ih.-entery was suggested
and discussed at cousiderable'leugth through
the A. B. J. over ten years ago. .Vgain,
bees are often hatched out in great numbers
In colonies wintered in the cellar, and live

without any pollen at all until they are a
month or six weeks old. and the colonies
come out strong and healthy.

PYBACANTHA AS A HEDGE-PLANT TO
PUT AROUND OUR APIARIES.

FRIEND OLDItOVD S EXPERIENCE WITH THE ABOVJ
FLOWERING EVERGREEN.

N reading the article from the pen of your friend

.7. J. Lawson, in reference to pyraeantha as a

hedge-plant, if it is what I supi)0se it to be, I

hope no one of your many friends living north

of Mason's and Di.xou's line will be induced to

invest any money in it, as I did some eight years ago.

Seeing an advertisement in A. M. Purdy's '•Small-

Fruit Recorder," speaking of it as an evergreen,
with beautiful white flowers in the spring, and full

of red berries in the fall and winter, 1 invested five

dollars for enough plants to make a hedge about 201)

feet long on the east and south sides of my lot. All

failed but one plant which L keep as a "remem-
brancer." It is about 18 inches high, with a few
straggling branches, and it has ne\'er borne a (lower
or berry; and as to its being an evergreen, I inclose

a slip of the best I could find. Years before that, 1

liad often noticed in the front yard of one of the re-

sidences on Broad Street, with a southern exposm-e,
a small scrubby hedge, perhaits 40 feet long, and I

wondered why the owner should let such an un-
gainly-looking row of dwarf bushes occupy a space
in his front yard. After mine developed somewhat,

I found they were brothers. The hedge in question

is not two feet high, if my eyes do not deceive me.
1 should surely be very much delighted to have a

hedge as described in the "Fruit Recorder" and in

Gi.EANiNCS, but there is nothing to be desired in

the hedge in this climate. Wm. Oi.droyd.
Columbus, O., Feb. 16, 188.5.

Thank you, friend 0., for your timely
caution ; but perhaps some in other locali-
ties may have had a different experience. If
so, will they please inform usV

A WORD ABOUT PATENTS.

" moral" and "immoral."

!
171 D. GLEANINGS:-I notice lately that a good

deal is said bj' friend Heddon and others

about the sacredness of a man's right to con-

trol the manufacture and use of anj' article

! he may have invented, and on which he has

j

got or may get a patent, and all seem to agree that

j

such is according to truth and justice, and that

]

there is but one side to this question; but before I

can agree to this proposition it must be made out
by better reasons than I have yet seen.

j

But some will say, " Is not a man's invention his

own property? has he not lain awake nights to

j

work it out, etc.'?" and I reply there is not nearly so

j

much original invention by any one man as is often

supposed. The fact is, inventions grow, and neces-

sity is the mother of them. The research and inves-

tigation of the former ages are our stock in trade,

so to speak, and we start to build where they left

off, and a large part of the patented claims are,

when thoroughly sifted, only what some one else

used long ago, but never thought of getting a pat-

ent.

1 have quoted, that " necessity is the mother of

invention," and it is interesting to note the way
they are brought about. Let there be a demand for

an object or an article, such as getting the large

proportion of the early honey in the surplus sec-

tions, and we have Doolittle and Heddon and Hutch-
inson and Root and a thousand others lying awake
nights, and working out the problem, and presently

we shall have a dozen or more inventions with pat-

ents, either legal or moral, a large part of which
are alike, or nearly so, and quite likely will prove
to be what some one else has used years ago; and
if not, if some one really strikes something new and
valuable, what moral right has he to foi-bid for

seventeen years everybody else from inventing and
using the same thing, for it is well known that most
valuable inventions are made by different persons,

and often at about the same time, although neith-

er knows that any one else was working at it.

I submit, that it is not right to give a man a mo-
nopoly of a valuable invention for 17 years, when it

is likely a hundred others would work out the same
thing without any heli) from the one who has the

legal patent. L. Beck with.
Berlin, AVis., Feb. 10, 18S,-).

Friend B., it is a fact that very few inven-
tions belong exclusively to any single indi-
vidual. Almost every thing that comes up
can be traced back tluough dill'erent hands
innumerable, and fre(iuent]y it transpires
that the one who calls iiimself an inventor
has done, oftentimes, little more than to
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couple together and perfect the things that
have been worked out by others, a little at a
time, here and there. Where so many hands
are working on something there begins to be
a demand for, the ground becomes worked
over and over. The same has proven true
on extractors, feeders, cases for holding sec-

tions, making sections of one and four piec-

es, fastening into frames, and, of late, re-

versing devices for frames. Notwithstand-
ing the above, there seems to be occasional-
ly something worked out almost entirely by
a single individual, where he devotes much
time to it. Of course, he has, however, to

commence on a basis where somebody else

left off. Then the question comes. IIow
much right has anybody to a monopoly of

these plans and ideas V The grand point
that you make, that it takes us all together
to bring out anv good thing, harmonizfs
nicely, as you will observe, with my remark
at the bee-keepers' congress at New'Orleans,
under the department of Our Neighbors.

BEE -KEEPERS' CONGRESS AT NEW
ORLEANS.

NOTES BY THE WAV.— IX THE NIGHT.

ContimtccJ from Last Kvmhcr.

'HAT a blessing is the modern sleoi)ing-

car! A little before midnight I glanc-
ed out at the Kentufky landscape.
The snow was gone, and bare lields

and dry sidewalks met my eye. An
hour later the iicad-liglits of the locomotivt?
showed the air tilled with large fleecy snow-
llakes. .Vn event occurred right liere tiiat

lias a great moral lesson in it, and I think it

bears especially on us bee-keepers. Wlicn
railroads were llrst started, our friends in

the South, after more or less consiilcration.

decided on tlie width of track. '} ft.: and our
friends at the North, without thinking, when
tliey started to lay track, adopted 4 ft. sA

inches as the width. Simple tiling, isn"l it?

\'ery likely these early fathers in railroad-

ing thought but little about it luitil trallic

demanded that these north and south roatis

should connect. Even then nothing serious
resulted, for a simple transfer of passengers
" lixed " it—that is, passengers gathered up
their luggage and walked over into a car on
the other gauge track. A little later, sleep-

ing-cars came into being, and just now in

our journey the change would have to be at
1 o'clock at night. I imagine the passengers
scrambling out of the berths of a lilUd
sleeping-car, and piling into another on an
adjoining track. Whew I wouldn't there be
a fracas? Do you know what they do?
Why, tliey have gone to the expense of a
great structure that lifts the sleepers almost
noiselessly from the trucks, suspending
them in mid air. The trucks are then run
out, and others suited for a different gauge
aie put in their place. After this the cars
with their precious freight of sleeping pas-
sengers are let down as quietly as tliey were
taken up. This is done so skillfully and
noiselessly you would sleep on without in-

terruption unless some one told you of what

was transpiring. The operation of raising
up and letting down did not take over two
minutes.

'• Why in the world do they not tear up
these odd-gauged tracks, and make all of the
standard size?" said 1 to Mr. Holmes.

"• \Vhy, my dear sir, do you suppose
changing the tracks would be all the ex-
pense required? All the great rolling-stock
must be made over and changed, to say
nothing of throwing away good locomotives
that cost y:20,000 apiece, or such a matter."

'' Well, what are you going to do?"'
" Why, we are going to use our present

stock iintil we wear it out, and get along
the best we can, changing passengers and
changing freight ; but all the new work
made now is being made with the change
you speak of in view. Some time we expect
to be able to send any car from Canada to
the Gulf of Mexico, and on any road.''

The al)ove may not be exactly as Mr.
Holmes stated it^ but it is in substance.
Now, then, friends, do you see its applica-
tion to bee culture? A great many of us
have started just as thouglillessly as did the
railroad men. My neighbor Rice, of Seville,

O., when he started with movable frames,
just sawed olf some sticks and never
measured them at all. He refused to listen

to my remonstrances, but kept on with his

frame uidike any thing anybody ever used
before, and until I began \o buy bees of
him every summer in ;?o()0 lots at a time,
each colony having to be transferred before [

ccuild make use of it. Arguing in words
didn't convince him ; biit the trouble of
transferring each colony into frames like the
rest of us use, did the business. He now
has no more of those " mongrel " frames.

10 n'cJnck \. s\.,i^4ih. We are just out of
Nashville. All traces of ice and snow have
linally disappeared ; but 1 have looked in

vain for some signs of early gardening ; not
a trace even, around the suburbs of the city
of Nashville, while acres of hotbeds are to
be seen close to Cincinnati, where they
still have almost zero temperature to battle
with.
A sad. sad sight was presented us just

before reaching Nashville. Little tomb-
stones, almost without number, covering
acres of ground, showed where our boys
fought, bled, and died. Can any one look
on that burial-ground without almost over-
whelming sadness? ^lay God help us, that
we may all so live that such an event can
never, never happen again.

11 A. :m.—Tiirough Southern Tennessee
many localities would be difficult for farm-
ing and gardening purposes, because one
would have to draw dirt to cover the rocks
that crop out almost everywhere. The soil

is a reddish yellow, but looks very light and
fine for tillage.

A good deal has been said, and I think un-
necessarily, at least some of it, abottt the
expense of meals on the trip. Now, one can
practice economy, and that, too, without
the annoyance of carrying a lunch, which
many, myself included, so much dislike.

At the restaurant on the sleeping-car you
can get a good lot of bread and butter for a
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dime—good, too, both of them, and many
other tilings in proportion. Very nice
oysters are only 25 cts. a dish, and you have
a nice little table to eat on. After your re-

past is over, this little table is just tfte thing
for taking notes, as Ernest is demonstrating,
while we glide along smoothly at 40 miles
per hour. I enjoy it, any way. If all the
roads are as well managed as the Louisville
& Nashville, I don't see why anybody should
complain.
We do not see horses and wagons ?,t the

hitching-posts at the stations we pass. We
see rows of horses ; but in place of the wag-
ons, only saddles. The roads are so rocky
and hilly is one reason, I presume.
12 o'docl-.—lt troubles me to see so many

men standing about in the stores—in fact, all

along the way. with their hands in their

pockets. It lias been a rainy morning. I

know ; but even during a rainy day, ought
our American people to be wasting precious
hours of broad daylight with their hands in

their pockets? I'am afraid there are many
thousands throughout our land in this same
attitude ; but I feel very sure tliey are not
happy in so doing. Don't give away to

such 'weaknesses, boys; do something, if it

in a rainy day. Improve yom- homes, im-
prove your minds, and give a lift in raising
humanity by raising yourself.

For some little time back I have been
wcMidering why farmers ha\'e alhnved a pe-
culiar weed to "grow to such an extent; and
now it dawns upon my understanding that
it is the dried and blackened stalks and ])ods

of the cotton-plant. 8o we are really gazing
on cotton-tields for the flrst time. The cot-

ton-presses are equally a curiosity, and I

had been wondering for some time why
there were so many funny-looking " cider-
mills."

1 p. M.—As we strike Alabama the rocks
disappear, and with them the hills. The
landscape seems to be a sort of swamp of
evergreens. Xow and then are expanses of
water aroimd the tree-trunks.

4 o'clock p. M.—A mountain stream comes
dashing down among the rocks, which now
seem to be more wild and suggestive than at
any time before on our trip. In order to
reach the high land, the track as it starts up
from the swamps endeavors to follow the
mountain stream, so to speak. Xow dash-
ing, the stream winds a hundred different
ways as it i)lunges through the ravines. As
the lorumotive can not well do this it crosses
and reciusses, taking cuts through hills and
across ravines in a way that makes its

ascent most exhilarating and bewildering.
From the way the engine i)ulTs and labors
over about S miles of track, it would seem
we must have ascended (piite a lu'ight. leav-
ing the fogs of the valley below. Ueautiful
little pines and other evergreens, with the
fresh nK)untain air, make it a scene wonder-
fully fascinating.
Yesterday I felt a longing to see babbling

brooks. To-day the longing has been satis-

fied, if it ever was in my life, l^rooks are
everywhere pouring down the hillsides from
cliff to cliff, rushing and spattering the sides
of the track, whether we are on tlie moun-
tain or in the valley. This is pretty well

down in the State of Alabama. Eushing
torrents are everywhere.
Just here the train stopped a few minutes,

and we jumped off' to witness better the
grandeur of this mountain scenery. A boy
with a pitcher was singing out. •' Here is

your nice red sulphur-si)iing water, only
nickel a glass." We handed him a nickel,
and were quite willing to take his word that
it was the •" genuine simon pure,-' even if

we didn't take more than a small swallow
apiece. This is near Blount Springs, a famous
watering-place.

In the 9(/(;/i/.—I happened to wake up as
the train stopped, and I heard the tree-
toads. Before it was quite daylight we were
in the turpentine woods. After leaving
Montgomery we ?aw gardens with peas in
blossom, and other vegetables correspond-
ingly far along. Canebrakes just now are

j

an interesting sight. It is the same thing
the boys use for fish-poles, and the smaller
ones were formerly used for reed pipe-stems.
On the low grounds the trees are beautifully

I

draped with Spanish moss, which waves
gracefully under the inliuence of the light

I

breeze. Miles upon miles of Alabama" is

j

wild land, apparently of no u.se to any one.
The low lands that produce such luxuriance
of canebrake and tall grasses, it seems to me
might give wonderful crops of almost every
thing, if reclaimed from the water seen ev-
erywhere.

i

The soil through all the South has a
queer reddish cast. In some parts of Ala-

I

bama it is a bright brick red. and in others
i a brilliant > ellow. The babbling brooks
!
that follow almost everywhere beside the

1 track and across the country. ])artake large-

1

ly of the color of the soil. ( )ne of these said
brooks I was so enthusiastic over. Avashed
out a part of the track last night, and throws
us into Xew Orleans half a day late.

As we approach the suburbs of any great
city, we as a rule expect to see a gradual im-
provement in the surroundings, residences,
farming lands, gardens, etc.; but the sub-
urbs to Xew Orleans, however, seem to be
an exception. The wateiy wastes give place
to a sort of swam]>, composed of bushes and
small trees. Little canals run out from the
railroad track into these bushes, which puz-
zled me for a while until I saw negroes
inishing large flat - bottomed boats along
these canals. The boats were filled witli

1
wood. Firewood has got to be so high in
price that they split oif the sides of stumps,
cut up bushes, and pick up every thing for

I fuel. With the mild balmy air, and the
grass starting everywhere, I expected to see
beautiful market gardens ; but if there were
any, they were not along the railroad. In
the street-ears running out to the Exposi-
tion, I saw cabbages and some other vegeta-
bles. Most of tiie gaidening seems to be
done by hand. Horses and cultivators were
nowhere visible; and as a whole, the gar-
dens in no way com])are(l with those in the
suburlis of our Xorthern cities. The soil is

rich and light, but the workmen, so far as I

observed, did every thing with a spade-
digging up the ground, cultivating, getting
out weeds, etc.. all with the one tool.

To be continued.



He that is (aithrul in that which is least, is faithful also in much.—LUKB 16:10.
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MYSELF AND MY NEIGHBOKS.
_-_ 1

Whei'o no ooiinsel is, the people fall: but in the
inultitiide of counselors there is safety.—Pnov- i

KinJsll:U.
!

Y neighborly talk to-day will he a rep-
i

etition, as hear as I ean fonvenientlv
make it. of a little talk I ,irave the
hee-friends in Xew Orleans. 1 may
explain, that it was given without

thought of pnhlioation. After I got
thi-ough. several lecpiested I sliould put it in I

])riiit.' Well, while I shall do so I shall take '

the liberty of leaving out a good deal that I

do not tliink will be particularly neecU'd
here, and 1 shall also put in some things
that I intended to mention, but omitted.
The subject assigned me was

—

THE I'UOGllESS OF BEE CULTrilE SINCE ISCO.

Before starting out with my little talk, my
dear friends, I want tt) tell you how much
pleasure it gives me to meet face to face so
many bee-friends from the South, wliom I

liave" known for years through correspond-
ence. It also affords me great pleasure to

notice among them many friends also from
the far North, some of them even from Can-
ada, and one or two from Maine, to say noth-
ing of those scattered here and there almost
all over the face of our great nation. I do
not know exactly why this topic has been
assigned to me, unless it is that 1 am one
among the pioneers, as it were, who first

started the development of our favorite in-

dustry.
Before speaking of the inventions that

liave come up here and there through the

f years that have gone by, 1 want to say that
it seems to nie honor and credit is due not
only to tlie one who brings forth an impor-
tant invention. l)Ut to the age in which he
lives. When the age is ripe for invention,
the invention comes forth, and it can not
well come forth until the age is ripe for it

;

and when this rii)eness comes, usually sev-
eral come out with the same invention, or
facts, almost simultaneously. Our good old
fathers ]/uigstrotli and (^ui'nby. each one of
them wrote a book on liee culture : and
when each set about his work he hardly
knew of the existence of the other. It is

greatly to their credit, also, that when these
books" came to light it was found that
they agreed substantially in all important
points. AVhen the age was ripe for steam,
steam-engines came, and many efforts con-
triliuted to bringing forward and perfecting
the invention. 'When the age was ripe for

some more rapid means of communication
than our mails, electricity came to our aid,

and laid- tlie electric lights which now^ illu-

mine these beautiful grounds every evening.
The honor of these inventions is not due to

anv one man. It is the work of the people;
and, dear friends, the progress that has been
made in bee culture since 1S()() is due to a
great many different i)eoi)le—the world at

large—because tliere was a demand for the
things brought forth, before they ever saw
the light of day.

In the A B V book 1 have told you how T

commenced chasing a swarm of bees. I

have told vou. also, how greedily I devoured
all the bee-books that could be then found
on tlie subject. In is(n. friepd Wagner
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starteel the Amevimn Bee Journal ; but after
l)iiblishin,Q: a very pretty little sheet at the

I

jiKHlest price of one dollar a year, he was
j

coinpelled to give it up for lack of patronage.
Tlie age was not ripe for it. Tliere it stood I

for four or five years, until I waked up to
j

the subject of bees and honey, as I have told
j

you.
'

I

As soon as I learned that a bee-journal
had been once published. I did not rest until

I had all the back numbers. None but one
who has passed througli such an experience
can imagine with what keen enjoyment I de-
voured every page of those first twelve luim-
bers. AVhen I get down tlie old books and
look them over now, it thrills my heart anew
to remember those good old times that I had
with them that summer studying Lang-
stroth and these twelve munbers while I
worked with my bees, and verified, step by
step, every thing' laid down in the books. I

urged friend Wagner to recommence its

l)ublication. lie feared it woidd not pay, as
he had already sunk money in the enterprise.

I told him I would write for the journal, and
|

help to make it pay. Of course, I knew
nothing of bees, comparatively ; but I pre-
sume it is only human nature to be all the

more ready to write for The journals. I do
not mean by this that it is wrong for these
young enthusiasts to feel like writing. I did
write, as some of you may remember, and
my awkwardness and my blunders not only
provoked smiles from some of the veterans.
but it stii'red them up to come to my rescue ;

and as fast as I got wrong they stra'ightened
meup. as ourveterans oughttodo. Of course,
I was soon in correspondence with Mr. Lang-
stroth; and althongli it was late in the fall,

I told him I wanted the best Italian queen
lie owned or could get for me. I was a little

astonished when 1 found the price was
S"20.(iO ; but I thought if queens were worth
$120.00 to anybody they certainly ought to be
worth that to me, for I was going to be a
6i(/ bee-man, and much depends on starting
right (you know).

The queen came by express, and at the
same time somebody made me a present of
a dog. The express agent delivered both,
saving he didn't know whether the " ani-
mile " he led by the strap was the $20.00
queen, or whether it was in tlie box. The
neighbors laughed a good deal at my invest-
ment of S20.00 in one single " bug.'' I in-

troduced her to a colony I had been ex-
perimenting with through the fall ; and
when the yellow liees began hatching out,
wasn't I happy? llight here I want to em-
phasize the fact, that had it not been for
kind friends who had more mature sense
than I was possessed of in those days of my
early enthusiasm, I should have been ship-
wrecked in my bee-ventures over and over
again.

Some time in early winter, a sound prac-
tical old farmer a f(!W miles out in the coun-
try came and imjuired about my Italian
bees. lie was a thorough and successful
bee-keeper, and had the Langstroth hives.
I with great pleasure showed him my choice
Italians, while I talked volubly about bees
and new races. 1 le admired the little yellow
chaps some, but dii not say a great deal.

After I got through talking he very quietly
asked me if I supposed my queen would live

through the winter as I had got her fixed.

" To be sure,"' said I, "why not?''
" 2tlr. Root," said he, " I believe you have

the first Italian queen ever brought into Me-
dina County ; and for the credit of the coun-
ty I am a' little anxious she should go
through the winter. But if you keep her in

tluit little handful of bees. I would not give
thai for her," snapping his fingers as he con-
cluded the sentence.

He finally invited me to come over to his

house, and he said he would show me what
a colony of bees is like, that might be ex-
pected to winter over. To tell the truth, I

had never seen Q.full colony of bees, and did
iu)t know how many it took ; but by his ad-
vice my queen was introduced to a good
strong colony, and came through all right.

Some time toward spring I found a long yel-

low bee at the entrance of the hive, and", in

great trouble. I pushed her into a quill and
mailed it to friend Langstroth. telling him
my (lueen was dead. Can you imagine how
I rejoiced when he wrote back that the bee I

sent was no queen at all. but simply a woi-k-
er whose ln)dy was mucli distended and
elongated by dysentery? ]My bees wintered
pretty fairly', thanks to" the friend mentioned
above ; and by purchase I was enabled to

start out in the spring with perhaps half a
dozen colonies. I increased to about twen-
ty; got but very little honey, and lost three-
fourths or more of them during the coming
winter. Nevermind. I was learning valu-
able lessfuis. The next season I did better,

and went to work and made i)erhaps the
first all-metal honey-extr;>ctor. Some of the
readers of the old A. J). J. will remember
my ups and downs. At one time I was very
miich tempted to give the whole business up
in d isgust. I did for a while decide to do so.

Perhaps the laughs and sneers of some of
those Avho kept saying, " I told you so," was
the means of stirring me up to p"rove to them
that I was not so much of a crazy fool after
all. I went to work carefully and quietly,
with the eleven weak colonies remaining
after the disastrous winter, and built them
up to 48 good colonies in the fall, letting my
extractor stand idle for one season. "The
48 were all wintered, thanks to the lessons
of sad experience. From the 4S I obtained
0102 lbs. of honey, and sold the whole crop
at a pretty good price. After that I did not
have any more notions of giving up bee cul-

ture.
The times were now ripe for a general ad-

vance in l)ee c\dlure all along the line. Mr.
Harbison was doing big things in California;
Doolitth' w;is making a start in York State;
fricndAMalion and our worthy president, Dr.
Brown, besides many others" I might men-
tion licre. were doing their part in the South.
Our stalwart frieud^Ir. JNIuth commenced to
buy honey, and i)ut it up in bottles in Cin-
ciiiiiati. and he stands to-day, jierhaps, the
largest dealer in liquid honey in the world.
Had it not been for Mr. Muth's industry and
energy in putting honey ni)on the market,
perhaiis many of us might be in the back-
ground instead of where we are now. D. A.
Jones had secured such a wonderful crop in
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Canada that a great many of ns began to

think it was a great big yarn. lie was too
busy taking care of liis crop to write letters

or answer (luestions very much ; and all we
could tell about it was the stunning state-

ments that liad got into the newspapers.
Friend Jones kept still, however, and left ns
to find out as best we could what wonderful
things our sturdy l)rorhers in Canada could
do when they got w ell worked up. J ust here
Ave began to'wonder whether there were any
better races of bees anvwhere in the world
than we had already. The Italians were a
great advance over our common bees: what
might others be? Frank Benton, from the
Agricultural College, in Michigan, put his
skill as a linguist with friend Jones"s capi-

tal, and tiiev two went on an exploring
expedition to the (Jld World. Although
some of us do not think the new races tliey

sent liome were any great improvement over
the Italians, yet I think, dear friends, our
thanks are due tliem nevertheless. Tliey
opened up bee culture ; the new races dem-
onstrated many new and wonderfiU facts,

and gave us (juite an advanced stej) in tiu;

way of queen-rearing.

Within the past year our friend Fiank
Benton has so tlioro'iighly experimented on
just what is needed foi- sending by mail, and
has succeeded in biiiiging it to sucli jterfec-

tion, that (pieens are now sent across tlie

ocean in the mail-bags with comparatively
few losses.

Again, the age l)ecame ripe for some im-
provement in tlie combs we began to lialidle

so much ; and different intellects through-
out the land beyaii thinking of combs made
by macliinery, more accurate than the bees
could mak«!"tliem. and all worker combs in-

stead of dron(>. Investigation showed that
the Germans had l)een using something of

the kind for twenty years or more; and. in-

deed, our friend Samuel Wagner had at one
time made comb foundation, but let it drop,
as he did the lirst numbers of the .1. Ji. ,/.,

for the good reason that the times were not

yet ripe for it. When the time came, how-
ever, it sprung up with new vigor in differ-

ent places. Our friend .John' Long. wiu)m
many of you may reineml)er. and who. I re-

gret to say, thought an assumed name to be
etter than his real one. liegan to send out

little sheets of wax. impr(>ssed with cells.

It was a success. 1 wrote to liim to know
liow he made them, and he said they were
made by a i)air of i)Iates. and tliat was why
he could not furnish me sheets large enongii
to iill the Langslrolh frame. I at once de-
clared the aiticle sliould be made by em-
bossed rollers. Although tliis statement was
given in print several months l;etvire my
first pair of rolls were linished, nobody re-

plied that rolls had been alreadN in use.

Vou knowtiie result when I ainiounced that
it was a success. The rolls were honestly
my invention, or at least they were made
under my direction ; but I have since been
told that a ])Oor (ierman by tlu; nanu- of
AV^eiss had a pair of rolls, and that the sam-
ples sent out by John Long were made on
these. John Long said afterward that lie

told me they Avere made on plates, to keep
the discovery a secret. Friend Newman in-

forms us that Mr. Weiss died in the poor-
house.
About this time the queen-trade opened.

The bee-keepers were so careless or so heed-
less that the P. M. G. ruled bees out of the
mails. For some time the progress of our
industry was seriously retarded by this rul-

ing; for in consequence of it the express
charges on a queen worth a dollar and a half
were sometim«?s as high as two dollars and a
half. For a while all efforts to get a revers-

al of this decision proved unavailing ; but
the times were ripe, and the wants of the
nation demanded that queen-bees be per-
mitted to go through the mails. The mat-
ter was taken up at a convention in Chicago,
if I am correct, through the influence of the
editor of the A. B. J. and Prof. Cook, in-

cluding several other friends. To our great
relief, our petition was granted. Prof. Cook
made a visit to AVashington to secure the de-
sired end, if I am correctly informed.
Once more something more substantial

for combs began to be called for. Wiring
was tried, and a great manv said it would
not work. Finally Dr. Carlin, then living

near friend \'iallon, wrote me that line tin-

ned wire, about No. 80, would support the
combs so they were comparatively secure
from breakage, and yet they did not in any
wav interfere with brood-rearing. I found
this to be correct by experiment, and now
we s<'ll tinned wire' for this puri)ose in such
enormous (piantities that we purchased over
a /Oii at one lime last season. Dr. Carlin, I

am sorry to say, was recently killed in an
encounter with" some rullians in the far

West.
The ripeness of the times just now seems

to demand a reversible frame, and many
busy brains are working the ground over
and" over. One sad part of it is, that a good-
ly iiortion of them are wasting time and
talents in working over ayaln the ground
that has already been gone over; 1 mean
the chij-s wlio refuse to take a bee-journal, or

who are not conversant with the contents of

our back volumes. My friends, before you
undertake to make inventions in bee culture

—at least liefore you try to do very much in

that line, get th'e old volumes of our bee-

journals, and run them through to see if the
subjects have not been thoroughly discussed
and well gone over. See, also, the devices

that have been pictured out, and may be
afterward dro])ped.

AVe have now half a dozen or more jour-

nals devoted to bee culture. The ^1. B. J.

has been for several years a weekly, and is

ablv managed by friend Newman, who
is "present with us to - day. Although
there has been some fault-finding and com-
plaining, and I fear, at times, a little jeal-

ousv, I believe when we get at the real truth

of the matter we shall hnd that the world is

large enough for us all. There, is plenty to

do.' and jilentv of room for all who are keep-
ing iiace with liie times; for all who are
reiidv to recognize the wants of the times,

and iiountiful harvests are in store for those
who have proved, by years of holding-on,

and faithfulness in what (iod has given them
to do, that they ave worthy of bountiful har-

vests,
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"We liave reports of oOU or more pounds of
lioney from a single colony of bees ; and our
friend B. F. Carroll, of Texas and horsemint
fame, is with ns to-day. AVhole apiaries of
a hundred colonies or more liave given an
average of as high as -UO lbs. per colony.
California has giVen us some of the finest
honey in the world, and she has also pro-
duced it in such quantities that it is largely
shipped clear across the ocean.

Is it not a fact, dear friends, that the
achievements that have been made have been
the result of the work of a *' multitude of
counselors."' as in our text? and is it not
likely, that, in the future. God"s greatest
gifts" will be sent in reward for the com-
bined efforts of many busy minds and busy
hands? And in view of tliis, ought we not
to exercise a brotherly kindness and cliarity
to eacli other? Our thanks are due to the
great (iiver of all good, rather than to a sin-
gle individuals.

In conclusion I want to say a word in re-
gard to charity and kindness to each other.
I want to encourage a little more that spirit
which Paul describes in the three little

words, '• Thinketh no evil."' I have recently
gone over hastily the old volumes of the ^1.

J>. J. I have re-read some of my writings
thereiu, and am very, very sorry, dear friends,
that in my criticisms and reviews I was not
more gentle. I am sorry I did not exhibit
more of the spirit of kinciness and charity. I
am son y, too, so many of us get a little spite-
fid and uncourteous because we have had
different opinions on many things. At the
present time I believe quite an unusual state
of harmony exists between all parties. It is

true, there has been some bitterness mani-
fested, and some flings have been thrown
out against supply-dealers — a class wliich I
represent. May I be excused for saying a
word just here, "even though I am the propri-
etor of a bee-journal, and a supply-dealer ?

Yery likely many of the friends prefer to
subscribe for a journal pid)lished by one not
in the supply business. If so, by all means
do so. But. should we not accord to others
the privilege of doing as they choose? It
has for many years been the ciistom of class
journals to deal in supplies for their special
industry. Many of you are ac(iuainted with
these class journals, and have taken them, so
you know how it is. Now, if there are those
here who prefer the A. li. J. to Gleanings,
I think I speak tiuly when I say I can shake
hands with tiiem just as freely, "and feel just
as kindly. Perlia))s niv yjeculiar way of con-
ducting a journal is not to your liking. This
would be nothing strange at all ; and yet. is

it not possil)lp that I have my field for work,
and in that ticld I fultill the end for which
(4od has inteiuled me ? Is it not providen-
tial that we are unlike in our tastes and dis-
))ositions, and in our views ? And vet, dear
friends, even tliough we do think diltVrcntlv,
and see things diftVrentlv. and have different
tastes, can we not shake iiaiuls in si)ite of all
these differences ? And as we gather here
from the North, South, East, and West,
where the balmy air of the beautiful South
blows over us, can we not lav aside these dif-
ferences, and unite in one common feeling of
thanksgiving to the great Father above, who

looks down with kindness and love upon us
all ?

POVERTY.
taiEND HEDDON I'KEACHES A SEUMOS.

Y dear little boys and girls, do you think you
are poor? Very likely manj' of you do, and
have been g-uiltj" of sorrow and complaint
because you were not as rich, and could

not have many of the luxuries that you
saw g-iven to other little boys and g-irls. Did you
ever notice that these luxuries do not g-ive children

any lastina happiness? Did you never notice that

the children of those who have the necessities of

life are rather happier than those who are present-

ed with luxuries? I am now going- to tell you a true

story of my own experience that will show you
what I mean by " poverty," and that auch poverty

renders happiness impossible.

I live in a small "city" of about 2500 people.

About seven or eig-ht years ago, just at the outer

edge of town, about three-fourths of a mile from
here, lived a poor family, of which there were three

children — little Willie, about nine years old; little

Mary, about seven years old, and a weak, tender

little girl; then little Harry, about five years old.

One afternoon, when the snow was very deep and
the cold intense, I asked a number of men in a store

if they had heard of any of our town poor who were
suffering during this severe winter. They all said

no; but, one man added he thought that J. P., down
by the river, must be pretty needy for the necessi-

ties of life. T went home. After supper, my old

habit prompted me to take my usual walk; and,

not having foi-gotten the poor family, I resolved to

walk this mile and a half, through snow above my
knees, and a temperature about zero. I reached
the place just about dusk. The father was out by
the door chopping some wood from a poor green
log. I went on by, and waited till he got through
and went in. I wanted to knock at the door and go
in. I wanted to sec the condition of the whole fami-

ly. 1 then returned, and did so. The little house
was old, poor, and cold. It consisted of one room of

fair size, and a small bedroom and pantry off from
it. These were the only rooms in the house. They
had just one stove, an old cook-stove—no carpet on
the floor; only three chairs in the house. The table

was set for suppei-. Now, girls, you know just about
how your supper-table looks, just as you are ready
to sit down. Well, this one did not look that way.
There were, upon the naked boards, just four old

plates, and an old case-knife to each plate—just the

eight, and nothing more. Both boys were "bare-
foot." The little girl, Mary, had on some old shoes

and stockings that no doubt had been cast aside by
some one, as worn out. When I was otfered a chair

Mary bad to get up, as there were but three chairs

in the house. The little boy, Harry, climbed on to

his mamma's lap to keep his feet warm. All hover-

ed over the stove. All their clothes were scanty
and poor. I could hear Mai-y and Harry, and once
in a while Willie, keep up a continual teasing, but I

could not hear what for. I thought they had put off

supper because I was there. I saw no signs of any
thing cooking or to cook.

I looked into a bedroom at my right, and saw one
bed, poorly clothed, and that was where they all

slept together. The teasing of the little children

kept up, and pretty soon the mother said, " Pa, don't
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you suppose the supper is done?" Then Mr. P.

opened the door and looked into the oven; and as I

sat just back of him, I looked in too. 1 saw a pie —
at least I thoujiht I did. Mr. P. moved it out, and
broke off a piece of corn and water cake, and hand-
ed it to Mrs. P. to " try," to see if it were done. You
know I told you that Harry sat upon his mother's
lap. Well, just as she moved the piece toward her
mouth, Harry grabbed it and ate it down before it

could get time to cool or be tested. This was not

polite or mannerly, was it? Do you blame Harry
for this conduct, when he was so hungry? I didn't,

and his mother did not seem to. Boys and girls, do
you know that politeness is the product of comfort
and plenty? Do you know that, during great priva-

tion, reflned people become rude, cruel, and de-

graded? Did you ever think that, as long as we
have poverty and suffering in our bright land, we
shall have crime aud wrong-doing?
This one little flat corn cake was the entire supper

for the whole family of five. Well, I had seen (|Uite

enough. After asking many questions regarding
their condition, I hurried home. As I entered the
house my mother said, '• Rev. Mr. Hall was going to

preach his famous sermon at the Universalistcliurch

to-night; but 1 guess there will not be enough there

to cause hiiu to preach."

"Well," said I, "/am going over there tf) pieacli a

sermou, and I guess there will lie enough there for

me."
J went there and lound about twenty jx-rsons

hovering over the register, and talking of adjourn-

ing. Nearly all of them were my acriiuiintances. 1

said, "Before you adjourn, would >()u not hear a

short sermon from me? "

" Ves," "yes," "yes," said one and another. Then
1 got up on to a seat, and told tiieni the story of my
last two hours' observation. You never saw a more
interested or distressed audience.

After the close of my story a conniiittee was
formed, and resolutions passed. The ne,\t morning
1 met Kev. Mr. Hall, with his arms full of loaves of

bread. Meat, crackers, clothing, bedding, yarn,

money, and other things, were begged; and before
noon two cutter - loads of goods were taken to the

house of that poor family, and it was hard to decide

which were happier — those that gave or those that

received. All were very happy; and, in fact, is

there any other way that a rich man can get so

much (Mijoyment from his wealth as to use it in re-

lieving the distress of the very poor? I think not.

Some time we shall all discover that there is no
true happiness for any, as long as one being is mis-

'

erable. As long as a part are miserable, a part of

each one's life will be unhappy. There is that re-

lationship existing between us all. Never thinic that

you can get hapj)iness fron\ an act that nuikes some
one else unhappy. That has been tried millions of

'

times, and always failed. I hoi)e you will think of

my story and these children when you are heavy-
hearted because > ou are not better off. 1 hope that

when you do think of them you will look about and
see if you can not lind any little sufferers in your
own neighborhood. If you do, go right about assist-

ing them. All good people will help you, and you
,

will enjoy the labor better than any other in the
;

world. Some one to start the good work is all that
is needed. .Tames Heddon.

[

Dowagiac, Mich. I

Friend IL, tliere is one point where you
;

make me a little uneasy in your story.

When you told how you found that family, I
wanted to hear you say that you carried
them some food right off that night, without
waiting for next day. It seems to me I
should have felt just like running all the
way home and back again. And now I will
tell you what more 1 should want to do.
After their immediate necessities were sup-
plied, I should want to find out what the
father could work at. aud give him some
Avork ; and possibly the mother, too. might
find some sort of work that could be done at
home ; and I think all parties will feel a
great deal better in such cases, if assistance
IS given in some way that will enable them
to help themselves. Carrying a family
through the winter by repeated donations of
money oi- food is always apt to educate them
into the habit of being depiudint instead of
ftf'Jf-ftustaiuiiiy. as every human being ought
to be encouraged to'lje. if it is a possible
thing.

AUNT VIC'S TOBACCO-STORY.
\ TIirE STOKY KHOM KE-Vr. 1,1 h^E.

TIK " tobacco (juestion " has been pretty thor-

oughly discussed in Gle.inings; but as I

have never added my mite in that direction !

will do so now, and will write to the little

folks this lime, and it shall be a " true tobac-

co story " that I tell you.

Mrs. Lee aud her two children were visiting at

Mrs. Benedicts, Mrs. Lee's sister, who lived ou a

farm a few miles out from Itochester, .\. Y.; and as

the little Lees had never lived on a farm, nor known
much of farm life, of course the surroundings were
all a novelty; and one thing that they enjoyed best

of all was to climb to the top of the stone wall that

ran along the oichard, aud watch the canal-boats as

they passed by on the Erie canal, that ran along the

east side of the orchard. The children were never
weary of watching the horses as they trod step by
stej) the well-worn path.

One morning when the children woke up it was
raiinng heartily.

"Oh dear mel" said Kitt.\ ;
•

I just think it too
bad to have it rain todaj-. Annie and I wanted to

go and gather chestnuts." And Kitty hopped to the
window, with one stocking on.

Mrs. Lee turned from the glass where she stood

I)inning on her collar, and said, " Kilty, my daugh-
ter, never forget who sends to us the rain as well as

the sunshine."

Kitty winced; .-he felt quite ashamed of her moth-
er's reproof
After breakfast, Kitty and her cousin Aunic went

up into the wood-shed chamber where Annie had
fitted up a playroom. This left Willie alone down in

the dining-room; and as he stood at the window
Hattening his nose against the glass he could..see

the two hired men, August and Charley, who were
thrashing beans out on the big barn floor. I'resent-

ly Uncle Jake came in, and, lifting Willie up and
setting him on his broad shoulders, carried him out
to the barn that he might seeTthem use the flail.

This was fun for Willie. He.watched them use the
flail, then scoop up the beans and run them through
the fanning-mill. It was warm work for the boys.

They had taken off their coats and jackets, and hung
them up. Once when they stopped to i-est awhile,

August went to his jacket and took from one of the
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pockets his tobacco-box, saying to Charley, as he

handed him the box, that it was the sweetest tobac-

co he g-ot down to Smith's the other day, he ever

tasted. Wouldn't Charley have a chew? Charley

shook his head, for ho had not yet tasted the sweets

ol" that "delicious weed." Willie turned squarely

around, expecting that August would ask him to

take some, but August didn't. After taking out a

chew ho put the box back, and, shouldering a bag of

beans, told Charley to take the other and they would
can-y them to the granary.

"Sweetest tobacco ho ever see," Willie thought

to himself. "Well, he's real mean, and stingy too,

not to offer me a taste, when I's company too."

Willie looked up at the jacket; there, right in

plain sight, was the corner of the bo.v sticking out

of the pocket. "I can get It easy as nuffin'," suit-

ing the action to the words. He climbed upon the

fanning-miil, and, taking the box out, he hastily

transferred some of that "sweet" tobacco to his

mouth. He jumped down, and, going to the barn

door, saw August and Charley coming back. The
tobacco made his lips and mouth smart and tingle;

he thought he could swallow it, and thus get rid of

the delicious swig. He undertook to do so. Oh how
his mouth and throat did tingle ! So he spit the rest

(fut, and, wiping his mouth with the sleeve of his

apron, thought August didn't tell the truth about

that tobacco.

When the dinner-horn blew he rode to the house
on August's shoulder. August carried him to the

dining-room door, and stood him down on his feet.

Aunt Lizzie had a lire in the room, and Willie, being

somewhat chilly from standing out in the barn so

long, drew Annie's little chair close up to the stove,

and sat waiting for the girl to dish up dinner. The
warm room and the smell of the dinner made him
vti-y sick. Aunt Hannah was the first to notice

how very pale he was, and asked, " Why, Willie dar-

ling-, what's the matter?"
Willie's head grew very giddy, and he came near

falling, when Uncle Jake sprang up and caught him
in his arms and carried him into the sitting-room

and laid him on the lounge. Mamma, Aunt Lizzie,

Aunt Hannah, all followed after him. Willie com-
menced vomiting. What an excitement! Mamma
Hew around for the peppermint; Aunt Lizzie for

the camphor - bottle, and Aunt Hannah for hot

water. Willie swallowed the peppermint, but it did

not make any difference; vomit again, and, oh so

sick and paid Aunt Lizzie mixed camphor and
warm water for him, but that didn't do any good.

It was evident that Willie was very sick. Mrs. Lee
was getting very nervous. She bustled in and out,

though nobody knew what she was doing— herself

least of all. Uncle Jake stood by, looking very anx-

ious and heli)less; then muttering something about
" fooling away time" he rushed into the hall, and,

seizing his best overcoat instead of his oil cloth,

rushed out in the pouring rain to the barn, and in

less than a twinkling, lilack Prince, his famous
trotter, was going at the top of his si)eed toward
Hochester, scattering the geese out from the mud-
jiuddles in the road, and, utterly regardless of the

yelping cuis that Hew out at his heels, soon reached
Dr. Arnold's olliee. When Uncle Jake drove up, the

doctor was just i)reparing to go out for his aftei--

noon calls. Ves,' the doctor would go, for there rose

up before his vision a long doctor-bill, which he
would have the pleasure of jirescnting to Mr. Dene-
diet.

"Child sick; company, eh ?" and a long string of

questions that Uncle Jake didn't hear, for he was
turning his horse for home, and close behind fol-

lowed the doctor's horse.

Willie was looking very pale and ghastly as llie

doctor entered the room, and, going through the

usual examination of tongue, pulse, and head, he
looked puzzled, and asked Mrs. Lee what Willie had

been eating. " Nothing m(n-e than his usual food;"

but Willie might have enlightened him, if he had

tried, but he didn't. The doctor mixed a large pow-

der for Willie, which didn't taste any better than

the sweet tobacco, Willie thought. The doctor told

L'ncle Jake that he thought the child had taken

poison.
" Impossible," said Uncle Jake, turning very pale.

Willie's mamma did not hear; if she had, she prob-

ably would have fainted.

"Clear ease," replied the doctor; "but I have
given him a powerful emetic, and will wait until it

takes effect."

Willie vomited again.
" What's that?" said Aunt Lizzie, as she wiped oft'

some tiny black specks from the pillow-case. Mam-
ma, doctor. Uncle Jake, and Aunt Hannah came to

see. They made such a stir that Willie lifted up his

head to look too.

" Wh}% that's nuffin' but sweet tobacco," he said.

Then his mamma went to inquiring, and they soon

found out all about August's sweet tobacco.
" Clear case this time," said Uncle Jake, laughing

heartily, as Willie told his story. Dr. Arnold but-

toned up his oil-cloth coat and pulled on his gloves,

and went home through the pouring rain, his vision

of a long doctor-bill entirely disappearing.

After the emetic took effect it was astonishing to

see how fast Willie grew better. He is a young
man now, and does not smoke or chew, and says he
had all he ever wanted of tobacco in that one chew
of "sweet tobacco," and I think it is a great pity

that more do not try a good dose in their first at-

tempt—enough to sicken them ever after at the

thought of the filthy stuff. Aunt Vir.

Rockton. III.

WALTER'S STORY ABOUT THE FRUIT-
TREE AGENT AND THE BEE-HIVES.

A 12-YEAIi-Or,D llOV TEM.S US HOW TO MANAtJK
WHEN A RUNAWAY HORSE OETS LOOSE IN AN

APIARY Ot' 800 COI.ONIES.

}'
NEVER tried to get any thing without paying

[
for it; but I should like to have Ten Nights in

I a Bar-room to read, and 1 am terribly scant of

cash. One year ago last summer there came a

fruit agent liere from Nashville, to sell pa

some fruit-trees, and that fellow didn't have a drop

of bee sense. Pa has his apiary inclosed with barb-

ed wire, about two acres inside. That fruit agent

drove liis buggy up to the big gate, and tied his

horse to one of the jjosts, within ten feet of where
the bee-.stands were, and he went into the honey-

house where i)a was uncajjping honey, for we were
extracting then, and he was admiring evt'ry thing,

calling i)a the biggest bee-num ho ever saw. He
wanted to sell him some fruit-trees, you know,
when one of the black boys who was bringing in

honey screamed out, "The bees are stinging that

horse," and none of us in the honey-house knew
where the horse was; but we looked out, and that

horse had broken loose from the pest, and was
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coming: inside witli his bug'g-y, and he turned right

in among them, knodjing the hives over with liis

buggy-wheels. The bees just covered him, and he

did his very best to get under the ground, till he

got one of his buggj-wheels hung around a post,

and could not go any further, so lie lay right down.

We happened to have two large Bingham smolicrs

in full tune, and pa got on his bee-hat and gloves,

grabbed a smoker, and called for the blacli boys

with the other smoker, and they came to the rescue

like heroes. It took a hero to go out there, 300

stands of bees settling with a hoi-se and buggy. I

stayed in the honey-house (you bet I did). The
fruit agent went out with his hat otf, but soon re-

tired from the scene of action, regardless of cere-

mony. Pa and the black boys covered the horse

with smoke, cut him loose from the buggy, got a

rope around his neck, but he lay so still they thought

he was dead; but as they pulled his Iiead toward

the gate, and came down on his back with a stick,

he arose running, and went out at the gate and ran

a mile through the corn, and lay down. By evening
the horse was better, and pa tied the harness, and
the man left. He offered to i)ay pa; but as pa
wouldn't have any pay, he made him a present of

some strawberries, which ho was to send him the

next winter. But that was the last we knew of the

man or the strawberries either. It took lots of

smoke to persuade the bees that tliey ought to bo

Straightened, and tliey didn't want any more fool-

Mnicsii, and so tliey fought like tigers.

Wai.tku JlAitTiN, age 12.

Henton, La., Jan. 24, lt8."i.

Well, Walter, if yon never tried tt\ get
any thing without paying for it, I do not be-
lieve you have tliis time, for your st(n-y is

certainly worth any book in that wheelbar-
row full. It is really too bad to think what
troubles tlie poor man had when he came to
see you. so i)leasant and smiling. I am very
sorry he got into troiil)le, l)ut I don"t sup-
pose it ean do any particular liarm if we
laugh just a little. The vivid way in wiiicli

you tell of tlie transaction would do credit
to a veteran story-teller. I hope you will

give us some more letters, Walter.

MISSIONS IN INDIA.

A LETTKU FHOM O.NK Of (jril FOK.MEIt OFFICK
GIKLS.

jr?% EAR JUVENILES:-The last time I wrote you
A tl 'twas on the subject of missions, in which I

1^ am greatly interested; and as I have listeued
'*^ to-day to ^Irs. .VIexander, a lady wlio, with

her husband, lias been laboring in India since

1865, 1 am going to tell you something she said

about the Hindoos.

The only god they accept, you know, is represent-

ed by great wooden idols, built by their own hands;
and their belief is, that after death their souls enter

the body of some animal, either the cow, oxen,
monkey, or snake. Isn't that dreadful"? lii con-

seciuence of this, none of these animals are ever
killed, and Mrs. A. says the reptiles are growing so

numerous that, in 18815, 20,000 people died from the

effect of snake-bites; the monkeys are so plentiful

and so mischievous that property is being contin-

ually destroyed by them.
One old gentleman met her one day and mourn-

fully told her that they were tearing all the tile

from the roof of his house. " Why don't you kill

them?" she asked; but he gi-avely replied that he
might be killing his oivn hrotlicr. Isn't that funny':*

You wouldn't stand back for relationship's sake,
would you, my little men, if a snake should cross

your path? Just think what these missionaries who
go out there so gladly to do the Lord's work have to

bear, and how patiently they do brave all dangers
for his dear sake. They don't mind such little an-
noyances as lizards scampering over the walls, and
dropping, occasionally, on their heads below. In

fact, they rather welcome them, as they eat the
flies; but the terrible cobra de capello, scorpions,

centipedes, are tough citizens to deal with.

Among other ti-oubles they have smallpox all the
year i-ouud, and nothing is done by the natives to

stop its spreading. In their ignorance and supersti-

tion they believe that it is some punishment sent on
them by their gods for certain misdeeds, so nothing-

is done for their sick and suffering, except, in occa-

sional circumstances, throwing ashes over them
when the dreaded itching begins.

Mrs. Alexander, who speaks and sings their lan-

guage beautifull}', says that, when she enters the
huts of some of the villages for Bible-reading (es-

pecially where she is not known), it is not strange
to be surrounded by llfty women in a few moments.
Mother Eve's failing is predominant, even here.

They examine herself and apparel closely, and ask
numberless questions as to the race she represents.

It is no light work, here, dear little friends, lor

either man or woman to come boldly out on tlu"

I liOrd'sside; lor when one accepts the Savior here

I

he has to give up mother, wife, children; in fact,

every thing which goes to make life hen; happy;

j

for when a Fh-ahmin once loses caste, as he does
! when he espou.ses Christianity, he is dead as far as

his family is concerned. Little girls are betrothed
I here at four and live, and married when ten and

I

twelve jears of age. Mrs. A. told of one little

I married lady, about 14, who, while home on a visit

{

to her mother, was converted. When she I'eturued

to her husband they commenced persecuting her—
accused her first of theft; they tested her inno-

cence by holding her feet over the live coals until

they were blistered. As she had nothing to confess,

even then, they gave that up; and as her husband
died shortly afterward, she was accused of poison-

ing him. In fact, she was persecuted so that she
tied to the Christians for refuge. Eventually she
married one of them, and is now one of the most ef-

ficient workers in the corps.

Mrs. A. closed her discourse about this good work,
with an appeal for prayers and what material help

could be given. Dear little friends, do you realize

how the missionary pennies you give in. Sabbath
after Sabbath, help? Let me tell you what we are
doing in our Sunday-school. Every child who will

pledge himself to a i)enny a week is given a bank to

take home with him, and last Sabbath the banks
which were called in, after being out ten weeks,
yielded about §20.00. Doing pretty well, isnt it?

The banks were then given out again. 1 have nine
little boys in my S. S. class, and some got quite in-

terested in trying to see if they couldn't have more
in their banks, when added up, than their teacher
had, and I am not so sure but that they succeeded.
Do you like the idea? Bess.
Washington, D. C, Feb. 5, 188.5.

And SO it is true, dear old friend Dess. that
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you have actually become a teacher in the
Sunday-school, and have nine little boys in

your charge. As I read your letter my mind
goes back to the mild, demure-looking little

girl who came to me years ago, and asked
for a place. In due time that meek childish

form grew larger and stronger, and Bess be-

came a power in our business, and now she
is beginning to be a power in the army of

tiie liOrd. unless 1 am greatly mistaken, and
for the same may God be praised.

MOE3 ABOUT GUNS.

SOMKTHIXO ON THE OTHEIt SIDK OF THE QUESTION
THIS TIME.

T SHOULD like to tell Mrs. Chaddock, that if her

aI? "big boy "has had the "bringinjr up" which

"^i WG may reasonably suppose she has g-iven him,
'^ she will not rejrrct satisfying his desire for a

gun. I have no boys, but I was a boy myself

not many years ago, and am still fond of a gun. It

is a very useful instrument, when projierly used,

and on a farm it plays an important iiart in the de-

.'^truction of skunks, hawks, and " sich like var-

mints."

A boi' wlio aspires to be a fjailkinan will be one in

the use of his gun; not only in avoiding the wanton
destruction of God's innocent ereatui-es for the salte

iif hilliiKj, but in the matter of frightening his nerv-

ous mother and sisters. I think girls as well as

boys, should be carefully taught how to use a gun;

not only for the practical benefit they may derive

from it, but for their feelings as well. The nervous

apprehension at the presence of a gun will disap-

pear with a practical knowledge of the use and care

of firearms. In their use, however, the observance

of the following simple rules should be insisted

upon:
1. Kemcmberagun contains elements of tianyer,

and must be handled with a firm hand—not with the

tips of the fingers, just ready to droj) it.

2. Never point a gun, hxtded or dtliencisc. at any

person.

;}. Never lean a gun against the wall (\hi1oss in a

corner) or leave it in any other i)osition whei'C acci-

dent may cause its discharge. Have a dry place to

hang it, in the liouse, and keep it there when not in

use.

4. In practicing, never placi' a target on any

building, but in open ground, where you can see

beyond it, at least as far as the shot are likely to be

thrown—say 23 or 30 rods, if you are using a shot-

gun.

5. Kill only such birds and animals as are unmis-

takably injurious when alive, or of some use when
dead.

A young beginner should take his (or her) first

lessons from some careful and at least moderately

skillful person. JJchdett Hassett.

Howard ("enter, Iowa, Feb. 24, 1SS5.

Thank you. friend H. If our buys or

girls nnist have guns, I hoi)e tliey will ob-

serve the rules you give: but I confess I

should be better i)leased if they did not care

for them. Ernest has a gun, aiul sometimes
it seems to l)e handy : but 1 do not believe it

is called into requisition in our lo(;ality more
than once in a year. When I read of the
accidents that are happening almost contin-

ually Avith firearms, I can not help conclud-
ing that, as a whole, their convenience does
not make up for the harm they do; but, of
course. I may be mistaken.

r-r4

Every hoy or girl, under 15
years of age. who writes a.

for this department, containing
SOME VALUABLE FACT, NOT GENERALLY
KNOWN. ON BEES OR OTHER MATTEHS,
will receive one of David Cook's excel-
lent Ave - cent Sunday - school books.

Many of these booLs contain the same raat-

(ii'"A *^'' that you find in Snndav-school hooks
iir,, costing from $1.00 to SL.M). If you have had

•i.|u.~ f i one or more hooks, give us the names that we
'il'rAL '"!»y "ot send the same twice. We have now
^k> *r in stock six different books, as follows; viz.:

'i\ > I
f^heer Off. The Giant - Killer. The Roby

J; ' Family. Rescued from Egypt, and Ten Nights in
*

.a Bar-Koom. We have also Our Homes, Part I..and
Our Homes. Part II. Besides the above books, you may have a
photograph of our old house apiary, taken a great many years
ago. In it is a picture of myself. Blue Eyes, and Caddy, and a
glimpse of Ernest. We have also some pretty little colored
Pictures of birds, fruits, flowers, etc.. suitable for framing,
ou can have your choice of any one of the above pictures

or books for every letter that gives us some valuable piece of
information.

' A chiel's amang ye takin' notes;
An' faith, he'll prent it."

II EN in New Orleans we secured lodg-
ings witli a widow lady, where we
had been directed. .\.s we left early

in the morning for the Kxpositioii

grounds, and retired latt> in the even-

i

ing, we did not get much acquainted with
' the family. One evening, however, just as
we were getting ready to retire, I got to

thinking about Iluber. and began to be al-

; most homesick, as I imagined that just about
; that hour he would be teasing for his papa.
All at once a babyish voice, sounding not
unlike his, caught my ear. from the next

1 room. I listened, and felt a great longing
; to get hold of the little one. Ernest, how-
i

ever, declared it would be taking a liberty—

i
that they were strangers, and it was late,

and so I "went to bed without getting hold of

I

the baby ; but his childish prattU' i>ulled at

! my heart-strings evei-y time he spoke, so I

i could not go to sleep. It was the same next
: night, and I liegan to feel as if I could not
I stand it much longer, miless I could have

[

that baby in my arms. Next day we were
; obliged to be in the vicinity in the middle of
' tiie day ; and as we came into tlie front yard,

there among tlie violets (you know they are

in bloom in New Orleans in March) was a
pretty, sweet-looking little girl, and on the
steps was tlie nuunmawith that "said baby.'-

It was not tlic ];uiy of whom we engaged the

j

rooms, l»ul a vounger woman : and althoii<jh

I was a perfect stranger I stepped over the

1 rules of etiquette, and begged for the baby—
! and I qot him too. lie seemed as glad to see

me as I was glad to see him, and in a little

1 time he got his soft fingers in my whiskers.
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and the other hand a hold of my ear, and
then he got his little moutli fip against my
cheek, and in a regular baby fashion showed
his appreciation by trying to pnt me in his
mouth, as if I wei-e something good.
My little friends, that baby was to me like

a good big dipper full of cool spring water to
a thirsty laborer. Perhaps I looked my in-

quiry, for pretty soon the mother replied that
baby's pajia was dead. Poor little •' .Jules" I

AVas it possilile that his little mind imagined
that it was his real papa who hugged and
kissed him. and talked to him V The little

girl came up : and as I shook hands with
her, and talked with her. her mamma told
her to tell us wliere papa was. A sober look
came over her i)n'tty ehildisii face, and she
raised one little liaiul" above her head as she
replied, •' Papa gone way u]», heaven." In
an instant a picture came before me of little

ITnber pining for his i)apa, who could never
come back in f/z/s world. It would be no
harder for him than for thousands of other
little ones who have to go through life with-
out a father's love.
Now, my little friends, if your papa is

where you "can see him and love him every
day, will you not remember to thank (iod for
it, and remember poor little Jules: who has
a mamma to love, it is true, but can never
see his pai)a. even though he grows to be
ever so old y

A TKACIIKK WHO THKATS.

I take tho oi)portuiiity of writinjr you a letter.

We sold 75 lbs. ol' honey this year. We have three

hives. Honey is 15 cents a pound here. It is very
cold today. 1 no to school. The teacher frave us

two weeks' holidays. He is poin? to treat his pupils

the last day. Euoii; Oiuikm..

Vernon, Ind., Feb. 8, 1885.

tired of it. They ate whole heaps of them. Ma had
to make us go sometimes. We attend to them in

partnership. Herbert Dyke.
Poracroy. Ohio, Feb. 2, 1885.

:i.) LBS. PER COr.ONV KOR WINTERIXO.

Pa has 17 colonies of bees. One hive of bees
swarmed twice, and he separated them each time.

We did not have as much honey last year as we did

the year before. We always winter them on their

summer stands. We pack them in ehafl', and they
live tlirough the winter. They eat about 25 lbs. of

honey through the winter. F. ('. Bennett, asre 11.

Acushnet, Mass., Feb. ii, 1885.

AN 8-YEAR-OED PARTNER.
My Uncle Georg-e has 60 colonies of bees. He

calls me his partner, and I help him take off honey.
The bees had a nice fly last Friday, and uncle says

they are in fine shape. My pa is helping- him build

100 chaff hives for a man in Ohio.

Geo. D. Hilton, age 8.

Fremont, Mich., March 2, 1885.

Well. George, that is pretty good, if you
have got an order for 100 chatf bee-hives
from a man who lives in Ohio. I admire
your energy and zeal. I hope Uncle George
will prosper. I suppose when you hang out
your shingle it will read. '' I'ncle George &
Co.," and of course you will be the •'com-
pany.'*

(LAUD AND HIS MOTHER.
I am a little boy 11 years old. My ma keeps bees;

she has two stands. She had 4 stands last tall.

.She has two Langstroth hives; two swarms died.

Ma said they starved to death. They were in the
old bo.x hives. I have a Texas pony. I ride it. 1

I

go to school. My pa has 6 horses. We have some
j

lambs that look like rabbits, all but the tail. This

{

winter 1 embraced rehgion. I joined the Ihiptist

i Church. Claud H. Smith.
' lloonville, [nd., Feb. £3, 1885.

f?o. Claud, you are a member of the Daptist
Church, ai-e you, even though you are but

I

eleven years old. Now, my young friend,

I

whatever you do, or whatever you forget, do
\

not forget you are a church-member. Keep
the thought constantly before you. and let

tlie world know that you realize what it is

to have stood up before men and profess to
I be 11 follower of the Savior.

counterfeitino comb honev.
My father has 24 swarms of bees, ^fy uncle, Ste-

phen Rifenberg, has 40, and makes lots of honey.
We have had some very cold weather, 30° below
zero, and deep snow. Can any one make counter-
feit comb, and till it with hon(\v so that it can't be
detected from genuine honey?

Joseph H. Snyder.
Corey, Mich., Feb. 28, 1885.

No, Josei)li, nobody can make comb honey.
and it is a shameful i)iece of falst-liood lor
the newspapers to take it up and keep pass-
ing it along as they do.

TENEXINE.
Did you know that teno.xine was good to mend

dishes with? Ma says that it Is the best thing to

mend them with she ever had. Pa's bees have been
confined for quite a long time without having a

flight. T wish it would be warm a few days, so they
could come out. I helped my sister gather Osage-
orange leaves for the silkworms. We got awful

I A LOST PENCIL.

j
The other day Huddle l)rought some hay flora the

i

store to feed our old cow fiily; and as we were giv-

ing it to her my little sister Efhe spied this pencil.

I On inquiry the hay was out of a barrel that my pa
; received fn>m you, in which were packed smokers,
I a comb-bucket, and other tinware, and we supjiosed

whoever put the things in the barrel lost his pencil,

so here it is all the way back from Texas. My pa
has 34 stands of bees; sister Alice one, and Buddie
one. They commenced bringing in pollen on the

1st of February (on Sundaj-); was that wrong?
Lizzie L. Mullin, age 0.

I

Oakland, Te-vas, Feb. 25, 1885.

j

Many thanks, Lizzie ; and although none
I of our clerks can remember of having lost
' such a pencil, we know you mean to be hon-
est. That is right. E\bn in little things we
siiould make it a point to keep nothing but
what is justly our own.—Bees are not ration-
al nor responsible beings, and therefore

j

they can not do wrong, as little girls can

;

j

and herein is the difference between human-
j

ity and the lower animals. ''Tlie Sabbath
was made for man," and not for bees.

A SHORT LETTER.

Pa has 2 hives of bees. One bee stung him on the

hand when he was smoking them last summer. I

like honey very well. I go nearly every day to
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school. I lead in the J'ifth Reader. I have three

sisters, joungcr than myself. Lilly White.
Columbus Grove, Ohio, Feb. 20, 1>^85.

A i;uOU ItEPOltT FROM A VOUXG UEK-KKEPKH.

1 bought one hi\c of bees last spring-. They
swarmed Ave times. Two went off, but I saved 3. I

sold one to my brother, and one to my sister. I g-ot

no honey. They are all in bo.v hives, but I intend to

try the Langsti-oth hive ne.vt summer.
Selkie D. Gijove. age U.

rewamo, Mieh., Feb. 18, 1885.

We got 1500 lbs. of comb honey iu one-pound sec-

tions last summer.
Harvey Baer, I guess you are 12 years old, but you

stated your example wrongly. You should have
said, " My age, mimis \i of my age, minus J.i of my
age, equals 3." Mellie McFatridge, age 11.

Deer Creek, Ind., Feb. 3, 1885.

THE .jersey heifer.
Pa has fi.'j stands of bees. We live on a farm a

mile and a half from Cumberland. We have 48

acres of land. I go to school. I watch the bees in

summer, and I get five cents a swarm. I am named
after my father. We have a good many strawber- !

ries. We have a Jersey heifer.
I

Thomas Footers, Jr., age 10.
i

Cumberland, Md , Feb. 3, 1885.
!

TH.iT CROSS man.
My father has no bees, but I am going to write a

letter. I have lots of pigeons, and some cats. There
is a man at our house, and he is as cross as a bear.

If I go in the barn he will come and drive me out.

We have had good skating here all winter, but I

have no skates. Little Huber would like to be here

to slide on the ice, I think. Dannie McCokmick.
Cameron, Pa., Feb. 11, 1885.

So. iJaiiiiie. you have a cross man at your
house, have youV Well, iiow, I have no-
ticed that wherever there is a cross man
there is almost always somethinjj; else. Shall
I tell you what tliat somethin.nelse is? "Well,

1 susyiect it is a miscliievous boy. and I
shouldn't wonder if his name is Dannie
^IcCormick.

a D.A.NGEROUS KIND OF SPARKS.

Pa takes Gleanings. I read how Mi-. C. F. At-

wood set his bees afire with the sparks from his smo-
ker. Pa puts green grass in the top of the smoker,
so as not to let the sparks tiy out, and by so doing is

never bothered with sparks— only around my elder

sister. Pa has a draft in the bottom of his smoker.
Our bees gathered lots of honey from red raspber-

ries. They are fiuite numerous here, and make
very nice honey. Gexeievk Hill, age 10.

Uandolph, N. V., Feb. 8, 1S85.

Now. iny little trieud. suppose your elder
sister sl)oul(l happen to .i>-et her eye on this
letter; wouldn't she just '-go for'- you':*

FRO.M A YOUNG BOOMHOWER.
1 am a little boy C years old. My name is Novice

Hoomhower. 1 was named after you. My pa keeps
bees, and 1 am going to be a bee-keeper too.

Novice Doomiiower.
(ialUipville, N. Y., Jan. 6, 1885.

Jiight welcome you are, my young name-
sake. And so it is indeed true, tliat since
the time 1 called myself Novice, a boy has
grown up and written a letter. We know
all about your ]>apa, for we have seen a pic-
ture of liis apiary.

HARVEY'S AGE, AG.i^lN.

My papa has 35 stands of bees living; 20 have died.

Some had too much bee-bread. Pa thinks that kill-

ed them, as some of them left considerable honey.

A WET PLACE FOR BEES.

My pa started with two old moth-eaten bee-gums
year before last, and now he has got 23 hives from
them, and would have had a good many more if the

moth had not killed them out so much. It overflows

where we live. We live on Red River. My pa has

to put his hives up on beuches to keep the water
from drowning them out. Pa is afraid of bees, and
I have to work with them a great deal. We got oUO

lbs. of honey last year. Johnnie Dudney, age 14.

Collinsburg, La., Jan. 28, 1885.

ABOUT THE SILKWOR.MS.
I will tell you about my silkworms. I bought ICOO

eggs; about the first of May they hatched, and they
looked so little. They were black, but began to

change color, until, at the last moult, they were of a

light yellow. The Osage orange grew close to our
house. Ma said when they were fed they sounded
like snow falling, so many of them chewing. It

was the nicest time of all to see them spin. The>
made nice yellow cocoons. I sell eggs.

Ethel Dyke, age 11.

Pomeroy, Ohio, Feb. 2, 1885.

TACKING bees IN THE HIVE.

My father has five colonies of bees. He bought
them last fall. He put them in the cellar, and tack-

ed wire cloth over the entrance of the hive, to keep
the bees from coming out. He does not intend to

shut them in the hive next winter, because they

crawl down against the wire, and die, and it is a

great deal of bother to get them out. (Jur bees are

hybrids, and they are very cross.

Elvis H. Holloway, age 13.

Rolling Prairie, Ind., Feb. 7, 1885.

RABBITS AND OPOSSUMS FOR FOOD.

My father takes Gle.\nings, and thinks it is " just

splendid." He has si.x colonies of bees, but they did

not make much honey this year. 1 have two broth-

ers and two sisters. I like to read the young folks'

letters very much. I have two birds, Betsey and
Chip; and I have a dog named Shep. When the

snow is on the ground he and myself go out and

hunt rabbits. I like rabbits, don't you? and opos-

sums too. They are just splendid—to eat, 1 mean.
Mabel C. Cotton, age 11.

Wabaunsee, Kan., Feb. 6, 18!:'5.

HOW THEY CAUGHT THE SWARM.
We have a swarm of bees. The way we got them

was this: One day a playmate of mine and myself

were playing, when 1 heard a humming noise, and,

looking up, saw a swsirm of bees Hying over. We
beat on old cans, and any thing we could get hold

of, and at last they settled on a tree just outside of

our yard. Then going into the house I told my
mother, and she went out and helped us fix a box

for them. Then we put a sheet on the ground, and

put the box on the sheet, and then shook the tree,

and the bees fell on the sheet, and went into the

box, where they have stayed two years without

swarming. ' Elmore Wilson.
Allerton, Wayne Co., la., Feb. 13, 1885.
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THOSE THREE SWARMS—SEE PAGE 852, 1884.

I will try to explain about those three swai-ms of

bees. The first swarm went into the house between
the floor and plastering-, about 4 o'clock Saturday
evening-. On the following: Monday, about 10 o'clock

another swarm came out and went in the same
place, and about 3 o'clock in the afternoon of the

same day another small swarm went into the same
place. This was in the swarming- season. My uncle

lives in town, and does not keep bees. My brother

sends a packag-e of seeds. He wants to know if they

ai-e the seeds of any of the family of purple flre-

weeds. Perly Cranston, ag-e 13.

Woodstock, O., Jan. 11, 1885.

We can not name the seeds you send,
friend Perly, but will plant them in the
spring. They are larger than the seeds of
the fireweed. .

HOW HARRY'S MOTHER INTRODUCES QUEENS.
My mother keeps bees. She g-ave me a swarm my

birthday. They made me about 75 lbs. of honey last

season. My mamma does not have to cag-e queens
to introduce them, unless she is in a hurry, for she

knows just when they will take a queen. When
they hav(! young eggs in the hive they are quite in-

dependent, and will not accept a queen unless she is

caged. Mamma put one queen into five hives, and
did not cag-e her once, and she also took two black

•lueens from two hives standing- near each other,

and changed them right olf, and the bees did not

know the difference. Mamma can't change (jueens

unless they are of the same color. She takes Gr.K.\N-

iNos. Harry H. Henderson, age 11.

Wayne, Mich., .Ian. 11, 1885.

lizzies reasons for rSINO DOrni.E - WAI.LEU
HIVES.

I go to school. 1 have one brother who has T

stands of bees. My grandpa has about (iO hives of

bees; ho attends the county and State bee-keepers'

meetings. He uses brick hives two stories high,

with a double wall, having one inch dead-air space
between the walls. He uses the L. frame, and has

room for ten above and ten below. He says they

;ire warmer in winter and cooler in snmmer than
the other hi\cs. liVDi a J. Davis.
North Salem, Ind., .Jan., 1SS5.

Well. Lydia, yoti have got jiold of a great
truth that seems to puzzle many of the vet-
erans : and tliat is. that a i)r(")pcrly made
hive, protected by chali' or otherwise, is as
etlicient in keeping out the great heat in
summer as it is the severe frosts of winter.

THE WAX-PLANT.
I and my little sisters help mother chui-n, and help

father e.\tT-act honey. Our aunt has a wax-plant

which has pretty white flowers. They yield so much
honey that, during the night, it drops on the floor.

Father ha.? been taking Gleanings for seven or

eight years, and we like to read the little folks' let-

ters. Nannie S. Clements, age !t.

.lANIE'S LETTER.
P'athcr has 4f> hives of bees, Italians and hybrids.

I should like to see Huber and Blue Eyes, and skate

on your carp-pond. We do not often have ice thick

enough to skate on. I have a pet cat named Tabby.

Father wrote these letters for us, as we were afraid

you could not read our writing.

Janie M. Clements, age 7.

Dalton, Ga., Feb. 2, 1885.

!
FEEDING THE BIRDS; REES OX BURDOCKS, ETC.

I Papa has 83 colonies of bees packed in chaff on

[

their summer stands. My sister Lucy and I nailed

I

a good many section boxes last summer, but the

bees did not gather any honey, so we did not use

them, and papa had to feed the bees three barrels

and a half of sugar.

We have six pullets that were hatched the last of

June, 1884, and they have already laid nine dozen

eggs.

There was a i)atch of burdocks back of the liaru

that the bees seemed to be busy working on all the

I

time the weeds were in blossom.

Papa scatters wheat around for the snowbirds, and
they come every morning to get something to eat.

Alice Hurlbut.
West Bethany. N. Y., Feb. 21, 18&5.

SHOOTIN(i .V DEER, ET(\

My pa had 17 swarms last fall: four of th(>m are

dead now; two of them he got from you last sum-
mer. There are no other l)ees near where we live.

Pa says the drones can not feed tluMuselves. He
says, when the worker-bees do not want them any
more they do not feed them; and when the drones
are almost dead the b(>es lead them out and they
soon die. Pa got S2.).00 worth of lionej- from one
swarm, in one-pound sections. They were black
bees.

Pa and I were up in the woods last summer, and
killed a deer. It was a small one. Pa carried the

•leer and I carried the gun. The mountains are
high here, ami we get lots of berries.

George M. Wvkoff, age 10.

Cameron, Pa.. Jan. 7, 1885.

thieves IN THE APIARY—GOT 'EM I

Last summer, thieves got in out apiary three

times. The lirst time, six boys came with a wagon
and got about ''> lbs. of honey. The next da\- we
fixed a tent so that we could stay out all night. The
next night father and I were in the tent when thi>

thief came and began to lift the bee-hive cap, when
father heard him and threw a rock. It hit a board

in a fence by him, and one of the thieves (there

proved to be two), while jumiiing through the wire

fence, caught his coat and tore a piece of it off. We
made no effort to find out who these boys were, but
in the course of a month or two thej' came and of-

fered to pay the damage. Father accepted the of-

fer. LuicE Lindley, age !>.

New Providence, Iowa, Jan. 25, 18.8.').

Well. liuke. it seems to me as if a wire
fence were a prettv good thing to have, does
itnotV Tliat l)it (')f ck)lh probably did the
business. A detective would by the aid of it

lind the boy pretty surely. Il seems to me
the boys must be pretty bold in your locality,

if they get so that they come six at a time,
aiul w'ith a wagon. I iiope it Avill be a lesson
to them. .

THE LIGHTNING C.VLCUT<.VTOI{.

I go to school, and study reading, writing, spell-

ing, and arithmetic. 1 can add an example contain-

ing six columns of seven figures each, in 24 seconds.

FliOGS.

I caught a frog last summer, and I examined his

mouth, and found that his tongue, unlike that of

other animals, is attached to the fore part of his

lower jaw, and extends down his throat. They live

on flies and bugs. When they want to catch one

they throw their tongue out, and then the fly sticks
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to it, and then they draw it hack in. All this is done

with the rapidity of lightningr, apparently.

Jerome Ooon, ago 12.

Hayflclil. rrawlora Co., Pa., Fob. r,, 1885.

Many thanks, Jerome, for the fact that
you give us in natural history. I presume
"when the frog wants his long tongue out of

tlie way. he just swallows it; is that Avhat

you mean? I wonder if Prof, t'ook knows
iliis about frogs.

DEATH OF THE IMPOHTED QtlEEN.

Pa has about 100 hives of bees. He got about 4000

lbs. of honey from 60 hives. He gets IS'a cents for

comb and extracted honey, and 18 cents for section

honey. The best honey-plant here is the horsemint.

About two months ago ma went out into the apiary,

and found our imported (lueen dead. We had been

raising queens from her. and pa left otf the lid, and

the mean robber-bees robbed it. Don't you think

they did a mean thing? O. H. Brogden, age 10.

Uryan, Te.\as, Jan. 11, 188.5.

It seems to me a little mean to think rob-
bers improve every such opportunity, my
young friend ; but" I guess most of the fault

belongs to your father for forgetting to cov-
er the hive. It is pretty sure death to a col-

ony, to forget and leave the cover of the
hive off when robbers are troublesome, and
your letter is a good reminder.

THE CHRISTMAS-TREE; TOADS, ETC.

My grandpa taKes Gee.\nixgs, and 1 like to read

the letters in it from the young folks. It makes me
feel accjuainted with the boys and girls who write

for it. AVe are having vacation now. Our school

closed just before Christmas. We went to school

the last day, and were all very much surprised to

lind that our teacher had a Christmas tree for us,

with in-eseuts for every one. It made us boys, who
had been troublesome, ashamed, and we are going

to try to do better next term. We have got for her

a copy of Longfellow's poems, and are going to put

it in her desk. We are in hopes that she will l)e as

much surprised the first day of the term as we were
the last.

My grandpa's bees have all gone to sleep for the

winter. I was reading in Gt^eanings a letter from
Charles Leyvraz, about slcunks eating bees. Bees

have a great many enemies, but I did not know be-

fore that skunks are one of them. Our bees are

troubled by the toads. They will go up to the hive,

and when the bees come out they will stick their

sharp tongue out so quickly that the bees do not

have time to sting them.B Sometimes we could see

half a dozen toads by the hives, waiting for the bees

lo come out. At night, and after a shower, we had

to put boxes up beside the hive. A. Powers.
Woodstock, Vt.,' Jan. 10, 1885.

I'ENNISG VV RAUniTS, ETC.

My pa keeps bees. He has been at the business

two years, and he likes it better ihun any thing he

ever undertook. There are a great many bc(!S in

this part of the country, but they are kept in old

box hives. Pa says he will not ha^e bo,\ hives. He
has all his bees in Simplicity hives. There is a man
in this neighboi'hood who made some of the funniest

little hives you ever saw. They ha\-e two stories

and a gallery, or[portico, in front.

My ))a says you went to a heap of trouble setting

those boards in the ground around your rabbit-

yard. He says you could have just laid the boards

tlat on the ground, as near the wall as possible, and

it would have answered, as the rabbits would never

think of going back to the edge of the board to

sci-atch, but would scratch at the wall. The same
will keep rats out, only the boards must be put on

the outside of the pen. Mattie F. Dileehay.
Milford, Ellis Co.. Texas, Jan. .5, 1885.

Thank you, ]Mattie. Yevy likely your
plan of fixing the rabbit-pen will do; but
boards laid on top of the ground will warp
and roll up so as to be unsightly, will they
not? I thiidv I should prefer them set in

the ground, as ours are.

A neav bug-trap, etc.

I can answer one of the questions that were asked

in Geeanisgs. Iron was made to swim, see II.

Kings »>:«. T found it myself in the Bible. The
place was in the river Jordan.

I will tell you of an invention my pajia has made,

and of which I send you a small pai)er pattern. He
thinks it would save paying money for Paris green.

He can clean the vines nearly as fast as he can

walk. The mode of catching is to hold it in your

left hand by the handle, which is a wire running

from each front end to the middle of the back. In

the right hand carry a broom, brushing bugs of all

kinds into the basket. Then make a lionttre of

straw, and throw them in. I think this is something

new, and will be a benefit to you. if you raise pota-

toes. Fa>\ X. AVedge.

Friendsville, Neb., Feb. 20, 1885.

Friend Eda, your bug-trap, if I understand
you correctly, is something to avoid the ne-
cessity of stooping over every time you find

a bug, and I shouldn't wonder if the idea
were a very good one. It seems to me that a
long-handled dijti)er, however, would be just

as good. Avould it not? Take the dipper in

one hand, and a light broom or stick in the

I

other. Knock the bug or bugs into the dip-

I per, then go to the next hill, and so on.

bitter honev.
Pa has 5 stands of bees, and ma has 3. Pa was

looking at them to-day, and one of his was dead.

Ma's are all right. The last honey we took from

them last fall was bitter. Pome one told us it wns

the honey-dew, but pa thinks it is honey they gath-

ered from a tall weed that has yellow blossoms. The
blossoms are in a cluster on the fop of the plant.

We do not know the name of it. Last year was our

first one with bees.

Flow TO feed.

The way we fed our bees was this: We put the

sugar syrup in pie-pans, and cut a piece of paper the

size of pan, and made it full of holes, and laid it over

the syrup. We spent about !*30.00 on our bees last

year. 'Jhe first hive we bought we got two swarms
liy transferring, and ;.'5 lbs. of honey. We had an

Italian (pieen given to us; the others we bought in

old-style hives, and transferred them into Simplicity

hives. We did not get any increase from them.

t:ARI'-lM)NI)S, MITSK-RATS, ETC.

My grandpa has a carp-pond. He has been troub-

led by nuisk-rats this winter, making holes in the

dam. and letting the vvater out. There have been a

good many mibk-tracks around the pond. They
take fish too. I think it more likely the musk-rats

instead of the crabs made the holes in your fish-

pond.
.

Howard Zimmerman, age 12.

Franklin Square. ()., Jan., 1885.
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0a^ peMEg.

But the wise answered, sajing-, Not so; lest there
be not enoug-h for us and you : but go ye rather to
them that sell, and buy for yourselves.—Matt. :.';j: 9.

fllE twenty-tifth chapter of Matthew as
' a whole, seems to be concerning im-

providence; that is, it tells of the
awful consequences of going through
the world in a heedless, slip-shod,

careless way. It tells what will be the end
of those who make no provision for the fu-

ture ; and the text I have selected touches
especially on those who expect to Ijorrow of
their neighl)ors, to make tip for the conse-
(luences of their foolish forgetfulness. At
iirst thought one might think the verse
sounded a little hard. The parable speaks
of two classes of people, and in this case
there was an equal number of the foolish
virgins and the wise ones. I am afraid it is

as uad as that in our da>', dear friends.

There seem to lie about as many people
Avho ex])ect to get through the world burden-
ing their neighbors, as there are those who
expect to bravely shoulder the resi)onsibili-

ties of life. Forgetfulness does not seem to
be quite tlie word to apply to tlie five foolish
virgins. Our Lord calls them foolish. They
were foolish, because they made no provi-
sion for something they 'knrui they wcmld
want and nmst have. The ti'anip who stops
at our doois, and asks if we can not give
him his dinner, is a glaring type of tliis kind
of foolishness. There is no forgetfulness
about it. He voluntarily and deliberateJy
decides to depend iii)()ii somebody else to
l)u> his food ; and moi(> than that, he does
noi even proi)ose to do tlie cooking, to say
nothing of setting the table, washing dishes,
and putting things away. I slionid c:ill it

worse than folly. We can not call it steal-

ing, because ho boldly looks us in the face,
and i)roposes that we give something for
nothing. On page 17!) of our last number.
Prof, ("ook makes the following statement

:

" Something for nothing is the bane of our
age."' Jesus intended these words to have
their a])plicntion in a s])iritual sense, no
doubt; l)ut I tliink he intended it also to
apply to temporal duties. One wlio makes
provision for the needs and the demands of
this world, who strives not to be a burden
upon any one. and to accord to every one his
just rights, as a rule makes provision for the
world to come.

It has sometimes seemed to me as if my
teachings and exhortations were a good deal
th(> same thing over and over; and I have
thought again!, that i)erhaps this is the held
(iod has given me to work in, and that it is

my duty to keep going over and over on this
same groiuid. line upon line and preceiit up-
on precept. The matter is constantly be-
fore me, and I am constantly l)eing saddened
because of the number who come to me
wanting something to do; and with sadness
and sorrow I ani obliged to say it. a very
great many of those who complain that no-
body will give them anv thing to do. are like
the foolish virgins. If I send them off in
the lields to work, in half an hour they will
come back, loitering around for a driidv of

water, wasting the precious morning hom-s.
AVlien I say to them, " My friend, when you
started out for the Held, why did you not re-
member that you would soon be thirsty, and
take the jug in the well-room along with
you, filled Avith water? "' And so it is all

through. They often go to their place of
work without their tools, and then come
back very leisurely and deliberately for
something to work with, or for what they
should have known would be needed. I do
not want to have you think we have many
such with us here now, for I can not keep
such long; I am ab.solutely obliged to let

those go who take no thought nor responsi-
bility in regard to the needs of the day. I

have often wondered if they would work in
the same way if they were working on their
own ground : and after watching carefully,
and looking into the matter, I am obliged to
admit they would. It is not altogether self-

ishness, then. They wrong themselves as
well as the one who should undertake to em-
ploy them.

Xow, then, suppose because these people
are poor and needy, we should give them a
part of our stores—give it to them because
they are unfortunate, and lack judgment.
AVhat is the thing to do? In our text the
wise virgins llatly refused : and they gave as
a reason for refusing, that there would not
be enough left for them ; that if they divided,
the probability wouhl be they would be in

the same boat, and told them there was no
other way for them to do tlian to go and buy.
as they had done. Was it hard-hearted, un-
feeling, unchristianlike? It is a very hard
thing for me to refuse a favor ; and it is es-

pecially hard to refuse a friend or a neigh-
bor; but I have a great many times looked
back, and have been obliged to decide that
I had done a positive harm—an injury to
some friend—by being too obliging, as the
world calls it.

Whenever there is a revival of religion,
there is always a great tendency to fall into
the error of supposing that Christianity con-
sists in being easy and obliging and lilieral,

and in giving to the poor ; in helping folks
out of tight ])laces ; but, my friends, if you
do not look out, I am sure a great evil creeps
in here. IVrhaps one reason why our re-

vival seasons do not result in more per-
manent good is because we do not encourage
starting on a sound basis. One's sins may
l)e forgiven, it is true ; but I am afraid God
does not forgive our sins until we have
shown a manly sjurit in the way of making
up the wrongs we may have done to our
fellow-men before we repented. It is well
known about here that our institution is

based and builded on godliness—at least. 1

try to have it so. Well, sometimes those
who have applied unsuccessfully to me for
work, have come out and united with some
of om- various chtu'ches ; and after having
come out, the question comes, if not right
away sometimes after a time, " Now, Mr.
Root, will you give me a place?'' I have
said before in these pages, that I am not
afraid to take the risk of giving almost any
girl or boy a place when I can be sure that
such people are looking to the Savior, and
trusting him ; but I have been obliged to Ue-
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cide by sad experipnce, tliat a profession is

not enough to decide tlie matter. I want to
see tlie "iiulividual and watch liini a little.

;

How (luickly we can read human uaturel It

takes hut a very little wliile—hut a very few
days, in tact, to tell pretty accurately where

i

any ujan or woman stands, whetlier it be the
;

thfn.L!;s of this world they are seeking, or the i

kiiijfdom of God and his" righteousness.
j

Many of the bee-friends have tried giving I

brood to a' colony haviuf;: a poor queen, hop-
j

ing to build them up strong, and make them
self-sustaining. I have used this ligure be-

;

fore, but it comes up to me so often I do not
i

know but I shall have to refer to it again
\

and again. The comb of brood produces its
j

effect", and for awhile the colony seems to be i

a prosperous one ; but the fact remains,
j

there is no real good prolilic queen at work
j

l)acking up the new accession to the force of
;

the hive. In a very little time we are forced
i

to admit, that the colony is dwindling again, !

and running down hilL and no permanent
j

good has come from the lift. It is the same
;

in giving employment to one who has been
|

the rounds liere and there, and failed in se-

1

curing a permanent place anywhere, just be-
|

cause of his improvidence. " Worse still is
j

the plan of making a donation, or taking up
j

a sul)scription for some one who is able to
|

work, but won't. The money given them
produces the desired result for a little time,
hut the time very often seem to be exceed-
ingly ••little.'" The money is gone, and they
are more destitute tiiau" l)efore, more im-
inovident, and feel less like going to work.
I\'rhaps you think me hard and unfeeling.
If so, take some money in your i)ocket and

j

go around your own town; investigate care-
fully, and hunt up i)laces where you may do

j

good Willi tliis money: then go aroiuid again i

can fully, and look at the result. When we
;

sow seed we expect it to bear a crop. The
]

crop should be worth morj than the seed
I

sown: in fact, the harvest ought to pay ex- I

l)enses oi- more. The same way in giving
j

money to the poor and needy. It ought to

assist them in getting o!i tiieir feft. and get-
|

ting at least a little way toward l)eing self-
j

sustaining. No doubt moiuw c.ui be used
!

wisely autl judiciously in this" way; but un-

j

less you are an old hand at tiie btisiuess you
!

will "do harm rather than gooil. You will
j

probahly conclude in the end. that tin? wise
j

virgins were wise indeed in refusing to lend
I

(n'en a drop of their oil. i

Well, what sliall we do? Let these friends
j

go to the county intirmaryV Now, hard as
'

it may seem, I liave decided, over and over
again, there was no other way. Please do
not misunderstand me here. "Widows and
orphans are not what I am talking about.
They do not have a fair chance with the
rest of the world, and friends (u- relatives
should liy all means give them all the assist-
ance they need. If a family of children is

left without a father, of course they nnist be
lielped until they are able to help themselves.
When the children get to l)e of the jtroper
age they can pay their way ; and the mother
too, as a rule, can jiay her way. and jtrefers

;

to do it. We seldom "see women too slothful
|

to take cai^e of themselves where tliey can do
so, even though our pai-able does tuke the

,

sex for an illustration. ^lany women, I be-
lieve, work themselves to death in their anx-
iety to be independent and self-sustaining ;

and this reminds me that, as a rule, tliose
who are deserving of assistance seldom ask
for it. Teople wjio are crii)()led, or out of
health, sometimes need assistance; still, ii

great many times laziness is called sickness,
and 1 lielieve la/.infs-; often makes jjeople
sick. I have sometimes thought that where
one has aji earnest will, he gets well. AVe
have instances all around us of people who
i-eeovered their health because of some new
hobby or enterprise that enlisted all their
powers of mind and body.

Our chapter opens with this expression :

'• Then shall the kingdom of heaven be
likened unto ten virgins." You will notice
that it is not only the things of this world
that are to be given to the provident, and
those who take forethought, but heaven
itself ; and the lesson teaches us that he
who goes through the world, appropriating
whatever comes neai- him. without thought
or care, will lind little mercy when the day
of final judgment comes. The parable be-
yond the one I have taken, brings this out
in a strong light, and it also shows us that
sad fact in life, that he whose life has been
all spent and wasted is always ready to
throw the burden on the world, or on his
greatest benefactor. The wicked and sloth-
ful servant, you will remember, began by
ingratitude aiid abuse, with the vain hope to
ease his guilty conscience. How natural is

this! And jilease mark, friends, what a
striking contiast is shown between this ser-
vant, and the one who had spent a life of
doing good to liis fellow-men. When the
king said to those on his right hand, •• Come,
ye blessed of my Father, inherit the king-
dom prepared tor you from the foundation
of the woi-ld." they were taken by surprise,
and could not iulagiiie what they had done
to have merited such a favor, and such a
great inheritan-e. Tliey had been patiently
bearing the burdens of the world ; they had
ministered to the sick, fed the hungrx'. given
drink to the thirsty, look(d up strangers,
clothed the naked, a"nd yet had forgotten all

about it. In fact, they were, not expecting
any thing. I have sometimes looked out
upon the world ; and as I nu'ditated. I was
lost in wonder to see tlunvide. wide distances
that lay between two who may be jiassing
side by side on the sli-eet. One is vicious,
sellish", greedy; he robs and plunders at
every step. By examjjle and ])recept he
breaks down righteousness, godliness, and
sobriety every where he can. His whole
soul seems bent on self and lust. ]>y his
side may be one whose every act in life in-
dicates a thirsting after righteousness—one
who bears uncomplainingly the burdens
pressed down ui)on him by nuiltitudes like
the companions by his side, and yet he does
not know it. The" one dreams iiot of the
awful doom that awaits him, and the other
dreams not of the reward awaiting the end
of liis inlgrimage. We do not know \Vhat
becomes of the improvident servant, but we
read this:

—

Castyctlio mun-odtablo s('r\ant iii(o outer darl<-

lU'ss: there ^liajl be urepiiis^- uiul uiiat-LiinK of tuetli,
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Every Iniman being lias rights. The five

Avise virgius luid prndenlly provided oil for
their lumps. This oil was their own ; it was
right to do what they pleased witli it. They
had tlieir busy cares, very likely, and per-
haps did ni^t think of, may be did not know
of their improvi(U'nt neighbors. I have
.sometimes thought that this right, belong-
ing to every individual, was a sort of circle

surrounding Jiim, extending a certain dis-

tance, and this circle is his own premises.
Xobody has any right to infringe on it.

Even our smallest bov who comes to work
here at tliree cents an hour lias his circle of
rights. The three cents which he houv'-tly
earns belongs to him, subject, of course, to
his parents' approval. He is a man, to all

intents and purposes. Nobody has any
right to borrow his earnings if lie does not
choose to lend them: ami those who are
older ought to know better than to try to
borrow from him. They have no right to
take advantage of his inexperience, by ask-
ing him to loan his small earnings. A fe\V
times I have been obliged to be pretty severe
on some who had a weakness for borrowing
from their fellow-workmen, especially from
some of the yoimger ones, who did not know
they would not pay as they agreed to. .V

great many good jieople very much dislike
to disoblige, and so li^nd against their belter
judgment. Snnetimes when out Avagon
l)reaks down, the; hands suggest going across
the way and l)orrowiiig of our neighbor, who
is a dealer in lumber, and has many teams.
I know he would let me have a neckyoke or
a wagon, or may be a horse, if J should ask
for it; but the "very reason why I dislike to
ask him for any thing is because he is so
very kind and obliging. Now. under the
circumstances it seems to me I have no right
to ask the loan of his tools, unless the cir-

cumstances are very urgent indeed. Once
one of the hands, witliout my knowledge,
went over and Ixurowed a neckyoke. A
week or two after. I found it wluTc it iiad

been dropped. The hand who got it had
forgotten to lake it home, and our neighbor
was too good-natured to come after it.

A little boy once got a bright new sled for
a Christmas present. It was an extra nice
sled, and he was proud of it. A neighbor
borrowed it to gel a sack of flour. He left it

in front of the postoflice.or some such place,
while he went in for iiis mail, and somebody
stumbled over it, and in his angei- kicked
and broke it. The neighbor took the sled
to a tin-shop and had it ])atched up with
some pieces of tin. telling tlie l)oy it was just
as good as ever. Tiie boy did not lliink so.

and he never cared for' his poor broken
patched-up sled afterward. His rights had
b:^en invaded. If any one iirefers nice new
things, witliout patcli or blemish, it is his
right, if he pays foi- them. The man who
borrowed the sled was a Christian. A friend
of mine had an old cutter whicli lie had
loaned so much that it was not decent to
take the children to Sunday-scliool witli.

He bought a nice new one for the purpose.
In order to get rid of the old one, as he did
not care for two, he had it repaired and
painted and varnislied, so it looked quite
respectable, and he did this on imrposc that

I

he might sell it. Before the paint was liard-

{

ly dry, his old friends wanted to borrow it.

j

He was too easy and obliging to refuse
i

downright, as I should have done, and off it

j

went. Before the borrower got quite home.
i
another man wanted it to golo a temperance

I

meeting. When it got back from the tem-
I

perance meeting it was marred, and broken
!
in several places. The temperance-meeting

I

man said he did not break it. and the first

borrower said he did not bieak it. and he
guessed it must have been so in the first

place. As the last one who used it did not
know where it belonged, it did not get home
for a couple of weeks ; the winter was then

:

almost gone, and the cutter can not besold
I until another winter. Those who borrowed
i the cutter were church-members, and tlie

,
man who owns it is not. I liave been for
years trying to convince him that church-
members are more reliable, as a rule, than

! people who are not. IJo you wonder that
' his faith is small V Xow. my friends, it
t seems to me that if we want to honor Christ
' the Savior, it is of far more importance that
we avoid trespassing on the rights of our

: fellows than it is to make a profession of re-
ligion, or to be energetic and zealous in the
tcrnperanre work. If you want to win souls
to Christ, be careful' how you heedlessly
trample upon the rights of' your easy and

: obliging neighbors. " I do not belie've it

is a good nlan to borrow, as a rule. When
you are olnUjrd to, remenil)er the borrowed
jiroperty is, as it were, a sacred trust. Keep
your eye upon it, with tenfold more diligence
than if it were something of your own; for
by so doing you will honor the Savior in a
way you canscarcely do otherwise. Jf it is

injured, do not rest by snyiiig it is as good
as when you got it. ^lake it a great deal
better. Let the world understand, and let
the all-seeing Eye recognize, that you pro-
l)ose to go through this world leaving your
fellow-men more than they had before you
came along, ratlier tliau less. Never let it

be possible for any one to say truly that you
have been '• reaping where 'thou hast 'not

,
sown, and gathering where tliou hast not
strewed."'

Some of you come tome for advice. Some
of you ask me what you shall do to inherit
eternal life. Well, now. if you value my
opinion and judgment, it seem's to me almost
tlie greatest need is in the direction I have
pointed out—in lionoring (ukI by letting the
world see and know that you are not dis-
l»nsed to trespass on the rights of anv one.
This amounts in substance to what'Jesus
said: '"Thou shalt love thv neighbor as
thyself."'

We have much trouble, as I told you be-
fore, here in our large factory, by borrowing
tools, and heedlessly dropi)iiig them where
they were used. One of my greatest cares
is to keep an eye on this sort of work. We
have one boy in om- number land he is one
who has newly found the Savior) who has
made up his mind to have tools of his own,
so as not to trespass on the rights of otliers.

One day I saw a brace and bit lying where
he was using it, and asked him if somebody
would not be wanting it. He looked up
smilingly, and, with a little conscious pride,
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replied. '• Mr. Root, this is m// bit and
brace. On inquiry I found be liad pur-
chased with bis earnings a little saw, two
sizes of hammers, and some other tools that
be needed often in his work, and was inde-
pendent, von see. I told him if be would
make a little chest for all his tools I would
"iive liini tlie lumber, and pay him for the
time while he was making it. You see. you
can honor tlie Master by liaving tools of

your own. instead of wanting to borrow.
"People may be stingy of tlieir tools, their

cutters, tlieir buggies, and may be of their

horses, l)ut it is their right. 1 like to see
people wlio iia\'e the good sense to refuse to

loan their things. I do not believe I should
feel hnrt if somebody explained to me that
lie would rather not lend something I asked
to borrow; but 1 do not believe I shall be
subject to such a trial, for 1 am not going to

ask people for things wiien 1 am pretty sure
they prefer not to lend them ; or. if yon
choose, when good sense would dictate that
they wonld better not lend them. A mutual
exchange between neighbors is sometimes
very desirable. Xow, then, if you want to

sho'w your zeal for Christ, can you not show
it more effectively in the way 1 have pointed
out. than by any great amount of talk in

])ublic. or any strong profession. Ilemem-
ber what the 'king said of tlie careful and
the provident:
('ome, ye blessed of ni.\- Father, inherit the Ivinji-

flom prepared for you from the fouudatitm of the
world.

NOT ALWAYS DEAD WHEN THEY AP-
PEAR TO BE.

APPi;C)l>IUATE 1

.SKA.SOX.

THi; I'lIESEXT

A.ST evening I discovered that one colonj- of

my .iiees were dead, or I supposed they were.

It was a very small swarm, not over one
quart of bees in all; they wore clustered on
three frames, and their stores were all con-

sumed, so of course I at once jnonounced it a case

of starvation. Part of them were clustered natural-

ly between the combs; the rest were on the bottom-

board. 1 brought them up into the kitchen, took

out the center comb, and on that found the queen.

She is an Italian, that I bought and introduced last

fall. I took her in my hand and breathed on her

for about two minutes, when one of her feelers be-

gan to move; then I put a droj) of honey by her

tongue, and within ten minutes w(; liad her in a

cage, alive and smart.

We tlu'u turned our attention to the others. As
y(,'t they had shown not the least signs of life. Wo
lireathcd upon them, and hehl them where it was
wiirm, also si)rinkled some thin honey among- them.
Soon one after another began to move, and within

half an hour they were so lively we were obliged to

put them into the hive and close them lU). This

morning I found at least three-fourths of them
alive, and they appear to be none the worse for

their nap.

Now, Mr. Hoot, did you ever know of a ease where
bees were so lar gone as those, and still live? It is

my opinion, that a great many bees are destroyed
that might be saved by a little pains on the part of

the bco-kecpcr who imagines liis bees are dead
when tjicy are not.

A great many colonics are starving to death this

winter, in this county. I know of 50 or more that

have starved, and it seems really too bad when it

costs so little to keep them alive. My bees have
been in the cellar VZd days already, and but very few
have died, probably not more than a quart in all.

The most of them have granulated sugar in cakes

over the tops of the frames, in case they run short

of honey. .1. U. IJAi.r..

Knowlton. Ind., Feb. ::8. 18**.-,.

Friend 1>.. wc have had a good luauy such
reports ; but as the matter comes uj) every
spring, it is a good plan to liave it repeated.
You will find the same thing mentioned in

the A 15 C Ijook, and. if I :im correct, a col-

ony may be saved after they have been in
this condition for li4 or even 48 hours. I

have never been able to discover that they
were in any way injured by this nap of ap-
parent death. It almost always occurs
wjien bees are out of stores, or nearly out.

Sometimes when candy is laid over the
frames, the cold prevents them from using
the candy, especially where the colony is

weak. W^here a colony has candy over the
frames, broken up into small pieces the size

of a bickory-nnt, or smaller, they will usu-
ally get enongh of it melted and stored in

the combs to last them through any freeze
we may have in March.

Cleanings in Bee Culture,
I'uhlishcd S<mi- Monthly.

.^. X. I^OOT,
EDITOR AND PUBLISHER,

MEDINA, O.

TERMS; $I.Oo"pER YEAR, POSTPAID.

For ClttfctitE Bates, Seo First Page cf Eeadi:: Matter.

CliOVEK FOR SPRING SOWINO.

Wk have a splendid lot of alsike and nuimmoth
red, or peavine. A sample of seed will be sent to

those who are unacquainted with the peavine. Clo-

ver seed by the bushel can be sent safely by freight,

and is much cheaper than by express; but you will

have to order it some little time before you need it

for freight is, I believe, apt to be slow.

DISCOUNTS BETWEEN NOW ANU AI'KIT, 1.

DiscoL'NTS on section bo.\os, comb fdn., and

comb-foundation machines, will be extentled as in

our last issue until April 1. Of course, demand and

supply will decide whether these discounts can be

carried after that dfite. Wc can fill any order for

almost anything now, promptly; but the season is

fast api)roaehing when delays are likely to be al-

most unavoidable.

SECTIONS DOVETAILED .\LL AROUND.

The "odd -size" business begins now to make
trouble again, as is usual about this season of the

year; tnul w)ien we mi<\ ^vt; would luakp sections
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dovetailed iiU around, at the same price as the oue-

piece section, we forg-ot about odd sizes; and at

present it looks as if it could not be done. That is,

•vfe can not make four-pifcc sections, odd size, near-

ly as easily as we can make one-piece sections odd

size.

WHO riHS TAItriOD IT, AND WH(JSE IXVKNTIOX

Since our talk about moral patents, this thinf?

seems to be coming- up a great manj- times; and in

the Apioilturint for February our friend P. C. El-

wood takes the A. Ti. J. to task for cojiying the plan

of the (Question Department, claiming this to be

original with the AijiciiUurixt. We would remind
friend Elwood, that this idea of .a-etting- prominent
men to give their opinions collectively on certain

important subjects was a special feature of the

Dce-kespern' Instmctar in ]8S;J. We were so much
])leased with this idea at the time it came out that

we commented on it, and copied a page or two.

Sec (Ji-KAMNns for .Tuly, isy:.', page .'KO.

DECLINE IN PISICE OK TIN.

The price of tin, per box of 1 12 sheets, suitable for

separators and honey-cans, will bo, until further no-

tice, ^.5.50 instead of fCOO. Tagger's tin, a good deal

thinner than the above, which we now use express-

ly for separators, unless otherwise ordered, .V).00 per

box. This is considered preferable to ordinary tin,

because it conducts away the heat of the hive much
less, on account of its thinness. Tt must be handled

much more carefully than ordinary tin, and i^ not

suitable for honey-cans, unless they aie very small

ones. He.st charcoal IX tin, §7.5(1 instead of t^.O'i.

All the above i.s 14 x 20 iu size, and 112 sheets in a
box. These prices arc for tin on board cars in Phil-

adeljihia.

WATEIllllTHV WATCUES KOK ISS.'i.

A STiLi/ further impi'ovement is (jut, and we have
,)ust received a gross of thciii, and the manufactur-
ers have given us an arrangement whereby we arc

enabled to send (li,EANiNns one year to every cus-

tomer who purchases a watch at the full retail price

of #3.")0, but we are not permitted to sell a watch any
cheaper where Ceeanincs is not wadted. We can,

liowever, do this: Vou can have two watches lor

ifPi.OO; or anybody who has already purchased one
Waterbury watch can have another for an even
$;].09. With every watch, we now send a pretty

nickel-plated steel chain. On the chain is a hunter's
whistle. This prettly little chain will be only 5 cts.

where it is wanted without the watch.

rili; HEDDUN IIIVE AN!) SVSTIOM.

At the picsent writing wo have received orders

for just fi'"() lleddon hives. I am a little surprised

at this; btit I presume the reason is, that so many
of us are loth to bring a new hive or llxture, that

does not correspond with our other hives, into the
apiary. Besides, evei'y advantage that friend H.
claims, can be secured with the Simplicity and
chaff hives, unless it be the Sframe feature. When
these now things come up, I think it is very much
better to test them with the hi>es we h.-we already
in use, rather than to start new hives and new
frames. I am very sorry indeed that friend H. in-

sisted on a frame n\l instead of 17';; long. Great
confusion is going to result here in si)ite of us. We
do not renunr.ber that we have received an order
for a Langstroth frame 17-3 long. excei)t twice, and

we shall make our hives and frames for the usual
17';3, unless our customers specially state that they
must have them Vl~\^

j

BEE-KEEPERS' COXGUESS AT NEW OKEEANS.
! In view of the fact that friend Newman has pre-

i

pared a very full and elaborate report of all the

j

proceedings there, including even the names of

those who were present, I do not think it would be

best for us to attempt to repeat the same in G i,e.\n-

INGS. If you are not a subscriber to the .1. B. J. (it

seems to me every progressive bee-man ought to

be), friend Newman will doubtless send you the

two numbers containing the report, on receipt of

ten cents. Where there is so much matter for our
journals, and so much (jimd matter that we can not

find room for, it does not seem to me advisable to

have one journal a repetition of another. I know
there is something to be said on both sides of this,

but I believe the majority of our readers will agree
' with the above;.

HEVEItSIXO DEVICES.
; These still come in considerable numbers daily.

C. H. Deane, Versailles, Ky., and .Tohn Consor, Glen,

Kansas, both claim that we infringed on their in-

ventions in my wire reversing device, as given in

the last number. I confess 1 have IhiK far: They
sent such an arrangement made of sheet iron, and
mine is made entirely of wire. I do not like the

sheet iron, and would not use it, but I like the wire.

I
Well, if mine is an infringement, the (juestion

I

arises, "Which of the two is entitled to precedence'/"

\ On investigation I find the postal cards which each

one wrote when he sent his device, are dated ex-

1 actly the same—I'eb. 11. Friend Deane claims, how-

I
ever, that he is still ahead, for he invented and we

I illustrated something (juite similar, for another

,
purpose I see illustration in Gi.eaxincs for March,
l^if'S, page ]:«)). I admit the similarity, and yet the

;
device alluded to was inade when no such thing as

' reversible frameswasthoughtof; nor was it intend-

I

ed, nor is it adapted, for the purpose. I'erhaps we
had better await further developments a little.

WHEN O.'tUEItlXO THE A II V BOOK, SAV WHICH VOf
WANT—CI-OTH OK PAI'EU.

Almost daily we h?.\e one or more orders for the;

]

A 15 r book, without saying which they want—cloth

j

or paper edition. It is true, we can sometimes
make a guess by the amount of money inclosed;

1 but since we have offered the cloth-bound book
postpaid for a dollar to those who have already

bought one, the price sent does not help us much.
We began sending the paper covered one to those

who sent a ''ollar; but, oh my I what a breeze it

j

made because Me did not remember they Avoro en-

i
titled to dealers' rates, the writer often saying that

j

he would not take a paper-covered book as a gil^,

j

and back it comes at our expense. Then 1 told the

clerks to send cloth-bound in every case, unless the

; writer said plainly, ])a))er covers. This seems to

I

be the lesser of two evils; but for all that, a great

i
nuiny say we might have known by the amount of

I

money sent what was wanted, and they accordingly

I

refuse to pay the 2.5 cents balance, or suggest re-

turning the book at our expense. Now, friends,

what can we do, unless you say in your order, cloth-

bound or paper-covered, and also state whether

j

you are entitled to dealers' rates or not":' We are

I
very anxious to i)lease, but we do not like to l)e

I

scolded when we are doing as well as auybody could

do without fuller instructions.
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CIRCULAKS BECEIVED.
C. M. Hicks, Fairview, Md., scuds us a Qjiajrc rirculnr of

qnetms and bees.
.r. }'. ATfir. .- 1- FrcclJiid, Midi., sends us a 2-p.Tgc' cireulnr of

sect.uiis .>iid ].. hives.
M. J. Dickason. Hiawatli.T. ICan., send-.^ us a C-pajfO circular of

Kec-sUpplics generc
Nims it ViHirlici s

hives aihl ,;i-. ~ ;, ,

For l> ',

ij>tor.|ih .1 I.-

Foi- IM:. ::'
.

. .:.

printed :i
i

,

i _

J. iM.i': •

press:, i

Bii-u'li. \ II-

circulai Ml 111, M .

•\\> have lair ^

a very neat! ii:i :.

Chas. n. Diiv ,1'

press n 13-\i:io-.- hi.
J. H. W. ."1 •

I i

X-pairi- . I M u, ., .

D. ^V. M
l)rice li-i i

.;ii. < 'I

\VeIi:o. . .1 I'N

a one-ii:rji' inirc.
i

].,

Wm. Mnti> l:.,M,:l!

prieeli-t -I

H. U. Ae'k
l.aire e.reul
luve'i. Jt IS

perhaps sin

E. K retell
cireulnr. fu
thinir know

ilii I s. I'.iir injcton, Wjs., send us a fi-paffc circular:
~ : 1 . ii.ill V.

I 'I, 111, ,11. 111., we have iir.nteil a C-pagrc

'.'.,;-. Kiuixvillc, Io«-:i, we hare :,n-^\

in-t rce(.-ived from our

II I I .. '

)
i

1 ! :- I., j :.iii\ , - ,111,1 Muokers.
li:^ '.

i ' I I
1' H K'l.,. I T,!!-,. Haute, Ind.,

Ill' .., .
: ,',,;,., M.l . li.-i - iiiTived from our

li I ..,\\,-' ^vi,|lallls(ic•ld, O., sends us an
I I. .11-. i'\tr.irl,,rs. elf.

.i-ii-iiMr. T.x,,-, has ordered from us a
I' ' 'I

>
11,1 -11 lip 111--, pr. II led on a card S.\l.

1 1
I'^ pi iii!i

i I,
.

.1 li i;M-k.:Milwaukee, Orepron,
"' li-i -1 upphi - ii 1 is ••T.anner Apiary."
:iMi:i! .111. I lip, piiiilr :i,-,.. Cal., sends out
1, ,ii-,,i,-

. Ill lilt, d vn caul board. This

nan. North Indian.apolis, Ind.. sends'us a two-
of his new device for fastening the bottom to
iniewhat similar to the Vandeusen chunp, but
ler.

r. Coliurj,', Towa. sends us a very pretty JR-page
if Mincli iiseful matter, comprising almost every

Dakota-Eed Potatoes
1 Pofind l)v mail, jicistpaid CO
i $1.0(1
1 peck by express, purclinser paving- chnrg-es. . 1.50
1 bushel •• " •' '• .. 2SA)
1 barrel " " '• "

. . .5.01)

i^ui'l'l.V limited. Address
f SI.AS. (. .niLlilCH,

r.Cd Kcx SS. .Akron, Oliio.

An ess.iv ,,ii Ihm-. Ii\

work hailinpr from (lias;

and covers the subject 1

It is lull of oriKinal en
liowever, th.at we },'(t i

ment.
Last,

.

full, i.iir, I.:-, Ml

tlie'li'iv,.,'/ <

''. 'P'.'.

JAfmmW : BI^OPiZE : 5rai^KEY^.->
111 line ixt' pairs Kobblers, not akin to

liens, l(ir sale at S^s.iiu jicr pair; also ejigs lor liatcli-

in.u', alter April 1st. Send stamp for illustrated cir-
cular of 10 varieties I'aiiev iKiultrv.
M CHAS. McCLAVE, KEW LOOTOU, HUSON CO.. OHIO.

At KANSAS CITY, MO

To the Fraternity.
rwm onerino- CHOICE EfiCJS FOK HA'rCEf-

IMi. from iii\- special lirci'diim--pi'iis of ilioroujili-
bred jimiKrv, R<M;l.L. KL.1MM), .*.Na> TltJiE 'I'O
NAlUI':. ••Sin-lr-cninli lirowii Li-iionis" and "IMv-
jnoutli UofUs." K-ys sclcc'tf.l ircsli.and S.M'ICL,'V
I»ACK.Ii:i» in handsome baskets, ?i I.ij |)ur 13, or
?2.2r>pcr2«. Will e.xcluiugc csks lorn lew Ital-
ian queens and other apiarian otl'ers. Satislaction
H-U!U-iintc(Kl. Address

O.L. COVER.
,r.d Acitoria, Fultoit <'o., JUiuoiei.

J liaise I'lire ITALI.IX J:J£J:S I'OU SALE.
[,'ntestcd Queens in May SI ."0

"June 1-5
after Juno 1 00

Tested Onecns, double the above prices.
Uees, i)er oncvhalf pound, same prices as untested

iiueens. For discounts, see m\- circular. 1 ivcirrorit

1,111 inil,:-<t,il ,iunii.< )n l,r jiurrlii tmitol. If any of the
friends who have dealt with me heretol'orc are not
salislicd, I .sliall I'c t;iad to have a liiil statement of
the iiKittci- fidin tlicm. and will do the lest that J

can to reiulci- satislaclidn.

oti 11. E. M. HAYHURST. F. O. Box 1131.

MAN WANTICD, todo the work in UlO-colony
apiary. FIFTY COLONIES MEKS lor sale

]\Ia.\ ]. Address J. <'. 'J'lflOlTlr,

6d SliTctsvillo, <»itt.. Can.

THE NEW WHITE aKAPE, T^rT 1^ f^ /k "O A
( )t her vines and plants iM JLJA.\JCJ%.J^A.*
h\ mail. Circulars free. Ad.lrcss JOHII E. EVEC,
."illdli Moores\ille, Morj^aii Co.. Ind.

18S5.
r^HOICE ITALIAN ISKES AND QUEENS
KJ From Imported and Selected mothers, and
also from the notijd Duulitile strain of (iOLI) FN
ITALIANS. Send for circular.

SIMON P. KOUDV,
5-lOdb Mcchauicstown, Frederick (.'0., Md.

SIX SVUIAN QUEENS, Avarranted inirely
mated, for .*(>. Sinfric <iueen, si.:.'.'.. Tested, s;;

v:\v\\. Italians, same price. I. it <;<)<H»,
C. 7-'.id >i>:iil;i. Tcnii.

FoiiiKlatioii 3luchiii('s, L. size, $8.75.
Italian Hees, Queens, and Honey, a specialty. See

;!trdb OLIVEP. FOSTEE, MT. VEENOIT, LINN CO., IOWA.

EGGS FOR HATCHING.
From Choice Brown l,e<.horns, S. ('.,•?]. 0.1 for 1.');

;5 settings, *~'.">ii. ;.) ck^s. si.dii. r)tfdb

U. .1. NASli, Williamson, Wayne Co., N. Y.

DAOANT'S FOUNDATION FACTORY, Whole-
sale and retail. See advertisement in another
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A Splendid Offer.
To all those who -will scii'l \is at oiico their siili-

scriptioi) to the

^American ^piculturbt,
For one year (1.00) and 61.00 extra, or §2.0J in all, we
ynaraiitec to send a choice Itiilian queen worth .*!l.r)0.

Tlie.se queens are bred lor ii» by a careful and re-
liable (|ueen-brceder. \Ve also give jiwsiy to all

those w ho will send us tlieir address, plainly wi-it-

ren. an interesiin^- and \aliiable little iiaini)l)let, the
'• JJeelveeijei's Companion." Send us .\our address
atoiiee. .\ddress
.,-(i-7-S{l SILAS M. LOCKE, Salem, Mass.

LOOK "here"!
¥E^^8 .MOCKI,^G-IiIlU)S,x-

->A TESTIS RED I3I1?I)S,>-^

->:i: Wnidm ^UEEN^S,
I''orP!ileat reasonable prices. Address o-Cd

W. J). IJ.VLL, Columbia City, Whitley Co., Ind.

Diiliaiii&yaiierfflrfFoiflatioi
We have boujiht a lar^e stock of elioice yellow

beeswa.v, and can furnish Dunham comb fdn. lor
brood comb, cut to any si/.e, for .")Uc jx-r II).: thin and
liriKht yellow fdn., for sections, at .V)e i>er lb. Extra
thin VaiKlervorl Ida., Ill to VZ s<|. feet to the lb., for
tile per lb. We guarantee our fdn. to be made of
l)ure beeswa.x, ajid not to saji. \\ill \vork up wa.v
i'or JOc per lb. for brood, and 15 and :.'0c )ier lb. for
section.s. To induce our customers to order Tdn.
early in season, we will allow 10 per cent discount,
ou all orders received before the first of Mav.

F. \V. HOL.1TIKS,
.^ffdh Coopcrsville, (Jttawa Co., Mich.

1885 ITALIAFpENMrn
Ciitesled (.iiie.'MS in .March and April .^I S,

Aflerwai-d I 01)

.11. S. 'l.\»LO< K,
5tfdb Lri.lXC. C.M.DWKM-t (>..Ti:XAS.

MISSOURI.
THIC 4»M,V ltl.\Nl t^WlTJ UlCltS IN ITIIS-

MX'ICI, of Apiarian Impleinenls. Send for
Circulai- and Price l.isl ol our lli\c \viili the Re-
versible Surplus an-an;jenient tor cmnb honey.
Also KiiiokerK, <'oiiil> KoiiiKliiiioii, Italinii
Uiicciii^, • te. K«';i\NB':iJV A I.K.AHl,

P. (). Box 11. IIKKil.NSVIM.H.
r^lb_ _ _ _ Lafayette Co.. .Mo.

(;i.ul,.^ :,n.l ITi.-.vs or giu'i-ns;! Spriim-i .!ui,. .1 .> \ r.ii
KiiH-t s, 1. ,|.,1 gmviis, each..

I
S 7 oi>

;
('- - M -.'i

I'liic l'i,,liii,- •• • ..
I

II (K) •<< 1 » 4 "II

l;.;ilr,l ;., Ciilliiihl. Siireiirrivill l)Vlll:n] mm i ,ii,l, . ,1. S,n,,.

I'lKr- lui- niiport.Ml It^.lians. lA.r " cirviil.i. . :ul.li.>~ .Mi;.S.

KKA.NK l!KN roS. .\s.iKl.UA, .\ Y. S.^ixl r" ilIkkUs rigisui--
i<l,(b;itt,<>i- pustal-OKJLT to K1<.\.\K ISENTUN, .MU.SICII, GKR-
MAXY. strob

FOR SALE!
CHOICE SEED CLOVER AND POTATOES.

Hy Fi'eij^ht or Express. I mail

_ I

bus' I
i

peek
I

lb. 1 lb.

Alsike Clover.... IT.....'.... 1
siii(i,i; s:; v.-^ | 20c

|
40c

White Clover Kmm . :! (ii)
i
20c I 40c

Hall's early peachblow po-
tatoes

I
1 2")

I 50 15c
I 35c

Ontario...^
._ .J

1 25^| 50 | 15e
j

;i5c^

Addres.s E. S. HlLDKIflANN,
A»sliii>i>uii, D<><l!£e Co., AVis.

Please mention this Journal if asked for the above
advertisement. 2tfdb

IJEE CULTUllE.

HEDDON'S
32-PAGE

CmCULAEIFOR 1885
MOW READY.

JAMES HEDDOn.DOWAGIAC, MICH,
'-Itldb I

SECTIONS.'
>-4 50To nail, or dovetailed. IVi.vPi, per hWu .

Other sizes, huficr, to 5.\ti

Send for price lis! and .>-auiple.

PARKER NEWTON,
EAELVILLE, - MADIEON CO., - N. Y

2-8-4 5 Od

ei)

tJT TtCOrftRV -^ v-luable Emit, succeeds
DUUCDiliinV* on all soils, and is a profitable
fruit to ;irow lor market. Two dn/en plants b.v
mail. .-^I. I»e.-(rii)ti\e price list free.

jtKLOS St.mm.ks, West Sebewa, Ionia Co., Mich.
:i-.>-(lb

The All-Purjicso Hive, -with

REVERSIBLE CRATE,
With er without a bee sjiaee. White-i.oj.hu- nailed
sections. (Jivcn foundatiim. etc. Wax- worketl
at bland 12 cts. per II). En«-lish Kabbits. Send for
).riee list to C.EO. E. WILLIAMS,
li-.Sdb New Philadelphia. O.

VANDERVORT
COMB POUNDATIOH MILLS.
Send lor sampk'S and ledueed iirice list.

2ll<lb .l.No. VANDEI{\()|{T, Laceyvillc, Pa.

IF YOU WANT
A CUM)!) o.ne-pikcp: section cheap,

' Send to us. Sample and Price List Eree.

SMITH & SMITH, KENTON, HAHDIN C(X. OHIO.

'be SURE'
To send a postal card for our illustrated catalo^-ue of

APIARIAN :K:s..,c-T;'"sr supplies
tains illustrations and descriplious of every thinjr
new and desirable in an ajnary.

AT THE IjOWEST, PRICES.

I

J. C. SAYLES,
! 1 l~^db Hartford. WashinRton Co., Wis.

I

B0OKIN« T 0]^DBI^3.
I
Why not buy your Queens and Bees direct from

the breeder? 25 cents saved is 25 cents made. I am
now bookinjr orders.for (Jueens and Pees, to be de-
livered in .\pril. Mav, and .lune. Send fcjrmv new-
Price List. Address 4-.5-(J-7d.

W. S. CAUTHEN,
PLEASANT HILL, L.\N:aSTEI! COTOTT, GOUTH CAKOLINA.

DADANT'3 FOUNDATION FAOTORr. WHOLESALE andEETAIL.
See advertisement in another column. 3btl'd



2l8 GLKANIXGS tli nKV) CUI.TUllE. Mah.

150 COLONIES OF

Italian pees for Sale.
How iiiiit'li do I lioar InM? Must sell, and will sell.

-•\lso3 Steam-EngriJies. one Skincr, and one Shepinon
Hooth; are Afood engines, and in jrood order. AVill

sell at a sacrifice. How much do I liear bid?

6d J. B. MURRAY, A«la, Hurdiii Co., O.

BROWN-LEGHORN

ECS-O-S
FROM FIRST-CLASS FOWLS.

Srwl for Prirr List.

EDWARD S. L.EA,

BEISHTOH, MONT. CO., MAE7LAUD.

PURETfALIANSri^

m INVERTIBLE HIVE!
INYERTIBLE FRAMES,

Invertible Siirpliis-Hoiiey Cases,
Kntrsmte Feeders, Top aud Rottoin

Feedeisi, llive-L.irtiii<;; Deviec,
Houej-Extrattyrjsi, Wax-Kxtractors,

<'oiiib Foundation, £to.

r^M.v new Illustrated <'utalo<rue is now ready,
and will be mailed to all who may apjilj- tor it.

Address
3r. 3VC. £»Z3:X7CX£,

MES MOINES, IOWA.

June
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Contents of this Number.
All Dead But Onu
Banner Apiary. .

Bees. Wiiit.iin-
Bees anil < 'arp
BecsDym- ..n Sii

Bov Bee K.rp, r

Brood -Witli-Mi r

.21.T
I

Losses in Canvla 216

Names of responsible parties will be inserted in
any of the following- depai-tments, at a uniform
price of 20 cents each insertion, or S3.00 per year.

l)ronc-lv-.
'

!; !'. "• '' - -'
!

Editon:(l i~

>'eedin:_' -n i: : i 'Im
:

:
•

. 'i :i

Feedin- ^^ m i
' khI-, ii

Filters
Gallup
Galvanized-wire Feiici v. ii

Heads of Grain i

:

Hive-Coven . :;

Honev-Boards, Use of 3H
Honey-Dew for Winter 24.')

Honey Uolumn 221
Honey, Manufactured 238
How to a I B'lsinesi 22S
l^aler's Pond 211

Tlu.-ves ,n Apiary...
Viallon's Fire
Wax. Purifying
Wiffhfs Ar'ticli'

Wintering Problem.
V.'iiiterin- in a Cave

BEE-KEEPEI{S.r.^§fs<
We have a large stock of our V-groove one-piece

sections, and until March 1st, 1835, will sell at rock
bottom.
5000 one-pound sections for an even $21 00

10,000 " " 40 to

Sample free. Send for our Illustrated Frice List
of Bee-Keepers' Sui)plios, Firr to all.

SMITH & SJi^TSTH,
2tfdb KENTON, HARDIN CO., O.

Strawberr:^ Plants.
I will sell plants for the nc.\t t«-o montlis, at llie

following rates, well itacUod and delivered (.it ex-
press office.

Pure Crescents, per thousand ^1..50

Pure Wilsons, " '•
2.0J

r. r. ri.so.v.
7-i»db Criitnilia, MaridU Co., Illindix.

/^TWrT"^ This is what we all arc
^i.^ £l JL • after. One way to get it

is to get the right kind of bees. Try our
now strain of AEKAN3AS BEES. For pisrtiou-

lars, send foi- our new oii-ciihu- for l."^."-^.").

7-12db FLANAGAN A- lfJA\SKI.
TiorU'tr,. BrUn-illr. SI. ChiiiCn., III.

Black and Hybrid Queens For Sale.

$1.00 Queens.
Names inseiicd in thiti department the first time witli-

out charcje. After, 20c each insertion, or $2.00 per year.

Those whose names appear below agree to furnish
Italian queens for $1.00 each, under the following
conditions : No gViarantee is to be assumed of purity,
or anything of the kind, only that the queen be rear-
ed from a choice, pure mother, and had commenced
to lay when they were shipped. They also agree to
return the money at any time when customers be-
come impatient of such delay as may be unavoidable.
Bear in mind, that he who sends the best queens,

put up most neatly and most securely, will probably
receive the most orders. Special rates for warrant-
ed and tested queeus, furnished on application to
any of the parties. Names with *, use an imported
queen-mother. If the queen arrives dead, notify us
and we will send you another. Probably none will
be sent for $1.00 before July 1st, or after Nov. If
wanted sooner, or later, see rates in price list.

*A.l. Root, IMcdina, Ohio.
*H. II. Brown, Li^ht Street, Columbia Co., Pa. 7tf
*Paul L. V'iallon. Bavou Goula, La. 7tfd
*S. F. Newman. Norwalk. Huron Co., O. 7tfd
*\Vm. I!all:iiitinc, Saw, Musk. Co., O. 7tfd
*D. (i. F.diniston. Adrian, Len. Co., Mich. 3tfd
*S. (i. Wood. Hiriiiingham, .lefif. Co., Ala. Itfd
*S. ('. IN rrv. Port la-, id, Ionia Co., Mich. 3tfd
Will True, (had well, Clatsop Co., Oregon. 9-7

Jas. O. Facey, Tavistock, Ont., Can. Itfd
H. J. Hancock, Siloam Springs, Benton Co., Ark.

3tfd
' E. T. Lewis, Toledo, Lucas Co., O. 3-1

»C. C. Vau{;hn. Cohinibia, Aiaury Co.. Tenn. 3tfd
(i. M. IJoolittlc. Horodino, Onondaga Co., N. Y.3-13
I). A. McCord, O.xlor.l, Butler Co., O. 5-15

S. H. Hutchinson & Son, Claremont, Surry Co., Va.
5-3

*E. Kretchmer. Colnirg, Mont. Co., Iowa. 5tfd
*\V. A. Compten, r,vpiiville, Giles Co., Tenn. 5tfd
"J. L. H\.le. Poinlr'et Landing, Wind. Co., Ct. 7tfd
D. McKeii/.ir. Cai ronton, Jetr. Parish, La. 7tfd
»J. .1. .Martin. N. Manchester. Wabash Co., Ind.7-1!»

D. A. I'lkc. Smiths!. nrg. Wash. Co., Md. 7-17

Cornelius Bros , LaFayetteville, Dutch. Co., N. Y.
7-19

HiT^e Manufacturers.

charge, .as l)elo

enouftli to these qiieot

inpr Iheni in -tock; an
dation to those who c;

•dly value
i and kcep-
ui'omnio-

QuEENS Foil Sat.e.—Hybrid queens, 50 cts. each;
black queens, 25e each, fi-om .luno 1 to Oct. 1. Safe
arrival guaranteed. R. H. Baii.ey,
7-lldb P.O. Bo.\ 81. Ausable Forks, Esse.x Co., N. Y.

I have 5 black and 7 hybrid queens now ready.
Blacks. 25c, and hybrids ,50c each, prepaid by mail,
and sate delivery guaranteed.

W. C. Wright, Reagan, Falls Co., Texas.

Who agree to make such hives, and at the prices
named, as those described on our circular.

A. I. Root. Medina, Ohio.
P. L. Viallon, Havou (loula, Iberville Par., La. 7tfd
C. W. ( ostollow. Waterhoro, York Co., Me. 21-19

Kennedy \- Lealiv, Higginsville, Lafayette Co., Mo.
3tfd

F. A. Snell, Milledgcvillc, Carroll Co., 111. 1-13

E. T. Lewis, Toledo. Lucas Co., Ohio. 3-1

H. F. Moeller, cor. 5th st. and Western Ave..
Davenport, la. 3-1

C. P. Bish, retrolia. Butler Co., Pa. IMS
Milo S. West, Bo.\ :.02, Fbnt, Genesee Co..Mich.;M3
F. M. Blanehard. Orwell, Ashtabula Co., O. 3tfd
E. Kretchmer, Coburg, Montgomery Co., la. 5tfd

EXCHANSE DEPARTMENT.
I have still a few black and hybrid (lueens in my Xotict-s w

apiary. Price for blacks, 25c; hybrids, GOc. Ready I
usual latcs.

now. S. P. Cko.mwell, Hillsboro, Texas. '

ider this head at one-half our

WANTED.—To exchange Seeds, Potatoes, and
Snnill-Fruit Plants. foraPrinting-Press. Type,

each, and guarantee safe arrival. Fifty hybrids etc. Correspondence, olicitcd. (Send forcatalogue.)
(Italian), 60c each. Please tiddress .1. T. rotiK. Senl-drower,

D. W. Moss, San Augustine, Texas. v^ CUntmi llnlbnc, Dutchess Co., N. Y.

One dozen black queens the last of April, for 25c
apiece. Two dozen hybrid queens for .50c apiece, to
any one sending the money after the 20th of April.

J. D. AuA.MS, Nira,' Washington Co., Iowa. Write foi' circu

an CHOICE PLYMOUTHHOCE or Brown-Leghorn eggs
Itf sent for ?;i.(H). Pekin Duck eggs, ^1.25 for 11.

;uiar. G. T. WARSTLFJl, Justus, O.
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peNEY OeMMN.
CITY MARKETS.

New YonK.—Ho/iej/.—There is some comb lioiiey

in our market among- the different dealers and mer-
chants, consisting of all ^I'lKles of clover and buck-
wheat. Demand is light, find prices are ruling: very
low. We quote:
Fancy white clover, Mb. sections, per Ih., 18 cts.

:•
•• " " 14 cts.

Fair to good " 1 and ;." lb. " " ]2@16 cts.

Fancy Buckwheat, Mb. " "
9 cts.

o .. - "
8 cts.

liOw grades 1 and 2 lb. " " Ka-S cts.

E.\tracted honey. Our marl^et is well stocked with
California extracted in 60-lb. cans; there is also a
good stock of clover, yet unsold. The demand is

fair, but prices are low. We quote:
ralifornia, 60-Ib. cans, per lb 7 cts.

AVhite clover, in bbls. and kegs, )>er lb 8 cts.

No extracted buckwheat on hand.
Deexwax is ruling high, with the indication of ad-

vanced prices in the near future. We quote prime
stock at Si'a^M cts. Thurbeh, Whvland & Co.,
March :J4, 1885. Reade & Hudson Sts., New York.

Cincinnati. — Honey. — There is nothing partic-

ularly new in the market, only that there is a de-
cidedly better demand from manufacturers for ex-
tracted honey, while comb honey is as slow as ever,
with a large supply on the market. Prices arc low,
fifTMtc. for extracted, and 9(f> l~c. for comb honey on
arrival. Beeswax is in good denuuul at iOf" oOc. on
arrival. It brings 35c. per lb. in the ,i(il>bing way.
March 25, 1885. Chas. V. Mlth,

S. E. Cor. Freeman and Central Avenues.
Cincinnati, Ohio.

Milwaukee. — Honey. — The market for honey
here is quite dull for all qualities and conditions.
White oonili in one-lb. sections, 12f5'13c. Large sec-
tions, 1(X" 12'... Extracted, iukegs or cans, 8c.

liff *•!<'((.r.—Not much demand—nominal, 28(r/ 35c.
March IT, 1885. A. V. Bishop,

142 West Water St., Wilwaukee. Wis.

Hoifist Seeis at Honest Prices.
Strinrl,ni-,i Tmiriin. or Ground Cherry, tnn s,i,i Kk-
('(Kil.'s liiijiri'i-fi I'uj.i'iiyn. Best in the world— Id

C<,nl.\-< li,ii>''ii:^i l.iniii nean. " ....II)

Cliiif,!^. (,r /;.(;/// AhiKind.-i. (Venj horrly) 10

Miiiiiiiinni i;,i.<^i,iii Sunflower, lirpt K'j:'s Food... 10

P.',.< i;ii>s Hrn-llrniiiin. New aii.l .\ .\ 10

Cliiins, );t,ii. nv ciiinaniiin \i\\>-. r, liulhv 10

All lUr <ih,„; rlinir( s> , Is . .-; lit in^pli'l l<il- .'<<ll-.

Wliih (ir.ii,, fiininils. . lirsi . .mr .idz 53

(iiihh II (I list, I HiisiiIi, n II iS|.l(_-iiiliil' 7 plants .")ll

Cnsrriii sinnilHini. (A Woiidcn :.'•") plants 50

Kinhi Mnnii I'ohttoos, rj'd strong Eyes .50

l)nl.:,t,i i;,.l
" " " " 50

^1// //(. ,ih,,rr. Phnits and PotatoeK postpaid,$2.00.

AConii'htr i;iJh'rti<ni of l>i\^t Gnnlrii sppt/.<!, viz., 87

large pkts. <.r cxtiu scol niaikMi i,ir .si.nii.

Choice Wet iici-slicl.l l.iir-c Hc.l (iiii..i,s, )Mnind?l 00

Bliss" Am. WciKliT I'cas. ju'ok. .-^-M (i; Imsliel.. 7 00
" Abundance " 4 quarts for 2 00
" Ever-Bearing " 4 " " 2 CO

The above Peas are true seed—splendid varieties.

Please address A. T. COOK, Seal-Grown;
Clititiiii Tjolhnv, Dutcho'S Co., N. Y.

WANTED. -JJ'iiK.^7 J,/ csMd.s- to take orders for above
and other £(?eds among their neighbors. Address

7-8d as above. ^Mention this paper.

Bees^Pound
From 15th April, at $1M per pound, in lots- of 5

lbs. and over. Safe arrival at your nearest express
office. P. li. VIALIiOIV,

, 7d Bayou Gonia, I^a.

WANTED.

Chicago.—Honey.—The market is still very dull.
There is no change in the figures since last quota-
tions, nearly all sales being small. Beeswax.—'SOc.

for yellow. R. A. Burnett,
March 24, 1885. 161 South Water St., Chicago, 111.

Detroit.—Hoiici/.-The honey market is very
dull, and well stocked, a good article bringing from
13@14 cts. A. B. Weed,
March 24, 1885, Detroit, Mich.

Cleveland.—Hoiicj/.—We have no changes to
quote in the honey market. A. C. Kendel,
March 27, 1885. 115 Ontario St., Cle\eland, Ohio.

CUCUMBER SEED. s^;^!^^;;^4ooperib.
Hv itviil, lu-epaid, .•?1.I8. r. /•;. I'lUCH,
Tii SniithUiwn Braticli, Sitffnlh Co., N. Y.

Fnr 9alo ^'^ Hybrid queens, .50c each; 20 black
rUI OQlCi queens, 30c each. Address all orders to
T T. .1. PENICK, Williston, Fayette Co., Tenn.

From 20J to '£0 lbs. extracted honey in exchange
for Pure Italian Queens. Will allow 8 cts. for white
honey, and 6 cts. for clover and honey-dew mixed.
Queens at .l^l.OO in June and July. Satisfaction
guaranteed. L. L. TRIEM,
7d La Porte City, Black Hawk Co.. Iowa.

Poultry and Bees. ':^''^^^:%l'i^ S^
I)er2ii. Also 20 colonies of Italian bees for sale in
Simplicity hives. F. S. McCLELLAND,
7d New Brighton, Pa.

Spider-Plant Seed
Sent postpaid; 1884 crop, clean and good. One lb.,

)?1.25; 'J lb., 7.5c; 'i lb., 35c. Address
7d

"

JNO. A. THORNTON, Li.MA, III.

Three-frame nucleus, young queen,
in 1-stor.v Simplicity hive; 7 empty

frames, !?4.C0; two for S7.5'J. Same in shipping-case,
, without frames. f3.00; two for $5.00. Full colonies,
$6.00 to $10.00. Liberal discount on larger orders.

! Write for wants. J. H. REED,
I

7tfdb Orleans, Orange Co., Ind.

Wantori "^" active young man, competent to take
IiaillCUi charge of an apiary. State age, experi-
ence, wages wanted, etc. Address W. D. Wright,
Knowersville, Albany Co., N. Y. 7d

MY 17TH ANNUAL PRICE LIST OF ITALIAN,
CYPRIAN, and HOLY-f.ANl) HEKS. (.)rEENS.

NrCLElSCOLOXlHS.and Al'l.VKl.W Sll'l'LlKS,
.sent to all who send inc their nainc and a<ldrcss.
7-8-'Jtfd JI. 11. BR(J]Vy, Liylit Street. Col. Co., l\i.

ITA1.IAN and Cyprian Bees, Tested and Untest-
ed Queens; Honey - Knives and Extractors;

I WILL SELL
Chaff lii\es all eouiplefe, with lowi'r frames, for
*2..">0; in flat, $l..")0; 2-storv Sini)ilieity, complete,
$1.:.'5; in flat, '.),!c.

Comb Foundation, made from pure refined wax,
45c lu r lb. for heavy; .55 for light. Other supplies.
Send for price list. A. F. STAUFFER,
M.-.M1) Sterling, Whiteside Co.. III.

Cook's and Root's Bee-books; Smokei
keepers' supplies furnished. Addi-es
KLEIXOiV (opp. Fort Wayne Gate), Deti

7tfdb

and Bee-
OTTG

t, Mieh.

Bee-Keepers'Supplies
Send ii>> Voiir

Poiiital Belore V(
Name and .Vildr^

>n Piircliase

HIVES, SECTIONS,
C03fr> FOrXJJATIOX, SJIOKERS, d-C.

plants, with colored plate of New Parry Strawberry.
|

3?E^']VC>J^T>)rS UllOH..
7d McCLINTOCK BROS., Ravenna, Po^i. Co., O.

l
Williamsbnru-, - ^Vayiic Co., - Indiana.

7-0]l-13d

If You Want FRUIT ami HONEY,
Send for our price list of Raspberry and Strawberry
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TERMS: 81 00 PkrAnnum, IN ADVANCE;! Ti^ (-•+ riT\l t c-J^ n rl Vti 1 Q 'J i* < Clubs to different postofflces, NOT LESS
•iOopiesforSl.90;3for82.75:5for$4.00i Hjiil ILUl lb rltlV ill ±<J t O. I

than 90 ct«. each . Sent postpaid, in the
lOor more, 76 cts. each. Single Number,

^ _ _ ; U. S. and Canadas. To all other coun-
lOcts. Additions to clubs maybe made

f
at club rates. Above are all to be sent | 4

TO ONE POSTOFFICB. J
-^V.

PL-BLISIIKD SKMIMONTHLY BY
:
tries of the Universal Postal Union, 18c

ryen r extra. To all countric
i U. P. U., 42c per year extra.

NOTES FROM THE BANNER APIARY.

liAISK FlltST-CI.AS.-; liDNKV.

fACH yoar, wlioii attt'iidiiig- the boo koepers"

convention at ("hicago, I have spent half a
' day amonjf the commission merchants of ,

South Water Street, where the sidewalks are
!

piled full of barrels of apples, nuts, beans, I

and onions; baskets of peaches, grapes, pears, and
plums; coops of cackling poultry; piles of dead

partridges, quails, and ducks; bo.ves of cheese;

lirkins of butter, piles of crates of honey, etc.
|

Only a narrow passageway wide enough for one

person to pass is left through the center of this '

endless profusion of " good things." This passage-

way is intersected iu front of each store by a i)ass-

agewtiy entering from the store door to the edge of
I

the sidewalk. Inside, the stores are filled so full ,

that I fell to wondering how the sidewalks could be !

cleared at night. The street is literaUy filled with
|

trucks and drays engaged in carrying away and

bringing in the varied products. The passageways
,

upon the walk and in the stores are alive with a
j

I)ushing, bustling, eager, but good-natured crowd I

of sharp and experienced buyers. It is interesting
|

to stand back out of the way and watch the proceed-
|

ings. Whatever is attractive commands immediate
|

attention; but it must hear iiispcction befoi-e it can
|

be sold at a /I i(//i price. Buyers expect that the red

checks of the peaches will be turned uppermost '

and against the cracks in the baskets, but they

want no culls in the center. The nice-looking ap-

l)les disclosed by the removal of a barrel-head do

not satisfy the would-be purchaser, so out comes
the hatchet that always hangs at the belt of n I

" helper," and three or four holes are cut through
the side of the barrel. No matter how nice the

honey may appear when seen through the glass

side of the crate, this same ever-ready little hatchet
must needs pry off the cover to the shipping-crate,

and allow the inside sections to be examined.
My friends, it is through such an ordeal as this that

your honey must pass, and under such ciicumstan-

ces that it must be sold, if sent to a commission
mei-chant. If it is second class, it will stand a sec-

ond-class chance of being sold, and, when sold,

must be sold at a second-class price.

When in convei-sation with one of the commission
merchants in i-egai-d to the advisability of sending
my honey there to be sold, he said, "If it is white,

the combs straight, and the sections well filled, I

think we can sell it for you at a good figure; but if

it is diirk, oi- even a little ' off,' or if the combs are

not well finished, don't send it. You had better sell

it at home for a shilling a pound—yes, for whatever
you can get for it." He then took me back into the

stoi'c and showed me some third-grade honey put

up in third gi-ade style. The crates were made of

inch boards, and held about .5} lbs. each. The lum-

ber was planed, but was somewhat weather-beaten.

There was an opening covered with glass upon one
side of each crate. These openings had been cut

out with a coarse saw, and no pains had been taken

that they should be well proi)ortioned, or even that

the angles at their corners should be right angles.

The honey was dark, and there was no space be-

tween the honey and the cappings; the combs had
a yellowish cast, and the i)ropolis had not been
cleaned from the sections. That honey had stood

there o)ie year, and the consignor had complained
bitterly because the consignee was "so slow."

This is, of course, an extreme case; but I gf^w all
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grades from this up to straight, neat, well-flnishert

white combs, in smooth white sections, crated in

small crates of clean white basswood. There was

but little, however, of the latter; for it had been

bought up "too quick."

Scattered about in the heart of this great city,

Chicago, are the stalls of fruit-venders, and it is in-

teresting to see how well the owners of these stalls

have learned that appearance has a market value.

They never buy any apples except red ones, and they

rub and polish these with a cloth until they shine

like mirrors. Their plums, pears, peaches, and
grapes are always placed with the bloom uppermost.

Some of them will take a small round peach-basket,

and fill it with a mixture of grapes, plums, peaches,

pears, and apples. These fruits are so artistically

placed as to form a perfect picture, and over them
is fastened a piece of pink mosquito netting, which
gives the whole a hazy, mazj', far-away sunset rud-

dy glow that is very alluring—perhaps too much so.

The mind knows that the eye is deceiving it, but
the deception is so pleasant, and 50 cts. changes

hands, causing scai-oely an economical twinge of its

owner's conscience.

Now, on the other hand some people, mostly pro-

ducers, put their products on the market in a con-

dition that is absolutely lujattractive, if not disgust-

ing. Why they do so is beyond my comprehension.
When will honey-producers learu that appearance

has a market value? The honey stored in bulged
combs, in weather-beaten sections uncleaned of

propolis, and crated in an uncouth manner, may be
just as sweet as any honey, but it will never sell for

so much as that stored in straight combs, in white
clean sections, and crated in neat, clean crates. It

costs but little more to raise strictly flrst-elass " gilt-

edge" honey, that will sell for from one to three

cents per pound above market price, and sell

quickly at that, than it does to raise " stuff."

The first step necessary in raising flrstclass comb
honey is, that the honey be white. This depends
upou the source from which it is gathered ; hence the

bee-keepers must be located where the main honey-
producing plants furnish white honey. Next, it is

imperatively necessary that the sections be smooth
and white. To save (?) one or two dollars in buying
lOOD second-class sections is the very poorest kind of

economy. Getthe/jcsf. The white poplar sections

are superior to all others as regards whiteness,

smoothness, and hardness. 1 have been quite en-

thusiastic in explaining how to dispense with sepa-

rators, and have shown by my works that flrst-elass

honey cajx be raised without them; yet, if anyone
does not wish to comply with the conditions that I

gave, or having done so, still does not succeed, then
let separators be used hy all means. We must have
straight combs. Unless the tiering-up system is

used, it is necessary to i-emove the sections as soon
as finished, otherwise the combs become travel-

stained. I have seen considerable honey placed
upon the market, in which a few cells along the
lower edges of the combs were unsealed. No honey
can rank as first class in which the cells are not all

sealed, or the sections are daubed with propolis.

Too much attention can not be paid to crates.

Even second-class honey will sometimes sell quite
well, if nicely crated. This matter of crates is bo-

coming so important that it is even mentioned in

the market reports (see what A. C. Kendel says in

his market report in Gleaninos of Mai-ch 15th).

The crates should be of thin white lumber, and

kept as clean as possible; in fact, I have sometimes
thought of covering them with thick paper when
shipping them, that they might reach the market
with their immaculate whiteness unsoiled. Of
course, holes should be cut in the paper where it

comes over the glass.

Please don't paste a great placard upon each

crate, announcing that "this honey is from the

apiary of the great Mr. So and So, of So and So."

The fli'St thing the commission merchant will do is

to soak and partially scrape off these placards, thus

giving the crates a ragged, dirty appearance. You
had better send to your commission merchant for a

stencil-plate. This plate will have 3285, or some
such number, artistically woven in with the ad-

dress. That is your number, the number of your

stencil, and is recorded in a book opposite your
name and address; and when your honey arrives

the merchant will look up 3285, and find that the

honey belongs to John Smith. When marking
the crates, don't daub the blacking all over every

thing, but try to make the marking look as neat as

so much printing.

First-class comb honey must be first class in ap-

pearance as well as in quality; in fact, so far as its

sale is concerned, the appearance is of more im-

portance than the quality. Not so with extracted

honey, in which quality is fully as important as ap-

pearance. Comb honey is a thing of beauty, is

used as a table ornament as well as a delicacy, while

extracted honey can be made no more ornamental
than molasses or syrup. The only way in which an
attractive appearance can be given to extracted

honey is to put it up in attractive packages. The
only i-equisite in raising first-class extracted honey,

aside from the source from which it is gathered, is

that the honey be thoroughly ripened. Some of

our best apiarists assert that honey extracted

as soon as gathered, before it is ripened and sealed

over, and then ripened or evaporated by exposure
to the air or to the svin's rays, is as good as that

ripened and sealed up in the hives. Others, among
whom is the writer, think no honey is so rich,

sweet, and finely flavored, as that ripened and
sealed up in the hives.

Now, if in order to have extracted honey first

class it m«st be sealed over, it appears very foolish

to raise it. We take a frame of sealed honey from
the hive. Now, if this honey had been stored in sec-

tions, the honey would have been worth 15 cts. per
lb. ; now we must extract it and sell it for 8 cts. Of
course, the comb is left; but, see here: the honey
and comb weigh 6 lbs.; and if in sections would sell

for 93 cts. We extract 5 lbs. of honey and sell it for

40 cts.; is the empty comb worth half a dollar?
" But," says some one, " we can not get so much
honey per colony when it is stored in sections as we
can in frames." Beg pardon, my friend, that is

simply because you don't know how.
w. z. Hutchinson, (U—94.

Kogersvillc, ISIich., March 29, 1885.

And SO, friend W. Z., yon are going to
" sit down on '' extracted honey, are you ?

Well, all right. Your article is certainly a
most excellent one, and hits the nail right
S(]uare on the head. If there is any mistake
anywhere in it. it is in that last paragraph,
and may he there is not any there, al-

though i think there may be circumstances
under which one can raise extracted honey
to a better profit than comb honey. We
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hear of a good many markets where they get
about as much a pound for one as for the
other. Tender such circumstances, the ex-
tractor is, without question; ahead. I am
glad to notice that your article includes a
broader field than bee culture alone. It is

getting now so that in every department of
life one who is careless and slip-shod must
take a back seat, and work for small pay.
In our new book on potato culture, which
our printers are now at work on, friend Ter-
ry mentions passing a neighbor on the road
while he was hauUng his fine large potatoes
to market. Friend Terry had sold out his
whole crop at a big price, but his neighbor
was drawing back home a load of small
scabby potatoes, because the market was
overstocked. As they stopped to talk a min-
ute, this neighbor remarked: '' Well, Terry,
you are a lucky dog." The author of the
book replied that there wasn't any luck
about it; it was simply hard work and com-
mon sense.

PURE GERMAN CARP.

Directions and Instruction!?.

FKEEZING ()VEI{.

Concluded from last number.

ffllS is something thatmust be prevented, in or-

der to save the fish, more especially in the

Northern States. If there is a strong spring-,

or if fed by a tile ditch that affords a strong

stream, there is no danger of the freezfjig

injuring the flsli, unless it is extremely cold; then

they can be kept open by using the a.\ twice a day.

Apian that will never fail is this: Where yom-
bank is the most suitable, cut a ditch near the

l)Ottom into the bank far enough so that a

l)ei"pendicular line will make the top about
four feet above the high-water mark in pond; then

take tile or box; run it horizontally, forming an
elbow, then perpendicularly. To illustrate, see

drawing.

FIXING A C.Vltr-l'OM) SO IT CA.N T KlfKKZE OVER.
A, high-water mark in pond.
B, bottom of pond.
C, the bank.
D, the air pipe or box.
E, height of water in pipe.

It being about four feet to the water from top
of ground, it will never freeze, therefore the air

will be passing under the ice in the pond all the
time. In a very cold climate the pipe can be run
further in the bank, which will make it deeper to

water from top of tube. As soon as you get the
banks, levees, and dams completed, set out peach,
cherry, or willow trees, and sow grass seed of dif-

ferent kinds.

Now I believe wo have you ready for the carp. I

would advise you to get the three kinds. They will

not mix, and when prepared for the table there is no

perceptible difference in them. Some prefer the
scale, because they are easily cleaned. The mirror
is the most rapid grower.

C.\RE OF CARP.

They are naturally vegetable feeders, but will

not disdain worms, larva?, and other animal sub-

stances. Where there is not an ample provision of
vegetable food, the fish may be supplied with
crumbs of bread, leaves of cabbage, lettuce, etc.,

sweet or Irish potatoes, or with corn, rice, and
other cereals, either entire or ground, and which
should be boiled in plain water before administer-
ing. No more food should be given than the flsh

can conveniently consume without leaving any to

sour and spoil. You should endeavor to feed al-

ways about the same time, and at the same place in

the pond. If you wish to teach them to come at a
signal, choose some sound or whistle, and always
make the same before feeding them. After the

cold weather sets in they need no feed, as they bury
themselves in the mud whenever the temperature
of the water renders it necessary. In this condition

they should not be disturbed. I have found by ex-

perience that about 12 o'clock at noon is the best

time to feed, for two reasons. 1. The water is in

the best stage; 2. We feel more like spending a few
moments just after dinner, than at any other time
in the day. And I tell you, my friends, when you
get carp you will find more enjoyment in feeding

them and watching them eat, than in any thing you
ever watched before. Think of seeing them come
up, rolling over one another after the food, acting

like so many pigs.

The carp, as I told you in my previous article,

are not carnivorous, and should not be in a pond
with other kinds offish. They do not destroy their

young, unless almost starved. Don't put them in

with other flsh. Be sure your pond is clear of all

flsh, or any tiling that would destroy either spawn
or carp. If you have flsh in jour pond, drain it and
clean out the nuul. If you can not do that, then
drag the pond with a good seine until you get it

clean. If this fails, the last remedy is to get some
experienced hand to blow them out with dynamite.

I am opposed to this, but it is the last resort.

The ponds in which carp are placed should have a

muddy bottom, and be well provided with aquatic

plants, especially such as produce seeds that drop
into the water when ripe. The flsh should have
something to attach their eggs to, such as leaves

and stems of living plants in the water or grass,

and brush around the edge of pond, where the wa-
ter is not too deeu.

Now you have the pond completed, and the carp
in it, the next thing is to get them out. Well, if you
want to get out a few small fry for your neighbor,

use a small minnow seine. Feed your carp, then
run around with one end of seine; but you must
be quick and still about it. If you do not catch

enough the first time, wait an hour or so, being still,

then tiy again, and so on until you get what you
want.

C.A.TCHING THE CARP.
I have a pole, line, and hook. I bait the hook

with stale light bread, which floats on the surface

of the water, and the carp come to the top to suck
it down. As soon as they feel the hook they start to

run, and I then tighten on the pole a little, then
slacken and play with them until I worry them out,

and land them without further trouble. After
catching one in this way they become very wild and
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timid, and it is a long time before I can get them to

show themselves again. Always bait two or three

spots if you can, so that, when the fish are alarmed
at one j-ou can rest it and go to another, casting in

a few handfuls of bait before you leave, to bring

them back while you are gone. Carp will take as

bait, worms, gentles, wasps, grubs, plain and
sweet paste, boiled green peas and potatoes, as

ground bait, but 1 have better luck surface fishing,

and I use bait that will swim. The great secret in

carp-flshing is to keep quiet and fish fine. Carp are

called the crafty fish, as sly as a fox. On the

slightest noise or jar on the banks they will go to

the deepest water with great rapidity.

In conclusion, my friends, I have endeavored to

give a plain and comprehensive description of the

carp business; and if I have overlooked any points,

or should you wish to ask any questions in refer-

ence to the carp or ponds, inblose a stamp and I

shall be pleased to answer any thing in my power,

and will take great pleasure in doing so.

Andersonville, Ind., Feb. 6, 1885. W. S. Kai.er.

Friend K., it seems to be a disputed point
as to whether letting the pond freeze over
does harm or not ; bnt your ingenious device
makes it quite easy to give the carp access
to air at any time. Within a few yards of
the shore of our carp-pond is an old well.
built wlien our grounds were nsed for the
Medina fair. I can reopen this well, lay a
six-inch drain tile from the bottom of the
carp-pond, or from the deepest place, and
carry it into the well on a level. 'IJieflsh

can then go through into the well whenever
they like, and the well will never be frozen
over. ]\Ir. Peirce, the author of our book,
objects to trees around the carp-pond, as
they kee]) off the sun; and in our latitude
we want every bit we can possibly get ; in

fact, it is pretty well proven that the warmer
the temperature of the water, the better

;

and excellent results have been obtained
wliere the heat was carried by artihcial
means to a higher point than we ever get
during the hottest summer weather. I do
not believe I should want to have my fish

frightened by letting anybody catch "them
with a hook and line.

HOW TO DO BUSINESS IN SUCH A WAY
AS TO AVOID COMPLAINTS.

SKETCH, AND AN )UTANT MOHAt,.

§OME years ago a merchant in the city of
New York took a notion to bee cultiire.

In furnishing him supplies, some mis-
takes were made. In writing alM)ut it

he made a remark something like this :

That if 1 would conu' lo New York he would
show me a business house that made sales to
the amount of sometiiiug like half a million
yearly, and yet they managed it all almost
without a mistake, or a comijlaint from a
single customer. I give the above from rec-
ollection, so I may not have got it right, but
I have often thought of it. Can anybody
conduct his business so thorougliiv, careful-
ly, and prudently, that nolxxly caii tind any
faulty Could we have l)u>ers and sellers
who are not liable to human weaknesses,
may be it could be done ; but, alas I we are
all human—exceedingly human, I sometimes

think. Now, I want to give you a history of
a little transaction, and I do it simply to
point a moral in one direction. Here is the
story

:

January 12 we sent a customer about S2.5.00

worth of bee-supplies. After he had check-
ed them off" he writes as follows :

I received the three packages of goods by rail-

road in due time; and upon counting the metal
corners I find that only 24 frames are supplied with

corners, and two parts of another frame; that is,

the upper corners that frame hangs on are all that

came with the packages. As there should be fifty,

thei-e is a mistake somewhere. The packages all

came in good order—nothing had been disturbed

after they were nailed up until I opened them, and
nobody has had any thing to do with them but my-
self, so I know what I am writing about. Now, T

can't do without the corners, and you must send

them by the way that they will come cheapest,

either by mail or express; and if you say I must
pay for them, send me amount by mail, and I will

forward whatever you s.iy. R. R. Hoag.
Lockport, N. Y., Feb. 6, 1885.

Yon will notice that our friend is not at all

complaining nor ditticult to please ; he says
he will pay whatever we say. From his
writing yoii would also decide at once that
he is a man of experience in such matters,
and one not liable to be mistaken. Inves-
tigation, however, showed that the goods
were put up by our most careful packer—

a

man who stands at the head of our shipping
business, and who has been trained to it

from childhood. When the clerks tind a
complaint has been made in Ids packing, they
always write back, stating the case, and
asking that further search be made. Our
customer, however, insists he is right, as
you will see by the following postal:

Only one ))ackage of metal corners with the goods.

All have been taken out; number as stated before

is all that there was in package. Please forward
the rest and oblige. K. 15. Hoag.
Lockport, N. v., Feb. 13, 1885.

Here are two good men, right squarely
against each other. I told the girls to tell

''Bert" (Bert is the boss of the packing-
room, whom I have been telling you about)
he need not pay the postage on the missing
corners, because his mistakes were so very
rare that I could well afford to pay for them
when they liappened. But I now tind writ-
ten across the postal card, " Stood it in spite

of us," which means this : Bert said that he
preferred to pay the postage ; that he would
rather do so, as it would teach him to be
slill more careful. It gives me a pleasant

i thrill to see this, because these two men,
each of them, agree or prefer to stand be-

tween me and loss. This is what I call a
real Christian spirit. It is a matter of only
a few cents ; but when we learn to dispose
of matters involving only a few cents, with
a good si)irit, we shall be able to manage
givater matters. I vviis quite willing to v>ay
the postage; friend Hoag was quite willing
to pay the postage; friend Bert was quite
willing—or, still more, he good-naturedly
insisted on bearing it himself, because he
luiyht have been at fault. Now for the se-

I quel

:
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I write to you to make acknowledgment, and to

restoi-e to you what I supposed you had left out in

ray order to you several weeks ago. You will re-

member that I supposed I was short 25 metal-cor-
ner sets for frames in bee-hives. I have just dis-

covered that one package of corners, as I took them
out of packing-box and put them in a toolcbest,
got shoved under the till of the chest, rut of sight.

It was some time after I unpacked goods before I

discovered that I was short; but before I wrote you
I made search to be sure, but I could not make out
that I had the goods. I of course wrote you in

good faith. Now I have found the package by
overhauling and looking after something else.

Now I send you for corners, 50 cts., and 25 cts. post-

age, and I also ask your pardon for the blundering
way 1 have done this business. I did it all myself

,

without laying it to boys or agents. R. B. Ho.\G.
Lockport, N. Y., March 16, 1885.

Now, one lesson from the above is, tliat it

shows how very easy it is for even the Ijej^t

of lis to be mistaken. Anotlier point: IIow
can I, with a clear cnnsrifucr. insist that
any clerk shall pay ht';i\ > pDstane or express
charges on goods our customer declares the
clerk did not put in ? Tliiiik of taking a
poor hard-working l)()y"s or girl's money
when neither of them is in the least lo
blame; and yet I fear I have done that in

times past. Last, bnt not least, may not the
above prove a lesson to every one' who re-

ceives goods and nnpacks them V Why, I

have sometimes thought I would give almost
any thing for a clerk who would do exactly
as I told him in this respect. "With the
years of experience I have had in the l)nsi-

ness I will say to them.

—

" My friend, before you open that pacj<age.
get a clean table, without any thing on it,

and be sure you do not place a single article

anywhere else than on that talile. Don't
take your box or barrel away until you are
perfectly sure every article has l;een care-
fully and i)laiu]y checked. If the jiackage
is so large that ii must be spread out on tlie

tloor, get a clean lloor ; do not have any rub-
bish anywhere near you."
Now, in spite of all these instructions,

young ])e()i)le and old ix'ople. day after day.
keep saying sucli a thing is all gone,"
'• wasn't in tli(^ package," etc. Oiir children
learn it in youth by coming downstairs, and
saying, ".Mother, 1 can not liiid it any-
where; [ looked everywhere you told me.
and it is not there at all." .\bither takes
tlie child by the hand, leads it upstairs,
und points to the article. •• Where can your
eyes have been wiien you came up liere V"
Did you ever sec; children do that way ?

Well,' now, my friend, you want to get that
i

child out of that heedless, shiftless way of
doing, or it will be the curse of its life.

Drill these Jittle ones to be careful and
thoughtfid by line upon line and precei)t up-
on precept Abike them understand and
comprehend that a careful boy or girl, and
an accurate, reliable boy or girl, is worth her
weight in gold; whereas the blundering
kind that have eyes and see not, ears and
liear not, are a clog and a hindrance to
themselves and everybody else. I once
heard of a little girl who "said she had an
excellent " forgettery."' Poor child ! There
are whole families just like her. Now. then,
friends, old and young, who among us is go-
ing to excel in this line of being careful V 1

SIMPLICITY CRATE, MOORE'S STYLE.

Made to go Inside of a Simplicity Hive.

FULL INSTKUCTIONh

HIS crate, which might also be called
''^y^^' tlie Heddon crate adapted to the Sim-

plicity hive, is shown in the cut be-
low. This crate is exactly ]4i inches
Avideby. 181 long. The sides are rab-

beted in so as to make room for the three
partitions as well as the end-boards. All of
the partitions are i inch thick: the end-
pieces o-l(i thick. The sections are support-
ed by a strip of tin tacked along the bottom
edge of each partition. These strips of tin

are i inch wide by lot long. Tiie end ones
are folded in the middle at a right angle, and
these are tacked against the lower ends of
the end-boards, as will be seen bv tlie cut.

The end-loards are -J^ wide, while the cen-
tral partitions are only 'M. The partitions
are nailed at such height as will bring the
sections even with the top of the case. Tliis
brings tlieir bottoms the regular bee-space
cf I etween i and ii of the bottom edge of tlie

crate. We i»refer th.e liee-spaces under the
sections ; because if any one should make a
blunder, and set the cases right on top of
the brood- frames, the bee-spaces would be
all right. If yon want to use llie IleiUlon
honey-board, or one maite Ileddon style, to
lit the Simplicity hive, the honey-board lies

on to]) of the i)rood-frames. and the crate
goes on top of the honey-board.
You will notice, we do not use a sioik hon-

ey-board. The reason of this is, that the
side-brtards of our Simplicity hive rise above
the tops of the brood-fiames far enough so
that a sink is uiinicessary in the honey-
board. If you want to tier up these case's,

one can be placed right on toj) of tiie other,
as high as you choose, and Simplicity hives
slip right over them, protecting them from
being chilled cold nights, and from the ex-
treme heat of the sun doring sultry days.
To get tiie sections out, turn a case over on
a table, then strike it gently on a couple of
strips of wood (two top-bars of a frame, for
instance), having these top-bars placed so as
to strike each on the edge of the crate. As
I have explained before, this crate holds 28

H sections, or 32 seven-to-the-foot sections.
For nailing these crates together, we need
K) 4-incli wire njiils ; 2i |-incli wire nails, 18
1-inch, and IG H-inch.
DIUECTIOXS FOK NAILING UP TIILS CRATE.
You will notice that one edge of the sides

and ends is smooth. * This edge goes up.
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First nail these pieces together with the U-
incli wire nails, four in each corner ; then
slide the thin middle pieces into place. The
lower edge of these sliould be Just o-lO of an
inch from the lower edge of the side-piece.

This can be done very easily by having a
guage-block or a piece of wood, say U inch
wide, 5-lG thick, and 12 in. long. These
middle pieces are to be nailed with 1-inch
nails. The strips of tin are to be nailed
with f nails ; and those partly folded, with
i-inch nails, and clinched on tlie outside.
Care should be taken, wlien nailing on the
strips ; for unless a board is placed for them
to rest on, they are lialjle to move.

PRICKS.

Single crate, nailed up, 20 cts.; 10, $1.80;
100, $16.00. Price in flat, singly, lO cts.; 10,

$1.35; 100, $12.00. These prices include the
necessary strips of tin, and nails for nailing
them lip.

There are two objections to using the
above crate in place of the combined crate

advertised in our price list. The first is,

that separators can not well be used in con-
nection with tliem, or, at least, it will be so
much more machinery to make and use a
separator for every section. If you are go-
ing to use this crate, make up your mind to

dispense with separators. Stcond, the bees
have access to the bottom of eveiy se(;lion.

Our Michigan friends claim that the use of
the honey-board prevents any wax of any
Recount being put on the bottom-boards of
sections. I would advise using these cases
with 32 sections, seven to the foot. If you
want to tier them up, of course you will

have to have open-top sections ; when not
tiered up, just spread your enamel cloth over
the top. if it does not lie down close, put a
board on it until the bees fasten it. In tier-

ing up, put this same enamel sheet on the
upper tier.

I tliink these crates will answer very well
for sending sections to market ; and in lieu
of a better case they will do to retail from.
The partitions have the effect of holding
sections very true and square. This is quite
an item with the one-piece sections, for if

they are true and square when the bees com-
mence working in tliem, they will remain
true and square after they are 'filled.

WIRE CLOTH FOR DIFFERENT PUR-
POSES, AT A LOW PRICE.

WIRE CI.OTH FOR POULTKV 1 NCI.OSTI KKS, AS Wp:r.r,

AS FOR SCREEN-DOOHP.

f!N
enormous trade in wire cloth has

started up since the job lots we have
purchased. In fact, so many orders
have come for the s:imv lot that we
induced a large manufacture]- of wire

cloth, by taking, at a single time, between
$oOO and $(i()0 worth, to furnish us I'egular
first-class goods at llu> same low figure we
have been giving ; namely. U cts. per s(i. ft.

But in ordir to furnish" it at this i)rice it

must be sold in whole lots, running fioni 100
to 400 feet in a ))iece, and running from 12 to
40 inches in widtli. This wire cloth is just
the thing for screen-doors, for confining
bees, or for any thing of the sort. As soon

as a lot is received, a list of the widths and
number of feet in a piece will be published.

Wei!, while we have been about it we
have also seciu-ed a very low figure for gal-

vanized wire netting for poultry inclosures.
We give a cut of this below:

GALVANIZED WIRE NETTING FOR POULTRY IN-

CLOSURES, ETC.

This wire netting comes in rolls 150 feet
in length and 4 feet in width. This would
give €00 sq. ft. of surface, and we are en-
abled to furnish it at the low price of one
cent per sq. ft., or $6.00 for a piece. Staples
for fastening to the posts are 20 cts. per lb.,

and a pound contains about 400 staples.
The posts to hold it should be not more than
10 ft. apart, and it should be set in the
ground at least 2 ft. You can put down a
top rail, if you choose, but the selvage edge
of the netting makes a pretty strong fence ;

and as the fowls can not see it they can not
tell how high to fly ; and after being
bumped down several times they usually
give it up. In putting it on the posts, draw
the top of the selvage tight, and afterward
draw the bottom down and fasten that.
You can put a board a foot wide along the
bottom, if you choose. This will prevent
small chickens from getting through, and
makes the fence one foot higher. One ad-
vantage this netting has overwooden pick-
ets is, that it does not catch the wind as they
do, and therefore the posts are not so liable

to be tipped over ; besides, it presents a very
much more ornamental appearance, as you
will see by the cut. The meshes are two
inches across ; and whei'e the wire crosses it

is securely soldered together, for the whole
fabric is immersed in melted zinc after the
whole is woven together. The size of wire
used is No. 19. This galvanized wire never
rusts, so it will last a lifetime, unless it is

damaged by carelessly running into it. If

you want to make division fences, so as to
keep different breeds from the same yard, it

is belter to have a board at the bottom at
least one foot wide, so the fowls can not be
gossiping through the wire, and pecking at
one another. You will notice that one roll

makes a yard lu^arly 40 feet square, and this

is plenty large enough for 20 or ;;0 fowls.
Another advantage this netting has over
wooden pickets is, that yon can see what is

going on inside so readily. Tlie wind, also,

has frfe access, which is (juite an item dur-
ing sultiy weather. It should be shipped by
freight. The weight of a single bale is

about 50 lbs. It may be shipped from here
or from New York, as may be convenient.
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AN IMPROVED DBONE-EXCLUDER.
SOMETHING TO LET THE DllONES OUT BUT NOT IN.

fp^ URING the past year several inventions
.I I have appeared, "to permit the drones to

|>>1 set out of the hive without any
^^ tronl)le, but arranged in such a way

that the perforated zinc shall permit
only the workers to return, malcing the de-
vice more automatic than it is, using only
perforated zinc alone. One of the best of
these is friend Xulilr's device, shown bidow.

^1^ O-r ^fe^
NOBLE S nitONE-EXCLUDING DEVICE.

You will observe, that at the lower edge
of the perforated zinc a series of little doors
is hung by a light liinge on a slender rod
of tinned wire. These little doors are
just about large enougli to let a drone
pass through, and they are made of tag-
ger's tin, in order to have them very light.

That tliey may open ontward and not in-
ward, the door is made to be a little long-
that is, it proJe(;ts below the edge of tlu' per-
forated zinc, so that, when the /.ini- rests on
the alighting-board of the hive, tiie little

door stands sloping outward. We will now
let the inventor describe it.

I mail you tin invention of mine tliat I call a

drone c.xclndcr. I should be glad to have yon pass

your opinion upon it. To use it, place it at the en-

trance of the hive, with the wire or hinj?e side out.

You will observe that the doors are about one twen-

tieth of an inch longer than the space, causing
them to stand out at the bottom; and as the drones
come pushing- along they will raise the door and
pass out, but can not enter again. T). C. Noul?:.

r.arwill, liid., Feb. 11,1885.

Tiie obstacle to the correct working of the
machine would 1)b rust, if left out during
storms. Tills might be partially remedied
by making the doors of thin sheet brass;
but I am afraid that even brass would in

time get to be rusted fast. Perhaps zinc
rolled very thin might answer: hut even
zinc wouhi rust enough to stick those light
hinges. The inventor does not say how
much he has used it, nor for how long a
time. We shall be very glad indeed to hear
from some one who has made us? of these
machines during a whole season. It seems
to me something (juite similar has been de-
scribed in our i)ages,but I can not now place
my liand upon it.

Ill -^ m
BROOD-REARING WITHOUT POLLEN.

THE UECOHD OF AN lMPOHT.\NT EXPERIMENT.

SEE in the A B C book that A. I. Root believes

that brood can be reared only when the bees
have access to pollen. Also in the " Manual of

the Apiari'," Prof. Cook is very positive re-

garding such being the case. As something
relative to the matter has lately come under my
observation, I will give it to the readers of Glean-
ings.

;

Last fall I prepared one of my colonies of bees on
the "improved plan for wintering," which was, to

take away all the combs it contained, and give them
only five frames. These five frames were selected

with great care, to know that they contained alm)-

lutclu no honey or pollen, and were placed in the
hive so that packing could be placed all around
them. The bees were then fed from 20 to 25 lbs. of

syrup, made by pouring hot water on granulated
sugar, nearly all of which the bees sealed over, as I

found by examination when I fixed them for win-

ter. The reason I took this extra precaution for

their welfare was because they had a choice queen
which I did not wish to lose. After packing they
were left undisturbed until about the first of Feb., as

I supposed it could not be otherwise than that the>-

were wintering finely, as they liad a good fly on
both the IJth and 31st days of Dec. Imagine my
surprise when, on Feb. 1st, as I looked at some of

my bees which were out on their summer stands, to

see that none were getting short of stores, 1 found
this colony quite uneasy, and ready to fly out as

soon as I raised one corner of the quilt to look for

scaled stores. I thought perhaps that they were
only out carr.ving honey into the cluster, and should

have felt siu-e of this were it not that I detected the

odor of bee diarrhnca. After this, extremely cold

weather, with snow and high winds, kept me from
looking at them for nearly two weeks, at which
time I found they were reduced nearly one-half in

number, and were in a deplorable condition, smear-

ing the hive and themselves with excrement, while

the foul odor from the hive Avas as bad as any I

eversmellcd from a diseased colony having plenty

of natural stores.

I now kept watch of them daily, as I wished to

save the queen if possible, when, upon Feb. 24th, I

saw that they could not hold out longer, as all the

bees were dead but about 200. These I took into

the shop, caught the <iueen and caged her, when I

shook the poor daubed bees in the snow, where they

died in a few seconds in the zero air. Don't say

this was cruel; for* had I served the whole colony

the same on Fob. 1st it would have saved them
much of )nisery.

The caged queen I slipped, cage and all (cage was
provisioned with the Good candy), under a Hill de-

vice, which was filled with bees in a strong colony,

where she remains yet. Whether she is dead or

alive, I do not know, as tlie weather has been so

cold for the past three months that no handling of

bees outdoors could be done. An examination of

the combs revealed about 5 lbs. of stores still re-

maining, and brood in one frame, about the size of

a silver dollar. By a careful examination of the

dead bees on the bottom of the hive I judge that

about 2X) bees had lately hatched, for there were
about that number of white fuzzy-looking fellows

there. The brood in the comb was mostlj' sealed,

with two bees just gnawing out of the cells, one be-

ing half of its length out of the cell. This brood was
dead; for when the cluster got small they left the

I

brood and moved to the sealed stores. I had al-

i

ways supposed that honey had enough nitrogenous

substance in it so the bees could rear brood from it

in absence of pollen, but thought otherwise of sugar

syrup. But from this experiment it seems that

! brood can be produced where only sugar syrup is

I used for food. The death of this colony by diar-

rhoea also proves that pollen ofttimes is no factor

I in the civ.iso (jf our wintering troubles, or, at least,
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that bees can have the diai-rhcua in its worst foi-m

where no pollen Is present in the hive.

Last fall, when preparing- my bees for winter, I

noted the exact condition of each colony on a piece

of honey-section, which note told how much honey
and pollen each had, and how much sug-ar S3rup
they were fed, as all but ten were fed from 3 to 25

l)Ounds. This piece was secured to the hive it be-

longred to, so that next May, or at this time as for

that matter, I can tell, without g-uessing, just what
the condition of each colony was 6 months before.

By this means I expect to gain some knowledge re-

g-arding how best to prepai-e bees for winter after

this, the most severe winter for many years, has

passed away. Ki—O. M. Doo little, 40—80.

Borodino, N. Y.

P. S.—16 years at beekeeping; 4'J colonies spring

18S4; 80, fall of 1884, is the interpret?-tion of above
figures.

Thanks, friend D., for the report of your
experiment. I know bees will do a little

soraetliint? at lirood-rearino- without pollen;
but they have always- seemed to me to act as
if it were like scraping the bottom of the
tlour-barrel, when the pollen was all gone in
the hive, and they could not get out to gath-
er any more; that is, tliey seemed to scrape
u]) enough material of that ]iature to go a
little way, but they also seemed to suffer
when being made to do it, just as yours did,
although I never knew dysentery Avhere
their stores were entirely of sugar syrup.
You say you took away all their r.omhs. and
gave tliem only live frames. We suppose
these frames contained empty combs, al-

though you do not say so. If it were a less
careful o])server than yourself, friend D.. I
shotdd supposa there was a little pollen to
be scraped up in these live empty combs.
Twenty or twenty-five pounds of syrup
shoidd have been ample for good wintering,
but I should like to know how late it was
when this quantity of syrup was given them.
Did the bees have dysentery badly enough
when they flew out so as to spot the snowV
and if so, did those spots have that dark
reddish iwlJen color which we are so familiar
with y

MORAL PATENTS.

FIUEND EWING GIVES US SOME THOUGHTS ON
THE SUBJECT.

fHE number of applications for " moral pat-

ents" that are being filed with Gleanings
bids fair to rival the applications for legal

patents at the Washington office. The title

to these special privilcg-es would be more
expressive if changed to "sentimental" patents.

The best morals of the community in all civilized

nations are backed up by strong supporting laws

behind them. The claimants of " moral patents"
for Mr. Hcddon's bee-flxturos are asserting their

rights of prior discovery with so much assurance
that it begins to look as if he would have to "step
down and out" while somebody else steps up and in.

Some one has thought of or seen a cover, case, or

honey-board like those Mr. Ileddon has perfected
and brought before the public, and perhaps has
made a model and sent it to the publisher of a bee-

paper to examine and report upon. The publisher

noticed its reception, and j)laced it in his museum

of curiosities of the same class, and that is the last

heard of it. This miscellaneous species of discovery
benefits no one. Suppose Mr. Langstroth, Mr. Hed-
don, or any other prominent bee-keepers, had done
no more than this towai-d placing their systems and
fixtures before the public, of what advantage would
they have been to bee-keepers, and what moral
right would they have had to claim those discover-

ies, and the benefit fi-om them, if, in after years,

other parties in their search for improving the sys-

tem had hit on the same plans, and, working out
the ideas, developed a system of management, and
by persistent effort introduced its many advantages
to the woi-ld? These are the world's benefactors,

and are entitled to any advantages accruing from
their labors, and not the parties who have con-

ceived something similar at some previous period

and dropped it, no more to be named or used by
them. A claim to royalty might with the same pro-

priety be made on all bee-keepers who use a revolv-

ing- window in their honey-houses, as on a reversi-

ble frame hinged at the middle.

The manufacture of bee-keepers' supplies has be-

come quite a business throughout the country, and
many parties who keep no bees, and care nothing
for the industry, but having mills with wood-work-
ing machines, have, at trifling expense, fitted some
part of it for manufacturing supplies. The fixtures

most suitable before the public are appropriated by
them, and run off, much of it shoddy -work. They
care not a rush who invented them. If they find

the articles not covered by patents, they go ahead
and manufacture, giving no thought or care for

the moral right any other person may claim.

Government has enacted laws for the protection

and encouragement of those who make and apply

valuable discoveries in the mechanical arts, well

knowing that the moral right is a rope of sand.

When inventors of improvements in bee-keepers'

fixtures patent their discoveries, and follow the old

system of exclusiveness, the brotherhood are apt

to let them sevei-ely alone. The bee-journals

publish their advertisements, and remain silent

about their peculiar merits. Few know any thing

about them, few purchase them, and they fall vir-

tually still-born. But suppose, in place of the
" moi-al " patentee requesting supply-dealers not to

manufacture his inventions, while he gives the

privilege to all who make supplies for their own
use, he procures a legal patent on his discoveries,

and accoi-ds similar privileges to individuals. The
bee-journals would admit his articles in commenda-
tion of his system as freely as they do those which
are shorn of all legal safeguards, and for a similar

reason. Their readei-s are given the privilege of

making- use of them free from various exactions.

Supply-dealers who care little for the moral right

would keep hands off, and the number who make
their own supplies being comparatively few, the

inventor -would reap the reward of his labors.

I'lLTEHS FOR CISTERNS.
The briek-wall filter mentioned in Gle.\nings is

better than no filter, but a very imperfect affair.

It will keep back the coarse dirt, but let through

the fine. 1 have tried them. E. E. Ewing.
Rowlandsville, Md.
Friend E., I know there are difiiculties in

the way of the j)io?-fl/-patent business. There
are also many and great difhculties in the
?C(/a?-patent business ; but I think, too, there
are very f/oo(? things about both. Shall we
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not try to avoid the evils of each, and hold
fast to tliat which is good in both? I never
intended to encourage the idea that we can
dispense entirely with legal patents. Where
a man has worked hard for a long while on
some special idea, and has developed a new
field of industry, I think it no more than
fair that the government should give him a
monopoly of this industry ; that is. so far
as he by riglits is entitled to it. The
trouble is with those who want large
pay for a very little work, and I do not
know but this is the great trouble in this

world.
Fi-iend E. strikes upon one point I wish to

notice. Many bee-keepers have windows
that turn over on simple plvols ; in fact,

tliey have many times spoken of them in our
bee-journals. Now, where a man suggests
that your bee-hive frame should be reversi-

ble in the same way. it hardly seems to me
as if he ought to think of calling it an in-

vention. 1 doubt whetlier our patent-laws
would recognize such a thing as an inven-
tion ; and while we are about it, has any one
of us, all hji himself, worked out a very great
result in bee cultured I mean, since Father
Langstrotii gave us the movable-frame hive,
and the (icnnaiis gave us the extractor and
comb foundalion; and in view of the facts
that liave been recently brought to light in

regard to many of these'inventions. shall we
not be a little "modest about saying. ' Here.
friend . that is all mine, and I want you
to let it entirely alone ''?— I have for some
time thought that the brick-wall filters were
not quite equal to the filters made with
powdered charcoal, or periiaps other disin-

fecting substances; but they are so good a
thing I believe I would have them any way.
and "then have a better filter besides, if" I

wanted it.

Where a man invents something which he
manufactui'es and keeps constantly before
the people, I think it is a very good idea for
him to have a legal patent on" it if lie clioos-

es ; but the traflic in patents that the real
inventor does not care enough about, or
pleads he has not the capital to manufacture
himself, is, it seems to me, the curse of the
system. If a man has invented something
good, let him manufacture it, and i)]ace it

before the people, and develop it. getting a
patent, if he chooses, to keep otliers from in-

terference.

HIVE-COVEES AND OUTDOOR FEED-
ING.

OUIl FKIKND C. C. MILLER GIVES I'S IIIS OPINIONS
AND EXPERIENCES.

^^XITH only a lew colonics, the weight of a hive-

cover is a small matter. When, however,
it comes to lilting off and on fifty or more
covers daily it gets to be a serious matter—
a matter of backache; and the covers I

have lately made, T have had made as light as possi-

ble, 4 lbs. each. They are covered with white oil

cloth, and have stood very well for two seasons.

Perhaps after two seasons they will need re-cover-

ing. I have never succeeded in making a cover of

matched boards water-tight, with any amount of

paint, so these oil-oloth covers are a comfort to mo

in that direction. Their lightness, however, didn't

seem so nice when one very stormy day I was kept
busy a good share of the day in picking up covers

and cloths blown off by the wind.

In your discussion of Heddon's covers, what ap-

pears to me a sei-ious objection has not been men-
tioned. If I remember rightly he has stated that

he keeps a 15-lb. stone on each cover, so of course
they don't blow away. I would rather, however,
have a 15-lb. cover; and as I have already intimat-

ed, that's a thing I can't stand. It some cheap de-

vice would hold the cover tightly in place, taking

little or no time to fasten and unfasten, 1 think I

should like the Heddon cover, especially for cover-

ing any thing like the Heddon supers.

OUTDOOR FEEDING.
For the last two j'cars I have fed pretty lai-gely in

the spring, up to the time fruit-blossoms came. I

used best granulated sugar, making a thick syrup,

to be thinned as used. After trying the use of a

lamp to keep the feed warm, I discarded it for what
I thought a better way. I used for feed-dishes,

dripping-pans and milk-pans, and finally had some
sijuare railk-pans made, about a foot square and i

inches deep, made slightly flaring. For floats I used
this: Take a thin board which will just fit loosely

in the bottom of the pan; let it be of \, thickness,

or perhaps half that thickness would be better.

Then take a sufUclcnt number of strips of '» stuff,

as long as the width of the board, and an inch or

more wide; nail these on the board with wire nails

about '/,. inch apart, driving the nails through the

boards into the strips, of course having the board
uppermost while nailing. When done, place the

float in the pan, board side down, and, if rightly

proportioned, it will sink into the feed just enough
to have a shallow depth of feed all over the board.

The strips will, of course, stand up nearly an inch

out of the feed. A square piece cut out of one cor-

ner leaves a hole in which a funnel can be placed,

through which to pour the feed. One of these feed-

ers will do for every 10 or 15 colonies. As 1 had a

good many to feed I kei)t the stove reservoir filled

with hot water, and kept two kettles on the stove to

be alternately filled with syrup. Some hot water

being in the kettle, about 10 lbs. of sugar was
sprinkled and stirred in. When the grains of sugar

were dissolved, some of this hot syrup was put into

a common watering-can, the rose being taken off,

and about twice as much hot water added to the

syrup. Then, throughout the day, as often as a feed-

pan became partly emptied, the hot syrup was
poured into it through the funnel, thus going un-

der the float, and warming up the cooler feed in the

dish. If the funnel was not used, many bees were

scalded. One thing that surprised me was, that,

the best I could do, the bees never carried in an

average per colony of half a pound of sugar in any

one day. Some of the colonies showed very plainly

great benefit from the feeding, and these were per-

haps all strong colonics in the first place, made
stronger by the feeding. Others showed no benefit

whatever; and is it not just possible that some of

these never found the feed? Possibly these last

colonies would have done better with feeding in the

hive, and I am thinking somewhat of trying this

spring the old-fashioned way of filling combs with

syrup to put in hive, and not feed neighbors' bees.

C. C. MiLLEU, 200-295.

Marengo, 111., March 9, 1885.

You haye hit tlie ditUculty on covers ex-
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actly, friend M. A light cover is very de-
sirable, but covers that blow otf are not.

Years ago we used to have our covers
hinged, and afterward we had them held in

place with hooks ; biit in trying to devise
some other arrangement that would permit
any cover to be used on any hive, or any
hive used either one or two story, we finally

concluded we would rather run out in the
storm and put the covers on the hives once
or twice a year, than to go to the great ex-
pense and bother of hinges or hooks and
catches. The Van l^eusen clamp is a pretty
good idea, and several other similar arrange-
ments liave been before the people ; but I do
not believe any of them used them any
great length of time. A wire, or other
spring, might be made so as to snap into the
hand-holes of the Simplicity hives. This
would hold them in place ; but when the
liives were piled up close together for ship-

ping or other purposes, these springs would
be more or less of a hindrance. I did not un-
derstand that friend Heddon kept a stone on
top of the hive ; but such covers would, in

our locality, be very much trouble indeed,
by being blown oft." A cover that tits down
over the hive, like the Simplicity cover, and
one that has no ledges for the wind to catch
under, is not very apt to be blown off. The
chaff-hive covers are rather worse about
being blown oft' than the Simplicity ; but it

takes almost a gale to disturb either of
them.—The great trouble with outdoor feed-
ing is as you state— some colonies get a
great lot of feed, and others little or none.

3 WINTERING PROBLEM IN API-
CULTURE.

WHAT ARE WE GOING TO DO ABOUT IT?

XL success in wintering is the one obstacle in the

way of successful apiculture. Whenever we
experience a winter like the present one, when
for days and weeks we mark the figures denot-

ing- temperature with a minus sign, terrible

and widespread disaster is sure to visit bees, alike

in apiai-y and forest. Long zero weather, and sound
healthy bees, seem rarely in accord. Judge Roms-
del, the prince of plum-growers in Michigan, blesses

Providence for the curculio. He says the "little

Turk " will always be kept in bounds by the wise or-

chardist; and in yeai-s of plenty will, or can be

made, to do most wholesome thinning, more cheap-

ly than the same can be secured in any other way.

Furthermore, the little weevil will bring utterly to

naught the efforts of the ignorant, idle, or careless

grower of plums, and so the price of this fruit will

always be at a top figure.

The winter losses in apiculture maybe regarded

in the same light. Intelligent care may ward ofl" the

evil, and so not only raise the price of both bees and
honey, but weed out of the business such as are

sure to dishonor any calling.

For years I have been persuaded that severe and
long-continued cold is the chief inducing cause of

bee-diarrhoea. The direct cause seems to be indi-

gestion, and excessive retention of the feces. This

being granted, as it must be, I think, by every close

student of the subject, and we must conclude that

kind of food is no mean element in the production

of this dread malady.

Bees are natives of a warm climate; yet, like all

domestic animals of wide distribution, seem well

prepared to brave and endure no inconsiderable ex-

tremes of temperature. In California, the Southern
States, and the warmer parts of Europe and Asia,

this wintering difficulty is unknown. The same is

true in warm winters at the north of our country
and iu Canada. C Even in winters when rigorous

cold comes for short periods, broken in upon by in-

tervals of warmth, permitting the bees to fiy, the

bees seem to pass unscathed. Again, in Canada
and our extreme Northern States, bees are often
wintered by means of good cellars or other protec-

tion, even during the severest winters, with no loss.

Many bee-keepers have no more fear in wintering
their bees than they have in wintering their flocks

and herds. All this seems, conclusively, to show
that long severe cold is the great inducing cause of
the dreaded bee-diarrhrea.
How can we explain this? Uees, in normal condi-

tions, never void their feces in the hives. In warm
regions they can fly so often that there is no need
of such voidance. If confined, even for long peri-

ods, in a rather mild temperature, they keci) rri-ji

(luiet, their vital activity remaining at the mini-

mum. Thus they eat vcr)i little, and of course the

excreta is almost nothing. Several times our bees

have gone from November 1st till April 10th, and
consumed not more than two or three pounds of

food per colony. In such cases nearly all food is

assimilated, and all refuse passes ott as gas and
water. There is no loading of the intestines, no oc-

casion to void excreta. This is especially true when
all the food is of the carbo-hydrates—honey or sugar
syrup. Within the past few days I have taken sev-

eral bees from hives in our cellar. The bees look

bright, small, and there is no appearance of dis-

ease. Upon examination I find their intestines al-

most empty. Only a little whitish liquid is seen.

Of course such bees, in such condition, have no
need to extrude exci-eta from their intestines.

Yet bees never hibernate in winter. They are al-

ways active, and apparently wide awake. They
must preserve their animal heat. If the air sur-

rounding the hive remains for long periods at a

very low or very high temperature, the bees are ir-

ritated. Cold acts as a tonic; they move, and must
eat. Too great warmth excites, and they also eat.

If for any reason they eat much nitrogenous food,

as pollen, the intestines become loaded with the in-

digestible or undigested matter, and, as in case of

all animals, such excessive retention of fecal mat-

ter produces serious disease. The bees, contrary

to their habits, void their hives. Even habit is bro-

ken down by the severe irritation of the distending

excreta. From bees sent me by Mr. James Heddon,
a few days since, which are dead of diarrhcea, I find

the intestines crowded with a putrefying mass,

swarming with bacteria, giving ofl" the usual diar-

rhoetic odor, and crowded everywhere with pollen

grains. Pollen from the hive where the bees died

shows pollen grains identical with those in thelin-

testines of the bees. Severe cold induced over-

feeding. Quite likely thej' craved the pollen as we
crave our beefsteak in winter. That they ate pol-

len, is sure from its great abundance in the intes-

tines. From the fact as noticed by me now for

several years, that bees are more apt to be dlar-

rhcetic when they have and eat pollen, indicates, as

we should suppose, that such food—albuminous—
would be more provocative of mischief. Within
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the past week I have examined the fecal matter in

bees dead of diarrhcea, from the apiary of G. M.
Doolittle, of New York State. The familiar odor,

and the swarms of bacteria, were seen as before,

but no pollen g-rains. Here there must have been
albuminoids, else there would have been no bacte-

ria. Bees get nitrogenous food from other sources
than pollen, and quite likely these bees had access

to such. Some of these bees sent by Mr. Doolittle

had abundance of pollen grains in their intestines.

This shows that pollen and diarrhcea are not con-

stant companions.
Again, I received bees from James Heddon, vic-

tims to the cold winter, which were fed entirely on
sugar syrup. In these bees we find the syrup so

entirely undigested that the characteristic sugar
odor and taste is very marked. I asked one of our
professors, who knew nothing of the matter, to

smell of some of the bees. He said, " Tliat is sugar."

Cold Irritated the bees. They ate ravenously to

stay its dangers, and, failing to keep up a sufficient

temperature, died of indigestion. We see, then,

that cold with any kind of food may induce the fa-

tal malady. In this last case the usual odor of di-

arrhoea was entirely absent. Nor was there the

excessive distention noted in ordinary diarrhoea.

Of course, with nitrogenous food or poor honey the

disease would appear sooner, and be sooner fatal.

The practical conclusions to be drawn from the

above are almost self-evident. In the northern

part of our country, where very severe and pro-

longed cold in winter is becoming the rule, the only

safe way is to provide cellars where a uniform tem-

perature of about 45° F. can be maintained irre-

spective of the outside temperature. ( hatt' irives

and winter packing may suffice for tlie most i)art,

but will not prove sufficient in our coldest seasons.

Again, good food, either pure honey or pure cane-

sugar syrup, is safest. Not that bees may not win-

ter with plenty of pollen, or not that they may not

die with no pollen; but from our experiments, as

well as what we know of foods and the habits of

bees, we can easily believe that food witliout ni-

trogenous elements is safest in winter for bees.

Of course, some colonies of bees, like some men,
may possess such an excess of strength and vigor

that even cold and poor food may be powerless to

work evil. Vet this does not argue against the

facts as stated above.

I have said nothing in this paper as to dampness
or ventilation. It is presumable that a dry, pure
atmosphere, is best for bees. Yet the fact that I

have known bees to winter year after year in very

damp cellars, with no loss, and that I once wintered

bees in a snowbank, during one of the most disas-

trous winters, with the hives tightly sealed with

propolis above, and with ice below, and never knew
bees to winter better, makes me wonder if we
should have to heed moisture or ventilation, in case

we secured proper food and exactly the right tem-

perature. A. J. ("OUK.

Agricultural College, Mich., March i:i, 188.5.

Friend ('ook, I like your opening remarks
very much indeed. It strikes right on a
point where for some time 1 have been think-
ing. Especially has it come liome to me
with strong conviction since my visit at the
South. The point is this : The difticullies

we meet in all our separate industries are in
one sense blessings. Our friends in the
South (who have no trouble with wintering,

no trouble with zero weather in their at-
tempts to raise fruits and garden stuffs with
all these great aids) do not by any means ac-
complish as much as we do here wath cur
unseasonable zero weather. A zero temper-
ature punishes the shiftless ; but to the ear-
nest, zealous, thoughtful, liard -working
man it is a positive help. Let ns, tlieiK

laugh at storms, coming even in the laltt-r

part of March, as they do now while I write ;

let us laugh at insect enemies, and let us
thank God for all these obstacles that only
serve to teach us great truths, and to have
faith that they come from tlie loving hand
of the kind Father above. You s])eak of a
uniform tenii)eralnre of about -1.5 degrees. I

have mentioned elsewhere tliat the Mam-
moth Cave averages about 6o degrees—no
difference at all, winter or summtr. Jsnot
oo better? I can testify from expeiience,
that it is a very comtmtable temperature
for working, withotit being encumbered
with overcoats or winter covering. The

j

temperature is not unpleasant to sit down
and rest, when you are tired. I i)resume if

we go down into old motlier Earth far
enough to be free from external influences
we can always depend on •« degrees ; and it

seems to me'it is not going to be a very hard
task to do this. JJats cluster in great num-
bers near tiie mouth of the cave, and stay
six months witliout food or exercise. "\'ery

likely, though, they go in when they are iii

flesh", and come oiit spare and leaii. 1 be-
lieve J entirely jigiee with the deductions
you draw from the valuable e.\i)er'ments
you liave given us.

FEIEND WIGHTS UPS AND DOWNS IN
BEE CULTURE.

HOl'KS NOT in.ASTED, THOVOH THK I.OSSK.S H.AVK
UKEX M.\XV.

IRIEND HOOT:- You may not care ahout my
coming, since I have no sunshine to bring

you; when, too, you have such an accumula-
tion only awaiting their turn in " Blasted

Hopes." I did not care so much about my
former loss, when, under Mr. King's and Mrs. Tup-

pers plan, I had built up a small apiary in the old

American hive, because that gave me the opiior-

tunity of changing my i)lans and style of hive.

Years went by, and in the fall of 1880 I had 110

colonies, mostly Italians, on the L. frame. I actual-

ly sat in my chair under an apple-tree, leaning and

musing over the lines:

" How doth the little busy bee
Improve each shining hour.

In gathering honey all the day
From every opening flower!"

Neither did they nor 1 think of the disaster that

was awaiting them. By April I had only 17 colonies

left. The following year was a good one, and, by

the aid of the empty combs, they increased rapidly,

when, at the end of the season, I had about 40 colo-

nies and IfiOO lbs. of nice section honey. Since then

I have been successful, both in surplus and in

building up. Also a fine trade has been established

for my honey at home. Last fall I had 140 colonies,

but no surplus. I united them to about 100, fed them
3 bbls. of granulated sugar, packed them with chaff,

and to-day I find 5 alive out of 40. From these I
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know the fate of the others, except 15 that are in

the cellar.

" Storm-kinff passed by their darkened door."

If these 15 should live till May flowers offer their

precious cups of nectar, the children may still have
honey on their bread and butter.

Shall I quit? If I do I shall not be much the loser

financially, calculating- from the beginning; and I

think I am wiser and better from experience and
after reading- our wise and prudent apiarists. Their

terms are almost household words; from " Harbi-

son's sandy strain, from Perrine"s floatingskeps, and
the dizzy heights of the tiny towns of King and Muth
to"—the perfected "home of the honey-bee."

Bedford, Iowa, Feb. 28, 1885. Marcus Wight.
Friend W.,I should say, by no means quit.

If cellar wintering turns "out tlie best in
your locality, winter in the cellar ; l)ut, have
you given nicely made chaft" liives a thorough
trial':' Yesterday morning, while waiting
for the train, one of our bee-men at a neigli-

boring town remarked that he had already
lost 20 out of 40 ; but on further questioning
he admitted tliey were in Simplicity hives,
and he was not siire lie fed tliem enougli in
the fall. Our apiarist reported Tliursday,
March -5, that our 198 colonies had all pass-
ed safely tli rough the severe weather of tlie

past eight weeks. At times the thermometer
has been 18 degrees below zero, and it was
below zero more or less every few days for
a period of five or six weeks ; but. as I told
you last fall, they were put up in excellent
"order, and had every thing just as it should
be, or as near as we knew how.

OUR FRIEND GALLUP AGAIN.

He Tells Us Something About the Great
Honey Crop of 1S84.

IS CALIFORNIA A GOOD PLACE FOI5 A M.\N TO
MAKE A LIVING?

fHE article on page 2^, Jan. No., has called out

scores of letters of inquiry; and if you will

allow, I will give some statements of general

interest. The aggregate yield of honey in

1884 for California is about nine million

pounds—enough to give every man, woman, and
child in the United States a feed of California

honey, and still have some left for company. A
writer in one of our papers says it would load 600

freight cars, or a train nearly 5 miles in length; or,

put up in a style of bottle largely used here, and
placed 8 feet apart, it would reach from San Fran-

cisco around tne globe, and meet again at the Gold-

en Gate, and still there are millions of tons of this

sweet not gathered, for reasons that I can not stop

to enumerate now.
The most frequent question that I am asked is,

"Could I,with 1000 or 1200 dollars, inakca coml'ortable

living in California?" With that amount you could

purchase a bee and stock i-anch combined, and
already stocked with bees. I know of three places

now, and two of them are within one mile of a

schoolhousc, and the other is within one mile of

the celebrated San Juan hot springs, where there

are from ;5!)0 to .500 campers, every summer. Hut if

you could not make a living with that amount, it

would be the easiest thing out to let some sharper

get it away from you, and -vvithout it you could cer-

tainly get a good living.

My oldest sou has been out here oh a visit from
Northern Iowa this winter; and what astonished

him was, that he could not find a single person that

wanted to go back cast to live. We tramped some
ten days among the bee-keepers, and the most of

them came here broken down in health, and with-

out money, and have gained their health, and have
good homes, and are perfectly satisfied with their

lot. Health is worth every thing; and as near as I

can learn we have the most healthful climate in

the known world. While we were tramping we saw
a large swarm of Italian bees with their combs,
brood, and stores, all built on a bush right in the

open air, and within two rods was probably the

parent stock in a hollow live-oak tree. This was
the 18th of February. The comb looked clean and
nice. It was about 18 inches from the ground, and
the sheets were about 18 inches long. The colony

was a powerful strong one, and they were carrying

in the pollen on all sides at a wonderful rate. We
left them there undisturbed. There is no patent on
that hive.

Bees are in remarkably good condidion; and if we
have but a small supply of spring rain which we
usually have, the season must be a good one. A
man can stick down a fig antf grape cutting here,

and then (literally) sit down under his own vine and
tig-tree, and there is none to make him afraid.

I am nearly 65; came here 8 years ago, complete-

ly broken down in health; have regained my health,

and am strong and vigorous, and would not hesitate

to commence again with 520 dollars, or even less,

and raise an orchard that would astonish an eastern

man as to growth and productiveness in three

years. E. Gallup.
Santa Ana, California.

Thank you, friend G. At the bee-keepers'
congress in New Orleans there was some
stir about the extravagant reports made
about California, and I believe the decision
was, by those who ought to know, that con-
siderable exaggeration had crept in some-
liow. Those who are restless and uneasy,
and want to iind a better country, should al-

ways keep in mind tliat some people will
make a living anywhere, and help others to

make a living ; and tlien, again, there are a
great many who iro)t't make a living any-
where, ])ut who will hinder others a good
deal. This latter class would probably only
waste more money by moving to C'alifornia.

We are glad to rejoice witli you in your
greiit honey crop ; and one of the best
things about it is, that it is beautiful honey
too.

WINTERING BEES.

OUll FIMKXD DAN WHITE UTTERS SOME WORDS OF
WISDOM.

fHIS problem has been discussed enough to

have the thing solved; but as this has been
a severe winter, and bees have suffered by
it, the pollen theory and every other theory

will come up again. As far as I can learn

about here, there has been a general cleaning-out;

especially bees in singlc-walled hives are all or near-

ly all gone. I expect to hear like reports from all

the Northern States. Some have lost heavily in

chaff hives. I have to report a loss of 7, being the

first time for me to lose a colony in a chaff hive. I
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have always said thej' were a perfectly safe hive to

winter in, no matter how cold it might be, and I

now feel prepared to say, having- more confidence

than ever, that bees will never die wintering- in a

chaff hive, if the bee-keeper will do his part. It

will not do to leave or neglect any part of the pre-

paring for the winter campaign. It may be natu-

ral to judge othei'S by one's self, so 1 will tell you
some of my thoughts when preparing: bees for win-

ter.

I find it takes time, and is somewhat laborious, to

do the thing- right; and as I go along and come to a

hive not recently handled, combs somewhat fasten-

ed together, bees cross, etc., I say to myself, "Last

winter was so cold that this winter will be easy, and
will let you go just as you are, by merely putting in

the chaff cushion." So I go on, missing every once
In a while one in this way. I know by actual expe-
rience this will not do. How many bee-keepers are

there who never handle the brood-frames, and, es-

pecially in the fall, fix them the easiest and quick-

est possible way, or let them go without doing- any
thing? I knew of several who have invested in

chaff hives, and have done so contrai'y to my ad-

vice. I well know they would expect the hive to do
it all. Well, this spring finds them with the hives

minus any bees. So it goes about here, and is it

not so elsewhere?

I last fall experimented with four colonics in chaff

hives, giving stores composed entirely of honey-
dew, or " bug:-juico," as some call it. Every bee in

those hives was dead three weeks ago; the three

other dead ones were left on the g-uess-so principle,

then I have probably ].'> that will need good diligent

nursing: to make them what they should be b>the
time honey comes.

I find in every instance, where I last fall did my
duty, all is well. In short, my bees have suffered

just in proportion to my carelessness.

I told you about the easy winter I had in my mind.

Well, to save the expense of i:! chair hives, and fix-

ing the weather all right, I started in with ]:{

colonies in Simplicity hives. I used two division-

boards in eacli, a good warm cushion in the top

hive, fixed ventilators also, and took pains to give

nice stores; but all to no purpose, us nine are dead,

with fair prospects of losing the other four. Ten
days the lastof Februai-y, with mercury every night

from 6 to 16° below zero, and scarcely above zero

any day during the time, is when these bees ceased
breathing. Now, after this I promise myself to ev-

ery fall prepare my bees for waves of this kind;

for bees on summer stands, unless protected, can
not stand such weather.

I will close this now, as this morning, at a.m.,

March 17, mercury stood exactly at zero, and a later

report may not look as well as the one I have given.

I have 105 chaft' hives with liees in now.
New London, O. Dan Wiiiti:.

Well done, friend Dan. Siich letters as
yours are hopeful, antl I am sure you are
right. Your remarks need to be" placed
alongside of Prof. Cook's, in another column.
It is not so much tliat we want more light
or more ventilation in regard to this subject
of wintering, as it is tliat we live up to'the
light we have already, aiul to act up to our
own convictions. Tiiis llOth day of March
the thermometer is 4 degrees below zero, and
last evening it was 8 below. Now, then, we
want to go to work every winter with the

expectation of having the weather possibly 8
or 10 degrees below zero as late as the first

of April. Let stores, chaff packing, and
quantity of bees, be sufficient for just such a
contingency. When the weather "lets up''
a little, weVill tell you how our chaff hives
have stood this last blizzard.

A REPORT ENCOURAGING AND DIS-
COURAGING BOTH IN ONE LETTER.

WH.VT SHALL WE DO AVITH IJEE-HIVE THIEVES?

COMMENCED last spring: with 4 hives; increas-

ed to 18 bj' natural swarming-. The season was
not good for honey; the spring was wet and
cold; and when white clover came there was
no honey in it. Basswood very little, and then

the latter part of the season was so dry it seemed as

though every thing must dry up. However, I got

nearly 400 lbs. of comb in 1 lb. sections, and all

went into winter quarters with full supplies save
three. Two I took up, as they were drone-layers.

The third one went to supply some one who does
not live up to the golden rule. Talk about being-

liberal, as some do in Gle.vmngs, as an antidote

for thieving-, may do in some cases; but kindness

and liberality are worse than thrown away on some.
Some talk of setting guns. Well, this is wholesome
argument for some; but before I would resort to

that 1 would do as one of my neighbors did; viz., go
out of the business.

I have always given freely to all in reach of me,
and have sent to them when not asked for; but as 1

said before, kindness and liberality arc only thrown
away on some people. They took this hive from
me, a Simplicity upper story full. Had they been
content with surplus contents, i.\nd left my poor

bees alone, I do not think I should be writing of it

now; but after taking all the contents out fhey

piled the hives up and burned all, a large swarm,
and a valuable Italian queen, and that within a

stone's cast of my house. If they keep up their

wanton destruction, you will have one customer
less, and they be compelled to forage somewheri-

Che.

How the bees are coniing out this sjiring, is hard

to say as yet. Some have lost heavily ; some more
or less. 1 have K in cellar and 7 out under the snow,

totally out of sight. Those in cellar a^e all right,

and 1 have no fear for those under the snow.

I took not a little pains last year, by inquiring of

those who lost heavily, and found that an average

of 7 black to one Italian was the result. I should

like to know how it is in this respect in other parts,

where they lose so heavily by reason of the cold.

Did you ever know a swarm to leave after filling

their hive most full? A neighbor of mine tells me
he had one, after being hived ten days, leave pell-

mell lor the woods.

( I.IIM'I.NC; I^IEEXS' WINCiS.

Take a snuill bush, sharpen the stub end, stick

close to the bottom-board, but leaning from the

hive; and when the swarm issues, the queen, being

unable to fly, will run up the bush on the return of

the swarm. They will cluster around their queen,

you can just pull up the bush and carry all to the

hive, and the work is done. H. I,. Boss.

Caro, Mich., March 16, 188.").

Friend li.. you did wonderfully in increas-
ing four hives to eighteen by natural swarm-
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ing. and getting 400 lbs. of honey. Your
locality is certainly a good one. and I guess
you are a good hand to take advantage of it.

—In regard to thieving, which you think
can not be lielped by kindness or any thing
else, did you never hear of a promise that, if

we do not weary in well doing, we shall in
the end come out victorious V 1 am not sure
that I have very much faith in giving honey
or any thing else to bad people in order to
make them good. Sometimes you can in-

vest honey and money in that way to good
advantage, and 1 would by no means over-
look such ways of working; to restrain sin.

Please do not' accuse me of harping on the
same old story when 1 say. that tlie descrip-
tion you have given of "your locality indi-

cates most clearly that you have a class of
people that need educating and Christianiz-
ing. Have you plenty of schools, and are all

the children obliged to attend at least part
of the time, whether they will or not V llave
you churches and Sunday-schools in your
vicinity V and have you Christian workers
who are working steadily and faithfully,
going over the whole ground completely, lo
see that all children wlio do not go to Sun-
day-school are visited, and not only that,
but that their parents as well are labored
with V It seems to me there must be a gang
in your vicinity who are preparing them-
selves for the penitentiary, and who, per-
liaps, have for some time held themselves so
much aloof from Christian peojjje and Chris-
tian influences tliat they hardly know that
such things exist. The responsibility lies

upon us all; we arc our brotlier's keepers ;

and if we evade and shirk these responsibili-
ties, sooner or later God will punish us in
just the way you have pictured out. It was
this same kind of evasion of responsibilities
that brought the children of Israel into cap-
tivity in olden times, and the same thing
kept them there. Shall we consent to be
captives, and let this spirit of evil congratu-
late itself that it has driven us from the
field of bee-keeping, and other like indus-
tries?—Your idea of a bush in front of the
hive is tiptop, friend 13., and I think the
suggestion is a new one. \Vill some of the
friends try it and report V

MANUFACTURED HONEY.

IS THE WHOLE WORLD A FRAUD AND A CHEAT?

INCLOSE you an article, headed " Manufactur-
ed Honey," copied from the Philadelphia Times,

which I should lilie to have you notice, and
make some comments upon. Is there any such
process for manufacturing- comb honey? I

should thinl{ that a little more than human skill

could accomplish. S. Ambrose.
Ash Ridge, Wis., March 2, 188.5.

Friend A., there is no process for manu-
facturing comb honey, and the Phihtdilpliia
Times people ought to be ashamed of them-
selves for publishing such disgraceful fool-

ishness, ^ly opinion is, that the whole
thing is gotten up by some reporter, to make
a sensation. I do not believe any hona-fide
dealer ever told any such stuff. We give the
article in question below;

The adulteration of food has been practiced to
such an extent that purchasers no longer expect to
get a pure article, even when paying the highest
))rices. Jt is generally supposed that two-thirds of
the milk sold in all our large cities is deprived of
half its cream; it is known that butter is made from
beef fat and cotton-seed oil; maple syrups have
lately been made from almost any thing of a sweet
nature, and now it is stated that most of the honey
we eat is manufactured, and that much of it has
not even a drop of genuine honey about it. This al-
leged honey was first sold In this city some five or
six years ago. Its sale at first was^scant. but for the
past two years it has become very popular, and it is

claimed that there is now little else to be found in
the market. Some of it is sold as manufactured
honey, though a great deal of it is dealt out to the
unsuspecting purchasers as the natural product of
the honey-bee.
The spurious kind is usually put upin little square

boxes, which sell for from twenty to thirty cents a
pound. It looks like honey, and it is said that it

takes an excellent judge to tell that it is a fraud on
the bee. The comb is manufactured with such
skill that but few can tell it from the genuine arti-
cle. It is made from parattine or beeswax, and the
honey is blown into it by machinery. Another kind
is put up in glass vessels like ordinary jelly-pack-
ages, the center of which contains;a^piece of honey-
comb, and the honey is made by pouring about six
parts of glucose around one part of honey in the
comb. Some of it is adulterated with glucose, some
with cane sugar, others by heating ordinary sugar
with an acid; but it all resembles'honey, and to a
certain extentMias its^flavor and odor.
"Of course. It is not so good as genuine hones',"

said a dealer, when questioned about it, "but It is

cheaper, and the |):uents prefer it and the children
cry for it. ] sell a vrcat deal of it, but my custom-
ers all know what thr-.\'are buiing. Yes, it is a fact
that many prefer butterine, made from pure fat, to
much of the country butter brought to market.
They seem to think they know what the butterine is

manufactured from, while they have their doubts
about the manner of, adulterating country butter.
J suppose they think the same way about honey."
Further inquiries revealed the fact that manufac-
tured honey is sold extensively in the city, and es-
pecially in neighborhoods where the poorer classes
reside. In some i>laces it is temptingly displayed,
and the dealers jiush it on account of the large
profit in it. In most instances, however, it is sold
as manufactured honey.
Some dealers decline to sell the spurious kind, al-

though they admit that there is a large profit in it,

and that it is becoming very popular. An up-town
groceryman who refuses to handle it, says it is poi-
sonous, and piedicts some startling results from its

use. On the other hand, it is claimed that it is not
as daiiyeroiis as getuiine honey. A dealer in the
aiiultcratcil kiml. who displayed a knowledge of
both chcinistrs and history, says that it is a well-
known tact that sometimes poisonous qualities are
taken from the flowers by bees, and find their way
into honey, which has been known to produce dizzi-

ness and sickness. He referred to the fact that
soldiers of Cyrus once met with a honey of this
kind, and that it came near destroying the entire
army.
The color and odor of genuine honey are due to

the character of the flowers from which it is taken.
It is said that the Vermain honej' is as clear as pure
water. This honey, which is celebrated all over the
country, is taken from white clover. A delicious
honey is also taken from the orange-groves of Cali-
forniii. but this has been so successfully counter-
feited that it is MOW (iilJicult to tell the bogus from
the genuine. Wheiever l)ees feed upon buckwheat
they produce excellent honey, it matters not what
climate it may be in. Some of the best honey sold
in the Philadelphia market comes from Chester
County, while that from Lancaster is also excellent.
But the spurious kind sells more readily, presuma-
bly on the ground of economy.

The originator of the above string of out-
rageous falsehoods ought to be hunted out,

and held up before the world. In regard to

the report of the California honey being
adulterated, we copy the following from the
Amcriain Bee-Journal of March 18:

Some outcry has been raised in England about
"glucose California honej'," which is not only base-
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less, but senseless. The proof of this is, that the
article of glucose laid down in California is worth
quite as much as the honey itself. Therefore, add
to this cost the additional expense of tanliing-, mix-
incr, the cost of new ]>ackafres which would be re-
(juired, all told, say '^'

2 cents i)er pound, it makes a
total cost of, say I'll, cents, when the pure honey
itself can be boii'glit at 1',. cents.

It seems to me as if the spirit of the evil

one himself were running rife among tlie

newspapers, in their efforts to make out
that everybody bnt themselves is all the
while up to some sort of trickery and fraud.
The article quoted from the "Phihiddphia
Times above says: " It is generally supposed
that two-thirds of the milk sold in our large
cities,'' etc., and that " most of the honey
we eat is manufactured ;'' '' not even a drop
of genuine honey about it."' Well, my
opinion is tiiat the* ])enple who affirm such
falseliood and villainy as the above, general-
ly judge tlieir felhnv-men by the blackness
existing in tlieir own evil hearts. Because
lliey would adulterate and steal whenever an
opportunity of any sort offered. Ihcij think
tlie world are all just like them.

In this connection I feel moved to men-
tion something I once thought I never
should mention. At the bee-keepers' con-
gress in Xew Orleans, a man we all know so
well by name, C (). Perrine, wanted to

speak. Well, although I did know some-
thing of the mans past character, I did not
know, and it did not even occur to me, tliat

we had a man in our broad land wlio had the
unblusliing effrontery to get up before an
intelligent audience, and brag of the way in

which he had told lies, and swindled the
people of America. He told about liT)W he
had put up sugar syiup, and sold it through
Cincinnati and o\her cities, labeling it

"•Pure Honey," and then boasted, too, that
when glucose came into market lie sold stiilT

in glass jars, consisting of from •".() to 7(1 per
cent glucose, lalteled it " Pure Ilonev," and
put his name on the label. He did all this

without even a frarc of color on his face to
indicate that such a thing as shame could
find a lodging-place in his vile heart. He
closed up by saying he was out of the busi-
ness. JMo wonder ; aiul I felt almost sorry
he could stand there before a group of intel-

ligent and honest men, letting them know
that he was, contrary to liis just deserts,
outside of the penitentiary walls. I have
heretofore taken Perrine's part somewhat,
for I could not believe the stories that were
told about him; but he stood up there and
seemed to enjoy telling worse tilings of him-
self than anybody had ever told about him.
In closing up he did not even claim that he
had left off his wicked practices, or pro-
posed to do so. He had simply gone into
other business. Is it any wonder that ])eo-

l)le are suspicious, and somewhat ready to

credit these newspaper stories, when things
like this come to light? When you want to
buy honey, or any thing else, be sure that a
good mail's naine is on the label. Thank
(lOd, we have ;</'/»/// of good men left—men
who will live and die honest.

It was some years ago that J*errine was in
this wholesale business of adulterating hon-
ey; but even at the high price of honey and
the low price of glucose, it seems he did not
make money, and I should suppose that x>rcs-

ent pay was all that such a man ever thinks
of. I do not know of anybody now who
makes a business of adulterating honey.
The Thurbers put a piece of comb honey in
a glass jar, pouring a tine article of glucose
around it ; but a label is put on, explaining
that this surrounding liquid is " corn syrup."
lam sorry to say, however, that the" roia
ayriq) " label is' not as conspicuous as it

riiight be. I do not believe any man ever fails
in business because he has been lo<> honest.
The lives of our successful men will bear
me out in this, as evervbodv will admit.

I
BEE - KEEPERS' CONGRESS AT NEW

j

ORLEANS.

j

Contiiuirtl from Last y^umha:

T: ATE in the afternoon of the 2oth we
1^ came to the end of our long journey,
1^' and stepped from the cars to the plat-
-'^ form, in the city of Xew Orleans. On

our left lay the veritable steamers with
their heaps of cotton bales, and on our right
was broad Canal Street, running up into the
city. Ernest and I felt for a time like a
couple of strange "cats" in an enormous

I

" garret." Zero weather and the snow-clad
1 fields were gone in very truth, and yet I
could not make it seem possible that the
weather had not changed, and that our folks
were having green grass and sunshine away
up in Ohio. There was no time to waste.
It was in the afternoon of the second day of
tlie bee-keepers' congress, and so we hunted
up a lodging-i)lace that had been recom-
mended to us ; and as soon as we had de-
posited our cumbersome overcoats and other
useless traps, we jumped on a street-car for
the Exposition grounds. These street-cars

i

were literally chasing each other all the
;
while between the city and the grounds. It

i is a good thing they "are, too, for it is very
' convenient indeed to be able to find plenty
I of room to sit down and look out of the wiii-

!
dows at your ease. Pretty soon my eye
caught a sight of the watched-for orange-

I

ti-ees, laden with fruit, and many were the
I
exclamations of surprise. The people seem-
ed very pleasant and sociable. They had
doubtless become fully accustomed to the

\

expressions of the Northerners. Our bee-

t

keepers' badges once or twice called forth
some expressions of curiosity, but they did
us good service in helping us to recognize
bee-men when we passed them. Every
thing seemed to me so much like the Ceii-

I

tennial of ISTH that it does not seem as if it

would be worth while for me to attempt to
describe it all. It is pretty much like the
expositions we have now "in all our large
cities, only, as a matter of course, it is on a
more extended scale than the world has
ever seen before.
The grounds and the greenhouse were

I

special attractions to me. but Ernest did
not care so much for them. In the way of

j

manufactures, one can see almost every
thing going there that is to be witnessed oil

the face of the earth. Exotic plants, and

j

plants from every part of the tropics, and
from almost every part of the world, were

I
to be found growing there outdoors, or in
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the greenhouses. But the things are brought
together more for curiosity than to demon-
strate what can be done in the way of im-
proved "g:icr,lli:rC'. It stems to rbe they

[

ought to have employed Peter Henderson to
sliow them what couUl be done in tlie way
of market gardening in suph a climate and
such a soil. Although almost all kinds of
garden vegetabU s conld be raised outdoors
without any trouble, I did not see any. eith-
er on the "grounds or in the city, that I

thought were reallv extra. The productions
of improved agriculture from tlie different
parts of the Union, and from different
parts of the world, were collected in the
Government buildings, but I had some way

!

got it into my head that I sliould see things I

growing, and improved agricultural machin-
|

ery there in actual use, but I did not find it.

Beautiful cultivators, seed-sowers, sulky
^

plows, and tlie like, were on exhibition frorii

every part of the world, but none of them
were actually at work in that beautiful soil

;

but may be they will get to it after a while.
Some beautiful beds of tlowers were in

bloom on the grounds, and collections of
bidbs were especially attractive; but there,
was too much of an air about them as if they
were taking care of themselves. Dr. Besse's
apiary looked a little that way. There were
.'O or 100 hives of bees scattered over a nice
plat of ground ; but the biggest part of the
hives were unpainted, and those had evi-
dently been in use several years. Isuppose
the doctor was pretty busily occupied in the
buildings most of the time.

Xotwitlistanding the lack of these few
things I have mentioned, the Exposition at
New Orleans is all that has ever been claim-
ed for it, and more too; and the complaints
that have lieen made in regard to some of
the minor features. I think are unjust and
imdeserved. We found nothing lacking in

the way of entertainment while in the city.

People were kind, courteous, and oblicing;
and if there was any drunkenness I did not
see it. In fact, T saw more of Satan's work
in walking the length of one street in Cin-
cinnati than I saw during my whole trip of

|

over a week tlirough the Southern States.

AV'hen we hrst went on tlie grounds we \a ere
greatly tempted to loiter about and see things,
but we knew our first dutv was to report at the
bee-keepers' congress. We entered the hall

while somebody was speaking; but as soon
as he linislu'd.our stalwart friend ^Nluth rose
u]) and made a motion that we have a recess
of fifteen minutes, so that everylxxly would
have a chance to shake haiuls "and "get ac-

(luaintcd with "Brother llor»t.'" Friend Muth
always gives my name the long sound—that
is, speaking the oo as it is in fioot. Didn't
tliey hurt my liand, thoughV I pretty soon
feltafraid to see some of tlios." good-natured,
big, t;dl. Southern friends making their way
toward me. Many and many times did I

hear about the Ibime Papers." after getting
a little acijuainted. One man said tlnit he
had a neighbor who had been led to the
Savior by those Home Papers, and this
neighbor commissioned him to take espe-
cial pains to see me and tell me the debt he
owed. Three or four days is altogether too
short a time to take any sort of a view of

such an immense field for instruction as the
Exposition, to say nothing of having time
for friendly talks with such a multitude of
friends who knew me perfectly well through
my writings, but of whom I knew compara-
tively nothing. Since coming home, in get-
ting hold of these letters from the friends,
one after another, a feeling of sadness comes
over me that I did not have an opportunity
of having a longer talk, or of saying some-
thing, even if nothing more than ''"How do
you do?" or '• Good-by;" and the biggest
part of the time, the latter Avas not said
at all.

Dear friends, I do not know how I can
well tell you much more of that great event
of my life, my visit to JS>w Orleans ; but in
our next number I want to take a little space
to tell the juveniles somethiug about the
Mammoth Cave, which I visited on my way
home.

MR3. HARRISON" PAYS A WORD OF
TRIBUTE TO A GOOD MAN.

OBITXAUV .NDTfCE IF THE DEATH
lAMSO.V.

)F WM. WI1>I.-

0NE of the pleasantest anticipations, relative to

the bee-keepers' congress, was that of meet-

ing- friends and acquaintances made at for-

mer gatherings of its kind. In correspond-

ing with Dr. Brown, he informed me that Mr.

and Mrs. Williamson would start for New Orleans

Feb. 13, and remain their until after the bee-keep-

ers' meeting. On arriving at the Windsor, my first

inquiry was whether Mr. and Mrs. Williamson were
stopping tliei'C, and I was informed that he had
been called to a higher tribunal.

On arriving at Le.xington, Ky., in the fall of 1881,

to attend the National Convention, I was informed

that I was expected to be a guest of Mr. William-

son's, at which place he lived, and that a place had
been reserved for me. The Williamson brothers

resided in a double dwelling; and one of the fami-

lies being absent, both houses were appropriated

for the use of guests, and a large number gathei-ed

around their hospitable board, and met together in

their genial parlors. " It was good to be there;"

and when the 'bus was filling with departing guests,

and the driver called out "all aboard," some one
would jump from it, and go through with another
handshaking, as if reluctant to depart.

When the National Convention had adjourned,

Mr. Williamson procui-ed a conveyance and took a

remaining party to visit Ashland, the home of

Henry Clay, Kentucky's great statesman; from
there to see the horse palace of General Withers,

and its celebrated trotters. In the gloaming we
gathered around tlie monument and grave of

Henry Clay, and also cast a sad look on the little

mound, erected over all that remains of the famous
rider, John Morgan.
The pleasant hours spent with .Mr. Williamson's

family are emblazoned upon the tablet of memory
never to be effaced. Now the homo is in mourning,
the wife a widow, and the children fatherless. On
my own behalf, and of those who gathered there, I

extend to them my sympathy in their great be-

reavement. May the God of the fatherless and of

the widow sustain them in their affliction.

Peoria, 111. Mrs. L. Haiirisox.
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FROM DIFFERENT FIELDS,

WHAT ARE THE NEW HONEY-BOARDS FOR?

fOU said in your i-eport of the Mich. State Con-

vention, that j'ou had never before fully de-

cided in your own mind what the honey-

board was for. Will you or some correspon-

dent please tell me what it is for in making-

comb honey, as I have not yet found out to my sat-

isfaction? A. S. Vail.

Michigan City, Ind., Feb. 18, 18-5.

Why, friend V., bless your Iieart, didn't I

say tiie lioney-board was for the express
purpose of preventing tlie bees from waxing
the sections and section-case fast to tlie

frames, and for no otlier purpose tliat I

could tellV The Ilntcliinson honey-board
"strains out tlie drones;'" but Ileddon's is

only that we may have things loose when
we want to pick tliem up. It is a little

queer, that neither friends Ileddon nor
Hutchinson told just why they did want a
honey-board until after it had been talked
about for some time.

SAD NEWS FRO.M OUR NEIGHBOR VIAI.LOX.

On my return home Saturday morning I found
every thing working nicely; but at 11 o'clock at

night I was awakened to see my factory on fire;

and before any help could be given, the whole was
blazing furiously, Jind the ne.xt morning there were
but ashes aud melted iron, etc., left. It is^a total

loss of over 3030 dollars, having no insurance—our
insurance companies declining to insure saw-mills.

1 will rebuild at once, but it will be at least three

weeks before I can fill orders, aS I intend to build a

fi-amc building so as to be at work as soon as possi-

ble. P. L. VlALI-ON.
IJayou Goula, La., March 3, 1883.

Well, friend ^^, if you were unable to get
insured, it is a rather" sad affair, certainly. I

presume you would, of coarse, have no troub-
le in effecting insurance if you had a brick
building. \''ery likely another wooden build-
ing will be the thing for you to start up with
tins season, but I would assuredly start
about it as soon as the rush is over, getting
my machinery in some sirt of a building
that can be insured, and then T would have
it insured, or stoj) business. Of course, one
may do his own insuring when he has the
means at hand to rebuild as fast as lie burns
down; and where the insurance comi)anies
charge excessive rates this might be the best
thing to do, where one has this extra capital.
As a rule, however, it is a pretty hard mat-
ter to start in business again without any in-
surance ; or, at least, it greatly (•rii)i)les one
to be obliged to do so. In ycun- warm cli-

mate it seems to me your building might be
covered with sheet "iron, wiiich is not very
expensive, and is almost lireproof. Of
course, if you have very much bee-hive
material stored in your factory, that of itself

might ruin the building if it got afire. To
avoid this, I would have a warehouse far
eiiougli away so that it might l)urn without
endangering the factory, and then have a
suitable track and car to run the stuif back
and forth. That is the plan we adopt here.

If you are located close by the railroad, the
whole thing can be managed without very
much additional labor in handling. One
thing is certain: Supply-dealers can not
afford to burn up very many times without
insurance.—As the above letter is dated
March 2, we presume friend A^'iallou is ready
to fill orders by this time as usual. I would
hope that the friends, in making out their
orders, will remember that the best way in
the world to show one's sympathy for a suf-
fering brother is to give him a little lift in
the way of patronage and the like.

A REPORT IX REGARD TO FRIEND KAt.ER'S CARP-
POXD, ETC.

Nearly five years ago I started into the bee-busi-

ness with one colony of Italian bees which I obtain-

ed from Chas. Dadant & Sons, and in October last I

put up 66 stands in chaff hives on summer stands.

Last fall I built a fish-pond which is about 140 feet

wide by 165 feet long, and an average depth of 6

feet. I bought 211 German carp of W. S. Kaler,

Andersonville, Ind., and stocked my pond. I have
seen Mr. K.'s pond, and it is a success without a

doubt. I see no reason why every farmer can not

have a pond and raise his own fish. J. W. Smith.
Kock Lane, Ind., Feb. 16, 188.5.

FEEDINC] BEES ON THE GOOD CANDV.

The method of using granulated honey on top of

the frames, to feed bees, as suggested by friend

Fradenburg, 1 believe, will not work well if the col-

ony is small, or the quantity given at one time

large, or the weather very cold, as bad results will

certainly follow, aud loss result. A better and per-

fectly safe way is to take a piece of burlap or old

sacking, say a foot or ten inches square, and put

one, two, or three pounds of the granulated honey
on it, then fold over one part of it, covering the

honey completely, and flatten it down, then place

right over on the frames, then cover up snug and
warm. The bees will take the more liquid part

through the clotli, and then will cut through and re-

move the other, whicli greatly resembles a good
article of brown sugar. This is an excellent way lo

feed for spring stimulating. Try it, friends.

Flanagan & Ii.linski.

liellcville. 111., March U, 188.',.

Thanks, friends F. & I.; but while reading
it, it occurs to me that Eangstrotli describes
exactly the same food, and advises wrapping
it in a clotli. See page 274, • Hive and Hon-
ey-Bee."

MY FIRST WINTER WITH BEES.

I have had a desire, from a boy, to workwith bees,

but never had a chance until last spring (1884), when
I bought three colonies and one of your ABC
books. The bees commenced the summer in good
shape, but I got too an.xious, and increased them to

9 by artificial swarming; aud the summer being a
very poor honey season I got no honey, and had to

feed syrup for them to winter on. They wintered
very well up to between the 15th and 20th of Feb.,

when the mercury ran down to 20 and 22 degrees
below zero, and killed all my new swarms, leaving

me the three I started with in the spring. My ex-

perience is rather discouraging, but I have learned

that it is all-important to commence the winter
with good strong colonies. I have bought 5 more
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colonies, part Italians and pai-t hybrids, all in good
condition; have moved them home, and now have
s strong: colonics. Ill got forgiveness tor past mis-

takes I will try 1() maiiage uiy lees letter in the lu-

tine.

I quit the nse of tobacco the Ijth of last July,

after nsing the weed for B years. I was riding in

the smoking-car of a railway train near Cincinnati,

and the resolution seemed to come tome all at once,

and I took a i)lug of tobacco out of my pocket, and
A cigar out of my mouth, and threw them out at the

window, and have "stayed quit "ever since. Al-

tliough having a natural appetite for tobacco, by
the help of God I am and wish to remain a total

abstainer. 1 prize your Home Papers very highly.

Winchester, Ohio. T. L. Rees.

Friend R.,your resolutions, both in regard
to bee eidtiire and tobacco, have the right
ring ; and 1 tell you. Avhen these good im-
pulses come we Avant to recognize them as
the voice of God. and heed them according-
ly. When 1 can see a man take a plug of
tobacco out of one pocket and a cigar out of
tlie other, and resolutely throw them away,
asking God to help him, then and there I

begin to have faith in my fellow-men. May
(iod bless and help and sustain you. If you
go on in that way 1 know you will succeed,
with bees or whatever else you set about.

EARI-y QUEEN'S FROM CALIFORNIA.

I will introduce myself as a Maine man just arriv-

ed in this far distant bit of Uncle Sam's territory,

and starting in bee culture. I have invested in

about 100 stands, ranging from pure Italians to

blacks. , The season here promises to be dry—no
rain since .Ian. 1—and I have started nuclei prepar-

atory to Italianizing, and I write to ask if you can

use the superseded queens, as I note in your cata-

logue you supply such when obtainable. I can send

them any time, as I now have (jucens laying that I

have raised since coming here in November. If

you can not use them, do you think It would be ad-

visable to ad\-ertise them? I wish to sell them if

possible, as a poor season means that every cent

must count, to a new comer at least. I learned my
" trade " of J. B. Mason, Mechanic Falls, Me., being

tliere a part of two seasons. If I succeed in raising

l)ure queens after a while, as is my object, do you
think you would want a few early ones next season?

Uoth black and white sage grow in my apiary in

abundance, and we are picking strawberries, and
have been for some time. 0. B. Woouuerry.
Verdugo, Los Angeles Co., Cal., Mar. 9, 1885.

Friend \V.. we do not buy hybrid and
black queens, because there is not enough
money in tliem to pay the expense of two
shipments. Those we offer for sale are sncli

as are found in our own apiary, having a
Uace of black l)loo(l. Shipping ("|iicens from
California to the States is too risky, and I

would not advise it. I will tell you wliat
you can do, however. Keeyt a good supply
of all kinds of (lueens constantly on hand to

siipi)ly the demand from your coast. No
one has ever done that, that 1 am aware of,

and it makes me feel h.id to see orders com-
ing t(> ;;s from Jiv.iay across ihe Hock^; Moun-
tains. Von can get HiCPl tbroiigluij'jj;; (jiie;

but it is i)oi)r poUcy all roimfS^*' ship queC'i^
such long distances. We expect to get oii^'

early queens from Florida and the Southeri^

States. You see, this is nearer home, and
they won't have to take a long cold trip
across the Rockies.

SOUND nOCTKI.NE.

Tell B. F. rasley (p. 17i)) to get down on his knees,

if he needs a wife, and ask our Father in heaven to

give him one, and God will get him a good one. No
})atent applied for. Ask in faith. '• The Lord keep
thee in all thy ways." I). ^[cI\ENZlE.

New Orleans, La., March 11. 1^8."».

Friend M., your doctrine is sound and or-

thodox. God gave Adam his wife, and it is

fair to presume he will do the same for any
of us ; and may I take the liberty of adding',

! that Mhen the wife comes she should be re-

! garded as a gift fpim (iod, and treated ac-

j

cordingly ?

i

ITRIFVINO WAX.
Will you please tell me how you purify wax for

foundation? My own wax, made with a wax-ex-
tractor, is all right, clean enough; but I get some
from m.v neighbors that is very dirty. I notice con-

siderable talk in Gleanings about the Heddon hive

and system. Let me say. the Heddon fixtures

throughout are perfection, in mj' opinion. I have
discarded ever thing else for them. It cost me con-

siderable to make the change, but I am not sorry.

Bro. Heddon deserves much ci-edit for his inven-

tions. E. J. SCOFIELD, 4t;—100.

Hanover, Wis., March 10, 1885.

Friend S.. there is no way that I know of
to purify wax without considerable trouble
ami waste. We tind a good deal of dirty
wax that comes in all the wax of commerce.
Melting in a deep can. and dipping otf from
the top, is about as good as any way. Blow-
ing steam on the residue will'liberate a fur-
ther quantity of darker-colored wax. In
making fdn.. the dirty wax collects on the
steam-pipes, and on the bottom of the tanks.
We have sold this to wax-candle makers and
retiners, to some extent, but they allow us
but little more for it than the freight. The
use of acids gives us a better-colored wax.
but it is hard and somewhat brittle, there-
fore we have discarded the use of acids in

cleansing wax for making fdn. Nice clean
wax, such as comes from the wax-extractor,
is really worth quite a little more than the
wax of commerce. We usually i)ay about
one or two cents extra for l)right clean wax
from the wax-extractor.

WINTERING HBES IX A CAVE, ETC.

I

I reeeiveil my tirst number of Gleaninos to-day,

and am highly pleased with it. I was led to discon-

I

tinue several other bee-journals, and subscribe for

i

yours by the reading of jour A B C, which 1 procur-

1 (>d from a fricnid. I was captivated with Blue Eyes,

1 and more especially with the outcroppings of your

j

home life, which the pages of your book reveal. 1

find the same sentiment in the copy before me in

"Notes by the Way," in i-eference to i)arting with

your famil.v.

oil till- lili-s..in(rs(>r.i li.'ini' \>lii !. o!il ,111(1 .vniiii>riiii\ kiiidl.v'

Th.- y. IK uiiav

WJKi is this Iluber? A successor of Blue Eyes, I

suppose, which entitles him to papa's knee. Please

tell your new subscribers something about him. I

would ask only one trial, to guess after whom he

was named.
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My bees are in fine condition. 1 put 36 stands in a

cave last fall, and every one wintered. I had them
out for a Hy last week. The ground being covered

with snow, I scattered hay over quite a large space
{

of ground, and, as a result, I lost scarcely any bees.

It was (luite warm, and what a jolly time they did

have ! I never saw bees fly stronger than they. I

called for Sadie to come out and enjoy the sight

with me. By the way, Sadie is my better half, and, i

in my opinion, one of the very liest women in the

Hawkeye State.

FEEDING BEES BY POITRING THE FEED UIM)N THE
BOTTOM-BOARD.

My bees will need some feeding before long. 1

tipped the hives back slightly when I carried them
back in the cave, with the view of feeding at the en-

trance, in a way which 1 have never tried. I wish

to know whether I can not pour a small dipper full

of syrup along the entrance, letting it flow back
over the bottom-board, say once each day for a

Avliile. I fed them one evening in this way, and they

took it up clean, as I could see back by holding my
lantern properly at the entrance. Having no feed-

ers, this is convenient, if no detriment to the bees

results from it. I have tlie caps on them well pack-

ed with dry slough hay. B. F. Woodcock.
Pleasantville, la.. Mar. I-*, If-'H."..

Friend W.. I tlo not like to hear yon say
you stopped other bee- journals in order to

take (;leanin(;s. AVill it not pay you to

take all of them V— If I remember rit^litly. I

have mentioned lluber a far times, even to

new subscribers. He is a partieulai' friend
of mine. In fact, his mother says we are de-

voted to each other ; or, in other words, that
we mutually admire each other, and I rirther

think it is a (credit to both of us that we do.

But, about that cave. Ever since I visited
Mammoth Cave (and, by the way. I have j^^ot

a great big story in store for tlie little ones
in regard to that Mammoth Cave), it has
seemed to me that a sensible place to winter
bees is in a cave—a dry cave, like most of the
Mammoth Cave, where the temperature did
not vary more tlian one (n* two degiees from
a steady ")"). I am glad you called your wife,
and I am glad. too. yoti put the bees back
and afterward fed them. Your plan of feed-
ing is one of the very best, providing you do
not feed so much tliat some of it is left on
the bottom-boards in the morning for rob-
ber-bees to get into. If you allow any thing
of that kind to happen, you may wish you
never thought of feeding, or thought of bees
either, for that matter. This plan of feed-
ing is an old device ; and where the bottom-
boards are tight, or where one is careful not
to let it drip or drizzle outside, it is as good
a way as has ever been devised.

ROBBER-BEES GOING SIX MILES.

In early days, one of our old-time beekeepers,
who was a close observer of the outside of a gum,
discovered that robbers were helping themselves to

the honey of one of his hives. When he saw in

what direction they flew, he was greatly surprised,

for it was to a small grove a mile and a half away.
It was his usual custom to hunt bees. He was sure

he had them trapped; but by caging a few of the

robbers, and letting them have their liberty near
the grove he found they went over the grove to the

yard of a friend si.\ miles away. But in those days
there w-as no bee forage until basswood came in

bloom. The bees would rear a large number of

young, entirely exhaust their stores, and frequently

starve. More instances than one can be referred

to where bees will fly a long distance in a time
when honey is scarce.

RAISING STRAWBERRIES BV THE BARREL.
In your issue of March flrst I noticed an article

on raising sti-awberries in pots. Thei'c is another
way where room is very limited. Take a sugar-bar-

rel, and around it bore two-inch holes far enough
apart to give the plants room in which to grow.

Fill the barrel full of rich soil, and set your plants

one in each hole. The whole outside of the barrel

will be covered with red and green when the fruit

is ripe. If the soil becomes dry, irrigate by pouring
water in at the top, and keep the top covered over
with something, that the soil may not be baked by
the sun. A friend of mine has three barrels

an-anged in this manner, and he claims they will

furnish all the berries they can use.

W. S. DORMAN.
Mechanicsville, Iowa, March 1(», 188.5.

Many thanks for the facts you give, friend
L). Your iilan of raising strawberries in a
l)aiTel has been going the rounds of the news-
l)apers. but I shoul(i be much better pleased
to heai- from somebody who has made it a
success. You say your friend claims that
his three barrels will furnish all the berries
they can use. Now. if he gets a good croj)

of berries by the plan, please write and tell

us. will you V and also please tell us if he
does not get a good crop. Suggestions like

these, that are rather odd and curious, are
always Hnding their way into the newspa-
l)ers.'and they are generally copied exten-
sively ; while reports of good results obtain-
ed in the old orthodox way are passed
by with comparatively little notice. 1 for
oiie am in doubt as "to whether any straw-
berries were ever raised by the barrel pro-
cess. We have been trying to rai;;e straw-
berries in the greenhouse ; l)ut although we
make the plants grow nicely, and get plenty
of blossoms, and some very small green fruit,

we have not seen a ripe berry yet.

HEKS (OMIXC OCT OF THE HIVES, AND DVI.NG 0.\

THE SNOW.
J should like to know how to keep the bees from

coming out of the hive when the snow is on the

ground. I have three colonies, and I am afraid

when they keep coming out whenever the sun

shines. I have tried every thing that I could think

of, and I think I shall try bee-keeping two or three

years more, and see if I can't do better than I did

last year. I had three old swarms, and they

swarmed ten times, and I hived them all, but they

did not want to stay. They would leave the hive,

and I would hive them again; but they would leave

it again, and I kept only five young swarms, and

now I have three. Ben Betten.

Goodies, Mich.

Friend H.. from your description I should
think that your bees were suffering for want
of ventilation, or from disease of some kind.
Healthy bees seldom come out and die on
the snow, as you mention, although they do
sometimes, it is true, "come out when the sun
shines full on the entrance, when they are
impatient after a long continement. At such
times, putting a broad board in front of the
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hive so as to shade it will often prove a rem-
edy. If a few bees go out prematurely,
and get lost. I would not mind it. More or
less are lost all the while in this way, but
we do not notice it very much unless tlie

snow is on the ground, so as to make it look
more apparent.

ISEES AND CAUP.
Our bees had a jsood cleansing flight to-day. One

dead, and the other 25 appear to bo in j^ood condi-

tion. This is the first good flight lor two months,
and the weather has been prettj- cold most of the

time. Much of the honey in the hives last fall was
thin and watery (it being collected late in the sea-

son), and I expected some loss, but am happily sur-

prised at what I have seen to-day. The bees look

bright, and the colonies appear to be strong. I am
very much interested in the articles on German
carp, which I read in Gleanings. 1 shall want
one of your books on carp culture when it is ready.

1 have a pond of about (i acres in extent that I

stocked with carp 3 years ago last fall, but have not

seen one of them since. There are a few other flsh

in the pond. B. Downs.
Naugatuck, Conn., March 4, 1885.

OUH TS-CENT telephones.
The telephone we got of you worked well to our

beehouse, 60J feet away. Now our bees are jj'one,

we have moved the wire to my brother-in-law's

house, about as far again away, but we can only

just distinguish a sound, but no words. That, of

course, does not suit us. Have you one that will

work well 13J0 or 1300 feetv ]Mi!s. J. Hilton.
Los Alamos, Cal., Dec. 22, 188i.

I do not believe our little telephone will
work well for more than (iOO feet, my friend;
and as we keep these principally to tell wlien
bees are swarming. I do not believe it would
be best for us to go into more expensive tel-

ephones. I am some in doubt whether you
can get any mund telephone to work suc-
cessfully for much more than the distance
mentioned.

way is to broadcast it just before a shower of
rain. Seeds that will not readily make their
way through grass and weeds had better be
started as we do other crops; namely, plow
laid harrow your roadsides, and ciiltivate

your plants until they get started. It is not
very uncommon in oiir vicinity to see a good
crop of potatoes raised along the roadside,
and I for one like the idea of seeing culti-

vated plants take tlie i)la('eof useless weeds;
and while you are about it. why not dispense
Avith the "fencts, and i)ut your cultivated
honey-plants clear up to the wagon-tracksV
I do not believe your instrument for stirring
up the soil will do very much good while the
ground is full of grass and weeds.

CROWDING OUR CHILDREN XT SCHOOJ-.

The crowding at school, spoken of bj' Mrs. Chad-
dock, on page 50, is a great *vil. and, I fear, a grow-
ing one; and it is not confined to examination day,

nor to young children. Pride in the progress made
by the pupils of the school has much to do with it.

One of the celebrated normal schools of the State

of New York belongs to this class. Its principal

has been heard to say, that if the pupils came out

[

alive that was all he cared, and he suits his actions

to his words. One, at least, of the pupils of that

school, died of overwork, before completing his

course — murdered by that merciless system of

crowding. And comparatively few, possessing en-

ergy and ambition, can complete a course at such a

school without shortening life, and rendering it

burdensome by means of an enfeebled constitution.

I am thankful that this is not a necessary condition

of a good education. If it were, I should rather my
child should learn only "the three K.'s—Keadin'.

'Ritin', and "Rithmetic." Burdett Hassett.
Howard Center, Iowa, Feb. 10, 1»'5.

MAKING THE RO.^DSIDES DEAR HONEV-PLANTS.
It has often occurred to me, that scattering seed

of honey-plants by the wayside is very wasteful as

regards the seed, as a very large proportion will

fail to get a hold, or ever amount to any thing.

Would it not be worth while to have an instrument
(which might be useful in the garden also), some-
thing like a walking-stick, with one or more metal
claws, to give the earth a little scrape, and break
ground for the seed, which could be contained either

in a hollow tube in the instrument, or a barrel at its

end, operated on swivels by a wire attachment, and
arranged to let loose a certain (luantity at a time, to

run into a guide-pipe conducting it to about an inch

from the point of the instrument. It seems to me a

much larger proportion of seed would take this

way; and if we sow seed to beautify the latidscape,

we need not do it it surreptitiously. I make the

suggestion, so you can take it for what it is worth,

as I think you are a very competent judge, and
have every faeility for experiment.

K. W. McDonnell.
Gait, Ont., Can., March 10, 1S85.

Friend M., your arrangement would an-
swer very well for a certain class of seeds,
no doubt ; but for seeds as tenacious of life

as clover, for instance. I think the better

SCORPIONS.

On p. 9t) you evince a curiosity to know more about
scorpions. From the references to them found in

the Bible, as well as from writings of travelers and
others, I judge that the scorpions of the Old World
are much more venomous than those found in

Florida and others of our Southern States. The
sting is a short, bonj-, curved claw at the extremity
of the tail, and is used by striking. Drumming on
the table smartly with your bent forefinger will

give a very good idea of the rapidity and manner in

which they work their tail while stinging. The sen-

sation caused by their sting is said to be similar to

that caused by the thrust of a redhot needle in the

flesh, the pain lasting about a minute only, leaving

no other effect after it, as do boc-stings. Old resi-

dents of that section dread them but little, simply

being careful not to knowingly handle or sit down
on them. The presence of one in the toe of a boot,

while it is being pulled on in the morning, is pretty

certain to give bystanders a chat;ce to laugh tears.

If you will send a small wide-mouthed bottle of al-

cohol to friend Hurt, I presume he will willingly re-

turn it to you with one or more of the little rascals

in it. O. O. POPPLETON.
Williamstown, Iowa, Feb. 5, 1885.

JNIany thanks, friend P. I am very glad to

know that scorpions, at least those with you,
are no more dangerous than you put it. It

would seem, then, that thereMs no poison
exuded by the scorpion — perhaps only a
poisonous substance incorporated in the claw.
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BAD KEPOKT FROM FRIEND MALONE.

EES all dead, friend Koot. You can make
room for Blasted Hopes this spring-. Out of

Sil colonies last fall in our township tliere

won't be 50 that will pull throug-h the winter,

though 1 must confess that the trouble is

mostly carelessness. This winter beats the winter

of 1880, bad. I have 8 colonies in a clamp, and have
lost 18 out of 30 on the summer stands.

Oakley, Iowa, Feb. 23, 1885. Wm. Malone.

ONLY 3 LEFT OUT OF 20.

1 went into winter quarters with 26 good colonies;

to-day I have three left, and about 300 combs, some
Lang-stroth and American. This was the honey-

dew, and nothing else. Those that had old honej--

from the year before are all right now. What plan

shall I take to fill my boxes with bees? I have no
spare money to do this, as I lost my property last

June, and now I've lost about all mj' boes; and
when summer comes the worms will be hard to

keep out. Please tell me what is best for me to

do, to make a start again. F. Shim. inc.

Jewett, Ohio., Feb. 28, 1885.

Friend S., you can fill your hives I'loui the
three you have left ; but you would fjfet

along a little faster if you had a few more,
and it maybe l>est for you to purchase a few.
Instructions for buildiuf? up are <riven in tiie

A B C book, and our bade volumes conlain
many reports of tIios(^ who have built up
with wonderful rapidity from a vei-y small
number, after heavy losses in the wiiitcr.

all DEAD BUT ONE.
I took the frames out of the upper story, and fill-

ed them with rags, about four inches thick, and with

planks around them (except in front, which waste
the south-east). 1 thought they were all rJAfht, but

the winter took all but one. Two had no honey;
two had honey in the outside frames, and two had
some molasses, which I s'ave them in the fall, in the

middle frames, and scaled honey in two of the out-

side frames. I have not hoard from others lately,

but some had lost several before I had lost all mine.

I shall try again.

GETTING SPIDER-PLANT SEED TO SPROUT.
I divided the spider plant seed with five who have

frames, but not a single grain sprouted.

F. SlEFICEU.
Campbcllton, Mo., March 2, 1885.

Friend S., packinu' the be(>s uj) with ras^s,

and fixing them up with i)laiiks and all sorts
of protection, is only lime wasted, when the
amount of stores is"iusufficient, and I judge
it was insullicient. or of poor (piality, with
the seven colonies that you lost. J)on't use
molasses, or any thing of the soil, for winter
feed, but give them granulated sugar until
they have sealed stores on both sides, behind
and before, and overhead and under foot ;

and then when a blizzard comes and lasts
for five or six weeks, they can not possibly
miss their stores.—Your si)ider-plant seed
will i)robably come up yet. It is a (]ueer
grower. It has acted very slow and slug-
gish in coming up in the 'greenhouse with
us, but we have finally got a pretty good lot of
plants by waiting some time for its slow-
motions.

A COMPLAINT THAT GLEANINGS COMES TOO OFTEN.
Last spring found me with 150 swarms of Italian

hybrid bees in Langstroth hives, increasing during-
summer to ITS swarms, and about TOO lbs. surplus
honey, mostly extracted, from one and two pound
sections incomplete, or imperfectly filled. During-
the drought of summer they were fed liberally with
sug-ar syrup, and by that means were made strong-

for work on fall flowers, and stored ample supply
for winter, and a very small surplus; but, about
40 f. froze to death the last half of February, and
many more are so weak that they will either die or
are too much i-educed to do more than build them-
selves up for another winter. The general failure
of the honey crop all over the country, except it

may be in one or two remote localities, followed as
it is by unprecedented low prices, causes me to turn
away from apiculture with disgust, and I do not
care to be reminded of the business every 15 days
by a new Gleanings. The whole thing is "glean-
ings" indeed, and of the leanest, thinnest kind. I

don't want to think of it. Send the paper the re-

mainder of the year (Aug. ne.vt) to .

j

Quincy, 111., Mar. 4, 188.5. J. D. Waldo.
Friend W., I know your experience has

been a little discouragi'ig, but you have re-
ported for only two seasons. " \'ery likely

i your next season would place yoii away
: above board. But if you prefer not to try it
' any longer, it is all rfght, and we will send

I

(iLEANiXGS to another address. But. my
friend, before closing may I remind you that
all kinds of business have their vicissitudesV
Lines of industry like bees, dependent on

j

the weather or other accidental circum-
stances, perhaps have more ups and downs
tlian some others; but at the same time
tlu're is also a ixissibility of greater results.
You ratlier make liglit of our jilan of glean-
imj ; but I sujipose you know that thesi' very
gleanings, many of them, tell of single small
apiaries yielding a larger income tliaii large
farms. Facts from actual exj)erlence are
IK eded to bring out the truth of any science
or industry ; and this very letter of yoiu'S is

an important factor in the general fund of
knowledge. I am inclined to think we shall
hear from you again, even if you do sell out.
Sooner or later you will long for the '•"merry
hum" once more.

One-half of the bees in this section are dead, and
most of the rest more or less diseased.

Hudson, Mich., Mar. 12, 18&5. J. C. Dickinson.

HONEV-DEW FOR WINTER STORES.
About 00 per cent of the bees that went into win-

ter with honey-dew, are dead, as far as I can learn

(and about T5 per cent of the bees with white clover

honey to winter on are alive). This is not very
satisfactor3', but it proves honey-dew to be poison-

ous as a winter food for bees. There are not bees
enough left in this county for seed, which will

make honey scarce next year. C. .1. Clahk.
P.owling Green, O., March 11, 1885.

OUTDOOR WINTERING VERSUS CELLAR WINTERING.
Bees have wintered very poorly here, more have

died than in any winter for a long time. I think

more than half the bees arc dead in this neighbor-

I hood, and 1 feel safe in saying- that the bees that

have wintered outdoors with good protection are

coming-out better than those wintered in cellar or

1
house. Some of our most experienced bee-raisers
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are having- the poorest luck, and I think it is the re-

sult of extracting- honey from the brood-chamber
during the honey season, and trying- to supply na-

ture with syrup. Sylvester Cook.
Cox's Mills, Ind.

Friend C. extracting the stores from the
brood-chamber, and leaving nothing, is cer-
tainly eery had policy; but if Ave take out the
honey and give them sugar instead, before
cold weather sets in, I think we are ahead
of nature. Uur methods should harmonize
witli nature, and with the wants of the bees.
God has placed us here on this earth to im-
prove on nature, or, if you clioose, to assist

and develop nature. IJees in hollow trees,
where nature has full sway, do not by any
means winter successfully.

HEAVY LOSSES IN CANADjV.
I am sorry to report that bees have not wintered

well in this part of Canada (Ridgeway is situated on
the line of the G. T. Railway, 18 miles from Niagara
Falls, and 13 miles from Buffalo, N. Y.). I am un-
able, at present, to tell you just what the losses

have been in other parts of the i)rovince; but I

should not be surprised to learn that they have
been severe. 1 have taken some trouble to "take
stock" of this vicinity, and find the loss about 6.}

per cent. Djsentery is quite prevalent, although
some have died from other causes. My yield this

last season was about 86 lbs. of comb honey, spring
count, ])rincipally from white clover. Basswood
yielded sparingly, but we had a good How from fall

flowers. J. F. Dunn.
Ridgeway, Oiu., March 13, lt^8.").

A Itj-VEAKOLU BOY BEE-KEEPEH, AND THE REASON
WHY HIS HOPES ARE NOT BLASTED.

I am a boy only sixteen years of age, and so of

course I do not know any thing about bees. I com-
menced last season with - colonies: increased to 4,

and took about 5 lbs. of honey. I put them into

winter quarters about Nov. 20, with lots of honey,

and to-day I lind but one alive. How is that for

cellar wintering? But in spite of all this, we have
got plenty of i^ricc lists, and oii'ls too, in this part of

Minnesota, so our neighborhood is not so cold as

friend Smith's and Pasley's. Seth Winquist.
Atwater, Minn., March 10, 1885.

I suppose, Seth, the reason why you are
still cheerful is, that the plenty of price lists

you mention tell you where' bees can be
bought cheaply, and those girls do their part
by making any boy feel ashamed of himself
if he attempts to put on a long face, or tries I

to look any thing like blasted hopes, with
i

the world all before him. God bless the •

girls as well as the boys ! There are l)attles
!

before them to light; but witli the help of
j

Ilim whose strong arm never fails, the end
shall be victory.

50 saved out of 70.

Many bees have perished during the winter. Out
j

of 70 colonies I have about ."0 left. Many that had
|

~, 5, or 10, report all dead, others pretty nearly all

gone. Even some noted bee-keepers have lost <

heavily. I lost four in your chaff' hives; had plenty

honey; think they were smothered by snow. They
had a good fly the other day; had dysentery badly.

1 had taken the pollen out, but I think it will be the
last time I'll do so. Your reversible frame, I think,

takes the lead for the present. S.H.Bolton.
Stanley, Ohio.

Friend IJ.. you say four in chaff liives had ;

plenty of lioney. Now, this " plenty of hon- I

ey "' may have been honey-dew honey, may
it not V If any one has had bees die in i

chaff hives, when fed up heavily on a syrup
made of granulated sugar, and' the feeding
done during warm weather. 1 should like to
hear the pai'ticulars. I do not believe that
removing the i)()llen had anv thing to do
with your losses; that is, I do not believe it i

made them worse^

ONLY left out OF 24.
j

My report for winter of 1885 is this: Fall count,
2i) colonies and four nuclei; spring count, 6 colonies,

j

This is a little bad, but yet I am not discouraged;
will try it again. A. L. Linuley.
Jordan, .Jay Co., Ind., March 14, 18«5.

ONLY :J left out OF 17.

My report for this spring is not very flattering. I

have two swarms left out of 17. The honey was
mostly eaten up in the brood-chamber, but plenty

in other parts of the hive. They were all dry in-

side the hives, but I think the cause of their dying
was that they ate all the honey in the cluster, and
the weather was so cold that they could not get to

other parts of the hive to get honey. The weather
has been very cold here—£6" below zero, and some
days an average of from 16 to \^° below. Inclosed

please find my order for a wax-extractor, for you
can plainly see that I am in need of one.

E. W. OSBURN.
North Adams, Mich., March 13, 1885.

Friend O.. we are glad to sell you a wax-
extractor, but I would advise yon to be not
hasty in melting up your good combs. By
and by you will get the mastery over this
wintering trouble, and then your good combs
will be needed. They will" keep a lifetime,
if properly cared for.

CHAFF-PACKED HIVES NO BETTER THAN COMMON
ONES.

There is a great mortality among the bees in this

locality this winter. Every one 1 have heard from
has met with a partial, and many of them a total

loss. The winter has been unusually severe on the

little fellows, from some cause or other. I have
lost 8 out of 17. I see no great difference between
the chaff' and common hives. Some, as strong stock

as I have, I did nothing to in the fall; some in chaff'

are very weak, whilst all have honey. It will re-

quire care and attention to bring them through.

John Coulter, Sk.
Oxford, Ohio. March 16, 1885.

Do not be in haste, friend C., to draw con-
clusions, especially with so small a number
of bees. If your bees are put away as direct-
ed in the A B V book. I am inclined to
think the losses will not be very heavy.

ALL DEAD IN CHAFF HIVES, BUT ALIVE IN SI.M-

PLICITY.

Can you give me an idea of what is the matter
with my bees':r' I have lost 10 colonies in chaff hives,

while the bees in Simplicity hives, >v'ith a little chaff

over them, are all right, and in as good shape as

when put up in the fall. They have plenty of

stores, but the h.oney is bad— nearly all honey-dew.
Do you think the honey-dew killed thcm'r' I have
made candy from granulated sugar, and fed those I

have left. The chaff hives had cushions and loose

phaff over them, and the full width of entrance left
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open. Several bee-keepers here have lost their en-

tiro apiary in the last six weeks; others one-half.

Outlook seems to show very few live bees for

spring- in this locality. E, F. Wilcox.
La Grange, O., Feb. 19, 188.5.

Friend W., I should say it was the honey-
dew tliat killed them, witliout question ; but
I confess myself unable to give any explana-
tion as to why the bees in Simplicity hivos
should have fared better. Were their stores
exactly the same a,s tiie others"? We re-

member your locality as one where honey-
dew was plentiful. Tthink stores of sugar
syrup in place of the honey-dew would have
saved them. See tlie report from your
neighbor Dan White, in anotiier column.

" Wherefore Hanun took David's servants, and
shaved them, and cut off their garments in the
midst hard bv their buttocks, and sent them away."
—I. Chron. 19:4.

That is just as we bee-keepers feel here in Harri-

rison Co., this spring, for the bees come up missing.

I will give you a report of .5 apiaries. Mr. Cavin, 60

in fall; spring, 0. Montear, TO in fall; 2 left. Shil-

ling, 28 in fall; 2 left. Hines, 50in fall; half gone,

last report. Self, 13 in fall ; 4 yet.

So let the wide world wag as it will,

We'll hee gay and happy still.

Jewett, O., Mar. 20, 1885. David Lucas.

FROM 56 TO 76, AND 7(0.1 LBS. ()!' HONEV.

AST year was my first years experience \V^th

bees. The bees that I have got do not belong-

to me. 1 am working them on shares. Last

spring- 1 started with 56 colonies, which I in-

creased to 74. 1 extracted about 7C00 U)s. of

honey. We have very good indications of a good
iioney season this year. I saw drones in our apiary

on the 2d inst. Dees were gathering pollen very
rapidly on the 4th inst. Wo had some very hard
weather here lately. The snow fell Ji'i inches deep;

on the 12th inst. the wind was from the north-east,

consequently the snow blew in and blocked up the

entrances, but I cleaned tliem out. Would it have
hurt them to have loft tiiom alone until the snow
melted, which it did in about 48 hours'? My boos are

in Simplicity hives. F. S. Et.DER.

Lake Village, Ark., Feb. 19, 1885.

Friend E., the snow around the entrance
will do no harm, no matter liovv long it is

left. The snow is so loose and porous, tluit

the air always gets through in sullicient
(luantities. Disturbing or brushing the snow
away may slir I he bees up, and do harm.
Don't meddle with the snow.

too much direct ventilation, by which one of our
most learned and scientific bee-men in this neigh-

borhood has lost heavily this winter. So far this

has been a hard winter on bees. I know of but two
who have not lost heavily. This is my first report.

Nokomis, 111., Mar. 6, 1885. E. Sandford.

E. SANDFORD S REPORT.
I went into winter quarters with 7;J colonies—6 nu-

clei and 30 rather weak; all seem to have wintered
very well, with the usual amount of dead bees in

each colony. I wintered mostly on 10 frames,
whether weak or strong. I use the 10-frame Sim-

l)licity hive; and in fixing- for winter I took off the
enameled cloth and put on a very thin muslin, and
that so late that they could not wax or seal it before
cold weather. I then filled the top story with corn
silks, well pressed down, leaving the entrance 8x?8

open. The advantages this method of packing has
over cushions ai-e, there are no crevices, causing

FRO.M 25 TO 40, AND 2770 LBS. OF HONEY.
I must say a word for my bees. Last April, when

I returned from Florida, I found them all alive but
two colonies, 25 in all, generally in good condition.

Bee-men in general complained of the season being

very poor. As for myself, 1 have no reason to com-
plain. I extracted 1740 lbs.; comb honey, 1030 lbs.,

which makes 111 lbs. and a fraction to the colony,

spring count. From one-half to two-thirds of my
honey the past season was made from red clover;

the rest from white clover, our only source of honey
in this part of the State. I have increased the past

season to 40 colonies, all strong, and full of honey at

this writing-. J. F. Miller.
Millersburg-, Ky., Feb. 23, 1885.

>iv report for 1884.

We commenced the season with 6 colonies, and in-

creased to 18; sold 4 of them for $.50.00 before we ex-

tracted any, and from the 14 that were left we ex-

tracted a little over 1200 lbs., so we have now 14 to

commence with this year. How do you think this

will do for a beginner'? Mrs. P. H. Hall.
Luling, Texas, March 16, 1885.

Tiptop, my friend.

O.NLV ONE lost OUT OF 80.

I have lost only one colony out of eighty. My
bees are in the best condition I ever had them at

this time of the season. M.\i) T.\lbert.
Morrlstown, Ind., Mar. 9, 18a5.

ONLY TWO lost OUT OF 7.5.

Bees in this section are faring rather hard this

winter. I have lost only 2 out of 75, up to date, but

I hear that manj' around here have lost heavily,

while others have lost all. N. Case.

Orangeville, O., March 9, 1885.

a GOOD report FROM MISSOURI.
To-day I examined four swarms of my bees to get

them to rearing drones; some are rearing brood,
and one had sealed brood. I never saw bees in finer

condition, nor stronger, so early in the spring. I

have 35 colonies, all are alive, and took a good Ily

today. Bees are packed In chaff, and no dead col-

onies. I shall run 100 nuclei for queens this sum-
mer, and more if needed. G. A. Beech.
Quitman, Mo., Feb. 27, 1885.

a QUESTION FOR FRIEND DOOLITTLE.
N Gleanings, Feb., 1885, Mr. G. M. Doolittle, in

his article on comb honey, says he puts 5 or 6

frames of empty comb for a new swarm. What
does he do with the remainder of the space?

Does he put in the remainder of the frames
empty, or does he put in division-boards? An an-

swer would greatly oblige. I consider Feb. 1st No.

of Gleanings worth the price for a whole year.

Set me down as a life subscriber. E. W. James.
Summit Grove, Ind., March 9, 1885.

[Thank you, friend J. I presume friend D. meant
to use a division-board; but if the colony were large

enough, and needed more room, I think he would
put in more empty combs. Will he please answer?!
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VIALLON S NEW FACTORY ALREADY STARTED.
The following is at hand just as we go to press:
Jly new factory is just completed, and I liave steamed up

this morning:, and I am again in i-unning or<ler, except tor
sections. P. L. Vi.\li,on.
Bayou Uoula, La., March 23, 1885.

That is what I call business, friend V. Such en-
erg'y deserves encouragement, does it not, boys?

C. K. IsHAM, Peoria, N. Y., sends us samples of

some very nice wooden separators, about 1-16 inch

thick. These separators, he states, are cut from
well-seasoned lumber, and will therefore keep
straight. The prices of these separators are 50 cts.

per 100, or -¥4.00 per 1000.

STINGLESS BEES.
The newspapers get hold of these about once in

so often, for a sensation, and then the item goes
the rounds. These bees do not amount to any thing.

They have been carefully tested; and although it is

true, they do not sting, it is also true that they do
not gather any honey of any account. There is no
rose without its thorn.

MAIL, EXPRESS, OR FREIGHT.
When making an addition to an order you have

previously made, or when referring to something
you have had or ordered, please state whether by
mail, express, or freight, for a separate set of

clerks are employed on each department, and much
time will be saved by saying how you ordered the

goods sent.

OUR OWN APIARY.
We are happy to say that our apiarist, Mr. Wm.

Kimber, has gone thus far with his 198 colonies,

with the loss of only T. With reasonably fair weath-
er, the probability is we shall not lose any more.
The evidence is heavily in favor of stores of granu-
lated sugar. Neighbor H. has lost nearly half of

his River apiary, and we think it was owing almost

entirely to the stores of honey-dew honey.

A .lOURNAL ON CARP CULTURE.
A NEAT little sheet comes to us from the neigh-

boring town of Akron. O., entitled. National Journal

of Carp Culture. There is a real want for a journal

on carp culture, and we gladly welcome the new
comer among our rural class journals. The abund-
anoe of beautiful springs in the vicinity of Akron
would, we should suppose, give wonderful facilities

for making carp-ponds, especially in keeping the

water at a uniform level the year round; for these

soft-water springs of Summit County are, as a rule,

never-failing. I presume the editor has, of course,

a pond or ponds of his own, in order that he may
give us the benefit of his practical experience in the

new industry, but T do not find any mention of it in

this first number.

nUDDING AND PRUNING KNIVES.
We have just added to our counter store, knives

j
for the above purpose, made by the celebrated

! Northfield Knife Co., expressly for us. We have

j

three pruners and one budding-knife. The heavi-

est pruner, which has a metal plate on the lower

end, and is heavy enough to drive a pretty good-

sized nail, is 7.5 cts. The next size to this above is

:]o, and the smallest 2.5 cts. Budding-knife, £5 cts.

If wanted by mail, the postage on the above knives

will be C, .5, ,3, and 5 cts. respectively. My name is

put on the blade of each knife, and I do not hesitate

to guarantee them equal to any thing made, as to

steel and temper. We are enabled to give the

above low prices because we buy them' in large

quantities.

BUSINESS AT THE PRESENT DATE.

I AM glad to be able to saj-, that although we have

been a little behind, we have now caught up on
every thing, unless it is a few orders for odd-sized

sections, which have been delayed on account of

the difficulty in getting lumber sufficiently season-

ed fast enough. As we have now fine weather, bj'

the time this reaches you we hope to have every
order clear up. Well, as we are so much abreast of

the season, we extend the discounts on foundation-

mills, sections, and comb fdn., 10 per cent from list

' prices, until our next issue. Beeswax is still low,

I

compared with former seasons, probably, some-

j

what, on account of the loss of so many bees. May
be we shall be enabled to carry the above discounts

through the entire season. We will if we can; but

demand and supply must regulate the matter.

THE NEW WEEKLY "CANADIAN BEE-JOURNAL."
We have long expected that friend Jones would

be obliged to publish a bee-journal, sooner or later,

but we did not quite expect it would start out to be

a weekly bee-journal at the outset. So it is, how-
ever. We have the following from friend Jones

to-day:
We suppose that you have, of coorse, heard that we are go-

ing to have a Canadian Bee-Jodrnal. Canadian beekeepers
have been at us incessantly to start one, for raanv years past,
and wc have at last decided to try it. It will consist of same
iniiiil.ri-..r )m,l:vs .-IS N,,iiis. ,111(1 :it >aiH,' piirc. There wlllbe
lull till' iimnli.-r ,11 |.:i,j-,-. Ill 1 :.rli 11 M 1 11 1 1. r , I ill t it will be issued
Mc.kis iii-t,;Ml ,ii ,> .'i^ |>\.. ^^.,l^v. w , v, ,i 1 it t o Work in uni-
>.iiiv\iili ,-ill .Mir i.i(.il,ci-,|.iii.ii>liri ,v. Wr kii,.w that we can
wUii VL.ii. Wi- jiULiid pulilL-hiuu lii.-^t i.-MU- about the fir-t of
April.'

^
D. A. Jones & Co.

Beeton, Ontario, March H, 1885.

In friend Jones's prospectus we find the following

sensible remarks:
Though it may ultimately prove a source of fair recompense

for the aniount'of labur expended, it will be some yeai-s before
it docs sn, and vuu all know that it is not a pleasant prospect

In the bnsim-ss.

THE A B C OF POTATO CULTURE.
Tm-s is to be a book of 50 or 60 pages, size and

style of the ABC book. It is written by Mr. T. B.

Terry, the successful farmer and potato-grower of

the State of Ohio. Mr. Terry is emi)loyed most of

his winters in giving lectures before farmers' insti-

tutes, and he is always authority on any thing con-

nected with agriculture. The book is not only a

valuable one to ])Otuto-growcrs, but a great part of

it applies to the management of almost any crop on
the farm, especially to the preparation of the soil,

manures, etc. Mr. Terry reminds me a good deal of

friend Hutchinson's early writings. He is emphat-

ically opposed to farmers investing largely in com-

mercial fertilizers, new-fangled seeds, and, to a
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considerable extent, In new - tangled machinery.

His advice is, to make jour own fei-tilizers on the

farm. Take good care of that which jou have al-

ready; make two blades of grass g-row (or two pota-

toes, if you choose) where one grew before. Make
the most of what you have got; and when you get a

little money ahead, then try the novelties cautious-

ly, if you have a mind to. Price of the book, 3.5 cts.

;

by mail, 4!) cts. We expect to have it ready to mail

liy May 1.

ORDEKINr. HEAVY MERCHANDISE KY EXPRESS.

Troubles have already commenced in this di-

rection. Almost every day one or more of the

friends order 500 or 1000 section bo.xos by express.

Well, unless the order goes to the South, and in the

majority of cases it does not, we know before the

goods are started that the express charges will be a

gi-eat deal more than the goods are worth—some-
times more than double. What shall we do—wi'ite

and explain before shipjnng, and take the risk of

being told that the one who ordered knew his own
business, and would thank us to ship as directed, or

shall we obey orders, and then have the sender re-

fuse to take the goods because the charges are so

much more than he exi)ected, leaving us to i)ay the

enormous sum ourselves;' We have tried all sorts

of ways, but none of them always meet with ap-

proval. If when you want something by express
that is very heavy, and on account of particular

circumstances are willing to jjay charges a good
deal more than the thing is worth, if you will so

state it it will make our duty plain and easj'. For
instance, suppose you say, in ordei-ing ijOO sections

by express, " I know the charges on thesc-goods
will be fearful, but I want them for a i)articular

purpose, and am willing to staud it." Vou see, we
do not know Avhether you are posted in ordering
goods, and know just what you are al)out, or

whether you said express charges without thinking
or knowing that such bulky goods are never sent by
express unless some si)ecial contingency demands
that they should be on hand instantly, without re-

gard to cost.

reversible frames, AOAl.X.

It pains me to see so many working on this mat-
ter, and taking the trouble to send me models not
only of what ha.s already been done, but working on
something that has been ruled out l)y universal con-

sent. For instance, a great part of the whole num-
ber are for using frames at fixed distances from
each other, whereas the majority of bee-keepers
have decided that fixed distances can not be toler-

ated. Another class have an arm, of wire or met-
al attached to each of the four corners of the frame.
I believe this has been decided by universal consent
to be too much nuichinery. Another class hitch the

arrangement to the top bar, which is simply uailed

in the end of the end-bar. If you use a reversing
device, it needs to be attached to the CHdbar, for
obvious reasons. Still otliers send us something
that will mash the bees, or cut them in two across
the rabbet. / should rule out all these. Another
large class pi'opose having a supporting-arm half

way down the frame, and the rabbi t or strip of met-
al fixed half way down the end of the hive to hold

it. This is old and discarded, luit it comes up in

new forms several times a day. Our friends of the
B. D. J. come the nearest to making this practicable
by making the bottom story of the hive half depth.

Frames can be handled very well in such a hive;

but the cap, or top-story, must slip down over the
upper half of the frames. Now, when the bees
build fins of comb from the upper part of the frames
to this cap, or half-story, what are you going to do
when you want to take off said cap? Heddon's ar-

rangement, and the one we are making, seem to me
to be the only practical devices yet submitted, al-

though the number sent in is hundreds. One thing
more: Whatever device is adopted should permit us
to use both fratnes and hives already in use, and
should be so it can be attached to the frame without
nails or screws, or boring more than one hole at each
end-bar. This would rule out friend Heddon's ar-

rangement, but our own would fill the bill.

We have to-day, March :30, 6234 subscribei

CONVENTION NOTICES.

The bee-keepers' association of North-Western
Indiana will meet on Wednesday, the 8th day of
April, 1S85, at 1(1 o'clock A. m., and 2 o'clock p. .m., in
the jury-room at the Court-House, in Laporte, Ind.

A. Fahnestock, Sec.

On account of the prevalence of smallpox in the
city of St. Joseph, Mo., the semi-annual meeting of
the Western Bee-Keepers' Association well be held
at the Court-house in Independence. Mo., April 23
and 24, 18K5. C. -M. Cra.nuall, Sec.

The Elbert Co. bee-keepers will hold their next
meeting in the (iraiigc Hall, at Bowman, Ga., April
4, 1885. All interestc«l are iin ited to attend and
make the meeting as interesting as i)i>ssil)le.

W. K. He.ndru Ks, I'res. J. A. Dii.i.ashaw, Sec.

The Linwood llee-Keepers' Association will be
held at Hock Elm Center, Wis., in Condit's Hall,
May 4, 188.5, at 10 a. m. All intercsteti are cordially
invited to attend, and make the meeting a profitable
one. Prominent bee-keepers are expected.

15. .1. Thompso.n, Sec.

The second annual meeting of the Western New
York and Northern Pa. IJee-Keepers' Association
will be held at Cuba, N. Y., Tuesday, May 4, 1885. A
very large attendance is anticii)ated,as inany prom-
inent bee-keepers are located in this territory,
and are members of the organization.

W. A. Shew.ma.v, Sec'y.

•iglilOED T ?ECTI0N^.€-
ONE-FZECZ:, V aROOVE.

FIli:ST cLA.ss IX EVERY liESL'ECT.
They took first premium at Michigan State Fair

last September. Every apiarist who uses them
once wants no other. Will send two samples by
mail for 4 cts. postage, or 1(X)0, 4'^, for ^=4.00. Kegu-
lar price is *4. 5(1; per r>iHH), vj;21; per 10,000, $40. Send
for circular, etc. Adihcss

BERLIN FRUIT-BOX CO.,
T-8d Berlin IIi<:lit!«, Eiie Co., O.

il»rEaS«NT-VALLEY *PURY.l
ALEIiw Alir 0CL:E1I ITALLliT IjEEHS.

Cntesteil. atler.June 1 to October $1 GO
Perone-lialf dozen 5 Oil

Tested, Each 2 00
Select Tested, large and Light-colored 3 01)

Full Colonies in Langstrotli er Simplicity hives 8 00
Nucleus Colonies (no (lueem. two-lranie 2 25

" Three-rraine 3 00
Sale arrival guaranteed, and all orders filled on

short notice, or money returned. Golden Italian
i,)ueeiis, reared in mj^ home yard of over 70 full
eoloiiies (all pure), and the Albinos in my di.stant
Apiai-y. Our winters are long and severe; my
strains have stood the icft of hanliuesx, as I have
always wintered on summer stands, and have not
lost a single colony in the past 4 years. Sample of
my large light-colored workers sent for 10 cents.
Address E. lu. Wi!:HTCOU"T.

FAIR HAVEN, KUTLAOT CO., VT.
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BEESWAX. Bee-Hives.
? into Given foiiiulation on >;lmres or ior cash, =**'*^ aBaBWWJMarie into Givi'n foiinrlation on i^liares or lor casli

on Iu\vjniljle terms, liest niaeliincry, exiit-ricnccd
hands. AVestcrn bee-keepers, please take notice;
save freight or delay, and seem c an aitiele as good
as any for all purposes. .BOII^ iBIKU,
7-12db Bradford, lliiekasaw Co., Iowa.

J. W. K. SHAW & CO.,
LOREAUVILLE, - IBERIA PARISH, - LA.
We lire at this date iMareli Ki) sendin.s<- out tested

(]iieens. li.\- t he 1st of Ai)ril will lie alile to snpply
all demands for untested hy i-cttirn mail, from our
choicest strains. Tested, $1.50, $;j.OO, and $3.0X Un-
tested, $1.00. Special rates to dealers on y, doz. and
dozen orders. 7d

We have still on hand TO lbs. of our old nonpareil
type for sale. For a sample of it, see any number
of Gleanings previous to May 15, 1881. Also IT lbs.

of Italic, if desired. As it is all pacKed, we can not
divide either lot. The Roman includes .5 lbs. and
over of "logotypes;" that is, the words tite, and,
t)iat, i)i<j, tidu, etc., are made all on one body, thus
facilitating composition. We offer the lot at 30 cts.

per lb. A. I. ROOT. Medina, Ohio.

VA/AMTCn STUDENTS, Ladies or gentlemen,
WAIiIlUi to learn PEACTICAL EAILKOAD and OOM-
MEEGIAL TELEGEAPHV. Line and instruments fur-
nished free. Hoard reasonable. Address

Mil. and MRS. A. R. UNDERBILL,
Ttfdb La Grange, Lorain Co., Ohio.

I expect to be able to fur-
nish 1, 2, and 3 frame nu-
clei the last of INIay and
first of .Tune. Send for
prices. DAN WHITE,
Ttfdb New London, O.

FOUNDATION
SECTIONS, &(].

BEES
EEVEESIBLE FEAME KEVEieSlBL.!^

that will fit any Laugstroth hive. Sample by mall,
1.5c. One set, 8 frames, by mail, 80c. By express,
40e; $1 per hundred. Also white poplar and bass-
wood sections. Send for circular.

O. J. ilKTHEKINGTON & CO..
T-9-lld East Sai»liiaiv, lUicli.

ITALIAN BEES & QUEENS.
As usual I will have tices to sell by the colony or

nucleus at reasonable prices. None by the [tound
until about June 1. E. A. GASTIIAN, DSDATUE, ILL. Td

1879! ITALIAN PEENS, 1885,
For Italian queens in their purity, and that can

not be excelled; Comb Foundation and supplies
generally, send for circular. T. S. HALL,
Ttfdb Kirlij 's Creek, Jackson Co., Ala.

ONE-PIECE SECflONS A SPECIALTY,
We make five st> li^s and all sizes, and keep other

supplies. Sample huiiilred, .")'! cts. Sample and cir-

cular free. Orders ttiled promptly.
TWd _ B. WALKER ^ CO., CAPAO, ST. CLAIK CO., MICH.

_

WE are out of Jan. and Feb. numbers of 18.s2, of
which we would like a few copies, and will pay

Ulc each for them. A. I. H( )( ) T, Medina, ( ).

Simply Send meYourlMame
and address, i)la!nly written on a postal card, and 1

will send in return myeii-eular and price list ot Ital-

ian and Holy-Land Bees and (,)ue(ii>, tree.
T-lUdb J. C. MISHLEP., LI20WIEE. NOBLE CO., IWD.

WHO WANTS IT IN APRIL?
1 to 5000 lbs. Ki-ood (S'aXlT'a or smalleri,

Comb Foiiiidulioii, strietlypure wax, made on
Root's mill, r)Oc per lli.; thni, '»'(;.

ITIOUICL. KICi^-HlVE €0.,
T 8d Cor. 52d A: JenVisou St., IMiil'a, Pa.

With a Capacity of 7000 Square Feet
of Floor.

We claim the best facilities for furnishing sup-
plies in the South-east. OUE NEW FACT0E7 is equip-
jjed with the best and latest improved machinery,
which enables us to furnish our goods up to tlie
times, and will furnish ALL EINDS AT VEEY EEASONA-
BLE PEICE3. Parties needing supplies would do well
to see our price list before buying.

QUEESVSS and BEES for (885.
It should lie remembered that wc are HEADaUAE-

TEE3 PC?. THE ALBINOS, and make a specialty of this
variet.\-. We also breed from select Italians.
Send for circular and price list.

S. VALENTINE & SON,
Ttfd HAGERSTOWN, MD.

T ARISE to say, to the
A readers of Gle.4NINGS,
that (luring the coming sea-
son, Uoolittle win rear
queens from his best Italian
stock at the following prices

:

Untested queens, each $ 1.00
'• per doz. 10.20

Untested queens reared by
natural swarming, each 1.50

" per doz. *1.5.00

Tested queens, each . . . 2.00
•' by natural

swarming, each 3.C0
Tested queens, 1S84 rais-

ing, sent in May, each 5.00
Extra selected, two y'rs

old, each lO.CO

If any further informa-
tion is dc<iied, send for circular. Address

^. jr. 1)oot.ittlt:,
T ISorocliiio, Oiioinl(if/(i Co., JV. 1'.

SAFE INTRODUCTION OF QDEEl^S GUARANTEED
By using Dyke's Safe Introdueinu- and Shipjiing
Cage. This cage was well tested last year all o\ er
the U. S. and Canada, and only one report of failure
was received of all the queens sent out.
Prices (safe arrival and introduction guaranteed.)

In Mav. In June. Alter June.
Untested Italian Queen . ...S;i 65 I S<1 38 I #1 10
Tested " " 3 30 2 T5 3 20
Warranted " " 3 20

|
1 93 | 165

Or v.-e will send queens in the sale cage with full
dii'eetions. safe arrival only guaranteed lor prices

NO FOUL BKOOD ni'THlVcEOTIIN.' wI^e'ler"to"lst City
Bank of Pomeroy. Catalogue giving full particu-
lars and prices, free. Send for it.

T-lT-d S. A. DYKE & CO., lOMEEOY, MEIGS CO., OHIO.

•-No.Oa.tiuserE. ) ABBOT L. SWINSON, ( No.Ca.aiisecs.''
*Cr(nn'o/((),,s. - Pn>,>rutn,; - Cypruois. «
g< Italicui.'i. ) Goldstoro, Wayne Co., N. C. ( Syrians, ih

PIUCE OF LAYINt; ITALIANS Mav June July to Oct.

$1 00
I

SI to
I

*1 00
6 00

I
5 OU

3 CO
I

3 50
I

15 Od
I

13 00
I

5 00
3 CO
11 m

Untested queens, each
" !i doz

Best tested queens, each ...

'i doz...

The other races, one-fourth more. For nuclei,
add T') cts. lor each L. frame of bees and brood to
juice of queen. Pure wax foundation, 50 cts. per
lb. ; .-)!i lbs. and over, 48 cts. T-9-lld

TlIK SI < < ESS FOUND.VnON-F VSTEINER
is a recent invention that will be apineeiated by

all inactieal ajiiarists. "Nothing better can be de-
sired.'- C. If. Dihhnu, Mibni, in. "A great way
ahead oC the Parker u\m-\uiw."—U. ^J. l>oiilittle,Bor-
iiiUiiii. y. )'. "It lakes the cake; the fastening is a
eoniiilete .iob, as I ne\-er saw it before."— C/i((S. F.
Muth, Cinciuiiiili, ii. Correspondence with supi)ly
dealers solicited. Ciriailars tree. Price of fastener
for 1-lb. sections. >=l.(i(i: for from 'j lb. to 3 lb. sec-
tions, f1.35. GIWITS & SON, WEST JEESEY, ILL. Td
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IMPORTED QUEENS.
In April, 11 francs in gold.
May and Juno, . - . . ]n

July and August, - - - q .. .. ..

September and October, . - 7 " " "

No order received for less than 8 queens. Queens
which die In transitwiUbe replaced only if sent back
in a letter. CHARLES BIANCONCINI & CO.,
3-13d Bologna, Italy.

0aUan §tmM*^ ^* ^^#
Full colonies in Simplicity hive, L. frame, May,

$10.00; June, $.8C0.

Italian q\]eens from Imported stock. Untested,
in June and after, $1.00; tested, $3.50.

I send out none but good bees and queens, such
as I am willing to keep in my own apiary. 1 have
been in the business eight years, and am yet to
have the fir.«t dissatisfied customer. Rarncs circu-
lar saws, new and sccond-luind.

D. S. BASSSTT,
7-indb FAEN'JMSVILLE, W0E02STES CO . MASS.

BEECH'S QUEENS
Warranted Italian queens, from Imijorted mother.

May 1st, «1. 00; iflO.OO jjcr doz. Choice select tested
queens, $3.50. I guarantee safe arrival and satis-
faction, ff. A. IIEKCH,
7-12db Box "4. Quitman^ Nodaway Co., Mo.

Rape Seed, '^i.Si^.vo'f"^
51 00. Spiclcr-
per lb. ^iliii It-

son Plants, .*r,.(l()i)er tlinns;uKl. Must inclose ISc

per lb. for postage. AXDKKW CritXEV,
T-lOdb College Jlill, Poughkeepsie, X. V.

HEADQUARTERS ffl THE SOUTH
FOS THE MANUFACTUKE AND SALE OF

BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES
The Only Steam Factory Erected in the South, fJx-

chisively for the Manufacture of Hives, Frames,
Sections, Etc.

Viallon, and Root Simplicity Hives, Comb Foun-
dation, Extractdrs, Smokers, etc. Italian Queens
and early four-frame nuclei a specialty. Full colo-
nies in any quantity. For more particulars, and
prices, send for my Descriptive Illustrated Cata-
logue. Also see ad. in February 1 number.
Cash market price for wax. atfd

P. L. VIALLOM,
Bayou Goula, Iberville Parisli, L.a.

Full Colonies. Xuclei, and Qiieens a specialty. If
you intend bu,\ ing lioes or queens this season, send
for my circular and price list. You will save money
by so doing.

C. C. VAUGHN, Columbia, Tenu.

NOW READY! NOV/ READY!!
500 U, S, STANDARD HONEY-EXTRACTORS,

1000 TOLEDO SMOKERS,
Both of which took tlie first premium at Ohio, Indi-
ana and Michigiin Tri-State Fair in Sept., 1884. We
also manufacture and deal in a fullline of Apiarian
Supplies. Send address lor circular. 3-9d

E. T. LEWIS & CO., Toledo. Lucas Co., 0.

ITALIAN OHEENS. 15

Apiarian Supplies. ^S^ '^i,^S^,ft
SlIJTBlTlIiK AND WIIN'I-ICK IIIVK, Combiiui-
tion Family Crate. Hoii(\ -IJoard. and Section |{ack.
Circular free. J. V7. CLAKr., Clirkslurs, Mcniteiu Cr, Mj.

J. T. WILSON,
NICHOLASVILLE, KY.

IT IS A SUCCESS.
Rabbits in the apiary will keej) the grass and

weeds down better than a lau-n-mower. Circular
free. A. A. I'lC ADKMSLICG,
7-13db Port Washington, O

FLAT - BOTTO.'TI COMB FOINDATION.
High side-walls, f to U S(iuare feet to

the jjound. Circulai- and sami)les free.

B.^^*55'vx?| J- VAN DEUSEN & SONS.'
4tfd Sole Mamtfactarers,
SPROUT BROOK, MONT. CO., N. Y.

SBCTioifs
." Bee-Keepers' Supplies

ful ALL-IN ONE-FIECE BES-
thousand. sliippecl from
great saving in freiglit

I am selling those lieaui

LIN SECTIONS at SI r,0 per
our factorv, wliieli will he
to all west of Detroit. S.

get prices for hi\-es in Hal, and niaile up. Frame
Foundation, Smokers, ami all useful a|>pliances tc

the apiary. 31. II. lIU^fT,
Ttfdb Bell Brancli, AVayne Co., micli.

.•.[A.Nl-FACTrniCK

ONE-PIECE SECTIONS,
MtKic from liii.s.strooil.

ForSDATIOy, SMOKERS, ETC.

PLYMOUTH nOOK. Will send setting of 13 choice Ply-
mouth-Rock eggs for St.00, carefully packed.

7tfdb E. F. WILCOX, La (Jrange, Ohio.

for Price List to

:h & Goode
ROCK FALLS, WHITESIDE CO., ILL.

Smith & Goodell, '"r" Derr &, Harris.

APPIiE-TKIiES, ASPAKAGIIS KOOTS,
HAnnv cat.VliPA-tkkfs,

to exchange for Italian and Syrian (,)ueeiis am
Bees, or for sale. If you wish to exehanue. \\ rite m
at once what you have. A. .1. .\i »i;kis.
7-8-9d Cedar Falls, Black Mawk to., Iowa.

W. Z. HUTCHINSON,
ROGERSVILLE, GENESEE CO., MICH.,

Can furnish ,just as neat, white, smooth, and per-
fect dovetailed white-v)oplar sections as there arc
made. Send for sample and prices. 3tfd

Ohlfst IS,;: P ill AmirkK-EstahUshrd
,

AMEEIGAH BEE JOURNAL,
WEEKI^Y, at $2.00 a year.

ITIOXTIILY EDITION, 16 pages, SOc. a year.

025 West Madison Street, Clilcaso, 111.

^or Sale!
Dark leather-colored or light Italian bees and

queens. Manufacturer of comb foundation. Cash
for Beeswax. Send for Price List, free.

E. PETERMAN.
5-7-n-lI-i:M5d Waldo, ^iieboygan Co., Wis.
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ITALIAN BEES.
Dollar Queens and Niieleus Swarms si)eeialties,

from Juue 1, to Oct. 1. 500 customers say nij- strain

of Italians surpass everything-. Foundation from
clean yellow wax furnished as low as it can be
made. Send for Circular to 5-7-011-i:M5d

AV. H. PROCTOK, Fuirliavoii, \t.

BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES,
BEE-BOOKS, & LE CONTE PEAR-TREES

One pear-tree sent postpaid lor fO cents.

2tfd T. .1. arw, Tnlhihoiiui, Triiit.

TESTED aUEENS, $2.00. Untested, $1.00. 4-framc nu-
clei, *;1.50 and §4..50. Mississippi wa.x-extractor,

$3.00. OSCAR r. BLEDSOE, Grenada, Miss. 3tfd

HEADaUAETEES IN THE WEST FOE

ITALIAN and CYPKIAN (QUEENS.
Tested Cj'prian queens from imported mother

(Jones's importation), in April, S5.00; in May, $4.00;

in June and after, $3.00. Warranted Cyprian queens,
in May, $2.00; in June and after, $1.50. Italian
queens from imported mother (Root's importation),
after May 15th, $1.00. I have had experience in

breeding queens, and guarantee satisfaction. Order
now, and pay ^vhen you want queens.

Address W. McKAY DOUGAN, M. ».,
5tfd Seneca, Newton Co., Mo.

HIVES OF DIFFERENT VARIETIES:

FRAMES, SHIPPING - CRATES, WIRE
NAILS, ETC.

Send for circular and price list before i)urchasing.

IUIL.L.GR BRO'S iV <U>.,

5-T-Od Dijdeii, ITIioIi.

JOB LOT OF WIRE CLOTH
AT am.ATLV liicTH (j:j) J'Juck

s

.

Such a brisk demand has siirun;^- up for this, and
our customers seem t(i lie so iinicli pleased with the
goods, we ha\'c s\iec(TdiMl in lirttiiiy another still

larger lot, of unc (if the hll;i<•^t mann lactni'crs of
wire cloth in the world. I'lease l;ear in mind that
the only way in which we can aflord to sell it at the
very low price of I'i cts. per sq. ft. is by selling the
entire remnant just as it is put up. We have now
in stock the following pieces. As fast as it is sold,

each pi( ( ( is (r(.>s(<l out, and the next issue will

show what icnunii^.
Wirjtli, s iTiclii^. :: 1 (ills ooiitaiiiiiiij respectively 50, 50, and

lis, itaiiii respect! 70, 65,

\\ Kith, K, iiK Ins.— 1 roll containing 130 squai-e feet
w idi h II III, ii, s.— 1 roll, eontaininp: 150 square feet.
\\ iiit h, .' nil h, >.—2 rolls, containing respectively, 250, ami

\\ Hlili. 'Ii 111. Iks.-5 rolls, containing respectively, 215, -MO,

:;ii-i r,. :.ihi JK. Mjuare feet.
w nil h. K III, Ins.— 1 roll, containing 204 square feet.
wKltli, : :s in, Ins.—4 rolls, containing respectively, 310, 300, 2110,

rtM(i:iltis.|iial-._- feet.
Width, nj iMclies.—3 rolls, containing respectively, 320 and

Widtli, r; in(ii( s.—One roll, containing 245 square feet.

A. I. ROOT, MEDINA, OHIO.

Bee-Hives and Supplies.
\Vc ha\'e remodeled our maehiner.v, and can till

oi-dcrs on short notice. If wanted, odd sizes made.
Send ordeis now before the rush comes. We have
a large stock on hand now. We give 3 per cent dis-
count till Fcl). 1. Price list free.

B. J. MILLER & CO..
2-l~'d Nappanee, Elkhart Co.. Ind,

SirljudCood! ITALIAN ;rau NUCLEI,
TESTED AND rXTKSTKl) (.'IKEXS, RAISED

ONLY FROM THE ItKST IMPORTED
AND HOME-HRKD STOCK.

Untested Queens, April and May $1 25
" " June and after 100

Tested queens, April and May 3 00
June and after 2 lO

Dozen rates on application.
3-frame nuclei, with lots of hers. June and after 3 00
Safe arrival guaranteed. < ii-der early.

\v. J. i<:l.l.im4»>,
5 7d Statebui|£, !>>iiiiit. r <'«>., S. «'.

FEUIT, SHADE, AND HONEY.
Bee-keepers, please see my advertisement in

Gleamnos for Nov. 1.5, 1884, page 7H0, and order at
once. Two dozen for $1.00, postpaid. Address
ftfdb JNO. W. MAETI^^ GEEENWOOD DEPOT, VA.

BEE-HIVES,
ONE-PIECE SECTIONS,

COMB FOUNDATION,
—.\N1)—

Bee - Keepers' Supplies (ilenerally.
J-rice Lint Sent Fvcr.

J. J. HURLBERT,
1-11 Imo Lyndon, "Whiteside Co.. 111.

^ Colonies, Nuclei, and Queens, >^

\mj For terms, address f-o-7-9d^^ S. D. McLEAN, COLUMBIA, MAUEY CO., TENNESSEE. sS^

PATENT
JOUNDATION
Mills ,gT^i

W.e.PELHAM
MAYSVILLE,KY.

Basswood-Trees.
Basswood-trees 1 to.l feet hiffh. - - $1.5 I pei- 100

Hard-maple trees, '\ to 5 feet high, - - 1.50 per 100
Mountain-ash, ornamental, 3 to 5 feet. 10 cts. apiece.
Address HENRY WORTH,

Itfd Borodino, Onondaga Co., N. Y.

r" MUTH'S
HONEY-EXTRACTOR,

sQiJAKE (;l.ass honey-jaiss,
TIN IIITCKETS, BEE-IIIVEK,

HONEY-SECTIONS, Ac, Sec.

Apply to (HAS. F. MUTH, Cixcinnati,0.
P. S.—Send 10-cent stamp for " Practical Hints to

Bee-Kcepers." Itfd

ALL DOVETAILED SECTIONS
EANCiSTROTM AM)

|

BROOD .\ND WIDE
CHAFF HIVES, ]

FRAMES,
SHIPPING -CRATES, WIRE NAILS, ETC., ETC.

Send for Circular.

GEO. WHEELEE, NOEWIOH, CHENANaO CO., N. Y.

^'-3-tfd

DADANT'S FOUNDATION FACTORY, WHOLE-
SALE AND RETAIL. See advertisement in

another column. 3btfd
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—s^JTALIAN BEES
J Ml (jT'i:r-:\s.,,r !:<;(, s m- those popular

(wrftNDOffEYFOWLS?] I'E'i^— II f cular and
Price List, sent free to all applicants. Send your
address, plainly written, to ./. €. BO fFMAX,
iJ-7-9-lld Noyfli L,hna, Mahoniitf/ Co., Ohio.

TURE ITALIANS.T-n^sil-SS
Tested queens I

>-2.50
I S2.25 I $1.75

Untested queens
I | 1.25 |

. 1.00
neesper pound I 2.00 I 1.50 I 1.00
Nuclei per comb of 4O0O |

| |

bees and brood
I 1.75

|
1.25 | .90

Sllverhull buckwheat, S1.20 per bushel. Instructive
circular free. S.C.PERRY,

t)-7tfd PoRTL.\xi>, ToxiA Co., Mich.

DAKOTA-RED POTATOF-S. One pound by
mail, postpaid, for 50 cts. Supply limited.

ti-7d J. E. BEISTOL, Harpersville, Broome Co., N. 7.

Or^ COLONIES OF IT.\TJAN BEES FOR SALE.
OVP 6-8d JI. ISllELL,, Norwlcli, N. \'.

PRICES REDUCED.
Comb foundation, e(jual to any in the market,

at reduced prices. Send for samples and price list.

J. C. WHITTEIV,
(itfdb Genoa, Cayui;a Co., N. Y.

BE SURE"
To sen<iap<j.-tal card lor our illuslratcl calaldjzuc of

APIARIAN ,'^S!S.,o'"T;'"S;;i' SUPPLIES
tains illustrations and descriptions ol cn cry tliinjjr

new and desirable in an ujiiary,

AT THE I^OWEST PRICE*.

. J. C. SAYLES,
1 ]2db Hartford. IVashiiiKton Co.. Wis.

B00KIP -!•

Why not buy your Queens and IJecs direct from
t lie breeder? 25 cents saved is 25 cents made. I am
now bookinfT orders for (Jueens and Hees, to be de-
livered in .\])rjl, Mav, and ,Iiiiic. Send for my new
Price List. Address 4r,-C-7d.

W. S. CAUTHEN,
PLEASANT HILL, LAlv'CASTEE COUNT?, SOUTH CAEOLINA.

DADANT'S FOUNDATION FACTOE?, WHOLESALE and RETAIL.
See advertisement in another cohimn. iJbtfd

IFM^OlTwANT
A GOOD ON E-PIKCI-: SECTION CHEAl\

Send to us. Sample and Price List Free.

SMITH & SMITH, KENTON, HARDIN CO., OHIO.
2ttdb _

Of ttt?Ot?fJtJt/ '^ v:\luablo Fruit, succeeds
O i* U £>D tl flH T » on all soils, and is a profitable
fruit to jrruw fur market. Two dozen plants by
mail, ?^1. Deseripti\c price list free.

Dklus SiAi'LKs, West Sebewa, Ionia Co., Mich.
3-8db

VANDERVORT
COMB FOUITDATIOIT MILLS.
Send for samples and reduc(>d price list.

2tfdb JNO. VANDERVORT, Laceyville, Pa.

The All-Pnrpose Hive, with

REVERSIBLE CRATE,
With or without a bee-space. White-jioplar naile<l
sections. Given foundation, etc. Wax worked
at 10 and 12 cts. per It). Eng-lish Rabbits. Send for
I.rice list to GEO. F. WILLIAMS,
o-Mb New Philadelphia, O.

HIVES, 1885. HIVES.

SECTIONS CHEAP.
Sections of white liasswood. kiln-dried. Send for

sample, also price list. A. ». BEN HAITI,
6tfd Olivet, Eaton Co., ITIIcIi.

MISSOURI.
THE ONLY .11ANLF.\( Tl REUS IN .^IIS-

iSOL'RI, of Apiarian Imi)lements. Send lor
Circular and Price List of our Hive wilh the Re-
vers.iblc Surplus arranji^ement lor coml) honcv.
Also Smokers, Coitib Eoiiiidatioii, Italian
Queens, ftc. KENNEDY A: L,EAH%,

P. (). l5o.\- 11. iii<;(;i.\s\iLLE.
5ttdl) Lalay.ttc Co., Mo.

IIVCFORTED CASLJUlOltAlSS.
i.ra.li- .iii.l I'ricis orQui-ciis: Sprin^r ! .June !.[.*.\.| Fall
liiK-.<t SLlucttd l^Ufons, each..

|
S 7 00

j
6 00 ! S-') 00 I S4 .»

Fine Prolific " " ..| f. 00
| 5 (0 1 4 60

I
4 00

Re.ared in Carniola. Safe arrival by mail gniaranteed. Sanii!
prices for imported Italians. For circular, address MRS.
FKAXK BENTON, -VNGELICA, N. Y. Send greenbacks register-
ed, draft, or postal-order to FRANK BENTON, Munich, ckr-
MAXY. :uf<ll)

FOR SALE!
CHOKE SEED CLOVER AND POTATOES.

IJy Freifrht or E.\i)ress. | mail
1 bus' I

I
pccji^l Jlj^l lb.

A Isikc Clover .7 | »10 00
| ?2 75 12001 40c

White Clover 10 00 I :5 00
| 20c I 40c

Halls early peachblowpo- I

tatoes
I

1 2.')
I

.50 l:ie
I

:V)C

( )ntario ^. ....I IJJTj | JiO | loc | :J.5c

Address E. S. HII^DEIUANN,
Asliippun, DodQ:e Co., ^X\t>.

Please mention this Journal if asked foi- the above
advertisement. 2tfdb

We have boua:ht a large stock of choice yellow
beeswa.v, and can furnish Dunham comb fdn. for
brood conjb. cut to any si/e, for .50c per lb. : thin and
brifrht yellow fdn., for sections, at .5oe per lb. E.xtra
thin Vandervort fdn., 10 to 12 sq. feet to the lb., for
6ilcperlb. We j?uarantee our fdn. to be made of
pure beeswa.v, and not to sajr. Will work up wa.x
for 10c per lb. for brood, and 15 and 20c per lb. for
sections. To induce our customers to order fdn.
early in season, we will allow 10 per cent discount,
on all orders received before the first of May.

F. W. HOL..^IE«(,
.5tfdb ' Coopersville, Ottawa Co., Mich.

1885 ITALIAN QUEENS 1885
L'ntcsted yueens in March and April .^1 25

Afterward 1 00

J. S. TADLOCK,
.5tldb LCLING, CALDWELL CO., TEXAS.

DIXON & DILLON,
Parrish, Franklin Co., Illinois.

Manufacturers of and Dealers in all kinds of

APIARIAN SUPPLIES,
at the lowest lu-ices. Also pure ITALIAN BEES
and QL'EENS. No other bees kept in our yards.
For further information, send for price list.
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Bee-Hives # Sections!

NEW SHOP AMD NEW MACHINERY.
Tlie Largest Maiiiilaetory of Bee-Hives,

$!>ectIoiis, etc., in tlie ^Vorld.

Our Ctipm-itij itoif is a Cnvloail of Goods Ddili/.

notTce.
By oiilarg-ing- our factory last year we were i)iit

behind with our work so that by spring- we were
obliged to i-eturn many orders. Now we have am-
ple stock ahead, and can fill orders promptly.
Write for our new price list for 1885.

G. B. LEWIS &CO.,
mfd WATERTOWN, WISCONSIN.

B.,.,^
large stock of Domestic, Imported,

and Refined Beeswax in origrinal shape, which we
offer to manufactui-ers of Comb Foundation at low-
est prices. Write to us for prices, stating- quantity
wanted. Address

K. ECKERMANN & W1L.I..
Beeswax Bleachefs & Eefiners. SYEAOUSE, N. Y.

N. B.—We have low freight rates to all points on
quantities. 24-lldb

DADANT'S FOUNDATION FACTORY, WHOLESALE AND
RETAIL. See advertisement in another column.

32-PAGE

CmCULAE FOR 1885
NOW KEABY.

JAMES HEDDON. DOWAGIAC, M!CH.

BEES BY THE POUND.
From April 20 to May 2.1, $1.C0. Dollar queens to

go with bees as above, SjLlO each. After May 20,

bees by the pound, 80 cents. 2 frame nuclei, with
dollar queen, each $2.00; IMrame nuclei, with doUar
queen, each, $2.50; 9-frame in Simplicity body, v.- ith

dollar queen, each, »5.00. All wireil combs. Wish-
ing to go West, I will sell 200 colonics, alter May 20,

very cheap. Write for prices, statiiii; \\ hut is want-
ed. Fdn., heavy, 45c. Light, t^'K^. Cut as desired.
Wax -n-orked atlOcts.per lb. <i. W. ^iATKS,
5-6-7-8-Od Uartlctt, Sliell»y <'o., 'renii.

ROOTS CHAFF HIVES
still lead, and we fui-nish them at

Our 5th Annual Circular, containing a full line of
Beo-Keepers' goods, will be sent fi-ee on anplication.
5tfdb S. C. t i. P. WATTS, MUEEAY, CLEAEFIELD CO., PA.

For Pleasure and Profit. A new book
of 172 iiages. Profusely illustrated,
and up to the times. By Rev. W. Bal-
lantine. Price 50 and 75 cents. Ad-

dress the author, New Concord, Musk. Co., O.
BEES

A Splendid Offer.
To all tliose who will send us at once their sub-

sfrii)tion to the

.^merican ^picultumt,
For one year (1.00) and $1.00 e.\tra, or .S2.03 in all, we
guarantee to send a ciioice ItMlian queen worth -ifl.SO.

These queens are bred lor irs by a careful and re-
liable queen-breeder. We also give .-jwayto all

those who will send us their adilress, ])lainly writ-
ten, an interesting and valuable little ])amphlct. the
" Bee-Keepei''s Companion."' Send us your address
at oiicc. Address
o-(i-7-8a SILAS M. LOCKE, Salem, Mass.

CIIOICE ITALIAN BF.ES ANH QUEENS
From Imported and Selected mothers, and

also from the noted Uoolitile strain of GOLDEN
ITALIANS. Send for circular.

SimON p. RODDV,
r;-10db Mechanicstown, Frederick Co., Md.

THE NEW WHITE GEAPE, TVTT A ^ A 'D A
Other vines and plants i.^ ^Xa.vJTxILXliXSL*
by mail. Circulars free. Address JOHN E. EVES,
5tfdb Mooresville, Morgan Co., Ind.

SIX SYKIAN QUEENS, warranted purely
mated, for S6. Single queen, M.25. Tested, $3

each. Italians, same price. Four frame nuclei, L.
frame, with tested queen. !S5 each.
6-7-9d I. K. (JOOD, Sparta. Tenii.

Foundation Macliines, L. size, $3.75.
Italian Bees, Queens, and Honey, a specialty. See

new circular.
3tfdb OLIVEE FOSTEE, MT. VEENON, LINN CO., IOWA.

^GCS^FOR HATCHING.
From Choice Brown Leghorns, S. C, $1.00 for 15;

3 settings, $3.50. 75 eggs. .$4.00. 5tfdb
R. J. NASH, Williamson, Wayne Co., N. Y.

It KANSAS CITY, MO.,
I Jtaise I^iire ITALIA y Ji^BS I' Oil SALi:.
[Jntested Queens in May $1 50

" " "June 125
after June 100

Tested Queens, double the above prices.
Bees, per one-half pound, same prices as untested

queens. For discounts, see my circular. I warrant
my unti'stnl (jurnif' tn hr j/ior?;/ mdted. If any of the
friends whi) have dealt with nie heretofore are not
satisfied, 1 shall be glad to have a full statement of
the matter from them, and will do the best that I

can to render satisfaction.

5tfdb E. M. HAYHURST. P. O. Box 1131.

MlioUsalr and Itelnil. j^

EE - KEEPERS' -:• SUPPLIEX
Fcplir aad Eiss-T^rci Sections a Specialty. Bi^

SW.ND2-CENT STAMP for SAMPLEand PRICE.
S. D. BUELL, UNION CITY, MICH.

2tfdb

ATUnM FOriNEJATlON. Wax worlced for n
\ji V Hill share, or by the pound. Foundation and
bees for sale. H. D. BURBELL,
5tfdb Bangor, Van Buren Co., Mich.

^AfUO ^A#BS 9 so COLONIES OF ITALIAN BESSVWnV/ \Wll.a. !,„ sale bv the colony or

BUY? WHO? i-;;;;:„ tS''.^,„"fe
17-;^s- Wired frames, combs built from foundation,
and are all worker-cells, and straight as boards.
The finest lot of liees in the market. (,)ueens and
Given foundation for sale. Send for Circular.
5-6-7->«d T. II. liLOKU,

Torre Haute, ^ ij^o to., Intl.
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ORDERS FOR BEST FOUNDATION.
' I use the Given Press; have dies for making' sheets
j

of foundation, Lan^stroth size, or 11x14. Can make
11x12. Wax worked for 10c. per lb. I also have a

I few second-hand L. hives for sale cheap. Send foi-
' prices to JOHN H, MARTIN,
8d HAKTFOED, WASH. CO., NEW 70EK.

QJ^ GlIiT BE\F1.-FDGF CARDS, with^O name. '-iOv,.: 'M chronio cards with name, lOe.M H. EDWIN ADAMS, Hordentown. N. J.

El\DKR«ON'S WHITE-PLUME CELERY. .=>c

packet. .1. T. T'ddT. MrrUua, ti.

KIP WOBDS FROM OUR CUSTOMERS.

OUlt TEN-CENT POULTRV-BOOK.
Send me two more poultrj--books, and charge the

same on No. 8. pajre aSB. S. H. Cohbin.
F-abius, N. Y., Feb. 12, 188.5.

OUR $3.75 PLATFORM S( ALE.

Our dealer sells the scales for an even 1=10.0.).

The freight on 4.5 lbs. was $1.15. W. G. Haves.
Pleasant Mound, r|lj^

OLEANINOS as AN ADVERTISING MEDIUM.
My advertisement of Dec. 15, 1884, brought me

between 15 and 20 answers. I am not experienced
in the advertising business, but I thought that
pretty good. Fred F. Kol.
Jordan, Ind., March 24, 1885.

1 am going to have more work than I can stand.
and I may as well set up some of the brakes now.
Gleanings is a little too good sometimes, as an ad-
vertising medium. E. M. Hayhuhst.
Kansas City, Mo., April 4, 1885.

OUR 75-CENT TELEPHONES,
To Tell If hen the Jiees are Snfirnihiff.

This instrument is a success, as many of tlic

friends have testified. I'rices by mail are Ifi cent.>i

extra. Each instrument consists of two sounders,
with 100 feet of insulated wire, etc. If you want
more wire, we ha\-e it put ii|) on spools of 100, 200,

and m) feet eaeli. Prices Hi, :!(!, and 45 cts. j.ei-

spool. It wanted li\- mail, postau-e on the spools is

5, h.and 11 cents respect i\-ely. The liOd-jnot spool, in

addition to the Km Icet that goes with ( \cry instru-
ment, is probably as great a length as is advisable
with these cheap instrunienls. This wire is mad<'
of comiiositioM especially adapted to these small
tele|)liones. A suigle wire running thi'ough your
apiary will tell aii.\ li(iil\- in the room where the
sdinuleis ai-e, al enee when the b<>es are swarming.
If the house is st ill, it could easily be hearil in the
adjoining looni. 'I'lie insti-umcnts are probably-
(^qual to any in the niarUet, for such short distances,
for a speaking telei)lioiie. I!ul. please icnienil)er
they are not practicable for much over t he 4ii(i teet
mentioned. When excry thing is nn/ still, iw thv
night foi- instanci', the\' can be useil lor conversa-
tian as much as a (piaiter of a mile awa.w Vou can
turn corners with thetn, if you wish, but some of
the sound is lost at every turn.

A. I. ROOT, Medina, O.

'riie fiorth-^hade /ipiary
Holds the tleld this spring. Our bees have wintered
well on fall lioney and lioney-dew (bees are
Italians). Full colonics m either the L. or the Gal-
lup hives, for May delivery. Nuclei, Queens, and
bees by the pound, for thi> season. Ptirr List Fne.
8-9tfd 0. H. TOWNSEOT, ALAMO, KAL. CO., MICH.

r^r\ry o A T 17 dollar <ii eens.r V/ri i^/\JL<Cii AFTEE APEIL 1,

And $3.00 Tested queens from one of A. I. Hoot's
best imported, or from a tested Cyprian. 8d

(JU5TAV B0H17, SAN BBENAEDIW, SAN BEE. CO,, CAl,

H
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EXCHANGE DEPARTMENT.
Notices will be inserted under thi.s head at one-half our

usual rates. All ad's intended tor this department must not
e.xced 5 lines, and you must say you want your ad. in this de-
partment , or we will not be responsible for any error.

"TTTANTED.—To exchange, for bees by the pound,
VV nuclei, or full colony, any of the following
nursery stock: 2-year-old apple-trees, 3 to 4 ft.; 2-

year-old plum-trees, 4 to 6 ft.; orange quince, 2'^ to
3 ft.; Evergreens, Arborvitic, Norway, and Black
spruce, 1 to 2 ft., .just right for hedges and screens.
Als(j ( uthbert ras|)berry and strawberry plants and
fioweriiig shrubs, vines, etc.
8d 1). G. ED.MISTON, Adrian, Lenawee Co., Mich.

WANTED.—To exchange Brown Leghorn eggs
(from stock of W. E. Banney), for Italian

queens or bees. W. H. Osborne, Chardon, O.

WANTED.—To exchange 4-piece dovetailed sec-
tions for hccH or Italian queens.

8tfdb W. S. Wright, Battle Creek, Mich.

WANTED.—To exchange. I will exchange a
flrst-class Organ and a good Melodeon. or

back volumes of (',i,i:.\s\S(is, Ami i icnii fin Jourmtl,
and the Poultrx iournals, for liees in L. frame; also
fanev e.xhihitii'm' coops for bees. Make offers.

II. S. lloisi., Maiilius, (inon. Co., N. Y.

Black and Hybrid Queens For Sale.

For "he benefit of friends who have blaok or hybrid queens
which they want to dispose of, we will iusert notices free of
charge, as bel'iw. We do this bec^iise there Is hanlly value
enough to t'Hse queens to pay f'r buying them up and keep-
ing I hem in tixk: and vet i' is ofleuMnics (|uiti' an accommo-
dation to tlio>e whocuii not all'ord higher pi icid iini's.

(Queens For Sale.—Hybiid queens, .50 cts. each;
black (piecns, 2.5e each, fiom .lune 1 to Oct. \. Safe
arrival guaranteed. K. H. Bailev,
7-lldb P. O. Box SI. Ausablo Forks, Essex Co.. N. V.

Three tested Italian (|ueens, at i?2.50 each.
-M. ISBELr-, Norwich, N. Y.

h\brid (picens, ready April 15. Price 45c
\v. c. Wright, Heagan, Falls Co., Tex.,

1 have a tew tii-st-class ipieens from a pure moth-
er, reared last autumn, that produces hybrids,
which I will sell for 75 cts. each, and guarantee safe
arrival. Oscar F. Bledsoe, Grenada, Miss.

We have four hybrid iiueens to dispose of by the
2)th of April, at COc each; also some black queens
by May 1. at 3.5c each. No discount on (|uantities.

Kennedy & Leahv, Higginsville, Mo.

I have six good hybrid queens to be removed
about .lune 1. Jf any of the friends want them I

will ship them about that time at 60c each, safe dc-
li\ery guaranteed.

1). O. Wakefield, Waverly, Lan. Co., Neb.

Situation Wanted.
(ITUATION WANTED by an experienced bee^
) keeper, V,- o, Tuttle, Hampden, Mass.
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illNVERTIBLEHIVE!
INYERTIBLE FRAMES,

liivertible Surpliis-Hoiiey Cuttea,

Enlraiicc Feeders, Top andllotloiii
Feeders, Hive-Lirtiii;; Device,

Honey-Extrattors, Wax-Extraetor**,
<'oinb Foundation, Etc.

i^~My new Illustrated Catalogue is now ready
and will be mailed to all who may apply for it.

Address
J. 3Vt. SZZXTOZ^,

1»ES MOlNE^i, IOWA.

DADANT'S
FOUNDATION
is asserted by hundreds of practical and disinterest-
ed bee-keepers to be the cleanest, brig-htest, quick-
est accepted by bees, least apt to sag, most regular
in color, evenest, and neatest, of any that is made.

It is kept for sale by Messrs. A. H. Newman, Chi-
cago, 111.; C. F. Muth, Cincinnati, O.; Jas. Heddon,
Dowagiac, Mich.; Dougherty & McKee, Indianapo-
lis, Ind.; Chas. H.Green, Berlin, Wis. ; Chas. Hertel,
Jr., Freeburg, 111. ; Ezra Baer, Di.von, Lee Co., 111. : E.
S. Armstrong, JerseyAille, 111. ; H. Drum, Adelphi,0.

;

Arthur Todd, Germantown, Philadelphia, Pa. ; E.
Kretchmer, Coburg, Iowa; E. F. Smith, Smyrna, N.
Y.; C. T. Dale, Mortonsville, Ky.; Clark Johnson &
Son, Covington, Ky., King, Aspinwall & Co., 1(5 Thom-
as St., New York City, C. A. Graves, Birmingham,
O.. and numerous other dealers.
Write for samples free, and price list of supplies,

accompanied with 150 Complimentary and xinso-
licit^d testimonials, from as many bee-keepers, in
1883. IVe guarantee even/ inch of our foundation e<jual

to sample in evei-y respect.

CHAS. DADANT & SON,
3btfd Hamilton, Ifaneoek Co., Illinois.

SOMETHING NEW.
As I have greatly increased my facilities for man-

ufacturing

It will be to your advantage to send for price list

before purchasing elsewhere. Cash paid for bees-
A. B. HOWE,

Council Bluffs, loxira.

wax
2tfdb

TWENTY- FIFTH

ANNUAL CATALOCUE & PRICE LIST

I'ull Colonies, Nucleus Colonies, and Queens,
From Our New Strains; Also General

list of Ajiiarian Suj>j)lies,

Consiaiing of Bee-Hives, lohite-poplar Sections,

Comb Foundation, etc.

Write your name iind address plainly on a postal,
and get my prices before ordering your supplies.

Address Wpi. W. GARY, Jr.,

Coleraine, IVtass.
Btfdb Successor to fl'm. W. Cam <i: Son.

1885JTALIAN QUEENSli
Untested Queens in March and April $1 2.5

Afterward 100
J. S. TADLOCK,

r>tfdb LULING, CALDWELL CO., TEXAS.

BEE'KEEPERSf atthisi
We have a large stock of our ^'-groove one-piece

sections, and until March 1st, ISt'a, will sell at rock
bottom.
5000 one-pound sections for an even $2100

10,000 " " " " " 40 CO

Sample free. Send for our Illustrated Price List
of Bee-Keepers' Supplies, Free to all.

SMITH & SMITH,
2tfdb KENTON, HARDIN CO., O.

HfX'KT'VXr This is what we all are
\JjJt Xj X • after. One way to get it

is to get the right kind of bees. Try our
new strain of ARKANSAS BEES. For particu-
lars, send for our new circular for 1885.

T-12db FLAXAGAy & ILLINSKI,
Box 9!ir,. Belleville, St. Clair Co., 111.

MY 17X3 ANNUAL PRICE LIST OF ITALIAN,
CYPiil.XX, and HOLY-LAXD TiEKS. QUEENS,

NrcLKlSCoLoNlKS, and Al'lAIUAX SUPPLIES,
sent to all who send tne their name and address.
7-8-9tfd H. H. BRU H'A', Light Street, Col. Co., Pa.

ITALIAN and Cyprian Bees, Tested and Untest-
ed Queens; Honey - Knives and Extractors;

Cook's and Root's Bee-books; Smokers, and Bee-
keepers' supplies furnished. Address OTTO
KLEiyOW {iipp. Fort Wayne Gate), Detroit, Mich.

Ttfdh

Hoiest Seefls at Hoiest Prices.
Strawheriij Tomato, or Ground Cherry, ti'ue seed 10c
Cook's Improved Pop-Corn. Best in the world. . . . 10
Ciiok's Improved Ijima Bean. " " " " 10

Chufas, or Earth Ahiuoids. {Veni hardy) 10
Mammoth liussimi Suntlower. Best Egg Food... 10
Japanese NeM-Fihi Gourd. Best Nest Eggs 10
Peas-BU.-'S Knr-Bcaring. New and XX 10
ChinrsiYdin, or Cinnamon Yine, 6 Bulbs 10
All the (ilxivr rlidiec seeds, sent prepaid for 50c.

^Vhitc Grape Currants. (Best) one doz 50
Golden Cluster Raspbcrm (Splendid) 7 plants 50
Crescent Strawberry. (A Wonder) 25 plants 50
Early Maine Potatoes, 50 strong Eyes 50
Dakota Bed " " " " 50
All the above Plaiits and Potatoes postpaid, $2.00.

A Complete Collection of best Garden seeds, viz., 37
large pkts. of extra seed mailed for ^1.00.

Choice Wethersfield Large Red Onions, pound $1 (X)

Bliss' Am. Wonder Peas, peck, ^2.00; bushel.. 7 00
" Abundance " 4 quarts for 2 00
" Ever-Bearing " 4 " " 2 00
The above Peas are true seed—splendid varieties.

Please address A. T. COOK, Seed-Grower,
Clinto)i Hollow, Dutchess Co., N. Y.

WANTED. -HoHcsf persons to take orders for above
and other seeds among their neighbors. Address

7-8d as above. Mention this paper.

TWILLSELL
Chaff hives all complete, with lower frames, for
$2.50; in flat, fl.50; 2-story Simplicity, complete,
$1.25; intiat,90c.
Comb Foundation, made from pure refined wax,

45c per lb. for heavy; 55 for light. Other supplies.
Send for price list. A. F. STAUFFER,
T-12db Sterling, Whiteside Co., III.

Itollon DoQO Three-frame nucleus, young queen,
lldlldll DcBOi in 1-story Simplicity hive; 7 empty
fi-iiincs, ^[.tO; two for $7.50. Same in shipping-case,
without tr.unes. $3.00; two for $5.00. Full colonies,
$t;.()0 to sill (10. Liberal discount on larjrcr orders.
Write lor wants. J. H. REED,
7tt'db Orleans, Orange Co., Ind.

DaDC Qccn 15c PEE LB.: 10 LBS-, $100. Spider-
rlArt OttUf Plant seed, $2.00 per lb. Simp-
son Plants, $5.00 per thousand. IMust inclose 18e
per lb. for postage. ANDREW GURNEY.
7-lOdb College Hill, Poughkeepsie. N. V,
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Bee-Hives # Sections!

NEW SHOP AND MEW MACHINERY.
The liar<;c»t Manufactory of Oee-Hivcs,

Sections, etc., in tlie World.

Oiiv Cttjxirifi/ uoir is <i farloatl of floods Dnili/.

NOTICE.
Jly enlarging- our ±'actor3' last year we were imt

behind with our work so that by spring we were
obliged to return many orders. Now we have am-
ple stock ahead, and can fill orders promptly.
Write for our new price list for 18S5.

G. B. LEWIS & CO.,
I'Hfdb WATERTOWN, WISCONSIN.

A Splendid Offer.
To all those who will send us at once thoii- sub-

scription to the

iSmcrican /^piculturi^t.
For one year (1.00) and .'Sl.OO extra, or .?:i.On in all, we
guarantee to send a choice Italian queen worth •?!. .'>().

These queens are bi-ed lor iix> by a careful and re-
liable (|uccn-bree(h_'r. We also zivv away to all

those who will send us llieir aililios, plaiiilv writ-
ten, an intcn'slint:- ami valuable littlr iiaiiiphli't, the
" IJee-Kee)ier's Cotiipanion." Send us jijiii- a<idress
at once. Address
.-,-(i-7-Sd SILAS IW. LOCKE, Salem, Mass.

j:stnhJ!sJif'(l IS,

B
HEADQUARTERS \V
eeswa X
We huv.. <-o„sia.,lly ,.n hand a A ^

and ]letlned Beeswax in oiJLiinal siiapc, which we
otter to manufactui-ers of Comb foundation at low-
est prices. Wi-ite to us for jirices, stating (luantity
wanted. Address

R. Et^KEKITIANlV & WILL,
Beeswax Bleachers & Eeflners, SYEA0U3E, N. T.

N. B.—We have low freight rates to all points on
quantities. 24-lldb

COLOMKSOFTTAr.lAN I5KHS FOH SALlv
liHd .11. 1»«KKLL, ^or\vici, N. V.30

Strawberry Plants.
I will sell plants till Ilicliith (d' Mav next, at liie

following rates, well packed and <lclivercd at ex-
press office.

Pure Crescents, jier thousand iSL.'iO

Pure Wilsons, •'
-

2.00

C. /". 7'J.Sf>.V.
7!idb , CnttniUu. Mariuii In., niiiinix.

Simply Send me Your Name
md a(' )Ostal card, and T

will send in return ni.\- circular and price list of Ital-
ian and Holv-I^and liecs and (.)ucens. free.
MOdb J. C. MISHLEU, LiaOHIEE. NOBLE CO., IND.

U/AMTCn STUDEINTS. Ladies or gentlemen,
VYMIIILUi to learn PRACTICAL EAILKOAD and COM-
MEECIAL TELEGEAPH?. Line and iTistruments fur-
nished free. Hoard rcasonabk-. .\ddress

MI{. and M1{S. A. H. rXDEIUflLL.
Vtldb La Grange, Lorain Co., Ohio.

I e.xpect to be able to fur-
nish 1, 2, and 3 frame nu-
clei the last of May and
first of June. Send for
lirices. DAN WHITE,
Ttf(ib New London. O,

BEES

F. A. & H. O. SALISBURY'S
CATALOGUE

.v/;.vr inr.i: o.v iri'Lic.iTioy.

BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES AND ENGIHES.
CEDDES, NEW YORK.

DIXON & DILLON,
Parrisli. Franklin Co., Illinois.

Manufacturers of and Dealers in all kinds of

APIARIAN SUPPLIES,
at the lowest prices. Also pure ITALIAN BEES
and QUEKNS. No other bees kept in our yards.
P'or further infoimation, send for price list.

OttttrOtTQftt/ -^ valuable Fruit, succeeds
OU U C>D C l»il T on all soils, and is a profitable
fruit to grow for market. Two dozen plants by
mail, SL Descriptive price list free.

Delos Staples, West Sebewa, Ionia Co., Mich.
3-8db

ROOTS CHAFF HIVES
Still lead, and we furnish tluMu at

<)ur.')th Annual Ciriular. containing a full line of
IJee-Keepers' goods, will lie sent free on application.
Slfdb S. C. & J. P. WATTS, MUERAY. CLEAEFIELD CO., PA.

OLD TYPE FO^ g^LE.
\Vc have still on iian.l T<i lbs. of our old noupareil

t\pe for sale. For a sample of it, see anv number
of (li.KAXiNOs previous to May 1."), 1SS4. .\"lso 17 lbs.

1)1 Italic, if desired. .As it is all pacKed. we can not
di\ ide either lot. The Konuui includes '> lbs. and
(i\(i' of "logotypes:" that is. the woids thi\(i)ul.

Hint, iiiij. tiiin, liiv.. an- nutde all on one body, thus
facilitating composition. We offer the lot at -'(I cts.

pii- 11). A. I. UOOT, .Medina, Ohio.

DADANT'S FOl'NDATION FACTORY, WHOLE-
SALF.VND UKTAIL. See a<lvertisoiuent in

)th :{btf(

i>-o']fl:e3 xt^a-XjIA-kt :]BE3x:st
Full Colonies. .\ucI<m. and (.)u<-ens a specialty. If

jou intend l>u> ing bees or iiueens this season, send
"for mvcirciilaiand price list. Vou wilt save monev
livso doing. Ttfdb

r. V. VAl OHIV, roliiiiibia, Teiin.

SIX SVKIAN QLEEIVS, warranted purely
nuiteil. for -*«. Sin-rle queen, S1.2."). Tested, #:t

each. Italians, same price. Four frame nuclei, L.
frame, with tested queen, *5 each.
6-;-8-9d I. K. i;OOU, Sparta. Teiiii.

Foiind.ation M:uhines, L. size, .1>3.75.

Italian Bees, Qiu'ciis, and Honey, a specialty. See
new circular.
3tfdb OLIVEE FOSTES, MT. VEENON, LINM CO., IOWA.

SECTIONS.
~

I am selling those beautiful ALL-IN-ONE-PIECE BEE-
LIN SECTIONS at S4 50 per thousand, shipped from
our factory, which will be a great saving in freight
to all west ol' Detroit. Send for free circular, and
get prices for hives in fiat, and made up. Frames,
Foundation, Smokers, and all useful appliances for

the apiary. >r. II. HXJ]V'r',
Ttfdb Bell nraiuli, W^ayne Co., micli.

1879. Italian queens, ms.
For Italian queens in their purit}-, and that can

not be excelled; Comb Foundation and supplies
generally, send for circular. T. S. HALL,
"tfdb Kirbj-'s Creek. .Jack-son Co., AlH.
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pe^EY CeMMN.
CITY MARKETS.

New York.—Honri/.—We beg- to inform our pa-
trons, and the piihlic generally, through your jour-
nal, that Mr. L. S. Ilildreth has been admitted a
partner in our linn, and the firm's name is now
McCaul & Hiidreth Bros.
The past week we have had a good demand for

comb and e.xtracted honej-. Since 8ei)t. I we re-

eei^'ed 197,003 lbs. comb honey in one and two iniuiid

sections, also 112,000 lbs. e.xtracted honey, making,
in all, 309,003 lbs. Our stock is light; and from pres-
ent outlook we shall be able to close out our present
stock of 1884 crop before warm weather sets in. We
now feel confident that we can handle considerably
more next season, as we intend to make honey a
specialty.
We quote s-.s follows:

Fancy white clover, in 1-lb. sections, per lb., UfT/ l,ac
" 2-lb. " " 13r«i,U

Fair to good white, in lib. " " 12(a>lS

3-lb. " " ncfiM-z

Fancy buckwheat, in 1-lb. '•
" 9

'• 2-lb. " " 8

Ordinary grades, not wanted.
E.xtracted, white clover, in kegs oi- bbls., "ff/'S

" buckwheat or dai-k, " " " " SryB'.

[5eeswa.x, prime yellow, crude, per lb., 3:iC" 33

McCArr, \- HiiiDUETH Bros.,
3i Hudson Street, cor. Duane St.,

March 31, 1884. Now York City.

St. Louis.—Honey.—Our honey market continues
very dull. No demand for extracted honey in bbls.

or half-bbls. Market for such, nominally quotable
at 5c. Comb honey has slow movement for better
qualities. We (piote white clover at 15(rt(16c.

Beeswax, in fair demand at 38 to 31c. Receipts are
light. W. T. Anderson & Co..
April 10, 1885. No. 104 N. Third St., St. Louis, Mo.

Kans.\s City.—J/(*»if!/.—Honey trade is picking
up a little, owing largely to the extremely low
prices at which it is selling. Still the trade is not
what it should be at this time of the year. There is

a good supply of all kinds of honey at present in
this market, and buyers make pretty much their
own prices. Choice 1-lb. comb, 14(atl5c. ; 2-lb.,

12@13c. Extracted, 6@7c.
Mar. 28, 1885. Clemons, Cr.ooN & Co.,
Cor. Fourth and Walnut Streets, Kansas City, Mo.

Chicago. — Honey. — Honey trade is quiet; sales
are being made in a single-case way at prices rang-
ing from 10@15c. Extracted honey is not sought aft-
er to any great extent, and prices are nominal, 5@8c.
Bee-siDcu-.—Receipts few, and brings 28f(>i30c. on arri-
val. R. A. Burnett,
Apr. 11, 1885. 161 South Water St., Chicago, 111.

Cleveland.—iJonei/.—The demand for honey has
been very dull of late, only an occasional case sell-

ing at 14f§;l5 for best white 1-lb. sections; 13(^14 for
3-lbs., 13(f{il3 for 2d. Extracted is not wanted at any
price. Beeswax, scarce at 28rr(3i>. .\. ('. Kkndki.,
Apr. 11, 1885. . 115 Ontario St., Cleveland, O.

I have 3000 lbs. white honey, clover and basswood,
thick, heavy, well ripened up in hives, in 100 and 1.51)

lb. kegs, for which I will take 8c per lb., delivered
on board cars at Farley, Dubuiiue Co., Iowa.

.lAMKS StOTT.

CIRCULARS RECEIVED.
CharlfH Vail, Royal C'enler, Ind., boc-liives. sincilcci-s, tdii . cti'.

Marcus Holtz, Tiffin, O., sends an K-paRc eivoiUui-. Siiiiiiliis

generally.
B. Dnvidson, UxbridRe, Oat., Simplicity hives and ini| Ic

nients generally.
J. C. Mishler, Ligonier, Ind., sends us a one-page price list of

bees and queen'.
Wni. Bueglass, Briffht, Ont., sends us a 3-pagre list of hives,

bee», honey-extractors, etc.

Stephen C. Perry, I'ortland, Ionia Co., Mich. Specialty,
queens, and bees by the pound.
H. H. Hunt, Bell Branch. Mich., sends us a very pretty little

8-page circular; hives, sections, etc.

H. V. Rhadbolt, Winooski, Wi<i., sends a 12-pa;«> circular.
Simplicity hives and appui tcnances.

V. M. liluncliard, (irwi'll, (I., sends a 4 paptc price list of Sim-
plicity and ]-. hivi's, Imcs, and hom'y.

J. C. Bowman, North Lima, Ohio, sends us a 12-page circular
of bees, queens, etc., and Wyandotte fowls.

F. W. Jones, Bedford, Quebec, sends us a neat 6-page circular.
Simplicity and nttiei- liiv. -;, l.i>e*, i]\iK,.tiu, etc
Christian \V.. '

. r M 1 1 - h .
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I . :i l
, ;i fcmr-page price

list of .supplir- _. ,.,..'.•.'. ,,,',, ,11,-,,
I i,, ,-,, specialty.

H. H. l;i,,vMi. I .III ^11, ,1, I'a., scuds an 18-page catalogue,
witli :i .,,».! I, -I I, - );, I > .|ucens, and honey-extractors.

,

Will I ill- ^1 h,\i,r~ Mill, sends lis a 4-page list of hives,
supplir>, , I,- li I I ;il I- liMs ne.ir Niagara Falls, you know.
Yoder & .Mrtzl,r. i:,iM I ,.« .-town. ,

they send a pvi-i u i p,!-.- ,, r,ii',ii- ,,i i,

S. C. & J. P. Willi-. Miin,i,\. i',1 , -,iiil II- ii HI page list of chaff
and Simrlicity hnis, Imiu y e.\t lailcn -. and implements in
gcnei-al.

J. J. Martin, North Manchester, Ind.. sends a IB-pase circular,
about half of which is advertisements, however. Langstroth
hives are a specialty.
Ernst S Hildenman, Ashippun, Wis., sends us a 4-page circu-

lar. S|i.(i;iiti,,<, I - 11 lid ii:,r supplies, potatoes, maple syrup,
extraci.,1 I n ,

, i
,-,

111 queens
- the Safe
te delivery
I. We fear
laps he can

i.-harging a little i

350 COLONIES

Italian Bees For Sale.
FILL. COLOMES, NUCLBI, TESTED

AND DOLLAR QUEENS.
ClRCUL.VR ON APPLICATION.

J. H. & ir. ROBERTSON,
8tfdb Pcwainn, Ionia Co., Mich.

FOUNDATION MILLS, L. SIZE, $3.75.
Italian bees, .Vk- to !Kle per lb. t.Uieens, 30c to *3.50.

Wax taken at ^*Se. Se(> eirciilai'.

8tfdb OLIVER FOSTER, MT. VERNOil, LINN CO., IOWA.

COMBS IN LANGSTROTH FRAMES
'

FOK SAL.E-ABOUT 300.

Rather better thiin common. Address

8tfdb M. K. NVN\, revii, Huron Co., Ohio.

FOR SALE!

60 COLONIES OF BEES.
FOR PARTICULARS, CALL UPON OR ADDRESS

A. L, EDWARDS, SKANEATLES, W. Y .

mil A PERFECTLY NEW || I

hllN, PELHAMFDN.MILL M 11.
I Vlll LATEST MODEL. Ilbll-tl
Never taken out of tlie lio.v, put on board the

train for *]4. 00 cash. Address 8-Od

GEO. W. ^VlLLIAi^IS Eoonoiiiy, IikI.

M.IKE NEW VA It 1 1; r I lOS OF POTATOES.
Seed from Wall's ( )iaii.ii( -lialls, lOc per packet;

also Flowering- Ueans- soiiicthinfi- »rir, \ery orna-
mental; pods crimson red, as ornamental as the
blossoms, 5c per packet. E. J. l'h.\ysi}VRGH,
8d Smith Brthlehrm. J/Z-aoi/ Co., A". 1'.

SECTIONS, $2.50 PER lOOO.
On aeconiit of hard times T will sell the remainder

of my 4-pi(>ce one-i)ound dovetailed sections at $2.50
per 1000. Samples free. M. A. LOHR,
8d Vermontville, Eaton Co., Mich,
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CAN BEES BE MADE TO HIBERNATE ? !

now MUCH COM), AND HOW I.ONC, WII.I. IU:KS

STAND IT AND NOT FREEZK/

T|p MONG my earliest recollections I remember

J[l>i of jroinjr throug-h a piece of wootUaiid at the

J^' close of a sunshiny day in March, anti

^^^ there flnding dead bees (as I supposed) on
j

the snow. A liind of pity came over me for

the poor little thing's, so I picked one up and looked
j

iit it, when a new thought came over me, which

was that I would carry some of them home and

show them to father, as he had been a keeper of i

hees, although he had none at this time. It so hap-

pened that I had a small box in my vest pocket, and

in thinking- how I could carry them home I broug:ht

into retiuisition this bo.x. After puttiiif^ 15 or 20 of
,

the dead bees in the bo.v I put on the cover and

slipped it in my pocket, not thinking of it ag-ain un-
|

til all were gathered around the fireside at night. :

1 now thought of it, telling- father how I had picked

up the dead bees in the woods; and upon taking- the •

box from ray pocket we were all greatly astonished

to hear a loud humming, with much commotion go-

ing on inside; for the warmth of my body had

brought my dead bees to life. Father said he be-
j

lieved he had heard of bees being chilled and after-

ward reviving- wlien the sun warmed them up, and

proposed that I feed them some honey, which we
chanced to have in the house. That night, boy
fashion, I planned out how I could get a swarm of

bees out of those dead bees on the snow, for there

was a lot of them.
The next morning, much to my sorrow I found it

raining when I awoke. This rain, I thought, would
surely spoil my bees in the woods, and my vision of

a swarm of bees began to look dim to what it did

the night before. About 10 A. m. it stopped raining,

and I started out with a box for the bees, although

I hardly exi)ected I could revive the wet dead

things. Arriving where they were I took one in

my hand and breathed on it a few times, when, to

my great satisfaction, it began to move. I now-

picked up my box full, leaving a few still on the

snow. These all revived, and were put with the

rest. The next day I chanced that way again, and

tried to revive some cf those left on the snow, but

failed entirely, although I carried quite a number
in my pocket all day. The weather had been freez-

ing cold for six or eight hours before mj- last trial,

and I laid it to this, why I could not revive the last.

1 could tell the juveniles how I fed them, and

worked for my bees to grow into a swarm, until one

by one they died; and how a neighbor found a bee-

tree near where I found those bees, if such were

the object of this article; but as the heading will

show, I start^-d out to tell you something regarding

the hibernation of bees; and the reason 1 spoke of

this incident at all was that these chilled bees which

I picked up were hibernating more really than

those of friend Clarke have. been during the past

winter, fixed upon his "tree-trunk" principle.

Time passed on. and I became the possessor of

not only one colony of bees (as I so desired to in

those early days), but of so many I could count them

by scores. During the past 16 years I have many
times revived chilled bees, but could never revive

a bee after it had been frozen, although friend

Root tells us on page 127 they can be revived after

being exposed to a zero temperature, or something

of like import. I have read somewhere that as

soon as the juice inside the bee becomes frozen, the
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tissues of the different org-ans would be ruptured,

which neeessarilj' would cause death; and all of

my experience proves the writer to be correct, al-

though some claim to have revived frozen bees.

Only yesterday 1 caused fourteen healthy bees to

be chilled on the snow in a temperature of 40"^. As
soon as chilled, seven M-ere taken to the cellar,

where the same temperature would be continued,

while the other seven were left on the snow all

night, the mercury standing at 1° below freezing

this morning outside. Upon bringing those from
the cellar, where it was warm, they began to breathe

in less than three minutes, while the seven, brought
from the snow at the same time, and put beside

those from the cellar, showed no signs of life after

being wanned one half-hour. Hence I concluded
that, as soon as a bee freezes, it is dead past re-

vival.

Well, friends, you can call the above a rambling
preface, for I have now just got to what I started

to speak of.

Some four or ti^e years ago Prof. .7. F. Boynton.
the noted scientist who e.x'posed the Carditf-giaut

fraud, became interested in bees. After keeping
bees a year or so he came to visit me; and in our
bee-talk he said that he was going to institute a

new plan of wintering bees. Upon asking him
what the plan was, he said that he had ascertained

that, if bees flew out of the hive when the tempera-
ture was at 40°, they could be revived after becom-
ing apparently lifeless for 48 hours, and he was
sure that, if an even temperature of 40° could be
kept up, that 48 days or longer could be passed as

safely as a shorter time. I told him that I thought
he was wrong; but, for the moment admitting the

correctness of the thing, asked how he was going to

get a whole colonj- into the hibernating state. He
said he could do it; but as I would not believe his

first proposition he would not explain the last. He
also said he would prove that his ideas were correct,

during the next winter, and give the bee-keepers of

the world a plan whereby they could winter bees
every time, and that without the consumption of a

pound of honey. That fall he was called from his

home, and I have not heard from him since, except
that his bees all died through their not being cared
for.

When friend Clarke gave out his hibernation

theory I fell to thinking of Prof. Boynton's plan,

and tried it twice the past winter as far as individ-

ual bees were concerned. Twelve bees were chilled

and placed in the cellar, where the temperature was
42°. Every twelve hours one was brought to the

fire and warmed. After the fifth bee was revived,

or more than 60 hours had elapsed, no more could

be brought to life; also it took a little longer each
time to revive them. The first revived in about
three minutes; the second in about four minutes,
etc., while it took nearly ten minutes to revive the

fifth one. In this, friend Koot will find something a
little more definite than he gave on page 127. Jt

occurred 'to me yesterday, that, if the liees which
were to be chilled were first allowed to fill them-
selves with honey, perhaps Prof. Boynton's theory
might work, so I shall make one more tri;\l of it.

If, after reading this, any one can see how the
thing can be done, let him go to work till a sure,
non-consuming, hibernating plan of wintering bees
is brought about, which shall bless future genera-
tions, and take from this generation our present
lottery plan, with all its anxious thought.

16—G. M. Dooi.iTTi.E, 40—80.

Borodino, N. Y., April 2, 1885.

Xow look *e here, old friend ; even if a bee
/s killed as soon as the juices of his body are
frozen, I am not quite ready to give up'tliat

I

a zero temperature for a little while kills

him. A few winters ago I was astonished
to find that cocoons hanging to apple-trees
contained a licjuid not frozen, even during

i severe wintry weather. As soon as the
i insect was cut open, however, it froze in-

stantly. These cocoons were in a hibernat-
ing state on the fruit-trees. There they
hung on the twigs, while it was zero weath-
er day after day, and yet it seemed as if they

1 could' not be frozen solid unless you mashed
tlie life out of them. We know that frogs,

' rtsli, snakes, and otlier reptiles, freeze up and

I

thaw out; but, are they frozen solid clear
1 into their vitals V 1 w'isli somebedy could
f tell us. I did not know lu)W hard freezing a

1 bee would bear and come to life, and I did
not know how long he could stand any kind
of freezing ; but since you liave given us the
result of your experii'nents. I tliink I know
more tlum I did before. Tliis question is

j

interesting, becatise there have been inqui-

j

ries several times in regard to how low a
I
temperature we must expose honey-combs
to fi-eeze out the eggs and larvae of the bee-
moth, ("an Prof. Cook tell us any thing
about tlie way in which the larva^ and co-

I

coons of insects bear zero temperatures
!
without injury ? Do they keep warm inside,

j

or do tliey freeze up solirl, and thaw out

j

again V Somebody has said that the sap in
I trees is in a liquid state, even when every
thing else is frozen up soUd; but as soon as
a twig is crushed, the juices freeze immedi-

j
ately. I am pretty sure this is not so, but
there may be a good deal of truth in it.

1 Henderson said a while ago we shoidd plant

I

our early peas very thick, because they keep

I

cfidi other irann. IIow much do wo know.
and how much do we not know V

D. A. JONESS BROOD-FEAME.
ITS SUCCESS IN C.A.X.\D.V.

0N page l->") we gave a descrii)tit)n of this
frame, giving dimensions, etc. Below,
we give an engraving of the frame. As
the dimensions were given on page lo6,

we need not repeat them here. It seems
to me a little strange that a deep frame like
this should find so much favor in

Canada, when our bee-keepers of
the United States so universally de-
cide in favor of the shallow L.
frame. It can not be altogether on
account of ditference in climate,
because we have many successful
bee-keepers in localities as cold as it

is in Canada. We sliall have to ex-
plain it, I presume, on the ground
of honest differences in opinion, or
because otu- Canadian friends have got used
to this kind of frames. It seems to me it

woiUd be an excellent thing for our friend
Jones to come back to the L. frame, but I

presume lie thinks it would be excellent to

have us adopt his frame. There is this we
sliall have to admit, that oiu- Canadian
friends as honey-producers rank fairly with
almost any in anv countrv on the face of the
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globe. California gets ahead a little, when
they have a booming season, but I do not
believe she does much, year after year.

ANOTHER CHAPTER IN REGARD TO
SAYING THINGS WERE NOT THERE.

LEARNINO HOW TO DO BUSINESS SO AS TO AVOID
MISTAKES AND MISUNDERSTANDINGS.

TT^R. ROOT:—You sent me only fifty wooden-
j¥M corner frames. You owe me fifty frames.

"^Inirrr
^ P^* frames together to-day, and found

* '""* out you had sent only .59 Instead of 100

frames. I hope you will make thlng-s all

right. The other things are all right. I am pleased

with them. A. B. Ozi.er.

Grecnspring, Pa., March 12, 1885.

I do not know any other remedy for these
troubles tlian to keep this department stand-
ing until the friends learn by these illustra-

tions how to be careful in "opening goods.
With the above letter our friend incloses
also a caution sheet on colored paper. This
caution label reads as follows:

CauHon.'—When unpacking goods in this package,
please be very careful not to throw out any piece
with the straw. In many cases where goods have
been reported short, missing articles have been
found in the straw. Also h^ok in all the boxes; for
we often crowd small articles inside of others.

The matter was traced up as usual, and
our head packer was the one who put tliem
up, so we wrote to our friend that he must
be mistaken. Well, here is the reply:

Your letter is this evening received. I Ijave

found the frames. I will tell you how it happened
that I made the mistake. I was putting the frames
together in the evening, and one lot was carried to

the cellar, and 1 did not find them till to-day. My
wife sent me to the cellar to get a bucket of coal,

and I found the frames there, and they are all

right. A. n. Ozi.er.

Greenspring, Pa., March 20, is,sr>.

Now to be brief. Within the past few
days we have received the following letters:

Well, Laura, you were right about those other 20

rabbets wrapped up in i)rinted paper. There were
;} bunches of 20 each in the bo.\ of tin separators for

the wide frames, aud 3 bunches of 20 each in one of

the big crates, making the 120 in all, correct. Now
for the " wherefore." Eight of the hives I got were
for my brother; he lives K mile closer to town than

I, and when wo got home with the goods he said he
would take off from the wagon one of the big crates,

and so we did; but after a few days he hired me to

set up his hives (and, as I said before, one of the

crates was broken, so he took that one), so I went
after the crate; but before I got there he took out

one bundle of the rabbets and never said a word to

me about them until after the other 20 came, then

he could say there were 20 down at his house, and
he knew all the time I was short 20. Brother R.,

don't accuse your clerk for not putting up the

goods right, for he did his work all O. K. It was my
brother that caused all of the trouble.

Coal Vale, Kan., Mar. 31, 1885. S. C. V.

In the above case you will notice that the
goods had been unpacked and •' carted
around " quite a little before our friend com-
plained. And then he did not scruple to
say positively that the things were not there.

A few days ago one of our boys came to

me, saying a lot of pocket-knives were miss-
ing in a valuable shipment. I asked him to
tell me the circumstances, and he said he
opened the box out in the shed, and some-
body called him away. After a while he
went back and linished checking them off,

and he found so many were not sent. I ask-
ed liim how he knew'somebody did not steal

four or five boxes. He said he did not knmt
positively, but he did not believe they did.

I told him I should never dare to send any
claim to a manufacturer when goods had
been impacked in that shape; tliat valuable
goods especially should under no circum-
stances be unpacked in the *' shed.*" I told

him to bring the whole of the goods into the
store. He made excuse, that they were
'' awful heavy." To be sure, they were
heavy, for there were several hundred dol-

lars" worth of valuable pocket - knives.
When he had got the box into the store on a
clean counter, I told him to pile up the
packages four wide, live long, and five high.

This would make just the number there
ought to be. and there could not be any mis-
take or miscount, for any one could see at a
glance, if there was not a complete and
scpuue ])ile. Vou see, we made tlie goods
prove themselves. And you can often do
this, friends, when the goods will pile up so

that, by nndtiplying. tlie precise quantity
is knovvn at a glance. After they had done
as I said land it really required much less

tinje than to count the packages. 1, 2, H, A, to

see if the goods are all there) they drew a
long breath of relief.

Here are some friends who declared their

goods never reached them. We sent a tra-

cer ; and tlie express company, after con-
siderable trouble, returned us the i)apers

juoving that the goods had been delivered
long ago. We asked what it meant, and here
is tlu'ir reply

:

I'pon receipt of yours of the 5th inst. we were as

much puzzled as yourself, until we madeathorough
search and found the missing box, which was over-

looked when received, aud placed with other goods

reeieved at the same time, hence we were all the

while looking for them to come.
The H. F. Moki.i.er Mko. Co.

Davenport, Iowa, Mar. 9, 1885.

And still another.
This day I happened to open the bo.x entii'ely that

contained the envelopes you sent me, and to my
surprise 1 found the two handkerchiefs I said you

had not sent. Well, I beg pardon; I thought when
I opened the boxes of goods I should be sure to find

every thing there was in them, that you would not

have to tell me to look the goods over again, as you
have often told others to do; but I got caught this

time, and every thing is all right now.

ClarksviUe, Tenn., Mar. 23, 1885. A. Snvder.
You will notice, friends, that the same

caution label was inclosed with the above
order also, and yet friend S. wrote us the
goods were not there, when he had not even
looked into his box of envelopes.
And still another.
The fork I wrote you about being missing, aft«r

looking over the straw again T found it. I hope it

has not made you any trouble. C. D. Duvall.
Spencerville, Md., Apr. 4, 1885.
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And another still, who declared that we
left out a package of honey-knives. See
where they went to:

A friend of ours took those honey-knives out of

J the P. ()., and then went into 11 restaurant and laid

them dojvn and eanie away and forgcjt them, and
forgot that he ever had them in his possession, and
they were lately found and deli\crcd to us, so it re-

flects nothing on you. Smith & Mougan.
Colunihus. Wis., Dec. ><, 1><8-1.

g^eWIiERY.

THE CONTENTS OF BEE-JOURNALS.

fDITOR' GLEANINGS:—1 am in a rather com-
plaining mood to-day, and therefore I trust

\ that you will excuse any thipg that I wi-ite,

which does not exactly agree with your opin-

ions and those of your subscribers. Several

times I have, laid aside bee-journals, with a feeling

that I had gained nothing by reading them; but I

always attributed it to. my not being in the right

mood to comprehend or remember ju&t what I had
4'ead. And now, after carefully looking over some
back numbers of bee-jouruals, I find that the sub-

jects treated upon are not those which are most
essential to the promotion of our interests: that is,

in Hif/ estimation.

To be sure, it won't hurt anybody to be well post-

ed in regard to some of these minor details; but, is

it necessary and beneficial to protract controversies

over " Moral and legal patents," and till pages

which should be devoted to tlic interests of bee-

keepers with talks about labliits, chickens, silk-

worms^ carp, and carp-ponds, and all of these little

matters for which I think the majority' of bee-keep-

ers care nothing, or, if they do have any interest in

these things, would prefer to purchase books or

jo jirnals treating those topics and nothing else? I

for one shall be glad to sec the time when the niore

important subjeqts of our occupation are brought to

the front and propcrUj discussed-not by trying to

ridicule or cast aside the opiniops of our neighbors,

but let each interested bee-master give in his opin-

ion and testimony, regardless of whfit others have
written; and when the subject has been fully dis-

cussed, let the editor make a concise summing-up
of the diffei-ent testimonies and ideas, and give his

subscribers the benefit of his decision. Would not

this manner of dealing with subjects do away with

a great deal of this going over and over the same
ground whicTi perhaps was discussed two or three

inonths before? for then one could turn back, and,

by just glancing at this summary, know jiist what
had been written and what omitted.

During the discussions about the sizes of section

boxes, and brood-chambers, and the clipping of

qtieens' wings, also in regard to the reversible

frame and the " Heddon supplies," I for one could

not tell what the opinions of the bee-keepers nor

thd editors were without beginning at the start and
're-rOading all that was written in regard to them;
and T sometimes thought that some of those who
'did write had no definite idea of what they were
writing about. I suppose you think this article be-

longs in the Growlery; but as you have that head-

Jng in your journal, perhaps you wish to see it well

patronized. C. H. Smith.

Pittsfleld, Mass., March 2-t, 1885.

Friend S., your remarks are good, and I

agree with the most of them. But, here we
are again, with your letter in print ; and
yet, if you will excuse me, is there any thing
in it very practical or helpful in the care
of bees/ If you want my opinion. 1 shoidd
say, first. I am a little afraid you are in a
complaining mood. I have already liurt one
brother's feelings. I fear, l)y declining to
publish any more, just now, on moral and
legal patents. In deciding what shall ap-
pear in (tLkanixgs, and what shall not, I

believe my sole motive is to serve our read-
ers best, and we have had a host of pleasant
letters in regard to what has been said on
rabbits, chickens, silkworms, carp, and carp-
ponds. Even if we are bee-keepers, I be-
lieve the general feeling is that we want to
look over the fence occasionally, and see
what is going on in the world. I should be
very glad indeed to be able to make a wise
summing-up of the evidence brought for-
ward in regard to the things you mention ;

but my experience, judgment.'and wisdom,
are not eqnal to the task. The size of sec-
tion boxes, for instance, I believe we are
safe in saying, 4} square is pretty generally
agreed upon ; but when it comes to how
wide they should be. tliis involves separa-
tors or no separators, and we want the result
of more experiments before I should dare to
say the point was even iolernhlu well settled.
I believe the general opinion is, that we do
not want queens' wings clipped, but I am
almost afraid to say so. In regard to re-
versible frames, I am satislied witii the one
I have given you. but the matter is a good
deal a sea of conjecture and indecision as
yet. Ileddon's supplies, I think, we may
siun up as a pretty good thing; but much
will depend upon "the reports at the end of
this coming season. It takes a long wliile,

friend S., to settle decisively these disputed
points. A great many of us have decided,
so far as >re are concerned. You will notice
in this number that friend Ileddon is satis-

fied in regard to the wintering problem ;

now. it will probably be a long while before
we all agree with turn, or. in fact, before we
(tU agree on a great many otlier matters.

BAD REPORT FROM HONEY-DEW.
Y losses up to date are two colonies, with in-

dications of one or two more to follow, caus-

ed by honey-dew, or its right name," bug-

juice," and as there have been no losses re-

ported in Gleanings from others, can it be

that ours was of a more inferior quality, as none
could be worse, and more deceiving to look at on
the outsidcV Hop honey, T think, would be as good

a name to give it, for some of my customers told

me that if I could not feed my bees any thing bet-

ter than hops, they wanted no more of it put up in

that shape; for I must confess I sold what looked to

be A No. 1 quality of honey that was some of this

hop-apis bug-juice, honey-dew lioney, that made
oiir pets go wild the past season. The colonies that

arc affected had stores from it, and those that ap-

pear all right have some stores from the season of

1883, this being saved on account of so much apple-

bloom last spring, and so the bug-juice, or hop
honey, was stored in boxes. ('. L. Hill.

Dennisou, Ohio, March 9, 188.5.
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BEE CULTURE IN FLORIDA.
SOMETHING ABOUT REVERSIBLE FRAMES; HOW IT

WORKS IN PRACTICE.

p S I dould no cure for the Florida fever

y\^ but to partake of the climate, etc., I came

J^l^
here the 13th of Jan., 1835, and it is truly won-

^^^ derful to witness the chang-e from Maine
here. I can hardly believe it is below zero,

while here it is summer. Only think of oranges
fully ripe on the trees, and bloom now in full, and
one of the most delicious perfumes float in the gen-

[

tie breezes from the blossoms. Trees are putting-
j

on a new g-rowth, birds are happy, and so are all the I

people. We often hear shouts of joy far away in

the open pines.

I came here undecided as to a home, but I have
fully come here to stay. Of course, there are

'

thing's we must be denied, but we enjoy much that \

we can not in a cold climate. Nearly the first thing

I did was to look into the bee-works. I found them
at work, strange to say, working lively; and on
looking into hives I found them strong in brood,

and some new honey and comb produced. Yes, in
'

January. I could not find an j' one who was up to

the times in improvements, to get actual facts

from; but all agreed that bees did well. Hees are

all inbo.v hives or large frame hives, two feet long,

and frames 12 inches square, with nothing but a

cleated board for cover. If they warp or shrink, so

bees creep in, and a wholesale robbery is the result,

they get no careful attention. These hives are sup-

l)osed to be for extracted honey; but, give me a

regular L. frame, and a hive that can be controlled

every way. The hives have no division-boards,»so a

light colony stands a poor chance to guard against

ants and robbers, as well as being obliged to warm
the large open spaces, and cold air that creeps in all

around the cover.

I went to see a man who keeps quite a number of
;

colonies, but I was obliged to borrow a large net to
j

protect myself from the bees. I found no one at
;

home; but he came soon, and, to my great surprise,

he fed the bees in a large sheet of shells, and also

went around and slopped some sugar and water
right on to the bees, by lifting the cover and turn-

ing it out on the frames. I told him I would not do
it for any thing, for it must make more mischief

than good, for the syrup ran right out of the front

of the hives, and, of course, there would be a gener-

al fight and uproar, which there was. I never saw
such a cross lot of bees; even the gentle Italians

came at me, about as a little boy would at his mam-
ma, after she had given him a bit of sugar, as if to

[

say, " I'll have more." 1 never could think of open-

ing a hive where bees had been fed in this way, for, '

oh how some one would be overrun with the rob-

bers I This was in the early part of the day, so a

long day would lay out many a would-be good colo-
j

ny, or, at least, lay a foundation for such.

Another man who had seen me transfer a colony

thought he would do so with one of his, so he rigged

a hive as he thought best, and one morning did the

job right on the old stand, and I happened along

soon after, when they told me they guessed their

bees were fighting. Then I saw what they had
done—transferred out of doors, in a very warm
day; and as he knew nothing of the effect of honey
being where bees could get a free taste, they had

[

got the best of the colony. I told him never to

allow a drop of honey or swpettS where bees cowld I

get it in the day time. I was afraid he would lose

his bees, and so he did. They were robbed,, and
queen killed, and finally they left and came over
into one of my hives, right among the bees. I

smoked and united them; and as soon as I found
whei-e they came from I paid for them.

I have ten colonies. I do all my transferring in a

building; and as I have been on a jump ever since

I came here, I do such jobs in the evening, then by
morning the honey is all cleaned up, and no excite-

ment follows. I regulate the entrance-blocks and
division-board, according to the colony. I have
made long days; have done considerable in the

orange-groves, and other work, and have been
making hives. I have a few sections partly capped
now; they are over some frames that I reversed,

and I do believe when we reverse them in

just the right time that it is one of the greatest im-

provements ever made, to say nothing of full

combs. I think we shall drive the bees into the

boxes; at least, it works so with me. I always have
the combs down to the frame, and close them up to

not more than ' j inch; I think the closer they are,

the better the bees work in the boxes, for they have
not much room to bulge the honey in the frames;
and, too, it seems more to the queen like her own
home.
We have here some dilfieulties to meet that are

not in a colder climate. The ants are iiuite bad, but
I believe there is a remedy for all troubles, and I

will give mine. To make it cheap and light, I strip

up barrel-staves about 1' j inches for large hives, to

1 inch for nuclei. I nail two on front of nuclei and
two on back, in a A shape, some like a sawhorse, so

as to set in old fruit-cans of water. On the large

hives I nail on each corner; I allow al)Out 10 inches

of legs below the hives, and i find, too, these dishes

make an excellent watering-place for the bees, and,

by the way, a hive 10 inches high works much easier

forme. 1 also heat quart cans and unsolder them
and straighten out; these I nailed under front end
of hive, and bend down a little to make an extend-

ed alighting-board for bees, all of which works in

practice as well as in theory. Shade for hives in

many places we can not have. Natural shade I

make in this way: Get out slats 4 feet long; cutout
a notch near one end. Now sharpen the other; cut

open the seam of old bran-sacks, and hind the cor-

ners to tlie four ends of stakes, and you have a

shade that you can fix just as you want; and when
you work on a hive, just pull up the two on one
side, and stand them on the other side of hive. The
sticks can be varied so as to shade the entrance

and any part o+' the hive, and bees will work with it,

when they will lie idle if not used. Try it, some one;

it is not patented. This all may look like work and
care; but, how do we accomplish any thing without

such? For want of shade, and where ants have the

run, many light and heavy colonies have deserted

their hives. E. P. CHURCHiLii.

Tampa. Fla., March 24, 1885.

I know, friend C. there are many pleas-
ant things about Florida; but at the close
of your letter you have suggested some of
the uiiph'asanf ones. After my visit in the
South, 1 came home with more of a disposi-
tion to thank (Jod for our frosts and snows
than ever before. Yes, I think I can thank
him even for our unseasonable zero weath-
er ; for these same apparent drawbacks have
been a large factor in making our Northern
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countries what they are. If we raise plants
in the greenhouse, they have got to be hard-
ened off, as gardeners term it, before they
are fit to go outdoors, and I fear you will

find, after you have stayed in Florida a few
years, you will begin to suffer for the lack of
llie ''hardening-olT'' process.

POLLEN, AND ITS RELATION TO
BROOD-REARING.

PKOF. COOK GIVES US SOMETHING VALUABLE,
THAT HAS A DIRECT BEARING ON THIS

.M.\TTER Of WINTERING BEES.

"Tl DITOK GLEANINGS:—You and the readers of

^j Gleanings will remember that, in a paper

1^1 sent by me to last Gle.vnings, I said that
'*^ bees sent me by Mr. Doolittle, dead, as he

said, of diarrhoea, showed no pollen in their

intestines, but were characterized by the usual odor

of diarihcea, and the feces showed the bacteria

which 1 find in all fecal matter from bees which are

suffering- or have died of this disease. This is the

only case where I have found bees dead or suffer-

inj? from diarrhoea, that had no pollen in their in-

testines. I said in that paper that there must have
been nitrogen in their food, else we would not have
found the bacteria and the putrescent odor. Since

writing said article, Mr. Doolittle has written me
that the bees were given clean combs in September
last, fed wholly on sugar syrup, and reared brood
in the winter. He also states that he fed the syrup
in small quantities, taking some time to do it, in-

stead of feeding all at once, and that his other bees

gathered pollen in autumn- October, I think—but
these, he thought, did not gather any.

Since T wrote the other article, Mr. Doolittle has
sent me a small piece of the comb from the hive,

and I find under honey—I suppose syrup—quite an
amount of pollen, so that its presence was easily

demonstrated by use of the microscope. Now, the

fact of breeding makes the case clear. Bcescfoi

not reir brood, which always contains nitrogen in

the tissues, without nitrogen in the food; but pure
sugar syrup contains not a particle of nitrogen.

This, then, is further proof that nitrogen was pres-

ent, and the bees could and did eat it.

Again, to make assurance doubly sure, I took all

the fecal matter I could collect from the bees not

showing pollen, and carried it to Dr. R. C. Kedzie
lour chemist, and a very able one), asking him
if it contained nitrogen; and if so, whether the
amount was considerable. Here is his reply:

Prof. A. J. Coofc.—The material you placed in the
hands of the Chemical Department, labeled " Bee-
Feccs." has been submitted to (lualitativc chemical
analysis, and was found to cDiitiiiM ((mibincd nitro-
gen in abundance. When tlit- niatciiiil was rubbed
up with soda-lime, and lii'atc<i in a test-tube, am-
monia was given ntr abundantlN, ;is was shown by
the odor, and by the blue color instantly imitiirte'd
to the blue litmus-papi r when held in the nioutli of
the test-tube. I inclose; samples of blued i)aper.
There was not enoug^h of the material for quantita-
tive determination. U. C. Keijzie.
Agricultural College, March 2ft, 188.").

We see, then, that the bees did liavo access, and
did eat pollen or some similar substance.

Is it not possible— aye, probable—that the bees
gathered pollen, or possibly meal, in the fall? Sure-
ly the method of feeding, as it would stimulate the
breeding impulse, would incite the boes to gather
such food. It would have been far better to have
fed all syrup at once, und then not to have ipft the

matter of gathering pollen to a guess. This vitiates

and renders doubtful the force of the experiment.
It is hard to say just why the bees had no pollen-

husks in the intestines, though it will be remem-
bered that some did. Is it not possible—nay, proba-

ble—that such bees ate the jelly, or chyme, prepared
for the young bees? Quite possibly they ate up the

brood. In either case they would get the nitrogen,

and not show any pollen husks or grains in their in-

testines. Eating meal, too, might account for the

nitrogen, and the absence of pollen grains or husks.

The present terribly severe winter must enforce

the following points:

Good cellars, and not chaff hives or packing, are

the sure conservatories for our bees in winter.

They are always economical, and, with proper pains

as to food, safe.

Good sugar syrup, or non-nitrogenous food, is

much the safest for bees in winter.

Bees, even though fed on pure carbo-hydrates, are

not proof against severe cold—they may freeze—
with no show of diarrhoea.

Azoturia, which Williams, one of the best authori-

ties, calls a hyper-nitrogenous condition of the sys-

tem, is a very serious disease which often attacks

and destroys horses and other higher animals, con-

sequent upon a diet too rich in nitrogen. Is it not

likely that our bees die of azoturiaV Cold stimu-

lates them to eat the hearty nitrogenous food which
otherwise they might not eat at all. In this case,

retention of the feces makes the danger greater.

A. J. Cook.
Agricultural College, Mich., Mar. 2>, 1885.

Many thanks, friend ('., for the valuable
facts you furnish us. You will remember,
that in my reply to Doolittle, on page 32,

last issue, I suggested that perhaps a little

pollen might be found in those five empty
combs. As I was well aware, that bees oft-

en fill a cell partly with pollen, and fill it

out with honey, I supposed friend D. had been
careful to look out for them. If the combs
are new, such cells may be readily detected
by looking toward the light through the
comb.—Now, friend C. in regard to cellar
wintering in place of chaff hives, do you not
need to qualify this advice so as to meet dif-

ferent localities? Perhaps it would take
more of the sugar to do it; but with our
changeable climate, 1 am hardly ready yet to
advise cellar wintering.

REVERSING FRAMES BY AN ARM PIV-
OTED TO THE END-BAR.

THE ORIGINAL INVENTOR OF THE HOWES AND
HEDDON .VRRANGEMENT.

J'

SF,E in Gleanings that friend Howes thinks
» that Mr. Heddon, and no doubt all others that

I use the pivoting arrangement for reversible
• frames, are infringing on his invention. Will

you please tell Bro. Howes, that, while he may
be an original inventor, I used this same pivoting

arrangement more than ten years ago, for the sanie

purpose?
You remember, that about the year 1870 Mr. J. M,

Price, of Buffalo Grove, Iowa, had a great deal to

say about his revolvable-reversible double-acting

beo-hive, with which he could produce such extra

hardy and prolific queeng, wjiicb to me wag t)9th
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amusing and instructive. From him I got the idea

of the probable advantages of a reversible frame.

In April, 18V2, 1 sold out in Iowa, and came to Cal-

ifornia, and lived near Lathrop that summer; but
during the summer of 1873 and 18T4 I lived on the

west side of the Great San .loaquin River. I then
had about 60 colonies of bees; and as the earliest

and best honey was made in mountains, I took them
up into the Hospital canyon during the months of

February and March, and set them near the house
of my respected co-laborer, G. W. Hoxie, who also

had a few bees; then in June I would take them
back to the river again.

Well, my management, which was altogether new
to Mr. Hoxie, soon aroused his enthusiasm for bees,

and he was soon ready to try any and every kind of

experiment with me, and among them was the re-

versible frame, instead of the hive, as Mr. Price

had done. Our first plan was to fasten a heavy
wire to the end bar of the frame, with staples, pre-

cisely as described in Gleanings, 1884, page 155,

and then bend one end back under the bottom-bar,

and the other straight out for a supporting-arm.

But as this was too unsteady, and, if they filled

one side with honey and not the other, it would
pull it out of true, we soon abandoned it. We
then tried strap iron an inch wide, fastened in the

{

center of the end-bar, just as described on page l.'it;

of same number of Gleaninos, and bent it out at
j

the top of the frame, just as we did the wire for a

frame-support. This did better; but as the frame i

would sometimes tip when top heavy, we i)unched

a hole through the strap iron, about an inch fi-om

the top, and drove a small headless nail through
this hole in the end of the frame, which held it true

|

while in the hive. When the frame was lifted'out,

the strap iron had spring enough to slip off this
[

headless nail, and then turned down, and slipped
i

over the nail at the other end, which reversed your
frame, and was then ready for the hive again.

This all worked nicely, and the way it would
cause the queens to breed was astonishing; but

pretty soon they would commence sticking glue be-

tween the strap iron and the end of the frame, and oh
what a time we would have to clean ofl' the propolis

!

But as honey was cheap, and labor high, as I re-

marked on page lti2, present Vol., we abandoned it,

although I still have several hi\es with reversible

frames, but of a different style.

Mr. Heddon is the only man I have seen who gave
the true effect of i-eversing the frame, so far as the

brood-nest is concerned; viz., in the spring, when
the queen is enlarging her brood-nest, it facilitates

it rapidly; but when they are crowding her with

honey, it diminishes it just as rapidly, for they

don't seem to want to take the honey out from
below the bi-ood; and just as fast as the young bees
hatch out at the top they fill it with honey.

Now, friend Root, if you or any of your readers

have any doubt as to what I have written, they can
write, inclosing stamps, to the Rev. Geo. W. Hoxie,

Applegato, Josephine Co., Oregon. J. F. Fr.onv.

Lemore, Tulare Co., Cal.

Friend F., a great many of us remember
J. M. Price's revolvible-reversible bee-hive;
and I felt pretty certain when Mr. Howes
claimed to be the first to use such an ar-
)'an<?eii)t'nt, something; would come up to
mIkiw lie was luistakeu. No one doubts your
veracity, friend V. You have l)cei) too "long

before tJie bee-keeping fraternity.

MORE ABOUT THE MANUFACTURED
COMB HONEY.

fllE Grocer's Criterion^ of Chicago, un-
der date of March 16, has an article
headed, " When will Humbugging
Cease V

" and makes a rehash of the
article we give from the Philadelphia

Times, p. 2S8. The Grocers'' Price Current of
March 14 also contains the following edito-
rial :

Three glass boxes of fine comb honey were on ex-
hibition in a wholesale grocery, Monday. " That is

very fine as far as looks go," said the proprietor,
" but we only have it on exhibition. It mei-ely rep-
resents Yankee skill. That comb and that honey
nev'er saw bees. Thej" were manufactured by
human hands. The comb is made of paratHne, or
beeswax; and the honey, which Is also false, is

blown in by machinery. We have another kind of
honey, which is put up in glass cups, with a small
piece of comb in the center. This honey is general-
ly made from cane sugar, glucose, or syrup."

It is the old story over again, and these
grocers' papers ought to be ashamed of
themselves. This last item quoted is abom-
inable. Before I can believe that any
wholesale grocer ever had any such honey
on exhibition, or ever made any such speech.
I should want the name and place, so that
the man can 1)0 limited out, and the matter
proven bexond (|uestion. If it is really true,

that the whole tliiug is not a complete false-

hood, niiule by some reporter who wanted to

get up a sensation. I should say that the
proprietor himself was deceived—that he
had got some genuine honey that somebody
persuaded him to believe was manufactured.
It has never been done, and can not be done.
Do our grocers" papers delight iu having
tlie world believe that every tiling is a
fraudV Are tiiey judging honey-dealers
and honey-i)roducers by the way the gro-
cery busin'ess is carried onV lam informed
that an item has jnst come out. giving the
name of a butcher-shop in I'hiladelphia
where dog meat was sold as veal. Suppose
we come out and declare there is no real

veal— it is all dog meat. Tiiese stories

about the adulterati(»n of honey and otluer

commodities, in spite of all our befi-journals

can do, such as have been quoted, are
almost as vmreasonable and in(H)nsistent

;

and in spite (<f all our bee-journals can do.
these editorials about comb honey being
intide of parartine and glucose by Yankee
ingenuity will i)robably be copied from
paper to pai)er. ix'isuading men that the
world is all corrupt, all after the almighty
dollar, that true religion and true Christian-
ity are extinct, and that we are all going to

tile "dogs."

MANIFACTinED COMH HONEV; STII.l. MOHE AltOlT
IT.

Jan. 5th I received a letter from my brother, who
lives in Denver, Col. (he used to be in the grocery

business, so he handled honey some). In this letter

he writes about the fine California honey he has just

been buying. He says, " W^e can always be sure

that honey which comes from California is pure, as

they have nothing cheaper to adulterate it with,

while honey which comes from Chicago you can bo

pretty certain is adultei-fttcd with ghioose. A sreiv-
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lloman told me that he saw them make comb honey

in Chicago that did not have a particle ol: genuine

honey in it, as they made it comb and all." Now, I

do not believe a word of it; but, why did this man
say so? and why are the people of the West given

to understand that the honey of the East is made
and adulterated? I can see no reason for it, unless

that it is done by men of California (not bee men,

but houey-dealersi to exclude eastern honey, and

make a market for California honey. When I re-

ceived this letter I thought 1 would write and tell

you of it, but I put it ott', and probably would not, If

1 had not seen in last Glean inos where Joseph H.

Snyder asks the ciuestion, "Can honey-eomb be

counterfeited?" and you say it is a falseliood of the

papers. By what I have written, you can see that

it is not told by the papers alone, but by men whose

interest it is to make people believe that our honey

is not as pure as California honey.

Warwick, N. Y. H. P. Demauest.

Friend D., limit up the gentleman, make
hint tell him where he saw them mannfac-
tming comb honey in Chicaso, ami s»> there

and hunt them tip. If it transpires, liovv-

ever. that the gentleman whom you mention
is found to be a man whose word can not be
relied on, it were a pity you hadn't found it

out before you sent us this letter. I do not
know what does possess people to pass
around falsehoods in this way, unless it is

their desire to make believe they are better
posted than other people.

I clip the following from a Kansas paper. I think

that tliat caps any thing I have seen lately. I think

we ought to chip in and help him out with a large

"ad." Fhank D. French.
Millers Corners, N. Y., March 11, 188:,.

Below is the clipping inclosed with the
letter :

Cnn make honey that cxn not be disiln^ished from pure
honey, for eight cents per pound. Send fifty fents in postage
stamps for recipe. Address box i, Wakefield, Neb.

Thank you, friend F. Send us all such
notices you can possibly get hold of. As
good liquid honey can "be bought now al-

most anywhere for 10 cts. per lb., it seems to

me there is not very much of a temptation
to manufacture spurious honey. Set dovvn
any man as a humbug and swindler who
wants to sell a rcn'pe for doing something.
All recipes of any value are sooner or later

found in (n\r recii>e-books, or in the indus-
trial papers devote d to that i)articular class

to which the recipe belongs. Fifty cents,
or any other sum, for information that can
be printed on a little slip of paper, is a swin-
dle.

UO llEE KEEPEHS ADULTERATE THEIR HONEY?

This is a question which we should consider very

carefully. Bee-keepers should he careful how
they follow the advice of Mr. Heddon and Mr. Doo-

little and others, in regard to feeding sugar syrup.

We should have to go to some old-fogy log-gum

beekeeper to get pure honey, if we should follow

their advice. They make a terrible fuss when some
one says we sell thera sugar. But, what are tiic}/

doing? Are they advancing the sale of pure honey?
Not much. Just as long as they feed sugar to their

bees Ihey will sell adulterated honey.

Platteville, Wis, I'. II. Fellows.

I'nend V.. 1 lliiiil< yon are borrowing

trouble unnecessarily. If anybody says that
we feed sugar to the l)ees in order tliat we
may make honey of it, because sugar is fed
in the fall for winter stores, 1 should say
such a person would have to talk. The
superiority of pure sugar for winter stores

over even' the l)est of honey is now so well

agreed upon, that it is without question go-

ing to be the staple winter stores of the fu-

ture. If bees are properly fed up in the fall,

there will be little if any need of feeding
bees in the spring ; and when you hear any
man talk about bee-keepers adulterating
honey with sugar, ask that man to visit

some apiary at a time when honey is coming
in, and his eyes will soon satisfy him that it

is genuine honey, gathered from the flowers,

that bee-keepers put up, and nothing else.

Hemc'.mber. also, that it is not what bees eat,

but what they gather, that determines the
quality of the honey.

Here is still another, and this time it hits

the maple-sugar makers instead of bee-men
and grocers. Now, friends, if it is true that
men who own sugar-bushes adulterate their

j

maple sugar with cane sugars, let us get

I

good proof, and then show them up without
j

mercy. But I am afraid niai)le-sugar mak-
ers are slandei-ed just as the bee-keepers
have been. No doubt owners of sugar-
bushes buy cheap sugar; but does it neces-
sarily follow they are using it to adulterate
the syrup they sell V

It is an open secret that great quantities of mus-
covado sugar at six to eight cents have been sold to
owners of sugar-bushes, and that the yield of "pure"
maple sugar will be larger than ever before. A sin-

gle owner of a "sap-Dush" bought ten barrels of the
cheap brown sugar. Imitation butter must go.—
(JMcago Ttihune.

WINTERING PROBLEM SETTLED.

OK AT LE.A^ST friend HEDDON THINKS IT IS.

HOPE no one will be startled when I say that I

have solved the wintering problem, to mji uivn

-||i satisfaction. When I say that, notwithstand-

ing I have in past years been quite a heavy
loser of bees during winter—bees treated by

nature and myself, the same as others in other lo-

cations, which wintered well—that for the future I

would not give ten cents per colony to have my
bees insured against winter losses, I have, to back it

up, satisfactory evidence of the correctness of the

pollen theory.

One year ago last winter I made extensive experi-

ments regarding the cause of bee-diarrhcea. The
winter was such that but little diarrhoea occurred.

Although every thing pointed favorably to the

theory, yet I was not perfectly satisfied. Knowing
that there is some truth in the theory, that all our

improvements and discoveries are a slow growth,

cultured by many, yet I felt that this slow growth
might go on growing until after I had ceased to be,

and yet be growinjo;, with little signs of blossoming

or bearing fruit. Perhaps I am a little impetuous

for something in the near future—something I can

profit by, here and now. If I am, this propensity

led me to again go into e.xperimenting more than

before; and while last winter's experiments cost

me more than *1000, I feel more than paid in the

satisfaction 1 ppw enjoy over this problem—morf'
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than paid as reg-ards tny own future liee-keeping:, to

say nothing- of what I may do for others; for I feel

confident that I can now lay down specific rules by
which all can winter their bees with perfect mfctij

every time. The near future will decide whether or

not I am correct. If any such rules have ever be-

fore been g-iven us, I know not when or by whom.
I am aware that many bee-keepers have supposed
that the wintering- problem was a simple one, and
one which tbey understood. They thought so be-

cause they had never failed of successful wintei-ing-.

Then they would tell us just how they did it. and
the different means and ways reported were almost

as numerous as the reporters. And then some one
would arise and report failure by the same process-

es, which proved conclusively that the ways and
means provided by the successful reporters were
only such as would warrant success with their in-

dividual conditions and environments.

I now propose to lay down such rules as T fully

believe a?f can succeed with; and without courting-

any bcllig-erent discussions, I wish to leave my
record as a discoverer in this problem, with the

actual practical results of the future.

I must first grive g-reat credit to Prof. A. .7. Cook,
with whom I have been corresponding-, and sending:

specimens for the past month, and who has worked
out the chemical and microscopic part of the prob-

lem in a largre deg-ree.

First, having- been able to remove the cause of

bee-diarrhoea, and, of course, its consequent effects,

I have found that bees quite readily succumb to

freezing, which I believe is greatly aided by
their inability to e.xpel aqueous vapor in a Ipw
temperature. By unwarranted and severe expos-

ure to cold, I have frozen to death over 7.") colonies,

with no diarrhoea whate\er. Had I not first re

moved the cause of diarrhcj-a, these colonies would
have discharged that fecal mass before they suc-

cumbed to cold (as we commonly use the term).

Second, this fecal discharge known as bee-diar-

i-lioea is every time composed of nitrogen, as I have
been claiming for the last two years; and while,

undoubtedly, in 9!) cases out of every 100, this nitro-

gen is taken from bee-bread or floating pollen in

the honey, Prof. Cook thinks that poKsihJy it maj' be
taken by consumption of bacteria by the bees,

which he has found in rare cases swarming in their

intestines. We would find l)acteria with fermenta-
tion. One fall my bees carried in nearly a (juart of

cider per hive. Though the following winter was
not severe, yet those that were confined for three
or four weeks shon-ed no symptoms of fecal accu-

mulations at the end of that time. I have seen colo-

nies have diarrhoea badly, with no longer confine-

ment with stores of i-ipe honej- and perfect bee-

bread. I have also seen the same fecal accumula-
tions take place with only two or three days' con-

finement, but at that season of the year when bees

were exerting themselves, and (consequently con-

suming pollen daily.

I have just read Mr. Doolittle"s article on page
231, and in the .4m. Bee Ji»ir)iiiJ ^ read his account
of the time and way in which he supplied the colo-

ny in question with sugar syrup and no pollen.

Scientists know there is no niti-ogen in pure sugar
syrup. They also know that tissue can not be
created, either in the growth of new individuals, or

in making up waste, caused by exertion in older

ones, without the element nitrogen.

The 200 young light-colored bees, together with

the " patch of brood as big as a silver dollar," show
conclusively that Mr. D.'s colony possessed nitro-

gen, and it seems clear to me that they possessed

pollen ; for Prof. Cook writes me that, in examining
bees and combs from this same colony, he found
traces of pollen in the comb, some cases of undi-

gested pollen in the bees' excreta, also bacteria;

and later he writes me that Dr. Kedzie, our State

chemist, finds this excreta from Mr. Doolittle's bees

"containing nitrogen in abundance." Prof. Cook
also says that Mr. Doolittle's case appears to him
to show very mild symptoms of the disease. I had
one colony die with the disease in most radical form

over a month ago, from which 1 sent Prof. Cook
diarrhoetie excreta from a top-bar, and pollen from
the comb just under the top-bar. He analyzed both

carefully with a powerful microscope. He say8 the

excreta was not only almost entirely pollen, but

the .same kind of pollen as that sent him in the

comb beneath the top-bar. He concludes by say-

ing, "The pollen you sent had been liberally appro-

priated by the bees, whose excreta you sent." The
Professor also says, that, after many examinations,

he is positive that bees never discharge dry excreta.

!
He further writes me that he procured some bees

of a neighbor. These bees were lately dead of

diarrhoea, and he found their bodies nearly bursting

with the dark turgid excreta which, when microsco-

pically examined, proved to be pollen grains held in

a watery mixture.

I assert the following, without fear that future

discoveries will prove me incorrect:

1. Diarrhcetic accumulations aie composed of

nitrogen.

2. This nitrogen is practically, and in neaily

every instance, taken by way of consumption of

bee-bread, or floating pollen, in the honey.

3. Bees can use bee-bread for making chyme, or

jcUy, for larval food, without getting it into their

intestines, thus aggregating fecal matter. Hut

said chyme, being fed to the larvtv, and not con-

sumed by the old bees, they can and do breed in

confinement, without accumulating fecal matter,

thus engendering disease.

4. Hees may quite easily perish from cold, witlu)ut

any disease whatever.

5. Sugar syrup contains no nitrogen, but more
heat-producing elements than honey, hence it is

cheaper and safer as a winter food.

fi. A low temperature will cause bees to endeavor
to add to their methods of producing heat, by way of

food, that of exercise, and this exercising will cause

a waste of tissue which the bees will try to replen-

ish by consumption of nitrogen. (I find in every

case, where my sugar fed colonies were trusted

with a few cells of bee-bread, and then subjected to

a low temperature, they ate every particle within

their Teach.)

7. Bees will let their bee-bread alone as long as

the temperature is high enough so that no exercise

is needed.

8. Bees may be forced to the consumption of pol-

len by its presence floating in the honey, constitut-

ing their winter stores.

CONCLU.SION.

If the honey is free from floating pollen, or bac-

teria, bees can be successfully wintered with it, if

put into a repository whose temperature never

goes below 40 or 45, if the colonies are well ar-

ranged for retaining their heat within their hives,

beebread or no bee-bread.
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Tq§qonomize infqod, and insure freedom from ni-

trogen, feed your colonies sug-ar-syrup stores witii

as little honey and bee-bread in the hive as possible,

and place these colonies in a warm repository, and
heep, up the temperature to io," and you will never
lose your bees during- winter, with any length of

conflnement we ever experience in latitudes where
bees are kept.

Having hclicred this three years, I have been at

work developing a system of mauag-ement by
which we can get nearly all our honey stored in the

surplus receptacles, bringing our brood-chamber
out in fall almost entirely destitute of honey, and
with very little bee-bread. I have succeeded to my
satisfaction, and proven the system's advantages
as regards increase of profit, and decrease of labor,

in all directions, and will delineate it to your
i-eaders at a future time. It is very pleasant to be
able to dictate an improved and cheaper kind of

winter stores, without the troublesome, perplexing,

and, in many instances, dangerous job of late ex-

traction. James Hebuon.
Dowagjac, Mich., April 3, 1885.

MR. J. F. FLOBY'S SECTION CORNER-
CLAMP.

HI.S REPLY TO THE QUERIES ON PI*. 110 AXU 16.1.

'N answer to your queries on pages 100 and 16.J, as

to how I close up the ends of my corner clamp-

ed sectional honey-boxes, I will say that I am
not yet satisfied what plan is best—to put wood
in the end as you suggest, or tin, cut about '2

an inch narrower than they are high, and ^4: inch

longer than they are wide, and then bend it so it

will fit close over the outside of the section, and
then slip it under the clamps, which will hold it

tight up to the section without nailing, or else have
your clamped sections about '2 inch shorter than

your cap, and put a thin board "b or 3-10 thick be-

tween them and the cap. Some will use them just

as they do the Tulare sectional box; viz., have
them fit up snug to the side of the cap; but I object

to that plan, for the simple reason that, if bits of

comb are attached to the cap, in lifting them out or

in lifting the cap off first, leaving the honey sitting

on the hive, which is the better plan, it will bruise

the outside of the comb; but by having a thin

board between the cap and honey, and lifting the

cap off first, these boards can be laid back, and then

there will be no l>ruising of the honey whatever.

This, of the three plans mentioned, I am inclined to

think will be the best plan.

You still seem to think that I must have a duuhle,

bee-space in tiering up. If the clamps, as you ad-

mit, are only '« inch thick, and you put one on
top of the other, you certainly have but one
space, and that just double the thickness of the

clamps, making it '.j inch, hence we can have but

one space between cac/i tier, no matter how many
tiers you may have; while the lleddon has two and

a honey-board besides.

At our last convention at Haniord, March 4, there

was but one objection urged against them; and his

idea was, that the liees would wax and glue be-

tween the sections. As to the wax, I have no fears

whatever; but how much, if any, they will glue it I

can not say, but certainly not more than the Hed-
don case. I am not manufacturing them, neither

have I them for sale; but if any one will send me

several stamps, for postage, etc., I will mail him a
sample. J. F. Flory.
Leinore, Tulare Co., Cal.

SWEET CORN AS A HONEY-JPLANT,

ALSO SOME OF ITS OTHi ADVANTAGES.

tGOOD many seeds are sold, and a good
deal of time and money is spent in
raising plants that yield honey and
nothing else. Well, dear friends, 1

have many times told you that I felt a
little anxious when you sent for seeds pro-
ducing plants that promise no return except
the honey they may furnish. But if you
should plant our best varieties of sweet corn,
and give it a good cultivation, I should not
worry about you one bit. You know we have
advertised four difterent kinds of corn for
some years past. AVeil. it just occurred to
me this spring that perhaps I had better see
if any of these old kinds had been super-

j

sedeci. Below is friend Kendel's reply in re-

gard to the matter, and 1 thought it too bad
I

to keep it all to mystlf. If you want any of
the seeds he mentions in his article, he will
give you the real genuine at the lowest mar-

1 ket price ; or, if more convenient, you can
i send the order directly to us, and we will

j

send the things with your goods.

J

Mr. A. I.Riiiit: In reply to yours of April ;J, we
would say we have a decided improvement over
Minnesota in Fords Early Sweet, which is nearly a

week earlier, larger, and somewhat sweeter, with

price same as Minnesota. For a second early, the

Moore's Concord holds its own; the Croby's is some-
times thought to be a little sweeter, but is not so

fine and large an ear, so that the Concord takes the

lead for market purposes. For the third, Early

Mammoth has no peer; it is sweet, productive, large
' ear, and continues a long time in the milk. For a

fourth, the Stowcll Evergreen or the Egyptian are

favorites, the Evergreens for evaporating; but for

! excellence of flavor, the Egyptian. The Evergreen
I is so well known it needs no description; the Egyp-

I

tian is 12 to 11 rowed, fair sized ear, not quite as

large as evergreen, but has a pleasant habit of pro-

ducing two or three cars to the stalk when not

planted too close.

You can not urge the friends too strongly to

plant corn of the four different seasons all at one
planting, which is preferable to successive plant-

ings for the following reasons:

1. Tlie work of planting is all done at the prop-

er time, and one can put his mind at pcrt'oct rest

on the sweet-corn question.

2. The first and second early are not ((uite as de-

sirable varieties as the third and fourth varieties;

but if the former are not planteil, no corn can l>e

picked for the table until the third early " Mam-
moth " comes, and the ground can all be cleared of

stalks, and othci- ero|)s planted upon the earlier

liatclu's.

3. After the Maunnoth has been all used whilst

just right, the later varieties will just liegin to be

good, and will continue so until frost.

i. The stalks being of half the value of the crop,

are more apt to be cut when green, and in their

best condition for fodder; for when one knows
there are no more ears to be gathered upon a cer-
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tain patch there is no reluctance whatever in mak-
ing- a clean sweep of the stalks at once.

Another important matter we must mention, not

generally understood or thoug-ht of. Instead of

planting long rows, plant each variety as compactly
together as possible, that it may fertilize its own
ears more perfectly.

The earliest may be planted in hills 3x3, or in

drills 3 feet by one in the row, the second S'^ x 3'j.

and the Mammoth and later varieties, 4 .\ 4, or in

rows 4 ft. apart and I ft. in the rows.

About peas, we would say there has not been as

much improvement, with the exception of Amer-
ican Wonder, for first early; but these, although a

Very nice pea, are really only a few days earlier

than Gems, but no better in quality. There is also

a new dwarf, Strataproni, to take the place of Cham-
pion as third, which requires no brushing, growing
only 2'/i ft. How the quality will compare witii

Champions, this season's experience will determine.

You can not do better than plant all at one time.

American Wonder or Little Gems for the first, Ad-
vancers for second. Champion or Stratagem for

third, and Yorkshire Hero for fourth. When Strat-

agem are used, no sticks or brush will be required

. for any, and they will follow each other in regular
and happy succession, giving you the very choicest

peas in their very prime, from the beginning of the

season to its close. All we have said about coi-n

will apply with equal force to planting peas in this

manner; even the use of the vines in their green
state as fodder is a small item worth saving.

The price of corn and peas is lower this season.

Cleveland, O., April 3, US.'). A. C. Kknuei-.

l^EPe^'Ff^ Dif^cenR/iGiNG.

full colonies, and for queens of every shade
and color. What is our loss will be their
gain. Again, the successful ones who have
learned by experience and hard work how
to winter their bees safely will this year reap
the harvest they deserve. It reminds me of
wliat friend Terry says in the new potato-
book. A neighbor of his prepared lialf C)f

his potato-tield just as he knew it ought to
be. then he got behind witli his work, and
short of hel)). and lie tixed tlie tield in tlie

usual way. The result showed tliat he would
have made money to have paid five or even
ten dollars a day "for sufficii nt lielp to have
the icork done ^iyht : and this was at a time
when plenty of excellent men could have
been had for Sl.cO per day. Neighbor II.

was in just that predicament last fall. He
was building, and neglected his b?es, and the
loss by this neglect will run up into the
hundreds of dollars. We employed a care-
ful hand to care for ours, and he had all

the time and lielp lie wanted, and all the
granulated sugar he needed, and now we
have booming colonies to meet the demand
that has come for bees by the pound already.

WHAT IS TO BE DONE IN REGAKDTOTHE FEARFUL
LOSSES OF BEES, ETC.?

NOTICE in an old number of Gleaninos your

advice is to pay more attention to the depart-

ment called Blasted Hopes, so as to keep fi-csh

in the minds of the novices the uncertainty of

bee-keeping. Well, I sitpijose this is good ad-

vice, but it is wholly unnecessary just now, in this

vicinity. We have some of us rcalizol it to be a

fact, that bees are sometimes an uncertain quanti-

ty. Our empty hives and moldy combs are unan-

swerable arguments to prove that bees will die

sometimes ; and a glance around our apiaries demon-
strates more forcibly the " uncertainty " of the bus-

iness than whole volumes of advice. Well, nearly

75 ?u of the bees in a radius of 5 or 6 miles have suc-

cumbed to the inevitable this winter. Bee-keeping

has been " put back 20 years " by the recent cold

winter, so " they " tell us, but we don't believe any
such thing. One or two good seasons will repair

the losses, and it will " boom " again. By the way,

we should like to hear from other neighborhoods

and localities, in reference to the losses.

Economy, Ind., March, 24, 1885. G. W. Williams.

Thank you, friend W., for your kind words.
There is one thing we should not overlook in

regard to these losses. It is going to open up
a trade during the year 188o in bees and
queens, never heretofore known ; and our
friends in the South will probably have a
brisk demand at good prices for every thing
in Xhe shape of bees by the pound, in nuclei,

REPORT PROM INDI.^NA, ETC.

We put up for winter about lOJ colonics in single-

walled hives, chaff division-boards on sides, and
chaff cushions on top; left on summer stands.

Fed S'o bbls. of sugar late In fall. Considerable re-

mained uncapped. Colonies alive now, 30. That
begins to look a little like " progressive bee-keep-

ing." How are yours, friend Root? I have noticed

closely for your report, to sec how that young man
succeeded you told about last fall. The past winter

has been the closest I ever knew here. Bees flew

but little for nearly 3 months. Fred F. Roe.
Jordan, Ind., March 24, 1885.

See April 1st number, page 248.

ONLV 2 WEAK ONES LEFT OUT OF fi5.

i

I have lost 31 colonies out of 51. and a neighbor of

I
mine saved 2 weak ones out of 65 colonies; and as

j

far as I can hear they have wintered poorly.

A.WOUTMAN.
Seafleld, Wliite Co., Ind., March 2, 1885.

ONLY 16 LEFT OUT OF 96, AND CHAFF-PACKED.
Bee-keepers in this vicinity are wearing very long

faces just now, and, indeed, there is every reason to

feel blue. Small beekeepers have genei-ally lost

all. An idea maybe arrived at from neighbor Dick-

enson's report, 16 left out of 96, chafif-packcd on
summer stands. I can not give an account of my
own at present, but know iny loss to be heavy.

J. L. Cole.
Carlton Center, Harry Co., Mich., Mar. 27, 1885.

LOSSES IN INDIANA.
I estimate the number of colonies of bees within

2!i miles, fall count, 175; spring, 75. My own, fall,

23; spring, 20. Thanks for the teachings of the A
1
B C. Beyond the above limits there are Reynolds

I

Bros., of Williamsburg, our supply-dealers, who
i have had very little loss; number of colonies kept,

' about 60. Mr. Replogel, near Hagerstown, one of

the most experienced bee-keepers in the county,

lost 12 out of about 9J; his are in chaff hives. The
heaviest losses were where the extractor was used.

[

A. G. Mendenhall.

I

Economy, Ind., March 25, 1885.
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;^ECENT DEYELOPJ)IEjX¥g,
And Suggestions and Queries Particularly Pertaining

to the Season.

heddon's honey-board.
I)\V wide are the slats, and how far apart, in

Heddon's sink honey-board? also the thick-

ness and width of the side-pieces and end-

bars? Docs friend H. use enamel cloth, or

its equivalent, above the bees?

North Freedom, Wis. F. Minnich.

The slats are one inch wide, friend M.
There are 9 of them in all. The outside
ones are tight np against the side-strips,

and the others are on an average about I

inch apart ; yet in the sample sent us the
spaces vary from a little more than i inch to

a full i inch, so I presume the space is not
very important. The end and side pieces

are'l thick ; the, end-pieces are f wide in the
clear, and the side-pieces i incli wide. In
making similar honey-boards for the Sim-
1)1 icily liive, we make the slats also one inch
wide," and the spaces i inch. To make tliem

space the brood-frames and come out riglit,

the two outside slats are only f inch. This is

because we do not use the si^ik honey-board
for the Simplicity hive, as exyilaiued on page
:22!». 1 believe friend Ileddou does not use
enamel cloth at all, or any ('(luivalent to it.

The cover to the hive is all the covering he
has over the frames or over the sections. I

should like to look through his apiary, and
see if he or his students do not smasii hun-
dreds of bees wlien they place their cover
back on the hive in a hurry.

REVERSIBLE WIDE FRAMES.
Have you ever tried I'eversible wide frames -that

is, wide frames with open top-bars, top-bars same
width as the bottom, and the tops and bottoms of

section boxes, so that the tiering up plan could be

pi-actised with the wide-frame supers? The frames
mig-ht or might not be made to reverse. Section

cases are growing popular recently, and the chief

i-eason for this seems to be that they can be tiered

up, while close-top wide frames can not. If separa-

tors are to be used, wide frames are best adapted

for this purpose. If nice thick tabids of honey are

desired, separators must be used. E. E. Ewing.
Kowlandsville, Md.

Your remarks are good, friend E. The
reason why we do not often wish to tier up
wide frames is because a complete set hold-
ing ")S sections usually give all the room any
colony wants at one time. Where we want
nice thick cakes of honey, I agree with you
that separators nmst be used. In using
wide frames in the house apiary, I thought
of setting them in upside down. To do tliis

we should have to have narrow top- bars
such as you describe. Projecting ends
might he full width. If they were reversed,
omit the" supporting-arms entirely, and rest
the frame on a (puirter-inch strip of Avood
placed on the brood-framts at each end of
the liive.

ONE WAY THAT QUEENS ARE LOST.

That queens which fail to i-eturn from their bri-

dal trips are generally eaten by birds, or fall into

the water, is well known; but that some of them
are injured by the entanglement with the drone,

the following would prove: The second year I kept
bees I had a large after-swarm ; when in the hive
two days I watched to see the queen come out (as

boys and beginners of all kinds do). 1 succeeded in

seeing her go, when I was called away. In about ''.t

of an hour, when I came back, the queen had not
returned, as the bees were all around the hive, and
ready to go some distance to the next colony, which
stood on the same floor in a second story over a

shop. My bi-other, who had a mated queen in one
of his nucleus colonies, offered the same to nie to re-

pair my loss, and we were about to drum the queen
out, which was in a small straw hive, as were all

our bees at that time. When I went to get some-
thing, I passed by the front of the shop, and there I

noticed, among the usual number of crippled bees
on the ground, a q«een hopping around right below
the entrance of my qucenless hive. She had both
wings torn at the ends, and one considerably. I

realized the situation, and carried her to the hive at

once, when all the bees went in, and happiness was
restored. She turned out to be a first-rate queen.
We could not but think that the queen had pulled

toward home, and separated from the drone in

front of her hive, where she fell. I have often

thought about the occurrence since, considering all

the surrounding circumstances carefully, but could

not come to any other than the above conclusion.

Philadelphia, Mar. 9, 1885. C. H. Luttgens.

Friend I^., I would suggest that your
queen got her wings torn by making a mis-
take, and trying to go into the wrong hive.
In such cases the bees will ball and bite
them until they present just the appearance
vou mention. Wasn't that the case V

THE OUTLOOK FOR BEE-KEEPERS.
In view of present prices, has honey and the

bee-keeping business any future? How about the

survival of the fittest? How about Mr. G. M. Doo-
little's estimates; viz., 9 cts. per lb. for extracted

and 14 cts. for comb honey? I'd "sorter" like to

know, you know. For if any one can produce a

good article of extracted honey at low figures, lean!
That's one comfort. C,has. Waterrouse.
Bayou Chene, La., March 23, 1885.

Friend W., you will have to read what
Prof. Cook says in his article in our issue of
April 1, about" the plun^grower. that said tlie

curculio was his best friend. y(»u know. The
survival of tlie littest is a kind of hard doc-
trine, but we have to meet it al almost every
turn. The parabh^ of the ten virgins strikes
right on that point. If oiu' things won't sell,

there is one consolation — with the improve-
ments we have, and the recent advances
made, we can get a piece of ground and raise

enough to liveOn ; and if our jtroducts won't
sell for mom'!/, we will just settle down and
bs happy without any. I am glad to see you
take ''comfort," and I guess your ground
is good and solid^

a hive without ventilation either upward
or downward, and how it turned out.

On Nov. 2:5 1 left my home and my bees—70 stocks

—four miles distant from the Capitol, to reside in

Washington during the winter. I saw no more of

my bees until March 6, when I went oiit home and
made an examination of thcuL I found 10 stocks

dead, all late swarms which had not had sufBcient

honey to winter. In passing on from one hive to

another, I noticed one which excited my curiosity.
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It was one of your Simplicity hives, which by some
accidental oversig-ht in the fall 1 had placed

squarely on the bottom-board, so as to leave abso-

lutely no ventilation. .Were they living- or suffo-

cated? I first " hefted" it by lifting- it bodily, bot-

tom-board and all. Pretty weig-hty. Then I lifted

the hive from the bottom-board, and out the bees

rushed instanter by hundreds from their confine-

ment of three and a quarter months—the liveliest

lot in the whole apiary I This may be a fact of some
interest to you in your discussion about "winter
ventilation." At any rate, I place it at the service

of yourself and your bee-friends. I may add, that

the oil-cloth cover was tightly on, on top.

J. K. Edwards.
Washington, D. C, March 20, 1885.

rrieiid E., the above looks a little like a
"clincher," but I do not think it is quite,
for Simplicity hives as a rule have cracks
enough to give about all the ventilation a
colony would ordinarily need in winter.
But it proves one thing, however, that our
fastening bees in tlieir hives is not always
detrimental. Accidents of this kind have a
great many times demonstrated that bees
often do live, in spite of carelessness, and in
spite of a kind of treatment (cnaineled cloth
sealed down tight for instance) tiiat our bee-
books would most of them pronounce •" sure
death."

THE DISPLAY OF HONEY AT KEW OHLEANS.
I don't think you are doing- your .subscribers just-

ice by not giving- us a report of the honey show at

New Orleans. I for one have been waiting jjatient-

ly for the report. 1 think it would interest ijiost

bee-keepers more than the harang-ue about the Hed-
don hive and llxtures that lew practical bee-keepers

would use. I don't know of what use a bee-journal

is if it don't g-ive a report of such lairs as the Orleans

show. I.l-KK S.NOW.

Laniai-, liartoii Co., Mo., April 1. 1^^5.

Friend S.. altliougli there werf a great
many line displays at New Orleans, 1 do
not tliink among "tiiem all was any ecjual to
some we have had at our different fairs.

The exhibition at Toronto, for instance, was
ahead of any tiling I saw at New Orleans.
Most of the States made an exhibit of honey
as well as other products, and some of them
were very line, but probabh not nearly as
tine as one singly Miight have been liiade

had the Stales air united in getting it up.
The exhibits were most of them much like
what we have had at our fairs and exposi-
tions, and therefore I do not see that it calleil

for any i)arti(*ular comment.

CALIFORNIA HONEY AND EASTERN HONEY.
1 have just noticed in Gleanings the result of

your experiments with the hydrometer on ditferent

kinds of honey. You say that the California sage
honey is not as thick as the eastern white-clover

honey, and that a gallon of the latter will weigh
more than a gallon of the former. Now, I think

that you are a little "off," somewhere. If I mis-

take not, you always count your eastern honey at

11 lbs. to the gallon, while our California hone.v will

weigh a little over 13 lbs. to the gallon ; that is, a 5-

gallou can when full will weigh from U;2 to 05 lbs.,

never less than 60 lbs. W. W. Bliss.
Duarte, Cal., March l(i, 1S8.5.

Friend B., I admit that the California hon-

ey was the thickest, and I expected the hy-
drometer to rise up higher in it, but it did
not do so. The only conclusion I could
come to was. that the specimen of clover
honey tried alongside of it was remarkably
heavy; there were " a good many ounces to
the pound," as the saying is. I will make
some further tests with the hydrometer, and
report.

WHAT TO DO WITH HIVES FULL OF COMBS AND
HONEY, WHERE THE BEES HAVE DIED, ETC.

I have been trylngrto raisje bees and make honey
several years, but have had bad luck, and get but
little honey. Last year and the one before I had
over 30 stands and they do not make as much honey
as I can eat, and now I have only 16 left. I should
like to know how to manage the old hives that have
had bees to die in, so when they begin to swarm I

can hive them. John M. Eldridge.
Huntsville. Ala., March IT, 1885.

Friend E., put some more bees into your
hives, by all means. You can wait until new
swarms come out, and hive them on the
empty combs if you choose; l)ut I think a
better way would be to divide a strong col-

ony before swarming, and work those emp-
ty combs in.

foul brood w.\nted.
I am just in receipt of a letter from Frank Che-

shire, of London, Eng., whose investigations in foul

brood are well known and valued by the bee frater-

nity, in which he says: " I shall regard a little piece

of comb containing the remains of larv.p dead of

foul brood as a great actpiisition, since it would en-

able me to determine the identity or otherwise of

the bachillus on the two sides of the Atlantic." Will

you kindly give this publicity in your valuable jour-

nal, so that anj' brother bee-keeper having foul

brood may aid in valuable researches by mailing as

reciuested':' His correct address is, Frank Cheshire,

Avenue House, Acton, London, England. Any one
mailing will be kind enough to pack securely in

wadding, inclosed in a wooden bo.\, so that the sam-
ples will not be useless when they reach London.
Philadelphia, Mar. 23, 1885. Arthur Todd.
We i>resnme some of our readers will be

able to accommodate friend Cheshire. As a
rule, however, I object to foul brood being
sent around l)y mail promiscuously ; but it

may be all riglit in this case. At oiie of our
conventions. Prof. Cook made the remark
that it any professional man wished to make
exiterimcnts with it he had better go where
it was already, insteatl of liaving bet s ship-
ped to him ; out I believe he referred i)rinci-

l)ally to sending an infected colony away for
experiment.

de.\th fro.m a bee-sting.

I remember reading in Gle.\nings some time

ago what S. A. Dyke said about bee-stings, and
1 think that his advice to use veils is very good,

as a Mr. W. T. Burns, living on West Prairie, Trem-
peleau Co., while taking: the honey from a hive

of bees, on the 13th of last August, was stung-

in one eye, was taken with convulsions, and he

died in half an hour. An instance of the kind

may not occur again, and then it niaj^ — wo do
not know; and to keep on the sale side is com-
mendable to every one handling bees.

Tomah, Wis., Mar. 20, 1885. L. S. Griggs.

Friend (t., this is sad news indeed, and it
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may be a good thing for people M'hose system
is very sensitive to stings, to wear veils. I
do not believe, however, that I shall wear a
veil, liidcss it is necessary to go out among
very angry bees when something usual is go-
ing on. I think your caution will have the
effect of reminding me not to let a bee get
too near my eye. 1 can pretty nearly always
tell when a bee is likely to sting me, and at
such times I look out that he does not get a
chance. If he is really bent on mischief, I

would take time to strike and kill him be-
fore going on with my work. I can general-
ly do this by striking him to the ground with
my hand, and then putting my foot on him.
If you strike a bee down, be sure you keep
him down ; for if he gets up he will sting
you sure. Now, I do not mean because I have
said this, that you are to go into an apiary
striking and fighting every bee that comes
along. Attend to your business, and they
will attend to tlieirs, as a rule. Never stop
to strike a bee down as I mentioned, unless
it is pretty evident that there is no other
way to get along with him. Unless you are
an old hand at the business, I do not believe
I would advise you to try it, even then.

BEES INTERESTING THE CHILDREN, ETC.

For years I have had such an earnest desire to

keep bees, and know something of their wonderful
little ways, that my husband, at the last State Fair,

pui-chased nieahive well stocked with bees and
honey, from Mr. F. S. Wilder, Barnesville,Ga. Now,
if it does not encroach too much on your time, I

|

wish to write you how much pleasure these bees, \

together with your delightful ABC book, give
us. Whenever I open it, e\'ery little fellow

j

stands around my knee and listens and laughs as I

read aloud to them. Each and all of us have an
earnest desire to know you and little Blue Eyes.

Do you know any thing of the " dogwood "? Is it a :

lioney or pollen producer? I commenced with one
colony, but intend to have a Jauje apiai-y before I

give it up, and wish to know all about bees. My .

ajjiary will tie exactly like your " Grapevine" api-

ary. Mrs. R. a. Nisbet.
Bloomfiold, (ieorgia.

Dogwood has been spoken of as a honey-
plant, but I do not believe it bears very
much nectar—at least, the kinds we have
around liere do not.

Wl.NTEUING BEES ON COMBS OF HOSEY IN UPPER
STORIES, ETC.

1 commenced winter with 30 colonies; lost 19. I

am not discouraged yet. Last October, when I
j

packed my bees for winter, I left two with the
j

combs in the upper story. They wintered first class.
,

Two-thirds of the bees are lost in this vicinity. I

have kept bees for si.x years, and never lost a
I

swarm by going to the woods. My apiary is within
'

si.\ rods of the woods. 1 have small trees for them
to cluster on. I use the hiving-bo.v, and like it very
much ; it saves time and trouble. I have the alsike

clover, and like it for hay and pasture. 1 have S

acres on the ground now. ('. W. Poe.
Jones, Mich., March 30, 1885.

C.\LIFORNI.\.

We have had no rain for more than two months,
and we are beginning to be solicitous for the fu-

ture crop. These are usually our rainy months.
Sespe, Cal., March 4, 1885. K. Wilkin.

TAKING DCWN NOTES.
friend S.WAGE TELLS Tttl! CHILDREN ABOUT

WRITING WHAt THEY LE.iRN.

EAR Boys and GIRLS: We all enjoy read-

ing your letters in Gleanings, and seeingr

the interest you have in bee culture. No
doubt many of your communications can
not find a place, as there is not nearly room

enough for them all. We older boys and girls are

sometimes troubled because our scribblings do not

appear in print, and we think they are better than
yours. But I guess Uncle Amos knows what is

best. If you knew him as well as I do you would be

sure of that. I'll tell you what we will do. We will

have a blank book, and write down all that we do
and see done with bees; and by and by, when the
big folks are discussing something that they think

very important, perhaps we can look over our
pages and find something put down, and can give

facts and dates that Avill be instructive, even to

those who know a great deal already.

After reading what Mr. Root told the friends at

New Orleans about what has been done in bee cul-

ture for so many years, I got out some old books in

which I used to write down all operations among
the bees that 1 had a hand in, and found many
strange things that were not well known at that

time, but are now well understood. One book be-

gins 18.57, and you will think by that he must be an
old boy by this time. Well, he is not bigger than
some of you, any way, and often feels "just as

young as he used to be." It is very entertaining to

read over about those experiments and blunders,

and groping in the dark before we had the movable
frame and the observatory hive, and many facili-

ties now so common. I think I made some discover-

ies of things not known, or disbelieved, at that

time. I don't think any one had seen a worker-bee
laying eggs, and very many denied the possibility

of such a thing. Here is an item, Aug. 16, 1864:

" A few drone - cells have been constructed in
observatory hive No. 1. In one of these I this day
detected a small bee (worker) depositing an egg.
On examination, several other ceils adjoining and
on the opposite side are found to be supplied with
eggs, from the same source most likely. I have
succeeded in capturing the usurper in the act of
depositing an egg—iirovid to be a worker, being
very different from a (jiiccii, and l)y trying to sting
when taken. On dissection 1 found one small egg
within. A microscope of sufficient power would no
doubt show more numerous proofs of a laying
worker."

I did not genei-ally make so long a story unless it

was something unusual. To this day I have never
seen any account from any one that has seen that

process; but now we all know about it, and often to

our sorrow. I think there are many things to-day

that need your keen eyes to see, and your ready

fingers to note down, and you will not have to wait

twenty years, and hunt up the fact in an old record

book; for now everybody rushes into print, or tries

to do it; and if we find out any thing, and can prove
it, we may do some good.
By all means have some kind of hive with one

comb only, and glass on both sides, so you can see
all that is done within—not before it is done, nor
after it is done, but while it ix doing. But the chief
thing that will give value to your observations,
both to yourselves and to others, is to write down
carefully what you see and do. The great Ruber,
you know, not only saw but wrote, and his wonder-
ful book was entitled New Observations on Bees.
Casky, Ky., March 20, 1885. Daniel F. Savage.
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MYSELF AND MY NEIGHBORS.

She hath done what she could. -Ma ijk 1-1 : S.

OPE>J-f:iJ my eyes, and saw daylight just
tiiif^ing the landscape. Ernest was
still sleev)in<^ soundly, but sve were in
New Orleans, and lime was precious.
Yes. the tew liotirs we had spent there

had cost us ki cash. ixMhajis several dollars
an hour, and these hours nnist not l)e wasted.
AVe were up and dressed while it was yet
quite early, and I told him we woidd uo and
hud a hooUilack. and endeavor in oilier ways
to make ouiselves i)resentahie before our
Southern friends. In front of a barber-shop
near by, a pleasant-looking colored boy had
established business. I lis stock in trade
wasacomfortalileeasy-cliair, with a footstool

for his customers wlule lie ••made "em shine.
"'

On a peg, at the l)ack of the ciiair, liiuig a
brush-broom and a good hair clothes-brush.
He also had the daily papers for his patrons
to read. I did not care to read the papers—
I was more anxious to read the boy. lie

looked thriving and prosperous: and when
I complimeitted him a little, he replied that
he had another stand besides this one; and
down the street ajiiece. across the way, was
another colored boy presiding over a similar
institution. Before we gt)t through, an old
gent came along and proposed to patronize
the ''branch" shop; but the boy who was
hired to take care of it was off looking, or
listening to idle gossip. My young friend
kept an eye on his apprentice', while he care-
fully got every Int of the mud out of even
the seams of my boots ; and when he saw

that he was likely to lose a job by the boy's
neglect, he called Inin to a sense of duty by
a peculiar shrill whistle. These two boys,
almost of an age. in their conduct plainly
showed why one was proprietor and the
other simply hired help.

I

Off at one side was a triangular piece of
ground, left by a meeting of two streets, one
conung into 'the other diagonally. This
])h\{ had been made into a small park. The
park occupied the piece between tlie two
streets, something like the central i)art of a

,

big letter A. Where the cross-piece is put
on the letter A. was a pretty fair-sized two-
story brick building, evidently built to give
as niuch room as possible, without much ex-
pense. The i)ark contained a fountain,
some small tropical trees and flowers, and in

the center of il all a piece of statuary in

white marble. \\'lu)m do you suppose 'the

I

statuary represented, boys and girls? Some
' great man, think yon? No, it was simply
the representation of a pleasant-looking el-

derly lady sitting iii an arm-chair, with her
hand laid lovingly- on the shoulder of a little

girl. I asked my neighbor who was black-
ing my boots, who the old lady was. By the
way, this colored boy was my neighbor, was

I he not? I do not know why he was not, for

1
he was smart, and diligent in business; in

I
fact, that boy was a model servant to the

(
people. But, more of this further on.

I

" NVhy, sir,'' said he, '• that was built aft-

er Margaret died. The people of New Or-
i leans raised money and had it made because
1
they loved her. The reason they loved her

I was because she always loved children so
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much. That little girl you see by her side
was one of her favorites. ' She always hunt-
ed up tlie poor children, sir, and linally she
was so kind and good to them that tlie peo-
ple lielpeil her build that asylum you see."
And as he spoke he pointed to tiie bricl<

building I have mentioned before. Sure
enough, tliere it stood right near the piece
of statuary ; and across it. in letters dim
with time, were words something like these:
• Asylum for orphan cjjildren."
"I tell you sir," lie went on. '• you just

ought to have seen these streets here at the
time the statue was unveiled. There were
so many people crowding to get even a sigiit

of it that you could not find a place to stand
nor sit down on any of these buildings or in
any of the streets.

" When she died, the peo-
ple of New Orleans felt awful bad.''

I learned from him further, that every-
body called her just simply Margaret, and
nothing more. 1 presumed from Avhat he
said, that she was not a married woman.
Her whole life seemed to have been given to
liomeless orphan children ; and in living for
tliem she was living for the Savior. I gath-
ered from his talk that she was a Christian,
and 1 can readily imagine that when she
went iiome to the Master, her welcome must
have been in words something like these :

Come, yc blessc-d of my Father, inherit the king-
dom prepared for you from the foundation of the
world: for I was a hungered, and ye gave me meat:
1 was thirsty, and ye gave me drink: I was a stran-
ger, and ye took me in: naked, and ye clothed me:
I was sick, and ye visited me: I was in prison, and
ye came unto me.—Matt. 25: 34, 3o, .36.

A'ery likely her reply would have been the
following:
Lord, when saw we thee a hungered, and fed theeV

or thirsty, and gave thee drink? When saw we thee
a stranger, and took thee in? or naked, and clothed
thee? Or when saw we thee sick, or in prison, and
came unto thee?

For I am sure, from taking a look at that
land motherly face, she never thought,
Willie doing all this little work in building
up this asylum for these little ones, that she
was doing more than her duty ; but I think
I may be sure the dear Savior replied to her
something like the answer which we see in
this fortieth verse.

N'erily I say unto you. Inasmuch as ye have done it

unto one of the least of these my brethren, ye have
done it unto me.

I stepped out of the chair, thinking of this,

and rejoicing that I had found traces of the
Savior and a Savior's love, right liere in the
heart of the great city of New Orleans. I

told my young friend (yes, by this time he
was not only a neighbor but a friend, and I

should be glad to see him and grasp his hon-
est hand at any time), that I had got my
cloths muddy some, and I wished to get him
to brush me up nice, so I should not be
ashamed of myself when I rose ^^\^ to talk to
the bee-friends.

•' Tt) be sure, sir," he replied. • 1 always do
that.'' And after he had done his work to
my full satisfacticm T asked what was to
pay. You know, the peoi>le of Xew Orleans
have been accused of charging exorbitantlv
for every thing. Well, I was a little sur-
prised when he said a nickel. lie, like
Johnny Stout, whom I told you of a while
ago, rejoiced in giving humanity •' full

value '' for all he received. No wonder he
had two chairs. Before we took the street-
car I glanced again at the beautiful picture
in white maible, illumined now bv the rising
sun, and 1 thought of Christ's words as he
si)oke of that other woman, •' She hath done
what she could."

j

BLASTED HOPES.

i

MANV ItKES AND FEW HIVES, OR MANY HIVES AND
FEW BEES—WHICH?

0XE evening last spring Bro. Fhillii)S tame ov( r

to ask me if it was not about time for the

bees to swarm. I told him that it was time,

but that I did not want any more bees, and I

was going to run mine without increase, a k/

Heddon, as much as possible.

"Well," said he, "I want mine to swaim; it seems
to me that bees do better if they swarm early, and I

have a hive down there that is just booming, and I

j

am looking for them to come out every day. Don't

I

you think it would be a good plan to i)ile straw on

I
the hives and sweat them out?"

I

" Now, Brother Phillips," said I, " we don't look at

bee-keeping from the same standpoint. I run my
I bees for honey; you run youi-s for hrex; you are

;
anxious to have your yard dotted over with little

I

bo.\cs with a few bees in them, while I would have

j

all of mine in one hive if possible, so wo must each
go our own gate."

I

In a few days he came up again, and this time he

had a smile spread all over his lace; his bees had

I

swarmed—swarmed gloriouslj-—three swarms from
j
the same hive, and he rubbed his hands together

I

and chuckled. This was right in the \\ hiteclover

I honey harvest, and my bees were rolling and tum-
bling over each other to get into the hives with

I

their loads of nectar.

i

It might have been ten days before I saw Uro.

I

Phillips again, when he said that his bees were do-

j

ing well; he had nine new swarms, and every

j

thing was humming.
" And how many pounds of honey have you sold?"

I asked.

"OhI not an.\," he said. "
I am not raising hop.ey

:

I am raising ?.('(s; and when I get 1 rt s enoujih, I'll

put them to raising honey."

j

Well, he increased his fi*om si.v to nineteen (I

think); then the honey season was over, and it was

j

all the bees could do to live the rest of the time.

Last week Sister Phillii>s was over, and she said

their bees were all dead, with plenty of bees and
honey in the hives.

This morning as I was driving through town a

woman carrying a sleeping baby in her arms stop-

' ped me to ask about the bees; hers were all dead

j

but two colonics; had si.v in the fall; then when I

i

drove up to the grocery, a man hailed me to know
how the bees were doing; and he said the bee-

keepers along Spoon Hiver that had three and four

hundred hives of bees had lost all of them. My
' friend Ladd, of Ipava, who bought bees of me two
years ago, lost all of his, some six or eight colonies

(I forget which), and he ought to have lost them,
for he never put even so nnich as a chaff cushion on
them, but left them to die. Then when I drove
around by the factory, two more men told me of

their bee losses. Friend Hart, of Vermont, 111., is a

scientific beekeeper. He has his hives in his door-

yard, and they arc painted green and purple and
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brown and white, and are very attractive. Tlierc

they were all winter: but one day wc drove bj', and
not a hive was to be seen. I knew what that sig-n

meant, and although ^I have not spoken to him
about it I know that all his bees arc dead.

Mahal A B. Cfiaddock.
Vermont, HI., March 2T, 1H8.").

A KIND LETTER FROM A YOUNG BEE-
KEEPER.

AI.SO SOMK WISE WO!!DS IN ISKCAItl) TO BEINf! SICK.

DITOK GLEANINGS:-! have been studyinjf

bee-keeping for three years. Durinjr the

summer or 18S3 I visited the " Home of the

Honey-Bccs," in company with my father.

We spent a veiy pleasant day there, and
were very kindly treated by the proprietor and his

son, who took pains to show us over the factory and
grounds. Owing- to my occupation, that of railroad

station agent, I have not had much time to devote

to bees, but have had a few every year since I be-

came interested in them, in order to get practice.

Last spring- 1 bought si.x colonies of a bee-keeper,

at $6.(0 each. I let a friend have them on shares,

and when tliey had increased bj- natural swarming
to 18 colonies I sold out, just doubling my money on
them.

I ha\e been muc'.i helped by the Home Paper.?.

It ism.>' humble opinioii, that j ou are doing a greater

work ill them than in all the lest; but tlie bee-work

is necessary, in onlcr to gain acces' to the people,

and carry Our Homes to many hungri" souls. I

loaned Gleanings of Jan. 1.5 to a neighl)or. Ik-

was so pleased with it he wanted to know if he could

get the Home Papers published separately. He did

not care anything- about bees, but he liked that

number of OurHomes so much he had read it twice.

I was especially pleased with the one in Gleani.nos
of Feb. 15, under the te.\t, "Tear not, little flock."

I fully agree with you, and I am ready to " follow

with my coat off."

Jt seems to me God has surrounded u.? with innu-

merable blessings «liicli many do not see, mueli

less take advantage of them. Is there not also an-

other reason than those pointed out by you why so

many people, and csi>ecially Christian i>eople, fail

to get on prosperously? They fail to do their duty

in rcgai-d to giving of their substance to carry on

the Lord's work. Oh if they only knew the l)lessing

that would follow the giving of the tenth of their

income to the Lord! Arc we not reciuired to give

that much? ruid can we e.\pect to prosper while we
wrongfully withhold wliat belongs to him? He
says, " Bring ye all the tithes into the storehouse,

that there may be meat^ in my house, and prove me
now herewith, saith the Lord of hosts, if I will not

open you the windows of heaven and pour you out

a blessing that there shall not be room enough to

receive it."

I should like to gi\ L' my e.vporienee in regard to

this matter. A few years ago, both myself and
wife had poor health, and were paying out money
for doctors' bills and medicine. I was constantly in

fear lest I should be thrown out of employment,
and poverty seemed to stare me in the face. I had
been in the habit of giving more or less at random
for gospel purposes, but finally we were led to see

that it was our Christian duty to consecrate a tenth

of oiii- earnings to the Lord. We began to do so,

and this is the result : We were soon led to see that

we should stop paying out money for medicine.

God had given us pure air and sunlight, and these,

with temperate living, were all the medicine we
needed. For over a year we have not used any
drugs in our family; our health has become good;
we have been prospered in every way. 1 have
saved more in one j^ear's time since we began to

give the tenth than in three or four years previous-
ly; but better than that, all fear and an.xiety re-

garding our living is gone; we are willing to work :

we love to work, and we know our Father will keep
his promise. This giving of the tenth is a great in-

centive to diligence; it is the best cure for discon-

tent and slothfulncss thai I ever knew of.

HAitRY Lathisop.
Browntowii, Wis , March 20, 18.S5.

AVliy, my young friend, your concludinu,-
leniarks area wliole sermon in themselves.
Saving doctors' bills by lending to the Lord—
what a grand thoughtl And I am jnst as
sure you have got it right, as I am tliat the
air Avas made for us to breathe.

HAVE AN OBJECT.

Whether therefore ye eat, or drink, or whatso-
ever ye do, do all to the glory of God.— 1. Cok. 10: :{1.

E.\U .irVENILES, do you have an object

ahead when you begin to play? Now you
know that most people, when they work,

have an object; that is, they work to accom-
plish something. Now, when you commence

to play, if you would say to yourself, " I am going

to have a good time with my dolly or my dog, now
how shall I begin?" don't you think that your play

would do you more good, and then you would be

learning something besides? Maj' be you can not

see what there would be to learn in playing for any
especial object. Well, I have seen men, and wo-

men too, who would work hard all their lives, and
never accomplish much. You see, they had not

learned to work to tlie best advantage for an object,

so I want you all to try to work or play so that you
can get the most good out of it.

If you do not quite understand me, ask i)apa or

mamma to explain to you what I mean, and don't

think, " (ih, 1 am only playing, and it m-'kes no dif-

ference what I do." It does make a difTerenee, if,

while i)laying, you throw things about and leave

them so; don't you see you are foi-ming a habit

that you may never get over? Now just try to be

neat, and teach yourself to put away things you
have got through using. You see (hat you have an

object in takti'g care of them. Hist, because you
will want them again; and second, because a good

habit gained is a grand object to attain. Some
work or play, as an acquaintance of ours (ells a

story. He will eominence to tell a'-out a certain

thing like this: " Mr. Smith was going (o harness liis

horses to go to "— And then he would branch off

and tell where he got the horses; what Mr. So and So

said, and would go fro:n one thing to another until

sometliinu- would happen so that he would not have
time to (ell you what Mr. Smith was going to do;

and if you were to remind him (he next time you
saw him of what he had commenced to tell you
about Mr. Smith, he would, may be, finish telling

what Mr. Smith was going to do, but he would have
to tell a great many things first.

Now J ou see, if you don't look out you may have
a good object to work for; but if you don't stick to
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thatobject you will be apt to find that your friends me happy. A part of the plants were left

or neig-hbors will never know what that object is, uncovered, by way of experiment; but at
and your life will be a comparative failure; and no the present "writiilg, those mulched with
one wants that to happen to them. So, have an ob-

ject in life, and stick to it.

Aunt Katie Hii.tox.

manure or straw are away ahead.
I wonder how many of my little friends

are interested in strawberries—strawberry-
Xtlanfs. I mean. I know you are all inter-
ested in the berries : but I tell you. my little

friends, if you really want to enjoy berries,
you must learn to help raise and pick them.
You can not set a real genuine relish in any
other way. Now then, if any of you have
have any thing to tell about strawberries. I

shall be real glad to see it in your letters.

^.~^'^ -— sc

1)111- Homes
photogrrapl
apo. Jn it i

Sflinipse of
pictures ol
Veil can have you

ige, Avlio writes a
tter for this department, containing

SOME VALUABLE FACT, NOT GENERALLY
KNOWN, ON BEES OR OTHER MATTEUS,
will receive one of David Cook's excel-
lent five - cent Sunday - school books.

Many of these booirs contain the same ra.at-

ter that yon find in Sunday-school books
costing from 81.00 to 91 50. If you have had
or more books, give us the names that we

may not send the same twice. Wc have now
in stock six different books, as follows; viz.:
.Sheer OfT. The Giant - Killer. The Roby
K.amilv, Rescued from Eprypt, and Ten Nigrhts in
aBar-Room. AVt- liavc also Our Ilonus, Part L.and

very letter that gives us some valuable piece of

' A chiel's amang ye takin' notes;
An' faith, he'll prent it."

T is spring time now. dear children ; at
Ieast.it is (|uitc si)riiiglike here in Medi-
na. The grass is liegiiiniug to look green
in spots, and, oh my! but you ought to

see our strawberries. I told you how I
fixed the ground last fall, just as Peter Hen-
derson said we should do it. We first made
undcidraiiis three feet or more deep, and
then we ploAved the ground, and subsoil
plowed it. Then it was harrowed fine and
soft, and then we drew on so much well-
rotted stable manure that the men said they
could not get it all dragged in ; but I told
them to drag it in as well as they could, and
then we planted right in this good ground,
more than lialf stable manure (that is, it was
on top), those nice potted plants I told you
about. The plants took right hold of the
manure, and grew like cabbages last fall

;

and when we covered them up in December
they seemed to be growing still, and that
was the last I saw of them until yesterday,
the Hth of April. I went out and moved the
straw away from whei'e I supposed it ought
to be, and" Iluber and I both had a jollifica-

tion over it. Mamma had to come and look
too. 'i'he leaves were just a bright shining
green, and great crowns were already burst-
ing forth with the promise of much fruit. I

did not know any thing could be so nice in

the way of strawberries. Some of them
were covered up with coarse manure, and
the.sc look a little the best of any thing.
The melted snow juid rains, made the past
wilder, have covered the plants with a dark-
colored licpiid ; but the beautiful green foli-

age peeping through the manure just makes

GRACIE'S LETTER.
My papa is a doctor. He keeps bees; he gave me a

hive, but mine died this winter, it was so cold. He
took a trip to Florida this winter, and I guess is en-

joying himself. Gracie Coulter, age 7.

Marissa, 111., March 22, 1885.

ALSIKE-CLOVER SEED FOR ONLY $4.C0 PER BUSHEL.
We can not go to school this winter, so we are

learning to work and study at home. Lily is two
years old. One day mother was mixing bread v;hen

she ran up to it and said, " I'll dig, I'll dig," and put
her hands into the soft dough. It made us all laugh.

Father had 100 bushels of alsike-elover seed last

year. He sold it for less than .«;4.00 a bushel. We
get lots of honey from the alsike. Father has 5

acres of Bokhara clover for the bees next summer.
Whitby, Ont., Mar. 20, 1885. Gertrude A. Orvis.

Well, Gertrude, that is a pretty big fact
that you furnish us in your letter, if there
isn't any mistake al)out it. AVhy should
your father offer for sale seed for 61.00 per
bushel, when the market price almost the
world over is from 88.00 to SIO.OOV AVas it

because the seed was not very clean, or be-
cause your Canadian market was so com-
pletely overstocked? If it had some of your
celebrated lln'sUr seed in it, very likely the
price was high enough.
SEVEN-YEAR OLD PHEBE TELLS US HOW VERY COLD

it was in CANAD.V.

I

I wash dishes, set table, and help mother cook.

j

When we take Lily out of mischief she gets up by
i us and says, " Watch, watch, watch." It has been
very cold here this winter. One night this week
the milk froze on the table near the coal flre.

Phebe Orvis, age 7. Per Gertrude.

Very good, Phebe; and your sister Ger-
trude "makes a very fair juvenile amanuensis.

ONLY 17 LEFT OUT OF 12.

My father is visiting Florida; he went past New
Orleans, and visited the Exposition, and enjoyed it

very much. He visited Bi-ooksville last week, and
thought it the most beautiful place he had ever
seen. He wanted to see if it was a good bee-coun-

try. It was so cold this winter, that out of 42 hives

of bees he saved only 17. Ho gave mc a hive, and I

made $4.C0 from them. He did not make very

much from the honey last year. We have an ex-

tractor, and I help him extract the honey every
summer. Janie Coulter, age 13.

Marissa, 111., March 23, 1885.

And so, Janie. your father is thinking of
going to Florida, where bees do not die in

winter, is he? Well, you tell him for me
not to be in a great hurry about it, for there
are some good things about the frost and
snows, even if they do kill our bees.
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ROBERT'S REPORT.
We have wintered 11 stands of bees. We have

lost 3. We are feeding- the rest syrup. As cold as

it has been, I have been to school every day. I

drive the hay-loader and harrow, and drive the rol-

ler. Robert McCuRDY, age 11.

Horniby, Ont., March 9, 1885.

GaTS AA'y ThINg WItH A Hole In iT hE WiLL
S.\y "TeeK" for peek He is 15 a^oNtHs olD. iF
woRtH a Book pLeAse Senq teN NiGHTs ix A
Bar room. DwIGhT FRexch age 10

AVil'LER.S CORNERS, N. Y.

BAD NEWS IN REGARD TO THE BEES.
Pa says everybody around here is losing- most of

their bees this winter. Pa has eight in the cellar;

they are all right; he left four on their summer
stands; two of these died. Does it disturb bees to

have much noise in a room over a cellar? Pa says

it doesn't. We saw the eclipse of the sun'yestcrday;
it looked like the new moon.

Nellie A. A. Dickman.
Defiance, Ohio, March 17, 1885.

A .JUVENILE REPORT FROJI CANAD.\.

This is the village where the Fenians fought our
soldiers in 1866. Ma was a little girl then, but she
helped nurse the wounded. We keep bees, and pa

got lots of honey last year. I heai-d pa siiy he
doesn't allow any loafing, but he works them for all

they are worth. A good many bees died around
here, but ours are all alive so far. We pack our
cushions with sawdust. I like, to help pa with the

bees. I shall be 10 years old ne.xt June.

Ridgeway, Ont. Sperry Dunn.

8-YEAROLD LITTLE BLR'JIL'S LMTER.
Uncle Joseph told uie if I would write you a letter

you would send me a book. I love to read story-

books. 1 have a large kite, and it is real fun to fly

it. I have a large ball of cord for my kite.

Bertie Briggs, age^.
AND AVHAT MIS SISTKK MABEL THINKS ABOUT HIM.

My brother is all " kite. " He wants papa to get

him some red muslin to cover his kite. Wc have a

cow. Her name is Flossy, and wc have nice milk to

drink. I am si.v years old. This is my first letter

to any one. Mabel Uuiggs.
Cornwall on (he Hudson, N. V., March 'T.i, 1885.

a COUPLE OF LETTERS FROM THE REED CHILDREN.
My father put in the cellar 32 swarms of bees, and

two of them died. My pa is feeding a few swarms.
I got stung on the lip once, and it swelled nearly as

thick as my foot, and I had hard Avork to find my
mouth. I like bees pretty well, even if they do sting

mo once in a while. 1 have been going to school all

winter, and 1 go to Sabbath school too. M'c have a

nice place to make a carp-pond. Pa siiid he would
get some for us as soon as he can.

Glyue Reed, age 12.

My father keeps bees, and he has lost a gi-cat

many for the last two years. I have a colt, and his

name is Prince. We keep some nice Plymouth-Rock
chickens. The snow is two feet deep, and it is still

snowing. Charlie Reed, age 10.

Orono, Mich., March 1, 1885.

ALVA'S LETTER, AND THE REASON HE WROTE IT.

We have four stands 'of bees, and two of thcui

died. They had plenty of honey to eat, so we took
the honey ourselves and ate it. Last year I went to

school for eight months, and missed only half a day.
I am writing this letter to earn a book.

Harlem, la., March 6, 1885. Alva Gooding, age'.).

I
Well, Alva, j'our concluding sentence is

' very frank and honest. The book was what
j

you were after, was ity The bees died, and
you ate the honey. Well, now, I believe I

"should have got some more bees and put
j

right on to those combs, instead of doing the
I way you did.

A HILL DEVICE MADE OF GLASS, IN THE LAKE VIEW
!

ORCHARD APIARY.
I am boarding at Mr. Piatt's, and he takes Glean-

ings. He keeps bees too, and his bees make the
best honey I ever tasted. He has black bees, hy-

brids, and Italians.

To make an upper passage for the bees to go over
from one frame to another, he makes a frame
about 'i of an inch high, and lays on it a pane of

glass !> by 12 inches. At the edges of the ends of

the glass are small open spaces lor ventilation. He
says that most bee-men say that is not the right way,
but he finds it is a good plan.

Summer before last I spent my vacation in Kan-

j

sas, and I found gum-weeds on the prairie. The
! flower looks something like a small sunflower.

I

Mr. Piatt's Lapiary is called the Lake View Or-

j

chard Apiary. Chester Edmonds, age 12.

White Plains, N. V., March 23, 188.5.

How pa UnItEd A SwARm oF BeES.
He TnoK ThE QuEEiV AA'D onE WoRKER Br.E

To ThK QuEeA'LeS HiVE WHe.Y HE LeT tHE
QuEE.Y Out o.V Top oF ThK FRaMEs The
QuEEiVwENT DowAALl Right but ThKWorIv-
eR bee Flew bAcK Ho.wE. iN AaVT A IIaLF An
Hour The BeES ca.ue ouT Anu W^At i.s; ThE
Hive WheRE He i)uT ThE QueeN pa H.IS A'ov-

icES Extractor i hAVE 4 BRoThers Anq sis-

tErS. lItTlE BabV BuoThr HAg BluE EyES.
He can TeLi. WmEkE HiS Toe is aNd WhEn he

WINTERING BEES OVER THE KITCHEN.
1 am a little boy ten years old. My pa has si.v

stands of bees; he put them up over the kitchen

this winter; sometimes they come down in the

kitchen, and bother us; do you think that it is a
very good place to keep them'/ My grandpa hail 107

stands last fall, but they are pretty nearly all dead.

I am at my grandpa's now. I like to stay out in the
co\intiy. Eldon S. R. Hayes.
Wilmington. Ohio, March 30, 1885.

AVliy. Willie, it does not seem to ine that
it woiild 1)6 a very good place to winter the
bees ; but if your papa got them out all

right, while your grandpa, who did not put
them over thb kitchen, had tliein die so bad-
ly, the evidence seems to be rather in your
favor. I do not think 1 should want to win-
ter bees anywhere where they would be get-
ting out of their hives in winter.

PAPA'S HOUSEKEEPER.
I take pleasure in writing to you. I have a little

sister; her name is Matta. Our mother is dead-
been dead ten years. I am papa's housekeeper. F

help papa with the bees. I can sew on the ma-
chine, 1 can make shirts and pants, and my dresses,

and I can cook. We have had some very cold

weather. Pa is planting Irish potatoes today, and
bedded sweet potatoes also. I raise a great many
chickens. We live close to the railroad; the cars.

pass on one side of us, the boats on the other side

We live on a nice little farm on Red River. Pa
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has got a great many bees; this is a good country
for them. Permxa Morgan, ag-c 13.

Boj-ce, La , Feb. 14, 1PT>.

Dear me, Perliua I so you are planting po-
tatoes away down there, are yon V Do you
know, that since reading the proof-slieets of'
our new potato-boolv I am just getting wild
to plant i»otatoes ?

NAOMI'S DEStrtlPTION OF A .JUVENII.K WI.NDOW
GAHDEN.

Grandma takes Gleanings, and we like it very

much. Wo have 19 swarms of bees. One day last

summer, when papa was away, we had a swarm to

hive, and my eldest brother and I took our first

lesson. Our bees did well last year. I have three

brothers, two older and one younger than myself.

They all go to school, and I am taught at home.
Mamma has been blind seven years. Grandma and
I read Gleanings to her, and she enjoys the.iuven-

ile letters and Our Homes. I like much to hear about
Huber. 1 think he would like our new way of

window gardening. Fill a glass with water, and tie

a thin cloth over it, then scatter turnip seed on the

cloth, keep the glass full of water, so that the seed

will be moist, and you will have a cute little garden.

Xaomi D. Rhoades, ageO.

Locust Grove. Va., March 18, 188.").

Thank you. Xaomi ; and Iluber and 1 are
going right to work to make just such a
window garden, and Avhen the turnips get
up we will report. Pretty good for a nine-
year-old little girl.

LENA'S ACCOUNT OF THE WAV HER FATUEIt PRE-

PARES Ills BEES FOR WINTER.
I live on a farm. My father keeps bees ; he has 13

Langstroth hives; he has kept bees since 1867. He
sold one year 1200 lbs. of strained honey. He has

got a " sliuger." He said he was going to get a new
one in the summer. Father takes Gleanings. I

like to read the stories A^ery much. He has a little

building he calls his oflice, where he slings out

honey. I will tell you how father keeps bees in the

winter. He takes the honey-board oH', and in its

place he puts a kind of arched rack over the lower

stori', or breeding apartment; on this rack he

covers with woolen carpeting in squares, to cover

the bees up warm. Ho uses 4 or 5 thicknesses; he

has tried several other ways, but likes this best of

all. He wintered them this way six years. He has

used the racks 4 years. Lena Wilcox, ago 1:3.

Olney ville, R. L, March 27, 1885.

Very good, Lena. So yoiu' extracting-
house is the "office,'" is it? 1 itresumc that,

with such a dignitied title as that, the room
will always be kept nice and clean. If that
is the case. I think such a name is a pretty
good thing. I will explain to our readers,
that with the aljove letter Lena sends a very
good drawing of her father's wintering-rack.
It is a sort of Hill device on a large scale.

WILLIAM'S ACCOUNT OF THE REVIVAL.
While I was at school to-day our folks opened the

hives and there was brood in every hive, and young
bees in all thf; hives. They cover the combs of

three frames in c^.ch hive, and in the hybrid hive

that had one drone in October, the drone is still

there. We fed them to-day lor the first time, with

rye flour and thin syrup. They saw the queen that

is in the hive belonging to my brother and mo.

There has been a glorious revival in this town.

At the Methodist church, 87 joined, all of whom
were converted, and about 3 more converted besides.

Last Sunday the Friends' church commenced a

series of meetings, which have resulted so far in

six conversions, and last night three arose for

pi-ayers. Wm. m. Nordvke.
New ^ienna, Oliio, March 21. L'-H.').

Friend William. Ave have had a glorious
revival in our Metliodist church too; and
the best part of it is.;_tliat a number of boys
and girls belonging to'our i'acLory are among
the new converts.—I am glad to know your
bees are doing so well.

ALBERT S REPORT.
My pa and one of our neighbors sent otf for a

foundation-machine to Mr. Given in April, but we
did not get it till the middle of October; but we
heard that It was in the Toronto custom-house.

The expenses and all together cost us S73. We
have had some very cold weather here during the

winter. Last year was not a very good one for bees
here. We extracted over .300 lbs. of honey last

year. Albert McCurdy, age 13.

Hormby, < )nt., March 9, 18S5.

But, friend Albert, yon did not tell us
whether the delay was caused by the manu-
facturers or by the custom-house officials

—

perhaps a little of both. It seems to me our
friends in Canada, with all their other good
(jualities. should have enough good feeling
for the wants of their fellow-men to notify
them when things were lying al the custom-
house. We have had some pretty severe
trials with the slowness of the makers of the
Given press, as Avell as the Canada custom-
houses.

RACHELS report; MORE TESTIMIJNV IN FAVOK
OF SUGAR SYRUP.

I have had several circulars addressed tome from
bee-keepers, they thinking, as you headed my letter

in your journal, " Ray and his Chickens," I was a

boy too. We have had a very cold winter; bees

that are chaff-packed out of doors have got badly

hurt. Pa had nine colonies and five nuclei out of

doors, and thej' are half dead. Pa says there are

about twelve in cellar that have dysentery; he says

that they are old colonies, and that it is caused by
the honey-dew, as those that had white-clover hon-

ey and sugar syrup are in very good condition.

Rachel Addenbrooke, age 11.

North Pi-airie, Wis., March 16, 1885.

We really beg pardon. Eachel : but we
would advise you in future to either give
vour whole name, or make it clear in some
way that Kay. in your case at least, is a
giri"s name. Sometimes mistakes of this

kind are a little embarrassing, and we want
to avoid them.—I think you are right about
it, that it was the honey-dew that killed the
bees. Neighbor 11. has lost vc.v b.cavily

from tins trouble. Last fall, when he was
fixing his bees for winter, he foinid one very
weak colony that was clear out of stores,

and starving to death. He felt so sorry
about it that he gave them two big milk-
pans of sugar syrup as fast as they would
take it, so as to be sure they would not get
that way again. Well, this 2d day of April
they are one of the best colonies he has.
Avliile great stnmg ones with natural stores

died.
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0aR JlBME?.

And God called the di^ land Earth : and the gath-
ering- together of the waters called he Seas: and
(Jod saw that it was good.—Gen. 1: 10.

[- LL my life I have been deeply interested
in any thing pertaining to old Mother
Earth ; and jnst as soon as I was old
enongh I ))egan questioning as to i

what there was away down in the I

ground. I looked into tlie deepest wells I I

could lind. but saw nolliing very satisfactory
j

down in their dark deptlis. Wherever I
j

saw a bank that had caved off, or whenever '

the road liad made a deep cut through a hill.

I was deeply interested in seeing what the
hill was made of. Once my father pointed
to me a large rock partly covered with ground,
while we were riding along through the
country. IIow I did use to enjoy those rides

|

witli my father! \^ery likely il was just
about as Iluber now enjoys walks and rides

,

with me. Dear old fatlu-r ! how it thrills

my heart when I think that lie loved me (yes.
{

loves me now; am J not right?) in just "the
[

way Huber and I love eacii other. ^Vell.

when he told me tiiat this rock, of whi<-h we
just caught glimi)ses. was. perhajis. nules
and miles long, and miles and miles deep,
my little heart was stii-red to know more of
these great rocks. When excavating and tun-
neling for railroads, wheie a pass.ige has to

be made through these great masses, it

is a great tical to study their structure and
theii- inner coni])osition.

When I got old enough to study geogra-
phy, one of the liist tilings that "took my
attention was Mammoth Cave. I was told
that there was a jilace in the world where
we couhl go away down into old Mother
Earth, and then I "read of tiie strange things
that were told al)out this woiidi^rful cave,
with its little lakes and livers, and lishes
without eves. In later life I many times
thought of that old Mammoth Ca've. and
sighed to think that may be this life should
be jtassed. and I should never even see that
fond dream realized, .\fter deciding to go
to JSew Orleans, however. .Mr. Holmes said
one day we could stop olf at Mammoth ("ave
if we ('hose. >('ow. I did not tell anybody,
but it was the truth, that L looked forward
with more i»leasiiie to this one feature of my
trip, than perhaps all else besides. Mr.
Holmes gave ine a little circulai- published
by tlie railroad company, and F studied this
a dood deal on the way. When we took the
sleeper at Cincinnati. aCou])le of young men
got on who told the conductor tliey wanted
to be called in the night, to get oif at Mam-
moth Cave. When 1 knew we were in the
region of the cave 1 could hardly sleep ; and
as soon as 1 caught a glimi)se "of the gray
dawn of morning, my nose was pressed
against the window-itiiue. trying to get a
glimpse of the wonderful country that fur-
nishes such a phenoinenon of nature. Before
I knew it 1 was abundantly rewarded. I

had calculated tliat. in this ( ive region, the
water, instead of running along tlie top of
thegrouud.as it does in Ohio, would proba-
bly meet lissures in the rock^ landscape, and
go down into the caverns. ^^ ell. I saw a little

rivulet rimning down the hillside, from the
melting snows of spring. Not a great dis-

tance from the railroad track it ran into a
sort of valley, and gurgled down into a hole,
and that was the last of it. I wondered if

my eyes had played me a trick in the dim
light "of morning. But pretty soon another
and then another, and Anally a pretty good-
sized river just came right out of the" side of
the bank, and traveled on its course, as if

that were the way rivers usually do. We
were in the cave region, truly. By the time
Ernest awoke, these strange" sights had dis-

appeared ; but on our return trip we came
througli by daylight, and watched eagerly
for them. " These ' sink-holes.'' as they call

them in Kentucky, are quite frequent. 1 am
told, and in some" places they annoy farmers
exceedingly, because of the good ground that
washes down into the hole, and leaves them
nothing but the bare rocks. In a few eases
I saw where they had thrown in rails and
bushes in trying "to stoj) the water. What a
grand oi)porlunity our friends down in Ken-
tucky luive for iinderdraining I But, per-
haps", like ourselves, lliey do not half realize

the blessings that surroiind them.

When we apitroaclied Cave City I was al-

most l)reath]ess with excitement. Ernest
and I sprang from the train, hurried u)) to a
hotel where a big sign-lioard announced, in

dilapidated letters, that stages ran twiceaday
to the cave. We were somewhat taken aback,
however, when the cleik told us they could
not send a team right away, uidess they
could have seven passengers. "and the cliarge
would be .S;?.<i<> each. Hi-fore we readied
Cave IbUel. however, nine miles away, we
tliought tlie trip was worth s^l.dO. for niucli

of the time the hubs of the hack-wheels rode
on the mud. and it took us three hours and
a half to make the nine miles. In answer to

my (piestion. the driver admitted that tlie>

had. during the p;ist winter, paid out enough
money for horses to have almost, if not
(piite." built a i>lank road over this space of
nine miles, ihit they are not Yankees, and
do not have Yankee "grit. Weary, cold, and
liungry. we linally i)ulle(l through the mud
\\\) to ihe landing" at Mammoth-Cave Hotel.
The young lady who olliciated as clerk said
we could not have supper for about an hour
and a half ; but when 1 asked her if there
was not something we could go and see, to

keei> us busy and out of mischief, she said
that we might go down and look in the mouth
of the cave, if we chose; and then, if we
were not too tired, we could go and see (Jreen
liiver. and this river communicates with the
rivers of the cave, you know. Ernest and I

scampered olT through the garden like a
c(m[)le of schoolboys. We went to a gate at

the back end. and followed a path down the
hill among the rocks. The rocks in the re-

gion of .Mammoth Cave are not like the
rocks here. Instead of being sharp and an-
gular, the most of them look like a piece of
ice that has been left standing on the side-
walk a great part of a summer day: that is.

the corners of the stones are rounded off,

and worn in channels and gutters by the
storms and rains. I judge from this" that
the rock is composed of some material that
is soluble in water, and the water had wash-
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eel it away. Flutings and carvings, produc-
ed by tlie agency of the water,' are some-
times curious and beautiful. The streams,
also, linvc a color to them, sometimes red,
sometimes yellow, owing to the rocky matter
they hold in solution. This is what gives
both color and name to Green River.
Well, after we had followed the well-worn

patli down quite a piece, we came to what
we judged must be the mouth of the cave.
It is a great sort of cavern, or opening, in a
gorge in a hill-side. A little streani pours
down directly over the mouth of the cave,
and forms a' tiny waterfall ; but Avhen the
water strikes the bottom it does not run any-
where, but just goes into the rocks out of
sight. Nearly one hundred steps, fashioned
in the rocks, took us down to the floor of this
cavern, and we walked along a sort of shelf,
or ledge, until we got out into the darkness.
Ernest was ahead, but called back to me
that there was an iron door across the open-
ing, and that we could not go any further.
Just then I kicked a loose stone, and it

went rattling down into a cliasm, and I
called to hini to come out, and l)e very care-
ful, or we should get into some fearful'abyss.
to i)ay for not waiting for the guide and
lights.

As we came out of the mouth of the cave
we noticed a tombstone. On reading the in-
scription we found it was the grave of
Ste])hen Ihshop, almost the first original
guide, and one of the most daring explorers
of MamuK^th Cave. He spent his life among
its strange labyrinths ; and when he died he
was buried near his old home. Although we
had many miles to walkinthe cave that night,
I told Ernest that I wanted to see Green
River ; and so, down, down, down, we went,
until it seemed as if our pathway would
never reach the valley. It did, though, and
the sight of the river amply repaid us.
Away oif through the trees I caught sight of
another smaller river coming out of the side
of the mountain. I told Ernest I could not
think of going home until I had seen that.
This river came out of a sort of cave, as it

were ; and were one in a boat he might sail
into the mountain (piite a little distance.
When we got back to the hotel we were

ready to enjoy an excellent supper, you may
be sure. We found the other live of oui-
compauy sitting by the fire, some of them
smoking. How cjin people sit down by the
lire, and loaf away time when it is so' pre-
ciousV Here we were at Mammoth Cave,
and the expense of getting here had been
such tliat every hour we remained would
rei)r('seiit several dollars in cash. It SPemed
to me almost too bad to take time to eat
suppei-; l)ut after supper I was tempted to
feel discouraged wiien we were told tliat the
partN would not be ready to visit the cave
liet'ore nine or ten o'clock. The bright, in-
telligent clerk, tliough, evidently understood
lier business, and slie entertained us during
these hours with descriptions of the cave,
telling us what route would l)e the one we
had better take, and giving us some of the
legends of the place.

I want to digress a little here to point a
moral. All through life we meet not only
with vexed but disappointed people. Most of

;

of us, too, meet with opportunities of soft-

ening vexation and disappointment, to say
nothing of opportunities of lianishing it

entirely. Most of us are serving our fellow-
men in' some capacity or other. The travel-
ing public are constantly looking to others for
what they need; and it is not only seirants
and dcrkti at hotels, who have it" in their
power to make people comfortable and hap-
py, but it is almost every one of us. Jesus
said, '' He that will be greatest among you.
let him be your servant." Unfortunately,
however, none of us like to be servants

;

and yet that is just Avhat we are ; and the
way to be happy is to enjoy being a servant.
Sinnetimes you say, '' I am not going to be
anybody's servant." Suppose, now, dear
friend, you should say, •'• I am going to be
everybody's servant." How would that
soundV Well, the proprietors of the hotel at
Mammoth Cave had tlie good luck to secure
a clerk, or book-keeper, wlio seemed t(^ feel
that the place whereunto God had called her

I

was in being everybody's servant. She was
i

not called upon to'bring wood for the fire, or
to put out the horses.it is true: but she

I

'"served" by making people feel pleasant, and
willing to wait. I lh(uight once her gift was

i a rare one ; but in thinking it over I do not
know that it is so very rare after all. There
are thousands of young ladies I knowtwoovev
at our house) who can make themselves very

1 pleasant and agreeable if they have a mind
to try. Perhaps" you have seen girls in their
teens take pain to make themselves agreea-
ble to certain young men. Did they suc-
ceed? May be some of you can remember
how well they succeeded. Ask your wife if

she remembers any thing about it. Well,
now, suppose these same girls should exert
themselves just as much to entertain some
old lady, or, may be, a fidgetty, notional old
man, or perhaps half a dozen boisterous men
of the world—business men. for instance-
would they succeed? To be sure, they
would, if they tried to. I do not know
whether this youiig lady of whom I am
speaking was a' Christian' or not : but I do
feel that she honored her Savior in being
agreeable and entertaining for tln-ee or four
hours, to a party of seven who were impa-
tient to visit the cave. Some of this party
smoked cigars meanwhile, right in lier pres-
ence too ; but she looked cheerful and
happy for all that.

1 inquired eagerly how it was that so many
people could be "found who could go oh
foot the eight or nine miles we expectd to
go that night. an<l uo{ become fatigued.
She said the air of the cave seemed to have
a wouderfidly exhilarating elfect on almost
every one, and tliat nuiny people would go
the entire long route of is'milesand not mind
it. She herself had ti-aversed it, and felt

well enough to attend a ball in the evening
afterward. I slndl have more to say of this
anon.
Daniel Boone was one of the first who as-

sisted in exploring Mammoth Cave. In 1812
(luite a business was done in mining salt-

peter to sui)p]y our i)eoi)le witli the materi-
als for making gunpowdm- during the war of
the above date. One of the hrst explorers
was a man named Baker. He w^andered in
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a short distance by the help of a torch, and
told his family, when he got home, of such
wonderful sights he saw. that his wife and

]

three children accompanied him back. They !

became so interested with the rocky forma-
tions that they wandered on until he stum-
bled and dropped his torch. lie tried to
light it again, but failed, and for two days

\

and two nights they wandered in its awful
'

darkness. Finally liis wife sought for the
spots made by their damp feet when they
came in, and by this means got near enough
the entrance so they could see light.

In LSP; the cave was owned by Thomas i

Moore, Init he was ruined by being connect-
ed with the Burr and Blennerhasset conspir-
acy. At one time a Mr. McLane bought
the cave for S40.(J0, and liOO acres were tlirown
in to make him satisfied with his bargain.
In 18S7 a Mr. C. F. Harvey was lost in the
cave for 8!) hours. Ills fright became so
great that he lost his mind ; and when the
guides got track of him he tied from them '

like a wild animal. He recovered, however,
after being among his friends for a time.

(3ne of the romantic features of the cave
is, that for more than sixty years people
have hunted for some other opening, and
many attempts have been made to sink a
shaft that should strike some of its subter-
ranean caverns. Stephen Bishop, whose
tombstone I have mentioned at the mouth
of the cave, once discovered a sec-ond open-
ing, lie was a slave at the time; but his
master, who owned the cave, hearing that
he knew of another outlet, questioned him
about it. He admitted that lie did kudw of
such an entrance. In order to prove it be-
yond doubt, his master, with old Matt
Biansfoi'd, the one who was to guide us
dining our trip, went and plac( d tiieniselves

at the mouth of the cave, sending Stei)hen
in, and locking the iron door, tliey both keep-
ing watch at the entrance If" he got out
without coming throngh tliat door, of course
they had i)r(!Of of the otlier opening, .\long
in the afternoon he came (piietly down the
side of the mountain. Xow. the other open-
ing might be on some other man's hmd. and
the cave was getting to be valuable projierty.

Said liis nnister.—
• Stei)hen. if you will give me your prom-

ise to carefully close this secret oi)ening
you have discovered, so that no one will ever
be likely to find it, either on the outside or
inside, and then will agree to let the secret
of it die with you. I will give you freedom.

'"

Stephen gave the promise; and although
he lived numy years afterward, tlie secret
was kept lockect in his own breast, and he
died with it. Our narrator informed us,
with a sly twinkle, tliat l;e never told even
hisw//e.'
There are in the Mammoth ("ave,2L'3 aven-

ues already explored, and the united length
of thes;' avenues is equal to l.'O miles. I'he
short route takes in eight or nine miles of
the most interesting portion ; and the long
route, which crosses the rivers, and includes
a boat-ride on one of them, is about is miles.
At the time we were there, the rivers were
too high to permit of taking the long route,

j

Pretty soon a horseback messenger in-
j

formed "us that_the other party for whom we

were waiting were not a great way off. Old
Matt, our guide, trimmed his lamps and pre-
pared for the trip. He was quite talkative,
although he was an old man, and seemed
quite willing to be plied with questions.
The lamps were about the size of a tin cup.
set in the center of what looked like a tin

plate, and three chains enabled us to carry
them conveniently. The tin-plate arrange-
ment was to prevent breaking the lamps by
knocking them against the rocks. Each
visitor has a lamp and a cane. The time for
starting arrived ; but. as usual, two or three
of the company of eleven were lagging be-
hind. My friend Matt hnally pulled a rope
and rang a bell that was perched on a post
near us. Even then they would not all come
without considerable lu-ging. I felt like

dancing around the guide, like a schoolboy
who is going chestnutting ; but I concluded
it were better to remember that I was al-

most an old man, the father of a family, and
—editor of Gleaxixc^s ; so I walked sober-
ly, but I was not behind anybody, you may
be sure. Here we go, down the' gravelly
walk, and we are actually before the mouth
of old ^lammoth Cave. The little water-
fall makes a pleasant ringing as it spatters
among the rocks. Our party of eleven are
in good spirits, and down we "go those rocky
steps till we stand before the mouth of this
great cavern—one of the wonders of the
world.

I wanted to run on ahead, but our friend
Matt objected. The iron gate across the
narrowe(i-up passageway liefore us made me
think of the wicket-gate in the Pilgrim's
Progress. Matt was our interpreter, and I

ho[)e we were all Christians. We stood
around him while he unlocked the gate and
swung it back on its hinges. Just now we
began to discover that our guide was to be
boss during the evening, and we were to be
his subjects. He ordered us to hold our
lamps before us, and walk straight ahead un-
til he called on us to halt. Somebody ven-
tured to ask what we were to do that for,

and he simply replied. •' Do as I tell you."
We found out pretty soon, for the breeze

tliat was coming out "near the entrance now
increased to almost a gale, and it was with
ditliculty that we kept our lamps from blow-
ing' out." This iron gate is about HOO feet
from the mouth of the cave. When the
guide called on us to halt, we looked aromid
and discovered that the ceiling had raised,
and the walls had receded until we were in a
large room as it were. All around the sides
of the room were bats hanging to the walls
and ceiling. Now. Ernest once had bats
for a hobby ; and for a week or two he ques-
tioned everybody he came across, as to
whether they knew any thing of these ani-
mals that could fly. and yet did not have
feathers. His grandpa gave him the most
information of anybody, but still he was not
half satisfied. I t'lii-neil to him and told him
now was his time to push his investigations.
The guide told us they came there to wait
for summer.
' Why. Matt.' said I, •• you do not mean

to say these chaps hang here in this way
from "fall imtil spring, do youV"

" That is exactlv what thevdo do." said he.
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' But, what do they have to eat?'"
"' They do not eat any thing."'

Now. here is a point for friend Chirke in
liis hilx'rnating theory. The droppings
from the bats had accumulated in such
(luantities tliat tliey formed a sort of guano,
which had been ct)riecled for ferliliziiig pui-
poscs. Some of the l)oys proi)osed catching
some of them to take'home ; but the guide
told them there would be i»lenty of time
when we came back, and they need not fear
but there would be plenty of bats, for, in
fact, there were thousands upon thousands. !

They came in just far enough to be entirely
l)C\()nd tlie iniluence of cold air—perphaps
.1(10 or (>(i() IVet from the moHth. The tem-
l)erature of the cave now became uniform,
and stood at just r).5, and it seldom varies
one degree from this, winter or summer.
Here is a fact for lis in wintering bees. Old
Mother Earth is .5,5,- and I presume the wa-
ter from our deep wells is 5-5,- or ought to be.
Isn't that where we want itV and if so, can
we not get it without any very great trouble?
A little further on we came to the vats

and machinery used by the saltpeter makers
over7()>ears ago; and yet every thing was
as jierfect as it was the day it was put up.
Woodwork never decays or wears out here.
We somewhat expected to tind dampness

;

but the lloor is covered with dry dust in
many places, and in this dry dust you Avill

see footinints made by the barefooted boys
of a century ago, it may be. The guide told
us to hang up our overcoats on the tim-
bers. Some thought they would rather car-
ry them ; but he told us we should not need
them, and that we had better follow his in-
structions. I had been troubled with a cold
and sore throat, so that I thought I might
be chilly ; but I very soon discovered that
there was no danger of taking cold in ]\Iam-
moth (Vive. We now began to discover the
({ueer figures on the ceihngs and walls,
formed by the precipitation of plaster of
I'aris. or sulphate of lime, formed by the
water years ago. when these caverns were
water-courses. These salts, as they were
piecipitated from the water, crystallized in

'

many curious shapes, sometimes' resembling
frostwork on tlie window-pane, or alum
crystals on the alum baskets that we used to
luake when children. A great part of Mam-
uioth ("ave was ctriginally strewn with pieces
of broken rock. These have been piled out

i

of the way, so as to make it convenient for
\

people to pass. Matt rapped with his cane i

on a log along our pathway, and explained
l)i-ie(iy, •• I'ump - logs of I'sli'."" Our fore-
fathers carried water into the cave liy these
pnini)-l<)gs from the little waterfall t)ver the
mouth, that I have mentioned. After pass-
ing it througli the saltpeter diit, just as we
pass tiie water through a ])ari-el of ashes in
soaj)- making, they cariied the saltpeter in 1

solution back to the mouth in another set of
'

pumi)-logs, making, altogethci-. more tiian
half a mile of tliese wooden pipes. When
the water came back it was boiled down in
kettles as we make sugar.
After our overcoats were off, and we were

ready to start on our tramp, the guide gave
us some directions in regard to getting lost, i

Visitors are recpiested to keep their eye on
1

the guide, and note carefully his instruc-
tions. If one should, however, become so
intent on examining .some of the curiosities,
and forget and let the crowd get out of sight,
all he has to do is to keep right where he
got lost until his absence is discovered and
they come back after him. If he will do
tliis. he will be certain to be rescued inside
of ten hours, because the whole route the
guide traversed will be gone over in that
time, under any circumstances. If. however,
he tliinks he can manage it himself, and
goes to wandering about in the avenues and
darkness, it may be impossible to hnd him
for several days. During the route tiie

guide would call out, " Danger on the right 1

""

and again, •• Danger on the left!'" \Vhen-
ever these calls came I was always curious
(like old mother Eve) to know what it was
that was dangerous, and what made it dan-
gerous. Sometimes, by peering off toward
the danger I could discover a steep preci-
pice, with rough and ragged rocks away
down at the bottom. Sometimes these
chasms were fenced off with a railing.
Where there was an abundance of room,
safety was secured by simply walking far
enough away from the brink." The caution
was needed, however ; for a careless person,
amid our talking and laughing and jesting,
might stumble, without thinking, into these
dangers : for these little lamps that we car-
ried seemed to have little effect in dispelling
that darkness for only a few yards ahead.

Did it ever strike you, dear reader, that
we all, in living these lives of ouis, need a
guide to warn us beforehand of danger on
the right and danger on the left? Do you
remend)er what I have told you of that'lit-

tle voice within me that calls out. " Lord,
help,"' sometimes before I am scarcely aware
that dangerous ground is near ? I have
thought, too of the way in which we some-
times try to get ourselves out of trouble
without any help from the Guide. A young
Christian makes a mistake innocently. He
feels ashamed to confess his folly, and.
without waiting for the Guide to tell him
vvliat to do. he ventures to try a falsehood as
a refuge. He gets in trouble and darkness.
Instead of standing still and falling on his
knees, asking mercy and guidance, he tries

more falsehoods, ahit soon finds that he is

blundei'ing hoi)elessly in a daikness that is

even worse than the "darkness of Mammoth
Cave, and more dangerous and more sure to
lead to ruin than any foolish blundering in

that cave' In ^laminoth Cave they liave
what tliey call the IJottomless i'it ; and one
who blunders alone, without the assistance
of an exiterienced guide, might ))ossibly fall

into it : l)ut he who disdains and lejects the
help of the Savior shall suiely reacli, in the
end. that holldinlt'ss iiil that" many of us
have, even yet in lluse lives, had taint gliini)S-

es of. Shall we not, then. dear friends, keep
closely to Him who has said.—

I ;nii tlic litilit of the world; he tliat lollowotli mo
slmll not walk in diirknoss, l)iit shall liavo the lifiht

ol' lil'c/

And now. fiiends, here I am at liie end of
the fourth page of my story, and yet it is

scarcely begun; and therefore I shall have
to continue it in our issue for May 1-5.
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BUSINESS AT THE PRESENT DATE.
As we are still up with orders, discounts will be

the same as on pag-e 218, last issue.

OUR NEW POTATO-BOOK.
We hope to have this ready to be mailed in aliout

ten days. It seems to me the hook must certainly

be worth the small price ask<;d for it, to every one
who is even indirc?tJ}j interested in the cultivation

of the soil. We make this proposal: We will send

it by mail postpaid for 40 cts. ; and after you have
read it through, and you do not say it is worth the

money, you may send it bafk at oui- e.xpense, and
get your 4') cents.

THE CANADIAN BEE-.70l'R.N A I,.

TiiK initial number is at hand, and it certainly

gives great promise of much usefulness. Its motto
is, "The greatest possible good to the greatest possi-

ble number." 1 f friend Jones can keep a weekly bee-

journal going, and make each number equal to the

one before us, it will, without (|uestion, have a wide

circulation, even throufrhout the V. S., and may be

some of the brethren may decide to take the C. B. J.

instead of Gi,eaninos. Dear mel what a calamity

that would bel But if it carries out the spirit of

friend Jones's little text, I think I can say amen,
and not be troubled either.

HONOR TO WIIO.M IIONOI! I.S DUE.

Mit. John Dahij, of Darrtown, Ohio, sent us a let-

ter Feb. 10, describing a wire reversing device,

nearer to our own than any thing el^e that has ap-

jieared; in fact, it was just about it exactly, only he
had just one arm for the frame to hang on. I at

once decided that it was impracticable, because
frames balanced on a single pivot were used and
discarded years ago. What I did was to make two
arms and a larger hole in the end-bar, so that there

were two supports to the device. I should have
mentioned this before, but I had forgotten that

such a letter had been received till he called my at

tention to it. He also mailed mo a sample device.

MAKING I'lnWOHT AND SPIDER PI..\NTS GROW.
Almost every spring we have more or less coin-

l)laints about these seeds, and, to tell the truth, they

are a little bit shy about vegetating. We have just

discovei-ed, however, that they all come np beauti-

fully, and in a very short space of time, when man-
aged on the plan Peter Henderson gives in his Gar-

den and Farm Topics; namely, covering the seeds

with sifted moss instead of earth, and then keeping
the moss damp by sprinkling on water everyday. As
soon as the third leaf is well out, the ])lants should

be transplanted an inch or two ajiai't,

Our friend " Lu," the botanist of our office, hy

request also furnishes me the following:
Take a f iminrjii flower-pot with a hole in the bottom, and

till witli , nth :is for potting a plant. Sow the seeds in this
• 111!'! • 1 with earrh, and pack down wfll all around,
M ! II. Turn over this a g-lass goblet that will fit

ii_ i
I 1 1 of the pot. Fill a saucer with water, set the

P T ^ Li ' - ihl .1 II. in it. and place i he whole on the reservoir
ul till kit II I 'Mil- I an old-fiashioned elevated res-
ervoir. \ I

,

li
; ., full of water, and. no matter

how I1..1 ti 1 I.e all right. ISy this method.
spider-pl .1,1 -• ' , .1,, 1; I.: ,;i lour days. As soon as you see
the eartli liumi ^ c! ii|i ui iiUlc heaps you will know that the
seeds have staited. and should remove the pot to the win-
dow and give all the sun possible.

WHAT IS TO BE DONE WHEN THE BEES AIJE ALl,

DEAD?
Whv, put some more bees in the hives, to be sure.

At this season of the year, half a pound of bees

with a queen put on to combs of honey will make a

good colony by July 1, with proper attention. There
is a little trouble, however, in g-etting so small a

quantitj- as half a pound to take care of the eggs

the queen will lay, unless the weather is favorable.

A little piece of brood to hold the whole together,

even though it were no larger than a cooky, would
keep the little colony together; and the young bees
that would come out of such a piece of brood would
come in just the right time to keep the thing- going.

Now, I do not believe very much in sending otf to

sui>ply-<lealei-s for half-pounds of bees with hybrid
quciiis to get a start, so long as you can buy bees
for :in\ (Icii'Mt kind of a price aroifud home. You
may have to send off for (juecns, because old-style

bee-keepers would not have as many queens as you
need. But bees and brood can almost always be
bought near home. In order to cut the little piece
of brood I spoke about, take just such a cooky-cut-
ter as you have to cut out cookies. Take a comb
out of your old hive. Cut out a circle. Then with
the same cooky-cutter cut a circle out of the brood-
comb. Swap the pieces, and you have no mutilated
combs to bother. If the cake-cutter does not cut

the combs readily, file it sharp, and then roll it

around as you make the cut. If your time is limit-

ed, it may pay you to buy several py.ckages contain-

ing half-pounds of bees, and a eh(-ap rjueen of some
kind. Some years, after l)ees have died, wo have
done (juite a trade in sending out hybrid queens
with half-jiounds of bees each; and the friends who
Iwuglit them, I believe, did nicely with them too.

They will cost more during the month of May, but
they are worth almost as much again as if bought a
month later. If the weather is nice you can get
along without any brood; but a little piece, such as

I have mentioned, just about such as the bees can
cover nicely, will be a great help. I suppose every
thing in the shape of a queen, black or hybrid, will

be eagerly bought up this season; and it would be
a great boon to the friends who have lost, if those
further south would put up half-pounds of bees
with a cheap queen, at a moderate price. A thou-
sand such packages would be a real blessing now,
and I will g\w the names of reliable men one inser-

tion, free of charge, in our May number, who are
prepared to ship promptly, at a low price, just such
packiiges. While there are thousands who have
lost all their bees during the past winter, and have

i

nothing but empty hives and empty combs, there
are still other thousands who have wintered splen-

didly, and who would doubtless be glad to divide
with the sufferers, at a moderate price. Now,
friends, let us help each other. As I am situated I

do not well sec how 1 can sell for less than advertis-

ed inices: but I hope there are hundreds who will

undersell me. AVhat we do sell in the way of queens
and bees we expect to have go promptly, and we
want to send queens as we have heretofore, the
very day the order is i-eceived, the season through.

A HINGED ALIGHTING-BO.VRD.
O. F. Hilton, Fremont, Mich., sends us a samp
hnir hive having a good-sized alight ing-boai
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hinged just below the entrance. The hinges keep
the alighting-board securely in place, and let it drop
down at any convenient angle, while if the hive is

ever to be shipped it turns up over the front, so it

will not get knocked off, and it is entirely out of

the waj-.

SECOND-HAND CIGAU-BOX PLANEH FOH SALE.

We have one of the above planers that has been
ill use in our factory for two or three years. The
price of such a one new is .$70.00. This one is all in

good order, with an extra pair of new knives that

have never been used. As we have taken it away to

give place to a larger one, we will sell it for an even
?;+.5.00.

EirAME-REVERSING DEVICES.
At the present writing, five ditferent individuals

claim our reversing device as their own invention.

Now, these five different devices are not at all alike

;

in fact, one would hardly recognize them as being

alike in any respect, and mine is certainly like none
of them. It seems to me there is a bad spirit get-

ting in right here, and I do not know but a bad spirit

is getting into me too. Even the Howes reversing

device proves to be over ten years old, as you will

see from friend Flory's description in another col-

umn. No doubt I have used features in my device,

belonging to each one of the five; but, where shall

we end, if we go on in this way? that is, each one
of us claims to be the original inventor of every
thing that uses even a small portion of something
embodied in our invention.

SENDING us SAMPLES OF UEE-HIVES.

If any of the friends wish us to look at the hives

they have made, of course we can not very well

object; but I hope when thej' do, they will pay the

express or freight on them clear to ^Medina. I hope,

too, they will not feel hurt if after we have looked

it over we send it right back again. Our attic is not

big enough to store away bee-hives; and after the

experience we have had storing them away in our
warehouses because there is a po.s.fi/u'/tV;/ that they

maj" be- needed some time, we think it much the

better waj' to send them back to the shipper. We
are often requested to set them in our apiary, and
give them a trial. And now, dear friends, please do
not think me uncharitable when I say that, when
we have attempted to do something of this kind,

it has always proved a trial, but in another sense of

the word. It is not unlikely there are better hives

in use than those in our apiary; but the expense of

making changes is so great that we feel as if we
would rather take the chances with what we have.

modate the brethren. Now, friends, this is entirely

out of the question. We will try to keep in stock, for

prompt shipment, the four kinds of honey-boards to
'

fit the Simplicity hives or chaff' hives (which is the

I

same thing), but I am afraid we shall have to be ex-

I

eused from making these same to fit other kinds of

hives. The above gives you a little glimpse of the

I

sea of confusion we shall have in bee culture, if we
' do not come down to uniform dimensions, and stay

there.

i

A WOMAN S SEED-C.\TALOOUE.

j

We have received a four-page catalogue froiii

Mrs. Jennie Frances Belden, West Branch, Michi-

gan, and Mrs. B. certainly offers seeds reasonably
enough. Flower seeds are 2 cts. per paper; very
choice varieties, 4 cts. per paper, and novelties come
ui) to the extravagant sum of 5 cts.; garden-seeds,

i cts. per packet, and our friend assures us that the

I

varieties she offers are carefully selected from the

j

best known. She says, "My garden is my pride,

and I grow no poor plants in it." She pays all post-

I age, but no order is accepted for less than 10 cents.

i For orders running from three to five dollars, a

still further discount is offered. Now, the point

that striks me is this: Why can't a woman do this

work? Women, as a general thing, would be more
honest than men. Perhaps they could afford to

work cheaper because they have no tobacco nor

I

whisky bills to pay, and I really believe that many
a woman could make a very nice little business in

the way our friend has started out. Of course, the

qualitj' of the seeds sent out would determine
whether the business would build up or not. She
says her seeds wei-e all raised in 1884, and were all

j

tested in December. It has occurred to me many
j

times while working in the greenhouse lately, that

a great part of this work is emphatically woman's
: work. All that is wanted is a woman that loves

plants and flowers, and a woman that is willing to

work, and wants to make her way. The price list

mentioned is nicely arranged, but the printing is

\

vei'y poor. If Mrs. Belden would like to reward us
for the good notice we have given her business,

I wish she would let us print the next catalogues

she needs.

MOKE COMPLICATIONS.
In our price list we have for some years adver-

tised a honey-board. A few months ago friend

Hutchinson invented a queen - excluding honey-
board made of wood. We had honey-boards made
of perforated metal before. Right away after, Mr.
Heddon said Hutchinson's honey-board was "no
good," and sf) he gave us a real genuine honey-board
for an cightfiamc hive. That makes four kinds rf

lioney-boards. Well, just as soon as they were illus-

trated, somebody wanted the same thing made for

the Simplicity hive. Others will probably want
them made lor the American hive, for the (Jallup

hive, etc. There are lour different kinds of honey-
boards, and they are wanted for four different kinds
of hives. That makes a stock of sixteen kinds of

lioney-boards that we iii\)st linve on hand to aeconi-

FIRST-CLASS ARTICLE FOR 15 AND 22c PER LB.

U11IT1-: Foil I'Airncrf.ARs. siiii.i

%A#HO ¥^ll I so COLONIES or ITALUIT BEESWnV/ ;nrBL.L.
i,,,- sale l.v the colony orBUV WHO** pound. SiMiplic-ity Hives,K9W I vvn^i^i
J.-,.,^,„^.s Liuigstroth. g'gX

IT '8. Wired Iraiiics, combs built from foundation,
and are all worker-cells, and straight as boards.
The finest lot of bees in the market. Queens and
Given foundation lor sale. Send for Circular.
5-6-7-8d X. H. KLiOER,

Tcrrc Haute, Vigo Co., Ind.

DADANT'S rOUNDATION FACTOSY, WHOLESALE AND
UETAII*. See lulviTtiaeuicnt in another column.
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BEESWAX.
Made into Given t'ouudation on shares or tor cash,

on favorable terms. Uest machinery, experienced
hands. Western bee-keepers, please take notice;
save I'reig-ht or delay, and secure an article as good
as any tor all purposes. JOHN BIRD,
7-i:.'db Bradford, Chickasaw Co., Iowa.

' FOR SALE!
CHOICE SEED CLOVER AND POTATOES.

By Freight or Express. | mail
^1

bus'J^I peck
I
lb. |

lb.

Alsike Clover I $10 00
Hall's early peachblow po-

tatoes
I

125
Ontario

I
125

I
20c

I

40c

50 15c
I
a5c

50
I
15c

I
a5c

Address E. S. IIIIinx:inANIV,
Aslilppuii, I>od;;2;e Co., AVis.

Please mention this Journal if asked for the above
advertisement. 2tfdb

MISSOURI.
THE ONLY MANUFACTUREKS IN MIS-

SOURI, of Apiarian Implements. Send for
Circular and Price List of our Hive with the Re-
versible Surplus arrangement for comb honey.
Also Smokers, Comb Foundation, Italian
Queens, etc. KENNEDY A: L.EAHV,

P.O. Box 11. HI(;G1XSVILLE,
5tfdb Lafayette Co.. Mo.

ZAXrORTED CARIVZOLAirS.
Grades and Prices of Queens: 1

Spring I June | J.&A. |
F.all

Finest Selected Queens, each..
| S 7 (10 « 00 I S5 00

| S* .io

Fine Proliflc " "
•

I
f. 00 | 5 (lO

I 4 DO I 4 00

Reared in Carniola. Safe arrival bj' mail guaranteed. Same
prices for imported Italian.s. For circular, address MRS.
FRANK BENTOX, .\NGELICA, S. Y. Send greenbacks register-
ed, draft, or postal-order to FRANK BENTOX, ilrxicH. Gkr
MANY. 3tfdb

IT as A SUCCESS.
Rabbits in the apiary will keep the grass and

weeds down better than a lawn-mower. Circular
free. A. A. FHADENBURG,
7 I2dli Port Wasliin^ton, O. '

BEEC H'S QUEENS
Warranted Italian queens, from Imported mother.

May 1st, Sfl.OO; J^IO.OO per doz. Choice seloet I tested
(jueens, $3.bQ. I guarantee sate arrival and satis-
faction. G. A. nKFJH,
T-12db Box 24. Quitman. Ntxiaicny Co., Mo.

DA33ANT'S FOUNDATION FACTORY, WHOLESALE andEETAIL.
See advertisement in another column. :Jbtfd

HONEY-EXTRACTOR,
SClUAItE GLASS HONEY-JARS,

TIN RICKETS, BEE-IIIVES,
HONEY-SECTIONS, Ac, A:c.

Apply to CHAS. F. MUTH, Cincinnati, O.

P. S.—Send 10-cont stamp for " Practical Hints to
Bee-Keepers." Itfd

BEES BY THE POUND,
From April :.'0 to May 20, ?1.00. Dollar riueons to

go with bees as above, Sl.CO each. After May 20,

bees by the pound. 80 cents. 2 frame nuclei, with
dollar queen, each S2.00; 3-frame nuclei, with dollar
queen, each, ?2..50; 9-frauie in Simplicity body. %Tlth

dollar queen, each, .?5.00. All wired combs. Wish-
ing to go West. I will sell 200 colonies, after May 20,

very cheap. Write for prices, stating what is want-
ed. Fdn., heavy, 45c. Light, 55c. Cut as desired.
Wax worked at 10 cts.per lb. «. W. GATES,
5-6-7-8-9d Bartletl, Slielby Co., Tenn.

IF YOU WANT
A G(>OD O^E-PiECE SECTION' CHEAP,

Send to us. Sample and Price List Free.

SMITH & SMITH, KENTON, HARDIN CO., OHIO.
2tfdb

VANDERVORT
COMB FOUNDATION MILLS.
Send for samples ami i-cduccd price list.

:.>lldb .IM». \A.\I)F,K\'<)KT. I.accy villc. I'a.

PRICES REDUCED.
Comb foundation, equal to any in the market,

at reduced prices. Send for sanii>les and price list.

J. G. WHITTEN,
Gtfdb Genoa, Cayiijin Co.i N. Y.

Dinlam &yaMerfort Foiflalioii rr si ir

E

W(. have bou-ht a large slock of choice yellow A—^ A—

4

K^ 'K^ k. A A-J
rlit a lai-g(

beeswax, and ran luiiiish Dunham comb bin. lor
brood comb, cut to anv size, lor .".lie per lb.: thin and
bright yellow blu., lor sect ions, ;il ."i:.c p<T lb. E.\tra
thin Vandervort l<ln., into 12 sii. Icct l(. the lb., for
6llc jjer lb. We guaianlce our fdn. to be made of
pure beeswa.Y, and not to sag. Will work up wa.\
for 10c per lb. for brood, and 15 and 20c per lb. for
sections. To induce our customers to order fdn.
early in season, we will allow in per i<Tit discount,
on all orders received lictnrc ilic liisi dt Mav.

F. \% . IIOL,TBI<>,
.5tfdb Coopcrsville, Ottawa Co., Midi.

APIARIAN ^.Kf„e''"f?t;,^: SUPPLIES
tains illustrations and descriptions ol everything
new and desirable in an apiary.

AT TKE LOWEST PRICES.

J.C. SAYLES,
1 12db Hartford. Washington Co.. "Wis.

-;,4^ VIBRATING TELEPHONE.
-C^ r.iUiU /tppUcd/or.

~iuliii sntlstact on. No exorbitant rental fee

jhl oiuntjlit aiul i':<.i>-a«/<'<rf to work nicely

ithin its tompass 12 miles), or money relund

p,'i "the cost for private lines IS LESS tliaii

TWO MONTHS' RENTAL FEE to the cxpcn

mvV^SeLL TELEPHONK. THE VIBBAT-
ING TELFPHONE .s ,lu cniy PRACTICAL
,-,Hd RELIABLE nnn-elc trie Telepl.one niadc.an.l

,. 1,^, ;,-,l to (Jive satist.actinn, or ,::,'ney rc/uHdea.

A,. •, .in make immense profits ereiims; lines aid

; , h work they can do. Territory i'tirii Agent-.

froncted No previous experience
• --> -

-^-ins sliow all about
aeents. Telephones

rirculars and

atert instructii

crt'ctintr lines. Where I have no aeents. Telephones tm
may be ordered direct for private use rirculars and . -
^-r K, T. JOHNSON, 103 S Division £
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Don't Read This JOB lot of wire cloth
UNLESS YOU

want to buy the best hives and supplies made, tor

the least money. I have increased my capacity for

maufacturing-, and have a good stock on hand. Il-

lustrated catalogue tree.

H. F. SH.VDBOUT,
S(l Wiiiooiski, Slieboy^aii Co., Wis.

Berry-Packages.

ir (iHr.ATJ.Y JtKTU VKl> riiicics.
Such a brisk demand has sprung ui> for this, and

our customers seem to be so much jilcasfd with the
goods, we have succeeded in getting another still

larger lot. of one of the largest manufacturers of
wire cloth in the world. Please bear in mind that
the only way in which we can afford to sell it at the
very low price of lu cts. i)er s(i. ft. is l>y selling the
entire piece just as it is put up. We have now
in stock the following pit c:'s. As fast as it is sold,
each piece is crossed out, and the next issue will
show what remains.

A 33-quart iron-bound crate,
with baskets like this cut, tor
7.5 cents. Two styles of quart
bo.xes and crates cheaper still.

Send for price list. Also re-

member that we make the
Sliced One-Piece Sections which took first pre-
iiiiuni at Michigan State Fair last September. They
are smooth inside as well as out — the "best and
neatest" sections made. Address

BERLIN FEUIT-BOX CO.,
8d Berlin Heiglit«», Erie Co., O.

MICHIGAN POULTRY FARM^
W. R. & I. S. PHILLIPPS, Proprietors.

BATTUE CREEK, ITIICH.

Breeders of only pure stock, White and Brown
Leghorns, Black Cochins, Langshans, Wyaiidottes,
and Silver-Crested Polish. Prices clear below other
breeders for the same quality. Eggs from $1.50 to
$.5.00 per 15. Stock for sale in season. For large or-

ders, write for special discount. No circulars.

PLYMOUTH EOOK. Will send setting of 13 choice Ply-
mouth-Kock eggs for $1.00, carefully packed.

Vtfdb " " "'" ' "

. , --.>MK Ml THE isKs TO wmcH this wire cloth ca.v be ai--

-5 = PLIKD.
;; ,: Thiswiic cloth is first quality in every respect, and is
' - just tlir thing: for covering df'ors and windowK, to keep
•/. i;».!out fliis: for ooverino: bee-hives and cages for shipping
S

I

-
I

bees; making sieves tor sifting seeds, etc
"3

I

o Number of Sijuare Feet contained in each Roll

S| 4 4 1

Kespectivel;

i:JU.

jf 83 !

' SI. 1 of :B9. 1 180, 1 of 2:.0 s. f.

I
i ;00,2of 180.3of 12«. lof 100. lof «tis. I.

'. ,1 I I
.1 ,t -17, 18ot216.1of 173. lof 109,4of lOfi.lof 130. 9 of
lOS, 4 of 208, 2 of 195, 3 of 151,1 of 152, 2 of 156, 2 of 215. 1

1
I

of 210. 1 of 74 s. f.

28 68 42 rolls of 23.3, 7 of 234, 1 of 219, 4 of 186. 1 of 18t, 4 of 195. 1

I

t of 280, 2 of 116, 1 of 98, 3 of 93, 1 of 117, 1 of 91.1 of 164 s.f.

?.nr) 13 rolls of 250,2 of 100, 1 each of 3 5, 282, 1'a. 72, 212. .M). 187,

.W s. f.

each of 128. 133, 108, 80 s. f

.

each of 350. 140, 100, 85. 255, 2(0 s f.

.uchof 420, 540. 60 s. f.
' .r 285. 2 of 126.2 Of 317,1 ca.-h of 178,285.

^ ':•-.. 1 of 215 s. f.

lt>4 s. f

.

E. F. WILCOX, La Grange, Ohio.

^Lli-IN-0NE-PIECE V B0^Eg.
4ix4i,, Per 1000 $4.2.5
" " 1 'Wide, Per 1000 3.30
Sample, 2 Cents. SEM» FOIt CIICCUU.IB.

J. p. McGKESOS, FEEELANE, SAG. CO., MICH.

'11 rolls of 400, 1 of 200 s. f.

A. I. ROOT, JTIedina, Oliio.

FOR SAUE.—Italian and first-class hybrid bees,
in Simplicity hives, 10 straig-ht combs, $9.0D per

colony, $17 per two. .1. E. HUNTINGTON,
8d Cotton Hill, Fayette Co., West Va.

DADANT'S FOUNDATION FACTORY, Whole-
sale and retail. See advertisement in another

column. Ilbtfd

"THE CONQUEROR.9^

BoKODiNO, N. Y., Aug. 15. 18.S:i.—.Ml summer long-

it has been "which and 'tother'" with me and the
Cyprian colony of bees I have— but at last I am hoss.

Bingham's Conqueror Smoker did it. If you want
lots of smoke just at the right time. gc>t a Conquei
Smoker of Bingham.

H
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Contents of this Number.
ABC of Potato Oi.Uui-e.

Wanner Apiary
Bees for Pleasure..
Bees, Torpid
Bees, Gettiiifr to Stii

Bushfl HnXHS
Ciilir..ini:i. (uli.iM
Cas,.^ ^M:l, S. |.:,;:,1

(V]l'.l'\vl.i\. r'n.^-.

Hibernation, bv Cook.
300, 3H I Honey, ArtiHci'al

.311
j
Honey Column
Honey-Dew. Loss Froiii.<..
Humbugs and Swindles
Killing bees with Cover . .

.

Mailing Q's Without Food.
M;irLri;i vc's Losses
N .Mi. - -11 ll.mey-Cases....

Wintering .'•nii

Names of responsible parties
any of the following department
price of 20 cents each insertion, or i

iusei;l!fea in i-'

a urtifj>rm ">

eari-.,-

Black and Hybrid Queens For Sale.

Kor 'he benefit of friends who
which they want to dispose of,

charge, as below. We do this 1.

enough to these queens to )m\ i

lug them in "took; and yet i' i

dation to those who can nut uil.i

iMlly value
P and keep-
1 accomnio-

QUKENS For Sale.—Hybrid i|iii>ii"-">'' its. each;
Idack (jueens, 2.50 each, from .III Ml' 1 tdiict. 1. Safe
arrival guaranteed. 1{. II. ISaii.kv,

7-lldb P. O. IJox 81. Ausablo Forks, F.s.se.x Co., N. Y.

I will sell 30 hybrid queens durin}:- May and .Inne
at 4Uc each; will ship them as 1 can sijare them;
safe arrival guaranteed.

W. A. Sandkhs, Oak IJower, Harl Co., Ca.

f am killinu- black queens daily. Have 20 of the
best ones left. If you want one or more for ~5 cts.,

(ii-der quick.
.1. P. CoNNKLL, Hillslioro, Hill Co., Texas.

1 have some cheap (jueeiis; :i hylirids at fOc ench,
:iiid 12 tested Italian queens at $1.25. the 1st of May.
I will also sell some bees, Ave frames with tested
queen, at ^i.hO per colony.

W. A. COMPTON, hynnville, (iiles Co., 'renn.

I have for sale 1.5 hybrid queens: will sell the licst

ones at 50c each ; second grade at ;i.5e each.
Louis Weknkk, Edwardsville, Madison Co., III.

1 can furnish ::5 lairtoKood hybrid (]ueens at 50c
each. Wm. St. .M.mitz, .Martinsville, III.

As I will Italhiiii/.c about .'^(l colonies during May,
.luTie, .lulv. and .\ugiist, 1 will sell black queens at
25 cts. Will liej-iii to ship .Miiy 2(1. Also si.\ hybrid
iiucens at 5!i cts. each, rciKh to shi)) now.

K. \\. St.wton, Martin, Weakly Co., Tciin.

$1.00 Queens; " '\-

Names i)tsrrtc(l in this (ttpaitmott the flint tim'c'l^U^.^^

out charfje. After, 20c each insert iun, or $2.00 per year.

Those whose names appear below agree to furnish
Italian queens lor S^l.nii each, under the following
com lit ions; Nogiiaraiiti'c i> to be iissumed of jiui-ity,

or anythiiif.'- ol the kind, only that the (iiicen be rear-
ed Iroiii a choiic piiri' iiiotlicr. and had eonimenced
to la\ \\ Ik-ii tli''\ were -liiiqied. They also agi-ce to
return t 111' inoiK'v ;it iiii\' tunc when customers l.c-

como iiiiputiriit ot such liclayasmaybeunavoidabk'.
Bear in mind, that lu' who sends the best queens,

put up most luatly and most securely, will probably
recei\ <• the most ordeis. Special rates for warrant-
ed ami tested (|ueeiis, furnished on application to
an\- of the iiartics. Names with *, use an imported
qirccn-molher. I f the qiic<Mi arrives d.'ad. notify iis

and we will send vou anothrr. Probablv none will

be sent for SI. (Ml before .luly 1st, or alter .Nov. If

wanted sooner, or later, see rates in price list.

*A.I. Root, Medina, Ohio.
*H. H. IJrown, Light Street. Columbia Co., I'a. Ttf

*Paul L. Vialion, i5av(ni (Joiila, La. 7tld
*S. F. Newman, .\orwalk, Huron <^)., O. 7tfd
*Wm. Ballantine, Sago, Musk. Co., O. Ufd
*D. G. Edmiston. Adrian, Len. Co., Mich. '.itfd

*S. G. Wood, Hirmingham, .lefl. Co., Ala. Itfd
*S. C. Perrv, Port la-. ;d. Ionia Co., Mich. Htfd

.las. O. Facey, lavistock, ( )nt.. Can. Itfd
'H. .1. Hancock, Siloam Springs, Uenton Co., Ark.

S)tfd

'E. T. Lewis, Toledo, Lucas Co , O. :M
C. C. \'aughn, Columliia, Maury Co., Tenn. ntfil

G. M. Doolittle, Honidino, Onondaga Co., N. Y.:M;{
I). A. McCord, O.vforil, Midler Co., O. 5-15

S. H. Hutchinson A: Son, Clareniont, Surry Co., Va.

*E. Kretchmer. Coburg, Mont. Co., Towa. .5tfd

*W. A. ( oinpteii, l,vnnville. Giles Co., Tenn. 5tfd
M. L. Hvde. Poniliet Landing. Wind. Co., Ct. Ttid

D. McKeii/.ie. Camp Para).et, .lelf. Parish, La. Tttd
».I. .1. Martin. X. Manchester, Wabash Co., Ind.7-I!i

1). A. Pike. Smithsb. ng. Wash. Co , Md. 7-17

Cornelius Mros., LaFavetteville, Dutch. Co., N. V.
7- 111

Miss .\. M. Miigee, Cooper's Station, ( liilton Co..
.\la.!i

H. C. Simpson. Uichburg, Chester Co.. S. C. U

Peter Urickev. Lawicnceburgh, .Vnderson ( o..

0-lIttd Ky.

Full Colonies, Nuclei, and (.)ueens a s|.eciall\ . If

you intend buying bees or (lueens this season, send
for my circular and price list. \'ou will sa\c money
by so doing. 7ttdb

C. C. VAl «HN, roliiiiibia, Teiii'.

HAND FOUNDATION MILLS,
We have at present two mills which we have tak-

en toward iK'w ones. The tirsi one is a '.i-inch Wash-

will sell tlie mill' lor S12.(i(l. "'rhe second <me is a
12'. inch mill, such as we iiseil to make for the I,.

frame. Wewillsell I his lor S:|S Id. It has a Stand
so it can be set directly on the lloor.

All the above-mentioned mills lune been worked
over so as to make the new style ol' cell. Samiilcs
of the work will be sent on apidication. AVe will al-

low 5 per cent off from prices mentioned abo\e, tor
cash with order. A. I. EOOT, MEDINA, OHIO.

Hive Manufacturers.
Who agree to make such hives, and at the jiriccs

named, as those described on our circular.

A. I. Hoot, Medina, Ohio.
P. L. Vialion, Uuvou (ioula, Iberville Par., La. 7tfd
C. W. Costellow, Waterboro, York Co., Me. 2I-1»

Kennedy & Leahy, Higginsville, Lafayette Co., Mo.
lit Id

F. A. Snell, Milledge.ille, Carroll Co., 111. l-i:!

E. T. Lewis, Toledo, Lucas Co.. Ohio. 3-1

H. F. Moeller, cor. 5th St. and Western Ave.,
Davenport, la. 3-1

C. P. nish, Petrolia. HutlerCo., Pa. 3-13

Milo S. West, Uo.\ 202, Flint, Genesee Co., Mich.3-13
E. Kretchmer, Coburg. Montgomery Co., la. .5tfd

ROOT'S CHAFF HIVES

Our 5th Annual Circular, containing a full line ol'

Hee-Keepers' goods, will be sent free on applicatioiL
5tfdb S. C. & J. P. WATTS, MUKEAY, CLEAEFIELD CO., PA.

HKNDERtiONVS WHITE-PLUME CELERY. 5c
per packet. .1. I. ROOT, Medina, O.
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JOB LOT OF WIRE CLOTH' A WONDER ON WHEELS!
AT oni^ATT.i iii:i)rci:i> rnicics.

Such a brisk demand has .«prun<i- uji for this, and
our customers seem to be so much |)h-ase(l with the
jrcoods, we have succeeded in gettiiiji- unotlier still

larger lot, of one of the largest nianulacturers of
wire cloth iu the world. Please bear in mind that
the only way in which we can afford to sell it at the
very low price of I'i cts. per sq. ft. is b.v selling the
entire piece just as it is put up. We have now
in stock the following pieces. As fast as it is sold,
each piece is crossed out, and the next issue will
show what remains.

SOME OF THE USES TO WHICH THIS WIRE CLOTH CAK BE AP-
PLIED.

This wire cloth is first quality in eveiT respect, and is

just the thing for covering doors and windows, to keep
out fli( 8 ; for covering bee-hives and cages for sliipping
bees; raalcing sieves for sifting seeds, etc.

Number of Square Feet contained iu each Roll
Respectively.

f.

2 rolls, 80. 65 s.f.
.) rolls, 100 s. f . each.
2 rolls of 1.33 s. f. each.l of 73.

1 rolls of 166 s. f.

3 rolls of 181, 1 of 169. 1 180. 1 of 2r.O s. f.

10 rolls of 200, 2 of 180. 3 of 120. 3 of 100 s. f

.

28 rolls of 217, 18 of 216. 1 of 109. i of 106. 9 of 108, 4 of 208, 2 of
195, 3 of 151, 1 of 152, 2 of 156, 2 of 215. 1 of 210, 1 of 74 s. f

.

42 rolls of 233, 6 of 234, 1 of 219. 4 of 186. 1 of 184, 4 of 195, 1

of 280, 2 of 116, 1 of 98, 3 of 93, 3 of 117, s. f

.

8 rolls of 250, 1 of ICO, 1 each of 3 5, E82, 1.55, 212. .50. 187, .53

s.f.
6 rolls of SI « 1 fii.-h r.f 1S3

8 rolls of '.'SI I , .,, h ,.1 ::Mi.

Srollsof :; -
'
-n

28rolIs..l :

140. IS.-. I.:;- i ..| ;! . -

1 rolls of li.s, 1 ot :i;, i el li

2 rolls ot 105. 1 of 245 s f

.

1 roll of 356, 1 of 348 s. f

.

1 roll of 152 s f.

Ilrollsof400, lof i-OOs. f.

KOOT, IVJediiia, Ohio.

FROM CHOICE IMPORTED QUEENS
1 will, after June 2], furnish untested ijiieens from
my choice imported queen-mother, for !?1."U each.
Nucleus with queen, §3.(10.

9tfdb J. L. HYDE, POMFEET LANDING, CONN.

A^p^ CIRCULARS FREK. I will advise
^OtJa every reader of this advertisement to
write at once for one of the above circulars. No
man can afford to be without it. Pure B. I.. Kggs,
$1 per 15. D. H.. UKVr, Uest'^, Fa. Od

FOUNDATION- MACHINES,
!i;3.50, ANY SIZE.

Fdu., 40 to .50c per lb. I have bought a large lot of
Italian queens from the South, ready the last week
in April and the month of May, at *1.00 each. Un-
tested. Orders solicited at once.

josiT rAnis,
9d Town Hoii^c, Smyth Co., Va.

T^X:%^\r THE BELL.1NXOIVA 1TA1.1ANS,
A J\. I and see for yourself that they me THK
BEST. Warranted (jueens in Mav. ?1...''>: June,
*1.10; July and after, $1.(10; si.v lor *5 00. Hees at
reduced rates. Send tor dcscrii)ti\(' ciiciilar. Sat-
isfaction guaranteed. < H.A.'^. 1). DlN'Ar.L,
iltfdb Speneerville, Mont. Co., Md.

DADANT'S FOUNDATION FAOTOEY, WHOLESALE and RETAIL.
See advertisement in another column. ^ibtfd

BEE-KEEPERS,
LOOK
atTHIS!

We have a large stock of our X'-gi-oovc one-pieci'
sections, and until March 1st, IS:-.'), will sell at rock
bottom.
.5000 one-pound sections for an even . $21 00

10,000 " •'
" " " 40 00

Sample free. Send for our Illustrated Price List
of Bee-Keepers' Supplies, Free U> all.

SMITH & SMITH,
^•tfdb KENTON, HARDIN CO., O.

/SOLIDiCOMFDRT

.... ., n

SULKY
The Revolving Landside and Two Horses,

vEitsrs

The Drag-Bar and Three!
Light Draft and Comfort to the front. Side draft,

" Horse Killing," and sore shoulders, to the rear.
Less "tinkering," easier driving, straighter fur-

rows, a greater range of work, and more of it with
the same team than any i)low in existence, on or
oft' wheels. Uses no pole ie-\cept in stumpy fields,

has no equal in hard or stony fii'lds, or on hill-sides.

Send for our free book entitled, " Solid Comfort;
or. Fun on the Farm."
The editor of this paper owns a " Solid Comfort "

sulk.y, to whom we would refer for reference.
We also have the n-w Economist Hand Plow,

with reversible self-sharpening ]ioint and wing, in

full steel; full chilled and Comhination.
All goods fullv warranted. Address

ECOITOI^/IIST PLCW CO., .

9-lOd Col\a.r«.bMS, OHio.

BASSW^OOD-TREES
WHITEWCOD (OR "tulip. TREES.

We have now
nursery rows, r

grounds, ready 1'

lutiiiii iittie iiasswood-trees in
rd and c\ilt i\atc(l on our own
hipnient at the following prices:

- Per 100

One foot and under, each, - .05

The above by mail, " - - .OS

One to five feet, "
- .10

Five to ten feet, " - - .15

These trees were carefully cultivated last sum-
mer, and have large, fibrous, bushy roots. When
sent out they are carefully
experienced nursei-\man, an
excellent satisfaction with
have just si

? 3.00
3.00
5.00

10.00

leked in moss, by an
we think will give
asonalile care. We
ig some beautiful

whitewood
the same iiriccs ;is i

had nuich <'.\i)iii(

neither have tlicv lui

cultivation, as Ilu' h
the trees are vry n
th.'y would do nicely,
both of these trees 1(

•s, which we can furnish at
aliove, but we have not yet

in transplanting them,
le ad\init;ige of one year of
woods ha\c had; laiwever,
and straij;lil, and look as if

"or iiaiticiihirs in regard to
oney. see A It (book.

A. I. ROOT, Nledina, Ohio.

SEND YOUR ADDRESS
(icsc

Mu.
came
think

• hook"'' "'lor bottom-hoards. -TIIH BEST
a (tVrr Address

HOWARD U. ACKERMAN,
N. Indianapolis, Ind.

llillslinrniiiih. Tc.r., Apr. 17, issr,.

H. U. ACKEH.M.VN. Dk.vk Sir:—The "hooks"
to-day, and 1 am well pleased M'ith them. 1

they are "boss;" they suit my hive exactly.
* Yours truly. Lee J. Chapman.
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At KANSAS CITY, MO,
I Haise r,ive ITALIAX JiEES J'Oli SALE.
rntested Queens in May $150

" June 1 25
after June 100

Tested Queens, doul>lo the aliove prices.
Bees, per one-half pound, same prices as untested

queens. For discounts, see my circular. I warrant
my untested queena to ht imrt'lii mated. If any of the
friends who have dealt with me heretofore are not
satisfied, I shall be glad to have a full statement of
the matter from them, and will do the best that I

can to render satisfaction.

5tfd E. M. HAYHURST, P. O. Box.1131.

Choice: Italian bres and qleens
From Imported and Selected mothers, and

also from the noted Doulitlle strain of GOLDEN
ITALIANS. Send for circular.

siinoN p. Ronnv,
.')-9 Mechanicstown, Frederick Co., Md.

BEE-KEEPERS 1

llcadqu.irtcrs for all kiii'N.jf Itoe-Keeporo'
KunnlU-K, such as lllve(«, Seitlon., tomb
FouiHlation. Homy Kxli >i< t..i ., IS.c
fimoUors, t rati*, llonej Huik.tx, Veil*

' """ Notice Our Pricfs!
U.. all-in-one-piece Section, 94.50 per M.
<iml. Foundation »0 per lb.
livos 1.00 each.
Italian Bees and Queens at lowi-^t figures.

vi.ii one C.I uur IlliiitraUtI I ,i.'a/::yi,- /},,.

American M'f'g Co., New Carlisle, 0.

PLYMOUTH ROCKS.
K.\clusi\clv bred on a larni, and foi- tuisincss. of

the best of strains. i<'}iaidl<'ss ( f cdsl ( f IncediiiK-.

by 5 ycais' cxiKTicucc. Not cxc* lied in penciling,
scoring, and shi|ipinn-. I'',trys warranted of best vi-

tahtv ill hatchiiifj. Satistaction jruarauteed. Price,
with ))ackinK- and sliippiny, .<-'.(i(l per i:{, or #;i.(K) for
3(). The cost ol piKdiinn' and shipping!- may be de-

ducted for those who can t;ct them without. Chick-
ens in season. .\i>ply for in-ices.

ttd .1. 1>. .WAiflM, Mra, Wahli. < <>., Iowa.

Reduction in the price ofM roundation.

Owiiifi- to the \n\-ixc (|iiantity of wax thrown on the
market by^the recent losses, and the general de-
pression in business, wc have decided to (piote

comb foundation, on and after .May I, at the follow-

ing i)rices net:

1 to 2f) poumls, ptr pound 4ii-

20 to 50 •' •• *'>c

50 to WO " " 46c
WO to 600 " •' «c
.WntolOOO " ' 41c
1000 pounds or more '• 40c

Packed in neat wooden t)oxcs—paper between every two
sheets.

If wanted liy mail, add 2.')C per II). for boxinu and ju^tafrr, on
any quantity less than 2 lb.; over ; lb., add .MV- fnr finvitrj- nml
postage. 12 .\ IX ('an not be ^oiit s.-itch li\ hi.hIm !-

•

titiesthanali-lb. iiackat'i-.Miiil u.- . Mil n..i |,iii ,i|. i
,-::

any size. Now, all or von thui u iii .ii .1, i m .n ! .
i

.
i i

.sheets, 8 X !(•>!-;, oiTibv IK. or S\ \ i;iv, nun li:i^. n i-i 1> ji
lb. less. II s.Mi will also order it ill ourii-Kiilai- si/.il I.oxis ol
.">, 10,01 :. II. ^.M niav deduct Ic motcalli. Ibtis:-! II). by
mail, 1, tj 111 11 -I. I ^mII I c70c; :t lb., 8I.TO,

K.v II. .Kl.l >i.-s:

:! lbs, n-t^nlar sizes « ill be SIX,

noo

pound, and it will be made in !

A. I. ROOT, Medina, Ohio.

BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES,
BEE-BOOKS, & LE CONTE PEAR-TREES

One pear-tree sent postpaid for 40 cents.

2tfd X. A. GU\y, Tiillahouio, Tenu.

GARWOOD'S
Rei/ers/b/e - Frame Dei^ice.
WILL FIT ANY FRAME,

IS SIMPLE AND CHEAP;
ANY ONE CAN MAKE IT.

NO NAILS OR SCREWS REQUIRED TO
FASTEN IT TO THE FRAME.

Send ten cents for a photoRraph, with instruc-
tions, or 25 cents for a model. Friend Root turned
this down as "too much machincrj, but tjuite in-

genious." You will smile.

C. GIAR-WrOOD,
M Box SSS. Baltirsiore, I^d.

ITALIAN BEES.
Dollar Queens and Nucleus Swarms specialties,

from June 1. to Oct. 1. 500 customers say my strain
of Italians surpass every thing-. Foundation from
clean yellow wa.v furnished as low as it can be
made. Send lor Ciicular tf) .5-7-9-1 l-13-15d

\V. H. PROCTOn, Falrliaven, Vt.

TESTED QUEENS, S^-'.OO. Untested, *1.00. t-frame nu-
clei, $;^,.tO and $4,50. Mississippi wa.v-extractor,

m.m. OSCAR F. HLEDSOE. Grenada, Miss. 3tfd

HEADaUASTEES IN THE WEST FOK

ITALIAN iiiid CVrKIAN (^l KKNS.
Tested C\i)iian (|ueens Iroiii imported mother

(.Jones's imiioitationi. in .\pril, *5.00; in May, $4.00;
in .lune and alter. .:=:!, do. Warranted Cyprian queens,
in May. SiMiii; in .lime and after, $1..50. Italian
(picens Iroiii itni)orted mother (Root's importation),
alter .Ma> 15tli, .*l,0<i, I have had <'.\perience in
breeding iiueens. and oiiai-antee satisfaction. Order
now, and pay when \(>ii want ipieens.

Address \V. IflcKAV UOI fiAN, M. ».,
5tt'd Seiiota, Ne\% ton to., itio.

Berry-Packages,

*
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P0NEY 0@MMN.
CITY MARKETS.

Cincinnati.—Hojify.—Nothing new has transpir-
ed in the market. Demand has improved tor good
(jualities of e.xtracted honey, but the large stoclt on
the market keeps prices low. It bi'ings 5(rti9c on
arrival. Comb honey is of slow sale, and a low
price is no inducement to the buyer. Prices nomi-
nal. BriKica.r is in good demand, uiul arrivals are
good. It briiiys :.'(;(r/:{Oc on arrival, (hiiatjo takes
the cake <>ii adulterations. We had lately several
lots of adulterated beeswax offere<l us troni Chicago
merchants, which was hard to tell from the genu-
ine. Chas. V. MUTH.

S. E. Cor. Freeman and Central Avenues.
April 23, 188.5. Cincinnati, Ohio.

New York.—Hotjej/.—These is no notable change
in the honey market since our last. The demand for
both comb and extracted is very limited, only
small lots being disposed of at low tlgures. We
make no change in our quotations. Beeswax is

holding its price. We quote prime yellow Southern
at 33@34c per lb. Thurber, Whyland & Co.
Apr. 13, 1885. Reade and Hudson Sts., New York.

St. Louis.—Hojicj/.—(.)ur honey market continues
very dull. Extracted in bbls., hard to sell. Last
sales at 4c for Southern. Stock large. Comb hon-
ey. White clover, single case, 1-lb. sections, 16c. in
good order. Cases having broken combs, less.

Dark comb not salable. Beeswax in fair demand at
38(fi31c; not much arriving, stock small.
April 23, 1885. W. T. Anderson & Co.

104 N. Third St., St. Louis, Mo.

Cleveland.—Ho/ifjy.—There is a little better
trade in honey; we sold some tirst-elass Mb. sec-
tions the past week at ]3'j'"14e: tlit re is no better
sale for second quality, which we hold at 12'?{ 13.

Extracted, no sale at all. Beeswax, :lHa'ii).

April 20, 18S5. A. C. Kendel.
115 Ontario St., Cleveland, O.

Kansas City.—H<»ncjy.—There are a good many
scattering lots of honey coming in from sources
which were thought to be exhausted of their sup-
plies long ago; and while the demand continues to
improve, yet prices rule entirely in buyers' favor.
Choice stock 1-lb. sections, 13(yl4; 2-lli., 12(5il3.

Extracted, 5(«.7c. Clemons, (loon A: Co.,
April 27, 1885. Kansas City, Mo.

Milwaukee.—Hojiejy.—Clover and basswood hon-
ey in comb, quotable at 12(S'lBc. D.ark, 1C@.1].

Strained and extracted, 7!2(58c. Beeswax, 30(335c.
Demand light, and trade dull.
April 20, 1885. A. V. Bishop.

142 West Water St., Milwaukee, Wis.

Detroit.—Jfonc;/.—Stock of honey on hand rath-
er low, and demand only fair. Price V2(tiUc.
April 21, m:ry. a. B. weed, Detroit, Mich.

Boston.—Honey.—There is no change in our
market. Honey sells slow now on account of
maple sugar and syrup. Blake & Ripley.
April 13, 1885. 57 Chatham St., Boston, Mass.

For Sale.—Four barrels of honey-dew in new
iron-bound barrels and half-barrels, for which I will
take 4 cts. per lb. .John F. Dipman, Fremont, o.

/ IVANT TO SELL OUT.
1HAVE for sale ah

story nf)M-ni()valilc

coats of while lead one
rabbets and nietal-com
only). Frames are lulh
more than half full oflK
nnido) for holding :.'S s

t 4!) Siiiiplieitv hives, l'.,

)tt()ms, iiainted with two
irago. Tluy have metal
ed I rallies iii|)pei- corners
Liood eoiiilis, and probably
W : 30 racks ( mostly home-
ioiis; IHlwIde frames full

of bd.ves and starters, with tin seiiarators. How
much am I olfered lor tlie lot on cars cash? !•

GEO. P, P/iTCp. J^TKYE]^^ POIJ^T, WI^.

rOUNDATlON.—Who wants it for 40 cts. jier lb.?

200 lbs. In the lot, ready nuide, and will be cut
to fit any frame. T. S. Ilall, Kirby's Creek, Ala. 0-lOd

Wh0n0 Hnn I fipf 40 or 50 Nuclei of Ital-Yvnere uan i uei j^ns the cheapest?
Eastoate Humphrey, Rodney, Elgin Co., Out., Can.

HELP FOR THE SUFFERERS.

The 111 lowing friends have agreed to furnisli bees and
queens at low prices, for the benefit of the friends who have
lost badly dunng the past severe winter. In consideration of
this, they are allowed to give the following notices once free of

BEES BY THE POUND.
200 Cdloiiies to draw Iroin. Safe arrival guar-

anteed. Send foi' circular before jivirchasing else'

where. T. P. ANDREWS,
9d Farina, Fayette Co., Illinois.

In June and July, at $1.00 per lb., 10 lbs., 90c. per
lb.; 20 lbs. or more, 80c. per lb. Queens to go with
them, Sl.OO Nuclei, as per April Gl. ad. Orders
filled in the order received. J. H. REED.

_0ELEA17S, OEANSE CO., IND.

We are now ready to supply liees by the pound;
also a limited number of queens. We have never
had a case of foul brood or any other bee disease in
this region; and for "get up and dust," early and
late; and 100 lbs. of honey to the colony, we say our
strain of bees can't be beat. Those wanting bees
from us can corresiKuid.

J. C. & D. H. TWEEDY, SUITHPIELD, OHIO.

During the months of May and June I will sell

Black Bees by the lb. at 7.5c. 'Mb. 50c. Black
Queens with same 25c. as long as they last, or will
mail Black Queens for 35c. Safe arrival and satis-

faction guaranteed. MRS. J. AT0HLE7, LAMPASAS, TEX.

I will sell dollar Queens with a pound of bees with
each queen for *1.50. JOS BYKNE, BATON KOUGE, LA.

After May 15, I will sup])lv '..-pound lots of bees
forSl.OO. JOENH.MaItIN, HARTrOED. N. Y.

We will sell as follows: '.. pound bees, ?1.00. Un-
tested queens, *1.00. Tested, f2.00. The above
queens are reared from imported mothers, and the
bees will all be young Italians.

DISOH & DILLON, PAEEISH, ILLS.

We are prei)ared to ship promjitly by Am. Ex. Co.,

!i lb. hybrid bees with good hybrid queen in wire
cage, at S»1.50; lib., and queen, .*;2.(K); 'j lb. black
bees with good black (lueen. at $1.25. Hybrid
(jueens, .50 cts. Black queens, 25 ct.s. Sent by mail
in a Peet introdiuing cage. Safe arrival guaran-
teed. Xdlie to sell after Mav.

HEMPHILL i GOODMAN, ELSBEEEY, LINCOLN CO., MO.

We will furnish \i lb. bees and untested Italian
queen, for $9 in Vz doz. lots, or S1.50 each, by ex-
press Wells, Fargo & Co. from New Iberia, La.

J. TV. Z. SHAW & CO., LOEEAUVILLE, IBEEIA PAEISS, LA.

After June 1st, hybrid swarms at .'?2.00. May havi
ime as earlv as May 15th.

E. BUEEE, VINCENNES, KNOX CO., IND.

1 have 2(0 nucleus colonies of hybrid bees on I,

frames. We will sell at $2.25 each, on 2-fraiiu'; »:3.0(

for 3frame. Ready to ship at once. Strong ii

bees. Fii'st come, first served. Bees are at express
oftice now. T. S. HALL, Baldwin, Miss.

'. lb. bees and queen, black, J^l.tiO; 1 lb. do., $1.25;

'i lb. bees and (pieen, hybiid, Sl.^5; 1 lb. do., *l..-iO.

Queens only, mailed at 30 and •>(» c. Stamps accei)t-
ed, and safe arrival guaranteed. J. M. JENEINS.

Elmore, Elmore Co., Ala.

I can spare a few pounds of bees, and as many
queens as any of the brethren may want. I will
sell bees at $1.00 a pound, and queens at $1,00.

S. G. WOOD, BIEMINGHAM, ALABAMA.
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TO TRAP CURCULIO.

I'HOK. COOK PrlVES US A MTTI.K TAMi ON I'LU.M

CULTUUK.

HOF. .\. . I. COOK^-Whik" reading'- yoiii- t'.vecl-

k'lit artii-lc on "The WintCTiiij,'- Prohk-in in

Apiculture," in this month's GtiEANiNGS, I

thouglit that, as many beo-keepers are inter-

ested in fruit culture, in askinjj- .vou to favor

readers of Gi-eaninos with an article on pin in

culture, haviiifi- particular reference to Judjre

Uomsdel's method of dealing with the curculio, I

would e.\pr;>ss the wish of many others. Should

you find it convenient to contribute siic'.i an article,

there will be one at least who will be ;rrcatly oblijr-

ed to you, and I think many others. If you (k) not

care to do this, and it is not askinjv t.)o much, I

should like to have you tell me by letter how to

manage the "little Turk," and I will consider it a

great favor. Uespeetfully yours, Rx'fus Pouter.
Lewistown, Ills., April 15, 1885.

Replying to the above, Prof. Cook says :

Quack methods are often g-iven in our p:i|)ers. .\

few years since, I read in a paper that winding a

cloth about the trees, and saturating- it with crude

carbolic acid, would surely keep the " little Turks"
at bay. I tried it ; but fortunately on only one tree.

As I visited the tree duriuf? the sultry June days,

the whole atmosphere was odorous with the acid,

yet I could see the little weevils thick on the plums
of this ti-ee, plying- their mischief, and, as I fancied,

fairly grinning their "you couldn't come it " at me.

But I did succeed in one thing. I killed a val-

uable plum-tree outright. I already knew of a val-

uable and thoroughly effective method, yet was
not content to let well enough alone.

the .JAIIHI.NG METHOD.
This is tlie metliod used by .ludge Komsdell, and

lias sa\ed the plums in my own little orchard year
after year, so that we and our neighbors had abun-
dance. A sheet of common factory cloth is nailed

to a light convenient frame, and largo enough so

that, when spread under the tree, it will catch every
thing that may fall from the tree. I have only four
trees. My sheet is twelve feet square. Along one
edge this sheet is tacked to a strip of light pine,

twelve feet long. The opposite; edge is tacked to

two similar strips, each six feet long, the bi-cak be-

ing in the middle. From this break the sheet is

slitted to the center. This slit makes it easy to

place the sheet directly under the tree, the center

of the sheet inclosing the trunk of the tree.

In case of large orchards it is found better to

have this shept carried on wheels, or attached to a

sling, so as to be easily borne on the shoulders. In

place of the wheels or a sling I have two little

children, which, by the way, no family should be

without, by aid of whom the sheet is quickly and

easily manipulated. Ik-sides the sheet, we must
have a strong heavy long - handled mallet. This

may be thickly padded with carpeting—this is the

way mine is fl.ved—or a limb may be sawed off, or a

spike may be driven into the trunk and main
In-anclies to receive the blow, in which cases the

padding of the mallet should be omitted. What we
desire to do is to give the trunk a sharp blow so

that eacli limb maj- be jarred with force, and yet

not injure the tree. Small trees may be jarred by

simply striking the trunks. With large trees each

branch must be jarred.

The time to commence the warfare is just as we
sec the little cfllif crowns falling from the plums',
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or wheu we see the little crescent cuts thus, (•
,

on the plums. These little curved cuts are made
by the little weevils as they lay the eg-^s in the

plums. This fact drives rise to the name "little

Turk." For j'ears now I have seen these crescent

marks just as the blossoms -calices—were falling'

from the plums. The jarring should be done very

early in the morning', or as late in the evening as

we can see well. To avoid the dew, not to speak

of early rising, the evening battle is generally pre-

ferred at our house. In the middle of the day, es-

pecially before the days get warm, the curculio are

hid beneath the trees, hence the necessity of jar-

ring as early or late as daylight will permit.

We spread the sheet under the ti-ee and then

strike the trunk, or, in case the tree is large, each

main branch. A sharp blow is required, as only a

sudden jar will surely fell all the weevils to the

sheet. The spike or padded mallet permits this

without injury to the tree.

As soon as the jarring has been thoroughly done,

we examine for the insects on the sheet. These

little beetles look so like the little bugs that will be

dislodged by the same blow, that only shai-p looking,

especially at first, will detect them. Each year I

jierform this before my thirty or forty students, and
often they will declare the first night that there is

not an insect, when perhaps there ai-e a score on
the sheet. At first, pick up every thing that looks

like a little bug, and learn bj' close scrutiny wheth-

er it be bug or insect. If the latter, it will soon

move when taken in the warm hand; we soon get so

we see the weevils very quickly. Bertie and Katie

are a great aid to me in. catching the weevils, as

well as in moving the sh' et. It is great fun for

them, as they eclipse their father in the number
caught. To kill the insects we crush them between
the thumb and finger. This is quick, sure, and not

disagreeable, as the insects are so small. Often we
may omit the jarring for two or three nights. If we
get no curculio, or only two or three at a tree, we
can safely wait a day or two before we try again.

It is often safe to omit jarring for two or three

days. I have found that I have to work more or

less'all through .June. This is for central Mich-

igan; and taking the years together, I have not had
to jar more than fifteen times in a season. This

seems little [labor when we consider the results—

jilenty of luscious plums to sell and to keep, or,

best of all, to give away to our good neighbors.

It is a good idea, though I have never done it, to

gather all the plums that fall, and burn them.
This prevents the development of the insect—-now
a grub, feeding on the pulp of the plum—and so

makes the insect more scarce the next season.

The reason Judge Romsdell, Michigan's great
plum-grower, thinks the cii-culio an advantage, is

that it can lie kept under, and the plum ci'op saved.

Most people, through ignorance or neglect, will

not do this, and so plums will always be scare", and
always bring a high pvwv in the market. Again,

when the trees set very full, the plums should be

thinned; by allowing the curculio to sting a portion

of thv friill, t'.ie thinning costs nothing.
A. J. Cook.

Agricultural Colk-ge, L'lnsing, Michigan.

Last fall, just about pluui time, I visited
one of our bee-men, friend J. Mattoon, of At-
water, Portage Co.. and anionp; other things
I took a look at his plum-yard. This yard
was not very larw, but it was lilled witli the

most luxuriant, thrifty-looking plum-trees I

ever saw before in my life ; and if I remem-
ber correctly, he said he had just sold fifty

' bushels of plums out of that " chicken-yard,'"
and that he received for them an even S2(M».

i The trees were got into bearing shape by un-
' dei-draining, subsoiling. use of fertilizers.

,
and all modern improvements. Then chick-

I

ens enough were kept in the yard to keep the
ground as liard and l)are of vegetation as it

usually is for a few rods around the front of
a country schoolliouse. Tiie trees were jar-

' red in the way Prof. Cook menti(»ns, but tlie

chickens gobbled the curculios. rendering the
use of a sheet unnecessary. Friend .Mattoon

i

succeeds with bees, plums, pears, strawber-

j

ries, and everything of the kind. Do you

I

know why V

,
After the above article was in type, we re-

ceived the following letter from Prof. Cook,
touching on another subject:

POLLEN AND WINTERINCJ, AC..\1N.

We have just had a bad mishap with our bees;

I
but it gives foi-th clear evidence on the pollen

I

question. Our bees were in fine condition March

j

1st. Our cellar has si.x inches of water in it, and
keeps a uniform temperature from 38° F. to 45° F.

By an accident, mice got into the cellar, and so

worried the bees in three hives that they ate all

their stores, what the mice did not eat, and starved.

Of the remaining colonies, six had much i>ollen.

Four of these have diarrha?a very badly, the other

two considerably, but not seriously. The colonies

having no pollen have no diarrhea, and arc in fair

I

condition, though their combs and hives ai-e badly

j

knawed by the mice.

]

I think I can say truly, then, that bees are safer in

I

an atmosphere that is too cold or too warm, with-

out pollen, and also decidedly safer in case of an
invasion of mice. March 1st there was no sign of

diarrhoea. Whatever disturbs bees will endanger
them in case pollen is present, and confinement

necessai'y. Keep the bees quiet, and the pollen is

harmless—so I think, as the result of several win-

ters' close observation and experiment.
April 25, 1885. A. J. CoOK.

APIS DOHSATA.

FRIEND BUNKER TELLS US ABOUT HOW THESE
BEES BEHAVE IN THEIR HOME IN BURMAH.

EAR BROTHER ROOT:-! have just returned
from the hills, and while traveling I have
been studying Apis dorsata, and now make
a report of progress. There seems to be two

i

kinds of this bee in Burmah, each quite dis-

j

tinct, though I have not yet secured specimens for

comparison. One kind is yellowish in color, and
usually builds nests on the limbs of very high trees,

I

or in rocky clitfs, while the other is nearly black,

hairy, and builds in thickets, on limbs of trees, or
' on creei>ers, often near the ground. Both are

unieomb bees. The former is often vicious, the

I latter kind is very gentle, according to all reports,

,

and the natives have no fear of it at all. They
of ten approach the nest of the latter by daylight,

and take off pieces of comb, without smoking or

protection of any kind ^Yhatever, and without often

j

being attacked by the bees. The former kind de-

fends its nest with great vigor; and if they once set
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upon an enemy, they follow very persistently for a

long distance, and sometimes natives thus pursued
|

must take to a neig'hboring- stream to escape. '

One ruse for escape is to break off a thickly leav-

ed bush and plung-e into the water, and allow the

1 (ranch to float down with the curreiit, while the

fugitive plunges down into the water. The bees

then follow the branch down stream, and lose sight

of their victim. Yet, the first kind with the yellow

markings is not always so vicious, as they can he

easily subdued with smoke; and if handled care-

fully they seem to be as gentle as many kinds of

Apis melliftca, so I judge. Both kinds leave Bur-

mah at the beginning of the rains, and return the

first of February of each year. They usually re-

turn to their former place of abode. This is espe-

cially true of the yellow kind, which occupies a

chosen tree or trees in a particular locality year
after year, so that the natives buy and sell those

irees as valuable property.

I judge that these bees migrate to some distance

to the north, for these reasons: 1. The reason why
they migrate at all, seems to be the- exposed posi-

tion of their nests, on the under side of the limbs of

high trees, exposed to all weather. The high winds
and violent showers of the beginning of the mon-
soons would always destroy their nests. I never
saw a nest survive the rains; hence, migrating on

ence in Ceylon, shows how little we can depend on
their judgment in such matters.

I now have two swarms of the A. doraata promis-
ed me, and men out after them. Of coui-se, I am
uow speaking of this bee only from report, and
very little from experience. I hope in due time to

speak from experience, and have something of

value to report on this most interesting insect.

Toungoo, Burmah, Feb. 28, 1885. A. BcJNKEH.

[For later report, see peiye 314.]

account of the rains, they must needs go to a climate
]

where the rains arc less violent, or where they can
find sheltering cliffs in which to build. 2. When

|

they return they are often found resting near the
j

ground, before selecting the tree on which to build '

a new home. Sometimes they will rest there a

V; eek, and then take flight again. At such times

they are very cross, and the natives are very care-

ful not to go near them. There arc no cliff's or
;

locks in Burmah in which these bees can build. If

there were they.might remain here the year round,

as 1 understand they do in Ceylon and in Northern

India.

In the Paduug- - Karen country, about 8.) miles

N. E. from Toungoo, these bees are in some sense

domesticated, also the Apia Iiulica. In order to

secure the service of the ^1. (io»-?of(i, the Padungs
dig a trench in a side hill, and drive a stout stake,

inclined about 4.5 degrees toward the down slope of

the hill, into the ground, and lean branches of

trees ngainst the stake on either side, making a

shield from the wiad. The A. ilorsata returns to
|

these places year after year, and the natives secure
i

bountiful harvests of wax and. honej-, always leav-

ing some for their yellow workers. May it not be

that the A. clorsntn builds one comb, onli' because it

does not usually find a place to build double combsV
The comb is so large that it must indeed be a large .

limb of a tree to give room for double combs.
[

From all inquiries which I have made, I am strong-

ly inclined to believe that the .4. dorsaUt can be

domesticated, especially the black-colored species.

Yet, to insure success, doubtless much study must
be given to the habits of this bee, and all the con-

ditions of domestication be approached as near as

))0ssible to their wild state. The fact, as 1 am in-
,

formed, that, in regions of less rain, in clitfs and
rocks these bees are found year after year, goes to

show that migration is not necessary to this bee as

to "birds of passage," etc.; that if the conditions

are favorable they may be kept the year I'ound.

The fact that these bees can be mistaken for

hornets by the natives, as in Mr. Benton'o expert-
i

MRS. JENNIE GULP'S EEPOET FOE 1884.

AND A FAIU UEPOUT. EVEN THROVGH THE BAD SE.\-

SOX OF LAST YEAK.

J'

AM again so late in sending my report, I fear,

f
Bro. Root, you will say of me as the good sis-

ters at camp meeting say, "Sister Culp always
brings up the rear; " and I will add, especially

if it is her day to do the cooking. I received

a postal from one of your clerks some time ago.

saying, " We want your report, if it is a failure."

Now, what possessed ner to think I had failed? Was
it because she saw me up at Medina visiting when I

ought to have been home looking after my beesV or

was it because she knew we had extremely hot dry

weather in our part of the State? He that as it may,
I am not ready to go into the failure list yet. No,

no; for surely Providence smiled upon me again,

but not in such a bountiful manner as the preced-

ing year.

Fallot 188;j I put into chaff hives 47 colonies; all

came out in good condition; and as my object was
honey, and not increase. I prevented swarming.

The indications were that the honey season would

be of short duration. I extracted but once, taking

1T40 lbs. of beautiful white-clover honey, and 350

lbs. of section honey: in addition to this 1 set away
100 frames of nice white-clover honey averaging 1(1

lbs. per frame, for winter feeding; also had 1(!0 new
wired frames filled with fdn. drawn out ready for

this summer s work. In the fall, removed the " bug-

juice," gave them the white-clover honey, and, as a

consequence, today, Ai)r. Ki, 1885, 48 out of the 47

were out on duty strong. A great many in this

locality have lost three-fourths of their bees; some
all. Wc are not so badly off as the good brother at

Bowling Green i-epreseuts his county to be; we still

have enough left for ' seed."
Mks. .Iexnie Ci'1,1".

Milliard, O., Apr. Hi, 1885.

Thanks for your report, my good friend
:Mrs. Cull). I presume tlie reason why that
postal read as it did. was probably because I

happened to think of you. and so told one of

the girls to ask you for a report, adding that

we wanted vou to send it. even if it iras a fail-

ure. They probaljly got hold of the last end
of mv reniark. and omitted tlie first part. I

have" thought a good many times that prob-
ably some of the friends would think we are

a queer sort of ])eople here : bnt with the
hin-rv and iiish of many duties, it was the
best I could do, and so it Avent. I am very
glad indeed to know you have wintered so

well ; and your report strengthens still more
my opinion, that those who take pains will

prosper.

The hand of the diligent shall bear rule; but the
slothful shall be under tribute.—PROv. 13:24.
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HOW FAST DOES A SWABM OF BEES
TRAVEL ?

FHIEND DRAYMAN SUGGESTS THAT THEV SOME-
TIMES GO FAST, AND SOMETIMES THEV GO

SLOW.

'OW. Bro. Hoot (I call you Itrothor, hcc-ausf I

believe that all good Christians are brcth-

T-en, for our Master said, while here, that
" He that doeth the will of my Father which
is in heaven, the same is my mother, my

brother, and my sister"), I want to say a little

about how fast Vices fly when jroing off, for I had a

little exj)eriencc with some last season. I had a

very large swarm come out on a Thursday, and I

hived them and placed them where I wanted them
to stand, and thej" went to work all right, as I sup-

l)oscd, for they commenced to draw out the comb
(from fdn.) and filled each frame nearly full of nice

white comb, and stored some honey. On the next
Monday forenoon, about 11 o'clock, another swarm
came out, and I hived them all right; but having
occasion to go and help a neighbor raise a barn-

frame in the afternoon, I kft No. 2 swarm where I

hived them, till night, before moving them to

where T wanted them to remain. While I was gone
that afternoon, swarm No. 1, which I hived Thurs-

day, came out of their hive, and
clustered upon an apple-tree, and
my wife took another hive and
hived them in that. When I came
home at night I placed them both,

Nos. 1 and 2, uixni stands where 1

wanted them to remain. On Tues-

day. I went out and looked at them,
and No. 1 was restless and uneasy.

I told my wife that they would
not stay, or, at least, I thought
they would not: so I went out

about every 1.5 minutes to see how
and what they were doing.

About 12 o'clock I went out, and
they appeared about the same as

usual. I went in and had not sat down more than

five minutes when my little boy came and said,

"Papa, your bees are swarming."
1 went out, and I saw that they were not go-

ing to cluster, for they rose higher than usual, and
were making quickei- motions than a swarm that

clusters. Soon I saw that they were making across

my orchard. I started after them. Well, how far

do you suppose I went before I lost all sight and
hearing of them? About 1.5 rods. I gave up the

chase, and turned around and came back, and lo!

No. 2 had caught the spirit, and they were tumbling
topsy-turvy over one another, as if they could not

get out fast enough. I lay by the hive waiting for

the queen, and the good wife watching where they
were going to cluster; but, nary a cluster; they,

too, started for the woods, but in an o])i)osite direc-

tion (east) from the others. I followed them; some
of the time I walked, and some of the time a little

faster, till I came to the tree into which tiiey went.

Now, I believe it makes some. If not all of the dif-

ference how far they are going, how fast they fly.

Waldo, Wis., Apr. 15, 1S85. A. H. Brayma.n.

Yon make a good point, friend ]>.; and,
by the way. is it not true that it is dillicult

to lay down niles foi- a f?reat many of these
tliinj^cs V Sometimes boes behave "one way,
and then again tlicy don't. I have seena

swarm of bees moving overhead when it

seemed to me they went faster than a horse
could canter ; at other times one could al-

most keep up by walking briskly.

SOMETHING NEW IN TIN PAILS.

GHAIHATEU TO MEASUUE EXACTLY HALF-I>1XT.
I'l.NTS, QUAKTS, A.NI) GALIiONS.

T THOUGHT some time ago Ineverwant-
M ed to see any thing new any more in the
W way of pails for honey : l)ut here we
""^ are again with sometliiug newer and

better—at least, that is wliat everybody
says, and everybody wouldn't be vcry'likelV
to be mistaken.

Tlie smallest pail holds one (luart wlien it

is full, and tlie lai-gest one holds a gallon
when it is full, and all of them are divided
by a bead ill the till, so as to show vou just
how mucli it is whfu it is so full. Still fur-
ther, this beading is lettered, so that folks
who are not very smart can tell just how
much tliere is in' the pail, by reading thelet-
tprs and figures that stand under the beadilig.
Now. I do not believe I could have been iii-

K Ni:W (iUADlATKn IIX PAILS.

diiced to have started a new tin pail, if it

were going to cost any more money than the
old ones; but here they are. with this new
graduated device, and not a cent more in

I

the way of expense. The quart pail is o cts.

only; the two-quart, lu cts.; the three-(inart,
lo cts., and the gallon pail only 2(J cts. ; and

I

the prices by tens and hundreds are the same
as those on page 21 of our price list. The

]

pails, as you will observe, are, however, a
little taller than our celebrated nested pails ;

and. in fac". a graduated pail can not be
: made to work real nicely unless it is rather
tall. Now. then, the matter is right here

;
before you, and you can do as you choose
ab;)ut investing in the new-fangled i)ails.

Oh yes! when you order, just say "Novelty
pails."" and tlicii you will gel the right kiiuL
Any kind of a' can or jiail can be made

clieaper by making the length up and down
greater than tiic diameter; for tin can be
cut to make the body, practi'-ally without
waste ; but in cutting "the circles for tops and
bottoms, a good deal of tin is wasted; and
the larger these tops and buttonis, the great-
er tiie waste. Tin pails, however, do not or-

dinarily meet with as much favor as those
about the dimensiinis of an ordhiary tin cup;

I viz.. with the diameter a little greater than
the height.
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TALK ABOUT GLEANINGS, BEES, AND
DKONE-EXCLUDERS.

SOME KIND WORDS IN'TEKSPEKSED WITH VALUABLE
FACTS.

BOOD MORNING, Mr. Root. This is a pleasant

April morning. Please take a seat, if you
can spare a few leisure moments, as I wish to

talk with you. Spring- time is here; the sun
shines, the birds sing, and all nature begins

to rejoice in praise to its Author. A more fitting

time could not well be found to talk with a friend.

Well, I need not tell you I take Gleanings; your
list of subscribers tells that. I hope you will excuse
me for expressing my opinion of it to you, for it has

not been formed in haste, or for the want of apicul-

tural literature, to say nothing of nearly fifty

.years' experience in bee-keeping. With all this T

find Gleanings all the more valuable.

Of course, some of the inventions and articles on
lice culture arc enough to make a good-natured

man smile. Notwithstanding, those articles, talks,

and discussions in Gleanings bring out some
grand ideas, and much valuable information which
the bee-keeper can not well afford to do without.

Then your talks in Our Homes; you have such a

clever and happy way of telling it; it must certain-

ly meet the approbiition of every go^d man and
woman, boy and girl.

I wish every person in America, old, middle aged,

and young, white, black, or bi'own, would turn to

(i leanings, March 15,188.'), page 2)], and read it;

and those for whose special benefit it was intended
'should read it morning, noon, and night. Then ffet

up in the winter at midnight and read it, till their

knees would tremble like a Belsha/.zar; yea, even
more, that the thundei-s and forked-tongued light-

nings would flash it, and every stone, straw, stick,

leaf, and tree would echo it in their ears until they

are reclaimed. For, to see so many jieoplo going
through the world lying, stealing, and in a heedless,

lazy, slip-shod, careless way, borrowing :'.nd spong-

ing their living off their neighbors, well deser\-e to

be treated with an ironical reception. Can they
read those lines without a blushV If so, oh shame!
If the ministers in the churches had the courage to

preach such sermons, and try to impress it, it cer-

tainly would do much good; it is certainly one of

the best sermons 1 ever read. I hope the reader
will look it uj), and see if he doesn't agree with me.

BEES.

Well, I was going to say something about the

bees. Last summer there were the most bees I ever
knew. Nearly all the neighbors had from one to 10

or 15, some 100 colonies. The bee-fever was run-

ning high; in fact, it was contagiovis; but at this

writing it assumes more the nature of an intermit-

tent; the pulse has fallen from UO to considerably
below blood-heat. Respiration is long and heavy.
Some have lost this winter one-half; some two-

thirds, and some all. Alas I how soon fond expecta-
tions perish! In all my experience with bees I

never knew so great a loss. It was not the cold

that killed them; they died of diarrhwa. Last sea-

son the bees gathered tons of poor honey, nuich of
it black as ink. I never saw any thing like it in

honey. It had a nauseous smell, and very disagree-
able taste. Some of it was so bad it had to be
buried in the ground. This poor honey is what
killed the bees; it gave them the diarrhoea, and
they died before the winter was half over. Many

got this poor honey in the surplus boxes and brood-
chamber. I put on 1000 surplus boxes, and every
drop of honey in them was excellent. But in the
brood-chamber there were large quantities of poor
honey. I can not account for it, except that I put
on the surplus boxes over two weeks later than my
neighbors, and caught nothing but locust and white
clover, then took them off. The poor honey in

brood-chamber resulted in the loss of several colo-

nies. I have quite a quantity of this poor honey. I

don't like to let the bees have it, for fear they will

retain some of it for next winter. What would you
advise me in such a case?

Now% here comes another query: My bees were
all on summer stands, and apparently went into

winter quarters with equal chances. After this

long cold winter, some of them on the first warm
day in Api-il came boiling out as if to say, "We stood
the winter all right," and one colonj- in particular

was bright, clean, and dry; not to exceed a table-

spoonful of dead bees was in the hive, and the

third day they were carrying in pollen.

DKONE-TRAPS.
Now something about drone-excluding devices

and traps. The best device I know of is Alley's

drone-trap, with my improvement attached. It is

so satisfactory I see no need of any thing better.

On page 2131 of Gleanings, April 1, 188."), you gave
us a device from D. C. Noble, for excluding drones,

wliich is another instance of the difference between
theory and practice. It reminds me of a man who
once api)lied for a patent to raise sheep without
any wool. He says the invention is his, and calls it

a drone-excluder, to be placed at the entrance of

the hive, hinge side out. The doors are one-twenti-

eth of an inch longer than the spi'.ce, causing them
to stand out at the bottom: and as the drones come
pushing along they will raise the doors and jiass

out, but can not enter again.

If you remember, Mr. Root, you thought the

hinges rusting might be an obstacle to the move-
ments of the doors, and said you would be very
glad to hear from some one who had used these

machines. Now, I have no reason to doubt but
that Mr. Noble is a nice man, and would not otter to

the brother bee-keepers an article if he did not

think it i)osscssed real merit, and feels confident

his device is what he claims for it; but I am in-

clined to think he has never given it a thorough
trial. Many years ago I did not like the plan of

letting the drones eat so much honey; and as soon

as they could be dispensed with I frequently sat

down by a colony of bees, and, with the sharp-

pointed blade of my i)ocket-knife, I speared them as

they pushed their way out on the alighting-board.

After some practice I become an expert, and could

take them as fast as I could count, but this took

time and patience. So in 185.5, nearly 30 years ago,

I invented a device exactly like Mr. Noble's but

made of different material. I used very heavy hard-

finished paper, with fine wire hinges for the doors.

One afternoon, about :? o'clock, I placed this device

on the entrance of a strong colony, well supplied

with large fat drones. I sat down, folded my hands,

and awaited results. Soon the bees came tumbling
through the open spaces, heels overhead, then up
and off' about their business. After some delay 1

perceived a vibrating movement at the small doors;

they finally opened, out rushed the drones like rats

from an olii barn on fire. I clappedjny hands, and
exclaimed, " Eureka! " But, alas! my fond expec-
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tations soon vanished. Further observations con-

vinced uie that uiy northern laurels had degene-
rated into weeping-willows. When the outgoing
drones opened the doors, the returning ones walked
in, although tlie doors were so sujall as to but little

more than aduiit the largest-sized drones one at a

time. Hees, like some little bojs, soon learn tricks,

and a good many bad ones too; they are as quick to

learn tricks as any of our domestic animals. Well,

I will tell you how they worked their cards in this

case; thej' were verj' accommodating to each other;

the outgoing ones turned to the right or left, as the

law directs, generally to the right. The incoming
ones meet them, thus keeping the doors open.

Well, they have some kind of a law, like when two
railroad trains meet on the same track; the one
having right of way pushes the other back, and
some one keeps his head in the door, thus keeping
it open. Sometimes the bees open the doors, and
drones pass in by them. So I never applied for a

patent. Such has been my experience, and such
would, I think, be friend XobleV.

.John \V. Nimax.
Spring Mill, J Hichland Co., Ohio.

Friend N..you are very kind, and I am
sure I tliank you; but it seems to me you
are a little bit rough on neiohbor Noble.
Although I confess that I read liis article all

tlirough. eager to hear him s;iy he had tested
it on his bee-hives, and that it worked beati-

tifully, I rather expected something like

what you have mentioned. But, did not
your liive have an unusual plenty of drones
in it V It seeius to me there must"have been,
or those little doors would not have been
kept open for all outsiders to get in. If

there are only drones enough so that each
one would go"(uit by himself, and come back
by himself, it seems to me the doors must
work. The outsiders will, of course, stand
around waiting, and i)robably one going out
would open a door for half a dozen to get in.

IJut toward the close of the day. didn't tlie

machine fence out at least a part of them ?

I think may be the metal doors would be
less liable to the difficulty you mention, than
pai)er ones.

A NEW PLAN OF TOEMING NUCLEI,

GETTING BEES TO STAY, AND GIVING THE.M COMBS
FILLED WITH EGGS.

the time of year has arrived when most of

the beekeepers are thinking about prepar-

ing to furnish for themselves e.\tra queens,

to use in cases which occur In all well-regu-

lated apiaries, where a spare queen is of

great value through the loss of the old queen, or to

supi)ly a queen to the queenless half of a division

in the swarming season, I will give the readers of

(Jleanings a new i)lan of forming nuclei, which I

have used successfully for the past two years. On
page 8;j.T of Gi-EANiNGs for 188t, I gave you a plan of

Avintering luiclei, in which I s))oke of a bo.v for

shaking the bees into when wintering. 'J'he bo.v for

forming nuclei need not be so large as those spoken
of there. Those I use arc made by getting out two
pieces, 6 inches long by fl inches wide by U thick.

Also two pieces, 13 inches long by 6 wide, 2 by ^l

thick. The latter are nailed to the former, so as to

formabo.x- lO'.iXO, inside measure, without sides.

For sides I use two pieces of wire cloth, cut 13

Inches long by 6 wide. One of them is nailed per-
manently to the box, while the other is left so it is

easily removable. In the top of the bo.\ are bored
two holes—a large one for the funnel (such as is used
in putting up bees by the pound), and a small one
through which the queen is to be put when she is

given to the bees. Having the box and funnel pre-

pared, I proceed to a colony that can spare some
bees, and take out a frame well covered with bees
(being careful not to get the queen), and set it down
by the side of the hive, giving it a little jar, suffi-

cient to cause the bees to fill themselves with honey,
but not enough to dislodge any from the comb. I f

I wish a very large nucleus I take several frames,
but one frame well covered with bees makes a good
nucleus. As soon as the bees are filled with honey
they are shaken down through the funnel into the
box, when the funnel is removed and the hole
closed. The frame is also placed back in the hive,

when the box is to be carried to the cellar, or a

dai-k cool room, where it is to be left for two or

j

three hours. At this time, go to the colony from
i
which you can best spare a queen, and take her In a

i

cage to where your bees are in the box, when you
will find them all in commotion, owing to their

queenless condition. Let the box down suddenly,
so as to jar all the bees to the bottom, when you
will let the queen run in through the small hole

with the bees. Now put the bees back, and leave

over night (I generally cage the bees about 1 p. m.),

I when in the morning you will find them clustered

and quiet, like a swarm. I now get two combs, one
with honey and one having a very little brood in it,

placing them in a hive, the size of which is contract-

ed to suit by means of a divisiou-board. This hive is

placed where I wish the nucleus to stay; when I get

the box of bees, remove the movable wire cloth,

I

and shake them down at the entrance, into which
they will go, fanning their wings just like a natural

swarm. In two or three days more I pi-oceed to

j

form another nucleus in the same waj-, but this

time I use the same queen I did to form the first,

i taking her out of the nucleus when I wish to give

her to the bees. Thus I keep on using the same
queen till I am through wanting nuclei.

j

Last season I made 30 with one queen. As soon
as the queen is taken away, the nucleus is used the

same as any queenless nucleus is. By this plan 1

can form a nucleus at any time I desire, and alwajs
have every bee stay whei*e put; for after being
with a strange queen over night, the bees, if any
attempt to return, are treated at their former home
as strangers. The nucleus is also ready to go to

work at once, bringing in pollen and honey, accord-

ing to its strength, the same as does a natural

swarm. Again, by giving a laying queen, she lays

all the eggs the nucleus can care for in the two or

three days she stays, while sb.e is kept laying ail

the while. I have tried using virgin queens instead

of those laying, but some of them the bees will kill,

while those which are not killed are a long time

getting fertilized. Swarms can be made this way,

and queens successfully introduced; but the chief

value of the thing is in enabling one to form a good

nucleus just when and where he pleases. I have

been four years in iierfecting it, and after testing it

all of last season, and the latter part of 188,3, I now
present it as the best plan extant for forming
nuclei in time so all can use it for the season of 188.5.

16-G. M. DoOLiTTi.K, 40-80,

Borodino, N. V.
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Friend D., your plan is certainly sensible
in many respects. This queen that you
move around is, I suppose, to be the one
you have selected to breed from, and, of
course, valuable. During a dearth of honey
it seems to me there might be some danger
to the queen in introducing her so many
times ; but if the precautions you give are
carefully followed, perhaps there will not
be. You have tested it thoroughly, and
probably know. Now, instead of making a
cage as you suggest, why not take the usual
cages we use for shipping a pound or a
pound and a half of bees ? Tliese are al-

ready at hand in most apiaries. I suppose
half a pound of bees would bo enough to
start such a imcleus, especially if they have
some brood that will hatch out pretty soon.
Two things contribute to prevent the bees
from going back home ; one is, the treat-

ment you give them would tend to make
them behave like a natural swarm ; another
is, that as they have a laying queen that
they have recently accepted tliey would
likely stand by her. I can imagine just how
these little fellows would start out to work,
if the nucleus was formed, say, during fruit-

bloom.

WIRE NAILS, FOUNDATION - FASTEN-
ERS, ETC.

DR. C. C. MILf.EU TEt.T.S US SIIMK ()!•' MIS KXIMCIU-

H-WK jiisl iiKidc ill) onk-r lor OT U.S. of wire

r nuils of T (lilVcrciit si/.os. ^ liavt- used ii g-ood

I many pounds of them in the last lew years,

and think 1 have learned something of their

merits and demerits. They are very superior

to oi-dinary nails in one respect. Where the lattei-

will S|)lit the wood, on account of cross grained or

thin stufl', the wire nail, on account of its shape,

goes through without splitting-. This advantage is

so great that I would not be without them; at pres-

ent prices some Ivinds are cheaper than other nails:

for although the price per lb. is gn.-atcr, there are

more nails in a pound, mailing the cost per nail less.

They are e.\ccllent for clinching; you can't break
them. The case with which they bend makes them
objectionable for some uses. I nailed a strip with

I'o-inch wire nails lor a screen-door to slam against.

The constant slamming made the nails gradually

bend and pull ou*^. Common nails", on account of

their rigidity, would have remained unchanged.
In their favor, it is stated that " when a nail of the

old kind gets drawn out a little, or 'loose,' as we
call it, it comes out very easily; but these wire

nails, being all of a size, liold their whole length."

From this I inferred that a wire nail would hold

tighter than a common nail. The fact as stated is

correct; the inference, incorrect. In spite of the

fact that a wire nail holds its whole length, it takes

less force to pull it out, or, in other words, a com-
mon nail holds stronger. I had hundreds of wide
frames, some of them made with wire nails, some
Avith others. In some cases where the bees fastened

the bottom-bars to the tops of brood-frames, on at-

tempting to lift out the wide frames the wire nails

pulled out; the others, never. The wire nails, be-

ing smoother, start easier. In case the warping of

stuff starts a nail, the wire nail will hold, after it is

slnrtc', stroiiuci- iliuii \\ common nuiJ; but for or-

dinary purposes, I should say a common nail holds
stronger. An objection is the difficulty of obtain-

ing them at hardware stores; but I can always get
tliem just right from Medina. But after all is said,

I think a beekeeper who has never tried them will

be surprised to find how desirable wire nails are,

and, after trial, will never want to be without them.
FOUNDATION-FASTENERS.

Heddon says h"e would rather have the Parkoi-

than the Clai-k fastener, and Mr. Gray's inventive

genius has been brought into requisition to improve
on the Clark. I do not wonder much at this, if the

instructions are followed which are given in Root's

price list. I have never seen Gray's machine, but
can not imagine what improvement it can be to

have the sections thrown out, unless it be to thro\V

them into place in wide frames or supers, and I do
not understand that it does this. Until I got the

Clark I was well pleased with the Parker, but—just
here I stopped, and went over to the shop to inter-

view the young lady who puts in the foundation.

"Emma, give me an idea of how the Clark com-
I)ares with the Parker as to ease and rapidity."
" Well, I can put in 2003 starters in a day with the

(Jlark, besides other work, and 1 don't know that I

can put in 1000 with the Parker. At any rate, 1000

with the Parker would tire me more than 3O0O with

the Clark."

Then 1 had her tr.\ !•) use the Clark according-

to directions— " As the presser sinks the fdn. into

the wood, draw one side of the section forward a

little, and this drawing motion rubs the wa.\' in the

wood." It seemed to be harder, slower, and in no

way better work. As she has put in a good many
thousand very satisfactorily, I give herewith

HOW TO USE CLARK'S FDN. FASTENER.
Get two fl re-bricks, to heat and use alternately.

Common bricks will do, but do not last long, as the

heat cracks tliem. Common tiatirons, such as wom-
en use for ironing, will do, but lose heat quicker.

Lay the fdn. starters in piles In front of the hot

brick before you, having the edges of fdn. next the

brick, piled evenly. The edge of the fdn. should be

warm enough to be pretty soft, taking care not to

melt it. Give the presser a (piiek pressure with

the feet, Irttiiig it It}/ hack, immrAliatcln. No " draw-

ing forward one side of the section a little " is

needed. If the starter is small, push it up straight

with both thumbs before lifting the section; if

large, simply turning it over may suffice; but I

notice Emma deftly helps it to its place by lightly

touching with the lingers of both hands in the act

of turning over the section. I watched her for

some minutes at her regular woi-k when she did not

know I was timing her, and she put in 7 starters per

minute. I then asked her to put them in as fast as

she could, and she put in 10 per minute; so it will

be seen that, without hurrying, she could put in

over 4000 in a day of ten hours. As to the quality of

the work, they are in to stay, and a good many of

those fastened by the Parker dropped out.

C. V. Jtir.r.EK, 203-2.58.

Marengo, Ills.. ' Ai)r. IT, 188.5.

Thanks, friend M. A little practical ex-

perience is just what we Avant. Friend
Clark, who invented tlie ("lark foundation-
fastener, gave the instructions we printed
with it, aiid it has never been changed since

he lirst gave us the machine. Very much
depends on getting used to these lielps, and
von know how often one man decides one
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way and another man another way, with
precisely the same macliine. We get along
faster lind better, we think, with the (iray
machine: but maybe our dhections would
be inodihed now if they were written over
again.

^

SOMETHING GOOD FROM A RETAIL
DEALER IN HONEY.

SHAM, WK ITT OUR NAME AND ADDUE.'SS ON THE
HONEY WE PUT IN THE MARKET?

T KECEIVED Gi.EANixGS for April 1, and read

$ll
with interest .Mr. Hutcliinson's article, and I

^li would indoise it all with this exception: I think
'*• that, when a person has produced comb honey

of No. 1 quality, he should put his name and

place on each package, in a neat plain type, also

the name of the honey— clover, basswood, or what-

ever it may be, and require his commission mei'-

chant to sell it with that brand upon it; and if he

should discover that his commission merchant had

scratched his name off, at once close his account

with that firm, and secure another that would prom-

ise not to steal his good name. F'uither, never put

your name or brand on any package, the contents

of which is not first class in flavor, and pure as puri-

ty itself, and then ship it to the same market each

year. A good name is of more value than appear-

ance, as it will wear longer.

I have been a retailer of fruit, nuts, and comb
honey for 15 years, and know that, in fruit, the good

name of a shipper is valuable. The trade soon finds

out shippers that are reliable. There are several

shippers of berries and peaches in Delaware whose
name will sell their goods in the Boston market
quick, at full prices, when others have to wait to be

inspected. Why? Because they have never tried

to make their goods look better than they were, and
the buyers have found it out. Their seconds are

sent to market without their name, and sold on the

merits of the article. I have seen wagonloads of

crates of strawberries and blackberries sold, when
the market was quick, without being opened, the

buyers engaging simply by the name of their favor-

ite shipper. Why can't it be so with honey?
There is a lady in Vermont who makes maple su-

gar, and has sent it to one firm in Boston for the

past five years. Every box is engaged before it

gets to Boston, and we have to pay from 3 to 5 cents

a pound more than common maple sugar sells for,

and are glad to get it.

Friend Root, you, on page 239, hit the nail on the

head where you say, "When you want to buy hon-

ey, or any thing else, be sure that a good man's
name is on the label." And here I want to say a

word for K. Wilkin, of San Buenaventura, Cal.; for

on page 173 he seems to be feeling badly. Tell him
to cheer up, and continue to send California ex-

tracted honey like this last lot in (|uality, to the

Boston market, and he will surely reap his reward,

for there was never any other nearly as good here
before. I bought one can of 60 lbs. to try, and am
now on the tenth can. Every one whom I have in-

duced to trj' it has liked it very much, and a consum-
er always remembers where he got a nice article,

and comes again.

One more for Brother Hutchinson. On i)age 226

he closes his article thus: " But, says some one, we
can not get so nujch honey per colony when it is

Stored in sections us we can in frames. Beg i)ar-

don, my friend; that is simply because you don't

know how." Brotherly love requires the educated

to instruct the ignoi-ant. Please tell us how to do
it. 1 am willing and an.\'ious to learn; don't be

afraid that you will overstock the mai-ket; lower the

price five cents per poundrand four times the quan-
tity can be sold. I have retailed 2500 lbs. of honey
this season. Calvin W. Smith.
Wellesley Hills, Mass., Apr. 13. 1885.

Friend S., I did not understand friend IL
to say that the producer's name should not
be on evei'y package. I thought he objected
to a large-sized pJucdnJ. 1 entirely agree
with you, that the pioducer's name ought to
be on' every thing he sells, as far as practica-
ble ; and even were I going to buy eggs I

should like to know where they came from.
Stoddard, in his little book called " An Egg-
Farm,'' says that a wagon should be run to

the towns adjoining, delivering fresh eggs
the day they are laid. or. at least, the day
after ; and I think he is right in saying that
eggs so delivered would bring a cent or two
more a dozen than those bought at the gro-
ceries. Only a few weeks ago, before our
hens began to lay, one of the children was
sent up street for some eggs. A part of
them were bad. The one who took them to

market doubtless knew they were bad ; at
any rate, he did not }:noir they were good

;

and in either case I should like to know who
did it. "VVe are in the habit of paying a cent
or two more for butter when we are sure
that a certain individual made it. I do not
know why this should not be the case with
comb honey. With extracted honey it would
certainly be of the greatest importance to
know whom it came from. We have the
same state of affairs in maple sugar and ma-
ple molasses. Sometimes a clerk will come
up, saying, " There is a man here who wants
to sell you some maple molasses.''
" What is the name V

"

" Why, it is Mr. .''

" Tell him we do not care to buy any to-

day."
Now, friends, had the clerk mentioned

some other names that I know well, I would
have goiH^ down to see the molasses at once.
Yes, we have those whose name would be
such a guarantee that 1 should be safe in
telling the clerk, " Tell him we will take all

he has got." Now, my friend, are you one
of that sort of people V Our new potato-
book has some grand thoughts on this very
subject.

"WINTERING.

SO.ME SE.NSIULE SUOGESTIONS IN REGARD TO OUR
RECENT LOSSES.

ELL. we can now look over the wreck of the

#l'flLr jiast winter and count our losses. We are

so used to the remark, " My bees all dead;

how are yours?" that we scarcely expect

any thing else. The fact is, there are but
few left in this locality, except with those who
use a chaff hive, and in these the loss is from 25 to

50 ijer cent.

I had 55 colonies last fall in excellent condition;

now have but 40, which is not so bad, being the low-

est ix'rcentHge of loss in this neighborhood, so far
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as reported. Yet this is my first loss since 1 com-
menced bee-keeping- ten years ago. My theory for

wintering- has been, plenty of bees, plenty of stores

of g-ood food, and a good chaff hive. These condi-

tions were all present last fall; but it seems some-
thing was still lacking to meet the extreme cold of

last winter. Most of those dead colonies perished

of starvation, having consumed all the honey in

the combs on which they were clustered, and with

a thermometer scarcely above zero; for two weeks
in March they were unable to change their location

in the hives, although winter-passages were at

hand. My past success in wintering made it a mat-
ter of indifference about reducing- the space below
the ten frames by a division-board, except an occa-

sional weak colony. One such came through the

past winter, on six frames, in good condition. Had
I reduced all to the same space, what would have
been the result? Will those who have been practic-

ing the division-board system report your percent-

age of loss, with the particular condition, that we
may get an idea of its real valuey

Observation shows, that before an extremely
hard winter the bees do but little swarming, in-

stinct teaching them to hold their strength to meet
the rigor of winter; also that a disastrous winter is

followed by a summer of unusual activity in the

bee-yard, a seeming effort being made to recovei-

the winter losses. Such I pi-edict the coming sum-
mer. Let those of us who ai-e more fortunate share
with the less fortuiuite- at swarming time—at rea-

sonable prices, that all who wish may utilize those

empty hives and well llllcd fi-anics.

J. N'KWTON WllITK.

Grove City, Mercer Co., Pa., Ai.ril ••. ISf^.').

THE HEDDON HIVE.

IT'a .\ND 17'-3 KliA.ME.—r.IAHll.ITV OK COViCKS TO
IILOW OFF, ETl.

fRiEND ROOT:—You say in Gleanings, page
21.5, that great confusion is going to result be-

cause friend Heddon uses 17 'h instead of 17'a

frames. Why can't your customers specify

which frame they want? It's just as easy to

make the hive for 17''ii as 17-'«. The honey-board

can be made longer; and by using ',-inch instead

of '^i-inch thick pieces on end of super, you can
make the super as long as the hive.

Dr. Miller is dreadfully worried about that 1.5-lb.

stone. Now, doctor, you are worrying yourself for

nothing. The cover, if rightly made, needs nothing

to hold it down. I have used them, and never had
one blow off; and they have been through some
pretty hard storms too. In my opinion, a wind that

will take the co\'er off' will move the hive too. I

have seen large covers made the same way, and was
told that they never blew off'. That 15-lb. stone is to

keep the shade-board in place, which being 2x;} feet,

presents considerable surface to the wind. And,
doctor, have you been out of practice so long that

you have no remedy for backache? 1 use the Hed-
don system adapted to 17'"8 frames, and think that is

the best out. I use 17''8 because 1 commenced using
It when I first commenced, and don't want to

change. Those that are so loth to take hold of the

Heddon system will be well satisfied with it, unless

I am greatly mistaken.
The past winter has been an extra severe one for

bees in this section. Out of 37 stands packed on

their summer stands, 18 are dead, one more will die,

if not more. Yet I don't consider myself in Blasted
Hopes, but will try again. E. L. Mascjn.

I Hillsboro, Wis., April 7, 18^•5.

In regard to tlie 17| frames, friend M., the
171 are always in stock, and all the appurte-
nances belonging thereto. In fact, we keep
a great warehouse full of hives and frames
and other fixings. Now. should we build an-
other great warehouse and keep that full
also, tiiat we may be ready to till orders for
either kind V Again, nine-tenths of our cus-
tomers order Simplicity frames and Simv>lici-
ty hives, or LanListroth hives and Langstrolli
frames, without saying any thing aV)out di-

mensions. What kind should we send tliein

—write back and inquire, and possibly have
them so vexed by this amount of delay that
they will countermand their order V Then.

j

again, suppose one wants to buy and sell

liives and fixtures. Starting off on a shortei'

hive and shorter frame would be a national
calamity. If you want to see how it works.

I

try it, and it will not take many years for
I you to declare you won't have any thing

I

about you hereafter that is not conformed to
the regular standard goods in common use

i by the majority of bee-men. The Heddon
' eight-frame hive is going to make trouble in
the same way. to some extent : but if tliey

1

are made to hold a standard frame, the trou-
ble will not be nt arly ;:s great. I havesome-

!
times really thought that it would be a kind-
ness to refuse to make or encourage the mak-
ing of any thing different from the slaiuhud
goods. 'J'lie veterans can use what they
like;- but f(U' beginners to get a notion in

tlicir heads that they want something a lit-

tle dili'erent. is a great misfortune. If noth-
ing but stai)le goods are to be had. at moder-

:
ate ])rices. it would do much to end these
troubles with things that won't tit or work
together.— I presume that we shall have to
give up. that the Heddon covers do not blow
olT. since so manv declare it is a fact.

A WORD IN FAVOR OF QUEEN - CLIP-
PING.

A srCJGESTION IN KECAHD TO THE MATTEH, FKO.M

OUH (JOOD FUIEND MHS. .JENNIE Cl'LP.

N your last issue, April 1."), you say you believe

^ the general oi)inion is that we do not want our
I queens' wings clipped; but " I am afraid to say

I

so." Now, Bro. Hoot, I do hope, for the benefit

I of lady bee-keepers, you will continue to be

afraid to say so. 1 have practiced it so successfully

the three yeare I have been in the business, that I

must say T favor it with both hands up; in fact, I

will not tolerate a queen in my apiary undipped, if

I know it. I believe it is generally conceded that it

does not injure her, but only mars her beauty. Of
course, it necessitates keeping tidy around the front

of the hive, so she can be readily found when a

swarm issues. For me they seldom get more than a
foot or two from the entrance, and I have never lost

one yet. Just think of the advantage. No nervous
excitement for fear your swarm will leave. Just

pick up your queen, put her in a cage, move the

hive the swarm issued from back a foot or two, cov-

er it with a table-cloth, place the new hive where the
old one stood. When the swarm gets tired waiting
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for the queen to join them they will come back and
enter what they suppose to be their old home.
While they are passing in, release the queen and
she will enter with them; then carry them where
you want them to remain; put the old hive hack in

its place, and the work is done.
If there is no one to assist you moving- hives, tie

your queen-cage, with queen in it, to a pole, and
they will cluster ai-ound it nine times out of ten,

and you can carry them to the hive without assist-

ance. Clipped queens for me, every time.

Hilliard, O. Jenxie Gulp.

HEDDONS AERANGEMENT.
COVERS WITHOUT ENAMEL SHEETS, ETC.

TTpS to friend Snow's article in Gleanings for

^|b| April 15, page 375, I'll venture to say that he

jPjf never saw a Heddon hive or a Heddou crate

;

•'-"^ or if he did, never used either. As to the
cover, it suits me "to a letter;" don't want

any " telescope" hives around me.
On page 274, same number, at the close of the

tirst article, you say that you w<mld like to look
through Heddon's apiary and see if he or his stu-

dents did not mash hundreds of bees when they
lilaced the cover back on the hives in a hurry. Now,
if you can't imagine how to put on a board cover
Avithout smashing bees, I will try to tell j-ou. Sim-
|ily place one edge of the cover on one corner of the
hive; now shove the cover over the hive as quick as

you have a mind to; not a bee will be killed, for the
edge of the cover will brush off all bees on the edge
of the hive; no smoking all around the edge of the
hive, to drive the bees off. They arc cheaper, cost
less, and are easier to haudle than the kind you use.

I have seen hundreds in actual vise, but never
saw one (that was properly made) that had warped
enough to admit a bee ur.der it. Even if they do
kill a few bees, I think that the time wasted in

bothering with a cloth or any kind of a mat over
the frames is worth more than the few bees killed.

As to that hibernating business that Mr. Doolittle

speaks of, I will say that it is no use trying. I have
tried the same thing that he has, over and over
again, with honey and without honey, and every
other way, but they would not survive after a lapse
of fifty or sixty hours—no use. I think that Mr.
Heddon has "hit the nail right on the head in re-

gard to wintering." Bee.
Malone, N. Y., April 18, 1885.

Friend B., we do not, as a rule, publish let-

ters witli no name appended. Of comse, we
withliold tlie name where the paity desires
it, but your letter was sent without any sig-
nature whatever, except the one given above.
By the way, it seems to me your remarks to
the editor of your bee-journal are not very
respectful, whereTyou say, " If vou can not
imagine how to put on a board cover,'' etc.
It has often been said, if you have no respect
for the man. courtesy dictates that you
should show iesi)ect for the office he holds.
JJefore bee-journals had an existence, Lang-
stroth hives, and many others, were made
with a cover to slide over the top, as you
suggest, and they Avorked beautifully w'itli-

out any bees in the hives. Yes. tliey did
well for the first season, perhaps, or until
fall ; and in localities where propolis was
not plentiful, may be they did well year aft-

er year. But our bee-keepers of Medina
County, and I guess a great part of our Ohio
bee-keepers, will likely smile when they
read your directions as given above. Our
bees go to work, and cement their cover
down tight with propolis. Sometimes they
put it on so thick that it runs down inside
of the hive, even lilling the rabbets, and
they seem to be especially fond of daubing
great quantities around where there is a
joint, such as is made by laying a smooth
board on top of hive. Well, with both cover
and the top edge of the hive plastered up
with tliis propolis, sliding covers on is rath-
er up-hill business. I have covered hives
hundreds of times in the way you indicate

;

for before the Simplicity liive was given to
the world, it was the only way we had of
doing. I do not know but 1 shall have to
take a trip up to ^Michigan, expressly to see
some of the brethren handle Heddon hives
without killing bees. I think I should pre-
fer botliering with the cloth or mat, how-
ever, rather than see my bees killed every
time the hives are opened.—In regard to
Friend Snow's criticism on page 27.5, I ad-
mit that it is hardly kind or courteous ; and,
by the way, it impresses me just n(nv that I

have been allowing almost too much liberty

in tills direction. Now, friends, if it be-
comes necessary for ns to criticise, can we
not all try to be a little more friendly about
it, and show a little more of a Christian
spirit V

NOTES FROM THE BANNER APIARY.

HOW THE BEES WINTERED.

AST fall some of our colonies were given sugar

J
stores in whole, others in part, while others

^\' had wholly natural stores. Twenty-flve were
in chaff hives, with the additional protection

of maniu'C banked up around them. Twenty-
four were packed about one foot thick with hay,

sawdust, and forest-leaves. Eleven were buried in

a clamp, and 'SS placed in the cellar. Of those in the

chaff' hives, five are alive. Some of those that died

perished of diarrhoea, and the others show no signs

of this trouble; they are "just dead." Of those

packed in di-y leaves, every one is dead; a few show
ifUilht traces of diarrhoea, but the majority are sim-

pl\) dead, with clean, di-y combs of sugar stores.

With the c.vception of one colony, and that starved

by getting over to one side of the hive, the bees in

the clamp came out bright, clean, dry, healthy, and
strong in numbers. They have wintered the most
perfectly that 1 have ever seen bees wintered. In

the cellar, 8 colonies have perished, some of diar-

rh(ea, and others showing no symptoms of it.

One fact stands out beautif>illy in hold relief—not

a colony with nothing but pure sugar stores has

perished from, or showed a symptom ol, diarrha'a.

I have noticed this ever since I began experiment-
ing with sugar stores. Last year, when I lost near-

ly (it) colonies in a clamp, iiof one with sugar stores

showed any symptoms of diarrhcea. At last, we
have that arch flend, diarrha'a, under our foot;

Having conciuered this enemy, we And, however,

that there is nnoUier one. Mr. Heddon says his

name is Jack Frost. This we are not yet prepared
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to accept, nor yet to reject; but It certainly appears

reasonable that he bears this cog-nomen. One thing

is certain: Jack thrust his ugly phiz into our cellai-,

and glared at us several times last winter.

I have not seen a more graphic account of the

severity of the past winter than one that I read this

morning in the Rural New Yorker. It was written

by Chas. W. Garfield, the genial secretary of our
State Horticultural Society. I quote as follows:
" We have had a terrible winter. Peach-trees on
niy place are killed; tender varieties of apples dis-

colored; all raspberries and blackberries killed to

the snow-line; plum wood is injured. I went into

the woods to see how the oak grubs stood it, and
found the young twigs on last year's growth in low
places materially injured. I have not examined
fence-posts yet, but it must have been ' tough on
'em ' in the hollows." As Prof. Cook remarks, in

an excellent article in the same number of the

R. N. Y., " What is packing in such a winter as this'r"

Well, my friends, packitiy, or something, has again

enabled " Cyula Linswik " and her sister to success-

fully winter their entire apiary of 61 colonies.

Please don't say it is locality, because nearly all

the other bees in that vicinity are dead.

The majority of our 40 living colonies are, appar-

ently, healthy, and strong in numbers. It seemed to

be something like this: If a colony was going to

live, it lived; if not, it died; there was no gradual
dwindling away; every colony that was strong and
healthy the middle of the winter has remained so.

I must thank Prof. Cook for liis criticisms of one
year ago upon my articles in favor of burying bees
in clamps. Had it not been for this light touch of

the spur I niiulit not have l)uried any bees last fall.

I will confess that I did not bury the bees because 1

expected them to winter any better than any of my
bees, but rather to add another example to the

number that are necessary in making a real demon-
stration. I expect to eventually adopt cellar win-

tering, not because bees can not be as successfully

wintei'i'd in clanips, but because it involves less

labor.

Kil,l,I.t(! HKKS WHI..\ ITTTI.NC ON THE COVER.
I fail to catch youi- meaning, where, on page 214,

you infer that Mr. Heddon or his students smash
hundreds of bees when they place the cover back
on the hive in a hurry. If you should raise a Sim-

plicity hive off the bottom-board, and then replace

the hive, would you kill many bees? I think not.

The cases are almost parallel.

I'lXTUUKS vs. DISPI-AV.

I do not agree with Mr. Snow, on page 275. A de-

scription of fixtures is of more importance than a

description of some honey-show. Of what irnl

benefit is the latter? And why does Mr. S. indulge

in such ajtino at the Heddon fixtures'!" has he tried

them, and does he know what he is talking about'/

THE CONTENTS OP lJEE-.]()UHN.\r-S.

Mr. Smith, on page 266, very nearly expresses my
ideas in regard to the contents of bee-journals. If

a journal is going to be a bee-Journal, let it be a

bee-journal, and not a mixture of bees, religion,

strawberries, poultry, carp, silkworms, rabbits, to-

bacco columns, smileries, growleries, etc. I do not
object to a discussion of any of these topics, if it is

done in the proper place; but I do not consider a

bee-journal the proper place in which to discuss

them, and I have heard many others express sim-

ilar views. IfGLEANiNdS could only be ;iHed with

such articles as those given us in the last two num-

bers, by Mr. Doolittle, Prof. Cook, Dr. Miller, and
Mr. Heddon, it would tower head and shoulders
above its competitors. Perhaps it would be as difii-

cult to receive a sufficient number of such valuable
articles to fill Gle.\nings as it would to induce its

editor to make the desired change; and we shall

probably have to try to be satisfied with Glean-
ings as it is, and thankful if we are allowed the
luxury of expressing our opinions.

r-w. Z. Hutchinson, 68—40.

Rogersville, Mich., April 17, 18?5.

Friend II., I am very sorry to hear you
have lost again so heavily, and yet I am glad
to see you come out and own up as usual.
Was it not the extra care that Cyula and her

j

sister gave their l)ees that brought them
through the winter so safely V Do you know
what troubles we have had in wintering our
beesV Well, lately we have had little or no
trouble, and it is, "in our opinion, and in our
apiary, only a matter of careful i)reparation.
Now," why your bees should die when I am
(luite sure you gave them this careful atteu-

;

tion. as well as tlie rest of us, is something

I

tliat stumblfs me ; I can not tmderstand it.

, Cellar wintering in our locality would proh-

j

ably be a saving of stores, but I can not
' thiiik it would give better results otherwise
than we get witii oiu- chatt" hives. -^In re-
gard to killing l)ees wlieu putting on the
covers. 1 replied to tliis in another <'oliimn.

We can not raise a Sunjijicitv hive from the
bottom-board, and put it back, without kill-

ing many bees, yet the Simplicily hive has
! the bottom edges narrowed down to almost
a knife-edge, as you are probably aware.
Whenever we raise the Simjtlicity hive from
the bottom-board in warm weather, him-
dreds of bees immediately cover it on all

sides. If it were as light "as tlie cover, by
j

taking i)ains we coidil induce them to get

I

out of the way ; but a hive full of combs
always crushes" more or less. Of course, it

can be slid back and forth to open and close
the entrance; but this propolis we have
spoken so much about greatly hiudeis this
operation, and recpiires the "use of a long

j

screw-driver as a lever very often to get the
hive even started.

' Perhaps lu) other apiary in the world of its

size has bees handled as much as ours are
handled, for we raise more (jueens than any
other apiary in the world, if I am not mis-
taken. Well, I am glad to be able to say
that we handle our bees without killing
them, even If a man's time (n worth more
than the bee's life : and if any of the breth-
ren or sisters can lake out more queens and
send them off in a day than we do, we shall

be glad to see them, or have them call and
see us. I thought of this when I read what
some of the brethren said about the melal
corners.—Friend II., Gi.kanin(;s is not de-
voted entirely and exclusively to bees. If

you look on the cover you willsee "^ Peace on
earth, good will toward men," standing out
over and above the bee on the wing ; and.
CJod helping me, this little motto shall stand
over and above all other things on earth so
long as (kul gives me strength to manage
business. Whenever I think " peace on
earth, good will toward men."' can be better
enhanced by bees, strawberries, poultry,
rabbits, or tobacco, I. shall take them up
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without being troubled. Gleanings has
never lacked patronage since the Home Pa-
pers were started. In fact, the calls from
almost all (luarters of tlie earth on my
strength and time have often seemed as if

they would overwhelm me; and, may God
l)e "praised that I hacc been enabled to be of

use to the brethren : and I thank him a
thousand times more for the great privilege

he has vouchsafed to me, of being enabled
to lead at least a few souls toward the path
of eternal life, than that he has prospered
me in furthering the cause of bee culture.

There are plenty of bee-journals tiiat do not
feel called upon to '-mix things up," as
some of tlie brethren are pleased to term it.

Why not give tliem a lift, in place of tinding
fault with the way Glkanings is managed?
T am sure I am glad to see them prosper

;

and sometimes, when I feel spicially over-
burdened with a multitude ot cares, I have
felt as if I woidd gladly and willingly divide
with them a i)ortion of this great amount
of business that needs doing bv some one.

STORING EXTRACTED HONEY.

HOW SHAM> AVE MAKE A TANK OK SUKFICIKNT CA-
PACITY TO HOLD A COUPI.K Of TONSV

1^ OULD you tell me, throiig-h >(Mir .ioiirnal, liow

1'^
^ to build a lioney-tiink.:' A short article will do

|i)| —one to hold two ton.s of honey. Don't put
^^ this in the waste-basket, as it is important.

Decatur, Texas. .Ioseph Uoss.

A tank to hold two tons of honey would
have to hold about HG4 gallons, or as nuich
as eight of the largest-sized barrels. Inas-
much as such a receptacle could not well be
moved, I should advise putting the honey
into cans or barrels ; but if the circum-
stances are such that you really must have a
two-ton tank, perhaps your cheapest way to
make it woidd be like our wooden cisterns.
In Xew Orleans all tlie water that is used is

kept in these big tubs, or tanks, and they all

stand on top of the ground. Ihit, another
thing comes in here : I think it is somewhat
doubtful if honey can be stored any length
of time in a wooden receptacle, witiiout be-
coming tainted. Galvanized iron is also ob-
jectionable, because the acid of the honey
dissolves the zinc. It may not be percepti-
ble unless a little honey should be left stand-
ing some time over quite a surface of the
galvanized iron. In that case it becomes
poisonous, and I would not use galvanized
iron for containing honey at all, not even
for a honey - extractor. Now, then, what
shall we use? I do not know of any thing
better than a tank of wood lined with tin.

Fasten tii(^ tin on to the wood witli nails
coated with tin, and then solder the heads
fast to the tin, using notliing but rosin for
doing the soldering. The rosin must then
be cleaned oft carefully, or that would taint
the honey. I believe.' my friend, before you
get through you will conclude tiiat a waxed
barrel will be clieai)er. and it is also ready
for shipment when you want to ship. I

might mention, l)y the way, that the nicest
honey we have ever received from Cal-
ifornia, or anywhere else, comes in the

square tin cases, cased two in a box, each
can holding about 60 lbs. Hadn't you bet-
ter put your honey into these tin cases? If
you want a tank to ripen it, however. I

would make it of plank, and cover it with
thi in the way I have suggested. Yery
likely some of i the readers of (iLKANiNGs
can give us some liints in this matter. I

sliould like to hear from friends Wilkin.
V. V. Muth, Poppleton, and others, who
handle extracted honey in large quantities.

THE OTHER SIDE OF CALIFORNIA.

ADVISAIU, pri.r,

LHEKE;

fHlEND KODT:-! wish to make a lew remarks
on Iricud Gallup's article, p. 236. 1 agree
with him in all that he says, with the excep-

tion of the last paragi-aph of his letter. One
might be led to think, from what he writes,

that a person could make a living here, with a

small capital and little or no work. I think that

friend (i. has done wrong in stating the matter as

lie did; and for fear that some may come here and
he disappointed, 1 will give a few facts and figures.

California has been painted too much on the

l)right side, and the result has been that people

have tlocked here, only to find things different from
what they e.\pccted. Being among strangers, in a

strange land, thej" become homesick and disgusted,

return east, and give California a hard name;
whereas, had both sides of the view been presented

for their consideration, and plain truths told them,

they would have known what to expect, and have
been better satisfied and contented upon their ar-

rival here. ]f one wishes to come here for his

health, I say come, as I think that this is the finest

climate on earth; but if one comes here to make a

living,"! would advise him to come with more than

!?5C0—yes, or twice that amount. And right here I

will say that there is no place on the face of the

earth where there are more days of hard work done
in a year, than right here in California. Good fruit-

land is worth fi'om $7.5 to $2G0 dollars an aci-e, with

no improvements; lumber, from ijoo to $47 per M.;

trees, each, apricot, 25 cts.; prune, 20 cts.; apple,

30 to 43 cts.; cherries, 40 cts.; oranges (budded), 50

cts. to S^l.OJ. Provisions are about the same as in

the East; some few things are a little higher. Now-

let me ask. How much land, what kind of a house,

how many ti-ees, would $.")00 pay for, to say nothing

about the necessary tools, stock, and household

goods, and a person's living until the orchard comes
to bearing?

As to our big crops of honey, whether you broth-

er bee-keepers across the Rockies believe them or

not, they are facts; the following are from my re-

port of JS85:

Mr. F., luimbor of staiuN ro-avoragc iht liivc. 117.'! His.

•:w- 4(10 lbs

" S., M- 320 lbs.

But for all this, it is not all plain sailing hero in

keeping bees; it has its drawbacks as well as in the

East. One trouble is, the "oft" years," when bees

make no honey at all, and have to be fed or starve;

and in the last few years these " oil years " have be-

come (luite common; and then, foul brood is be-

coming the curse of this range of mountains (Sierra

Madre). There are few ajtiaries that are not affect-
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ed with this disease. Yet for all these drawbacks
I would not take, as a gift, and attempt to keep
bees, if one would give me the best apiary in the

most favorable locality, east of the Kockics. The
greatest trouble that I see is your cold winters.

I do not believe it possible to winter bees success-

fully every time in such a cold locality, as bees will

not live in confinement so long- and be healthy.

Duartc, Cal., April 13, 18(:5. W. W. Boss.

HIBERNATION.

DO DEES HIBERNATE, OH IM) THEV NOT?

SEAR MR. EDITOR:—Doubtless you have no-

ticed the just llagellation which I receive

from our good friend Clarke, in A.B.J., Apr.

8. Of course, ] ought to have said, "In my
judgment, bees never hibernate." Let me

add right here, that T do not plead guilty to all the

harsh sayings I am credited with. I mean ahcayts

to be courteous. Repoi-ters at conventions must
be brief, and so they often give our assertions a

sharp twang that we are not responsible for.

Hibernation, I understand, to be like sleep, only

far more profound and persistent. In this state,

respiration is greatly reduced, the temperature

falls nearly or quite to that of the surrounding air,

the heart beats vei-j' feebly, and has power, through
heightened irritability, to circulate impure or ve-

nous blood. The animal, when hibernating,-,takes

no food; is torpid, and hard to arouse. In re»l hi-

bernation there is no emission of fecal matter.

Was not the fecal mass you saw in Mammoth rave
the droi)i)ings of bats in summer? Most insects do

hibernate; indeed, so i)rofoiindly that all res|)ira-

tion and circulation are held in abeyance. Indeed,

to answer your question in last (Jleaninhs, T

have had cateri)illars frozen to the condition of an

icicle, and yet, with warmth, revi\-e and seem all

right. De Geer, Reaumur, and^ Kirby, all record

the same startling fact.

Now, how is it with our hive-bees? The organs of

the mammals, in hibernation, are as cold, often, as

the surrounding air. I have found, by i)utting a

thei'mometer into the cluster, that in the case of

bees the temperature will always range from 3(i° F.

to 30° F. above the outside cold in winter. In se-

vere weather there may be a difference of from 60°

to 80°. We thus see that the vital action of bees

does not fade out, and, of course, the maiusyirings

of this action, the heart and respiratory organs, do
not greatly lessen, or, much less, fade away. Bees
also take food, are constantly changing their posi-

tion, and are easily aroused. I do not believe that

bees can be taken at any time, unless fatally or se-

riously chilled, and the cluster be broken, in a warm
room, and they not show full activity. Therefore I

repeat, I do not think that our bees hibernate.

The great Kirby, of England, is in accord with this.

He says liees do not hibernate (see Kncy. lirit.. Vol.

II., p. 787).

1J.\CTERIA, ETC.

Please allow me to correct a statement in Mr.
Heddou's excellent article, Api-il 15, p. 370. " Prof.

Cook thinks it (nitrogen) may be taken by con-

sumption of bacteria by the bees." As will be seen
by my own article, this is not my view at all.

Either my hasty composition, or poor writing mis-

led Mr. Heddon. There is no ground for such a be-

lief. The presence of bacteria makes the presence
of nitrogen probable, if not absolutelj- certain. In

this disease, diarrhwa, the bacteria seem always
present, whether as a cause or simplj- as an attend-

ant, I know not. The spores (bacterial seeds) are

ever present. With the right conditions they ger-

minate, and the bacteria and consequent putrefac-

tion occur. Perhaps the bacteria cause all the

trouble. Perhaps they find a suitable feeding-

ground or breeding-place in the diarrhcetie matter
of the intestines. A. J. Cook.
Lansing, Mich., April 18, 1885.

Friend Cook, if you will excuse my frank-
ness, I do think you sometimes omit the
pluase. ' In my judgment,'' or •' According
to my experience.'" At the convention in

Michigan I felt like protesting a little be-
cause you so flatly disputed friend Doolittle.
although the proof you gave seemed satis-

factory to me that' he was wrong and you
were riglit. In thinking of the matter since
then, I have wondered wliether the circum-
stances were not sometimes such tlKit we
are excusable for making positive state-

ments. Some time ago a man came to see
me, who liad a patent on a liive. and the
hive did not eveu embrace movable combs.
lie made some statements that were so very
far out of the way that I (hitly contradicted
him, in tiie presence of many others. lie
suggested tliat <hat icas iin/ frpinion. I told

liiin there was no opinion about it; that
wliat he had been telling was untrue, but
that I did not know whetlier he uttered the
untruth through (lurpose or through ig-

norance. 1 felt a little sorry I had spoken
so, but the case seemed very aggravating.
A few days afterward I was" told that the
man was" crazi/. Now, we who have been
discussing this hibernation theory are none
of us crazy ; at least I think- we are not (you
see I am iearning already to beware of be-

ing too positives I have" always felt sure,

friend Cook, that you intended to imply
'' in your judgment,'" even though you neg-
lected to say it.— Permit me to thank you
for your explanation in regard to the drop-
l)ings of the bats. It was a puz/.le to me at

once to see how they could accumulate gua-
no, and hanging there a])i)areiitly lifeless

(until one took hold of l hem i for so many
months in the year. I suggested that per-
haps they were iii full llesli wiien they go in

in the fall ; but your solution is doubtless
the correct one.

15y the way. can a thermometer l)e intro-
duced into a cluster of bees without raising
the temi)eratur(' so as to spoil the experi-
ment? I think 1 have broken clusters of
bees, where they were not seriously chilled—
in fact, mit chilled at all to harm them—
when they acted as if they were dead for as
much as— 1 was going to "say live minutes ;

but as I did not think tonote'the time at all,

may be it was a much smaller portion of
time. As 1 said before, they were tied up
together in a hard knot, and it seemed as if

it would i)ull their bodies to pieces to break
this knot open before they were warmed up
so that they could untangle themselves ((f

their own accord. I should be inclined to

think with friend Clarke, that l)ees some-
times go into a state that is about half
hibernation.
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A COVER FOR EXTRACTORS.
A SrUE THING ).V PKEVENTING HONKY FROM FI

IXG f)VEH.

MV extractor was bought in 1874, ?.nd was a

rather crude affair, judged by the " stand-

ard of excellence " which obtains at pres-

ent. By strengthening some of the weak
points it answered the purpose for several

years; then a change from the " standard " to the

L. frame necessitated a change in the internal ar-

rangements of the extractor; and as those solid

sheets of tin that wore used in your first extractors

liad been denounced as the cause of honey flying

over the top of the can, I made a new revolving

frame after the manner of the latest style of con-

structing that article. T supposed that I would not

again be troubled with threads of honey flying

through the air to a distance of three or four feet

in every direction, but the can was rather low for
;

the L. frame; and when it came to thick honej', the

annoyance was so great that 1 just stopped the

machine, with the determination to let it stand till I

could devise some way to stop the fine threads of

honey from sailing over the top of the can.

Work in the apiary was pressing, and something
must be done at once. With the view of providing

a temporary liridge for the emergency, I borrowed
a square of muslin from Mrs. R., took off the large

cog-wheel, cut a slit in the center of the square of

muslin, to let the small cog-wheel and the stand-

ard for the large wheel pass through. Now, when
the muslin was drawn down nicely over the toj) of

the can, with the small gear-wheel, and the stand-

ard on which the large wheel turns, projecting

above the muslin, a twine string was drawn around '

under the iron hoop, over the muslin for half the

distance, and then passed through holes punched in

the muslin, and continued around under the
muslin, and tied. When finished, one-half of my
nnislin cover was held secm-ely in place by the

twine while the other half was loose and could be
opened and closed more quicklj', perhaps, than any
other kind of cover that has been used. The muslin
l)revents the current of air, and there is no honey
thrown against the under side of it; and after using
it several years [ am so well satisfied with that plan
of keeping all dust out of the can, and all the honey
in it, that I would not willingly do without it or ex-

change it for any other kind of cover I have seen.

Kast Springfield, O. R. M. Reynolds.
From your description, friend K., I pre-

siinie the" usual cloth cover we send out with
our machines could be used in the same way,
by makino; a hole in the center for the small

\

jjjear-wheel to pass through. The cover will
;

I lien need to be fastened with a cord, so that
'

I lie rubber band may be drawn back, uncov-
ering just half of the toj) of the can. This
permits the combs to be i)ut in and taken
out, and is very (piickly put back in i»lace.

None of the cxtractors'we send out now are
faulty in tiiis respect. I believe : but those
from other makers, and those we made some
time ;igo. may be (piickly fixed on the i)lan
friend II. mentions. It seems to me it would
be (juite a hiiidiaiK-e, to be obliged to uncov-
er part of tlie extractor, however, every time
we lift out combs or put them back,"and I

should much prefer an extractor made so
no cover of any kind would be necessary to
keep the honey from Hying over. i

FROM DIFFERENT FIELDS,

PYRAC.4NTQA, BEES, ETC., IN GEOUGI.\.

N a recent issue of Gleanings you call for in-

formation as to the value of pyracantha for

bees, etc. At Gritfin, Ga., pyravautha grows to

the height of from 8 to 12 feet, and flowers in

profusion in the spring. It is much frequent-

ed by the bees, but I don't know whether it is for

pollen or honey. I will watch more closely this

spring, and ascertain. Pyracantha is a perfectly

healthy bush, and makes the best hedge for the

South. Our spring opened a month later than

usual this year; and the result is, the bees have
had a hard time. The apple is now in bloom, and
every thing will now move off nicely.

Griffin, Ga., Apr. 21, 1885. W. E. H. Searcy.

BUYING OLD COMBS TO RENDER INTO WAX, ETC.

The farmers around here have lost much over
half of their bees. Last year's swarms nearly all

died. The principal cause is starvation. C^nly a

few of the earlier swarms stored enough to live on.

I have recently learned a lesson. Experience
taught it me in a way that I do not want it to do

again. I bought up a lot of old comb to render into

beeswax, paying from eight to ten cents per lb. for

it. I found it lost two-thirds in rendering. That is,

I paid about 30 cts. per lb. for it, besides the invest-

ment of time and labor, when I may not get 30 cts.

for it.

DAM I' CHAFF CUSHIONS.
My chair cushions are covered on the under side

with cloth. Thei' will get wet and moldy sometimes
from necessity. I can not take them off' and dry

them every time they get wet in the winter. Now,
is that moldy or rotten chatt' as good a nonconduct-
or of heat as that which is dry and fresh'?

Finally, I should like to put myself on record as

one in hearty sympathy with your position on to-

bacco. Before I ever heard of Gle.\nings I was a

temperance, prohibition, anti-tobaccoist, and it de-

lights me exceedingly to find a journal, not specific-

ally devoted to morals or religion, ><ittiii(j (hucii so

hard on the weed, and all such dirty indulgences.

Mechanicsburg, III. Geo. F. Robbins.
Thanks for your report about the wax,

friend H. The"(piestion has come up several
times, as to how much one coidd afford to

pay for empty combs. We have tested sev-
eral lots, and tind it varies a good deal in the
amount of wax yielded. New combs and
cappings will give perhaps from i to I parts
or wax ; but old heavy combs often do not
give more than i. Our plan is to decline
purchasing, but tell the friends we will try
out their old trash for a cent a pound, and
sometimes the time spent makes it a losing
Inisiness even then.— I am inclined to think
tiie diun]»ness is caused by the extia cloth
covering on the under sidt>. Since we liave

adoiited the coarse burlaii as amaterial for
making chaff ciisliions, we Jiave been much
jtleased to lind the dampness i)retty much
all done away with. The idea is to get some-
thing as near like loose cliaft as possible, and
this burlap is so i)orous that tlie air goes
right througli it, di-ying out any moisture
that may accumidate during severe zero
weather. 1 should say that the moldy or
rotten chaff would not answer at all.
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WHAT THE PEOPLE SAY.

This beautiful April morning' I feel in some re-

spects as did Mr. Waldo, of Quincy, Ills.; not on ac-

count of my loss in bees, for I have succeeded in

wintering- two colonies out of t'hree, while I know
of some who have lost nearly their entire stock, but
on account of the remarks of other people, such as,

" What makes you fuss with your bees so much?"
" you fuss with them so much they never ivill

amount to any thing-;" "they are a nuisance to

you ;" " you never will make any thing- from them."
And when I lose, which is quite frequently, they
will say, " There, I told you so," and all such like

remarks. Instead of helping- a fellow by some word
or sug-gestion, most of these remarks come from
people who don't know a queen-bee from a blue-

bottle fly. Perhaps you have traveled over about
the same road that I am on now; if so, you know
something- how I feel. No one ever had a more
genuine love for the business than I. I have been
keeping- bees eight years, and now have only two
colonies, and have spent at least, for labor and ma-
terial, 4<150. If I must give up the business it will

be with many misg-ivings. Probably this will find

its way into the waste-basket. If so, of course that

is the place for it. H. 11. Uuadley.
Eddyville, N. Y., April IT, 1885.

Friend II, may be some of lliese remarks
come because you have been telling too
much what you are (jolng to do witli the
l)ees. Now, just stop telling, and go to
(loin(i. When they make such unkind re-

marks, reply pleasantly and mildly; ownaip
that the business is somewhat risky, if need
be, but let your acts speak iiistead'of words,
and by and' by you will lind that ymir neigh-
bors are all standing by your side, and (|Uot-

iug you. and feeling proud of having so en-
terprising a man in tlieir midst; tliat is, if

you ])erse\ere luitil you become uiaster of
your chosen avocation.

He that tlllcth Ills hind sluill liavr bread: but he
that followeth vain iKTsons is \-(iiil dt understand-

1

lng-.-Pi(ov. VZ: II.

SAVING THE SEED FISOM IIOKACE.

How do you save the borage seed? ( )ur bees have
wintered well. I lost but one swarm out of 30, and
tliey were smothered. K. H. Mim.ek.

1

Akron, Iowa, April 9, 1S8.5.
j

Friend M., it is a slow i)rocess. the best 1

way you can tix it ; for the seeds are ripening
j

every day foi- a i>eriod of many weeks. The
way we do is to take a large sieve, bend over
tiie" plants when the seed is ready to jar out
easily, then strike the plant with a little

stick oi- ])addle. The size of meshes of the
sieve siiould besucii as to let dust and rub-
bisli ])ass through, but not the borage seed.
When you have been clear over vour borage
patch, take another sieve that will just per-
mit the seed to pass through, then you will
have it tolerably clean. Passing it "through
a famiing-mill afterward, however,will make
it still better. I know this is s(mie trouble,
but it is the only way to manage with seeds
that rii)en day after day for a long while,
like borage, spider flower, Simpson, and
most of our honey-plants. The difficulty of
gathering them is one reason why many of
these seeds can not be furnished at a lower
price.

SAD AND SUDDEN DEATH OF ONE OF OUR BEE-
FRIENDS.

I was called yesterday to look at the apiary of

J. H. Struberger. You know him somewhat, as he
has been taking Gleanings, and trading with you.

By the w-ay, you may not have heard of his sad death.

He was returning from New Orleans, about three

weeks ago; and in crossing the Ohio River at Ev-

ansville, Indiana, in passing from the transfer-boat

to the tug-boat, he fell overboard, and not even his

body has been found up to date. He was one of
our best citizens, having many ennobling qualities.

El Dara, 111., April 2, 1S85. T. C. Bunker.

We are very much pained to receive the
above news, friend B.; but I have given it

here because a caution is needed to those
who are not much accustomed to traveling.
Do not incur risks. There is rarely a case
where plenty of time is not afforded to get
on oroff frcmi boats or trains. Wait until
the proper time comes, and be careful how
you step, or what you do. Many lives are
lost because people get restless and uneasy
in traveling. They get out on the i)latform.
or get olf at stations, simply for curiosity.
Better keep your place, and move with the
crowd, in an orderly and careful manner. I

was not aware that" people are often lost in

the way you mention, so that not even the
bodv can l)e recovered.

WOOD vs. TIN FOR SEPARATORS; ARK WIDE FRAMES
TO BE LAID ON THE SHELF?

Before stating a few facts I wish to say I have

great faith in A. 1. Root. I believe he will publish

any thing he thinks is for tlie interest of bee-keep-

ers, even though his sales should be greatly less-

ened therel)y. It does seem a pity that so many
tons of tin are sold for separators, money wasted,

when (fact N'o. 1) there are bee-men in this county
wlio have raised comb lioncy for 10 or 1.") years,

keeping from 100 to ~'00 stands, M'ho would not use

tin for separators if it were furnished free ol'

charge; they like wooden ones better. Anothei-

fact, .lust now when the Heddon system is all the

rage, and wide frames are to be laid on the shelf, it

has been demonstrated in this county, by tw<) years'

e.xperienee, that a hive using wide frames will aver-

age double the honey to the hive, right through the

apiary, that a hive will using- the rack on top.

Bees Inive wintered all right where taken care of

and fed. I liave lost and doubled down to 12") from IHO.

This is the first time I have worried the editor of a

l>ee-.journal. and jierhaps the last.

\r^—v. .T. Fari!, i::.-s— hid.

Rucknei-. .Mo.. Apiil S, IS.^'S.

Friend F.. you will never weary the editor
l)y giving hin"i i)Iain facts from "experience,
like the aliove y(ui have stated. Our experi-
ence with wooden separators, however, seems
to be just the other way from wliat you
state it; but perhaps ours were not nuide
right. Although we have advertised wooden
sejiarators for some time, our customers seem
to prefer tin to any thing else, and this year
is no exception to the years that are past.

I am inclined to think a good colony will

usually store more honey in wide frames
than with any arrangement we have yet had
in the way of crates or cases. The extra
trouble of handling wide frames, however,
mav more than make up the difference.
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A SUGGESTION IN REGARD TO HAVING THE MOORE
OR HEDDON CASES SO MADE THAT SEPARATORS

MAY UE USED.
I would piip-frrst an improvement in the Moore's

cnite, hu iliat it can be used with separators. In-

stead of making- the ends and partitions in one
piece, have a piece an inch or 's Viide, to which
fasten the tin and a piece is inch wide, even with

the top to stiffen the rack, and hold sections square.

A separator 2^4 inches wide can then te used be-

tween each row of sections. I have made some
racks like the above, and think they will answer ray

purpose better than any thing I have seen.

Tn reading the article on wide-top brood-frames,

by Alley, I think, the following idea came into my
head, and I should like to have your opinion of it.

Would not a strip of tin l'^ inches wide, tacked on
the top of the brood-frames, prevent brace-combs
up to the rack, and at lljp same time leave each
frame looseV P. A. G.^rretson, 28—S5.

Hillsborough, N. J., Apr. 7, 1885.

Friend G., your suggestion is ingenious, and
is to nie n new tliought. I presume you mean
tliat tlie upper strips should be made mova-
ble, althou^^li you do not say SO. It would
be a little more work to make and to handle
them ; but the separators would go in nice-
ly. There would be one trouble if sections
were to be removed as fast as tilled: The
bees would get over into these spaces be-
tween the sections, and could not be got out
without some care and trouble in replacing.
In these spaces they would probably be im-
prisoned, and starve to death. The loss
might not be great; but I should never want
to close a hive, knowing that I had left a sin-
gle bee in that predicament. Tacking thin
pieces of wood temporarily to the top-bar of
a brood-frame is an idea that was experi-
mented on and reported in the ^l. i>. /. as
much as fifteen years ago. I believe it did not
give very good satisfaction, though tin bars
might succeed better; but I think it would
be a good deal of machinery and bother.

FIVE SWAIiMS IX SUCCESSION FROM A SINGLE
HIVE.

I have one hive of bees that have sent out five

swarms since March 1st; the four last swarms
came out in succession, one each day. James H.
AV'hite, of this place, says that he has never heard of

such a thing before, and that he doubts their hav-
ing queens. What do you think of if? They seem
to be working all right. The first swarms have
made combs. Geo. Cleveland.
Kockledge, Fla., March 20, 188.5.

Friend ('., my explanation of this matter
would be, that the old (pieen was lost by
some means, and a lot of young queens
were raised. Instead of the first ones de-
stroying the rest of the cells, a lot of them
got loose at once, as sometimes happens

;

then came secession and dividing up. iJo
yon not lind that it is a week or two before
any of these swarms have eggs in their
combsV

HAKF I IVES HIVES,BEHIND Sl-MTLK ITV
AFTER ALI-.

In your answer to my letter in Gleanings of

April 1 you were surprised at loss of bees in chaff

hives, while none were lost in Simplicity hives up
to date. In justice to the chalf hive, I would like to

add, that the bees in Simplicity hives all died in the

following severe weather of March. I found, upon
examination, their stores wei-e much the better—
which accounts for their holding out longer. I

have five swarms left in chaff hives.

LaGrange, ()., Apr. 15, 188.5. E. F. Wilcox, ;!5—5.

Friend W.. I am not glad to hear that you
lost the bees afterward, in Simplicity hives,
but I felt i>retly sure theie was some reason
for this api)aient dilference. From the way
in which you speak of stores, we might in-
fer that the trouble was not in the severity
of the winter, but in the lack of stores.
Xow, suppose you had fed them up until
sealed stores of sugar syrup were all around
the cluster, as I have told you; namely, be-
hind and before, on the right and on the left,

and overhead and under foot ; that is the
way I like to see bees provisioned. When
they are fixed that way, my experience has
been tint they get along a good deal better
than where there is a good heavy comb off

at one side, or several pounds of honey in

the further corner.

report for this localitv.

One man had 11 colonies, and lost all; another 10,

lost all but two; another 14, lost all but one; anoth-

er 1, and had 5 left three weeks ago, but thought it

rather doubtful, as they were so weak, about get-

ting through at all; another man living right near
here had 16, fall count; and some in chaff' hives

had, the first of this month, onl.\' two left, and those

very weak and feeble.

Some time ago I spoke of having dragged out a

queen from under a hive. I took it to be one, at

least, and took it with a worker-bee to a very prom-
inent bee-mau of our county for e.vaminatiou, and
he pronounced it a queen at first sight. It was
shriveled up considerably, is what bothered me;
so after writing to you it stayed so cold T thought
it useless to think of getting a queen in time to save

them, and the 24th day of March I drew the hive

out of winter quarters for the purpose of distrib-

uting among the others, and, on taking out the

second frame, I discovered young bees; and on the

fourth frame, eggs and larva*, of a fine hybrid

queen, which gladlj' snri)iised me. Now, there is a

myst ry somewhere. E. B. Haughey.
Pearson, Fayette Co., ()., April i:!.

No mystery at all, friend P. The hive
you mention" had two (jueens. a young one
and an old one. The old one died, and you
had the young one left. When she was fer-

tilized hist fall she met a common drone, and
tlierefore the brood will be hybrids.

APIS dorsata; a swarm captured at last.

As a postscript to my last letter on .4. dorKnta, I

ha\-e the pleasia-e to inform you that I have at last

captured a swarm, and have it safely hived in an
observatory hive. There are about half a bushel of

bees, and are they not magnificent fellows? My
hive is about 6 feet tall, and 3X3 wide and deep.

The bees were secured on a very high tree, on
which were 13 other swarms. The limb was cut off',

and forms the top-bar for the brood, and hangs
like a Simplicity frame in the hive. 1 have had a

sheet of glass, 9X16 inches, put into the back of the

hive, and a door made to shut all up, when one does
not want to watch them. The brood-comb is about
14X16 in., and is soiid with brood. I see no pollen

or honey in the comb. There are young bees and
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old. The old have the abdomen a bright j-ellow,

with narrow black bands, while the young (?) are

much darker in color. But I can not speak with

much certainty, for I have not studied them long

enough yet. They sting, but the sting is not much
worse than that of the .1. 7)ir?iP0—at least I judge

so; for in putting them into place, my assistant

was stung four times, but it was not followed by
swelling. The sting is niuch lai-ger than the com-
mon bee, of course; and as one of my Karens said

last night, " It makes a hole at once." Yet I judge
that it is bearable.

Their wings are beautifully irradiant; and looking

at them on their comb by night, with a strong

light, they are most beautiful. This morning they

are going out and in their hive, and looking all

about their home. Will they stay and go to Avork or

not? is the question; we shall see. I have saved

some of the dead ones to send to you when they arc

dry; and as I learn more about them I hojie to have
sometliing of iutei-cst and use to report.

One thing I notice. They are far less excitable

tlian »A. Indicn. They move slowly, do not dash
about their cage, and struggle for exit like that bee.

Tliey impress one, however, with an idea of " re-

serve power," if they have a mind to use it. I de
not think they arc iiuick on their combs to repair

damage, but can not yet speak with deflnitcness. I

wish this swarm were safe in your apiary. 1 also

have a swarm of the " mclipona " working well.

Toungoo, I!urm;ih, Mar. 7, 1S>^5. A. Uvskv.h.

JIOIiK ABOUT THE W I M,l) W- II KH 11.

For two years I have noticed my Italians working
on the willow-herb, or purple lireweed. It is begin-

ning to grow in profusion here, and I have several

limes been on the point of sending off a sample, lor

name; but your description of it, on page 4.s of

Glkaninos, is too clear to leave room for doubt as

to its identity. We live near the summit of the Al-

legheny Mountains, 1403 feet above sea-level, in the

pine and hemlock regions; and as the timber is be-

ing cut verj' fast for logs and tanbark, the fire

overruns the hills every year or two, and hotii spe-

cies of flrewced grow abundantly, and both yield

honey, as I am informed; but the puri)le is the only

one on which I have noticed the bees working; and,

by the way the bees "take" to it, and the length of

time it i.j in bloom, it must rank ne.xt to white clo-

ver here as a honey-plant, and our honey is of ex-

cellent quality. It has the peculiarity of sending
up a flower-stem, which begins to bloom at the

base, and frequently the lower seed-pods are in

"cotton" with matured seed, while the flowers at

the top are just opening, which makes the honey-
How of long duration. I have kept bees but two
years, so I suppose I belong to the A B C class. I

got of comb honey, 400 lbs. Abel (Jre.su, T—26.

Weedville, Pa., Jan. 29, 1885.

on two combs, and put them between the dead
ones. The queen fell on top of the frames, and the

live bees rushed up astonished.

Take her up tenderly,
Lift her with care.

Fashioned so slenderly,
Voung and so fair.

Well, they warmed her up and fed her, and re-

suscitated all her family — twice their number.
Querj-—Will a queen that has been starved and
chilled produce any thing but drones hereafter? I

believe the authorities sa3' she will produce only

drones. D. F. S.a.vage.

("asky, Ky., March 30, 188.-).

Friend S., your (|ueen will, Avithout doubt,
be just as good as she ever was. AV^e have
resuscitated a great manj' in the same pre-
dicament, and never fonnd them drone-lay-
ers, although more severe freezing might
perhaps have that eliect.

CONCEUM.VG UEAU OR TOUPII) BEES.

The other day I found a colony that had been
breeding rapidly, and had e.vhausted their stores,

and several cold stormy days had prevented me
from supplying their need. They stood thick on
three or four frames, all apparently defunct.

Holding up a frame to look more closely I breathed
on them, and saw a faint tremor of wings and legs.

Near by was a (luocnless colony with a lew workers
and drones, small dark fellows whose heads I had
pinched off a short tinic before. I got these orphans

tiiLLAH WINTEKIXG.

J came out last spring with 15 swarms; lost:$J; 8

of the 15 were good swarms; increased to 34; got

about 20 lbs. surplus to the hive. Last year was a

poor one up here. I fed a lew swarms up on sugar;

j

put them in the cellar the 20th of Nov.; my cellar I

built last fall on purpose for bees, under my house.

[

It is veri' dry, but still there seems to be something
wrong with my bees. All through December, up
to the 15th of January, they were noisy. They
would crawl out and dropon the floor, and die. The
ground was covered in front of the hives. When I

^

put them in I raised them off the bottom-board one

,
inch. The 15th of January I let them down on the

I bottom-board, and shoved the hive back, so there

was an o))ening on the back. Since then they have
I been quiet, and but lew bees dying. I examined

I

them to day, the 17th of Februarj'. There seem to be

plenty of bees, and not a damp or moldy comb.

j

The glass stands 36° in the coldest weather, and
moderate weather 40. Now, what was the trouble?

Will some one tell me through Gleanings? I have

; been a bee-keeper for 30 years, and thought I knew
as much as any man, but find I can learn something

' yet. L. Keei).

Orono, Mich., Feb. 17. 1885.

» Friend 11., I am inclined to think your
bees were too warm when they were so noisy.

1 do not believe letting them down on the
' bottom-board, and pushing them back, made
j

any material dillerence. Wlien the weather
became cold, your cellar probably got colder,

I

and this was;^Vhat made them quiet.

I

a source of pleasure if not of PROH'IT.

I am a shingle sawyer, in a mill in the north pine

woods of Michigan. Four jears ago I bought a

swarm of bees in their natural home, a large pine-

tree. The next year I had Ave swarms from them

;

but being inexperienced I have not yet derived

much proflt from them; still they have been to me
a constant pleasure. Though being in a mill at

work, I am ver3- anxious to learn how to prevent

natural swarming.
I began this year to take the.lpici</(i(; i.s^ and sent

you for a sample copy of Gleanings, thinking to

try it for six months. Upon receipt of it I read the

I

article entitled, "The Michigan State Convention;

I What 1 Saw and Learned, ' and decided at once to

j

take it. ('. F. Johnson.
1

Deer Lakp, Mich., Feb. 2, 1885.
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ARTIFICIAL COMB HONEY.
The Philadelphia Farm and Garden calls

tlieir April No. their annual strawberry
number, and a grand good number it is; but
one of the best things in it is an editorial,
liittiug a blow at just what we have been
writing on for two months past. See what
you think of it

:

Our vocabulary has no words strong- enoiigrh to
condemn in tit lang-uase such " scientltlc pleas-
antries" as the one wliinh appeared hately in the
New York Miil mid H rpnss. and has since been
j^oing the rounds thidiiyh tlic American press.
The article is s'i^en iironiini'ncc li.\ tlie tiaring' head-
lines —" Hinnim Injicnuity to do away with the
AN'ork of the iiccs." and describes an iuiauinary and
utterly impnssilile method (d' maimt'acturing- comb
honey artificially, altogether without help of the
bees. While American bee-keepei-s have been and
are still working: earnestly to find a market for
their pi-oduce, while even now the purest extracted
lioney g-oes begging- In our city markets on account
of the glucose scai-e, the great city papers try to
make all these efTorts come to naught, and to make
the consumer afraid of the most natural, most de-
licious, and most wholesome sweet, In the shape of
comb honey.
This so-called scientifle pleasantry is nothing but

a willful and malicious lie, and one which strikes a
fatal blow at the interests of the American bee-
keeper. The great newspapers refuse to yield to
the demands of interested parties for a proper
correction. The damage seems to be well-nigh
irreparable, for the agricultural press does not
reach the honey-consumer in the cities, among
whom a press so hostile to agricultural interests
chiefly circulates.
Let us say, however, that both the inventor and

publisher of such infernal lies deserve a good long
term of free board and lodging in the penitentiary.

^EP0^¥3 DlgC0U1^^6IN6.

SHALL HE GIVE UP?

MY subscription to Gleanings has run out,

and so have my bees; and I am in doubt
whether to have any thing more to do with

either. A year ago I lost 30 colonies, but

had 30 left; and although they were very
weak I got about 700 lbs. comb honey, and increas-

ed to 30 colonies. I put them in the cellar with ten

frames of honey to the hive. I filled the half-story

cap with fine shavings, and tacked sack cloth over,

and put on the hive with the oil cloth removed. I

put l.T in a wing cellar, and 1.5 in a cellar under the

wood-house, both shut off from the middle cellar. I

did this because I thought I kept them too warm
the winter before; but this winter has been so

very cold that I presume the temperature in the

wood-house cellar was down to for sl.\ weeks at

one time, and that under the wing not much above
it. Well, the bees are all dead, and most of the hon-
ey left, and which is molded slightly in a few hives.

I think [ shall not give up entirely, but get a

swarm or two and try again on a small scale. I be-

gan with two swarms, which increased to fifty in

thi-ee years, and I spent considerable on Ftalian

(lueens, etc., but they are all gone now.
(Jko. II. I'A-nii.

Stevens Point, Wis.. .\i)r. 31, ISS.").

Friend P.. your bees were no doubt worse
olf in tliat cellar than they would have been
outdoors, and this is one great reason why I

liave been so loth to advise wintering. The
temix'rature of yoin- cellar went down to
zero, you say. Well, the tendency of the cel-
lar then was to keep the bees at zero when
they woidd have been warmed up a great
many times if outside. The same way we

often find frost even now under heavy
mulch. During tlie severe weather it froze
down to a great, depth, and the mulch, or
protection, has had the effect of keeping or
prolonging the e.xcessively low temperature.
Chaff hives, you will notice, may let tlie

temperature go down to zero, or even below
it; but they also permit it to rise, when the
surrounding air rises, iu a romparativeh/
short space of time.

LOSS ON ACCOUNT OF HONEY-DEW.
The loss in bees through this section the luist

winter is the heaviest that has ever been known—
fully 95 per cent. Cause, no good honey last sea-

son after June, hence the region of the brood-

chamber was supplied late in the season with an
unusual amount of itollen and a small sujjply of

bug-juice. IJees that were fed in the fall on sugar
oi- good honey have wintered well.

R. B. Bobbins.
Bloomdale, Wood Co., Ohio, Apr. 1, 1885.

ONLY 2 LEFT OUT OF 53, CAREFULLY PUT UP FOR
WINTER.

Last season I increased to 60 colonies; but as we
had almost a total failure of honey I had to double
back to 53 iu the fall. I fed 15 colonies 150 lbs.

granulated-sugar syrup. I put a Heddon case on
the top of each hive, filled witli dry forest-leaves,

and left them on the summer stands. Now for the

result:

Out of the 53 thus prepared I have just two weak
colonies left! Surely I am ready to go into Blasted

Hopes. No, don't put me there, for I am going to
" trj' again." I have the hives, combs, etc., and 1

propose to get some bees by the pound, and stock

up again. I find sealed brood in nearly all the hives,

the eggs evidently laid during a warm day or two
we had about the Vth or 8th of Jan. This divided

the cluster, and caused the bees to spread over the

patches of brood, and thus they perished with the

long protracted cold that followed; but, what in-

duced the queen to lay so eai-ly in the winter? Was
it because the honey of last season was miserably

poor stutf, gathered from grapes, some rotten

apples, and unusually mi.xed with pollen? It

was so poUenized as to be, much of it, absolutely

bitter; much of it was watery and sour. Most of

my colonies liad diarrhiea badly; some had 25 to 30

lbs. of honey left.

At the meeting of our N. Kansas Bee-keepers'

Association, held April 3, the reports were gloomy
enough, one or two exceptions, and those were in

favor of the crUar. I think that the losses in this

i-egion will not fall any short of 00 per cent. Some
have lost all: most have only one or two colonies

left. J. W. Margrave.
Hiawatha, Kansas, April 17, ISSi.

ONLY 3+ LEFT OUT OF ^1.

I think that fully three-fourths of the bees in this

county are dead. I had 8) stands last fall: now
have 3t left, many of those with only a handful of

bees in a hive. Many I hear of have lost every

swarm. Ellwood Spencer, a neighbor, has 15 left

out of 80 last fall. I wintered 4fi of mine on their

summer stands in Langstroth and Simplicity hives;

out of the 46 are yet alive; 34 I had in a cave, and
15 of those are alive. Most of those that died in the

cave starved to death, while those on their summer
stands left plenty of honey. S. L. Sherman.
Oskaloosa. Iowa, .\pril 7, tSS").
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^EP0^¥? ENC0aR^6I]^6.

[NTEKINO IN A SIMPLICITY HIVE AVITH NOTH-
ING BUT A MAT OVEK THE FRAMES.

HE past winter reminds me of the winter of

-'/|^,^ U'8J. 1 liear of lieavy losses of bees all

around in my vicinity. I have not lost any
except one four - framed nucleus. The
greater portion of my iH colonies are in ex-

cellent condition—just booming with bees. I had
one colony that wintered in a Simplicity hive with

nothing over the frames but one of your basswood
mats and the hive-cover. I was afraid to examine
them, for I was almost sure that I should find them
dead. You may imagine my agreeable surprise

to find them in good condition. The ijueen is a

large, proline, full-blooded Italian; and her work-
ers, large, hard}-, and good honey-gatherers. They
were on !t " slabs " of white-clover honey that they

stored away themselves. This is pretty good evi-

dence, I think, that bees will not freeze, but still I

think it pays to give th(flittle fellows proper protec-

tion; and after live years' experience with Root
chaff hives I consider them the best hive for both

winter and summer u.se. I always find bees ail

right in chaff hives; combs dry, and hive nice and
clean. r.—.1. I>. .Mooue, .'if—."ilj'..

Morgan, K\., .\]n-. 14. f'Sj.

Friend Mn, my opinion is lliat your bees in

the Simplicily liive were so stronj; and
liealtliy, and so full of ^ood \vliolesome
stores," that tliey came out all rigid //( .sp/7^

of had i)rotectio"n^

A tiOOD REPORT FRO.^I OUEOON.
Apr. ") we had one swarm come olf, and a big one

too; yesterday two more came olf, and all our
stands are veiy strong, with lots of new honey.

Think of it.over (iJO miles north of Chicago, and sur-

plus honey in Jlarchl " Busy b(>es" haven't lost an
hour on account of weather since March 1st. We
have some very fine apple-bloom honey, sections

complete, and now white clover is coming out fine;

look out for astonishing reports. No feeding has
been done, none needed. Of course this is not usu-

al, as we have generally to complain of considera-

ble moisture in March. Cii AS. Lee.

Portland. Oregon, April 8, 188.">.

ONLV ONE LOST OUT OF 123 IN WINTERING.
We take pleasure in sending in our report this

spring. Cellared 120 colonies, Nov. 17, 1884; finished

setting them out, Apr. 15, 1885. One dead in cellar,

one swarmed out since setting them out (queenless)

:

perhaps there are six to ten that will have to be
helped some, as they are rather weak; the rest are
in nice shape, except they may need feeding some
on account of nq fall run of honey last season.

9—D. E. L'HOMMEDIEU &- Bro., 96 -120—yWO.
Colo, la., April 19, 1S85.

P. S.—5000 stands for the surplus taken in l-^Sl.

ONLY 2 LOST OUT OF 80.

Oui- bees have wintered well ; lost only 2 out of so.

Bees have been gath- ring pollen for the past two
weeks, and are building- up very fast. I think we
have done very well, considering the losses of the
older bee-keepers. Wm. M. Boss.
Lebanon, Ills., Apr. 10. 1885.

MV liKCOIU) FOR 18S4. FROM 1-1 TO 40, AND 1620

L»S. OF HONEY.
Spring, U colonies; honej', comb, 45',) lbs.;

extracted, 1170 lbs.; fall, 40 colonies, five nuclei.

1885. Si)ring, 40 colonies, t\niv nuclei. How does
that look? No Blasted Hopes there. E.B. Crane.
New Ciuiiian, Conn., Apr. 13. 188.5.

27.JI I, lis. OF HONEY FROM 22 STOCKS.
The year 1884 was an unusually good season with

me for hoi'.ey; from 22 stock.s, spring count, 1 took
24-')9 lbs. in comb honey, and al)oiit ;500 of extracted,

mostly sold, averaging about IG'ic. My bees are all

in tijitop condition to date, r.otwithstanding they

have liad access to i)l,«nty of pollen. This is the
foil It h season I have packed them on summer
stands without rc^gard to pollen (but a good supj'ly

of early-made honey), and have never lost a stock,

or had any signs of dy.sentery in uiy yard. 1 get
most of my swarms in May; pollen is no terror

with inc, providing 1 have the other requisite.

C. L. BOSTWJCK,
Sandy Hook. C<>i:ii., .March 2S, 1885.

A GOOD REPORT PRO.M U.WE WINTEHlNCi.
I put 55 Stands of bees in a cave the 1st of Decem-

ber, and took them out the 1st of .Vpril. Two were
weak when put in, and should have been united

when put up. They went up. The mice destroyed
the rest; all came out right. Experience has
taught me that plentj- of ventilation is the one
thing necessary to successful wintering in caves. I

have a 4-inch chimney in the roof of my cave, and
last fall I put a 4X 4-inch tube, 16 feet long, below the

freezing-point down in the ground, and brought it

into the cave at the bottom at one corner, and dur-

ing the very cold weather I put an oil-stove in the

cave and kept the temperature at from 40 to 45°.

I never had bees winter better than last winter.

The cave is in a sandbank, nice and dry.

Jas. H. Brown.
Cherokee, Iowa, April 7, 1S85.

ONLY 3 LOST OUT OF ISO.

On the 20th of Nov., 1881, 1 put 130 colonies into my
cellar. On the 5th of Apr., 1885, I carried out 127 live

colonies. At the i)resent date there are 10 colonics

that are weak, the rest very good. I packed 9 colo-

nies in chafr,on summer stands, 5 of which are dead.

The rest are fair colonies. Yesterday it was 2>i° in

the shade at 7 .a.m., and froze all day. To day we
have a furious snowstorm, with no sign of improve-
ment. Not very encouraging weather for bee-keep-

ers. W. Addenbrooke.
North Prairie, Wis., Apr. 14, 1885.

THE SYRIANS AHEAD.
My report for 1884 is small. I lost all my black col-

onies but one, and sold that. One colony of Syrians

increased to 5, and gave 33 lbs. of honey. I should

have tried for more honey and less increase, if I had

been at home. E. L. Tarell.
Presque Isle, Me., March, 1885.

FRO.M one to five, AND ,50 LBS. OF HONEY.
I bought one colony in Nov., 1883; increased to 5;

got .')0 lbs. of comb honey. They ai-e all alive at this

date. I have them packed in chaff. This winter

has almost cleared this neighborhood of bees.

Howells, Mich., Apr., 188.5. DiLLAN George.

LESS than 5 per cent lost in .VN .VPl.VRY OF 175
COLONIES.

Bees have wintered splendidly; loss less than 5

per cent out of about 175 colonies; about one-third

in chaff hives, the rest in single-walled hives; all

wintered out of doors. 1 can see but little or no

difl'erenee i» the results of the ditferent hives; all
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had chaff cushions, but none had chaff - cushion
division-boards. Those that died, died of starvation

;

l>ut the prospects are not verj- promising' for a good
lionej' yield for the coming season, as the clover is

badli' killed out in many places.

( enterville, (). G. AV. Lawson.
I woiikl not be in haste to borrow trouble,

fiiend L., for the clover sometimes catches
up wonderfully, under the influence of favor-
able weather.

FHOM 4 TO II, AND U.5 LBS. OF HONEV, ETC.

I began the spring of 1884 with 4 colonies: in-

creased by natural swarming to 11, and took 145 lbs.

comb honey. Now a question: Do bees raise bees
all winter, even when it is freezing cold? On the

26th of February I found fresh young white wing-

less bees in front of one hive, that being about the

second day that was warm enough for them to fly

for about a month. They carry pollen into every
hive now when it is warm enough. J. S. Daniel.
Siloam Springs, Ark., March 8, 1885.

Bees do raise brood every month in the
year, even away up here amid our frosts and
snows, friend L).; that is. they do occasion-
ally. Mo.st colonies will, however, have but
little brood during December ; but in Jan-
uary and February, almost all strong colo-
nies contain more br less.

from my neighbors who have lost their bees. I can
buy all the bees I want for $1.C0 to S1.50 per colony,

in bo.v hives. E. Farabee.
Tina, Carroll Co., Mo., Apr., 1885.

Friend F.. shut your combs up in a tight
box or tight room,'where the moth can not
get at them, and there will not be any trou-
ble in keeping them over summer. See Bee
Moth in the A B C book.

A OOOI) ItEPOUT FHOM FHIEXD PEIKCE.
Nov., 1884, 46 colonies: Apr. 20, 188.), 42, and better

filled with bees than any previous spring—chaff
hives, sack of dry soft shavings over the frames,
front entrance of the hives all open. The 4 dead
colonies were full of bees, but starved. I am
ashamed to write it. J. H. Peikce.
Dayton, Ohio, April 20, 1885.

ONLY ONE dead OUT OF 73.

Out of 73 colonies left on summer stands, packed
with straw and chaff, one has died. The rest seem
to be in pretty fair condition, as they seem to want
to rob one another pretty lively, while all defend
themselves well. The neighbors report some all

dead, and some about three-fourths, and others
one-half dead, while some think the survivors
will perish on account of not having enough honey
to build up on. While the cold weather still stays
with us, having a snow this morning two inches
deep, not much prospect for a very early spring.

Lima, 111., March 21, 1885. J. A. Thornton.

FROM 4 TO 13, and 303 LBS. OF HONEY.
Here is my report for 1884: Spring count, 4 hives;

increased to 13 by natural swarming, and got 30J

lbs. comb honey. I took Gleanings last year, and
have the A B C book, and I like them very inuch.

F. B. Stephenson.
Deep Water, W. Va., Feb. 17, 1885.

FRO.M 6 to 10, AND 120 LBS. OF HONEY.
We commenced last spring with si.v stands of

bees; increased to ten, which are all alive at pres-

ent, and got 120 lbs. of comb honey, surplus. The
honey season was cut short by the extreme drought.

F. C. Tho.mas.
Spring Valley, Ohio, March 17, 1885.

ONLY ONE lost OUT OF 24.

In the last issue of Gleanings I notice many dis-

couraging reports, especially to beginners; but I

shall take fresh courage, and go ahead. I started

in last si)ring with 14 colonics in hives of my own
make, movable frames, no name for them. I in-

creased by natural swarming to 20; united to 24;

came out this spring with 23, some dead bees in each
colony. Through the coldest weather in January
and Februai-y I kept them covered with snow, head
and ears—no other protection, except quilts over
tlie frames. I will try to do better next winter.

Please tell me how to save comb from the moth
(luring sunimci', as I can get all the comb I waiU

ONLY ONE LOST OUT OF 33; SAVED BY NEGLECT.
Contrary to expectation, my bees have wintered

well, having lost but one out of 33 last fall, and that

one was queenless. My bees were not prepared at

all for winter, on account of my absence from home
when they should have been cared for, and my ina-

bility from rheumatism and heart disease after get-

ting home. They were all just as left, about the

first of July. Some had wide frames with section

boxes in the upper stori' (chaff hive) and some were
full of L. frames above, with nothing but roof of

hive above the frames, and others Were partly full

above, and some with cushions or honey-board
above brood-nest, and all did equally well, as far as

I can see. Some had the upper story full of sealed

honey, and some not very much. It was very dry
last fall, and I expected the bees around here would
die of old age. Many did; but mine were saved by
neglect. T. F. Wilson.
Milan, lud., April 12, 1885.

Friend W., it does seem as if yom- bees
lived in spite of their want of care; but I
guess the truth is, they had an abundance of
good wholesome stores ; and when this is

the case they will stand almost any kind of
ventilation.

MRS. LUCIND.\ HARRISON'S REPORT.
We commenced to carry our bees from the cellar

April 1, and they are now all on their summer
stands. I've not examined them yet, but, judging
from their flight, they are generally in good condi-

tion. It is cool to-day, as there was a hard freeze

last night, which formed thick ice. Bees carried in

pollen on the 4th and 5th of April, for the first time

this season.

BEES UNITINfJ IN THE CELLAR OR BEE-HOCSES.
Do begs ever unite in the cellar;' Our bees had

on Hill's device, covered with a muslin sheet and
comforter, and i)ilcd one upon another with inter-

vening sticks. A few hives had no bees: and in

every instance the hive beneath was running over
with lioes, a|)pearing as if they had movpd into one
hive. .Mrs. L. Harrison.
Peoria, III., April 8, 1885.

Yes, my friend, tliey will tuiite very often
when the hives are too close togetlier. and a
broad entrance permits them to pass to and
fro. You will liave all your bees left, but
are ustudly minus a (lueen. If you examine
these overpopidons colonies as soon as taken
out, however, you will oftentimes liud botli

(lueens alive : an(n)ypromi)tly dividing a col-

ony you will be all right again.
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TERRY'S BUSHEL BOXES.

BOXES V.S. BASKETS.

I
OH a long time I have been thinking

that we ouglit to have sometliing more
accurate than a bushel basket—more
subslanlial, and less expensive. Bas-
kets do not fit np tight together in a

wagon ; they won't bear piling one on top
of the other, and they cost more than a good
stout box. When I read the proof of friend
Terry's potato-book I was greatly surprised
to think he had been following my own no-
tions so fully. The following is t-h'e chapter
in regard to these boxes :

THE USE OF Bl'SIIEL l!OX::s.

Foi' several yi'iirs 1 liiup bf-en usitiL!- Imslicl boxes
for inai-ketin<f oarlv iiotatofs, .wliilf tlic skins slip.

and for handliiiu- tlif crop in the Held :ill tlironirli

the season. Tliis is one of the ways in uhieh the
potato specialist can set ahead of tli(^ small raiser.
1 think we handle our crop for less than half of
what it used to cost iis before we trot those boxes
made. Our l)0.\es • _^

Iff.

Hand-
in the

1 iTi the
cut.
The upper cor

ners are bound with
yalvani/.ed hoop ii-on lo niak
pri(^e paid for lliciii was li-oni

dred at a bo.v-laclory. The
whitewood. Some lisrht wooil
course, so as to make Ihcni
They need not wei;ih more thn
Early in the s('ason, while tlx'

I stronjr. The
s:;.-, (1,1 to s:{ii.()Oaliun-
u Odd \ised is most I

V

I should be used, o'f

iis liyht as possible.
II six orseven pounds,
skins sli|>. our pot.-.-

toes are dusand laid (not thrown) into the.se bo.ves,

and the bo.\es are covered as fast as tilled. They
are then safe from sun and rain till wanted for
market. The covers are simply pieces of boards
cut about !."> by IS inches. Dufr one day and taken
to nuirkel the nc.vt. and set olV in tlie bo.ves at the
grocer's, and then set by him into his delivery waf;-
on and taken to his customers, the consunier jrets

them just as nice and Ifesh as Ilioiifih he raised
them himself. I recollect once leaNim;- :!(! l)0.\es at

ajiroeei-'s while I went on with the rest (d' mv loa<l

to unoth.T place. When I came back he lia.l 'deliv-

iTcl c\( i\ linshel to Ids customers, who had orilers
in fill- tiKMii. Thc\ were ilui>- in the afternoon, imme-
diately covered, and by II o'clock the next day they
were in the consumei's cellar, without an>' iiandlinji-

or bruisiiifi, and I will warrant the\- ^a\-e satisfac-
tion. There is pi idy of demand for nice things at

l)ayinM' prices, while ordinary yoods are dull at low
I)rices. Some bu>crs, I know, or shippers, df) not
seem to aiiiireeiale nice potatoes, c;ir(didly hanilleil;

It ou
out fo
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here yoii have it of the old orthodox dimen-
sions, and a nice entrance at both front and
rear. Perhaps I might add, that, in tlie

way we make tliem, some ventilation is al-

lowed. The end boards are exactly lo indi-
es square. Two. exactly alike, are recjuired
for a box. Well, the sides and l)ottom are
all made of pieces of board exactly alike

—

six being required to make the box, each one
of these pieces l)eing 17i inches long and (U
inclies wide. In nailing, lirst nail a piece on
each side, Hush witli the to[) i'dixe of the box.
Now ])ut on the l)ottoni. the edges being-
Hush with the end-lioards. Last of all, put
on the two remaining pieces, nailing them
into the bottom boards as well as into the
ends. This leaves a crack at the middle of
each side ; and. if the lioards ever shrink a
little, a smaller one. in the center of the
bottom.

If you want to try a potato-box, to see
liow handy they are to have around, just or-
der one for a packing-box when you are get-
ting some goods. We will send a sample,
tilled witli goods, for only lo cts., for it saves
us the price of a box to put your goods into.

Y. M. L., Panama, N. r.—What about Mrs. Lizzie
E.Cotton aiYd her wonderful " Controllable " bec-
hiveV How many dollars' worth ot honey will a
hive of pure Italian bees make in a season, and how
mueh is a hive of .such bees worthy

A.NSWERED BY PROF. A. J. COOK.
Mrs. Tiizzie E. Cotton has been exposed as a fraud

in the J^iooi Nrw-Yorkcr and leading bee-journals
for years. She says her iiive and sy.stem will surely

j

bring .^^'O per colony each yeai-. Such a statement
is absurd. The season may 1 e so \»H<r that no hoii-

1
ey will be gathered. Even the be '-keepers of
Maine, in her own State. lu-onouTic Mrs. Cotton to
b- :i cheat. Her hive and system would not be ac-
cepted as a gift by the first bee-keepers of the
countr}-. .V good colony of Italian bees will, in
average seasons, give one swarm, and gather M

i pounds of fine comb honey. Our best bee-men sell
good strong colonies, in our best hives—such hives
are now unpatented—for $10. Mrs. Cotton charges

I

double this amount, and many of her iiutrons com-
plain that what she sends is really worthless.

CONVENTION NOTICES.

The Mahoning Valley Bee-Keepers' Association
will hold its ne.\t meeting at Newton Falls, Ohio, on
Thursday, May 28, 1885. E. .W\ Turner, Sec.

pupBae? M^ Dwindle?
PERTAINING TO EEE CULTURE. _

fRIEND ROOT:—I have got into considerable

trouble from the party whose circular I in-

close, as he claims I am infringing on his

patent in using the oil or enamel cloth that I

got from you. He claims that he has a pat-

ent on all cloth covers, every thing e.xcept boards,

and warns me that I shall be prosecuted in the U. S.

court. He has sold the right to use his hives in this

county, for f20t1, to a party in Rockdale. Please in-

struct me what to do. I am not able to stand a

suit; it would ruin me, yet I have my forty stands

of bees covered with such sheets, and have sold 70

hives, all with the same sort of sheets, so I am in

for it. Wm. Wason.
Rockdale, Milam Co., Texas, April 18, 1885.

Friend AV".. tell the " Common - sense''
folks to commence suit on me for using
enamel sheets, if they like. I am, perhaps,
the largest infringer, and have probably been
using tlic enamel sheets more years than al-

most anybody else—certainly long before
tlieii- ])ateiit dates. This is simply a rehash
of .MitclielTs absurd claims. Tlie circular
you send us is the usual one that is sent out
with the Conimon-sense (?) hive. Some may
urge that good men's names are appended to
theii- testimonials. A'ery likely; but these
good men liave got into company most decid-
edly Itad. No such a patent would be possi-
ble or rational. Ton can cover your bee-
iiives, or any other farm implements, with
cloth, paper, or oil cloth, or any thing you
ctioose, and tliere can l)e no patent on it.

Tliere is no danger of a suit at all. They
are simply trying to blackmail you, friend
Wason.

It seems that Prof. Cook does not hesitate
to declare publicly wliere Mrs. Cotton and
her hive belong. Surely she can not claim
that Prof. Cook is interested in a bee-journal
( ir a hive-mannfactorv. We copy the foUow-
ing from the Jiural Nnr-Ydrhr "of Apr. 2.1

:

The bee-keepers of Western Mich, will hold their
spring meeting at Fremont, Mich., May 5, 1885. All
are invited to attend. F. S. Covey', Sec.
Coopersville, Mich., April U, 1885.

The Central Michigan Bee-Keepers' Association
holds its spring convention at Lansing, in the State
Capitol Building, on Tuesday, May 13, 1885, at 9 a. ji.

E. N. Wood. Sec.
No. Lansing, Mich., April 20, 1885.

The next meeting of the Central California Bee-
Keepers' Association will take place in the park at
Hanford, Tulare Co., in picnic style, at 10 a. m., on
the first Wednesday in .June. All family folks will
bring their baskets; and bee-men generally are
invited. Geo. Hobler, Sec.

Hanford, Tulare Co., Cal;, April 11, 1885.

The Northern Ohio Bee-Keepers' Association will
hold their annual meeting in the Council Chamber,
at Norwalk, Ohio, Saturday, May 9.

Several subjects of immediate practical value will

be discussed. Officers will wo elected for the ensu-
ing year.
No one engaged in the production of honey can

afford to be absent. H. R. Boardm.\n, Sec.
East Townsend, Ohio, April 15, 1885.

PENNSYLVANIA KEYSTONE BEE-KEEPERS ASS()CI-\-

TION.
The next annual meeting of the above association

is to be held in the court-house, in the city of
Scranton, Pa., at 1(1 o'clock A. .m., and at 1:30 P. .M.

on the seeoTid Tuesday of May, the 12th, 1SS5.

At the nioriiini; session the annual election of
othct'rs will take place. While the association is

but Just eoninieneing its third year, we feel to
congratuhiie nni selves in having a working mem-
bership ill tiltN and ujnvard; yet there remains
mueh to be aeeoniplislied, and we tinist that all who
keep bees, whetlnM- Inr pleasure or i)rofit, will make
it their duty to attend this meeting, and bring their
friends. Business ot great value will be brought
before the meeting. The question-drawer will be
opened, and questions answered. Let everybodj-
send a question. All ai-e most cordially invited.

Arthch a. D.vvis, Sec.
Clark's Green, Pa., April 17, 18s.').

CIRCULARS RECEIVED.
M. C. Kerns, Pomeroy, O , .sends an 8-pago circular ot hives,

section boxes, etc.

n. A i;....ilii.li, M issie, Tex.ts, sends an 8-page circular of

o II 1
II III \ tamo, Mich., sjnds us a one-page circular

of 1.. I - .iiPl ,"• '
"-

P. s 1 1
I II, s III !i < .il)ot. Vt.. sends a small Spagc circular;

.I.e. Mi~lil. I, l.iu.ijiii I-, liiii , -I'lids MS a one-page circular;

la IV.
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Geo. T. Hammond, West Sweden. N. Y., sends a 2-page cir-

cular; hives, sections, etc. ; specialty, paper boxes for retail-
iiiK lioiiey.

W. B. Coegesh.'ill. Summit, N. .f., sends a «-pafre circular;
spei'ialtics, bees hv the pound, and nucleus colonies. Printed
at this office.

.S. ]'. HoilMTSon, Hornind's Mills. Ont.. Canada. sen<ls a 20-

Ijage circular of hives and supvjlies generally, specialty, tin-
ware for the apiary.

Gleanincs ih Bee Culture,
I'tihli.slit^il SfDti-^ronlhli/.

.^. I. I^OOT,
EDITOR AND PUBLISKEn.

MEDINA, O.

TERMS. $1.00 PER YEAR, POSTPAID.

For Clutbics Eites, Soo Hist Page of Eeidi:: ::;t'.e:.

n New York became unable to fill our orders, then
we induced a factorj- in Cleveland to take it up,

until tliey got behind badly, then we struck a

factory in Chicag-o, that bids fair to keep us going.

A quantity sufficient to prevent any further delay

has just been unloaded from the train. ^A'hen we ad-

vertised to furnish it, we thought we had enough on
hand to accommodate all the brethren; but, of

course, we did not know there were so many who
wanted just exactly the same thing. We shall keep
in stock only the four-foot width, and in our own
yards this seems to be high enough for almost any
purpose (especially if a board one foot wide is put

along the bottom) but we can furnish to order any
width from two to si.x feet. If you want us to cut

rolls, the price will be '^ c. a foot e.\tra. On two or

more rolls, we can now give 5 per cent discount; on
ten or more rolls, a discount of 10 per cent. As the

above prices are very close indeed, they can be
given only when cash comes with order. This wire

netting can be used in a hundred different ways,
for protecting any thing. As it is galvanized wire,

the weather has no effect on it whatever.

Notice the decline in Idn.. in another column.

ALSIKE CLOVER.
As we have still in .stock a large amount of fine

seed, we will, for the rest of the season, fill orders at

$fl.no a bushel : «;4.7.5 per ha!f bushel, oi- S<'.l.nO a peck.

rMI'OKTKI) yl'KKNS.

OiiK apiarist rei)orts fi fine imiiorted (|ueens in

(lur hives, wintered over. We don't think any pf
the brethren will be troubled by delays on imported

(pieens this season.

MAIIilNQ QUEENS WITHOl'T Tool).

Miss Neli>ie Auams, of Sorrento, Fla.. mailed

us a queen Apr. 20, and forgot to put any candy in

I ho cage. It roach(>d our office on the 23d; bees all

dead, but the (jueen was alive, and when supplied

with honey she seemed all right. Now, we would
not advise mailing queens witho*it any food; still,

it is interesting to know how long they may sui--

vivo. The weather has been warm and damp,
which perhaps lavoi-ed them somewhut.

INOKATlXCi THE PAHT OF THE STATE IN WHK H

VOL' LIVE.

With the permission of the -4. B. J. we will copy
the cvcellent plan they have adopted for letting

each subscriber tell what portion of the State he
lives in. It is virtually the plan adopted bj' the

Postal Guide. It will be understood with the fol-

lowing e.xplanation; thus, cf indicates that the

friend who uses it resides in the north-east portion

of the State; ? indicates a southern portion, etc.

THE PR.AIRIE F.VRMER AND THE AMERICAN .\ORI-

I
CULTURIST.

I

It is amazing to lock on and see how two good re-

spectable journals—journals full of years of useful-

ness — can be so led astraj- by Satan as to come out

in public and quarrel—yes, quarrel worse than a

couple of juveniles inight be expected to (luarrel

over some of their playthings. For the sake of de-

cency, if nothing more, dear friends, do stop right

where you are, and drop the whole matter. Fill

your pages with something of value to your read-

ers, as you have been wont to do. And do not any
more, for the sake of the example you set, and for

Christ's sake, put another word in print—no, not

even in a circular, in regard to those personal differ-

ences. Perhai)sthe feeble voice of Gleanings may
not count for much, but it nuiy be worth something

by way of suggestion. There is a little scrap from

good old doctor Watts, that I have thought many
times would apply to newsijaper editors as well as

to (luarrelsomc children. It seems to me it used to

run something like this:
Let dogs delitfht to bark and bite.
For lis thiir nature lo;

I.cl ijiars and lions growl and Hght,
F'or<ii>d halli made them so.

lUit. rhildrcii. you should never let

Your angrrv pa.ssions rise;
Your little hands were never made
To tear each other's e.yes.

If anybody else can fix the above better, let him
do it.

( ()NVERT1N(! A HALF-STORY SIMPLICITY INTO .\

HONEY-CRATE.
Will Ellis, St. Davids, Ontario, near Niagara

Falls, sends us a Simplicity half-stor.v, arranged for

liolding sections on the Heddon or Moore plan,

which still admits of using separators. It is essen-

tially the same as the plan mentioned on page 314.

It is <]uite ingeniously arranged, and fills the bill

nicely, only it leaves those spaces for imprisoning
bees. Trifling as it may seem, I should say that

this of itself would be a fat.J objection.

wire NETTING FOR POl'LTRY FENCES.
Since our last, an enormous trade has sprung up

in wire netting Coi' poultry ipclosures, The factory

FERTILIZING QUEENS WHILE IN THE CELL, RY
MEANS OF DRONE-LAKV-«.

At New Orleans this subject was brought up, and

some facts were brought forward derogatory to

the character of those who claim to have succeeded

by this process. Some of the friends may remem-
ber the originator of the process was a Mr. H. F.

Lee, of South O.xford, N. Y., as given on page 29(),

1884. We have written to the postmaster of South

O.xford, but, to our great surprise and astonish-

ment, he says he knows no such individual as B. F.

Lee. Two of our subscribers at the above post-

office reply in the same way. Now, unless Mr. B. F.

Lee can come forward and explain matters, it

seems to me he bids fair to prove an excellent

candidate for the Humbug and Swindle depart-

ment. I regret now that I did not ascertain more in

regard to his standin.g, before I published his letter.

The whole thing seems to be the old story of fctiliz-
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iug queens in confinement, over again. Injustice

to Mr. John M. Price, of Tampa, Fla., who has given

us the results of several of his experiments in this

matter, I would say that we have known him for

years, and know him to be a gentleman. Further-

more, his postmaster replies promptly that he is a

gentleman of good standing and reliability. I feel

sure that friend Price has been honest in the mat-

ter, but I fear he has been mistaken in some of the

conclusions he has drawn from the results of his

experiments. Now, then, can any one tell us about

Mr. B. F. Lee? and can any explanation be given as

to why any man should fabricate a letter having

such a semblance to the truth as the one men-

tioned above /

.\ B C BOOK OF POTATO Cl'f.TURE.

The above little book, published by us and com-

piled by T. B. Terry, of Hudson, O., is now finished.

Price 35 cts. ; 8 cts. extra if sent by mail. Mr. Terry

is well known thi-oughout the State of Ohio by his

talks at our farmers' institutes. He is also pretty

well known throughout the United States as one of

the foremost writers on agriculture, being a regular

correspondent of the (Jhio Fanner and Countr}j Gen-

tleman. Mr. Terry is not only a successful farmer,

but he has done more, perhaps, than any other one

man in the State of Ohio to raise farming from
drudgery to a pleasant pastime. While the little

book was written principally for the purpose of tell-

ing farmers how to raise a better crop of potatoes,

it also touches largely on the great labor question of

the day. It tells, in ti plain, practical manner, how
far brain-work may be made to take the part of

hard muscular labor in all farming operations. It

discusses intelligently, too, the matter of using

modern machinery on the farm. Mr. Terry is a

l)lain, practical man; and while he i-ecommends the

use of such machinery for agricultural purposes as

has been, by long use, fully apln•o^'ed, he objects,

in most emphatic terms, to investing money in new-

fangled fertilizers in place ot making use of the

means to be found on every farm, for producing

home-made manures ; and he also objects to buy-

ing potatoes, or other kinds of seeds, at fabulous

prices, when the jn-obabilities are that wo have al-

ready just as good in every-day use, if we make
them do their best.

The book not only makes potato-growing a sci-

ence, but it reduces it to a system, to be followed

through half a dozen years. And, best of all, Mr.

Terry works out his system and his theory, and
makes it pay, too, as all his neighbors will tell you;

and, in fact, you can catch him at it almost any day
in the year; for by his method, farmers have no
idle days, winter or summer, rain or shine. Neither

is Mr. Terry a man who believes in no amusement;
for after you have had his little book in your house,

your boys may be more anxious to go into Terry's

method of farming than they are to patronize skat-

ing-rinks.

The book ought to interest every one interested

in the great problem of something to do, even if he
be not a farmer. My friend, if, after you have read

Mr. Terry's little book on potatoes, you decide it is

,
not worth the K cents we ask for it, if you will slip

it back in its envelope, and return it to us unsoiled,

we will return you your money, paying all expenses,

and no unpleasant feelings either.

KIND WORDS FROM OUR CUSTOMERS.

GLEANINGS AS AN ADVERTISING MEDIUM,
Please add that I have sold all the bees I have to

spare by advertising in Gleanings, as I have be-
come tired of answering letters. J. B. Murray.
Ada, Ohio, April 1, 18t<5.

[The advertisement friend M. refers to was given
only one insertion on page 218.]

THE A B C OF POTATO CT'LTURE.

[The following comes from the Ohio Agricultural
Experiment Station, and we value it all the more
because it gives our book a little criticism as well
as kind commendation. Perhaps our people of
the Ohio State University are as well prepared to
judge of the merits of such a work as anybody any-
where.]
A. I. Root:— I have looked the A B C of Potato

Culture through quite carefully, and am much plea.s-

ed with it. It will pay any one who cultivates the soil,

to read the book, whether he grows potatoes or
not, for there are many things in it to set one to
thinking ; but to potato - growers it is invaluable.
Mr. Terry's success gives force and weight to his
opinions, even on matters where there is a chance
for controversy. One feels more like .trying the
methods advised, because of the enthusiasm the
book inspires, than controverting the opinions ex-
pressed. The facts stated are just about as near
the truth as it is possible to get at present. If there
is any criticism to be offered, it is in the style of the
book, which is spicy, but not quite systematic and
concise enough. In other words, the matter is bet-
ter suited to the newspaper style than to the book
form ; but the truth is there all the same.

Very respectfully. W. .1.'Green.
Columbus, Ohio, April 24, ISS.I.

Irxipor-bed TT72TISIAIT Qviseas
at tlu' saiiu' prices as imported Cyprians and Syri-
ans. Sec back numbers. Tunisian (lueens are
bronze eokir; l;ecs ai-e darker than common bees,
and far better h()lle^••gatllerers.

«d FRANK BENTON, MUNICH. GEKMANY.

ITALIAN BEES AND QUEENS.
Full Colonifs aii.l Nuclei. 15y tli.' pound, after

June I; Southern-lircd (lueeiis after May 1.5.

" E. A. GASTMAN. Decatur, 111.

THE SX7CCESS
FOUNDATION v FASTENER. ^

"Takes 111- cake: the fastening is a complete job.
as I never saw it before. (has. /•'. Mittli. I'iii.. <>."

Correspondence with supply dealers solicited.
CircHlnrsfirr. CIWITS & SON,
iMi i:i-i.i r.d West Jersey, Illinois.

COR ^Al P "l;><''< l"'f**- per lb. #=1.0,1. Blackrun OMLC.. ,,iie<>iis, each, :i(lc, Hybri<l (jueens,
each, r)Oc. Pui'(> Italian (pieens frnm imported
mothers (Hoofs Imi>.) Sl.o ). Tested. .-?:.' (i.). Address
all orders to T. J. PENIOK, 'V^ILLSTOIT, FAY, 0D„ TENN.

We have to-day, Apr. :», 6162 subseri

f 22Hover last month.

CILKWORM eCCS. 2Jct.'s. per M. till May IV
*^ Order iKiw. 2e. stamps. Ethel A. Dyke, Pomsroy, 0.

New Maple Sugar.
A limited supjiU. and stuni' of it very nice.

Prices, 8, 0, 10, and 1 1 c ]<vr lli.. according to (piality.
Ono cent less, if (inlered in lots of 100 lbs. or more.

A. I. UooT, Medina. O.
_

Foundation-IMills Lower.
I'litil further notice, prices will be as follows: 4-

inch mill, $10.00; Oinch mill, .*i:!.50: 10-in. mill, $20.00;

12-iiich mill. H^'M.W: U-inch mill, .*40.(;o.

.\. I. Hoot, Medina, ().

GOLDEN ITALIAN QUEENS.
Heesbeautlfiil. -eiitle, and jirent honey-gatherers.

Oueens large and luolitic; untested (picens after
May, *1.(I0; teste.l. ?;2.(i(l, Kxtra tested to breed
from, *:i.r)0. Send lorcireular io '.t-l0-ll-12d

DAREOW <i ECSS, LEBANON, ST- CLAIR CO., ILL.
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EXCHANGE DEPARTMENT.
Notu-es will be inserted under tliis licad at ..ne-half

usual rates. All ad's intended for this deijai tnient nui^t
C'Xeoed 5 lines, and you must say you want your ad. in thi;

paitnient, or we will not be responsible for any error.

WANTED.—To exchange a sing-le-bbl. breech-
loading- shot-gun. l:i guage, worth *15, for

t lie same value of brood fdn. Address
'.Id Chas. H. S.MiTH, Pittsfield, Berkshire Co., Mass.

WANTED.- T.,.'
lor Italian br

lar. 11. J. Nash, W
lorn eggs
1 or circu-
N. Y. m

WANTED.—To exchange a good Novelty Print-
ing-Press, foot-power, chase (i'jXlO'i, cab-

inet, type, cases, 17 fonts of type, brass and wood
rule, border, dashes, spaces and quads, leaders, fur-
niture, ink, etc., for bees.
!id J. Arthuk Stagg, Greensburg, Ind.

WANTED.—To exchange. I have 20 new Sim-
l)lieity hives, that I wish to exchange for

bees by the pound.
'.Kl Cyuus McQueen, Baltic, Tuscarawas Co., Ohio.

WANTED.—Ten nuclei of Italian bees, for
which I will exchange eggs for hatching,

1 roni i)ri/.e-winning bight lb iilimas, P. Rocks, Polish,
and Uoutii Duck; .)() pri/.i's awarded uiy birds at
Cincinnati !^ll()\v past wintci-.
'.Id Chas. McCi^ave, New l^ondon, Huron Co., Ohio.

WANTED. -To exchange. I have an 8-inch " Si-

inonds" saw, with mandrel and boxes; has
never been used; also Italian bees in L-frames,
which 1 want to exchange lor a camera or for a
Lamb knitt ing-Miachine.
!i(l 1,. Hki.ne, llellmore, Queens Co., N. V.

\\rANTED.—To exchange. I have a (/ood hand
> V circular-saw machine, centrifugal power,

worth *-'5.flU; cost WO.OO when new, that I will ex-
change for (jueons, comb fdn., or offers. Send for
ilescription.
!i 1). S. Hai.l, So. Cabot, Washington Co., Vt.

WANTED.—To exchange. Friends, if you want
to trade bees and (jucens for hives nuide up

or in the Hat, send for my i)rice list. 1 will take
some black bees and young (jueens by the pound, or
in hives. ,7. U. Lindi.ev, (leorgetown, 111. '."d

W VNTED—To exchange.—Will send one sitting
of eggs of suijeiior I'lymouth Kock chickens

a i)ure Italian <iucen in May. Experience in

l)ping, safe arrixal guaranteed.
.]. 1). AdajMS, Niia, Wash. Co.. Iowa.

WANTED.—To exchange Brown Leghorn eggs
(from stock of W. E. Bonney), for Italian

i|uecns or bees. VV. II. OsuoitNE, Chardon, O.

\^'
-To (

Itroi

W. f

vchangc f piece dovetailed sec

)r Italian (|ueens.
WuKiiiT, Battle Creek. Mich.

\\ exchange for Pure Italian (,>ueens. Will allow
s cents for white honey, and ti cts. for clover and
lionev-dew mixed. (,)ueeiis at *l.((l in .lune and Ju-
ly. Satislaction giiaiantced. L. L. TKIEM.
'.Mid Ea l'(irtc<it\, Ulac-k Hawk Co.. Iowa.

60 Colonies of Bees For Sale.
rs. call upon or address
A. L. EDWAHDS, Skaneateles, N. V

It'or particulars, cal

/ NAVF THFM ''"''c Italian Queens, raised
/ nfivc intern, fi-om the choicest stock, ready
to mail now. I'niestod ijueens. $1.(1(1. Testi'il
ipicens. :i.(i(), St-nd • me your order, and send for my
cii-cular of ipieens and bees. J. P. OOMNELL.
ii ;i.ldb Hillsboro, Hill Co., Texas.

Poultry and Bees. ::!:i^''^S'i'-1^^^^
\ifv:tn. .\lso:Jll colonies ol Italian bees tor sale in
Simplieitv hives. F. S. MfCLKLLAM),
,'Hl New Ibighton. Pa.

110 Colonies of Bees for Sale!

IN THE 8-FRAIVIE LANGSTROTH HIVE.

Hives are nearly new, and well-paiuted. Combs
are "o foundation ; they are strong in bees. Pure
Italians, *5.00; Hybrids, «4.50. Italians are bees
from A. I. Root's best imported stock. Queens all

one and two years old this season. My health has
failed, and T am compelled to sell. I guarantee
safe arrival. Send money in registered letter or
postottiee order. J. R. REED,
0-lOd MILFORD, JEFFERSON CO., WIS.

50 STANDS OF ITALIAN
AND GOOD HYBRID BEES FOR SALE.

P'or one, t*SM\ for .5 or more, #.5.7.5 per stand, if

ordered in May. Bees are in good 10-frame Lang-
stroth hives, containing straight combs built on
foundation, and are heavy with honey.

Address W. C. PERKINS.
9d Jefferson. Greene Co.. low^a.

1SS5 1SS5.5=o;i?-:- V/AI I r-
•; At^ca^

PUKK HKKl)

ITALIAN AND ALBINO QUEENS.
rntested, a tier June 1st ^I^l IM)

' per'., dozen 5 0(1

Tested progein , thicc-haiided :J (HI

•• Selected', vcurig. huge and light-colored 3 W
Full colonies in i,ang<lr(ith or Simplicity hives 8 (HI

Nuclei (no queens). ;Mrame, ?;~.2.5; 3-frame 3 Oil

Celebrated poplar sections, per M.(.srt»npf<' mnil-
1(1 free) "> 50

All orders filled i>roniplly. and safe arrival and
satisfaction gxiarantccd. Full colonies have test-

ed (|Ueens: nuclei i- cc i Ionics > add tliei)riccol(iueen).
The above strain- an- lurd in scpanite ai)iaries,

home containing ..\.i -.o Hill culonirs, all puiv Ital-

ians. My strains lia\csl I tlii' t'st ,,i l,<inliitis^:

have alwa\s winlend cm sununci- sland-. and have
not lost a ciiloin- 111 the past 1 wiiiKrs. Sample of

mv lai-ge, handsome, liglit-eoli.red woikeis s<'iH lor

lO'cents. Address 'Ml

E. L. WESTCOTT, Fair Haven, Rutland Co., Vt.

THE CANADIAN BEE JOURNAL,
I) i:i:iii.y. $1.00 i'j:i: » /; 1 /.-.

D. A. JONES & CO., PUBLISHERS
BEETON, ONTARIO, CANADA.

The only bee jonnal printed in ( anada, and con-
taining:- much \alualile and interesting matter each
week from the pens oi leading Canadian and United
States bee keepers. Sample copy sent free on re-

ceipt of address. Priii^^ed on nice toned paper, and
in a nice shape for binding, making in ojie year a
volume of s:!:.' pages. !itfb

FOUNDATION MOLDS, L SIZE, $3.75.
Italian bees. Trflc to '."Oc per lb. Queens, 30c to *2.50.

Fdn., 48c to .5.5c. Wax taken at 2Hc. See circular.
Stfdb OLIVER FOSTER, MT. 7EEN0N, LIN17 CO.. IOWA.

W. Z. HUTCHINSON,
ROGERSVILLE, GENESEE CO., MICH.,

Can furnish just as neat, white, smooth, and per-
fect dovetailed white-poplar sections as there are
made. Send for sample and prices. A few full col-

onies of choice Italinns, in Heddon hives, for sale
at SS.dd per enlonv. I'litested Italian <|Ueeiis i li-om
the Sou!hi, si.5(l eacl!. Tested <pieens. reaie.l last

year in the home apiar^, .-s3.(K1 each. Becswa.v
wanted. Make money oi-ders payable at Flint. Otfdb
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HEADQUARTERS IN THE SOUTH
FOK THE MANUFACTUEE AND SALE OF

BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES
The (July Steam Factory Erected in the South, Ex-
clusively for the Manufacture of Hives, Frames,

Sections, Etc.

Viallon, and Root Simplicity Hives, Comb Foun-
dation, Extractors, Smolsers, etc. Italian Queens
and early four-frame nuclei a specialty. Full colo-
nies in any quantity. For more particulars, and
prices, send for my Descriptive Illustrated Cata-
loffue. Also see ad. in February 1 number.
Cash market price for wax. •'Jtfd

P. L. VIALLON,
Bayou Goiila, Iberville Pari^li, La.

BEE-HIVES,
ONE-PIECE SECTIONS,

COMB FOUNDATION,
—AND—

Bee - Keepers' Supplies (ieiierally.
I'ricr T^int Nent J'rer,

J. J. HUKLBEKT.
1 11 Irao liyndon, Whiteside Co.. 111.

NOW READY! NOW READY!!
500 U, S, STANDARD HONEY-EXTRACTORS,

1000 TOLEDO SMOKERS,
Both of which took the tirst premium at Ohio, Indi-
ana and Michigan 'i'ri-Stato Fair in Sept., 1884. We
also raanufaffiirc ami 'leal in a full line of Apiarian
Supplies. Send address lor circular. :i-9d

E. T. LEWIS & CO., Toledo, Lucas Co., 0.

^ Colonies, Nuclei, and Queens, ^
(JU For terms, address 4-5-:-9d^
lH S. D. MoLEAN, COLUMBIA, MAUEY CO., TEN.^ESSEE. U'

HIVES OF DIFFERENT VARIETIES;

FRAMES, SHIPPING - CRATES, WIRE
NAILS, ETC.

Send for circular and price list before ])urchasinjr.

itiii.l.e:r bko's & co.,
5-7-Od Drydeii, ITIIoIi.

PATENT

I JouNDyn-iON

MAYSVILLE,KY.

ONE-PIECE SECTIONS A SPECIALTY,
si/.cs, and keep other

) cts. Saiiiiile and cir-
We make ti\ r si,\ h- an

supplies. Sample luindi-i

cular free. ()r<lers tilled

Ttr.l B. WALKEE & CO,

DADANT'S FOUNDATION FACTOKV, WHOLE-
SALE AND RETAIL. See advertisement in

another column. 3btfd

CAPAC, S'T.CLAIECO.,MIOH.

IMPOBTED QUEENS.
In Ainil, 11 francs in j<old.

Mav and .June. - - - - Id

.Inly and Autiust, ... n

September and October, - - 7 " •' ••

No order received for less than 8 queens. Queens
which die in transit will be replaced onlyif sent back
in a letter. CHARLES BIANCONCINI & CO..
3-13d Bologna, Italy.

BErKEEpSrSuPiLii
M.\^XUFACTURERS OF

ONE-PIECE SECTIONS,
ItliKti' from Jiassirixxl.

FOVXDATIOy, SMOKERS, ETC.
Send for Price List to 23tfd

Smith & Goodell, '"r" Derr & Harris.

ROCK FALLS, WHITESIDE CO., ILL.

Bee-Keepers'Supplies
Soml lis Your Name and Address on a

Postal llefore Von Piireliase

HIVES. SECTIONS,
(VJIJi FOVXJJATIOX, SMOKEBS. dC.

I?E1l']VOL13JS BKOH.
Williantsbiii-^, - Wayne Co., - Indiana.

-0-ll-13d

May

3.00

June June '£1

1st to 18
I
to Get. 1

$3.2.5
I

lfl.75

1.25
I

1.00

1.50
I

1.00

i
1-;

PURE ITALIANS,
Tested queens
Untested queens
Bees per pound
Nuclei.per comb of 4000
bees and brood j 1.75 |

1.25 | .90

Silverhull buckwheat, #1.30 per bushel. Instructive
circular free. S. C. PERRY,

t)-7tfd PoRTL.VNi), Ionia Co., Mich.

EEVEESIBLE-FEAME ^,.^. REVEBSIBI.E

that will fit any Langstroth hive. Sample by mail,
15c. One set, 8 frames, by mail, HOe. By express,
40c; $4 per hundi-ed. Also white poplar and bass-
wood sections. Send for circular.

O. J. HETHERINOTON A. CO.,
7-9-lld East Saginaw, m ic-li.

ISST ITALIAN QOEENS. 1555

6 WAEEANTED QUEENS FOE $5.00.

Write for Circular. J. T. WILSON,
ittd NICHOLASVILLE, KY.

FLAT - BOTTOM COMB FOUNDATION.
High side-walls, 4 to 14 square feet to

the pound. Cii-cular and saniples frt'e.

J. VAN DEUSEN &SONS
4tfd .S'l?*' Maniifdcttirers,
SPKOFT BROOK, MONT. CO.. N. V.

Bee-Hives and Supplies.
We have remodeled our machinery, and can fill

orders on short notice. If wanted, odd sizes made.
Send orders now before the rush comes, ^^e have
a larjre stock on hand now. We frive :{ jier cent dis-

count till Feb. 1. Price list free.

B. J. MILLER & CO..
2-12d Nappanee, Elkhart Co., Ind.
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CRUDE OR REFiyHD. -ILIT'

AXD ORDERS PROMPTLY

.

TTEXDED TO.

UF QUEENS GUARANTEED

RICHARD rVSERKLE,
Wax Bleacher & Eefiner. No. 700 North 2a Street,

ST. LOUIS. MO. 23-i)dlmo

SAFE
Hv usiofi- Dvkcs Sale I ntruducintj- and Shii)pin}i-

Cao-c. This caj4f was well tested last jear all over
the U. S. and Canada, and only one report of failure
was received of all the queens sent out.
Prices (safe arrival and introduction guaranteed.)

In May. In June. After June.
Untested Italian Queen . ...$1 65 I «1 38 1 n 10

Tested " " 3 30 2 7-5 3 20
Warranted " " 2 30

|
1 98

|
1 6.5

Or v.-e will send queens in the safe cage with full

direetions. safe arri\al only guaranteed for prices
as pel- Hoot's (|ueen price list. Best Imported Stock.
NO FOUL BROOD IN THIS SEC'T'ION. We refer to 1st City
Hank of Pomeroy. Catalogue giving full particu-
lars and prices, free. Send for it.

7-17-d S. A. DY2E & CO., POMEEOY, MEIGS CO., OHIO.

':!-r/ir(-pEEii-f7iPmRiES.-:>
|-No. Ca. QiiioES. / ABBOT L. SWINSON, ^ Nc Ca. :iice=:

^Canii(jl(tns. r l'ni)>rirA()i\ - Cinjiinnif.

i< Ualicuis. ) Coldstoro, Wayne Co.. N.C. ( Syrians.
PRICE OH" LAYIN'fi ITAI.I.XNS May June July to t

*I 00
I
*! (0

[

*1 00
6 00

I
5 Oil

I
5 00

3 CO
I

2 M
I

2(0
1.5 Oil

I
12 00

!
11 (HI

I^ntestod (jueens, each. .

.

"
' J doz. .

.

Hest tested quciens. each

.

!'2 doz.

The other races, one-fourth more. For nuclei,
add 73 ets. for each L. frame of bees and brood to
price of queen. Pure wa.x foundation, 5D ctssi per
lb.; 50 lbs. and over, 48 cts. 7-9-lld

IX SVKIAN <H KENS, warranted purely
mated, lor .•^ti. Single queen, .'';i.25. Tested, .*3

li. Italians, same piiee. Four frame nuclei, T>.

me, with tested queen, SJ.'i each.
S-!ldtlli 1. K. 4i04»U, Spartii. Teiiii.

s

DADANT'S
FOUNDATION
is assei-ted by hundreds of practical and disinterest-
ed bee-keepers to be the cleanest, brightest, quick-
est accepted by bees, least apt to sag, most regular
in color, evenest, and neatest, of any that is made.

It is kept for sale by Messrs. A. H. Newman, Chi-
cago, 111.; C. F. Muth, Cincinnati, O. ; Jas. Heddon,
Dowagiac, Mich.; Dougherty & McKee, Indianapo-
lis, Ind.; Chas. H.Green, Berlin, Wisj; Chas. Hertel,
Jr., Freeburg, 111. ; Ezra Baer, Di.xon, Lee Co., 111. : E.
S. Armstrong, Jersey ville. 111. ; H. Drum, Adelphi,0.

;

Arthur Todd, Germantown, Philadelphia, Pa.; E.
Kretchmer, Coburg, Iowa; E. F. Smith, Sm.yrna, N.
Y.; C. T. Dale, Mortonsville, Ky.; Clark Johnson &
Son, Covington, Ky., King, Aspinwall & Co., 16 Thom-
as St., New York City, C. A. Graves, Birmingham,
O., and numerous other dealers.
Write for .snmpZcs free, and price list of supplies,

accompanied with 150 Complimentary and mi.so-

DIXON & DILLON,
Parrish. Franklin Co., Illinois.

APIArTaN SUPPLIES5
at the lowest prices. .\lso pure ITALIAN KKKK
and Ql'EKNS. No other bees kept in our yards.
For further information, send for price list. 6-13dl)

Twill SELL
(hall liivcs all complete, with lower lianies, lor
*2..50; in Hat, ^1.50; 2-story Simplicity, comijlete,
$UZa; inflat,i)Oc.

Comb Foundation, made from pure refined wax,
45c per 11). for heavy ; 55 for light. Other supplies.
Send for price list. A. F. STAUFFEIi,
:-12dl) Sterling, Whiteside Co., III.

'rhe North-;Shade /Ipiary
Holds the field this spring. Oni- bees have wintered
well oil Tail lioney aiul lioney-dcw (bees are
Italians). Full colonies ui either the L. or the Gal-
lup hives, for Ma,\- delivery. Nuclei. Queens, and
bees by the pound, foi- the season. I'rin' List Fni.
«-fltfd 0. H. TOWNSEND, ALAMO. KAL. CO.. MIOH.

licit, il

is.s:!. 11-

tosnmyil
ut,

om as many bee-keepers, in

renj inch of our foundation equal
r'.spt'cf.

< HAS. DADANT A SON,
3btfd Maiiiiltoii, Hancock Co., IlllnolH.

.M„nnj„rl„r.s „

FIRST-CLASS ARTICLE FOR 15 AND 22C PER LB.

WRITE FOR rARTIiri,.lRS. sii-lld

Basswood-Trees.
Hasswood-trei'S 1 too tect high. - - .i;i..".ll pc)- 100

Hardmaple trees, :ito 5 feet high. - - 1.50 per 100
Mountain-ash, ornamental, -i to 5 feet. lOcts. apiece.
.\ddress HENRY WORTH.

Itt.l Hoiddino. Onondaga Co.. X. Y.

COMBS IN LANGSTROTH FMAMES
FOK SAlii: ABOIT 300,

Rather better than connnon. Address
stidb M. /:. .vr.v.Y. r,'r,i. n„,,,,i ( <>.. nui,,.

FDN- PELHAMFMMILL Mil I
,

I l/lll LATEST MODEL. IIIIl-UI
Never

train fo

OEO. \\. \VIL.L.I.A;VIS Economy, Ind.

r^/</,-.s/ lie, I',ipn Aim ,i-Est,ihUsh.

AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL,
WEEKLY, at ii<'i.00 a year.

ITIONTHl.\ EDITION, 16 pages, 50c. a year.

925 West Madison Street, Clilcago, III.

eiiD TYPE FOI^ ^TlIiE.
We have still on hand 7(1 lbs. of our old nonpareil

type for sale. For a saini)le of it. see any number
of Gi.ic.VNi.NtiS previous to May 15, l^Sf. Also IT llis.

of Italic, if desired. As it is all pacKed, we can not
divide cither lot. The Ronuui includes 5 lbs. and
over of "logotypes;" that is, the words thcatui,
tliat, inn. tion, etc., are made all on one body, thus
facilitating- composition. We offer the lot at 20 cts.

per lb. A. I. ROOT. Medina, Ohio.

1879, ITALIAN QUEENS, 1885,
For Italian queens in their |)uritj', and that can

not be excelled; Comb Foundation and supplies
frenerally, send for circular. Untested queens,
#11.00 per dozen. T. S. HALL,
"tfdb Kirby's Creek, Jackson Co., Ala.
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AUTOMATIC HONEY-EXTRACTOR
Is Wiirraiitetl to do twice the amount of work of

any honey -extractor, taking- same number of
combs, or selling lor same price.
No handling: of combs to reverse, as they reverse

by the crank motion.
No other machine will wear half so long as the

" Automatic."
No breaking or injuring of combs, as both sides

are strongly jyotected.
No person will buy any other after seeing the

Automatic.
No other extractor dare meet us in open competi-

tion before an intelligent bee-keeping public.
i

No delay in answering correspondence, or in ship- i

ping goods.
We. keep in stock :.', :5. and 4 frame machines, L.

size, and can make any other size to order on very
short notice.

"

j

3-frame machine, L. size .*12.00
a " " '• 16.«)

I

4 " " " 21.00
In writing, always state exact size, outside mea-

sure of frame, and also how many frames you Avant
j

the machine to carry.

We keep in stock the Stanley Dollar Smoker, and
can furnish them with extractor, so there will be no
charge for transportation. If wanted by mail, «1.2.5.

Address all correspondence and orders to

G. W. STANLEY & BRO.,
Wyoming, N. Y.

P. S.—We guarantee satisfaction in every case, or
money refunded on return of the goods. G. W. S. 'M\

Cheap! * Cheap!
SECTIOITS. I FOUNDATION.

ALL IN ONE PIECE. B PES POUND.
I'er 1000 « 4 r,0 | |.\)r Brood ct>mli 4r)e
"5000 2] (10 I •• Sections Me

Price L i.sf Firr. * M.H.HUNT,
Otfdb Pj^ BELL BEANCE, MICH.

^ HILL-SIDE APIARY. ^
oo iTAi-i-a.1T Sc s-x-Ki-a-iT oo
-r^ BEES AND QUEENS. CXl

BEES BY THE POUND, NUCLEUS, OE FULL COLONIES.

SrmlforChruhirti, 11'. /.'. COii (i J:s ll.lJ.L, Siipt.

Hill-Sido Apiary, SUMMIT, UNION CO., N. J. Hd

QUEENS!
IT.M.i.VX. II(iI,\-I,AXI). (u- .U.HI X(». as soon as

they can be raised; unt.'stcil. >^\M): tested. Sf2.()0.

Good hybrids, .". ii'cnts. Hccs bvth.- p.umd.in Julv.

9-1 1 d PELHAM Sc WILLIAMS, Maysville, Ky.

"

OR ^AI F ^00 COLONIES OF
\Ji\ UniiLi, 1^21. LEATHEE - COLORED

or Light Italian Bees and Queens.
Warranted queens, after June 1.5, ?51.00; six for

$5.00. Tested, .June, $2.25; after July 1, $2.0.0. Man-
ufacturer of Comb Foundation. Samples tree.
Cash for beeswax. E. PETERMAN,
!) I5d Waldo, Sheboygan Co., Wis.

F

MICHIGAN POULTRY FARM.
W. R. & I. S. PHILLIPS, Proprietors,

B.V'rTL,E CRKEK, ITIICH.
Breeders of only pure stock, AVhite and Brown

Leghorns, Black Cochins, Langshans, Wyandottes,
and Silver-Bearded Polish. Prices clear below other
breeders for the same quality. Eggs from $1..50 to
$3.00 per 1.5. Stock for sale in season. For large or-
ders, write for special discount. No circulars.

Bee-Hives m Sections!

NEW SHOP AND NEW MACHINERY.
Tlie Largest Manui'actory of Bce-Ilives,

Sections, etc., in tlie World.

Our ( iiixirili/ iioir i.s a ('iirhxnl of' Cooils Diiili/.

notTce.
By enlarging our factory last year we were put

behind with our work so that by spring we were
obliged to return many orders. Now we have am-
ple stock aliead, and can fill orders promptly.
Write for our new price list for 1885.

G. B. LEWIS & CO.,
I'.iifdb WATERTOWN, WISCONSIN.

j:.stnhlisln'd JSS:

HEADQUARTERS
1885 ITALIAN QUEENS 1885 KPP<i\A/A A
I'ntested Queens in March and April SI 25

j

A ^ JLJi UtmJi Ik^ a\. i\'ntested Queens in March and Apiil
Afterwaid

J. S. TADLOCK,
111 LT'LING, CALDWELL CO., TEXAS.

BUCK & SWALLOW,

We have
irgc stock '

tantlv on hand a ^L ^k
luiest'ie, Iniiiortcd,

Mintiif,u-tu >f and ])

-liifl Hrrr,l,r.s of Italian Oiir,i,.s.

Stud lor Price List. Od

2816 Missouri Ave., St. Louis, Missouri.

and Retined Beeswax in original shape, which we
offer to nuiniitacturers of Comb Foiimlation at low-
est prices. Write to us for jirici'S. stating tiuantitj-

wanted. Address
K. K< KEUIWAPiN A: WILL..

Beeswax Bleachers S Ecfiners. STBACUSE, N. 7.

i\'. 7i.—We luue low freight rates to all points on
quantities. 24r-lldb

Warranted Italian Queens,
bred with care, from linest imported stock, onh
.*l.tM). Address for price list,

!i S. F. HEED, No. Dorchester, N. H.

DADANT'S FOUNDATION FACTORY, Whole-
sale and retail. Sec advertisement in another

eolunin. JJbtf.l

RaDC Qccn 15c PEE LB.: 10 LBS., $100. Spider-
nArt OttUj riant >eed, .*:.'.00 per lb. Simp-
son Plants, *;.k(I(I per thousanrl. Must inclose 18c
per lb. for postage. ANIJKKW (iUHNEV,
T-lodb College Hill. I'oughkeepsie. N. V.

350 COLONIES

Italian Bees For Sale.
l<'l L.L. t'OLOMKS, IMJClilSI, TESTEO

AN» DOL.L.AU QITEENS.
('lli<lM,.\H ON .M'I'MC.VTION.

.;. II. A- ir. noiiERTsoy.
Stfdb Pcwamo, [ania Co., Midi.

Simply Send meYourName
and address, plainl\- wi-iltcu on a poslal canl, and 1

will send in return iiiy circular and price list ot Ital-

ian ami lloh-Iiatid Hees and (Queens, free.
M'Mb J. C. MISHLEE. LIOONIEE. NOBLE CO., IND.
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KIND WORDS FROM OUR CUSTOMERS.

OVn SECTIONS OF 188r(.

If your scctiou boxes arc not the licst in the
world, they certainly are the best I ever saw. They
jro to-fcther better, and *I can keep them square,
when they are togrether—a thing ver.v much to be
(lesireri. A. W. ("hknkv.
Kanawlia Falls, W. Va., May II, l^W.

I.DWEll FREir.IlTS.

The goods you sent nie arri\e<l licic the sixth
in St. all right. lam much pleased with them, and
the freight iSiic.) was very moderate, so 1 can afford
to order goods of j'ou again when needed. Hees all

alive. Jos. C. H vi.vks.
Miekloton, N. .1., Mar. 9, 1885.

M.VM.MOTII C.VVK.

Vour deseriiitiun of your visit to the .Miiniiiiolh

t'ave is the best thing you have ever written. It is

worth more tlian tlie price of Gle.vmncs for the
whole year. 'I"he children all read it. and are im.v-
ious for the ne.\t number to come, to get the rest
of it. Maiiai..\ H. Cii.vddock.
Vermont, 111., .\pril 19, 1885.

(iLK.AMNCS .\S AX ADVEKTISI .N(i MKDif.M.

I'lease ilrop my ad't, as I have all the orilers 1

want at i)resent.
"

Oliveu Fostek.
Mt. Vernon, Iowa, May 11, 188.").

Please do not let my ad. appear again. I have
refused hundreds of orders, and still the letters
come, five to ten a dav. (i. W. Gates.
Hart left, Tenn., Apr. 23, 18S.5.

If you receive this in time to not let my advertise-
ment appear in May number, please do so; if nut,
all right. I will pay for the one insertion in May.
The demand for bees this season is too great for the
bees. Dan White.
New London, Ohio, April 2T, 188.5.

THE FIVE -CENT GLASS - CCTTEIt POIt CUTTIXG
PAPER.

The goods ordered from you came all (). K. Tin'
glass-cutter works as well for cutting ))atterns from
))aper as a pair of shears, when laid on a hard
board or glass. .1. .M. Peters.

lilceekei-, N. Y., Apr. 13, 1885.

[Thanks, friend P. Our painter has .just made use
of one of these glass-cutters for cutting out his
stencils, and finds them away ahead of a knife.

1

SOME KIND AVORDS IN REGARD TO OCif MANNER
OF SHIPPING QUEENS.

The imiiortcd f|ueen which vou mailed the 37tli of
.\prilwas received last night, introdueed to a full
colony this forenoon at !t o'elot'k, and t li is afternoon
at •) o'eluck she is doing a fair joli of la.\ing. I am
\ery much gratitlcil by the e.xeelleiit order in which
she was received. The bees all looked as if they
had been caged onl.\ a lew hours.
The first imported queen which you sent me sev-

eral years ago has ne\ er had her equal iu my yard,
both as to the working qualities of her bees, and
also their docilit.y and markings.
Kansas City, May 1. 1885. IJ. M, RAYHirpsT.

KIND WORDS IN REGARD TO GLEANINGS.

A great number of kind words have come iu re-

gard to the way Gleanings Is managed, especiall.v
in regard to its talks on religion as well as bees. It

would be altogether out of the question to think of
giving place to these, and, in fact, I have thought
iiest to onut one article from friend Hutchinson
himself, as I think the space may be better occu-
liied. I have thought best, however, to give place
to the following:

Mfj Dear Friend Poiit:—^ have just read the article
from friend H. on page 309, and am greatly surpris-
ed at the way he comments on the way Gleanings
is edited—he'is generally so Jecct-headed. He sa.vs,
'• I have heard many others express similar views."
Locality may have something to do with it—he cer-
tainly could not say that cf this locality. I prize
the Home Papers very highly, as do many of my
neighbors, to whom I lend the paper. The piece in
Mar. 15. on borrowing, etc., was read in our Good-
'J'emjjlar Lodge to an interested audience lately.

Friend Root, you are doing a good work, and let

nothing turn you from it. There is not enough of
religion in our general business—that is a great
lack of our time. I often think of one of Paul's
messages, where he says, "Whether therefore ye
eat, or whether ve drink, or whatsoever ye do, do
all to the triorv'of (iod." Which means that the
glorv ol (iod should be in, over, and above all our
temporal business; and so I say, go on: give us
Home Paiiers and religious thoughts. I should
like to write vou a long letter, but I know your time
will not allow it. C. W. Costei-low.
Watcrboro, .Me., May 9, 1885.

[Very likely Gleanings has sometimes omitted
tliinys of much importance, to give i>laee to other
mattei-of very little general importance, and I am
going to try hard to profit by the kind eiitieisms I

have had from time to time, from t>thcrs as well as
friend H., always keeping in mind, however, that
seeking the kingdiMu of God and his righteousness
is, at least to mv mind, the first duty before us all.)

CONVENTION NOTICES.

The .Mahoning Valley Bee Keepers' Association
will hold its luxf meeting at Newton Falls, Ohio, on
Thuisday, .May -8, 188.5. E. W. Tl'rner, See.

The Ilee-keppcrs" Association of Central Illinois

will meet at Hloomington on ,luly 1.5th. at 10 o'clock
A. -M. W.M. H. Lawrknck, Sec.
Hloomington, 111.. April 3U, 1885.

The 2d annual jticnic of the Northeiti Mich. Hee-
keepers' Societv will be held at the ai)iary of F. A.
Palmer, one mile west of McHride. Thursday, May
28. Teams will be at the depot in the morning to

convey those coming on the cars to the grounds,
and aiso return them in time for the P. M. trains
home. Hot tea and cntfoe will be served in abun-
dance, and all friends of the honey-bee are cordially
invited. Uemember the good time we had at Ionia
last vear. an<l come and let us compare notes.
McHride, .Mich. F. A. Palmer, Sec.

FRADENBURG'S RABBITS.
I have now \"y ready to till orders, and shall have

1 more in due season. A. A. FHAI)ENHl'U{i,

j

Port Washington, O.

SECOND HAND FOOT-POWER SAWS.
Wi-; have, siibicet to our order, three Harnes

foot powei- bu/./. saws, which we have taken from
parties whose business has enlarged so much that
thev have no further use for them. They are all

nearly new, in good order, ha\ing allithe latest im-
provements. W( will sell them for one-fourth less

than the regular retail price; that is, we will sell a

.^10.(10 saw for SJiO.IHI.

\. I. KOOT, :necliiia, Oliio.

3Dacliaae ixa. Sscbions-
I'NTiL further notice, the regular Simplicity sec-

tions will be $4.50 per lono; 10,(iO;i or more, ?4.00 per
1000; lOO.OOC or more, «3.;5 per 1000.

X. I. KOOT, Jlcdina, O.
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Cheap! * Cheap!
SECTI02TS.

j FOUNDATJON.
ALL IN OiTS PIECZ. | PES ICUiTD.

Per 100.) *; 4 .'>0 I ]\,y lii-oo.i nmil) -iric
• SjOO -'1 IM) 9 •• Sections ... i.o'c

Price LM Free. M. H. HUNT,
Otfflb t^ BELL BKAHCE, KICH.

mTlTALIAN QUEENS i885
Untested gueoiis in Maivli and April SI :.'.")

Afterward 1 UU

J. S. TADJLOCK,
5tffU) LULING, CALDWELL CO., TEXAS.

F. A. &H. O.SALISBURY'S
CATALOGUE

si.wT iitr.i: o.v a i'i-lk .triox.

BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES AND ENGINES.
2tW CEDDE3, NEW YORK.

18797 ITALIAN QUEENS. 1885.
For Italian queens in their piirit.v. and that can

not be excelled; Comb Foundation and supplies
frenerally. send lor circulai-. L'ntested (lueens,
$U.OO per dozen. T. S. HALL.
Ttfdb Kirby's Creek, Jackson Co., Ala.

ROOT'S CHAFF HIVES
Still lead, and we furnish them at

Our r.th Annual Circular. containin.L'- a full line of
IJee-Keepers' K-oods. will be sent free on apiilieation.
5trdb S. C. & J. P. WATTS, MUEEAY, OLEAEFIELE CO., PA.

FROM CHOICE IMPORTED QUEENS
T will, after .luiie '„'!, furnish untested queens from
my choice importeil (pieen-mother, for $1.UU each.
Nucleus with .(ueen. !^:!.(i(i.

Otfdb J. L. HYDE, POUFEET LANDINCI, CONN.

New Maple Sugar.
A limited supply, and some of it very

Prices, 8, 0, 10, and 11 cper lb., aceordiii'.;- to iii

One cent less, if ordered in lots of lini llis. or n
A. I. UooT, .Meiiui;

Foundation-Mills Lower.
Until further notice, i)riees will be as follows: 4-

inch mill, *l().nO; 6 inch mill, .Si:5 511; 10-in. mill, $^'0.00;

12-inch mill, S^SO.OO; U-inch mill, S40.ti0.

A. J. ItooT, Medina, O.

GOLDEN ITALIAN QUEENS.
Bees beautiful, jrcntle. and <ji-eat honev jiatherers.

Queens large and jirolilie; uiuested queens after
May, ^\.W: tested, ^^.m. E.xtra tested to bree.I
from, $3.50. Send for circular to !)-10-11-12d

D.1EE0W & K033, LEBANON, ST. CLAIS CO., ILL

SOMETHING NEWT
As I have g-reatly increased my facilities lor man-

ufacturing-

It will lie to your advantag-e to send for lu-ice list

before purchasing elsewhere. Cash i)aid lor bees-
^vax. A. B. HOW^E.
~tf<lb Council BlnfFs. Iowa.

DaDC Cccn 15: PEKL3.: 10 LBS , SI 00. Spider-
nArt OttU) Plant Seed, .<:>(iii per lb. Siiit|>-
son Plains, $5.00 i)er thousand. Must inclose ISc
per lb. for i)ostage. ANDKl'AV CUHNFV,
7-lOdb College lliU, IV.ughkcepsie. N. Y.

DADANT'S
FOUNDATION
is asserted by hundreds of practical and disinterest-
ed bee-keepers to be the cleanest, brightest, quick-
est accepted by bees, least apt to sag, most regular
in color, evenest, and neatest, of any that is made.
It is kept for sale by Messrs. A. H. Newman, Chi-

cago, 111.; C. F. Muth, Cincinnati, O.; Jas. Heddon,
Dowagiac, Mich.; iJoughertv .V McKcc. Indianapo-
lis, Ind.; Chas. H.Green. Berlin, Wis.; Chas. Hertel,
.Ir., Freeburg-, 111. ; Ezra Haer, Dixon, Lee Co., 111.: E.
S.Armstrong-, Jersev^ille, III.; H. Drum, Adelphi.O.;
Arthur Todd, Cermantown, Philadi-li.hia, Pa.; E.
Ki-etchmer, Coburg, Iowa; E. F. Smith, Smyrna, N.
Y.; C. T. Dale, Mortonsville, Kv.; (lark .lohnson &
Son, Covington, Ky.. King, Aspinwall \- ( o.. 10 Thom-
as St., New York City, C. A. Craves, IJirmingham,
I >.: .M. .J. Dickason, Hiawatha, Kan., and numerous
other dealers.
Write for itam))}^ frr^, and jiriee list of su)iplies,

ace'>mp:inii>(l wiili ] 50 <'<>ni|>liiiieiitary and urnui-
linhil t,>:li,ii'>iii'tls. fi-oin as many bee-keciiers, in
Iss:;. II', iiinndiilir in iii inch nf mir fmuiilut iuii aitinl
tnsam,d,: inrrcrij nsiHTt.

CHAS. DADANT A SON,
ibtfil flaitiiltoii, Hancock Co., IHIiioIh.

Bee-Hives Sections!

NEW SHOP AND NEW MACHINERY.
The Largest Manulactory of Bee-Hiveni,

Sections, etc., in tlte World.

Our Citpiirift/ noir i.i a Carload of OooiJfi Daily.

notTce.
rVv enlarging- our factory last year we were put

behind with our work so' that by spring- we were
obliged to return numj- orders. iN'oir we have am-
ple stock ahead, and can till orders promptly.
Write for our new price list for Wi^r).

G. B. LEV\^IS&CO.,
lotfdb WATERTOWN, WISCONSIN.

DIXON & DILLON,
Parrisli, Franklin Co.. Illinois,

Manufacturers of and Dealers in all kinds of

APIARIAN SUPPLIES^
at the lowest pi-ices. Also pure ITA 1.1AN BRKS
and QlJKIiNS. No other bees kept in our yards.
For further information, send for price list. 6-13db

^mmm smokers and knives.
BY MAIL, POSTPAID.

BINGHAM k HETHEEINGTON, ABRONIA, MICH.

/ HAVF THFM ^'"''^' ••^"''ii" Queens, raised
/ iinwL, Ilium, from the choicest stock, ready
to mail now. l'ntested queens, !?1.00. Tested
(pieens, 2.( 0. Send me your order, and send for my
cii-cular of (jucens and bees. J. P. CONNJLL.
'.I :.M<lb Hillsboro, Hill Co., Texas.

COMBS IN LANGSTROTH FRAMES
FOR SAliE-ABOUT 300.

Uathcr better than common. Adilress

Stfdb ,V. /;, M yy, Vrm, Ilaroit Co.. <>l,i».
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HO Colonies of Bees for Sale!

IN THE 8-FRAIVlE LANGSTROTH HIVE.

Hives arc nearly new, and well-painted. Combs
are '/2 foundation; they are strong- in bees. Pure
Italians, $5.00; Hybrids, §4..50. Italians are bee.':

from A. I. Root's best imported stock. Queens all

one and two yeai-s old this season. My health has
failed, and I am compelled to sell. I guarantee
safe arrival. Send money in rcRistcred letter or

'

postoffice order. J. R. REED,
!t-10d MILFORD, JEFFERSON CO., WIS.

^W^J^^ST- THE BEL.L.IIVZONA 1TAI.1ANS,
A J^ X and see tor yourself that they are THE
BEST. Warranted queens in Mav. $1.25; June,
*1.10: July and after. s;i.(Xi: six for *-5 00. Bees at

reduced rates. Send for descriptive circular. Sat-
isfaction guaranteed. CHAS. D. DUVALL,
9tfdb Spencervillc, Mont. Co., Md.

DA35ANT'S FOUNDATION rACTOET, WHOLESALE acdEETAIL.
See advertisement In another column. 3btfd

rOUNDATIOlV.-WhowautsitforiOcts.perlb./
200 lbs. in the lot, ready made, and will be cut

to fit any frame. T. S. Hall, Kirhjfs Creek, Aln. OlOd

Ixaported TIJITISIAIT Qvieexis-
lO-lld FRANK BENTON, UUNICH, aSSMANT.

Western li<'aiii|uartiTs lui- l.cr ini'iTs supplies.
Four-piece sections, und hives of e\er.\- kind, a
specialty. Flory's corner-clamps, etc. Orders for
sections and clamps filled in u few hours' notice.
Send for sample and prices.

M. R. MADARY,
|

9 20db Box 172. Fresno City, Cai. i

BJCstfihllslirtI IS.-,.-,. .^ __
^ HEADQUARTERS' \¥

eeswa X
\V(' liavc eonstanllv on liaml a ^ &

A WONDER ON WHEELS!

SULKY

i)( )rred.
ipe. which W(
dation at lou

itnd Hefined Beeswax
otter to manufacf ui
est prices. Write to us lor i)rices, statinji (inautil \

wanted. .Address
K. i:rKi-;jin.\NN A: wn.i..

Beeswax Bleacliers & Eefiaers. GTRACU3S. N. 7.

A'. 7i.—We have low Ireight rates to all points on
(juantities. 24-lldb

The Revolving Landside and Two Horses.

VKKSl'S

The Drag-Bar and Three!
I.iffht Draft and Comfort to the front. Side draft,

" Horse KlUint.'-." ami sore shoulders, to the rear.
Less "tinkeriu/r." easier drivinjr. straiyhter fur-

rows, a {rreater raii^'-e of work, and more of it with
the same team ihan an.\ plow in existence, on or
oflfwheel.s. Cses no pole (except in stumpy ttelds,

has no eipial in hard oi- stoin' fields, or on hill-sides.

Send lor our free book entitled, "Solid Comfort;
or. Fun on the Farm."
The editor of this paper owns a " Solid Comfort "

sulky, to whom we would refer foi- reference.
We also have Hie n-w Keouomist Hand Plow,

with reversible self-shai iieiiinjr iioiiit. and wing-, in

full steel: full Chllle.l au.l Coinbiiialioti.
All H-oods fullv wan-anted. Address

ECOITOI^IST PI-0"W CO.,
!»-l(i(l Col-u,m.bvj.3, OHio-

THE CANADIAN BEE JOURNAL
ii/;/;am. .s/.oo /•/,/.• j /; i /;.

D. A. Jones Si Co.. Publishers. Beeton, Ont., Can.

Tlie
iatt<

rnit(
_ ,-h valuable

week fi-om the pens of
States bee keepei-s. Samiih^ copy sent free on re-

ceipt of address. Fringed on nice toned paper, and
in a nice shape for bindiiifr, makintr in one year a
volume of Xi^ i)a>rcs. Otfb

nti-d in Cauai
1 inlei-estin^-- i

llnjr ( 'anadiau
|.l<' copy

350 COLONIES

Italian Bees For Sale.
FILL COliOMIiS, M<Xi;i, i'KSTFIl

.\M> UOL.L<.\U tlUCIONS.
CXIU-l-L.\R O.V .\1'PI,IC.^T1UN.

J. n. & W. liODKUTSOX,
Htfdl) Pewamo, hmin Co., Mich.

Simply Send meYourName
and address, plainly .vritten on a i^ostal cai-d, ami I

will send in return my cii-c\ilar and price list of Ital-
ian and Holy-Land Bees ami Queens, free.
7-lOdb J. C. MISHLEE, LIGONIEE, NOBLE CO., INB.

W. Z. HUTCHINSON,
ROGERSVILLE, GENESEE CO., MICH.,

Can funiish just as neat, white. >iiiootli. ami \>w
feet dovetailed while-i)oi)lar sections as thei-e are
made. Send for sample and prices. A few full col-

onies of choice Italians, in Heddon hives, for sale
at $H.OU ))er colony. L'ntested Italian (lueens (from
the Southi. $1..')0 each. Testcil queens, reared last

year in the home apiary, %;;>.00 each. Bceswa.x
wanted. Make money orders payable at Flint, iitfdb

I WILL SELL
Chaff hives all complete, with lower frames, for
$2.50; in flat, 8^1.50; 2-story Simplicity, complete,
$1.25; in flat, 90c.
Comb Foundation, made from pure refined wax,

4.5c per lb. for heavy; 55 for lig-ht. Other supplies.
Send for price list. A. F. STAUFFER,
T-12db Sterling, Whiteside Co., Til,

SIX NYUIAN CllJIiENS, warranted purely
mated, for ?«. Single queen, ^1.25. Tested, 9'i

each. Italians, same price. Four frame nuclei, L.
frame, with tested queen, .*.') each.
(i-7-K-!ldtfb I. It. «iOOI), Sparta, Tenn.

60 Colonies of Bees For Sale.

8 l:,'dh A. L. EDWARDS. Skaneatelcs, N. V.

OJLL.1^ ZXT Tll^JS
For colonies of pure Italian bees, with home-bred
queen, each. .S7.C0; 3, S^O.OO; 5 to 10, $.5..50; 1.5, $5.00.

Foundation for sale. Beeswaw wanted. For par-
ticulars call. E. S. Hildermaoa, Ashippun, Dolge Co.. Wis,

10-lld
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pONEY O0MMN.
CITY MARKETS.

St. r.(ifis.—7/<)Hr)/.—There is no cliaiif-o to note
in our lioucv iniirket. (.)iiot<' (.\tr:ift<d. soiitliorn.

l.hls.. :i'/"4f". Colilli lioncy, no clioitr w liitc clover
in market. A little iiKiuiry lor small pkjis. at about
Itie in nice oiiler. Dark not wanted. /i(csu'd.i-.—

A

little weaker. Orders scarce: 27(5'50c. it demand
imjiroves. market will fro higher.
May !t, 18!;i5. W. T. Anderson & Co.,

104 N. Third St., St. Louis, Mo.

CLEVEr,.\Ni).—7J<>»ifi/.—The market is remarkably
quiet just now, none moving'; prices are uiichanjr-
ed; ]4(f»!l5c f >r best white lib. sections; 12(fiVi for
second quality, and 3-lb. sections. Extracted not
wanted. Beenivax, •^S&'Mc. A. C. Ken del.
May 13, 1885. 115 Ontario St., Cleveland, O.

Detkoit.—Tffi/ici/.—The honey market is w^ell sup-
plied, and the demand quiet. One-pound sections,
VMVSc. A. H. Weed.
Detroit, May 12, 1885.

Kansas City.—Hiincy.~-T>cmnn(\ I'or choice white
'omb, in '.^, 1. and 3 lb. sections, jiooil. and lu'ices

f lirlv maintained: '
., lb.. !.-,.' ICc; 1 lb.. i:i./ 14c: :.' lb.,

iUf^'llc. E.\traeled. slow at :>'"',c. B< rsint.r, StO'-Mc,
according to qualit.v. We want some '^-Ib. sections
ot eomti honey, and will need some more nice white
Mb. sections. Shall be iilcased to liear from parties
liaviMf:- anv. Clk.mons, Ct.oDN cV Co.,
May 11, 1885. Kansas City, Mo.

CnTCAno.—//orjey.—Comb honey sells slowly; not
much chanfte in prices. For a tine quality, 10(c 15c.

is about the range. Candied comb hone.y is unsala-
ble. Extracted, fi&Tc. Becsim.r.— Dull at 38c. for
best. R. A. Burnett.
May 13, 1885. 161 So. Water St., Chicago, 111.

Milwaukee. NoKCiy.—This market for honey is

without any particular interest; very little de-
mand, and prices almost nominal. Maple sweets
now supply the demand for those who eat much
honey. Will quote 1-lb. sections, white, i:{@U;
large white sections, 10@13c; extracted, in pails,
8@8'2; extracted in kegs. 'i^i^S.

/iee.su'a.r.—Pure and yellow, ;JtW35; dark. 30(?>35.

May 13, 1885. A. V. Bishop,
143 West Water St., Milwaukee, Wis.

E^^ltE^N QUEENS.
Importing large quantities, we are enabled to

quote: Spring-. Fall.
Syrian Queens f9 00 $7 00
Palestine " 8 00 0(0
Italian " 4 0:) 8 00

All g-uaranteed pure, and reared in native lands,
safely delivere<l by mail. Uegistcred, draft, P. C.

THOS. EDET 2c SOIT,
Steain Joinci y Works, St. IVcots, England.

10-11 ttd

ITALIAN QUEENS,
»1. 0.1: 3=10.00 i)er dozen: tested, ?;3 00. Sale arrival
guaranteed. Circnhii- lice.

J. lU. KIL.L.«>l'(iH cV (;0.,
lOtfdb. San illarcois, Hays Co., Tex.

DADANT'S FOTODATION FAOTOEY, WHOLESALE AND
RETAIL. See a<lvertisement in another column.

Warranted Italian Queens,
bi-ed with care, from finest imported stock, only
.*1.0(t. Address for price list,

it S. F. HEED, No. Dorchester, N. H.

IF YOU WISH TO TRY
The HEDDON SECTION CASE adai)ted to
the Simplicity hive, don't fail to semi for my circu-
lar, as it will tclMou how to uct samjilcs of them
free. I>, s. IIAL,L., ^<)utll4abot, Vt.

BEES BY THE POUND.
200 Colonies to draw from. Safe arrival guar-

anteed. Send.for circular before purchasing else-
where. T.P.ANDREWS.
Od Farina, Fa.\(tte Co., Illinois.

Black and Hybrid Queens For Sale.

charge, as below. We do this bee»ii.se there is hardly vajue
enough to these queens to pay t"r buying them up and keep-
ing them in stocli; and yet i^ is oftentimes quite an accomnio
dation to those who can not atford higher-priced ones.

Queens For Sat>e.—Hybrid queens, .50 cts. feach

;

black queens, 35c each, from June 1 to Oct. 1. Safe
arrival guaranteed. R. H. Bailey,
7-lldb P. O. Box 81. Ausable Forks, Essex Co., N. Y.

I have about 6 hybrid queens that I will take 50c
each for. Address at once,

A. B. JOH.N'SO.N, Elizabetlitown, N. C.

EXCHAITGE DEPARTMENT.
Notices will be inserted under this he.ad .at one-half our

usuiil rates. All ad's intended for this department must not
e.xced 5 lines, and you must say you want your ad. in this de-
partment, or we will not be responsible for any error.

wANTED.—To exchang-e 4-piece dovetailed sec-
tions for been or Italian queens.

W. S. Wright, Battle Creek, Mich.

WANTED.—To trade L. hives complete, for comb
honey, sections full of fdn., or chaff hives,

i'or bees or fdn. mill. lOd
John C. Stewart, Hopkins, Nodaway Co., Mo.

WANTED.—To exchanjre a i«35.00 aquarium for
a frood medium-size foot-lathe. A Shipman's

Demas No. 4, or a Barnes No. 4 preferred.
lOd Jas. H. Andrus, Almont, Lapeer Co., Mich.

WANTED.—To exchange a good Excelsior print-
ing-press, self-inker, chase 3x.5, with 7 fonts

of type, with furniture to match, for young bees,
any color. Address lOd

Sa.muel Heath, Kitner, Armstrong- Co.. Pa.

WANTED.—To send a sitting- of 13 choice Brown-
Leghorn eggs for Italian queens in May or

June; will send the eggs at once, and queen^ maj-
be sent when ready. 10

C. L. Brooks, Deansville, Oneida Co., N. Y.

HELP FOR THE SUFFERERS.

The fiUowing friends have agreed to furnish bees and
queens at low prices, for the benelit of the friends who have
lost badly during the past severe winter. In consideration of
thi-i, they arc alldwcd to give the following notices once free of
charge. As will be noticed, the prices are more or less lower
than our regular advertised rates.

10 Ills, of Italian bees for ¥13.50. Full colonies in
Simplicity hive, or brood-chamber of Manum hive,
for $8.00. W. H. proctor. Fair Haven, Vt.

During the months of- May, June, and July, I will

sell 3-frame nuclei, with untested Italian queen, for
$3.35; 3 frame nuclei, with untested Italian (jueeu,
¥3.75. Italian bc(\s by the lb., the 1st of June and
after, $1.(10. Sat istuclioii guai-antccd. Address
A. B. JOIl.N'SON, Kli/.atictlitown, Bladen Co., N. C.

On and after May 15th, and until furthcrnotice, I

will sell iniclei. with black or hybrid bees and
queens, just as they hai)pen to come, at $3.00 each,
to contain queen and one frame with adhering bees,
and honev foi- the trip: audit the fiicnds wish to
add ,50 cents mote I will send a fiame containing as
much brood as can lie si>arcd at that jjrice, and at

this time of the year. The above sent in light ship-
ping-boxes, and |)ert'ect satisfaction guaranteed.

C. W. SLE1(;H, Uichland Center, Wis.
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10 or more, 75cts. each. Single Number,
lOeta. Adilitions to clubs maybe ma<le
at club rates. Above are ali to be went
to O.VK POrtTOFFICB.

Sent postpaid, in the
) U. S. and Canadas. To all other couti-

; tries of the Universal Pos-tal Union, l«c

A. I. ROOT, ^iEDiNA,oino. ifh^^if.v:'0'.:!;?cpi;;?i'are"^'t'ri'^^'°''
"'

PUBLISHED SKMI-MONTHLY BY

THE A B C OF POTATO CULTURE.

A 'TALK," SUGGESTED BY I{K.AI1IN(; IT.

fltlENJ) ROOT:—We had so tlioroufrlily enjoy-

ed the writings of Mr. Terry, in the ('(W?i/ny

Gentleman, that, the moment we saw that his

" potato-book " was " out " we sent for it.

It came hist evening. We found it so in-

teresting, that, when the little girls were asleep,

v>v " conimeneed over again," and read aloud to

Mrs. H. licloie retiring we had read it al.out half

through. After retiring we "talked" until Mi-s. IT.

said, "What is it keeping us awake? is it that pota-

to-bcMdiV"

"I was .iust thinking the same thing." was the

reply.

This morning we were up at da.\ litilit : the read-

ing is now finished, the book sent to Mr. Heddon,
with the request that, after reading it, he send it to

Prof. Cook. Friend Koot, you are perfectly safe

in offering to "trade back" with those who thinlc,

after reading the book, that they have not got tlie

worth of their money. What a wide-awake, f/(i»/i -

iiHi man is Mr. Terry ! What a bee-keeper he would
liave made! What an any thing he would have
made! Why can not each and every person in

this world find some work for wliich lie and his

surroundings are specially fitted, tlien sdc/i to tliis

one thing, and put their whole })ein<i into it? The
reading of this book has aroused us wonderfully.

What, to become a potato-grower? Oh, no; nothing
of the kind, but to try to become a better hcc-kccpcr.

We long ago adopted the same course as has Mr.

Terry; i. e,, we don't make our butter, nor keep

pigs nor chickens, much to the wonderment and
against the advice of many neighbors. We can
raise our butter, eggs, chickens, meat, "potatoes,"
etc., much more easily and cheaply in the apiary.

We should not forget, however, that everybody is

not constituted alike. Vou, friend Koot, were once
"crazy" to keep bees, then to raise carp, then
strawberries; and after reading Mr. Terry's most
excellent little work upon potato culture you are

"crazy "to raise them; while the reading of it

makes i(« crazy only to do something to make of

bee-keeping a more safe and profitable business.

The wintering trouble is the one great obstacle at

present; when this is overcome (and we have full

faith that it will be), then will bee-keeping become
more of a siiecialty than ever. Features and fac-

tors that now pass unheeded will be most forci-

bly Itrought to our notice; as, for instance, the idea

put forth by Mr. Heddon; viz., " How shall we ex-

haust the field with the least expenditure of capital

and labor?" We shall learn to manipulate hives

instead of frames. The Heddon method of pr%
venting after-swarming is an illustration of our
meaning. Then we shall handle apiaries as we now
handle hives. Honey will be cheap? Of course, it

will; but the men who are then engaged in its

production will be more prosperous than at pres-

ent. They can afford the machinery, fixtures, and
appliances to handle several large apiaries, the

same as Mr. Terry can afford expensive potato-

raising machinery; and it will give them the same
advantage over the bee-keeper with a few colonies

that Mr. Terry has over the man who raises an acre

or two of potatoes. There is somcUimg in which each

one can excel; that, let him do. We sincerely hope,
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friend Root, that you will sell thousands and thou-

sands of this little work, although the buyers will

have the best end of the bargain. We wish that

every one who is now engaged in some occupation

that is capable of profitably absorbing aU his time,

talents, and money, but is thinking of adding bees,

or any thing else, to his regular occupation, with

the hopes of making money thereby, might read

the chapter upon " Potato-growing as a Specialty."

That one chapter is, in our opinion, worth $.5.00—

no, it is priceless—to one who has never given the

matter much thought.

The reason we sent the book to Mr. Heddon is.

that he might enjoy seeing his views upon this

subject (specialty) so well expressed; and we sent

it to Prof. Cook because he has opposite views, and
we hope that a perusal of this chapter might cause
him to at least modify them. Prof. Cook may not

be opposed to specialty, but we have never known
him to argue as does Mr. Terry; in fact, it seems to

us.that he always takes a nearly opposite view.

We must not omit to mention that Mr. Terry payx

the children for " picking bugs." How much better

than compelling them to do unpleasant work I how
much easier and more pleasant for the children !

At " our house" the little girls earned nearly enough
by " whacking together sections," as they call it,

last winter, to buy each of them a "little red rock-

ing-chair." His views upon raising a first-class ar-

ticle are exactly in accord with our own, as will be
seen by comparing them with those given in our ar-

ticle on raising first-class honey. Those who raise

potatoes should get the book, and learn how to do

better, or else quit the business: those who do not,

should get it as a " brain-tonic."

W. Z. HUTtlllNSON.
Rogersville, Mich., May, 188.5.

AVhy, old friend, what ails you? I was
afraid to send you a copy of our book on po-
tato culture, because 1 knew you were so
much in favor of specialties, and I was
afraid you would not want to take time to
read a book all about potatoes. It did occur
to me, that there were many things in it

that would please you, but I liad no idea
that you and your wife too would drink it

all in, as you seem to have done. Your con-
cluding sentence hits the spot exactly, and
it has seemed to me every time I read it,

that it is good for everybody as a '' brain ton-
ic." I have thought of a hundred different
friends to whom I wanted to send it. but 1 was
afraid that they would think that I and my
books were a nuisance. I do love to see
these outdoor rural industries developed
and unfolded, and it lias sometimes almost
seemed to me that the milh-nnium was com-
ing along this line, by having iirople waked
up to the possibilities of tliese homely, ev-
ery-day things all rt)und about them. Just
think of the idea—making the raising of po-
tatoes a new industry, and the corner-stone,
almost, of a new science! Yes, it struck me,
too, that we bee-keepers need just such talks
and teachings as friend Terry is capable of
giving. The farmers of the State of Ohio,
in fact, decided upon this some time ago;
for they bid fair to keep him employed most
of his winters in talking to the farmers of
the State at our excellent farmers' institutes.

What can be more homely or common-
place than a potato? and yet how odd it

seems to think of a talented and educated
man making the potato his life study I

"DRY rECES."i?»

PKOK. COOK IS STILI, V£KV DECIDED IX REGARD
TO THE MATTER.

R. ED1T0R:-This "dry feces" matter is go-

ing to be a veritable "wheat into chess"
controversy in apiculture. Science may
kill theory so dead that there is not enough
of the corpse to decently bury; yet, like

Banquo's ghost, it will spring to life again, and
resurrected, too, not bj' ignorant men, but by those

whom we should expect would be too wary to be
carrying about an old theory never possessing any
vitality, and, moreover, killed dead time and again.

Recently I have received these "dry feces," in-

directly from Mr. Cornell twice; from W. F. Clarke,

James Heddon, G. M. Doolittle, etc. What are

they? Mostlj- beeswax, often containing pollen,

and frequently wood, paper, paint, indeed any
thing that the bees may attack with their jaws in

the attempt at removal.

Mr. Editor, did you ever try to remove—in the

absence of a pocket-knife—bitter bark from a twig,

or any other ill-t.isting substance, with the teeth?

What did you do? You spit it out, of course. Well,

you may not like to be told so, but that was the

e.xact parallel of " dry feces." You remember that

bite of comb with its bitter hee-brcad, and how you
cast it forth with spitfire-like energy. Vou extrud-

ed "dry feces," not only in origin, but in ver>-

nature—wax and bee-bread.

As will be seen in the paper that I read at Lex-
ington, Ky., before the N. A. B. K. A., I have ex-

amined this subject with glass, test-tube, and
crucible, and each and every test spoke the same
conclusion— rejected pellets formed by gnawing of

the bees. They taste like wax, or wax and bee-

bread; melt easily like wax; dissolve quickly in

alcohol or ether, but not in water, are seen to lie

wax often containing pollen grains and miscellane-

ous substances, when viewed with the microscope;

blaze up when put in a flame, with the odor of wax,
and sometimes of burning nitrogenous substance. T

have these pellets now that contain fibers of wootl

as long as a bee. Suiely this would have been a

pretty irritating cathartic.

I have dissected hundreds of bees, and dry ex-

creta is never found. The real excreta of bees al-

ways breaks up readily in water—there is no wa.v

in it—forming a yellowish or light-colored mixture.

This is true if we take them even when dry and
hard, after the bee has been long dead. These
gnawings will never break up in water. I will tell

you, Mr. Editor, where you will find these gnawings
piled up quickly and high. Where a weak colony is

robbed. The bees in robbing cut olT the cappings,

rejecting the gnawings, and the weak bees are too

reduced or too occupied to carry oflf the chips, and
so the "chips" pile up high under the combs. I

have just seen such a case, and could gather a

table-spoonful of gnawings just like those received

from AV. F. Clarke, and all made or dropped in a

few hours.

Some harder darker pellets from Mr. Corneil seem
like feces. I have never seen such in bees, and
have never found any such under bees in winter or

spring; yet that bees, like other animals, may, upon
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occasion, get costive, and void impacted matter, is

possible. That they do so in our best wintering is

certainly not true so far as I have examined.
Let brothers Cornell, Tinker, Clarke, or any other

doubting Thomas, investigate this matter fully, and
he will doubt no longer. No. wonder the late Mr.

Quinby, and Mr. Abbott, of England, thought these

feces. 1 felt sure, when I just trusted to my un-

aided eyes; but full investigation showed that I

was wholly wrong. Shut bees up in summer, and
these pellets will fall thick in the hive, as the bees

gnaw hard on wire gauze and wood, in hopes to

escape. A. J. Cook.
Agricultural College, Mich., April 25, 188.5.

HELP FOR THE SUFFERERS.

SELLING BEES BY THE POUND AT LOW PRICES.

T HAVE received a shower of letters and postals,

(mP asking questions about my bees, such as these;

^t " Have you any foul brood among your bees,
^ and did you truly buy imported stock to breed

from? " "It must be your bees are in poor
condition, you advertise at so low figures." "Send
me 30 swarms C. O. D. ; and if the bees are all right,

and have queens all right, I will keep them."
Christopher Grimm, of Jefferson, was here to see

me the 4th day of Maj% and he went out among the

bees and he said he never saw so manj- swarms to-

gether in such perfect condition.

And now, friend Root, this 9th day of May I send
you by express one of my pure Italian swarms,
daughter of the imported queen I bought of you in

188'J; and what I wish of you is to examine this

swarm, and pass judgment on it, and then insert a

slip in Gleanings, as to whether they are good or

poor, or whether it is wor(h if5.00 dollars or not;

and after deducting all e.vpense, you may give me
credit for what you think they are worth, or you
need not allow mo any thing. I leave it to your
judgment. The reason I send this swarm in this

way is, it will help people to have more confidence

in my honesty. I want to sell my bees, for the rea-

son I am confined to the house with a chi-onic difli-

culty. .1. H. Hkeu.
Milford, Wis., May it, 188.-).

Friend K., 1 knew you would liave a
shower of applications, and 1 hope j'ou have
bees enough to lill all your orders. By the
way, where advertisers offer bees below
usual prices, 1 think it would be a good
thing for them to stale how many colonies
they have to draw from, so that applicants
may calculate what the probal)i]itifs are of
their shipper being overrun Willi orders. In
our price list we have stated that we can not
send queens C. O. D. This ('. O. D. is a
bad business any way, for the reason that
there are always more or less people who
will be short of money, or change their
minds when the goods get to theirstation.
Bees are perishable property, and it is a
good deal of work to put them up ready for
shipment, to say nothing of express charges
both ways. Certain kinds of goods can
be sent C. O. D. without much ditiiculty,

especially where there is considerable value
in very small compass. A watch, for in-
stance, may be sent to the purchaser, and he
may be allowed to examine it before paying

;

but to think of doing the same thing with a

swarm of bees is out of the question. The
shipper ought to have the cash in his pocket,
or an order from some good reliable man,
before he even puts them up.— I am much
obliged indeed, friend R., for the sample
colony you shipped us, but I am sorry you
thought best to take all this trouble.—In re-
gard to the foul brood, it is understood that
no man advertises bees for sale, or offers
them in any other way, who has foul brood
in his apiary. If any one who reads the bee-
journals knows of any such thing being
done, he should notify' the editors at once,
and have it put down.
In regard to whether the bees be Italian or

hybrids : When anybody buys bees by the
pound at half the usual price, or less, he cer-
tainly ought not to ask whether they are

j

blacks, hybrids, or Italians ; and. in fact, at
this season of the year, when bees by the

I

pound are bought for building up colonies,

I

it does not make any great difference what
race of bees they are, for the queen will fix

I

the purity of the colony in a very short time
herself. We have nothing but pure Italians
in our apiary, and do not expect to send out

! any other kind of bees by the pound ; but
' our prices are very much liigher than what
I you put them, friend R.
I

Later.— Vhe bees are at hand, and we call

,

them line Italians, and worth a good deal
j
more at this present crisis and season than

1

what friend Reed advertises them for.

TeB^oce C0MMN.
vino w tobacco after isino it for forty

years; what a little girl can do.

Y pa t;.'kes Gleanings, and he keeps bees.

He has 48 colonies. He has been feeding

waste honey, but he carries it about three

hundred yards away from his apiary, to

prevent robbing. We live on a farm. I go

to school, and like my teacher very much. Grand-

pa and grandma Vive with us. Grandjia has used to-

bacco for forty years, but has not used any now for

three months, and says he is not going to use it any
more. Don't you think he deserves a smoker? I

am going to have my Hower-garden close by the

bees this summer. I have already set some honey-

suckles and jasmine to make shade for them. We
had lots of honey-dew honey last year. I do not

like it. I am starting some watermelon-plants for

early use. I fill an egg shell, and place the shells in

a box of dirt; and when they aro nicely up, loosen

the shell from the dirt, and transplant to the gar-

den, without disturbing the roots. They will not

stop growing. May Sigle, age 12.

IJutler, nates Co., Mo., April 19, 1885.

To be sure, your.grandfather ought to have
a smoker, friend .May. and I am very glad of
the opportunity of sending him one. — Tour
idea of starting watermelons is a real good
one. We have been at work on the same
thing with thin paper boxes, but the Aveath-
er has been so cold we could not set them
out. and our melon-plants got pot-bound.

I am just commencing in bee-keeping, and I

le arned from Mr. AVood Trenor that you would give

any one a smoker who would quit chewing tobacco,

and I will say this: If you will send me one I will
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quit; and if I do uot, I will send you the money for
it. Dock Connor.
Madisonville, Texas.

Friend C, the smoker was sent you some
time ago; but we now notice that you use the
expression quit charing. In offering a smok-
er I always use the term usiny tobacco ; for
I can not see tliat it makes any difference
whether one chews or smokes—it is all to-
bacco-using. Now. if you did not mean
that you would give up the use of tobacco in
every form or shape, we trust you Mill be
gentlemanly enough to return the smoker,
or pay for it.

I have quit chewing tobacco; chewed only three
years. It would kill me to chew three years more.
If you think you can give me a pmoker, send one.

If you can't give one, send one by mail, and I will

send you the money. .T. ft. JIili.s.

Moulton, Te.xas, Jan., 188."..

Friend M.. there will be no charge for the
smoker, providing you give up the use of to-

bacco in every shape and manner, as men-
tioned above.

I have used tobacco for several years. On Jan. 1

I resolved to abandon it, and threw away my pipe,

and kept good my resolve so far. If your offer of a
smoker is yet extant, please send me one. I wish
it as a reminder of my promise; and should I fail, I

will pay for it, and send you a new name for

Gleanings besides. The battle will be hard, but I

mean to win it, asking God to help me.
Dahlgren, 111. F^C. Vasdervort.

I am (or, rather, have been) a tobacco-smoker for

ten years. I have often thought I would quit using
the filthy weed, and at last made up my mind that,

with God's help, I would stop. If I am entitled to a

smoker, you may send me one. If I commence
using tobacco again, I will pay you for two. Not
many bees in this part of the country, but what
there are do well. Honey sells for 20 cents per lb.

for extracted, and 2.5 cents for comb honey.
Hepler, Kansas. M. A. Timberman.

FROM A brother WHO PREFERS TO PAY FOR HIS
SMOKER, so IT WILL, NOT BE .\NY MORE A

REMINDER.
I was out yesterday, although the mercury was

at zero, and sold a few pails of honey; and by bor-

rowing some I am able to inclose §^6.00, which please

find. After squaring my account you will take the

rest to pay for that tobacco-smoker I had of you. I

find that it is more of a reminder of the fact that I

have received your goods without paying for them
than any thing else, and now I do not feel that I

have taken something for nothing.

Carlton, Mich. J. S. Cole.

Friend C, we thank you for paying for
the smoker, but we hope it is not because
you liave gone back to tobacco again. It
looks a little tliat way, although you do not
say so.

A BROTHER WHO FEELS HE NEEDS OIR PRAVKIiS.

This is the first time I have addressed you. I

have had a hard battle with tobacco since Christ-

mas. Will you piay for me. that I may be fully

able to abstain for ever, ftod being my helper?

Summersville, Pa. Is.\AC A. Clark.

Most surely I will, brother C; and may
the kind Father help, strengthen, and sus-
tain you.

ANOTHER VOLUNTEER.
I think I will lay claim to one of your smokers. I

thought I would quit using tobacco before asking
you for one. I have a swarm of bees, and I am also

running a potato-ranch, and I am all alone; so if

you will send me a smoker I will pay you for it, if I

use tobacco in any shape or any form.

Wm. Hilderbrand.
San Bernardino, Cal., Oct. 19, 1884.

My daughters husband is a young man 24 years of
age; he is going to try bee-keeping. He has bar-

rowed Gleanings to read. He likes it very much,
and is going to take it this year. I have been
trying to have him break off smoking. He says he
will not smoke again if I will write for a bee-smoker.
If you think it worth while to send him one, if he
smokes I will send you the money for it. This is

from a great tobacco-hater. Mrs. H. N. Foster.
;

Kichford, Vt., Dec. 16. 1884.

I used tobacco 28 years. Over four years ago I

quit, and have in no way used any since Gleanings
reminded me every number, till at last I overcame
the habit. If you think T deserve a smoker, send
one to me. Isaac Ebv.
New Germantown, Pa.

1 have given up tobacco. Please send smoker. I

will pay you for it if I take up the habit again.

Gonzales, Texas, Feb. 23, 1885. M. Broers.

FRO.M A FLORIDA FRIEND.
If I again return to the use of the weed I'll con-

sider myself your debtor for the price of the

smoker. T. C. Waugh.
San Antonio, Florida, Nov 29, 1884.

I would say in regard to tobacco, that I have quit

chewing and smoking, although never an habitual

smoker or chewer. Chas. Blatherwick.
Bryan, Texas.

1 happened to see where you promise a Clark's

smoker, or give it as a reward to all who abandon
the use of tobacco. This 1 have done, after using it

24 years. If I am entitled to the smoker, please

send and oblige. U. F. Cary.
Poca, Putnam Co., W. Va.

Bro. Richard Henderson, close by me, has been
moved to quit using tobacco; says it is a flght, but
is determined never to use it again. I told him of

your plan. Should you see fit to send him a smoker,
send it to Richard Henderson, Benton Ridge, O.

Stanley, Ohio. S. H. Bolton.

Three months ago I laid tobacco aside, after being

its slave 20 years. I promise that, if I ever break
over and rob the tobacco-worm of his rations in any
form I will pay you $1.00 for the same. I have five

stands of bees in good condition. I like the L.

frame the best. William Dfckworth.
Greenwood, W. Va., April 22, 1885.

FOR JESrS' SAKE.
M.\ fatlH r is 57 years old, and has quit tobacco

after having used it 45 years. He quit it for Jesm'

sakf.. W. D. (JILLILANU.

Abatis, Mo., March 11, isa"..

For Jesus' sake I That is the last item on
this page, dear friends ; but. does it not sum
it all upV Not only tliis little page of print,

but these pages of our life, the lives that you
and I are livingV
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THE CALIFORNIAdSUN-STBAINEK.

A CHEAP WAY OF MAKING TAN AUTOMATIC AK-
rangementIfor rendering wax.

fllE following, from the pen of friend
Muth-Kasmussen, whose portrait we
gave on page 193, we have taken from
the Pacific Rural Press.

As I have never seeu it mentioned in print,
I will here give a description of this^valuable appa-
ratus, which ought to be found in every apiary in
the land.
The sun-strainer is a triangular~box, something

like a corner cupboard laid down on its back edge.
It is lined with tin. and covered with one or more
window - sashes. A sun-strainer, covered with a
sash of six 10x16 lights, is large enough for an apia-
ry of 100 colonies, run for extracted honey. This
sash shoi.lil fit hf'o-tislu, to prevent bees from
crowdinj-' in. wliich will invariably result in their
death, as cither the lioat will kill them, or they will
worry tlienisclvcs to death trying to get out through
the glass. About halfway between the cover and
bottom edge is placed a strainer-plate, made of
sheets of tin, perforated with 'a-inch holes, three-
quarters of an inch apai-t, and fastened to a light
wooden frame under the tin. Wire-cloth should not
be used for the strainer-plate, as it is difficult to

fornia srx honev-stuainer.

clean, and easily gets clogged or broken. A semi-
circular handle is soldered to each end of the
strainer-plate. Underneath is placed four little tin
brackets, soldered to the vertical ends of the sun-
strainrr, two at eaeli emi, to i)re\cnt the stiaiiier-
plate from tilting sidewise. In one of theeixisof
the sun-strainer, and us near tlie l»)tt()Mi as possible,
is soldered a 1'2-inch tube, four inches long. An-
other tube of the same diameter, a foot or more
long, telescopes over the short tul)e, and goes
through a hole in the wall into the honey-room.
Some place the sun-strainer in a seatt'cild. standini:-
apart from the ho\ise, but it is better to liave it rest-
ing in a frame bolted to tlie south side ot the honey-
house, where the sun will strike it nearly all day.
The sash should be hinged over the tube so that
when it is raised it rests against the wall, where it

may be fastened by a hook or other device.

use of the sun-strainer.
When the cappings have been drained sufficiently,

they are placed on the strainer-plate, and the sun-
strainer closed. The heat of the sun melts the cup-
pings, and as soon as the wax gets below the strain-
er-plate it cools and forms a solid cake. The wax
never gets overheated In this way. When made
from new white cappings. it will always be of a
bright yellow color. What little honey adheres to

the cappings goes through the tube into the honey-
room, where It is collected in a can or separate
tank. The sun-strainer should therefore have a
slight inclination toward the house, that the honey
may flow freely and not remain standingtbetweeh
the different layers of wax formed, as more cap-
pings are added from day to day. The honey will
be slightly darker than the extracted honey, and
should be kept separate, to be either sold as a dark-
er grade or kept for stimulating or feeding the
bees. It will be a good policy to keep on handihalf
a ton or more of such honey, as it may save the
bees from starvation during one of our not unfre-
quent dry seasons.
Most of the refuse will remain on top of the

strainer-plate, from which it can easily be scraped
off', while it is warm. If the plate becomes 'clogged,
the holes may be opened with a carpenter's com-
pass or similar tool. This should be done when the
plate is cold. The wax should be cut out with
wooden paddles, choosing a time when the wax is
tolerably soft. Never use a metallic tool for this
purpose, as it is liable]^o cut the tin lining, and it is

almost impossible to mend such an injury after the
tin has;been coated over with wax. In very hot
weather some of the wax will run through the tube
and partly fill it. When the sun-strainer has been
emptied, the extension tube should be taken.ofif and
the wax pulled out of it. If the wax sticks, the
tube may be laid in water, which will dissolve the
honey and loosen the wax. The wax is then placed

in a tub of water and afterward
re-melted. It is hardly necessa-
ry to say, that the glass should
be kept bright, clean, and free
from;dust, in order»to have the
best effect. The sun - strainer
should he housed during the win-
ter, but the frame may be left
in its place all the year round.

another style of sun-
strainer

Is built fast to the wall, has a
sloping glass cover, and, under
this, a close-fitting shutter, hing-
ed at the top. Through the hole
in the wall, closed by this shut-
ter, the sun - strainer may be
filled and eiiii)tied from the in-
side of the honey-room. This Is

an advantage when bees are in-
clined to rob.

FORMER use OF THE SUN-
STRAINER.

When I first learned the bee-
business, extractors were not
known on the Pacific Coast, and.
as far as I know, I was one of
the first, if not the first bee-keep-
er in (,'alif'ornia, who imported
an extractor from "the States."
It was my old friend and bene-
factor, Mr. Thomas A. Garey, of
Los Angeles, who drew my at-
tention to the ad\-ertisement of

an extractor in the Aiiiiiictin lin J<t\niitil, specimen
copies of which were occasionally sent him; and to
him justly belongs the lionoi- of the tlist introduc-
tion of the honey-extraetoi- into Southern Califor-
nia. Prc\inus t.) that e\eiu,all honey not sold as
comb honey wjis stniiunt by means of the sun-
Strainer. The sun-strainers were, therefore, then
of necessity very large, the one with which I first

worked lieing 7 feet.O inches long, and covered with
a heavy door of glass. It had a melting capacity of
a ton a day in hot weather. As all the hone.y was
tints straineii. the term "strained honey" became
H.ved in the uiiiids of the public, and has been slow
to give was to the newer term, "extracted honey."
All the lioiiey-coiiib was, of course, melted up with
the honey, the whole as it was cut out of the su-
pers being (lunii)ed info the sun-strainer in a pro-
miscuous nuiss, and an immense amount of wa.x
was made at that time.

Considerable has been said about these
sun-strainers, but I have not learned of any-
bod\ wlio lias made them a practical success
here in the Slates, unless it is friend Popple-
ton, whose articles were given, with an illus-

tration, on page '521, Sept., 1883. AVherever
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the lieat of the sun is sufficient, it will doubt-
less be not only a labor-saving institution, but
it will give us a liner (luality of both wax and
lioney than is usually obtained by means of
fire heat or steam lieat. The machine men-
tioned above seems very simple and easy to
construct ; and the idea of having it against
the honey-house, so that the honey would
run inside, is quite ingenious.

A LETTER FROM MRS. AXTELL.

SHE ASKS SOMK QUESTIONS .4^B()UT THE WAV
BEES WERE PKEPARED FOH WINTER.

BEAR FRIEND:—I should like to ask you a few
qucstious about how you prepare your bees

for winter, that they could come out a
" booiuiuM'" this spring-. We have lost more
than half of the 24t colonies we had last fall;

now 12 marked good at Home Apiary, wintered in

cellar, and io weak, many of which will have to be
helped by brood or bees from the better colonies,

or can not even save their queens at this late date.

At the Timber Apiary, only 8 good ones; about 30

that will bai-ely save their queens. We find some
dead every time we go through the hives; 38 left

from the 13."); we thought 119 would live, wintered
in cellar. We knew they were in poor condition to.

winter last fall; but we were both of us in such
poor health that we let them go.

I should like to ask how many combs per colony

you leave in. Do you extract all the honey before
feeding, and about how many pounds of sugar do
you feed i)er hive? What month, and what time in

the mouth do you feed for winter? Do you winter
all out of doors? and do you sweep the snow away
from the entrance? or if a hive seems clogged up,

do you run a wire or stick in to clean out dead bees?

Is it advisable to lean a board up in front of the
hive, to keep tlie snow from covering the entrance,

and let the snow alone? Would you shovel snow
around the hives? How large an entrance do you
leave open in winter? Do you extract the honey be-

fore feeding sugar syrup? What kind of a feeder do
you use? Do you clip your queens' wings in the

spring? We do not see that it hurts them any, and
saves a good deal of trouble in getting them off the

trees. Do you put an enameled cloth under your
chaff cushions? If so, 1 should think it would not

be porous enough to let the dampness pass off. Do
you use the same oil cloth to put on top of the sec-

tions to keep the bees down? If so, is there not

propolis enough on it to soil the sections? or do you
clean the oil cloth, and how?
We had a circular sent us the other day by a com-

pany that makes oil-cloth ducking, etc., for sale. 1

wonder if you could not get it at reduced prices for

bee-keepers to make covers to hives, as it would be
so light, and not leak. Our hive-covers leak some,
>ind we are thinking of getting the cloth and cover
and paint.

Tell the girls that a i)art of the bai-rel of hats sent
mc were sent to the Indian Territory, and sold; the
best were sold, and the mon(>y was used by that
earnest missionary, S. R. Keams, to help build a
church last year. This past year, more hats were
sent him, and he is disposing of them to help build

bis third Indian church this coming season.

Of course, it is not all done by hat-work, but it

'

helps, and those given away also help. One of his

Sabbath-schools he said was nearly half built up by
i the children who had been induced to come by the

,

present of a hat. The rest of the hats were sent to

I Talladega, Ala., for a freedmen's school.

I If your girls see fit to send me another barrel of

i

hats I will see that they are put to a similar use as

the last. I always give the donors credit for things

sent, and ask them to acknowledge them.

My health has been very poor this past winter;

and I am now not able to sit up any; but hat-work

I
is God-given work, for me to employ the hours

;

spent on my bed to further his work, and to help

j

All my life with sunshine and happiness in that I

[

can do something for his needy ones.

j

Roseville, 111., Apr. S.!, 188."). Mks. L. C. .Vxtei.i..

j

My good friend Mrs. A.. I am very sorry
I indeed that your health is so bad again ;

[

and yet it .seems wonderful to think of your
working, day after day, while you are not
able to sit up. If I should ever be confined

I
to my bed. I think that is just what 1 should

j
want to do—work. If I am correct, almost

I

if not quite every summer, when the bees be-

i
gin to get out "and store, you soon follow

j

suit. Surely, Mrs. A., you are able to em-
i

ploy some careful person to put your bees in

I

proper order, are you not? With the preca-
rious state of your health, it seems to me

I

your first duty is to have some one with you
I
on whom you can depend. In my own case.

I

I scarcely lifted a hand personally to fix our
bees for winter, and a great part of the col-

onies I did not look at. but advised and di-

rected all through. We left from five to
eight combs in a hive, according to the
strength of the colony. We did not do any
extracting at all, and the amount of sugar
fed was dependent on the size of the colony.
We did not weigli at all, but just kept feeding
until the comVjs were solid slabs of sealed
stores. The bees were crowded into a pretty
compact cluster in the center of the combs,
usually having a little patch of brood there
when " the feeding Avas finished. Perhaps
their stores averaged from M to i!U lbs. per
colony. We commenced feeding in Septem-
ber, and were all through by the middle of
October. \\'e winter our bees all outdoors.
We never meddle with snow aroiuid the en-
trances at all. Several times last winter our
apiarist was a good deal worried about it. I

told him 1 was sure that snow over the en-
trances never did any harm. The loose chaff
over the frames, with only coarse burlap
to keep it from rattling down among the
bees, made it impossible that they should
suffer from lack of ventilation, no matter
what happened to the entrances.—AVe did
not run any wire or stick in the entrances to
clean out the dead bees. The entrances
were left open full width, exactly as they
were in the summer. With chaff "hives we
never put any thing in front of the entrances
to keep away the snow, or keep the sun
from shining on them. I would not shovel
snow around the hives, because it would be
likely to create disturbiince with the bees. If

the snow falls around the hives, even so
as to cover them all up, well and good ; but
I do not believe shoveling can be done so as
to avoid disturbance.—\Ve did not extract
anv honev at all. before feeding; but the rea-
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son why we did not was that, havhig so manv
colonies in one locality (400 to 500), our field

is overstocked, and they consumed pretty
much all they gathered"— honey-dew with
every thing else. Selling bees constantly by
the pound, as we do, tends to work up al-

most all natural stores into brood, leaving
the way open for sugar feeding.—We use
principally the bread-pan feeder, figured on
page 32 of our price list. To keep the bees
from drowning, a piece of cheese-cloth is

laid loosely over the top. We do not clip
our queens' wings at all. You know we
rarely have any swarming, because we keep
selling our bees by the pound to such an ex-
tent that a hive seldom gets sufficiently pop-
ulous.—We do not use an enamel cloth for
wintering — only the sheet of coarse burlap
mentioned before. After putting on this
sheet of coarse l)nrlap we put about a peck of

M. BLANTON. AND THE PLACE
WHERE HE LIVES.

A VIEW AMONG THE BEE-HIVES.

OU remember friend Blanton. I suppose.
'^1 He is the man who helped Bro. Jones
W'^ play tricks on me when we were down

in Cincinnati ; said he w^ould stop us-
ing tobacco : said he wanted a smoker,

etc. Well, he got the smoker. By the way,
j

I tliink he got several smokers. I should

I

think he would need several, shouldn't j'ouV
1 Just look at his bee-hives. He is the 'man
!

who has them stuck up on stilts, you know.
i

Dr. B. gave me the picture that I had the
above engraving made from when we were

j»in New Orleans. He had quite a lot of pic-
' tares, and I picked this out from among
tliem. 1 asked him if it was because of high
water that he stuck them up on stakes in

IJLAMO.N AIMAKV. (iUEKNVlLLK. Ml>.-

loose chaft around the edges, making it im-
possible for the l)e('S ever to i)ush up, and so
get around the ventilators in the cover.—We
have not raised any section honey for some
years, of any account. — We do not use any
kind of oil cloth for hive-covers. Tin costs
but little more, and we think it much the
cheapest in the end.

I shall have to explain to our readers, that,
some time ago, in response to a letter from
Mrs. Axtell, we sent a barrel of ladies' hats,
to be used in the mission work in the Indian
Territory. These hats were old ones, such
as can be found in almost anybody's garret.
Mrs. A.'s explanation tells wliat became of
them. Our factory hands will at oiu'c scrape
up another barrel t'ul or more; and if any of
the bee-friends feel like assisting in the good
work, Mrs. A. will give the required direc-
tions as to where they are to be sent,

that way, and he said no. it was only to have
them handy. He is (piite a big man, and I

suppose it makes him red in the face to

stoop over, so he has got all the bee-hives
" histed ujt like." Yoii notice he has lots of

trees around too. Yes, and there is one
stump. I do not like stumps ; they bother
our sulky plow. I guess, however, tlie doc-
tor does not plow any around that stump.
Sometimes his bees swarm and hang upon
those trees. That is what he lias that step-

ladder for. Well, you see it takes an awful
sight of legs to put legs on so many hives,

and so he has two hives on one set of legs,

in some i)laces. I wish he would tell us if

he likes them as well made that way. Come
to think ot it, I rather expected he would
write a letter to go along with this picture

;

but may be he will send us one to be put in

next time.
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APIS DORSATA ONCE MOHE.
WILL THKV BKAH DOM ESTICATIO N'/

fKIEND ROOT:—.4pis dorsata, after staying- for

tnclvc (lays with me, has absconded, and I

hasten to g-ive you the results of my first ex-

periment with this bee.

1. Why did the bees abscond? On examina-
lion of the comb I found about lialf a ])ound of

brood had been jammed into a fold of the c(nnb

made, when putting the comb into the basket for

t ransportation from the hills. It was smelling very

rank, and this of itself was enough to drive them
otf. doubtless.

2. I am not sure they had a queen. Before I got

tliem into shape, about a quart of old bees swarmec^
up on a limb of a tall mango-tree, and after two
<lays thej" left. At first the entrance to the hive

was too small, and I think they could not readily

find their comb, and so left. The quceu might have
lieeu among them.

;t. Perhajjs this bee can not be made to stay in a

liive at all, yet 1 am not at all satisfied that this is

the case, and shall not be without much more expe-

rience.

We have gained some knowledge by this experi-

ment. The young bees, when first hatched, are

long and slender, very graceful in their shape and
movements, of a soft dark yellow, approaching
brown, which changes as they grow older. The ab-

domen grows fuller, and black bands appear, until

the bee appears much darker, not only on the abdo-

men, but all over. The head, however, at first

changes to jet black.

As there was a very little unsealed brood when I

got them, and all hatched out in twelve days, I

judge the time from egg to tee is about 21 days, as

with common bees. I have a swarm of the Apis flo-

rrn under observation (this is a unicomb bee also).

I amstruck with many things in common in the hab-
its of these two kinds of bees, and have an idea that
the study of the Apis florea will show us how to

manage the Apis dorsata. But much observation is

yet necessary. The comb of the Apis dorsata left

with me measures about 3 ft. long by I'i ft. deep.

The honej'-comb and brood-comb are quite distinct.

The honey-comb is placed always hii/licst up on the

limb of the tree on which the nest is built, and is

called by the natives the "honoy-chattei." It does
resemble a native chattel not a little in shape. From
lliis, which is on the right in my comb, the brood-

comb extends to the left, new coml) being added
along the whole edge, from the honey-comb around
1<) the limb again. The honey-comb is 8 inches thick

in its thickest part, but built in a cylindrical form.
The natives say they have seen this honey-chattel (i

inches in diameter. The cells are IVi inches deep,

and less as the slope changes. There are three
honey-cells to the inch. This comb is beautifully

white. The walls of the cells ai-e almost transpar-
ent. Honey is also deposited among the brood, but
It seems to be of a ilitlerent kind from that in the
honey-chattei.

The brood-cells are from '^ to ,; inch deep. The
number to the inch varies from 4 to 4>4, or SJ cells

lo .') inches. The brood-comb varies a little in thick-

ness, and is about l':i inches, and is a light brown in

c-olor. These bees on the comb form one of the
most beautiful sights in nature I ever saw. During
their stay they built comb and brought honey and
water, but they did not at any tjmc work as if Ihey

were happy. Just before leaving there was great

running to and fro, and preening of wings and legs,

preparatory to flight. Not more than half a dozen
bees were left. I put one, just hatched out, on the

alighting-board of an A. Indica swarm, and she im-

mediately marched in like a queen, and the bees all

made way for her. I suspect they got over their

surprise and slew her, but 1 have not seen any re-

sults of such punishment. So much for experiment
No. 1 with Apis dorsata.

P. S.—Wife says I've no eye for color; that, when
first hatched, the Apis dorsata are light orange,

which changes to darker orange, and then the black

stripes appear. She says you don't know what a

chattel is, and perhaps she is right. It is a cylin-

drical vessel shaped like a rather flat onion, only it

is open on top, and the edge of the hole comes a lit-

tle above the vessel, and then flares back some-
what. It is, in fact, a jar. This shai)e proves a

very curious feature in the A. dorsata comb, and.

when filled with pure white honey, is a sight worth
seeing. A. Bunkeu.
Toungoo, Burmah, March IS, 1885.

Frientl B., these are matters of great inter-
est to us, and I would suggest that you get
another swarm of Apis dorsata and experi-
ment with them further. If you are out any
in the way of funds in accomplishing this, let

me know, and I will indemnify you. I do not
(luite malce out how it is thata single coml)
built on a limb is in a cylindrical form. If
I iniderstand you, the comb of the Apis dor-
sata is not much different in dimension of
cells from our own honey-combs. The large
cells yon describe, I shoidd infer, are drone
cells

" or what we sometimes call "store
cells. And, by the way. does the Apis dor-
sata have drones similar to ours?

THOSE FIVE COMBS, ETC.

MOKE AHOL'T THK " XO-POLLEN " EXPEIUMEXT.

0N page 232 friend Root seems to desire further
knowledge regarding the experiment I gave
on page 231. I took away all the combs the

colony had. and gave them five clean emptj-

combs, which were very carefully examined,

to see if they contained a single cell of pollen, not

one of which was found. This was done about Sept.

15th to 20th. I now led them 2'. lbs. of sugar
syrup each night for ten nights in succession, mak-
ing 25 lbs. fed. As the queen was not laying at the

time the combs were taken away, I examined the

colony after feeding fls'e days, to see if any brood
had been started, for I have never known a queen
to start laying, in this locality, after she has once
stop])ed, by feeding them for that purpose, as

friend Root, Prof. Cook, and others, claim they do
with them.

A careful examination at this time revealed only

sugar syruj), for neither eggs nor pollen was found.

I again examined them on the morning of the

eleventh day from the time I commenced to feed,

at which time I found no eggs nor pollen, although

a space was left in their combs for a brood-nest, or,

as 1 call it, a nest to winter in. Hence the insinua-

tion of Prof. Cook, on page 288, thfft I guessed at

the nuitter, is groundless. Again, I examined the

colony about Oct. 25th, when tucking them up for

winter, and found them clustered in and about
their winter-nest, with no brood, nor any that look-
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ed like young bees; and I flimly believe that there
was not an egg laid by the queen, nor a bee-load of

pollen gathered by those bees after I commenced
to feed them. As far as the getting of meal is con-
cerned, which Prof. Cook spoke of, by way of ac-

counting for the absence of pollen husks in their

excrement, I think that is farfetched; for I never
saw bees take meal in the fall, and much less when
no brood was being reared.

Well, where did the pollen come from which
friend Cook found? We will let him answer. On
March 10th he writes me. after he had received a
piece of comb I sent him, taken from where the
bees had died, which, the i-eaderwill bear in mind,
was taken from near the top of the comb, and not
from where the bees would have had their brood
and pollen last fall, had they had such, '' I find that

the white substance" (I supposed this to be chyme)
" at the bottom of the cells is the web or cocoon of

once larval bees. To this I find pollen grains

attached. I find a little pollen at the bottom of the

cells, which, to the unaided eye, seem entireb'

empty; also some under the honey (syrup) on the

side of the comb which you cut off. T find pollen,

which the microscope reveals, in almost every cell."

Hence it will be seen that lliese particles of pollen

were scattered about the bottom of all these cells

when the combs were given to the bees; for how
else could it get under the syrup where Ti'of. Cook
found it?

It will also be noticed that he did not find any
pollen, except by the aid of the microscope; and
when this was brought into requisition he finds a

little in almost every cell, thus showing that bees
use pollen in other ways than by the ccllliil, or

half full, as we usually see it.

Why I have been thus p.a'ticular in going into the

minutja regarding this experiment, is because it

has a direct bearing on the pollen theory, as it is

applied to our wintering troubles. Jflhad only

this one case, we might call it exceptional; but

since this colony died I have lost three otlu-r colo-

nies of diarrhoea (two in the cellar), which had only

sugar syrup foi- stores, as far as the unaided eye
could see.

I am asked, on page ilK, " Diil the bees have
dysentery badly enough when they flew out so as to

spot the snow?" Well, if they could have flown,

the snow would have been siiotted. 1 assure you,

friend Koot; for all of one end of the frames, and
one side of the hive, was all smeared over with
this excrement, which had all the appearance of

being the same identically with that " wliieh we arc
familiar with; " while the stench was as bad as any
I ever smelted; and this was the same with the

other three colonies. Jn fact, sugar syrup has
shown no advantage over natural stores with me;
and I sec in Gle.^ninos, and the other bee pajiers,

that others have had similar experience.

Now in closing I wish to ask: If bees do have the
dysentei-y, and die with it, where no pollen can be
detected by the unaided eye, in the combs that are

placed in the hive for wintering, can the no-pollen

theory be of any benefit to the average bee-keeper?
Again, if we must wait till the first of November
before feeding our bees, for fear that they will put
pollen in our clean empty combs which we give

them, as Prof. Cook thinks my bees did, can the no-

pollen theory be made practical? Our best apiarists

tell us that September is the month to prepare bees
for winter, so that their stores may be sealed, and

all is quiet early in the season. Once more: Iri

the light of the above experiments, how are any,
except thorough scientists, to know whereof they
affirm regarding the "no pollen no brood " theory?
and how does friend Root know but that his bees in

his greenhouse and other experiments had many
particles of pollen in their combs, but refused to

rear brood from ^ome other cause? Gentlemen,
what do we know on these points, any way?
Borodino, N. Y., May, 18?,"), G. M. Doolittle.
I think, frieiKl I)., we know somethin.u'.

even if we do not know it all. as yet. In re-
gard to my experiments in the greenhouse,
wlielher tliere was pollen remaining in the
comb or not. I sncceded in having the bees
rear brood and stop learing broocl at plea-
siue by meal feeding, and by stopping the
meal feeding. 1 did this during every month
of that winter, until I was abundantly satis-
lied that tiiere was at least a close eounec-
tion between the i)ollen and brood. When-
ever they exliausted their stores of meal,
brood stopped, or very shortly after. By
tlie way. friends, will it not be' best to drop
this pollen matter—at least for the present ?

THE LATE DISASTERS OF WINTER A
BENEFIT IN ONE WAY.
)lit) IX ItEGAHU TO THE VETEU.\SS WH(
DO .NOT WRITE ANY MOIIE.

I

G.VTHEU from correspondence through Central

p Iowa, that folly SO' ot the bees that have been
wintered outdoors are dead. I can see but one
good result in it. Many of the liee-Ueepers

have persisted in keeping the Iil<iik», and it's

generally that class (here) that left them out, un-

protected, and are now wondering what's wrong. I

think the Italians will have but little difficulty in

taking the lead from this on.

What has become of Mrs. Axtell, that we hear no
more of her? Probably (as she is an invalid) she

has been in the furnace of affliction, and writing

nuiy be a burden. Her articles are always laden

with good things. And then there is Hasty. Since

his splendid translation of Virgil, has he i)nt his

I

candle under a bushel? And then the funnyman
I
who usually writes about Mr. Duster, " I'nder the

I

Hox-Klders:" has he gone to Congress?
now TO MAKK -V CAVE.

Will not some of your correspondents tell us jn.-it

how is the best vmy to arch over a cave with some
good material that is cheap and will resist decay?

Wintering bees in properly ventilated cav(>s, in this

latitude, is the coming way. I). K. llKinAKEii.

Maxwell, la., April T,i, IS,'-.-,.

Friend 15.. I believe it is a fact, that more
black bees have died, and do die. than Ital-

ians ; but I do not thiidv the blacks any less

haidv : in fact. I have sometimes thought
that it was the other way. But the reason
is. 1 think, the one you have suggested.—
Mrs. Axtell answers for herself in tliis lues-
ent number. As near as 1 can liiid out,
friend Hasty goes by lits and starts some-
what, like many others who have much tal-

ent for serving the people. 1 have been ex-
pecting every little while that he would take
a notion to' write some more. The same
with Mr. Duster, of the box-elders. May be
he has lost his bees, and has got sour, but
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we hope not.—Your cave business is just
what I have been studying about ; in fact, I

do not know but I should have had a small

)

Mammoth Cave down by the carp-pond be-

1

fore this time, if it were not for that difficul-

ty you suggest—getting something to arch 1

over, to hold up tlie dirt. 1 am afraid of
boards, because they would rot or break,
and may be some of the children would get
buried up. I Avonder if the stoneware men
can't make us a great big horse-shoe tile,

[

big enough so we could walk in and carry in
t

bee-hives. "We could extend it as we Avanted
more room, and it would last for ever.

AATIDE, OR BROOD FRAMES, AND SEPA-
RATORS.

FKIEND HEDDON'S EXPERIMENTS AND CONCLU-
SIONS IN REGARD TO THEM.

HAVE been one of the pioneer opposers of wide

frames and separators. At one time I thoiig-ht

of separators as many now think of ',2-lb. sec-

tions; viz., that they cut the surplus depart-

ments up too small; but I have learned better,

and I have for several years publicly said that sep-

uratoi-s are no hindrance to the amount of surplus

we may receive, if other fixtures ai-e properly

arranged. Svich practical honey-producers as Dr.

C. C. Millei", and Oatman Bros., persuaded me to

again give separators a thorough trial, and two
years ago I did so by making 350 wide-frame supers

(one story or tier of sections high), and used these

side by side and over and under SCO of our cases,

all worked on the tiering-up plan. I used separa-

tors of both wood and tin, about 1800 of wood and

300 of tin. My appi-entices and neighbor Shirley

assisted me In using and testing them. I have also

used about 40 wide-frame supers two stories high.

I have done my best to give these fixtures a com-

parative trial for the past two seasons, and I have
used them in such quantities as to give us a physical

as well as mental education regarding their merits.

According to my present light I must render the

following decisions:

1. My case is the best style of surplus receptacle I

know of, to use without separators, and admits of no
improvement by me.

3. I would rather abandon separators altogether,

than use them in two-story supers.

3. I do not think there is any system of using

separators, equal to the wide frame, wlitn used one

story high.

4. I would use no system of surplusage (cither for

comb or extracted honey) that did not give me the

advantage of tiering up.

.5. I prefer tin to wooden separators.

6. There are many advantages in the use of sepa-

rators, and many in the non-use of them, and each
person must be governed by his own special cir-

cumstances.
7. Their use or non-use need not affect the quan-

tity of surplus secured.
I mean to continue the use of separators, and I

am now perfecting a different style of super which
1 think will aid us greatly in their quick and easy
manipulation, as well as their usefulness.

1 can not see why my case is called " the Heddon,
or Moore case." There is scarcely the least simi-

larity between them. Hro. Moore's does not incase

the sections. It is a rack to hold them in place only,

if 1 understand the description correctly.

Dowaglac, Mich. Jas. Heddon.

PERMANENT EMPLOYMENT.
Friend Tisdale tells us the Secret of it.

"whoso COMETH INTO ME, I WILL IN NO WISE
• AST OUT."

N i)age 130 you gave most splendid advice to

those out of employment. Now, friend Root,

that was just my case two years ago. I was
out of emploj-ment, used tobacco, etc. 1

tried to get work, but failed. 1 got discour-

aged; did not care what became of mo; but I got to

thinking over one of your sermons which I had
seen in Gleanings. I got right down and prayed
to God to help rae, and he heard my prayers, and I

have tried to keep his commandments ever since,

but failed in some instances. Now, a good many
men could not stay more than a short time with
this man I work for. They said he was too hard a

master, and they told me so; but I did stay with

him. Perhaps it was because he was a Christian

and they were not; and, what do you think? With
so many out of employment, to-day there were five

of the best farmers of Richfleld came to me and
wanted to hire me, and have their men sent adrift.

No, I told them I was going to "stick to the old

lady."

Now, young men, those of you out of employ-
ment, put your trust in the Lord Jesus Chi-ist; keep
his commands; go into the country; work for 30

cts. per day; be honest; build up a character;

stick to good principles; do as your boss wants you
to, if it Is nothing more than to knock down a

smoke-house and build It up as well as you know
how; and whosoever does this will never want for

work, and after a while get the best of wages. Do
right, young man. May this be your motto, your
shield, and your might, for the world ever honors

true courage in man. Then never be afraid oi-

ashamed to do right. A. H. Tisd.a.le.

Kichfleld, Minn., Feb. 23, 188.").

Friend T., I think you have struck the
true secret. The man who gets down on his
knees, all alone by himself, and asks God to
help him do right, will, if he is at all consis--

tent, get up and go to work in a way that
must win him plenty of friends anywhere.
If he is working for Christ he is working for
his fellow-men ; and the Master has said,
'* Inasmuch as ye have done it unto one of
the least of these my brethren, ye have done
it unto me."' If you are working for Christ
yon must be working for those around you :

and this kind of service never fails to be ap-
l)re{'iated, sooner or later. There are those
who make a 2"",/'.s.s/oii,who are out of employ-
ment, 1 know very well; but I have never
yet failed of beii'ig able to hnd that there
was trouble somewhere, when I got ac-

(luainted witli such people. A man who in-

sists on faithful, honest work, is often called
by many a hurd man, when he is simply a
./('(.s/ nnin ; but one who has the love" of
Christ in his heart should hv able to get
along pleasantly, even Avitli a man Avho is a
hard man. I have sometimes felt a good
deal of pleasure in linding that 1 could, by
an extra etfort. get along pleasantly with
those wlio have a reputation of being diffi-

cult and hard to please. And such little

victories do one good ; for if we get along
easily witli those who are difficult, we shall

have no trouble with the rest of the world.
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MYSELF AND MY NEIGHBORS.
Thou Hliult love tlif Lord tliy (iod willi all tliy

heart, and with all thy soul, and witli all thy
strength, and with all thy mind; and thy neighbor
as thyself.—Luke 10: CT.

Jp

MONG the piles of things thrown on
k my table, from our heavy mails, there

\l
came yesterday a little "pamphlet. I

^ picked it np and absently turned to

the first page. The words I read
startled me. I put it in my jxtcket tliis

morning, and at breakfast I read it aloud to

our family circle. Tiie words look iiold of

every heait, I believe, just as they took hold
of me; and if 1 am not mistaken, tiie

glances that were exchanged indicated that
the words went home to otlier hearts than
mine. Do yt)U want to know what were those
words that gave me a start—yes, that startle

me now, and trouble me, because they re-

mind me that I am a guilty sinner in (iod's

sightV Well, heri' is tiie little sentence:

I had been thinking how strange a thing it was
that 1 disliked so many people, and liked so lew.

The next words were right in the same
line, and they make me even now catch my
breath, as it were, and call out from the
bottom of my heart, "• Lord, help!*" Here is

the next sentence:
Only to look at some persons seemed enough to

put me out ot humor, and make me feel like saying
cross things.

And now I think I will give you the whole
of the little pamphlet.

THE LANTERN PEOPLE.
I have been thinking how strange a thing it was

that I disliked so many people and liked so few.

Only to look at some persons seemed enough to put
nic out (if humor and make me feel like saying
cross things. IJut there were others (although not
ni-arly so many of them) whom I loved to meet, and
whom 1 could hardly be cross to if 1 tried. 1 had
been thinking about this, when I fell asleep and had
a dream.

1 thought I wnsciinieil awav
when- it wiis :ilwa\s daik. N
tlicre, the sun ncvrr shone, an
in the sU.\ . \it jieopk' wer(
could see thcni walking about,
stiange j)cople, such as 1 ha<l

(1 (.1. nor I

o a strange country
morning ever came
there were iki stars
living there, and I

IJut they were very
never seen before,

heard of. nor e\cn thought of. I called them
I
the /,(Ui^'/)i /'top/t, because they looked like great
hnitii-ns with lights inside of them that shone
through. And they were <.f a verj strange shape,
tor they had ever so many sides, and on every side
was a picture. Some were pretty and some were
\igl.\ pictnits. Every person I saw had both pretty

Of course I was very much surprised, and stood
looking a long while: for the jieople could not see
me, though 1 coi'ld sic them and was close to them.
On sonic of their sides were ))ictures of snakes,

1
wasps, and pigs: on other sides, <>i doves, lambs,

j

llowers, and such beautiful things. And now I

want to tell you a very curious thing about the
way these people did when they met each other. I

noticed when a man met jinother in the street, he
would (|uickly turu around one of his sides, so that
the man he met could see it and nothing else—that
is, nothing but the picture that was on the side

While T stood watching I saw a man coming
along, and he turned almost the whole way round.
so as to bring the picture of a dog in front, where it

could be most i)lainly se(>n. It was a bulldog—one
of the sort that shows its teeth, veiy ugly and sav-
age-looking. I could not understand why he should
take so much trouble to turn out that ugly picture
(for he had prettier ones that 1 could see) until I

saw another man coming toward him who turned
out a picture uglier still. It was of a wolf.

As soon as they came close up to each other the
pictures seemed to be alive. I was astonished to
see their eyes move and their mouths open and
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shut, seeming to snap at one another, 'and all I
could hear were barkiug:s and growlings until they
had gone, the fierce beasts^trying to bite each other
as far as I could see them."
Next came a little girl. Happening to look be-

hind her, she saw another little girl following her.
At once she turned around one of her sides, that
had the picture of a wasp on it; but the little girl
who was coming after her turned the picture of a
beautiful butterfly. As soon as they met, the wasp
began to buzz and dart out its sharp sting, and 1

saw the butterfly fluttering and fluttering, till

jjresently it was scared away, and the picture of a
great spider came in its place. Then the spider
seemed to dart at the wasp, and the wasp tried to
sting the spider; and the little girls went off quar-
reling as fiercely as the two men had done.
Next I saw a young woman. She was prettier

than any other of the Lantern People that I had
seen. I saw her coming from a long way down the
street, and she never turned her sides, no matter
whom she met, but always kept one picture in
front; and that was of a dove. It bad a ring of
black around its neck, and an olive-leaf in its beak.
I thought to myself, "What a beautiful picture:"
Just then another young woman came up and
pushed rudely against her, and I saw this rutie one
turn out the picture of a snake. And the snake
hissed and darted out its forked tongue, but the
dove would not go. All it did was to coo softly and
flutter its wings and hold out the olive-leaf.
When the snake found that it could not frighten

the dove away, it began to creep off' itself, as if

ashamed; and what was my surprise to see present-
ly another dove come in its place I And the doves
began to coo to each other, and to look pleased and
happy, and the two young women took hold of each
other's hands; then they i>iit theii- arms around
one another's necks and kissed each other, and so
walked happily away. And I awoke. This was the
end of my dream.
My young friends, do you know what it mtans?

It means that we may be gentle and kind to each
other, or we may be cross and ill-natured, as we
choose. The dogs, the wasps, and the snakes, mean
ill-temper; the butterflies and the doves mean gen-
tleness and kindness. When we do not like a per-
son, we are very apt to turn toward him our ugly
side; that is, the picture of the dog—or the snake,
or the wasp. And if we do this, it is most likely he
will turn his ugly side toward us. Then we quarrel
and hate each other; and it is no wonder. How
much better always to keep turned toward others
the picture of the dove! Should we do this, it

would be seldom indeed that the dove would not,
sooner or later, be turned toward us.

Do you want to know who wrote it? I

suppose it was our good friend Charles Fos-
ter, the author of the ''Story of the Bible,''

and the little tract seems to be an advertise-
ment of this book, which so many of you
have read. Now then : Is it right that we
should go through the world loving so few
of our neighbors, and disliking so manyV
Jesus said, you know, '' Love ye your ene-
mies." Sometimes I think I do love even
my enemies ; that is, I think my greatest de-
sire is to do tliem good, and that I rejoice at
an opportunity of doing them a kindness ;

but, oh dear me! how quick I slip back and
forget! Yes, I forget my Master and Savior
who died for his enemies, because lie loved
them. Help me, O my Savior ! Help nie in

this task tluit seems at times an almost hope-
less one, of trying to turn nothing but a
pleasant picture and pleasant e.xterior and a
peaceful face to all my neiglibors, no matter
under wliat circumstances I tind them or
where they find me.
Even now as I breathe this prayer, light

seems lireaking over me. What a sad, sad
world this would be, had the Savior never
come to it! How many, many times, when
troubles and trials come all around me, have
1 souglit tliat refuge—"Come unto me, all ye
that are weary and heavy laden." How

much is this promise worth to us ! Over and
over again I think of it. All that the world
can furnish, all that this vast universe can
give in the way of happiness, sinks into in-
significance when compared with that great
boon. Christ's love and liis help. " I am the
way, the truth, and the life."'

RAISING STRAWBERIIIES.

MRS. MAHALA IS. CHADDOCK TELI>
RIENCE.

rs HER EXPE-

[

'T is real interesting to watch 'the Editor of

Gleanings when he gets to doing any^^thing;

he is so excited about it, and so sure that that
-* is just the thing. I have been through one at-

tack of the strawberry fever, and I know all

about it. I had an idea once that a fortune could

he made in strawberries. Itjis the easiest thing in

the world to count up. If I sell $100 worth of straw-

berries from half an acre of ground, I could sell

S^SCO worth from one acre; and on 80 acres I could

raise $16,030 worth, and in a few years — a very few
—I should be rich. AVell, the very next year I did

not sell fSO.OO worth. It was a dry year, and the

berries all dried up, and it ran on until we did two
years with no berries for the table.

Last August, a year ago, I made up my mind to

have some strawberries once moi-e. I couldn't get

any ground plowed, much^less'manured, subsoiled,

underdrained, etc., but we had a patch] of sweet
corn that was to be fed to the cows, and Mr. Chad-
dock said I might set the plants there if I wanted
to; but that as for him, he had no time to " bother"

with strawberries. 1 engaged the plants in Ver-

mont, five miles away, and was to go for them when
the first rain fell. One night it rained all night, and
the next day I went for them; but the man said it

was too wet to go among the plants; that I must
come again when it was not muddy. In a week I

went again. This was on Saturday afternoon ; and
when we got home with the plants it was 6 o'clock.

We must eat supper, milk the cows, and set out

those 400 plants. Mr. Chaddock could not help any,

because he was school director, and had to go to a

meeting of the board that evening. We dug little

holes with case-knives, poured half a pint of water
in each hole, and set in the plants, putting them in

a crooked row between the rows of corn. Jessie

and Mamie Marshall (a visitor) gouged the holes;

Harry carried the plants, and dropped one at each

hole (sometimes two), and Minnie and I set them (Ir-

ving had to go after the cows and do the milking).

Presently it grew dark, and the children grew tired

and sleepy, and I sent them all to the house, and I

took the lantern and finished setting the plants

alone. I am a brave woman; I care nothing for

robbers nor tramps: I can not imagine what the

feeling is, that makes one afraid of the dark; but I

was a sick woman; and when my back gave out 1

crawled on my hands and knees from one end of the

row to the other, till the last plant was set; then I

crawled to the house, and went to bed, and that

night it rained, and every plant grew. Now, it

seems to me that my way of setting strawberry-

plants is a great deal more real than for Mr. Root

to stand by a gardener and direct him to put one
plant in each pot, and talk of the beauty of raising

strawberries. Mahala B. Chaddock.
Vermont, 111., April, 1885.
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My friend, I know just exactly how you
felt when you crawled on your liands and
knees, and got the last of "that big lot of

[

plants set out, and whether the rest felt

like helping any more or not. I think I
,

know, too, how you felt when it rained and
they all grew. Energy is a grand thing, es-

pecially just the kind of energy you speak
of. liiit I think it is grander still when it

is harnessed and made to work evenly, con-
sistently, and methodically. Commence a
whole year ahead, if necessary, in preparing

;

your ground for strawberries. Underdrain
it at one time, subsoil it and plow it as you
know it ought to be at another time. Raise
some plants yourselt ; and if you have them
in pots, you won't need to mind very much
whether" it rains or not. We were "setting

plants out but yesterday, and the gronnd
was so soft and nice tiiat we did not have
to gouge out holes with case-knives, and
pour water into them. We stretched a stout
cord the whole length of the tield. clear
from the carp-pond up almost to the house.
Then we made the liorse follow tliat cord.
and plow and furrow in the soft dirt. The
ground had been manured and harrowed
and rolled and dragged, and worked up until
it was so soft that almost any child might
envy the jol) of moving the line rich mold
with his fingers. Mr. Weed says if you
give him ground like that, and every thing
hxed just right, he thinks he could set out
10,000 plants in a day. 1 know his back
would ache almost as bad as yours, though.
Mrs. C.. by the time he had got half of" the
10,000 plaiited ; but I should feel a good deal
more respect for the boy who got the back-
ache that way (or girl either for tiiat malter ,

than if they got the backache in a iive-mile
contest at the skating-rink.

A BEE-KEEPER IN TEOUBLE.
ONE OI- THE JUVKNILES TEI.LS US ABOUT IT.

SERE is papa's roport for last year. He says it

will do to. g-o in Blasted Hopes, if any will.

Out of 80 stands of bees he never received

one pound of honey, and to-day finds us
with only 8 stands living'. Had luck seems to

be his lot in every thing:. He has not been out of

the room for twelve days; he got his arm and hand
caught in a belt in the elevator where he was at

work, and tore it nearly all to pieces. It is his

right arm, and h(; can't write to you. He says you
will have to stop Oleanings, for he feels too poor
to take it any longer. It frets him because he can't

go to Sun(hiy-school, but he still puts his trust in

till' Loi'd, and hopes for a better day to come.
Please write to him. I'ltKit Parsham..
Skidmorc, Mo., Ajiril :ill. ISS"..

Why, Freddie, things do look dark at your
liouse" indeed, do they not V I am afraid
your papa let his bees starve, did he not, or
did they get aphis honey V I did not know
there was much trouble in wintering so far
south as you are. You say you did not get
(me pound of honey from 8(3 colonies. I be-
lieve that is one of the worst reports I ever
knew. I should not have neglected to pre-
j)are them all for winter, though, even if 1

did not get a pound. Your locality has. in

former years, given very good results, and it

will yet—never fear. Go to work, Freddie,
and make the most you possibly can of those
eight remaining colonies. It will not be a
very diflicult matter to fill the 80 hives
again, in your warm climate.—Now in re-

gard to that accident. It is true, accidents
of this nature will sometimes happen, but 1

am afraid your pa must have taken risks.

We trust the "damage will not be so bad
after his arm is thoroughly healed up.—No.
Freddie,we are not going to stop Gleanixcjs.
With your papa's permission we will keep it

going right along, and may be some of the
brethren may feel disposed to help you fill

your 80 hives, in the way of donating a
queen or two. when they can spare them.
The brightest part of yoiii- little letter is the
winding up. where you say your father is

still going to put liis"trust in the Lord. Tell
him to remember the words, '• Whom he
loveth he chastenetli."' Now, when things
get Ijetter. Freddie, please write us another
letter. v\ ill you notV There is another pleas-

ant thought. Freddie: Even if it should
jilease (itul to permit your father to be kept
away froiu Sunday-school, the school he was
instrumental in starting will still go on. and
will be a blessing, who knows how long?

ANOTHER LETTER FROM JAPAN.

now THE .lAI'ANESE OBSEIIVE NEW VEAH.

K. HOOT:—Please excuse me for not ac-

knowledging the book you sent me, sooner.

I was quite sick at the time it arrived, and
was unwell for over a month. Then
Christmas time drawing near, it made me

very busy.

I should like to tell you about our .laiianesc

Christmas service, but this year we i)ostponed it

till some time this month, and so it is impossible.

The Japanese make a great ado about the new
year, so I will tell you about that.

Every house is cleaned so as to look bright on
New Year's day. They are decorated with a lob-

ster, which signifies "many happy returns of the

day till your body bends like a lobster" (I suppose

you have noticed that boiled lobsters double upi.

On either side of the eiUrance is placed a pine-tree,

and two or more i)ieces of bamboo. Sometimes the

trees are joined by a rope, to which is fastened a

number of pieces of paper, which are supposed to

drive away evil spirits. The above festivities for

the new year seem more like men's work, but yo i

must not think the women are idle; they have to

make their own and their families' clothing, for

they must Cn all be new, since every .Japanese

wants to have some new article of clothing.

Just before the new year, all of the shops con-

taining kites, toys, hair-pins, and battledores, are

renewed, and they sell these very cheap then; but

on New Years day the prices rise enormously.

Many of the cake-shops bake large round cakes

made of"mochi,"or mashed rice. They are set

upon a little table in the houses during the festivi-

ties, after which they ai-e thrown away. Many
cook their meals for the first three days of January
beforehand, so as to have a good rest at the begin-

ning of the year.

If you would go out on New Year's day in Japan
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you would find yourself in the midst of happy faces

and bright dresses. You could not go far without

seeing a group of young: men and women playing
battlor'pcr and shuttlecock. They always have a

box of Japanese black ink, with which they paint

the faces of those that miss. You would also see

young men, and even old men, flying kites beside

the little boys. Every one is out in his good cloth-

ing. Flags and decorations arc on every side.

There are many happy faces, and the little babies

beside the other children usually have a piece of

candy or a toy in their hand.

I must not forget to mention the Japanese cus-

tom of making New-Year's calls. They try to visit

:ill of their friends by the 3d of January; but if

that is impossible, by the Tth. Japanese call it an
almost unpardonable rudeness if all of their friends

have not been to their house by the Tth.

Tokio, Japan, Jan. 2, 1885. Ada Krecker.

HOW TO RAISE CRANBERBIES.

WHITTEN BY ONI )VR 1.5-YEAH-OLD .JUVEXILES.

TTNCLE AMOS:—As you say you are going into

LI the cranberry business, and want some ad-

wA vice how to prepare and set out a bed, I will
^^ tell you what I know about it, for my pa (L.

C. Seaton) planted a bed in Minnesota, and I

helped him, so I have some knowledge how it

should bo done.

The most important part is the selection of a site.

A peat-bog, or a mucky slough, that is so situated

that it can be drained or flooded at will, is a proper
place.

Alluvial formation is the only one in which the

cranberry can bo successfully cultivated; but you
want to avoid gravel, daj-, and loam, as detrimental

to its growth.

Foot gate—

sft.

Drain

This S feet wide

This space 4 feet wide.
Inside of dam.

-Head gate

'

I

Inlet
I

Drain
I)IAGI{AM OF CK.VNBEKUV-UEI).

This lK!d can bo any size desired, but the drains in

dry land must be only about 8 feet apart; but if the
land is pretty damp they can be further apart, even
10 to 16 feet. It is best to All in the inside of dam
with sand; it will hold water better, also prevent
weeds from growing on inside of dam.

If you have a peat-bog, you want tf) take a sharp

spade or grub-hoe and cut off the bogs or uneven
places, and make It just as level as a floor. If your
bog has a suflicient depth of miick to support the
vines, say 16 inches deep, then the pieces cut oflf to

level down the bed can be placed around it to help
form the dam (for you will need a dam 2 feet high
all around your bed to hold the water to flood your
vines during winter).

Now cut a ditch about 8 inches deep and 8 inches
wide on the top, and 4 inches wide on the bottom,
running zigzag the whole length of your bed, as

shown in the diagram.
The object of this ditch is to drain and water your

beds. If your beds are made in a springy place it

j

will drain it; but if in a dry place you can water it

I

through these ditches. By keeping the water con-

stantly flowing through them at a depth of 3 inches

i

it will soak through the beds and give your cran-
' berries the proper amount of moisture.

I Now, this bed wants to be covered 3 or 4 inches

I

deep with pure clean sand, free from foul seed;

this wilfkeep down grass, weeds, etc., and is just

what the cranberries require to give them a healthy

growth. If jou have no peat-bog, but a slough cov-

ered with water, then drain it, level otT as before,

cover with sand, and you will have an everlasting

bed that will grow better the longer it stands. If

you have neither requisite, then you must dig a

trench 13 to 16 inches deep, the size you wish your
bed, and flll with muck or peat, and cover with sand
as before.

When one has plenty of water at liand, a pretty

good cranberry bed can be made on a bed of clear

sand, but the trench through the beds must be

closer together, and water kept constantly running,

and thoroughly flooded from one to two feet deei>

through winter.

If cranberry-vines are planted in too rich soil they
will all grow to vines, and not bear well; hence the

necessity of sanding and flooding. The Cape Cod is

the best variety to plant for general use. The vines

can be planted at any time during spring, when the

beds are prepared, by cutting the vines into pieces

about 4 inches long, and planting in the sand, leav-

ing the ends sticking out an inch or so. The closer

together they are planted, the sooner they will mat
the ground, which they must do before they become
good bearers.

Some have run their vines through a straw-cut-

ter, and sowed them like oats, and dragged them in,

and had good success with them; but in a small bed
the best way is to take a gurden-trowel or small

hoe, and strike it into the ground at an angle of 45

degrees; lift the sand up, drop 2 or 3 vines in the

hill, replace the sand, press down with the foot, and
the work is done.

I have already written more than I intended, yet

I have said nothing about the proper time for

flooding and draining otT water in spring, etc.

;
J. D. Se.\ton, age 15.

Ellcnsburg, Kittitas Co., Wash. Ter'y.

Many thanks, my yonng friend. Your
account is given excellently ; and even
though we should not go into the business,
it is worth something to know how such
things are done. ]>y tlie way, it seems to
me tnat that system ot irrigation woukl pro-
duce splendid results witli many other kinds
of vegetation. I should think that it would
be (luite troublesome having so many open
ditches, especially if one were going to use a
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horse in working in the ground. Why would
not a good-sized tile answer the same pur-
pose V AVater flows on our low land through
the tile almost all the time, more or less.

Last fall 1 visited a celery farm where they
put tile just the deptli they wished the water
to come, and it did the husiness heautifully.
We shall be glad to know something more
about the flooding, my young friend. And
we should also like to know liow your father
made it pay. Is he raising cranberries yet V

he Avas about, and he Went ofl looking kind
o' slieepish. I think I shall have to put
that little verse up somewhere along the di-
vision fence—that one that commences.

—

" Let dogs delifrht to bark and bite."

You know the rest of it. I can not tell

you to-day bow the house is fixed, but may
be I will have our engraver give you a pic-
ture of it. It has two porches—oiie on the
east and one on the west side. The fowls
spend most of their time in the porches.

FREDDIE'S 100 CHICKENS AND 60 EGGS A DAY, ETC.

Our bees wintered verj- well. We had 26 hives,

and lost only one. In one hive the queen was not

good, and we killed her. We are getting 60 eggs a

day. We have 9 geese and 100 chickens.

Fred W. Israel.
Damascus, Col. Co., O., May 4, 1885.

'.pi

Every boj' or girl, under 15*"
years of age, who writes a

letter for this department, containing
SOME VALUABLE FACT, NOT GENERALLY

ON BEES OR OTHER MATTEHS,
will receive one of David Cook's excel-
lent five- cent Sunday-school books.

Many of these books contain the same mat-
ter that you tlnd in Sunday-school books
costing from 81.00 to 81.50. If you have had
or more books, give ub the names that we

may not send the same twice. We have now
in stock six different books, as follows; viz.:
Sheer Off, The Giant - Killer. _ The Roby

A LETTER FROM A MOTHERLESS LITTLE GIRL.
My mother died last October. I have one brother

and one sister. Pa had •13 swarms of bees iu the

I

fall; 4 swarms died tliis winter. 1 have one swarm.
I
When our bees get to robbing, pa exchanges hives

and they go in their own. Pa sent to the I'. S. Fish

Commissioner for some German carp.

Constantinc, Mich. Edna Kifenbeisgh, age 11.

Our Homes, Part II. Besides the above books, you may have u
photograph of our ulil hduse npiar\'. taken a (freat many veai-s
a^'o. Initisa |.i. iiii ,n >.lt. lilur Kn.s.uikI Caddy. anda
i;rimp.se of Kin. i w hi^ :il>.. -om. i.nttv little colored
pictures of bird-, iimi . il.^^.i-, .1. . -uiiihle for framing.
Vou can have >..ui .1 ..i aii.\ ..n,- .,i i in- above picturis
or books for ever> Ictlei Uial t'ivct. u.> suuie valuable piece of
information.

' .V chiefs amang ye takin' notes;
An' faith, he'll pi-ent it."

fELlj, my little friends, if yon were to
come to see me tiiis bea'iitiful Mav
day. what do you think I would
have to show yoiiV I guess it would
be the new poultry yard and house,

r made the yard of two lolls of poultry-net-
tiug. and put Ihc house iu the middle. Tiien
I had it separated so I could have Plymouth
Uocks iu one end and Li^ht Ihahmas in the
other. The Light Ihahiuas I like the best,
as they are .so gentle, ami nice looking too;
and tiien they give iis such beautiful big
brown eggs every day. Iliiber and 1 gather
the eggs; and when they ;iie nice and clean
we have a real good time adniiiing each one
of the eggs. The Hralima rooster is almost
as tall as Iluber. and lluber c;iii put his arm
around the roosters neck, without scaring
him much either. A few days ago, when
the men were at work on the house they let

the two roosters get together, and. oh'my!
how they made the feathers lly. and blockl

too, some. I went and put my arms around
the Ih'ahma, and led him back home, and
then I began talking to iiini about the folly
of tightint;- when there was not anv thing to
light about at all. AVhat do you think he
didV Why, he turned around and bristled
up, and was going to flght me. I laughed
so hard tliat it probably reminded him what

A SWAR.M OF BOYS, ETC.

My papa keeps hecs. He delights very much in

them. We all like your A B C book and Glean-
ings. I like honey better than stings. I do not get

about the bees much. Mamma needs inc in the

house most of the time. I have no sister, but five

brothers, all younger than myself. Papa says if a
man wants to be suocossful in bee-keeping he also

needs a swarm of boys about him.

Davidsburg, Pa. Cevill.v K. Emig, age 11.

A letter FRO.M .V wee SCOTCH LASSIE.
I am a wee Scotch lassie called Mina; went to

school last harvest with sister Gina, and I am going
often. Father is a great beekeeper, and won the
prize for the Highland essay. He takes his bees to

the Lead Hills every year for heather honey. He is

not well, and I lieli) him all I can. When I was 3 I

asked him if the wee liees iiad wee een to see in the

(lark—not the dark of the skep, but the dark when
I am slee|)ing. A bee-freen calls me Wee Bee ever
since; isn't that funny:' It will be far to send me a

book for this. Wili.hemina Smith Thomson.
Auchinraith, Scotland.

EHNE.ST'S r-AI'.\ AVITH HIS FOUR APIARIES.
My pa has four yards of bees; 52 colonies in one

place, 40 in another, :30 in another, and 45 in anoth-

er; they are in cellars, except ,55, which are buried

under the snow. It has been 48 degrees below zero

here this winter, but the bees are doing well. Part

of the bees, pa is working on shares. He has 100

sheep. It is fun to see the little lambs skip and
play. Ma has 40 Plymouth Eocks that laid 248 cgg^
in tlie month of February. Ernest A. Gill.
Viola, Wis., March 14, 18S5.

Tliank you, Ernest, for your report. We
know youi' pa, and have known for some
time that lie was a big bee-keeper. Two
hundred and forty-eight eggs in the month
of February would be not (piite nine eggs a
day; but 1 should say that was tiptop for
forty hens in February, away up in Wiscon-
sin.
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Grandpa had 53 swarms of bees in the fall, and
now he has only 20. My papa is a Methodist preach-

er. Mabel Potter, age 7.

\Vone-.vcc, Wis., April 2-t, 1885.

FKO.M ONE OF OUll FLORIDA JUVENILES.

My papa has a few hives of bees. We have 19 lit-

tle chickens. We have a dog and 8 pigs. They are

Mi-owiug fast. We have 9 pigs, with the old one. I

liave a cat. . Letitia Lttch.
Hawks- Park, Fla., April 6, 1885.

ONE LEFT OUT OF THREE.
My papa has one stand of bees; he had three last

fall, but two died. We have not had any honey
from them yet. Papa never wears his veil when he
is hunting for the queen; he is not afraid of them.

Len.a w. Briogs, age 11.

Eddyville, Mass., Feb. 6, 1885.

CHARLEV'S REPORT.
Papa has had bad luck with his bees this winter,

tor it has been very cold here. We had a lai-ge

snow here yesterday, but it is nearly all gone now.
It was so cold that papa thinks that some of his

liees are frozen to death. He has one hive that has

lost its queen, and is nearly dead. If it dies, that

will bring his number down to C9.

Windsor, N. C, March 23. Chas. Harden.

A SHORT LETTER ABOUT .MIST.\KES.

It is a mistake to put off feeding until the nights

become cold. Better bo too early than too late. It

is a mistake to use up all the pots, kettles, pans,

spoons, stove-hooks, and other things upon which to

play the dead-march, when a swarm has started on
an excursion to the groves. B. B. Gillett.
Allerton, Wayne Co., la., April 9, 1885.

SAVED 103 OUT OF 115.

We have had a bad winter. It was awful cold,

I'ut papa's bees wintered well; lost only two out of <

105. The weather was warm last week; the blue-
j

birds and robins were singing their merry songs,

and the bees filled the air with their busy hum,
|

which made us feel as if spring were here; but it

has turned cold again. Charlie Nebel, age 11.

High Hill, Mo., Mar. 9, 1885.
i

FROM 4 TO 7, AND .503 LBS. OF HONEV.
My pa has 15 colonies of bees. He looked at them

the other day, and found two of them dead. He
had 7 swarms of bees from lour colonies. We got

500 lbs. of box honey. We winter them on their

summer stands. We pack them in chaff hives.

Johnny CARTRifiHT.
Weltouvillo. X. v., April 13, 1885.

how ELMOR DEFENDED HIS SISTER.

We have one swarm of bees. One day ray sister

and myself were watching the bees work, when one
stung my sister. She had never been stung before,

and it made her jump. She started to run, and ran

right toward me. I tried to get out of the way,
luit she kept coming to me. But 1 got away and
she went into the house. Er.MOR Wir.soN.

.Vllerton, Iowa, Mar. 6, 1885.

•MARKIXO HIVES.

I am a little orphan-girl, and live with my married
brother. We all love to read Gleanings, and work
with the bees. You say in A B C, when the hives

are close together there should be some mark on
their homes so they would not get lost. To help the

little bees, my brother has their hives all in a row,

and nicely painted, one blue and the next one white,

so on all through. I love their blue-eyed baby-boy.

He calls his little wagon " hut O."

LiLLlE CURRESS, agC 12.

C.oodland, Iiul., March 13, 18^5.

HONEY FRO.M THE PERSIMMON.
My papa has 9 hives of bees. Last year he got 250

lbs. of comb honey from six hives. The honey from
the persimmon-blossom was the best of all. The
bees make more honey from the persimmon than
fi'om any other source. The beeS work on it from
morning till night. Wo use the Langstroth hive

with jiound sections. I love to help take honey. I

;im not afraid of the bees.

Linden K. Shepherd, age 9.

Kciifs Store, Fluvanna Co., Ya., Feb. 26, 188.5.

TWO QUEENS IN A HIVE.
We have si.v colonies. Mamma sold two for hives.

I have two colonies of bees. One has got four

i|ueen-cells. I went to look at my other one, and a

bee stung me just below my eye, and it hurt so

badly that I could not see. 1 do not get stung
olten; but when they do sting me it hurts; you
ought to have seen my face. Have you ever heard

(if two queens living together? We had such a ease

last fall. They kept building queen-cells, and we I

divided them twice, and after that we looked in

and found a young (pieen, and we let her stay; and
this si)ring. when we looked in, the old one was
gone. Lizzie Witte.
McGregor, McLennan Co., Texas, Apr. 23, 1885.

Yes, Lizzie, it is quite common to find

two queens in a hive, under the circum-
stances you mention — an old one and a
young one, mother and daughter. The
A B C boolv will tell vou all about it.

taking THE BEES OUT OF THE CELLAR.
It is pretty warm here to-day, but there is a lot ol

snow. We carried out 8 swarms; they had a gootl

fly but it is rather cold yet. My pa was looking at a

strong swarm, and he found a young Italian drone.

Is it not early for them in this cold country? In

looking over the bees in the clamp, pa found one
dead with dysentery since my last; that leaves us

3 dead out of 30, up to date. There are small parts

of the fall wheat bare, and it looks very well. When
I received the big envelope to-day I opened it, ex-

pecting to get a price list; but, lo and behold! to

my surprise I found the beautiful book, Pilgrims

Progress. I do not know how to exi)ress my thanks.

Shelburne. fan. Charles E. Thompson.

LITTLE zoos LETTER.
I is rich now. Tozzer boy say, " How is oo rich?"

I has the doodest light when the sun dets up, de

puttiest dreen grass and fowers, and the dew-drops

shine on 'em like the diamonds in your ma's rings;

den after while the nice berries come on 'em; we tan

eat 'em or dry 'em, tin ha^ve 'em (ui the table and in

our iiay-house. We tins dem up and down the nice

roads along dem pretty fences and the banks of the

creek, and blances; den the pretty birds sing for us

while we gather them, and we gets dood tool water

to drink. When the pretty light goes out over the

hills, the pretty stars i)eep out and sliine right on

me, an I spec my eyes shine right at 'em too. To/.-

zer boj- says 'em aint mine, but ma says da is; that

the dood man gims 'em to me, and all of us. So I

feels rich with all these dood and pretty things, des

waltln' for me to tall 'em mine. Zoo.
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FROM A YOUNG BOATMAN.
My pa keeps bees. He liad 50 stands in the fall;

but the winter has been so cold that I do not know
how many we have now. We did not get very much
honey last fall. We take Gleanings. I learn a

great deal by reading it. We live on the Desmoines
River. My pa is ferryman. I am a little boy, but I

can row a boat. Come over and T will give you a
boat-ride. Eldie Wai.kek.
Kousseau, Iowa, Feb. 7, 1885.

FIVE CENTS a SWAKM.
My papa keeps bees. I watch them, ainl wlicii 1

sec them swarm 1 get 5 ets. One day lust suinnier a

swarm came out, and we just got them hived when
a wind storm came up. It blew the hive over, and
we lost a good many bees, anti lost the (pieen.

A neighbor wiis hi^lping papa hive the l)ees, and the

bees alighted all ovei' him, and stung him so badly
that he did not slee)) any that night, and he said he
would rather eat the honey than to hive the bees. I

am a left-handed girl

.

Annie Bennett.
Alexandria, Minn., March, 1885.

ABOUT strawberries.
I don't like honey, but I like strawberries. Papa

has a nice bed of Parry, Sharpless, and Crescent
Seedling strawberries. He thinks the best way to

raise them is to set out a new bed every spring,

and dig or plow up the old ones as soon as they are
done bearing. Harkv T. Dow. age (i.

Corning, Steuben Co., N. Y.

SUSIE'S LETTER.
Pa commenced with 16 stands of bees last spring,

and increased to 60, and e.vtracted 1400 lbs. of honey,

and I turned the extractor. All of the bees died
|

but 41 stands, and they came out all right this
j

spring, and those that died had plenty of honey in
|

the bives. I should like to know the cause of it.

Last summer I had to let pa know when they
]

swarmed. We hope to have a good honey crop this

year. Susie Garrison, age 11.

Whitehall, 111., April 25, 188,5.

THE FIUST SWARM OF BEES FOR 18S5.

.V swarm of bees alighted on a fence at one of our
neighbor's, and they found them and put them in a

!

hive that had comb and honey in it, and he says

they are doing well. It was on the llr-st day of

April. They must have come from the woods.

There was about a quart of them, and they had a

queen. My papa hns si.v swarms of lees in ehalf

hives; ht; lost noiu^ this winter; my grandpa Inst a

good numy of his bees, and so have our neighbors.

Dayton, Ohio, .\pril l.i, IHS.'i. Vioi.a Tiumm:.

.VN OlilMIAN IIOV'S I,KTTi;i!.

I am a little boy of i:!. I work in the Held every

day. We have a great numy hives of bees, and get

a great deal of honey. We sell it by the gallon. We
oat a great deal of it on the table. It is very good

!

in cold weather. I have a large truck wagon, and I .

work yearlings to it. I am an orphan boy, but I I

have a good guardian. I have been with him si.v

years. I have a little single-barrel shot-gun. It

throws shot liKI yards. I can kill a bird H.\ ing, or

any way. T. 8. Tu wim.ian.
Caseyville, Mi.-.s., Apr. 8, 1885.

HOW MINNA LOST THE BEES BECAUSE SHE KoltliOT

AND LEFT THE COVER OF THE HIVE OFF.

I luid a swarm of bees, and moved them 13 miles,

and they did well for about a week. They com-
menced coming out, and I went out to look at them
and left the top of the hive ofT. and next morning
they were all dead. I was very sorry, for I loved to

tend them. Grandma and myself went on shares,

and she had 36 swarms and lost all but 4, and I lost

mine too, but I am going to get me another one.

Minna Dickens, age 14,

Mossing Ford, Va , April 1!), 1885.

THE dead queens.
We have six hives of bees. One colony carried

out a great many dead bees and three dead (jueens

one day last month, and laid them on the alighting-

board, and they have one live queen and a great

many bees yet. Father picked up the dead queens
and put them in a glass tumbler. He sujs the
young queen stung her mother and sisters, and
killed them. One other colony carried out their

queens, and faiher bought a queen and gave them.
XoN.\ Johnston, age s.

Brock, Xeb., April 7, 1885.

HOW .JOSEPH S FATHER GOT A START IN BEE-
KEEPING.

My father takes Gleanings, and thinks it is vrry

interesting. He has 15 colonies of bees, but they
did not make much honey last year. You can not

guess how i)a got some of his bees. He was out

hunting two years ago last .January, and he found
them in the top of a big tree, hanging \Hider a limb,

and he shot them ofl' with his ritle, and then piled up
the comb and went home and got a bucket, and
brought them home and put them in a hive.

.Joseph H. Thakp, age Id.

Ihniiiony. Iredell Co., X. C, March, 1885.

another letter fro.m daisy white.
.M\ |)a keeps bees; he has 1(13 swarms a1 home,

and 45 swarms away from home. It has been so

cold for four weeks that pa doesn't know wliether

any swarms have died or not. We have got an
acre of strawberries. 1 su|)poso we shall be very
busy next summer, picking them. I have a Imby-

brother, and he can sing ever so many tunes. He
is not (wo years old yet. He enjoys riding on the

little sled as well as Huber. He likes to see us

skate. 1 should like to go out to Medina again. I

had such a nice tinu- when I was then-. 1 enjoy

reading the letters in Gleanings.
New London, (t. D.msv White.

( hauley's poetry, etc.

Had luck with my bees this week. I had only two
hives; one of them was in the woods. Father went
to it yesterday, and themiee had killed the bees and
eaten the honey, so that leaves me only one hi\

c

but I hope they will swarm this spring.

THE BEES.
L'p thf\ ;ni-, liiijjlit mikI earl.y.

rtnl

line clearl
the (lay.

• lit pla.v.

buzz their winfr.s.

I'.ut wlicn llio i-.>ia uinUTi' .-.

And shuts them in thiii- lioni.s.

B.v cold they'll all l)e slain.
If they come out trxi smn airaiii.

Charles T. Haudkn, .In.

Windsor, X. C, April 6, 1885.

LETTER FROM A CALIFORNIA JUVENILE.
Our bees swarmed and alighted on the fancy

woodwork of our cupola, or tower; my brother is
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the bee-keeper, and he was not at home. My lather

and a gentlemen living with us got through a trap-

door in the roof and hived them, and left them
there until brother came home: then they brought
them down. April 7, papa told us to come out to

the coi-ral before we had even had breakfast. We
were very much pleased to see a nice little brown
foal standing by our mare"s side. Our papa lets

her out on the grass every morning, and we go
with him and run with our little foal, and we have
much fun with her. Lilli.\n T. Hixde, age i:5.

Anaheim, Cal., Apr. 9, 1885.

I

WHV KITTIE S PAP.\ LOST NEARLY OXE-THIRD OF
HIS BEES.

I got a pair of ear-rings for a present, and a nice

chromo. Pa took his bees out two days ago. He
1
lost nearly one-third. He set them in rows, packed

! with chaff. He was very busy last fall building a

\

house and cistern, and neglected them. He made u

bi-ick filter in the cistern, something like that one
in Gle.\nin<;s. 1 should like to see little Hiiber. I

wish you could see our blue-eyed baby. Her name
is Pearle. Kittie M. Uaugak.
Border Plains, Iowa, March 38, 1885.

ALTA'S LETTER .JUST AS SHE WROTE IT.

DEAR AVR ROOT. MY mA FonD a swaRav oF
bEeS oh An oaK tReE. she pUT theai iN tuE
SELLER. aTT They aLl DieD she WA.'iTg To
Get sf>ME MqrE. iF this is WoRth A Book
sEmD The JiAnT kjlLeR. i am g YeArs oLa.
Hatches Mills, Ind. Alta M. Costello.

WANTS A book, EVEN IF SHE IS LITTLE.

If I am little and can't write, I want a book, so I

get Jimmie to write for me. Jimmie goes to school

all the time. I get awful lonesome.
IJerthaE. Howe,

j

how jimmie's father feeds bees.
I

As pa keeps bees and takes Gleanings, I thought
j

I would write and tell you how he feeds his bees.

He has a Simplicity feeder, which he sets on top or

near the cluster; then with a box with a hole in

the top he covers it up. The hole is covered with

wire cloth; he places a tin tube through the chaff , !

so he can pour the syrup in the feeder. Pa got his

first bees in the woods in a tree. That was in the

spring of 188:2; that summer he found another tree,

but they had no queen, so he sent and got a queen
of you, then bought one stand, so he had 'i stands

to commence with in 18813. They increased to 15,

and last summer they increased to 1i3; but pa
doubled them up to 16, and now he has but seven
stands left, as the chatf did not keep them from
freezing. This is the first letter I ever wrote. I

have one little blue-eyed sister, i years old. Her
name is Bertha. Jimmie R. Howe, age 8.

Sulphur Hill, Ind., March 5, 1885.

orange-blossoms from AWAV down in FLORIDA.
I received the book that you sent to me, and I

like it very much indeed, especially the little book
with little Bopeep in. We have a school now. I

like the teacher very much indeed, and I like to go
to school, and I hope that it will keep more than
three mouths. Sometimes I whisper, and she

keeps me in at recess; but I don't care for that, be-

cause I can have some fun. Every Friday we
speak pieces. I like to speak. Tell me the name of

your little girl. I have read some letters in Glean-
ings, and I found the name of Blue Eyes. I

thought that I would send you some orange-blos-

soms. Eva Glawson.
New Smyrna, Fla., March 8, 1885.

Thank you, Eva, for the orange-blossoms.
I am glad to know that you like to speak
pieces at school. I am glad that your teach-
er is trying to have you stop whispering.
Our little girl's name is Carrie, but we call

her Caddie for short. She brings me some
of her ligure-work which she does at school,
every few days ; and, by the way, she is get-
ting so she writes very well. I think we
shall have to have one of her letters in
Gleanings.

.TOHN'S REPORT.

From three colonies last spring we have taken 110

lbs. of extracted and 50 lbs. of comb honey, making
in all 160 lbs., mostly from Spanish needle. Bass-

wood yielded nothing, and white clover yielded only

a small amount of honey. Wo increased them to 5.

They are all in good condition. I packed 4 on their

summer stands, and put one in the cellar. I carried

it out of the cellar on the 5th ult., to give them a

cleansing flight. As the bees are gathering pollen

now, I think I have wintered well. Most of the

farmers around here have lost a good many of their

bees. The coldest weather here this winter was 36

degrees below zero. Pa is moving about 50 stands

of his bees to a place called Bear Creek, five miles

south of here. He has taken 30 down, and will take

the rest in a week or two. John V. Nebel.
High Hill, Mo., April 1, 1885.

WH.VT IS HONEY-DEW?
We received the hives all right, I am glad to say.

I am a boy 14 years old, and live on a farm near

Princeton. My papa keeps bees, but is traveling

for the Trenton Iron Co. I put all of papa's hives

together. We had 10 hives last fall, and have 8 out

of 10 now. My mamma and I will have to take care

of the bees this summer. Will you please tell me
what honey-dew is? Irving D. Banks.
Princeton, N. J., April 30, 1885.

Friend Irving, it is a hard thing to an-
swer; but I suppose the most of it is an ex-
udation from certain insects that feed on the
bark and foliage of different trees. At oth-
er times, the plants themselves seem to ex-
ude a sort of honey, or saccharine substance.
For the last few days our bees have been
very busy on the heads of lettuce in our cold
frames. I suppose they find something that
is sweet, of course, for they search every
leaf carefully, and dive away down into the
heads. They are on hand every morning,
just as soon as the sun is up enough so they
can Uy.

MUSKR.iTS E.\TING THROUGH CARP-PONDS.

The animal that made the hole in your dam was
probably a muskrat. They are sometimes A'ery

troublesome. My neighbor had a good dam spoiled,

and all the water let out by them. He lias x-ebuilt

the dam, and stocked the pond with carp. He now
keeps the rats away by watching for them, and
shooting them whenever he sees any of their work.

A good way is to trap them with a steel trap set un-

der the water in their runs. J. H. Tinker.
Olathe, Kansas.

Yes, friend T., I know it was a muskrat.
for one day when I was down by the creek I

saw him walk along leisurely, sometimes
under water and sometimes out. Once in a
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while, when he found a water-plant to snit

him he pulled it up and then sat down in the
[

water to nibble it while he held the root in

his paws. He looked as cute as could be.
!

and I felt bad to mar his enjoyment. But I

concluded it must be done, so 1 hunted up a
nice smooth stone, and drew back, thinking?

I could pop him n^]\i sciuare on the head,
sure ; but just then my foot hit a brush and
made a noise. lie stopped his lunch, looked
at me just about a second rather curiously,
and then went keelinj? liead over heels down
into the water, and Inially crawled up under
the turf rij^ht opposite the carp-i)ond. You
see, he digs back in the bank there and
comes out right inside of the pond, and
away goes the water. He has not done it

very lately. ho\ve\er. for we have pounded in

so many tin scriips thathewill spoil his teeth
if he gets through again.

A PIECE ABOUT BEES — TAKEN KKOM THE THIKt)
READER.

I will write joii a piece about bees. I frot it out

of my Tliirrl Reader. When bees enter a new hive

it is said that they divide tlieinselves into four

companies, one of which g-oes out to the fields in

search of materials; another employs itself in lay-

ing the bottom and wall of the cells; a third in

making the inside smooth from the corners, and the

fourth in bringing food for the rest; but they are

not always doing the same thing. They often ex-

|

change their tasks—those that have been in the i

fields coming in to woi-k, and those that have been
confined to the hive take their flight. They have a

language, or signs, by which they understand «ach
other. When one that is hungry meets a loaded

bee, they stoj), and the one that has honey bends
down its trunk and lets the contents fall into the

mouth of the other. Their diligence and labor are
i

so great that in one day's time they are able to

make cells in sufficient number to contain 3tX)0 bees.

Some of the bees are busy all the time in stopping
|

the holes and openings, for it is necessary that they
should be warm. Their cells they strengthen all

round by bands or strings of wax, and when this is

done they go over them all again with their teeth

and pare away all that is unnecessary, and shape
round the partitions, taking away all the chips or

fragments of wax, and carrying them out of the

hive. They are very neat, and keep their house
perfectly clean. A.xnie Lecck, age 13.

Campo Seco, Cal., March, 188.5.

Friend Annie, your story is in the main
pretty accurate, although T think it is a mis-
take about bees dividing themselves into i

four companies, although it is true that they
apportion the work among them, some
working at one thing and some at another

;

but they exchange places so much that it is

pretty hard to lay down any rules in regard
to their divisi(m of labor.

to plow. May be I would get tired of it, but
you see it is doing something outdoors,
right under God's blue sky, and then it is

something useful too ; and even though you
do get very tired, how one does enjoy'his
dinner after such kind of worki and then that
feeling of peace and happiness after you get
through at night, and have your team all

nicely cared for and put away! A boy who
can do a good job of plowing need never be
afraid of losing his situation ; and if banks
break, and money is hard to get, and all

these other things happen, what does he
careV I can very well remember when I

used to hate plowing ; but for all that, I can
not understand now whv I ever was so fool-

ish. '^
ONI.y 8 LOST OUT OF 147, AND THAT IN CANADA.
We have twins. We call them Wiman and May.

They are four months old. Father had 147 colonies

of bees ; 8 of them died. They were out of doors.

Those in the cellar are doing well. Father gave me
2 colonies. They are both alive. I do chores, and
harness the horse for father. 1 had my leg broken
when I was 6 years old, and have not been able to

go to school much. Spencer Orvis, age 0.

Whitby, Ont., March 28, 1885.

^'ery good. Spencer. With 147 colonies of
bees, 100 bushels of alsike clover, and twins
four months old, it seems to me your fa-

ther ought to be a happy man. See p. '2H0.

AND here is a letter FROM 4'; - YEAR - OLD
BERTHA.

I am 4' 2 years old. I rock the babies for mother,

and play with Lilj-. She learns not to tear books
when she has them. Does Huber have books to

play with? Lily tries to help me clear the table.

Does Huber try to work any?
Whitby, Ont., Can. Bertha Orvis, per niDtUer.

Thank you. Bertha. If you were at our
house, you would think Huber did have
books to play with. When I go home
nights and get my Ohio Farmer he climbs up
on my knee and begins, "Pic'er-book, nic'er-
book, papa." And then when I a.SK him
what " pic"er-book"' he wants he will reply.
" Want burny man ;"' and if I do not get "it

right off he will keen saying. '' Burny man,
papa, burny man." lie means by this that
lie wants one of the old readers "that has a
picture in it of a man carrying a child out of
a burning building. He can hud the book
anywhere in the secretary, just by seeing
the back of it. when there are hundreds of
other books almost like it. Yes, Huber tries

to work. I do not know that he ever accom-
plishes very much, but I do know this:
That every few minutes he makes a great
heap of work, as they say down South.
Well, Bertha, 1 think you do pretty well if

you manage to rock both of those twin ba-
bies, and only 4^ years old.

now n.\RRY GOT INTO TROUBLE.
Last summer 1 went out to the cornfield where

my father was plowing, to tell him that the bees
were swarming, and that 1 would plow till he hived
them. I got mysell' into trouble, and had to plow all

summer. Harrv Neff.
Clive, Iowa, Feb. 8, 1885.

Now, Harry, I do not pity you a bit. For
my part I can not think of any thing in this
whole world that would be better tun than

COVERING BEES WITH HEMLOCK KOUGH!*, ETC., FOR
AVINTER.

My papa keeps bees. Last year he had 4 swarms,
spring count ; they swarmed so we had 12 that year.

In imi we got 179 lbs. of comb honey, and 90 lbs. of

extracted. They all wintered but two. He winter-

ed them out of doors, just as they stand in the sum-
mer. Our bees did not swarm at all last year, and
we got only 100 lbs. of honey, and that was all clo-

ver, as basswood did not blossom. In the fall, papa
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bought and took on shai-es 14 more, so be has got 26

.stands now. He thinks a great deal of bees. Tn

fact, ^ve all do. Mamnm sometimes hives them.

One of our neighbors has at two different times

lost all of his bees by covering them with hemlock
boughs. One year he lost T, aud another 20. The
man who kept them thought that that did not have
:iii.v tiling to do with it, but my papa thought that

was what killed them. What do you thinkV

Blanch Bulklev. age 13.

New Woodstock, N. V'., March 1, 188,5.

I do not think the hemlock boughs ditl the
l)ees any harm, friend ]31anch, nnless it was
Itecause they kept the sun from shining on
the liives. Of course, it would keep oft' the
wind some ; but what we want to do is to
keep away all the wind and at the same time
let the liives have all the sunshine they can
get.

HOY'S ENCOURAGING REPORT.
Pa began keeping bees when I was a year old.

He and uncle Ned saw a swarm of bees tlying over

t heir heads in haying-time. They stopped them and

Iiut them in a hive. In a few days he bought three

swarms in box hives for $21. That fall he bought 10

swarms in frame hives for S'lOO. The next spring

he bought a honcj'-extractor, uncapping-knife, and
10 lbs. of foundation of you. During the summer
he made enough money from his bees to replace all

the money he paid out for his bees, extractor, knife,

foundation, lumber, etc., that he used. He has al-

ways made his own hives, crates, and scctious; and
for the last 7 years, foundation. He has never ad-

vertised, but he has lots of customers from far and
near. He runs his machine with a horse power.

He made a rigging to .sandpaper sections, that cost

2.5 cents. It sandpapers them as they are sawed,

and saws them ever so nice. Pa has taken your
.journal ever since he kept bees. He has always

made beekeeping pay. He had 75 swarms last

spring: sold some in the fall, and hiid it9 left to win-

ter. He got over SOOO lbs. of honey; sold U13 lbs.

comb honey to one firm in Charlotte.

Chester, Mit-h. Koy B. Huhbaku, age 10.

Well done. Roy; but it seems to me that
machine that sandpapers the sections just as
Iheyjcome from the saw, and costs only 25
cents, needs a little more exphination.
Can't you or your pa explain a little more,
for the beneflt of the brethren?

SEVEN - YEAR - OLU CII.ARUE TEF.I.S L'S HOW TO
IIARNE.SS THK HORSES WHEN THK BKES

ARE CROSS.

.My mamma has told me about you, and liow kind

you are to little boys. 1 should like to see the

wheelbarrow full of books you have for little boys.

My mamma works ever so busy amongst the bees,

but they are eight miles from home, so we have to

leave some one at home to take care of things when
we work with the bees, for mamma says I must tlnd

the queens for her, as I have such sharp eyes.

I want to tell you how to harness horses when
bees are cross. Get get the smoker ready, put the

harness on the horses, and take them to the wagon.

l,ot one go along with the smoker, and walk around

tlie hor.ses, puffing the smoker, and the bees will all

lly away. That is the way we do, and it works first

rate. I learn my lessons and recite to my mamma.
I read the Youth's Companion, add, subtract, multi-

ply, and divide, without a book, and I am learning

the 16"s in multiplication. I write, and study geog-
raphy. I have done all this to-day, and helped irri-

gate, and the water drove a gopher out, and I killed

it; and then Gipsy, my dog, ate it. We have a earp-

poud, but they are all big, as the water is too cold

for the spawn to hatch. Charlie Wilson, age 7.

San Bernardino, Cal., Apr. 3, 1885.

ESTHER'S STRAWBERRY LETTER.

My ma takes Gleanings, and we are pleased

with it and the ever-welcome Home Papers. You
wanted all that loved to cultivate or grow straw-

berries to inform you of their mode of cultivation

and success. Here is our way: Set out in April or

August; mulch in October so thick you can't see

the ground by walking over them; this keeps them
with green leaves all winter; the ground will not

thaw out until it will stay so, and frost or light

freezes do not reach them in the spring. Our patch

of 12 by 16 feet did not do quite as well as some I

saw in the newspaper, which gave from 80 to 120

quarts to the rod; but we got 32 quarts, besides some
that were not measured. We took some to the fes-

tival, and sold them, three for a nickel. The largest

one we measured was I'U inches in circumference;
the most on one stem was 17 large berries.

Esther A. Freuly, age 12.

Silver City, Iowa, April 30, 1885.

STRENOTUENINO WE.\K colonies by the FIR-
chase of bees by the pound.

My pa bought one stand of black bees, the sum-
mer before last. They have swarmed twice. The
last swarm came out on the first day of .luly, and
we were all away at a picnic. It was the eigth day
after the first swarm. We expected it would come
out, but we did not like to miss the picnic. But,

however, when we came home, after looking

around a while pa saw a ball of bees the size of a

quart dipper. There was a heavy storm of rain

that daj', so they got under a board for shelter.

;

About the last of August, pa was examining the

first swarm, aud he found that they had neither
' eggs nor brood, so we wanted to know from Mr. W.,

who was accustomed to bees, what was best to do.

j

He advised us to get a few bees and a queen. Pa
got 3W lbs. of Italians and a queen. At night we
smoked the black bees down, and then put the Ital-

ians in. But in the morning, when we went out, we
saw all the black bees scattered about on the

ground. Please let us know if it was right to put

so many Italians with the blacks. Pa has no smok-
er; but when he examines the bees he blows some
tobacco smoke into the hive. People say it injures

the bees. Chas. Hamilton, age 13.

I Apto, Ont.. April 14, 1885.

j

Friend Charles, your father did all right.

j

only that he did not watch the bees long
enough to see that they united peaceably.
He should have remained near the hive;
and as soon as the tirst black l»ee came out
stung, they should have had a good vigorous
smoking. It is never safe to neglect this.

You might have lost your 'M lbs. of Italians.

I am afraid now that they are queenless. I

1
do not think that tobacco smoke injures the

;
bees; but, Charley, I am (piite sure that it

,
does injure the man who blows it on the

j

bees. Suppose you tell your pa that we will

furnish him a bee-smoker if he will give up

I

the use of tobacco, and give us the usual

;

promise.
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0aR JJeMEg.

Hast thou entered into the springs of the sea? or
hast thou walked in the search of the depth.—Job
38:16.

'HEN we had got into the cave perhaps
a quarter of a mile, the guide point-
ed with liis cane to the tracks of
oxen, made by the saltpeter workers
more than sixty years ago. I stoop-

ed down with my knife to cut one of the
footprints, to see whether it had really
turned to stone, as it looked to be. Our
good friend Matt objected, however, remark-
ing that, if every visitor were allowed to do
that, the cave would soon be all whittled up.
Pretty soon we had good evidence of the
wisdom of his restrictions, for the ceiling to
the cave, where it came down so as to be
v.ithin reach overhead, wns
literally covered with names
dates, and inscriptions , in

fact, it reminded one of a
country schoolhouse with its

carvings and markings. The
guide remarked that tins
work w^as all done a gieat
many years ago. and that toi

some "time nothing of tin

kind has been allowed I

noticed one inscription some
thing like this: '-John Jones
1815." It was made h\

holding a lamp so near the
white ceiling as to blacken
it with the smoke, and i ude
letters were made in this
way. Think of smoking uji

these beautiful white <eil

ings, just to let people know
that John Jones pii^sed

througli iiere I I am glad
this work has been stopix d
and as I shut my knife, and
put it back into my po( ket
I concluded we must all li\(

and learn. Further ba( K m
the newer explorations tht

eye is not pained by such un-
couth lettering.
Now we come to the sta-

lactites. Some of them are
old and hard, and look as
though they had stood for
centuries. Others are damp, and a drop of
water hangs on the lower end. slowly evap-
orating, and adding to the length ifttle by
little, much in the way that an icicle in-

creases in size and length as the water runs
off from the roof from the melting snows on
a wintry day. You can tell by the taste of
this water as it trickles down, that it is

charged with rocky matter in solution.
Some of it tastes strongly of alum. When
the water drops slowly on to the tloor below,
it evaporates by the currents of air through
the cave, and thus piles up. By and by
these stalagmites and stalactites meet and
form great pillars, a view of which I give
you in the cut above.
The trickling of the water has, during the

ages, formed these immense supports, as
tnev seem to be. This mammoth dome.

which is the largest of all the domes yet
discovered in the Mammoth Cave, is about
400 feet long, and 1-50 feet in length. The
height varies from SO to 250 feet. At the
left of the picture we have a view of what
looks like cliffs. Some of the visitors have
climbed up part way of the cliff by means of
a ladder. In one place these cliffs look so
much like cliffs on the landscape that they
have been named ••Kentucky Cliffs."

A little further along we found a place
where, back among the shelving in these
cliffs, Httle partitions have been left so as to
form veritalDle pigeon-holes, as if some giant
had had them made to tuck away his papers.
Some of the pigeon-holes, when reached by
a ladder, would make a very commodious
room for a moderate-sized family.
And now we come to the Methodist

Church. I alwavs liked churches (that is,

MAMMOTH DOME AXD COKIXTlIIAX I'lLLAUS.

of late years); and when our guide i^oinled

to us the pulpit, and indicated that the logs

placed conveniently around before it were
the seats used by a" band of worshipers iifty

or sixty years ago it gave me a thrill of plea-

sure to til ink that our early fathers worship-
ed md reverenced the same God that we do
now . Services have been at different times
since held in this same old Methodist
Church, as I have been told. The log seats
are in a state of perfect preservation, and
look now just as they did when first put
there, only somewhat discolored by age.

From the absence of schoolhouses and
churches in the country around Mammoth
Cave. I am afraid that the present age is

hardly keeping up the devotional spirit of

fifty years ago when they had meetings here
regularly.
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About 150 yards beyond the Methodist
Church, the guide pointed to us ruts cut in

the soft mud made by the cart-wheels from
the saltpeter works o"f 1812. This mud has
uuw become a sort of hard stone, probably
on account of the minerals lield in solution
by the water that helped to make the mud.
And now we come to the eight huge vats
where those old saltpeter works were man-
aged, as 1 told you about last month. It

has been suggested, that, if other sources
failed, the Mammoth Cave would at any
time furnish enough saltpeter to supply the
world. Below we give a cut of these vats.

Before us are some huge rocks that at
some time or other have fallen from the ceil-

ing ; in fact, when Matt burns one of the
Bengal lights so as to light up the ceiling,
you can see just where a great rock broke
off. What is to hinder more of them from
dropping off and burying up our little party?

Our guide tells us of a Scotchman who got
i

so far, and, fearing that some rocks would
tumble down, stopped and refused to go any
furtlier. Shall I tell you why there is no

j

danger of their falling now, "friends? It is '

because the rock is hard and firm, comi)ared '

with what it was at the time these convul-
sions hai)peued. The greater part of the
Mammoth Cave is now dry and hard and
firm.
By this tinu\ one of oiu- lunnber whom

lOnu'st informed me was a fellow-student in
the college (lint one with whom he was but
little ac(|uainted), uttered an oath. It fair-
ly startled me. How could any one, in .s»c/i

" piece, take the name of the gieat (iod in
vain? A little further on, this same young
man uttcrt'd an iiulecent remark. The elev-
en who composed our little band were men
from different parts of the world, and from
different avocations in life ; but I was pleas-

ed to note that not one of them took any no-
tice of his remark, even so much as to smile.
Is it true, that blasphemy and impurity are
always linked togetlier?
Somebody sang out pretty soon, that he

was thirsty. •All right,-' said the guide;
•' I was expecting somebody would be mak-
ing that remark just about this time. We
will go over to AVandering Willie's Spring,
and get a drink."
Did I tell you that blind people are great-

ly pleased with Mammoth Cave? Singular,
is it not? Well, Wandering Willie was a
blind boy. lie visited Mammoth Cave, and
enjoyed himself hugely. Finally he was
missing. After a little search they found
him near a beautiful trickling spring. His
sharp ear had caught the sound of dropping
water, and the spring has been named
after him. The water falls from the ceiling
of a little cavern into a beautiful little round

stone basin, and then trickles
away through a little channel
worn in the stone. A tin dip-
per hung from a nail in the
ceiling; and while we stood
around the spring, the guide
passed the water, much as they
used to do when we were chil-

dren in the old schoolhouse,
back among the woods. The
water has a pleasant mineral
taste to it. Here we are at the
(iiant's Coffin. We give a pic-
ture of it, but I do not think it

very good one, on next page.

This coffin is 40 feet long, 20
feet wide, and s feet or more
deep. Said I, after contemplat-
ing it a wliile, "Friend Matt, is

there a little hole in the wall at
the back side of that coffin ? "'

"Yes,"' said ]\Iatt. " there is.""

•Well, that is the hole we
want to crawl into."'

But Matt replied that we
(ould not crawl into tliat hole
until he got ready, and we were
going somewhere else first. The

ly at the hotel had told us
that we must be siu'e to ask to
go back through that narrow
passage ; but as we had the

promise of taking it in afterward, I was
contented. A little further on we came to a
ceiling almost as white and beautiful as a
whitewashed wall ; and, strange to tell,

standing out in relief on this wall were
strange figures of black oxide of manganese.
The artist has attempted to show you one
called the Ant-Eater. The Ant-Eater is,

liowever, a great deal longer than is shown
in the cut, and it needs a guide to explain
what it is. or you might not midefstand it.

A little further on you come to Barnum"s
Fat (iirl, pictured on the ceiling by this
same wonderful process from nature's lab-

oratory. Still further, the Giant and Giant-
ess. The giantess sits on the lloor. looking
up at her liege lord who stands over her,
and for pastime tliey are tossing the baby
back and forth.

Tlie guide now announced that we would
go back and take in that hole in the wall
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behind the Giant's Coffin. Well, I tell you
it is a hole. It is low and narrow. We had
to almost get down and squeeze in ; and if I

\

were exploring it myself 1 should say, '

•'Why. this surely can not be any thing;
let us go back." Presently, however, when
most of us began to get red in the face and
feel cross, tlie ceiling began gradually to
"let up sowewhat. Finally, we drew a
breath of relief wlien we could stand up and
throw back our shoulders. Pretty soon we
came to large rooms, mitil it was fully as
large as the main ^lammoth Cave. It seems
funny that every little hole one sees, if he
can manage to scjueeze into should soon be-

'

gin to open out and enlarge, and finally open '

up into large domes and caverns, and great
beauties.
Here we come to a lot of monuments.

They are made of loose stones put up pyra-
mid fashion. Some of them were stuck full

of cards and papers, and they
bristle like feathers from a sit-

ting hen when you want to count
her eggs, for instance, to see
if they are all there. We look-
ed to the guide for an explan-
ation. *' AVhy, boys, you see
the managers of the cave have
shut down on people Avriting
their names all over; but to

satisfy the craving for leaving
a record of your visit, they al-

low visitors to stick their cards
in these monuments. There is

a monument for each State, as
you see. There is Ohio. Voii,
iny friend, are to pick up a stone
and put it tlieie, with the mon-
ument of your State ; and you
Pennsylvania man can i)ut one
there." We did as we were or-

dered, and the guide told us
that these monuments were
made by each visitor placing a
stone ; so you see I helped to
build a monument to the mem-
ory of the State of Ohio.
Halloo I here is a village.

Nine stone houses in regular
order, built of hewn stone, and
all perfect in every respect, ex-
cept that they are rooUess. We
stop and look at the guide iM(iuiringly; and
while he tells us that a lot of poor coiisump-
tive brothers and sisters lived here live

months in these stone houses, without once I

seeing the light of day, we stand around
I

him with open mouth's, in astonishment,
j

They were wealthy peoi)le from ("iucinnati;
and, like consuiuplives when pretty near
their last days, they were continually catch-
ing colds; and before they could "recover
from one they would catch another, and '

somebody suggested that, as the tempera-
ture here is even and regular, and as there ,

are no drafts of cold air. they might possibly
extend their period of life a little longer,
even if recovery were impossible. The ex-
hilarating air, too. that enabled us to walK
so many miles without thinking of fatigue
(see p. 284, April lo), it was thought, might
be a benefit to these poor sufferers.

'•Well, how did it turn out ?
"" we asked.

"Well," said our guide, and we thought a

little sadly, "they did not get any better,
and the project of a sanitarium in Mammoth
Cave was given up."
One of the poor sufferers died in the cave ;

and his friends thought he died sooner than
he would have done "had he been outdoors.
They suffered for want of sunshine, just as
one might have supposed they would, and
just as the plants suffered in the little

gardens adjoining these stone houses, where
they tried to have a garden. If somebody
could let the sunshine down through by
means of some enormous sashes (like the
crystal palace for instance), and then have the
air of Mammoth Cave, with the other appur-
tenances, it seems to me the project might
be a success after all. If it would not cure
consumptives, may be it would help us to
winter bees, and that is the point that is

dear to our hearts, many of us, just now.
We now enter one of the most beautiful

features of Mannuoth Cavu. It is what is

called the Starry Chamber. The walls widen
out and rise upiii precipitous cliffs, so high
that the ceiling is lost in darkness. A bench
stands against one of these abrupt clilTs, and
the guide remarks that perhaps we would
like to sit down and take a little rest. Then
he extends his hand for our lanterns, and we
look at him a little curiously as we hand
them over. Pinaliy he has the whole eleven
dangling in his two hands, and down he goes
amid the loose rocks into a low remote corner
of the cavern. Pretty soon he is lost to view,
and all at once a sort of awe begins to steal

over us as the dense darkness begins to pen-
etrate our very bones. Dark? Why. it is

literally the blackness of darkness. ()ne be-
gins to feel a little queer as time passes : ami
as Matt does not come back, some murmurs
begin to arise. The friend before menticmed
utters an oath ; but it strikes me again, that,

of all places in this world, this is the wrong
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place to swear. Finallj' somebody utters an
exclamation of surprise, and calls us to look
np. Wonder of wonders I There are the stars
twinklin-x down upon us from the vault over-
head. Yes, and there is a comet, and anon
some fleecy clouds appear, illumined by the
rising sun.' Oh yes '. this is the Starry Cham-
ber, and the light that looks so irresistibly like

a gray tint of dawn is caused only by some
Bengal lights the guide is burning. As we
listen we can hear them hiss, and finally he
comes dangling his lanterns, and laughing at
the trick he has played upon us. The ceil-

ing of this Starry Chamber is as black as black
marble : and spotted all over its inky surface
are little crystalline spots of crystallized gyp-
sum; and as the light strikes them this
makes the stars.

A little further, and a gieat log of wood
sticks down from the ceiling. Who put it

there ? How did it get there in Mam-
moth Cave, any way V and who stuck it

through that great rock V The water did it

ages ago, without question, and surely there
must have been communication with the
upper world somewhere not very far oft'.

Pretty soon Ave have not only cliffs, but
cliffs covered with drifted snow. Do you
want to know what the drifted snow is ?

AVhy, it is epsom salts. Here we find foot-
prints made by the barefooted boys. May
be the footprints were made yesterday, but
more likely one-fourth or one-half a century
ago. No dust falls here, and every thing
remains just where it was put. mitil some
human agency dislodges it.

Wright's Rotunda now opens before us.
It is -100 feet across in its shortest diameter.
The ceiling is from 10 to 4o feet in height.
and perfectly level, the difference in the
height being produced entirely by the irreg-
ularity of the floor. The lamps fail to illu-

mine these great chambers, and nothing but
the Bengal lights can dispel the darkness.
Now we come to the Bride's Chamber.

Once, a long time ago, a fair maiden wanted
to get married. Her good mother objected,
however, and finally exacted from her a
promise that she would not marry any man
on the face of the earth, without her 'moth-
er's consent and approval. Then the two
fond ones went down into Mammoth Cave
and were married there, thus fulfilling the
letter if not the spirit of her promise, that
she would not be married to anybody on the
;</(•( of the earth. Many couples have been
married there since.
Here we are. at the Wooden-Bowl Boom.

Wooden bowls are all over the ceiling, turn-
ed upside down, only they are made of stone
instead of wood. In fact, the whole room
seems to be almost the shape of a great
wooden bowl. It is also said, that years
ago. a veritable wooden bowl was found
here in this room. The peculiar forma-
tion of the rock, and the character of the
water which flowed through it, I ])resume.
had someliiing to do witli the formation of
these (lueer-shaped cavities.

•• Danger on tiie rigiit! " signals .Matt, and
we crowd oft' against tiie left wall, peering
anxiously into the thick darkness. Pretty
soon Matt lights a roll of oiled paper and
tumbles it overboard, and then we can see

j

what the danger is. Down, down it goes,
whirling spirally, lighting up the darkness

I

for a distance of Oo feet. The chasm is

1
about 2-5 feet across, and over it a dome .>5

I

feet high. Now, then, the Labyrinth, a sort
of rude stairway fashioned by nature, lets us
go down hill at "a pretty steep rate : then we

i go up hill, then we go down hill, and so we
go twisting and turning, up and down, un-
til we harflly know where Ave are or Avho we
are. Finally a halt is called, and Ave are per-
mitted to look through a AvindoAV. Listen !

j

Sure enough, that is water dripping; yes,
and Ave begin to feel thirsty again as Ave hear
the tinkle of a little Avaterfall. Doaa-u go the
slieets of oiled paper again, blazing as they
fall, and Ave look down 117 feet, then AA-e look

i

up 100 feet, and this is what is called Gorin's
Dome. It used to be called oOO feet ; but
accurate measurements show it as above.
We go back a piece, and then Ave come to
the Bottomless Pit. A bridge goes across

[

it. Avith an iron railing. Tlie bridge looks
i
as if many feet had trodden it. Before this
bridge Avas built, visitors Avere obliged to
stop here. This Bottomless Pit also extends

I

upAvard as Avell as doAvnward. Pensico
AAcnue is a mile long. By this time we
had got so accustomed to Avonderful things
that I began to take things as a matter of
course ; and had Matt the guide gravely in-

formed us that the next passage Avould take
us right through the earth, and out into
China, in about fifteen minutes, I do not
know that Ave should have been very greatly

;

surprised.
As Ave passed a great awkward-looking

rock, something like one saucer lying iuA^rt-
ed over another. Matt hit it Avith his cane,
and said. " Sea-turtle." After he mentioned
it. we agreed that it did look like a sea-tur-
tle : but it Avas a Avhopper, I tell you. Scyl-
la and Charybdis, two more great pits.

While I Avas gazing at the Avonderful
domes that we found al)0ve these deep pits,

! the thought struck me tiiat possibly the sink-
holes that I saw the Avater running into

i
along the railroad track had some coimec-

\

tion Avith these domes. I asked :Matt about
;

it, and he said he presumed it Avas the case.

The Avater floAvs down in great quantities
from the hills, or perhaps mountains, above.
It runs into these valleys that I ha\-e told
you about, sinks into the ground, and keeps
on sinking and dissolving the formation un-
til these deep Avells or pits with their great
domes above them are formed. At the foot
of one of these great pits the floor widens
out so as to cover about an acre in extent,
and in one part of this great room is a body
of Avater.

AtkI noAV, friends, I have reached the
close of my allotted space for this issue, and
yet my story is not all told. A great truth
iin|)resses itself upon my mind as I go over
tliese details. As Ave busy ourselves Avith

our every-day cares about our separate little

homes, liow huicli do we realize of the mag-
nitude and greatness of this vast universe
about usV We know comparatively little of

tills earth on Avhich Ave live ; and even aft-

er we have sailed or traveled over its surface,

there are regions beneath its surface, to be
explored and to be studied, as I have been
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telling you. If this whole earth, then, is

l)ut a grain of sand compared to other
worlds, wliat are we, measured by the side
of the great God who rules over allV and
liow little are we able to measure him in his
infinite greatness 1

Hast thou entered into the springs of the sea? or
liast thou walkcfl in the seai-ch of the depth'/

FRIEND COOK TALKS TO US ABOUT
POTATO CULTURE,

AND AliOUT FRIEND TERRY'S POTATO-BOOK.

jpt EAH MR. EDITOR:-! have read with e.xceed-

Aci ing interest the A B C of Potato Culture, by
^[^1 T. B. Terry. It is most refreshing to read a
'-*^ work so gushing full of real practical com-

mon sense, and from the pen of one who
"has been right there" every time, and tells only

what he knows, and that the product solely of ear-

nest thought and study, mixed with hard sense. The
fact that great gain comes only through great cai-e

and painstaking labor, is graphically enforced.

Nothing given nothing gained, is God's law. He
who reaps without sowing is a thief. Good potatoes,

and bushels of them, come only from sweat of

brawn or braixi.

May I say, Mr. Editor, that every land-tiller could

well afford to buy and read this book, even though
he is never to raise a jiotato, as the truths are al-

most all so broad in their applications? How per-

tinent to all successful agriculture is the advice to

praticc thorough tillage, as a fertilizer, a mulch and
to irrigate! The talk of manures and their applica-

tion is admirable. Though it is urged later to buy
most pi-oducts, it is well said that manures should

be made, not houolit.

The planting in drills is precisely what I do with
corn, and largely for the same reasons. Then the
Thomas Harrow for early weeding, and, I would
add, stirring soil, and thus mulching and irrigating is

just what I have proved one of the best things for

early weeding of corn, until the plants are two or
three inches high. His hints as to selection of seed
may well be pondered and practiced by all growers
of plants or animals.
The destruction of "Colorado beetles" — not

"bugs"—is also well discussed. Certainly no one who
can keep the beetles at bay, even at the same ex-

pense, should ever use Paris green; how much
less, then, when it can be done at half the expense
by hand-picking I

And, Mr. Editor, how good those words about hir-

ing the children, and payiiifi thtm too'. I was not
surprised that so able a jiotato-culturist should say
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Let nothing- he done through strife or vainglory.—Phil.

The a B C of Potato Culture is meeting with a

most gratifying sale. Price 35 cts. ; by mail, 38 cts.

BEESWAX.
Until further orders I will pay 25 cts. cash, or 3.

cts. in trade. This is to take the place of the adver-

tisement on the cover of the last number.

UNTESTED QUEENS.
The demand has opened up beyond the supply, as

is usual during this month. The way they are now
coming in from the South, however, we shall soon

be up with the orders. «

THE BEE BUSINESS PROGRESSING IN ARKANSAS.
We notice by one of the papers, that Mr. Anthony

Ovp, of Helena, has sold to Mr. Robert J. Adams, of

Chicot Co., Ark., 200 colonies of bees. But a short

time ago Mr. Opp made a shipment of 50 colonies to

another customer in Chicot Co. The i)rice paid for

the 200 was $4.50 per colony.

ihc ciuis.' of the scab. If it

lis, as some assci't, could SO good

haii.lling

scl

ruit any

that he dill not kn<
were from niyrloj)!
an observer be igii

It.seems t(i iiM'th
the eroi)— ill tact, a
admiruhlc lirdcliun
in a way to have rii

ture.
As I read about burying potatoes, I could not but

think of my own words on " clamps " for our bees

:

" I much prefer the cellar where ^v) can know how
matters are progressing." As Mr. Terry says, the
cellar stoiiii^ is less laborious than the burying,
which ai)plies also to bees as well.

Hut, Mr. Kilitor, if we indorse all this work, we
must say amen lothe eliapter on "Specialty" as
well. Anil then won't lirotliei- Heildon claim US as
his disciples? While it is bist loi- a man to concen-
trate his efl'orts so that all work shall be done in the
best way, it is also equally desiralile to have a vari-
ety in just so far as it does not i)reveut this e.v-

cellence of execution. We all know that a change
in work means reci'eation. A. J. (^ook.
Agricultural College, Mich., May S, 1K85.

the winter IS PAST. AND THE SUM.MER IS AT
HAND.

A GREAT many reports in regard to winter losses

are at hand ; but the season has now come when we
must turn our attention to something else than
talking over our wintering troubles; therefore let

us drop wintering for the present, and take up hon-

ey-getting.

IMPROVE.MENT IN SIMPLICITY SMOKERS.
Friend J. A. Green, of Dayton, 111., suggests that

the Simplicity smoker is made much handier bj-

having a stop for the door so it shuts down and
strikes firm when the opening for putting in the

fuel is closed. He makes them by chopping a nick

in the circumference of the bottom of the flre-pot.

Wo do it by putting in a tinned rivet, allowing it

to project enough to stop the door.

ERR.\TA.

In the advertisement of G. J. Flansburgh, in our

issue of April 15, his initials were printed E. .1.

\
Please note.

On page 300 of our issve of Maj- 1, 23d line of first

column, we made Prof. Cook speak of beetles look-

ing like little hugs. As a matter of course, he

meant to compare the beetles with the bi/rt* that

I

fall off.

On page 317, friend J. H. Brown says: "The mice

I

destroyed the rest; all came out right." He meant

j

to say, "The mice destroyed one; the rest came out

all right." This, however, was the fault of the man-
uscript, and neither editor nor i-eader could make

!
any thing else out of it. Please don't make a

!
straight mark I'or i>ni\ friends.
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THE A B C OF CARP CULTURE.

I HAVE often decided that 1 would never again

advertise a book oi- any thing- else until I had got it

in my hands. Well, the above book was so near fin-

ished, months ago, that the greater part of the

proof-sheets were in my hands. For some unknown
reason it does not make its appearance. The A B C
of Potato Culture is having a nice sale, for which

we extend thanks.

TOBACCO.

After the doctors decided that Gen. Grant could

not get well, he just went and got well himself; or,

at least, he is able to be around, as I suppose you all

know. I presume you all know, too, that he has

stopped using tobacco; and may it not be that the

discontinuance of tobacco of itself has had some-

thing to do with his recovery? I have been wonder-

ing whether he ought not to have a smoker with the

rest of the brethren; but then, I do not know wheth-

er he is a bee-keeper, and so I have uot as yet de-

cided to send him one.

PACKING PLANTS NICELY TO GO BV .MAIL.

Our thanks are due to C. Weckesser, of Marshall-

ville, O., and A. T. Cook, of Clinton Hollow, N. Y.,

for sample plants. The fli-st was thi-ee Miner's Pro-

lific strawberry-plants, that opened up as fresh as

they w#re when taken from their places in the gar-

den; in fact, one could almost imagine that the

dew yet lingered on their bright-green petals.

Friend Cook sends us some splendid specimens of

Houghton gooseberries and Golden - Cluster rasp-

berry-plants. I should saj-, that both of the above-

named friends understand their business of mailing

plants, to a dot.

COMBS where the BEES HAVE DIED.

Some of the veterans may get tired of hearing

this old story over and over again; but there

are others, a host of ABC scholars, who keep in-

([uiring about it every spring, especially after such
a mortality as has just come over our land. Your
combs are just as good as they ever were, even if

there are dead bees in the cells, and the combs
have been neglected until they smell badly. Just

put such combs, one at a time, in the center of a

good strong colonj-, and the bees will fix it in a

twinkling. Don't put too nianj- in a weak colony,

at one time, or the bees may get disgusted and
swarm out. But a strong colony will take one or

two at a time, and make them nice and sweet in

four or five hours. It is a good plan to shake the

dead bees out of the empty hives, so far as you can
handily. Don't melt your combs up for wa.v, if

thoy are good straight worker-combs. The honey
that is contained in them will come in excellently

for building up new colonies; and if you do not

think it is wholesome for another winter, manage
so as to have the stoi-es consumed in rearing young
bees. _^

OCR OWN APIARY.

At this date. May 6, the bees are getting loads of

pollen and considerable honey from the soft-ma-

ples. We usually have fruit-trees in bloom by May
1, but this year they will be a week or ten days later.

I5y the way, it seems to me due credit has never
been given the maples, for the reason, probably,

that we so seldom have our bees strong enough to

do justice to them when they are in bloom, and
nianj- times thoy come in i)retty nearly with fruit-

bloom. Yesterday, while we were plowing down by
the creek, with our new plow, " Solid Comfort," the

bees were just roaring among the maple-trees. It

seemed almost as if we were at work in an orchard

in full bloom. When a thunder-cloud came up, the

bees poured toward the apiary so as to make a good
deal such a roar as in basswood time. I tell you, it

is pleasant to ha\e a hundred or two of sfroni; col-

onies at a time when we used to have spring

dwindling. Our bees have no disease of any kind,

and we have not had a dwindle, unless it was a col-

ony that got soaked by a cold rain when a cover of

the hive blew off, and even that was carelessness.

May 14.—Here it is, and not a fruit-bloom yet to be
seen; but the bees are just roaring on the hard-ma-

ples. Two hundrrd booming colonies get up quite

a roar in the month of May, I assure you. The
pounds of young bees that have to be shaken from
their combs, however, to be put aboard of every
train that leaves our depot, effectually extinguishes

any thought of swarming. With the amount of

business we are doing in bees by the pound, I fear

our 200 colonies will not keep their strength very
long; no, uot even with another hundred purchased
from neighbors Rice and Shook to back them up.

We shall soon begin to have reinfoi'cemcnts of new
swarms from the farmers round about, however,
and we hope to keep up our reputation for prompt
shipment.

BUCKWHEAT FOR SEED.

Just about this time of year our troubles com-
mence on orders for buckwheat. Do you want to

know why on buckwheat more than other seeds? It

is because it is quite bulky, and of but little value.

We offer common buckwheat for seed now for ?1.25

per bushel, or 35 cents per peck. Somebody away
down in Texas orders half a bushel; it weighs 2.5

lbs., and is worth only about 65 cents. If we send it

by mail, it would take over S3.00 worth of postage-

stamps; if by express, the charges would be from
$1.C0 to fl.50; by freight, perhaps as much. The
best way we could fix it, the charges would be a

good deal more than a bushel is worth; and we
have been obliged to make arrangements with all

railroad and express companies, to pay all charges
when our customers refuse to pay them, to prevent
having them stopped on the way. Whatever is

shipped with a card on, showing that it came from
A. I. Root's establishment, we want every express

company and railroad company in the world to un-

derstand that A. I. Root is good for the charges,

even if the man to whom it is sent is not. Now,
then, what are we going to do? It is quite custom-
ary to order seeds by express, after the ground is

all ready; and sonic men always take whatever they

order, no matter if the express charges are $2.00 on
50 cents' worth of seeds. But there are other men,
generally those new to the business, or those who
are not very well posted in regard to business rules,

who will let a thing lie in the express office until it

is sold for charges,whenever such charges are more
than they expected. If the one who orders such

bulky seeds that cost but little would just add, "I
know the express charges will be heavy, but I am
prepared to jiay them," how pleasant it would make
every thing ! Do you not see the point, friends?

We like to serve you; it is a pleasure to jump and
run to execute your oiders; but we hate to be bui--

dened with heavy losses as the I'cward of our alac-

rity.
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FOR SALE!

40 Colonies Xl^'li^
lU CHJIFF HIVES.

Price $150. cash for the h)t, to be tiikeii at the

apiary. J. H. PEIRCE,
lOd DAYTON, MONTG'Y CO., OHIO.

MICHIGAN POULTRY FARM.
W. R. & I. S. PHILLIPS, Proprietors,

BATTL.E: CREEK, ITEICH.
IJreeders of only pure stock, White and Brown

Leghorns, Black Cochins, Lang-shans, Wyandottes,
and Silver-Bearded Polish. Prices clear below other
breeders for the same quality. Eggs from ^1.50 to
$3.00 per 1.5. Stock for sale in season. For large or-
ders, write for special discount. No circulars.

MISSOURI.
THE ONLY OTANIIFACTIRERS I\ illlS-

SOURI, of Apiarian Impleinciils. Sciiil for
Circular and Pi-ice List of our Hive with ili(> Re-
versible Surplus arraiijrcinciil loi- cunili lioiicy.

Also Mnokerci, Coiiil> FoiiiKlatioii, Italian
Quecngi, <>tc. KEI\NEI>V «V I.KAIIV.

P. O. Box 11. llJG<aN,SVlLLE,
5tfdb Lafayette Co., Mo.

TWENTY- FIFTH

ANNUAL CATALOGUES PRICE LIST
isrcD^^j' I^E]^fl.ID^^.

J'^iill Colonic \,«lr„.s <oh,
AV'ic SIt'diiis; Also (Ifiirrfil

TAst of Apiarian Siii>j)lies,

Consisting of Bee-Hives, tchite-poplur Sections,

Comb Foundation, etc.

Wi-ite your name and address plainly on a postal,
and get my prices before ordering your supplies.

Address Wm. W. GARY. Jr.,

Coleraine, Mass.
3tfdb Sitcccfisor t(i Wm. ^^'. Cani A- S'»t.

IT IS A SUCCESS.
llabbits in (he apiary will keep the grass and

weeds down better than a lawn-mower. Cii'cular

free. A. A. FRADENBURO,
7-12db Port \Va)«liiiiv;toii, O.

t Ffliflall
We have bought a large stock of choice yellow

beeswax, and can furnish Dunham comb fdn. for
brood comb, cut to any size, for 45c per lb. : thin and
bright yellow fdn., for sections, at .50c per lb. Extra
thin Vandervort fdn., 10 to 13 sq. feet to the lb., for
.55c per lb. We guarantee our fdn. to be made of
pure beeswax, and not to sag. Will work up wax
for 10c per lb. for .brood, and 15 and 20c per lb. for
sections. Send for prices for 25 lbs. or more.

F. W. IIOL17IES,
otfdb Coopei-sville, Ottawa Co., Micii.

IF YOU WANT
A G(^OD ONE-PIECE SECTION CHEAP.

Send to us. Sample and Price List Free.

SMITH & SMITFI, KENTON, HARDIN CO., OHIO.
2tfdb

BEESWAX.
Ml ) (ii\en fouiiilulion on shares or for cash,

on favorable terms. Best machinery, experienced
hands. Western bee-keepers, please take notice;
save freight or delay, and secure an article as good
as any for all purposes. JOHN BIRD,
T-l:.Mti Bradford, Chickasaw Co., Iowa.

BEECH'S QUEENS
Warranted ltalian'(jueens, from Imported mother.

May Ist, .Sl.OO; 5^10.00 per doz. Choice select tested
queens, S^3.50. I guarantee safe arrival and satis-
faction.
V-12dh

G. A. BEECH,
Box 24. Qititman. Nadnivau Co., Mo.

H
iT^IVrT^S^ 1^'^'^ '^ what we all are
\JjiM JCd X • after. One way to get it

is to git the right kind of bees. Try our
new strain of AEEANSAS BEES. For particu-
hirs, send for our Jiew circular for 1SS5.

:-12db FLAyAGAXA ILLiySKl,
Bo.c mr,. B>Wcill,\ St. Clair Co., 111.

MUTH'S
HONEY-EXTRACTOR,

SQI ARE <;L.A!>iS HONEY-JARS,
TIN BUCKETS, BEE-HIVES,

HONEV-SE€TIONS, Ac, JLc.

Apply to CHAS. F. MUTH, Cincinnati, O.

P. S.—Send 10-cent stamp for " Practical Hints i

Bee-Keepers." Itfci

miNVERTIBLEHIVE! BE SURE
INYERTIBLE FRAMES,

Iiivertiblc Siirpliiw-Honey Cases,
Eiitraiioc Feeders, Top and Bottom

Feeders, Hive-L.il'tiii|L£ Device,
Honey-Extractors, AVax-Extraetoi-s,

C'ouib Foundation, Etc.

JTS^My new Illustrated Catalogue is now ready
and will be mailed to all who may apply for it.

Address

6-lldb DES MOINES, IOWA.

PRICES REDUCED.
Comb foundation, e(iual to any in the market,

at reduced prices. Send for samples and price list.

J, G. WHITTEN,
fltfdb fienoa, Cayuga Co., N, V.

To send a postal can! for our illustrated catalogue of

APIARIAN !.is:s..r'7;"'r.;;:!f supplies
tains illustrations and descriptions of everything
new and desirable in an apiary,

AT THE LOWEST PRICES.

J. C. SAYLES,
l-13db Hartford, "Washington Co., "Wis.

VANDERVORT
COMB FOUNDATION MILLS.
Send for samples and reduced price list.

•2tfdb JNO. VANDERVOET, Laceyville, Pa.

DADANT'S FOUNDATION FACTORY, WHOLE-
SAI-E AND RETAIL. See advertisement in

another column. IJbtl'd
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10 PER CENT REDUCTION JOB LOT OP WIRE CLOTH
Allowt'd on all orik-rs until further notice, (foods
hrtter than rccr. The followiiif? arc samples of many
letters reccivetl:

Dear Sir;—RecM sections (U.OOO) yesterday. They
are all O. K., finer even than last year. * *

J. Mattiini,. Atirnln: ( )., May l, lS8r,.

Dear Sii:-Ot those til FALCON CHAFF HIVES I bought
of you, oS had full colonies and three nuclei; all

have wintered tiin'ly: that speaks well for the hive
and inv mode (if packinj--. *****

K. L. Wrslciitt. Fair Haven, Vt., Apr. '>, ;.SW.

I manufacture a lull line of

Bee-Keepers" Supplies.
S,)„1 for in;i Ilhi^tratnl Price Lixt for 1SS.\ Free.

f

db

ll^EW JERSEY HEADQUARTERS.
1.IAOTFACTU2EE3 OF

- AlTD ^

BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES
WEITE FOE PEI0E3. WAX WOEKED.

Ji. CASIJ, J\LLMIX(iTOX,
T>. s. jrox, ri^iyToy.

./. w. rorytf. riTTSTOwy,
lOd HUNTERDON CO., NEW JERSEY.

FOR SALE.

AT aiticATJ.y iii:Di vi£J> J'Jiici:s.
Such a brisk demand has sprun<r up for this, and

our customers seem to be so much pleased with the
goods, we have succeeded in gettiiifr another still

larger lot, f)f one of the lar^rcst manulactui-crs of
wire cidtli in the woi-ld. Please bear in mind that
the only way in which we can alloiil to sell it at the
very low priic ol 1':; cts. per s(i. It. is bj- selling the
entire piccr Jnst as it is |)ut up. We have now
in stock till' 1 allowing pieces. As fast as it is sold,
each piicc is (Kissed out, and the next issue will
show what remains.

.( ^: ISOME OFTHE rSKS TO wmCH THISWIRK CLOTH CAN BE AP-
21=' PLIKI).

This wire cloth is first quality in every respect, and i.s

just the thing for covering doors and windows, to keep
out fli< 8; for covering bee-hives and cages for shipping
bees; making sieves for sifting seeds, etc.

Number of Square Feet contained in each Roll
Respectively..

; c. :! 1 ..lis <.t ISl, 1 of 169, 1 180, 1 of &1 s. I.

( l.>i 'Mullsol 200. 1 of 180, ,! of 120, 3 of 100. 1

li,;i ,:il lolls of 217, 15 of 210, 1 of 108, 4 of 106,

156, 2 of 215. 1 of 210 s. f.

s fisk

108, 1 ot 195,

20 two-frame Nuclei with hybrid (,)\ieen ??:} 00
30 three-frame " " '• " 4 00
.50 two-frame " " dollar " ;{ .50

10 two-frame " " tested " 5 00

Dollar Queens from imported mothers, after June
1st. $1.00; tested Queens to breed from, *3.00. Will
spare a few sittings of eggs from my yard of choice
Langshans, Maj. Crode strains of Eng., $3.00 per 13
eggs: chick's in the fall, from $5.00 to 20.00 per pair;
$10.00 to $30.00 per trio. Foundation, heavy, 45 cts.
per lb. ; 55 cts. per lb. light. Wa.\ wanted. 10

J. J. HURLUEKT, L.\NDON, IL.L.

i8!68 .32 rolls of 233, 5 of 231, 3 of 186, 1 of 230, 1 of 9S, 1 of 93, 1 of
I 117 s. f.

30 25 4 rolls of 250. 1 each of 3:5 and 212 s. f.

»!ll0'.3 rolls of 266, 1 of 133 s. f.

.il'U 7 rollsof 281,1 each of 210, 85, 255, S6."i, .nnd 210 s f.

.tii|)2 5 rolls of 300. 1 of 540 s. f.

42 28 rolls of 316, 3 of 285, 2 of 317, 1 each of 110, 6.32, l.iS and
1

215 s. f

,

i 1 roll of 168 s. f

.

311 roll of 10.-), 1 of 215 s f.

2 1 rollof 360. lot 348 s. t.

1 IroUof 1.V2S f.
12

1 11 rolls ol 400, 1 of 300 s. f.

A. I. ROOT, Medina, Olilo.

The J^orth-ghade ^piary
Holds the field this spring. ( )ur bees have Avintercd
well on lall lioncy and l»oiiey-dew (bees are
Italians). Full colonies in either the L. or the Gal-
lup hives, for May delivery. Nuclei, Queens, and
bees bv the pound, for the season. Price Lixt Free.
S-Otfd

'

0. H. TOWNSEITD, ALAMO. F.AL. CO., MICH.

STANLEY'S AUTOFVJATIC

HONEY-EXTRACTOR.
See advertisement in Gleanings for May 1st, page
32S, or write, giving outside measure of frame, and
stating from how manv cohjnies vou wish to extract,
and get full particulars. Address Kid

G. W. STANLEY & BRO.. WYOMING. N.Y.

GERMAN BROWN BEES,
75 cts. a pound; t,)iicons to go with the same, 35 cts.;
»4 pound, .50 cts. Will be ready to ship the 28th of
May. Safe arrival guaranteed. Address

THOMAS GEDSE. LA SALLE, LA SALLE CO., ILL.

ITALIAN BEES!
I'M $5.GO TO $10.00 PER COLONY.
BLOOD BROS., Q\a.ir3.oy, Ivla-ss.

FOR SALE CHEAP, i^.^rr'nir,
particulars address J. T. REED, Huffman, Jefferson Co., Alabama, otfdb

QUEENS! QUEENS!!
Untested Italian (,»ii('ciis, raised from pure moth-

ers, $1.00. Tested, Si.T.",. 1 will <.-uarantee satisfac-
tion. Address A. If. .JOHrVS<»N,
lOtfdb Ulizabelhtoivn, Bladen Co., N. V.

DADANT'S FOUNDATION FACTORY, Whole-
sale and retail. See advertisement in another

column. 3ht.f.l

FRUIT - FARM, CONTAINING 40 ACRES.
ighain, Ala. (iood location for bees. For full

%. VIBRATING TELEPHOKE.
I'alciU /Ifpiiid Joy.

C.ives splendid s.itisUtt un. Ni> exorlMtam rental f '

on liiit-"- within its i ompass .2 niilesK or money rc-iiuj i

,d THE COS.T fur priv.itf lines IS LESS tij.ii,

TWO MONTHS' RENTAL, FEE to the LX,.<n

si^^BELL TE1.EPHONK. THE VIBRAT-
ING TELEPHONE . . / ,v r„ V PRACTICAL
...i-/ RELIABLE I. ""-I- n^ i. :-v. ;^ ...,,.!-. aud

thi-

Telephone

BufTalo, N. Y.
(MTdb
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^r^T^^X/- THF BELLlN-yiONA ITAI.IANS,
X t\^ I and sfc lor \()iir.sclf t luit tlicv arc THK
BEST. Warranted (juccns in .Mav. .*;i.:J5: Juno,
$1.10: Jul.y and after, $1,011: si.v lor .-.)1K). Hcos at
reduced rates. Send for dcscriptiM' circular. Sat-
isfaction guaranteed. ('HAS. I). I)I\'ALL,
9tfdb Spencerv illu, Mont. Co., Md.

DAOANT'S FOUNDATION FACTORY, "Whole-
sale and retail. See advertisement in another

column. ,3btfd

GERMAN BROWN BEES,
75 cts. a pound ; Queens to g-o with the same, IK cts.

:

-,2 pound, 50cts. Will l)e ready to shi]) the :iStli of
May. Safe arrival guaranteed. Address

THOMAS OEDYE, LA SALLE, LA SALLE CO., ILL,

1885 ITALIAN QUEENS 1885
Untested Queens in Mai'cli and .Vjirii .¥1 ~")

Afterward 1 OU

J. S. TADLOCK,
5tfdb LULING, CALDWKLL CO., TEXAS.

MUTH'S
HOKEY-EXTRACTOE,

KQiTAiCE <;l.ass HONEY-JAKN,
TIN BUCKETS, BKE-III VES,

HONEV-SECTIONS, Arc, Ac.

Apply to CHAS. F. MUTH, Cincinnati, O.

P. S.—Send 10-cent stamp for " Practical Hints to
Bee-Keepers." Itfdb

1879. ITALIAN IQUEENS, 1885,
For Italian queens in their ii\irity, and tliat can

not be excelled; Comb Foundation and supplies
generally, send for circular. Untested quoeus,
$11.00 per dozen. T. S. HALL,
Ttfdb Kirby's Creek, Jackson Co., Ala.

ROOT'S CHAFF HIVES
still lead, and we furnish tlieni at

Our 5th Annual Circular, containins' a full line of
Bee-Keepers' goods, will be sent fre(> on application.
5tfdb S, C. & J. P. WATTS, MUEEAV, CLEAEFIBLP CO., PA.

Names of responsible parties will be inserted an
any of the following departments, at a uniform
price of 20 cents each insertion, or $2.00 per year.

$1.00 Queens.
Names inserted in this department the first time with-

out charge. After, 20c each insertion, or $2.00 per year.

Those whose names appear below agree to furnish
Italian queens for Sl.OO each, under the following
conditions : >.'o guarantee is to be assumed of purity,
or anythinji- ol the kind, only that the queen be rear-
ed 1 roiii a choice, ]nire mother, and had commenced
to lay when they were shipped. They also agree to
return the money at any time when customers be-
come impatient of such delay as may be unavoidable.
Bear in mind, that he who sends the best queens,

put u]i most neatly and most securely, will probably
reeei\ e tlir most Orders. Special rates for warrant-
eil :iii'l i(-ieil queens, furnished on application to
aii\ ol the I'artics. Names with *, use an imported
(lueeii-inoiher. If tlieiiueeii arrives dead, notify us
and we will send mhi another. Probably none will
be s.-iit lor si.iwi liciore .July 1st, or after Nov. If
wanted sooner, or later, see rates in price list.

'A. I. Koot, Medina, Ohio.
'H. H. Brown, Light Street, Columbia Co., Pa. rtf

*Paul L. Viallon, Bavou Ooula, La. Ttfd
*S. F. Newman, XorwalU. Huron Co., O. Vtfd
*Wm. Hallantiiie, Sairo, Musk. Co., O. Ttfd
*D. (i. Ivlmisloii. .Vdriaii. Leu. Co., Midi. ittfd

*S. G. Wood, Birmingham, Jeff. Co., Ala. Ttfd
*S. C. Perry, Portland, Ionia Co., iSIich. ittfd

Jas. O. Facey, Tavistock, Ont., Can. Ttfd

H. J. Hancock, Siloam Springs, Benton Co., Ark.
9tfd

»E. T. Lewis, Toledo, Lucas Co., O. 3-1

•C. C. Vaughn, Columbia, Maury Co., Tenn. 9tfd
G. M. Doolittle. Borodino, Onondaga Co., N. Y.3-13
D. A. McCord, Oxford, Butler Co., O. 5-15

S. H. Hutchinson & Son, Claremont, Surry Co., Va.
5-3

*E. Kretchmer. Cobnrg. Mont. Co., Iowa. lltfd
*\V. A. Compten, I.viinville, Giles Co., Tenn. lltfd
J. L. Hvde, I'omfi-ei Landing. Wind. Co., Ct. Vtfd
1). McKen/.ie. Camp I'arapot, .leff. Parish, La. Ttfd
*J. J. Martin, N. Manchester, Wabash Co., Ind.T-19

D. A. Pike. Smithsburg, Wash. Co., Md. T-IT

Cornelius Bros., LaFayetteville, Dutch. Co., N. Y.
7-19

Peter Brickey, Lawrenceburgh, Anderson Co.,
lltfd Ky.

S. M. Darrah, Chenoa. McLean Co., 111. 11-lT

Ira I). Alderman, Taylor's Bridge, Samp. Co., N.C.
U-13tfd

J. W. Winder, Carrollton, New Orleans. La. lltfd

J. W. Keeran. Bloonungton, McLean Co., 111. 11-31

*0. H, Townsend, Alamo, Kal. Co., Mich. lltfd

*F. S. McClelland. New Brighton, Beav. Co.,Pa.ll-13
*Elias Cole, Aslilev. Delaware Co., O. ll-tfd

Haines Bros., Moons, Favette Co., O. 11-23

Hive Manufacturers.

Who agree to make such hives, and at the prices
named, as those described on our circular.

A. I. Koot, i\Ie<lina, Ohio.
P. L. Viallon, Uavou (ioiila, Iberville Par., La. Ttfd
C. W. Costellow. Waterboro, York Co., Me. 21-19

Kennedy & Leahy, Higginsville, Lafayette Co., Mo.
9tfd

F. A. Snell, MilledgeviUe, Carroll Co., 111. 1-13

E. T. Lewis, Toledo, Lucas Co., Ohio. 3-1

H. F. Moeller, cor. 5th st. and Western Ave.,
Davenport, la. 3-1

C. P. Bish, Petrolia, Butler Co., Pa. 3-13

Milo S. West, Box 203, Flint, Genesee Co.,Mich.3-13
E. Kretchmer, Coburg, Montgomery Co., la. lltfd

Foitndation-Mills Lower.
Until further notice, prices will be as follows; 4-

inch mill, $10.00; 6 inch mill, $13..50; 10-in. mill, $20.00;

12-incb mill, $30.00; 14-inch mill, $40.00.

A. 1. Koot, Medina, 0.
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EXCHANGE DEPARTMENT.

ml. in thisde-
p.vrtnieiit,or \

WANTED.—To trade L. liives complete, for comb
honev, sections lull of fdn., or chaff hives,

for hees or frtn. mill. lOd
John C. Stewart, Hopkins, Nodaway Co., Mo.

WANTED.—From 300 to .500 lbs. extracted honey in
e.\changre for Pure Italian Queens. Will allow

8 cents for white honey, and 6 cts. for clover and
honey-dew mixed. Queens at $1.CO in June and Ju-
Iv. Satisfaction guaranteed. L. L. TRIEM,
9 lid La Porte City, Black Hawk Co., Iowa.

WANTED.—To exchange Leconte pear-trees for
dollar queens. Queens to be delivered at any

time during the season, and trees will be delivered
after the first killing frost. Leconte trees, 4 to 6 ft.,

;i5c. per exjiress; 1'.; to 2^2 ft., bv mail, postpaid, 3
for $1.00. W. H. Laws, Box 37, Fort Smith, Ark.

WANTED.—To exchange 25 Simplicity bee-hives,
new and painted, for bees by the pound, ;4

lb., or colony. H. Kingsbury,
Lockport, Niagara Co., N. Y.

WANTED.—To exchange 2 knitting-machines
(one Lamb, one Kimbelli beehives that have

been used some; 50e and j^l.dO aiiiicc, 1'. (). 15., for
beeswax, or offers foundation, 44 to .")i)c yicr lb., for
cash or wax; wax worked on pi-ess on shares or for
cash. A. J. NouKis,
ll-13d Cedar Falls, Black Hawk Co., Iowa.

WANTED.—To exchange hives made up or in
the flat, for bees, queens, and new honey.

Send for price list free. J. R. Lindley,
Georgetown, Ver. Co., 111.

WANTED.—To exchange one second-hand 50-

inch painted bicycle for four colonies of bees.
Italians preferred. Send for particulars.

C. L. Hill, Dennison, Tus. Co., Ohio.

WANTED.—To exchange for bees by the pound
or other.wise. .50 lbs. nice comb foundation, L.

size, at 40 cts. per lb.; also 100 Simplicity hives and
frames, some of them used a very little, and some
still in the flat. All at low rates. Speak promptly.

D. G. Edmiston, Adrian, Lenawee Co., Mich.

HILL-SIDE APIARY.

PENS, & BEES BY THE POUND,
NUCLEUS, OR FULL COLONIES.

Send for circular to

W. B. COa&ESHALL, Supt.,
lid HILL-SIDE APIAE7. SUMMIT, UNION CO., NEW JERSEY.

THE IDEAL VEIL.
Glass front; light, durable, convenient, practica-

ble. Other veils endanger your sight. Will please
.vou, or refund money. Is this fair enough? (July
65 c., postpaid. Address

KANAWHA-VALLEY APIARY.
lid .lyo. <:. CAj'ijir.iiiT, st. aii,„„s, ir, va.

TESTED aUEENS, *2.0l). mtcsted, $1.(H
ck'i, !?3.r)0aiid .'?4.-)(l. Mississippi wax-extrae

%:\.m. O.srAH F. HLKD!"

4-frame nu-
x-extraetor.

iKula, Miss. 3tf(l

HELP FOR THE SUFFERERS.

The fil'.owing friends have aprreed to furnish hees and
queens .at 'ow prices, for the benefit of the friends who have
lost badly dunnpr the past severe winter. In consideration of
thi-*, they are allowed to give the followini; notices once free of
chaigc. As will be noticed, the prices are more or less lower
than our regular advertised rates.

After June 1, I Avill sell a few 2-frarae nuclei witji
tested queen at $4.(X), Simplicity frames, wired and
built on fdn. with brood, bees, and honey for the
trip. Shipped in light boxes.

Chalon Fowls, Oberlin, Ohio.

1 will supply those who have lost their bees, with
a few hybrid queens at .50c each; queen with H lb.

bees, at $1.00;, bees by the pound at ^1.00. Safe ar-
rival guaranteed.

Wm. H. Cather, Ashville, St. Clair Co., Ala.

If any of the friends who have lost bees the past
winter, and wish to try again will write" me, I will
quote them prices which can not fail to be satisfac-
tory. I have a few colonies with queens from Hed-
dori stock, and three or four hybrid colonies; also
pure Italians, about 15 in all, to spare. First come
first served.

R. J. Fox, Natick, Middlesex Co., Mass.

During the months of June and July I will sell 2-

frame nuclei of Italian and hybrid bees, with un-
tested Italian queen, one frame to contain brood,
at $2.25. Italian bees by the pound, 81.00. Satisfac-
tion guaranteed.

Mrs. a. F. Proper, Portland, Jay Co., Ind.

After June 1, eight colonies Italian bees, with un-
tested queen, from imported mother, $5.00 each.
Bees, $1.25 per pound. Cntested queens from im-
ported mother, $1.00 each. After Aug. 1, 80c. Safe
arrival guaranteed. J. W. Crenshaw,

Versailles, Woodford Co., Ky.

I will sell 25 strong colonies of hybrid bees, with
laying queens in 10-frame Root's Simplicity hives,
at $5.00. M. Laforest,

Thibodaux, Lafourche Parish, La.

I have three colonies of 8 frames each for $4.00
each ; they are hybrids, or dark Italians. The rea-
son I have them for sale is, the.v are not in Simplic-
ity frames, so I shall dispose of them at the above
pi'ices. Price cash, one or all, to suit customer; no
contagious disease in the State that I know of.
Send money by money order to Arcadia, Crawford
Co. S. C. Frederick, Coal Vale, Craw. Co., Kan.

I will sell, during the month of May and June,
bees by the pound, at $1.00. Two L. frame nuclei
and queen, .?2.00. I guarantee safe ar7"ival.
W. R. Whitman, Nashville, Davidson Co., Tenn.

JOS. GIB8S,
Hrecdcr and
Dealer in

^,„^„„ ^__ — FERRETS,
^^^^^g=~S??^^;':5?^ Guinea Pigs,^"^ --"-*=-^'^^^^^=~"' AND EABBITS.

Rabbits, $1.00 per pair. (iuw^cii \ Aorwctlh. Ohio.
Pigs. $1..50 per pair. Send t\vn one cent stamps for

I will sell, and deliver at Otsego express office, 5(t

colonies of bees, mostly Italians, queens reared
from pure mothers, 9 straight worker combs (Adair
frame) in hives, for $7.50. Q. frame nucleus in L. or
Adair frame, with bees and brood and untested
(jueens, in July. The above queens are reared
from imported mother. Root's importation, in
light box, for $3.00. I will do by you as I would
wish to be done by. Calvin Lovett,

Otsego, Allegan Co., Mich.

AVE V^ILL SEND,
June 10th to July 15th, untested (jueens for 91) cts;
after, to Sept. 1, 80 cents. Tested queens, $1.50;
choice, $2.0 I. Bees, I lb., untested (jueen, $1.80 now.
Postal notes (no stamjis) on New Il)eria, La.

SAF!^ ARRIVAL GUARANTEED.
vT. "W. K. SIIA-W Sc CO.,

LOREAUVILLE, Iberia Par., La.

pircular. Naujc this
i

BEES & QUEENS -^^ i^^^'^^^^y reduced prices.DL-CO a. UUCHnO After June 15 I will sell
2-frani(' nuclei, with 2 ll)s. of bees in each, no queen,
for $2.25 cioh. Tested (jueens, $1..")0 each; warrant-
ed queens. .?1.00 each: untested (iiieens.T5 ets. each,
either Syrian or Italian. I. E. 500P, SPAETA, TEITIT.
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DADANT'S
FOUNDATION
is asserted by hundreds of practical and disinterest-
ed bee-keepers to be the cleanest, brightest, quick-
est accepted by bees, least apt to sag, most regular
in color, evenest, and neatest, of any that is made.

It is kept for sale by Messrs. A. H. Newman, Chi-
cago, 111.; C. F. Muth, Cincinnati, O.: Jas. Heddon,
Dowagiac, Mich.; Dougherty & McKee, Indianapo-
lis, Ind.; Chas. H.Green, Berlin, Wis. ; Chas. Hertel,
Jr., Freeburg, 111. ; Ezia Baer, Dixon, Lee Co., 111. ; E.
S. Armstrong, Jerseyville. 111. ; H. Drum, Adelphi.O.

;

Arthur Todd, Germantown, Philadelphia, Pa. ; E.
Kretchmer, Coburg, Iowa; E. F. Smith, Smyrna, N.
Y.; C. T. Dale, Mortonsville. Ky.; Clark Johnson &
Son. Covington, Ky.. King, Aspinwall & Co., 16 Thom-
as St., New York City, C. A. Graves, Birmingham,
O. : M. J. Dickason, Hiawatha, Kan., and numerous
other dealers.
Write for .sampZcs free, and price list of supplies,

accompanied with 1.50 Conipllnientary and rui.so-

licitcd tistimmiiiil.f. fi-oin as many bee-keepers, in
1883. VVr iimtrniilrr rrrni incli of our foundation equal
tosampir ill ((•(/?/ respect.

€HAS. DAUANT A: SON,
3btfd Ilainilton, Hancock Co.< lUiiioiH.

DIXON & DILLON,
Parrish, Franklin Co.. Illinois.

Manufacturers of uiul Dcalfrs in all kinds ot

APIARIAN SUPPLIES,
at the lowest prices. Also pure ITA 1.1AN BEI<:s
and QUKKNS. No other bees kept in our yards.
For further information, send for jirice list. O-l.'Mb

/ HAVF THFM ^^^'^ Italian Queens, raised
# nn w L. I iiutfi.

fj.Q,jj ti,g choicest stock, ready
ft) mail now. Cntested queens, §1.(X). Tested
(jueens, «.(J0. Send mo your order, and send for my
circular of queens and bees. J. P. CONNELL.
9-30db Hillsboro, Hill Co.. Te.\a.<.

I WILL SELL
Cliaff hives all complete, witli lower fiames, for
*2..'S0; in flat. $l.5i); 2-story Simplicity, complete,
$1.25; in flat, iWc.
Comb Foundation, made from pure refined wa.v,

4.")C per lb. for heavy; 5.') for light. Other supplies.
Send for price list. A. F. STArFFKH.A. F. .^..v. . . ...V.

Sterling. Whiteside Co., II

ALBINO and ITALIAN QUEENS
NOW READY.

Tesled (|iieens of cither race, before Ju\y l.'> . . . ?2 00
After July 15 1 M
I'ntested (jueens before July 1 12.5
After Julyl 100
Satisfaction guaranteed. For price of full colo-

nies, send for circular to J. F. IIIXON,
11 12d I^ock 53, \Va»iIi. Co., OTd.

FOR SAI.R — In fine condition and good loca-
tions, half interest in one or two apiaries of 100

colonies or more cacli, si'iiiiratily oi- tdyctlier. A
good oipciiint;- in a I'mr licc-count r.\ lurn lirst-class
num. (idud reason lui- srllinu-. ( hi'Mp lercash.or
part credit. KKN.I. \<\ .V VICICILL.,
ll-12d ICivcrtoii, Boli^ ar Co., lUiss.

Sections, One-Piece, $4.50 per M.
Samples and price list free.

lid S. Y. Oieit, ITIornins Sim, Iowa.

ITALIAN QUEENS AND BEES FOR SALE.
Untested. $1.00 each; tested. $2.00 each. For full

colonies, and bees by pound, or 2 and ;5 frame nu-
clei, write for prices. JOHN NEBEL & SON,
jina High Hill, Montgomery Co., Mo,

B^^TE^N QUEEN?.
Importing large quantities, we are enabled to

quote: Spring. Fall.
Syrian Queens ^9 00 $7 00
Palestine " 8 00 6 CO
Italian " 4 00 3 00

All guaranteed pure, and reared in native lands,
safely delivered by mail. Registered, draft, P. C.

THOS. EDE-Z" Sc SOU,
Stc;iin Joinci y Works, St. Neots, England.

in-11 tfd

ITALIAN QUEENS,
$1.03: $10.00 per dozen: tested, $2.00. Safe arrival
guaranteed. Circular free.

J. ITI. K1LLOLGH & CO.,
lOtfdb. San Marcos, Hays Co., Tex.

Western headquarters for bee-men's supplies.
Four-piece sections, and hives of ever.v kind, a
specialty. Flory's corner-clamps, etc. Orders for
sections and clamps filled in a few hours' notice.
Send for sample and prices.

M. R. MADARY,
20.1 b Bo X 1 7

2

. Fresno City, Cal.

BINGHAM SMOKERS AND KNIVES.
BY MAIL, POSTPAID.

Poclor smokor ( wiUt- sliielil sy, inch 82 00
Conqueror smoker i wiclo shield) :i " 1 7.5

..2K "
.2

.2

.iltll- W,,Ml|.T Mllukil- IV- •'
.

iin^rhain \- Hethei i'lirtm, Honey-Knife. 2-i

BINGHAM So HETHERINGTON, ABRONIA, MICH.
imidh

Warranted Italian Queens.
bred with care, from finest imported stock, only
*1.1K). Address for price list.

'.) S. F. HEED, No. Dorchester, N. H.

THE CANADIAN BEE JOURNAL
\y i: i:i< i.y, $i.iK> I'l.ii yic.tjt.

D. A. Jones k Co., Publishers, Beeton, Cut., Can.

The only bee journal printecl in < iiiiada, and con-
taining much valuable and interesting matter each
week from the pens of leafling Canadian and United
States bee keepers. Sample copy sent free on re-
ceipt (d address. Prin*^ed on nice toned paper, and
in a tiiee shape for binding, making in one year a
voluMie of s:!-.' pages. 9tfb

W. Z. HUTCHINSON,
ROGERSVILLE, GENESEE CO., MICH.,

Can furnish ,iust as neat, white, smooth, and per-
fect dovetailed white-poplar sections as there are
made. Send for sample and prices. A few full col-
onies of clioiee Italians, in Heddon hives, for sale
at $8.00 ])(!• colony. T'ntested Italian queens ?1.00
each. Tested queens, reared last year in the home
apiary, s!2.0lt each. Beeswax wanted. Make money
orders payable at Flint. 9tfdb

FOIt SALE. — .50) wired combs, 17^sx9'8, new,
straight, and perfect, at 1.5 cts. each.

11 K. HYDE, Alderly, Dodge Co., Wis.

CALL IXT TIl^E
For colonies of pure Italian bees, with home-bred
oueen, each, §7.00; .'3, ?6.00; 5 to 10, $5..50; 15, $5.00.
Foundation for sale. Beeswax wanted. For par-
ticulars, call. E. S. Eildemacs, AsUppnn, Dodge Co., Wis.

lO-lld

Impoarbed TTJITISIAIT QMeens-
H'-Ud FRANK BENTON, MTOICH, GEKMAITT.
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PONEY C©MMN.
CITY MARKETS.

Nkw YnuK.—Hitneij.—At present, sales of comb
honey arc very slow; and owinjr to tlic lateness of
the season we do not antieipiite any chanKe in

l)riccs until tbe new cioj) coninK'nces to arrive.
We <|Uote at present prices as follows:
Fancy white clover, l-lh. sections, i)ci- lb. \V".\:>l-

Fairtog-ood " " " "
vy<' \-)r

Fancy ''
-'-ll>. "

"
i:!^" Uc

Fair to ^ood " " " '"
lK"l:^c

Fancy buckwheat, Mb. " "
!trr/ 10c

a-lb.
'• "

TfT' 8c
Ordinai-y grades not wanted.
Extracted white clover,

"
If' Sc

" buckwheat, "
(if"t>Hc

Be^swaj-. prime yellow, "
;i'Z(iiMc

Mav 20. 18S.i. Mci^AUi, & Hiloketh Bkds..
.M Hudson Street, corner Duane St., New York.

Ni-;w YoiiK.—Honejy-—There is no notable chanjre
in the honey market. The demand is llfrht lor both
comb and extracted, and prices arc now ranging-
very low. We quote:
Fancy white clover, lib. sections, per lb., ^^0K<c

Lower grades, 1 and 2 lb. " " lOr/Uc
Buckwheat, 1 and 2 lb. " " ~0i !)c

California comb, fancy white, " KKuAlc
extracted " " • in 60-lb. cans; 6|i@ 7c

Beesw.ir.—3(Xrt}33c, according to quality.
Thurbrk. Whvland&Co.,

May 13, 1885. Reade & Hudson Sts., New York.

CtNCiNVATi.—HoMf)/.—There is no new feature in

the market. Our i-egular customers only are buy-
ers at present. There is almost no outside demand,
and low figures are no inducement. We quote ex-
tracted honey from 5<g8c on arrival, and comb hon-
ey from 9@12c.
Beexwax is in very jrood demand, arrivals are

plentiful. We quote 24(§ 28c for good yellow on ar-

rival. Chas. F. Muth,
S. E. C.)r. Freeman and Central Avenues,

May 20, 1685. Cincinnati, Ohio.

Boston.—Ho77f!/.—We have not any thing of in-

terest to note about the honey market; prices re-

main the same, and our stock is light.

May 21, 1885. Blake & Ripley.
57 Chatham St., Boston, Mass.

St. Louis. — J/oJicj/. — Honey is difficult to sell.

Extracted Southern, in bbls., held at 4 to 5c. Choice
Northern in kegs, 7@8c. Comb honey nominal, en-
tirely neglected.
Beesu'ox. — No change to note; orders scarce.

Quote from 27(J>30c. *'W. T. Anderson & Co..
May 21, 1885. 101 N. Third St., St. Louis, Mo.

Chicago. — Honey. — Comb honey is in light de-
mand at 12f?i:l5c for best grades; not much on the
market. Extracted dull at 5@7c. Bro^wa.r, (luiet at
2.>t»27c. R. A. BlTRNETT,
May 20, 188.5. 161 So. Water St., Chicago, 111.

Cleveland.—Ho/icj/.—There is no change from
our last report; sales are very slow, and only the
brightest, most attractive lots are moving at Uc
for 1-lb., and 12(h!13c. for 2 lbs. Second qualities
stand perfectly still. Beciiwax, 28(f> ;Wc.

May 20, 1885. A. C. Kendel.
113 Ontario St., Cleveland, Ohio.

BEE-KEEPERS,
We are makingvery nice ONR-PIECE SKCTIONS,

!

and are selling them \ei-y cliea]).

Please send for price list.

J. H. VrOODVTORTH & CO.,
lid WEST WILLIAMSriELD, ASHTABULA CO., 0.

FRADENBURG'S RABBITS.
T have now 173 ready to fill orders, and shall have

more in due season. ,\. A- PRA DRNBURG,
I'oi't Washington, O.

FLORIDA.
ORANflE-SROWING, BEE CDLTDRE, & GARDENING,

rOR SALE,
Near I.anc I'aik. Suiiilcr Co.. Fla.. on the cast side
of Lake Han-is. near shore, and in The famous
"Great l.akc Hcgion " of the " ()rang(- I'.elt," about
10 acres of choice tlrst-class pine land, with portion
of rich Hammock, i-ight of way to the lake, and ad-
\aiuag-es for boating, fishing, batliiiig, travel, and
transport. Soil exceptionally good, and adniirabl.>-

suited for orange-growing, or raising early fruits
and vegetables. Excellent bee-pasturage surround-
ing. Location pleasant, healthy, well in-otected
from frost, near two important towns and R. R.
stations, ami in desirable and rising neighborhood,
fiood lidiiie market for produce, aii<l tiist-rate facil-

ities for traiis))()riatioii. .An excellent opjiortunity
for a!l\aiitiit;einisl\- uniting the alKixc three in-

(liistries. lOaeh should \n\.y well singly, and by com-
liining them, earl\- and good income may be secured
belore the s|>leii(licl result gained when the grove is

lirouglit into hearing. Title perfect. Price mod-
erate. Fuller iiarticulars and terms from

W. D. CAMPBELL, Tavares, Crarge Co., Fla.

BEES B-Sf THE 70UIVB.
ii Colonies to draw from.

1 pound S^l.UO
I

3 pounds for #2 .50

Nucleus queens cheap. Safe arrival guaranteed.
Will exchange for foundation at market prices.

W. I{. WHITMAN.
lM-?d Nashville. Davidson (^)., Tenn.

QJirr introduction Guaranteed.
\Urr Untested Italian queens in June,Vm Li *1.38, by return mail. Terms of in-
troduction, subscribe to conditions in our catalogue,
which we send free to all api)licants. Send for it.

You will learn something new. See ad. in May
Gleanings. S. A. DYEE & CO., POMEEOY, OHIO, lid

ITALIAN BEES AND QUEENS.
Full Colonies, nuclei, and by The Pound.

11 K. A. <;ANTiTI.V!V, »e<atiir, 111.

Look! Look! Look!
PIKE 1TAL.1.1N UEES Ai\D QUEENS.

.June .July Aug.
Untested (pieens S^l 25 $1 00 :?1 00
Tested '• 2 3l) 2 00 2 00
'i lb. of bees (no (jucen) 1 25 1 00 1 00

All queens impurely united, replaced.

CHAS. I^. ITI.IC'KEY,
lltfdb BOX 306. V0UNG3T0WN, MAHONING CO., OHIO.

WARRANTED
ITALIAN QUEENS
Ni

loci^

After ^...^ ., , -.„..

lustrated catalogue .

by bee-keepers. Address

J. B. MASON,
lltfd :TIe<liaiilc Falls, ITIaiiic.

I want to sell 100 L. frames of comb. !)'„xl7 's, over
one-half worker-comb. $15.00 will buv them,
lltfdb J. W. BEADLET, COLUMBIA, BOONE CO., MO.

KRANK BOOMHOWERSAYS:
"The mo hives you made anil sent me are flrst-

class in workmanship, and are th<> most perfect ,iob

of the kind I have e\er received."
Send for circular. €. \V. CI?STEl,I,OW,

lid Walerhoro, York Co., Me.

'v'^o Cyprian or Syrian bees ever introduced in this
•ality. One (|ueen, in June, $1.2.5; '2 doz., $6.00.

ter July 1, 'i do/,., $5.00. Send for our -fS-page il-

5trated catalogue, describing every thing needed
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2 Copies for 81. 90; 3 for 82. 75 ; 6 for i
10 or more, 75 ct8. each. Single Number, '

li»ot9. Additions to clubs maybe made
[

i-ii)LisiiEi> skmimonthly by

"'"*J A. T. ROOT, MEDINA, OHIO.

f Clubs to different postoftlce*, not lkss
I than 90 cts. each. Sent postpaid, in the
i U. S. and Canadas. To all other oonn-
: tries of the Universal Postal Union, ISc
per venr extra. To all countries not of
theXj. P. U.,42c per year extra.

NOTES FROM THE BANNER APIARY.

NO. 66.

ClilTlCIS.MS ON GIiEAMN(3S.

EDITOR GLEANINGS:—We fear that in our

criticisms on Gleanings we paincfl you and
many of your readers by including religion

in tiie list of subjects that we would have
eliminated from (jleaninos. For fear of

doing- this we hesitated, when writins' our last arti-

cle, about adding relig-ion to the list, but did not see

how we could consistently avoid it. Vou, of course,

feel it your duty to follow the course that you have

adopted, and we ought to. and 1 think we do, have

charity enough not to hUimr you, even though the

course does not meet with our approval. We
sometimes wonder if we are not too outspoken. If

we have any criticisms to make, we make them
openlj', " right to a man's face," then he can ex-

plain, or defend himself. This may not be the best

way to make or to keep friends, but it is " ou r way."

We have very generously been allowed to point out

what we consider the faults of Gleanings; we now
hope to be allowed the pleasure of enumerating its

excellences. First, it is always out on time. When
we are expecting a welcome guest, how much
greater the pleasure if he comes when we expect

him; and how annoying the disappointment if he

does not come on time! Second, it always comes
ivell dressed. It has a good cover, is well printed

upon good paper, and almost entirely free from
typographical errors. This may not be so impor-

tant as that it should contain valuable ideas, but it

adds greatly to the pleasure of reading it. Perhaps
we are oversensitive in regard to typographical

neatness; but a publication that is lacking in this

respect arouses in us a feeling that is akin to dis-

gust. Third, it is lively, spicy, wide-awake, and In-

teresting. Even if it does " mix things up," it is

seldom dtdl. Some have condemned that " everlast-

ing foot-note " that usually follows each article.

There may be objections to it, but, in one respect

at least, it is, in our opinion, a good thing. If its

editor is " up with the times," beginners are less

likely to be misled by the errors, fallacies, or wrong
conclusions of correspondents.

arguments vs. PEHSONALITIES.
We were much pleased with your remarks upon

page :{08 in regard to discourteous criticisms. -4»-

(jtimrnt.^ never hurt; invective and offensive per-

]

sonalities often do. Let us turn over a new leaf

,

I

and all join hands in henceforth keeping our ai)i-

cultural literature free from oflensive personalities.

I

HAISINC; AS .MUril COMB AS EXTRACTED HONEY.
In rei)ly to Mr. Smiths query upon this sul)ject,

we have nothing to add to what we have already

j

written, unless it be to fill the sections with fdn. and

give no more room in the brood - nest than an

]

ordinary queen will keep full of biood.

NAMES AND ADDRESS UPON SHIPPING-CRATES.

We have been informed that most commission

merchants on' opposed to producers putting their

names or addresses upon their packages. Let some
of the commission brethren " speak."

,s-W. Z. Hutchinson, 68-40.

Rogersville, o+ Genesee Co., Mich,

In regard to the foot-notes: Whenever I

think an article is in any way misleading, I

expect to correct the tendency to the best of

my ability, and I am very well aware that

some writers have felt grievously hurt be-
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cause of my foot-notes ; but for all that, the
greatest good to the greatest number, in my
opmion, demanded them. JSlany times a
brother gets carried away with some special
idea. For the time being his liead is not
quite "level,"' as it were. Well, if allowed
to go out tliat way. without any thing to
modify it, or to tone it down a little, it

might be misleading. It is very true, that
my judgment may be in error, for it would
be strange if it were not, occasionally. In
that case it is a misfortune, I admit ; but to

avoid such misfortunes, I have at my elbow^
about all the bee-journals published in the
world, and all the treatises on bees, of any
account, in print. Besides this I have the
benefit of the communications that have
been sent to me for lo or 20 years past, in re-

gard to bee culture ; and I am self-conceited
enough to think that my memory is seldom
at fault. ;My daily prayer is, that (iod may
give me wisdom, and may keep my heart
from egotism or prejudice. One or two of
the friends have complained because I did
not add some comment of some sort at the
close of their communications ; and if I

should drop my time-honored custom, friend
H., some of the brethren would not know I

was alive any more.

SHIPPING BEES.

Putting 'i lb. of Bees and a Queen on Combs
where the Bees Died from Honey-dew.

MRS. CHADDOCK TELLS HOW IT WORKS.

fS^HE
two half-pound packages and the two

§,'' queens came through all right. They were

/ put up in very good shape; only 25 dead bees

in one package, and 80 in the other. They
came to the express office on the night of the

20th, and I brought them home yesterday, and
turned them loose on some combs of honey-dew
and bee-bread where the bees died last winter. By
the way, it seems to me that these are about the

tonguiest bees that I ever saw ; or was it because

they were thirsty, that they ran their tongues out

so far and so persistently?

We were coming home — Minnie and her papa on

the front seat, the bees and myself on the back,

when I happened to look over on the end of the

packages, and I saw what I thought were hundreds

of legs sticking through the screen; then I thought

it could not be legs, but wings, and I called Minnie

to look, and she said it was tongues. And it was;

hundreds of long slim tongues running out, and
waving round; and thej' did this only on the side

where the wind struck them. It was too funny to

see them running their tongues out to cool them,

like a thirsty dog.

This morning Bro. Phillips came up to look at

them. He wants to send for some, but is afraid of

getting cheated, and I went out to the hives.

"Why," said he, " these bees look weak; they can

hardly fly." I looked, and, behold, there they were
crawling out from the entrance to the edge of the

alighting-board, and then rolling off, their bodies

swelled up tight as a drum, and stretched out to

their longest capacity. I knew in a second what
ailed them, but I said, " See what nice large bees

they are," and I took off the cover and showed him
the cluster; he said they were very large indeed.

He went home; and as soon as he was gone I went
and looked carefully around the entrance, and
there were dozens of those nice large hees lying on
their backs, kicking their heels up in the air, and I

snatched that honey-dew out of the hive, and gave
them some fresh honey taken from another hive,

and since dinner I have looked at them again, and
the swelling has gone down, and they are perfectly

sober. The honey-dew was dripi)ing from every
pore when I put them in. I tasted it, and it was a

little sour; but I thought that, as they could fly out

all the time, it would not hurt them. I looked close-

ly, and could see no dead bees near the hive, so I

suppose they all recovered.
Mah.\la n. Chaddock.

Vermont, 111., May 2\i, 1S8.J.

Thanks for your report, my friend. My
opinion is, that a good strong swarm would
have managed ttiose combs, dripping with
sour honey-dew honey, all right ; but they
might have turned around and swarmed
out, going off ''lickety-split,'' holding their
noses. To prevent such a catastrophe as
this, I think it will be better to hold fast to
the oft-repeated injunction—put such combs,
one at a lime, in tlie center of a good strong
colony, till you get them all purified and
sweetened. — I think it likely the bees were
sticking their tongues out because the day
was hot. and they were suffering for want of
air. Whenever they do this, shade them
from the sun and put them in the wind.
They will usually draw their tongues back in
a short time. Bees after a trip like this are
in poor condition to work up sour honey.
Much the better way is to put so small a
quantity of bees as half a pound on a comb
of healthy brood taken from some other
hive. A whole pound of bees will do very
well without this comb of brood ; but with
so small a quantity as that mentioned, it is

apt to be " nip andtuck " before a reinforce-
ment of young bees begins to hatch out. I

do not believe I should want to recommend
only half a pound of bees to start a colony in
a liive containing empty combs. Even if

they do make a live of it, a frame containing
a little brood would give them a great lift,

just at a critical point.

l^EPeRTg ENC0a^^6iN6.

nONEY FROM THE WILLOWS, AND THE WAT IT

COMES, ETC.

T WENT into winter quarters with 38 stands—37 in

^r cellar, one outdoors in double hive. All came
^l out alive; lost two queens this spring after
•^ they commenced lajing, and had brood. They

had dysentery some, not very bad. I put an
upper story on with Hill's device, and put muslin

cloth over the frames, and covered with clover and
timothy and chaff, which I got in our feeding-room.

May 10th the bees conuneuced work on the willow.

On the morning of the 12th, before the bees com-

menced to fly, I had one of my best colonies of hy-

brids on a scale. In the evening they had gained

6 lbs.; 13th, 10 lbs.; 14th, -1 lbs. Then the willow

bloom closed. In 1883 the willow flow was good;

1884, none; 188.5, as above described. Now, how
much honey do you suppose they gathered?

Conrad Grove, Iowa, May 25, 1885. G. J. Klein.
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Thank you, friend K. Ten pounds a day
from the willow, I should say. is very extra-
ordinary. It seems to me that willows must
be very plentiful where you are. We were
aware that it yields honey largely, but did
not know it came in at the rate you mention.
If the colony on the scale was an average
one, your apiary must have gathered two or
three hundred pounds in a single day.

A GOOD REPORT FROM FRIEND BLOOD.
Our home apiary has wintered, as usual, without

liiss. The colonies have been evened up, and the

last week all brought in honey freely from willow

and maple. I am g-lad to see that you have a man
in charge of your bees who is a hee-keepcr. In the

past ten years we have lost bees twice. One winter

they had a short supply of honey; and as we were
away from home, about one-fourth starved. At
another time we tried to winter several small colo-

nies which should have been united. These two
experiments are all we need. Now, how do we
winter?

1. Tl'e are very sure that everj- colony is strong- in

young and vigorous bees.

3. That they have moir than enough good honey
to last them till spring.

.3. All upward ventilation is closed, and eight-

inch entrance at bottom wide open.
4. All hives are double-walled on sides and bot-

tom. One-fourth inch above frames is a one-inch-

thick honey-board which the bees wa.x down.
I should add, that we do not extract honey, nei-

ther do we use the bees in raising queens during
the summer. I think we feel as sure of our be^-s

being alive in the spring as we do of our hens. We
use the L. and Gallup frames, about an equal num-
ber of each. There are more dead bees on bottom-
boards of L. hives than of the Gallup. Strong col-

onies Avinter well on L. frames; smaller ones on the
Gallup. A. H. K. Br.ooD.

Quincy, Mass., May 8, 188.'j.

NEW HONEY IN ALABAMA.
Some of my hives have upper story chock full.

I hived a ncnv swarm on Apr. 2d on empty frames;
gave them upper story of sections at once. 1 have
taken 80 full scaled sections from it, and have two
frames, 8 boxes each, ready to take out now. How
is that for work? .1. .1. Davidson.
Grand Hay, Ala., May 2, ISSr..

ONLY 4 LOST OUT OF 88.

I am still out of Blasted Hopes. The 88 swarms
that I put in winter quarters came out in tine con-

dition, except that two died, and two have dwindled
from loss of queen, leaving 84 hives of bees at this

date. John Cline.
Fayette, Wis., May 15, 1885.

OOOD PROSPECTS.
After my report on page 318, May No., 1 lost three

more colonies of bees by dwindling; two more are

pretty weak. The rest are in good condition at

present. Some have ten frames with brood, with

plenty of bees to gather honey, if any were fit for

use. Apple - trees, strawberries, dandelion, and
buckeye - trees are yielding honey at present.

Buckeye makes fine honey; but honey from the

other sources is not good, especially what is gath-

ered from willow, which will be in bloom in a few
days. Bees will be in better condition to gather

clover honey when it commences, than they were
last year; I am in hopes I shall be able to secure a

fine crop of honey the coming June and July.

Lima, 111., May 14, 18S:,. J. A. Thornton, T-i—m.

THE MAN WHO WINTERS BEES BY
THE HUNDREDS Or COLONIES,

and WHO WINTERS IN SPITE OF THE HONEY-
DEW STORES, ETC.

r|UR friends will find a picture of the
l*j writer of the foUowmg on page AifY;

Ij Aug., 18S8. Learning that he had
**' again wintered his bees without loss. I

wrote him a letter, asking him for par-
ticulars. Below is his reply :

1 can do but little more than acknowledge the re-

ceipt of your letter of inquiry, and refer to a de-

tailed description of " How I winter my bees," pub-
lished in Gleanings of Oct. 15, 188.3, p. .VJe. I have
made no material change in my manner of winter-

ing.

My bees are in a prosperous condition; the out-

look for the season is very promising at present, f

have three large apiaries to care for and look after,

with at present but one assistant. This I am sure
will be a sulHcient apology for not trying to add one
more to the voluminous list of articles on wintering

bees.

Yes, I wintered in spite of honey-dew. Not only

had I thousands ol pounds of it in my winter stores,

but I fed up several colonics upon it after taking

away every thing and giving t hem only empty frames
or foundation, and these without exception wintered

in perfect condition as well as the very best.

Mr. S. F. Newman, of Norwalk, visited two of my
bee-houses in March. A few words from him in

regard to that visit might not fail to he interesting.

East Townsend, Ohio. H. K. Boahdman.
Thanks, friend B.; but we should have

been glad of a longer letter. Friend New-
man, you see you are called on. Please tell

us about that visit. I have just turned to

tlie page mentioned above, and read again
tlie description of the way in which friend
B. winters liis bees. Several things have
impressed me by reading it. The tirst and
most imi)ortant one is. that this matter of
wintering is witliin our control. Where one
man winters his bees successfully year after
year, wliile liis neighljors lose fearfully dur-
ing tliese same years, it is pretty good evi-

dence that it is the man and the manage-
ment, rather than disease or even a " hap-
pen so."
Another point that impresses me is, that

these old hands at the business may each of
them winter (juite successfully, and still be
unlike in their methods of management

;

tiiat is because each one has learned by ex-
perience what he can do and what he can
not do : and each one may have a peculiar
fashion of liis own for accomplishing the
same result. Friend Boardman, as you no-
tice, winters indoors, and others get along
just as successfully by wintering out of
doors. ^lay be the stores consumed in the
latter case are, however, an objection in the
way of expense. Friend B. also favors arti-

ficial heat as a means of ventilating his win-
ter repositories. Another point, his hives
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are entirely without bottom-boards during
Avinter. being raised up on two 2x4 scantling.
Where this great amount of ventilation is

allowed, of course the room must be pretty
^vell above the freezing-point. Friend B.
prefers 45-; and if he can not keep it up to
4o' without artificial lieat. the artificial heat
is used.

^ '—- m

SOMETHING ON THE OTHER SIDE.

FRIEND HlGGIXS' HEVIF.W OF C.r.EAXINOS.

J^ RO. ROOT:—Mr. Hutchiuson's remarks on the

pjj
" Contents of Bee-Journals" brings me to my

Y^ feet. I feel I have a grievance also, as well
'"^ as well-merited praise to bestow, which will

be approved by bee-keepers generally. I

find fault with "I think" and "don't you thinkV"

and all such generalizing that betrays both igno-

rance and inexperience. I tind fault with those

who say, " I am right, but you are wrong," simply

because we don't agree. I tind fault with that bee-

keeper who gets angry, and wants to use the col-

umns of a decent bee-journal to call another hard

names, and abuse him Just because he chooses to

honestly contradict a statement justified by his own
experience; and 1 never will take a bee-journal nor

any other paper that has for one of its special fea-

tures the privilege of its columns to s^landcr the

character of others. I object to this mud-throwing
by bee-keepers because their views arc not swal-

lowed without objection, right or wrong. I object

to a bee-journal being restricted exclusively to bees

and nothing else. Bee-keepers are not restricted

entirely to keeping bees. Our lives are diversified

by various occupations in connection with bee-

keeping. One has poultry, another gardening, and
perhaps some may have carp culture and silkworm

raising also.

The driest thing that we of the South can read

about in the bee-journals is the quarreling over the

hibernation theory, tree-trunk wintering, the pi)llen

theory, and whether Mr. Heddon or some other

man should or should not be sainted for discovering

it, if the discoverer can ever be designated. We do

not care how you winter in the North, so such read-

ing-matter Is all paid for and no value received. We
don't care any thing about Mr. Heddon's hive, nor

any other hive in particular, so long as it has the L.

frame and admits of easy manipulation.

For myself, I don't care a cent for what Mr.

Hutchinson says about raising comb honey, for I

raise only extracted; yet ISIr. H.'s articles are of al-

most priceless value to thousands who do. These
things are almost all superfluous to us of the Miss-

issippi Bottom in particular; yet no wail that I

know of has gone up from this section, prot' sting

what you ought and ought not to put into your col-

umns. We of the Mississippi Valley have a claim

on Gleanings, and insist that it ought to be nation-

al in its character, and comprehensive in its scope

to meet the demands of bee-keepers. We do not

want it to be monopolized by any certain class of

writers, nor restricted to any certain class of writ-

ing, but to be national in character, and compre-
hensive in its reading-matter. We of the South can
not be especially interested in the pollen theory and
wintering problem, but we like to know how the

world is moving among our bee-friends, and have
their cvperionces in all matters.

Our Homes is objected to by some, and delights

others. Your Juvenile Department can't interest

an old bachelor very much, but is a source of great
joy to the fdtnilies of many bee-keepers. So, Bro.

Root, on behalf of thousands who hail with gladness
each issue of Gleanings as it is, go on and keep it

as it is; and let these who wish, read only the arti-

cles on bees, and Ihey will have more than received

their money back, and the rest of us will go on and
read the rest. After our editor of Gleanings has
finished his work in this life, and goes up higher to

his rewai-d, there will be the general verdict, " Well
done; who can till his place?"

I began with T5 colonies (68 queens), and have now
132, of which 128 are laying. I have sent, so far, 4'.

2

barrels of new honey to Cincinnati. We have the
worst weather in thirty years, cold and wet. I am
28 miles from New Orleans. Chas. M. Higgins.
Hahnville, La., May 20, 18^.5.

HOW TO MAKE A HOME-MADE WA-
TEH-PEOOF.

Wdr.lvING IN THE HAIN, AND NOT GETTING AVET.

FEW days ago a warm drizzling rain
set in—just what we had been watch-
ing and waiting for. When it com-
menced, all hands were set at work to
put out the i)lants that liad been wait-

ing in the greenhouse for such an opportuni-
ty. Pretty soon it began to be almost too
wet to work, without danger of getting a
cold. One of the men suggested that we
should get some pieces of oil cloth, make a
hole in tlic center for the head to go through,
and that this covering would protect the
shoulders and lungs, with a part of the arms,
so that it would be safe to go on with the
work. I suggested our enamel cloth as be-
ing just the thing. In a twinkling, one of
the girls in the sewing-room had made a wa-
ter-proof cloak. You want a piece two
yards long. c()sting40 cents. ]\Iake a hole in

"the center, something like a button-hole ;

hem it all around, and then i)ut on a button,
so as to button up close to the chin, llountl
off the corners so they will not be dangling
around in the way, and put on a string so as
to draw the loose' folds back under the arms.
If you are to be out long, roll up your sleeves
so they will not feel disagreeable, and you
are ready to set out plants, take care of
bees, or do whatever you choose.
The boy who was dropping plants thought

he ought to have one. so a smaller one was
made for him. With his trowsers rolled up,,

and barefooted, he stayed out through every,
shower, without any inconvenience.
A great many times when work is pressing,

we are tempted to stay out and do it, anti

thereby we sometimes get a cold that throws
us out of days or weeks of time, in the most
critical part of the season. With such a
cloak or roundabout we have saved it all,

to say nothing of possibly saving valuable
lives. If you do not succeed in making one
to your satisfaction, from directions given
above, we can send you a sample of one fixed

as we have it, for To cts.; 10, Sti.OO; 100,

SoO.CO. If wanted by mail, add 2o cts. extra
for postage. Children's size Avill be 50 cts.;

JO, S4.50 ; 100, S42.50. If Avanted by mail,
the postage Avill be 20 cts. extra.
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SOME NOTES AND COMMENTS.
FRIEND W. F. CLARKE TALKS ABOUT HIBERNATION,

BEE-.IOURNAI,S, AND POME OTHER THINGS.

fHE last two numbers of Gleanings have
been very sug-gestive of topics on which to

write; and to discuss them fully it would
require more time than I have to spare, and
more space than I dare venture to ask. But

there are two or three matters on which T must beg
leave to offer a few words.

CHILLED BEES.

Friend Doolittle has given us an interesting ac-

count of some experiments, as to the degree of

cold bees will bear, and the length of time they can
stand it. But I just wish to say, that chilled bees

are not hibernating bees, or bees to which I have
applied the term hibernation. A chilled bee, like a

shivering human being, is in a condition of discom-

fort and uneasiness. The state of hibernation,

semi-hibernation, quiescence, torpor, semi-torpor,

or whatever term may be applied to the well-known
condition in which bees remain closely clustered,

exercising their functions but little, and eating the

minimum of food, is a state of comfort, content-

ment, and rest. A chilled bee is on the road to death

;

its progress thither may be arrested by timely

warmth; but if not so arrested, the result will be
fatal. A hibernating, torpid, dormant, or what-

cver-you-like-to-call-it bee, is in the path of life.

The first effect of too much cold on a bee is to rouse
it to unusual activity; the second, to induce over-

eating; the third, to make it give up, get numli, and
gradually succumb. Like a human being over-

come by extreme cold, a chilled bee becomes
motionless and insensible. It may be roused out of

the first stages, and restored bj warmth: but if let

alone, it will infallibly die.

THE .lONES FRAMK.
On page 264, where a cut is given of this frame,

the idea is conveyed that it is the one generally in

use among Canadian bee-keepers. This is incorrect.

Owing to Mr. Jones's well-earned fame and intlu-

ence, his frame is extensivel.v used; but many of

our best bee-keepers prefer the Langstroth, or a

modification of it. Mr. Hull, of Woodstock, perhaps
our largest producer of comb honey, uses a frame
rather larger every way than the Langstroth, but
[ireserving very nearly its proportions. Most ol'

our hive-makers manufacture the Simplicity hive,

and it is in wide demand. I think Messrs. S. Cornell

and Allen Pringle use the Quinby frame, or a modi-
fication of it. Dr. Thom, I understand, is experi-

menting with the .Tones frame, turned the other
way about. A few Canadian bee-keepers use the
American and Gallup frames. In fact, we have a

great variety of frames in use—the more's the pity.

IJeginners in bee culture here, as elsewhere, are
prolific of ideas in regard to hives, and aspire to be
inventors before they have won their spurs ns api-

arists. 1 think I am correct in saying that the
.Jones and Langstroth are the two prevailing styles

of frames; those who produce extracted honey
preferring the Jones, and those who go into comb
honey, using the Langstroth.

PROFESSOR COOK.
(y\ir good friend Cook shows an excellent spirit

under what he meekly called the "just tiagellation "

I gave him about his ex-cathedra pronunciamento
concerning hibernation; but I am surprised to find

him falling into the same errors as unscientific

writers, in overlooking the fact that hibernation is

a thing of degrees. This fact is recognized by
Kirby, the great authority whom he (piotes, who
says: " Every gradation is to be met with between
ordinary sleep, the imperfect or abnormal hiberna-
tion of some animals, and the profound hiberna-
tion of others, in which all the functions of life are
suspended." I have never claimed that the hiber-

nation of the bee is " profound, but only imperfect
and abnormal." Assuredly, in the case of the bee,

"all the functions of life are not suspended," but it

can not be denied that some of them are when the
close, compact winter cluster is formed which we
all know to be so desirable. I believe that bees
cluster in this way when they have satisfied their

appetites for the time being, and unclasp when the
demands of hunger make it necessary for them to

eat again. I think they feed only at certain inter-

vals, when in a normal wintering condition. How
long or how short those inteivals are I do not pre-

tend to know; but I fancy they are decided to

some extent by the weather, and that bees take the
opportunity of eating when a mild spell comes.
This is one reason wliy I prefer outdooi- wintering,

instead of the uniform temperature maintained in

a cellar or bee-house. By the way, notwithstand-
ing his expressed and no doubt sincere desire not
to be dogmatic, Professor Cook is, as you say, u
little too much inclined to get into the lut of posi-

tive assertion. Thus, in quoting Kirby he makes
the great naturalist say,' "Bees do not hibernate."
But on turning up the reference to Kncy. Brit., I

find that what he really says is, " Hive-bees jnoba-
bly do not hibernate." Prof. Cook no doubt quoted
from memory; hut it would seem that his recollec-

tion, like his utterances, is ai>t to run into a posi-

tive mold. He is right in saying that reporters at

conventions, in their study of brevity, arc apt to

give our expressions " too sharp a twang." But in

my "just flagellation "
I quoted his own deliberately

penned language in the .4. Yi. J., where he said, in

reply to a (piery, " Bees never hibernate." His
quotation of Kirby, too, was penned l)y himself.

"Litoa Kcrii)ta nuKicC—" What is written, stands."

THE MIX IN GLEANINGS.

Has not the editor given liimself away a little in

his reply to friend Hutchinson t)n page liO'.i? 1

think so. He says, "Gleanings is not devoted
cntirelij and exclusively to bees." We all know
that. But the title-page on the cover says, " Devot-

I
ed to bees and honey." That motto around the

flying bee is no part of the title of Gleanings.
It rather indicates the spirit in which the busy
little insect makes its flights; and sad experience
compels me to say that it has not a feeling of good
will to men universally, for it stings me on every
favorable and unfavorable opportunity. I think

the Scotch motto, "Nemo me impunc lacessit"—" No
man meddles with me with impunity"—would be
more applicable. I must say I rather sympathize
with friends Smith and Hutchinron in their criti-

cism on the varied contents of Gleanings; but if

you are bent on making your journal a miscellany,

would it not be better to amend the title on the

cover in some such way as this: " Devoted to Bees,

Honey, etc.'":'

THE POLLEN THEORY.
Friend Hcddon has sung his triumphant pivan in

Gleanings; but there is one difficulty, at least, to

be surinouuted before we can all join in the chorus,
" See, the conquering hero comes !

" It is the " dry
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feces." What is that brown and black powder
which collects beneath the frames when bees win-

ter well? Following- Quinby, I have strongly main-

tained that it is " dry feces." Mr. Hcddou quotes

Prof. Cook as positively denying- this. Well, then,

what is it? If not " dry feces " it must be rejected

pollen and other waste matter dropped by the bees

when they are feeding. If it is "dry feces," we
have proof that bees can safely eat pollen during

winter confinement. If it is rejected stuff spit out

by the bees while feeding, it shows that, in ii right

condition, they will not eat pollen to their injurj'

during winter confinement. Either view is fatal to

the pollen theory, and we are forced to the conclu-

sion that, after all, safe wintering is a matter of

temperature. If that is right, bees can either eat

pollen with impunity, and pass it safely, or they

will not eat it at all, so that we need give ourselves

no trouble to keep pollen out of the hive in winter.

Fix them so that they can hibernate, quiesce,
" keep asy," as Paddy would say, or whatever you
like to call it, and pollen in the hive will do no harm.

I may add, that I have sent Mr. Heddon a sample cf
" dry feces," received from Mr. Cornell, also anoth-

er taken out of one of my own hives, requesting

that he will get Prof. Cook to analyze them with

the same care that ho has done the wet feces, and I

am waiting anxiously for the report. If it does not

knock the pollen theory into a cocked hat, " call me
a Dutchman." Wm. F. Ci.arke.

Speedside, o Out., May 7, 1885.

Friend Clarke, I tliank you for your
kind criticism, and I tor one feel guilty

;

but what iiqi conscience accuses me of is

this: In letting a good deal have place in
Gleanings that not only has little or no
reference to bees, but matter that occupies
space that is of no particular benefit to any
one. May God give me grace to do better,

and to set a better example ; and to com-
mence at once I will cut this siiort right
here.

HOW TO MAKE A HONEY-TANK.

A TAKK ALL OF WOOD TO HOLD OVKU 1000 LllS.,

AND NOT TO COST OVER S7.00.

0N page 310 I see that Mr. Ross, of Te.vas, wants
to know how to make :i honey-tank. I have
used one made of wood for two years, and am
well pleased with it. It is about 6 ft. long, 2 ft.

wide, and 18 in. deep, with a V-shaped bottom,

and holds 1000 or 1200 lbs. of honej\ It is made of

1-inch and l^.i-inch pine lumber. The end-boards

are grooved into the bottom and sides so that the lat-

ter extend beyond the former about 3 in. The other

joints (i. e., where the boards are spliced) are

grooved and tongued together, and all the joints are

cemented together with white lead and canvas. It

is put together with screws— not nails. It is painted

on the outside, and coated on the inside with par-

aflBne, which is, I think, much cheaper than tin,

and just as good, so far as I see. Six small iron

rods go across the tank, to prevent it from spread-

ing when filled with honey. I place the extractor

and uncapping-box on the tank, have a hole about

a foot square in the cover, in which is placed

a piece of cheese-cloth for a strainer. The honey
from the extractor and uncapping - box Hows
through this strainer into the tank, and is drawn off

at the bottom by means of a honey-gate placed in

one end, whenever a customer calls for it. The
tank is mounted on legs, so that the honey-gate is

about 18 in. from the floor of the honey-house. Of
course, I have a stool to stand on while extracting.

My tank is not stationary. I had a carpenter make
it to order. It cost me something over $7.00.

Bangor, o Iowa, May (5, 1885. M. A. Jackson.
Thanks, friend J. No doubt the above ar-

rangement will answer very Avell. There is

one reason, however, why 1 should not like

a wooden tank coated with parattine, as well
as one lined with tin. Aw\ utensil in which
honey is placid is apt to get a sort of strong
odor in time, and nothing removes this so
effectually as boiling water. Tin can be
cleansed with boiling water without trouble

;

but boiling water would dissolve your paraf-
line, and make mischief. If you have had it

in use some time, however, and have not no-
ticed any slight taint given to the honey,
after it has stood in it for some time, per-
haps my fears may be groundless.

A BEE OR A BUG-WHICH IS IT?

PROF. COOK TELLS US SOMETHING ABOUT AN IN-

SECT THAT OFTEN FREQUENTS OUR BEE-HIVES.

SEND you by this mail a specimen of a bug or

bee, and I should say both; but I never heard
|l of a bug-bee. I got hold of one of your ABC

books, and bought 11 swarms last fall. I have
5 swarms now. Do. you think I read my A B C's

well? The insects I send I found one in one of the

hives, and the others on the backs of worker-bees.

They are very active, and jump on the bee's back,

and fasten their sharp pincers in the bee's neck,

and the bee can not Hy with him, but runs every

way to get him off; but he sticks in spite of all. I

did not wait to see how soon he would kill the bee,

but took them off. I never heard or saw any thing

like it before. It may be because I never kept bees

before. They have no sting, but the slickest pair

of pinoer jaws I ever saw. With the bug-bees, I

inclose a few dead young bees. The old bees drag
them out and they appear to have the St. Anthony's
dance, and are deformed. Do you think it is by be-

ing chilled, or is it some insect at woi-k at them?
The bug-bees eat sweet like a bee. What are the

specimens, and cause of the deformed young bees,

and what gives them the St. Anthony's dance?
Wakeman, Ohio, Apr. 20, 188.5. K. Derby, .Tr.

In submitting the above letter to Prof.
Cook I suggested tliat perhaps these little

bees were "the same tliat bore in the pithy
stalks of the thistle and mullein.

PROF, cook's answer.
The little black slim bees are species of ^«dre?jrt.

They have a tremendous sugar-tooth, like almost all

bees, and, like some higher animals, prefer to steal

their living rather than to procure it by honest toil.

From their small size, quick motions, and hard
crust, which latter serves them as a natural shield,

they arc able to brave the anger of the hive-bees.

To see these little fierce bees pounce upon our large

honey-bees, reminds us at once of our sparrows and
blackbirds as they worry our large hawks. These
little bees, like our honey-bees, are hardly robbers

from choice; for as soon as the flowers come they

mend their ways and gather their own stores.

You are not correct in supposing that these bees

nest in hollow stalks, though very near relatives do.
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These dig tunnels in the earth, where they deposit

stores and lay their eggs, and where their young
are reared. Sometimes their tunnels are sunk
some inches in our hard walks and i-oads.

These bees annoy the honey-bees some in earli*

spring, but I do not think need cause any alarm.
A. J. Cook.

Agricultural College, Mich., Apr. 24, 1885.

As friend Cook does not mention the bees
tliat seem to have tlie St. Vitus dance, I

would suggest that it is the same malady de-
scribed in the A B C book, at the close of
the article on the diseases of bees. Of
course, the little bee described has nothing
to do with the diseased l)ees.

FIVE FKAMES IN A HIVE.

WID?: FRAMES NOT YET THINGS OF THE PAST, AC-
CORDING TO FRIEND DOOLITTLE.

aN
page 21T of Gleanings for April 1st, Mr. E.

W. .Tames asks what I do with the remainder
of the space in the hive where I use but five

or si.\ frames, when a new swarm is put into

a hive. In all of my hives I use but '.) Gallup

frames, although the standai-d Gallup hive is made
to hold 12 frames. Some years ago I ascertained

that queens as they would average would not give

me brood amounting to more than 8 frames full, so

I gave 9 frames, as the amount of one frame was
needed for the pollen and a little honey, before the

sections were put on. To bring the standard hive

down to 9 frames, I used .3 division-boards, making
each one take the place of a frame; and when new
hives were made they were made for only 9 frames'

so that at present writing I have few of the stand-

ard hives on hand. In this way 1 was enabled to se-

cure a much larger yield of comb honey than I ever
could with the 12-frame hive, as, when such was
used, I always found the S outside frames filled

with honey at the beginning of the honey harvest,

which gave a tendency toward crowding the brood-

nest with honey, rather than an inunediate enter-

ing of the sections. After a while I ascertained, by
many careful examinations, that the (jueen of a

prime swarm would, on an avei-age, keep onlj' from
five to six frames filled with brood for the first six

weeks after being hived, after which the brood-

nest was gradually reduced to less size until there

was no brood on the approach of winter. After
having ascertained this I gave each new swarm but
five or six frames, and secured results from new
swarms never obtained before; but instead of using
division-boards, as friend Root supposes, 1 use wide
frames of sections on each side of the brood; for

by so doing I get the surplus honey (which I used to

get in the frames) placed in sections, which is just

where I want it. Those who have decided wide
frames are not the things to use will never fully

realize the possibilities of bee-keeping, in my opin-

ion.

The great secret of a large yield of comb honey is

getting the sections as near the brood, both at sides

and top, as possible, and I know of no arrangement
that meets these requirements so well as wide
frames. After sending off and getting nearly all

the case arrangements mentioned in our bee-papers,

so as to make a careful comparison of them with
wide frames, to-day finds me more in favor of wide
frames than ever, and I do not believe, taking the
year through, that the case system has any advan-

tage over the other, regarding the saving of labor,

which is the main plea used in their favor. Before
throwing away wide frames, I advise all to read the

short article from F. J. Farr, found on jjage .513.

WINTERING.
(Jn page 246 friend Root thinks that bees in chaff

hives will not die if fed heavily on sugar syrup, and
desires the particulars if any have so lost. I have
given the particulars in Gleanings and A. B. J.

regarding one so lost, so I will not go over the

grounds again, but will simply say that, upon now
going over my bees after a loss of one-fourth, with

another fourth very weak, I can see no difference

in favor of sugar syrup over honey. The difference

in favor of chaff' hives is quite marked, yet they are

not wholly exempt from loss, by any means. On
page 303 I find that it is thought that the " Lins-

wik" sisters' success is owing to the extra cai-e

they gave their bees. Let us see: A friend calling

at my house several years ago remarked to myself

and Mr. Betsingcr, who chanced to be here, that

there was no need of losing bees if the proper care

was given them when preparing for winter, for he

had never lost any, and did not believe he ever

should. B. remarked that his turn would come yet,

and, sure enough, to-day finds him with 20 weak
colonies left out of TO last fall, despite the extra

care he says he gave them. Another friend who
does not claim to use any great care, and who
brimstoned some 2J colonies last fall, because he

had more than he wished, came out of this winter

with every one alive, he being the only one in this

section who has not lost heavily; so I say that we—
I don't know any thing about what makes our bees

die. Last fall I packed with extra care two colonies

sitting side by side, each having the same number
of combs, of the same age, ipieens of the same age,

bees and stores eciual, and all as near alike us two

peas, yet one died before March 20th, while the oth-

er is the best colony I have in the yard to day.

Now, friend Rt)ot, when you or any one else will

tell me why the one died and the other lived, then I

will tell you how to winter beos; and until some
one can do this, 1 shall be excusable for saying I

don't know. G. M. Doolittlk.
Borodino, o N. V., .May, IKS.').

Just one word in regard to what you say
about sugar syrup compared with honey,
friend 1). It was but a lew days ago that I

decided, while running over my letters for

coi)V. that there was no furtlier need of pub-
lishing letters showing the great advan-
tage of winter stores of sugar si/rnp over
winter stores of honey. Oiir bee-journals
have given i)roof again and again, year after

year, until 1 should say the matter is settled.

It is true, there are those who write that
they have not noticed any thing in favor of

sugar syrup over good honey ; but these let-

ters do not account for very much while the
fact remains that no one of late years claims
that honey is better than sugar stores. Once
more : The large stores of honey-dew have,
without question, been the death of thou-
sands of colonies. Had these bees been fed

on sugar syrup instead of honey-dew. they
would have been saved. Almost all the bee-

men in ^Medina County have lost terribly.

Their bees had such stores as they gathereti ;

ours, such as we fed them. They lost fear-

fully, and their bees are dying of spring
dwindling, even up to this present time, dur-
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ing the latter part of May. There has been
nothing like spring dwindling in our apiary.
We fed barrels and barrels of sugar ; they
didn't.

BEES IN CUBA.

HONEY FHOM THE BANANA, ETC.

N Gleanings of Dec. 1 I flncl an inquiry as to

I;

why bee-keeping in the tropics is not a success

while hauanas are grown htrgely. In this lo-

calitj', and in a radius of two or three miles,

there are many thousands of banana and palm
trees, each of which blossoms a "racemos," or clus-

ter of blossoms, which average 3'o ft. in length, with

a diameter of 3 ft. across the shoulder—a solid mass
of creamy-white blossoms, upon which the bees,

when other stores are scarce, actually swarm. They
are never neglected, even when the campanea is in

bloom. There is also a tree here called " digame,"
which is a mass of white blossoms for two or three

weeks, at this time of the year, and I should say a

very ordinary bee-keeper could make a success, in

this province at least. The others I know nothing
of but from hearsay, which reports honey every-

where and all the tinae.

We are situated about six miles from the town of

Principe, which is connected by a i-ailroad of about
45 miles with Nuevitas, a port on the north coast,

and one of the finest harbors in the island. Vessels
sail from there to New York, and make the trip in

from 8 to 14 days. A good steamer could do it in 4.

The climate is most lovely, the thermometer aver-

aging about 80° in the day to 70° at night. I never
saw it below T0° the coolest night I have experienc-
ed; but that was in June, when one would suppose
it to be the warmest of the j'ear.

The people are the most hospitable I ever met or
heard of. When you arc introduced to a Cuban at

his home he says, " My house is yours; do what you
please with it;" and I verily believe, that if you
could pick it up and carry it off on your back, the
Cuban would climb a tree and rest satisfied that he.

had carried out his hospitality in the sense it is un-
derstood by his people. All of the women are

beautiful, and as amiable as lovely; In fact, I am
yet to see a woman or child with any other disposi-

tion than that of a smiling and pleasant one.

The soil is the richest on earth; and if the Span-
ish government carries out the spirit of the letter of

their treaty with the United States, this island will

be as near a paradise for the producer as can be
found on this earth. By irrigation, plants can grow
the year round. As it is, two corn crops are grown
on the same field in one season, extending from
April to December; but with the agricultural ma-
chinery of the United States, three could be obtain-

ed. The cultivation of the land is done in the most
primitive manner. The plow that Moses might have
used is still in use here. There is not a foui'-wheel-

ed wagon in the province. The carts, and all labor

of that description, is done by oxen, and I shouldn't

be surprised if these oxen were cotemiiorjvrics of
Moses also. Every thing is done in a very old way;
but when an American gets down here they think
they have a circus right on hand. The comments
upon their ability to carry out any thing except in

their way is very amusing, if not Mattering. But
they find the American is " not the kind of cat" to

back out of any thing he undertakes. When we
commenced to set up our hives, and talk bees, hon-

ey-slinging, floating the farm in it, and sailing a

canoe in it from here to town, they claimed we
could not do any thing with our new and improved
methods. Now we are showing them about it, and

I the astonishment of the visitors that come here to

view the "circus" makes us smile. Neither Hed-

j

don nor Hutchinson would ever get the stomach-
ache if some poor fellow started his toes on the edge
of his field, as I think there is no limit to the amount
of bees that can be kept by one party. One elderlj-

gentleman visited us, who, when younger, kept 1000

of the native hives, with a banana plantation of

40,000. He stated there was money in it. He now
owns 66,000 acres in the island, worth §800,000.

Wm. H. Wood, C. E.

Puerto Principe, Cuba, Dec. ::6, 18-^4.

HONEY-DEW, ONCE MORE.

ARE VVE TO HAVE A REPETITION OF THE THOUIi-
LES OF LAST SEA.'^ON';:'

ri^DITOR GLEANINGS :-Would it not be well

P|)
*° ^'^" *^^ attention of bee-keepers to the

|*^'r matter of the bark-lice (Lccajiiuni), and the
^" sweet excretion from them? These lice are

verjt common again this season. They are
now to be observed as small but rapidlj' growing
scales on the under side of the branches of the
trees. We find them here very abundant on white-

ash and bitternut, and quite so on basswood, sassa-

fras, and maple. They are now sucking the juices

from the tree in such quantities as to greatly in-

jure them. At the same time they excrete the
sweet substance which lures the bees. Last week
I saw the bees thick about the lice-infested branch-
es. Later, the blossoms of the maples and willows
have attracted the bees to more wholesome nectar.

It behooves us to keep a close watch, that we may
know if the bees are storing or have stored this un-
savory sweet, that we may extract it in case it has
been gathered to any extent, that it may not be
mixed with our white-clover honey. Such precau-

tion would have saved hundreds of dollars to the
bee-keepers of the country last year. This nectar
secretion, if rightly managed, may and will prove
only a benefit. It will stimulate the bees to greater
activity, and may be used to feed in early spring,

or anj' time in the summer, if care be taken that it

is not stored Mith honey to be marketed, or with

the winter stores.

Mr. Editor, have you never wondered why this

secretion was poured forth by these scale lice? I

think I have the solution. These scale lice are de-

graded insects, and so mimic the bark of trees in

color, and aie made so inconspicuous by their flat

form, that they are protected largely from birds

and other insects. Thus they gain by their lowly
plain habit and mode of life. There is no physical

energy required to move about, and so all is used to

increase reproduction, and hence the immense pro-

liflcness of these bark-lice. Hut real virtue, even
when garbed in plainest dress, can not always re-

main hidden. That these lice have virtue, is mani-
fested in a phenomenon which has pleased us very
greatly the last few days. Some chipping sparrows
and Baltimore orioles have been licking up these

lice by the thousands. The beautiful golden orioles

will take a limb and pass its whole length, and
scarce leave a louse. It is very interesting to see

them taking their several meals from a favorite
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tree right against our house. Now, how poorly

these lice are equipped for defense against such a

raid as this I Yet they have an armor of no meau
value. It is this very habit of nectar secretion.

The nectar attracts the bees and wasps, and the

bees and wasps frighten off the birds and other in-
;

sectivorous animals, just as Prof. Tuleare has sug-
j

gested that the cotton secretes sweet from extra :

tloral glands to attract wasps and antp, which keep
off the ruinous caterpillai's.

How wonderful the laws that have led to the de-

velopment of such wonderful methods for safety

and preservation '. How much more wonderful, and
how worthy of reverence, the great Author of these

laws: A. J. Cook.
Agricultural College, Mich., May IG, ISf-T).

Friend Cook, I arn very glad indeed to

hear you say that even this matter of honey-
dew may, if riglitly managed, prove a bless-

ing. It 'has been a blessing to ns in our bus-
iness of supplying bees by the pound, but I

had almost feaVed to say it, because of being
thought selhsh. It seems to me it is like all

these other things that are- unfolding llH-m-
selves to ns day Ijy day as we make progress
in studying the works' of the all-wise Crea-
tor. The very thing that seems a calamity
and misfortune may, by the light of science
and scientific investigation, be made to min-
ister to our wants. ^V'e sell bees by the
l)0inid, and start thousands of friends," scat-

tered far and wide, in the industry, and at

the same time give them vigorous young
bees from late importations from Italy.

Now we crowd our work to such an extei\t

that lioney-dew and almost every tiling else

tliat the bees gather (including the pollen
that has been so much talked al)out recent-
ly) is turned into brood and young bees, so
that when winter time comes they have
comparatively little pollen or honey-dew
either. Now', both these substances that or-

dinarily are but a hindrance in winteiing, or
even to sell on the market, are turned into
l)ees, and are, therefore, a blessing to us.

AVHien we get ready to lix for winter, we
have only to lill up with barrels of sugar.
Those wlio raise honey for the market should
either choose a locality where lioney-dew is

not prevalent, or do "^as you say—be very
careful not to mix it in with the "clover and
linden honey so as to injin-e the sale of this
product. ^—^
PENNYROYAL AS A HONEY-PLANT.

REPORT FROM NEW ZEAL.VNU.

fOU ask in Gleanings, "Does anybody know
anything about pennyroyal as a honey-plant?"

Yes, sir; there are acres and acres of it here.

In fact, there is notagrass paddock within 20

miles of this, free from it. Some fields you
would fancy were nothing else now. When it is in

bloom, it is a great plague to farmers, as it is very

difficult to eradicate; and once it gets into a district,

it spreads with great i-apidity. But the honey is

the finest, to my taste, of any that I know of—clear-
er than the best clover honey, and has a beautiful

faint mint flavor. It commences to bloom here the

middle of January, just as white clovor is begin-

ning to fail, and lasts till about the end of February.

I don't suppose that it is a large yielder of honey,

as 1 have got it in but very small quantities each

year. I believe it would be a great wrong to intro-

duce the plant to your neighborhood, even if it

would yield honey by the bucketful.
R. Mcpherson.

Otau, Wairou, South Auckland, N. Z.. Jan. 39, 1885.

SAXTARMING AND SWARMING - BOXES.

ONE WAV IN WHICH PEOPLE FORM DIFFERENT
OPINIONS.

N 1S7S. friend N. N. Shepard, of Cochran-
,., ton. Ta.. wrote ns a letter, describing
^l his swarming- box, and we published it

with the engraving shown below. From
the explanatory letter we got, it entered

our heads that the pole was put in the
closed end of the swarming-box, and accord-
ingly had our picture made. Afterward
friend Shepard said it was not right, and
would not do at all. and so we had a picture
made different, iis at present shewn in the
A 15 ('book.

lOKV K)K SW AH.MI.\(i-l MI'LLMK;\X-^.

Well, our neighbor ("has. H. r>ingliam, of

Ediidjoro, (J., made us a call to-day. and re-

marked that he wanted to say that tlie old

style of swarming-box, with a hole in the
end. was one of tlie best institutions ever
gotten up for a bi'p-keeper ; in fact, he de-
clares that the implement is sometimes
worth half a year's subscription to (iLEAx-
iX(;s. in taking down a single swarm. He
just holds the swarming-box right under the

,

cluster, and shakes a few bees into it. All the

I

rest then leave tlu^ limb and go into the box,
attracted by the humming of their compaii-
ions. This" humming is caused by the loud
rejoicing over what they consider a hive, or
may be a hollow tree. Now the point is

,
this : Friend B. understood the letter as 1

': did, and made his swarminj?-box as I had
1 pictured it, got used to having it that way,

I

and now would not have it any other way.
lie has learned by many years of practice
just how to handle it. until the machine is

almost a part of himself, as it were. He
has got it at his fingers" ends, as we some-
times express it. Well, my opinion is, that,

had he started with it the other way, and
taken a notion to it, it would have an-
swered the purpose just as well. One farm-
er gets accustomed to a plow ; he knows
just what to do with it to obtain the result

he desires. After he has had it for years,

and if he is one of those people who get into

a way of doing a thing, may be he will get
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alonj; witli a very inferior implement in a
way whicli lie ('(iiild not possibly do with a
tool srratlv superior, and with which he
was unac(i"uaintc(l. And this is what ac-

ronnts for so many different notions. in re-

gard not only to iini)lements for handling
i)3es, bat tools for doing almost every thing
that needs to be done.
The engraving above shows a little slied

arranged to contain all implements for tak-
ing down swarms. Wliere we raise comb
honey, as almost all of the friends do now-
adays, it seems to to me such an arrange-
ment will abundantly pay expense.

lest some other enterprising colony discc
er the unusual advantages it affords. Hi

THE SIMPLICITY HIVE.

A Testimonial in Regai'd| to Its Advantage.'

A NKW AND ALMOST UNEXPLOItEl) TIICLD IX

INVE.NTION.

IIP
S I am' one of your ABC students I thought

qI|^ I would give you a remarkable instance of

J^ll
Athe forethought'and retiective powers of my^^ bees. 1 had a Simplicitj', which has present-

ed the appearancC;Of being about to swarm
for a week or two. About 10 or 15 steps distant, and
in the same row, stood a hive full of comb, but no

bees except a lew dead ones, they having perished

for want of honey during the winter, having been

robbed too late last year. Four or five days before

this Simplicity swarmed, some bees (now supposed

to be from the Simplicity) were noticed cleaning

out the vacant hive, carrying out dead bees, etc.,

from it. Day before yesterday it swarmed, and,

after much bell-ringing to settle them, the swarm,
which was a very large one, settled on the front

side of the vacant hive and gradually went right in

upon the alighting-board; and before the whole
swarm had gone in, numerous M-orkers were seen

carrying in heavy loads of pollen.

They are in there all right, and seem to be well

pleased, and are woi-king like Turks. Could we not

teach this practice to our bees by preparing hives

Avith frames wired and covered with foundation
comb, and set from throe to five feet high near an

apple-treeV W. J. Farriss.
Sparta, c. AVhitc Co., Tenn., May 16, 18S5.

Friend'F., it woidd seem from the above
little incident that ycnir strong hive sent a
committee of investigation to report in re-

gard to the inducements offered by that
empty Simplicity hive. This body of bees,
composed, of course, of the oldest and
Avisest heads among forty or tifty thousand,
went home and delivered a rei)ort something
as follows. I sujjpose the cliairinan must
have stood up, and, after clearing his thi-oat

and wiping his face, made liis sj^eech : "I
take i)leasure, friends, in saying that, after
having duly investigated matters, it is, in
the hiniible opinion of your committee, the
best thing we can do to occupy said unoccu-
pied hive. The hive is a plain simple box-
almost as simple, in fact, as the hollow
trees used by our forefathers. One especial
(piality that recommends it to your commit-
tee is, that it has no patent moth-traps, ven-
tilators, or any thing of the sort. AVe lind,

by careful examination, that we can get in
and out easily, and that the man who made
the hive has arranged it so that we can gain

access to every y)art of the hive ; and if a
miller should undertake to deposit her eggs
anywhere about it, we could, a lot of us,
take after her and 'scoot her out on the run.'
It is the sense of this committee that we
move into that hive as quickly as possible,

discov-
ntages it affords. Hur-

rah for the new home!" Joking aside,
friend F., reports like yours have been sev-
eral times given ; and 1:he man who will help
us to so manage our bees that they will, at
swarming lime, go right into hives"prepared
for tluMii. without any supervision on the
part of the owner, will confer a lasting favor
on the bee-keepers of the world. I have
commented on this matter several times be-
fore during the years past. There is one
liappy thouglit connected with it, which I

have' hinted at in the foregoing; namely,
the ]ti)ssilii]ily of making a liive so much in
accord with the notions or instinct of the
bees tliat they would select it in preference to
any inducements that a hollow tree might
afford ; or, in Other words, if a colony of
bees were to choose, what kind of a hive
would they select of their own free choice

V

or was it the empty combs that took tjieir

fancy? or have they, in fact, any notions in
the way of preference as to how" their hive
and its surroundings shall be arranged?

WINTERING.

Have we or have we Not made Progress in
regard to this Matter?

ALSO SOMETHING ABOUT THE I'OTATO-BOOK.

DO not know that T should have ordered a copy
of your ABC of Potato Cultui-c, had not

Brother W. Z. Hutchinson kindly mailed me
his to read, as he states on page l?3.j. I certain-

ly can not say less of the woi-k than to indorse

all that Bro. H. and Prof. Cook say in praise of this

praiseworthy book; though, like Bro. H., 1 never
expect to raise a potato, I knew I ought to have a

copy of my own. I felt sure that such reading
would benefit me many times 38 cents' worth, let

me follow what occupation I might.

I think Bro. Doolittle is decidedly mistaken in

thinking that we have gained nothing in our ex-

periments and controversies regai-ding the pollen

theory and wintering problem. He evidently does

not understand it as I do. He closes by saying,

"What do we know on these points, any way?" I

will answer him, by saying that I have always been
among the more extensive losers of bees during
winter; that 1 have never at anj' time befoi-e be-

lieved that I had the problem settled. I fully be-

lieve it now; and if, in the future, 1 turn my own
tables and become one of those who " never lose bees

in winter," will Brother D. not willingly admit my
claims? Were it not, as ;^'ou mention, perhaps best

to drop this subject just at present, 1 could exjilain

wherein lies the difference between my failure of

the i)ast and proi)Osed successes of the future. All

this, however, can be discussed in due time.

James Heduon.
Dowagiac, / Mich., May 18, 188.5.

That is the kind of talk, friend Heddon,
Just keep cool, and prove your position by
wintering bees all right next winter, and the
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winter after that, and so on. Such a result
will be more convincing than pages of theo-
rizing.

ANOTHEK REPORT EROM FRIEND
OSBURN.

BEE-KEEPING IN THE TROPICS.

fRIEND ROOT:—In drawing- the line of compar-
ison as viewed from the standpoint of the

apiarist, do not let us place it too far north or

too far south. Do not let us paint it with too

much sunshine on one side, and nothing but
gloom and disaster on the other. The North to-day

stands pi-e-eminent before the world as a honey-pro-

ducing country- Its white clover and basswood en-

joy positions as honey-producing plants that time
will not efface, or the fame of the white sage or

bellflower detract one single point from their use-

fulness. The proud position that apiculture in

the United States holds before the world will never
be superseded by any other country or set of peo-

ple, for it is backed up by too much of the spii-it of

enterprise and never-fail disposition, that has made
the U. S. what they are.

In view of these facts (which arc stern facts)

would it be wiie to say that, because the North has
cold winters, that prove disastrous to the business

in some localities, that the business will be aban-
doned, and the enterprise which has assumed such
grand proportions, declared a failure? We think

not; no, the American people never fail; rebuffs

and setbacks may come; " but, as sure as the sun
rises to-morrow morning," tlioy will rebuild the

structure on a firmer foundation than before, and
" try, try again."

Let us leave the North now, and rest (fully assur-

ed that she can take care of herself), and come
down to Cuba, and see what the prospects arc for

success in modern apiculture south of the frost-

line. Although we have been here now only 18

months, we feel justified in saying that the country
has many resources and advantages, for the honey-
producer, that no country north of this that we
have ever seen does possess. First among them is

the large amount of honey that there is here; and
in proof of this let mc say, that at this writing we
have 555 colonies, all in one apiary (shall make them
600), and all doing well. Second, there is no winter
here. But you will ask me, what about our dearth

of honey, and of our disaster last year; i. e., the loss

of so many colonies? To which I will say, that our
great loss was only the result of too much increase,

and ignorance, on our part, of what the honey i-c-

sources of the country were at that time of the

year. If you will remember, last year we increased

from 34 to 530. Any apiarist will readily understand
that, after such an increase, that pretty much all

the colonies were weak when the flow from the

flowers stopped. But now the situation is very dif-

ferent. Instead ot all weak ones there are 400 col-

onics with their top stories on, and full from top to

bottom of bees and honey, and "ve have two months
yet to go before the dearth comes, for the other »03

to breed and store moderately along, until the flow

ceases altogether. But suppose those that have
not honey now to carry them through the dearth do
not get it, we have a large surplus in the 400 to fall

back on, and there will be no need of letting any of

the weak ones starve.

We are making preparations not go very much

unlike what we would for a northern winter, only
this difference: Our colonies can fly every day,
and they will be at all times so that wo can examine
them and know their condition.

There is one source of trouble here in the sum-
mer that the Northern apiarist is bothered with
but little, and that is the moth. As soon as the col-

ony becomes weak, the miller will go in and de-

posit her eggs in spite of the Italian or Holy-Land
bee. That is, when -there is a hive full of combs,
and only bees enough to cover three or four, the

miller will go in, in spite of them. But after all the
disadvantages are summed up, when you take into

consideration that there are 8 or 9 months out of the
12 to raise bees and gather honey, it is not so bad a
place for the apiarist after all. And then, too, col-

onies will build up faster here than in the North,
for the weather is warmer. It does not take as

many bees to keep the brood warm; the queen can
lay more eggs, and there are more bees to gather
honey. The comfort of the apiarist, while handling
bees under these sheets, is ahead of any situation

out of doors, for there is no sun nor i-ain nor dew
to annoy him. With hat off, a low pair of shoes (no

stockings) a pair of overalls and shirt, with shirt-

sleeves lolled up to the elbow, we work with a large

degree of comfort.

Now I will tell you about the fleas, for " there is

no rose without its thorn." During the dry months
they are a pest. While a fellow is flying around he
minds but little about them; but when he comes to

sit down, then they bite just a little for fun; but
they do not keep us from sleeping. We sleei>

soundly, and the sleep is refreshing. However tired

we may be when we go to bed, we get up in the

morning feeling as though we could dance a horn-

pipe. I have been in the mountain districts of Cal-

ifornia and Arizona, that were renowned for their

health-giving elements; but never have I found a
si)ot where sleep would so perfectly restore the

wasted energies of the system, as right here in

this portion of Cuba. Is not the reason clear? A
narrow strip of land set out in the ocean is fanned
by a continual breeze that carries in its very breath
health and long life. A. W. Osburn.
San Miguel de Jaruco, Cuba, W. I., May 7, 1885.

A NEAV DEPARTMENT ASKED FOR IN
GliEANINGS.

FIUEM) MAI. GIVES HI.MSEI.F A SEVERE LASH-
ING.

SI rl

last performance in the bee line has al-

most discouraged me. I will relate the
rcumstances; and if you never have had

a department for fovis, you may prepare
one for my beneflt. Two weeks ago my

bees numbered IG hives; to-day the muster is 14, all

told—eleven Simplicities and three bo.v hives. Two
weeks ago the weather was warm, and the bees

were out in force. I threatened every day lor a

week to examine the hives and see what condition

they were in; but being very busy it was put off till

Friday evening, when 1 concluded to look into

them. The first hive looked at was in the last

stages of starvation—all dead but about a teacup-

ful. I made some syrup as quickly as possible, and
sprinkled them jijl over. I don't think I ever saw
any thing that affected me more than their weak
efforts to use their topgues and fail in the effort,
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and fall from the couibs motionless into the mass of

dead bees on the bottom of the hive. Before I was
aware of it the robbers were on hand, making
thinj,'s livel}-, I shut up the hive, and left. The
next hive (bo.\) was entirely gone; every bee dead.

The remainder appear to be all right. Now, where
the /w>? part comes in is this: Some of these hives

are two stories, and the top one with ten frames all

solidly full of honey. I went into them to see and
know they were full, with perhaps a single row of

cells running diagonally from top to bottom that

the bees have emptied, or perhaps never filled.

Now, what ought to be done with a chap who neg-

lects his business so shamefully as this? Suppose
Henry Bergh should have a lieutenant here in

Missouri, what is to hinder him having me pil-

loried before the public as a warning to beekeepers
everywhere? I don't know that he could, but I feel

that he ought to anyway. If putting a horse in a

stable and leaving him there until he starved to

death is "cruelty to animals," what is it to let a

hive of bees starve with a surplus of honey on

hand? Of course, I did not know that they were
starving, neither did I put myself to any trouble to

find out, and consequently have no excuse what-

ever to offer. P. A. ]M.\LLoy.

Arno, V -'^lo., .March 2t, ISS.j.

1 am glad to see you so williii<j; to confess
your sins, I'liend M.. and may be the lashing
will hit a few others besides yourself. It is

a shame, I agree with you, for a bee-keeper
to starve his bees when he can give them
enough in tifteen minutes to last tliem as
many weeks. Just thiidi of it I only a
minute a week demanded by each colony

;

and then in the face of that, to let bees
starve to death in the spring of the year 1

I thinK 3Ir. IJergh had better come and set-
tle where bee-men are.

A NOVICES EXPERIENCE WITH
QUEENS.

A CIIAPTEK FKO.M HEAI- LIFE.

E began the spring of 1884 with five fair colo-
' nies. They built up well, and the first

swarm issued May 24; soon came a second
and third swarm from the same colony.

The other colonies swarmed at intervals

until the middle of June. We began to find our
young queens missing; they ventured out, but

never returned. Then we gave eggs and young
larvie, and tried to rear queens. One colony reared

a large fine-looking queen, but she had imperfect
wings. We discovered her at the entrance of the

hive with bees around her, evidently anxious for

her fiight. Several times we saw her looking over
the field. At last we caught her and gave the bees
a frame of larvni. For some reason they did not

succeed in rearing a queen.
We now had four or five colonies (lueeuless, and

began to think of some redress. Afriendin Furwell
gave us a very nice-looking queen. We sent to

A. I. Root for a dollar queen. She came, a small
dark-looking one. We succeeded in safely intro-

ducing her, and watched her progress. The brood
looked patchy, and the bees seemed to die more
than from other colonies. We pronounced her " no
good," and thought, when spring came, we would
supersede her. The spring has come; the bees
seem working well, and the (lueen has improved so

much ill appearance that we have changed our
opinion.

We had read "Alley on (Jueen-Kearing," and con-

cluded, with tlie credulity of a child, that if we could
get some Alley queens we should revolutionize

things. We sent to Alley for two queens—one a

tested queen, the other a warranted selected one,

and the ApicuUurit<t. The ijueens came, nice-look-

ing ones, and directions for introducing them.
Surely Ave shall now succeed. We gave the tested

queen to a colony that had long been queenless,

following directions. She was balled—the bees
utterly refused her. We caught the queen, and in

our efforts to cage her she flew away. Our dismay
can better be imagined than described. We looked
here and there. Soon we saw, from the commotion
of the bees on the frames outside the hh'e, that the
queen had returned. This time we caged her and
tried introducing her in a Peet cage. It was of no
use. The bees would have none of her.

We now tried another colony; and when all

seemed right we let her run down the frames. We
kept a careful watch, and soon found all was not

right. In our attempts to secure her this time she
was lost indeed—we have always thought she was
stung to death. The warranted queen we gave to a

nucleus, and she was gladly received. She did well

through the fall, and we thought we had a treasure.

Her bees suffered severely from disease last

winter, but I felt sure, by contracting the brood-

chanibcr, they would build up. A day or two ago I

examined the colony, and found bees enough only

to cover the palm of the hand. The queen looked

dilapidated, discouraged, and forsaken. I immedi-
ately gave them two frames, with bees and larvie

in all stages, not being able to find full frames of

brood with bees just eating through. Undoubtedly
it was a bad ease of spring dwindling. We await

results.

After our loss of the tested Alley (jueen 1 sent

for another, stating expressly that I wanted it to

rear queens from, and would send raoi-e money if

needed. A queen came that was safely introduced.

The fall was mild. The other queens were laying,

but this queen seemed idle. I wrote to Mr. AUej',

inquiring about her. I received no answer. After a

time she did rear a little brood, and we had hopes of

a better result in the spring. In Februarj' the bees

from this colony seemed restless, looking for some-
thing they could not find. In a day or two 1 found
the dead queen outside the hive. In April this colo-

ny was united to a ver.v weak one that came
through with a queen and a corporal's guai-d.

At present they seem to be doing well. My hopes
of rearing queens from the Alley stock are blasted.

The ApicuUurist has ceased to visit me, and I give

our expei'ience in the hope that some beginner
may realize how unsafe it is to "count the chick-

ens before they are hatched." M. A. P.

Friend P.. it does seem from your little

story as if bee-keeping were a precarious
business at best. It seems to me that, if we
could get down to it, Av'e should lind the key
to all your troubles to be that you had vio-
lated some simple rule in bee culture. For
instance. I can not understand how it is that
you lost so many queens unless you set your
hives too (dose together. If it should trans-
pire that you set your whole four, together
with the new swarm as it came out, all close
together in a row (on a long bench, for in-
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stance, as we often see them), then it would
be very plain and clear why you had such
troubles with your queens. I watched care-
fully while going over your article, to find
mention somewhere that you had the A B C
book or some other guide to go by. If you
have not, your first duty is to get one. Tak-
ing a bee-journal will' not compensate for
the lack of a good treatise on bees. Our
bee-journals take it for granted that their
readers are posted on the fundamentals be-
fore they commence taking a journal.
Should we do otherwise, it would be a con-
stant repetition of the rudiments of tiie

science vear after year.

SWARMING TIME,

HAD 5 swarms from 6 stands; saved 4. all large

ones too. I had i-ather lively times last Sunday.
One new swarm 1 |)ut in a box gum until my
Simplicity hives could git here. Well, I tried

to get them into a Simplicity, but go they

would not. So on Sunday they came out and set-

tled nicely, and then [ got them into the Simjilieity

hive. About that time a new swarm came from
on(! of my bo.\ hives, and settled near the others;

and by the time I got them fixed, another came out

of another bo.x hi\e, and settled in two trees. Well, 1

fixed a Simplicity hive for each, and shook them
down, when they liolh got into one hive. Well,

about that time an absconding swarm of my neigh-

bor's came over, and they, too, went into the 4ii\'e.

Now a comn)otion was caused, and the second
swarm began to be troubled, when it and the first

one from the box hive I had been trying to get into

a Simplicity hi\e went together; so, instead, as I

first thought of having four hi\cs with five swarms,
by night 1 had only one hive of bees. They (dl went
together before sundown, and on Monday, by
o'clock, they were flying about as if they all intend-

ed to swarm and get righted up. But, no; they (a

great many) went back into the old box hives they

came from, but leli a gieat many bees in the Sim-

plicity.

At dark I took a look into the hive; .and, ui>on my
word, the Simplicity was chock full of bees. Only
one frame out of the U I could get out. The bees

were clustered over the rest and clear to the bottom
of the hive. Do you think the swarm from the box
hive I was trying to get into a Simplicity hive could

have united with the absconding one, and the other
two young swarms went back to their parent hive?

I can not see how else they could have done. It

puzzled me considerably, now I tell you.

Please tell me how long they will begin to store

honey in the section boxes after they swarm and
are put into a Simplicity hive; and wliat do you
think of my putting a board over the old box hives,

with a hole or holes open over those in top of box
hive, and placing one of the honej'crates and bo.xes

on, and cover with half-story cover? Think they
will make me any box honey that way? I should
not like to try to transfer them unti II get a little

more used to them. I thought I would try that

plan this summer any way. R. J. Watkus.
New Madrid, Mo., May U, 1885.

Friend W., just such troubles and mixing-
up of matters is pretty sure to ensue where

natural swarming is allowed, and this is one
reason why I do not like it. I should think
the most of it was caused because your hives
were full, and your bees had no room to
work. Boring holes through the top of the
box hive is not quite the thing. It does not
afford opening enough, unless there are a
great many holes, and they are pretty large.
Better pry off the top of the box hive and

I

set your case, of sections right over the
I

combs. If the bees have been some time in

I

the box hive, there will be no danger of the
;

combs breaking, even if the whole top is re-
moved entirely. AVhen bees get the swarm-
ing mania there is no accounting for what
they may do. They will push out and push

• in everywhere, under all circumstances, and
j

get all in a heap, as yours did. and I do not
know how to lay down any verv precise
rules of management. A better way is to

I

1)6 sure that our bees have plenty of' room.

I

and by this means discourage swarming as
much as we can.

I

KEPOUTS DtSCOURAGIXfi FKOM IOWA.
HAVE been looking in Gleanincs for a report

from Iowa, clescrijitive of our present condition
|l in the " beesncss," but I foun<l none. 1 suppose

he brethren all feel too bad to "get up and
si)eak in mectin'. " The losses of the i)ast win-

ter exceed any thing ever befojc known in this sec-

tion. Three-fourths of the bee-keepers lost all. The
few that remain are mostly miserable weaklings.
Out of 09 I saved ;K); only (i of that number arc in

good condition; live of the latter are in chaff hives.

Every few days we "git a sarm," but after every
" sarm " we have one " sarm " less. The severe win-
ter accounts for the trouble. Our winter set in Dec.

2, and continued almost solid until March 2t). From
Jan. 1st to April 1st we had only 9 days that the
mercury stood above freezing at 7 a..m. On 25 days
during that time the mercury showed below zero at

some time of day. From Jan. 15th to 22d inclusive,

from zero to 20 below; from 9th to 13th inclusive,

from zero to 18 below. From Feb. 1.5th to 2ad inclu-

sive, from zero to 18 below. Jan. 21st, 7 below zero
at 2 P.M. Feb. 12th, 12 below zero at 1 p.m. No suj)-

plies wanted. If this doesn't do lor HIasted Hopes,
I would suggest that you send some one to Green-
land to try bee-keeping. G. [{. KEPLOCiI.E.

Udell, la.. May, 1885.

TURNED OVER THE BEES TO THE WOMEN, A.NI)

GONE TO FARMING.
I am not a fit subject for Blasted Hopes, but my

hopes are " busted." I went into winter quarters
with 53, and I now have 13; those 13 I turned over to

a female friend of mine who writes her name Mrs.
Snyder, and I have gone to farming. If I should
get the bee-fever again, I will let you know by send-

ing for goods. Thebeekeepers in this part lost ful-

ly 75 per cent. F. L. Snyder.
Orion, Wis., Apr. 25, 1885.

The winter of 1879 put me in Blasted Hopes. The
past winter jiuts me there again, along with most
of my neighbors. I have a nice lot of combs to use
in building up. I shall have my hives full by July.

1.5—J. P. C. Steddom, 1.5—1.

Webster, Ind., May 1], 1.S8.5.
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FROM DIFFERENT FIELD!

ADJUSTING THE SPACES SO AS TO PREVENT HAVING
BITS OF COMB BUILT ON THE OUTSIDE

OF THE SECTIONS.

fAVING had some experience in the production

of comb honey, I thought I would venture

to write you a few items of my past expei'i-

cnce. My first expei-iment was to prevent

the bees daubing the sections with bits of

comb and propolis, as it seemed to be my greatest

trouble. I found, by changing the regular space of

•^8 inch between the brood-chamber and honey-box-

es, or crates, to '.i inch, or just enough space to ad-

mit a passage between, I could prevent them from

building those little bridges of comb. Next T made
my crates deeper, so I had the same space between
the top of sections and cover as between the brood-

chamber and sections, and I found they would stick

their glue, or propolis, around the joints of cover.

By following the above plan I can say it gave me
entire satisfaction. Jack Ellis.

Grantslick, Ky., March 2, 1885.

out, and then they went to work. Oranges are just

blooming here, and I am going to see what I can do
with thera. I will try for 100 lbs. comb honey.

Silverton, Fla., March 9, 1885. A. W. Lindsley.

Friend L., sliding the Simplicity hive
back on tlie bottom-Doard would answer to
graduate the entrance so as to permit Avork-
ers to pass, but not (pieens and drones, were
tlie edge of the bottom and the edge of the
hive sufficiently accurate: in fact. I have
tried the same' thing. l)ut the wood is too
irregular. We either hindered tlie bees very
much, or else the (]ueen would find a place
she could get through. I fear the edges of
your hive and bottom-board would have to
be of metal, to make a success.

A HOME-MADE CIRCULAR HAND-POWER SAW.

I have been making a hand-power saw by your
directions, which works so well I will tell you about

it. To drive it I got an old horse-power wheel,

about five feet in diameter, fitted a carriage-axle to

the bearing, and bolted the axle to two posts. 1

turn it by a pin in one of the spokes. When I tried

it 1 did not like the bevel guage, for the part of the

board that had been cut would cramp the saw.

Then I made one to slide in place of the cut-off bar,

with a strip at the back edge to rest the lumber
against. This works splendidly. I also changed
my cut-off bar by having the cross-piece double the

front one worked by two set-sci-ews so that it can
be changed to any angle. This woi-ks very nicely

too.

Your A R C is the best book I ever saw. T would
not be without it lor any thing. 1 have been very

successful with bees, and have never lost a colony

by wintering. I started with Langstroth hives, but
have given them up for Simplicity. E. S. Lea.

Brighton, Md., March 5, 1885.

PREVEXTINO UEES FROM SWAR.MIXG OUT, WUrHOUT
A DRONE-TRAP.

When a man has not any frames of brood to give

a swarm to make them stay in the hive, why not

shove it back on the bottom-board so the bees can
just get in and out, oi- use a Jones drone-guard, or

something to keep the (lueen in the hive until they
get a start at work, and then you can give them
more room';' I suppose you have thought of this

before, but 1 have never seen it in print. I am
here staying through the winter, and am trying to

help some in bee culture. It is in its infancy here

at present, and Ijccs can be bought in old gums for

iS^.OO and $3.50; but I think it will be quite a busi-

ness after a time. I can not see way it won't.

There are orange groves going out every year,

from one to 50 acres, and they yield more honey to

the single flower than a bee can carry. I shall try

it until the last of May, and then go north. I cut a
tree 7 feet through last week, and took out a

swarm, and they were not going to stay, and I had
to clip the queen. I had one of your hives, and
shoved it back until the bees could just go in and

THE X Y Z OF POTATO CULTURE.
You speak in the last Gleanings about the ABC

of Potato Culture. Now, here in Arkansas we would
rather see the X Y' Z of Potato Cultui-e. We can
raise potatoes, but the trouble is to keep them.
They commence rotting about as soon as they get

ripe. If your book will tell us how to avoid this, so

as to save them for our seed next year, I think it

would be a boon to Arkansas.
Bees all lived through the winter that had honey

enough, and are generally doing well. We are

right in the midst of swarming time.

We have been feasting on strawberries about ten

days. Next come huckleberries, and the woods are

full of them. Daniel Howard.
Hot Springs, Ark., May 11, 1885.

Friend 11., Mr. Terry considers the mat-
ter of keeping potatoes, very thoroughly

;

and 1 think his plan will do it, without a
doubt, if you keep the temperature as low as
he directs. Possibly in your climate it

might be a tlifficult matter. It could be done,
however, by means of ice, but that might be
more than the potatoes are worth. By
adopting the plan he suggests, however, a
very little ice would keep a great many po-
tatoes.—If strawberries and huckleberries
are plentiful where you are, it seems to me
it is the very place I should like to visit.

HOW MUCH CHAFF DO AVE PUT OVER OUR BEES?
Just a word cf explanation in regard to the

amount of chaff you put over your bees in

winter. In reply to Mrs. Axtell, you say, " After
putting on this sheet of coarse burlap we put about

a peck of loose chaff' around the edges, making it

impossible for the bees to i)ush up, and so get

around the ventilators in the cover." Now, is this

all the chaff you put over thcmV My chaff cushions

arc from fi to 8 inches thick, and I have thought
perhaps it was too much. Have you discarded the

Hill device? I use it and the burlap under my bur-

lap cushions. 7—G. E. Hilton, 60—15.

Fremont, Mich., May 18, 1885.

Friend IL, I omitted to mention the usual
chaff cushions, because I supposed they
were uudeistood as a matter of coiu'se.

Yes, we still contiiuie to use tlie Ilill device,
and I think we always sluiU, so long as we
winter as successfully as we have since us-
ing it. The Ilill device makes a sort of
chamber, as it were, abo\e the brood-
combs ; and the cushions we use of late

years are all made of coarse burlap — so
coarse, In fact, that the chaff rattles through
it to some extent, so you see that air has a
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free passage through the loose chaff, and
the cluster of bees inider the Hill device
have always plenty of air, no matter if tlie

entrance is sealed up solid by an icy storm ;

and yet the loose chaff holds Av'arm air

enough so that the bees are never exposed
to a cliilling current of air.

TKIALS OF A BEGINNER IN BEE CUI/rUHE.

I have been a silent observer and close reader of

Gleanings for about a year, and have noted with

much interest the various experiences of different

individuals, which has tempted me to throw in my
mite and make my first report, which is as follows:

In August, 1883. under some peculiar circumstances

1 was induced to trade for 18 stands of bees—15 in

box, and 3 in Lang-stroth hives, in various conditions

as to strengrth ; and under peculiar circumstances I

was oblig-ed to move them four miles over a very
rough road one of the hottest days or nig-hts there

were in said month. The consequence was, my
three best colonies, and Italians at that, in my
Langstroth hives, were melted down and smother-

ed, and several in the box hives nearly ruined. Oh
what a day and night of horror! It makes my heai-1

jump and my blood curdle when 1 think of what
suffering of mind and body I passed through that

daj'. Bees were dumped out on a temporary plat-

form, honey dripping through, bees all flying,

stands to fix, bee-man gone, and everybody afraid

to come in the yard: house full of bees, family all

fled or hid, and I alone to suffer. But before morn-
ing it turned a little cooler. I got my bee-man to

come to my assistance l)y sending a time oi- two,

then going after him, though he had promised to

comeback and set them up, but took suddenly ill

after he had got his pay. Hut oider being finally

restored, the spring of 1881 found me with U stands.

Pine Grove, ()., May 8, 18!-5. S. Daniels.

Friend I)., your little story illustrates viv-
idly the importance of commencing with
one, or at the most two colonies at a time, as
I have so often urged. You began by mak-
ing a purchase of IS stands, when you were
unfit to manage even one. I know some-
thing about your sufferings, mental and
physical, for I have been through the same
troubles; whereas, had you commenced
small and increased your responsil)iIities as
you were able to bear them, you would liave
enjoyed the work all through.

I'OOR SUCCESS IN WINTERING ON SCM.MKK STANDS.

5Iy bees were packed about the middle of Novem-
ber, as follows: I used I'o-story hives with two
division-boards—one on each side of brood-nest.

The frames had holes through the center, or else

sticks were laid on top of the frames for passage-

ways, and a cotton cushion on top of the frames.

On the side of division-boards, and on top of cotton

cushion, clover chaff was packed in about five

inches thick, but not tight, and still I have lost

heavily. I think the packing was all right, as I

wintered them in the foregoing way before, and
didn't lose many; but the long confinement, and
poor honey which they gathered last fall, gave
them the dysentery, and thus they die with plenty

of honey in the hive. Unprotected bees are all

dead. Out of about 450 stands of bees which were
li'j.t in winter (juarters last fall, only about .50 are

left in (his townslii]). In our township (Eden,

La (;raiig(- <'.).>, our ;'.s?css()i- worked six days

before he came to me, and found only two colonies

alive. He assessed our bees at Si.03 per stand,

which makes about 60 ets. tax on one hundred
stands.

My apiary would make a nice picture in Glean-
ings now, to see the empty hives piled up along the
fence, with a dozen or more hives set in rotation

that are alive yet. I can not accommodate my
home demand for full colonies this spring. I have
borrowed neighbor S.'s apiary to raise bees and
queens for sale.

now TO BRING chilled BEES TO LIFE AGAIN.

To day noon I walked out in my apiary where I

had a small nucleus standing. I opened it, and I saw
they were dead (or, at least, I thought they were).

I lifted out two frames where thej' clustered. Thej'

showed no signs of life. Then I supposed they
were only chilled, because it was so cold for the

last three days that the bees could not fly. So I

put the frames back into the hive, and took up the

hive and carried it into the house upstairs, to th

stove-pipe that goes through the floor from the

stove below, and took the two frames out again
' and blowed my breath over the cluster a few times,

and soon they showed signs of life. I had some
;
syrup in the cupboard, which was made from gran-

j
ulated sugar and water. I went and got it, and

[

made it milk-warm, then I took a tablespoon and
dropped the syrup over and around the cluster. In

I

less than half an hour I had my nucleus restored to

life. Two hours after, I opened the hive again and
the bees then came boiling up through the frames.

I

Then I went to neighbor S.'s apiary and there 1

I found two nuclei in the same condition, and I

treated them in the same way. Then I went to

I

neighbor E.'s, and there I found one in the same
' condition: again, this was treated in the same way.

;

Now ail are alive again, except one queen which
was chilled too much, and died.

I

Now, brother bee-keepers, especially beginners,

don't be in too much of a hurry to throw these

supposed dead bees out of the hive, that you are

sure were alive two or three days before. By the

1
above operation you can save many a valuable

I ijueen. I have tried this before this spring, and I

therefore know that you can save them.

!!—J. C. MiSHLEH, !>.

Ligonier, Ind., May !», 1885.

Eriend M., I do not believe that cotton is

good material for the cusliions. and I am
inclined to think clover chaft" is not porous
enough. 1 should prefer loose oat chaff,
and coarse burlai* for the cushions. It

seems to me it is (pute important that this

;

matter of restoring chilled bees be well un-
I derstood. Hundreds of colonies might have
1 been saved during the past cold spring, had
their owners been on the
after them as you did:

ilert. and looked

PYRACANTIIA AS A HEDGE AND HONEV PLANT.

Our bees have been swarming incessantly for the

last two weeks. There has not been a day but they

sent out from one to four swarms", except Sunday.

Mine are not "Sabbath-breakers," like friend Doo-
little's. Bees are swarming on " pyracantha

"

hedge-plant now, which seems to be a splen-

did honey-plant. We have another honej'-plant

called McCartney rose, which the bees work on
very much. AV. C. Wright.
Hcagan.Tox.. April ~'l, 1885,
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HOW TO PREVENT BEES FUOM BUILDING BETWEEN
THE UPPER AND LOWER STORIES.

Some three years ago I wrote to you, asking- if

there was any way to prevent bees building comb
lietween the brood and wide frames. I did not get

any satisfactory answer. I experimented, and
found that strips of tin fastened to the bottom-bar

of wide frames remedied tlie evil entirely. 1 should

not think that tin on topbur of brood frame, as I

see by May (tleanings, was half as good. Just try

my suggestion the coming season, and then you
won't have any more inquiry in regard to prevent-

ing their building comb so that it is impossible to

get the wide frames out. J. A. Haynes.
.Stockport, N. Y., May 11, 1885.

I was well aware, friend II., that bees are
([iiite averse to attaching combs to smooth
tin. and the same thing has been accom-
l)lished in a chea])er way by simply painting
the top-bars. Covering all our frames with
tin is pretty expensive, and even painting is

somewhat so. I suppose you know that
IIeddt)n"s honey-board is principally for the
accomplishment of this same thing; and
may it not be the cheapest way to manage itV

A GOOD MAN.

Somebody sends us a scrap from a news-
paper, containing the following:
" I plows, 1 sows, I reaps, I mows, I cuts up wood

for winter: I digs, I hoes, and taters grows; and
for what I knows, I am indebted to the printer. I

do suppose all knowledge flows right from the print-
ing-press, so off I goes in these "ere clothes and settle
up~I guess."

Come to think of it.it must be that the
man had been reading our new potato-book,
especially if he went and settled up as he
started to do.

FRIEND D. MC KENZIB PROPOSES TO SELL BEES BY
THE POUND.

I have 1.50 colonies of bees more than I know
what to do with, and so I think I could spare a few
pounds, especially as they are so strong I can not

catch the queens after I have got the money for

them (I mean the hybrids, 50 and 2.5 cts. each). Wife
put on the veil and helped half a day to catch 5

queens and caught only one, and that a new weak
swarm, and then she said she would burn them up
(but brimstone costs money), or I would not have so

many bees to-day by at least 100 colonies. Don't put
this in Gleanings.

THE INDIFFERENT IMPORTED gl'EEN

Vou sent to replace, came to hand on the tith

inst.; three-fourths of the bees were dead (chilled, I

suppose). I thought the jig was up with, the whole
concern. 1 gave them to my wife to warm up, like

the chickens, while I read the mail. It was good
news when she told me that the queen was alive,

but smaller than lots of our bees. I call them the

race-horses. What makes some bees so very large,

and some so very small, when they all have " all out
of doors to grow"'jr' Why, friend Koot, if I had
come across the little thing in one of my hives,

without knowing who she was, I would have killed

lier for a black virgin, and yet I supi)ose she will do
me more good than the S^O.OO best imported. If it

went by the size, "the cow could catch the har."
I had her in the hive the day before I got the post-

al. I thought you were like me—had more queens
than postals. D. McKenzie.
Camp Parapet, New Orleans, La., May 8, 1885.

DO NOT BE IN TOO GREAT HASTE TO CONDEMN A
QUEEN.

The imported queen jou told me to winter and
try further is all right this spring. Strange her

eggs did not hatch last fall. Please accept thanks
for your fair way of doiug. Calvin Lovett.
Otsego, Mich., April 21, 18!;5.

I have often known queens to refuse
to lay late in the fall, altiiougli we
plied their colonies with feed, and did every
thing vn'c could ; yet in the spring they would
be all right. In the above case the (lueen
laid eggs, but the eggs did not hatch. As
she is an imported (lueen, and valuable, we
advised friend L. to winter her any way.
and then report. We are glad to see that
she has turned out all right, and we woidd
ask friend L. to watch her carefully, and in-
form us if she i>roves as good a queen as any.
after more extended trial.

DOUMAN'S report; A GOOD PROSPECT OF ONLY
PURE ITALIANS.

As a good many are sending in their reports, I

send mine. I^ast winter I wrote to you that I had 52

stands to go into winter quarters. They wintered
well up to March; from then until the present time
I have lost 22 stands, which leaves me thirty good
colonies to begin the season with. They died with

dysentery. Some of them had honey-dew to winter

on, and I lay it to the cause of their death. Last

fall they gathered nothing but honey-dew, which is

something remarkable, as I have never known
them to gather it before. I have four gallons of it,

and it tastes like beet sugar, and is a very dark
color. There has been a general cleaningout of

the black bees in this locality, which makes a

splendid prospect for raising pure Italian queens.

MOVING BEES A QUARTER OF A MILE DURING
WARM WEATHER.

I expect to move my bees out of town a quarter

of a mile from my old location. Can I move them
without their coming back? I have called the new
yard Sunny Eden. W. S. Dorman.
Mechauicsville, Ta., May (5, 1885.

Friend D.. you will have quite a job if you
move your bees just at this time of year so
short a distance, I fear. It can be some-
times managed this way, however : Move
your strongest colony lirst. and the I'eturn-

ing bees will unite with the remaining
stocks. ]SIove the strongest again, and so
on. AVhen you get down to Uie weakest
you will tind them overflowing with bees.
After you take the last one away, probably
(luite a good many bees will come back to
the old locality. One of our boys tried the
same experiment a couple of years ago ; but
so many bees came back when the last hive
was moved that they made ([uite a respecta-
ble little swiu'in. They clustered and hung
out over nigiit on a bush. He tlicn took
pity on tliem and gave tlicm a (lueen. and
they built up to a good colony.—We hoi)e
Sunny Eden will be worthy of its name,
friend I).

AX ITIOM IN REGARD TO BEE-FEEDERS.
Take a round piece of wood, fitted loosely in tlu'

top of a can filled with honey or syrup, the edge of

the lid chamfered so the bees can suck the feed up
between the edge of the can and the lid. As the

food is taken out, the lid will settle down till the
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feed is all taken, and the lid will be at the bottom of

the can. The nice part is, a bee can not drown if he
should try; and another thing' is, they are as cheap
as dirt, and can be made any size desired.

\

Martinsville, Mo., Apr. 5, 1.S85. D. Keech.

I will explain to the readers, that friend
K."s feedei' i.s made Ijy putting a proper-sized
lloat into any glass or tin can having straight
sides, or sides nearly straight. A glass tum-
bler, with the sides nearly straight, I think !

wonld answer. Get a wooden wheel that
just tills the tumbler while it lies at the bot-

;

tom. Jievel the npper circumference of this t

wheel so it will make a sort of knife edge all

around. Now if you lill the tumbler with
honey, and drop in the wooden lloat, a little

channel will be left all around next to the
glass, with honey in the bottom of it. As i

fast as tliey lick out the honey, the tloat will

sink. This will no doubt work nicely ; but
after a while your wooden float gets soaked
with honey, and becomes nasty and sticky,
and is apt to smell bad besides. This latter

objection would. however, apply to any feed-
er made of wood. Feeders made of tin get
rusty in time. Now, if we could have some-
thing made of glass, it seems to me it would
be a pretty nice thing; but even then it

would be liable to get broken.

MUS. COTTON.

The Farm (tnd Garden for May has the
following to say in regard to lier

:

Mrs. Jiizzie Cotton, whose acnuaintancc lias

proved to h(> (vc;/ '/car to most of our boo-l;r'r'))ers,

has I'oilinl lUfiMiS lo csciilic llic \ i-ila;icr ni lariii-

er" Atkiiis.)ir,- \v;iicli do-. We --(( hiT •Mils'." in

oneoi' the oUici- oC ihc iiioii' caiclcsv ii-iiciiUiir:il ,

papeis, but as Tor an cilitorial ondorscnicnl we
hail thought that a tliini' ot iin jK.ssihilit v.

"i,i/./.ii-" lias brcii cvposf.l as an old Iraiid. I1,m-

hig-h-i-riccd modrl hoc hive is u \( rv xuioU model.
and (( fill! sl-,il liir, , in,ul< nfl, rlhis j,nil, m. t^ no l,ri- -

ter than anv comiiioii mo\ able '-com li lii\ c Sin- ha <

for man.\- .years swindled tlie gullible bee kee|;er>^o
persistently that e\cn Iut sc.v was .|iK.>tioiie»l.

Has she now turned oxer a new leaf'r Has she be-
come lionest? Tlie elianfrc is almost too sudden.
I.et onr friends steer clear of her.

STKONG SW.VIOIS HOBBINO WE.VK OXE.s.

This used to annoy inc very much. 1 could lind

no effective remedy in A B C or Gi.eani.vgs, so 1

hit on this plan: Watch where the robbers go, then

chang-e the hives; put the robbers' hive in place of

the one beiusTobbed, and the (Uher in their place,

then you will see how bad they will be beat. This

may be an old plan; if so, I have not seen it.

TO GET THE COMUS lUll/r DOWN TO THE nOTTO.M-
It.M!

1 raise the hi\"e up about one inch from bottom-

board. Isaac Wykokp, 17-1:.'.

Cameron, i'a., April :::;, 1 ^s,-).

Friend \V^, your i)laii of exchanging places
with a weak "and strong colony when they
are robbing is an old idea. It usually an-
swers well, I believe, but sometimes it does
not do at all, and it is always a severe shock
to the prosperity of a strong colony. On
this latter account I should hardly want to
advise it as a rule, esiiecially if the robbed
colony is very weak in numbers.—Your plan
of getting combs clear down to the bottom-
l)oard is all right. The same idea has been
suggested in our columns before, but not
quite as you put it. AVe accomplished it by
raising the frames, and you raised the whole

hive. This could be done nicely with the
Simplicity hive by turning the bottom-board
hollow side upward. Separate them a little

at one end to make an entrance, and when
your combs are built down to suit you, put
them back in their proper place.

c.\RP-PONDs; wir.ii they paW
I should like to inquire a little in regard to carp

flsh. Your pond is how larg-e, and how do the little

fish g-et along? But the most necessary thing: for

me to know is. Does it really pay to spend ^200 to

build a pond about 70 feet square, or, in other words,

can we i-eally expect to get that money out again?

If so, how soon? The above is a most important
question, as 1 intend to make one, and it will cost

me that much to get it done. D. E. Best.
Best's, Pa., April 6, 1885.

No, my friend, I do not think it will pay.
Our carp-pond is larger than you mention,
but it was made from a piece of waste ground'
that was of no value whatever, and the total
expense was less than one-fourth of ,S:200. I
would not advise anybody to make a pond
at the present time, in the present state of
our information, with the idea of making
money. If you can use the pond for other
purposes, such as a skating-rink for thechil-
tlren in winter, a place to get ice for sum-
mer, or by way of ornamenting your grounds,
it may pay indirectly ; but 1 should say tliat

:r^2(J0 would be a pretty good price for a pond
of the dimensions yoii name. With pioper
tools and a team, a pond can oflen be l)iiilt

during a time when you v.'oiild not he likely

to do much else.

UEES WOKIvINf! ON EIU'IT-BEOOM A.Mi UAl'E Al'

THE SAME Tl.MK.

My bees are now gathering honey from Iruit-

hloom and rajie. ('. l{. Schmeltzek.
Scliolls Kerry, Oregon, April 7, IS.'^o.

Fiom tlie above report it would seem that
rape can be made to bloom very early in the
spring: or. at least, it is practical inOregon.
Now the ()uestion comes up. What is the
differeiu'e l)etween this rape and the seven-
top turnipV or is not this kind of rape that
blossoms so early what we call winter rape?
and isit not identical with .seven-top turnipy
1 have seen both in bloom on our grounds
at the same time, and I could discover no
difference.

niVINC; BEES WATEU [N THE CO.MB niKIXG SHIP-
>[ENT.

When shipping bees 1 give them water differently

from any thing I have ever heard of. You advise

sending nine frames. I send ten. I put water in

one of them the same as (J. M. Doolittle puts in

syrup for feeding. You can put in a pint of water,

more or less, according to the distance they have to

go. It's the best of any thing: I ever tried, but per-

haps it's old with you.

I wish you would tell us in (ii.EANiNf;s how jou
bend your tin rabbets for hives. I don't find any
one who can fold them with a tin-folder, but that

makes them round on the bottom. D. S. Bassett.
Farninnsville, Mass.

Friend B., we tried your plan some years
ago ; but as the most of our shipping is

done at a time when bees are gathering new
honey, we have hardly thought it necessary,
for new honey generally contains a large
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quantity of water ; in fact, it often runs out
of the combs on to our clothing, when tlie

combs are tipped sitlewise. At times, wlien
tlie h-noy is all old and sealed. I should
think \ery likely a supply of water would be
an advantage, especially during hot weath-
er.—A good tinner's folder will fold the rab-
bets all right ; but a folder that is made
strong enough and accurate enough to do it

properly, costs S3tJ.U0 or $40.00. If the rab-
bets are slightly rounded on the bottom, it

does not matter materially.

MAKING DARK HONEY WHITE.
I read a short time ago in a newspaper, that iu

sugar-refineries the syrup is filtered through ani-

mal chai-coal, and by this process the syrup lost its

color. Will you please ascertain if this report is

correct? and also ascertain the exact way to pro-

ceed, and the cost of this process? Please attend

to this matter, and give results in Gleanings. We
have a great deal of colored honey (No. 1 in quality),

but unsalable on account of color, and if a cheap
process can be ascertained it will add thousands of

dollars to the earnings of bee-keepers.

Mauston, Wis., Apr. 14, 1885. Chas. H. Grote.

I believe it is a fact, friend G., that sugar-
retiners do remove the coloring matter from
syrup by filtering it through animal charcoal.
I do not know whether the idea is possible
with honey or not ; but I agree with you.
that it would be a most desirable process if

possible. Have we, among our readers, any
one suthciently acquainted with sugar relin-
ing to answerfriend G.'s question?

BEE-KEEPING AS A BUSINESS.

I happened to be writing to one of my old
A B C scholars : and as I had not heard of
him for some time I asked him if he was
still a bee-man. The following is his reply,
and there seems to be a moral iu it:

As for being a " bee-man," I came as near getting

over it this winter as I ever did. They "friz."

Now don't tell me to fix 'em up warm in chaff hives,

etc. I know all that. When I lose bees it is always
the colonies that are seemingly strongest and best

prepared for winter. The strongest swarm I have
now was in one-story Simplicity, no cushion, sever-

al holes in cover; late swarm. I do not talk and
write as much about bees as formerly, but like

them as well as ever, and make them pay their

way. It is easier to get 100 lbs. per colonj-, than it

used to be to get 2.5 lbs., because of "the know how."
It seems at times as if bees were the best stock a

man can keep; at other times they seem a mystery,
a delusion, and a snare. Hut for all that I expect
to own a few colonies as long as I perambulate this

little hall of mud. I'm not sure but I'll get some of

A. 1. Koot's cheap big baskets to winter them in;

take bees out of hive on to bottom-board, turn
basket over them, and winter all right. See?
Itemson t'orners, O., Apr. 15, 1885. S. Lucas.

Friend L., the point you make, that bees
winter with a hive full of openings, when
they do not winter with the best of protec-
tion, has been made several times, and I think
it itoints out i)n'tty clearly that yoii have
been packing >our bees too closely. Put
loose chaff and nothing more over the
frames ; or if that is not sulliciently porous,
till the upper story of the chaff hive with

forest-leaves, dry and loose. To prevent
the bees from getting up among tlie leaves,
I would use a burlap sheet. May be the
cheap big baskets would answer better than
some of the hives you have been using.

A LITTLE STORV WITH A MORAL.
When the postmaster saw the last metal block

come he dived down into a box and brought up an-

other. It seems it had got lost out of the package
of metal corners, and he had not known whom it

was for, so it lay in the office all the time. If I had
asked him for it he would have given it to me.

Albert W. Hinde.
Anaheim, Cal., Mar. 31, 1885.

I suppose that most of you have had experi-
ence in inquiring for things both at express
offices and postollices, and being told they
were not there, and it afterward transpired
that the same thing had been waiting for an
owner for some time. One of the hardest
things to manage I have ever found, in al-

most any department of business, is to avoid
the accumulation of rubbish. Sometimes I

go into the counter store and tind a variety
of odd traps stuck here and there. Wheii
the clerks are called, sometimes they reply,
"Why, it has been lying around here this
long while ;"' and in spite of every thing I

can do, we have this state of affairs over and
over. At the very time that they were tol-

erating or harboring tliis accumulation of
rubbish, somebody was suffering sadly for
the need of the very article. Wetry to tie up
all packages so that it is almost impossible for
the label or address to get detached : but for
all that, they do sometimes get astray in the
mail-bags. "Now, if I were looking and wait-
ing for something as you were, friend II., I

would go to my postmaster and say some-
thing like this :

'' I have been watching and
waiting very anxiously for a little s(iuare
piece of iron that was to come through the
mails. You have not come across any such
thing ' lying around loose,' have yodV" A
great many times sucli an explanation will
bring the missing thing to light where you
would not lind it otherwise. The same is

true of the express business.

KIND WORDS IN REGARD TO BURMAH.

I am reminded of the value of little things very
forcibly by reading those letters from our mission-

ai-y biother in Burmah. Some four years ago I

asked you to send Gleanings to him, which you
kindly did. That, like a little seed, dropped on fer-

tile soil, sprang up, and lo! from this we have the

"Pioneer Apiary of IJurmah " already fully under
way, with unlimited i)ossibilities of usefulness in

developing an industry which may be made of great

value to the benighted race. It is a great pleasure

to read Bro. Bunker's good letters, and to think

that we helped him—just a little—to get started.

Let's shake hands, Bro. Root, and all rejoice to-

gether. Let us not neglect, " as we have opportuni-

ty," to drop a seed now and then, in out-of-the-way

places, which may " bear wheat, perchance some
other grain."

In pursuance of this thought I have rolled up a

package of Sunday-school papers to send out to a

desolate home in the wilds of the Elk Mountains, of

Colorado. Two little girls of ten and twelve years
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live there with a druukeu father, far away from
school or neighbors or Christian intiuence. I hope

the roll of pretty papers may brighten those sad

little faces and cheer their dreary life a trifle. How
I came to know of them would take too long to tell,

and be a story in itself.

Our bees did rather pooi-ly last season in the way
of surplus. The heavy and continued rains seemed
to wash the sweet all out of the flowers. This has

been a hard winter so far, and many bees have

"turned up their little toes." We went into winter

Quarters with .50 colonics. Claha Bunker.
El Dara, 111.

A HINT OH TWO ON WINTERING.
I had last fall 3.5 colonics that I started to winter,

and I have now 25. I let Ihem alone until March 4,

when it had been warm for two days, and I thought
I must look some of them over. I found them all

alive, with a few without any honey near the clus-

ter; those, T moved the outside combs up near the

bees so they could reach the honey. That night it

came off cold, and remained so for the rest of the

month. April 1st I found that four had died (three

whose honey I moved), and two more ready to go,

with only a few bees and a queen, which 1 couldn't

save. It was warm about the middle of April, and I

found four colonies dwindling. I tried to save them
by adding hatching brood, but it was of no use, for

it came around cold again, and most of the brood
was lost (the bees were dying very fast, and there

were not bees enough to cover the broodl. Don't

advise putting brood to weak colonics in a cold

spring; better form a nucleus by taking one or two
frames of hatching brood covered witli bees.^and

shut them up in a good warm hive with division-

boards, in a snug place for three days, and (hen i>ut

thera in your dwindling colony.

The bees that I lost were from late August and
September queens, excejjt two that 1 disturbed eve-

ry day in March, by going after hens' eggs in the

leaves beside the hive. The honey in the others, al-

though there was enough, was too scattering. The
hives were my chaff hives. I shall see to it in the

future, that my bees have sealed sugar or honey in

every frame to the bottom, and then be contented
until warm weather before I look at them. 1 moved
my bees last November to where I now live, so that

had something to do about the loss. .1. I.. Hyde.
Pomfrct Landing, Ct., May 18, 18S5.

"BE VE NOT WEARY," ETC.

I noticed friend Waterliouse, in Gleanings of

Apr. 15, says he can produce as cheap and good ex-

tracted honey as any one. Well, he deserves it, be-

cause he went through his tribulation and appren-
ticeship without getting discouraged, and comfort
is his reward. Chas. Gutekunst.
Bayou Chene, La., April '.27, 1S8.5.

What yon say. friend (i.. is simply another
way of e.xpiessiiiij,- the old liililc piomise that
I have started at the head of this.

hibernation; does it injure a bee TO BE
THAWED OUT QUICK'?

I read Mr. Doolittle's article on the hibernation
theory with much interest. I think that perhaps
it's not quite complete. In the first place I don't

think that a frozen bee or insect of any kind can be
handled carefully enough to be free from injury

while frozen hard. Second, thawing them out too

rapidly seems to be an injury. Just think of how
very cold our fingers feel when warmed too fast;

then how different when bathed in cold water. An
apple can't be frozen hard enough to injure it here

at 40 below zero, provided it is three weeks or a

month in thawing out. Then one that is thawed
out in two days will turn black, and is then spoiled.

If a bee's whole body hurts all over when quickly

thawed as my fingers have when quickly warmed, I

don't wonder at his dying before he is limber

enough to kick. .Iohn Xorris.
Manchester, Ohio.

Friend N.. I have often thought of the
point you make, but I am inclined to think
that it does not hurt a bee to be thawed out
as it does a human being; for bees, when
warmed up, after being chilled, seem to be
just as good as ever in an hour or two.— For
a long time I doubted the fact you mention,
in regard to apples : but last winter we had
turnips frozen as hard as they could be. for
months. They were lying on the ground,
covered with straw : and when fully thawed
out in that position they were as good as
those that were never frozen. May be it

will not always work, and may be it does not
work with all sorts of turnips. Who can
tell usV

CAN A CHRISTIAN CONSISTENTLY SELL TOBACCO"?

The Sunday-Sd100 1 "rimefi, in discussing
the above question, wliich was propounded
to them by a Massachusetts subscriber, re-
plies as follows

:

A .lerseyman was seen gathering some wild mush-
rooms in the woods. "Look here, my friend," said
the passer-by, "<?io8(' mushrooms are rank poison.
You'd better let 'em alone." "Ohl don't be afraid,"
was the quick response. "1 ain't picking em to
eat. I'm picking 'em to sell." But those are mush-
rooms, and that was in New Jersey. About selling
tobacco in Ma.ssachusetts, we would rather not e.\-

|)ress an opinion.

HEDDON COVERS, ONCE MORE.
T see that you and some others fear that the Hed-

don covers may be easily blown off the hives. I

have used these covers two years, and have never
had one displaced l>y the wind, although I have
used no weights of any kind. The bees fasten them
with propolis in a few hours, so that it is impossible

(or the wind to lift them off. They are the lightest

covers I have ever used, and the easiest taken off

and rei)hu'<'d. 1 think that about "5 per cent of the

bees in this locality will be dead May 1st.

Bloomington, Ills., Apr. 4, l.'^So. H. 1. Barber.

Thank you. friend B.; but if your bees
fasten the covers down with propolis so the
wind can not blow them off, they certainly
can not slide on to the hives in the way
friend II. describes ; and if so, how can you
put them down into place, unless a very
great deal of time be taken, without killing
beesV

PHOTOCItAPH OK THE MEMBERS OF THE BEE-KEEP-
ERS' CONGRESS.

Can we not hit on some plan to number and name
the bee-keepers of N. O. Bee-Congress photo? 1 can
name 22 of them correctly from memory, and would
like to get the rest. Jas. A. Nelson.
Wyandott, Kansas, April 18, 1885.

Friend N., what you speak of would be
very desirable indeed, if it could be managed.
Perhaps I may explain to our readers, that
toward the close of the session it was sug-
gested that the entire lot of ^ bee-keepers
present in New Orleans should group them-
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selves together on the grass and have onr
photographs taken. "When the question
came np, the matter of identifying the dif-

ferent members composing the picture was
mentioned, and I called upon the pliotogra-
pher and explained to him fully how we
managed it with the bee-keepers' medley

;

viz., by affixing a number on the negative
so that the different individuals would
be all numbered, making it possible for an
explanatory key to give the name and resi-

dence. There "was, however, some difficulty

with the artist about the matter, and the
i

pictures are sent out without being num-
bered. Now the question is, Can a printed
slip be so arranged as to designate each per-
son, as it isV I confess I do not see just
how to manage it where there are so many
diiferent people.

A NEW TRICK FOR DISCIPLES OF IZAAK WALTON.
We have a friend of yours in this country, John

Ross by name; he is a member of the M. E. Church
South, a good bee-man, and an active farmer—

a

Nimrod of a liunter, and a pretty good member of

the Churcli; but his hist trick is new to me. He
lives on the bank of Oyster Creek; the trees over-

liang- the water, and John likes fish, but is too fldg-

etty to fish for them, so he baits his liook and ties

the fishing-line to the limb of a live-oak, and ties a

cow-bell to the end of the limb. When the fish gets

hung on the hook it rings the bell, and John gets up
out of bed and takes the fish out of the wet (he sets

his line at night). Isn't he smartV G. H. Phair.
Velasco, Texas.

Many thanks, friend P. The idea is in-

genious : and from what experience I have
had I do not see wliy it would not work. If
one could spare the "time, his chances would
l)robably be a little l)etter to have control of
the line"about the time Mr. Fish was getting
1 looked on : but by having several lines ar-
ranged as you m'ention, I think it might
work pretty fairly in a proper locality.

A BROTHER IN TROUBLE.
Too many bees ! what shall I do with my bees? My

hives are so full of bees and honey that I know not

what to do with them. There is not much sale for

them in this section, and I ha\e as numy colonies as

T wish to keep, and I think they will all swarm this

season, so 1 am thinking what is best to do with

them. J wish that some of the bee-keepers who
have so many empty combs had some of my Ital-

ians. Thoii- combs would not be empty a great
"iiilc. Albert (1. Brush.

Siis(iiielianiia. Pa., Ajn-il ^'7, 18X5.

Dear me, friend B., Avhat a queer lot we
are ! Some of us are in great troul^le be-
cause we have not any bees at all, and others
are in great trouble because they have so
many. Wliat shall you do ? AVhy, divide
up with tlie sufferers, of course, and make
the prices as reasonable as you can. Sell
tiiem olf by the pound ; and if you can raise
some ((ueeiis to go witli them, it would help
all around.

KASTEM.NO THE BEES INTO HIVES WITH WIRE
CLOTH FOR CELLAR WINTERING.

We put 26 colonies in cellar, and i)acked 6 in Koot
chaff hives on summer stands. The 2C colonies win-

tered in the cellar are now all alive, with hives full

of bees. We wintered In a cellar of 40°, with venti-

lation through the hive, by covering the bottom
with wire screen, and raising the cap 'a inch, with

one corner of mat thrown back. One hive, where
we did not raise the cover, lost nearly as many bees

as tlie other 25, although in other respects put up in

the same way. Our chaff hives were contracted to

7 frames, with thin division-boards on each side,

chaff between boards and side of hive, upper story

filled with chaff, all alive and brooding March first;

four dead with dysentery April first. There were
but few days in March when the temperature was
above zero, and it was down to 26° below during the

month. Conclusion: We have decided to winter
our bees in the cellar, with 40° of heat, ventilation

through hive, wire screen on bottom, both top and
bottom ventilation for cellar, with plenty of whole-

some sealed honey, and I think we can then stand

the most severe winter of this clime. We can't rely

on chaff' hives here, although we have had bees win-

ter nicely in them heretofore. I don't see that pol-

len makes anj' difference in the cellar, as there was
no apparent difference in those with and without,

excepting brood. J. J. Hollexbeck.
Saratoga Springs, N. Y., Apr. 25, 1885.

ATTACHMENT FOR BARNES SAW.

A Strip of ash, ^i in. thick, I'l in. wide, and 4 It.

long, with one end fastened to the top of the cut-off

guage by two screws can be used as an extension,

either to the right or left, and a stop can be fasten-

ed almost instantly at any point by a small

iron clamp, which any blacksmith ought to make
for 10 cents. I have used this sort of an extension

to the cut-off guagc for 4 or 5 j'ears.

E. Springfield. O. K. M. Reynolds.
We liave many times used something

quite similar to what you describe, friend R.

FRIEND MUtH fO.MMENTS A LITTLE ON THE GEN-
ERAL DEPRESSION IN THE SUPPLY BUSINESS.

It appears that you experience, as we do, a yovy
dull season. It was with us, last winter, too much
honey on hand and too large a capital invested with

too slow a demand for the article. There is no de-

mand for honey now but from our regular custom-

ers who had taken a rest last winter. Last year,

about this time we were shipping ."JOO to ICOO bee-

hives per week, while we don't ship 100 hives now.

Matters will take a change again after awhile, as

has always been the case: we have, therefore, to

exercise a Christian patience. < has. F. Muth.
Cincinnati, O., May 15, 1885.

A HOME-MADE TICLEPHONE TH AT W 1 t.L WOR K ILVLF
A MILE.

If .>oii want a telei)hone that will work 12(!0 or

1300 feet, here is one. Take a piece of green calf-

skin, and dress it the same as you would for a

drum-head. Take a one or two quart measure,
wooden, and stretch the skin on tight while green.

In fact, make a drumhead of it. (Jnc measure will

make both. Put the wire through the center of

your drum-head, and fasten to a wooden button,

and you will ha\e a telephone that will work half a

mile. E. A. Kobinson.
Exeter, Maine, April 8, 1885.

No doubt, friend R., a teleplione as de-
scril)ed above would work as well as any in

the market. The lirst telephone we used
was mucli like the one you have described.
and 1 believe it gave about as good results

as any we have had since.
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DRY FECES, AGAIN.
I have just received from Dr. C. C. Miller some

long-, cylindrical, dark-colored masses, some bent,

some straight, and some constricted so as to appear
bead-like. The accompanying- drawings represent

the bent and constricted ones, and are magnified

five times. These are un-
doubted feces, and must
have been quite solid

when extruded, as they
have kept their form en-

tirely, have not stained

the place where they fell,

and, as Mr. M. writes,

were some of them stiff

enough to stand out un-

Iient fi-om the place they
UEE-FECES. were dropped.

They break up at once when put on a glass slide

with water, as do all bee-feces when dry; do not

melt with heat, are not dissolved in alcohol and
ether; and as they break up in water they are

found to be composed wholly or almost wholly of

pollen grains. In some I found (luite a number of

hairs and other fibers.

As stated in my address at Cincinnati on this sub-

ject (see A. B. J., 1882, p. 630), fecal matter in bees is

semi-solid. Of course, the liquid may be less on oc-

casion, as we find in all animals. I have never seen
such solid fecal pellets from bees as these before,

but am not surprised that they may exist. In all

animals, the fecal excreta varies much ;it times in

its consistency.

This is not the "dry feces" so much talked of in

our papers. That is the matter dropped by bees^in

their winter (juiet; and, as shown in the article just

mentioned, is wax and other matter kneaded by the

bees by use of their jaws, and dropped as pellets to

the bottom of the hive. A. .1. Took.
Agricultural College, Mich.

TWO Oli MORE EGGS IN A CKI.I,.

I have seen along in the bec-paper.«, that a (|ueen

always lays but one egg- in a cell, but that a worker
will lay more eggs than one in a cell; and also that
a laying worker is developed only in the absence of

a queen. To-day I was overhauling my bees, and I

was astonished td see about a dozen cells contigu-

ous that had three eggs each, mostly sticking to the

sides near the bottom; and yet within tliree or four
Inches of these cells was a fine queen moving about
as usual over the comb and among the bees.

Baltimore, Md., May SO," 1885. C. Garwood.
One esff in a cell is tlie rule, friend (}.; but,

as is usual witli bees, there area jj^ood many
exceptions. Where a vi^forousciueen has but a
small cluster ot bees, slienill otten <;o around
and lay e.^ffs in the same cells over a<?ain,
for want of some better emyjloyment, and in
that case it indicates nothing wronj?. (Jive
lier a couple of pounds of young bees to pro-
vide empty cells for her. and she will put
one egg in ;i cell as nice as can be. A good
fertile (lueeii sliould, however, stick each egg
in pretty nearly the center of the bottom of
the cell. If they are sticking along the sides
of the cell, near the bottom, as you say.it
usually indicates something wrong, and' the
queen often does this kind of work just be-
fore she pla\s out entirely. Fertile workers
lay great numbers of eggs in a cell — some-
times a hundred or more, and very often

they stick them around the sides of the cells,
on top of the combs, etc. In rare cases, how-
ever, they deposit them regularly, filling the
cells as they go along.' A good' queen fills

the cells regularly as she goes along ; and
Avhere the cells are skipped here and there,
we generally have pretty go(!d rer.son for
suspecting that it is the"' work of a fertile
worker. If several eggs are in one cell, and
none in another, the evidence is still more
conclusive of a' fertile worker, oi
that does not amount to much.

(lueen

SLATTED HONEY-BOARDS.
I invented and used a slatted honey-board long

before I heard or read of a Heddon honey-board.
I just nailed slats on to end-pieces to keep the bees
from building combs between the top of brood-
frames and the bottom of wide, or section frames,
and it does well. Said end-pieces rest on the ends
of brood-frames, and leave a bee space all around
between honey-board and hive.

COMB-FRAME ST.\ND.

One (,f the simple but vciy useful things in my
apiary and extracting-rooni, that I invented and
never have seen or iieard of in any other apiary, is

a little like a light low stand without top-board,
made to hold a set (,f wide or brood-frames. I use
twoof tliem. D. Tvhrem., M. 1).

Toulon, III., May 18, 188.5.

lived in spite of bad treatmknt.
The first of last .luly I purchased ];.' hives of black

bees, going »0 miles for them with a spring dragon.

I commenced shutting them in as soon as they were
all in in the evening, which was <iuite a job, as the
liive-maker was not a workman, nor the hives f)f

the most ai)proved pattern. However, I got them
shut in by nine oclock v. m.; and to hasten matters
I took strips of pine and nailed o\er the entrance
and all cracks. A few had wire cloth over the on-
t ranee. I started for home at 4 a. .m., and arrived
at my destination at 12 o'clock noon, of one of the
hottest days the summer'can boast of. all in good
condition. I am satisfied that there is too much
ventilation given generally.

My Italians that are now the strongest, and con-
sumed the least amount of honey, were covered
entirely out of sight with snow for about six weeks,
."^onie I kept enanieled cloth covers on over winter,
and I find them all right. In cellar, I would not
care how much ventilation it had. if with warm air;

but I would keep the hives closed, llces have win-
tered fairly, as far as I have heard, in this county.
Bethleh(>m, Conn., May (J, 1885. F. A. MAi/rnv.

Friend M.. I shoidd sav that vou got off
remarkably well. We have all

" seen :ind
read of hundreds of colonies that were en-
tirely iiiined by being sliut uj). apparently
in the very way you closed those hives oil

th;it hot siuumer night. Probably tiie hives
weie so old, ;ind had so many cracks
through them, thai they got snllicient air in
spite of tiie way in wiiich you lixed them. 1

should be inclined to think the colonies were
not very strong, and that the hives were
pretty good size. One of the first purchases
I ever made was under circinnstances a good
deal like those you have mentioned; and
although I moved them oidy across the
town, the whole contents of the hive ran
down into one heap, and the mass was al-

most scalding hot. My honey ran on to the
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fjround, and my bees were all lost, except a
few that I washed olf with water and dried
in the sun. in a box covered with wire cloth.

HOW OIK FUIEXI) MRS. JENNIE ( ll-P PREVENTS
SWARMING.

Tn the May No. of Gi-eaxixgs Mrs. Culp says,

"As my object was honey and not increase, I pre-

vented swarming." Now, that is just what I most
want to know how to do. Will she not tell me,

through Gleanings, just exactly hmv to do this,

and perhaps thus oblige others as well as myself
who arc just beginning? My two swarms of Ital-

ians have wintered through nicely in chaflf hives.

Fluvanna, N. Y. Sarah M. Bentlv.

We forwarded the above to Mrs. C'nlp for

an answer, and below is her reply :

My method to prevent swarming is to keep queen-

cells pinched off, and give them plenty of working
room. This can be done by tiering up, if you have
the right kind of hive with movable frames, or by
taking frames of brood from brood-chamber, and
use them to build up weak colonies, then by giving

them room. This the sister can not do if she has

only two colonies. Jex.nie Cl'i.p.

Milliard, Ohio.

-MAKING SUGAR SYRUP WITHOUT ROILING.

I will decide with jou as to making feed. 1 see

that some think they can't make it without boiling.

I will say, that that is all a notion. I have not had
much experience in bee culture, but I fed about 4

gallons of syrup last fall, and T never boiled it, and
it has not crystallized a bit. I think I can make it

every time so it won't, and without boiling.

George M. Gaunv.
Carver, Plymouth Co., Mass., May, 188.5.

CALIFORNIA AND HER CAPABILI-
TIES.

THAT 10,.");0 r.HS. COMB HONEY FROM IS STAl
COLONIES.

SrPPOSE all the distinguished bee-keepers in

the world, except myself, were at New Orleans.
t I should have liked to be there too, but that

was impossible. I see by the papers that the

large honey reports for last year, from this

State, were doubted; or, rather, that many thought
there must be some mistake. This is nothing more
nor less than pronouncing them fraudulent. Now
I am going to show you that one of the reports was
true—true to the letter—except that it was not
big enough.
Let me digress here, friend Koot, to say that I do

not believe that we yet half understand the capabil-

ities of a swarm of bees, in tiptop condition, and
Hoods of honey literally flowing down the moun-
tains, as it did last year! I believe the time will

come—and it may not be far away—when 1000 lbs. cf

honey may be got from a single colony and its prog-

eny, in a single season. Lunatic, eh'/ Well, there is

one consolation anyhow. The Stockton asylum is

full, and they have not commenced the new one yet,

and so they won't take me for a while. Hut, to re-

in proof of the above, there were two of our hives

which gave us but about two section boxes—say 28

lbs., of honey. What their descendants did (if they

had any) is more than I can say. These two hives

i
never swarmed that we knew of; and they made
only about 28 or 30 lbs. of honey each. Now throw
off the odd TO lbs. for this, and you will find the

average for each hive that did swarm was H.56I4 lbs.

I do not wonder that bee-keepers are astonished.

, nor do I wonder that they doubt it. But because it

I

never ira*- done before, is no valid reason that it can
not be done. You are old enough, and I am old

I

enough to remember the time when, if we had gone
round telling people that the time would come when
we could talk to our friends .500 miles away, we would
both have been locked up as lunatics ! Here it is, you
see. Men make a high-water mark, as it were, in

their own minds. On this side of that mark lies the
' possible; but beyond lies the impossible. But they
often have to move the mai-k a little more beyond.

So it is in this case. You will have to move the

mark, gentlemen, a little more beyond. Some of

these 16 hives gave much more than others, so I

S

must come to the conclusion that some of the old

hives and their progeny gave as high as 8i)f) lbs. of

honey. Push the mark a little furthel- on, gentle-

men. Who will say, knowing the past and looking

into the future, that no hive of bees and their prog-

eny will ever make lOJO lbs. of honey in a single

season'?

And these are the dilatory, short-snouted, lazy

Italians. They sleep too late in the morning; in

fact, don't get up till after breakfast. They go to

bed before sundown, and can't snatch it from red

clover. Do they need some brown German blood in

them'/ What do they need?
Now, dear friend Root, I want you to stand by us

in our trouble, and tell us what to do. Reading
over the advertisements in the bee-papers, we find

that we have not got the right kind cf bees at all.

We have not got " the bees for business." They get

up, and scratch gravel before daylight. They
can tly faster, dive deeper, claw out and carry away
more honey, than forty Italians. They never go to

bed at all—no, never wink an eye. They have the

hroH'u German blood in them. Shall we get them!

Now let us go back to the honey crop. Below is

the certificate of Messrs. Hamilton & Co., that they

received in store from us 141 cases comb honey,

averaging 56 lbs. to the case, which is equal to ISStti

lbs.; now add 5'o cases here, .56 lbs., ;K)8 lbs.; 68

hives containing 60 lbs. honey in brood-chamber,

4080 lbs.; 1 ton of section boxes, which was unsala-

ble because the outer end was not sealed uj). They
are now on the hives again to be sealed up, 2000 lbs.

Total, 14,284 lbs. Now deduct amount produced by

the lower apiary, say ;J480 lbs. Product of the home
apiary, 10,804 lbs.

Now besides this we sent two cases to the Light-

House, and one case to alady friend in Los Angeles;
these, making 168 lbs. more, were never counted.

Also some 10 to 15 gallons of strained honey, which

j
came from broken comb and crooked honey, that

j

was likewise never counted. Gentlemen may
stand aghast, and wonder what is coming next.

But I produce the certiticate of receipt in store. I

produce the certiflcatc of the men who hauled

the honey to town. I produce the evidence cf my
nephew, who helped to handle the honey, and who
is familiar with every mo\-e and motion from the

beginning to the end.

I
Now, gentlemen, go back to New Orleans and put

your wise heads together, and resohc that there

1

" nn/«< be some mistake about it " Wliile you are
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doing- that, I will try to hunt up souic more honey-
that has been overlooked.

Vou will see, friend Itoot, that I am some 238 lbs.

ahead of my former calculation. This is occasioned

by overlooking- some cases that were below in the

honey-house—left by the teamsters, and forgotten

when I made up my statement. If any man, of any
standing- in bee culture, will assert publicly,

through Gi.EAMXGS, that he does not believe the

statement of the parties below, I will spend ten

dollars to get their affidavits, with certificate of

Clerk of Court, etc. But this is not now a ijuestion

merely personal to me. It stands on a broader ba-

sis. The query of all bee-keepers will be, " Can a

swarm of bees, under any circumstances, make 656

lbs. of comb honey? If so, what are the conditions

that are necessary to produce this result? Iritis

true, that you can get twice the amount of extract-

ed honey that you can of comb, then this result is

equal to 1300 lbs. of extracted honey. What an
enormous amount to come from one swarm in one
season!"

Looking at the little fellows walking round on the

alighting-board, in the dusk of the evening, who
would ever dream of it? Rut, watch them in the

middle of the day; get down on your knees, having
something dark for a background. A tree will do,

or a hill. If you have no hill, purchase one imme-
diately. They are a good thing to have about a

farm—if there are not too many of them. Now look

at the great stream of the little fellows—as far

away as the eye can distinguish them; they are

trying to lower themselves down easy, so as not to

too strike suddenly on the board; and sometimes, in

their haste and hurry, one of them does bump down
pretty hard, turning a summersault oi- two over the

others as they rush in and out of the hive. Do
you think that bee is going to let all the rest laugh
at him? Not much. He .lust gathers himself up,

turns to the audience and lookers-on, and says,
" Ladies and gentlemen, it is a self-evident fact,

that I did that on purpose." Here he puts his

thumb to his nose, twills his lingers, and winks at

them with one eye, and darts into the hive, in as

big a hurry as if he had lost an hour.

Ves, but do not forget, before you get off your
knees, to thank God, in your heart, that he has

given you this simple little insect to teach you wis-

iloMi, induslr-y, perseverance, and the love of home.
CEUTItttATE.

I h(M-eliy certify, that I have been familiar with
the home apiary of 18 hives spoken of in the I'ore-

gt)ing ciilciilations. These 18 hives gave all the
honey (laiincil; iudeed, I think my uncle has under-
estimated llie amount of untinished honey kept
o\'cr ami now jjut on the hives again. 1 think
there is iieaier a ton and a halt than a ton. There
was at least t!0 lbs. of honey in each of 68 hives in
the fall, and probably more. There are also ."•'..

cases of honey here on hand that never was liauled
into town, eiiual to ^(W lbs. R. L. Iskaei..

\Vo lu riby certify, tliat we hauled into town, and
delivered to Messrs. Hamilton & Co., the following
number of cases of comb honey for Israel Bros.:
1 load of 33 cases
1 " :w "
1 " 38 "
1 " 36 " —Ul.
Each case will net at least 56 lbs. AVe are each

familiar with what the other hauled, as the wagons
always went together. We know that this honey
was all produced by them.
Apr. 1."), ISS,"). I. S. MiNTEU.
We lici-eb,\ certify that we have recived one hun-

dred and forty-one cases of comb honey, of the crop
of 1884, from Israel Bros., for which they; hold our
receipts. These cases will net about .56 lbs. each,

making 78C6 lbs. We are familiar with their busi-
ness, and know they bought no honey.
San Diego, Cal., April 20, 1885. Hamilton & Co.

I have already taken up too much of your time, or

I would tell you exactly how this i-esult was reache<l.

I have already told you of the stimulative feeding,

which, of course, was only the beginning of the

treatment. If you care to know exactly how it was
done, I may give it to you at some future time.

And now in eoncl,usion, friend Root, as I am the

sole inventor of the method of getting 6.56 lbs. of

comb honej' from one colony and its progeny, in a

single season, I want a " moral patent "—I want it

immediately. If you are the "feller" that issues

them, please send it right away, done up with red

tape, blue i-ibbons, and a big splotch of i-ed sealing-

wax. .1. P. Israel.
San Dieguito, San Diego Co., Cal.

Frientl I., you do not need any moral pat-
ent at all. In fact. you do not need any help
from anybody. You are a "wliole team"
without any help. But I think you are in er-

ror in saving that anybody accused you Cali-
fornia folks of fraud. There was some mis-
statement made at the convention. I forget
what it was, that was evidently a slip of the
pen, but it was in regard to the general re-

sult of all the bees kept in California. Your
statement has never been questioned, that I

know of. Perhaps some of the friends ma\
not remember where your report was given.
They will find it on inige 7.^.8. (iLEANiNos for
Nov. 1, 1884. I do not think your certificates

were needed at all; but as you sent them in

your letter, we have put them in. Do not by
any means talk of spending money for af-

fidavits. ]iee-keepers are, as a rule, men
who are not given to false statements or ex-
travagance.

SOME VALUABLE HINTS TO
KEEPERS.

BEE-

HAVING AX EST.\BLISIIED I'HK E O.S Vori{ IIONEV,

AND HOLDINCi TO IT.

T RECEIVED a nucleus of Italians, 3-frame, from

4^ C. W. Gates, Uartlett, Tenn., on the 1.5th of

^L May, which came in tiptop order, and I can
"^ say that I am well pleased, as they are as fine

bees as I ever saw. To those that an- about to

put togetlier Simplicity hives, let me say when you

open a crate select one side board; set it \ip edge-

wise, and pick out side and end boards to match, of

same width. Nnmbei- them, also the rest; this will

enable you to mak^- a good job, as they will vary as

much as 'i of an inch in width. I have found this

out by actual experience.

To make it easy to nmnipiilate wide frames,

grease them where they touch each other, with

mutton tallow; the wedges and the sections should

be treated the same way. To separate wide

frames, and loosen sections from separators, a good
long screw-driver is the best tool that I over got hold

of.

About developing a home market, remember that

it is a good deal what you make it. If jou take

your honey to town, selling what you can for 25,

then 20, and finally taking 15 for the bulk, you will

find it difficult to keep a fl.ved paying price for it.

The way I made a honey nmrket, and kept a fixed

price when I lived in Missouri was this: I exhibited

comb and extracted honey at our county fair, and
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took a premium as loug as I exhibited. I took it,

ribbons and all, to one groceryman, and said, "If
you will sell this honey for 25 cents per lb. I will

agree to sell you all that I raise at 20c. per lb.; and
if it does not sell I will take it back." Produce nice

honey; keep your extracted honey until fall; put it

up in Mason's fruit-jars, and just bring- it in about
as fast as he needs it. It is poor policy to force a

market; just take a note how business men do in

establishing a trade in towns: they simply, as a

general rule, let one firm handle their goods. By
the above plan I never failed to get 20c. per lb. net

for extracted honey. Consumers would often say
that they could get honey cheaper from large cities;

but as they knew what they were getting, they did

not object to the price. Also, do you know when
you put your honey in those narrow 4^4 X iK^ sec-

tions that hold only 12 ounces, the producer getting

pay for actual weight only, that you are robbing
the consumer out of 4 ounces, or are the means, at

least. Now for proof: You all can see what honey
is worth in Kansas City, Mo. Now, a grocery dealer

here sent to Kansas City for some comb section

honey: it cost him 20c. per lb.; that is, each section

was counted 1 lb. to him. He sold it for 25c. per sec-

tion. Thej' weighed only 12 oz. each. When I

asked him he said they called it 1 lb., so he sold it

by the section. Now, the commission men got the

most benefit out of this honey, as they made 100 per
cent, as j'ou can easilj^ count up. That is one rea-

son they tell you that dealers prefer a light section

under 1 lb. H. F. H.\gen.
Ellinwood, +o Kansas, May 15, 1885.

Friend H., your suggestious are excellent
in regard to putting up Simplicity hives.
We try to have our lumber thoroughly sea-
soned before the hives are made ; but every
mechanic knows that, after lumber is dress-
ed and cut up into small pieces, it will
shrink considerably more ; and the worst
feature of this shrinking is, that the pieces
slirink unequally. Tour idea of select-
ing those of a width for each hive,
before you commence nailing them up,
is excellent. Another thing : If you can not
find pieces exactly of a widtli—that is, sup-
pose the end is a little narrower tlian the
side to which it is to be nailed, be sure to let

the side piece project equally beyond tlie

end piece at botli top and bottom. You
need not argue with me al)out tliis mat-
•ter, because I am old in these things. If

y*^u put them together so they are even at
^y^ top or even at the l)ottom. when you
'''3'j9^, '^^'^ pile your hives up the crack left
will he t\\.vi,.e -i^ -^yi(jg as if tlie sl)ace were
divided. Worse, yet, if two hives having ,

hirge spaces liappSen to come together it
w(.uld make a space, large enough to let l)ees
«)nt. Hy dividing tl,„e space as I have told 1

yon, tlieie will be h scarcely a possibilitv of
any such mishap. I'-jjese small openings in
the Nmiphcity hive wl.u ao no harm, but, in
tact, are a benefit. beca..,se no other provi-
sion tor ventilation is ma* .\q —Yquy itieas in
regard to keeping a unifoi*^ -ni pj-ice on your
honey are excellent. The. ve are many arti-
cles ot merchandise on whicfii the manufac-
turer is absolutely obliged t(S control the re-
tail price, to save his iMisit'ness HMie new
Ivory soap, for instance, that

; is advertised
so extensively, the niannfai«.turers sell to
every dealer at a fixed uniforn'i\ price. If he

u

takes a certain number of boxes, it is laid
down at his door, freight paid. To prevent
cutting under, and rivalry, every order must
go through the hands of the nearest whole-
sale grocer. The soap goes in one fixed reg-
ular channel from the factory to the consum-
er, and there are no deviations. The ])lan

vou suggest in regard to it is the thing ex-
act) v.

SOME QUESTIONS FROM CALIFORNIA.

MAKING BEES WORK DOWN .\S WELL AS UP, ETC.

WANT to ask you a little about transferring

some of my bees into my new Flory hive. Mr.

Flory says I can set the old swarm on top of

my new hive, and the queen will work down
better than they will up. Now, I fail to find

much about that in your A B C book. If I can
transfer my bees by setting my new boxes under
the old ones, that will save me lots of trouble; and
if you will five me your advice on the matter, I

shall be much obliged.

CHAFF HIVES IN CALIFORNIA.
What do you think about the chaff hive in Cal-

ifornia? Do you think it would pay out here? And
how about something to lay on top of my frames, to

keep the bees warm? Out here, people do not use
any thing to cover the bees but just the top board,

and I think they would do much better if they were
kept warm; that is the reason our bees are so

backward about swarming out here. Our bees have
been working a long time, and thej' do not swarm out

much, yet I have two swarms from .'J3 stands of bees,

and my neighbor Hoblcr has only four or five

swarms this season, yet he has got his from Italian

bees. Mine are blacks.

HIVES WITH FRAMES OF DIFFERENT SIZES.

The way mj' hives are, I can not take a frame out
of my old hive and set it in my new swarm, because
they will not fit; that is a drawback to me this sea-

son. If I can get them all in one kind of a box, it

will be more plain work.

A I.FAT-FA.

We have a big alfalfa crop out here this season.

Last season was a poor one for them, but it has got

to be a big business now in (California as well as oth-

er parts of the world. M. .1. Tw

i

n i sc.

Ilanford, Cal., May 12, 1885.

Friend T.. as a rule bees seem to prefer
working up rather than down, although
when crowded for room they \yill often fill

an empty hive placed under the old one. If

Mr. Flory has tried it, and finds that it

works successfully, 1 should try one or two
that way. In my opinion, however, they
will liave to lie cniwded more to get them to
take the new hive than if you would put the
new hive on top. Either 'mode is, however,
rather behind the times.— Von can not do
any thing very well until you get your api-
ary in sucli shai)e that "any franie will go
into any hive.—In regaid t() chaff hives in

('aliforiiia, the matter would have to l»e de-
termined by actual experiment. If you have
cool nights, so cool, in fact, that it drives
the bees out of the surplus boxes, then chaff
hives would be a great advantage at such
times, and I think they would be an advan-
tage during your hottest weather in piDtect-
ing the bees "from the direct rays of the sun.
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OPEIlA-OL.\8SES FOK BEE-HUNTINO.
|

We have ceased to keep the $3.00 opera-g-lass, be- '

cause? the $.5.00 oue proves to be so much better in

(juality of lenses, and workmanship of the whole
instrument.

I'lilCE.S I.OWEIt.

\Vk have been enabled to reduce the price of so
|

many commodities that perhaps it will pay you to I

have a new price list if you have not had one dur-
|

iiiy the past thirty days.

THIi .M.VIilll.i: MO.NUMENT 1 .\ NEW OHI.EA NS TO TIIK

MEMOKV OF MAIIOAUKT.
Friend D. M. McKenzik inlornis r.s that the

marble statue to the memory of Marg-aret, inention-

ed in Our Ncighbois for April 15, is the only monu-
ment in America, to the memory of a woman.

the a b c of carp culture.
The delay on this work was caused by a dilatory

engraver, and by the sickness of Mr. Peirce, the au-

thor. Of course, no one is to blame for being- sick,

and I did not intend to blame any one but myself,

in the editorial comment on this subject last month.
The worst part of it is, the book has not even yet

I)Ut in an appearance.

HUSINESS .JUNE I.

Wk are all up with orders, and have been for al-

most a month i)ast: in fact, you can have almost

any thing you want by return mail, freijrht. or ex-

press. In some respects it is a pleasant way to do

business; but I fear that many of the sui)ply-dcal-

ers will have a pretty dull time unless they keep
close to shore during the coming fall aTi<l winter.

OUR CARP-POM).
Our thanks are due to friend Kaler for some

beautiful specimens of German carp. They came
to hand bright and lively, and are now enjoying

themselves in our carp pond with perhaps VM or 140

more, in size from an inch to one foot or more
in length. We have not been able to make them
take their food yet. Perhaps the reason is, there is

so much rubbish in the way of water-plants, soft

mud, etc., that they have not yet had time to eomc
down to a diet of bread and water.

CALLING THINOS BY THEIR RIGHT .NA.MKS.

Is it any wonder that our clerks make mistakes

sometimes in filling orders, when people will per-

sist in using odd terms for what they want? Here
is a specimen card

:

Win you send me tlie lin„k uiiii lln- i>ii<e oftlie tin hinges
for tlie slats in the bee^ l)oxes; Please send nie a list of all
illiollt lllc lii-c 1,'llni. .Lvo. L. SXODGR.iS.S.

liicd-s Mill, .letr. Co., Ohio, April 7. 188.V

Now, if anybody can tell us what friend r^, means

by "tinned hinges for the slats in the bees' boxes,"

we should like to have him stand up and enlighten

us. We sent friend S. a prospectus of the A B C
book, and a price list.

WHICH EXTRE.ME SHALL WE CHOOSE--" TOO MANY
EGGS IN ONE BASKET," OR "TOO MANY IRONS

IN THE fire"?
Quite a discussion has come uji, and seems bound

to come up, in regard to which is the better of two
extremes—choosing a specialty for your occupation
in life, or having a variety. It does not seem to me,
dear friends, that there is any need of wasting a

great amount of words over the matter. Where
one goes too far to one of the extremes, his friends

are in duty bound to urge strongly the merits of the

other course, and this is true in any other thing as

well as business. t~ome men are disposed to fall in-

to ruts, and get so deep into their ruts that they
can not see what is going on outside of their rut.

Others are so prone to have so many irons in the

fire that they need constant admonishing in regard

to their besetting sin— the sin of scattering ones
powers to so great an extent that he excels in noth-

ing. In regard to the way Gleanings is managed,
the preference of hi/ far the greater part < f its

readers is, that it shall notice, to a reasonable ex-

tent of course, the new things that come up in

kindred rural industries; that is, where one objects

to taking up such a thing as carp culture, at least a

dozen say, "Let us know about it;"and when some-
thing else comes up that farmers, professional men,
and even merchants, who like to get out outdoors,

are likely to get interested in, tell us about it. To
satisfy the minority, it may be that it would be well

if the reading on the cover should be changed to

" Devoted to bees and honey, and other rural in-

dustries;" but it seems to me Gle.aninos may look

over the fence occasionally, even if we don't put

this in its head.

SENDING yUEENS BY MAIL FROM ( ALIKORMA IX

FEBRUARY.
I o.MiTTED to mention, at the proper time, that

friend Norton did send usaciueen, lively and in good
order, all the way from Gon;.ales, Cal., during the

month of February. The cjueen and bees were care-

fully packed with woolen cloth, so as to enable the

cluster to keep the inside of the little cage warm, in

spite of frost without, .\ccident may have favored

the transit somewhat. ])erhaps, although a good deal

is due to careful preparation. Now, friend N., if you

can send queens safely to the States in February,

why can't you supply the good people west of the

Rocky Mountains with good (jiieens all summer
long'/ By getting an imported (lueen to breed from,

you can furnish just as good stock as we do, and it

is a great piece of folly for the friends in California

to send clear here for (|uecns by mail. May be

there is something in the fact that we always have

queens on our table, ready to go back by first mail:

but, bless your hearts, can't some of the other

brothers and sisters take advantage of this splendid

means of advertising, as well as A. 1. Boot? What
ever ails you. friends':'

SENDING (QUEENS PRO.M PTLV .

Just one little illustration of the trouble it makes

by being behindhand on so simple a thing as a

queen. A few days ago the orders were too nu-

merous for us. One friend had to wait several days

for an untested queen. We could not tell him just

when it would be sent, because we did not kn<iw
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how fast the brethren who were raising them for

us down South were getting along. Well, even

during those few days of delay he wrote us that he

had tveiveled thirty miles in going to the postoffice

and back again after his queen. He expected us to

send the queen right straight back, as we always

had done heretofore^

HEDDONS HONEY -BO.\RD MAKE FDU SIMPLICITY
HIVES.

I AM sorry to say, that, through some unaccount-

able blunder, IMJO or 400 of these have been sent out,

having only '.I spaces instead of 10. It is true, ycui

can use only frames in a Simplicity liive, and some
jirefcr to do so; but where we arc working for

comb honey, I would by all means have the combs
trimmed so they will come down to the regular or-

thodo.Y number of 10 combs for an L. hive. If the

friends who have received these nine space honey-

boards will write us, wc will try to make the matter

satisfactory. Tliey can easily be made right by
drawing the nails and putting in an extra slat; or

they can be used with combs; or even if used as

they arc for 10 combs, I suppose there will not be

much trouble by bees building up through them.

isss. ISSS.

PLEP<^^^^ l^^^^^ APii^^H-

pni^K Bl^KD

BEESWAX.
FOK the present, the best wo would dare offer for

good average beeswax is 24 cts. cash, or 28 cts.

trade. This to take the place of the otter on the

cover of this number.

We arc this 28th day of May uotitied that the AB('

of Carp Culture has been shipped us from the pub-

lisher.

We have to-day. May 28, G465 subscribers.

CIRCULARS RECEIVED.

Arth'iv Tc.dfl, riiiliulcIi)lii.i,r.i..Sfna. us ii nice S|.:iKe price
list of Ihhs. l\i\ rs, linney, etc., (JLEAXisas size.

M. ('. Von Diini. Omaha. Nel)., sends u ; a neat fi-iuago price
list of st;iTiilai(l .xiiiaiiaD supplies.

j!Uiie< II F:>civ. Tavistock, Ontario. Canada, has issued a
Jpasre price list of (|ueens and apiarian supplies.

C. Wevks. C'.ifton, Tjnu., sends out a postal price list of Ital-

ian queens.
Andrew Dur.vard. Men ii:ia\ Wis., rend : us card price list

of hcinev, iiives. and bee-.

T.S.Hall. Kniivs ( rcrU. Ala., sends us a very nice 24-page
price list of lt;ili m !...•- ami apiarian supplies.

Henry V.. Fiiz. l.\ iiii. Ma^s.. sends us an 8-page price list rela-

O. W. I'lituani, Holland, Iowa, jcnds us a 4-pa(re list of apia-

A. ^r. ((ander. Adrian, Mich., sends u ; an R-page list of liec-

l;<'cp>rs' supplies.

W. Itallantine. Sapo, O.. M_nils us a l«-i)age piicc list of
(lueens and apiarian supplies.

CONVENTION NOTICES.

The lk>e-kcepers' Association of Central Illinois

will meet at Uloomington on .Inly ir)th, at 10 o'clock
A. M. W.M. Ii. Lawrence, Sec.
Bloomington, 111., April 30, 1885.

The Southern 111. Bee-keepers" Convention will be
held in OuQuoin, in Fsq. Reed's office, on Wednes-
day, .lune 10, 188."), at 10 A.M. A cordial invitation is

given to all who are interested in bees.
W. Little, Pres. F. H. Kennedy, Sec.

(iI.EANINGS AS AN ADVERTISING MEDir.M.

riic notice " Hcc-s lor Sale," you gjive free in

,E.\NiN(;s. brought in one week more customers
iiii I had hccs. Thanks. E. MuRKE.
nneennes, Ind., May 18, 188.->.

I think Gleaninos is a splendid medium to ad-
vertise through, as I have sold ever.v swarm I have.
Will you please say to the bee-keeping fraternity
that i have no more bees for sale'/ ,1. It. Heed.

.Milford, Wis., May 2;{. 1885.

ITALIAN AND ALBINO QUEENS.
Untested, after .hme 1st S^l 00

•• jier '; dozen 5 00
Tested progeny, three-banded 2 00

" Selected, young, largo and light-colored 3 00
Full colonies in Langstroth or Simplicity hives 8 GO
Nuclei (no queens), 2-frame, f2.2.'i; 3-frame 3 00
Celebrated poplar sections, per M. (sample mail-

ed free) . 5 50
All orders tilled promptly, and safe arrival and

satisfaction guaranteed. Full colonies have test-

ed queens ; nucleus colonies (add the price of queen).
The above' strains are bred in separate apiaries,
home containing over TO full colonies, all pure Ital-

ians. My strains have stood the test nf luirdinoi^:

have always wintered on sninniiT stands, and ha\-e
not lost a colony- 111 the i>ast 4 winteis. Sample of
my large, handsome, liglit-eolored workers sent for
10 cents. Address 9d

E. L. WESCOTT, Fair Haven, Rutland Co., Vt.

THE KIND OF BEES YOU NEED,

IF you want bees for /(k.moi.s.s, uct those that will

work on red clover. Not a colony of this strain
lost in Avintering since they oriuinated. Circular
free. F. BOOlMHOWEK,
Utfdb <Jai:ui>ville, iSelioliaric fo., N. Y.

BEES FOR SALE.
HYBRIDS AND BLACKS, strong colonies, on

wired I., frames, deli\ered on Miss. River boat
at S4.00 per eolonv. H. B. SH.\W,
11-12 13d <;uni Itid^e, Jeff. Co., Miss.

FOR SALE.
T will sell a limited number of ;5-frame nuclei with

dollar queens, bred from good stock, during the
month of June, for $3.T5 each. Size of frame. lOx
14 inches. I shall aim to give satisfaction. White
to postmaster at Stanley for reference. Make mon-
e.y-ordeis pa\al>le at lUntfton. Ohio. Address
li JACOB QUISINGEE, STANLEY. PUTNAM CO., OHIO.

BEE^JFOR^SALEo
Italians in brood-chamber, L. hive $7 00

Hybrids COO
One pound Italians 100
One pound hybrids 75

Safe arrival guaranteed.
TOM PHELPS,

lid Soiiora, Hardin Co., Ky.

DADANT'S FOUNDATION FACTOKT, WHOLESALE AND
KETAIL. See advertisement in another column.

FOR SALE!
I WILL sell inv apiary, consisting of 50 stands of

Italians, honey-honse, 20 acres of land, good for
garden or tiiiit growing, liog-raising, or cotton.

'"
IsliC aUYTON.'wACO^McLENNAN CO., TES.

FOUNDATION MACHINES.
*3..50. any size. .Molded I'dn., 40 to 5.) cts. per pound.
Italian qneens in their jnirit v. fioni the South, and
of my own raisiim-. untested, .*1.(HI; tefted, $2.00.

lid JOHN FAKIS, TOWN HOUSE, SM7TH CO.. VA.

THK IJNDERSHiNED offers for sale very
cheap a (luantity of improved movable-comb

hives, adapted to either outdoor or cellar wintering.
For further particulars, address
lltfdb ADIN A. SMITH, MOHAWK, HEEK. CO , N. Y.
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Black and Hybrid Queens For Sale. JOB LOT OP WIRE CLOTH
AT GREATLY JtEItUCED I*RICES.

Such a brisk demand has sprung up for this, and
our customers seem to be so much pleased with the
goods, we have succeeded in getting another still

larger lot, of one of the largest manufacturers of
wire cloth in the world. Please bear in mind that
the only way in which we can afford to sell it at the
very low price of IVi cts. per sq. ft. is by selling the
gntire piece just as it is put up. We have now
in stock the following pieces. As fast as it is sold,
each piece is crossed out, and the next issue will
show what remains.

For 'he benefit of friends who have bla^k or hybrid queens
which they want to dispose of. we will insert notices free of
chartre. as below. We do thi.s bec'>iise there is hardly value
enouph to these queens to pay t"r buying them up and keep-
ing <liem in 'tock: and yet if is oftentimes quite an accommo-
dation to those who can not afford higher-priced ones.

Queens For Sat/E.—Hybrid queens, .50 cts. each;
black queens, 25c each, from June 1 to Oct. 1. Safe
arrival guaranteed. K. H. Bailey,
7-lldb P. O. Box 81. Ausable Forks, Essex Co., N. Y.

A few hybrid queens for .50 cents in June. Black
queens, as long as we can buy Blacky swarms, for
3)c. Also a limited number of tested Jtalians for
$1.2,5, 2d class. We will ship all in the Safe cage,
and guarantee safe arrival only. After tested
queens are out, will fill orders with untested.

S. A. Dyke & Co., Pomeroy, O.

I can spare a limited number of hybrid queens
the coming summer, rearedlfrom best imported and
select tested Italian queens. By return mail, in
the Peet shipping-cage. Safe arrival guaranteed
for 50c each. Address »• ,-

John A. Thoknton, Lima, -Adams Co., 111.

I am superseding a lot of good hybrid queens,
which 1 will ship to anyone for 50c each; safe ar-

rival guaranteed. It is a pity to kill them.
J. W. WiNDEK, Carrollton,«New Orleans, La.

I have now for sale 33 hybrid queens at 40c each.
Safe arrival guaranteed.

J. H. Johnson, Middaghs, Northam. Co., Pa.

\Vc have about 30 hybrid queens to dispose of;
will take 50 cts. each, or in lots of five. 40c each.

John Nebel &.Son, High Hill, Mont. <"o., .Mo.

I have a lew good hybrid queens for ."sale at i)0 cts.

each ; also a few blacks at 25 cts. Heady aov.
FuANK A. Eaton, Blutfton, Ohio:

<;(SOME OF THE fSES TO WHICH THIS WIRE CLOTH CAN BE AP-
PLIED.

This wire cloth is first quality in every respect, and is

just the thing for covering doors and windows, to keevi
out flii g; for covering bee-hives and cages for shipping
bees; making sieves for sifting seeds, etc.

Number of Square Feet contained in each Roll
Respectively.

2 rolls of 57 s.r.
3 rolls of 75. 72, 70 s. f

.

2 rolls, 80, 65 8. f.

SroUs, 100 s. f. e.ich.
2rollsof 133 s. f. each.
4 rolls of 166 s. f.

3 rolls of 181, 1 of 169, 1 180. 1 of 250 s. f.

8 rolls of 20n. 1 of ISn. 3 of 120. 1 of 100. 1 of 1« s.

24 roll- nf^ir 1- .f ';tfi. 1 of 108,3 of 106,5 of 108,

s. f.

7 roll

1 have 20 hybrid (luecns that are daughters of an
imijorted mothei-, that I w <li t<

iti), Covingti
•iicli

Co.. (ill.

WYANDOTTE EGGS
Price reduceil (for June onlyi, ^l.^') fori:!egg.s;

*;3.00 for 2H. The eggs hatch well. Mr. T. J. Voung,
of Austin, Ark., reports 20 chicks hatched from 2t>

eggs that I sent April 10.

PUUli: 1TAI.IAN QUEENS sent for *2.(H)

each. Every thing guaranteed to ai-rive safely.

Circulars free. J. C. KO\VI»I.\IV,
Hd North Lima, iTIalioiiiiis Co., O.

I
HAVE a few dollar (lueens ready now. Untest-
ed, *1.00; Wai-niiited. *l.;.'5cnch. .\L«o fi tested

(jiieens, S;2.(K). % L. HEINE, BELLMOKE, atJEENS CO., N. 7.

DADANT'S FOUNDATION FACTOEY. WHOLESALE and EETAIL.
See advertisement in another column. 3btfd

Full colonies in either the l.ang.-^lrotli or the (ial-

lup hives, for May deliv cry. Nuclei, (Queens, and
bees by the pound, for the season. Price List Frn .

S-Otfd 0. H. TOWNSEND, ALAMO. KAL. CO., MICH.

QUEENS! QUEENS!!
I'litcsted Italiiin (,)uceiis, raised from luire moth-

ers, !?1.(KI. Tested, *1. 75. 1 will a-iun-imtee satisfac-
tion. Address A. K. JOHNXiON,
lOtfdl) Ellzabelhtowii, Blaclon Co., N. C.

Bees Wanted to Fill Empty Hives.
Who will sell first siciirms cheapest, ship before

Juno isth, and guai iintec safe arrival? lid

J. a. LEHDE, Gardenville, Eric Co., N. Y.

f 281. 1 ca.li of 210, 85, 255, 365, and 210 s. {.

roll of 300. 1 of 2I8s. f.

42 28 rolls of 316, 3 of 285, 2 of 317, 1 each of 110, 6.32, i:.8 ai

I

215 s. f

.

4 1 roll of 131s. f.

311 rollof 105, 1 of 245 s. i.

2 1 roll of 366, 1 of 348 s. f.

11 rollof 1.52s f.

121 11 rolls of 400. 1 of 200 s. f.

A. I. UOOT, 3Iediiia, Ohio.

AFTER 15 YEARS
Of very careful breeding, A. Sny-
der has produced a strain of bees
known as

Snyder's Sweet-Clover Bees,

.\ih1 has this day entered into
partnership with a gentleinan ol
"Means and ability." We now
lor the Hrst time offer bees for
sale. We are prei)ared to flli all

orders for full colonies, nuclei, and
queens. We shall breed pure Ital-

ians, they being best.

I'ntested queens, each #1 CO
I Reared b\iiatural swarming, each 1 .tO

I

Tested (lu.'ciis, each 2 00
Keai-cd In natural swarming, each 3 00
Kxtra selected, of ISH4, each 5 00
.Mr. Tiiiqt lieing a jirofessional poultr.y fancier, we

otter eggs lor sale at *2.(H) per W, «;J..50 for 26, from
I

each of the following breeds:

LIGHT BRAHMAS. PLYMOUTH ROCKS,

WHITE LEGHORNS. BROWN LEGHORNS.
Having sweet-clo\er ticlds ot our own (white vai-i-

ety), we offer seed for hi cts. pci- lb. A small pack-
age sent with each (piecn o, dcnil. Address

SNYDER & TRIPP.
Clarksville. Albany Co.. N. Y.

$1.25 PER POUND
For bees until ,Iuik.' 20. The same lor untested
(jueens to go with bees. Safe arrival guaranteed.

16-T. P. ANDRETVS, 210.
lid Farliia, V Fayette Co., III.

OKDERS FOR BEST F0l'M>AT10!V.
I use the (iivcn in'css: have dies for making sheets

of foundation, Langstroth size, or 11x14. Can make
ll.\12. Wa\ woikcd for 10c per lb. Also sections,
crates, etc., at low rates. I also have a few second-
hand L. hives for sale chea|). Send for prices to

JOHN H. inARTIN,
ll-12d HAUTFOKD, W,\SH. CO., NEW YOKK.
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JCstfihli/iheil ISJSJt.

R'
HEADQUARTERS \f
EESWAA
we fotistiintly hand

SOMETHING NEW.
As I have -rcatlv ii

racliuiii-

lar;:c stock of Domestic, Iiiii)oitctl,

and Hctincil Beeswax in original shape, which we
offei- to nianiifactiuers ol' Comb Foundation at low-
est prices. W'liie to us for prices, stating quantity
wanted. .Addicss

Beeswax Bleachers & Eefiners. SYEACUSE, N. 7.

N. C—We have low freight rates to all points on
quantities. :.'4-ndb

MISSOURI.
THK ONLY MAMJFACTIRERS IN .HIS-

$>OUl<l, of Apiarian Iniplemeiits. Send for
Circular and Trice List of our Hive with the Re-
versible Surplus arrangement for comb honey.
Also »iinoker.<!i. Comb Foiindatioii, Italian
diiceiiK, itc. • KKNNUDV & L.KAHY,

V. (). Bo.\ 11. HTGGINSVILLE,
5tfdh Lafayette Co., Mo.~

THE SUCCESS
FOUNDATION v FASTENER. :

"Takes th" cake: the f;istening is a coiiM'lete job.
as I never saw it before. ' Iki.-:. /•'. Mulli. (in., o."
Correspondence with suppl\- dealers solicited.

Circulars frer. ClWSTS & SON,
9-iM:M.-.r..l WestJe;-sey, Hlinois.

IMPORTED QOEENS.
In April, 11 francs in gold.
Ma.v and June. - - - - id "
July and August, . . - o " "
September and October, . . 7 •' " '•

No order received for less than 8 queens. Queens
which die in transitwillbe replaced onlv if sent back
in a letter. CHARLES IJIANCONCINI & CO.,
3-13d Bologna, Italy.

BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES^
BEE-BOOKS, & LE CONTE PEAR-TREES

One pear-tree sent jiostpaid for 40 cents.

L'tfd T. .A. al\.\. Tt,ll,iho„Hi. Tiiin.

Bee-Keepers' Supplies
M ANl'FACTIIiEliS OK

ONE-PIECE SECTIONS,
Hftiile f'riiiii Jlii.ssirtxiil,

FOUXDATIOX. SMOKERS. ETC.
Gsnd for Pri:o List to :.':itfd

& Goodell, ="=tf
"=

Derr & Harris.

ROCK FALLS, WHITESIDE CO., ILL.

AOR C'IKCL'LAKS FltlCF). I will advise
(POtJ* ( \<ry leader of this advertisement to
wrire at once lor one of the alxne circulars. No
man can atl'ord to be without it. Pure If. L. Kgti^,
$1 per 15. D. E. BEVr, Kest's, Pa. ll-13d

GOLDEN ITALIAN QUEENS.
IJees beautiful, gentle, and gi'cat hoiie.s-gatherers.

tjueens large and i)r()litic: untested ipieciis after
May, *L00; tested, «^>.(M). E.xtra tested to breed
from, *:i..50. Send for circular to !t-10-ll-l:id

DARROW & EOSS, LEB-INOiT, ST. CLAIR CO., ILL

d my facilities for man-

It will be to your advantage to send for jn-ice list

before iturchasing elsewhere. Cash jiaid for becs-
>va.\. A.B.HOWE,
2tfdb Council Bluffs, Iowa.

OLD TYPE FOl^ 3/IIiE.

'

We have still on'hand TO lbs. of our oldl^nonpareil
type for sale. For a sample of it, see any number
of Gleanings previous to May 15, 1884. Also 17 lbs.
of Italic, if desired. As it is airpacKed,we can not
diyide either lot. The Romanj includes 5 lbs. and
over of "logotypes;" that is, the words the, and,
that, itm.tiint, etc.. are made all on one body, thus
facilitating composition. We offer the lot at 2n cts.
peril). A. 1. HOOT. Medina, ohi..,

M„n.<jart,nrs a

FIRST-CLASS ARTICLE FOR 15 AND 22C PER LB.

WRITE FOR PARTICULARS. 8 9-lld

':!-T^R-pEELT7IPm]^IES.-i>
-N:. Ci. aueecs. ) ABBOT L. SWINSON, ( Ho. Ca. aueecs. >•'

^Caruidlans. - Fropyictoi; - Cyprians. 5
5)1 Italian.'i. ] Qoldsboro, Wajne Co., N. C. ( Syrians. ,m

PRICE OF LAYING 1T.ALL\XS May June .lu'y toOpt.

L'ntested queens, each
|
$1 00

1
fl CO I $1 00

,'odoz
I

6 00
1

.-)00| ,5 00
Best tested queens, each ... I 3 CO I 3 50 a CO

>2 doz...
I

15 on
I

12 00
I

11 00

The other races, one-fourth more. For nuclei,
add 75 cts. tor each L. frame of bees and brood to
price of queen. Pure wa.x foundation, 59 cts. per
lb. ; .50 lbs. and over, 48 cts. "

7-9-lld

PATENT
JOUNDATION
Mills ,§'^^i

W.e.PELHAM
MAYSVILLE,KY.

ONE-PIECE SECTIONS A SPECIALTY,
We iiiaUe five styles and all sizes, and keep other

supplies. Sani|>le hundred, 51) cts. Sample and cir-

cular free. Orders tilled )iiomptly. Five per cent
off on orders until further notice.
7tfd B. WALIiEE i CO., CAPAC, ST. CLAIR CO., MICH.

FROM
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JOB LOT OP WIRE CLOTH
AT GREATLi nicnx < r:i) vuk/es.

Such a brisk demand ha.s piumiiik uji tor this, and
our customers seem to he so much pleased with the
g-oods, we have succeeded in getting: another still

larger lot, of one of the largest manufacturers of
wire cloth in the world. Please bear in mind that
the only way in which we can afford to sell it at the
very low price of VA cts. per sq. ft. is by selling the
sntire piece just as it is put up. We have now
in stock the following pieces. As fast as it is sold,

each piece is crossed out, and the next issue will
show what remains.

SOME OF THE USES TO WHICH THIS WIRE CLOTH CAN BE AP-
PLIED.

This wire cloth is first quality in every respect, and is

just the thing for covcrintr doors and windows, to Iceep
out flifS; forcoverini; bei'hives and cages for shippint;
bees; maicing sieves for sifting seeds, etc.

Number of Square Feet contained in each Roll
Respectively.

3 rolls of 7.'), 72, 70 s. f

.

2 rolls, 100 s. t. e.ach.
3 rolls of Iflfi ». f . each
I) rolls of 181, 1 of 1«9 s. f.

6 rolls of 200, 2 of 180. 1 of 100. and 1 of 120 s. f.

24 rolls of 217. 39 of 216, 4 of 108, 2 of 195, 1 of 15C, 2 of l.Jl, 2 of
215, 1 of 210. and 1 of 151 s. t.

33 rolls of 2.33, 2 of 234, 4 of 184, 1 of 106, and 1 of 97 s. f

.

2rollsor2fi6, s. f.

6 rolls of 281.1 of 255, and 1 of 83 s. f.

1 roll of 237. 1 of 9.J. .and 1 of 106 s. f.

28 rolls of 316, 3 of 385, 2 of .317, 1 each of 190, 032, 178, 130,

and 215 s. f.

1 roll of 130 s. f.

1 rollof 105, lof245s. f.

1 roll of 366, 1 of 348 s. f

.

I roll of 152 s f

.

II rolls of 400, 1 of 200 s. f

.

\. I. ROOT, ITIeillua, Oliio.
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DADANT'S
FOUNDATION
is asserted by hundreds oi practical and disinterest-

ed bee-keepers to be the cleanest, brightest, fiuick-

est accepted by bees, least apt to saj?, most reg-ular

in color, evcncst, and neatest, of any that is Tnade.
It is kept for sale liy Messrs. A. H. Newman. Chi-

cago, 111.; ('. K. Muth, Cincinnati. ().; .las. Heddon,
Dowagiac, Mich.; DouK-lici-tv \- McKcc, Indianapo-
lis, Ind.; Chas. H.Green, liorlin, Wis.; (has. Hertel,

Jr.. Freeburg, 111.; Ezra Baer, Di.von, LeeCo., III. : E.

S. Armstrong, Jerseyville, 111.; H.Drum, Adelphi,0.;
Arthur Todd, Germantown, Philadelithia, Pa.; E.

Kretchmer, Coburg, Iowa; E. F. Smith, Smyrna, N.
Y.; C. T. Dale, Mortonsville, Ky.; ("lark .lohnsun &
Son. Covington, Ky., King, AspinwalKV Co., Ui'l'linm-

as St., New York Citv, C. A. Graves, Uirniingham,
O.; M. .1. Ditkason. Hiawatha. Kan. ; J. W. Porter,
Charlnttcsvillc, .MhcmarleCo., Va.; E. K. Newcomb,
Pleasant Valley, Dutchess Co., N. Y., and numerous
other dealers.
Write for sampUs fjrx, and price list of supplies,

accompanied with 150 Conipllnientary and unso-
licited testimonials, from as many bee-keepers, in

1883. We ffiiarantee even/ inch of our foundation equal
to sample in cvet-y respect.

CHAN. DA DANT A: SON,
ai)tfd Hamilton, Haiuork To., lllinoiH.

The CANADIAN BEE JOURNALT
u'i:/:Khy, $i.o<> rrn yicAii.

D. A. Jones k Co., Pu'olishers, Beeton, Ont., Can.

The only lice .iournal [irintcd in C;inada, and con-
taining mnch valuable an<l interesting matter each
week from the pens of leading Canadinn and United
States bee kee)iers. Sample copy sent free on re-

ceipt of address. Prin»^ed on nice toned paper, and
'n a nice shape for binding, making in one year a

Htfbvolume of 832 pages.

$1.00 Discount.
I will offer, for the ne.vt :>0 days, No\ ice honey-

e.\ tractors for Langsfroth frames, .ft! 00; for Amer-
ican frames. fi.Oit; usual i>rice $7.00. Send all orders
to GEO. W. BAKER, MILTON, WAYNE CO., IND. I-'-]3d

I HMVC I nCin. ti-om tlie choicest stuck, ready
to mail nou-. Untested (lucens, ?l.()0. Tested
queens, 2.00. Send me .>our order, anrl scixl lui- my
circular of (jueens and bees. J. P. CONNELL.
9 20db Hillsboro, Hill Co., Te.xas.

FULL ITALIAN COLONY OF BEES,
¥7.00 PER iOI^DNV;

Two L. frames of bees and brood wil h (lucen, .$2.00.

,7. E. HUNT1NGT(1N,
Cotton Hill, Fayette Co.. West Va.

TWILLSELL
ChaH' hives all com)>lete. wilh lower frames, for
$3. .50; in flat. !j;1..tO; 2-story Simplicity, complete,
$1.2.5; in flat. line.

Comb Foundation, made from pure refined wa.v,
45c per lb. for heavy; .55 for light. Other supplies.
Send for price list. A. F. STAUFFEIt,
T-12db Sterling, Whiteside Co., 111.

THE KIND OF BEES YOU NEED.
IF you want bees lor Jni^iiirss. iii'{ those that will

work on red clover. Not a colon.>- of this strain
lost in wintering since they oriu-inated. Circular
free. P. BOOITIHOWISK,
lltfdh Oal'iipvlllo, Scholiarlc «o., N. Y.

BEES FOR SALE-
HYBRIDS AND BLACKS, ytnmg colonies, on

wired L. frames, delivered on Miss, liiver boat
at ff.OO per colony. H. B. SHAW,
U-l;; I3d Guiu Illdgo, Jolt; Co., Mlsa,

MISSOURI.
THE ONLY WANUFACTIRERS IN MEIS-

NOI'KI, of Apiarian Implements. Send for
Circular and Price List of our Hi\c with the Re-
versible Surplus arrangement for comb honey.
Also Smokers, <'oiiil> Foundation, Italian
Qiieeiiiii, etc. KENNEDY A: LEAHY,

P. (). Po.v 11. HIGGINSV^ILLE,
.5ffdb Lafayette Co., Mo.

POWERFUL COLONIES OF BEES
IN 10-FRAME SIMPLICITY HIVES,

DE'or Only $10. Tr-y <3zxe.
RKADY TO SHIP AT OME.

E. F. BUSICE, - CHUECH CSEEZ, - DIECHESTEE CO , MD.

SOMETHING NEW.
As I have greatly increased my facilities for man-

ufacturing

It will be to your advantage to send for i>rice list

before purchasing elsewhere. Cash paid for bees-
wax. A. B. HOWE,
2tfdb Council Blnffs. Iowa.

eiiD TYPE FO^ ^JUiK
We have still on hand 7t> lbs. of our old nonpareil

type for sale. For a sample of it, see any number
of GI.E.4NINGS previous to May 1.5, 1884. Also 17 lbs.

of Italic, if desired. As it is all packed, we can not
divide either lot. The Koman includes .5 lbs. and
over of "logotypes;" that is, the words the, and,
that, inn. tion, etc., are made all on one body, thus
facilitating composition. We offer the lot at 1.5 cts.
per lb. A. I. K()()T, Medina, Ohio.

GOLDEN ITALIAN QUEENS.
Bees beautiful, gentle, and great honey-gatherers.

Queens large and prolific; untested gueens after
May, *l.(in: tested. f:.'.fH). E.xtra tested to breed
from, »;j..5l). Send for circular to !t-10-Il-12d

DAEEOW 4! EOSS, LEBANON, ST. CLAIE CO., ILL

DADANT'S FOUNDATION FAOTOEY, WHOLESALE andEETAIL.
See advertisement in another column. Sbtfd

The North-ghade ^piary
Full colonics ni eillier the Laiigstroth or the Gal-

lup hives. Prices .inst i-ednc(Ml. Nuclei, (Jneens. ami
bees by the liound. ti)i- the season. Price TAst Frrr.

8-9tfd 0. E. T0WN3END, ALAMO, SAL. CO.. MICH.

QUEENS! QUEENS!!
Untest<'(l Italian (,)ueens. raised from pure moth-

ers. $1.0(1. Tested. ^l.T.'>. Threeframe nuclei (Sim-
plicity frame) with nnlested, *:,'.T."). Safe arrival
and satisfaction guaranteed.

Address A. K. .lOIINSON,
lOtfdb Ellzabellitown, Bladen Co., N. <'.

OKDEICS FOU BEST FOINDATION.
1 use the (ii veil press; have dies for making sheets

of foundation, Langsti-oth size, oi- II.vM. Can make
ll.xl^. Wax worked for Idc peril). Also sections,
crates, etc., at low rates. I also Iki\ e a tew second-
hand L. hives for sale chenp. Semi Im- prices to

JOHN H. ]>l.\K'riN,
ll-12d HAirrFOUD, WASH. CO., NKW YOKK.

THE tJNDEUSUiNED offers for sale very
cheap a ((uantity of improved movable-comb

hives, adapted to either outdoor or cellar wintering.
For further i)articulars, address
lltfdb ADIN A. SMITH, MOHAWS.HEEK. CO., N. Y.
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PRICES REDUCED. ITALIAN QUEENS,
Comb foundation, equal to any in the marljet,

at reduced prices. Send for samples and price list.

J. G. WHITTEN,
etfdb Genoa, €ayiiga Co., N. Y.

$1.0.1; flO.OO per dozen; tested, $3.00. Safe arrival
guaranteed. Circular free.

J. M. KlLIiOlGH & CO.,
lOtfdb. Sail Marcos*, Mays Co., Tex.

;C3^I®NS.
We have bought a large stock of choice yellow

beeswa.x, and can furnish Dunham comb fdn. for
brood comb, cut to any size, for 45c per lb.; thin and
bright yellow fdn., for sections, at 50c per lb. Extra
thin Vandervort fdn., 10 to 12 sq. feet to the lb., for
55c per lb. We guarantee our fdn. to be made of
pure beeswa.x, and not to sag. Will work up wa.x
for 10c per lb. for brood, and 15 and 20c per lb. for
sections. Send for prices for 35 lbs. or more.

F. W. HOLMES,
5tfdb Coopersville, Ottawa Co., Mich.

IF YOU WANT
A GOOD ONE-PIECE SECTION CHEAP

Send to us. Sample and Price List Free.

SMITH & SMITH, KENTON, HARDIN CO., OHIO
2tfdb

BINGHAM SMOKERS AND KNIVES.
BY MAIL, POSTPAID.

BINGHAM Si HETHEEINGTON. ABRONIA, MICH.

W. Z. HUTCHINSON,
ROGERSVILLE, GENESEE CO., MICH.,

Can furni.sh just as neat, white, smootli, and per-
fect dovetailed white-poi)hn- sections as tlicre are
made. Send for sample and prices. Untested Ital-

ian queens, Sl.OO each. Tested (lueens. $3.00 each.
Make money orders payable at Flint. Otfdh

BEES BV THE FOUND-
24 Colonies to draw fi-oin.

1 pound fl.OO
I

:f pounds tor «3 .50

Nucleus queens cheap. Sale aiii\al guaranteed.
Will exchange for foundation at inai Uet prices.

W. It. WIllT.M.VN.
ll-13d Nashville, Davidson Co., Tenn.

Western headquarters for bee-men's supplies.
Four-piece sections, and hives of every kind, a
specialty. Flory's corner-clamps, etc. Orders for
sections' and clamps filled in a few hours' notice.
Send for sample and prices.

M. R. MADARY,
9 20db Box 1 72. Fresno City, Cal.

lee-Hives SectionsF
NEW SHOP AND NEW MACHINERY.
The Largest Manufactory of Bee-Hives,

$iectlou8, etc., lu tlte World.

Ohv (fijKicitt/ iioif is a Crirload of Goods Daily.

notTce.
Ry enlartrin^' our factory last year we were put

behind with our work so that by spring we were
obliged to return many orders. JN^ou' we have am-
ple stock ahead, and can fill orders promptly.
Write for our new price list for 1885.

G. B. LEWIS & CO.,
19tfdb WATERTOWN, WISCONSIN.

BEECH'S QUEENS
Wan-aiiteil Italianiiuccns, from Impoi'ted mother

May 1st, Sl.OO; *10.00 i)er doz. Choice select tested
iiufcns, ^3.,50. I guarantee safe arrival and satis-

t act ion. G. A. BEECH,
7-12db liiir U. Quittiifut. Nodaway Co., Mo.

BEESWAX7
Made into Given foundation on shares or for cash,

on favorable terms. IJest machinery, experienced
hands. Western bee-keepers, please take notice;
save freight or delay, and secure an article as good
as any for all purposes. JOHN BIRD,
7-12db Bradford, Chickasaw Co., Iowa.

VANDERVORT
COMB FOUNDATION MILLS.
Send for sanijjles and reduced price list.

2tfdb JNO. VANDEKVOKT, Laceyville, Pa.

DADANT'S FOUNDATION FACTORY, WHOLE-
SALE AND RETAIL. See advertisement in

another column. 3btfd

BE SURE
To send a postal card for our illustrated catalogue

APIARIAN ^L.r-^l^'i:^ SUPPLIES
lions of every thing

elsewlu
tains illustratioi.s and
new and desirable in an apiary,

AT THE L-OWEST PRICES.

xT^5wX,I.S^iT Q"U"EEiTS -S^IMD SEES.
J. C. SAYLES,

l-12db Hartford. Washineton Co., Wis.

VIBRATING TELEPHOKE.
Paitni /IppUcd for.

,..1 THE COST l-r |.nv .1. lu, , ]S LKSS H.m
TWOMONTHS- RENTAL FEE '" 'I"; ':,^i .^;

^, . BELL TELEPHON E. THE VIBRAT-
ING TELEPHONE .s the o„-y PRACTICAL

',V RELIABLE non-elearic TL-lc.,.l.onc ,n.ulc. ana

irraiitcM to give satisfaction, or nio'tey refund,;:.

^tTiit*- can make immense profits crcctinc lines .ni !

pet all the work they can do. Territory given Agents

which they are protected No previous experience

uiired. as illustrated instructions show all about

•ctinir lines. Where I have no aeents. Telephones

lybe ordered direct for private use. Circulars and .

—

x, «• i„ tj
ipcr, H, T. JOHNSON, 102 S Division Et., Buffalo, N.
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PONEY (j©MMN.

CITY MARKETS.
St. Louis —Tlinini.—Our honey market is very

dull. Ni) (li'tnaml for any kind. Parties prefer
strawherrios for table use. Beeswax continues to
gradually decline; hard to sell, and looks as if it

would go lower; stock large. Last sales at 24c.
W. T. Anderson & Co.,

June 8, 18a5. 104 N. Third St., St. Louis, Mo.

Clevei..\nd.—J/oHfi/.—The market for honey has
been ver.v dull the past month, scarcely anything
-doing, and stocks on hand standing still; what few
sales are made are at lormer prices, U(S 15 for best
Lib. sections of white; second (jualit.v does not sell.

E.xtracted not wanted. Bcrswax, 25(iv'28.

June 10, 1885. A. C. Kendei>,
115 Ontario St., Cleveland, Ohio.

Chicago.— Hojifj/.—There is at present very little

demand for honey (this may be owing to cheapness
of small fruits of all kinds). Sales are made at KKSi
l~54c per pound; extracted, 5@Tc. Bccsitiflj-.—22(§38.
June 10, 1885. R. A. Burnett,

161 So. Water St., Chicago, 111.

New York.—HoHCjiy.—Since our last quotations
there is no change in the honey market, still very
dull. Beeswax, we quote at from 29'4@3i;2c.
May 27, 1885. McCaul & Hildreth Bros.,
34 Hudson Street, corner Duane St., New York.

Milwaukee. — Honey. — The honey market is

very dull—very little demand for comb honey. In
1-lb. sections, values nominal. 12'2@13>3. Extracted in
pails, 8c. Beeswax.—Some demand, 30@,35c. Values
easy. A. V. Bishop.
May 25, 1885. 142 West Water St., Milwaukee, Wis.

Kansas CiTV.—Ho»ej/.—Demand light, and prices
weak. We quote choice >2-lb. sections 15(5il6c; 1-lb.,

].3(§U; 2-lb., locgillc. Extracted, 5@,7c., according to
qualit.y. We need some 14-lb. sections, and shall be
pleased to hear from parties having any.

Bceiiwax .—2.'j(§)30c

.

June 4, 188.5. Clemons. Cloon & Co..
Cor. Fourth & Walnut Sts., Kansas City, Mo.

Cincinnati.— 7/<i))cj/.—There is no new feature in
the market. Arrivals are plentiful, aud at low fig-
ures, with almost no demand, excepting from our
regular customers. Low prices are no inducement.
Extracted honey ranges from 4'/^(gi8c on arrival.
Prices of comb honey are nominal, with a slow re-
tail trade. Becsu'a.r.—We find beeswax in a better
retail and jobbing demand than ever, with good ar-
rivals. Prices range from 22(y 2Tc on arrival.

Chas. F. Muth,
S. E. Cor. Freeman and Central Avenues,

June 11, 1685. Cincinnati, Ohio.

Detroit.—Ho«ejy.—The market is very dull; a
good article is quoted at 10@11 cents.
June 9, 1885. A. B. Weed,

Detroit, Mich.

THE ABC OF

CARP CULTURE
Jl'ST ISSIEJ).

A COMPLETE TREATISE
In Regard to the German Food Carp,

INCLUDING PLANS AND GPECiriCATIONS, AND FULL-
EST INSTEUCTIONO FOE THE C0N3TEUCTI0N OP
PONDS, AND EVEE7 THING PEETAININO TO THE

BUSINESS OF PAISINO GASP FOE FOOD.

Illustrated by Many Fine Engravings.

Written ty MILTON E. PEIRCE.

PRICE 35 €TS.; BY ITIAIL, 40 CTS.

A- J- ROOT, MEPIITA, OSIO.

EXHIBITION

WHITE LEGHORNS
IJKED I5Y

KNAPP BI\OS.,
FABIUS, - NEW YORK.
Our Strain ol' this Variety Win Highest

Honors Everywhere.

LOOK! At Madison Square Garden, New York
City, where the largest and grandest exhibition of
poultry to be seen in America is annually held, our
birds won in 1881, 1st, 2d and 3d Prizes on Breeding-
Pens, 2d on Chicks, the Specials and Silver Cup for
Best display; at State and County Fairs every first
prize otfered. Again in February, 1885, at the great
New York Show, our birds were awarded First
Premium Merit on ALL entries, including Club's
Special First Prize for Best Pair Chicks, for Best
Breeding-Pen (averaging 955i, highest score S8), and
the fSO Special offered for Largest and Best Display
in Leghorn Class, Brown or White, with 26 breeding-
pens and 38 pairs in competition.
No better laying variety exists; all acknowledge

this. Send and get the best breeding stock to be
found in the world.
EGGS PX)K HATCHING from our Prize-Winners.

carefully imcked in baskets, $3 per 13, $5 per 26. All
orders will ii'iihc our personal attention and will
give all jriiiKl sutisluction.
Thin irill not appear ar/ain. Send stamp for

our 188.5 circular giving further particulars, and
price of fine chicks after Sept. 1. Box 74. 12d

QueenS.
If you are in a hurry for them, give me an order;

25 laying now; !H)c each; tested, fl.50; fine stock.
Can send by return mail in my improved Peet cage.

1^. XXEZXTE,
12d Bellniore, Queens Co., N. Y.

BEES FOR SALE.
2, 3, or -1 Frame Nuclei, $1.00 Each ;

I'ntested Queenf^, $1.00;
Full Colony on li. Frame, $10.00.

Address RICHARD EDMUNDS.
12-16db BOX 222. QEAND CEOSSINO, COOK CO., ILL.

I want to sell 100 L. frames of comb, n^gXlTJs. over
one-half worker-comb. *15.(K) will biiv them,
lltfdb J. W. BSADLE7, COLUMBIA, BOONE CO., MO-
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TERMS: 81.00 PBR ANNUM, IN ADVANCR;
2Oople8for«1.90;3for$!i.75-,5for84.00;
10 or more, 7Bcts. each. Single NuinlxT,
10 cts. Additions to clubs may be made
at club rateH. Above are all to be sent
to ONB POSTOrFICE.

ri-BI,ISIIED SKMI-MONTHLV nV

. p. U., 12c per year extra.

AN INCREASE OF COLONIES TO PRE-
SERVE COMBS.

A SUB.IECT OF VEUV (lltEAT IM I'OIITANCE INDEED
TO MANY OF THE HEE-KEEI'EUS.

"JTj FTER the great mortality of lir-os the pastwin-

9II& ter and spring', the ciiiestion comes from al-

jR« most every quarter, " What shall I do to pro-^^ serve the combs, and how can I increase the

few remaining colonies so they will again

take all the comlis?" As I propose to answer the

first question by telling how to do the latter, I will

dwell on the first only long enough to say, that if

your bees are so reduced that they can not possibly

be multiplied so as to use all the combs left by those

which have died, the only thing to do is to fumigate

them with burning sulphur every two or three

weeks during warm weather, unless you have some
moth-proof room in which you can place them, aft-

er fumigating them thoroughly twice, which should

have two or three weeks intervening between the

times, so as to allow all eggs to hatch. The hanging

of combs two or more inches apart can not be de-

pended upon, as I have had quite a number of

combs destroyed in trying that plan.

The main question before us, then, is, how to in-

crease the few remaining colonics as much and as

early as possible. As nothing can be gained by try-

ing to increase colonies till some of them have their

hives full of bees and brood, I advise all to wait un-

til at least imc is strong, before trying my plan.

When you have such a colony, and desire to pro-

ceed, turn to page 304 of tSiiEANiNOS for May 1, and
read carefully the plan I there give for forming a

nucleus; for this is the system we are to adopt.

Besides the strong colony, it will be neceesary to

have one other fair colony; and if any do not have
such a one, I should advise the purchase of one, or

a pound of bees with a queen. Having two colo-

nies, such as is relerred to, I proceed to the strong-

est and get in my bo.\ (as given on page 304) about a
pint of bees, which in due time have given to them
the queen from the weaker colony, when the bees
and queen are left in the bo.\ until the ne.\t morn-
ing, and hived as I gave directions, taking the comb
of brood from the weaker, and the frame ol honey
from the stronger, that are placed in the hive upon
hiving them. The colony from which you took tlie

queen is now allowed to build (lueen-cells; or you
can use the Alley or other improved plans of get-

ting queen-cells, whichever you prefer.

As soon as the first cell is sealed, you are to form
another little colon}-, using the same queen as be-

fore to form it witli; when in 48 hours I give the

first cell which was sealed to tlie little colony the

queen was removed from.

Al>out this time I also make the third little colo-

ny, using bees each time from the strong one, and
the same queen to form each colony with. In 48

hours I give a ceil to the second little colony, and
thus keep on forming colonies as long as I have
cells or virgin queens to give them; for if the cells

are not all used up when it is time for the first

young queen to hatch, 1 cut all out but one (which

should be left for that colony), and place them in a

queen-nurseiy, so that I can use virgin queens in-

stead of cells. If 1 was successful in getting a good
lot of queen-cells, I have, at the time the last virgin

queen is used, from ten to twelve colonies of bees,

into which I now begin to place the combs I wish to

keep the moths from. I forgot to say, that, after

making the first little colony, I placed a comb in the
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strong colony in place of the frame of honey taken
j

from it; and that for each succeeding colony form-
j

ed, this comb now having a few eggs in it, is taken
out and another put in its place, while the fratne of

|

honey should be taken from those you wish to pre-

serve from the moth. In putting the frames of
|

combs in the little colonies 1 place them beyond the
j

division-board until the queen gets to laying, when
one by one they are placed in the brood-nest, as the i

colony gets strong enough so the queen will till

them with eggs.
I

The bees will care for the combs as regards keep-

ing the moths from them, just as well beyond the

division-board as they would if no division-board

were there. When the last little colony is made T

use nearly three times the bees in making it, and
give, when hiving them, two or more frames of

hatching brood, so that, in a week or so, I may
again have a fair colony to rear queen - cells from;
for at the expiration of about two weeks the same
operation is to be repeated, and eight to ten more
colonies formed.
Again in two or three weeks, or as soon as the

original strong colony is in fine condition, more are

formed ; but as it grows later in the season, a quart

or more of bees are taken to form the colony, in-

stead of a pint. Finally, as fall draws on, the first-

formed little colonies are strong enough to spare

bees. At this time 1 take bees from three or four

colonies, thei-eby getting bees enough to make a

good full colony at once. By the above plan it is

no trouble at all to build up a depopulated apiary

again, especially if you are willing to feed liberally

when honey is not coming in from the field; and I

believe it is far cheaper than to buy bees by the

pound, and queens to put with them, as many do.

G. M. DooLiTTr.E.
Borodino, N. Y., June 1, 188.5.

Friend D., I especially approve of your
glan of getting at least one strong colony,
efore you begin forming nuclei. A power-

ful colony will bear drawing bees and brood
from to a wonderful degree,Without materi-
al injury; but we should be careful how we
cripple "^ colonies already weak, by untimely
division or abstraction. Circumstances may
make it needful to modify any rules that
may be laid down ; but I thinlc any smart
bee-keeper will be able to devise ways simi-
lar to the one you mention, to get his surplus
combs under the control of the bees, even if

he have but very few colonies to start with.

AN IMPROVEMENT IN REGARD TO
MAKING FOUR-PIECE SECTIONS.

HOW TO DO SMOOTHER AVOHK WITH AN ORDINAUY
CIRCULAR SAW THAN CAN BE DONE BY THE

AID OF THE SANDPAPERINO MACHINE
OR PLANER.

'OW slow is the march of progress ! Hun-
dreds of times I have invented cum-
brous machinery for doing certain
kinds of work, that I thought at the
time were marvels of skill and in-

genuity, and then found out some time aft-

erward that the whole machine could be
dispensed with entirely, and still do better
work, and faster. I have seen this so many
times, that, when something new had to be
worked out, I have thought to myself, "Now

very likely when we get more acquainted
with this business, fA /s whole machine will
be dispensed with entirely.'' For all that,
the machine has to be 'built. The same
thing is true the world over. Sitting down
and waiting will not get us along any. We
must roll up oin- sleeves, and push into the
business before tis ; hew out something that
will do the work, change it. simplify it as
we go along, and when we get it to produce
exactly the thing we -vsant, then, but not be-
fore, we can begin substituting simple
means for what before has been complicated.
Three months ago we printed a cut of a

machine for making section boxes out of four
pieces of wood. The machine has been run-
ning in our saw-room ever since it was got-
ten up, and has worked up short bits of bass-
wood into enough nice sections to pay for it-

self several times over. The machine I allude
to has a circular saw and sandpapering
wheel together, as shown on page 158. Now
hear the sequel

:

To-day Mr. Gray brought me some pieces
of wood sawed up for ends of wide frames.
These wide frames are to hold only one tier
of sections, so the pieces are only four or
live inches long. Tney are too short to run
through the planer practicably. We have
formerly sawed them with a planer saw

;

but such a saw is too slow, as you all know.
Well, these pieces were sawed with an ordi-
nary ten-inch circular saw, and they were
smoother on both sides than the work of the
planer saw, or the planer or sandpapering
machine.
What did they do it with V Why, they did

it Avith an ordinary ten-inch saw, filed iritli-

out any set. It is possible to use such a saw
without any set, because the stuff is so short,
and because the basswood was so thorough-
ly seasoned. To accomplish this, however,
several tilings are necessary. First, as I

have said before, use extra nice basswood
lumber thoroughly seasoned. Second, a filer

who can file a saw so it can be run safely
without any set ; that is, on short stuff,

such as I have mentioned. Third, a man-
drel that runs absolutely true. Every tooth
of yom- saw nuist follow' in an exact line the
tooth that goes before it. Fourth, a man
long accustomed to the business, for a saw-
yer.

After the saw had cut up a large pile of
these sticks, it was put on to four-piece sec-

tions, both of basswood and white poplar,
and it turned out the best work that has
ever been made in our establishment. I

asived our saw-tiler if he could file another
saw just like that ; tliat is, so it could be
run without set, and without a single tooth
in the saw leaving a mark on the woodwork,
lie said he thought he could, and he is now
at it.

I have given you this long description of
the matter, because I think there are expert
saw-filer* and sawyers among our readers
who can do this same thing. All you want
in order to make beautifiU sections, and
make them rapidly, is a gang of saws to do
th<^ dovetailing, and a single rip saw to slice

up the blocks.
Now, then, friends, to do this you must

have perfect tools, and you must'be expert
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in their use, or it can not be done at all ; but
when you do reach the proficiency to be able
to do it, you can do it laster than you can
make the ungainly things tliat a good many
of us have used and called sections. Per-
haps 1 might add, tliat. in Hling the saw the
teetli are to be liled almost exactly straiglit

across ; but the hler first files every other
tooth, then turns the saw over and tiles the
remaining teeth. Yon will need to take a
new saw that has never had the teeth set at

all. Our ten-inch rip saws are just about
the proper gauge; and when they come
from the factory without injury or bruise,
tliey are perfectly flat. Mdy be your man-
drel will have to be trued up before you can
do it ; but it will pay well to have a man-
drel and saws kept in just this trim.
Since the above was written, our saw-filer

has liled another saw, so as to do as well as
the first; and we are not only using it on
four-piece sections, but also on the one-
piece, making, 1 think, finer sections than
we everj made before, without tiie use of a
planer at all. It takes an expert man at the
saw-table, however. A new man woidtl be
pretty apt to get the sections thin at one
end, or, worse still, get them to bowing.
Jhit I feel sure that almost any man who
runs a circular saw can, by steady practice,
learn to cut sections in the way 1 liave men-
tioned. It is a great saving of lumber, sav-
ing of time, and a saving of expensive ma-
chinery. Another thing, a good many sec-

tions are spoiled by being put througli the
planer. All this hJss will l)e saved. The
man who files the saw must also be an ex*
pert; but 1 believe the friends wlut own
saws can manage it if they try hard.

SHALL A BEEJOUKNAL BE CONNECT-
ED WITH THE SUPPLY BUSINESS-*

INION OK A CORKESPONr)KNT OK TUK C. 11. .1.

E extract the following from<he Can-
(«li<in Ike-Jourmd of June 8:

T think it is very fortunate that its editor
LI). A. .loiu'sl is ill the supply liusinoss, as I

maintain that we are t)eiielite(f liy this.

Gi.KANiNGS is a jfood example ol this. I say
that (Ji.KANiNCJS is worth more than any other
journal to-day to any American bee-keeper, i1' lor
no othi'i- reason than siieli iirtielcs us ari' iiselul to

liee-keepers arc (•iiit inniilly Ihmiiu' liroiijilil hi their
notiee. It is ail iiunsciise iilxnit a lue .iinirnal hc-

inf4- lietter, apart I loiii a suppl.\ Imsiiii'ss. Its edit-

or is therel)y enalileil to yive liettcr \ aloe lor the
price. In answer to the i|nesti(in ol' A. I. Uoot,
when in ashort editorial yiviiiK the redui't ion in g-lass,

he says: " Now it seems to me, Iriends. it is a prt-tty

g-ood'idea to have a liee-.joiirnal that is able to tell

you twice a month all aliout the decline in price ot
such things as keepers are otiliged to liii.\ more or
less. Don't you think so'.'" I reply, most deciile<ll.\.
'!'() persons li\iii<;iii Canada t lit re is not so much
advantage, but 1 have otteri thought that the bee-
keepers ot the liiited Stales should be \fv\ grate-
ful to A. 1. Kool tor what lie has <lone ami is doing
in this way. 1 might sii.\ that e\eiy ailii'le I have
purchased from him has betii well woiUi tlii' price
charged. Of coursi', having to pay a lieavj diiij on
some lines of goods is against us. Now I look upon
the ('. if. J. as I look upon Gleanings, that your
position enables you to take the same place in Can-
ada that A. 1. Root does in the States, and 1 am in-

deed grateful that you have undertaken its pub-
lication.

We thank friend Deadman for his kind
words ; but I would suggest that, by

way of variety, we have one or more bee-
journals not connected with the supply bus-
iness ; that is, providing there is sufficient

demand for such a journal. No doubt there
would be some advantages in having such a
journal. But now may I be permitted to
make a little protest of my own? When
new bee-journals start up (and doitbtless

they will start, as they have started), will

they please to bear in mind that it is neither
courtesy nor policy to commence pecking at
old established journ.ils V Suppose you
should attend an evening party, and you
should commence light out. before all those

e, abusing some one who is present.
What would be thought of you, if you per-
sisted in dragging your personal likes and
dislikes into the presence of a well-bred
company? Y'ou would probably be severely
let alone, and you might possibly be shown the
door, in some circles. Well, whatever ap-
pears in a public journal is, in one sense, be-

fore the people, and in a place where every-
body is bound by all rules of etiquette to be-
have himself as becomes a gentleman. I

have sometimes thought that the opinion
seems to have obtained a lodging in some
iiearts.that a man might build himself or liis

journal up. by saying sneering and insulting
tilings of those who had acquired at least a
tolerably fair standing by years of at least

tolerably fair service.

MORE SWINDLING NOTICES IN RE-
GARD TO ADULTERATING HONEY.

ALSO SOMETHING AHOUT NEWSPAfEK EOITOIIS

THAT I'EHSIST IN I'll BI.ISH I NO THESE
KAI.SEHOODS.

E clip the following from the .1. li. J.:

MiSUEl'UESENTATlONS ABOITT HONEV.—
Mr. A. I". Uobson, Italv, N. V., writes thus:
1 clip the following from the Yates (N. Y.)
County C/H()ii(((<, mill send it to the lifr

,/i<i//)i((i as a specimen of lying: "The Al-
bany correspondent ot the Trihuuf sa.vs: Some curi-
ous facts were revealeil by the packers of canned
goods in private conversation. • You would not
think the parings and cores of apples of any use,
would \()ii.'' said one (f tlie packers toalrieiid.
He then continued: • Well, a fruit-packing (^tablit.li-

nieiit makes use ol I'very thing: like the poikpack-
ing lactones, which sa\'e evei> thing except the
pig's grunt. When wi- are packing and drying ap-
ples. \\ e lia\e Ions and tons (.f iiarings and ccjk-s.

riiese we sell to the makers of .ielly. All kinds of
.jellies are made of 1 he material. ^ ou can not buy
real currant jelly in the groceries. Every bit of it

is apiile with some essence in it. But that is not
the soli' use of apple - parings. Occasionally we
keep them so long that they can not be converted
into jelly, 'i'hen we sell them to the makers of
strained' lioiie\ . .1// tin sUoiiml hinnu that you see
in the market' is nuule of U—tlnir is nut tt liil i,f hi»i-

ifiitlioiitit." What iie.xfr Does there not seem to
lie a demanil for this kind of lies'/

And so all this litiuid honey to be found
in the markets is maile from apple-parings.
is itV The above extract does not state

clearly whether the statement was ptiblished
in the X. Y. Tyibum- or not; but 1 should
like to know for certain whether any of our
readers have seen the above in the Xeir
Voik Tribune, or in any other newspaper.
Well, instead of sitting down and folding our
hands, and saying there is no help for it, we
propose one means of helping the matter as
follows : Keep a standing notice in the col-
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umns of our bee-journals, of the names of
newspapers that persist in giving place to
these falsehoods. Hunt up the name of the
reporter, if it is possible to get it. and give
him all the ])ublicity he wants. When the
editor of any newspaper will correct the
statement, and apologize for letting it go
into his columns, then we will take his name
out, and not before. If the l)ee-keepers of
the world are not a very large body, they are
at least large enough to let their inlluencebe
felt. Who is the reporter that furnished the

,

above, and what paper besides the Yates Co.
Chronicle has given place to it? I think we i

will fix it about this way : We will start a
new department in (Jlkanings, with a I

head something like the following :

FALSE STATEMENTS IN REaARD TO THE HON- i

EY BUSINESS OF OUR COUNTRY.
|

As a priiteiti
this dfjiai liiir

sist in piil.li^l.i

honey ulii.h
any puiiii « ill

ogy, thf luuiic
mailed to tlit-

1

ments, with a
given. After t

corrected we \'

at largre thn
th

largre tnat sai
is class of false

The more one reads the extract above, the
j

more diabolical it sounds. Please notice :
^

" After the apple-parings have been kept so
long that they are spoiled, and won't make

[

jelly, they are sold to the makers of strained
honey.''' Furthermore, " All strained honey
in the market" (I presume they mean liquid
honey) " is made of " these same sour apple-

j

skins. Of course, this includes packages
put up by the apiarists themselves ; and we
are told, with a gi-eat show of candor, there
is not a bit of honey a])Out it.

GLEANINGS AS AN ADVERTISING ME-
DIUM.

SOMETHING ABOUT PUTTING NEW GOODS IN OUR
PRICE LIST BEFORE THEY HAVE BEEN

PROVEN, ETC.

T WISH to say of Gleanings, that it is almost too
^IF good for advertising- purposes. I inserted an
jL adv't, got answers from almost everybodj-, and
'*' as many orders as I could All.

Bees are all in line condition, and I did not
lose any in wintering-. I took my first comb honey
May 15, which I think is very good for this locality.

In the fall my bees bring in a quantity of beautiful
dark-red honey, which is very thick, and has an ex-

cellent tlavor. Can you tell me what it is made of?

Do you sell any reversing devices at the present
time? I can not tell from Gleanings whether you
do or not. Edward S. Lea.
Brighton, Md., May 27, 188.5.

Friend L., (i leanings is an excellent adver-
tising medium for seasonable goods where
the prices are reasonable or low ; but some
of the brethren have complained tliat they
did not get a single api)lication froiii

their advertisement. Tiie reason was, the
advertisement was something not (iuit(^ in our
line, the price was high, or it was something
behind the times, and not N\anted by any-

body. As an illustration, one friend ad-
vertised some books on freemasonry. No-
body ever replied to his advertisement. An-
other advertised seed wheat. The price was
rather high, and the kind of wlieat was
something the people did not know much
about. I believe he had no answer. But as
a rule, those who have advertised bees at low
prices have been, like yourself, more tlian
satisfied.—I can not give even a guess where
the red honey came from, without tasting it.

When you get some more, if you will let us
know i will send you a wooden block in
which to mail us a small portion.—We are
selling tiie reversing device described and il-

lustrated on page lo7. We are selling a great
many, and are waiting anxiously for reports
from them. They are not yet in the price
list, because I do not wish to put any thing
in the price list until it has been pretty well
tested by actual use, and at least a good
many dilferent people have decided that it is

worthy of a place among the established
" bee-Hxings.'' The lleddon honey-board,
Moore's crate for sections, Klimitz' queen-
catcher, and quite a lot of other things are at
present undergoing the ordeal of public
opinion. If they decide them to be good
during the present season, they will go into
the price list.

]imE^ MB Queried.

FIGHTING AND DEAD BEES IN FRONT OF A NEW
SW.\RM.

HAD a colony that cast a swarm on the 24th. It

was an e.xtra large swarm. They settled on a

fence-rail. I hived them in the usual way, and
ever since then they have been fighting. The
ground around is covered with dead bees. The

entrances are three feet apart — hives all alike, and
painted white. What is the matter?

Hunter's Depot, Ky., May, 1885. R. B. Barnes.

[Friend B., your concluding words give the clew
to the whole trouble. Three feet is not far enough
apart to place hives; and if the hives are painted all

alike, the trouble is likely to be still worse. They
have probably got over their quarreling, and are all
right by this time; but many bees will get into the
wrong hives, and be lost, if you leave them as they
are. If you face one about so as to point a dittcrent
way, this would make some dilTerence. Better put
them as much as eight or ten feet apart, if you can
conveniently.]

DOES THE swarming TELEPHONE IN.IURE BEES?

I am ashamed to ask any more questions, but can
not listen any longer to that new telephone shoot-

ing my bees once a minute, without asking you if

you think it brings one down at every stroke.

Sheboygan Falls, Wis., May 26. Quandary.
LFriend Q., the same thought came into my mind

when we first used the swarming telephone; but
ui)on going out and watching the bees as they
hiiiiipcd against the wire, 1 was satisHeil that it did
not Inirl tliciii iiuitcriallv; lor alter I icIiik- knocked
out of tlKir (•(uii-sf a little tlicy tiew along as if

nothing had liaiipeniMl. Will some of the other
IriciKJs make ()lis('r\ ations, and report? Bees often
iMinij) against lihidcs of grass or stalks of timothy;
but even if il knoi-ks tln-ni down it does not seem to
luirt tlu-rn an.\. I would not have the wire so near
the bees that they would strike it very much while
at their regular work. If you can conveniently,
raise it so high that a bee seldom strikes it unless
the swarm is in the ail-]
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HOME-MADE CANS FOB HONEY.
THE WAY' OUR FRIEND MUTH-RASMUSSEN DOES IT.

«S shipping honey-cans made up is very
expensive, on account of the bulk, we
have for some time been doing quite a
little trade with the friends away off,

by sending them .Jones cans in the
rtat. We extract the following article from
the I'dcifir Bund Frcfift of March 28, written
by our friend \Vm. Muth-Rasmussen:
The Jones honej--cans can be procured in the flat,

most of them at one-half the cost of i-eady-made
cans. Fifty of the sheets, forming the side of the
cans, are stuck inside each other, making an almost
solid block, little larger than a single can. Thus
they take up very little room in shipping, and the
freight charges are consequently considerably less
than for ready-made cans. The bee-keeper may, at
his leisure, put these cans together and keep them
on hand for filling dii-ectly from the tank. Larger
cans may of course be used for home storage, and
the hf)ney from them can be poured into a tank at
any time, when it is desirable to fill a lot of the
small cans. The only extra im))leMient ^rc'iuii-ed
is an

"EXPANSION TOOr,,"

which consists of a ccnter-i)iece with handle, to
which are loosely riveted four pairs of T'-shapcd
springs, holding foui- plates, oi- leaves. These
leaves drop togcllier when the hamlle is raised, but
spreail ai)art when the l<iul is set down on a Hat,
smootli snrtacc. Aft r piittiim- the top, bottom,
and side of a cin t^gct licr, the expansion tool is

dropped through the hole in the top. Hy pressing
on the handle, the eeiiter-|)ieee is pushed to the bot-
tom, and the four leaves, by the tension of the
springs, are forced outward. i>ressing the edges of
the sheet flrnily :ii;aitist the tlang.'S of the top and
bottom. All the joints ai-e now soldeied in the usu-
al nuinner, and the evpaiisinn tool renioNcd by
simply |>ulling the liaiulle, whieh releases the ten-
sion on the sprint^s and causes the leaves to drop
close toirether. The cans are then tesl.'d by filling

them witli water and leftiiig them stand a little

while. If any of them leak it will lie shown by the
water, and it is far easier to mend the leak now
than after the can has been filled with honey, as ev-
ery old l)ee-keei)er knows. In

FILLING THE CANS
Thov should be placed on a scale which will take
ott' the tare, directly under the honey-gate of the
tank: and if the honey is not too eoldandthick.it
will keep a person busy opening and closing the
gate, removing and covering the filled cans and
putting emjitv ones in th(Mr place. T'revious to fill-

ing the cans, each cover should have a small pin-
hole jiunched in the center by a sharppointed prick-
puneh. This is for letting out the air, when sealing
the can.

SEAMNO.
1 make my sealing-wax of equal parts of rosin

and beeswax. Dark-colored beeswax answers the
purpose just as well as light, as the rosin makes the
mixture of a bright, yellow color. The wax and
rosin »rp ipelted together in a can on the stove, and

a little at the time poured into another can, provid-
ed with a handle and lip, from which it is poured
into the groove around the cover of the honey-can.
As the air in the can gets warm, and expands under
the influence of the hot sealing-wax, it would force
its way out and make air-bubbles in this, if the cov-
er were not provided with the above-mentioned
air-hole. When the sealing-wax has cooled off, the
air-hole is closed with a small drop of solder.
Finally the labels are put on with dextrine or

paste, and the cans placed on shelves, or packed in
boxes for shipment. The boxes should be marked
with the size and number of the cans, and with the
name and address of the producer, which can be
done by means of stencil-plates, so that nothing re-
mains to be done, before shipping, but to add the
name and address of the consignee. If the honey
is still liquid at the time of shipping, it will be nec-
essary to mark the box "This Side Up." But if the
honey is granulated in the cans, they will stand any
amount of rough handling. To prevent the labels
from injurv by rubbing against each other, the
cans should be tightly wedged together by wads of
old newspapers; and if there are two or more tiers
of cans in a box. a sheet of clean packing-paper
should be placed between them.

THE SIZE OF CANS
Must depend partly on the public demand, partlv
on the price of the honey and of the cans. To avoid
trouble in making change, it will be best to adopt
such sizes as can be retailed at even 2.5, .50, or 75 cts.
each. People seldom care to buy a larger quantity
at the time, and generally have the cash ready
which they wish to expend.

It is wonderful how readily, particularly the
smaller cans, go olT. At a recent "Indian fandan-
go " in this neighborhood I sold in a couple of days
.50 two-pound cans at 2.5 cents each. Old and young
of the dusky tribe eatne with their two bits, and
wanted a can of himey. and many were no doubt
intlui'nce<l liy the knowledge that the can could be
used again, when the honev was gone.

Wm. Muth-Rasmussen.
Independence, Cal., Feb. 1, 188,5.

knr

SHIPPING BEES WITHOUT WATEH.
I,S() SOMETMINO AJJOCT SIMPMCITV HIVE-BODIES

WITHOUT COVERS.

OW do you fill tliose tin bottles with water in

your bee shipping-cages? Why do you not
sell Sbnplieity bee-hives without cover or
bottoms? Vou can sell bodies with rim-

pieces, or bodies without rim-pieces. You
r the Simplicity bodies are used also largely for

storing surplus combs away; and if we need them
we can get a cheap bottom-board, and also a cheap
cover by your tin sheets. A good many bee-keep-

ers have use for a large number of bodies, but not
for cover and bottom; we use, sometimes, these
hives three stories high. What is the use, then, of

the three covers, or bottom? If I were a supply-

dealer I am sure I could sell a large numberof these

hive-bodies, and could do the bee-keepers a great

favor. H. M. Moyer.
Hill Church, HerksCo., Pa., May 30, 1885.

Friend M., we do not use tin bottles any
more at all. We have not used any for two
years. By many experiments we have satis-

iied ourselves that, while sometimes during
an exceedingly dry spell a shipment is lost
for want of water, there are more times
when tlie water does more harm than good,
with the best arrangements we have been
altle to get up. You can fill the bottles,
however, by means of a common oil-can
tilled with water, or by holding them under
a stream of water, failing say a foot or two.
—In regard to the Simplicity bodies, why,
bless your heart, we have been selling them
for ten or fifteen years in just the way you
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mention. If you examine any of our price
lists for years past, you will tind that it says
the price of a body only is eciual to the price
of a cover: so that, in any of our tables,
bodies will be half as mucli as a one-story
liive with one cover.

A WOMAN'S EXPERIENCE IN COM-
MENCING TO KEEP BEES.

)Mi: OF IlliU l-KltPLKXlTlLS AS AVKI-I- AS SUC-
CESSES.

H.WE alwiiys thought I should like to take care
t of boos. Wi- have been in tlie habit of bu3'ing-

1 honey of our neighbors every fall, and it seem-

ed to me I would rather |nij- out money for

bees, and raise my own honey. So about the

middle of June last year I i)urehascd a swarm of

Italians, for which 1 i>aid iffl.lK).

We live in the midst of a farminj,' country, with

plenty of fruit-blossoms, clover, and buckwheat,
and near the shore of beautiful lake Chautau(iuti.

1 selit for the ABC book, aiid, not long- after, for

Gleanings. The more I learned about bees, the

more I found there was to learn. 1 so much wished

I could visit some sood apiarist, and ask, oh so many
(piestionsl but there were none within 2i) miles,

and so 1 turned again and again to the A B C book.

My neighbors keep black bees, but they simply
hive them when they swarm, and take up honey in

the fiill. If they half die through the winter, it is

no more than they expected. T found I could not

gain very much information from them, so I re-

solved to depend on what I could learn by reading,

and my own common sense. E.vperience is often a

dear teacher, but a pretty good one after all.

When I bought my bees, the brood combs were
nearly (•mpt3'. They went right to work, however,
and soon filled the brood-combs, but did not seem
at all inclined to work in the sections. About the

last of July they sent out a nice large swarm. Per-

haps my e.vperience in regard to the swarm may
teach others who are just l)eginniMg. to be more
watchful.

1 am a farmers wife, and do my own work.

Previous to their swarming T had v.atched them
pretty closely for two weeks. That day I had been
unusually busy, and an occasional glance toward
the hives was all the attention I gave them until

al)out 6 p. >i., when I went out 1o the hive. An all-

ot listless inactivity about the front of the hive

made my heart jump. 1 lifted the cover; aliout

half the usual (luantity of bees were dejectedly

crawling around the combs, as though they had lost

their best friend. My bees, my beatitiful yellow

bees, with the Italian (|ueen, were gonel I went
into the house and sat down. I was very tired, and
this disappointment made me feel as though a good
old-fashioned cry would be the ne.\t thing on the

l)rogi-ammc. My husband came in for the milk-

pails. He had been very skeptical in regard to m.\

ability to take care of the bees.

" What is the matterV"
" My bees are gone."

"Are you sure? "

" Yes."

"Let's go out and see; msi.N lir iliey are some-
where round on the trees.

'

"Oh, no: tliey must have swarmed this forenoon,

and now it is almost night. They have gone to the

woods long ago,"

j

But he went out, and soon came back, saying,
" They are on a low branch of an apple-tree, just
back of the hen-house."
Then I jumped. I seized a sheet, and spread it in

front of a hive already prepared. He sawed otJ the
limb, and 1 shook them gently in front of the hive.

Didn't I enjoy seeing those bees go in"/

Well, they went to woi-k upon their foundation,
' and built combs and tilled with honey and brood.

! The other hive did not do much for a long time,

I then their queen began to lay, and she proved a hy-

I

brid. Soon cold weather came. 1 fed them sugar

j

syrup a little in October. The last day of October I

: put them up snugly in chaff hives. Whenever there

came a day warm enough, I would peek in to see if

J

they were all right. I believe we had only one day

j

in March when the mercury went above Ireezing.

I

That day I looked in, found them all right, and
could see thej" had some honey, but did not like to

I

disturb them enough to see how much, and so for

fear they might be getting out 1 tucked some candy

j

in under the burlap aci-oss the frames. Then came
' day after day of zero weather and veri' little snow.

j

I would go out and bank up the lower part of the

j

hives with snow, and throw some lightly over the

I

entrance.
At last spring came, and my two swarms came

I

through, strong and well. My neighbors were com-

1

plaining of heavy losses. One day in April 1 was

j

alarmed by signs of dysentery around my Italian

hive. I think they had found a heap of rotten i)om-

I ace near a cider-mill not far off. 1 fed them some
sugar syrup to coax them to stay at home, and in

]

two or three days all signs of disease disappeared.

I do not know whether that was the right thing to

do or not.

I did not take oft the chaff cushions till about the

middle of May. On the 2:M of May the Italian hive

swarmed (this time I was watching), but they did

not cluster, and soon went back into the hive.

1

The next day was rainy. On the 2.5tli they came

j

out again, and again went into the hive. Reading
I
in the A B (J book that bees would kill their (jueen

if she did not swarui with them, I looked into the

I

hive soon after they went back, to see if there was
any trouble. The bees had gnawed through the

burlap, and I found the queen and a few bees on

j

top of the burlap. I thought 1 would cage- her, and

I

when they came out again i)ut a new hive in the

j

place of tlie old, and let her go in witli them when
they went back, or else I would divide the liees and

I

give her part. I got my cage all leady; but I dis-

j

liked to i)ick her up by her wings, lest she might be

I

injured; so I let her crawl on to a feather, and two

I

or three of the bees with ^ner. I put them into the

cage, as I supposed, and looked to sec if she was
there. The worker-bees were there, but she was
not. 1 did not see her Hy, I did not see her drop.

Now, where was she';:' I looked long and carefully

in the gi-ass—no queen. Did she fly? and if so,

would she find her way to the hive, or be lost? At
night I looked the hive over carefully, but could

tind no (lueen. Did she lly and get lost, or make
hvv way back to the hive, and the bees kill her?

1 do not like hybrids. I always get stung when
looking over that hive. They are doing good work,
though, iind the siili sections are nearly full of nice

honey.

I do not want my hybrid hive to swarm naturally,

so now I send to you for two (jucens. I am out of

)>ocket about faj.oy for bees, hives, foundation,
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queens, etc., and as yet have taken no honey, and
received no income. I am not ready, however, to

go into the column of Blasted Hopes. Indeed, I am
quite confident I shall make a success of it in the

end. Sarah M. VV. Bentley.
Fluvanna, N. Y., May 38, 1885.

My friend, I have had bees beliave just as
yours do, when the queen was clipped. Are
you sure she is not a clipped queen? I am
inclined to think she is in the hive all right

;

if not, you will find (lueen-cells within L'4 or
48 hours. You could have divided the col-

ony without any trouble, without purchas-
ing any queens; but you will probably get
along faster with a fertile queen in "each
part of the divided hive If I Avere you I

would be careful about paying out any more
moucy until you get some in. Yonr hns-
band and tlu- oUicr goad p3opIe can b? mneli
quicker convinced of the i)ossibilities with
bees by j^ceiug you market a good crop of
honey, tliaii l)y any Ihing you can i)0Ssibly
say to them." I can imagine just exactly
how you felt, when your bees liad swarmed,
and you did not discover it until (i o'clock in
the afternoon ; and I can tell something
how your spirits arose when your husband
announced that they were hanging on an ap-
ple-tree back of the poultry-house.

BEES AND CIDER-MILLS.

HAS A UEE-KEEl'Elt ANV CHAN( E or HEDHESS l(V

E clip the following from tlic Kansas
Jice-k-cepcr. it is a portion of an an-
swer given by our friend .J. K. Pond
to one of our" bee-friends who claims
he lias lost bees to the vahu^ of ^um

becavise of a cider-mill run by his iieigldn)r

:

A cidcr-raill would not he bciiefU-ial to an jipiarv,
ir near cnoiiirh to it so that tlic bees eoiild get to it.

It iiilglit be briicllfial to otluM-s, though, and proba-
bly would be to its owner.

.V bee-keeper eioi not maintain an action against
the owner ol' a eidrr-iiijll, erected on his own hind.
.As to tite .incslion nC <l!iMiage, the cider-mill man
niiglit say the bees were a nuisance and dannig-e to
him. .\ man lias a riulit to ei-eet any thing on his
land Dial is not an injnrvto his m'i-hbors: that is

to say, in the lorm ol a iinisane.'. .\ eidrrmill
would not be considered a nuisanec, and the courts
would Ra.^ that the liees must be shut up. I am
aware that a eider-mill is ro\igh on bees, but there
is no help I'oi- it in law. The cases Mr. B. uu'Utions
are not pai'allel. A hog-poii is a iniisanee. on ac-
count of the suu-ll, ami detrinu'Utal to health. The
Hooding ol' land by a dam is not at all i)arallel
either, for there is a direcl act done which causes
liiimage. In the abo\c I ha\c gi\<'n the legal status
of the matter. Morally, my idea is nuicli the sanu«.
I don't sccwhvmv neighbor should be ke|)t from
putting up a ei<lermill on acc(Mint of my bees. My
course, if he should do so. would lie to go to him
ai\d get him to allow me to luit netting over the
windows, or else try to get him to run his mill
nights, and by foi-ce of moral suasion endea\(ir- to
get him to work as easy on the bees as he eouhl.
The matter of notice amounts to nothing. 'I'he only
way an action could be maintained at law woiihl be
on the ground that the cider-mill man willfulfv and
maliciously destroyed bees when he need not do so.

I want to emphasize the suggestion friend
Pond makes, of getting wire netting to put
over the doors and windows of cider-mills. 1
wonder if lawyers always give that same sort
of advice to their clients. Christian lawyers
most assuredly do. Please notice, that our
bee-friend says he has lest over a thousand

dollars. Very likely the cider-mill man has
been annoyed to a considerable extent, if he
is not out of pocket more or less. Of course,
he did not kill a thousand dollars' worth of
bees, but the bee-man thinks he killed so
many that his colonies could not winter
over. We will suppose the cider-mill was
SlOO damage instead of SIOOO ; now. it is not
likely it would have retpiired over .SIO.OO out-
lay to have fixed that cider-mill so that a bee
could not get a sip of cider. The wire net-
ting would very likely be a considerable ben-
efit to the mill-owner as well as the bee-
owner : and it would certainly be a very bad
neighbor who would not cheerfully assent to
a proposition such as friend Pond suggests.
(3h how easy just a little of the spirit of
l)rotlierlvlov'e woidd \\x all .these differences!

FRIEND PORTERS COMMENTS ON
BLANTON'S APIARY.

.M>ri.TEKAT10X OF SUGAR. ETC.

fOUK Illustration of friend Blanton's apiary

ought to be very suggestive to many. On
"stilts ' you may call it; but the ease with

which a tall man can work among hives ele-

vated one and a half feet from the ground,

and with a Hat roof, so that each hive is a table,

ought to be apparent, if it is not. Years ago I

adopted>hort posts well set with cross cleats on top

to support my hives, and I could not be tempted
now to go on to the ground again.

My covers are all 18', x^ti'i inches, and one of the

most valuable improvements I ever made was to

cover each with a sheet of tin, and paint it. Roof-

ing tin ^'HX28 is tiic kind. Wood covers will not

stand in this climate, let them be selected never so

well, and i)aintcd. No more leaky covers and wet
cushions and quilts below them. This for good
.Mrs. A.xtell, whose losses will be regretted by many
a reader of her great report foi- lS8;i.

Now, what can be handier than to have tables on
each side'/ < (pening a hive we jilacc the upper story

on one. and it is ready to receive the combs taken
out, and can be uuide beetight by throwing a sheet

over it— :\n impt)rtant matter when bees are dispos-

ed to rob.

We always wiiu<'i- on sunuiiei- stands here, and
bees lly ipiiie freely every pleasant winter's day.

.\ burlaj) bag olchalf above the duck quilt atTords

such protectio:i_that no losses need be feared, pro-

vided the bees are really in a vital condition, with

supplies of honey, a good fpieen, with young bees.

Uobbing, following careless exposure or queen-

Icssness, is a cause of more loss than any other one

thing here.

Now a word in regard to the sugar-feeding. I

should like to ask the e.\-perimenters, pro and
con, and especially friend Doolittle, for his last let-

ter calls this matter up, of what value are such ex-

periments, if we are not to know what kind of sugar

is fed':' We arc most of us delightfully ignorant of

what we get now in buying "standard granulated

sugar." 1 have been informed on good authority

that all of our rellned sugars are adulterated with

grape sugar, or, rather, that they can be, and to a

gieat extent are. Perhaps the low price of sugar,

and the high price of corn, makes it less profitable

now than formerly- If made free from chemical

impurity, it may not poison, as glucose has, but it
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is not swoet enough to take the place of good nec-

tar. The point is, with this uncertaintj' as to its

character, how can any such experiments be of

definite value as bearing upon "the pollen theory"?
'

Here we are at times greatly annoyed by the accu-

mulations of pollen in the hitiort combs. They ap-

pear to use a great quantity of it, and often clean

out comlis, I notice.

Our season has been very backward, and for four

wcelts prior to the 22d wc had only one light rain.

Virginia will not, it is thought, produce more than
one third of a crop of wheat, and about the same of

hay and oats in consequence. Fruit-bloom was
abundant, and the yellow-locust bloom was wonder-
fully profuse, and it has supplied an unusual
amount of nice honey. \ hive on the scales gained

an average of .5 lbs. daily, and I have sections al-

ready capped; 90 colonies, and not a weak one
among them. Ten were lost by starvation and rob-

bing in wintering.

Now as to the markets, never bef'oi-e ha\e prices

been so low, and markets so dull. As producers we
must be prei)ared to bear our share of the results

of the general stagnation. While we have to sell

cheap, we can buy low. It were useless to fold our
hands and cease endeavor. There are no liard times

when all that we need is so abundant. How differ-

ent would it be if famine or pestilence should visit

our fair land! Surely we can not expect to get ^0

and 25 cents per pound f ,)r honey, when refined

sugar is sold at 6 and Tc per lb. J. W. Poktek.
Charlottesville, o* Va., May I;'.'), ISS.").

Fi-iend Porter, excuse me for objecting to
any thiiiff from so good an authority as your-
self ; but no one has as yet given satisfacto-
ry proof that granuhited sugar can be adul-
terated, although it has been talked about
at different times for years past. The cheap
grades of Ijrown sugar may be adulterated by
grape sugar, and perhaps to some extent
coffee A may also be adulterated ; but gran-
ulated sugar is composed of dry hard crys-
tals, and grape sugar can not be made to
form crystals. If there is any thing that
can be used to adulterate granulated sugar
without detection. 1 have never heard of it.

Is not this matter of adulteration of granu-
lated sugar off from the same piece as the
adulteration of comb lionev V

PREVENTING AFTER-SWARMS.

hf.ddon's metiioii okdoinc it.

Tc^TILIj .Vou please tell us, in Gle.vnings or oth-

ll'Af
'^*''^'^<^' what is the Heddon method of pre-

W|w venting after-swarms, which we often see
'*'* mentioned? E.vqitiukk.

FRIEND HEDDON'S REPLY.
About eight days after a colony casts a i>rime

swarm, the queen-cells, that were left behind
to re-queen the old colony, begin to hatch. The first

queen out instinctively scents danger from rival

queens that will soon hatch from the other queen-
cells; so she at once attempts to destroy her rivals

by stinging them before they come out for even
battle. The bees seem to dislike this act of de-

pravity; and to postpone bloodshed they divide up,

a part coming out with this queen (sometimes two
or more queens) while the,'rest remain to await the

batching of the other cejls. Thug wc get after-

swarms. They seem to be Jack-at-a-piuch swarms,
and not the fulflllment of natural desires, as are
prime swarms.
Many times several of these after-swanns are

cast, and it often seems that they never would
cease as long as the queen-cells bold out, and the

old colony could furnish workers to make up these
little swarms. We have been advised to stop this

after-swarming by clipping all the queen-cells but
one, soon after the prime swarm issues. This
method is a good one in theory; but in i)ractice,

bee-keepers have found that too often the cell left

will fail to hatch. Oftener the bee-master fails to

get all clipped but one, and out comes his second
swarm when he is least expecting it.

Practical honey-producers arc asking for some-
thing else, and here is the system of management
that I adopted some years ago, and advocated, and
one which friend Hutchinson and others have tried

and reported " O. K."
Let us suppose that colony No. S swarms June

]5th. With a non-crasive crayon we mark upon the
hive, "O, June 1.5," and on the hive in which we put
the swarm, " S, June 1.5." Thus we distinguish the old

colony from the swarm at a glance, as we make
these marks in large figures.

When we hive the swarm (always on full slieets of
wired fdn.), we place it on the old stand, moving the

old colony a few inches to the north (our hives

front east), with its entrance turned northward,
away from its swarm about 4.")'. As soon as the
new colony is well at work, having their location

well marked (say two days), we turn the old colony

back parallel with the new one. Now both hives

face east, sitting close beside each other. Wliile

each colony now recognizes its own hive, they are,

as regards all other colonies, fin one and the same
stand.

The dates on the back ends of the hives indic.ite

that second swarming may be looked for about
June 23d. About two or three days before that

date, and when the bees are well at work in the

fields, we remove the old hive to a new location in

another part of the apiai-y. This depopulates the

old colony, giving the force to the new, leaving too

few bees in the old one for the young "misses" to di-

vide; and as they at once recognize this fact, Ihey
fight it out on the line of " the survival of the

fittest."

It is supposable, that when the old colony

swarmed it contained two or three tiers of surplus

sections, more or less completed. It is well to at

once place part of them on the swarm; and when
the final removal of the old colon.y is made, the rest

may also be placed there: in which case there will

be no loss of surplus by robbing the old colony of so

many bees— not if your hives arc properly con-

structed, arranged, and manipulated.

The old colony contains no very young brood, and
very many newly hatched bees, so there will

be no loss of brood t)y tliis operation—not in swarm-
ing time, in this locality and latitude.

In six to ten days the old colony will have a fer-

tile queen, as a rule, and become quite populous
when surplus receptacles may be adjusted to it.

In my i)ractice with this method, and the practice

of many others who have used it, I am not aware of

one instance of failure. The plan embraces the ad-

vantages of speed and certainty. It is done in half

the time you are reading this article. There is no
hunting for queens or queeU'Cells, or even opening
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the hives. It needs only to be properly executed to

be appreciated.

If we are going to produce cheap honey at a prof-

it, all our operations must be executed by just

such simple, practical, and successful methods.
We must manipulate hives more and frames less.

All our hives must be readily movable, and we
must make every thing work as nearly automatic

as possible, and turn out first-class surplus honey.

Dowagiac, > Mich. James Heddon.
Friend II., altliougli I have never tried the

above plan exactly, from what I know of
bees I sliould call it sensible in every partic-
nlar. Of course, it includes natural swarm-
ing, and getting swarms down from wlierev-

|

er they happen to cluster, and may be that
j

is as well as we can do. Well, where natural
swarming is permitted. I do not know of

any better way of managing than the one
you give. I should think, however, the old
stock would sometimes swarm, and send out
an after-swarm, in spite of the treatment it

had received. Will tho.se who have tested
the above, please report? for vote is the time
when we want to avail ourselves of such
simple plans if ever.

torn of the tank is an upright shaft, F, 44 c. high,

which carries, on its upper end, a pulley 10 c. in di-

ameter, driven by a larger one 24 c. in diameter,
withja^belt. This last pulley is provided [with a
crank, which can be extended even beyond the pe-

riphery of the pulley, so as to render more easy the
rotation.

HONEY-EXTRACTORS

MADE so AS TO REVERSE THE < OMBS WHEN nilN-
EU EITHER WAV.

HE following was furnished us by Mr.

'ti't)/" F. Riguon, of Turin, Italy, vvlio trans-
lated it from Italian into" French, and
our i)roof-reader has rendeied it iiitr)

English. The engravings are (•oi)ieil

by our engraver from diawings of tiie ma-
chine, which was exhibited at the Italian
Exposition iield at Turin, in 1HS4.

The principle of centrifugal force was first util-

ized in dyeing, by means of the hydro-extractor,

and afterward applied with great success by the

noble Chev. de Hruschka do Dolo, in extracting

honey from the combs without pressing them,

thta-eby rendering a great serxice to apiculture.

IJvit, like all liunum inventions, it was susceptible

of impro\'einent. M. Ic ('liev. Vussallo, of Castlgli-

one, Moretta, I'ieriiiont, Italy, nuiile one ( f these

improvements in what is known as the autonuitic

honey-extractor, which he presenti^il at the Italian

fJeneral Exposition in Turin, .i\ li-'.S4.

Till recently, to extract honey with the ordinary

extractors it was necf^ssary to reverse the combs,
during which operation the combs were more or

less injured. The Vassalio extractor overcomes
this inconvenience, as the operator, by means of

the impetus which he gives to the machine, to the

i-ight or left, can present the side of the comb 1 i-om

which he wishes to extract the honey, the centrifu-

gal motion accomplishing the result.

At the Florence Exposition, as early as is;4, Mr.

Vassalio presented an outline of his system, and for

six frames; and in spite ol tlie imperfections which
appeared, he was awarded a medal of bronze.

The extractor for six frames is composed, first, of

an outer tank, or shell, resting on four legs so as to

leave room for a smaller receptacle to receive the

honey, which runs out of the spout E, Fig. 2. The di-

mensions of the outer tank are: Diameter, 85 cen-

timeters, or about 34 inches; depth at the middle,

40 c.; depth at the edge, 33 c. Resting on the bot-

; VIEW Df THE E.\TI<A(

.<; DOWN FROM AUOVE.

Diverging from the axis I'^, at top and bottom, are

six arms, G, Fig. 2, :$'.) centimeters long, and :iii c.

apart at their extremities. These arms are bound
firmly together by six snuill vertical strips,.h,lFig. ».

at the ends, and by V2 other horizontal pieces, as

shown at II, Fig. 1. Tuder the six frames there are

as many open receptacles, nuule t)f wii-e cloth, as

will receive the contents of a frame. These cups
hold an ofiicial Italian measuie: i. o., 31 c. long, 4

wide, and 22 deep. 'I'hese are suspended to a \ertic-

al shaft, 1), Fig. 2. This latter shaft is distant 2.'>

millimeters from the upriglit slick h.

CKOSS-Sl'.CTION \IEW OK THE EXTli A ( Til l(,M,()( 1 K

-

I.S(; AT-IT FROM THEfsiDE.
Ueueath these receptacles is a pointer, or needle-

shaped piece, which, on turning the crank, is made
to strike on the tip of ^the little cone, which serves

to turn the arms to the right or left, according to

the impulsion given to the shaft F. These wire-

cloth receptacles_should.be slightly.incllned toward
the center, so^that they may not stop while a^jalnst

or opposite the'jdrum of the machine. When the

gearing ia^ not in motion the leaves come to their
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place of their own accord, pointing toward the cen-

ter. See cut. To get the proper inclination of the

frames, the lower arms, G, should be 5 ni. longer

than the upper, and let there be as much inclina-

tion to the shaft D.

Our readers can readily reduce the Frencli
meter to inches by reckoning 100 centimeters
as 40 inches, which is not exact, but sufii-

ciently so for this purpose.
This matter of making extractors so that

the combs may be reversed wiien the ma-
chine is turned the other way. is very old.

Perhaps it would be difficult to say wlietlier

it came up lirst in our own country or
across the water. Most of these machines
have been, however, after a time deemed
impracticable ; although wlieie thei'e are
large apiaries, perhaps the machine may be
found a; labor-saving investment. Within
the past year or two the matter seems to
have been getting into practicable sliape.

.and I believe there are a number of om-
American bee-keepers now using the auto-
matic honey-extractors. We shall be glad
to hear reports from bee-men wiio have used
them a season through. Tlie hexagonal
form shown above, and adopted by our
friends across the water, seems to have some
considerable advantages. If 1 am correct, a
.machine to hold six Langstroth combs need
be little if any larger than one to hold four,

the combs standing on end, of coiuse. An-
other thing, for so large a machine no pul-
lies nor belting is needed, nor arrangement
of any kind for multiplying the speed. A
crank attached directly to the center-shaft
will give all the speed desired, and especial-
ly would this be tlie case where the extractor
holds six combs instead of four.

FLOEIDA.

ITS ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAfJKS FOR UEK-

KEEPERS.

fHERE seems to be much general interest

among bee-keepers regarding anj' informa-

tion about this State; and as I have spent

considerable of both time and money in

gaining what information I could regarding

its adaptability to bee culture, perhaps a statement

of the little knowledge I have gathered together

may save others the trouble and expense of going

over the same ground.

I want to say, however, that this searching after

bee-knowledge in Florida has been a wonderfully

pleasant work to both my wife and myself, and I

am afraid we should be tempted to make a life

work of it if we were able to do so.

Florida is alone and unique among the States of

our Union, as regards nearly all the essential condi-

tions of climate, soil, productions, etc.; and on this

account one can not,hope to convey any thing like

a correct impression of the conditions existing

there, short of writing a book ; and even then it w
be afmost impossible for any one to get any idea of

what the State really is, without a residence there

of some time. It is hard for a person to understand

any thing that is so radically different in nearly all

respects from any thing we have ever seen, as is

Florida; and for this reason, the State is almost

always either over or under estimated by nearly

every one, especially by transient visitors or short-

time residents. It will be readily seen, that no
short sketch can possibly give much information,

except to those who are already somewhat familiar

with the State.

Again, the State is nearly 40() miles in length,

north and south; and being nearly or quite on the

frost-line, gives to different sections that peculiar

difference in climate that makes a much more radi-

cal difference in vegetation than is anywhere
else in our country seen in such narrow limits.

Added to this is the fact that it is only within the

last four or five years since able, intelligent bee-

keepers first began to study the honey-producing

llora of the State, and it can readily be seen that no
person is yet able to give much more than a

glimpse of the actual honey resources of the State.

Of course, the lirst thing any one intending to

keep bees in Florida needs to do is to become famil-

iar with its flora, which varies much in different

parts of the State, and still more so on the different

kinds of land. A description of these dififei-ent

kinds of land can be found in any description of

Florida, so I will name only the most important

kinds in the order of their general value; viz., high

hammock, low hammock, scrub hammock, higli

pine, low pine, swamp, bay heads, prairies, etc. On
the hammocks grow live and swamp oaks, cabbage
jjulmetto, magnolias, hickory, cedar, and a host

of other kinds of timber of lesser value, and a

large variety of tropical vines, shrubs, etc. On the

pine lands grow pine, two or thi-ee kinds of oaks of

little value; scrub, or saw palmetto, gallberry

bushes, wild pennyroyal, etc. In the swamps we
find cypress, maple, ash, gums, shrubs, vines, etc.

In the bay heads, nearly the same as in swamps,
with the addition of different varieties of bay-trees.

On the prairies, but little vegetation of value, un-

less it may be willow; and on the salt marshes

along the coast, black and red mangroves, and a

small plant whose name and description I can not

give, but am informed is of great value as a honey-

plant.

The rule is the same in Florida as it is elsewhere,

that, while there are many different kinds of plants

that give some honey, the real surplus is obtained

from a very limited number. So far as we yet

know, the following are the most valuable honey
trees and plants in Florida, in the order of their

probable value: Black mangrove, decidedly the

most valuable of all, is found only on the coasts,

where its roots can be moistened l)y salt tide-water,

its extreme northern habitat being only a few miles

north of Mosquito Inlet, on the east coast, and about

the same latitude on the west coast. I could not

learn certainly how far south it grows, but think

around the entire south coast of the State. Its

season commences about the 5th of .June, and lasts

some eight or nine weeks, and yields very largely.

Cabbage palmetto comes next in value, its time of

flowering being from about June 1st until Aug 10th.

Saw palmetto and the gallberry bush are next,

their season being a little earlier than the first

named. Wild pennyroyal, as the natives call it, is, 1

think, a very valuable plant; its season is from the

1st of January to the middle of March. Bay-trees

are also said to be quite valuable, but I could learn

nothing positive. I also heard of a species of palmet-

to bearing blue flowers, and said to grow on the ex-

treme south-west coast, that is valuable, but I am
inclined to think its existence is more of a myth
than a reality.
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In addition to the plants named, arc man.v others

of more or less value; but the ^bove are, I thinlc,

the mostvaluablc ones. Many have had hi^h hopes
of securing' large crops of orange-blossom honey,

but I do not think the orange-bloom will prove any
more valuable than is our apple-bloom hei-e, and
probably not so much so. The quality of the honey
varies as elsewhere, according to the source. That
from mangrove stands at the head for quality as

well as quantity, it being peculiarly clear and white

in appearance—more so, if any thing, than any
honey we obtain in the Northern States east of the

Kockies. What distinctive Wavor it has is neither

so strong nor marked as either white-clover or lin-

den honey; and while this may be an objection to

some, to others it is otherwise. Many persons, my-
self among the number, prefer the mildest-tlavored

honey we can get; and to such I think mangrove
honey may be preferred even to white-clover honey.

Cabbage-palmetto honey is very similar to that from
mangrove, but not quite its ciiual, I think. That
from the other sources I have named will none of it

be ranked as white honey, neither is it genei-iilly as

dark as buckwheat honey.

Honey of all kinds in Florida, so far as I have ob-

served, is thinner and of less body than our North-

ern honey; but this is easily corrected by the use of

sun evaporators, these being easily ojn'iated in

that land of sunshine.

Before I enter on the important subject of loca-

tion, it may be well to give a sketch of our personal

wanderings in ditferent i)arts of Kloritbi. The first

winter we spent a few days at Lawtey, in Mradlord
Co., near the center of the .'^tate. The liuid at that

place is nearly Hat pine lands, interspei-sed wtth

small bay heads, and is the richest pine land I have
seen in Florida. We passed the largest i)art of the

winter, aliout ten weeks, some Ifi miles nearly east

of Tampa, in Hillsborough Co. This is a high pine-

land country, interspersed with occasional very
rich hammocks, also swamps and prairies. We
stopped while there with a ta.xiderniist whom I fre-

quently accompanied on his hunting excursions in

different directions in the surrounding country. I

also went a few miles west of Tampa, to the shores

of Old Tampa Hay, whire Dr. .1. M. Price, formerly

of Buffalo Grove, Iowa, then owned some bees, al-

though not at that time tliei-e in person. We weie
also at Manatee and Braidentown, on the .Manatee

River, and stopi)ed one day at Cedar Keys.

The second winter we spent some time at tlie

same places we did the first winter; also stopped a

day or two in Jacksonville, the same time in St. Au-
gustine, some four or five weeks at New Smyrna,
where we met the first and only genuine bee-keep-

ers we saw while in Florida! While stopping here
we (wife and 1) were so fortunate as to nuike part

of a small party who chartered a five-ton sloop on
which we cruised some 1.50 miles south, being the

entire length of Hillsborough and Indian Kivers, to

.Uipiter Inlet and back again. These rivers, or,

more properly, lagoons, run near the coast their en-

tire length, in some places less than :iOO feet separat-

ing their waters from those of the ocean. This trip

lasted four weeks, and was the most enjoyable e.\-

perience we had while in Florida.

Unfortunately our party were none of them in-

terested in bees, except ourselves, and we couldn't

ask them to stop and allow us to examine special

localities as thoroughly as we wished to; yet we
obtained a fair general idea-of that part of the east

coast of Florida. We learned from personul obser-
vation, and from information obtained by a free
use of the Yankee trait of asking questions, that
the growth of mangrove quite abruptly terminated
some 15 miles south of New Smyrna, occurring again,
but not so profusely, at the head of Hillsborough
Lagoon. A small fringe of mangrove grows in

places along the edge of the Indian River, until we
get to the mouth of the San Sebastian Uiver, nearly
opposite which commences the islands which form
Indian-River Nariows, these islands being covered
with mangrove, and extending from ten to fifteen

miles along the river to nearly opposite Indian-Hiv-

er Inlet, near the site of old Fort Capron. But lit-

tle mangrove is found from here until we pass the

mouth of the St. Lucie River, and enter Jupiter
Narrows, where is another collection of islands

covered with mangrove. This is the last place

north of Jupiter Inlet where nningrove is found in

any great (juantities, and we found it utterly im-

possible to learn any thing about the growth of

this plant south of that point.

There are two species of nningrove, the red and
the black, lioth growing in very similar situations,

only the black yielding honey. Prof. Cook says
this is not a true mangravi-; but as that is the only

name it is commonly known by, I will contiiuie to

to call it that. The red variety usually grows on
th? edges r)f the islands, with its roots partly in the

water, while the black grows more in the center of

the islands. This fact of the Itlack being partially

hidden behind a fringe of the red, prevented me
from learning for certain how large an amount of

black nningrove there actually is on the islands of

Indian River.

This fact of there being two kinds of mangrove,
both growing in the same localities, and somewhat
resembling each other, entirely prevented our ob-

taining any information of value in reference to

the growth of this vahnible honey-plant on the

south-east, south, and south-west coasts of F'lorida,

although diligent inquiries were made of every one

we met. who was familiar with those sections.

Every one reported immense quantities of man-
groves in different locations around the coast, b\it

not a single iierson could say whether they were
tlie red or black varieties. By far the largest

amount of mangrove in Florida will, I think. Vie

found on the south-west coast between ( harlotti-

Harbor and Cai)e Sable; but whether there is a sin-

gle stick of the black variety among it all is more
than I could learn.

Mr. Hart, of New Smyrna, w hom all your readers

know of, told me that he hoped to spend a winter in

the near future in making a cruise around the

Florida coast from his place to Charlotte Harbor,

investigating the honey resources of that section.

When he does this we can depend on reliable in-

formation from a section which may prove almost

a second California. I also hope to be able to make
a similar trip some time. In all I may say when
speaking of Florida as a whole, I do not include the

extreme north-western part of the State. For reia-

sons not necessary to detail, I have never tried to

obtain any particular information about that sec-

tion.

I believe that nearly or quite all experienced bee-

keepers who have had the best opportunities for

getting posted about Florida have come to the con-

clusion, that, to obtain large paying crops of honey
year after year, one must be located within reach
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of mangrove. For queen-rearing- I should prefer

the interior part of the State, I think. Good man-
grove locations are, so far as we yet know, few in

number, and of small extent each. That at New
Smyrna, already quite fully occupied, extends in a

narrow line up and down the coast not to exceed 25

miles, while the other three or four known locations

between that point and Jupiter Inlet are of still less

extent each. The probabilities, however, are that

large numbers of excellent locations exist in the

unknown regions of the State—unknown at least so

far as their honey resources are concerned. It will

thus be seen that, while those bee-keepers who are

located in New Smyrna have met with splendid suc-

cess, the chances for indefinitely multiplying those

successes are as yet a problem of the future.

Willlamstown, Iowa. O. O. Pofpr-Exox.

Concluded in next numhci-.

A FEW MORE WORDS IN REGARD TO
HIBERNATION.

PROF. COOK ALSO TALKS TO US ABOUT "TONICS
FOR BEE-KEEPEKS.

R. EDITOR:—The article from Bro. Clarke

surely calls for a reply from me. In my
cards on which I have notes, I find this:

"Kirby says bees do not hibernate." Refer-

ence is given to Ency. Brit., and to his In-

troduction. I did not look up the reference, but

quoted as given in Gleanings for May 15th.

In Kirby and Spence's Introduction, Vol. II., p.

446, we find this: "Lastly, thei-e are some insects

which do not seem ever to be torpid, as

and the common hive-bee." This reference is where
I presume I got my reference, as in Ency. Brit, it is

stated as Bro. Clarke notes: "Bees pi-obably never

hibernate."

In the Introduction it is stated, on the authority

of Huber, that bees are never torpid in winter, "but

keep themselves in motion to preserve their heat."

He also quotes Swammerdam, Bonnet, and John
Hunter, to the same effect, while Reaumur is quot-

ed as arguing that bees are torpid in winter, and

take no food. In summing up, it is stated that
" this usually most accurate of observers (Reaumur)
has in the present instance been led into error,

chiefly, it is probable, from the clustering of bees

In the hive in cold weather; but which, instead of

being, as he conceived, an indication of torpidity,

would seem to be intended, as Huber asserts, as a

preservative against the benumbing ettects of

cold." Kirby closes by saying, " Bees, then, do not

appear to pass the winter in a state of toi-pidity in

our climate, and probably not in any other."

Thus while I was unfortunate in my reference, I

do not think I misquoted Kirby. Very likely, Mr.

Editor, you will think enough has been said, and

will be quite right in so thinking; but I wish to add,

that, as I understand hibernation, it is torpor, at-

tended with fasting, and is not thrown otT by still

greater cold. Now, I find bees always have a spe-

cific heat much above the outward temperature in

winter; that in coldest weather I have noticed that

they are constantly moving, and that a sudden chill

in the outside temperature, instead of deepening
their torpor, causes them to become more active, to

eat more, and induces a rise in the temperature of

the hive, as shown by a marked rise of temperature

in the thermometer, the bulb of which is in the

cluster. '

IS IT BEST TO HAVE GLEANINGS "ALL BEES"?
May I add my say in the criticisms of my friend

Hutchinson as to Gleanings? Our physicians

sometimes give iron as a tonic in case of pale, frail

patients. They note the return of color, vivacity,

and strength, and bless God that iron has a place in

therapeutics.

Now, Mr. Editor, 1 take it that you have found
this iron tonic, else why the astonishing growth and
vigor of (Jleanings? The doctor has proved tliat

his patient needs the iron, so you have proved that

the bee-public crave more than bread alone. Were
I asked to explain the thrift and vigor of Glean-
ings, I should say it was the vigor and earnestness

of the editor, aided by the very variety which fills

its pages, and which is occasionally—very rarelj

—

complained of.

I was talking to a subscriber to Gleanings a

short time since about another bee-paper of wliich

he knew nothing. Said I, "
1 f you are so anxious to

know its chai-actcr, why not swap off and take it for

a year:'" He quickly replied, "Never! I will never
give up Gf/EaningsI but I will take the other also."

It were very foolish, I think, when a doctor finds

the iron tonic, and proves its value, to throw it

away; and just as foolish for you to let loose one
jot of that which has given you such a hold on the

bee-keeping world. My advice, then, is, don't omit
the tonic of variety, which has helped to broaden
every reader of Gleanings. A. J. Cook.
Agricultural College, Mich.

Thank you for your kind words, friend
Cook. In the matter of hibernation, it

seems to me it is more a difference of opin-
ion in regard to definition of terms than a
difference of opinion in regard to the way
bees winter. But in regard to your con-
cluding kind words, it only makes me fear
that 1 am not deserving of all you say. May
God help me, and give me wisdom iii choos-
ing wisely, where there is so much going on
all around us to choose fiom.

A SIMPLE WAY OF ITALIANIZING.

so.me of the reasons why the simplest way
IS NOT always the MOST PROFITABLE.

EKE I to have two colonies of bees (one of

Italian and one of black), each with a good
supply of brood, and I kill the queen of the

blacks, and give them the entire brood of

the Italians, and the Italians the brood of

the blacks, would I Italianize both?

Osage, III., May, 18-i5. C. M. Thornton.

Yes, my friend, your colonies would both
be Italians in a short space of time ; that is,

providing your black stock raised a queen
from the Italian brood, which they would
without mtu'h doubt. The plan as you sug-
gest it is a very simple one, but it is too
wasteful to be geiierally practiced, for we liave

a colony of bees wasting their time in per-
liaps the best part of the season, while tliey

could make a queen-cell and wait for the
queen to get to laying. Every day counts
with bees—especially during a honey yield,

^'ow, let us see how you can improve upon
the plan by saving time. You can take a
couple of combs of brood from your Italian
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comb, and a pound of bees from your black
colony, and they will raise a queen and

|

get her to laying "just as well as to keep the

whole stock employed in doing this. After
tlie queen gets to laying, remove your black
queen, and take the queen from tlie nucleus,

and introduce to tliem. Tliis oii^lit not to

take (wer 48 hours, while by yiuir plan it

would take two or three weeks. It is always
poor economy to keep a strong colony of

bees waiting for a queen to be laised in the
usual way. This is wliere the atlvautag^ of

having nuclei comes in. Whenever a queen
is lost, or one is to be replaced, we should be
able to get a queen from some luicleus or

some weak colony. After-swarms often fui-

nish ail extra queen when wanted, and on
this account I think it is well to hive and
care for every after-swarm. aUhoiigli it con-
tains no more tlian a jiint of bees. If you
can not get a lajiiig (pieeii, a (pieeii-cell

makes us usually a full week alicad, and we
can often get (jueen-cells from some colony
that happens to be raising cells, or some col-

ony that is pieparing to swarm.

ANOTHER REASON WHY IT PAYS TO
TAKE A BEE-JOURNAL.

KKi;i"iN(; iii:i:s as a speciai.tv, oit iia\i.\(i otmkii

KINDS OF Bl'SI.NKSS.

«B()UT the flrstof last Deceinher I was templ-

ed, by seeing a copy of O LEAN i.NC.s, to send

you my subscription for sumo, and now 1

<^ati not see how I did without it or how you

can iiirord to furnish such a practical jour-

nal for the price. Hut while you have gaiiied my
future subscription, you have lost my order for

sections, as I find by a manufacturers adsertise-

ment in (Ilkaninos that 1 can buy close at home,

and yet [ hnd to go to Ohio to find out that fact.

t)f my 40 stands, but 30 produced surplus honey;

but the 30 produced over 12.'',0 lbs. comb honey <we

extract none), in boxes holding 1»' to l.'i lbs., worth

l;jii cts. per lb., or fl.V). My total expense for sur-

plus boxes, marketing, etc., I estinuited at al)()ul

$30.00; net profit, about SU'u.

I did not expend over a week in attending^ to my
bees all summer; but 1 gave them attention at the

l)ropertime. I laid down the grain-cradh^ in the

midst of harvest, to make and jjut on extra surplus

boxes, so as to kc^ep the l)usy little fellows at work,

and right faithfully they did it, rolling in the nec-

tar sweet wliile I was binding the golden sheaves.

You see, 1 am a one horse farmer, and 1 also grow
fruits, stiawberries, grai)es, some wheat, corn,

hay, an<l garden truck f.jr sale. I believe in mixed

husbandry. During the winter I am engaged in

teaching, one mile from my home. I am busy

every day in the year except Sunday, and partly

that day also, as 1 have a class in our Sabbath-

school. I don't know any thing about hard times,

as I keep my hands and brain busy, work hard,

sleep soundly, keep a clear conscience, follow the

golden rule, drink no intoxicating drinks, neither

smoke nor chew, keep my barn well filled, have a

wife well willed, and an only sou, an excellent lad

who is a young bee-keeper.

For some years I used the American hive with its

sunken top, but found that a nuisance, and cut

them all down to a level top.

My neighbors wonder how I get so much more
honey than they. Why, by simply keeping them at

work while the honey lasts. When the honey sea-

son in over, no use to give empty cases. T always

keep an empty honey-case on top of the brood-

chamber, in winter time, for upward ventilation, as

I find that, where the brood-chamber is covered

lightly, the combs get quite moldy toward spring.

I think my bees have paid me mere than lOJ per

cent per .\ejir since I have had them, l>ut I don't

think it will pay nine out of ten who engage in bee-

keeping to depend on bees entirely fur a livelihood.

I never calculate on any net proceeds from my bees

until I have the honey crop stored. As an adjunct

to other things 1 feel sure it will pay those who give

them proper attention. Count me as a subscriber

toGt.KANiNfis as long as 1 keej) bees.

Green Spring Furnace, Md. F. (J. KiN>iKi.i..

JONES BEE-ENTBANCE GUARD.

DIRE* TIO.NS KOK ISE, AFTEK SEVEUAI. VEAHS' EX-

PEKIENCE.

f?rnniS device is to be placed over tlie en-

CVy trance of the hive in such a way that

H the projecting pieces of zinc, which
-*- look like teeth, rest directly on the

bottom-board. These teeth-like pro-

jections will be easilv recognized in the cut

below, altliough we make them with a

scpiare wooden block at each end now,
instead of having them all of metal, as

shown in tlie picture. Tlie iinplcmeiit liad

ESTRA.VCE-filAriD EOU SKPAUATI .\(1 DKONES FROM
WORKERS.

better be fastened in place by a couple of

screws or light nails. If used on a chaff

hive you will have to fasten a little strip of

board" just below the entrance : for the por-

tico hive, it rests on the alighting-board just

as it is. To use it on a Simplicity hive, you
will need the alighting-board shown below.

AI.U.IITINC-BOAHI) FOR SIMPLICITY HIVE.

Cut away the (mtside corners of each of the
three corner-blocks until the entrance-guard
rests on the alighting-board. Fasten it as
before, then move the hive forward until

the front end of the hive strikes the en-
trance-guard. If any other hive than those
mentioned, modify according to circum-
stances, as per directions above. After hav-
ing it fixed over] the entrance, perhaps the
simplest way to dispose of all the drones is

to remove all the combs from the hive, shake
off bees, queen, diones. and all on the ground
in front of the hive. Put back the
combs and replace the cover. The worker-
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bees will crawl through the slots in the zinc,
but the drones and queen will be left outside.
Pick up the (jueen and put her in the hive.
Let the drn)ies all remain until next morn-
ing, and you will lind them in a compact
cluster. Feed llieni to the chickens, or de-
stroy them as you choose. The arrangement
is supposed to i)revent swarming. Itv keeping
tlie queen in tJie hive, so that the'bees will
come back as soon as they discovei- she is

not with tliem. I believe it'does- not always
work just right for this piupose; but for
disposing of drones, there is no tronl)le.
Wliere yon want to restrain (pieens. tlie

alighting - board on which the trap rests
must be smooth and (tat, or the queen will
squeeze out where tliei-e is a little irregular-
ity in the wood.
The price of the above drone-trap. is lo

cts.; 10. 7.-. cts.: 1(1(1, s.3.(l(). If wanted bv
mail, add i' cts. each extra.

Recent Deyeii0pment^s,
And Suggestions and Queries Particularly Pertaining

to the Season.

buckwheat honey than the Italians, al-
though I can not say that I ever saw the
blacks bnsy when the Italians weie idle.

IIONEV I'llOM TIIK WII.I.OW.

Rocs aie doiuK tlie best that I ever saw lliem at

this time of year. I transferred colonies into

LanKStroth frames, and had to extract the honej
before I could do any thing- with them. That was
about ten;days a^o, and to-day all the hives are full

of honey, bees, and brood, and Imir of them are
woAinji- in the ujjper story. To day they are work-
infr on willow, and they drop when they c<jine in.

Uees wintered very^badly in this section; at least Ri

per cent of thcai died. F. W. M(»ats.

j

The Rend, Defiance Co., OUin.

WHICH AV SHAM. THK ENTHAVCi-: or THK HIVE

A PKOMISE OE MORE HONEV-DEW HONEY.

T NOTICED this morning- more honey-dew than I

^f ever saw before in all my life put together; it

|i is actually beyond all human calculation. If I

-* had not seen it myself 1 could scarcelj' have
believed it to be possible, for all the trees ap-

pear to be one entire coat of honey-dew all over the

leaves, every part and particle being smeared with

it. J. Y. McCkackex.
Rosebud. Ala.. May 15, 1885.

SORCHUM FOR BUII.DINO UP IN THE SPRIXO AND
SUMMER.

Is good sorghum safe and good for feed at night,

to build up colonies? I can furnish it at 40 cts. per
gallon. J. C. Stewart.
Hopkins, Mo., May !), 1885.

Friend S., yon can feed sorghum or any
thing else, providing the bees will take it; and
during a dearth, when they are not gather-
ing stores they will sometimes take it with
great avidity. Be careful, however, that it

is all used up for l)rood-reaiing. or it might
get into your honey for winter stores, or,
worse still, your honey for market. Several
years ago, when there was a dearth of honey
between fruit-bloom and white clover, we
fed scNcial Ijarrels of cheap maple sugar, so
poor that bees would not even touch it at
other times.

( OMMON IlEES BEST AT SOME TIMES, AM) ITAL-

IANS AT SO.ME OTHER TIMES.

1 wintered my bees outdoors, packed in chaff;

had Ts colonies in the fall; 25 of these were artificial,

not much better than nuclei. I have 68 left. I

should like to have friend Doolittles opinion on the
working <)ualitics of the black-and Italian bees. I

think the Italians are best on basswood and thistle;

the black, on raspberry and buckwheat, and about
etjual on white clover. F. Rour,o.

Portvillc, Catt. Co., N. V.

A'ery likely you are at least partiallv
right, friend K. This I do know : That the
black bees will sometimes gather more dark

The .V 15 C tells us to set the hive of !)ees, when
setting out, square with the i)oints of the compass.
Will jou please let me know to which i)oint of the
(•nmj)ass U\o friDit of the hive should facey

P. K. Perkorixe.
Aniiret, Lyon Co., Minn., May -'], 18,^5.

Friend P.. I can not discover that it makes
any material difference which way the hives
face. I have seen times in the spring when it

seemed desirable to have them front to the
south -, but dming extremely hot weather,
the opposite direction would be somewhat
desirable. All things considered, I think I

should pay no attention to it. My remarks
in the Al](" were totheelfectthat you should
have some regular system in placing yonr
hives, that they might not be so disorderly
arranged as to be painful to one who likes
order. It is a bad plan to change the way
the hive faces during the swarming season,
for the bees are greatly annoyed and hinder-
ed by such a proceeding.

HOW -MANV FRA.MES ARE NEEDED TO ( OXT.VIX AM,
THE BROOD V

This day my bees are gathering fruit-bloom hon-

ey by the loads. The weather is fair, and not any
too hot. Drones have been fiying for some time.

Most of my colonies have 5 to 7 frames with brood:

a few have 8 frames with brood. One had 9 frames
with brood. How would that be with an 8 - frame
hive? You know my hives all have 10 frames. My
strong colonies also have (jueen-cells started., so 1

expect some new swarms soon. My strong colonies

also have quite a bit of new honey in their hives al-

ready. Otto Kleinow.
Detroit, Mich., May 21, 1885.

Friend K., if you made your bees til! a cer-

tain mmiber of' frames of brood, and made
them till them clear up to the corners before
yon gave them more frames, I think you
cpuld get all the brood there is in the best of
your hives into eight frames, and still have
room. Where we want to get the bees to
put all the brood in the brood-frames, and all

the honey in the sections, we wish to use the
fewest niimber of brood-frames possible, and
this is the reason why reversible frames
have been talked about so much. By their
use we can make the bnwd go clear np to
the top-bar and clear down to the bottom-
bar, and oblige the bees to put what honey
they get, into sections.



He that is laitUful in that which is least, is faithlul also in iiiuch.^JA KK 16. 10.

MYSELF AND MY NEIGHBORS.
Disfi-ctioii shall prcservt' tlicc. iinilci

shall kcei) thco.— I'nov. 2: 11.

0XE Sunday al'tei- meetini;-. \vl

boys Avere collecting in iu\

overheard some remarks in n
the chickens wliich tiiev each

ite

.lili;;

lie the
•lass. I

cai-d to

.Ithem
had at home, (^nite an animated dis-

cussion was goinu'on in regard lo the meiits
of the diltVrent breeds, etc. Half an lionr

later, when their attention seemed to Hag,
and it seemed a hard matter to get them in-

terested in the lesson before us. I suddenly
woke them up ail at once by taking for aii

illustration something that iiad to do with
poultry - keeping. When they discovered
that I could talk about Light IJrahmas.
I'lymouth Hocks, and that I knew some-
thing about chickens, they were all on the
alert; and if I did not teach the boys very
much Scripture that day, I am inc'lined to

think I got a hold on them that I had not
possessed before. After the school was over,

they plied me with a number of questions,
and tinally I told them I should be glad to

liave them come down and see my poultry-
yard and Light Brahmas. A couple of
them called a few days after ; and finding
that I had two hens on one nest, one of
them made the remark that he did not be-
lieve I would have good luck if I let them
go on in that way. Well. 1 did not have
good luck. You see. the boy's judgment was
l)etter than mine. They seemed to do very
well for a while, and each one kept on her
own nest. The nests were so close together
that, sooner or later, differences arose. One

thought the other had got some eggs that
did not belong to hei'. Tretty soon some of
the eggs were l^roken. The liens got soiled,

and the other eggs got daubed with the bro-
ken ones ; and as no chickens hatched from
either hen. 1 linally concluded that eggs
will not hatch when smeared o\ er with any
substance that closes the pores of the sheli.

I do not know whether my conclusion is

scienliiic or not : but I do" not want two
hens on one nest any more. When 1 decided
thai the plan was a' bad one, I just (hopped
one ot tlie old Light Ihahma biddies out-
side the inclosuie of tiie wiie netting. She
walked around the yard. <'luckiiig for a day
or two: and when she got over the sitting

fever. I let her in again. The remaining
hen stayed on her nest about a week over the
regular three weeks. By that time she be-

gan cogitating in her mind (that is, if hens
: have minds) as to whether it was incumbent
' on her to waste any more time over those
nasty, dirty-looking eggs or not. She evi-

,
dently concluded there was not. for she got
off her nest, and went and walked with the

; other hens, ate grass, drank water at the

I

fountain, and sat under the shade of tiie

evergreens. She stopped clucking, and be-

i
haved herself in a very sensible way.
Xow. I have told you all. this little story

I

just to illustrate a point to which I wish to

call your attention. These neighbors of
ours, among the dumb brutes, even, have a

I certain amount of judgment, or wisdom or
I discretion, if we may so term it. I let the

I

old hen stay longer than I should have done,
1 because some of the eggs were laid in her
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nest after she had been sitting a few days,
and I did not know but she would succeed
in hatching a few of them. Will it be safe
to say she had mon' good sense in regard to
the matter of eontinuingilonger than I had V

In going over to the house one day I passed
Iter as she stood among tlie otlier fowls.
Slie gave her tail a sort of wiggle, with a
kind of self-satislled air. as mucli as to im-
ply, even if she did not say it, "

I have done
my duty as well as I knew liow. In fact. I

liave done all that anybody could expect^any
honest, sober-minded" hen" to do. It is true.
I did not succeed in getting any chickens;
but I'm not going to worry about it. neitlier

am 1 going to be so silly as to keep on cluck-
ing in a stubborn sort of way. I suppose the
next thing to do is to lay s"ome more eggs.
and try it again, and 1 do not know why 1

should not be just as happy aboutit as if I

had just succeeded in weaning a great brood
of chickens, instead of having accomplished
nothing at all.''

An old horse oftentimes exhibits a good
deal of judgment and wisdom. They have
learned by many years of experience, liovv to
do almost all kinds of work that horses
usually do. There is a sort of dignity about
them that 1 can^not help admiring. * Home-
times I feel like raising my hat. out of re-

spect to an aged family horse. Yes, some-
times I feel more respect for him than I do
for the man who drives him. Yesterday a
friend was telling me of a horse they^owned,
who M^ould cultivate corn all day, and not
step on a hill, providing he was used well.
He thoroughly understood his work, knew
what was wanted, and seemed to'take a de-
gree of pride in doing it ; but if some un-
trained boy undertook to jerk 'him around,
and " holler " at him, he would get off his
•• hooks," as the saying is, and he would
step on more corn in a little while than any
horse you ever heard of. His dignity was
offended . and his—I was going to say man-
hood, but I suppose it will have to be
'• horsehood," was outraged by setting some-
body to manage him who had not as much
good sense and understanding as the horse
liimself.

My friend, do you ever gel angry at your
horsey Within a few weeks we have been
having a very bad piece of ground indeed
down in the creek bottom and in tiie woods
plowed up for the first time. I was afraid
to set some of the hands about it, because
they would get angry. Of course, the work
was very perplexing, and it was pretty hard
work to get the plow out of the roots, cut
the roots off, and start in again, etc. I am
glad to be able to say. however, that we
have men here, good Christian men. who
will take hold of almost anv sort of a job of
that kind, and 1 shall not be"a bit afraid that
they will lose their temper, jerk or scold
the horses, or feel luu-t toward me because I
gave them such an unpleasant task. These
men have wisdom and understanding. They
have this rare quality of discretion. I com-
plimented one of them on the'patience and
quietness which he showed in doing this
hard work that I wanted done. He replied
something like this: " Why, Mr. Boot, it

would not help things any to get out of pa-

!
tience. When one gets out of patience he

I

does not get along as fast, nor do the work
nearly as well." If the poor horses could

I

talk, what do you think they would say
about it? Did you ever see a bright, in-

telligent-lookingi noble horse made misera-
ble because some untrained, vicious man
would swear and yell at him, and whip hiraV

i Mrs. Root says the greatest trial she has in
1 this world, almost, is to see an angry or
^ drunken man whip a horse. Slie says the
!

only time she would like to fight is at such
times as this. She would fight for the poor

! defenseless horses. I often tell her she
ought to hire out to Mr. Ueigh. Horses
sometimes need whipping; but the ("hris-

j

tian man. when he whips liis horse, whips
1 him with love in his heart—whips him not
only to get the work along, but to make the

I
horse better and happier. A horse that is

;

made to mind, and that is made to under-

[

stand fully icho is master, is a happier horse
than one that is not taught obeilience.
Now, friends. I did not start out to write

I about horses, uov hens either, for that mat-

I

ter ; but I started out to write about human
beings ; and as this ])aper is about as long
as I usually make it. I think I shall have to

! take up the subject again in one of mv Home
[

talks.

I
Discretion shall i)i-eservt' thcc, iindeistundiiifr

sliall lieep thee.

EPIPHYTING.
MRS. CHADltOCK TELLS US WHAT THK WORD

MEANS.

/ / T^ PIPHYTING, epiphyting, • I think I hear

Pl)
•**^'^' ^^^' ^^hatis epiphyting, any wayV

|*'j' Well, an epiphyte is a kind of air-plant
•^" that grows on other plauts, but does not

derive its subsistence from them; and
when we take baskets and bo.\es and old case-knives

and go off to the woods to gather these air-plants

we call it "going epiphyting.'-'

Harry—did I ever tell you any thing about oui-

Harryy I've been trying to ever since Mr. Hoot be-

gan to talk about Huber; but I don't believe there

has been a word printed about him yet.

Well, last Sunday afternoon, after we had been to

Sabbath-school and church in the foi-enoon—had
driven home (five miles) and had our dinners and
rested awhile, then tht' restless tit began to seize

the children, to take a walk, to go somewhere, or do
something; and Harry said, " Let's go epiphyting;"

and we were so pleased with his use of the big word
that we gathered the baskets and knives, and
went. Harry will be five years old in eight days

from now; and when 1 objected to the long walk on

tne plea of being tired, Hari-y said, " Oh, yes! do go,

mamma; please do; you can lean on tne."

After we started we found tluit the wind had
changed, and we had to send back to the house for

more wraps, while we sat on the fence and waited.

Then we tramped through wet spongy fields of

grass till we reached the timber and the epiphytes,

and then such running and calling to each other!

"Here's red ones! come quick;" "oh do come
here! see this; it is the very prettiest one yet," and
they ran from one old rotten stump to another, and
some of the trees in the thick woods had them on
the north side, away up to the branches. These
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were mostl.v the common kinds—the flat green and
gray discs that spread over old rails, and on tree-

trunks in all damp places. We found numbers of

what we used to call " clocks " when I was a child.

We took them and marked the hours on them with

the hands pointing- to dinner time, and set them up
in our playhouses. We found many red ones of the

kind, and they were all small and much prettier

than the white-faced ones. We found one that

looks like a pansy—purple round the edges, then
shaded gray, only these are all double, and I never
saw a double pansy. These, Minnie says, are

"rare;" and amon<!- her collection there are only

four or five; then there is a little horny kind that

looks like miniature deer-horns.

Well, they filled all the baskets and bo.ves. while I

sat on a log and read a paper. When we started

home we tried another path, and it led up a north

hill-side where the frost was not yet out, but the

ground was soft for an inch or two, and we went
slipping and sliding every which way; and here it

was that the assistance of my escort was needed,

and he came gallantly to the rescue.

" Come here, mamma, come here; lu-rc is I he best

way; here, I'll hold to this tree, and \<)ii take my
hand, and I'll pull you up."

The t)X€ that he took hold ol' wms a lia/cl liii.>ih,

and I let him help me.

Minnie is scientiflc. She has a collection ot i)lants

and flowers, a collection »/f insects, antl now she is

making a collection of epiphytes. She has :.2 ditl'er-

ent kinds now, and she has had it only six weeks.

One of her specimens is the long gray moss that I

got off a tree on the o\erHowe(i banks of the .Sliss-

)ssipi)i last spring. Mahai.a H. ('haddock.
Vermont, III.

Well, my friend, yoti have tauKlil me
soinetliinjf lliat I didn't know before. We
always call these fungoid j^rowtlis wiiich
yon (leseribe. by tiie^^eneral name of ••i)iink.""

imd we l)()ys used to patlier it and ix'cl it in-

to strips for lightinfi: tires. ( )ur parents nsed
to employ the same material, or something;
similar, for fjettinu tile from Mint and steel.

I wonder liow many of the hoys nowadays
know that a liie may be kindled by striking
a piece of steel a<'ross the ed.ije of a Mint. In
regard to these ei)ipliytes, there is some-
thing that is very wonderfnl ai»ont them.
They grow very (inickly: and if yon break
theiii in two, yon will (ind that they liave a

librons structure like other vegetation ; but
it looks odd to see the liber niiuiing cross-
wise of the plant. 1 never thought of using
them for clock-dials, but I have noticed the
pearly whiteness of some of the half-round
ones. They seem to grow from a sort of col-

ored water"! charged with vegetable matter,
which collects something in the way the
stalactites form in Mammoth Cave ; and in

damp woods the growth is so rapid you can
almost see it move. Some years ago 1 de-
termined to go to my Abbyville Sabbath-
school during a soaking rain; and on my
way back I was rewarded by a sight of epi-

phytes really at the business of growing. I

took a short cut through a piece of woods to
save time ; and while getting over a fence
I noticed a dark brownisli liquid oozing
from an old log. The liquid was so thick
with this old vegetable matter that a sort of
scum, o^- transparent covering, had formed

around the liquid. This jelly-like covering
was something like transparent leather or
oil cloth, and the vegetable fibers were
growing on it while 1 looked on. After
what you have told in regard to these, I
shall look on them with more wonder and
curiosity than lever did before; in fact. I am
itching just now to go off into the woods and
study up the subject. Can you tell us " chil-
dren"" of any books that treat on the subject?
I am astonished to know that these are really
air-plants: for since you mention it. from
what I find in Wood's Botany it seems they
would come under"that class."

WOBKING TO THE LINE.

Not with eye service, as uien-pleasers. l)ut as the
servants of Christ, doing the will of (iod from the
heart.—Eph.6: ti.

"WTOT long ago there were some carpenters work-

1*1 ing at our house; and as one youna^ man
Ml went to Ht the window-casing lie had some

' trouble with it, and I said to the head car-

penter, "What's [the matter':'" He replied.

" He did not sawjto the mark where I inarke<l the

board," so you see the eonseiiuenee was, the l)oai-d

was s|)<>iled and the time lost.

The thought at once struck me, how many there

are in this world who can not be guided by the line:

In their haste or indifference or recklessness they

go wide from it. Now, a good servant is as faithful

when his master is away from him. as in his sight.

Some day this joung man will come to realize what

a careless habit he has allowed himself to form;

forilhe wishes to learn the trade, and still con-

tinues in this way, in the end he will be only an in-

different workman. He will find it difficult to se-

cure steady woi-k. When " times are dull " he will

lie one of the first sent adrift, and the last employed
when times imjirove. And;.all this comes front

mere carelessness, mere inattention and lack of i?i-

tercst. It is just as easy to lollow a line as it is to

saw away from it. 15ut one must use his eyes, and
give his attention to what he is doing—that's all.

Hut w (• can make a wider application of this than

Just to that young carpenter. When we see any
one doing shiftless work, failing to put conscience

into his work, thinking that will "do " which is only

half done, I say yo\i had better saw to the nmrk;
for if you don't, by and by the eonseqnences will go

hard with you; and, nine cases out of ten. you will

go around grui"V)ling at your " bad luck," just as if

there were anybody to blame but yourself.

I have seen clerks who were only eye - servants —

very diligent when their employer was watching,

but careless and neglectful the inoment that vigi-

lance was rela.ved. I think you are not sawing to

the line; some day you will have a peremptory dis-

missal, and find yourself loaded with a confirmed

hal)it of shirking, that is very hard to get rid of.

You will then see that it is always best to be faith-

ful, even on the ground of self-interest.

When I see a scholar just fooling away his time-
that is no word for it -not a /'hard boy," perhaps,

as the school phrase goes, but just wasting the

"golden hours" when he ought] to be .laying the

foundation of , a good education, "getting away"
as easily as possible,'instead of setting himself to

master those studies, right here you see we find an-

other who is faithful only in eye service. One of
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these daj's that boy will regret those hours were so

idled away. The general principle, in short, is to

follow the line as nearly as possible, in every thing

in which you wish to succeed. It is not genius that

accomplishes great things in this world, although

genius is Godgivcn, and is a gift by no means to be

despised; but it is a patient, earnest, exact work;

it is following the line, right straight along its edge,

doing the will of God from the heart; that is the

true way to work; put your lioail into it, not in the

way of cyo-sorvicc. Ai'.nt \jc.

Rockton. 111.

Kvery boy or Kii'l, "ii'lf i" IS
vears of agre, who writes a

letter for this department, containing
SOME VALUABLE FACT, NOT GENERALLY
KNOWN, ON BEES OR OTHER; MATTEHS,
will receive one ot David Cook's excel-
lent five- cent Sundav - school books.

r-|(,-^j Many of these bool:s contain the same mat-
f'\ ter that vou lind In Sunday-school hooks

$1.0(1 to 81.50. If you have had
ks, trive us the names that we

Jjlfi#j^ may not send the same twice. We have now
5'v .'t in stock six different books, as follows; viz.:
'",> i Sheer Off. The Uiant - Killer. The Roby

• F.amily, Rescued from Egypt, and Ten Nights in
a Bar-Room. We have also Our Homes, Part I.,and

Homes, Part II. Besides the above books, you may have a

glimpse of Ernest. We have also some
liictures of birds, fruits, flowers, etc., suit:il>

You can have your choice of anyone of thi
or books for every letter that gives us some v

nice coop made with wire netting over the
front, so the old hen could see and be seen,
and Ave just put her right down by those
cal)bage-plants. Sure enough, away went
the lleas ; and now we have lifteen oV twen-
ty thousand of the handsomest Jersey Wake-
fields and Winningstadts you ever saw.
As the weather got warm, Mr. Weed raised
up the sliort sasli to the greenhouse, and
the chickens hopped in and just " chuckled"
when they saw thosp green Hits on the to-

matoes, radishes, and lettuce. They just
went right in among the plants, and workeil
like little beavers, and pretty soon there
was not a green lly anywhere.' AVhen they
had liiiished one bed they woulil hop across
the walk to the other side, and sometimes
they would miss and get down the path.
Then the engineer would help them np.
Hut one day one little white chick (they are
light Brahmas, you know) met a mishap, and
went into the water-barrel. The engineer
foiuid him when he was apparently all dead ;

but he took him before the great lire under
the boiler, warmed him up and dried him.
and pretty soon lie moved a little. After a
while he got up and looked around, and in

the afternoon he was chasing fleas and hunt-
ing flies as glibly as if he had not had that
short but sad experience in regard to the
vicissitudes of life.

One of our neighbors had oa -swarms of bees last

summer, and 2000 lbs. of honey. I like to see bees

swarm. G. H. Swartwood. age !».

Tracy Ci-cek. N. Y.. Feb. 27, 188,j.

' A chiel's amang ye takin' notes:
An' faith, he'll prent it."

UK strawberries ripe at your house?
The> are not at ours, but we liave

great wliopping green ones tiiat Iluber
and I like to look at and admire al-

most every day. It keeps us (piite

liiisy pici<iiig the runners off nowadays.
They are sucii great big strong ones that it

almost makes me feel bad. It wt)ul(l be
such fun to let them root into pots and get
potted i)lants right oft now, instead of wait-
ing until .\ugust. Hut the old iieads in the
strawberr> business say if yon want nice
hirge berries you mtisl clip off the riumers.
One of our small boys does this with a pair
of scissors and a basket. I have him put
the runners in the liasket, because I want to
iiave him learn to be tidy and neat.
How are the chickens by this time? We

make our chickens work. Do you want to
know how? A while ago Mr. AVeed was in
real trouble liecause of the little green flies

that got on his jtlants in the greenhouse,
and we had more trouble outside of the
grecMihouse witli litth^ black tieas on the cab-
bage-plants. Well, Mr. Tillinghast said
that a lot of little cliickens among the cab-
bage-phmts would chase and scare the black
fleas clear olT, every " last one " of them.
Well, some chickens liatched. and we had a

PAPA S HELPER.
Paj)a has ;i5 swarms of bees; 3 of them died this

winter. Wc watch the bees to see them swarm.
Papa gives us .5 cents if we see a bee swarm. He
makes bee-hives to sell. I help him all I can.

.TOHN I. Emig. age ;>.

Daudsburg, Pa., Mar. 2!), 1885.

A LETTER FROM RED RlVEIi, I.\.

I put up 7T of those frames pa got from you. I

I

like to |)ut up frames, but 1 don't like lo w(n-k with

I

bees, because they sting. I would rather raise

chickens and ducks. Ma has l."i:) little cliickens and
S little (lucks. We live on Hed Ki\er, an<I it is ris-

ing very fast. Florence A. Hauiiisox, age !i.

(•olliiisluir-;-, I. a., April 30, ISS.",.

I'lUiM ONE OK oil! Sl.\-VEAli-OLIi ( ( ) Nl Kl lUTTOHS.

I am a little girl si.v years old, and have a little

brother five years old, and he has been sick. I have
a little sister one year old. Now 1 will tell you
something about the bees. My pa had some bees,

and they all wanted to hatch, so I went out there

where they were, and one stung me right awaj' on
the aim. Florence Wiseheart.

Tula, III.

TflE KliSCRUECTHU IlKES.

Papa opened a stand of bees a few days ago, and
there was apparently no life in them, and there was
no honey in the hive. Returning about an hour
afterward, he found there was some life in them.

He wanned plenty of honey, i\m\ poured it on the

bees. He then heated a brick and laid it on the

cloth, and now they are as lively as any of the bees.

He calls it rci^uircctuiu them.
KsTA Williams, age 13.

Maysville, Ky., Feb. 11, ISSj.
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BENNY'S KEPOKT.
My papa bejfaii the year 1883 with 3 colonies of

bees, and increased them to 15, and wintered 14, and
increased them to 45, and then wintered 38.

Benny Moses, age 10.

Dupont, Mipn., Apr. 25, 1885.

HEPORT FROM A MISSISSIPPI .JUVENILE.

1 am a boy of 13 years old, and work in the field

every day, and go to Sabbath-school every Sunday.
We have about 15 acres of corn, and about 13 acres

of cotton. We are g-oin}< to get some bees as soon
as possible. H. D. Bootiie.
CaseyvlUe, Miss.. Jlay 25, 1885.

ALICE'S REPORT.
This has been a very hard winter on our bees.

We have 13 stands, and three of them died. We
had five in the cellar. We led them most of the

winter. Some of them are very strong, and have a

};-ood bit of honey and brood. I am terribly afraid

of them. Sometimes they come in on our porch

and sting- us. They never bother us when we make
eider. My grandpa Stephens gave me a iiivo of

bees, but I was so afraid of them that I sold them.
rokeville. Pa., May 8, 188.5. .\[,i( e .M( Uaine.

am now fearless when well protected by bee-hat

and gloves. Our bees are now " booming," and we
hope to take a good surplus. Gleanings comes
regularly, and is eagerly read and much liked.

Augusta, Ga., May 21, 1885. Bertie Norrell.

WHISTLING down A SWARM ()!' ItEKS.

I have one sister aild two brothers. We live on a

farm one mile and a (juarter from town and school.

I'ai)a has five colonies of bcos. Ii;:st summer as he

was working' in the f,'arden he heard a buzzing
n(jise, and looking up he saw a swarm of bees. He
whistled, and thci' alifjrhted in a tree near liy. He
hived tliem, and brought them home in the cvcni;ig.

My uncle, Mr. Sheldon, takes Oleanin(js. I am
reading Our Homes. 1 think it is a very nice piece.

My uncle has abo\it si.xty colonies of bees.

lixlepcndence. Iowa. Liz/.IE Wihtnkv.

( MAIILEV'S PAP.V'S "BEE-MILL."
My papa has about .5!t bee-hives, and has lost 12

of th<"m. I am a ;;(>od little boy, 8 years old. I help

my papa to tend to the bees. I go to school when it

is trood weatlier in winter, and help jia^a with the

b('es in sununer lime, and I fro to Sunday-school

every Sunday. Papa has ;rot a bee-mill; he makes
his own hives. I turn the bee-mill for papa. He
says he is «oin;r to nuike a bee-man out of me. 1

help him bend the section bo.ves he gets of you.

Ellis Mound, 111.. Jfarch 1. 1885. (^h.vrlev Hall.

Very jjood, Cliarley ; but. how about that
bee-mill':' I think it nnist be some kind of a
mill to make bee-hives, only 1 do not see
how a l)oy as young as you could tinii very
much. I am slad that yt)u are a cjood little

boy.

REPDHT EUOM "HOLLYWOOD" APIAUV.
Sister Lillie began to keep bees with one snuill

stock of Italians in the spring of 1883: later in the

summer she bought a full stock of l)laek bees.

Next spring she increased to five; sold about eight

dollars' worth of section honey. Brother nuide, at

a small outlay, a good large cvtractor. This spriu/r

another sister bought a strong Italian stock, and
the si.v increased to fifteen good-sized ones and two
small ones. I hived the first three swarms during
the absence of sister L., and she gave me the first

swarm for my trouble. I was quite timid about
them at first, as the stings do not agree with mc at

all; but the responsibility being thrown entirely

upon me, I shouldered it as bravely us 1 could, auU

LETTER FROM A YOl'NG CANADIAN ,\BOUT SWARM-
ING.

I will tell you what I think about swarming bees.

I would watch until they come out, and then follow

them, keeping far enough behind them so as to be
able to keep track of them ; and when you see them
settling upon something, stop and keep very quiet

until they alight, then retrace your steps, and bring

back where the bees are a small hive, then take a

stick and shake them into the hive (this to be done
very carefully); then cover up the hive with a

white sheet, and leave it standing in the place un-

til the bees that did not go in come back. Th n
carry the hive back to its usual place, and your bees

are hived, and you have now one more hive of l)ees.

Fred Tuhnkr, age 12.

.larvis. Out., Canada, April :J0, 18,^5.

A'ery f?ocd. master Fred.

El'LA'S LETTER.
My papa keeps bees. He has nine stands. We

don't use any tobacco here, only mamma dips snutt.

1 go to Sunday-school every Sunday. I have two
little sisters; one's name is Maggie; she is four

years old. The other's name is Love; she is two
years old. Kcla .Johnson, age 13.

Cajee. Ky.

That is a luetty tiood letter. Kula : but I

am sorry to hear tliat y(uu' manuna dii)s

snutT. fdo not suppose tliat many of our
boys and girls know what dipping snuff
means, and I do iu)t rememlx'r that I ever
saw anybody who did use it in that way.
only I have heard of it. It is a tobacc-o hab-
it, like chewing and smoking, but I believe
it is conhned mostly to women rather than
men. and mostly to what we call "down
South." I said." it is conlined mostly to
Mv;y/// //. bi^cause ! am pretty sure that <uir

girls nowadays arc not tobacco-users. .\m
I not right. Hula':' Tell your mother, that
if she feels that using tobacco is a bad habit,
and is willing to gi\e it \^]^. with the cus-
tomary promise. I will semi her a smoker.
If shedoes not work with bees, she can give
it to your papa. I supitose. of cotu'se, youi-

l)apa does not use tobacco, from what you
say. 1 should think your mamma's breath
wotdd smell bad when she goes to kiss you.
does it not?

OSC.VR .VNI) HIS COTTON PATCH.
I li\c with n)y grandpa, B. D. Kimball. 1 follow

the farming business. I have a cotton patch, and

it is coming uii finely. I help my gratKli)a hive

bees. I climb up in the top of trees, about "27 feet

high, and saw them off, and let swarms down with a

rope. They sting me sometimes. (Jrandpa gave
me a hive. He received the crate <.f ten hives you
sent him, in due time. We have eight hives from
the one we received of you in 1883.

My school is out now. I have never been at

school much. I learn at home. Grandpa takes

your journal, and I like to read it very much. I

like to read about your trip to New Orleans, and
the cotton you saw and thought was some kind of

weed. We have fine prospects for good crops. We
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hope it will be a pood honey year. Grandpa has in

all ;U hives. The strawberries you speak of I

never saw. O. H. Baker, age 11.

nium, Texas. April 28, 1886.

Thank you, Oscar. I should really enjoy
seeing your cotton-plants grow. I suppose
if I come to see them with green leaves on I

should not be so apt to call them '" weeds."

.lAMES HEl»OHT.

A bee-nuin who has been all over the county says

there are less bees kept here than in any other part

of the county. Many have tried it in box hives, and
have failed, and are afiaid to try the new ways, for

fear of failing- again. We have one of your honey-
signs up, but our bees are kept by my aunt, three

miles olT. She took 90 lbs., mostly extracted, from
one colony last season, which she thought was a

good yield for the dry season, and the little atten-

tion they had, which was only to supply a plenty of

empty frames of comb. She is trying to start a

home market for her honey by leaving some at the

stores and some to us three boys who she thinks will

care to work with bees when we are older.

We have a No. 1 yoke of steers one year old. We
work with them now, and it is fun for our visitors

to ride in our cart when they come to ?ec us. It

would be nice to visit your factory, and see how big

those boys ai-e who work for three cents an hour,

and how much they can do, and the older boys, and
other things your paper tells of.

James E. Bkecke.nhidge, age 13.

Watertown, Wash. Co., ()., Apr. 11, issr,.

.Vnd so, friend .James. I suppose if I slioidd
come to see you I could ride in that call be-
hind those young steers, could I V

BEES A.ND SII,KWOI!MS.

1 will tell you about our bees. We had 38 last fall;

have i~ MOW. Tliey arc very slow in swarming. We
lost two. 1 think the moths killed them. I live

with my uncle, Mr. Hunt. 1 liave been with them
since I was a wee little baby. They have no
children, and I am their little girl. My mamma and
papa live near us. I have four brt)thers and two
sisters. 1 can feed the chickens, milk the cows,

wash dishes, and help about a great many things.

I also feed the silkworms, and can wind the silk

they spin, to knit my stockings, and to make my
little brothers fishing-lines. The kind of silk\*^orms

we have are easy to wind off. Mrs. Hunt reels it:

she has leeled a great deal for the people, and some
of them she r. eled for live up there where you do.

We are raising eggs for the market this year.

There are many wanting our breed of silkworm.

Tell Miss Blue Eyes I could t(^ach her how to wind
silk. If you think I d(!servo a book, please send me
your picture with that of Blue Eyes and Caddy.

Lll.LlE MiTCHAM.
White Sulphur Springs, Ga., May 12, 1885.

Well, Lillie, it seems to me. although you
say you will tell us about the bees, that your
letter is mostly about silk and silkworms. 1

am glad to hear it, though, t^ecause you give
me some new ideas in regard to silk culture.
Some breeds of silkworms are better than
others, are theyV lint, Lillie, when we give
a picture we do not give a book, and when
we give a book we do not give a picture.
We decided to send you a picture where you
can see myself and Blue Eyes and Caddie.
That make's it all right, does it notV

THE WAY SYLVESTER AND HIS MOTHER SOWED
ALSIKE CLOVER, ETC.

I thought I would tell you how we sowed our al-

•sike clover. I grubbed up sod, and ma shook the

j

dirt off and threw it away. AVe raked it all over,

and ma sowed the seed. There was a woman from
I
Florida visiting ma, who said snake-feeders killed

!
bees thei-e. Sylvester Bauson, age 11.

' Lower Salcni, Ohio.

[

If we are to understand, friend Sylvester,
that you and your mollier threw tlie dirt
away that you shook off from the sods, it

seems to me you did just the wrong thing.
Sods are very valuable fertilizing material

;

and even the dirt that adheres to them is

good for almost any growing plant. Tiuu
your sods grass side down, and get some
Hne earth on top of them, enough to get
your clover to start, and you will be sure of
a good '• catch," as the farmers call it.

Greenhouse men buy sods in great (luanti-
ties. and stack them up luitil they rot, so as

j

to get real nice dirt for potted plants. If
: the heap of soils is wetted with soapsuds on
I

washdays they will rot all the (juicker. and
j

it makes the iiicest dirt \(ui can get for pot-
ting stiawberries or sliirting lioney-plants.

I

Some tine old stable mauuie mixed with
the rotted sods is cxcclkMit for ;iu addition.

THE DRONES WHOSE OWNER EX1'E< IK.U THEM TO
lav IX THE SPRING.

My I'atlu r has IT swarms of bees now. This spring
he had four (jueens and about four quarts of bees.

All of them have (jueens but one. There is an old

gentleman who lives about a mile from our house.

He has six swarms of bees. Three of them have
drones yet. He says they are going to commence
to lay early next spring. 1 have one pet; he is a

cat, about 7 jears old. If Annie ))icks him u|> he

will commence to growl. Little Huber must have
tough finger-nails to pull the corks out of the bot-

tles. 1 should like to see him.

Cameron, Pa. Wilue Wykoef.

Well, Willie, you knew better yourself,
than to think that drones would ever lay
eggs, didn't you?—It is not so much the
tough liuger-nails that Iluber has, as it is the
pertinacity with which he sticks to any thing
he undertakes. Yestciday I was startled by
seeing the Waterbury watches, that hang in
one of our store wiiidows. Hopping about as
if they were alive. I startetl in alarm to see
who could V)e swinging them aroimd so.

You see. it is warm weather now, and the
window Avas up. Iluber had climbed uj) on
the outside of the window ; and while he
sat on the window-shelf he was amusing
himself by taking down watches and hang-
ing them up again. I set him down on the
sidewalk; and while I was telling him how
naughty it was to meddle with tiie watches
without papa's leave, he grabbed hold of a
big head of lettuce that we had in a box for
a sample, and pulled off one of the nicest
leaves. Then I had to commence another
little sermon about meddling with things,
and pretty soon mamma came along with
his wagon. You see, when he runs away
she goes after him with a little wagon, be-
cause she can draw him home quicker than
she can lead him by the hand.
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0a^ peMEp.

In the beginning- God created the heaven and the
earth.—Genesis 1:1.

For God so loved the world, that he gave his only
begotten Son, that whosoever beliveth in him
should not perish, but have everlasting lil'e.—

John 3: IC.

T was a warm Sunday night ; in fact, a
thunder-storm was approaching. The
liouse was all still, and every one, I be-
lieve, was wrapped in slumber. The
weather was so warm that baby Iluber

had not only kicked the clothing off, but, be-
ing restless, he had crawled down near the
foot of the bed, with his head over toward
an open window. lie seemed a little nerv-
ous, even in his sleep, for the day had been
an eventful one to him. He had attended
the young people's prayer-meeting in the
evening for the tirst time in his life. lie had
been at one meeting once before, it is true.
You may remember I told you about it a
year ago. It was the moniing of the
Fourth of July. Well, both Iluber and his
papa had been on a tease for several Sun-
days past that he might " go meeting with
papa." At length mamma consented, and
iluber sat on a chair by his papa's side, and
was permitted to hold a hymn-book while he
listened to the chorus of voices. He is fond
of music ; and when some of the pieces were
unusually full of melody I noticed by the
movement of his little white dress as he
drew long breaths that the whole scene all

together was stirring his little heart. A'ery
likely he could not quite make out what the
purpose was of having the meeting. He
turned his head one way and then another,
and looked at the liajijiN laces, and ddublless
concluded that the liutlicring was for some
good purpose, even th(»ugh his baby heart
could not (piite make out wliat the purpose
was. So many nice ladies was a mystery to
him. He calls them "ni' 'adies." As they
caught his admiring glances, is it any won-
der that he got back many a pleasant smileV
When he saw the rest liovving their heads

in prayer, he seemed to calcii the si)irit of
devotion as well as llie spiiit of song, and
his little hand was raised reverentl> to liis

forehead while he bent his head as "lie had
seen the others do. He did not know what
it was all for. yet something in even his lit-

tle heart seemed to sa\ it was good to be
there, and there could certainly l)e nothing
Avrong in bending his little head with rever-
ence and resjiect for the si)irit that seemed
to be mo\ ing the hearts of this body of peo-
ple. His nianuna had said, over .ind over,
when the matter was talked of. that he
would talk out lond in meeting, and "holier"
and carry on. He had not lisped a word,
with but a single exception. \\'hen the
meeting was about half over, while iie was
looking at the difl'erent things he saw with
open-mouthed wonder, he chanced to glance
at the large chandelier, and it was so much
nicer than any thing he had seen at home,
that he comniencc(l an exclamation of sur-
prise, but stojjped short at a look from papa.

Well, the meeting was over, and we were
all sleeping soundly, as 1 told you, until the
noise of the thunder and the almost inces-

sant blaze of the lightning awakened him.
He crawled up to mamma first, and then,
contrary to his usual habits, turned over to
where his papa was sleeping soundly. I was
awakened by a piping little voice:
" Papa! papal

"

" AVhat is it, my boy?"
I noticed that something was on his mind,

and he was trying to give expression to it

;

but his briet vocabulary of words did not
quite admit of hitting the point he wished
to express. Finally he managed to make
me understand. How strange It is, that we
learn to define the purport of the few brief
fragments of words that these little ones get
hold of ! What he said was this, as neaj- as
1 can remember:

'• Papa, where 'gettie'—where 'gettie'V"
'• Where "gettie' what, my boyV

'

'' Where "—with quite a pause—" where
'gettie' thun'erV"
Now it was plain to me. He wanted to

know what the thunder and lightning were
for. and where they came from. The ele-

ments were making <niite an uiiusnal disturb-
ance wiliiout. and tlic blazing ot the light-
ning might call forth wonder and astonisli-

ment from any one, who did not sleep as
papa usually doe?*. That meek little voice
wanted an explanation of the rumpus going
on without, which papa did not seem to
mind any thing about. Papa evidently
seemed to think it was all right, and nothing
to be alarmed about ; but his little playmate
(Iluber and I are ])laymates, you see)' could
not quite understand it, and he felt pretty
sure that papa would not object to being
awakened m the middle of the night, espe-
cially when baby Iluber seemed disturbed,
and "wanted so much to know about these
things. How should I explain to him about
the phenomenon of thunder and lightning?
and esjiecially, how should I allay tlie fears
that were troubling his little breast':' Papa
had already told him aliout (Jod, and had
tried to instill into his little mind a proper
idea of this great Father who, according to
tiie language of our text, created the heaven
and tlie earth.

•' My l)oy, (iod made the thunder and the
lightning. 'and it is all his."

He reiieated it over after me, evidently to
get a little more assurance, and then came a
further interrogation :

'•Hurt Iluber?"
" No, my boy. it woift hurt Hul)er. It is

(iod's thunder and (iod's lightning, and (iod
loves little Huber. He loves iiajia and mam-
ma, and lie loves all the people tiiat are
good."

I had struck the point. His little mind
was alieady groping and reaching up toward
that gieat rnknown. I can imagine that it

seemed to even his little mind tliat it could
hardly be we are sent alone into this strange
world without help and without i»rotection, or
that it could hardly be that there was noth-
ing to satisfy this almost indefinable long-
ing for sympathy and love from this •' Great
Spirit." as the dusky children of the forest
would term it. He wanted to know about
Him who holds the winds and waves and
lightnings in the hollow of his hand, and
who on earth could tell him truly about
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tliese things so well as his papuV Papa had
explained things to him in the fields ; he had
told him ahont tlnngs when we were ont
lidii:;' in the liiggy. lie knew liis papa told
llie until, becanse liis papa liad never tooled
liim 1101' disa])pointe(l hini. When he told
lum that, in a few days, there wonld he luee
berries on the strawberry -plants, lie knew it

wonld come to pass. Ves. on that very Sim-
(hiy morning he and his papa had had a jol-

lilieation over tinding some great ripe straw-
l)enits. right where papa said tiiey wonld
grow. A great many things papa eonld
manage and control. lie coukt make old
Jack behave, and he eoidd make the ma-
chinery minil at the factory ; but this
thunder- and -lightning business evidently
was something that i)apa did not start, or
had not much lo do wiih. How did it come,
and what was it forV That was what he
wanted to know ; hut the best way he could
manage to frame the thought, from the
stock of words contained in his infantile
vocabulary, was as he put it, simply
•Where •gettie"':"' Papa's explanation was
sufficient. The thunder and lightning were
(iod's, and God was the one wlio maue the
• great Itig sun."' and the stars '' away up
high ;"' who made even papa and mamma
and Iluber. These were great truths, but
they were hardly satisfying. An elephant
is great; but if we were alone with him
in tlie woods, a more important (piestion
would crowd itself upon us—Is he friendly":'

A horse is not only great and powerful, but
lie is handsome, lie is nice to look at.

These (pialitications are good so far as they
go; but the more important question is. '' Is
he kind and gentleV especially if we are to
be placed in his power. It helps us to know
that (iod is great; hut it satisHes us inlinite-

]y more to know that he loves us. He
created the heaven and the earth, it is true;
but, how about poor weak helpless human
beings, such as we are':* Does God love us"::'

When he fashioned us from the dust of the
earth, he also framed tiie iieavens. and gave
the thunder and lightning a place in the
universe. Had he any plan in regard to
tiiese things, or was it all framed without
plan or purpose anywhere':' Did we enter
into his plans any more than the thunder
and lightning':' and are we of any more ac-

count how than they are':' Does he care if they
crush and devour" us':' O my friends, to l)'e

sure, he cares; "for God so loved the
world." AVhat a beautiful, lieautiful text is

this, and some way it satisfies me, and
makes me happy, to turn from this lirst

verse in the iJible over to the third chapter
of John, and to that sixteenth verse. I am
told that others have found c<miforl in that
sixteenth verse as well as myself. The
stenographer who is taking down "iliese notes
says lie has a copy of that verse in -:4(i differ-

ent languages. U'hy was that verse singled
out above all others,' to b>' translated so that
all nations of the earth can read it, even if

they can not read the rest of the holy word":'

Why, because that verse is of such wonder-
ful import and importance to the children of
men. While I think of it I rather expect
that Iluber will love that verse above all

others. What a wonderfully pleasant task

it is to teach these little ones these great
truthsl When I talked to him there in the
darkness of the night, and assured him oi
(iod's love, while 1 allaved his fears with mv
hand on his little cohliding self, what a
glimpse 1 had of (Jod's love /;(//.sr//.' It
seemed to me as if (iod were pleased to have
me .state so positively that there was no
mistake aboui it. He loves us; and even
though he should see (it at times to let the
lightning strike us. and even though we may
be called upon to endure death by the de-
vouring elements, .still that greai" love is

there, and his presence and his Spirit shall
be with us in the hour of trial, bridging over
the dark stream—the only conditions being
that we trust and obey him.
Iluber is sleeping again. lie is resting on

that great trutli that his papa unfolded to
him. How do I know it':' liecause in his
sleep several times I heard the simple little

words, •• (iod loves Huber."' He had taken
the statement from me as a fact, you see,

and the fact satished him. He dui not un-
derstand it (pnte all ; and before he had got
(luite sounuly to sleej) he sometimes got
tilings mixed up a little ; and as I listehed
once to hear what it was he was saying in a
dreamy sort of way. after the words "' »;od—
loves-^Huber "" then came still more slowly,
•'• thun'er "—loves— Iluber."" Vou see, the
fear of the thunder had been allayed by the
thought that it was one of (Jod"s creatures-
one of his servants, entirely subject to him :

and if (^od loved Iluber, is it any thing
strange that, in his infantile mind, he in his

sleep cut the matter short by the expression
1 have quoted, and resting on that thought
went to sleep and slept soundly till morning':'
Would it hurt any of us if we rested on just
such a childlike faith as that—a faith in

tJod':* " Except ye become as little ciill-

dren,"" etc.

Now, friends, such thoughts as the above
were often in my mind when passing
through Mammoth" Cave; aiul when some-
body suggested that those great rocks might
fall and bury us up, a sortOf feeling came
up at once, if they do, (iod is near; '"fear
not. little Hock.""

'

To take iij) the thread of our story where I

left off last month, we will linish our trip.
' Danger on the right I

"" sings the guide
once more. ••The hat .Mans .Misery, " an-
nounced the guide. Now, 1 expected to see
something unpleasant ; but. imagine my sur-
prise when we entered the most beautiful
portion, to me, of .Mammoth ("ave. Of
course, we had to stoop and be scpieezed to
some extent, luit we went down a beautiful
winding way, with a nice level path under
our feel, with carvings and formations ris-

ing at our sides, perliaps waist high, that
seemed as if they must have been carved out
for ornamental I'lurposes. Some of it looks
like a pretty garden fence. Again, there
were bedsspreail out at each side, something
as you see them in a greenhouse, and the
carvings in stone would answer the purpose
of Mowers. One instin(ti\ely passes his hand
over the flutings and moldings as he turns
this way and that in this narrow, rocky cav-
ern. There has been an attempt made to
change the name to the Winding Way, but
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tlie name does not stick. This passage is 2-50

feet l(/ng. and turns abruptly eight times.
We tind waves and riffles in" the petrified

]-ock. Tills passage is very interesting to

blind people, because they" can pass their 1

hands over the rocky formation without i

tiouble, and take in its wonderful beauty.
j

From Fat Man's ^lisery we emerge into
what is called •• (Jreat Relief," for we have
l>lenty of room to spread out and hold up

[

our heads. , It used to be thought, that if
[

this close passage were blocked up there
j

would be no means of escape from the re-
j

gions beyond. In 1S7I. however, William
j

( Jarvin, the colored guide, discovered a short
cut known as the Corkscrew ; and after you
have climbed through it you would be willing
to decide that the name is appropriate. It

is a sort of clamber over loose rocks, twist-
ing first one way and then another, winding
around like a corkscrew, and then winding
the other way, but all the while going up-
ward. Occasionally you look through the
crannies in the rock, and see your comrades
with tlie lanterns away down at the l)Ottom
of a well below, as it were. Tiie distance is

altogether loO feet. Sometimes you climb
sliort ladders, again you spring "from one
rock to another, the guide catching you by
the hand as you alight, that you may not
slij) off. Care must be taken that loose
rocks are not rattled down, lest they strike
your comrades below. In going back to the
mouth of the cave this ccn-kscrew ascension
saves about a mile of travel. Oddly enoiigli.

you s(iuee/.e through a lissure and come out
among the Kentucky ciilTs near the ceiling;
in one oj' those vast rooms where we hung
our overcoats when we started in.

We are not ready to go out yet, however.
'I'he guide takes iisoffin anotlielclianneKand
shows us Odd-Fellows" Links, wiiicli are in

black on the ceiling of tiie cave. Then we
come to Bacon Chamber, which awakens a
laugh from almost every one who sees it. for
there, hanging down just so as to clear our
heads, are verital)le siiioked iianis—smoked
hams ill shape and size, and smoked hams in

color. When we touch them they feel like

smoked hams. I suppose they h:i\-e become
greasy from being handled by so man> lin-

gers in the years past. 1 lookedat them again
and again, and each time it seemed more
incredible that these things could have been
formed thus by the passage of the water.

JSJow we go down to Lake Lethe and Kcho
River. The guide pnuluces a tin (iipjier,

and we take a drink of these famed waters.
It is just a' still liody of water, away down in
the darkness. The guide shouts! and the
sti'ange echoes come back to us. Tlieii oth-
ers shout, and we know now why it is called
Echo River. This river comes" out at tlie

point where Ernest and I discovered it the
night before in our rambles. The way
they prove it, they throw chaff into Echo
River, and it comes out at the hillside where
I have mentioned. The eyeless fish and the
lobsters are to be seen only" in the long route.
But they are always to be found oitthe ta-

bles where other samples are kept at the
hotel. They are put up in alcohol, in little

bottles at 50 cents a bottle. Here we have a
room covered with snowballs, and one is al-

most irresistibly forced to believe that a lot

of schoolboys did it for mischief. But there
the snowballs stick, and have stuck for ages.
They are crystallized plaster of Paris.

And now. friends, we are informed we are
at the end of our trip. A feeling of sadness
comes over rne — sadness caused by the
thought that this wonderful experience of
the past two or three hours has come to an
end. As we near the mouth of the cave, the
breeze strikes us again, and the temperature
reminds ns that it is winter. The boys catch
their bats, and put them into their pockets,
even though the poor animals do scratch like

a sitting hen. I did not want any bats. A
sort of solemn feeling came over "me as had
many times before during the trip. " In
the. beginning God created the heaven and
the earth —even this Mammotli Cave: or,

at least, he laid his plans so that the water
might do the work. I did not feel like talk-

ing. The iron door swung back, and we
passed out. The little cascade sparkles
again in the moonlight. How different is

the f)uter air! It seemed heavy and suffocat-
ing. The odors of the trees seemed strange
and intense. I am told that people some-
times experience faiiitness as tliey pass out.

(iood-by. old Mammoth Cave, i am a wiser
man after having formed your acquaint-
ance, and may (iod grant that I am. at least

in some respel'ts. a better one.

Now, theil, a word or two in regard to
how all this came about. Perhaps many t>f

you feel like saying with Iluber. Where
•gettie"V"" Yes, "indeed, "where •gettie'V
Well. I will give you some of my opinions,
gathered from what I saw and heard, (ireen
River, of which I have told you. is (pute a
lirisk-moving body of watei'. away down be-
tween two great hills, or mountains, only they
are not hills or mountains, for there is no val-

ley on the other side. The river has cut its

wiiy. as it were, throiigli tiie rock.\ land-
scape. In fact, it is cutting its way deeper
all the while. Soinelxxly has said that it

empties eventually into the Oiiio Hiver,
with its freight of minerals in solution.
Well, some time (ireen IJiver was not down
so deeji in the earth. The rain water years
ago fell on the hills of Kentucky as it"does
now. It ran into the valleys, and then ran
into the ground. To escape, the water cut
passages through the lissures of the rocks,
and finally formed Green River. As the
river cut its way down, the water settled in
the hill to a lower level, and left its first

channel high and dry. Astliis process Avent
on for centuries, the water was continually
cutting new water-courses, forming new
subterranean rivers, as it were. At the
same time the water was cutting away.it
was, in other places, liuilding up by precipi-
tating these mineral substances." Now if

you go back and read what I have described,
keeping the above in mind, you will find the
solution to many of the.se mysteries—Bacon
Chamber, for instance. How does it come,
however, that these stalactites and stalag-
mites, and chunks of bacon, and snowballs,
and other things, are not notr soluble in

water? 1 n fact, many of the specimens are
more like tlint or quartz. Well, see if I can
help you by an illustration. If the water of
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a spring ran over some cakes of tallow, it

would not affect the tallow at all, nor would
the tallow affect the water. Suppose, how-
ever, tlic water lirst ran throufjh a body of
ashes. Then it would be ready to wash
away the tallow with great rapidity ; and as
it evaporated, soap would be left along its

course. In this same way, many minerals
are dissolved and held in solution, and again
precipitated. There are said to be in the
State of Kentucky 100,000 sink-holes, such
as were so great a curiosity to me when I

first saw tliem out of the car window.
There are also many smaller caves. In Ed-
monson County alone we are told there are
upward of -500, big and little. What a won-
derful field for exploration, and what a won-
derful place to study (TOd through his works
—yes, works that are going on even now !

Tn the beginning: God created the heaven and the
earth.
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BEESWAX AT THE PRESENT DATE.
Until, further notice the best offer we can make

on beeswax is 22c cash or 25c trade.

the A b c of carp culture.
We are happy to saj% that the above book is now

in stock, and all orders have been filled some days.

BUSINESS at this DATE, JUNE 15.

All orders are filled, and clerks are waiting for

more, ready to pitch into them the minute they get

their hands on them, if we may except orders in-

cluding untested queens. But these are only a few
days behind, and enough queens are in the apiary

to fill all orders on our books as soon as said queens
get to laying.

HONEV FROM THE HARD MAPLE.
We notice that Rro. Jones, of the Canadian Bee

Journal, suggests that hard maple yields as much, if

not more, than fruit-blossoms. We admit this to

have been the case this past spring, but we do not

believe it is a common occurrence. During only

two seasons have we noticed the hard maple yield-

ing such a quantity. However, it will be an excel-

lent idea to have strong colonies in good trim for

this new source of honey.

n()NEV-t,ABELS.

We have just llnished printing our new book con-

taining specimens of all the dilfeient kinds of

honey-labels now ordinarily in use, both in black

and colors. Kvery possible pains has been taken

to present to our friends the most attractive display

for their honej'-packages. The book is 4X6 inches,

and contains about 24 pages. Besides labels for

honey, we also print letter-heads, envelopes, libra-

ry numbers, etc. All interested in this particular

line should not fail to send for one, which will be
mailed to any address free.

A KIND WORD FROM OUR OLD FRIEND MR. LANG-
STROTH.

We are all rejoiced at the receipt of the following

few lines on a postal card—especially the conclud-

ing part of it. Of course, we told friend L. that we
would regard it as a privilege to send him a potato-

book, or anj- other book, free of charge, if he is able

to read it.

Please send the potato-book, and charge to my account. I

am thankful to be able to inform you that I have recovered a
very comfortable use of my limbs from the attack of paralysis
"ast February, and that my
Oxford, Ohio, .June 3, 1885.

MAIL ROBBERV.
A MONTH ago, a mail - bag containing a large

amount of our mails was stolen somewhere on the

route. This mail-bag has recently been found, and
many of the letters have been forwarded to us.

The whole will reach us as soon as the U. S. detect-

ives have got through with the letters. This will

explain the reason of delays to several of our cus-

tomers. Their letters were just about one month
behind time when they came to us. We learn that

our friend A. C. Nellis, of the Mohawk-Valley Seed

Wai'ehouse, has had a similar trouble, but a much
more extensive one. 1 1 was caused by a elerk in the

C'anajoharie postoflfice, who is now under arrest.

THE WIRE NETTING FOR POULTR V-YARDS.

We have purchased over a thousand dollars'

worth of this wire netting already, and have finally

enough on hand to fill all orders promptly. The
fabric is being used for a great variety of purposes

besides confining poultry. It is a cheap, neat, and
efficient protection for almost every thing that

needs to be protected. It is well known that Irish

junipers, when small, are often injured or killed by

dogs or other animals. Roll up a piece of wire net-

ting, set it over the tree, put four or six stakes in-

side, staple a band of netting to the stakes, and you
have it. If you want to train climbing vines on your

porches or elsewhere, a strip of netting makes the

uicest trellis you can invent. It never rusts, and is

unaft'ected by summer's heat or winter's storms.

If you want to exhibit some nice goods, fruit, or-

anges, or berries, make a screen around in front of

your fruit, with wire netting; and although it is full

in sight, even meddlesome small boys are prevent-

ed from handling it. New uses come up for it

every day. See advertisement on cover.

bee-veils WITH GLASS IN FRONT OF THE EYES.

This matter has come up ngain, and our friend J.

C. Capehait mails us a sample of a very neat one.

The glass is (luite thin, and slightly concave. It is

very neatly attached to the mosquito netting that

forms the body of the veil. Some of the friends

may remember when the subject was up several

years ago, that the matter was pretty thoroughly

discussed. You can see better through a clean

glass than you can through any sort of laee or net-

ting; but unless you are very careful the glass will

become soiled, and then you have to keep wiping it

otr as our elderly friends wipe their spectacles. If

you get any honey on it, you would be apt to turn it

to one side, and prefer to look through the netting.
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Another thing, such a veil can not be handled as

veils usually arc, or the jilass would be brol«en. If

you are very noat and tidy in your habits, however,

may be you will think the fflass front is a very great

iraprovcnicnt. Friend Capehart will mail you one
per terms in his advertisement in last issue, if you
wish to try it.

KEDUCED HATES BY KREIOHT ON BEE-HIVES, EX-

TRACTED HONEY, AND IMPLEMENTS GKN-
ERALLY, USED IN THE APIARY.

At the Bee keepers' Congress in New Orleans,

the matter of freights was talked over pretty

thoroughly; and as we had a railroad man among
us, Mr. S. C. Boylston, General Freight Agent, of

Charleston, S. C, I suggested that wo instruct him
to properly present the matter before the proper

railroad officials. He has done so, and has accom-
plished enough, at least, so that he should have the

thanks of every bee-man north or south. Honey in

barrels or kegs can now be shipped as fifth-class

freight, or at the same rate of classification as

syrup and molasses. The rates on hives in the flat

and set up are about the same that wc had been ob-

taining from most of our large lines; but friend

Boylston has succeeded in securing a general class-

ification, so that, hereafter, railroad men need not

say they do not know what rates ought to be
charged for bee-hives, and so put them in as double
first-class (that is the rate they charge for shipping

looking-glasses), so as to be sure to get it high

enough. Friend Boylston is a fair typo of a real

live Southerner, and h<; is Just the man exactly for

the place he fills. Friend B. can doubtless furnisli

printed leaflets containing this classification, which
you are to get and submit to your own railroad

agent, if he is not posted. The new classification

took effect.Iune 3, ]88,5. We will publish a letter from
Mr. B., in the next issue.

WHO SHALL BEAR THE LOSS?

Suppose A ships B ten pounds of bees, with a

(lueen with each, and they arrive at their destination

dead. In such a case, the usual way has been for A
to send another lot, and so on, until he succeeds in

getting the whole to the destination in good order.

If A is so unskillful that ho loses money badly be-

fore he gets through, he had better give up ship-

ping bees and (lueons. But suppose, friends, aft-

er the first lot arrives at the destination dead, B
says he does not want any more because it is so late

in the season, or something of that kind. Shall he
receive his money back, and leave A to shoulder

the whole of the heavy loss? This question comes
up almost every season, and I do not know that a

decision has been made in regard to it. Of course,

a good deal would depend on what A advertises to

do. If he simply advertises to replace all lost in

transit, I can not see whj^ he should be asked to re-

fund the money, unless he chooses to return a part

of it, rather than to undertake further shipments;
and my decision would be, that in no case should A
be asked to return the full amount, shouldering

the whole loss himself. Shipping bees and queens
is necessarily a risky business; and in view of this

I would caution new hands to beware about making
their printed prices lower than tUey can stand, in

case of such contingences as the one I have men-
tioned. Of course, A should be prepared to send
more bees promptly as soon as he knows his first

shipment was a failure. If he can not do this, he
should discount on the prices in accordance with

the amount of time that elapses. Of course, the
later in the season bees are sent, the less would be
their- value.

BEINO IN HASTE TO SHIP OOOMS BACK THAT DO
NOT PLEASE YOU, BEFORE YOU HAVE HAD

ORDERS TO DO SO.
There arc few things in business that so vex and

try my patience as this fashion that has, by some
means or other, got h6ld of some of the friends. I

suppose it is sometimes done because of ill humor
in being disappointed; and things that arc done in

ill humor are seldom wisely done. Let me explain

to you how it works. We do an immense trade in

scales for bee-keepers, for instance, and may be
furnish them at prices that have been hitherto un-

known. We are enabled to do this by buying large

shipments of the manufacturers; and then comes
the question, " How small a margin can we work
on?" Perhaps we could handle the goods with a

margin of only 10 per cent, if wc could be safe from
losses in the way of goods injured in transit, mis-

takes in addresses, and other incidentals. To guard
against defective goods being sent out, we make ar-

rangements with the manufacturer that he is to

make good all defects at his own expense; then
when a complaint comes we direct the complaining
party to ship it straight to the factory, and we send

him another one from here. This all goes nicely

unless our friend gets vexed in finding his scale de-

fective, and shii)s it to us by express, without ask-

ing for orders in regard to its disposal. When it

gets here by express the charges arc more than the

profit we make on half a dozen scales, and it has to

be shipped again, may be to some of the Eastern

States. What should he have done? Why, he

should have written on a postal, "Mr. Root, this

scale does not weigh right, and we can not fix it.

What shall we do?" Our answer would have been
almost equally brief, "Get it repaired if you can,

and we will pay charges. If you can not conven-

iently, ship it to , and notify us by return mail,

and we will replace it at our own expense."

Sometimes goods are returned to us by express

when the nature of the break nuikes them entirely

worthless; and charges toward a dollar or such a

matter have to be paid in express charges, or else

the innocent express companies suffer. I have
heard of shipping back dead fruit-trees, instead of

informing the shipper that they had been delayed

so long on the way that they were perfectly worth-

less. Have you any legal or moral right to burden
one of your fellow-men in the shape of charges on
any kind of goods before he has had an opportunity

to even consent to your act of re-shipping? Has
anybody any right to send any one any thing by
express, unless he has been ordered to do so? If

you pay charges to destination, that is another

thing, to be sure; but even then I think it best to

get permission before you ship the goods. It is a

trouble and bother to us to have goods sent here that

we do not want here, even if the charges are paid.

DP WITH ORDERS
I am up with spring ordei's, and can send queens

by return mail. If you want untested Italian
•lueens, reared from imported mothers, send !?1.00

for one; f1.90 for two; -55.00 for six : .•?!MK( lor i;:.

Address W. S. CAUTHEN,
12 13-Ud Pleasant Hill, S, C,
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FLORIDA.
ORANGE-GROWING, BEE CULTURE, & GARDENING.

FOR SAI-E,
Near Laue Park, Sumter Co., Fla., on the east side
of Lake Harris, near shore, and in the famous
" Great Lake Resion " of the " Oran<re Belt," about
10 acres of clioiec first-class pine land, with portion
of rich Hanimoek, right of way to tlie lake, and ad-

vantages for boating, fishing, bathing;, t ra\tl, and
transport. Soil e.vceptionally good, and aduiiralily

suited for orange-growing, or rii!>ing early fruits
,

and vegetables. Excellent bee-pasturage surround- i

Ing. Location pleasant, healthy, well protected i

from frost, near two important towns and R. R.
stations, ami in desirable and rising neighborhood.
Good home market for |>roduc<\ :ui<l first-rate facil-

ities for transportation. An cxrcllciit <ipportunity
for advantiigcouslv uniting the aliovf three in-

dustries. P^acli sliould pa\- well singly, and tiy com-
bining tliem, (afl\ ami goocl income may be sccurccl

before tlu' splendid result gained when the grove is

brought into lieaiing. Title peilVct. Price mod-
erate. Fuller partic-ulars and terms from

W. D. CAMPBELL, Tavares, Orange Co., Fla.

im, ITALIAN QUEENS. 1885,
For Italian ipieens in their purity, and that can

not be excelled; Comb Foundation and supplies
generally, send for circular. Untested queens,
$11.00 per dozen. T.S.HALL,
Ttfdb Kirby's Creek, Jackson Co., Ala.

j

to PER CENT REDUCTION
Allowed on all orders until further notice. Goods
better than ever. The following are samples of many
letters received:

Dear Sir;—Rec'd sections (14,000) yesterday. They
are allO. K., finer even than last year.

J. M<itt<„ni. Ahniter, O., Mmj 2, /SS.5.

Dear Sir;-Of those CI FALCON CHAFF HIVES I bought
of you. .OS had full colonics and three nuclei; nil

lia\»' wintered tinelv; that speaks well for the hive
and mv mode of packing. *****

K. L. ]Vrsr,,1t. Fair Harm. 17. , April r,. l^sr,.

1 manufacture a full line of

BEE-KEEPERS'
ni llhislrittnl P

SUPPLIES.
List f„r tSK-,. Frf

ff IV. T. Falconer, Jamestown, N. Y.

li878)(iTflLiAH)(QUEEHS)(i885
Bred from Select Imported and Home-
Bred Queens. No Black Bees near.

Fiitested (|ueens, in .lune and .lulv. ?1.00 each
Teste<l queens, as 1 can spare them, •'rX'.O J each. Fo
nuclei, etc., send for price list.

D. G. EDMISTON.
12tfdb Adrian, L.eiiawee Co., JVIicIi.

ROOT S CHAFF HIVES

Our.5th Annual Circular, containing a full line of
Bee-Keepers' goods, will be sent tr<-eon applicatimi.
5tfdb S. C. t J. P. WATTS, MUEKAY, CLEAEFIELD CO., PA.

BEES FOR SALE
AFTER THE FIRST OF JULY.

Si'ntl for Tt-rm.s.
H. K. BOARDMAN,

12tfdb Ea^t Toivii^iciid, llnroii Co., O.

nr^Y^-\r 'rilE BKL.I>1 >'if"N A ITA1,IATV!«,
A IV X and see for voursclf that thev are THE
BEST. Warranted (luecns in May, *1.'_'.5: June, '

$1.10: July and after, #1.011; six for tSOO. Bees at
reduced rates. Send for descriijtive circular. Sat-
isfaction guaranteed. CHAS. D. DUVALL,
Otfdb Siiencerville, Mont. Co., Md.

BEES and QUEEUS
At Greatly Reduced Prices.

After June l.") I will sell ::-lfame nuclei, witli :.' lis.

of bees in each, no ijueiii, tor s:.' „',"> e .eh. Tested
(lueens, *l..")i) each: warranted ipieeu^. ;;1 (lu each;
untest<'d (pieens, ;.'> e. each, either Syrian or Italian.

I. R. GOOD, Sparta, Tenn.~ GERMAN BROWN BEES,
',.> iMs. a pound: (,»ueens to go wit h the same, :i") cts.;
. pound, .')Octs. Will be leadv to ship the :,'8th of
May. Safe arrixal gimrantced. Address

THOMAS GEDYE. LA SALLE, LA SALLE CO., ILL.
'

DIXON & DILLON,
Parrish, Franklin Co., Illinois.

Manufacturers of and Dealers in all kinds of

APIARIAN SUPPLIES,
at the lowest prices. Also pure ITALIAN Kr.lOS
and QlfKK>.*«. No other bees kept in our \ards.
P'or further infortnation, send for price list. C-lodb

Notice forJulyTl885.
1 lb. Italian bees in one ))ackage !*1 W
5 lbs. 4 .50

10 lbs.
'• S (HI

1 pure Italian (|ueen (.just lavingi 1 00
Combs filled with brood, L. size, each 1 00

For sale by R. STEHLE,
IM Marietta, Wash. Co., O.

MUTH'S
HONEY-EXTEACTOE,

Nttl'AICK <JI.ASS HONEV-JAICK,
TIN KIICKKT!«, KUK-lll VKS,

H<»NKV-SErTIONS, <Vc., Ac.

A competent and reliable man to take an interest
in or as employe in an apiary and dairy combined.
Best of references given and required. Address

S. D. BOGdS, Lexiiwton, Fayette Co., Kij.

T WILT, SELI-, after June 1st, hybrid bees at i»1.2.-)

1 per lb., and "dollar" (pieens at #1.00 each. I

have imported stock to breed from. Siife arrival
guaranteed. .1. .M. VOl'Nti,

Itoek Hlutls, (ass Co., Xcb.

Apply to CMAS. F. MUTII, Ci.n(

P. S.—Send 10-cent stamp for " I'rac
pers."Bee-K

ATI, ( >.

Ilintsto
Itfdb

rOK MALK " In lim
lions, half interest i

ITALIAN QUEENS AND BEES FOR SALE.
Untcste<l, )pl,Oilcach; tested, .*:,'.00 each. For full

colonics, and bees by pound, or :.' and :! frame nu-
clei, write tor prices. JOHN N l^liKL .V SON,
ll-l™'d High Hill, Montgomery Co., Mo.

;t in one or two apiaries of 100
oloiiies or more each, separately or togctiicr. A
•ood opening in a line beecountry for a first-class

niu. (ioodi-eason loi' selling. ('hea|) for cash, or
lart ercdit. IfiKNJ. F. AVKUIL.1.,
l-l;.>d Itivertoii, Bolivar Co., ItlittH.

DADANT'S FOUNDATION FACTORY, Whole-
sale and retail. Sec advertisement in another

column. 3bti'd
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Klimitz'sOueen- Catcher.

[See Marcl] ulcaniiujs, ji'Kjr Id);.]

A Cage for Catching Queens Without Injury.

Directions ' Y THE INVENTOR:—Take out tlic plug from the
open end, which has to be niade in tlir slia|M- of a funnel, and
set this end lightly over her. As tlir light strikes her from
above through the wire she will iristaTilIv run up into the
cage, which is then closed by rei)laiiiig til.- ping. Catching a
queen this way is just as quick as iii.-kiiif; bir up with the fln-

fers, and, above all, she is never hurt. For a number of years
have not used gloves when at work with my bees, but I rely

mostly on m.y catcher when I want to catch a queen, because
I am a very nervous person, and can not keep my fingers quiet
enough when I am in the least excited. They will tremble in
spite of all I can do; and the more valuable the queen is, or
ttie more anxious I am to secure her, the more unsteady my
fingers are. But with my catcher I am always safe, and would
not feel content, especially in swarmingtime, without having
sever:'! of them in mv pocket. To make the queen come
ont finii-klv 1 n-ini.ve tlie pint.' and f..ld niv hand around

Thc-
pn
. have every thing handy. This cage may also he used for
introducing queens, by putting it down lietweeii the combs,
and leaving it there until the bees eat out the candy and sot
her free. If they do not let her out at the end of 48 hours, re-

lease her in the usual way.

Price, lOc each; ten, 8.5c; 100, fT.50. By mail, one
cent each extra lor postag-c.

A, I. ROOT, incdlna, Ohio.

^-1885-4-
I offer for sale this season as fine a strain of Ital-

ian queens and bees as can be found in this coun-
trj'. Bees by the nucleus, with tested or untested
young: queens. My queens will nearly all be bred
from the queen I bought of Frank Benton last sea-
son, which I described in Sept. No. of Gleanings,
or from select daughters of hers. They are fine,

large, bright-colored bees, very gentle, splendid
workers; queens very prolific, and stood the long
cold winter with scarcely any loss. My five-frame
nuclei I make a specialty. These can in 10 days or
two weeks be built up into fine colonies.
Send for price list and circular. Address

"Wm. I-ITTI-E,
12-13d Marlssa, St. Clair Co., III.

BSES TUB. FOUXTD, $1.00.
Tested Qtieeiitii, $2.00; Untested, $1.00; 3

I<. Frame Niirlel, $3.50 and $1.50.

I2tl F. S. McClelland, New Brighton, Pa.

Men June 15th L''i•!.^o^^'!''^:."^^^'mS
with $1.0;) (niccn, .'?:.' 5(1; :{-fi'aiiie nuclei, with $1.00

queen, $3.00; full colony in Roofs Sinipliiity hive,
$8.00. Each of above with tested tiueen, ,50c more.
All on wired L. frames. Satisfaction guaranteed.
Address N. A. KNAPP.

12d Rochester Depot, Lorain Co., O.

WE will paylOc each for a few copies of April 1.5th

Gleanings, 1884. A. I. Root, Medina, O.
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THE ABC OF"

CARP CULTURE
.1 ( sr jssi i:n.

A COMPLETE TREATISE
Upon the Food Carp and its Culture.

iit:ludiiis plans and specification:, and full-
est INSTEUGTIONS FOE THE CONSTSUCTION OF

PONDS, AND EVEr.7 THINS PEETAININS TO THE
BUSINESS OF EAISINO CAEP FOE FOOD.

By MILTON P. PEIRCE,

Secretary of the American Carp Cultural Accociaticc.

Illustrated by Many Fine Engravings,
With a Copious Index.

1>UI<K !.'> <;T.S.; KV I?I.\ll., .-.<) < TS.

A. I. ROOT, IvIEUIlTil, OHIO.

Orders for rarniolan and Italian (,)iK'('ns and nu-
clei from best imported niotlicrs. Send for I'riee

List to A. F. SHANN«»IV,
13-14(1. SPRING HILL, DECATCU CO., INI).

I WILL SELL
oinplete, with lower Irames, tor
..W; history Simplieity, eomplete,

Chair liives all

$2.r)(l; in tiat. «
$I.:.T); in flat, '.Me

Comb Foundation, made from pure refined \va.\,

4"»c per lb. for heavy; .55 for lifflit. Other supplies.
Sead for price list. A. V. STAl'KFEU,
latfd Stcrlintr. Whiteside Co., III.

DADANT'S FOUNDATION FACTORY, WHOLE-
SALE AND RETAIL. See advertisement in

another column. 3btfd

5-1 WILL SHIP FULL COLONIESi-
Of liees during July, Au«-., and Sept., and jfuaran-
tee safe arrival by e.xpress. Pure Italians, ST. .5;),

and hybrids S.'j.oO. These bees are in Simplicity
hives, and in s'ood condition, with '.' frames and
straight combs in each hive. 1 ka\e out cue
frame for more room. l{eadv to ship anv day.
13d H. M. UOYBE, HILL CHUEOH, BEEE3 CO., PA.

BEES FOR SALE.
1 will sell fifteen colonies of Italians and liyl)rids

in Hoot's chaff hives, all stron]sr and in g-ood condi-
tion, for ffi.ltO per colony, on cars here. 13d

THOMAS HUNT, MATNESVILLE, WAEEEN CO., OHIO,

Names of responsible parties will be inserted in
any of the following departments, at a uniform
price of 20 cents each insertion, or f3.00 per year.

$1.00 Queens.
Names inserted in this department the first time with-

out charge. After, 20c each insertion, or $2.00 per year.

Those whose names appear below agree to furnish
Italian queens for $1.00 each, under the following-
conditions : No guarantee is to be assumed of purity,
or anything of the kind, only that the queen be rear-
ed from a choice, pure mother, and had commenced
to lay when they were shipped. They also agree to
return the mone.y at any time when customers be-
come impatient of such delay as may be unavoidable.
Bear in mind, that he who sends the best queens,

put up most neatly and most securely, will probably
receive the most orders. Special rates for warrant-
ed and tested queens, furnished on application to
any of the parties. Names with *, use an imported
queen-mother. If the queen arrives dead, notify us
and we will send you anothei'. Probably none will

be sent for ^1.00 before July Ist, or after Nov. If
wanted sooner, or later, see rates in price list.

*A. I. Root, Medina, Ohio.
*H. H. IJrown, Light Street, Columbia Co., Pa. 13tf
*Paul L. Viallon, Bayou Goula, La. ]3tfd
*S. F. Newman, Norwalk. Huron Co., O. 13tfd
*Wm. Ballantinc, Sago, Musk. Co., O. 13tfd
*1). G. Eilniiston, Adrian, Len. Co.. Mich. fltfd

S. (,. Wood, Hirmirigham, Jeflf. Co., Ala. 1.3tfd

»S. C. Perrv, Portland, Ionia Co., Mich. fltfd

,Ias. O. Faciy, Tavistock. Ont., Can. 13tfd
*H. J. Hancock, Siloaiu Springs, Benton Co., Ark.

9tfd
' E. T. Lewis, Toledo, Lucas Co., O. 3-1

C. C. Vaughn, Columbia, Maurv Co., Tenn. 9tfd
C. M. Dm. little, Hon.dinu, Onondaga Co., N. Y..3-13

I). A. Mer(M<l. Oxford, liutlcr Co., O. .5-16

S. II. Ilutc-hinson \ Son, Claremont, SurryCo.,Va.
.5-3

*E. Kretchmer, Coburg, Mont. Co., Iowa. lltfd
*W. A. Compten. Lvnnville. Giles Co., Tenn. lltfd
•J. L. Hvde. Pomfnt Landing, Wind. Co., Ct. 13tfd
D. .McK'enzic. (amp Parapet, .) elf. Parish, La.l3tfd
M. .1. Martin. \. Manchester. Wabash Co., Ind.7-1»
D. .\. Pike, Smithshurg, Wash. Co., Md. 7-17

( ornclius Bros., Lal'avctteville, Dutch. Co., N. Y.
7-1!)

Peler Brickev, Lawrencelnirgli, Anderson Co.,
lltfd Kv.

S. M. Darrah. Chenoa, McLean Co., III. 11-17

Ira I). Alderman, Taylors Bridge, Samp. Co.. N.C.
13tfd

J. W. Win.ler, Carrollton. N<-wOrleans, La. 13tf(l

M.iW. Keeran, Bloomington, MeF,ean Co., III. II 21

*o. II. Townsend. Alamo, Kal. Co.. Mich. 13lfd

•F. S. McClelland. New Brighton, Beav. Co., Pa. 1113
*EliasCole, .\shlev. Delaware Co., O. 13-tfd
Haines Urus., Moons, Fayette Co., O. l3-2:^

H. C. Simi>.son. KichlMir-. Chester Co.. S. C. 13-1.5

<;. M. Hicks, Fairview, Washington Co., Md. 13 1.5

G. F. Smith. Bahl Mount. Lacka Co.. Pa, I3-I5tfd

r. E. Cottrell. Burdiek. Porter Co.. Jnd. 13tfd

»F. W. Moats, The Bend, Defiance Co., O. 13

Hive Manufacturers.

W'ho agree to make such hives, and at the prices
named, as those described on our circular.

A. I. Root, Medina, Ohio.
P. L. Viallon, Bayou Goula, Iberville Par., La. I3tfd

C. W. Costellow. Waterboro, York Co., Me. 21-19

Kennedy & Leah3', Higginsville, Lafayette Co., Mo.
9tfd

F. A. Snell, Milledgeville, Carroll Co., 111. 1-13

E. T. Lewis, Toledo. Lucas Co.. Ohio. 3-1

H. F. Moeller, cor. 5th st. and Western Ave.,
Davenport, la. 3-1

C. P. Bish, Petrolia. Butler Co., Pa. 3-13

Milo S. West, Box 1^03, Flint, Genesee Co.,Mich.3-13
E. Kretchmer, Coburg, Montgomery Co., la. lltfd
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Look! Look! Look!
n iCK ITALIAN BI<:ii:S AND QUEENS.

June July Aufx.
ITntcsted (lucons ?1 ^^5 $1 (K) $100
Tested " 2 5(1 2 00 2 0(1

'4 lb. of bees (no queen) 12.') 100 100
All queens impurely mated, rephieetl.

CHAS. li. MACKEV,
lit Id BOS 396. rOUNGSTOWlT, MAHONING CO., OHIO.

ONE-PIECE SECTIONS A SPECIALTY,
lylr< <I k(We make tl\

supplies. Saiiiiilc liiiiuircd. ,'.i|

cnlar free. Orders tilled pion
off on orders until further not
7tfd

'

B. WALKEE 4 CO , CAPAC, ST. CLAIE CO., MICH

Fivi

( p other
' and cir-

per cent

g
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DADANT'S
FOUNDATION
is iisscrtcd liy liuiidreds of practical and disiiitorcst-

ed liee-kcci^crs to be the cleanest, liri-htcst, quick-
est accepted by bees, least apt to satr. most reg-ular
ill color, evenest, and neatest, ot any that is made.

It is kept for sale by Messrs. A. H. Newman, Chi-
cago, 111.; C. F. Muth, Cincinnati, O.; Jas. Heddon,
Dowagiac, Mich.; Dougherty & McKee, Indianapo-
lis, Ind.; Chas. H.Green, Berlin, Wis.; Chas. Hertel,
.Ir., Freeburg, 111.; Ezra Baer, Dixon, Lee Co., 111.; E.
S. Armstrong, Jerseyville, 111. ; H. Drum, Adelphi.O.

;

Arthur Todd, Germantown, Philadelphia, Pa.; E.
Kretchmer, Coburg, Iowa; E. F. Smith, Smyrna, N.
Y.; C. T. Dale, Mortonsville, Ky. ; Clark Johnson &
Son, Covington, Ky., King, Aspinwall & Co., 16 Thom-
as St., New York City, C. A. Graves, Birmingham,
O.; M.J. Dickason, Hiawatha, Kan.; J. W. Porter,
Charlottesville, Albemarle Co., Va.; E. R. Newcomb,
Pleasant Valley, Dutchess Co., N. Y., and numerous
other dealers.
Write for xawjilrx free, and price list of supplies,

acc(>n)r)anied with 1 ,^0 Coiiiplinientary and uiifo-

livitcd trstinxDiinIs, from as many bee-keepers, in
188;!. fVc unauDitf.c even/ inch nf mir fimndation equal
to sample in every renpect.

CHAS. DADANT A: SON,
libtfd Hamilton, Haucoc-k Co., Illinois.

rriR QAI P One or the Be««t liooaled A pi-run OnUU. arle»i in tlie State of Iowa.
.58 Colonies of ITALIAN BEES in Sphnill,! (on,li-
tiiiii : just reach- to commeiicf swarming (June tii.

SI'[,K\I)II) [{KK-l'.VS'I'rHA(;K. Ixniihlinnx, fVhilr
Clnrrr. Itrd Clnn r. liiissimnd. and (loldrnrod. Hand-
some new frame house, '.JO .\<>rf'!»i of L<aiid,)i good
milch cows. Hay station, I'. (>. and st()re, :iO rods
from the house. Ininn <li, id' im^.irssi.ni ilirrn if de-

sired. Prlt-e !i«2500. which includes 100 NEW HIVES
all ready for bees, and 6000 SECTIONS with founda-
tion,, ready for surplus honey. Will trade for ti

small well-located apiary in the Kast.

C. A. SAYRE.
12-13tfd Sargent. Floyd Co.. Iowa.

BINGHAM SMOKERS AND KNIVES.
BY MAIL, POSTPAID.

rid :ji„ i

>liielil) 3
I'l' ?K

BINGHAM Si HETHEEINGTON, AERONIA, MICH.
lii.fdli

0LD TYPE EO^ ^?IIiE.
We have sti

For

)f It:

IN(iS p

(1 it) ills, oi our out nonpareil
sample of it, see anv iniintier

lions to May ir,, ISS4. Also 17 lbs.

. .\s it is all pacKi'd, wo can not
divide either lot. The Homaii includes .") lbs. and
o\cr of " logot.\i)es;" that is, the words the, and,
that. 1)1!/, '(((/I, etc., arc made all on one body, thus
facilitating comi)ositlon. We ofler llie lot at 1.') cts.

per lb. .\. I. I{()()T, Me<lina, Ohio.

SOMETHING NEW.
As 1 have greatly increased my facilities for man-

ufacturing

It will be to .your advantage to send for price list

before purchasing elsewhere. Cash paid for bees-
wax. A. B. HCWE,
2ttdb Council Bluffs. Iowa.

UNTESTED ITALIAN QUEENS, 75e. Safe delivery.
J. H. JoHNi^oN, ,Mi(Jdaghs, Nortb'ton Co., Pa,

JOB LOT OF WIRE CLOTH
AT (iliKATLY ItKltVCEl) VltlC'ES.

Such a brisk demand has sprung up for this, and
our customers seem to be so much pleased with the
goods, we have succeeded in getting another still

larger lot, of one of the largest manufacturers of
wire cloth in the world. Please bear in mind that
the only way in which we can afford to sell it at the
vcr.y low price of I'i cts. per sq. ft. is b.v selling the
•jntire piece .iust as it is put up. We have now
in stock the t'ollowi'ng pieces. As fast as it is sold,
each piece is crossed out, and the next issue will
show what remains.

• THE LSKS TO

° Tills wire clotli is first qualit;
-I just till- thiuf; tor coverii
»-iont tli 8; for coverin'? bei

iiK cl"Oi'

n'^ bee-hives :

bees; iii.iltins sieves for sifting seeds, etc

Tins WIRE CLOTH CAN BE AP-

every respect, and is

nrt windows, to keep
ages for sliipping

nils of Ta, 72, 70 s. f

.

Dlls, 100 s. f . eoc.'i.

iillsof I«6s. f. each
-ill>..f ISl. 1 of IfiOs. f.

of 24.T s r.

I of MB, 1 oi;m8s. r.

of 1.V3 s f

.

lis of 400, 1 of 2011 s.

195. 1 of l.iB, 2 nt l.-,l,2of

of :)I7, I each of 190, 632, 178, 126,

A. I. I<4M»T, .Medina, Ohio.

THE CANADIAN BEE JOURNAL
K /;/•;/»/. J. $i.o(> ri.ii yj:.ii,-.

D. A. Jones Si Co., Publishers, Eeeton, Ont., Can.

The only bee journal printed
tainina-mnch valuable and int

week from the pens ot leading '

States bee Uee
ceipt of addrcs

in Canada, and con-
resting matter each
anadian and I'liited

f:

ceipt of address. PrinU'd on nice toned paper, and
in a nice shape tor binding, making in one year a
volume of 833 pages. 9tfb

BEES and (JUEEFS
At Greatly Reduced Prices.

.\fter June j.'i I will sell L'-frame nuclei, with 2 lbs.

of bees in each, no (|ueeii, for *;:i.2.5 each. Tested
queens, $I..")0 each; warranted queens, $1.00 each;
untested nuecns, 75 c. each, either Syrian or Italian.

I. R. GOOD, Sparta, Tenn.

I 1< Y and see for vourself that tlwy are THE
/iKSr. Warranted iiueens in Mav. ^\:::-,: .June,
#1.10: .Inly and Tift.'r, ?;|.iHi: six for #r.(K). Uees at
r-.'duced rates. Send lor descriptive circular. Sat-
i.-:faction guaranteed. CHAS. U. Dl'VALL,
Ottdb Spcncerville, Mont. Co., Md.

MUTH'S
HONEY-EXTRACTOE,

TIN BUCKETS, BEE-IIIVES,
IIONEV-SEt'TIOlNS, Ac, A:c.

Apiily to CHAS. F. MUTH, Cincinnati, O.

V. S.—Send Kl-ccnt stamp for " Practical Hints to
I5ec-Keepers." Itfdb

$1.00 Discount.
1 will offer, for .the ne.vt W davs. Novice honey-

e.\tractors for Langstroth frames. ftj.OO; for Amer-
ican frames, 6.00; usual price ^".OO. Also Italian
Rees and Queens lor sale. Send all orders to

Vi-IM OEO. W. BAKEK, MILTQN, WAYiTB CO,, IND,
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peNEY C©MMN.
CITY MARKETS.

rLKVKLANn.—Wonfi/—There is no chan<?c in the
hoiiev market. The |irirps an- iioniinaliy iniehaiiff-

f'd. 11^' I.-), hut we have no transactions to report; in

fa<'t. we do not look for anv deniand until after the
strawherrv season, wlien there usually si)rinKS up a
demand. " A. C. Kkndki..
June 20, 1885. 115 Ontario St.. Cleveland, Ohio.

Boston.—7^»«c^^—3-lb. sections, best white. U;
1-lb. sections, best white. 15; extracted, 7(J]'.)c. Trade,
of course, is vem ftli>iv on honey, but we can't expect
any thing better this season of the year.
Reeswrr, none on hand. Sale very slow.
June22, 18S5. Br>.\KE & RtPi.EY.

57 Chatham St., Boston. Mass

CH1C.A.GO.—7/ojif)/.—Very little doing- in the honey
line at present. Market may be said to be very
dull; prices unchanged from last cjuotatlons.

/{ersM'rtj-. 2H<f{25c; quiet
June 20, 188" K. A. BlTUNETT,

161 So. Water St., Chicago, 111.

New York.—Ho/ic!/.—There is no change in prices
of honey from last issue. Brrsira.r, lower. Prime
yellow sells at 26@.29c., as to quality and (juantity.

June 13. 1885. McOaul & Hildketh Bhos.,
;W Hudson Street, corner Duane St., New York.

("[NftNNATi.—Hdiiri/.—There is no change what-
ever in the market for honey, which is without life

for some time. We have a good class of regular
customers who use considerable hone.v. while out-
siders can hardly be induced to purchase. We
quote extracted honey at 4' jT( Sc, and eomb honey at
!»(g.l2c on arrival. Bcrstra.r. -Demand is good for
beeswa.x, which brings 23fr/:iSo on arrival for good
yellow. Cm xs. F. Mi th.

S. E. Cor. Freeman and Central Avenues,
June 20, 1S85. Cincinnati, Ohio.

St. Louis.— Hnnri/.—Our market continues very
dull. Extracted Southern, in bhls., held at .5c; half-
bhls., <ic. Comb honev, no demand: nomiiuil. 8 to
12['. Bcr.sitvi.r.—There is very little demand. Stock
increasing; last sales at 2;5c, likely to go lower.

W. T. Anderson & Co..
June 22, 1885. 104 N. Third St., St. Louis, Mo.

Milwaukee.- Honey.—This market is without
any interesting features to note regarding honey.
There is ver.y little comb, and the demand is almost
nothing frotn first hands, and values nominal. F^x-

tracted in good supply, considering the limited de-
mand for it. Ouotations nominal; vl/,.. 1-lb. sec-
tions, white, 12frril2'jC. Extracted, in pails and kegs.
TfTciRc. Becsi/irt.c—Slow, and demand tight. 2.5@28c.
June 22, 1885. A. V. Bishop.

142 West Water St.. Milwaukee, Wis.

New Yokk. — Hnncu. — Nothing doing in comb
honey. Quite a lot of old stock in market yet, but we
believe it will be disposed of before new comb hon-
e.y comes in. We make no change in prices since
our last. New Southern extracted hone.v is coming
in f reel.y. and selling at fi-om 5.'>'^' 60c. per gal. in lots.

lieeKwai plenty, demand limited, and prices rang-
ing from 2.5((/'27c. for prime (juality.
June 22, 1885. Thukbeh. Whyi.and & Co..

Keade & Hudson Sts. New York.

CIECULAKS RECEIVED.

.1. W. C'lark. Clarksburg, Mo., seiuls u;; an 8-pag:i' list of su])-

plles generally.
.1. P. Connell, Hillsboro, Texas, sends us a 1-page list of bees

and queens.
E. W. Geer. St. Mar.y's. Mo., sends out a 4-papro list of bees,

hives, and supplies gpneral'y.
Win. Little, Martssa. 111., sends us n C-pagc price list of bees

and queens, very nioel.v printed

.

Oeorge M. O'ay. Medinn <>..l!i-; j i i timl. .1 iis his new spec-
imen-book of plain and colorcil I.iIn I |..r li nn \ cans, and oth-
er purposes. In this book, which i out nn- alii.ut 40 pages.
friend George has given us the hcsi picilucil.in of his hand
and brain, both of which are above nicdiociity in this line of
work. It will pa.v you to send and pet a copy, which will be
)nailed free, to all contemplating business.

LET ME HELP TOU.
I will sell, to all wishing to buy during July, Aug-

ust, and September, pure Italians. One hive for
$B.(iO; five or more for *5..50 each.
Hybrids, one for ^5.00; five or more for S4.50 each.
Blacks, one for $4.50; five and more, $4.00 each.
All 10-frame, 2-storj', new Langstroth hives. Safe

arrival guaranteed. G. W. ALBKECHT.
13-14-15d Dundas, Calumet Co., Wis.

OACC Introduction. t^:^gd^'lSi^\U| r from imported mother, f 1.10, or safe
Will arrival onl.y guaranteed, shipped in
the N((/( Inttwlucinu cage for §1.00. Send for our
new catalogue. You will learn something new. See
ad. in May (J leanings. S. A. DYKE & CO..
i:3-16db Pomeroy, Meigs Co., Ohio.

Italian Q,ueens.
Cutestod, each fl 00, or six for |!5 00
Tested, " .. 2 00. " " 1100
Two-frame nuclei, with tested queen 4 00

" untested " 3 00

My queens are from imported or home-bred Ital-
ian mothers ; the same strain has averaged for
the last four years from 30 to 2;36 lbs. of honey per
colony. Try them. They will please you. Safe ar-
rival guaranteed. Comb Foundation, brood. 40c;
light. 50c. Address
13-l-ld J^J. HTOLBERT, Lyaion, 111.

TSO CHOICE CELERY KaNTS
by mairposti)ai(l. for 11.00: 350 for $2.00; 1(100, by ex-
press. PiM). Reduction on large lots. Please ad-
dress A. T. COOK. CLINTON HOLLOW, DUTCHESS CO., N. Y,

A. I, ROOT SAYS:
"

1 ha\e examined your Automatic Honey-Ex-
tractor and am well pleased with it. It is well made,
and the reversing device does you much credit."

I-'or full particulars, address 13d

G. W. Stanley & Bro., Wyoming, N. Y.

I WILL SELL
From June 15, until Sept. 15, good Italian bees at

$1.25 per pound. Nucleus colonies, 3 frames. L. size,

at ¥3.25 each. Dollar queens to accompany the
above. $1.00 extra. All my(|Uc(ns arc reared from
imported stock. Safe aarival and satisfaction guar-
anteed. J. M. YOUNG,
l3tfdi) Rock Bluffs, Cass Co., Neb.

CARNIOLAN QUEENS.
I have jii»*t Ite<eived a Qiieni Iroiii C'air-

iiiola, aiitl will raise a ffe^v Queens ol" tlii.*;

Stock ill my Italian Apiary at once. Tiie
€ariilolaiiM are Handsome, and llndoiibt>
edly the lieiitlest Bees knoivii. I will have
about One Hundred Queens ready to ITIail
about July "iO. Safe arrival Guaranteed, at
One Dollar Each. 13tfdb

JAMES H. MORRISON,
OXFORD, CHESTER CO., PA.

BEESAMxn'KKXSOXH.WI).
Vp with itnlirs to date. 1 pound liees. one comb

brood, and "$" (pieen, all for :?2..50. Fdn.. 45c. to

55c. June 25. 'M. OLIVEE FOSTEE, Mt. Vernon, Linn Co.. la.

position in an apiary; isalsoaflrst-
class carpenter. Best of references given and re-

(luired. Address F. C. E1.1.ISON,
13d SMITHPOHT. McKEAN CO., PA.
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TKKM.S:$1.00PkrAVKUM, IN ADVANCB;! 7/, ,/ /^ 7. Zt o Zi /5 /-/ -in 1 Q '^ '?
2Oopie8for«1.90;3for82.75,5for«4.00;

I

JL.SiClUl I hHC iV llL lO t O
10 or more, 75 cts. each. Single Numf>er, I

10 cts. Additions to clubs may be made '

at club rates. Above are .ill to be sent
[

to ONE P08T0PFICH. J

f Clubs to different postoffices, not lkss
I than 90 cts. each. Sent postpaid, in the
; U. S. and Canadas. To all other coup-
;
tries of the Universal Po.^tal Union. 18i-

1>0/''»T" \ri.T^T\'\ (\'lMf\ I

peryenrextra. To all countries not uf
ilUUl, AlbJJlJN A, (Jl llO.

I the U. P. U.. 42c per year extra.

ni.lSllEI) SKMI-MONTIIl.'

NOTES FHOM THE BANNER APIARY.

NO. f)7.

SKPAliAiOHS A.NU "FEKDIXCi llAl K." ,

TT AST A])ril we received a letter I'loiii w liiili we
r^ iiuike tlic lollowiiif,'- extract:

I'^j
In Cr.KAM.NCS for Ainil 1st yon say: "I

.^J have liecii (luitc cntlnisiusl ic in e.xplainiiij;

how to (lisix'iisc Willi separators, and lia\e
shown by ni> ii'tnl.s that tirst class honey iiiu

be raised withonf thi'ni." This i-alleil to my niital a
statement made to me .just alter the ndjournment
of the convention hist December at l.ansinjr. It

was made by some friend whose name I did not re-

tain, but it latiief threw a dainpei- upon my enthu-
siasm. The stati'ineiit wsis, that he had seen the
man who bouH'ht voui- hone\- i-rop of iss;!. and had,
1 think, also seen the hone\ ,aiid that sonu (d' it was
/<rt(/(i/" bulged." 1 have also Iwani this stoiy from
other soiirees, and lia\c been afraid to In/ to yet
along- without separalois. 1 hope this repoit may
not be true; but if it is, some of lis wonlil be jrlad to

hear the whole facts in the case.

We rei)lied, in substance, as IoIIowp:

Ves, my friend, it is triir. that some of thai honey
was •• bnlti-ed." When the convt'nlion was helil in

Flint, some of the members went and saw the hon-
ey, and, as yon say, " we ha\c heard this stoi\ Irom
other sources." The "whole facts in the case" are,
that we were that year e.\pirimentin>; in " leediiif^-

back," and the result was (piite a nundier ( f "bnlfj-
cd" sections. The honey that we laise without
" feeding back " is as straijiht as <-oidd be desired;
and so few bee-keepers ai-e cxiierimentin.i:- in feed-
ing- back that we have never thought it worth while
to publicly explain.

It seems to be the fashion nowadays among some
apicultural writers, to wish to "put on record"

some of their prophecies. If, in after years, things

turn out differently from what is expected, the pre-

dictions will have been forgotten: if Mr. Prediction

guesses right, he can then revel in a triumphant "/

told you so," Well, here goes: "If feeding back'

is ever made a success, separators will be needed."

When bees take their food from a feeder, they be-

have differently than when they collect it from the

flowers. When feeding back, bees build comb in

every nook and cranny. They not only "bulge"
the combs in the good old-fashioned way, but they

even build little mounds, or projections, upon the

surface of the combs; do it, too, in such a reckless,

unreasonable, fantastic way as to often cause a

piovoked smile. All colonics do not behave in this

way, but we can never tell what to expect of a colo-

11} until we give it a trial. Feeding back is as much
an unsolved problem as " wintering." There are a

great many its, ands, and buts yet to be learned.

TOP VEHSrS SIDE STOltl.Nti.

We have just been reading Mr. Doolittle's article

on page 377, and the item of Mr. Paris on page 3V.I,

and it seems to me that this suliject should have

been discussed under a different heading. It is not

a question of wide frames vs. cases, but one of top

vs. side storing. Wide frames are often used in the

top-storing, tiering- up method, while some bee-

keei>ers use a case that can be used not only on top

of the brood-nest, but at its side, or even iu its cen-

ter; hence, in our opinion, there is no point to the

assertion of Mr. Uoolittle, that " those who have de-

cided wide frames are not the things to use will

never fully realize the possibilities of bee-keeping."

There is no question but that wide frames possess

some advantages over eases, and rice versa. Were
we to adopt separators we should certainly use wide

frames one tier of sections high, and tin is the stuff'

for separators. Mr. Doolittle contracts the brood-

nest, and secures excellent results: Mf do the same
with like results; but instead of putting sections in

the space left after contraction, we simply annihl-
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late this space, or, rather, transfer it to the surplus

apartment nhtn-e the brood-nest. It is the experi-

ence of some bee-keepers, that by this method just

as much honey will be secured with less labor.

W. Z. Hi'TCHixsox, 7(1—72.

Uogersvillc, c^ Genesee Co.. Mich.

Friend II.. I find about Ihe same thing in

feeding back that you mention, although, as

you say, some colonies w ill do better than
others. Another thing about the feeding-
back business is. that 1 have never seen any
feeder yet that would induce bees to take as

many pounds of honey day aftei- day as they
frequently gather tnmi the fields dui'ing

clover and basswoiid bloom. I do not know
what the reason is. but they will start in at

first and take perhaps ten or fifteen pounds
of honey in \1A hours. The next day they
will seem to be a little tired out, and won't
do so well, and every day succeeding they
will be a little " lazier" still. I have fed a
single colony as much as lOO lbs., perhaps,
to get it stored in sections, but it took a
much longer time to do it than where 100 lbs.

Avere gathered from the fields. Unless the
work is done Avhen no honey is coining in.

you may be the loser, for the colonies that
are fussing wUh feeders will neglect and
lose any thing that may be had from nat-
ural stores.

REDUCTION IN FREIGHT ON BEE-
KEEPERS' SUPPLIES.

FRIEND BOYLSTON TELLS I'S WHAT HE H.\S .AC-

COMPLISHED, AND HOW HE DID IT.

R. EDITOR:— I went to Atlanta on Wednes-

day last, and appeared before the Rate Com-
mittee of the Southern Railway and Steam-

ship Association. Mr. Virgil Powers, Gen'l

Commissioner, was in the chair, and the

following- members of the committee wore present:

Mr. Sol. Haas, Traffic Manager of Associated

Railways of the Carolinas and Virginia, Richmond,

Va.
Mr. Jos. M.Brown, G. F. Agt. of the Western &

Atlantic R. R., Atlanta, Ga.

Mr. E. R. Dorsey, G. F. Agt. of Ga. U. R., Augusta,

Ga.

Mr. J. R. Ogden, G. F. Agt. of E. T., V. & Ga. R.

R., Kno.\ville, Tenn.

Mr. Geo. R. Knox, G. F. Agt. Nashville \- Chatta-

nooga R. R., Nashville, Tenn.

Mr. S. B. Pickens, G. F. Agt. So. Ca. R. R.,

Charleston, S. C.

Mr. G. A. Whitehead, G. F. Agt. Central R. K. of

Ga., Savannah, Ga.

Mr. J. M. Culp, G. F. Agt. Louisville & Nashville

R. R., Louisville, Ky.
Mr. C. A. Sindall, Secretary S. R. &, S. S. Ass'n,

Atlanta, Ga., and quite a number of gentlemen from

the different railways south of the Oliio, and from

New York, who had come to attend to various rail-

road matters. I was personally acquainted with

each and every one of them, and the room was

full.

The first question taken up was proposed changes

in the classification, and this occupied about two

hours, .lust as they were about to close I prefer-

red my request—had my classification of bee-prod-

ucts and beekeepers' supplies all ready, and hand-

ed it in. The nature of it had hardly been an-

nounced befoie it Avas echoed by a general chorus

of laughter, and a serious attemtit to ridicule it was
made. One member who doubted his ears wanted
to know if he really heard aright, and whether!
was really in earnest in making the request. I at

once frowned down all attempts at levity, and said I

api)eared before them by direction of the Congress

of Bee-keepers which had recently met at New Or-

leans, and, as one of them, demanded that our re-

quests should receive that same earnest and re-

spectful hearing as was accorded to a representa-

tive of any other :J0O,(KXt Americans who were doing

business in the land; and I then stated our wants,

the magnitude of the business, and the growing im-

portance of the industry. Finally on motion of Mr.

Haas, seconded by Col. Dorsey, my proposition was
carried as a whole, and I got all 1 asked for. Does
it suit youV "If not, let ine know, and I will do all

1 can to better it.

Bees in hives—owner's risk. 1st class; carrier's

risk, twice 1st class.

Bee-hives, empty, set up, 1st class.

Bee-hives, knocked down, crated, class A.

Bee-hives, knocked down, car load, .')C less than

class A.

Bee-smokers, boxed, 1st class.

Honey in bbls. or kegs, owner's I'isk, Cth class;

carrier's risk, 5th class.

Honey in glass or tin, packed, owner's risk, 3d

class; carrier's risk, 1st class.

Honey in comb, boxed, owner's risk, Od class;

carrier's risk, 1st class.

Honey-extractors, crated, carrier's risk, 1st class.

Honey section boxes and frames, crated or boxed,

owner's risk, 4th class; carrier's risk, :!d class.

VVax-extractoi's, crated, 1st class.

Wax comb foundation, 2d class.

If you will notice by examination of the classifica-

tion I send, honey has been placed same as syrup;

bee-hives set up, same as empty boxes; bee-hives

knocked down, same as barrel-staves or box materi-

al in bundles; section boxes and frames, same as

wooden butter-plates, etc.

The classification applies between all points

named in the rate-sheets 1 send you, and is the one

in general use for local shipments on nearly every

road south of the Ohio and east of the Mississippi,

and on all the coastwise steamers and on all the

river boats in Florida (I hope friend Hart is happy).

This is a good start; and if the bee-associations in

the North and West will only follow it up they will

succeed likewise. 1 will send you fifty of these ne>c

classifications as soon as printed, that you may put

them in the hands of bee-societies, to be used as an

example for your neighboring roads, provided al-

ways that you need them, and that you approve of

the action 1 have taken.

If you think of any thing which has been omitted,

let me know and 1 will do all in my power to make
it more perfect. S. C. Bovlston,

Gen'l F. A P. Ageytt, C. <!• -S. R. R. Co.

Charleston, S. C, June 4, 1885.

Friend IJ.. you liave done your part excel-

lently, I should say ; and as I said in my
editorial last month, I tliink the bee-keeuers
of the laud owe yt)U a vote of thanks. Tlie

rates ou bees in hives are lower than 1 ex-

pected ; l>ut they are not often sent as
freight, so far as I know, although we once
sent one shipment of a considerable size by
freight, and it went all right. Tour rates
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are about the same that we obtain on most
of our roads liere in Ohio ; but when we
strike other roads in different States, a great
many times they will cliarge first class or
double tirst, when it ought to have been third
class, and make, as an excuse for it. that
there is no '• rating."

DEATH FROM EATING POISONED
HONEY.

IS TT FACT OR FICTION?

iLEASE read the inclosed item, which was tele-

graphed all over the country, in regard to the

# so-called honey-poisoning by eating honey
impregnated with gelsemium troni yellow

jessamine. It is said to have caused three or

more deaths. Do you think it possible? Suppose
we call on Prof. Cook, or some able botanist, for a

detlnition of gelsemium of yellow jessamine, and
what latitude the plant is chietly confined to.

Such reports are damaging to the honey trade, to

say the least; and being interested to a considera-

ble extent in that line I should like to have such a

statement as that refuted if possible.

Nashville, Tenn., June II, ISH-I. H. H. C.kkh.

AVHOT.ESALE POISONINO; TERKIBI.K HF.SUI.TS OF
EATING HONEY IN A SOUTH-CAKOI.l N A

COMMUNITY.
Branchvii.t.e, S. C, June 6.—Mrs. Jacob Dukes

gave a negro servant some honey, which the serv-
ant gave to hei- four sons loi- dinnci-. .Mniost as
soon as they had i-aten it thej- <'()mplain(Ml ol blind-
ness and dizziness. Ill Id iiiiiiutcs one liad died and
within half an hour two iikhc had died. Hytliis
time the rcporl (d tlic iillair had ri'achcd Mry.
Dukes. Her entire taiiiily were just cxpciiciicing
(lie hist syiiiploiiis (d' Ihc troulile Ddiii which the
negroes had died. Dr. Ott was sent lor, and b^- ap-
plying antidoti'S the family was saved alter great
suttering. Half a dozen other families who had
been supplied with this hiiiie\- wcrt- similarly atfeet-

ed, and It was only liy eiii-iiictie w(irk that there
were not ;.'(> deaths instead ol three, 'f his event e.v-

l)lains tw(i other deaths which took place in this
neighborhood on Monday. .\n examiiialion of the
honey showed that it was iminegiiatcil with gel-
semium from yellow jessamine, which has been the
cause of many" deaths hen-tc-foie of [leisons eating
wild honey.

On receipt of the above I mailed it to

I'rof. Cook, as our correspondent has sug-
gested, and below we have his reply:

Bear Mr. Editor:— \ was much inteiest(>d in read-

ing the article from Hranchville, S. ("., and also the

letter from H. H. Geer, in reference to poison honey.

If you will refer to the Americnn Ber JourmtJ, 1881,

p. 22, you will sec that my attention was called at

that time toii somewhat similar case, which, how-

ever, was less serious in its results. Possibly the

outcome might have been quite as terrible liad not

a good physician been at hand, To summariz*' that

case: Mr. C, a New-York bee-keeper, sent some
honey to some friends in New York city, who were
made seriously ill by eating it. The honey was
sharp, like pepper, produced coughing, and soon

severe nausea, violent vomiting, loss of vision, and
a chill. A physician being at hand gave an emetic,

and followed this by whisky. Soon the persons

were all relieved. 1 secured some of this honey,

and proved the stinging taste and the throat irrita-

tion; but being averse to whisky remedies, 1 car-

ried the experiment no further. Mr. C. could easily

select out all this honey by the sharp peppery taste.

He said it was certainly gathered before July 10th.

I found this honey was also bitter, and that heating

did not volatilize either the bitter or sharp proper-

ties. In the article referred to, as also in my Man-
ual, p. 28.5, I give other cases of this e.xceptional

honey poison, and refer to some common American
plants which are supposed to be the source of such
honey. As before stated, it seems to me very
doubtful if these plants are the source of poisonous

honey. The plants are common and aliundant: the

poisonous honey, rare and very exceptional. I

think the same is true of yellow jessamine (Gelsemi-

um Sempervirenf^). It is a common and much-prized

honey-plant of Virginia, and States south of that;

and were its nectar secretions poisonous, we should

have learned the fact years ago. Thus while I can

say with considerable assui-ance what the poison is

not, I am at a total loss to say what it is. From the

experience of the past, however, I think we have
no reason to fear any serious trouble from this case,

or the report of it. Any cases, so sporadic, never
have any sjH'cial weight or influence.

Let me add to the within, that tlw Gelsemium ot

therapeutics is an extract from the Howers, leaves,

and roots. The tincture is said to induce stupor.

It is used as a nerve and arterial sedative, and in

large doses is a poison. That this was found in the

honey, if true (possibly the whole report is a sensa-

tional canard from some unscrupulous reporter)

was no fault of the bees, but of some one who had

malice in his heart. The nectar which plants se-

crete does not partake of the qualities of the tis-

sues. A. J. Cook.
Agricultural College, Mich., June 20, 188.5.

Friend Cook, 1 think you have struck the
root of the matter in your concluding words,
rpon iiist reading it. I was impressed with
the idea thai it might be a newspaper ca-

nard, something ab(Uit like the one al)()ut all

the licjtiid honey in the market being made
from sour api)ie-skins. etc. Now, then, if

we have a subscriber living near Hranch-
ville, S. C.. I will pay him for his trouble for

investigating in regard to the matter, and
giving us the truth of it. We want the
tiiith. no matter where it hits; and if there
is not i\u\ tiiith in it we want to know that,

no matter wliat it costs to get at the truth.

We will mail the inclosed slip to the post-
master, and ask him if he can give us any
information in regard to it. Meanwhile let

us get at what other facts we can.

HARRISON AND SOME OF HER
TROUBLES.

VKS, TROllil.ES EVEN I)lUI.\<i THE .MONTH OF.IINF,.

F frames of eggs and larvic are fre(jueiitly re-

moved from a colony, will it cause the (lueen to

be superseded? 1 have sometimes thought it

did. I have used all available means to build

up my bees this spring; but to-day 1 have been

trying to see how many I could kill. Inconsistent,

is it? I have come to the conclusion that there was

a score or two of bees that spent tneir time in

watching around the kitchen-door to sting sonic

person, and at last forbearance ceased to be a vir-

tue. Armed with a palm-leaf fan, and a large dish-

pan with about two inches of soap-suds, 1 sallied

forth to conquer. In a short time 1 had more than

a score in the suds. These bees all looked alike,

were yellow-banded, but had black, sharp-pointed

tails. 1 do not believe those bees ever went in
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search of honey, but were those dyspeptic kind

father Langstroth speaks of in his book.

White clover is now (June 18th) blooming- every-

where, but as yet is yielding little or no honey.

Bees so far have made only a livinjr. There is very

little swarming, and[the queen-cells are very dimin-

utive—mere excuses for royal cradles. There has

been a good dealof cool rainy weather, and the fields

are white with clover; but on chewing the heads,

they lack sweetness. The nights are cool, with very

abundant dews, and bees are not seen on the clover

until afternoon.

We have some spider lilies that have been trans-

planted from the woods, and bees work upon them
daily; we notice that they are favorites with the

bees every year. The locust yields honey in this

locahty^this year. Mrs. L. Haurison.
Peoria, 111.

My friend, it is a fact tliat colonies are very
mucli crippled by taking eggs and larva>

when they are too weak to spare tliem ; and
it is such weak and crippled colonies that
seem to be np to such tricks as balling and
superseding queens, right when they ought
to be gathering honey.—I have soiuetiines
thought, with yourself, that the bees that
buzz about and sting, or pester a body even
if they do not sting, are a sort of quarrel-
some'set'that are not of much use any way.
My plan is to knock them down with a comb-
guide ; and after knocking down two or three
I have secured a little peace. It does seem
sometimes as if it were only about* half a
dozen bees in an apiary of a hundred colonies
that annoy and worry one. It is rather bad
business.^however, to be seen killing your
own bees. — The lack of honey in the clover
is cansed.by the abundant rains which I siip-

pose you are having as well as ourselves.
When there comes a lull in this wet weath-
er, however, I think you will lind the honey
begins to pour out from the clover to your
full satisfaction. It usually takes half a
day, and sometimes a whole day. after a
drencliing rain, for the clover to begin to se-

crete honey again.

Bee Bdmw,
OR, HONEY -PLANTS TO BE NAMED.

INCLOSE a plant which grows plentifully here

I"

on wild prairie land which has been closely pas-

[ tured, and on which.the bees work freely, seem-

ing;[1o [prefer it to dandelion, which is almost

the only other honey-plant in bloom here at

present. rCan^you^tell me its nameV I send a plant

in^bloom, and a stalk which has^gone to seed, both

of the natural size. IJuudett Hassett.
Howard.Center, la.. May 23, 188r>.

Prof. Devol replies :
—

KVERI.ASTING.

The specimen of plant from liurdett Hassett is

Antennaria plantaguiifoUa, IJr., commonly called

Everlasting, or'Mouse-ear, a small plant 4 to 8 inch-

es high, covered with whitish down, and bearing

fadeless heads of white and purplish flowers. Found
mostly on knolls and side hills, on poor soil, in thin-

lyjwooded places. W. S. Devoi..

I inclose in this letter a twig from a bush that

grows about or 8 ft. in height, and is covered with

bees during thcentire period of bloom (about three

weeks). This morning I found on a single bush 15

or 20 bumble - bees and 20 or 25 honey - bees, from
which I think it must yield a good deal of honey.
Traer, la.. May 26, 1885. A. D. McKay.
Prof. Devol says of this :

—
This is a specimen ot Loniccra ciVid^i, Muhl. (Fly

Honeysuckle), a well-known honey-plant found in

woods, and blooming in May and June. It grows 3

or 4 to 5 ft. high, and when in bloom is covered with

its pretty straw-colored flowers. \V. S. Devol.
Columbus, O., June 22, 188,5.

KEEPING THE GRASS DOW^N AROUND
BEE-HIVES.

AL.SO SOMETHIX(i ABOIT I.AWN-MOWERS.

8N'T it true, that a neatly kept lawn is

f
evidence of an intelligent and progress-

t ive spirit possessed by the OAvner V A
lazy and shiftless mail seldom has any
lawn at all. Many whose occupation

keei)s them indoors a great part of the day,
derive health and enjoyment in taking care
of a lawn, even though it be just a little one.
And what makes life pleasanter than to see
pleasant homes as we happen to pass along
our country roads (u- village streets V Where
you see a liandsome lawn outside, you will
almost always lind the magazines and pro-
gressive journals of the day inside. One im-
pediment in the way of these handsome
lawns is the expense of a lawn-mower ; and
as we have spent some little time in looking
the matter up. and trying the different
kinds, especially those adapted to mowing
around bee-hives. I thought I would tell you
the result of it. The one pictured below

seems to i)!e.ise us best ot all toi \\niknig in

the apiiiv , and anothei thing that pleases
me IS, th.it it costs onlj ^().jO. E\en at this
low price we like it better than some that
cost twice as much. It does not make a very
wide cut, it is true : but it runs so easily that
the children can do the work. Its simp'licity

is an advantage in the apiary, for it will run
up close to the entrances, and it will cut
weeds and grass of a considerable height
without difficulty.

Friend Fiadeiiburg, as you may remember,
prefers rabbits to lawn-mowers ; but the rab-
bits might mow down something you don't
want mowed down. We can furnish them
promptly at the price named. As the ma-
chine weighs but ;10 lbs., it will probably go
cheaper by freight.
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BUSINESS MEN AND BUSINESS
METHODS.

MHS. CHADDOC K (JIVES US AN EXKHOKTK STIR-
IlING-UF IN KEGAHD TO PKOMI'TNESS.

SN
page 269 of April loth Gleanings is an ad-

vertisempntj tliat reads as follows: " Hecs hy
the pound. From April »'0 to May ::0, #1.00.

{

Dollar queens to go with hees as ahove, $1.C0

each ' (see advertisement). Brother Phillips

and myself sent, on the .'ioth day of April, for four

1-lb. packages of bees with a dollar queen in each

package; sent him the money, $8.00, and then wait-
!

ed for the^bees to come. \Ve live five miles from
town; and after a week had passed we began to.

haunt the postottice and express oftice to find out

about those "Tennessee bees." We took it by turns.
|

I went in one day, and Brother Phillips would go the

next; and time wore on without hearing a word
from them till yesterday, the sth of May. Then we
got a letter from Mr. Gates, saying he can not send
usfoui- packages with a queen in each, but can
send us two ;Mb. packages with 3 (or is it a 3Vi

queens; or, if wo prefer, he will return the money,
If we will send stamjjs for the registry fee.

>fow, this I call business with a xengeance. Keep
our money this long, and tell us he ciiu tint live up
to his agreement, but will do something else—and,

j

crowning stroke of all, make us pay registry fees

Both ways on the money, when his not doing as lie

agreed to has probably c«)st us dollars instead of

cents.

I sent to jou once loi- live "dolhu" qucciis; 1

sent the order on Monday morning, and the i|n(>(iis

came to the postottice here on \Ve<ln(sda.\ e\ening,

just like throwing a ball to you and JOU tossing'it

back again; and yet people con)i)lain that they

have (jueens to sell, and no one will liii.\ tlwin.

Perhaps they wait too long, and then (Her to do

some other thing. .

T used to raise early vegetables for market— peas,

potatoes, beans, cabbage, lettuce, radishes, straw- I

berries, and other small fruits; and if I promised to

furnish a nuin with berrif'S onacertuin day I <((-

irayti did it, even if I had to go out among the

neighbors an<l buy them up. One time, I remembei-.

I was selling strawb(>rries on a certain cold Satur-

day. Mr. ('haddock was with me (generally I went
alone); and while 1 was In a stori- delivering berries

he sold all that were left, and just then a num came
up and said I had jiromised him a gallon for Sunday,
and I went into the stoi-e and bought back a gallon,

paying ten cents mori' on the gallon than I would
get of him; and l,woulil doit in an.\- business that I

expected to carry on. >Iy 'motto always was, pn-
fect satisfaction.

Another time I engaged ten bushels of early po-
j

tatoes, at one dollar per bushel, in a little town four

miles away, and they nearly all agreed to take
tlu-m, on con(litit)n that I,wo,uld bring them in on
the morning of the 4th of .luly, as there was to be a

celebration thei-e that day, and they all expected to

have company, and they wanteil new potatoes for
|

dinner. I promised to take them, and thought it
j

wonid be easy enough to till the promise, as we
'

fully expected to go to the celebiation; but Mr. i

Chaddock had afield ofwheat that was spoiling to

be cut, and he found that he could get help, and he
would not go to the celebration, and, of course, I i

had to be at homo to cook for the ten men. The
hire J girl bad been promised her "liberty " on that

daj-, and that promise must be kept. Well, the
hired girl and I dug the potatoes late the evening
before, and I got up at two o'clock and ate a cold

snatch while Mr. Chaddock got the team read}-, and
I was in Ipava just as the sun was rising and the

merry bells were ringing in the " glorious Fourth."
I delivered the potatoes (half a bushel at each

house), and got home at 8 o'clock; in plenty of time
for the hired girl to start for the celebration with

her beau, and 1 had ten dollars in my pocket to pay
for my work. The' next week, potatoes were a

dnig at 2.5 cts. a bushel. The early bird catches the
worm. Mahala B. Chaudoik.
Vermont, 111,

A little more cliarity, my good friend Mrs.
('. Friend (iatts is one of the best men we
have, and 1 think the trouble comes (or I

suppose there is not very much trouble!
from the different ideas you and friend Gates
seem to have as to what is straight business
and what is not, because you both look at it

from a difterent standpoint. There are
quite a few of the brethren whom 1 suspect
would feel pretty glad if they could gettlieir
money back by paying the registry fee. 1

wondei' if 1 can be enough of an outsider to
take an unbiased view of this whole trans-
action. Vouare both good friends of mine,
and for the life of me 1 can not tell which of
you I like better, therefore T am sorry to see
you have even small dilferences. Friend
(iates does a large business in shipping bees:
and unless he has (piite a little help and a
good deal of capital, he is liable to have
more oideis tlian lie can manage. Xow, it

is no i>rolit to him to get money and send it

back again : in fad. he has ail the trouble
and coi icsiioiidence. and not a cent prolit.

The notice in (ii.K.wiNfis of tliose who have
untested (H'.eens and bees for sale reads:
"They also agree to return the mcmey at any
time when customers become impatient of
such delay as maybe uii;i\t)idalile." Now.
friend (Jates naturally decided that, mider
such circinnstaiu'cs. the sender ought to pay
for the return registry fee : and although"]
can not (piite agree with him. I can not see
that he is so very uurea.sonable. I need not
state tiie case from your point of view, for
you have stated it pretty well yourself. A
"great manyOf these things can be made per-
fectly easy of adjustment l)y having an agree-
ment beforehand. Suppose friend (iates
say in his price list. " When my ctistomers
beconu' impatient of unavoidalile delays, I

will return their money, providing thej" pay
the return registry fee."' This would hav'e
made it all right. Again, you see he agrees
to (ill the order, iiroviding you will permit
him to stil)stitute bees for queens, because
he is. like the rest of us. short of queens just
now.

I ;im much obliged to you for the com-
mendatory iiotice you giveus ; but, my good
friend, we do not always send a queen right
back, like ''tlirowing a ball and tossing it

back again." 1 wish we did, and I do not
know any way we can advertise our business
so well as to have (pieens enough "ahead so
we can always do this. This present season,
in spite of all we could do. we have been
short of queens, and some of the brethren
(may be some of the sisters too) feel a little

bitter toward me even yet, I suspect.
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Your little story about the way you kept
your promise given to each of your patrons
is a good point ; and if you have done that
right straight tlirough life, 1 wonder that
you have not built up a big business. It is

|

true, my frielid. that a big business can be
built up in almost any thing by letting the
world know that you are prompt and relia-

ble; yes, you can get more tlum the market
!

price for every thing you want to sell, if you
jmake your name "gilt edge." Your illus-

tration about the importance of having your I

produce in market promptly, hits the point
exactly; and I wish we could make tiiis mat-
ter catching, like the measles and smallpox.
Why, it is almost a matter of life and death;
and promptness not only makes a man valu-

|

able here in this world, but it fits him for a
better world after this one is finished.

Now, lest any one should get a little prej-
udiced against friend tJates in this matter,
from what I have allowed you to say about
him, I want to say he is one of the best and
most reliable men that 1 know of ; and I

should not be very much afraid to say that
every transaction lie does not make satisfac-

tory I would; and as he works on a small
margin (he sells bees and queens a " good
bit '' cheaper than we do, you know), maybe
one of his business rules will be that his pa-
trons must stand the expense of sending tlie

money back, when orders come so thick he
can't fill them all.

THE SIMPLICITY HIVE.

THE STAND IT IS NOW TAKING IN BEE CULTURE.

THINK I am safe in saying, that there

are now more Simplicity hives in use
than any other one kind in the world. I

do not mean to say that we have made
them all, by any means, but that there

are more hives made on this principle than
any other. When I started out (nearly fif-

teen years ago) to make them, tlie idea I had
in mind was something like this : It seemed
to me there was a great need for some sim-
ple foriu of hive tluit could be made of a few
simple pieces ; and these pieces were to be
so made that they could be combined so as

to give a hive of any capacity, from a nucle-
us for queen-rearing up to a hive capable of

containing the entire progeny of any queen.
The hive was to be made of only two pieces

—a body and a cover. When I lise the word
'

/tire, I mean tlie outer sliell, or covering,
|

without reference to the inside furniture. I

That we might get along with these two
'

pieces, and no more, I decided that the cov-
!

er and bottom-board should be exactly alike. !

and interchangeable. Now, the plan was
j

(and is) to have these two simple pieces
made by such accurate gauges that they

|

would always work togetlier, no matter
where or by whom the bodies and covers
were made. To accomplish this, the well-

known iron gauge-frames were devised, and i

are still used. When anybody sets up a bee-
hive shop, if he gets one of' these gauge-

i

frames made accurately, to start with, lie
|

can be sure that the liives he makes will

work interchangeably with the hives made I

by any other supply-dealer using these sdme
gauge-frames.

Well, after we began making these hives
by the thousands, there began to be calls for
a'little variation, and I set to work trying to
see if we could not accommodate the friends
with their different tastes and notions, and
still have the hive " Simplicity '• enough so
it would work interchangeably, as I have
told you. The hudy of tlie hive is just about
the same that it was when I first made it,

with the exception of adding a permanent
bottom-board. For obvious reasons, when
this permanent bottom-board is added, it

seems well to add, also, a portico, after the
pattern of the well-known Langstroth hive,
with its ixiitico. To distinguish this perma-
nent bottoin-lioard hive from the regular
Simplicity bodies, we call it the Portico
hive, andthe Portico hive is always used for
the bottom story ; in fact, it can not be used
for an upper story, because you can not get
the bottom off. Any Simplicity-hive body,
however, will fit on top of it so as to make a
two, three, or even four story hive. A good
many of the friends who use the Simplicity
hives prefer these portico bodies for the bot-
tom story. Those who prefer a movable
bottom, however, generally use a cover for
a bottom -board, adding what we call an
" alighting-board " to make it convenient for
the bees and their owner. So you see we
have only two kinds of bodies—a portico
body with its permanent bottom, and the or-

dinary Simplicity body, without any bottom
at all.

Now, those who first become acquainted
with the Simplicity hive almost invariably
object because we call a single body and a
single cover a hive. They claim that a hive
needs a bottom-board. But this complicates
matters, as I will show you. Suppose a man
purchases for his first hive a body and two
covers; or, if you choose, suppose 1 should say
that every hive should have two covers, that
one might be used for a bottom. If the
hive-maker has them put up in packages in
this way, when you want a hive you would,
of course, have one body and two covers.
Pretty soon your swarm increases until it

needs' more room. Would it be convenient
for you to buy another body and two covers
to give the necessary room ? Jiy no means.
All you want is another body to make your
hive a two-story hive. Now, suppose the
manufacturer sells one body and one cover.

A swarm comes out, and you go to the shop
and get a Simplicity hive, consisting of one
body and one cover. Almost every dooryard
affords a piece of board that will'do tempo-
raiily for a bottom -board. When the swarm
wants an upper story, you go to the shop and
get another hive, consisting of otic body .and

(nic cover. Now you are rigged complete with
a two-story hive. Well, suppose the manu-
facturer makes a discount on a crate of ten
liives liouglit all at once, what shall consti-

tute this ten-crate V Why, 1 should say (and
1 have have had long experience, mind you),

a ten-crate should consist of ten bodies and
ten covers ; that is, they are ten one-story
hives, or, if you choose to put it so, they are
five two-story hives. When they are just

two-story you have all the room you need.
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If your colony gets strong enough so you use
some of the hives three stories high, you
have an extra bottom-board, or an extra cov-
er, as you choosfe.

Now a word in regard to prices. I started
out with the idea tliat the body and cover
woukl cost about the same, and that good
ones made of a fair quality of lumber should
be afforded for about 2o cts. in the tlat—per-
haps a little less where a crate of ten is pur-
chased at once, or may be a little more where
a customer wants a little better quality of
lumber used. 1 believe this has got to be a
rule the world over, pretty much ; that is,

where our money is used—about 2.5 cts. for a
cover, and about 2.5 cts. for a body ; nailing
and painting extra, according to circum-
stances. Nothing very complicated in the
above, is there v Well, the complication
comes in pretty soon. Lumber cliecks and
splits and decays, especially if not kept well
painted ; and in the South the heat of the
sun is a pretty severe ordeal for any sort of
woodwork ; tlierefore a tin roof becomes de-
sirable ; and one tiling in favor of a tin roof
is, tliat comparatively cheap lumber can be
used if we have a tin cover; for boards that
will work l(j or 17 inches wide, without knots
or checks, cost a good deal of money. And
not only can we use cheap liinibcr, but
where we have a tin cover over the lumber,
each board may be split in tiro, and be plen-
ty strong enough, with its metal covering.
1 have tried many times, and ha\e even sent
to the tin-iniiies of iMigiaud to getligures on
sheets of tin. to see if I could not add a tin

covering, and still stick to the old price. It

can not be done, friends — not yet; but'we
have got so near it that, for just six vents ex-
tra, we can give you a tin covering that will

last a lifetime, if yon keej) it luiinted. Now,
most of you would jump at the conclusion,
from what I have said above, tliat we can
sell a sheet of tin that would cover a Sim-
plicity hive, for six cents ; but we can not do
It. You will see iHiy^ from my remarks
above. The tin alone' is worth !) cts., or a
little less by tlie box. Another thing : While
the tin cover is exactly what is wanted for a
corer, it is not needed, nor, in fact, wanted,
for the pieces you have for the bottom-
board. It would be cold for the bees" feet,

and might give them the "toothache"" in
frosty weatlier; so where we put up ten
crates with tin ior the covers, we can just as
well omit the tin for those that are to be used
for bottom-boards ; but as we do not know
how our friends who are to receive tliem
may want to use them, we are obliged to
make a separate table of prices for hives
wliere covers are to be lined with tin.

Now. a good many want a cover that lias

capacity enough underneath to liold a case
of sections; and by using half-inch lumber
for it, and saving the expense of wide lum-
ber (for a IV-story cover is made of light
narrow boards), we have succeeded in mak-
ing such a cover at the same price as the or-
dinary Simplicity cover made of Ao. 1 lum-
ber. Jiut this cover will not do for bottom-
boards either, so you see we have to have a
separate table where this half-story cover is

used. Now, then, the above seems to accom-
modate almost everybody, in the way of a

bee-hive. It includes two kinds of bodies

—

a permanent bottom-board body which we
call a Portico hive on our list, and the ordi-
nary Simplicity body. It also includes three
kinds of covers—the Simplicity of wood, the
Simplicity cover covered with metal, and the
lialf-story cover. But all of these work to-
gether perfectly and indiscriminately. We
can put any kind of a cover on any kind of a
body, or any kind of an upper story on any
kind of a lower story, and you can" enlarge
at pleasure by piling them up. But unless
these things which I have mentioned are ta-
ken into consideration, a new hand is apt to
get sadly puzzled over our tables in the price
list. Those who have used Simplicity hives
for years, have, I believe, made no mistakes
in ordering hives.

ON THE HIVES CANADIANS USE.

WITH ALSO A KIND WORD i^PKINKLED IN HERE
AND THERE.

HE June number ol' Gleanings is at hand,

and I read witli much interest the genial let-

ter of my old friend W. F. Clarke. His little

remark in reference to my "experimenting
with the Jones frame" calls for some explan-

ation; and perhaps my experience may prove as

profltal)le to others as that of others has frequently

been to me. Far beyond all have I been benefited

by a gentleman of Medina (A. I. Root), whom I en-

gaged ten years ago to experiment for me in his

own apiary, and report the results every month.

He has never yet failed in doing so. He tried to

convince me that the Langstroth frame was best

for a northern climate, but has not yet done so, al-

though his experiment last spring was certainly a

successful one. He tried raising bees in hotbeds;

that failed; just as he had me al>out convinced that

manure and glass were going to do it, then the con-

servatory experiment also failed. Chaff hives of

formidable diniensions next came to be the long-

expected remedy for wintering and springing

tronl)les; that, the winter of 'SO, '82, and '84 proved
a snaie. All these years I have been trying to

j

profit by the line on which Mr. Hoot kept moving
along, but seldom followed his lead, us I think such

a man has a line which he alone can follow most
successfully. This 1 think will explain why so nniny

different sizes of frames are in use.

Several yeai'S ago, having a number of Jones
hives in use I became satisfied that they were too

deep for spring management, and the experimental

stage is now so far past with me that I have 100

stocks in it-frame hives, size of frame being 10x14,

inside measure. I understand that Mr. Jones, who
furnished my hives this spring, is now constructing

a similar one, "reversible" in every point, which I

have no doubt wilt be" largely used as the coming
hive. Is it not the case, that those who have lost

most heavily during winters past have used the

Langstroth;frame? I refer more especially to open-

air wintering, as I believe the L. frame and hive

willwinter bees in special repositories or cellars as

well as any other hive used. Hut, how about
springing? The'esscntial points to me of.successful

wintering of from 50 to 1.'>U stocks each winter, are

plenty of good _ honey (not sugar, unles8>s a com-
pulsory.supplement), setting into a good warm cel-

lar beforesevere frost sets in in the fall, 6inch eu-
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trances open, sheet of factory only over the frames,

perfect darknesp, (juictude, even temperature
(about 44°). If these conditions are oliserved, I do
not gri'eatly care whetlier the cellar is damp or dry;

they will "hibernate" very comfortably throiiph all

the changing- seasons outside, <iuitc as obli\ious of

passing time and winter's storms as those bats of

the Mammoth Ca\e A. I. Root d-scribed to me the

other evening.

Last, but not least, when you Ix-came a Christian

(how well 1 remember when that numbei- came)
you undertook an experiment which has jiroved

the greatest success of your life, and I trust for

one you will still from time to time give to your
great circle of readers a leaf from your life's chap-

ter, as it goes on. How I wish our friend Mr. .Jones,

now that he has given us a ('. />'. .7., would "go and
do likewise": .).('. Thom.

Streetsville, Ont., Can., June Ui, issr,.

Please accept my heartfelt thanks tor your
very kind words, friend T. MayCiod help
me to let my li^ht shine in sncli a manner as
will be most helpful to my fellow-men I—
Speaking of the L. frame, "J hardly believe
you are correct, my friend, in saying that
those.who have lostmost heavily have used
the L. frame. The A. B. J. has given sever-
al tables in regard to losses, comparing tiie

L. frames with other frames. If I am cor-

rect, it did not show any tiling in favor of
deeper.'frames.—I suppose your concluding
sentence means that we shoiUd be glad to
see Bro. Jones give ns something in his pa-
per, a little in the line of my moral talks

;

fori am happy to tell the fiiemls who do
not know it already, that I). A. Jones is not
only a good sound man in every respect, but
lie is also a Christian, and a very prominent
helper in the cause of Christiaiiity and the
upbuilding of churches and Sabbath-schools.
and also in cZi.scouraging saloons, intemper-
ance, and iniquity of every kind. I presume
Bro. Jones will pardon me for telling this
much of what I know.

FLORIDA.
ITS .A.DVANT.\GES AND DISADVANTAOES FOU BEE-

KEEPERS.

Concluded from last issue.

fHE first questions one will naturally ask who
desires to change his location are, What are

the advantages and disadvantages of the

proposed new location? 1 will try to answer
these questions as well as I can, so far as

Florida is concerned; but I shall try to be the most
particular in telling the disadvantages, because
the advantages have been told over and over again

by writers from that State, who usually foro^t to

tell the other side. Some, like Mr. Hart, tell both

sides; btit the majority see only one side.

First among its advantages is the unrivaled cli-

mate, probably the finest in the United States.

Contrary to the usual rule in warm climates, winter

is the dry season and summer the wet, the line be-

tween the wet and dry seasons being much more
marked the further south in the State we go. This

absence of much rain during the coolest part of the

year, and its abundance during the warmest, is

much pleasanter and more healthful than the re-

verse conditions would be. The absence of great

variations of temperature is also a vei-y valuable
feature of the climate, the extreme variation at

New Smyrna being about T0,° from about 28^ to 9s°

above zero, while at Cape Sable the variation is

jirobably about ')!.." degrees only, from 45° to !»'>".

At my house here in Iowa, the e.vtreme range is

over 140 —that is, from 40° below zero to 10;}° above.
Why the temperature should be higher in the
northern jiart of Florida than in the southern, is a

|)uzzle to many; but such is the fact, the extreme
being sometimes 4 to )' higher in the northern halt

of the State than on its southern coast. If climate

only were considered, I should most decidedly pre-

fer the most southerly location in the State that I

could get. The great heat of the sun in Florida is

always tempered by breezes from off the ocean or

the gulf, and such sultry and oppressive days as we
frequently experience in the North are unknown
there.

Of course, the question of how to safely bring our
pets through the winter possesses no interest what-
ever to a Florida bee-keeper, there being but very
few days during the year but that they fly freely in

the open air, and not an entire mouth but that they
gather some natural stores.

The yield of honey that can be ol)tained in a good
mangrove location is very large, that obtained by

the bee-keepers of New Smyrna having averaged,

for several seasons past, nearly 3(;0 lbs. per colony

per season. Mangrove is the most reliable and reg-

ular yielder of honey of any plant we know of, prob-

ably because of its roots always being within

reach of salt water, and therefore not at all affected

by drought. This is a positive and decided advan-

tage.

I will now try to detail some of the disadvantages
of living and keeping bees in Florida, and shall try

to ti-eat this part of the subject more thoroughly

than any other, because it is less often written

about.

The want of schools, churches, and good society

is probably the most serious objection to the mak-
ing of a permanent home in that State, and this is

especially true with those seeking good locations

for bee-keeping, as such locations are nearlj- all in

the most unsettled parts of the State; and, what is

worse, that part of the State which we suppose to

be the best for bee-keeping purposes will be the

last to be settled. The wilds of Florida are cer-

tainly poor places in which to raise families, at

least so far as schools and the best aids to civiliza-

tion are concerned.

Want of tr.nnsportation is a very great obstacle;

but this will, of course, be partly overcome in the

future. At present the only way to reach most of

the coast region is by means of small sail-boats ca-

pable of carrying a few thousand pounds at a time.

Nearly all settlers on the coast who are able, own
one of these boats, and they are almost the only
" horses " the coast region possesses. On account

of the high price of forage and grain, a much less

number of horses is kept in the State than else-

where; and whoever needs to hire team work done
must expect to pay roundly for it.

Lack of mills, stores, etc., is quite troublesome.

Nearly all the lumber in even as well settled a re-

gion as that around New Smyrna, has to be brought
from Jacksonville by boat. Some sections of the

State are well supplied with mills, but they are not

frequent on the east coast yet. The Florida yellow

pine makes excellent lumber for hives, and for that
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reason only I think it would be best to obtain white

pine from the North.

The prevalence of insects, such as fleas, mosqui-

toes, sand-flies, etc., is, without question, the great

pest of Florida, and I have yet to see that part of

k the State that is free from them. A few simple

precautions will usually keep fleas from troubling-

much. Mosquitoes are everywhere, but especially

along- the coast, it being a popular saying that

mangrove-bushes breed them. The further south

in the State one goes, the more plentiful arc mos-
quitoes; and whoever lindsagood bee location in

Florida will be certain to find a flrst-class mosquito
location also. They can be kept from troubling

much in houses, by the use of screen doors and
windows, and netting over the beds at night. lam
told thai they are excessively bad only a short time
in summer, but one is never entirely free from
them. Building one's house in an open, airy situa-

tion is (juitc a in-otection from them, as well as

from sandflies. These last are an unmitigated
nuisance; but I think from what T could learn that

they remain only a few weeks in the spring. Red-

bugs and seed-ticks abound, but they troubled me
very little indeed, although I was around in the

pine woods and swamps Avhile there, ten times as

much as any resident needs to be. Scorpions arc

a needless terror to some people, their sting being
but little if any worse than a bee-sting. Neither
wife nor 1 was stung by one during our seven
months' resilience there, and no one I'i-mi-s them
at all.

Insect enemies of bees are bad. .Mosqiiito-luiAvks

arc very thick for a while in tiic spring, and it, is

yet a question as to how serious is the harm they
do. A Avriter in one of the bee-jouwials lately stat-

ed that they were extremely destrueti\e to young
(jueens while out on their flight, sometimes destro.^-

ingSOper cent. The little e.\-i)erience I have had
with young (|ucens down there, leads me to believe

that to be a decided overstatement, the large loss

being from other and more controllable causes; but

they probal)l.\- do some mischief in that line.

Red ants would be a much worse pest if the.v were
not so easily controlled. These ants work mostly
at night; but after they once get commenced on a

colony, they keep at it until the colony is used up,

or until the bee-keeper heads them olf. 'I'hey have
ttieir nests in old stumps and logs, and when work-
ing on a colony they can easily be traced to their

nest by the line of ants going to and fi-om ants'

nests, and all can then be eH'eetually destroyed b.\-

fire. An energetic b(>e-keeper will in time destroj-

every ant within danger distance of his ai)iai-y.

Both Mr. Olson and Mr. Hart, and. I think, Mr.
Sheldon, told me that their losses had Ix-cii insignifl-

cant from this source.

Bee-moths are, of course, much more plentiful in

warm than in cold climates; but these Ikinc ceased
to be bugbears to trut^ bee-keepers.

The difficulty of obtaining reliable information

abo\tt any special locality in Florida is (piitc an in-

(•onvenienee. Nearly e\cry resident there thinks

his own locality is unciuestionably the very best one
in the Stat(>. This is (|uitea common state of affairs

in all new sections; but 1 ha\e never seen it any
thing like as much so anywhere else as it is there.

Ask a resident in almost any part of the State about
the quality of laud in his neighborhood, and he will

tell you that " It is first class, good enough to raise

splendid orange-groves without the aid of fertiliz-

ers at all ;" but right over in the next county, south,

the land is so poor it won't " sprout cow-peas," an
expression equivalent to our Northern one of being
too poor to i-aise white beans. Ask him if it is un-

healthy, and he will answer that they " never have
the chills," but right over in Sumter, or some other

county, it is so " pesky sickly " that even the 'gators

can't live there without getting the shakes. Ask
about mosquitoes, .and he will give a similar an-

swer, all the time slapping with his hands, at some
imaginary object, of course, between every other

word. This trait, or, rather, habit, of overestimat-

ing one's own locality, and underestimating all

others, is entirely too common to be comfortable:

and all intending settlers should take the advice of

some reliable friend there, or else wait until they

know something about the country themselves

before selecting their location. I know several per-

sons who were turned away from the cast coast

by fabulous stories told them in Jacksonville

about the mosquitoes and sand-flies of that region,

but who are now satisfled they would have done
much better than they have done, but for the in-

fluence of those stories.

The soil and elinmtc of Florida are not adapted to

the raising of the staple articles of food demanded
by Northei-n .ippetites, such as dairy products,

wheat, iiotatoes, etc.. and these all have to be pur-

chased from stores, of course not so cheaply as we
get them north. All intending settlers want to

take this into consideration when making their

plans. Sweet potatoes, however, can be cheaply

j

and abundantly raised almost anywhere in the

I State, as also many of our common garden vcgeta-

I

bics. Fish are very abundant in nearly every sec-

1
tion of the State, especially so near the coasts, and

j

nuigniflcent oysters aie also lound in many places

I

along the coasts. The great abundance of flsh is

aptly illustrated by the reply of a native youngster:
" Fish in summer and Yankees in winter." made
to a tourist when askeil what people in Florida

found to live on.

I will no^^• give some opinions or suggestions

which may be of use to those going there intending

to make a business of lioney-raising.

Mangrove sustains an eciual and I think a moi-e

imi)ortant relation to b(>e-keeping in Florida than

white clo\er does in our Northern sections; there-

fore only good mangrove locations must be sought

after and relied on. I have already stated where
such locutions can probably be found: but others

now in that State can in-obalily give much addition-

al information on that i->oint.

Before going there, get all the information you
can about the State at large. 1 think the most cor-

rect impressions I obtained were got from the

writings of sportsmen, who have no interest in the

State, except as a field for sporting and ci-uising.

The best of these books 1 have seen ar(> " Camping
in Florida. " by Charles Halloek, of the Forest and
Stream Publishing Co., and a later work, "Camp-
ing and Cruising in Florida," by Dr. J. A, Henshall,

of Cynthiana, Ky. (.>\iite a number of bee-keepers

have written short articles from that State, some
of them valuable, some wortliless; but decidedly

f he most voluminous on beekeeping subjects that

we have has been lurnishcd by Mr. Hart, of New
SmyiMia, who, in my opinion, is an uncommonly fair

and candid writer. Persons settling in Florida

must expect to have to rely mainly on their own
judgineDt ill selecting proper locfitions, etc., and
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that State is like a new book on a new subject, and
can not be learned in a brief period of time. If pos-

sible to do so, 1 would earnestlj' recommend all in-

tending settlers to live for as many months as pos-

sible with families who are on their homesteads.
More can be learned this way about the details of

Florida life than by any other means I know of.

There has been so much romance thrown around
Florida by writing's and traditions, and various land

agencies have sent out such njagniflecnt descrip-

tions of its climate and scenery, that nearly every

one feels bitterly disappointed on entering the

State. Its flat, sandy pine lands and swamps look

dismally barren at first sight, and few indeed but
feel very much disappointed during their first

month's residence there. The unlovely and un-

written - about side of Florida first appears; the

other and more pleasant part being appreciated

only after getting ac<iuainted. Unless this import-

ant fact is borne in mind by settlers, many will

leave the State in disgust before they are capable

of forming any correct judgment of what they do
want. I remember now of meeting only one per-

son while in the State who was satisfied during his

first month there, and I do not now remember a

single person who had resided there three or four

j'cars who had any desire to permanently remove
north. This is an almost unheard-of state of things

in any other new country. This looks as though
Florida were like some people we know—not very
impressive at first sight, but who stand acquaint-

ance well—one of the highest compliments that

can be paid any one.

Pioneering in any new country means a certain

amount of hardship and privation. Florida pio-

neering is no exception to the general rule, and
none but these whom nature or native resolution

has fitted for such work should try.

The impression I have formed about California is,

that whoever makes a business of bee-keeping there

has to isolate himself among the mountains more
or less, and contend with many ditficulties and
hardships. I judge that these difiiculties, hardships,

and the isolation, will be found no worse in the

honey districts of Florida than they are there,

while a good honey location in Florida has one very
marked advantage over California—that of a much
more even annual yield of honey. The mangrove
has its roots in tide-water, and can not be affected

by drought, and is certain to give a good i)aying

crop of honey every season.

I hope to be able some time to investigate tlie

resources of the southern coast of Florida; but
friend Hart and others are likely to be able to do
it before I shall be. Let us hope that some one
will soon do it thoroughly.

All that we now know of the honey resources of

that 303 miles of wild coast is, that the possibilities

— yes, probabilities— of the future honey produc-
tion of that region are as immense as our actual

knowledgeof their e.vtent is at present inflnitessinal.

O. O. POPPLETOX.
Williamstown, la., Feb. 15, 1885.

I am sure, friend P., we are all very iimcli
(iblij^ed indeed for your very candid and
faitiiful account of "tliis attractive field for
our industry. We are not all ^oiufj to move
to Florida, it is true ; but I believe a great
many of us have in mind some time of taking
atrip down there—tliat is, if ( Jod prosv)ers us

;

and we are therefore interested in knowing

all abotit Florida. There is one point, I be-
lieve, in your letter, not touched, of much
interest to bee-men ; that is, will the {piali-

ty of tlie mangrove honey, or any other,
compare witli tlie California mountain sageV
Some of tlie Florida Iioney is very fine, I ad-
mit ; but to my mind there has nothing
ever .been furnished from any point on the
face of the globe, of such extpiisite flavor,

color, and body, as the finest specimens of
California mountain sage. 3Iay be people
lire of it after a while, and I sh()uld like to
know how the mangrove honey compares in
this respect. Does it " stand acquaintance,''
as you aptly term it, say as well as oiu-

white-clover honey of the Northern States?

GERMAN CARP, AND THEIR HABITS.

HOW TO SEE THEM IN YOUR POND.

T was the 13th day of .June before I ever
had a l(M)k at our (Tcnnan carp ; and one
reason was. that I did not know how to
look for Iheni. It is with carp as it is

witli finding queens, in looking for eggs
in cells—yes, and in finding strawberries. A
good maiiy would go and look and say there
was not any ([ueeii there, or there were no
eggs nor brood. Your children, or perhaps
your hired help, will say your strawberries
are all picked. The man who owns a
carp-pond will tell you he has looked and
looked, and has never been aV)le to catch a
sight of one, and yet they are perhaps visible

at every hour of the day. It is this same fac-
ulty of learning to see what there is to be
seen in this beautiful world of ours, that we
all want to cultivate.
Last Saturday evening I sat down by the

pond after the labors of tiie day were over,
and thought to myself that, wiih the num-
bers of fisii there were in that body of water,
I certainly ought to be able to see at least

some indications of them. The setting sun
was on the opposite side from me, and every
ripple and tiny v.ave was most plainly per-
ceptible. Pretty soon I began to notice pe-
culiar eddies, almost like little whirlpools,
and sometimes the water would seem to

boil up in certain spots ; and I noticed, too,

around those spots that the weeds and wa-
ter-plants were swayed in an eccentric sort
of way. At first I supposed this swaying w.as

simply caused by tlie breeze ; but pretty
soon it was evident that something was nos-
ing around at the roots of the water-plants.
Yes. it was the fish, and no mistake. The
pond has always been mudily. so that we
can not see much below the surface. Some-
body said the carp make it muddy by root-
ing around in the bottom. Well, pretty
soon one of these eddies appeared within a
yard or two of the grassy bank wliere 1 sat.

Then the grass began to be jostled about
near my feet. Pretty soon something like

tlie snout of a ])ig appeared just above the
surface of the water, and then I saw it was
the mouth of one of the large fish. lie was
nosing around, sucking in various substanc-
es, expelling such as did not seem to suit

him. Well, when I began to understand
what it was I was to look for, here and
there I could see movements of the water,
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indicating the presence of fishes all over the
pond. Sometimes they would swing around
so quickly as to make quite a loud '• chug ; ''

and once in a while a nose would come up
clear out of the water, and their brilliant
shining scales would glisten in the sun.

The next morning I provided myself with
some crackers, to see if they would eat, and
pretty soon I was abundantly satisfied. Of
course, you have to keep still, if you want to
see them behave themselves as if they were
at home. If you do not, or if they catch a
sight of you, they disappear in a second,
sometimes with a tremendous swash of the
water. I did not know whether I could
keep Iluber still enough to get a sight of
tliem , but he took it all in an instant. "Oh!
oh! oh! Hungry as little bears, aren't they,
papaV" No wonder he thought they weie
" hungry as little bears," for I should think
all the large ones in the pond were after the
broken crackers I had Hung upon the sur-
face of the water ; and such a nosing as they
made, to gather up the fragments! The only
way a fish has for telling whether a thing is

good, is to swallow it part way; and if it

does not suit him, he blows it out with a
stream of water. On one occasion a black
stick a couple of inches long came shooting
right up in the middle of liie ])ond. After-
ward came the nose of one of those large
carp. lie shot it out as being unsavory, but
inunediatcly sucked in the crackers, witii

great satisfaction. No doubt we shall soon
have them perfectly tame.

Now, there is one other thing I iiave dis-
covered about our carp-pond, and I wish
that Prof, ('ook, or somebody else, would en-
lighten me if possil)le. Early in spring I

saw great (piantities of what I took to be
frog's eggs—a disagreeable f- cum (loatiiigon
the pond, full of little round balls about the
size of shot. I remember of thinking I would
skim them all off, so as to avoid raising such
an army of frogs; but it was neglected, and
l)y and by we had little polliwogs —millions
of them. They came up in the shallow wa-
ter, where we had provided a place for the
carp to breed, and the little wigglers made a
black fringe all around the edge of the i)ond.
They just lay in heaps in sliallow water.
Well, some of them grew into large polli-

wogs, perhaps two inches long ; but the most
of them did not get larger tiian a common
cricket, some not larger than house-liies, be-
fore they turned into veritable hopping
toads, and they covered the bank so they re-

sembled a swarm of bees—little black toads
the size of crickets, or smaller; and when I

came down among them^ instead of i)luuging
back into the water they climbed over' the
bank of the pond and hopix'd olT into the
woods. Now. then, do tadpoles (we call

them polliwogs) undergo transformation at
all ages and sizes? There can not be as
many different varieties as there are sizes,

because they lose their tails and put on legs
at every possible size fioni that of a house-
fly up to two inches in length. Some of
them seemed to tmn into frogs, and some
into toads, or tree-toads, any way ; and the
whole lot came from one batch of eggs, evi-
dently. I had rather hoped the carp would
turn in and gobble them up, so as to rid my

pond of their presence ; but the carp seemed
to very much prefer rooting around among
tlie weeds and rubbish in the bottom and
along the edges of the pond, not troubling
themselves about anything in the shape of
animal life. Our carp seem to be vegetari-
ans. No wonder they grow enormously dur-
ing a single season. If you should see them
around with their great mouths, taKing in
all sorts of trash, every or any day, the won-
der would be if they did not grow.

A BUNDLE CSP QUERIES FROM ONE
OF OUR ABC SCHOLARS.

ARE QUEENS OFTEN SUPERSEDED BECAUSE THEIR
WINGS ARE CLIPPED?

T AM very much pleased with Mrs. Culp's plan of

,£|P nianaf^ing an apiary. ]f we farmers can
^l practice the same successfully, we can keep a
'^ few colonies without being compelled to stay

within hailing distance of the house all through

swarming time; but with me it has not proved

successful with the Italians. Of course, I am only a

beginner, and may have made a great many serious

mistakes; for instance, last season I had one col-

ony that would persist in building queen-cells; and
when I put the sections on I could not examine
them until I took them off in the fail, so I forgot all

about iiueen-cells until one warm day in February,

when the bees carried out the old queen and two
young ones; then I looked, and found three emp-
ty cells and a young ((ucen that proved to be un-

fertilized. I should like to know if bees often su-

I)erscde their (jueen because her wing is clipped.

Also, when there are two <iueens in one hive, does

the younger generally kill the older, or the reverse?

Why does Mr. Doolittle say, "llcmove all the drone-

comb from the hive, except an inch or so"? Why
leave that inch? and why does hv charge twice as

much for a tested queen two years old as one only

one year old? I thou^-lit (lueens lived only about
three years.

What do you mean by the German, or brown boe?

Are they the common black bee?

Is alsike clover a biennial or perennial? and
does it propagate by runners, like the white, or

from seed only ? It is a new thing with us, the first

being sown this spring.

Is alfalfa a good honey-plant? It does well here,

but there is none within range of our bees.

Urock, Neb., June 8, iaS5. J. S. Johnston.

We have sometimes thought that the bees
objected to a clipped (lueen ; and as a good
many people have their own notions in re-

gard to tiie matter, we have discontinued
clipjiing (pieens.—My experience has been,
tiiat wiien there are two queens in a hive,
mother and daughter, there is no killing at
all. The old queen lives at home peaceably
until she dies and is carried out.—Why leave
a little drone-comb in the Ivive? Friend J.,

Mr. Doolittle recommends a little drone-
comb, to satisfy the bees. If you cut it all

out entirely, they will tear down worker-
combs and work them over into drone.—Mr.
Doolittle charges as he does for those two-
year-old queens, because they have been
tested for queen-rearing ; and when you
have one, you can go right to work and start

a hundred queens if you wish, being pretty
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sure tliat tiipy will all be nice ones. It is a
^ood deal of labor testing a queen for (jueen-

rearing, and Ihey ought to bring a good
price, even if they are old.^Tlie terms (Ger-

man bees, brown bees, black i)ecs. and com-
mon bees, all mean one and the same thing.
If we could agree on some one term it would
be an excellent idea, but 1 do not know
whether the friends would all agree as to
what our native bees should be called.—

I

suppose alsike clover would be called aperen-
jiial ; and although it may come up again
for several seasons, it usually runs out most-
]y in three or four years.—Alfalfa is said to

yield considerable honey in many localities

in California. The bees seldom if ever work
on it here.

CLIPPING QUEENS' WINGS.
SHALL WE HAVK THEM CLlI'l'ED OK NOT CLIPPEU?

F I mistake not, I have seen poniowhero in

Gleanings, within a year, that friend Root
did not flip the wings of his queens, and be-

lieved the i)ractice to be a bad one. As far as

friend Root is concerned, together with the

way he runs his apiary, for the sole puriiose of sell-

ing- queens, and bees by the pound, perhaps such
advice is all well enough; but when it comes to the

majority of apiarists, especially those working for

comb honey, where more or less natural swarming
is sure to be done, I can not help but think the ad-

vice is not sound. Why I speak of the clipping of

queens' wings at this time is that, had I not kept

the wings of ray <iueens clii)ped, I should have lost

a valuable queen and colony of bees last Sabbath.

A few days ago I looked over all my strongest col-

onies of bees to see if any needed feeding, as we
always have a honey-dearth here after the fruit-

bloom is over and before white clover opens. In

thus going over the yard I failed to tlnd any prep-

arations being made for swarming. It often hap-

pens that a colony which is well supplied with

stores will prepare for and swarm during this hon-

ey-dearth, and for this reason I carefully examined
all such, so that I might know if any watch of the

apiary for swarms would be needed. As I found
no signs of swarming, no watch^was kept. Imagine
raj' surprise, but two days later, just after we re-

turned from church, to hear Mrs. D. call out, "The
bees are swarming!"
Upon going to the apiai-y I lounrl the bees rush-

ing out of my best colony by the thousand. The
queen was soon found, and placed in a wire-cloth

cage, which was hung on the small twig of an apple-

tree which the bees were beginning to cluster upon.
I now went to the shoj) and got six frames of comb
to put in a hive which stood in the apiary, and prc^-

parcd the same for the reception of the swarm,
when I went to the house for a moment while the

bees were pflnishing clustering. As soon as I

thought they were sufliciently clustered I started to

hive them; but beftjre I got where they were I saw
that they were just commencing to uncluster, pre-

paratory to leaving." I.hurried to them; but before
1 had gone two rods they were on the wing, and in

a moment more were taking a "bee-line" across

the fields for the woods, at a rate which defied the
ordinary speed of most pqople who run. After be-

ing gone for some time they found they had left the

queen behind, when jjrescntly they cumc stringing

back, and began clustering on the same twig about
the(jueen; and after clustering the second time,

they were hived. Now, had not this queen been
dipped I should certainly have lost a ((ueen valued
at .'?10.o;), and a good swarm of bees, which, if the

season jiroves good, will produce me $.5.00 to $10.03

worth of section honey. Supposing she had not

been clipped, and they had come out an hour or

more earlier (it was two o'clock when they
swarmed), as swarms as a rule usually do, 1 should

probably have concluded that the queen had been
superseded when next I examined them, and been
none the wiser regarding the swarm, unless I had
inspected the colony before they had filled up with

young bees. If they had come out a few hours
earlier, as the (lueeu was clipped she without doubt
would have returned to the hive Avhen the bees

came back, and swarmed the next time when I was
at home.
A good many seem to think it is troublesome to

hive swarms where the queen is clipped; but with

me I can do it full more easily than I can when the

queen goes with the swarm. Rut, sui)pose it were,

as some think, could I not well att'ord to be at con-

siderable trouble for the »I.').00 or *3,).t:0 I have
saved in this ease';'

The complete control you ha\c of an a|)iary where
all the queens have clipped wings, gives a man a

certain confidence which is worth far more to ntr

than all the trouble which might occur to a novice

would amount to. Another thing: Should the bees

sometimes bother by mixing up or entering Avrong

hi\es, etc., there is always a comforting thouM'ht

about it, which is, the bees are always in the ajiiary.

where thej' will be bringing in the honey just as

well as if they wore exactly where you at first de-

sired. With Prof. Cook, Dr. C. C. Miller, and others,

I advise all working for comb honej- to clip the

queens' wings. Iti—G. M. Doolittle, SO—40.

Borodino, ' N. V.

No doubt if 1 were raising comb honey,
friend I).. I would have my queens clipped ;

but 1 believe there are (juite a number of
comb-honey raisers who decide they do not
want any nioreclipped(|ueens. The objections
are. lirst. that a good many facts seem to in-

dicate tlial bees sometimes (lis))lace a (lueen
after a winu has been clipi)ed, oi' at least at-

tempt to displace her. I am inclined to

think this is a mistake ; but as a good many
seem to have got the notion into their heads,
we have been obliged to stop clipping ours,
when sending them out for sale. Quite a
number of oiu' customers have declared that
they will not have a clipped (pieen at any
price. Second, if I am not mistaken a queen
is often lost where she is clipped, where she
would not have beeij lost if she had had the
use of her wings. Suppose the swarm had
come out while you were at church, are you
sure a clipped qiieeu would have got back
into the hive? or what does hapi>en usually
when a swarm comes out with a clipped
(pu'eii. when no one is arotuid':' I liave sev-
eral times followed them (piite a piece across
the apiary wheie they had hop])ed along. I

found them l)y the few bees lliat were buzz-
ing along the track they had taken ; but I

liave reason to think that a good many were
lost in that way when they were never found.
You may say that we "had better lose the
((ueen oiil.\. than to lose the (|ueen,bees. and
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all ; and I do not know of any way of man-
aging bees M'itliout a liability of such losses,

unless somebody is on band to look after
swarms as they issue. Our perforated zinc
and drone-traps ought to tix the business :

but someliow we do not get many definite
reports as to liow these fixtures do work.
How is it, friends? Shall we <'lip our
queens where Ave are working for oomb hon-
ey, or shall we let them go undipped? We
should like to hear from a good many in re-

gard to this mattei-.

A LETTER FROM ONE OF THE RE-
CLAIMED.

VE-S, >n' I-U1LM)S, A.M) FKO.M O.Ni: \VH(
KECLAl.MEU MV THE (JHACK UK (

"^UlEND AMOS:—After using- and abiisinj;- to-

E^' bacco for lorty yciirs or nioi-f, I hiivo (]uit. T

J^ use it in no form whatever. I (juit tlie habit
^^ at once, wliieli tlirew me into a hif;h fevci-.

My |)ulse was 1-0 per minute, and I was so

roasted with this fever, and at times had such an
all-gone, idiotic feeling:, that I took to it agiiin. In

a few hours the fever was {fone, and 1 felt rig-ht in

Ixxli/, but not in mind, for 1 was ivhippnl. In a lew
months I reinforced and made anothei- "bulfje" on
old JJ<'kI I and .SV((«)), but I was not successful ; that

tormentinj.' fever rose a;irain: my pulse beat 11.") per
minute, and again I poured nicotine on the troubled

waters, and there was a calm. My li-ien<ls told me I

was too old to (pilt. and that I was foolish for i)un-

ishing- myself in this way: thai I could ko/ (|uit. I

told them I had better die tr>in«- than to continue

to live in sin, ieeliiifj- as I did that the use of that

I)oisonous, stiunilatins' druju: was a barrier that ))re-

vcntcd the full tiow of the love of our heavenly Fa-

ther into iny i)oor thirsty soul. .After bein;.r defeat-

ed in this way, and ha\inti- to surrender uncondi-

tionally, 1 concluded to diji' a trench around the

city, lay siev-'C, and starve my er.em.\- into submis-
sion, concludinj;' that, as niy system by dejirees ac-

commodated itself to the use of tobacco, in a like

manner it <H)Uld be trained to the disuse of it. .'<o I

made or conHnenced the third attack on Wr-U and
8atan by using- none liefore breakfast ; but. oh what
a fuss, dust, and outcry was raised over this inno-

vation on the habit of forty years' stnndins-. by the

old totally dei)raved humanity and i^atan: Hut the

Lord heliied, and contiinied to encamp on the tiat-

tle-tleld, and this \ictory was followed up b>- usiiif;-

less and still less every day. .\s Mr. lUinyan says, 1

l)Ut a guard at mouth-};ate and feel-^-ate, an<i (lien

reiiifoiee<l every morniu};- by asking- (jod to helj) me
tf)fiuit, if it was his will 1 should (piit. and in this

way J taix'red olf until 1 used noiu' at all.

Everyln)d.\- engaged in this light should be \('i-y

watchful, or the " tapered " end Avill be the larger.

Hy the help of (iod 1 am iu)w a li'ce nuin ; and as the

odor of pipe and tobacco is not pleasaiU, I suppose
my ai>petite, taste, tceling, etc.. are getting back in-

to the natural channel again, and I ha\e the use of

my mind and body both, lictter now than when I

used that stimulating, sickening-, jtoisonous, ruireoi-

ic, filthy drug— no, no: not HIthy (//-((</, but tlllhy

Jidhit, and mj- ap|)etite is not ra\-enous and i-hange-

ablc as it was, and sleep comes when 1 call for it.

But the trophy of gieat \alue that I brought oil

froih this battle-lield is a calm, serene, sweet frame
of mind Ihuf 1 Me\ er felt belore, ai.d I have a near-

er approach to my heavenly Father, and I am now
nestling in his love. For many years back, my con-

science has been ill at ease with regard to the use of

this so-called " creature comfort." The following

reflections gave me smarting, biting convictions:

"Will you not thank God for that (piid of tobae-

"Xo."
" Why:-"
" Because it is d deadly poison, containing no

nourishment; it in.iures the digestion and nerves,

and hurts my eyes, so I can not thank him for it

and lie honest and sincere."

Kcd-hot wires were then drawn across mj con-

science in this shape:

"If you can not thank God for the weed to use as

a diet, quit it; for you are commanded to use noth-

ing but what you can use in the name of the Lord
Jesus; and, again, ill every thing give thanks; and.

furthermore, by your own confession you are guilty,

or w ill be guilty of self-murder, being broiled and
scalded in this way."

r S(]Uirmed and fought and i-an and fell; but God
helped nu- up on mj- feet again, and, "by grace 1

am what I am," a free man. The storm is behind
me, and I am camping on the battle-field, awaiting
orders from the Captain of my sahation to go and
reijort at headcpiartei-s, and receive my iinuuised

inheritance. .

And now in conclusion, let me tell yo\i that I do
not write this to you in order to get a smoker; no,

no. I am using the one that I bought of you. When
I received it, one screw was loose. 1 tightened it,

but it came loose again, and was lost: but the smo-
ker is doing good work, though it is traveling t)n

three legs. I have written the foregoing, hoping
that you will dress it o\ er so it will be Ht to be seen,

because I have neither brains nor education; but if

all or any iiart of it will help one man or woman to

become fi-ee, who is now a slave, I shall be well

paid. ,1. M. Sti:i>man.
Quitman, Te.\as, .Ma\ :;. ls.s.-,.

Friend S.. I tlumk you fur your Utile sloi-\

.

as it leaclit's me a lesson. Some of llic

friends iiere in t he eslai)li si iiucnt insisted that
Ihev could break oft better to take it a little

bit giadiiiiJly. tliaii to cut loose all of a sud-
den. 1 objected to tliis way of doing, and I

do yet. It seems to iHc daiigeroiis to dallv
with sin: and yet. the fact that you coii-

(|uercd in that" way makes me feel that 1

ought to be careful about dictating a course
for otlieis. (iod saves, and he seems to liave
I)eciiliar nietliodsof saving different individ-
uals, lint he f/<«.s- save • and iniiy all lioiior

aml glory and praise be to his holy nainel

FUNGUS SPORES FOR BEE-BREAD.

know, .Mr. Editor, that what is one |)erson's

neat is another person's j)oison. That is lit-

rally proved in a case reported to me by one
if oui- graduates, (). I,. Hershiser, of Water
'alley, N. V. He sends me a twig of wild

rry, which is badly attacked by the blaek-

I- rasjibcrry fung-us. Tiie leaves are thickly

ivith this yellow fungoid growth, which I b(>-

•cording to our best fungiologists, is a very
enemy to th<' i>lants. Mr. Hershiser states

e bees iirc thronging these plants where

neve,

hurtt
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"they gather this fungus with great apparent

greed." Mr. H. asks if there is any clanger from its

becoming a substitute for pollen. I answer him,

that I should have no fears. When Dr. Beal and I

have been examining the ingesta of bees we have
more than once noticed spore-like bodies in the in-

testines of the bees. Here we have positive proof

that bees come by such spores legitimately. Bees
appreciate a good thing when they see it, and care

little where they get their albuminous food, wheth-

er from the anthers of flowers, the spore-cases of

fungi, or the meal-bag. Every good wholesome al-

buminoid is appropriated with c(iual eagerness, if

in a dustlikc form suitable for transportation, ac-

cording to the rules and requirements of bee-com-

merce. Wc see, then, that the old maxim is sus-

tained; for this fungus, while it drinks up the life

of the plants, yields up life-giving food to the bees.

Bee-bread—plant-poison.
Prof. L. H. Bailey informs me that the scientiBc

name of the orange-rust of the blackberry and rasp-

berry is Crt'o/Hfl luminatum. A.J.Cook.
Agricultural College, Mich., June, 1885.

This matter has been mentioned before,
friend C, if I am not mistaken, in some of
our bee-journals. The bees store the sub-
stance just as they do pollen, and it increas-
es brood - rearing enormously. I never
heard of its doing any hurt in the bee-hives,
for the bpes understand their business of
preserving food a little better, if any thing,
than the managers of refrigerator cars, and
other like institutions. Some years ago I

mentioned bees making some use of a quan-
tity of mites that they found on the shelves
of a cheese-factory. Under the microscope
the dust wasaniass of wriggling insects;
but the bees packed them on their legs, and
carried them home all the same.

FALSE STATEMENTS IN REGARD TO THE HON-
EY BUSINESS or OUR COUNTRY.

er. We never know what blessings are in store for
us, and doubtless before long we will hear more of
the benelits to be derived from cheap food.

That is the talk, friend L. Just send
along all such notices. But, please give the
name of your county paper ; also please
show the editor the article on page 410, in

last month's issue, and ;isk him if he won't
be so good. as to coriect the tendency of his
little item, headed "SecnUs of the Trade."'
His comments seem to be in a sort of a
strain of pleasantry, as if he had no faith in

such stories; but after all, such iionis art-

harmful, and in all probability he does not
Avant to harm anybody, even by implication.

As a protection to our
this department to publ
sist in publishing false
honey which we as bti
any paper will co'—i-rt il

ogy. the name wi 1 l.c- d
mailed to the edit.. r ..r an \ ).,i|..r rivjiu
ments, with a writtin pi ..ic>t, bet. .it th
given. After the Ivjist- o! :i suital 1- lin
corrected we will keep a standing notio

this class of falteho'ods.

i|.nitr |i..|. Illation, we propose in
II .111.^ .1 newspapers that per-

il ni- ill icirard to the purity of
1- i.iil ..II the market. When
1.1 l.iibli.ly. ^vithsllitabI,a^l..l-
.L A c.i.v ..t this articlr. will be

MORE ABOUT THE SOUIl APPLE-PARINGS.

SERE is an article clipped from our county pa-

per. I don't put any confidence in it, but it

hurts our business to have the honey-con-
sumers think they are buying glucose or

some other poor stuff. I wrote the editor

a line on it. What do you think of it?

A. W. LiNDSEY.
West Brooklyn. Pa., June 8, 188.5.

SECRETS OK THE TRADE.
Well may it be said, that as we live wo Icnrn. The

discussion of the canned-goods subject has brought
out some curious secrets of the trade. For example,
it is learned that the "canners" sell the cores and
parings of apples to the makers of so called jellies,
who, by the aid of different essences, turn out sub-
stances which are beautifully labeled as popular
gelatinous products. When the parings, etc., be-
come too decomposed to be used for jellies, they
are sold to the manufacturers of "straiaed honey;"
and it is asserted that none of the stuff so designat-
ed found in the market contains any honey whatev-

Please find part of newspaper on adulteration of

honej-, as you request in Gleanings.
Harpcrsville, N. Y. George Rich.vrds.

adulteration oe food; the extent to which
it is practiced brought to the gover-

n<)r's attention.
Albany correspondent N. Y. Tribune.

"I have been astonished lately at the extent of
the adulteration of food," said Governor Hill,
glancing over the canned-goods bill a few days ago.
" It would seem," he continued, "that everything
we eat is adulterated. In hearing testimony about
this canned-goods bill, for instance, all kinds of ira-

jiosture and deceit of customers were brought to
my attcntiuii. This adulteration of groceries is be-
cdininga national evil; one that we shall have to
adojit severe measures to check. France is an elysi-
um for those who desire to buy jiure articles when
they go to the grocery. The French government
have taken e.vtraordinary steps to protect the peo-
ple—steps that perhaps could not be taken in this
country, but the object. has been accomplished.
When you bu.v pepper in France, you know you are
getting pepper, and not some weak adulteration of
it; and so it is with all other articles.
"One of the measures of the French government

to check adulteration which have proved success-
ful, is a law which compels every grocer, when con-
victed of the crime, to place a large placard in his
store-window, and keep it there for a .veiir, with
the words inscribed upon it, 'Convicted of adul-
teration.' Some curious facts were revealed by the
packers of canned goods in private conversation,
• You would not think the parings and cores of ap-
ples of any use, would you?' said one of the pack-
ers to a friend.
" He then continued ;

' Well, a fruit-packing estab-
lishment makes use of everything; like the pork-
packing factories, which save every thing except
the iiig's urunt. When wc are packing and drying
apples we ha\c ton.s and tons of jiarings and cores.
These wc sell t(i the makers of jelly. All kinds of
jellies are made of the material. You can not buy
real currant jelly in the groceries. Every bit of it

is apple, with some essence in it. But that is not
the sole use of apple-parings. Occasionally we keep
them so long that they can not be converted into
jelly. Then we sell them to the makers of strained
honey. All the strained honey that you see in the
market is made of it— there isn't a bit of honey
about it.' "—Dcmocmtic Leader, Dingliamtoti, N. Y.

Thank you, friend 11. There is one good
thing in the clipping you send us, and that
is, about making grocers keep a placard in
their windows. In our country, tiie grocer
might as well put up his shutters and stop
biisiii('!-s as to do that. Following out the
same thought, why would it not be an excel-
lent idea to compel newspapers to keep a
placard in large type, in a prominent place
in their columns? Suppose we have a pla-
card reading soniething like this:

"convicted ok PITHLISIIING SLANUEUOUS
STATEMENTS."

The above communication, some way or
other, seems to mix up the (Governor's name
with this sour-apple-skin fraud. Now, Mr.
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Democratic Leader, we call upon you to cor-
rect the impression you have publicly given,
that all the strained honey seen in the mar-
ket is made of sour apple-cores and parings.
Come to think about it, it was only a year
ago that these same papers informed us "that

all the jelly used In the United States was
made entirely of old boots and shoes. What
jelly will be made of in ISHB remains to be
seen.

I

BEES BY THE POUND.

fY request of friend W. Z. Hutchinson
we copy the foUowhig from the Coun-
tr>i GviitlfiiKin of .Juno 11, 1885 :

Kds. Cmnttry (iinlUmnn—You will, perhaps,
rcniR'iiiber that the wi-itcr mentioned, in a re-

eent urtii'lc that those who had lost their bees
might find it advisable to buy bees by the pound.
He foiio\ved the advice that he pave others, ;ind has
lately reeeived Irom Tennessee thirty-two [laekatres,
each coutainins' a queen and nearly three pounds
of bees. It may be ol' interest to tiee-Keepers to
know in what way they were put up for slii|)nient,

and how they were treated on arrival.
The shippinR- eayes, or boxes, were 7'i inches

deep, 11 inches wide, and 1.")'; inches long'. The
sides were of half-ineli liiinlier, and the ends of
stuff not more tlian tlircc-si.xteenths of an inch in

thickness. <,tuite a puint is made of iiiakiim- Ihe
cages as lijrht as possil.li'. in orfler to sa\e cvpress
char{<es. The tops and liottonis of the eayes are of
wire cloth. The food for the bees to eat while on
their journey is prepared by mi-vins powdered su-
jrar with honey to the consistency of .a stiff dough.
At one end of each eatre. upon the inside, is si slant-
inff shelf, or rathei- trou«h, fornieil hv plaeinsj the
lower cdfire of a thin pii'ce ol' lM)ard. :i inches wide
and as lon<>' as inside width of the cave, avainst the

j

end-board of the (tayc. This piecc> of board projects
inwarilly and upwardly, from t he end of t he ca^'c,

forming an an^Ie of l.'> . it beiny held in place b\-

cleats nailed to the sides of the cat!-e, the ends of the
V)oard rest iny- upon the cleats. It is in the trou;rh
formed by this board and the end of the eajre that
the food is placed. When e\-ery thinfr is in readi-
ness, the cajre is, of course, weijihed. and then bees
shaken from the combs into it. until it contains the
requisite aniouiM. In order to be certain that the
(lueen is in the cayc. it miylit be well to caire her
until the bees are all in, then pnt her in with them
and close up the caye ,it once. When Ihe ca^es are
all tilled with bees, two of the cajres ar<' placed side
by side, and stiips of thin board tacked across their
ends, thus fastening- them together and virtually
making;- one |)acl<ayc of two c.iycs. Neither does
the matter stop here, for one of these double ea>res
is placed foui- inches above aiintln r double cag:e,
and the two fastened together by upriylit iiieces of
lath nailed on at the corners and siiles. The lower
ends of the lath project four inches below the lower
double ca<;e. thus fornunjr leys to su|)poi-t the eajres
and keep them olf the tloor. Fastened to the up-
rlRht center side-pieces of lath, was a liyht rope
that passed o\er the top of the cajics. thus forminK-
a handle to lift and carry them by. t'pon the top
of each "nest" of cajres was the consifrnee's name
and address, a business card statinisr where they
were from, and a placard which read as follows:
"Living bees: keep this side up. Please handle
with csirc. and hecp out of till- !<un. Please sprinkle
with a little water daily, at noon." The bees were
three days in transit, and arrived in the best possi-
ble condition: in no cape were there more than .50

dead bees, and in some of them the bees had btiilt

comb, liquefied some of their food and stored it in
the comb; and in two instances, the queen had laid
in the eombl

It was evening when the bees arrived, and the.v
were sprinkled with water, and left undisturbed
until morniny. when each swarm Avas found <iuietly
clustered in the to]) of its cage. The cages were so
carefull.v sejiaiated that the clusters of bees re-
mained unbroken. A hive for each cage of bees
had been previousl.y prepared by tilling it with
clean, dry combs; each outside comb, however, con-
tained a little honey. The wire cloth was carefully

removed from the bottom of a cage, the cover re-
moved from a hive, and the cage set down upon the
frames. The cage did not of course cover the en-
tire top of the hive, and little pieces of boards and
strips of cloth were laid around the cage until the
top of the hive was covered. If any little cracks or
holes were left, they were stopped with damp earth.
The object of all these precautions in completely
covering the top of the hive was, that the bee's
might be compelled to pass down through the hive
and take their first flight from its entrance, for the
reason that, after its first flight in a new locality, a
bee will return to the rxart spot from whence it
flew; if it flew from the top of the hive, it will in-
sist upon going in at the top, and if it can not get in
at the top, it is some little time before it finds and
uses the lower entrance. When every thing was in
readiness, the hand was brought down with a
"spat" upon the wire-cloth covering of the cage,
which dislodged the bees and sent them down upon
the combs. A cover was then laid over the top of
the cage, that the bees might see no light e.vcept at
the entrance of the hive. They flew from the en-
trance right merrily. In some instances a comb of
brood was placed in the center of the hive before
putting the bees in ; and when it is possible to do so,
this plan is advisable; in fact, if there were strong
colonies in the apiary that could spare the brood, it
would be well to give three pounds of bees as many
as four combs of brood, as the bees can easily care
for it. The express charges were f 14.

W. Z. Hl'tchinson.
It seems from the above that the cages

used for these 6 lbs. of bees were nearly as
large as the one-story hive. It has been our
custom, when so many as '6 lbs. were wanted
with a single queen, to put them into a
Simplicity hive, with a couple of combs
(wired, of course), containing the stores for
their use in transit. Of course, a cage made
expressly would be lighter; but when the
purchaser gets it, it is of no value to him.

THE SOLAR WAX-EXTRACTOR, AGAIN.

KKIE.ND COO.N TKI.hS US HOW TO IJSK IT.

T SEE by what you say about the sun extractor
/•^ that it don't .seem to bo a success out there, on
§' account of the sun not being hot enough.
'*' Well, the way I make them I can melt out wa.\

or honey, candied in the comb, with the ther-

mometer anywhere above HO, and strain the honey
and wa.v all at the same time. I make a bo.v 4 or 5

feet long by 10 inches wide on the bottom, and '20

wide on top; then for the top part I make a frame
the same size as top of bo.v, '.i or 4 inches deep, with
saw-cuts run on the inside '« or ^., of an inch apart,

;j of them, so that I can use 1, 2, or 3 thicknesses of
glass, according to the heat of the sun, by sliding

glass 1^X20 into the saw-cuts. The box is lined with
tin, then part way between the glass and the bot-

tom I place a frame with wire cloth; on top of that

I put strsiiner cloth; on that my comb-scraps of
honey, candied honey in the comb, or any comb
honey not salable in the comb, and get pure clean
honey below, and the clean wa.\ on fop of the
honey, and have a faucet in the bottom to draw olT

the honey. I think a machine of that kind will

work well anywhere east, or wherever the sun
shines at all in the summer, and it saves lots of
work; for all you have to do when you have any
waste honey or comb is to put it in under the glass.

.\11 is tight, and you can draw off your honey when-
ever you have a mind to. Mine will hold about 2(X)

lbs. of honey before I have to draw it off.

LeMoore, Cat, June 6, isa'i. 0, E. Coon.
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FROM DIFFERENT FIELD!

WHAT TO DO WITH THE COVEH OF A HIVE WHILE
THE HIVE IS Ol'EN.

IN
Gleanings for April 1, page :i33, 1 find an ar-

ticle from Dr. C. C. Miller, on the trouble of ro-

l moving heavy covers, when feeding; so 1 will

tell you how I do it. My covers arc made of '«

stuff, 8 inches deep; the top is of one piece.

They rest on a ledge IVi wide, ': inch from the top

of the hive. I'ut a small nail or screw near the mid-

dle of the lower edge of the cap, and another below
it in the ledge. Attach a twine to each nail, just

long enough to hold the cover in place when it is

raised, like an open trunk, and the work is done.

If your ledge is not wide enough for the top to rest

on, a couple of nails will answer. Now with the

coffee-boiler of feed in one hand, raise the cover
with the other, put in the feed, and close it, and the

work is done without lifting the cap off. No covers

to blow oft'; no hinges nor hooks, no springs nor
clamps, but two small nails and two feet of twine,

which can be attached to the screw-head by a little

loop, so it can be easily taken off.

J. L. WOLCOTT.
Hloomington, 111., April 23, 1885.

In the above arrangement the string is

made of such a length as to permit the cover
to tip over baclc. just far enough to stand
safely, or, as our friend says, like the lid of
a trunk. One objection I should have to it

is, that the string would be right in the way
for manipulations of many kinds. A string
at each end of the cover, exactly as covers
to trunks are fixed, would obviate this, l>ut

it would be more complicated. For many
years, hive-covers have been made so as to
open in this way. or similar ways. When
we iirst made the Simplicity hives, the cov-
ers were hinged on. .Vs it afterward became
evident that" many times the covers were an
inconvenience when thus liinged. we made a
hinge so they would slip off. Then it be-
came necessary to have the attachment so
made that any cover could be (luickly at-
tached to any liive. 15ut this was found to
be a mattei- so ditlicult to manage that hinges
Avere a))andone(] entirely. \\'here a stake is

put on the south side of a liive on which to
train a grapevine, the covei- may be tilted
back against this stake, and I like this jilan
better than strings. Some apiarists while
examining a iiive use tlie cover for a seat,
standing it on end. Otliers lean tlie cover
against tlic liive. I lielieve that, as a rule,
tliough, most of our friends lind any sort of
a string or wire or similar attachnieiit ratlier
a hindrance than an aid.

INVKSTI.Nfi S~00 IN A CAHe-l'O.M), i;t( .

I hn\e just received Cleamncs lor this date;

and if I were in a joking mood, 1 should feel like

joking you concerning your cai-|) items. Kight
here I wisli to thank .\ou for the explanation con-
cerning the annoying delay. What I would joke
you about are tin- strange sentiments e.vpressed in

the reply to Mr. Uest, though I think you intended
to have the same apply to iiis particular case. Of
course, there ctnild l)e no need of his spending »20;)

on a cari)-pond 70 feet stiuare, probat)ly not '
i of that

sum. Vou make n \ery wild remark, however,

when you say you would not advise " anybody " to

make a pond, etc. Again, you speak of receiving a

specimen of German carp. The.A B C will inform
your readers that the only German carp in this

country are the very few in the Government ponds
at Washington. Your carp are no more German
than I am a Frenchman, simply because I have
traced my lineage to France. You make a grave
mistake by /ccrtui(/ your carp, it you have a supply
of water-i)lants in your pond.

Mii/roN P. Peiiue.
Philadelphia, Pa., June 1. ISt'S.

I

Friend I'., what I meant by not advising
anybody to make a carp-pond just now, witli

i the idea of making money by it, was, that I

i
hated to see young friends "just starting in
life, perhaps in cramped circumstances,
going into these new industries with the
idea of getting tlieir money back in a short
space of time. Of course, where carp is

sold to stock other ponds, a very prolitablc
business may be done ; but what 1 had in
view was the idea of putting carp on our
markets for food. 1 would hot advise any-
body to go into it unless the party had money
to spare so that lie would be well able to
stand a failure, and I would say the same in
regard to many other industries— even bee
culture. If yoiti- means are limited, do not
invest very heavily to start with.—In regard
to the carp we have, they call them German
carp at the State hatchery, and I think they
are real pretty, no matter what you cail

them.

CANDIED HONEY IN THE COMBS.

A neighbor of mine lost 43 out of 45 stocks of bees
in American hives. There is .500 or 600 lbs. of honey,

I judge, in the frames. He has the hives cleaned
out, all dead bees brushed away, and empty combs
cut away. I think the honey will not taste of any
thing confined in the hives. I examined some to-

day, and found some combs with the honey can-

died, especially those a little arjed. Now he wants
me to e.xtract or get the honey out in salalile shape,

offering me one-half the honey for my troul)lc. I

j

simply want to know my best plan to accomplish it

and get it in marketable shape. Can the thick and

j

candied honey be thiiuied to extract?

I

Nevada, Ohio, June 11, 1885. Wm. M. Vocno.

It is a pretty hard matter lo get candied
honey out of combs. If it is not warm
enougii so the extractor will thi-ow it out
during some of our hottest summer (hiys, I

i
do not know liow you can arrange it. If it

' was ill your si/.ed frames. 1 recommend it

to rear brood. I am afraid the honey will
not have a veiy good llavor any way .\(>u can
manage it. See next page.

CAl.lKon.MA AT THE I'KESENT DATi:.

The meeting ol tlie Central CaliCornia Hoe-Keep-
' ei-s' association came otf in due coui-sc ai Hanlord.

I

as ad\ci-tised in Gi.eani.scs; but the beemen all

hail long faces till alter dinner, when they looked

better. Me<>s are in a state of semi-starvation, get-

ting barel.x enougli to live on—the first time such a

state of affairs has been known here. The reason
is, no flowers. The grasshoppers are taking all the

alfalfa bloom before it comes out; and our only
chance for natural suj)plies for ne.xt winter seems
to be what nniy come after the hoppers have died.

Tlieie is good hope yet. My bees ha\c gone from
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43 to 50, but some of the new swarms liave required

^ u little lielp.

Mr. Wheeler showed his seetion-closiii''- machine,

whicli can easily be made to fit any section. It

seemed to worli very well, closing- the section with

one le%-er and throwing- it out with another; simple

and eftectual.

Mr. Decker brought to the notice of the meeting

a disease among his banded bees, not affecting- the '

blacks. They become black and shiny, like old

robbers, and the strong bees having nothing else to I

do seem to be wholly occupied in dragging out and

ttnishing the sicli ones. None of our bee-men can

tell what it is. Can you enlighten us on the sub-

jects [See ABC book, " Diseases of Bees."—Ed.]
i

I notice that on pages Sm and m)i of last Gr.E.\N-

iNGS Mr. J. P. Israel thinks he has the largest

yield on record for his bees. If he refer to Glean-
ings for Nov. 15, 188:5, page 713, he will find my re-

port of VTT'j lbs. per stand, spring count, and no

account made of at least 50 lbs. to each hive

in lower box, which I never interfered with;

that over 20 hives to which the four had increased,
|

I sold 2 and had 18 for 1884, which increased to 42,
|

and gave only 11600 lbs., whicli I did not think woi-th '

reporting, so perhaps my bees are ahead of his foi-
|

1 he blue ribbon he speaks of. (Jkoiujk Hoim.ku.

Hanford, Cal., June!), 1885.

(iETTINC; I'OOK (-AND1ED HOXKV OIT UK OLD
CO.VIBS.

Bees are doing tlnely; have conunenced on alsike

and white clover, and honej' is coming in fast. My
hives are all full of bees again, and I am selling

(|ueens and nuclei. All the black bees arc gone—
none but pure bees for miles around. Those wish-

ing to get poor honey out from the combs can do so

by uncapping and soaking the combs in water
twenty-four hours, and then throw f)Ut with e.\-

tractor. Mine will not come out without the soak-

ing. M. II. m-NT.
Bell Branch, M icli., .luiic l.'i. ISK"..

Friend Hunt, we are <j^\iu.l to know lliat

your liives are tilled up again, and that the
bees are once more booming.—Tliank you
for your suggestion in regard to getting out
eandied lioney. I thought I was up to al-

most all sucli '• tricks of the trade." but I

must confess you were ahead of me there.

KXTIIACTING—DOES IT IN.U'KE THE EGGS':'

Last week I did my first extracting, something
never seen before in this section. In two hives I

found some frames in the upper tier that had about
two-thirds of the cells with eggs in them. I ex-

tracted the honey from those frames, and replaced

them in the hives, intending in a few days to use
them for the brood-frames in dividing a very strong

colony that showed indications of swarming. Im-
agine my surprise this morning, on examination to

find that the bees are again filling- the upper third

of the cells, while the lower two-thirds still contain
those same eggs, unhatchcd that they did six days
ago; and there is no indication that they are going
to store honey in those cells that contain the eggs.

Those frames were out of their hive about thirty

minutes. Do you think that keeping them out that

long was the cause of their not hatching? ^r is it

possible that they may have become chilled some
cool night, by the bees all leaving the upper story

and clustering in the brood-nest':' I And nothing of

the kind mentioned in my ABC. Will not the bees

appropriate those cells containing the dead eggs
this season at ally One thing more: In everyone
of the frames from which 1 extracted the honey,
there was a single i-ow of cells near one end, ex-

tending from top to bottom, out of which the honey
would not come. It did look strange to see this sin-

gle row of cells appear in every frame, while every
other cell in the frame would be empty. It is some-
thing- that I could not account for, any more than

the dormant eggs already mentioned.
I want to ask you if cockroaches are an enemy to

bees. I scarcely ever lift the cover off from a hive

but that I see three or four of them hustling around
on the enamel sheet, sometimes diopping down
among the bees, Avithout, however, causing any
perceptible distui-bance. L. Hai.i..

Sparta, Miss., May 26, 1885.

Friend II., I do not think the extracting
had any thing to do Avith the eggs mention-
ed. Keeping eggs out of a hive half a day
Avill not injure them at all. unless the weath-
er is (luite cool—much cooler than it proba-
bly was when you did the extracting.—Tiie
row of cells you speak of, from which the
honey would not come. I presume came op-
posite one of the tin bars on the extractor-
frame.— We do not have any cockroaches
here, but they liave been several limes men-
tioned. If I am correct, they do no partic-
ular iiarm.

HEKS THAI WOHK ON RED fLOV EK. AND IW.V.S

THAT WONT DIE WINTEIUNG.

Bees arc doing nicely at thi.* time—plenty of clo-

ver-bloom. 1 was out in the fields today, and saw
them on all kinds of clo\er— alsike, white, and com-
mon red clover. Our bees work on the red clover

from this time until frost, and many of them are

oidy. hybrids.' lean not but smile when I see rcd-

clovcr bees advertised as wintering without loss,

since that class was originated, etc. Now. we have
had them for over five years, and they die like

other bees- sting as hard and as nftni as any.

We had a large swarm that came out and went
directii- to a hollow tree, without clustering; it was
about a mile away. Fully three-fourths of the bees

in this county died last winter. We left ours on
summer stamls without any i)rotcction, in single-

walled hives, and lost over half. Lee .Iob.

Fillmore, liid., .Iiine 15, 18S5.

WHAT AILS THE BEES'r

The bees in this part of the country wintered well

—with the loss of hardly a single colony—if they

had any protection. But since thej' commenced
work this spring there has been a great fatality

among them. At first we thought it was spring

dwindling, but now we are half of the opinion that

it must be poison of some kind. When the bee is

first taken it rushes out, runs tumbling and rolling

over the ground as if in great pain or ti-ouble. Aft-

er a minute or so it will settle down, commence
rubbing its head with its fore-legs, then run out its

tongue and wipe it olf with its fore-legs, and then

it will rub its hind-legs together, and so it will con-

tinue going, just from one of those motions to the

other for a period of an hour or so, growing weaker
and weaker, when it will die. Occasionally one
will throw off its feces, fly away, and seem all right;

but others do not. Their feces smell like sour hon-

ey. After the bee is dead its tongue is extruded,

and the body dx-awn up rather than otherwise. In
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your ABC book you mention that bees may be
poisoned, but you do not state how they are affected.

If you can tell us the cause of the trouble, or the

reinetly, if any, it may enable us to avoid more loss

such as has already occurred. In some instances

three swarms have been put into one; and in many,
all of the bees have died. C. D. Wkight.
Durang'o, Col., June 10, 1885.

Friend W., your bees are evidently poi-
soned by something they have gathered, or
by some disease attecting tlieni. Some of
the symptoms you mention are striliiiigly

like those of the nameless disease 1 have
mentioned in the A]U' book. 1 should try
to find out what they are working on, to see,
if possible, whether they have been gather-
ing any thing that will account for it; also
ascertain over how large a tract of country
this malady extends. This may give you
some clew to it.

THE WAY AN ABC SCHOLAR TRANSFERRED HIS
BEES.

I will tell how I did it. I took a large piece of

mosquito-bar, put it over a large hat, made arm-
holes in it, tied it around my waist, put pants in

top of boots, put on a pair of rubber gloves, and
went to work. I pried off the side of a box hive. I

bad a good smoker, but didn't use it. I cut out the

combs, and a friend of mine tied them in the

frames. I think there was nearly 60 lbs. of honey
in it, and somewhere near that of bees. There
wasn't room to put your hands in for bees. My
father said they would go to the woods next day,

but they didn't. It took an hour and a half to do it.

I filled seven frames of brood and honey, and there
wasnit any room for more bees. These were trans-

ferred June 6, 188.'). I looked at them Tuesday, the

9th, and cut off the strings; and they were doing
finely. So much for a beginner.

Lockport, N. Y. Mvuon Uailev.

^'ery well done, friend JMyron ; but if you
did not use the smoker, you might have laid
aside that big mosquito-bar veil also. Tlie
reason why you had so much honey and
bees in the way was because you waited un-
til June. If the oi)erati()ii had been per-
formed in the time of fruit-bloom, as usually
recommended, there would have been fewer
bees and also less honey. However, you did
pretty well as it was.

KEEPING BEES ON AN ISLAND; SOME SUGGESTIONS
ABOUT WINTERING.

I am on an island of 600 acres and of course I have
tried the bees here, and here is my experience, as

short as I can give it. I came here in June, 1882;

bought eleven full colonies; no surplus honey, no
natural swarms; but fall found them in good sliape

to winter, and I did winter them without any loss-
ten in Simplicity in cellar, one in chaff hive on sum-
mer stand (I Italianized all that year, 1882). June,
188:5, found them in vei-y good shajie, ready for

work. This year they made about .50 U)S. of surplus

honey from five colonies; theother six I used for

raising queens and dividing, selling some f 13 or $it>

worth. We had no fall flow of honey, and October
found them almost destitute of stores, so I fed them
up nicely until perfectly safe on this score, with su-

gar syrup, and placed them in cellar, nicely packed
and ventilated (same number— 11 colonies), Nov. 20,

188;}. Now comes the point, and pride takes a fall.

They all died but one, and that one was next to the

cellar-door; 8 died in March, 2 in April, and they
died with their tongues right on the feed, and look- \
ing tlie same as in life, when standing sipping honej'

from a feeder—no disease of any kind that I could
detect.

Now, what was the mattery Well, I am going to

suggest, and see if you agree with me. I think the
air was poisonous. I have now but two colonies. I

shall try them on summer stands. I feel (juite sure
that I can not do much raising honey here, but I

can raise queens, and good ones too, and have them
purely mated. I am half a mile from "Maine"
land; and I have noticed a great many times when
I have been rowing across fi-om the m.':'.in land to

the island when the wind was quite strong against

the bees, they would fly heavily laden abreast of

my boat, dropping lower and lower, until coming to

the water, never to rise, so 1 feel that 1 lost thou-

sands in this wai'. L. 8. Smith.
West Gouldsboro, Me., Nov. 24, It^Sl.

Friend S., I sliould think, from what you
say, that an ishmd is not a very desirable
place for keeping bees. In fact, there are
times when a good many of them must be
lost by falling into the water.—In regard to
wintering, the fact that the one by the cellar-
door lived, and the rest all died, seems to in-
dicate, as you say, bad air, or not enough
ventilation. Perhaps if you had a ventilator
that would keep changing the air of the cel-

lar, they would all have done as well as that
one by the door.

IIONEY-THIEVES.

I, like A. J. Kimmons, of Round Rock, Texas, am
no specialist, although I take the greatest pleasure

with my bees of any of the rest of my employ-
ments; i. e., general farming, and stock raising.

In consequence of our excessive drought our bees

scarcely made their own supplies. Last spring

count, 44; increased to 74, and doubled back to 62,

present number. I sold barely honey enough to

buy a barrel of sugar, which I fed to the weak col-

onies.

A word now about thieves. I see bj reading last

Gleanings, that other localities are torment»'d by
thieves as well as my own. I beg pardon; but

while I should not like to kill a man (even a thief

for stealing honey or any thing else), I still feci to

denuir from your only idea of education or evangel-

ization; for we have a lew (T am glad there are no
more), that, according to Hible testimony, are

"fools." They say in their hearts, "There is no

God." Their only restraint is the fear of the law.

The two imported (]ueens I got of you did good ser-

vice; but the first one does much the better, and

raises the best queens and bees. I shall want
another in the spring. Elias Cole.

Ashley, Ohio, Dec. 6, 1884.

Friend C., I think you misunderstood me.
I would by no means" do away witli the law.
I have never dreamed of advocating such a
course. Send thieves to jail, by all means,
as fast as Ave can get hold of them; but at

the same time, do all in our power to pre-
vent the necessity of law and jails, by educa-
tion and evangelization. Almost every Sun-
day Ijneel with ciiminals in our county jail.

I am sorry for the necessity of their being-

there ; but yet I thank (iod' every lime 1 see
one there, "that we have been able to get
hold of him and stop him in his folly. Only
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yesterday afternoon at about this hour I

was talking with a boy of eighteen years of
age, wlio had been imprisoned a week under
a charge of horse-stealing. The open saloon
was at the bottom of it, as usual; and while
I lamented that we could not have the sa-

loon-keeper as well as the boy, I told him he
ought to tliank God for having thus brought
him to a standstill in his folly. While in-

toxicated he took a horse he found by the
side of the road—rode off six or eight miles,
and traded it for another horse, getting
$35.00 to boot. The amount was just suffi-

cient to send him to the penitentiary, for
obtaining money under false pretenses, aside
from the penitentiary crime of horse-steal-
ing, lie said he took the horse wliile under
the influence of liquor; br.t after that in-

fluence wore off, he was afraid to take it

back to the owner and ask his forgiveness;
so he foolishly traded it olf, and got arrested
almost immediately. IleVas only eighteen
years old, and the punishment seems terrible

for the work of only a few liours. liut this

kind of horse-stealing has got to be so com-
mon that it would be dangerous if not
wicked to let him go unpunished. We
lament that we dare not take llicrisksof
letting him off short of States luison. But
at the same time, the thought of that open
saloon, all ready to send more l)oys after
this one, should rouse every (Jod-fearing
man and woman to action.— It is often the
case with queens as you state, friend V. In
fact, we rarely lind" two of equal value in

every respect.

A LITHOGKAPHIC I.ABEI> THAT DOES NOT Co'kT SO
much; ALSO SOMETHING IN HF.GAHI) TO l.\-

UEI.S AND CANS FOR EXTKACTEl) HONEV.
I Struck a lubol last suiuinor that is so hatulsoiiif

that I mail you ono. It is the handsomest label suit-

able lor lioney that 1 have eve^• st^en. I have not

seen your extensive line oT labels, and i)erhiip8 you
may Jiave some that surpass it. I obtained them
I'roin Ouiui, Curtis & Co., color printers, HO Ilawley

St., Hoston, Mass. T boug-ht 10(H) for .?4.25, which

seems to me to be very reasonable indeed. They
are made to exactly cover a 1-qt. tin can, the same
us the common tin I'ruit-eans. 1 put iu> honey in

that shai)e, and letail cans at 50 cents each. I can

buy the cans at a cannin^r-raetory at :['» ets. each.

Alter beiiiK- soldei'cd it nuikcs the best packaj?e to

sell to country customers that I know < 1'. Ity eut-

tinjf the label iii.two in the middle it nuikes a very

fine ono for 1 or 2 qt. cans, such as Mason's, or lor

pails or i)ackages of any kind. A line label will al-

most of itself sell any merchandise. I have taken

much satii- faction in puttiny^ up lioncy in this neat

way. If any of the bee keepinu: Iriends would like

to see oiH^ of the labels 1 will mail them one on re-

ceipt of a two cent stamp.

As there? has been a {rood deal of " spouting-"

lately as to how Gleanings should and should not

be eon<lucted, allow me to say that you furnish a

{?ood dollar's worth of "exclusive" bee business,

and it is your privileg-e to {?ive good measure and
running: over of that great spice of life—varietj —
if you desire to do so. John F. Whitmore.
Anita, Iowa, June IS, im>.

Thanks for the sample you send us, friend
W., and also for the offer to send one to bee-
keepers. The label is similar to the one we

sold largely before we got the Jones labels.
I will explain to our readers that it is a beau-
tifully colored lithographic label, made with
proper blanks to be flUed out so it will be
suitable for either honey, syrup, or any oth-
er purpose ; that is, the pictures on the la-

bels have no direct reference to bee-keeping
or any other special industry. The sample
intjuestion is rilled out, evidently, at the la-

bel-factory ; that is, the printing is put on
before the varnish is put over the colors.
This makes a very attractive label, and yet
one that can not be soiled by honey or any
thing else, for it can be washed off like oil

cloth. A Jones label of similar size, printed
to order, will cost SH.oO per 1000. I suppose,
from what you say, friend W., that yovi get
these ready printed to order of the Arm
named, for only $4.li-5 for a single thousand.
If this is so. bee-keepers might afford to give
them considerable trade. Tlie prices you
mention on tin cans are also low, our prices
being for a one-quart can, S3.7o. I guess we
shall have to make ours $3.o0, since you have
told us we are above the market.

ANTS—A CAUTION.

I received the queen that you sent, in good order,

and I was well pleased with her. It was the first

Italian (jueen 1 ever saw. I was so afraid the bees

would kill her I got three hatching- combs (as you
directed in the A B C booki, and put them in a hive,

and put her in with them, but I did not let her out

of the cage until next morning, and I was glad I did

not; for when I looked at them the next morning
the combs were nearly covered with ants. I got

them off and brought the bees into the house, and
they are in here now. The ants killed all of them
that hatched that night, so you see I nearly lost my
queen. L. S. Cocke.
Wards Mill, III., June 7, 188.5.

Friend ('., where combs or queens are
taken away from the bees, and set down
carelessly, ants are liable to do considerable
damage. Many line queens have been killed

in this wav.

KHIENU .lACOIJ'S URHOIIT.

Here is my report for 1884, up to the present. I

started with II swarms in bo.\ hives; increased to

lit. I put all of my new swarms in frame hives. I

got 1:27 lbs. of honey, for which I got V2\ic. I lost

three swai-ms last winter. They were weak ones

and should have been united. The rest of them are

in good condition. I have one stand of Italians.

It sent out a fine swarm the 24th day of May; the

second swarm, the r>th cf June. I have had only

four swarms. Now I want to make bee-keeping-

pay. I love to work with them, but my pa and
neighbors say I can't. They say that there are too

uuiny bees in this country now. I tell theni that is

why I think this to be a good bee-range. We have
poplar, white clover, and sourwood, and lots of it

too. It is true, that every farmer has bees, from
one to ten stands, all in box hives.

Here I had to stojt writing to hive my third swarm
of Italians—two (jueens in this swarm. This is

three swarms and three extra queens that I have
got from this hive, besides one that was killed in

the second swarm. Jacob W. Mii.lek.

Daysville, Ky., June 7, 1885.
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DOOI.ITTLE'S WAV OF MAKING NUCLEI.

I tricil friend Doolittle's way of inakingr nuclei,

and at liist I made a failure of it, as thej- killed the

(luceii, i.i.d nearly half tlie liees died. T made them
till thcMiiseive'.-. well with hone.\, but did not think of

putting candy in, which did all the mischief. Next
time 1 put candy in, and it worked all right, and 1

thank friend IJ. for l)i-inging it uji. Some oiWthe

bees will return, but not many. Of course, the lib.

l)ackage for sending away bees by the pound will

do for a b«).\ to put them in. You presume friend

D. puts his best iiuecn in, but I am certain I would
not do so.

SHlPPlXr, HKKS WITHOl T \ (.ILKE.N ()l{ »K()OI).

What is your e.vperience in shipping bees by the

pound, without a (jueen or bi-oodV At a loss of flVe

lbs., I do not think it is a good way of putting them
up, and I am quite certain it is not good for them to

be confined in those small packages without a

queen* as they tear around till they are very nearly

exhausted or worn out; but just put a queen or a

frame of brood in, and they seem to enjoy the trip

hugely: and, again, I think the 1-lb. packages as you
make them are too email for a pound without a

(pieen. Why not put them up as friend Foster, of

Iowa doesy C. Wkckessek.
Marshallvillc, O., .lune 12, 188.5.

We often ship l)ees"witliout queens, friend
W., and I luive not been able to discover
that tliey did worse without a queen than
with, although 1 may be mistaken. I know
the> sometimes tear around until they get
themselves quite exhausted, and I presume
kill themselves, many of them, by fright or
worry ; but I was not aware that they did
this any worse when (jueenless. although 1

am aware that the presence of a queen or a
little unsealed brood exercises a^ver> marked
influence in the way of pacifying bees when
they get in an uproar.—In regard to the one-
pound packages being too small, we have
frequently sent U lbs. in a package, aud had
them go safely, and it is only during the ex-
tremely hot Vveather that as much room is

needed" as we allow. Perhaps you measured
a poiuid of bees when their bodies contained
no honey. If so, a pound makes a gocxl

many, buring the honey season, each .bee

contains more oi- less honey. an<l we can not
very well put them tip in "any other condi-
tioi"i. We do not remember "that we ever
heard how friend Foster does put ui) l)ees.

Won't you tell us V I know lie sells bees
very low, and makes successful shipments.

A IlKKKI'.Kl'KK IN TKOl'llI.K A(!AIN.

I have lour ssvarms of bees out of eleven 1 had in

the fall. I should like to sell three of them, biU I

don't know how I can get them to you. There arc

two double hives and one single one. I think they

nuist be full of honey, as they have been getting it

from the other hives where bees have frozen, and
that, perhaps, is what makes them so cross and
overbearing. Is not that the nature of some of the

human kind—the more stores they heap up, the

more unfeeling and quarrelsome they are?

But, about these bees. Can't you send an expert,

or come yourself, and fix these bees in a shape so

they can be handled or taken away out of my sight

and hearing? I should like to sec you walk up and
conquer these savage little Insects. 1 am at this

writing smarting under their wounds. They take

me under my hat-rim on the back of my head, and I

don't wish to have those bunips grow any more. If

you can give me as much honey as you think there

is in the combs, and pay for the liees, 1 shall be

moi'C than satisfied. Xow, please come and get

the bees ; or if you can't do that, drop a card with

some good ad\ice. luv Uknnktt.
Windfall, Medina ('o., o.

Friend ]>., it seem.s to uiexou have been
handling yoiii- bees at unseasonable times
again—possibly just during a gap between
fruit-blossom and white clover. \Ve should
l)e glad to take yoiu- bees off your hands, be-
cause we need "them now : but if you wait
just a few (lays I tliink you will lind they
are peaceable and amiable again, even if

they are hybrids. Yon want to learn to
take bees as well as human Ijeings on tlieir

best side ; and when you tiiid them spoiling
for a light, just wait unlil some other day.
and then you will, in all probability, be able
to get aloiig without these unpleasant differ-

ences ami iiumps. where no more bumps are
needed.

HOW FAU .MIST THE OF.n STOCK Hi; MOXFI) IN
.MAlvlNO AN .\KTIF1C1AL COI.ONV? KT( .

Will you please tell me whether the bees would
stay in a new hive where you had made an artifi-

cial swarm, and gave them a new cjueen, if I only
move the parent stock to the opposite side of the

bee-house? 1 had figwort and spider-plant seed

sprout in less than a week, by making a small hot-

bed and covering it with glass. The si)ider plants

were large enough to set out in two weeks. My bees

arc in fine condition, and building uj) very fast.

The.\ a i-e gathering honey very fast from locust.

FlJED W.C^UANSTON.
Woodstock, Ohio, ,June 5, ISH").

We do not understand yam- term "bee-
hodse."' friend (

'. If you niean house apiary,
moving your colony to the oi)jK)site side
would do very nicely. I think.— If you had
spider plants" ready' to transplant" in two
weeks from the seed, you certainly did well.

We have had a great deal of trouble in trans-
planting the spider plants this past seas(Mi.

although it usually seems very hardy.

VAI.l'E OF A COMB FlI-LED WCrU I'OM.EN.

Will you please tell me which is worth the most to

a swarm of bees—a nice card of comb whicli is

three-fourths fullof pollen, or a sheet of foundation?

Will bees clean the i)ollen from combs, if hived on
such? Mks. .Jennie Collins.
Komco. :\Iich., .hineC, 1885.

The answer to yom- query will depend on
circumstances. If bees have their combs al-

ready full of pollen, a comli three-fourths
tille(t with jtollen wcuild be no advantage,
but. rathei. a detriment. On the contrary,
when they aic short of pollen, ;ts bees are
here almost invariably in the spring, a comb
of i)ollen would be a very great advantage
to them.— I should say. that a comb of good
pollen is worth a good deal more than a sheet
of fdn., on an average. If the bees are hived
on combs containing too much pollen, they
will usuallv use it all up in brood-rearing. I

can not tell, though, what they would do in

case it were not needed for IJrood-rearing.

Very old pollen they sometimes take from
the cells and throw i"t out from the entrance.
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AN ORECOX IJEE-TREE.

We clip the following from the Portland
|

TEN FEET OF PURE UONEV.
A short time ago Sanniel, Asa, an<l Joe Holaday,

of Soapijoosc, took a trip over to the Lewiston Riv-
er, ill order to look into the resources of that le^ion.
Tiicy t'ouiid it a most beautiful eo\intr\-, and one
that oilers iininy inducements to settlers. The purt
visited lies otf in the diirction of Mount St. Helena,
and is eoniposed of liol li timlier land and line open
tracts, which ahound in yame. hirjiC and small.
While encamiied on the ri\er they discovered an ob-
ject that was novel and interestiiifi- as it is beautiful
and strikiiii;-. In their rambles through the pine
wood ttii-\ suiidenlv came upon a fiillen tree across
the ptiih. which, on inspection, they found to be
hollow. 'Phroutrh a kncil hole the.\- could see some-
thinjf white, and at once I (•;^an to imcsti'^ate. They
sawed into the lou-, iiii<] were surprised to tind that
the whole interior of the lo^ w:is tilled solidly with
lioney. They at once brought from their cami>
some of their vessels lf> till with this sweetest (d all

natures prodnetioiis. Their buckets and |)ans were
soon tilled. Then they saweil f)tr another length of
the log, and found it still solid with honey. This
the.v repeated, and look fi-om it honey until they
openeil up ten feet of pure, lovely lioney, which
.yielded a (tomb t hat was in man.N- places four inches
thick. Of this lind th<\ carried awa\ isil pounds,
which they d»;clare(l was ilie liiiest they ever tasted,
beingfar richer thaiiithe tame honey whiih the.\

produce.

(!()()!) I'ltOSI'KCT AI1K.\I) Kdl! i;.ASSW( >l >I).

Our prosi)ects for a honey How down in this sec-

tion are not very promising, ns about all the old clo-

ver crop of last year was frozen out the past winttr,

but with llie favorable weather of the last two
weeks tlu; basswood, or linden, will keej) tiu-m lius.\-

two or three weeks, as I have never seen as good a

show for bloom since it has come under my iintice.

Our creeK boUoms are covered with the trees in e\-

ery direction; and as bees are so lew there will be a

good many trees untouched. I came out in the

sjiring with ."> prime and :i weak colonies; have ha<l

4 good natural swarms. The first came oil' the ITtli

day of May; the last, about the *th of June, and I

liave built up my wealv stock strong enough to store

in bpxes. From one-half pint of bees to a ehatf hive

full is i)rctty fast building up. The jellowest and
nicest (lueen I have does not raise as tine queens
and workers us some very dark ones 1 Iiave, as I get

my best (|iieens from the medium-dark iiueens.

Dennisou, O., June „":.', ll^S."). C. ,1. Hii.i,.

We are happy to report hasswood-trees in

our vicinity are also lull of buds, ready to

blossom in a few days.

.\ SlKiGESTID.V KliOM OUR (iOOI) I'HIK.NI) OKO. II.

PETERS, AS TO THE CONTE.NTS OF (i LF,.\X INCS.

As there seems to be a disi)osition among the

lialrons of your e.xeellent .journal Xondrixc you as

to the sub.iects most proper to be tieated in your
issues, and as you seem to be feeling for the opin-

ions of such patrons, I will, with diflidence, say that

1 think a bee-.journal should treat of bees and their

relations to other rural pursuits only, leaving to

the professed divine to publish a newspaper on his

theme proper, if one should be so disposed. I think

the bee part of Gleanings is sought after with

avidity by the apicultural patient, and the religious

part read only by those who do not take a religious

paper at all, or perhaps liave no facilities for at-

tending church. I think religion and politics

should be eleriially severed—also religion from the

legal profession—that is, a mi.xing of the respective

journalist, and I think bee-matters, and those things

intended as a salco for the ills of human nature,

should be sundered; believing that each one has
importance enough to be dignified by its own spe-

cial journal. Now I see you advance high authority
on both sides of the question; and in your dilemma
you invoke divine assistance to show you the
course you are to'pursue. Among your advisers is

the name of Prof. Cook, advocating. Now, while I

have great respect for friend Cook as bee-authority,

I have none for Ijis attempt to chalk out the course
of a mixed, journal—that is, he is good authority on
bees, but verj- poor on divine matters. Would it

not be better to run two journals—one for apicul-

ture and one especially for the faithful? In the

present summing-up of testimony, I must side with
friend Hutchinson^nd those of his opinion.

Geo. C Peter.'^.

Council Hend, Ark., June 10, 18?.").

Tliaiik you. friend .Peters, for your kind
and frank letter ; but I am sorry io sec you
for once with tlie small minority. I do not
remember now of more than three individu-
als who have atrreed witli friend Hutchinson
in his lemarks. You are one of them, and
the brotlier who lirst called tiie matter up.
an<l fiiend Clarke, are the others; while
those who liave petitioned most vehemently
for about the same variety in Gi.i-:axi.\(;s it

lias been oivins, are nuiiibercd by the hun-
dreds. Perhaps I am at fault in letting it

api)ear that I was in a " dilemma." 1 have
been in no dilemma at all : for since I decid-
ed to seek ,/(/>7 the kingdom of (iod and his
righteousness. 1 liave never. I may say, hard-
ly Ihoia/lil of such a thing as turning b:ick. I

am asking (Wnrs blessing daily, not only in

legard to what matter shall be used "for
(iLKAXiX(;s, but on our hee-keei)ing indus-

1

try. and every thing itertaining to it. I do
n(')t mean to say by the above that 1 have al-

ways chosen just tlu; wisest course between
two extremes; foi- to err is hut human, and
I thank you for your kind letter, because it

may help me to bt^ more careful in some re-
spects than I liave been. I have thought of
two journals; but one is all my strength
will probably ever be ahle to compass ; and if

(iod gives me strength to do that one well, I

shall be thankfuh

R.V1SIN(; FKiWORT .VNU SPIDER PI,.\NTS UV roVF.R-
l.N(J THE SEICDS WITH .MOSS.

I iun one of your A 11 C scholars, and therefore 1

am somewhat interested in bee culture. Bees in

this section of the couiUry have wintered badly.

Some have lost all; and what bees there are are

mostly in log gums, except ours. We use your
' Simplicity hives. We had 1") stands last fall, but we
I
have only 4 this spring-one strong and three weak
ones. We purchased one ounce of flgwort and spi-

dcr-i)lant seeds from yon this spring. We sowed
some of the seeds in open ground, and some in box-

es. About the first of May they weie just coming
up, when 1 saw the directions in CJleanings for

! coveiing with moss. I made a box VZ inches square
I and 4 inches deep. 1 filled it two-thirds full of dirt,

and sowed the seeds thickly, and put an inch of

moss over them, and put a pane of glass over the

box. In just one week they were up. I think if the

friends will do as 1 have done, they will ha\(' no

more trouble about sowing the seeds.

This is a great country for white clover, and we

I

have a lew basswood-trees. The bees are gathering
I lots of honey from the locust-trees now. I think
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you might tell us how to set out these flgwort atld

spider iihints—how far apart, and when, and all

about it. W. A. Lower.
Maywood, Lewis Co., Mo., .Tune 10, IXS,").

Friend L., Avhen the little plants come up
very thickly, Ave take tliem u]) when they
begin to have the second set of leaves, and
plant tliem abont an inch apart, in good soft

ground in the greenhonse. or outdoors as
soon as t lie weather will admit. Here they
stand until they are three or four inches
liigli, and then "we i)lant tliem in the open
ground about as far apart as hills of corn.
The cultivation afterward is just about the
same as for corn^

A C.\MKORNl.\ BEE-KEEPER WITH 41)0 COLONIES.
I received the package of Geeaxinos a few days

ago, and I was just delighted witli them. The
weather down here is awfully dry, but still mj- bees

are working on very well. I have about 400 colonies

in bo.\ hives, invented by >Ir. J. S. Harbison, of San
Diego, Cal. The section boxes used here by almost

all the bee-men of this county are ditferent fi-om

those ill your catalogue. They contain about 2 lbs.

of honey, and are put together eight in number, and
fastened so that each one can be taken apart. We
pack four such boxes in a case, or '.]'Z sections, mak-
ing in all about 70 lbs. to the ease. I am glad to see

that Gr.EANiNGs comes out twice a month instead

of once. H. (". North.
Engineer Springs, San Diego Co., Cal., June l.'i.

THE SEASON OF 188.').

liees have done nothing but raise brood. Out of 44

good strong stocks, most of them extra strong, I

have had two swarms; and they have on an aver-

age about 2 lbs. of honey to the hive, and no pros-

pect that they will more than make a living for a

few days, as clover is dried up on account of the

drought. If we have rain soon we hope for a fall

harvest, which generally commences about the 10th

to the 15th of August. We had five days in fruit-

bloom in which bees worked and gained several

pounds per hive; since then two or three days

they have gathered a little moie than a living.

With fall lioney selling in New York as low as 7 cts.

per pound for box honey, it looks rather discourag-

ing, and beginners should examine well before in-

vesting largely, as it is reiy difficult to sell (nit,

without loss. .loHN IJ. Cask.
Ifaptisttown, N. J., June 22, lf-8,").

Friend ('., I do not believe tliat nice comb
honey in one-ponnd sections has ever been
sold ;it the price you mention in Xew York
city. These discouraging i-eports, when
sifted down, almost invariably jirove to be
the result of careless iiianageuient.—We are
surprised to hear that you have been troub-
led with drought. Here in Ohio. and. in

fact, fi-om most points where reports have
come in, there lias been almost a superabun-
dance of rain— in fact, so much rain, that
some comi)lainl has been made that the
honey was washed out of the clover before
the bees had time to gatlier it.

WAS IT COOP El'( K^

I bought .') colonies of bees from 1). L. Carpenter,
of Seneca, Illinois, last May; three in your 2-story

chatr hives, and two in what he called your Sim-
plicity hives. The bees increased so that 1 went
into winter quarters with 14 colonies; went through

the winter all right; lost one this spring by robbing,

and two by dwindling; they have bred up well, and
I think most of them are about ready to swarm. I

had one swarm on Sunday. All but three were
wintered in Simplicity hives packed with leaves. I

think r had good luck, as three of my neighbors

lost nearly all of theirs. One lost all, 2.'); another

lost l.J out of 14; another 21 out of 22; and the oldest

bee-keeper, about three miles from me, lost 50 out

of .5ti; of 50 put in cellar, one saved six ; six on sum-
mer stands lost all. Mine were all wintered on sum-
mer stands. Don't you think I had good luck with

mine'/ Jesse Bradv.
Little Rock, 111., June 10, 1S85.

PERTAINING TO DEE CULTURE.

MRS. COTTON, AGAIN.

K publish the following, just as it

came to ns.

Some dime ngoo 1 got a paper from a

vooman by ze name of Lizzy Cotton, and
she said wcnild sell ine a hive that bees

would make two hundred iKiunds honey of; sol

sent ze moneys; it was 3 dollers, and I paid one

dollor and fifteen cents for ze expresman on it, and

It was nodding boot a leetle hive, so big az 6 inches

one way 24 inches de odder, ant she sent me
a great big paber. I send him to you. Vat shall I

do now'/ My moneys gon out, no hive but ze.leedle

bit of a hive, not so big as our eoffy-mill. Mine na-

bor saj's you will make her sent it back to me, for I

am poor, mit lots of leedle babies to eat honey.

Mr. Uoot, tell us what to do, then I can read it in

that leedle book mine nabor calls Gleanings, vat

you sent out. Herr CEABUERDEnosH.
Aytalan, Wis., June 10, l!-85.

Aly good friend, I am much obliged to

yonr neighbor for his conlidence in my abili-

ty to straighten up wrongs in bee ciiltiu'e ;

but Mrs. Cotton is a woman, and I can not
do any thing with her. any more than to
publish yoiu' letter as a warning to others
who might be likely to send to her. Where
a man is in business, and advertises imple-
ments in bee culture that do not give satis-

laction. we can generally make Inm do the
fair thing by telling hitii he will have to be
pnblislied if he does not make liis transac-
tions satisfactory. But ^Irs. Cotton evident-
1> does not care whether her wares give sat-

isfaction or not.

MRS. ( OTTON TAKES Jf20.00 FROM A I'OOK WO.MAN
WITH BUT ONE AR.M, AND THEN SENOS HER A

I'ARr OF A HIVE l'ONT.\INING FEW BEES
.\N1> NO gCEEN.

Last week I was seiit for by a lady actiuaintance,

who lives about half a mile from me, to "look at a

colony of bees " that she had bought of Mrs. Cotton

in one of Mrs. C.'s " Controllable" hives. The lady

had received the bees ten days before, but had de-

layeil having them examined till tlie expiration of

that time, in accordance with Mrs. Cotton's instruc-

tions. An examination showed three frames witli

fair combs, two with inferior combs, mended and
fastened in tlie frames with sticks, and one frame
occupied with a sheet of foundaticHi. I found bees

enough for a small two-frame nucleus; no unsealed

brood, and about as much sealed brood as would
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occupy one side of a Langstroth Irarae. I also

tound four small queen-cells, sealed, and one un-

capped, Ironi which a queen had emerged, and one i

young queen about 12 hours old. I found the two I

side cases and a sample box each of the sizes Mrs.

Cotton uses; and, of course, I found the wonderful
Controllable Cotton hive without any cap, and my I

unfortunate lady-friend, wIid lias lint one arm, found
;

tivKntij ijoiul dollars to pay Mrs. Cotton for all these
" finds," and #.'3.40 to pay express charges, and sixty

cents to pay for cap for hive; and if that young-

queen gets lost, the lady will soon find that, without
j

kind neighbors who can keep liees, but perhaps
j

can not write books or invent wonderful hives, she

will have, for her $'ii investment, little besides the
;

wonderful Gotten hive and a few combs of no great

value. If you fhink the above in i-elation to Mrs.

Cotton's shameful treatment of this lady will be of

service as a warning- to others, you will please give
it publication. .J.\mes K.vox.

guincy, 111., June 15, I8S.-,.

The aljove verifies wluit several of our
subscril)ers liave Ijefore suggested, that Mrs.
Cotton sends out a hive \vitii nothing l)ut

queen-cells instead of a <iueen. and this, too.

where she gets SiiO.ott for what her advertise-
ment would lead any one to suppose would
be a full colony of Italian bees, and in a
finished and complete hive.

]imE^ -p.JiD QaERIEg.

HE honey crop threatens to be the greatest

I'ailure ever known in this State. The ordi-

nary white-clo\er season is nearly past, l)ut

our bees have found scarcely enough white
clover to be self-sustaining. The poplar, or

tulip, fortunately, yielded unusually, and enough is

stored, I think, to insure sui-eessfiil wintering- with-

out feeding. S. W. Mouitiso.v, .M. I).

Oxford, Chester Co., Pa., June 20, 18F5.

HONEY-DEW IX 188.3.

I will say that there is an abundance of honey-
dew to lie gathered here now in the woods; but for

reasons best known to themselves the bees do not

notice it yet, for which we are truly thankful, and
hope they will continue to let it i-emain. Sweetness
"wasted on the desert air." Bees strong, and pros-

pects good for white clover. M. W. Shephekd.
Kochester, Lorain Co., O.

BKOOD -VXD POLLEN IN THE SECTION BOXES.

Our bees are putting brood and pollen in the sec-

tion boxes. WMiat is the cause?
Lower Salem, o. Sylvesteu Babsox.
[This matter has been very fully discussed in our

back numbers, and also in the ABC book. Perfo-
rated zinc lioney-boards, perforated wood honey-
boards, slotted honey-boards like Heddon's, the use
of separatoi-s. and a great many other devices are
used to discourage the queen from going up into
the sections. Considerable depends upon the con-
struction of the hive, but I believe there is not
much trouble of this kind.]

I bought one hive in the siiring of 1884, and one in

July; also one in November, and all lived through
the winter. Two were in box hives, and 1 transfer-

red them and gave them Italian queens, and I di-

vided my strongest hive on tlie first of this month,
and all are doing well. We have a grand honey-

flow from the locust. Hees all died, or about all, in

this i)art nl I he county this winter and spring.

Chakles E. Hahdestv.
Conolt Harrison Co., O., June 8, 1885.

the new cakp-book.
Carp A IJ C received, and I went down to the carp-

pond and witnessed the hatching of thousands of

eggs. I shall soon have all the fish I can eat, and
some for an occasional fish picnic.

Dresden, Texas, June 10, 1885. \i. F. Ca[«iu)I.l.

HECIPE I'OK honev-cake.

Will >()u allow me to make a little improvement
on my recipe for honey-cake, as follows? Two cups

:

of honey, one ciu> <'!' sour cream, four eggs; Havor
with ginger and cloves or allspice, as preferred.

Warm tlie honey enough to nuike it thin; mix soft.

Mus. L. M. Hahdison.
Santa Taiila, Cal., May 8, 1885.

As 1 have been pretty busy this sjiring 1 have not

had nnicli time to write. Well, I lost all of my bees

(« colonies) last winter and spring-; four from dysen-

tery, and two from spring dwindling, and now all

togetlier I have spent *45.(I0, and have sold but *5.0(l

woi-th of honey and wax. Now I have got on hand
ten Simplicity hives and fixtures, besides .50 empty
combs. I am not going to give up yet, just as T am
begining to get used to bee-keeping, and have got

the fixtures. Our strawberries are getting- ripe.

We sold four bushels Friday last. C. W. Bond.
Jackson, Mich., June 22, 1885.

XEW SWAK.MS OOIXO INTO EMPTV HIVES.

Speaking about swarms going into empty hives

that are standing around, a few years ago when Mr.

George Haven kept bees he had two come out at

about the same time, and alight separate. He car-

ried a hive, and ))ut it down near one swarm, and

then went to hive the othei-; and when he got back

to his hive the bees had gone into it. I think he

said the empty hive was a rod or more otT. - f

had in fall, TO; spring, 40; have 56 good ones now,

and increasing rapidly. John CKOOFOo'r.

Hloomingdale, Mich., June IB, 1885.

NEW HONEY.
I am a young man Zi years old. 1 ha\'e commenc-

ed raising bees. I began this spring with three

hives of bees. They were blacks. I have seven
hives now. I have taken 215 lbs. of honey this year

'

from the three hives 1 began with, all in comb, and
one of them is filled again. I took the honey from

|

them the 22d of May. I got 50 lbs. at that early

date, and they have it all new and white again. 1

examined them yesterday, and found the new comb
all sealed again. 1 find that there is profit in bee-

I

keeping. J. W. Taylor.
Ozau, Ark., June 14, 1885.

I

Do bees go to sleep regularly?

[Hees do not go to sleep at all, friend H., that we
know of, unless it is in tlu' winter time. It is pretty
certain that they do not slee|) •' regularly," if they
sleep at all.l

Are black bees more likely to abscond to the for-

ests than Italians?]

[I do not believe the black bees are any more
likely to go to the forests; but if any thing I should
say it is the other way.]

Will packing chaff hives with rags be better for

wintering? H. A. Hvle.
Redwood, N. V., June I, 1885.

[I do not believe I should like rags for packing
as well as clean soft chaff.]
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FHAMES OF BROOD WITH OR WITH-
OUT BEES, FOR BUILDING UP.

AT.Sd SOMKTIIINC; ABOUT UrVI.N(J r.NTKSTi:ii

QUEENS.

N the ABC book you speak of building up col-

onies by taking frames of hres and brood from
ilifferent hives, and putting- them together, etc.

Now, in my short experience with bees (this is

my second year) if T wanted to build up a weak
colony I would always shake off all the heex, and
just carry the frame of brood to the weaker hive.

I have always been afraid of making a rumpus, or

starting a tight, by putting even a few strange bees

in the hive. If 1 understand right, such care was
not necessary, only, of course, I should not take

my old queen along. Please make it a little plainer.

I have got untested queens of you twice this

spring—the first in the beginning of Maj', with one-

half pound of bees. I got them started all right,

but the queen was no good. I helped them along

with brood from other hives, and the queen laid

some, then she got to laying, as Mr. Garwood tells

in the June Gi.eaninos, two or three in a cell—in

the bottom, on one side, and near the bottom on the

sides. I didn't understand, but left her alone, and
about the 1st of June all at once she was gone, I do

not know where, and they had started queen-cells,

and have a young queen now. I think the old one

was about played out when I received her—one you
had got from the South, probably in the spring rush.

The other queen which I received about the ~.")th of

May, 1 think is first rate, but dark.

S. I-. Loi'AU, ii-d.O.

Indianola, 9 Iowa, June ::2, l^-'S.-).

Friend J^., I think you will liiid that we
describe liow to eni])loy li)oth methods, in

the A ]> (' book. Where you want to

strengthen a weak colony, get a cond) con-
taining hairhing brood, and put it in your
colony to be strengthened, without bees.

The reason why you shake off the bees is.

that they might kill the (lueen of the weak
colony. The only ditliculty in this plan is in

linding the comb just right for your weak
colonies. If it contains too much tmsealed
brood, the bees of the weak colony may not
be able to nurse it well, and this will occa-
sion loss. Or if it contains more sealed
l)rood tlian the weak colony can cover and
take care of during the cool weather, loss

might ensue. What you want is a comb
containing a moderate patch of brood, all of
it sealed, and some of it hatching. Shake
off all the bees, and you have got it exactly.
The other plan is where you want a nucleus.
Take the comb—brood, bees, and all—from
say three or four dilferent hives. Put them
all in together in a new hive, or nucleus
hive, and there will rarely be any disagree-
ment : for none of them are at home, and
they soon get mixed up so that they do not
know which is which. As soon as they set-

tle down peaceably together, and start
queen-cells, you can usually introduce the
(jneen without any shaking, or they will

take nicely to a (|ueen-cell.

Friend Ji..you bought two untested (pieens
— oiH' good and one poor one. The good one
is worth all you i)aid for both of them ; but
as a rule I should say that nine out of ten
prove to be good prolific queens. I think

\ our remark unkind and uncharitable, both
to myself and the friends in the South,
when you intimate that any of us sent yoti
an old queen. I know it is very common for
those who make a purchase, to declare the
(pieen is old or unfertilized, if she happens
to fail or die ; and I am obliged to remind
our customers very often, that queens are no
exception to the rest of creation; and after
a long trip through the mails, it ought not
to be surprising that some should fail, or
prove to be short-lived. We have but little

opportunity for judging of the age of a
queen-bee I)y her looks : therefore too many
of us seem to juni]) at the conclusion that
queens never die unless from old age. which
is not true of any kind of animated nattu'e.

Perhaps, friend J^., you intended what you
said for pleasantry." None of our employes
ever let a ([ueeii go to a customer until she
is laying, and we have every reason to be-
lieve siie is all right ; and I have good rea-
son to think that those in the South, from
whom 1 purchased queens, are equally con-
scientious. Tntested (pteens are. of course,
sent without any guarantee ; but for all that,
the trade increases largely in them year aft-

er year. This season.! should say that 90
per cent of all our orders for queens are for
untested, even though a few have turned
out badly, like the one mentioned. Where
the queen never lays at all. we have been in
the habit of replacing her ; but where she
commences to lay. and soon fails, the pur-
chaser has to take the same chances that we
do in buving.

Gleanincs in Bee Cultcre.
I'uhlisUed Sciiti-Monthlu-

.^. T. I^OOT,
EDITOR AND PUBLISHER,

TvlEDINA, O.

TERMS: $1.00 PER YEAR, POSTPAID.

For ClubliBE Eitoc, Soo First Page of Ecidi:: liitter.

Rut Ooil hath t-lioscn the foolish Ihiiiprs i.l Die woild to coii-

duikI the wise: unci GotI hath lho^en tlicwenk thinjrs of the
iorlil to eonlound the thinjfrs which are inijrlity.— I. CoK. 1:J!7.

We have to-day, June 27, 18f5, 0404 subscribers.

UEPOUTS WANTED
Wk should lie glad to know how
eisiblc lr:ini('s like them thus far.

I!r( KWHEAT WANTED.
Ik any of our friends have any of the common

gray or silverhull for sale, will they please let us

know how many bushels, and what they will take

WATElillUHV WATCHES.
While still inori- important improvements have

been nuide in these watches, the price is still lowei-.

We can now send (ii.EANiNc.s for one year to eveiy

one who will purchase a watch at the regular price,

$3.50. "Where you have recently paid us a dollar for
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Gleanings, you may have the watch for $2.50. Or
it your time is nearly out, you can have Gleanings
lor another year lor every Xi.riO you send us for a

Waterbury watch. Where the purchaser floes not

want Gleanings at all, the price will be fa.OO; two
watches, ?5.T.5, or five for $12.50.

ISEESWAX AND FOI'NDATKJN.
FoK the present we can not offer over 20 cts. cash

for wax, or 25 cts. in trade. The reason is, we have
so larg-e a stock on hand, and there is so little de-

mand for foundation. We will also give a discount

of 10 per cent from figures in our price list for all

orders for foundation received after July 1.

Ml{. LANGSTUOTH.
Ouu olil friend is feeling- so much better that we

have the promise of something- valuable from his

pen for our ne.xt issue, no preventing- providence.

In a letter from him dated June 2S, we find the fol-

lowing extract:
Ifiiiii that, inoi-p than a hundred

thi- ihilf
bee

A l,ITTI-i: 1U)()K O.V KOIM. UltOOK.

Wk have ,iust received a little book entitled,

" Foul Brood: Its Management and Cure," by 1). A.

Jones. In the book, friend Jones considers chilled

brood, neglected brood, overheated brood, drowned
brood, dead brood, dead larvse—all these as Avell as

foul bi'ood. Wo can furnish it from this office for

10 cts.; l)y mail, II cts. Altlioiigh friend Jones does

think that foul l)r()od may sometimes be geix'rated

spontaneously, we fliink the little book is well

worth the nione.\'

ANOTIIEI! .!<)» LOT Ol' WIKE (LOTH.
We are unable to get any more ;it the very low

price of 1' 2 cts. per S(|uare foot, but we have se-

cured a splendid lot of regular goods of the follow-

ing widths: 24, 2B, 28,30,;i2, ;54, JiB, 40,42, and 4« inches,

which is put up as follows:

Ii4]l rolls of 200 s. f. r.-icli.-J c.fW, I ..irli cl' 10, 120, 18ns. f.

a;2f, .M r.ill- ,.f'in -, r •.< h.) . .<.h -f v<:, <;:, ri ^ f.

228 Ki r-IN . I
•:;-

i , :,. L i
. ,,<, -.i P, ,f > -10 s. f.

t»30llf, r.Ml ..I ' Ji I .,,.'. i-,,,,,.ii,, !•. .'I, ;2:,. 2of fiOs. f.

''.''2[l r.,11 -I -I I- I

Slieillroll:
i;40 1 roll <

feet.
2 to.

Of 2:« square feet.
,= 4211 roll of .350 square leel.

I 481 roll of 192 square feel.

The above we can sell at \\i cents per scpiare foot.

The manufacturers have given us these remarka-
bly low figures in consideration of the very large

orders we have been giving th(>m for a year past.

I tell you, my friends, when the bee-keepers of the

world unite together in purchasing a certain line of

goods, it takes a pretty big factory to supply them.

(,)UEENS MISSING IN SHIPMENTS.
I'ltoiJAiSLv none of the friends who sell (nieens,

bees, and nuclei, have been very long in the busi-

ness before more or less complaints came that cer-

tain colonies or pounds of bees contained no (jueen.

The ()uestion then arises. Did the shipi)er omit to

put in the (juccns, or did the receivers let her get
away by some accident after the package was re-

ceived? It should be borne in mind, in deciding
such questions, that no otie is hardly ever safe in

declaring there was no <]ueen among the bees,
simply because he could not find her. The best of
us frequently look in vain for a (lueen, and some-
times in a comparatively small body of bees, and
yet she is there all the while. The universally ac-
cepted and plain way of settling the matter beyond
dispute is to look lor queen-eells. AVith a nucleus

or a hi\e of bees, the matter is easily settled. If no
queen was put in when the bees were started,

queen-cells will always be found at the time they
ai-e received, and the purchaser should, of course,
write back at once, " You either omitted to put a
queen with my bees, or she was lost by some acci-

dent iibout the time of shipment, for queen -ccUk

were built, and icell aloiKj when the package was
first opened." With a pound or half a pound of
bees, the matter is not so easily settled; but as such
packages of bees should always be let loose on a
comb of sealed brood, the absence of the (jueen
should be settled decisively within 24 hours; for if

no (luceu is present they will stai-t cells on the
brood given them, in about tliat length of time. A
good many of the friends who receive bees are in-

experienced, and sometimes thoughtless, in writing-

back to the shipper that he did not send any fjueen,

for the simple reason they looked and did not find

her. Now, unless this matter of (lueen-cells is un-
derstood and plainly mentioned, 1 should say the
I)urchaser is not entitled to another queen free of
charge.

MOW THOSE STUAWllEUUIES TUUMCI) OIT.

Well, my friends, they turned out magnificently,
if that is the word for if. Our strawberry-i^ateh
was worth all it cost, just to see the whole family-
Maude, Connie, Caddie, clear down to Huber, mam-
ma included—and all as busy as tliey could be,

gathering the ruddy treasures. There is one thing
alxnif this strawberry business that astonishes me;
and that is, that people liave been lazily sleeiiing

over the matter, as it were, until almost clear up to

this year of 1885, bcfoie they knew what a feast and
what a " picnic" wc could all of us have with so lit-

tle exertion. Strawberries have sold in our mar-
ket as low as five cents a quart, and loads ami loads
of them have been consumed. Hut it diil not mat.
fertouswhat price they were up street; Me had
them at home of our own raising, sind they were
ahead of any that could be bought in the market.
Now, one more thing surprises me, and that is, that

IX'opIc do not with one accord give a great big vote
of thanks to the man who first gave us the Sharp-
less strawberry. Wh>-, on each side of our row of
Sharpless plants, the ground is covered with great
"chunks" of luscious fruit, as .juicy and as delicious

as one of the finest i)ears, and you do not need to

wait until they are real ripe either. As soon as you
can see one of these great berries colored, you may
1)0 sure it is good to etit, and without any sugar. I

never ate any fruit in my life that 1 so thoroughly
enjoyed as these great awkward chunks of berries

—berries so large that yon could take a great big
bite, and then look at the l)eaufiful, juicy, ruby
fiesh on the inside of a berry when^ you have bit-

ten it. Huber finds it a hard matter to get some <jf

them into his mouth, so he can get a good Sfjuare

bite. Perhaps the reason wh.\- our Sharpless berries

have been superior to any of the other vaiieties is,

that they occupied the double^ furrow in the center
of our bed. You will remember, perha))s, what I

told you about it last fall—the way we plowed and
harrowed and subsoiled that piece of ground, and
then covered it three inches deep with the best old

well-decomposed stable manure we could find.

Well, 1 tell you it was a paying investment. All the
Sharpless berries we had to sell brought 15 cts. a
(piart, while the common varieties sold at from 5 to

8 cents. Our best day we picked 5T quarts.
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THE A H C OF CAUP CULTUnE.
IJv a iiiisunrlorstanding between the atitlior ami

publisher, we tlxed the price on our earp-book at

40 cts., when it should have lieen 50 ets., by mail

postpaid. Hereafter please remember that the

priee is 51) ets., and it is a good large book (104 pages

and lull ot pictures) even then, for the money. We
think it will be an exceedingly dittieult matter for

any person to ask an intelligent ijuestion concern-

ing carp culture, which is not fully answered in

this book.

A FuiEM) ai-ks how to get a swarm of bees to go
into a chatl hive. He says the entrance is so small

that he has tried two swarms, and could not get

cither cf them in. Our friend could have managed
it very easily by shaking- the swarm, or pouring

them into the top of the hive. He would h:ivc to

get them down to the brood-frames then, and use

the enamel sheet or honey-board, or they would be

very liable to commence their combs on the cover.

We have never had any trouble by making- them go
in at the entrance, although cf course it would take

a little longer than if we could enlarge the entrance

to any desired extent, as we can with the Simplicity

hive.

I.MPOK TANCI', Ol- SENDING Ql'EKNS IMf O.M I'TI, V.

We have been at times during the past month as

much as a week behind on our orders for untested

queens; but the orders have been so much more nu-

merous than we ever knew them before, that we
were not prepared for such a trade. It has hurt our
l)usiness, I know; and I am resolved that, if possi-

ble, we will not have this happen ne.\t season. As
an illustration of the trouble that delays make on
this kind of merchandise, I make the following ex-

tract from a letter of complaint: "1 paid

lor three (jueens April 22, and walked fifty miles to

the postofflce to receive them." Now, we hardly

think that the above friend walked fifty miles ex-

pressly for the queens; but if he had to wait .lust GO

days, it may have been pretty near it. Do you see

the point, brethren-' The (luecn-brceder mentioned
above would have to pay his customer live or ten

ilollars, perhaps, for the annoyance and bother ho
has caused.

LOTS OE THINGS TO BE THANKErJ- EOli.

Heije at our house we are having sixteen hnig

hours of daylight every day, sunshine in unlimited

riuantities, and a great abundance of rain Just

about as soon as somebody liegins to talk about dry
weather. On to)) of it all, .your humble servant is

enjoying i)erhaps the best health and spirits he has

ever known. Do you want to know how he got it?

Well, a good deal of it came from digging- in thesoft

black dirt down by the cari> pond every morning,

.yjst a little before sunrise. That is where our cab-

l)age-i)lants, sweet corn, Hubbard s()uaslies, etc.,

are, and there are two eooi)s of .>()ung- IJrahma
chickens down there that help every morning b.y

chasing bugs olf the cabbages. You see, when I

get ofl' down there sa early, the ollice is all left be-

hind inc—there is not even anybody around to ask

(luestions; and there all alone with the chickens,

plants, and God, is it an.>- wonder that I get happy
and well.' When it comes breakfast time, I never
need urging to eat; and what I eat gives me
strength, so that I mainige the duties of the da.v

without much troul)le or fatigue—esi)ecially if I

can play with the cultivator and other farming
tools about every alternate hour in the day.

KIND WORDS FROM OUR CUSTOMERS.

The 50 lbs. of comb fdn. came promptly, and it is

very nice. Many thanks for promptness. Express
charges were moderate enough. W. S. Pouuek.
Groesbeck, Ohio.

^

Your last sections were nice, and also your sec-
tion foundation. This is why I sent to you also this
time. 1 can get my goods nearer home, but your
fdn. was nicer than some years ago.

Hill Church, Pa., May 30, 1885. H. M. MovEit.

GOOD TI.ME ALI- liOUND.

The untested (piecn you sent me the :ilst was i>_,

ceived the :lind, introduced morning of 2.'5d; liberat-
ed at exening, 24th; is laying this 25th. Many
thanks for prompt shipment. C. A. Kicketson.
Quinev, Mich., May 25, 1SS5.

oru T5-CENT TELEPHONES.
The tele))hone received from .you is put up; and

as a proof that it gives satisfaction, you will please
send me three more. Jos. Logeuot.
Ledonia, Tex., May 19, l^fb.

ONE KI-.ASON WHY FDN. MILLS DO NOT WOliK
SOMETIMES.

The mill works nicely. I find my trouble last

year was entirely due to the impurity of the wax.
You may remember what a nuisance I was to you.
Fort Wayne, Ind.. May 22,1885. Koland Holmes.

MOOHE'S CKATE FOK THE SI.MPLICITY HIVE.

I got the goods all right, and must return you and
your clerks my thanks. I am well pleased with all.

I like those Moore's crates for Simp, hives ver.v
much. 1 have some nearly full now. Bees are do-
ing- ver.v well; 1 had one swarm, but don't think
there will be many. I lost very few in winter.
Shepherd, 111., June 4, 1885. Wm. Rouse.

KIND WORDS FOR THE .\ B C BOOK.
I sent a few days since through Mr. Weaver, of

this place, for your ABC book, and to say 1 am
delighted hardl.y expresses it. 1 am amused and
pleased, too, with the way—the common-sense wa.v
—in which you . 1 don't know but
your book ma.v work a great change in my pursuits
ultimately. I like the spirit of your book.

Kev. C. E. (line.
Emmetsburg, Iowa, June 18, 1885.

straight men.
Your account is, 1 presume, all O. K. I never

keep an account when I deal with slniiijlit men, and
1 feel assured that you are. W. Veu.million.
Bradford, Ohio, May 13, 1885.

[Thanks for your kind words, friend Y.; Init 1 do
not quite approve of your wa.y of doing. I would
much rather that everybody who deals with me
should keep account, and look carefully to see that
no mistakes are made.]

AN enthusiastic BEE-HUNTER.
The smokers were received in tiptop oi-dcr in due

course of mail, luid now we recjuest you to send one
Clai-k smoker to It. J. Israel, principjil keeper of
Point i,oma Light-house. San Diego, Cal. He is a
hig bee-man. Hi" has dug two swai-ms out of the
hills. Point l.onui is nine miles long and five miles
wide, and he has made the whole iMMiinsula a howl-
ing wilderness—to get these bees. Send him a smo-
Kcr. Israel \- Co.
San Diego, Cal.

M 1 X

It s<I think as long as you print so much of interest
about bees and honey as you do, we ought to be
satisfied. Honey is good, but we could not very
well live on it ; and in this place we can not make a
living by producing- it. If I ne\er own another l)ee,

I shall take (Jleanings for the other matter in it,

aside from bees and honey. The Home talks are
worth the pi-iee to me. So as long as I can get the
means, I shall take Gleanings.
Mitchell, Mich., June 8, 1885. Mrs. F. L. Church.
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A KIND AVOKD AVITH A MOUAL TO IT.

I received the duplicate packajre of bees on the
I3th inst.. all in fine condition. They are now do-
ing: their level iiesf, eleaninfr house and eairyinpr in
pollen. I wish you could know with wliat satisfac-
tion I received them — not tor tlic \ahic of tlic liees,

but for the pleasure it •ri\(s me to have another
name to add to my list of business men who think
more ot tlicii- woid than of their pocket; for I be-
li«'\-e if I'ro\idi'iiee lias any special favors to bestow
it will be for ttie man who reyrards his word.
Thanks, friend Root. W. H. Peltox.
Lanesboro, Pa., June 1."), im').

THE W.\Y PKOMPTNESS IN BUSINESS WINS (US-
TOMEKS AND KIND WOKDS.

The woods ordered by wire came all ris:ht in three
days to my home, seven miles from the depot. I

really did not know of li\jn<r in such a fast ag:e. 1

am deeply in lo\c with you and all your clerks, the
I)ackers and shipjiers itieluded, for your perfect
business way of doing things. I want your corres-
pondinj? clerk to know I hig-hlv esteem her punc-
tual, carefully written, and (^hristianly dictated
letters. I do not wonder at your success. Its per-
feeily natural. .1. r>. Cai.dwki.i..
Mart, Te.\.

(il.E.^NING A.V ADVEUTIS

We did a little advertising with you one year aj^o,
and have had a larjre order this sprinar.
Fabius, N. Y., .June 1, 188.5. Kx.vi'P Buos.

In consequence of advcrtisintf in Gi.KA.vi.vns,
we are recei\Mn^- "many moi-e " orders for
• lueens than we expected, and, in fact, moi-r' than
we had <|ueens to till them with: l)Ut will lie in ^--ood

shipc in;tortdays. Will .\<.ii be yood enough to
sus-fest to readei-s (d' (; i.i; \.\ i \(;s to bi' sure to wi'ite
their name and address vcrv i)liiin when orderin>r
jroods? Almost every one writes the main body of
their letter plain cnonjrii: but when they come to
their name and address they .dimply make " crow-
tracks." We ha\-e recei\-ed one order already thai
we can not tell where it eamo fi-om.
Clarksville, N. V.,June H, 188.5. Snvdeu A: Tiiii'i".

Gi.EANiNOS is a jrood advertising medium. Our
advertisement in it has' biouyht us a laixe trade.
We haven't written you a word yet about the hive
machinery we jrot from you. It works like a charm.
HIP-SAWS vs. CUT-OEK SAWS EOlt MAKING DIAfJO-

NAI, CUTS.
Here let us mention one thinn:. In your A H ('

book you say, on page 117, to cut out the mitei'
across the end, have your cut-off saw keen and
sharp. We wish you would sharpen an 8-inch rip-
saw and try it, instead of the cut-off. We saw out
that strip all the lime with a rijvsaw. Vou nniy
think, because it is across the ^rain, that a rip-saw
won't cut; but it will; we nnike it a success, and
can (Mit IWwith a rip saw while we would cut .5(1

with a cut-off. Di.xoN & nii.i.oN.
Parrish, III., .June !), 1885.

LFriends D. & P., it dep<'n<ison the kind of lumber
you have, somewhat, as to which of the two saws
should be used. For nicely seasoned clear lunil)er.
a rinsaw keen and sharp works just about as you
mention. Thanks for the kind words.]

Ill )VK CONSTIIAINETH US,

Was it not a little unkind in you to so hurriedly
intimate that I had not >ivU'i\ honestly with jou'/ I

love Christ, and his " lo\ e constraincth us."' Chris-
tians will nearly always do as they ajrree to, at least
as neaily as they can. I liaxe had the money saveil
on purposi' for you ever since 1 said "make out
your bill and I will remit." Hut it is all ri>,'-ht, Itro.
Root; I am ii stranger to .M)U, and I have no doubt
you sometimes «et deceived as to your man.
Valley S|Min;;, Tex. (). P. Staiik.

[May (Jod bless you for your kind way of puttinfr
it, friend 8. Please loryixe me, if I was a little
hasty. The way it came about is. that our book-
keepers have instructions to note carefully whatev-
er promise is made when a man is trusted: and
whenever n man tails to keeji that promise, the.\-
are instiiicted to notif.\- him promptly. Vou see,
we have to work here l).\- {icneral rules, for the nuij?-
nitude of our btisiness is now away bevond my con-
stant oversight.]

QUEENS NOW READY.

TESTED, $2.00: UNTESTED, SI. 00 EACH, OS 5 FOE $5.00.

E. PETERMAN^WALDO, WISCONSIN.
_ _ _ ]3tfdb

DADANT'S FOUNDATION FACTORY, Whole-
sale and retail. See advertisement in another

column. ribtfd

Italian Bees in Langstroth Hives.
iiiO.OO 1»EK COLONY, 3 FOR i^2.5 00.

Safe ai-rixal guaranteed. Will j;ive satisfaction.
Correspondence solicited.,

JOHN .n. KAGLANI),
llitfdb 41.S Broad waj', Denver, C'oloratlu.

CHEAF BZSES AlfD QU£ZirrS.
1 will furnish ten :j-frame nuclei of bees, brood,

and honey, with dollar (lueen, for .*:{.00 each. They
are Italian bees in 1,. or S. frames, and the fi-aines
\v\\\ be not less than one-third full of brood. Terms.
cash with older'. Ordei-iit once.
i:i<l ;iT0. ?:. MAETIN, SEEEiTWOOD DEPOT, ALB. CO.. VA.

HIqcc Frnnt '"'^ *•" ''1*'"I ^ f*'!- It saves yourUlddd ri Ulll ,.y,.s, is lifrht. durable, convenient,
practical. pro<rressi\-e. Sure to delight you and
your lan.ily. (iidy tMC, postpaid. KANAWHA-VALLEY
APIAET, JNO. C. CAPEEAET, S'ipt-, St. Albans, W. Vi. i:}d

TEN COLONIES HYBEID BEES FOE SALE at .$5-00 iier col-
ony. .1 .V.V.I (iRA 1", .!</(( //!.•*, G(wr ('„., yeh. Vi-Ud

FOR SALE -^ ^-hoi'^op^wer boiler, B. W. Payne
I wit \jni-u.

^^ Sons' make. Has been in "use
about one yeai-. It is as (rood as new for service.
Has crack in base which has been i-iveted. Will sell
boiler complete with pump and heater for |!!K).Oii.

l.'Ufdb I,KR CKOSHV. Columbus, Warren Co.. Pa.

BEE-HIVES,
One-Piece Sections, Section Cases. Frames, &,c.,

.Manufacturers (d and Dealers in

ROCK FALLS, WHITESIDE CO., ILL.
Witfd Snul fni I'rirr l.isl

W. Z. HUTCHINSON,
ROGERSVILLE, GENESEE CO., MICH.,

Is now niakiny a specially i>t reaiin;; liiu' Italian-
•lueens. .Ml (|ueens i-eared from the purest and
liest of mothers, and the cells built in full colonies.
No (jueens sent out that would not be used in the
home yard. SiuKle queen, #1.(10; six for ^.5.01);

twelve or more, 7.5 cts. each. Tested cpieens, #:.'.()0

each. Wc can still furnish white-poplar sections.
Make money orders payable at Flint. i:!tfdb

i5 Full Colonies of Italian Bees

at *8.(K)each, with test(
tested (pieen; bee-: on
shippin-^-bo.v. Safe an

T. O. KKATOK,
Atcor«l, I l..»ler < o., N. V.

FOE SALE IN MISSCUEI.-A lot of Sim|)licity hives,
frames, nailed oi- in flat itop metal cornered), and

100 frames, wired for foundation, at 10 per cent less
17 1than Roofs prices.

i:}d

C. B. THWINC;
Hamilton, Caldwell Co., Mo.
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EXCHANGE DEFAETMENT. ' Black and Hybrid Queens For Sale.

Notices will be inserted unil'-r llii^ lu-ivd ut nm-luiU' cmr
usual rates. All ad's intended lur thi;^ depuitnient must not
exceed 5 lines, and you must say you want your ad. In this de-
partment , or we will not be responsible for any error.

WANTED. -To exchange eggs from single and
rose comb Brown Leghorns, Plymouth Rocks,

Light Brahmas, and Pekin ducks, for warranted
Italian queens—any number up to 20 fowls, and as
floe as any in the U. S. Write at once.
13-13d James Craig, Mt. Meridian, Augusta Co., Va.

WANTED.—To e.xchange strawberry-plants for
bees, queens, or cash. Manchester. .Jersey

Queen, Iron Clad. Jumbo, Daniel Boone, Warren,
./ames Vick, Big Bob, Piper's Seedling, Lacon, and
Miner's Prolitie. Price 30 cts. per dozen; $1.00 per
100. Address
Chas. J. Seeia', r.reenville, Montcalm Co., Mich.

WANTED.-To cxrhan-c or sell (ieniiaii bees
cheap: I will ship bv express Iroiii a point bi

miles N. W. of Wilmington, \. C, -Zi brown Cciinan
<iueens, with bees, as follows: (^>uceiis (bv mail, :.'•)(

each); with 1 lb. of bees, Sl.CO; with l'. lbs.. MMU;
with 2 lbs.. $1..")0 each, in cages, the bees to be ship-
ped July 3Tth to Aug. Ist. Safe delivery. Will e.\-

change for tested Albino or Italian queens at $1.50
each, to be sent meby July U'Oth. ( irders must reach
me here before 1 leave home— .Inly 2t5.

I! — AlUJOTT L. .'swiNsoN', 44—55.

llJd Queen-Breeder, Goldsboro, Wayne Co., N. C.

WC. EATON. Newark, N. J., will exchange Ply-
. moth-Rock eggs (Rudd's strain, the great

egg-producers) for bees. 13d

WANTED.—To exchange Chaff and Simplicity
hives, wood brood and wide frames, sections

in flat, or set up, at A. I. Root's lowest prices, guar-
anteed as well made, and as good m.aterial, for new
extracted clover or basswood honey at 7 cts. per lb.

13d J. B. McCdhmick, Fredericksburg,Wayne Co. ,().

WANTED.—To exchange Horning Antwerp Pig-
eons (bred from stock that have tiown .500

miles), also Light-Brahma fowls, or eggs from same,
for tested Italian ()ueens, wire nettiug, or otfers.
13d W. E. I''l(jwei!, Ashbourne, Mont. Co., Pa.

WANTED.—To sell or exchange .50 stands of
bees for hives. I'kter Metz,

13-17db Poplar Grove, Phillips Co., Ark.

WANTED.—To exchange Lester's improved
scroll saw and turniny-lathe for wood or

brass, new, for chatf hives in Hat; price *13.50; also
tools, drills, and solid emery wheel.
13d Geo. P. Slocu.m, Honcsdale, Wayne Co., Pa.

WANTED.-To exchange celery - plants for a
printing-press, type, etc., bound l)ooks, or of-

fers. See advertisement iu another column for
prices. A. T. Cook. Clinton Hollow, N. Y.

WANTED.-To exchange full colonies of bees
for a good onehorse cfirriage.

13d H. R. Ro.vuuMAN, EastTownsend Huron Co.,0.

charge, as below. We do this because there i.s ha»-dly value

dation to those who can not afl'ord higher-priced ones.

I have about one dozen black queens.. Price 30c;
25 hybrids at 40c. Hybrids are Italians mated with
black drones. Untested Italians, S^l.OO. Safe arriv-
al guaranteed.

G. D. Black, Brandon, Bue'ianan Co., Iowa.

leens (good1 ha\e about one-hajf dozen hybrid
ones) to sell at 40 cts. each by mail.

<>. H. TowNSEND, Alamo, Kal. Co., Mich.

Queens kou Sam;.-8 black queens at 3,1 cts., and
5 hybrids at (iO I'ts. All (lueens under 2 years old.
Heady to mail at anytime. Sate arrixaL sfuaran-
teed. Make monev oniers pa\alile at Greensburg,
liid. H. F. SilA.NNON, Spriiig'Hill.Deeatur Co., Ind.

Hybrid (jueens, 2.5c each, postpaid. Blacks, 1.5c.

A. B. Surber, Center Point, Kerr Co., Texas.

I have two choice hybrid (lueens which I will sell
for 50c each. J. L. Hyde,

Pomfret Landing, Windham Co., Ct.

I have 25 hybrid queens to sell. Ninety per cent
of the bees from these queens arc three-banded. I

will take 50c apiece. C. A. Dearborn,
(P. O. Box 2H7). Baraboo, Sauk Co., Wis.

Hybrid queens, 3.5c each, from cells taken from
hybrid colonies in swarming.

L. T. Hopkins, Conway, Franklin Co., Mass.

I have four or tlvo good prolific hybrid queens,
k-hieh 1 will sell at 40c each. R. J. Fox,

Natick, Middlesex Co., Mass.

I have s hybrid queens, which I will dispose of
after July 15. Price 50 cts. Safe arrival guaran-
teed. J. H. Weidman,

Riverside, Burlington Co., N. J.

I will sell hybrid and black queens, in July and
August, at 35 cts. each, or 3 for one dollar.

W. A. Sanders, Oak Bower, Hart Co., Ga.

Five Italian queens, mismated, hybrids so ctUled;
will sell them for .50 cents each.

J. A. GuNN & Co., Casky, Christian Co., Ky.

I have 13 hybrid (jucens and black; will take 50
and 25c each. J. J. Hurlbert, Lyndon, 111.

1 have 4 mismated Italian (pieens that I will sell
at 50 cents each, and two hybrids that I will sell at
25 cents each, ready now. Send in your orders to

D. O. WAKEtiELD, Waverly, Lane. Co., Neb.

HILL-SIDE APIARY.

QUEENS, & BEES BY THE POUND,

NUCLEUS, OR FULL COLONIES.

W. B. COGGESHALL. Supt.,
1-2(1 HILL-GIDE APUE?,' SUMMIT, UNION CO., NEW :EESEY.

CVPKI.VN Ul)KENS, 80c each. Hybrid bees,
$1 per lb. Write for prices on full colonies to

F. L. WRIGHT, Plaintleld, Mich.

Try the Arkansas Brown Germans. I have 13
brown German queens for sale through July, for
.50 cts. apiece. Tested queens, (iuarantee safe ar-
rival, if anybody wants them.

G. R. HioiiTOWER, Eureka Springs, Ark.

nilCCMQ 11' you are in a hi
(/C/CC/VO. n,p ,^„ order. Fill

r them, give
II g now, !H)c.

each; C for $5.00. Tested, $1.50. Fiiii' stock. Can
be sent by return mail in my improved Peet cage.
13tfdb L. HEINE, BELLMORE, QUEENS CO.. N. Y.

The best Queens out.
I will furnish (jueens from .lulv 1 to September 1

for one dollar; warranted tested, :?2.0l); alter then
the i)rice will be the same as in A. I. Root's list.

Queens all bred Irom an imported mother.

CS-. T'- SnVEXTXZ,
13d Raid Itlt.^ £.H<ka\vaiiiiii €u.. Pa.

Foundation-Mills Lower.
Until further notice, prices will be as follows: 4-

inch mill, *10.00; (i inch mill, *13..50; 10-in. mill, $20.00;
12-ineh mill, *:W.(K); 14-inch mill, $40.00.

A. I. Root, Medina, O.
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Black and Hybrid Queens For Sale.

For 'he benefit or friends who have black or hybrid iitiec-n

which they want to dispose of, we will inse't notices tree o
charge, as bel'iw. We do this bec'use there isha'dlyvalu
enough to t'lese iinceiis to pay f-T buying them up and keei
ing Ihem iiiti>ck; and yet if is often' imes quite an accoiiimtj
dation to those who can not afford higher-i>riced ones.

I have about forty black queens to sell at ^'.5 cents
each; and a lew inisinated Italians iit.'jO cts.

A. H. Hamm, Kinp-ston, Caldwell Co., Mo.

We have i
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Italian Glueens.
T'lirestt'd, oiifh $1 (III, or six for ?.') (Id

Tested. " :.' (Id. •• >• n (id

Two frame nuclei, with tfstcd queen 4 W)
untested " ;{ Od

My queens are from iiiipoited or home-lired Ital-
ian mothers ; the same strain has averajfcd f(n-

the hist four years from :iO to 2;w Ihs. of honey per
colony. Try them. 'I'liey will please you. Safe ar-
rival ifuarunteed. ("omb Koundatioii, brood, 49e;
light, riDc. Address
i-S-Ud J. J. HURLBERT, Lyndon, 111.

LET ME HELP TOU.
I will sell, to all wishiiiir to buy durins' .Inly, Au»-

ust. and September, imre Italians. One hive for
$n (Id; the or more tor *.").ijd each.

Hvlirids. one for $.").00; five or more for *4..tO each.
HIaeks. one for ^4.50; five and more, *4.00 each.
All 10-frame, 2-story, new Langstroth hives. Safe

arrival guaranteed. G. w; ALBKECHT.
13-U-15d Dundas, Calumet Co., Wis.

DADANT'S FOUNDATION FACTORY. WHOLE-
SALE AND RETAIL. See advertisement in

another eoliimn. ;?htfd

SOMETHING NEW.
.\s I have g-reatly increased my facilities for man-

ufacturing-

It will be to your advantage to send for price list
before purchasing elsewhere. Cash paid for bees-
wa.x. A. B. HOWE.
2tldb Council Bluffs. Iowa.

BEES and (JUEEITS
^t Greatly Reduced Prices.

-Vfler June 1.5 1 will sell2-frame nuclei, with 2 lbs.
of bees in each, no queen, for $2.25 each. Tested
queens, fl..50 each; warranted queens, $1.00 each;
untested queens, 75 c. each, either Syrian or Italian.

I. R. GOOD, Sparta, Tenn.

MUTH'S
HONEY-EXTEACTOR,

Ktlll..\ltE: GL.A!>iS HONEY-JAKS,
TIN BUCKETS, BEE-HIVKS,

HONEV-SECTIONS, Ac, A;c.

Apply to CHAS. F. MUTH, Cincinnati, O.

P. S.—Send 10-cent stamp for " Practical Hints to
Bee-Keepers." Itfdb

tllOU'ill niad<

POTATO-BOXES
iTEKKVSi.

These are made of
basswood. lined with
galvanized iron. The
gahani/.ed iron gives
strength, and the
husswood strength
and lightness. Thefe
hold exactly a bushel
when level full, and
may he piled one on
top of another. Al-
illy for I'otatoes. the.v

can be usi'<l lor fruit, \ egetalilcs, picking up str»nes
on the larm, and a thon.sand otlu'c imipose'.'. When
liilctl one above the other, they protect the contents
from the sun and rain: and from their shape a
great iminy more bushels can be set into a wagon
than where baskets are used. They are also much
more substantial than baskets.
Price 2.5 c each ; 10, «;2.25; 1(10. $20.00. In the flat,

including nails and galvanized iron, $1.75 for It;

100, $IH.50; KHMI, .915(1. A. I. U<M»T, ITIeclliia, O.

I'HE KIND OF BEES YOU NEED7"
<ise that will
t this strain

lost in wintering since thev oriiiinated. Circular
tree. P. BOOITlilt)WEU,
lltfdb Oalliipville, »<<-liuliario <'o., N. V.

IF you want bees for liusimsx,
work on red clover. Not a c(

IF YOU WANT
A GOOD 0.\E-PIECE SECTION CHEAP

Send to us. Sample and Price I,ist Free.

SMITH & SMITH, KENTON, HARDIN CO., OHIO
2tfdb

SECTIDNS,
Western li(a(l(Hiarti is tur bee-men's supplies.

Four-piece sections, and hi\es of every kind, a
specialty. Flory's corner-clamps, etc. Orders for
sections and clamits tilled in a few hours' notice.
Send for sample and prices.

M.R. MADARY,
920db Box 172. Fresno City, Cal.

Orders for Carniolan and Italian Queens and nu-
clei from best imported mothers. Send for Price
List to H. F. SHANNON,
13-14d. SPRING HILL, DECATUR CO., IND.

CARNIOLAK QUEENS.
I liave jii!»t Received a QiiePii I'i'oiii <'ar-

liola, aiKi will rai^e a few Queeii»« ol' tlii*.

Mock ill my Italian Apiary at once. Tiie
CariiiolaiiK are Haiidmonio,' and Hiidoiibl-
edly tlie 4<eiitlp»it BecM known. will have
about One Hundred <liieeii!> ready to ITIail
about .Tilly 'iO. Safe arrival <>iiaranteed, at
Une Uollar Kacli. i;nfdl>

JAMES H. MORRISON,
OXFORD, CHESTER €0., PA.

VIBRATING TELEPHOKE. ^^.

p<i THE COST fc.r p.u.iie Inic^ ]S LESS th.u.

TWO MONTHS' KENTAL FEE to ti.e cxpcn

si^BELI- TELEPHOM li. THE VIBRAT-
ING TELFPHONE is ihf on'y PK-ACTiCAL
.md RELIABLE non-elc trie 1 eln.|...ne in,.

I
•, an.l

vvTrr.TKcil to jjivc s.-itisf.irtinn, cr >ii,>tt,y r. '. •!' '

Aei-ius c-in make immense profits cre^ tintr linrs .i- A

tirct
.ill the work they can do. Territory ef-rn A(rcn;>.

in which th»y are pro'icted No previous experience
reiiuired. MS illustr.ited instructions show all about
r-rectini: linpv. Where I have no airents. Telephones
may be ordered direct for private use Circulars and „ ^ ,

> paper. H. T. JOHNSON, 102 S Division Et., Buffalo,
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TERMS; $1.00 Pkr Annum, IN ADVANCR;1 TP .,4- r^l-.!-; c^'U n/l Vti 1 Q 'V 9 f Chibs to different postofflcPB. NOT LKP8
2Oopieafor«l.90;3tor$2.75;5for»4.00; JlitSllLOl Lb flCiV ill ±0 / t? . I than 90ctK. enoh. Sent postpaid, in the
10 )r in )rd, 75cta. eacli. Simple Niiniher, I

', U. S. and Canadns. To all other conn-
lOets. Additions to idiibs maybe made

[

publisiieu semi-monthi-V by ''. tries of the rnivcrsal Postal Union, 18c
atclubrates. Above are ..11 to be sent j 4 r ^}(\^\n•\ mt,''T'»TXT\ (WIM\ I

peryenr extra. To all conntricsNOT of
to o.VE PO8TOFFICR. J

-'V. i. it*JV7J., l>lJliJJl^>.i^X.,UllHJ. itheXj. P. U.,42cperjear extra.

• CELLARS VS. CHAFF PACKING.,

CELLAH WINTEKINO, CHAFl' PACKING, ETC.

'T^ IVING about si.v miles t'l-oin here is an old man
hii^ who has no beobook, and reads no bce-papcr,

J^j but who has for the past eight jears success-
^^ fully wintered his bees in an apartment of

his cellar. He buys his hi\cs of beekeepers
who have «-ivcn up the business in diss'ust, never

l)aying- more than twenty-live cents ai)iece for them.

He has never raised very much honey for

sale, very seldom opens a hive, but sells bees

in the spring- to bee-keepers who are g-ood hands
at raising- honey, but poor ones at winteriii!?

their bees. We visited him a few weeks ago, stayed

to dinner, had a j^ood long chat, and bought five

colonies of bees. In one corner of his cellar is a

room about ten feet square. The Hoor is cement,

the walls and ceiling- are plastered. It has two out-

side windows, which are closed and protected in the

winter. Upon the approach of cold weather he car-

ries his bees into the cellar, and simply stacks the

hives up as we would so many bo.xes. He takes

them out again "when the snow is gone." He has

never lost a colony, except some late swarms that

starved. He has tried once or twice leaving one or

two colonics out of doors, but has lost them every
time. We noticed that the fronts of some of the

hives were considerably soiled, and asked if they

were in that condition when he bought them.
"Oh, no I" said he; " almost all of them get that

way in the winter. They look pretty bad when we
bring- them out, but the rain soon washes it off.

Whenever we go into the room in the winter we
find bees out running around upon the front of the

hives; they empty themselves, and go back into the

hives."

We asked him how warm he kept the room, but
he "didn't know." He knew it never froze in the

cellar. Whenever icc find a hive daubed up like

this in the cellar, we mentally write "dead" upon
its side. We have known of this man's success for

some time, and have attributed it to locality. To
test it we have often thought of taking^ a load of

bees over there the latter part of the summer, and
getting- him to put them into the cellar upon the

approach of winter. Last fall a son-in-law of his

brought eight ciolonies there—brougrht them after

cold weather had set in, and put them into the cel-

lar without even g-iving- them a flight, and last

spring came and carted them home again, alive and
all O. K. All this was rather "upsetting;" but
there was no dodg-ing it, Uccnui^c they had the Iieea to

nhow. So much for cellar wintering. Now let us

talk <,f

C/IAKF PACKINO.

" There is no great loss without some small g:ain;"

if we lose our bees every winter we have the

pleasure in the spring: of a trip to the home and
apiary of Cyula Linswik and her sister. Last spring-

was no exception, as we again brought home in

triumph thirty-one of their best colonies. Although
their bees are what would be called light Italians,

we have no hesitation in saying that, taking every

thing into consideration, they are as good Italians

as we have ever had. They are very peaceable, but

also very energetic workers. In accordance with

our request, one colony had been left packed so

that we could see "just how it was done." The
hive stood upon a board platform, about three feet

square, said platform being raised three or four

inches from the ground. A bo.x nearly as large as

this platform, but without top or bottom, was set

down over the hive, the top i-eaching four or five
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incht's aliovc tlie lop of tin- hive when its cap is re-

moved. A l>iifl;re, or tulie, about lour inches

pfiuare, led id from the front of the liox to tlie en-

trance of the hive. When i)repariniL!- tlic bees for

« inter, one comb is removed and tlic remaining
cointiK spread apart. Little sticks laid across the

tops of the Irames allow the bees to pass from comb
to comb. Over these sticks is laid a woolen cloth,

and in tlie surplus apartments at the sides of the

brood-nest are jtlaced chatf cushions.

The large bo.\' is tilled with chaff, and a cover put
on, in the center of which there is a hole a trifle

larger than the top of the hive. The ordinary cap
to the hive is removed, an. I another cap substituted

that just Oils the hole left in the cover to the large

lio.\, and sets dow n over or outside the upper edge
of the hive. This cap is tilled with chaff, the chaff

being kept in jilace bj- a cloth tacked to the lower

edge of the cap. In the top of the cap is cut a hole

nearly a foot square, which is covered with wire

cloth to keep out mice. This opening allows the

moisture to escape, which is considered of much
importance. In one or two instances this upward
ventilation was omitted when the entrances be-

came closed with ice. Over the whole is placed a

roof of rough boards. The packing is done enrli), so

that there need he no disturbance after cool weath-

er sets in. When it is time for snows to come, a

board is leaned up in front of the entrance, to keep
out the snow. The little bridge leading to the en-

trance is not allowed to become tilled with snow.

If any snow blows in it is veiy carefully brushed
out with a wing. The packing is allowed to re-

main until all danger of even coof weather is past.

It was May 18th when we were there, and the un-

packing had been finished the previous day. We
were never more favorably impressed with the im-

portance of fipiing i)acking. In the colony that

was packed great masses of bees were hanging out
in the surplus apartments at the sides of the brood-

nest; while other colonies that were unpacked, that

were, we were informed, no stronger, showed little

if any disposition to hang out. The hand thrust

down into the chaff' outside of the hive showed it to

be quite warm. Even though inclined to adopt cel-

lar wintering, we think it will be found profitable

to pack the bees in the spring, after taking them
from the cellar. The fine, strong, booming colonies

lound at "Oiir Clearing" have stimulated our am-
bition wonderfully to winter our bees in a like suc-

cessful manner, and, feeling that "what man
hath done man can do," we shall put f<nth e.xtra

exertions to winter our bees another winter.

Now don't joke us, friend Root, and say it was a

woman who has so successfully wintered her bees.

Ifyou do, we shall tell you that Dr. Southard, of

Kalamazoo, Mich., wintered his entire apiary of 1(11)

colonies, and they were packed out of doors. Cyula
and her sister jokingly offered to winter some of

our bees if we would send them up there, and we
are more than half inclined to send half a dozen
colonies, just for the fun of the thing, and to see

how it will turn out. It is, peihaps, but fair to say

that two or three colf)nics in the " Linswik Apiary "

did not winter so perfectly as the others, and were
considerably w-eakcr, an<l that the proprietors

could not tell the reason why.
.\ KEW WOUDS in UK1''EN.SK ok <i. W. (iATK.S.

Mr. Gates may not feel like defending himself, so

please allow me to say that I know one of his little

boys was very sick, and that Mrs. G., who usually

helped Mr. (J. in packing bees for shipment, had to

stay in the house and care for the sick child. Then
Mr. Gates' man caught his hand in a horse power,
and he was left short of help. I5ees were swarming,
every thing full of honey, and no time to extract;

queens hatching, and tearing down cells because
they could not be attended to. Then another child

was taken sick, and friend G. certainly had his

hands full. All this time orders were fairly ptmriuu
in. Had Mrs. Chaddock known all this, probably
she would have been more charitable. It was of

friend Gates that I bought the bees by the pound,
as mentioned in the July Gleanings, and I have
found him the \ery soul of honor.

S—W. Z. Hutch i.NsoN, 7C— 100.

llogersville, Mich., July 8, 1S^.5.

SPIDERS AND BEES.

Spiders are one of the Bee - Keepers' best
friends to preserve empty Combs from

the Ravages of the Bee-Moth.

BY REV. Ij. I>. I,ANr.STl!()TH.

EVEK, since the introduction of movable
frames, has there been in our country a

greater mortality among bees than during
the last winter and spring. Before the use

cf these frames, to most bee-keepers such
losses were irreparable. How often, by natural

swarming, did the old-fashioned bee-keeper, when a

few good seasons came in succession, make such a

success in the business as convinced him that a

given sum of money invested in bees paid better
than any thing else':' But sooner or later comes the

bad year—when most and perhaps all of his colo-

nics are lost—his golden dreams vanish, and in most
cases he abandons the pursuit in disgust, having
nothing to show for his investment but some empty
hives (e.vtra nice for kindling - woodi, and some
combs, of value only for their wax. Was he one of

the kind who have little use in their vocabulary for

the word failure':' Reing able to make but little if

any use of his old combs, he painfully waited upon
the seasons; and unless he had in him the making
of another Quinby or Grimm, he could hope to

build up his ajjiary again only if favored by a suc-

cession of favored seasons.

We have had some very calamitous seasons since

movable frames began to be extensively used; but

l)y those who know their business, how (piickly are

such losses repairedl Although not very often re-

ferred to, this power of speedy recuperation is one
of the greatest benefits which come from the con-

trol (if the combs. Nearly every empty comb can
be utilized for the bees, especially since the era of

sending iiueens by mail and purchasing bees l)y the

pound; and even if he has lost all his colonies, no

one need call himself a bankrupt bee-keeper, but

in a single favorable season may hear again the

cheerful hum of industry in hives no longer deso-

late and silent. The change so speedily effected

seems almost like a resurrection of the dead!

Hut it takes tintr, even with the best management,
to secure such results, and just here comes a new
element which ntuxt be taken into account. Noth-

ing is so acceptable to the beemoth as combs with

no bees to protect them; the older the combs, and

the better in all respects for the bees, the better,

too, for the moth: and the great question is, how
with the least trouble can these empty corabs be
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saved? Hang them up in some light and dry place,

carefully separated so that they nowhere touch
each other, and sulphur tiiem Irom time to ti-nie.

Most of you know by heart this old, old story, and
many of you only to neglect what requires so much
care, and time never waits upon any procrastlnator.

You need not be told that eternal vigilance is the

price which miiat be paid if we would save empty
combs for the bees.

Columella said, nearly two thousand years ago:
" This business [bee-keeping] demands maxinutm
fidelUatcm [the greatest fidelity], which, since it is

the rarest of qualities," etc. It is just as hard to

find it now as then, but we never needed it more,
and I pi'oceed to tell those who are conscious that

they are weak in this matter, how " without money
and without price" they may secure it. The facts

which I shall now gi\e are recorded in my private

journal, and have been often told to beekeepers,
some of whom will, no doubt, i-emember them as

given bj' me many years ago. Within a year or

two ray methods have been given in part to bee-

keepers by some German apiarist—and how nuich

do we owe to our German friends, among whom
Dzierzon stands first!

I extract now, word for word, from my Journal,

Vol. I., under date of July 8, 1804:

"SpiV/rr.s' I count as friends. Last season T put
away snifili frames of coiiib under a liox, and the
spiders l<i -pt IIumii licr Irinn nidtlis; this ,\c:ii- I had
a numlx r ol lii\es willi eoiiilis. luit no hecs. and
they have guarded them will: Whcie a spider has
her web, there it will be sale to keep empty combs."

1 will now explain more fully how I came to find

the spider's value to the beekeeper. A nucleus

with a choice imported Italian queen was i>laced on
an empty bo.\ hive laid on its side upon the ground,

with its cavity facing the north, to protect its con-

tents from the sun. ]n this cavity I put (piite a

number of frames with choice combs to be given

from time to time to the nucleus, wheti frames of

brood for queen-rearing were taken from it. I ex-

pected that some, at least, of these combs would be

visited by the beemoth; but examining each comb
as 1 took it from the old box, I found no signs that

they had hurt them. This surprised me much, un-

til 1 saw, when I came to the further end of the

bo.\, (( spitlcr'ii ivch with its occupant, and many
proofs of the kind of work that had been done (all

unknown to me) in the shap»> of skeletons of bee-

moth and other insects suspended in that web.

It was not until next year that I reaped any great

benefit from seeing the handiwork of this spider.

Dec. 30, 18fi!, the weather at Oxford, Ohio, was quite

mild for a winter day, the mercury ranging at

about 42°, the day being misty and threatening rain.

At 5:30 p. m. my thermometer was 42°. The wind
began to rise, and at 6: 30 p. ra., the record was 32°

;

7:30 p. m., 22°; 10: 30 p. m., 8'. Jan. 1, 18(:4, T a. m,,

1C° below zero, with a gale of wind. What soldier

who camped out that day will ever forget it? In

our apiary were many weak colonies, wintered only

because we could then sell every tested queen we
could spare in the spring for from *10 to .¥20. Near-

ly every one of these weak colonies was dead when
I examined them after nearly two weeks of unusu-

ally cold weather. The hives with their empty
combs were piled uj) against the north side of the

barn, and shut up only enough to exclude mice. It

was quite late in the spring before my health al-

lowed me to give them any attention, and my son

was absent in the army. But I was able to use

every comb in my various operations. The spideis

had taken possession of them, and the bee-moth
had no chance. Had I closed the hives so tightly

that the moth could not have got in them, I should
in all probability have lost most of the empty
combs. The odor of such hives attracts the moth;
and if she can not enter them she will lay her eggs
in the most convenient cracks and crevices for her

progeny to get access to their proper food. It is

much easier for a spider to entrap the moth than it

is for her to catch her larv.e when once they have
burrowed into the combs. 1 prefer, therefore, to

give the moth the freest possible admission, consis-

tent with excluding mice, to all hives with empity

combs.
Solomon says: "The spider taketh hold with her

hands, and is in kings' palaces." And she is very
fond of making her hunting grounds in the combs
of our queens' palaces when no longer under the

protection of the bees! But we need trust nothing,

even to her alacrity, to volunteer in our service. In

our barns and woodsheds can always be found in

autumn and early spring a supply of those white

bags in which the provident mother so nicely tucks

up, as in the softest silken cradles, her eggs to be

developed in due time by the increasing warmth of

thescason. Put asingleoneof these so-called "spider

bags " into each hive with empty combs, and be no

more anxious about Ihem—you have got " without

money and without price " that vigilant fidelity so

indispensable in this matter. The spider is now
your very good friend. She mounts guard over

your combs, and will i)rotect them from the ntoth

until the last one has found its proper place with

your bees.

I regret that this information was not given long

ago to the beekeeping world. It was intended to

appear years ago in the revision which I hoped to

make of my work on the " Hive and Honey-Bee. ' 1

specially regret that I could not give it last spring

when it would have been of so much greater serv-

ice. But it is only within a very short time that I

have recovered sulliciently from niy old head

trouble to take any interest in bees, or to write on
any thing connected with them. With gratitude to

our heavenly Father, "who forgiveth all our in-

iquities and healeth all our diseases," and with

hearty good will to all bee-keepers at home and
abroad, I sign myself their friend.

Oxford, Ohio, July I, 1885. L. L. Langstkoth.

N. B.—July 7, 1885. I have just taken from a loft

over my woodshed some old combs of the kind that

the moth loves, and that have lain there in nn open
nucleus box since 1874! They have not been mo-
lested, and the spider-webs adhering to them tell

in short the whole of this long story. L. L. L.

Friend li., the suggestion you make is

new to me. I have often seen combs cover-
ed with spider-webs, but it did not occur to

me, until I luid read the above, tliat such
combs are usually found free from the moth.
In fact, after thinking the matter over 1 re-

member to liave seen many times the combs
entirely free from motli.'but 1 never knew
just how it was before, ^'ow, this is quite
an item, and I don't know but quite an in-

vention, if any thing can be called an inven-
tion that was iiot invented, or that hivented
itself. Ihit for all that, I have been so much
accustomed to regarding spider-webs as an
indication of slovenly habits, that I feel al-
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most as thougli I would as soon have my
combs destroyed by moth as to be covered
with spider-webs. This would not be a vei'V

rational conclusion, however, after all. for a
brush-broom would remove the spider-webs
in a moment, and ungainly holes in the
combs by moths can not well be remedied.
Is it true, tliat any sort of spider is a pro-
tection in this way, and that these spiders'
cocoons we find would, any of them, do the
business? A'ery likely it is ; but the matter
is all entirely new to me, and doubtless we
shall be able to take advantage of it.—

1

have often thought of it, friend L., even if

I have not talked much about it, and it is

wonderful how bee-keepers build up after
disastrous losses ; for, in fact, if a bee-keep-
er has every thing else in good trim, even if

his bees are all dead he is not so very badly
off. For a small amount, comparatively,
expended in buying bees in the fore part of
the season may put him almost where lie

was, before the close of basswood bloom.

THE MANGROVE HONEY OF FLORIDA.
ALSO SOMETHING ABOUT THE "STAYING" QUAL-
ITIES OF THE CELEBRATED CALIFORNIA HONEY,

COMPARED WITH WHITE CLOVKU, ETC.

N my late article on Florida, page 450, in the last

line on the page is an omission, either of my
own or of the type setter. The sentence
should read, "The Florida yellow pine makes
excellent lumber for hives, hut h ipiitr lifavy,

and for that reason, etc."

You ask about the staying' qualities of mangrove
honey, as compared with California sage honey.

While the color, body, and peculiar aromatic flavor

of the sage honey is undoubtedly very fine, a single

glance at the market reports will show that it lacks

much of standing as high In general estimation as

it did when first introduced. For the past few
months, at least, California honey has invariably

been quoted in our leading markets at from one to

four cents less per pound than white-clover honey.

Our good friend Mr. Muth told me, some four or

five years ago, that he at one time made a deter-

mined, persistent effort to introduce California

honey to his trade, but utterly failed, his customers
preferring clover honey, even at a higher price. He
has also handled the Florida honej' more largely

than any other dealer, during the past three or four
years; ajid if you could secure a statement -from

him as to its quality, you would very much oblige

myself as well as others who are interested in this

matter.

This honey has been on our markets only a short

time, and in very limited quantities at that ; and the

fact is, that none of \is, unless it may be Mr. Muth,
knows any thing about its staying (lUiilitics com-
pared with our Northern honey.

I think the rule is, that none of our higher-fla-

vored kinds of honey, such as basswood, California

sage, etc., is as generally liked as is the more mild-

flavored kinds. If I am correct in this opinion, then

mangrove honey will probably prove valuable for

its staying qualities, as it is of an exceptionally mild

flavor, as stated in my first article. For my own
eating,! prefer it to white-clover honey; but the

likes or dislikes of one person prove little.

Wc have a little home down there at Hawk's

Park; and when we get to living there, as we hope
to some time, just step in some morning and test

ourlioney for yourself; and perhaps, if we happen
to be a little e.vtra generous at the time, we may al-

low you to sample an orange or two also.

O. (). POPPLETON.
Williamstown, Iowa, .Tuly H1, 188."i.

MRS. CHADDOCK TALKS TO US ABOUT
MARKET GARDENING AND BEES.

SHE ALSO HAS SOMETHING TO SAY IN REGARD TO
PROMPTNESS AND ACCURACY IN BUSINESS.

VERY time that you print an article ot mine,
and then put one of those inimitable foot-

notes after it, I feel as if I wanted to "answer
back."

I do not have the least doubt but that Mr.
Gates is a good man. I was not anxious to get the
money back; but I was suffering for some bees— or,

rather, the combs were getting moths in them, and
I was nervously anxious to put some bees on them,
and I wanted him to send nie some "right away;"
and if he could not do it, then I wanted him to say
so i)i!<t(t)iter, so that T could send somewhere else. I

beg Mr. Gates" pardon if I have done him an injurj-.

In fact, 1 supposed that if Mr. Gates was all right

you would put ray communication in the waste-

basket.

You say that you sup))ose T have built up a large

business in the market-gardening trade. I have
not. In fact, 1 do not do any thing in the business,

worth mentioning. WhyV When I began raising

vegetables for market we had just bought this farm,

and had gone in <lebt for it. We paid *80no for it,

and all but thirteen hundred dollars was borrowed
money. We had no way of making money but by
farming. I was young and ambitious, and I thought
I could help along by raising tilings to sell. Mr.

Chaddock was never willing for me to do it. He
was willing for me to bind rye all day, or husk corn

day after day for weeks, but he thought jK'ddling

produce was "small business." He said we lived

too far from market (and we do), and that he could

not spare the horses in the working season. His
arguments were all good, and I felt the weight of

them; but we were so scarce of clothes and dishes,

and every thing, that I begged him to let me try it.

At that time the Rockford & Rock Island Railroad

was being built through Yermont, and the influx of

the railroad hands nmde a good time for the taverns

and boarding-houses, and that meant a good time

for the produce raisei-. After the railroad was
built, and the hands left, there was not so good a
nuirket; and as we had reduced our indebtedness

from near seven thousand to three thousand, and
were paying seven per cent interest, instead of ten,

I got inflated, and felt above the peddling l)usiness.

About that time I began keejiing bees, and writing

for pay, and I thought I had too much to do. Last

year I was sick; I never touched a hoe the season

through, and we never had a whole mess of lima
l)eans, nor a single green bean to eat, the whole
season.
When Mrs. L. Harrison visited us in August, she

was very much worried because there was nothing

to sell. We took her to Vermont to the train; and
before we left her we bought a watermelon. After
she went home she wrote me, " I can not help think-

ing of that buggy going to town with nothing under
the seat to buy the 'gude mon ' a wuteriuelou." I
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answered her, that if I were able I would go right

to cutting cordwood, so as to be sure to have some-
thing to sell the next time she came to see me. I

expect her to visit me again this fall, and all this

spring 1 have been planning to give her pleasure.

I have planted a lot of squashes; and when we go
out riding next time, I intend to take out the buggy-

seats and pile the bed full of big squashes; and
when we go to get in I will invite her to a seat on a

mammoth squash, and, seating myself on another,

we will ride gaily along. Mrs. H/s head is level,

and so is her heart, and I like to joke with her.

Now as you do not seem to like compliments very
well, I Will give you a taste of the wormwood; and
I say at the start, that I don't want any more bees

in the place of them, or to make it right ; for it is all

right now; that is, all but the wiinderot it. 1 womler
why the half-pound packages of bees that 1 got of

you do not build up like those that Bro. Phillips got
of Dixon & Dillon, of Parish, 111. I got mine first,

and I put a comb full of brood (in all stages) in.each
of mine. One of them now has two full frames,

and a little in two more; the other has three full

ones, and two partly filled, while Bro. Phillips' are

rushing and roaring, and in need of the section

boxes. He put his on empty eomVis where the bees

died, and they ate sour honey, too, but he did not

give them any brood; they had to do it all. It can
not be in the managmnent, for I helped him, and I

did just as I did with my own, with the exception of

the brood gi\en to mine.

MORK SI.nWNKSS.

When my combs were standing empty so long, 1

went to a neighbor's, and told them I wanted to

buy a swarm of bees, and would ffive two dollars

for one, put into my hive. There wns no one at home
but a young woman of sixteen. She jiromised to

ask her father if I could have them, and send word
to school by her sister, who would tell Jessie, and
she would tell me. Every day for ten days 1 asked
for news of those bees. Then I borrowed two dol-

lars and sent for two pounds of Oernuin l)rown

bees, and the very next day this neighbor's family
" roused itself," and the mother came over to tell

me that I could have as many swarms as I wanted,
and they would take strawberries for pay. There
it was; they had more bees than they wanted, and I

had more strawberries than I wanted, but the girl

" forgot to tell her ])a" until I had sent my two dol-

lars away, and then they had to pay the money for

the berries. Now, I do not believe that one of my
children would " forget " to tell me, if any one want-
ed to l)uy any thing of me; even little Harry has
more business principle than that.

Vermont, 111. Mahat.a B. Chaduock.

Mrs. C, I am vei-y glad of the turn your
letter lias taken, Itecause it helps to solve
this fjieat problem of what to do—a pioblem
that IS so intenst'l> iiitcit'sting to those who
have farms wiih mort^aues on them, jnst as
yon and yonr good man had w hen yon start-
ed. And now when bee-keeping seems a
little dnll, and the price of honey low, many
bee-keepers are wanting to know what else
they can do. They all have gronnd, more or
less" of it ; and if they have learned to sell

and produce honey, they will very (juickly
learn how to produce garden stuff. I did
not really suppose that you had built up a
big business. l)nt I knew yon would have
done so, if you luul kept "on. in trying to

find something for our boys and girls to ilo

here, we have done a little something at this

kind of work ; but it is not much use to try,

unless you can find boys and girls who love
plants, and who love to work with them.
On a single bit of earth, covered by a glass

sash 3 by (5 feet, we have this season produc-
ed vegetables that would have sold for a
couple of dollars or more, had we been in-

clined to sell them ; and on a piece of ground,
perhaps not more tlian lo feet square, we
have, without the aid, of any sash, raised

and sold over ten dollars' worth of cab'bage-

plants. The only expense put on the ground
was perhaps 50 cents' worth of stable ma-

I

nure. and may be one days work, all togeth-

I

er. Our cabL)age-plants, celery-plants, and
1 plants of every kind, in fact, have all been
sold at good prices, and we could have sold

I

a good many more.— In regard to the worm-
wood, by all means give it to us when we

' need it, and it will likely do us good ; but [

do not quite get at the point, why our half-

pound packages of bees do not biiild up like

j

those yon g(<t from Dixon t^ Dillon. Do
, they give bigger half-poundsV or are their
' bees younger and smarter? or did it just

happen soV I have observed this, that some
half-jtounds of bees with a (pieen will often go
away ahead of some other half-pounds with
a (lueen : but I have never seen a case where
I had not good reason to believe a frame of
brood was a very great help.—Your experi-

ence with little" gills is just about what I

should have expected of tlie average little

girl. And it is not the little girls onlv: but
that little girls and little boys, both of them,
grow up big and stay just tliat way. It does
vex me beyond any thing I can think of. to

intrust .son'ie iiui)iu'taut couunission to some
persons, and when tiicy discover they have

: caused much trouble ;iiid much loss of prop-
' erty by their forgetfuliH'ss. to have them say
nothiiig, and go on without even thinking to

make any sort of an apohigy. When any-

I

body has wronged me by accident or heed-
lessness, if he will show "his regret by a real

j

genuine apology, and otVer to take out his

I

pocket-book aiul make good the damage,
: why. of course. I always feel like letting it

i pas"s, and calling it stpiare. Hut 1 do like
' to see i)eople wake up once in a while, and
I show that they have some regard or care for
I what is goiiig on in this world of ours.— So
you still raise strawberries. Mrs. C. even if

von have let the garden '• sass '' go.

THE OHIO STATE BEE - KEEPERS'
ASSOCIATION.

SOMETHINO IN HEGAHD TO THK MATTER.

T WANT to make an apology to our Ohio
i^r brethren : but before doing so I will

li give place to the following kind letter:
^ Friend Ro»t:

Vou will see that you are not forgotten, even
if you were not present at our convention, as

they have elected you president of the Ohio State

Bee-Keepcrs' Association. They suspended the

rules, and elected you by acclamation unanimous-

ly, which I hope you will accept as cheerfully as it

was tendered you. ,]. T. Martin, of TitHn, was
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elected vice-president, and your hUWble servant I

treasurer and secretlit'y. C. M. Kingsbury,
j

Mt. Vernon, Ohio, Ffeb. 18, 1885. i

You will notice, that in tlie above letter no
hiention is made of the time when this asso-
ciation meets again, and 1 have been ^ wait-
ing and watchino:"' ever since I got back
from New Orleans, for something in regard
to the matter. As tlie convention usually
meets at the time of the Ohio State Fair, I

presume there will be such a meeting this
year ; btit I am ashamed to confess, that at

'

present I have not been able to find out when
or where I am expected to otticiate as presi-
dent ; however, 1 will take immediate steps i

to tind out, and will try to be on hand, and
j

do all in my power to make the convention a ,

success. It has sometimes been quite hard
for me to do much mental work unless I do !

it an hour or so at a time, with a good many
|

recessess thrown in. On this account I have !

to depend a good deal upon our good friend
I

Martin, vice-presideut, and friend Kings-
bury, who writes the above kind letter. Er-

]

nest will go with me as private secretary,
and perhaps he can help some.

And Suggestions and Queries Particularly Pertaining

to the Season.

ers of papers, in order to stop lier frauds, all or

nearly all that has appeared, and so 1 have not the

complaints on hand now. Should you think it just

and rifrht to do so. I would ask that you request,

through Gleanings, that all who have lor the last

ten yeai'S been defrauded by Mrs. Cotton send a

plain short statement of it to James B. Mason,
Mechanic Falls, Maine, President of Maine Bee-

Keepers' Association.

DRV FECES.

I notice in Gf.eaninos for .lune 1st that Professor

{^ook would confine the controversy on dry feces to

the droppings found on the bottom-board. The de-

fenders of that theory do not purpose being so lim-

ited. Dry feces we understand to be such d^ l|ave

so small a percentage of moisture as to retaia^ilieir

form, no matter when or where voided. While
some such may be found in the debris underneath
the cluster, the far greater part will be voided after

the bees are set out. We are glad to learn, through
the Cavndian Bee-Jovrnal, that S. Cornell, who has
no superior in America as a scientific writer on api-

culture, has commenced the investigation of this

subject. When he gets through we shall have some-
thing that all can depend upon. P. H. Elavood.

Starkvillo. N. Y., .Tunc 34, 1885.

carnioi-an bees.

flLL you please tell us in the next issue of

Gleanings what your experience has been

Avith the Carniolan bees, and does it agree

with friend Benton's? Ask those that have

tried them to report. We are greatly inter-

ested in them, and wish to know more.

Mt. Vernon, III. W.W.Addison.

Friend A., we have never yet seen a Car-

niolan bee. We told Benton nearly a year

ago to send us a couple at once. He wrote
that it was too late in the season, but that

they would tome early this spring. They
have not yet come, antl he has not as yet

given any explanation, yet we notice lie has
been sending tliem to others. I wonder if

lie is afraid to have them siil),iected to tlie

test and scrutiny they will likely meet with
at the '' Home of the IIoney-Bees."

DRONES EROM WORKER EGGS, ONCE MORE.

I wrote you last year that I believed drones could

be had any time the queen was laying-. I have dem-
onstrated the fact, and several others that I t«(ld of

it. Take the queen out and I guarantee drones.

Sometimes only two or three will be raised. 11 no
drone comb is in or near the brood-nest, they will

build out workei-cells, and raise them there. Mr.

Hofensteter, of Louisville, deserves more credit for

the discovery than myself. He put me on the track

of it by saying on a card to me that the queen laid

all one kind of eggs. I am confident he was right,

but I stick to the theory that the bees feed the

queen something besides honey to bring her into

laying condition. If she lives on honey only it looks

reasonable that her condition would always be the

same. M. L. Wii^liams.

Maysville, Ky.

a report from the alley dronb-excluder.
In using the Alley drone-excluder I find that the

drones thus excluded sometimes go to other hives.

In using the drone-trap, several young queens go-

ing out for mating could not or would not pass

through the zinc, but passed up the cone and there

remained until liberated by diawing the slide. On
returning they could not •.ct in till the lr:ip was re-

moved. 1». F. >'.\VA(ii:.

Casky, Ky., JunelJO, 1SS5.

MRS. COTTON.
Frictid Uodt .—For years it has been apparent that

Mrs. Cotton, of West (iorhum, Maine, has been im-

posing upon the p\iblic, and the nmtter has been re-

ferred to the Maine Association, and we wish to ob-

tain what information we can in regard to the mat-

ter. Will you please give me what information you

have in your possession? Do not refer me to

Gleanings, for I have cut out and sent to publish-

'^tyE are having: a good honey season so far.

The yield from apple-blossom was the best

I ever knew. The bees filled up the brood-

combs so that I had to extract to give the

queen room to lay. I took about KM) lbs. of

extracted honey from eight or ten stocks, besides a

little comb honey, all from apple-blossom.

Naugatuck, Ct., July 3, 1885. R. Downs.

Bees are doing splendidly on alsike clover, and
swarming furiously, with basswood aliout two
wei'ks ahead. Oui' bees have never been in so fine

condition at this season since 1880.

Wyoming-, N. Y. G. W. Stanley & Bro.

I have 140 colonies of bees; wintered all right; do-

ing pretty well now. Frank Gentry.
Uiverton. Miss., June 8, 18.S.J.

My bees are doing nicely. I have 28 in Simplicity

hives, 13 in Langstroth hives, and 47 in cross-sticks.

I sold 1300 lbs. of comb honey last year.

W. S. Fessenden.
Kerrville, Texas, June 13, 1886.
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THE BEES AND SHEEP CONTROVERSY.
FIUKND MII.r.KR ALSO HAS HIS SAY IN HEfJAHU TO

THE CONTENTS OF GLEANINCS.

JTp RONA-FIDE suit has been commenced against

^1^ a Wisconsin bec-lseeper, Mr. 8. I. Freeborn,

I^K bj' an owner of sheep, on the g'round that the
'^^ visits of the bees to the pasture ground are

detrimental to the sheep. It I am not mista-

ken, there has been some loss of life among- the

sheep, and they have not been doing: well, and for

this damage the beekeeper is expected to paj-. It

hardly seems possible that any one could be so

absurdly unreasonable, in this enlightened age, as

to really commence suit on such grounds, for there

is no danger of any harm to the sheep from bees,

and the bees working on the clover-blossoms will

insure a better crop of clover for the future. Fur-

thermore, if a neighbor of mine were sure that

bees on his pasture were killing his sheep, how
could he prove they were my bees? T doubt if I

could identify a single bee as my property, if it

were working half a mile or even half a rod from
the apiary. However we may laugh at the thing as

unreasonable, the course of the law is so unceitain

that it would not be beyond the range of possibili-

ties for Mr. Freeborn to find the suit go against

him, in which case a j)recedent would be established

by whicli any bee-keeper might tiud himself subject

to blackmail levied upon him lij' the owner of any
flock of sheep within three miles of his apiary. A
plan has been started in the A. li. J. for a " Na-

tional Union," for defense in such cases. Either

this or some other plan shoulil be a<lopted, fov we
are all inter(>ste(l, and ( doubt not there will be
enough to help beiir the expense so that Mr. Free-

born caTi ntlord to continue llic ^\llt to a riglitlul

issue.
WHAT (iI.EAMNdS SHOl'l.I) ( ONTAIN.

As the subject seems more or less iindei- discus-

sion, I suppose I have the right to my say. I can not

at all agree with the editor, that b.\' ))utting' the mot-

to on the title-page, •' Peace on eartli," etc., he
thereby acquires the right to till the pages of (Ji.kan-

iNfJS with nuitter at all ditfere!it from what it

should be without the motto. If my grocer had '

this motto over his dooi-, and should send me a dol-

lar's worth of prajer-books when I sent foi- sugar, I i

should not like it. The motto is a grood one, but
does not give the right to talk about potatoes and
strawberries; and if that right exists it must be
on other grounds. The matter looks to me like

this: Theie was something like a contract, that the
1

publisher of (ii,EANiN(is was to furnish me so much '

reading-matter about bee keeping. In the course
of time some of the space was taken up with relig-

io)is matter; and although I believe in religion most
heartily, I thought this a violation of the contract,

and thought I had the right to enter a protest. Then I

extra pages were added, so that there was no de-
|

duetion from the space for bee-lore, and, of course,
[

I could make no objection. Gradually other mat-
ters were introduced—potatoes, carp, strawberries,

etc.; but as the pages were increased in number
many times more than enough to occupy the extra-

neous matter, I received more instead of less bee-

literature, consequently I had no right to complain.
Rro. Hutchinson, isn't that about the way the mat- f

ter stands'/ Don't you get all you bargained for,
{

with the extra matter thrown in? New subscrib-

ers certainly can not comi)lain, for they knew be-
!

forehand what they are to have— a journal tilled in

I

the main with bee-matters; the editor, however, re-

serving the right to switch off upon any topic that

!

he thinks interesting or useful; and if they do not
like the dish, they are utider no compulsion to buy
and pay for it. Of course, we all know better than

I

the editor just how to run mattet-s, and any of us
I
could edit a better paper; but on the whole I should

i

sorely miss the visit of Gleanings every other
week; and if one little matter can be remedied, I

j

will consent not to ruin Mr. Root's business by or-

dering my paper stopped. I allude to having- uKit-

ters mixed up so that I must read articles that I do

I

not care for all through, for fear I iiuiy miss some

I

information about bees. If I send for five pounds
of rice, and my grocer sends me also a quarter of a
pound of mustard seed without charging- for the lat-

ter, I thank him for it; but if he mixes it all up wiili

the rice, the trouble of picking- out makes loth
worth less than if I got the rice alone. If I am very
busy, and al)out to start out to put on supers, ami
GLKANiNiis comes, I want to sit right down and
read it through before I put on the supers, in hopes
to find a better way. Hut I don't want to take time
just then, however much I might like it when at

leisure, to read how a correspondent manages to

school children or plant strawberries. Now, Mr.
Kditoi-, I am not at all exacting; you needn't change
the iHimbers f,f Glkanings you send to the others
at all; but i)lease i)rint separately the one yon send
me, and label one depaitnient, '"This is nice read-

ing, but there isn't a wonl about bees in it." If you
will do this, I will continue to pay the high price I

have been paying, and not stoj) my pajier.

Marengo, '111. ('. (\ MiLi.Eit, 1T;^.

l-'iieiid M.. yoii make a good point on tlip
bees and slieep ((nitfoversy. At the time I

had the troiihle with tlie citU'i-inill man,
theie was talk of pioseciition. " J}nt," said
I. "my friend, if yon eommenee tlie suit
a|,'ainst me yon will also have to commence
one against all other l)ee-keepei's within
range;" and I convinced him by showing
hlin bees flying in other directions as well as
toward my apiary. At other times, when
the bees meddled with the preserving and
canning business, and the men talked
of recompense for their losses. I suggested
that every man who kept bees shonid i)ay
his i)roportion of the losses. Tliev. however,
urged that, as 1 kejtt by far the hirgest num-
ber. I ought to pay the greater part of tlie

damages; and may l)e our frieml Freeborn,
of Wisconsin, keeps more bees than anybodv
else in that vicinity.—In regard to having
things mixed up iii (;i.eanin(js, I believe
we use more small-capital headingsthan anv
other journal pul>lislied. in order to enable
our friends to tind out what a par;igraph is

about before Ihev read it: and if (ii.i.:AN'-

lX(;s weie divided we should have to divide
the iirticles almost into sentences; and a
part of your own communication, friend M..
would have to go into one department ami
part in another. In regaid to printing a
different one for you. I am ndlli/ ninud von
will have to wait until we get "ahead \vith
our work a little. Then another thing:
Some of your neighbors might see it and
then iheu would want one printed " express-
ly to order " too. We liave already got tlie

children fenced oil in a place by tlieuiseh es

;
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but I am expefting- every day as they grow
bigger some of tliem will get out aud be
found around among the old folks: and
then if one of the old folks should get in

among the children, what troulile they v'ould
make! Never mind; we are going to keep
trying.

^ I ^
EEVERSIBLE FRAMES.

FRIEND HEDDON'S REPORT .\FTER ITSING THEM A
SECOND SEASON.

JN
response to your request for reports regarding-

"reversible frames," I will say that we now
have about 3.50 colonies in two apiaries, with an

averag-e of about U frames per colony, as most
of them have two sets of eight each. Some-

thing over half of these 5000 frames are our style of

reversible frames, which have been described, and

I believe illustrated, in Gleanings, within the last

year.

I have to report not only practical success in their

manipulation (the second year of their use), not on-

ly as far as gluing-, etc., is concerned, but the gen-

erally conceived advantages of reversing are more
than realized. The comfort of frames solid full of

comb, and that comb nearly solid full of brood, is

pleasing to the eye of the apiarist. I find the three-

fourths space between the lower half of the end of

the frame and the hive a great ii<lvantagc. A few
hives that were overlooked, and became clogged

with honey, crowding out the queen, hud to have

Iheir brood combs e.\tracted. Before replacing

them with the bees we reversed them, giving plen-

ty of surplus room above, and this reversing pi"e-

ventcd any further clogging- of the brood-frames.

1 am pleased beyond expectation, and never e.xpect

to use else but reversible frames for either comli or

extracted honey production. We are practicing

MODERN THANSFERRINO
with over .50 colonies, and it seems like changing

the railroad train for the ox-cart, to think of going

liack to the old method of transferring bees.

OITR METHOD OF PREVENTING AFTER-SWARMS,
as given on page 414, is working perfectly in several

places in our yard. I do not remember of a single

failure in my experience.

Before closing, I wish to say a word in i-egard

to our
HONEV MARIvETS.

There will be many locations thronghout our

TTniled States, where not nearly enough honey will

be produced to supply the local deuumd. Many of

those who have become discouraged, and givtMi up,

will (now that the wintering problem is under con-

trol), soon go to bee-keeping again. It will be a

fatal mistake to allow the taste for honey to die out

in their locality. They should see to it that the

supply is e(|nal to the demand, by pui-ehasing honey

at wholesale and retailing it at such i)rices as will

l>ay them for the trouble, and can be aHorded l)y

the consumer. This is more paiticularly an im-

portant matter with e.xtraeled honey. It is not on-

ly important for tlie individual, but for the whole
fraternity. Keep \()\u- market always well sup-

plied. .Ia.mes Heddon.
Dowagiac, Mich., July tl, ISS."..

I am\eryglad indeed to hear that you
still like reversible frames.— In regard to
" modern transferring," 1 suppose many of
the readers, like myself, have forgotten just

whiit you mean by this term. Will you
please iirielly describe it again, or refer us to
where your former description may be
foimdV '

If I recollect aright, it is in tising
frames tilled with foundation maitily, in

place of the old irregidar combs to be foimd
in most box hives.— 1 would emphasize most
strongly your concluding remarks. Every
bee-keeper should let it be known that hon-
ey can always be had by going to his resi-

dence ; and let packages of all sizes from
half a pound up be always in readiness to
pick up and take off at a moment's notice.
There is a steady demand for good honey,
and the demand is not very likely to de-
crease, providing the lioney can idways be
found by going after it.

REPORT FROM ARKANSAS.
MATvING A lU'ZZ-SAW TABLE OCT OF A GINST.\ND.

S no reports have appeared in Gleanings
from this portion of the State, here are a few
.iottings. Bees wintered well. I do not

know ( f a single stock that has died. My
bees at fruit-blooming had from 10 to 25 lbs.

of honey. 1 transferred five stocks at the begin-

ning of fruit-bloom, and was compelled to take

most of their honej', on account of weight. We had
nearly one week of fine weather at this time, and
bees did finely; but cool cloudy weather set in, so

they could do but little, and lasted until fruit-bloom

was gone.

Our next show was blackberries, and I am not

quite sure that they got any honey fi-om this; but

the weather still stayed cool up to the last three

days. I fed all I was able to, and yet my bees that

weie transfei-reil are still short of stores, as well as

my new swarms, of which 1 have had three more
than any one that I know of in this i)art of the

country.

Our next show is pei'sinimon. It will soon be in

bloom. It yields more and better honey than any
thing in this country. Then comes in horsemint,

goldenrod, sumac, all of which yield honey. Then
comes in the Spanish needle and partridge pea. T

forgot to say, that we have but little white clover,

and its blooming is over. T have not seen a bee on
a head this spring. Our prospects are indeed

gloomj — luore so to one like me who has put his

all into the business. Bad health induced me to

hurry up my inclination to go into the business. 1

heard from friend W. D. Scott one week ago. He is

an enterprising apiarist of this county, but his bees

are doing badly for want of forage. We have
several men in this county who are extensively en-

gaged in the busiiu-ss; to wit, Scott, Clinton, Black-

well, Thomson, Hotillar, Pledges, and others; but

with what success, I do not know.
I would say to my Southern fi-iends who eon-

template going into hive-making, if you can get a

Carver gin-stand, you have a saw-table made. Ke-

move the saws from the shaft, leave the pulley on

one end and the band wheel (that runs the brush)

on the other; yon will find a casting on the shaft

inside of saws that you can easily build a band

wheel on; bolt your cross-framing to cross-beam

of stand for your saws, and you have one of the

best saw-tables for horse or steam power in nnu-ket.

You have two band wheels on one shaft — one for

cut off, and the other for rip. I advanced my cut
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off 2 feet from rip, so I fiiii cut the widest iKtard
|

without touching- the rip. I have one in my shop

that I have made ;?0 Simplicity 8-frame hives from
this spring-, with frames and separators and section

boxes, and I would not exchang-e it for the liest

table in market. r,—E. Sugg. 10 -1:5.

Box Spring:, *o Yell Co., Ark., May 25. 188.5.

Friend 8., we thank you for your sugges-
tion in regard to extemporizing a buzz-saw
table from a gin-stand ; but as these tilings

j

are not familiar to us Northern folks, we I

shall have to confess that we do not quite
j

understand it, but 1 presume our Southern
readers will know all about it.—Are you
sure, friend S., tliat you fully utilized all the i

honev that has l)een gathered in vour vicini-

ty V

WINTERING BEES.

How Friend Hard "Wintered Hi
Others Failed.

Bee.s When

so SOMK F.\CTS ON TOP VENTII..\TION F()l{ CVH-
ING DVSEXTERY.

STARTED two years ago this fall wilh ai colo-

nies, all blacks; lost two in wintei-ing-. My e.x-

cess was 54 last year, making me 87 colonics.

1 bought 5 Italian (queens a year ago of J. S.

Harvey, for which 1 paid him .*ll.O(l. I reared

25 nice queens last year from them, and had the

old ones left, making me 'M in all, pure Italian

(jucens. I went iiUo winter quarters with my bees

in fine condition, as I thought, and I guess tlTey

were. I got thi-ougli the winter with 5:) colonies, all

on their wintei- stands. My hives are made of oak,

'^i of an inch thick, and I used no wind-break, no
cushion, nor any thing of the kind, and my bees
went through the winter better than any others

through this country. Nearly all the bees through
this section are dead. How is this, that mine went
through in these light hives without protection'/

I will tell you. At one time during the winter
1 fonn<l that my bees had dysentery', and I immedi-
ately made top ventilatioTi in my hive so the air

could pass through the hive from the bottom to the

top and pass out; the bees were all right in a few
days. Mr. Edward Voung, a bee-num, was here when
I was fixing the ventilator, and he said it was a grand
idea, and fixed his bees the same way, and he came
through all right. Mr. Root, 1 should like to have
your opinion on this ventilation at the top, so the

fresh air can pass through the hive, in case of dys-

entery, to carry the filthy smell awaj-. Uon't you
think it a good thing? Itsa\ed my bees this win-
ter, I am satisfied. Uciusseau Hurd.
Mt. Erie, HI., .lune IS, iss.',.

Friend II., it is a fact, as a great many re-
ports scattered tlirough our jotinials" for
years past will show, that al)undaut ventila-
tion through a hive will save tluMu where
other stocks not so ventilated die. Hives
split open, tipped over, or left by accident so
tiie wind whistles right through them, will
winter during a disastrous season, when all

the others die. This has been proven over
and over again ; anil our directions fdr win-
tering, as given in the A B (' book, are all
based on this point; viz., letiving the en-
trance wide open, and hlling the upper story
with loose chaff in a sack of coarse bagging.

DOOLITTLE'S NEW MODE OF FOEM-
ING NUCLEI.

Doolittle now, the ivoi Id must saj-.
Is tiiily an honestmian;

But in all his dealings with the bees.
Has a most laborious plan

.

But when I want to fool about
A lion's secret lair,

I always make a point to know
The lion is not there.

Just how it is; or comes about,
I do not wish to say

;

But the lion and I are always there
.\t a different tin\e of day

.

So I'll say nothing: about him now.
But leave till another day

The funny thinjrs I'll show you—
1 When the lioU"is a^vay)

.

But 1 can make a side remark.
And have just time to say

(While the lion Is otherwise engaged
And looking another way)

,

That I went to work to make a swarm
As Doolittle told us to do;

And I tcxik a box and wire screens,
And 1 took a funnel too.

So I shook the bees into the box.
And got the queen in her cage.

And so I w-as '• arracfd, all cap-a-pie,"
.\s directed by the sage.

Ard here he says to jar them well-
To knock them up and down

(May be I've got it a little mixed i,

And kick them round the town.

Then roll them down your cellar staii-s.
For they need a little rest;

And dark and cold let the cellar be,—
-Twill suit the bees the best.

And when three hours have passed away.
As thr.-e hours sometimes will,

Why, jerk them out and jar them more,
Or roll them down the iiill.

Now you must ope .vour little door,
.\na let the queen run in;

.\nd now to roll about and jar,
In earnest you begin.

1 had no cellar that was dark and cold,
But I had a mountain cave.

And I thought 1 would jar them all at once
And thus much labor save.

So I climbed with them the mountain-side,
When every thing was still;

And, hoping they would reach the cave,
1 dashe<l them down the hill.

From rock to ro<-k they bounded on—
Kiom brake to bush they ran;

Such a jai-rin^, no bees ever got
Since this wicked world began.

I bounded down the mountain-side,
I shouted out with glee,—

' This is the way to make a swarm—
Doolittle's the boy for me I"

When I got down by the creek and cave.
There was neither of them there;

For 1 saw naught but a rushing cloud,
.\nd a roaring in the air.

But a thousand spears dashed in my face,
.\nd into my arms to boot

;

oh how I yearned, just then, to see
Uoolitcle or Amos Root:

Why didn't you warn us, once for all,
O sage of the hive and pen.

Not to take them up on a mountain high,
.\nd daah them down again!

When you wish to make a colony,
And thus increase your stand.s',

Uon't fool with boxes and wire screens.
Funnels, and old tin pans.

But take two combs of brood and bees.
Or you may take but one.

And a larva-cumb, not three days old

,

• .\nd your job is nearly done.

So now you can K<> to other hives,
.\nd take three combs or more.

And cari-y them t.j your nucleus hive,
And shake theni at the door.

The b.aby-bcex will all run in;
They have no wish to roam,

While the others that are old and gray
May scatter and break for hon\e.

You may give them now a virgin queen,

the

Why didn't you warn us, once for all,
O sage of the hive and pen

,

Not to take them up on a mountain high,
.\nd dash them down again!

San Dieguito, Cal. J, P. IssaeI.,
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THE GALL-MITES THAT INFEST PLUM-
TREES.

AI,SO ShMETniXG ABOUT :MITI:s I.\ GF.XEK.Ar,.

«FEW ilays since I i-cceivcd some plmii leaves

eo\eretl with galls on the under surface.

They came from F. A. Snell.of Milledg-eville,

111., wlio writes that they arc very abundant
on some wild plum-trees in his yard. He

asks whether there is any danser of their attacking-

the leaves of his tame plum-trees. I at once i-ecog-

iiized these galls as the excrescences formed by the

gall-mite, a species of P)iyt(iptnx. These are injuri-

ous to the trees which they infest; and as the wild

and cultivated plum are so closely related there

must be danger that any insect which attacks one
will also attack the other if in the vicinity.

The galls are on the upper side of the leaves, and
are hairy, teat-like processes, often so crowded as

to be in clusters of five or si.x in a place. They arc

yellowish or brown in color, tliough the color may
have changed somewhat, as the leaves were con-

siderably dried up. The leaves appear as seen in

^^>->- ^-^

^

Fig. 1. These galls arc often on thiMinder side of
the leaves, so that the mites can leave the galls and
pass out to a new place on the leaf, where l)y iri'ita-

tionanew gall is formed. The mites which, for
these galls, are so minute that they arc hardly visi-

ble to the unaided vision (they are oblong. Fig. :i),

have four feet and four pairs of hairs on the body.
These mites lay eggs in the galls, wliieli produce
other mites, and thus the galls become very nu-
merous during the season.

It is of more interest to bee-keepers to know that
our maples and basswoods suffer from species of
Phiitoptus. Pln/topius alDiinmis, Garman, attacks
the basswood. /'. (luntlriprs. Shinier, the soft maple,
and P. acericola, (iarman, the sugar maple. A soft
maple in our college ai)iary is badly attacked by
those mites.

The red spider is a species of mite, which is often

very injurious to house-plants when kept in vcr]i

drxj rooms, and to evergreens, and other plants and
trees in very dry seasons. Frequent and copious
drenchings with pure water will usually destroj-

these red spiders.

The i-emedics for the PInitopti ai-e sprinkling with
sulphur, and picking and burning affected leaves,

or burning the entire plants and tree. Picking the
leaves is the best plan, il coninicnccd as soon as the

galls are seen. A.J.Cook.
Agricultural College, Mich., June ]:>, 188.').

FALSE STATEMENTS IN HEGARD TO THE HON-
EY BUSINESS OF OUR COUNTRY.

Wlien
! iipol-
u ill be

Fin. »'.

These mites, as will be seen above, have only four
legs, wliile all other mites (mites are the lowest
order of .the sub-class .Ijdc/nioi'i/.s'i liave eight legs.

There arc many mites^of interest to us. The sugar
and cheese mites work on the articles of food
which gave the names. The itch mite causes the
pustules on the hands, usually iKtween the fingers

of persons sutlering from that disgusting dcsease.
j

e, il tiK- mattiT is not
, to warn the people
le to (jive publlcit.Vito

TN Jill article published in the liepiihlicdn,

m of Westiiekl, Chautaiiqini Co., N. Y.,
|i we liiul the I'ollovving-. The article is on
"^ bce-keei>iii,u'. It is signed A. M. Wil-

liams, and is credited to the JiJjdminer,
of New York. After telling how to keep
bees, Mr. Williams winds np as follows:

IJccs will eai

ito tin

3 the hive aliiin.'it any kind of

11(1 sold as cap honey. This is

one kind of fraud not easy to detect. The greatest
anioiiiit of this adulteration is in the honej' that is

sold in li()iiid form, and probably the largest part of
such hoiicj- the bee has never seen.

Now. then. I should like to ask .Mr. Wil-
liams, why that last clause':' 15y his using
the word' '• probably,"" we should infer he
really does not know much about it. The
article he writes shows he does not know
much aliout bees. Well, if he does not know
much about the honey in the markets, why
should he (jues.'i that "the largest part of it

was never "seen by houey-beesV Does he
judge by the way he manages his own busi-
ness, or by the" way the peo])le usually do
with whom he is personally aciiuain'ted"^

lias it got to be so that a reporter can not
expect to have his articles read unless lie

puts in a strong sprinkling every now and
then to the effect that all men are frauds,
cheats, and liarsV I have i»ersonally exam-
ined the honey ottered for sale in our cities,

towns, and villages; and as a rule I have
found it honest, and of fair (luality. The
only adulterated stuff I ever got hold of was
in some tumblers from ('. O. Perrine, and
that was a good many years ago. Of course,
there were all grades of honey shabbily put
u]) ; but even this has always been, so far as
I could lind. the luoduct of the bees, and
nothing else. Tliurber"s comb honey in
glass jars, of course, has been put upon the
market to some extent, with corn syrup sur-
rounding the comb, to prevent granulation;
but I believe this has had small sale, com-
paratively, and the price charged for it has
always been more than is usually asked for
pure'honey.
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AUTOMATIC SWARMING.
A HKi'oirr )METH1NG ALMOST A SUCCEi^

LEANINGS is at himd. Many thanks. I think

I'"

^
it is a great medium between bee-keepers, as

they all get each other's ideas through its col-

umns, thereby rendering great assistance to

one another. I notice on p. 380, June 1, 1885,

Mr. W. J. Farriss speaks of a swarm of bees hiving

itself. Well, that is not strange to us bee- men in

this part of the country, for a man here has invent-

ed a plan that causes the swarms to hive them-

selves in almost every instance. Nearly every bee-

keeper has been very successful with it here. Some
have not failed in a single instance. Some failures

have been reported, where the queen was not able

to fly from the old hive to the new one. 1 know
many will doubt this, as they did here until it was
proven to them beyond a doubt.

Your smokers ai-e wonders to the people here, and

they please all who see them. I think there will be

a good many bought here ne.\t spring.

F. C. Moiiitow.

Wallaceburg, Hempstead Co., Ark., June 30.

Friend M., this matter lias been discussed
for a jjood many years, but nolxxly has ever
yet acconipnslM'd'aiiN tliiii<i- of sutiicient im-
portancp to liave it i-etaiucd. in the way of
inducinj^ bi-es to swarm and hive tliemselves.
We sliould b- .<iia<I indeed of fiirtlier i)artic-

nlars in reuarci to your nei,nld)or"s invention.
Jf tlie man inanulactuies iiie hive or the de-
vice for doinf,^ it, let us Jiear from liim ; but
if it issometiiin<,'for wliicii lu^ sells " rijihts.""

1 do not believe it will pay us to follow him
further.

NATIONAL BEE-KEEPEKS' UNION.

AKE ItlOK-KIilCriatS AM) IL-C.UOWEUS A.NTACO

fT^ElUIAI'S the simplest way of introduc-
ly ins fl''^ matter \vill be to <>-ive the fol-

r? lowing extiacts from the Anicrinm lUv
^ Jo}<rn(il:

IS THE LAW AOAl.NST HKIC-K ICKIM Nli';-

T am defendant in a ease which is causing me
some trouble and annoyance. I''or the last four
.\ears 1 have kept a lot ol bees some two mil(>s or
inorc! Iroin my home lot. 'fliey arc one half mile
back Inim the main road, where lives a man who
has kept H <• or more of blooded sliecii. lie has sued
me in the Circuit Court, la.ving his dumagcs al ^:tW:
alleging, in his comphiiiit, that hi. ptistui-e is iiic-tU
white clover, and that tli<> bees eanie in count Ic--

hordes, and di()\(> his sheep Ironi the past ure, ;m(|
that the.\- grew ihin, and, in coiisecpience. lie has
lost manNiluriii'j the winter. He asks that he be
given *riii(l and I pay the costs (it the suit. He lias

engaged two sniai-t law.\crs to prosecute the case.
This, no doubt, will appear to many childish iind

absurd; but to one that has a costly suit to defend.
coupled with poor health and plent>- ol i-ares with-
out it, it is no laughing-matter. Mv excuse lor
stating the matter is, that it is of general interest.
Our county papers ha\c ma<le mention of it, and it

is already widely copied in other paiiei'S as a novel
case, and it will be a "testcase" also. Should the
casego ad\-ersel\ , tludugh ignorance or prejudice,

soon e\-er\- bee-keeper would be at the meri'y of
any one owning a one-liall-acTc ot clover, though
he might own acres of his own.
My opponents claim that they ha\-e a pi-ecedent

in a sheep and bee suit somewhere in the State. Of
course, we do not acknowled^je tli.-U oui- liees liavc
ever injured the shcc|i in the least, and we leel that
e.vperinient, science, and eoinnion sense « ill bear
us out in this assei-tion; yet this case, like every
Other one, has its a<llierents pro and c<i)i.

The simple fact there is a case on trial makes
some believe that there Is something in it.

In relation to this suit between my neighbor, Mr.
A. J. Powers, the plaintilf, and myself, the defend-
ant, 1 will say that 1 have liad no quarrel with him,
e.xeept in this matter, and I have fought shy of this
suit, and told him that I did not wish to waste an.y
money on it. 1 otfered to leave it to referees, tell-

ing him that we might get some disinterested par-
ties and let them investigate and decide for us.
But he would not; he said that he wanted it decided
whether I or he owned the farm on which he lives.
If I owned it he would move off and let me take
possession; if he owned it he wanted the use of it.

This is no new thing as far as theory or threats are
concerned; it has been threatened for years, and
more suits of the same natui-e arc talked of, if this
one goes to please the plaintift.

I do not want the leaders of the bee-.iournals to
infer from the foregoing that I am poor, friendless,
or lorlorn, and in a heathen land; for we have good
people here, and a fair share of intelligence. 1

have many friends, and can give as reference many
of the best men in our county. If any one wishes
for confirmation of what 1 have written, I am not
afraid to have them write to Mr. Powers himself,
asking him whether I am a man of peace and trutii.

In conclusion I will say that 1 have supposed that
.Mr. Powers has had some inst itratoi's, and was en-
couraged to coiimience this suit. His lawyers ha\e
told him that bees are stock, and thiU wewould be
oblijicd to restrain them as such, 'fliey know full

well that if we aic obliged to do this, it will be the
death-blow to bee-keepini;. I had resoh ed to tight
this matter to the best of iii.\ iihiliiy. iind I told my
opponents thai tliev could r>^l assun i| Ihat it wouhl
be well contested tlnoUiih the cowils cjI the State, if

nccessaiv. I leel that it is a ease that every bee-
keeper ill .Vnierica is interested in, and I think it is

not iK'gginy to ask them to assist in the did'cnse, as
Mr. Ileddon suggesls in his plan, which meets my
entire a|)probation, and would, had I no suit of the
kind on hand. S. I. FitiiEHOHN.
Ithaca, Wisconsin.

The followin.i^isacopy of the Constitution:

COXSTniTION OK
TIIK NATIONAL HEK-KKFPEKS' UNION.

AUTU-i.K I.—This iire^iiixiition s!i:iU lie kiiDwii .is tlie " X.t-

tional Bee-Keepers' t'liion." and sli.ill iiieet iininuUly, or as
iitten as necessit.v may require.

Ainu I. K II. UsMl,.i(.<( shall lie to protect the interests of
li»|. k(( piis. and t. ilelciiil their rights.

AKTui.Kin. The ..(ti.eis of this Union shall consist of a
I'n>iilcnt. livi' \ ici rrrsiclrnls. and a lirncral .Manager (who
sliall .il-.. I..- 111. s. , ,.

I ,
.. ,,iTr.,, Ml., , ..l,..c duties shall

I;,- tin.-.- n-ii;,;K (.,!. ...I i.v ,.
' ..",.., Theyshnllhe

nniil UnuMl. ,. .. i . ,
!

.
.

I ., i
..

I . 1 1 ! i - I . I lank"hallots
l.M- iliij- (in; |».-r I 1 r . .1 1 .

.
, \ , ) \ iii.iiii.. r I.J- the lieneral

Manager.
AHTK i.K IV.-The olfieers shall constitnte an Advisory Board,

whiiOi slial' detcnniiie what action shall he taken by this
I'liion. upon (I'.f a|iplic:il Kin id anv l>ei--kc<-|iers for defense,
and can-. n. h . m . .. .. --. --m. in - i.. I.. iii,..l.- npon all the

pavinp to
to the De-

Ill' shall re-
lii-i t'nion,

anuiuiit iiiav be made at an.v
iddition to the entrance and
ir assessments made upon the

-The annua
paid the legiti-

niali- c-xju ii>cs of this Union, such as printing, postage, elerk-

ARTiei.KlX.-Meclings of this Uni-in shall he held at such
times and places as sliall lie designated b.v the .-Vdvisoi.y Boaid,
or upon the written rec|iiisition of ten members.
.VRTICI.K X.—This con? titution inav he amended bv a majori-

ty vote ol all the inembi is at any time.

It will be seen from the above, that the
object t;f tliis union, in the words of the
Constitution, is to protect the interests of
bee-keepers, and to tlefend their rifjhts. For
a copy of the Constitution, voting-blanks,
etc., send to the editor of the .1. B. /., the
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general manager, f)2.") W. :Madison St., Chi-
cago, 111. Every lojal bee-keeper interested
ill the cause should have a copy and enroll
himself as a member of tlie Union.
Our readers will further see, that if our

friend Freeborn loses the case the bee-keep-
ers may have a troublesome decision on rec-
ord with which to deal hereafter. Let there
be no half-hearted work about it.

NOT READY FOR BLASTED HOPES.

SOMK WOIIDS OF CAUTION IN KEK.VKU TO KOUBIN(;,

AND OTHER M.VTTEUS.

AM not ready to go into Blasterl Hopes yet; but,

ou the contrary, I tun more hopeful than ever
*[ liet'orc, and feel more determined to be faith-

ful over the few thing's intrusted to my care,

having just passed through one of the most
trying winters; and when I read of the great loss

sustained by many (and some of them veteran bee-

keepers too), I realize that I have reasons to be
thankful. Although last season's honey-crop was
short, yet the fiOO lbs. which was all the sur|)lus

we got from 33 colonies (spring count) was of excel-

lent quality, being gathered exclusively from the

white clover. We increased our stock to 49 colonies;

lost one by robbing (by the way, friend Root, 1 con-

sider robbing the most disagreeable feature in

bee-keepingi; we went into winter quarters with 48

colonies on summer stands; lost three in wintering;
doubled back to 43, all in fair condition at present.

1 am glad to see an increase of interest being
manifested among bee-keepers in this vicinity, as

we are being plied continually with questions re-

garding our way of managing bees, what hive is

best, etc. You may be sure I am glad to be able to

help all such as will profit by the advice given; that

is, by taking a bee-journal or some good reliable

bee-book, and post up by studying the matter for

themselves. Yet there arc many people who think
the expense too great, and go blundering along in

an uncertain manner, losing more each year by not

keeping posted than the books would cost, besides

losing the pleasure of knowing just how to go to

work to achieve the most satisfactory results.

The subject of who should keep bees has been
discussed at length in the journals in time past.

Well, from the i)ast seasons observation I have al-

most come to the conclusion that no man should be
allowed to keep bees unless ho will post up sufh-

ciently to enable him 1o handle them in a rational

and intelligent maimer. During the past season I

was aware of two instances of persons being so

badly stung as to endanger their life, and to render
the assistance of a physician necessary—one, a boy
about 14 years of age, was stung while assisting a
man in hiving a swarm for a widowed lady. I was
with him in a few minutes after the occurrence,
and it was truly horrible to witness his suflering,

being almost a mass of stings from head to foot.

Any intelligent bee keeper knows there is no occa-

sion for trouble of this kind, in hiving a swarin of

bees when settled on the limb of an apple-tree

within 8 or 10 feet of the ground, which was the

case in this instance. The other was that of a man
who was stung in trying to take honey from a box
hive during the drought, when robbing was th? or-

der of the day. Sarah E. Duncan.
Linevilie, Iowa, June 8, 1881.

MRS. CHADDOCK TALKS ABOUT WIN-
TERING, ETC.

BEIXC HORN I,L( KV.

HAVE read all the articles in the bee-journals
on wintering bees, and 1 have inquired iuto the

losses around me, and 1 have come to the con-

clusion that neither hibernation, pollen, honey-
dew, dead-air, nor chaff, ha\ e any thing to do

I with it. It is fate, or the star you were born under.
There is no other way of accounting for the contra-

dictory reports and opposite results.

I

I have kept bees for fifteen years, and I never

I

lost a full colony till this winter. I put chatl cush-

ions over my bees this winter, just as 1 always hav<'

[

done, and one-half my bees died. " Honey-dew r"

!
Ves, of course, but one half mile Irom me a man

i

had six colonies last fall; he did not pay any atten-

tion to them (they are in American hives), and they

had the same pasture that my bees had, and they
all lived. So it i«fs not honey-dew. A mile away
lives an old bee-keeper. He has had bees for forty

years, and he has them in old box hives; he doesn't

care about keeping bees; is too old to climb into tlie

apple trees to get the swarms down; doesn't think

there is much money in bees any way; women are

afraid of them, etc. Well, now, do you suijpose he
lost all his bees last winter';' No; he has eight or

ten kft. He had the honey-dew too. So It is not

contracting the brood-nest, and packing, and all

that, that make bees winter well. It is wishing
them dead that keeps them warm.
All writers say there must be no honey left

around the hives when there is no honey coming in,

as it will start the bees to robbing. Mrs. L. Harri-

son told me that several of her colonies died in the

winter of 18>'2, and that in the spring she was sick, and
she let the other bees clean out the honey where the

bees had died, and that after it was gone she put
scraps and refuse honey in the empty hives, and let

them eat that, and she had no robbing. Now, why
did not her bees go to fighting'/ Simply because

Mrs. L. H. was born under Jui)itcr or Saturn, or

whatever star il is, that it is g<)o<l luek to be born

under.

HEDUtJN'S IM,AN OK IMiEVENTINfi A KTE R-SW A R.MS,

AM> now IT TURNED OUT.

I have tried Heddon's method of ])reventing after-

swarms, and failed. My old colony faced to the

cast. When the swarin came out I caught the

(jueen, turned the old hive around so that it stood

at an angle of 45 degrees, and put the new hive full

of foundation in the old one's i)lace. In a few min-

utes the swarin came back, and I let the queen run
in with them. Two days later 1 turned the old hive

back so both of them faced to the east; four days
later, six days after they swarmed, we carried the

old hive to a new location, and on the eighth day
they sent out an after-swarm. They alighted on a

young elm. and I opened the hive and found one
young (jueen and about a dozen queen-cells. One
of them was just ready to come out; in fact, the

door was partly open. I introduced to a (|ueenless

colony, and cut out all the other cells. Then I took

the swarm down in a basket (tied it on a beaii-i)ole),

and they all went in. It was a large SAvarm, as large

as many first swarms. It is my belief that, as a gen-

eral thing, it will work all right, but this colony was
an extra strong one, and so many young bees com-
ing out made them feel strong and independent.
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HOW 1 MADE BEESWAX, AND WHY I AM OUT OF
THE BUSINESS.

Ilyoui- "I'ool-killer" is at home, please send liiin

around this way. Ahem! I had a g-ood many old

combs; and when the bees " went dead" I rendered

the combs up and thought I could exchange it lor

foundation. I put it in a sack made of gunny, and
boiled it and dipped off the wax that rose to the sur-

face. After it got cold I lioilal it again, and set the

wash-boiler off and let it cool slowly. Then 1 took

it out and scraped the iiropolis (or something) off

the bottom, and hoilal it up and let it cool, seven

times. I thought as long as that stuff was in it, it

ought to be liDikd some more. I boiled it in the

wash-boiler, and once a week I cleaned up the boil-

er so that we could use it for washing purposes.

Once it boiled over and took lire, and might have
burned the house down if no one had been there to

put it out. Well, the more I boiled that wax the

worse it lookeil, till I began to think that it was all

a humbug—ne\cr had been bec«wax at all, but just

])ropolls and dirt. Finally I sent to Messrs. Dadant
and asked them to send me foundation for it. Yes-

terday I had a card from them saying, " Your wax
has been spoiled by hoUimj- You should never
bring it to more thati a q\iiet /«)i7 " (I boiled mine
furiously), "and melt it only as much as needed to

clear the dirt away. There will be about one-tliird

waste in this way. When you eool it, let it cool

slowlji." I sent the wax by express, because they

ordered \iw to; but at the time, 1 thought it looked

as if a freight passage was good enough for it. I

have written to Messrs. Dadant to know how much
they had to pay on it, and I shall pay it, and next
time I will send—no, I wont, there will never be

any " next time " for me to render beeswax, if I

can And fires anywhere near to throw it in.

Now, .\()u need not any of you send me circulars

telling the good (pialities of your wax-extractors.

1 won't buy any of Ihem; I am not in the beeswax
busine.=s any more. There will never be any more
beeswax cooked in my wash-l)oilcr, nor on my stove,

nor anywhere on this farm; not if I know it. Ahem.
Vermont, III. Maiiai.a 15. Cmamikx k.

REPORT FROM AN ABC SCHOLAR.

VND SOMETHlN(5 ABOUT THE NUMUKIi 0|.- VEAKS
IT TOOK IIIM TO GET SO HE COUI.r> KEEf

BEES SUCCESSl'-UM.V.

N ISVI or '7~ I had a colony of bees given me that

were in an old box hive, which I thought as

good as any. We were much pleased with

them, and thought we should soon be feasting

on honey, so we fixed a honey-box on top, and
waited patiently. Hut no honey reached it, and of

(rourse we were disapi)Ointed, and concluded it was
a poor season for honey. The next spring found us
without bees or honey. Supposing that the worms
had destroyed them, and thinking there was no
way to prevent, we concluded it was not worth
while to waste time with bees. In a year or two
after, we saw Gleanings advertised, and so,

through curiosity, we sent for a sample copy, which
induced us to subscribe, for one year; and the in-

fornuition gained caused us to i)rocure a new
swarm of black bees in a Langstroth hive, which
was in 1878. They filled the lower story, that season,
but nothing more. In 1879 I received ])arts 1st and
second of the A B C book; and by its instructions

we divided our colony, and being very busy on the

farm, did not give them further attention, so no
surplus but plenty to winter on. In 1880 we in-

creased to four colonics, which were put in Lang-
stroth hives, and this season gave us no surplus

honey, but plenty to winter on. They were left to

winter without any extra iirotection, and the re-

sult was, the spring of 1881 found us without any
bees. By the use of movable frames I knew it was
not worms this time. Some said it was the cold

weather; but my bees were dying rapidly before

cold weather commenced. I then purchased an
ABC book complete, and read it carefully, and be-

gan to feel more interest in bees, and that it would
be a ijleasure to manage them according to the im-

proved methods. In June I received three frames
of brood and bees, with a fine Italian queen, from
your apiary. As it set in very dry they did not do
much until buckwheat bloomed, from which they
filled the brood chamber with bees and honey.

The description of the chaff hive gave me a desire

to test their good (lualities. I i-eceived one from
your factory, jilaced my bees in it. and a chaff cush-

ion over them. As it was the only chaff' hive in this

country, I felt that I was a little ahead. They came
out in the spring of ]88:i in fine condition, and did

well. The following season I received several

pounds of surplus honey, and increased to four

good colonies by fall, which were all i>ut in chaff

hives, and the spring of 1883 found them all in good
condition. As tliis was an extra season we had
plenty of honey which we enjoyed, and some to sell.

By fall we had ten strong colonics and five nuclei,

from which we had been learning to raise ijueens.

We sold a few, and introduced four into our own
colonies that had hybrid queens. They all raised

nicely marked bees but one. We find our strain of

Italians so (juiet to handle that we are trying hard
to keej) then\ |)ure, which is a task, as there arc

bla(!ks and hybrids near us on three sides.

In the fall of 188:i we j)laced If in chaff hives, as

instructed by the .\ B C book. I'our of them were
three and four franu- nuclei we had raised queens
from. They were all left on their sunuuer stands,

as an expeiiment. One of three frames in a Lang-
stroth hive with division-boards and cushion, and
cushion over them, was carried into the cellar when
the mercury neared zero, and returned when it

moderated, which caused several trips; freciuent

examinations through the winter found them in

good condition, and the first of April. 1884, they
were all doing well. The colony that was carried

to and from the cellar had the most dead bees.

Last season was not very good for honey. White
clover was worked on but a short time, and but
very little basswood bloom in this section. We re-

ceived only about .")l)3 lbs. of honey—half comb and
half extracted—and increased from 1.5 to 21. In the

fall of 1884 we jiut them in shape for winter, as fol-

lows: 14 in chaff hives, prepared as winter before;

two in Langstroth hives on six frames, with chaff

division-board on each side, and cushion above;
flveof four frames, in L. hives, prepared as last two.

All left on summer stands came through all right

until the middle of March, when I discovered one
of the weak colonies dying very fast, and in one
week were all dead. The others came through safe,

and made a fine start on sugar maple, fruit-bloom,

and black locust. The white clover is not furnish-

ing much honey yet, although thei'e is plenty in

bloom.
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A KEPORT ON CARP CULTURE AS WELL AS BEES.
My carp are doing- finely. We have a guantity of

younj? flsh about one inch in length. Those that

are one year old make a fine showing when fed,

which are from H to VZ inches long. We seined
our I'O'id in April; caught ]!) old ones that weighed
»i to 7 lbs. apiece: sold si-v of them and 12.5 small

ones C to 10 inches. The old ones were 20 to 24 inch-

es in length. We put 7 large ones in a pond built

last fall, where our small ones are.

Springboro. Ohio. W. H. t'ARPENTEK.

Our friends will notice from the above the
length of time it took an average farmer to
get properly hold of the subject of bees so
he could make it a safe and paying invest-
mnnt. It also illustrates pretty well the rea-
son why our ventures in these industries
sometimes pay and wiiy they do not pay.
You see. it all de))ends upon getting ac-
quainted with our business, and managing
understandinely. Another point comes in
right here. If a man has learned to succeed
witli bees, he will be pretty sure to succeed
with otlier things—carp, strawberries, or
whatever he may take a notion to go into ;

because the same fundamental rules that
give success in tiie one case are pretty likely
to give success in another.

swahms with clipped queens.

§()ME ai)iarists seem to think that a colony hav-

ing- a elipiied (jueen ca\ises much trouble

when swarming, and I note an expression in

ii late number of Glea.mngs which looks as

if the editor of that jiaper held the same
views. This seems strange to nic, for I would rath-

er care for three swarms whose queens are clipped,

than for one where the queen is not clipped. Be-

lieving that all can not understand the best plan of

managing such swarms (else the above idea would
not obtain), I will give my [ilans, with a view of

helping the many who practice natural swarming.
I first get a light strong- pole, from 10 to 18 ft. long,

according to the height of the trees near the apiary,

and to the top of this pole I wire some mullein-

toi)s of last season's growth. These should be loft

open, and should reach up and down the pole eigh-

teen inches, so the bees can get a good foot-hold, in

order that they need not keep dropping off when
clustering ujion it.

We next wnnt a round wii-e-cloth cage, about two
inches in diameter and eight inches long, Avith a

permanent ])lug in one end, and a movable one in

the other. Having attached a wire to one end fif

the cage, we are ready for the swarm. Seeing- one
issuing 1 step to one side <,f the front of the hive,

and stand about five feet away, so 1 can take a view
of the whole front of the hive, and two or three feet

of the ground in front of the entrance, at a glance,

when, if the (jiieen is out, I almost instantly see

her; and if not out I see her as soon as she issues. I

used to get close to the entrance to look for her, and
often looked a long time before I found her, owing
to the short range of vision which contracted the

breadth of the Held seen at one time. When the

queen is seen, put the open end of the wire-cloth

cage down so she can crawl into it. which she will at

once do, when shp is secured by i)uttirig- in the mov-

able stopper. By means of the wire, attach the cage
to the mullein-tops, and hold the top of the pole in

the midst of the bees; for by so doing they do not

scatter over a large field, as does a swarm not hav-

ing- a queen with them, and they will often alight on
the pole besides. If they begin to alight on a tree

instead of the pole, place the bunch of mullein-tops

close up under them, when they will at once begin
to cluster on it. After a part are clustered on the

l>ole, push the pole up and out of the limbs, so that

no leafy twigs hit it, and leave it until they are all

clustered, when you can carry the swarm and hive

it wherever yon choose. If the place of hiving is

within four rods of the alighting-place I >vait for

only a few bees to get clustered on the pole when I

take it to the hive and start those I have to running
in, when the whole swarm will come. In this case
it is w('ll to coAcr uj) the old hi\e with a sheet, or

close the entrance to it for a short time, as a part of

the bees may go to the old hive before they hear the

call of '* A new honie is found 1

"

As the season advances I use the Ileddon i)lan (as

given in (Jleanings for June 15), of working the

hives to prevent after swarms; and here especially

is a clipped (|ueen a decided improvement over those

that sire not, Heddon to tlie contrary notwithstand-

ing. Proceed to catch the queen as before; and as

soon as >ou have her, get your new hive and bring

it to the old stand. Now wheel the old hive half

way round so it faces in the opposite direction, and
lilacc the new hive just where the old one stood,

when I place the cage, with the (jueen in it, endwise
to the entrance, one end being within an inch of the

center of the entrance. The bees from the field

which have, during this process of changing hi\es,

been hovering around, now find the queen, when
they set up a hum and fan their wings, Avhich soon
attracts the swarm, that comes pouring into the

new hive by the thousand. I now take the cage,

giving it a little jerk to shake the bees off from it,

when I remove the stopper; and as the queen runs
to the open end, hold it down to the entrance, when
in she walks as nice as you please. If two or more
swarms get out at once 1 always let them alight on
the i)ole as first given, when I can carry and divide

them as 1 please in hiving.
When I am away from home. Mrs. D. <u- some one

else watches the apiary, simply noting the hives
which swarm, so as to tell me which they are when
I get home. If the (juecn does not get back, a look

about and near the hives always reveals her in a

little ball of bees, from the size of a butteriuit to

that of a goose-egg. In short, the clii)ping of our
queens' wings is one of the improvements of the
age, second to none of the advancements made
within the last twenty-five years, in the opinion of—
Borodino, N. Y. (J. M. Dooi.itti.e.

I am (juite familiar with all you mention
above, friend I).; but when we worked en-
tirely witli clii)ped (jueens, a great many
times we did not tiiul them at all ; and at
other times, as you may rememl)er. the
svv;uin would unite with some other swarm
having perhaps a virgin (lueen.and then they
would all go olf togetiier. We have also
practiced putting the (jueen in a cage and
tying her on a pole, witli different kinds of
anangeineiits on the pole to induce them to

cluster; luit while some swarms clustered
around their (pteen almost immediately, as
nice as could be, a good many would persist

in clustering almost anywhere except near
that caged tpieen.



MYSELF AND MY NEIGHBORS

Disfretioii sliiill )ircs(i'\r tlici', iiiKtfrsIaiiilinjr

shall kfi'p llu'c— I'uov. ;j: 11.

XrTOr will remember. liUle Jiiemls. I did

pP) not gel tiiroiifjcli with my talk about
\tj discretion last month. \Ve often
-*- speak about cliildren arrivin.u; at the

age of discretion: but I showed yon
by some plain examph s that even an old

lien lias some degree of discretion. She de-

cides what is best to do under certain cir-

cumstances, and decides with (piite a little

Avisdom. Well, if I am rigiit about it. chil-

dren also show discretion and wisdom, and
a sort of judgment, at a very tender age.
though often it requires some special circum-
stance to bring out their wisdom and judg-
ment ; for as a rule, parents and friends take
the respousil)ilities from their children.
A few days ago llul)er slipped while going

out of doors, wliile somebody was holding
his hand, in such a way as to sprain his

wrist ; and it was a pretty bad sprain too. I

suppose, for he cried a long while, and al-

most screamed when anybody attempted to

examine the wrist. He linally almost
set up his authority, and decided it slu)uld

not be touched—not even by mamma. At
this crisis the matter was carried to pai)a.
and his superior i?i judgment was called
upon to decide. 1 decided with Iluber to

let the wrist alone, and I also decided we
did not want any doctor. This last decision
almost created a war in tlie camp. It

brought on a pretty hot discussion, any way,
and papa gave his' reasons as follows : His

arm is not broken, because the bones
of a baby do not break: they are too
soft. The shoulder is not out of joint, be-
cause he does not say a word against having
liis shoulder handled. Neither is there any
thing the matter with his elbow, for the
same reason. The ditliculty is. therefore,
necessarily located in the wrist: luit it is

not a very serious one. for he can move his

lingers. The bones of the wrist are not out
of place, because Ernest felt of them wlien
the ac(ideiit tirst happened, and satislied

himself that the injured wrist was exactly
like the other wrist. If one of the eight
bones was out of place. Ernest would have
discovered it : for he is a boy of pretty good
judgment and discretion. 'He has been at
college. .M)U know. .Maud insisted that this
was too serious a matter to jest about ; and
if Iluber grew up crippled for life in one of
his hands, we should' all of us repent most
bitterly that a doctor was not called for at
once. .\ doctor would have j^iven him
great pain by going over exactly what Ernest
had done, and the wrist was "now swollen,
and so sensitive that he almost screamed if

it were touched even by mamma. He just
lay in his crib all day. and kept still : and
when he slei)t he slei»t without turning over
and " raising Ned as he usually does. He
had decided witli wliat baby sense he had.
that the proper thing was to keep still, and
let it get well. I loid him that (iod made
the little wrist and little hand, and that (Jod
would lix it in a few days, if he would be
real careful and keep still, (iod knew how,
for God made the thunder, and furthermore,
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God loves II uber. Tlie.ss words seemed to

{jive liim com fort, and h3 would sometimes
vary the (luestiifti by saying interrogatively
to me, •• (iod loves babyV"

•' Yes/' I assented, •• and (iod will make
the little hand all well.""

Twenty-four hours passed, and no change
for the better. In fact, it was twirc painful.
The women-folks clamored for a doctor
again. I recommended waiting anotiier
twenty-four hours. IJy this time, with tlie

aid of the sling which mamma lixed. he was
able to get up and walk around ; but that
sprained wrist was his proi)erty. No one
had any right to touch it; in fact, he prefer-

red not to talk about it. I asked him in the
morning if it was better. He replied with
two short words, " No 1 worse."" This
aroused a big laugh among the niembms of

the household, aiid even brought a smiU' to

the corners of Ilnber's mouth. On the third
day he used it enough to hold a i)iece of
lu-ead in his lingers, keeping it still in the
sling, and after about four days he an-
nounced in the morning with much rejoicing,
" I'addy all well ; oh goody! goody!"' He
came to me to tell me about it; and after

saying that Ciod had made it well, just as I

said, he kept repeating. "Nice (iod; made
baby's paddy all well."" His mamma rather
objected to' his familiar way of expressing
his praise to (iod; but I told her it was all

right. It was the best way that he knew of
for giving thanks, and it was surely accepta-
ble to Him who fashioned these little house-
hold treasures. The wrist is perfectly well
now.

I'erhaps I might remark here, that such a
sprain is more painful than a broken bone.
Had we sent for a doctor, tiie doctor would
liave had the credit ; or if we had put on
some patent liniment, that would have had
the credit. Iluber's mother did try to put
on some arnica, but he objected ; and I sug-
gested that arnica was probably just as good
as warm water, and no better. Tlien we
had a discussion in regard to this and that
medicine. I replied that they would have to
excuse me for having but little faith in arni-
(ra or camphor, and every tiling of the sort,

because I could not understand how any-
body discovered tlie virtue of arnica, even if

it liad virtues. There are thousands upon
thousands of herbs and roots in the fields

and woods; there are also a great multi-
tude of diseases. If there were only one dis-

ease afHicting the human family, itmight be
possible to try all these things one by one,
in the treatment of said disease ; but when
it comes to trying all the herbs and roots, to

say notliing of minerals, on all diseases, the
number of tests to be made would be like

the sand on the seashore. And then on toi)

of it all. people usually get well where you
do not do anything. How, then, are'we
rcasoudblii to decide lliat it was arnica or
camphor' that pprforined the cure? (Jod
gives us reason, judgment, wisdom, discre-
tion, oi' whatever we may call it. Are we
using that good judgment" which he gave us,
or are we trusting to what we have heard
folks say, and to supiMstitions handed downV
Let nie use an illustration. If you take a

dozen cards and tear each one in two in the

I

middle, then shake up the lil pieces, you
might, after a little trying, pick out iwo
pieces that would match ; that is, you could
find a pair of pieces that would lit together
just as they were before beitig torn. If you

I

do not know how long it wdl take, try it.

j

Now, instead of a dozen pieces, suppose we
I

take a hundred. It might take you half a

I

day to matcli even one card ; but suppose
instead of a hundred you make it a thou-
sand, or even ten thousand : instead of put-
ting the pieces in a heap, scatter them over
the fields. Is it at all likely that you would
ever get two pieces that would lit as they
were originally':' How. then, did anybody
ever find out that a mint is good for iis'ijidiii'^

Our stenographer suggests, that as arnica is

: a poison it probably has some effect one way
' or the other on the flesh. ]3ut plenty of

i
things are recommended as remedies that

; are not poisonous at all. Take the remedies
for beestings, for instance. Enough are
recommended to fill a book ; and yet I think

I

I can prove conclusively to anybody who
I

will use his good judgment and reason, that
not one of these remedies that has ever been
recommended has any effect on the sting,
one way or the other.
nNow. it may be, little friends, that Uncle
Amos is a little extreme in his views, and
may be you will exercise your judgment and
good sense in not accepting all his teachings,
and that is just what I want you to do. Use
the discretion and wisdom and understand-
ing that God has implanted in your little

hearts, exactly as 1 1 uber used his" discretion
' and nnderstanding when he insisted that

j

nobody should touch his sprained wrist.

A TRIP TO THE HOT SPRINGS OF CAL-
IFORNIA.

Also quite a little about Bees.

FUOM AUNT KATIE HILTON.

EAR CHILDREN:—Do you want to take a trip

with me to the Montccito Mot Spriiij,'sV If so,

come along-, for I am 8:oing'. Hero comes the

four-horse staj>:e. Hurry up, for we have
si.xty miles to go to-day. There, now we are

all fl.ved, and off we go. Isn't it delightfiiiy The
easy rocking- of the stage, the nice cushions at our
back and on the seat, soften all .jolts, and the

balmy air of the morning, with the occasional

glances of the grand hills, make us feel happy, even
if we have been on the sick list, and still feel weak.

" Why, where are wc going V" says one, as the

stage seems to be standing- almost j)erpcndicularly.

Soon the splash of the horses' feet in the water tells

us we are crossing the Santa Vne/ River. The
chicks look out and catch grlimpses of trout in the

rapid stream. Many brooks come from the moun-
tains, and the trout come down with the watei-.

This delightful ride after an early lireakfast makes
us hungry, ami wo partake of the Inneh put up by

thoiig'htfiil fi-iends; and, refresluMl li.\- a drink fi-om

the first brook we come to, we bound along until

eleven o'clock, when wc stop for dinner. It is i)ret-

ty early, but it is now or never, so we pile into the

little "building- and rest and eat until we sec the

fresh horses being put on to the stage. We climb

into our seats, and away we go. Now we are
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going- up the inoiintrtiii. The horses oaii go only

oii a walk; so we peep out of the door, first on this

side and that, trying to see all the wonderlul sights

we have heard cxisteil along the road—deep canons,

so near the road that it seemed only marvelous that

any one could drive lotir si)irited horses along with-

out tippiug over the stage, and many other startling

things greet our sight; but, up we go, and soon we
liear a sweet sound breaking upon the stillness

tliat wo had all fallen into within the stage. It

proved to be the voice of an outside passenger sing-

ing, " Jesus, lover of my soul." Soon the dee)) bass

of the driver chimes in, and the music charms us

all until even the baby catches the spirit, and he

calls for more. When the hymn is ended, so the

mouiitaiii-side echoes with song, and as the air gets

lighter the nearer the top we get, even the weak-
lunged ones try their voices.

Oh: what is thaty Well. I declare, if here isn't an
apiary away up here on this mountain. One, two,

three, four. Oh! I can't count them. I wondi'r

how many hives there are. " I should judge al)out

15!)," says one; and seel there is a man looking up,

kind <) wishful. I wondei- what he wants.
' Mail !" sings out the driver, anil three |)a))crs

whi/, through the air, landing on the grass by the

man, who waves his hand for thanks, anil we disap-

l>ear from liis view ai-ound a sharp bend. What
lovely llowers: I never saw any thing like them be-

fore; did you'/ They grow only in high latitudes.

Here wc are at the ne.vt station. Out we all tum-
ble, to get a drink front the stream which is i)ouring

from a spout which comes fi-om ihe mountain-side.

Flow fresh and good it tastes 1 .\ nnm comes along
Avith a frame of comb in his hand, and, looking in

the direction from which he came, we catcii a

glimj)se of some hives between the brush tliat lines

the road.

"Do bees do well up liere'r" we asU the man.
" Vcs, very well generally, luit we are afraid it

will be too dry this year."
' Hut I suppose you, like many others in Califor-

nia, imide enough last year to pay for two yeais"

labor, dill you not'r'"

" We did pretty well." was the lautious answer.
" How near are we to the top, drl\i'r'/"

" Oh, aliout a mile."
" 'I'lien we shall see Santa Uarbara," sa.\ s one de

votee; "and the sea," sa.\s another; " and a lovel.\'

picture of both,"sajs mamnni; and, sure enough,
when wc do get to the to)), what a picture tlie valley

and ocean do make'/ I5ut we could only .just take

one glance, for on we go, bounding o\-er the rocky
road, which is steepei- on this side than the other,

and i|uite rocky. In one place the rock is so smootli

that places have been cut foi- the horses' 1'cet. so

they would not slip down.
Now we ha\c got to the l)ottom, and are bowling

smoothly- along between orchai-ds and grain-tields,

and then we clatter into an air so laden with the

|)i'rfume of honc.\suckle and roses that we crane
out of the door, ihinking we surely are in Santa

Marbara; but we are still a mile awa.v. Hut, here
M'c are now. Why I see those three rows of roses

and fan-i)alms right in the street. Ves, tlie i)ropric-

tor of the Arlington Hotel put them out, and has

them kept in order. And, sec I there is the hotel,

with its lovely green lawn dotted over with strange
tiees and lovely flowers. Yes, and see tliat deer.
"

1 see two," shouts a little voice. Sure enough,
then' are some deer among the trees, looking as

contented as you please. We stop at the postoflice,

where the driver throws out five large sacks of

mail, and then on to the Slorris House, where we
^ are treated so well that we feel quite at home.

j

Even the little ones are charmed, and go trooping

up the stairs, laughing and talking so excitedly that

we have to admonish them to be more quiet, be-

cause they might disturb some one. How we did

enjoy our supper that night '.

" Why, mamma, here is a swarm of bees," shouts

Ernest, pointing up to the corner of one of the

wings. Sure enough, wc could see myriads of the

little rogues coming out from the cornice of that

great building, right in the heart of the city; and a

few days iifter they swarmed, and went into an
empty bo.v in the .wird, so Mr. Morris has to be a

bee-keeper, wheiher he wants to or not. It seemed
symbolical—a hotel is much like a hive of bees; but

the proprietor is something of a king instead of a

qut'cn, but is quite as indispons.ible, ani il depends
as much upon him as to whether the hotel is a suc-

cess as it does to the suc.-ess of the hiv,', with the

kind of queen that is within.

Well, liow arc we to get to the hot spring'/ To-

morrow is the regular day for the stage; but we do
not want to wait, so wc get an e.vprcss wagon to

take us up. The i)eople of the city have made a

law (hat bees shall not be kept in tiie city; but

the bees do nut read the papers, and they

have not hearil about the law, so they keep trying

to be owned all through th(> place, and I do not

blame them; for if I were a bee I should want to

live there too.

.Just as we were getting readj- to start wc heard a

commotion on the nuiin street, and, looking out, we
saw a swarm of bees alighting upon the tongue of a

great dray-wagon. Such a scrambling as there was
to tind a man who could hive them ! They managed
to get the horses unhitclied liefore they all alighted,

and then a man came with a box and brushed them
into it, and the wagon was pushi'd by hand until

quite away from the liees. No one was stung; but

what might have haiipcned if any naughty bees had
settled on those liorses, none can tell.

Here we go, j>ast fields of pampas grass, walnut-

tiees, and fruit ()r<-hards of all kinds— past the city

of the dead on one side, and the orchard and build-

ings of the i>oorfarm on the other. Thi'n up, up
wcgo, tillit seems as though the horses can not

possibly climb any more; but they are allowc'd to

lest aw hile, then on wc go up the steei) rocky road.

The driver stops his horses, and jumps out to get

j

some wild blackberries that he saw, and we also gel

out and partake of the feast that Nature gives us.

Then on again i!p worse and worse roads, till finally

we espy a house that seems to hang upon the steep

hill-side, like a canary-cage on the side of a wall.

The i)anting horses an- wet all o\er with sweat, and
we are glad for their sake that we have arrix ed.

There are two largo springs coming from the side

of the mountain, and bath-hinises have been erect-

ed. The one at the upper spring is generally used

by the ladies, and the lower by the gentlemen. We
were soon ready for a bath, and felt well repaid lor

the trouble of getting here; but w^e felt a slight

headache, from the altitude, we thought, but hoped
it would soon i»ass away, as we had made arrange-

ments to stay a week; but we had to go back next

day, for our head got to aching harder, and we
were so dizzy that we did not dare to walk along the

toad that winds like a gray thread (\mong the
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bushes of the inoiiiitain-side. The water is so hot

that it is uncomfortable for a few moments; but
one soon gets user! to it; and as it is soft, one can

use soap and not feel the sticliiness that is left by
some of th(; mineral sprinj;s. Some enjoy the rare-

ness of the air, but I was told that a great many
came who had to leave sooner than they desired, on

account of headache.

There are (|uite a numbei- of apiaries along the

foot-hills between the mountains and the Montecito,

but they expect to be driven away soon, as the or-

chards keep creeping- uj) the hill-sides. Fruit does

so well there that every one puts out trees as soon

as they g-et the land ready for them. Every one
concedes that bees will not injure the fruit until

broken; but the yellow-jackets start it for them,

and then they are declared a nuisance, and so they

have to go. I have got home safe.

Los Alamos, Cal. Katii: Hilton.

Wliy, bless my stars, Mrs. II., how your
letter does make' me want to go and visit my
brother in California! And do you really

lind bees everywhere? 1 should think it

would V)e a }i:rand place to go. I shouldn't
have tlie headache, you may be sure; and
those hot si)rings—what a grand place to
raise carpi You know they revel in warm
water. Our "stenog'' says that it is too hot

;

but, bless you, don't tliey have cold water
somewhere around that could be mixed with
itV and then wovddn't that h(»t water be
grand for conservatories and tropical plants?
IJefore I lead yoiu- letter I thought I was
perfectly happy with what was to be found
on my own is acres ; but now I am in (piite

a fever for a hot spring.

SUNDAY SCHOOLS AND BEE KEEP-
ING.

A.N 1,1) trUEND l.\ A QV VUV,

FHIP^ND stopped by the .><idr of niy buggy,
where 1 sat waiting, a few evenings since,

lor the mail to lie distributed.
" Ne.xt Sunday, you remember, we orgaii-

i/,e a Sunday-school in our own church. Wo
may depend upon you for one of the teachers';'"

"Oh: not as a regular teacher," 1 replied; "I will

do as 1 have (lone in the iiast,— lake the place of

any absent teacher, if need be, when 1 am there.

But, you know the bees."

"Yes," she returned, wilhalilllc smile, "1 was

afraid they might stand in the wa>-. lint is it quite

right? Should they keep .^ on Irnni all gooil things

—church services, the Sunday - school, the aid

society?"
" Vou arc no bee keeper," said 1, "and so I could

iH\er convince you that there is any right aboutit."
" Take a class in th<' Siindayschool," persisted my

friend, " and just trust that the lues will do as well

without as with you. Von will br with us next

Sunday, of course;""

"Yes," I returned, " il— if it be too cold or rainy

for the l)ccs to swai-ni."

And my friend passe(i on, shaking her head in

disappro\al.

Just then little Harry ('. came whistling by,

pausing a moment to uiipuckcr his rosy lips, and
wish me a smiling good-evening. I smiled in re-

turn, but 1 sighed iis he passed on, for Harry is one

of those bright boys one lunl rather talk to of a Sun-

day afternoon than interview the gentlest of Ital-

ians. 1 never sec him but I am reminded of one
Sunday when, in the absence of their teacher, 1 had
taken the class of which he was a member.
" Harry," said I suddenly, as 1 saw his mischiev-

ous fingers creeping into the neck of the boy who
sat next to him, and then reading from a verse in

the lesson, " ]5e strong in the Lord. What docs that

mean?"
And Harry threw back h.is sturdy little shoulders,

and clinched his small hands, and with proud eager-

ness exclaimed, " It means— it means to have
muKclc!"

But from thoughts of the Sunda.\-school I am su<l-

denly turned by a thought of the blessol bees.

"Trust that they will do as well without as with

you," says my friend. She little knows wiiat invet-

erate Sabliathbreak(MS they are.

More than (Hie tirother bee-keeper has written

upon this subject, and now will not some of the

sisters, those who keep bees for profit more than
pleasure, who number their colonies by tens in-

stead of units, will they not please tell me how they

care for them, or if they care for them at all, on the

Sabbath/ Only do not suggest dividing, or the use
of a non-swarmer, these methods having been con-

sidered and rejected.

After all, I fear this is a (luestion each one must
answer for herself. And yet if any sister has a

word of advice for one who loves her bees, and yet

would fain leave them to themselves one day in

seven, will she not kindly speak?
XKI.I.IE Ll.NSWIK.

My good friend Nellie. 1 am real glad to
hear from you again, even though your let-

ter does not tell us much about how you are
succeeding with the bees during this year of
1885. It rejoices otu- hearts, however, to
hear that you are striving after righteous-
ness, and that you love the Sabbath-school
as well as the bees.

TeB/ioce C0ii«»N.

DEAFNESS CUHED UY LE.IVING Ol'E TOHACCO.

fHICH is the worse—tobacco, or not enough
poison? I have been using tobacco for the

last 25 years, so one day 1 all at once got the

notion that I would <iuit using it; but,

friend lUwi, you would not believe the suc-

cess that I had alter I (juit using it. For the last

five years 1 have been getting deaf. I did not know
what to do. My doctor told me that I was not going

to get better, and so I was alarmed at the report.

I did not know what to do. An old friend of mine,

William Kohii, told me that I would have to (piit

the use of tobacco before 1 could get well. 1 <iuit

April 13, 18H5, and to-day, June 1-', I am in perfect

health. Last night I happened to read in Glban-
iNfis that you will send a smoker to any man who
will abandon the use ol Kiliacco. Kxciy man wlioiii

I meet on the stncl I will stop and tell him ( f my
success. William Kohn sajs it you will send me a

smoker he would also subscribe for Cleanings, for

he says that he likes to deal with men who try to

abandon the use of tobacco. 1 think I have earned

a smoker, then, if that is the case.

.M.VTHIAS SCHNEIPEU, Si!.

Alabaster, Mich.. .luiie 13, leK.
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boy or gii'l, under 15

^ciis'ol age, who writes a
l(ir this department, CONTAINING
\ \HABLE KALT, NOT GENERALLY
S, OX BEES OB OTHER MATTEIIS,

of David Cook's excel-

lent tl\e-cent Sunday-school books.
Many uf these bool.s contain the same mat-
ter that you find in Sunday-school hooks
costing from 81.00 to $1.50. If you have had

books, give us the names that we
not send the same twice. We have now
tuck six different books, as follows; vi

r Off, The Giant - Killer. The Koby
II V, Hescued from Egypt, and Ten Nights in

iBar-koom. Wduivc; ^ . , -
.

You can have your choice ot any mie cil tin- ai.ovi- piiiuri s

or books for every letter that gives us some valuable piece ol

information.

' A chiel's amang ye takin' notes;

An' faith, he'll prent it."

^ ITTLK trieiid.s, did you ever hear any-

^ body tell altoiit lieing as uneasy as a

<:Pj
lisli'ont (if watcrV I suppose of course

^^ you have; and the sayinu has becouje
so indverbial that no iloiibt y(»u all—in

fact, the world in neneral—will be greatly
surjirised when I tell you I have seen lishes

out of water, and they were not uneasy
either. Yes. great big lishes. almost as big
as the cod lisli yoiii- father brings home from
the store. Do you want to know about itV

Well, yesterday," when I got tired, and my
brains" felt sort o' muddled up. 1 got away
outdoors. I went down through the apiary
where 4(») hives of bees were rolling in the
clover honey. Then 1 went througii the
peas to see if they were large enough to pick.

Then I helped th'e lima heans'climb ujt their

jioles where tliev could not (piite reach them.
Then i pulled up some lettuce. \Ve liave a

great lot of it, and it will not sell now. on
account of strawberries being live cents a

(piart; so I gave some of it to the .lersey

cow. She seemed to think it very good, and
would luobably have eaten the whole of it if

Mr. Somers did not give her so many other
nice things to eat every day. Well, the
cariJ-jiond is right near the .Jersey cow, and
tins same carji-pond always I'csts me lietter

than almost any thing else. .Mr. Somers had
mowed the grass nicely along the steep bank
on the north side, so it was pleasant and
cool down there, and I stei>i»ed along very
carefully to see if I could not catch the carp
at some of their;tricks, without their hearing
me.

Pretty soon 1 heard an awful splashing.
It sounded as if a small i»ig were rooting
around, making the water splash. You
may be sure I dropped down (dose to the
ground, and crawled up on my hands and
feet; and I was rewarded by seeing a great
whopping lish out of the water, and not un-

easy either. lie was up among the roots of

grass, nosing and rooting about like a pig.

His tail was partly in the water some of the
time; l)ut as hescpiirmed around a good
part of the time he could be said to be.

truthfullv, to all intents and purposes, ont
of the water. I'rettv soon he. with a dex-
trous flop of his tail." slid back into the pond
again, and then went prowling along with
his great tins sticking clear above the sur-

face. Pretty soon he backed up and shot

forward with such force that he came clear

up on the grass in another place. After dig-

ging around in the grass roots as before,

making cpiite a chanking and blowing, he
flopped back in again. This he repeated
clear around the north edge of the- pond,
coming up every three or four feet.

The grass and water-plants along this

noith edge are growing very luxuriantly, for

it is a sort of sandy loam, and these succu-
lent roots seem to be what the lish are fond
of. Before he got around, a smaller lish at-

tempted to do tiic same thing, but he could
not manage it so well. The sight was so

wonderful and astonishing to me that it al-

most made my hair stand on end. Tlie beaii-

tv of the sight, as his gorgeous scales glis-

tened in the sniibeams. showing dilTerent

colors as he twisted about, was beyoixl any
thing I can describe, and his motions seemed
natural and graceful—(luite different from
that of frightened lish when we pull them
out on the grass. I woixler if the rest of

you enjoy such sights of nature as these as

I do. Why, it seems as if these humble
creatures, studied when they are not aware
that any eye is upon tliein. were almost
enough to give us gliiiii)ses beyond the veil

that sei)arates us from the unrevealed world
bevond. It seems to me as though I were
catching glimpses of the great Father, by
stiidving his creatures. Sometimes these
great lish came uj) and gazed back at me, as
if they. too. wondered what we were for and
wheie we were tending.
As I started back to the t^ilice to take up

my work again, my heart was lillecl with
praise and thanksgiving—yes. tlianks for the
lish as well as for the bees." Now. then, what
liave vou to tell me this month in your little

letlersV

( AHI" AND BEES.

Wf liavc ii carp-poiid that covers 1'; ucri'S ol

fjrouiid; we have en lartre carp in it, and 170 small

carp. Pa paid *4.no a hundred for them. We lost l.'i

swarms of Vices last winter, and we have 8 left now,

(i very weak. Mauv E.Cook.
Mansflel.l, Ohio. May 1,-'. ISfC,.

HOW TO MAKi: A CIIKAI* Oil, TO HCHN IN A I.AN'-

TKH.N.

To make signal oil. Take two ijts. of lard oil and

add one quart of coal oil. Signal oil is used to burn
in lanterns. If this is worth a book, send me Onr
Homes, part second. .John t'HAK!, age Vi.

Armstrong-, Kan.

I suppose the above would do for some
kinds of lanterns. John ; but as most of the
lanterns nowadays are made to burn coal oil.

or kerosene. I should think so much lard oil

wouldn't work very well. Besides, lard oil

is quite expensive.
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A STHING OF LETTERS FROM TH13 MNK CHILDREN,
Ar.r.I) 12, 10, S, AND fi YEARS RESPECTIVELY.

CARRIES I,ETTEU.

My pa keeps bees. We had four months of day
sthool, and I am going to Sabbatli-school. We got

one of your extractors, and a bee-brush and a lion-

ey-knife. We like them \ery mucli. We take

Gleamnos, and I like to read the little letters. I

like honey very much, but 1 don't like to get stung
by the bees. My pa makes his own hives.

Preston, Minn., Mar.6.18J'r>. Carrie Link, age 1^'.

BARBARA'S LETTER.
My i>a keeps bees; he has iJ" stands in the cellar

uo'v. Wc e.vtraeted about 180 pounds. I like hon-

ey. I have four sisters and two brothers. My ma
hives the bees sometimes when pa is not at home.
The bees sting me sometimes. I go to Sunday-
school. I read in the Thiid Header. We have the

hives standing in the garden, under the apple-trees;

the apples fall on the hives, and the bees Hy out and
get mad. Barbara Link, age 111.

HENRY'S LETTER.
I saw the other little boys and girls writing letters

to you so I thought I would. I go to day school and
to Sabbath-school. I read in the Third Header. We
have about 40:1 lbs. of box honey.

Henry W. [,ixK, age .h.

S.\RAHS LETTER.
I like honey, but I don't like to be si ung. I go to

day school. 1 read in the First Header, and I go to

Sunday-school. We did not get much honey last

year. Wc got only ir.5 boxes from 65 hives.

SA.RAH Link, age 6.

FREDDIE'S LETTER.
My papa has bees. I like honey. Papa takes

Gleanings. I like to have papa read the little let-

ters. I go to school, and when I come home I bring

the cows for my papa. I like to see my brother
work with the bees; he looks so funny with his hat

and veil on. I should like to see your fish-pond.

stottville, N. Y. Freddie W. Enoel, age T.

clover and basswood. Last fall the bees gathered a

lot of honey-dew. We had to take this from them
and give them syiiip instead. We use the Simplici-

ty hive. Herb. Shipm.\n, age i:i.

Cannington. (int., (an., .June 24, 1H8.">.

LENNIE'S LETTER.
My papa has 10 swarms of bees, and they are do-

ing well. Mr. Hoot, I am a cold-water boy. Do you
think I write well enough to have Ten Nights in a

llar-Koom';r Lennie V. Green, age 10.

North Newburg, Mich.

Yes. Lennie. yon write a very nice liand.
The letters are all ver> plain, aiul the words
are all iiroperly spelled.

HOW CAREY'S FOLKS MADE A BOAT.
Our bees are doing well. We have three hives of

Italians. We like Gleanings very much. We
have a boat. We got a pine log and cut it out, then
pitched it. We have much fun riding in it. We are

thinking about making a cari)-pond. The way wc
hive bees is to get a light box with a lid. and i)Ut it

under them, and lake an ax, if the limb is low, and
shake them off. Carey Tapley.
Columbus, Miss., Feb. 28, 1885.

adelk's report.
I will tell you about i)a's bees. He had three

stands last spring, T in the fall, which he had to

feed, except two, and did not get much honey.
Now they are all dead exce|)t one. He took the

black queens from three, and put in Italian

swarms; but one would not stay with the black

ones. One died, and one he has yet. The hive is

nearly full yet. Adele Siefker, age 8.

Campbellton, Mo.

what they have got new at lee's IIOI'SE,

.lUST AS he wrote IT.

wE hAvE got a LiTtlE cALf ANdsIx PiGs.
WE ArE wElL. I A.w SIX YEARS oLD-
bHoqKston. Tex. LEa fiTzGeRLeD.
There, now, Lee, we have got a little new

calf at oiir honse too. It belongs to the
Jersey bossy, and I tell you but it is a nice
one. 1 told my wife, that just taking a good
look into that calfs eyes, when I was tired
of reading letters, was worth more to me
than a doctor's prescription. Hut. is not our
Jersey cow proud of her calf, though':' You
are ahead of us on ]»igs. Lee : l)ut we have
got four little rabbits, and. oh my I but
aren't they cute and funny':' They have got
big enough now so that their mainina goes
olt a long way and leaves them to keep
house all alone'

now to GROW A CALADICM ESCCLENTCM.
Mother keeps bees. She has 18 colonies, all boom-

ing except two. I am writing under a shade tree

and watching the bees. I will tell you how mother
grows the Ciilndium otcuJentum. She makes a place

about 2'-2 feet across and one loot deep, fills it up
with good rich earth, and manure from the cow-

yard; gives it plenty of water all the time except
when it is raining. Se gets her plants and bulbs

from .lames Yick, of Hochester, N. Y. When the

caladium is well supplied with water, little drops of

water as clear as crystal drt)p from the point of the

leaf. If this is of any value, please send a picture

of the house apiary. Mary K. 1'ierson.

Kellcrvillc, 111., .June 24, l.'^5.

To be sure, your letter is worth a book,
my little friend Maiy. If the jilant you
mention is the one that always luis water
dripping from its leaves, it is" the i)lant I

want just now. I have hunted cner my cat-
alogues to liud out more about it. and I want
one right off tiiis season, if it is not too late.

I will write to Mv. \'ick to-dav.

41 in the fall, and 40 in the spring.
My bi-other keeps bees. Last fall he put 41 colo-

nies into the cellar, and came out in the spring with

4(1, although th;- temperature often went down to 24

degrees beU)w zero. Our bees are mostly Italians.

In the spring of 1884 we had 20 colonies, and increas-

ed to 41 and got about a ton of extracted and comb
honey. The most of our honey comes from alsike

AN apiary of 250 hivks.

I'apa ha-i :.'.1(l stands of bees. They are mostly

Italians. I ha\c two stands. I help work. Papa
has some Holy-Land bees. I like the Italians the

best. Papa has one stand of bees where he put

a cell in a cage, and the cage in the hive. He forgot

it, and left it there 20 days, and when he went back
the queen looked as nice as any queen. He turned
her loosf', and the next time he went back the

combs were laid full. Mina Wolfe, age 11.

[,atliro|), Cal., .lune 7, 18^-..

Friend Mina, you have given us (juite an
important fact. "Of course, we do not know
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when the (lueeii hatched out ; but she miglit
liave been in the rell, say Hve days: but
even tlieii slie was lo days old when yonr fa-

ther let her out. and 1 know that queens do
sometimes commence to lay after they are
between two and three weeks old. though
ours usually lay at about ten days.

PHARES' LETTEK.
My 1)11 kft'ps bees. They comnieiicc working-

iil>oiU Kt'liruary on the water-ehn and willow. l!y

llu" tlrst ol' May the whole prairie lor miles is cov-

ered with tiowers. There is a kind of blue Hower
weeiiU biiflalo clover that the bees work on, and old

maid, and horsemint, by the acres, all over the

prairie. My brother and 1 go to school. I plowed
1 his year for the first time in my life. I have a cow
and a calf, and a shoat. My cow is only two years

old. That is all the property that I have.

PHAUF.S a. itOBEHTS.

IJrandon, Te.xas, .Jnne 2S, lK8r).

Friend Pliares, do you mean that you
have a llower that grows on the prairie,

called •• old maid "V If so, I do not think it

is a very genteel name, and 1 woidd suggest
that you have a better name for it. The
term is a term of disresi)ect, a good deal
out of date, and I think it woidd he a good
thing to drop it for ever.

.lOHN.Nir. KI.UF.UT, HENRY AfCJI'SllS. AMI THE
REST OF THEM.

I live on Wallace Prairie. We moved lieic aliont

t wo years ag:o. We do not live far from the (•r<'ek,

and sometimes 1 go a fishinj?, bnt catch notliinji- birt

minnies, so I do not g-o often. My brother is taking-

(ii.EANiNOS. He lias Ifi colonies of bees, and my
sister has two colonies. I have two sisters and three

big- brotliers and a pair of twin brothers that will lie

two years old Christmas day. Their names are

.lohnnie Elbert and Harry Angiistiis. Sometimes
they g-o out where the bees are, and throw sticks at

the hives and tliey g-et stung-. \'esterday .I(dinnie

K. and Henry A. were playing- in the yard, and a

bee stiing- .Johnnii- K. on the lip, and it was swol-

len so big- last niglit that he eonld see out of bnt

one eye. One da.v I went onl where the bees were
and saw both baliies in the bee-house. Thi-re is a

log- hive with a hole in the sl<le, and the comi) was
sticking- out of the hi\c, and the babies were trying-

to pull tlie coml> (dl. Imt the bees did not sting

them liefore I g-ot tliere.

I have not many tlowei-s this year. 1 milk every
morning- but Sunday morning-, and then I cook

breakfast. Kosvi.ll'. SoMERFOItH, ag-e II.

Xavasota, Texas.

you start out with. Instead of saying you
thought you would write a letter, just go on
and write it. for we all know, without being
told, that you must have thought of it or
you never could have written it. The other
is that sentence at the end, where you say.
'•

I must close. If you had just closed
without saying it, we should have known it

all the same. I iiave crossed out such ex-

pressions in a great part of the letters that
come, and should have crossed that out in

your letter, had it not occurred to me to give
you a word of caution about it. for your let-

ter contains two of these sentences, as you

r.U.MAN S t.KTTER.

I thought I would write you a few lines, and tell

you about the bees. There is a lioney-bee making:

a nest at tlie side of our door. One of grandpa Ste-

phens' hives of liees swarmed on Sunday, and I g-ot

stung- live times. The (|ueeii was killed, and the

bees were awful cross. Well, I must close. If you
think this l(>tter is worth a picture, please send me
one <d a bird. LiLLiAN M. Stephens.

Itlairsville, Pa , .Innel.'S, ISW.

Ves, Lillian, your letter is worth a iiicture :

luit will vou e.xcuse me for telling you and
the rest of the little folks that you have two
sentences in your letter that occuiiy space
and do not tell us any tiling we did not
know before? The tlrst sentence is the one

ARTIFICI.\r. HONEY.
Take soft water, 4 lbs.; white and brown sugar,

moist, 30 lbs. ; pure bees' honey, 3 lbs. ; cueam tartar,

80 grains, essence of roses, '2i drops. Mi.x the above
in a brass kettle, boil over a charcoal flie five min-

utes, take it otf, add the white of two well-beaten

egg-s. When almost cold, add 2 lbs. more of bees'

honey. A i)int of the decoeti<m of slippery-elm

bark, of the consistency of cream, will improve the

honey, if it be added by cooling. The above will

make :5r> lbs. of pure honey, eipial in every I'P^peet

to bees', and at about one-third of the cost. If

made for family use, only a small (luantity need t e

made at a time. Keep it in a cool place.

John Ki.i.is, age 10.

Armstrong, Kan., .Iiine ;;'.i, iss."i.

I suppose. .John, you coiiied your lecipe
otit of it hook, and very likely it is good, al-

though I have never tried it." If lam cor-

rect, it is the very same recijie that our
friend II. 11. Lake, of Lavansville. I'a., used
to sell for two dollars: and at the same time
he was selling it for two dollars, it was pub-
lished in Dr. ("liases lecipe-book. Slijipery-

elm will do veiy well for itresent use: but if

you tiy to keep it. it will induce fermenta-
iion in hot weather, .lohn. do you mean to

say it is ecpial in evei \ resjiect to the honey
made by the bees beciiuse you have tried it.

and used it at home, or because the book
said so out of which you copied ifr' Our
little friends should lie very careful to give
credit when they copy any thing—that is, do
not cojiy any thing from itrint and let it pass
as yoiu-Owii. Among book-men and news-
liaper-men this kiiul of work is considered a

pretty serious charge.

.lOH.N S REPORT.
I will let you know about the bees. They can

gather much honey. The linn-trees are full of lilos-

soms, and the buckwheat is ready to get blossoms

from, and there is much clover where they can get

much honey. We had thiee swarms, and lost one.

We have not taken any hcniey yet, but we shall

some day this week. We got them double bo,\es,

and pretty tiill (d Iniiiev . We have two pretty good

A swarm of Ik

A swarm in .li

A swarm in .li

J in May is worth a load of hay;
e is worth a silver spoon;
i is not worth a tly.

.loHN .1. SiiivvARTZ, age i;5.

Iterne, Ind., .Iune;.'".i, ISS.'i.

Why..loliii. you don't mean the linn-trees

and the bm-kwheat are in blossom at about
the same time out where you live, do you ':'

,'hile.

the same time out where you live, do you
'

AVe dont have buckwheat in bloom hert
I until the linn is past and gone a long while
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The little verse at the end of your letter is

ratlier iii'l.i'id tiie times. We think a swarm
of bees in July is worth more than a silver

spoon, and sometimes as much as half a load
of hay, any way.

RAMTEL'S KKPORT FROM RATTLESXAKK AlMAItV.

I am IIJ years old, and have helped my pa with his

bees for four years. I have requested my pa many
times to write to you our experience witli bees, but

he will not write except on business. In the spring

of 1881 we hart '> colonies of bees in box hives. With
the help and instructions of a good neighbor (Mr.

Fox) we transferred to Koot Simplicity. The spring

of 1883 found us in Blasted Hopes. We had but two
weak colonies left, and not more than a pint of bees

in each one. The year 1883 proved to be a good
honey year. From early spring until November
our bees were on a constant boom. We found two
bee-trees, caught a swarm, bought two swarms, and
went into winter (juurtcrs with Pi colonics—two
weak ones.

The year 188,3 was a very poor yeai-. From hi we
increased to .34, and had some honey for home con-

sumption. Last year, 1884, was a very poor honey
year. We increased by natural swarming from :U

to 71, and got about 3000 lbs. nice comb honey in su-

l)ers. In wintering we lost four colonies by care-

lessness; sold four for ^'i.O.) each; have increased

this spring toil;}; bees still swarming, and bringing

in honey fast from horseiTiint.

Pa received the Novice extractor you expressed
to him a few days ago. Express chiii-gcs , *:?.U).

Cost of extractor, *10.20.

With your permission, Uncle Amos (if you will al-

low me to call you uncle), I will write again and tell

the juveniles of our Rattlesnake Apiary, located

eight miles west of here, in a rich prairie-valley-

bottom black-land country, a natural flower-garden.

Pa sends respects and many thanks.

,Iones Prairie, Tex. Sam'l H. Tkrhal.

Thank you, Samuel, for writing when your
papa was so busy and wouldn't. We shall
be very olad to hear from Rattlesnake Apia-
ry; but I presume some of the other children
besides myself might like to know why
''lialtlesna'ke apiary."— Youi- natural-tlower
garden I should think would be just the
place for the bees.

THE mishap TH.\T CH.\RL1E'S FATHER MET IN T.\lv-

ING DOWN A SWARM OF HEES.

My pa does not keep bees, but his little boy docs.

H(! has 70 colonies. He lost 2'> this spring; had 45

packed in chaff; lost only one of those. Pa's boy
thinks he will not get ranch elo\er honey this year,

because there are hardly any blossoms. Last year
he had a big lot of it. I like honey, and bees too,

when they don't sting. One time there was a great

big tlock of them alighted away up in the top of a

liig ap)>le-tree. There was as mucli as a pailful of

'em. He got a great long ladder and stood on the

top of it, and had to stretch himself away up to

reach them. The limb on which they were broke,

and the bees came down all over him. They crawl-

ed into his hair and stung him on the face and neck,

as many as five hundred or more. Sister said yo\i

could not put the point of a pin down (may be she

meant head instead of point) without hitting a

sting. Any way, 1 guess they were about as close

as they could be and be health^-. It dirt not swell

much, but his head and neck were sore for two or

three days. I think foundation in comb honey is

nice, because you can have a lot of wax to chew as

gum. I think if Mr. Hutchinson were here with
his honey he would have to ship it to more than one

fair and back home before it would become soft

and mellow enough for the people to buy.

Chas. Oliver, age i:>.

Springboro, Pa., .lune 20, 1885.

iA/.'/lK S HEN S-.VEST D1 VJSI ON-BOARD.

I see you are interested in the jtoultry btisiness as

well as the bee business. Well, so am I. 1 am part-

ner in the poultry business with mamnm, and the

bees with papa. I have had a good laugh at your
expense. This is where the laugh comes in: I see in

your juvenile department about those two old hens
on or.e nest. 1 will now tell you the way mamma
and I do w hen two hens want to sit on the same
nest. AVe just simply put a division-board between
them, no matter if it is only high enough to keep
them from mixing their eggs. I have concluded
that, if you had been as well posted in the hen sit-

ting business as you are in the bee business, you
would not have forgotten that division-board. Vou
have heard the old saying, that two women can
never agree in the same house.

Now about those misty, dirty eggs. That poor old

hen might just as well hiivo had a nice lot of little

downy chicks as not, if you had just taken a basin

of warm water and washed those eggs and put

some clean straw in the nest. That is the way we
do. 1 should like to have you try these plans and
report. Now about the bees.

There have been heavy losses about here, but we
went into winter (luartcrs with 1:.' stands of bees

and honey; lost one colony, and the ri'st came out

in good condition. We have had four new swarms
this spring. Papa wants to know what you would
do with two swarms in the air at once. This is what
he did: He just fiew or ran around and got both

swarms into their new home with very little trou-

ble. He says that is thanks to clipped gueens. He
says when both those swarms came out it made him
feel like the man who said, when his bees ran away,
that live dollars in the hand was forty (hiliars in the

This is my last letter betore lam 15, so I should

like to have that picture of youi- old apiary.

Pana, 111., .June 33, 1885. Lizzie Barnes.

Well, I declare. Lizzie, I have heard of di-

vision-boards for bee-hives, lots and lots of
times; but I do not believe I ever heard be-

fore of a hen's nest with a division-board in

it. Since you mention it, it seems to me the
idea is just good common sense, but 1 never
thougli'l of it at all. Only last week two
hens wanted to sit on the same nest again,
and I will tell you liow I fixed them. I just
' swarmed them " artilicially." Vou see,

they were both in a l)arrel. Well, I took
one hen off the nest ; Iheu I just handed the
barrel over the fence to Ernest, and set an-
other barrel just like il in the i)lace occupied
by tile old barrel. The hen that had her nest
ill the old barrel stuck right lo it. of course,
and t'other hen just walked right into the
new barrel, of course.—Two or three of the
juveniles have told about washing the eggs
off; but. dear me I I have too little time to

wash olT many hens' eggs. 1 guess I will

get Hlue Eyes to boss the ])oultry-yard. Xo
doubt she would beat me all to pieces.
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^u^ jiepEg.

Whatsoever j e do, do all to the g-lorj- of God.—
I. Cou. 1(1: :n.

[^ U. ROOT:—My dealing- with you, although
small, is a surprise to me and to others,

my nei{?hbors. If a man can hai'dly trust

his friends, how ean he trust strang:ers?

Itisastudj' to me to know whether you
are by nature an lionest man, or has relig-ion made
you so? or is it policy, or all? According- to my ex-

perience, people belonging- to the church will bear
watching-. You have won my conflilenco, any way.

I believe nature made you an honest man, and I

wish there were more like you. Maiuon TJisown.

Sebewa, Ionia Co., Mich.

No doubt many of I he friends will think it

a little sinotuhir that I have chosen such
a letter as the above to start Our Homes
with; and, in fact, many may think it sin-
gular that 1 shoidd publish the letter at all,

as it plainly was not intended for pid)lica-
tion. I have taken the liberty lo piiut it.

however, because it so plainly "strikes at the
point I wish to talk al)out ; viz., why are
you honest? or. if you choo.se, wiiy do you
try to be liontstV Wliy <loes anybody try to
be lionesty I thank the writer tor liis veiy
kind words, and for his -^-ood ojiiuidu of us
here, and his kind compiinient loour l)usiness
methods ; ^uld 1 only hope \\v may have
charity sulhcient to overlook oiu- faults and
failin<is.w!iicli he will b(^ sure to lind, shoidd
he continue to iiave dealings witli us. It is

<piite evident tiiat lie has seen soiuetliinjf in
our business methods that attracted hiui and
l)Ieased him. I'erhaps it is our custom of
notifyin;^- all our patrons i)i-omi)tly and re-

peatedly, if need be, of any little balance
tiiere may be belonfiin<>' to them on our
books. It does not matter veiy miudi. any
way, only I believe he is right thus far, that
he has found us just as uiixious to pay over
any little balance remaining as we woidd be
to get any litth' balance remaiinng that was
due us; at least, I have tried for years to
throw out self in all our business manage-
ments; l)ut I know I have I'ailed sadly
many times, for 1 have looked back after-
ward and seen the effects of seltishness.

Now, then, the (piestion. Does religion
make a man more honest? or, if you choose.
ftiiijht religion to make a man more honest?
What good coni'^s of being honest? Kven
the juveniles might say tliat honesty is the
liest policy. Everybody leixNits this little

maxim, and everybody believes it in the ab-
stiact ; still very few of us believe it in
l)ractical life, else why are we not more hon-
est tlian we aie? Oiu- faith is evidently a
narrow and contracted faith. We nu'aii' in
the altstract to be right, fair, and honest;
yet at the same time .-elf-interest warps our
faith in the belief that honesty is always the
best policy. Well, supi)ose you shoiild be
thoroughly convincerl that honesty is the
most prolitable, would the motive be a very
couunendable one? A sharper proposes to
be honest when he is clearly satisfied that it

will be the best policy to be so ; and yet no-
body admires or respects a sharper. Our
friend says that he believes nature made me

an lionest man. 1 hope it is true, that God
implanted in ray heart a love for fairness
and fair dealing; and I know, too, that my
father and mother taught me carefully to be
honest and true. Jjut. granting this, have
there been any struggles, any conflicts, as
you might say. in my heart in regard to this
matter? Was I born with such a love for
honesty and fair dealing that, together with
the teachings of my parents, it became
easier and pleasa'nter for me to be lionest
than to be dishonest? In (me sense I might
say yes, and in another 7jo—emphatically no.

Before I go any further I want to say that
our friend has taken myself for an iltustnt-

tio)), and there are some reasons why I pre-
fer to use /N//.se//as an illustration. I know
the workings of my own heart, but do not
know the inner life of any other human
lieart. Fiuthermore, I do not for a minute
believe that I average better than the com-
mon run of humanity. If I did. it would be
a rather sad. sad world, (iod has iiii])lanted

in the hearts of every one of us a love for
trutii ; but witluuit encouraging this love,
without careful training, and the benefit of
Christian friends. I very much doubt if any
human being would be honest and true. A
very bad boy might be made a good man. by
cai-eful training aud teacliing. I think most
of \(iii will assent to this. A good boy can also
l»ecome a very wicked man. under the in-

lliience of bad surroundimrs. I think von
will all assent to this. It follows, tiieu, that
the natural disposition has not verv much to
do with it ; at least, I do not think it has
rr /•// much. I have watched the matter for a
great i)art of my life; and the more I ob-
served, the mine I felt satisfied that a hu-
man being becomes good or bad. at least
very largely, under the iniluences of his sur-
roundings.' Plenty of money, nothing to do.
evil associates, aiid where "is the boy that
will be good and true in spite of them?

1 have often looked liack to my childhood,
as far as J can liy the light of' memory, to

see if I could discover when bad impulses
came in. When 1 was (piite a small child I

had (jiiite a re|)utation for truthfulness; but
for all that. I had not very much conscience.
I was free from many of the vices of other
children, because there was no inclination
that way. I believe I always liked work, so
there is no iiarticiilar credit due me because
I was industrious, and worked hard to earn
what uionev I wanted. That is. I respected
the rights" of others i)i-etty well until a
temptation sutliciently strong came before
me.
The first glaring piece of dishonesty that

I can remember was when T was a juvenile,
keeping i)oultrv. A kind miller near by
said if I would sweep out the mill I migh"t
have the sweepings of the floor. Jle evi-

dently considered me honest, or he would
not have made such a pro])osition. I was
expected to sweep the mill all over, and so
went away up in the third story, where the
miller seldom came. Now. in sweeping,
many times I came pretty near heaps of
grain as well as heaps of ground feed, and
different kinds of stuff. I was all alone;
and if some of this feed were mixed up with
the dust of the floor no one would know it.
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I was very anxious to make my poultry ven-
ture a surress. I was raKins' aiitl scraping
every ihmg to feed my ••biddies." 1 am
sorry to say tiiat 1 got iiito a way of letting
my broom brush into the edge of the feed in

a way that I would not have UiougJit of doing
had the miller's eyes been upon "me. 1 had
got the poultry fever, and was full of enthu-
siasm, and I listened to the voice of the
tempter under circumstances when I would
not have done it otherwise. It pains me to
speak of this; but the question my friend
propounds some way seems to make it nec-
essary, to bring it out. I can not remember
that I was ever discovered in this little bit

of theft. It amounted to only a few cents,
it is true ; but it was a start in dishonesty.

Not long after. I wanted to buy some corn
of my father to carry my poultry through
the winter. Uf course, my father let me go
to the corn-crib and measure it out myself.
He was away from home, and I had charge
of every thing, and of course no one knew
what sort of measure I gave myself. Well,
1 got into a habit of measuring up a bigger
l)ushel of ears of corn than I ought to have
done ; bigger, in fact, than they would have
been had my father been around where he
might have seen my heaped-up bushels.
You may say this was' only a small matter

;

that my father should have given me what
corn I wanted for my poultry. Even if this
were true, it was dishonest in me to take
more than afaii\just bushel. I can remem-
ber distinctly how these experiences hurt
and crippled me.
Not long after. I took my younger brother

to the mill one day. that I might please him
l)y a sight of the great wheels going aromul.
I wanted to show iiim the great water-wlieel

;

but to do so a little door had to be opened.
I did not know whether I ought to open it

without asking leave or not, but I took the
chances. One of the hinges was broken ;

and when I unhooked the door it fell down
so as to drag on the \yater-wheel. I slipped
away ; and when the miller came around, I

either pretended or told him outright I did
not touch it. You see how easily one sin
follows after another. 1 did remember that
my younger brothei- was a witness to my un-
truthfulness, and it troubled me some. At
tins very time I was learning verses from
the IJible, in the Sunday-school. My moth-
er talked to me over and over again" in re-

gard to the practical application of these
Scripture texts. She told me that (Jod saw.
even if nobody else did. She did not know-
about the sweepings in the mill, nor the
heaped-up bushels; but I did, and it did
not take me long to connect the two. If

there (rf^.v a (iod—an (ill-srciiK/ (Jod, as she
and the Bible taught— he looked on, even if

the miller and my father did not. Then the
question aiises. Is there truly a (Jod, and
(loes he look down and see all "these things,
or is this only all a niythV
We lived in a conununity composed large-

ly (»f inlidels and skeptics. The teachings
(if these inlidcl men would be, that it was all

a myth, and tliat I did not need to trouble or
worry myself about these trilling dishonest
tricks 1 have mentioned. My friend, where
do you think safety lay—with my mother

and the Sunday-school, or with these men
that talked •• modern science "" and lio per-
sonal (iodV Of course I can not say positive-
ly that other children are inliuenced in their
actions as I was l)y these teachings ; but all

along those years", and clear up through my
teens, I was vascillating between the (Jod of
my fathers and the teaj-hings of modem
skepticism. At times I accepted my moth-
er's teachings, and I used to have "a little

prayer to say at night before I went to sleep.

The little prayer is the same one that we
furnish free of charge on the little i)rinted
cards we give away. When I went through
the day striving to do right, it was a pleasure
to me to repeat this prayer before going to
sleep. A\'hen in my zeal to make my poul-
try or something else prosper, I yielded to
temptation, and was dishonest. 1 felt like
skipping my little prayer, and 1 either said
it mechanically, without either thinkhig or
caring what the woids meant, or I omitted
it entirely. Sometimes for long months the
prayer was dropped and forgotten ; but
again, when I felt bad, or got into trouble, I

would go back to my little prayer, and may
be stick to it for weeks or even months. If

it is indeed true, that children are influenced
by little things like these, how very impor-
tant is it that they be watched and looked
after! Can any thing atone for a parent's
neglect? Fathers and mothers whose eyes
are on these pages, do you not know that it

is not only possible but highly probable that
your boy or your girl is even now subject to
temptations, such as I have mentioned?
May be a little talk about (Jod the Father,
and a few Scripture texts reminding them
of that all-seeing Eye, may strike just in

time to save from a w'rong jict. and. may be,
save a soul as well.

Well, I went on through life until I was
about oo years old, in much after the fashion
I have "narrated. Sometimes I accepted
Christ as the Savior, and sometimes I did
not. In using the word " accepted ""

I mean
that I decided in my own mind that I ac-
cepted him as the Savior of the world, but
did not make any public acknowledgment.
During these 35 years of my life I reserved
the privilege of accepting "or rejecting, as
circumstances miglit make it convenient;
for if I said nothing to anybody about it, no
one could call me inconsistent. Of course, I

7»//.sr7/ saw my own inconsistency ; but as
long "as nobody else saw it. it was not much
matter. cspeciaJJii if I decided it was all a
myth any way." When I became a man, of
course temptations of a ditferent sort pre-
sented themselves; but it did not take me
very long to decide, as perhaps the world at
large decides— at least on general principles
—tliat honesty is the best policy, so I always
paid my debts, and as a rule kept my prom-
ises, lam ashamed to own it, butmy life

was in some sense like goods in the haiid of
an auctioneer— I was prepared to sell it to

the higiiest bidder. If Satan liad any thing
in store sutliciently attiactive. why." then I

would accept Satan: if religion or any thing
of that sort had something to present that I

liked better than any of Satan's wares, why,
common prudence "would dictate that I

should become a Christian. It was all self
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and selfishness. I did not propose to give up
self for anyboJy or any thing ; nor did I

propose to let go of any of my privileges. I

wanted freedom—freedom to do right or

freedom to do wrong; freedom to commit
(•fi>ii<\ to put it plainly, whenever it should
become very much of an object for me to

commit crime. You may think this is a
hard way of talking. 1 admit it. You may
say, too, " (iod have pity on such a specimen
of a man as you used to" be." I say amen to

that too ; and may (jlod in his infinite mercy
have pity on any who are in the toils of sin.

Now, then, dear friends, what effect did
l)ecoming a riiristian have on my life? What
effect oiiqhl a profession of Chiistianity to

have on "any man's life V Why, it had this

effect on my life. I can express it l)etter by
a little text than by any words of my own,
although at the time t decided to accept
Christ and become a Christian, I had not
noticed the text, which is this :

Thou slialt love the Lord thy Cod witli all thy
heart, and with all thy soul, and with all thy mind,
and with all thy strength ; and thy nciffhhor as thy-
self.

This I resolved to do before men, and I re-

solved to do it before (Jod. Some of you
may remember that it was while I was alone
by inyself—no human eye near. I just knelt
down alone and told (Jod what I had resolv-

ed to do, and asked his heli), and received a
promise of help there on tiie spot. Now. do
not misunderstand me. and <lo not criticise

me too severely, when I tell you that, from
that moment to this, I have never once had
a tiioiiulit of turning back and lejecling
(;o(i. I have met temptations, and some-
times sore ones. Sometimes I iiave given
way to temptations, and acted in a very nn-
christianlike way -in a \va> tiiat many would
say," A pretty sjtecinit'n voii aic. for a Chiis-

tian !

""
Ihit'at the time I liad no dclilterate

pnri)ose of letting go my religion, or ot turn-
ing back from the resohit ion I have sjHiken

of. Just one illustration: Sometimes wlien
stirred up it seemed to me to be a Cliristian

duty to give somelxxly a piece of my mind,
and, of course, when I got started I said
more and went furthei- than I had int«'nded

to. I aftei-ward saw my mistake, and asked
(Jod's forgiveness, and oftentimes asked for-

giveness (if the one I had si)oken to with loo
nnich harshness. Instead of a deliberate
sin it was amistake, and (iod taught me to

avoid such mistakes in future by resolving to

wait an hoiu. or even twenty-lour hoius, if

the case seemed to demand it, Itefoie admin-
isteiiug the reproof that I knew it was my
duty to administer. Yon see, I grew in the
Christian graces, and every Ciuistian ought
to grow every year of his life.

In the above illustration you can see there
was no deliberate purpose of disobeying
(Jod ; but I committed a sin nevertheless, by
acting hastily and without wisdom. Chris-
tians oftentimes commit sin by (/((/////)(;/ with
temiitations. They sin because tlie> do not
turn resolutely and i)romptly away from
evil. This is almost unavoidable because we
are human. "lie knoweth our frame, that
we are but dust."" Well, a Christian ought
to learn to overcome selfishness in the same
way he overcomes an evil temper — choke it

down at the outset ; therefore he should im-
prove in honesty.

Let us emphasize a little the importance of

standing up before men when you decide to

accept Christ. It seems to me it is not in the
power of any human being to stand safe and
sure without confessing Christ before men.
The first thing to do is to tell (rod of your
decision, and then straight afterward tell the
world of this resolution. It does not amount
to anv thing unless yon confess Christ pub-
licly.

" The best way of doing this, as it seems
to me, is to unite with any body of Christians
near you. Yo\i know, Jesus told the lawyer
that, after loving (iod with all his soul and
strength, he must love his neighbor. You
can not very well love your neighbor with-
out his knoVving it. (Jod wants to be honor-
ed ; and to love him with all your mind and
strength, without saying a word to anybody,
would be dishonoring him. It would be
equivalent to being ashamed of him. Asham-
ed of Jesus! why. the thought is in itself

awful. Now. then, after you have made this

public i)rofessiou von must r.K honest or

yon will straightway be branded as a hypo-
crite, and so you ought to be. Friend Brown
says. " According to my experience, people
belonging to the churcirwill bear watching."'

That is right; bv all means, watch Chris-

tians. Why, I love to be watched. I want
i
you to count, measme. and weigli every
thing yon buv of me. I want yon to find

fault, "and co'mplain. I want v"ou to say.
•• Mr. Hoot, is this Christianlike V

""
I want

you to say. •• We be brethren." I want you
to (juote texts. i)oiui(l it into me. straighten

me up, and let us all straighten each (»ther

up. Jf some brother in his zeal strives to

get a mote out of your eye wlien it seems to

vou he has already got a l)eam in his own
eve. take it smilingly and lovingly, foi' he
is a brother notwitlistanding. Christ died
for him. Peter says :

What glory is it. it', when ve he InitVeted lor yonr
1'aiilts, ve shall take it iiatiimtly? Init il, when >e do
well, and siilVer lor it, ye tafi" it patiently, this is ae-

eei)tal)le with Cod.

" Acceptable with (Jod :

" To l)e sure, it

is. The friends have accused me of mixing
religion and business. Win. the trouble is

I have not mixed them lialf enougji—that is,

practical religion. .Vs well might one object

to mixing honesty with business. Did ycni

ever heai- of a man mixing too nnich hon-
esty and truthfuliu'ss with his business
transactions? Why.no; smely not.

Not very long ago I had a talk in regard
to the expression, " For Ciirisfs sake."'

Now sui)p<ise, when somebody asks yon why
vou are honest, instead of saying. " Because
iionestv is the best jtolicv."" say. " I am hon-
est for"Clirist's sake."" One of the friends

said a few months agt), that he did not give

up tobacco because he wanted a smoker,
nor becatise he thought it hurt him. but he
stoi)i>ed using it " for Christ "s sake."" How
does that sound, friends? Is it not a little

more wortliy of sensible and rational beings,

than to say," I am honest because honesty
is tlie best policy""? or " because I make
more friends by it, save more money, w in a
great name, make people look and stare, and
say, 'How wonderfully honest he isl' '"y
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Suppose you simply say, " I am honest lor

Clirisrs s:!l<e ;"" aiural'ler liaviiif? said it. sup-
pose you go on doing riglit for Ciirisfs sake;
wouldn't you feel better about itV In the
lioth chapter of Matthew, you remember that
Jesus tells us about the people who minis-
tered to him when he was hungry, gave him
drink, took him in when he was a stranger,
clothed him, visited him when he was in

prison. These peoi)le did this without
thinking about the motive, but they did it

for his sake,; and he closes by saying,
'• ^'erily I say unto you, inasmuch as ye
have done it mito one of the least of these
my brethren, ye have done it unto me.""

We should bo honest because we love our
fellow-men; and as we love truth and just-

ice, we love to see everybody have what is

fairly his own. AVell, in giving these fellow-
tnivelers around us what is their own, we
are giving Christ Jesus what is his own.
Did you ever think of it. friendsV—when we
cheat a man we cheat Jesus the Savior. No
matter who it is, nor how obscure, no
matter how helpless, if you wrong one who
can not maintain his rights, you wrong the
Savior himself. His words are, '" I'nto one
of the least of thes? my brethren." Jesus
was the Son of man. He was born as we are
born, and claims all humanity as brothers
and sisters. If we wrong one of them we
wrong him. If you are fair and honorable
with all of them, you are fair and honorable
to him, to God the Creator of the universe,
lie who sees with that all-seeing Eye, and
who looks down upon the various tritles of
our every-day lives. Why, then, should Ave

be honest? Because we get along better,

and make more moneyV No, no •, not for
such a reason, but becjiuse of love to God,
and love to our fellow-men. While I go
over these thoughts, my own conscience
lashes me. Why have I hot held better to

my teachings? And again wells up that old
prayer of liiy heart. "Lord, help! Lord,
lielp!"' Help me to glorify thy name by
making all my business deal more in accord-
ance with these Home Papers. Help me to

constantly feel that it is for Christ's sake

;

that it is to Christ I am looking, and for the
sake of Christ that 1 am buying and selling,

and doing business. And help me, () Lord,
to remember the sacredness of my position:
and help me, even when I am writing these
Home Papers, that they may all be written
for his sake.

Now, then, what kind of help dow^e want?
Do we want i)oys and girls who are working
to please their 'employers, or who are work-
ing to please Christ? Shall anian be faitii-

ful because he thinks his employer's eyes
will go over his work, or because he knows
his emi»loyer's eyes are upon him? or shall

he work ' faithfidly because he feels that
(Jod's eye is upon him? What motive do we
want to hold up before our children for be-
ing faithful? Shall we tell them that dis-

honesty is sure to be found out, sooner or
later? or shall we teach them that (iod sees
it the moment it is done? Which are best—
those who work for love to (Jod and their
fellow-men, or those who work without any
God about it? Friend Brown, my answer to

your question would be, that making a

Cltrisdan of a man makes him honest, most
assui'edly ; and no matter how bad a man lu>

may be. or may have been, if you can induce
him to accept Chiist. and to li've foi- Chi-isfs
sake, he is not only a saved man. l)ut he is

an honest man.
Dlesscd i.s the man tliat walkotli not in tlie coun-

sel of the unK<><ily, nor stiindelli in the way ol sin-
ners, nor sittelli in the seat of the scornful.
Hut liis (ieiitilit is in tlic law of tlie Lord; and in
his law dotli li<> meditate dav and nit;ht. And
lie shall be like a tire |.lant<-d l)V tlie rivers of
water, tliat brin^ctli forth his fiaiit in season; his
leaf also slmll not wither: and whalsoe\ei' he doeth
shall prosper.—PsAi.M 1; 1—:!.
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DISCOUNT ON FOUNPATION AND SKCTIONS.

Tkn per cent ott from list prices on fJn., tis j^iven

last month, and also 5 per cent ott' on sections for the

rest of the season.

T,ONG I.ETTKHS.

At present I am unable to even read all of onr

correspondence; and if yon write veiy lony letters,

please boar in mind that all such will probal)l.\- ha\ e

to be read and answevcd by Ernest or some of the

clerks.

THE IION'EV VIELD VI' TO THt: PHKSENT DATIC.

Basswood is yielding- bountifully Avith us, and
many reports from different localities seem to indi-

cate the same. Orders for honey-pails, glass recep-

tacles, and other supplies for storage and retailing-

the crop, are now starting: quite a brisk trade.

FINE QITAI.TTV OF THIS SEASON'S HONEY.
As yet we have not heard a word aliout honey-dew

this season; but all cf the honey brought in to us
has been of excellent ciuality, both in looks and
taste. If it is true, that our surplus during- 18S5 is to

be free from the honey-dew troubles of 1S84. we cer-

tainly have iDic thing- to be thankful for at least.

A IT.mODICAI.^ AGAINST THE USE OF T01!A(-C0.

We have received Vol. 1, No. 1, of the Autidntc,

published by the author of the little Look called

••A Dose of Truth." The i)aper's motto is, "Ye
shall know the truth, and the truth shall make you
free." The subscription price is ;.'.'> cts. i>er year.

Address the Auti:h>tr and Jlrivid of Fnrdom, "Nvw

Florence, Pa.

NEW IJEE-.IOUUNAI.S; WANT OF COUKTESV, ETC.

In my renuirks in reg-ard to the above on page 40!'

of our .lune 1') number, I did not dream of intimating-

that the <'<iiiiidi<iii ISn-Jotimal had been faulty in

the way I suggested, but <iuite the contrary. If

Bro. .Tones has allowed any thing- in his journal that

mig:ht be considered uncourleous to the journals
down here in the States, I luid never noticed it

when I wrote vhat I did.
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DEATH FROM EATING POISONED HONEY.
Since the article on page 445, last issue, was

printed, we have received very full and complete

reports of the whole matter. Our thanks are due to

the postmaster, and Mr. J. G. Postell, who lives near

there, as well as the editor of the Branchville Ban-
ner. It is, a good deal as we expected, considerably

e.xag-gerated. In sifting- the matter down, there are

only three deaths-two negro children and a white

hoy, and it does not seem to me that the case is very

clear that even they died from eating honey, al-

though it is quite probable. We have also received

a letter giving- very full particulars, from Mrs.

Dukes, the mother of the boy who died. He was
about eleven years old. Further particulars will be

given in our next issue.

THE CANADIAN BEE-.JOUUNAL.

Hno. Jones still continues to make one of the

brightest and most wide awake go-ahead journals

published anywhere in the world. In his issue for

July 8, in speaking of suitable clothing for students

in the apiary, he advises tlioni to singe all the hair

from their hands and wrists, as bees are always in-

cited to sting by any thing in the shape of hair or

fur. I believe the idea is a good one. On an-

other page he mentions that his students discovered

they could tell when a colony was likely to send out

a s.varm soon, by the actions of the bees in front of

the hive. Although I do not remember to have
seen this subject discussed before in i)rint, from
what I have noticed I am inclined to think he is

right about this also. The ditlei-ent behavior of the

bees will lie noticed from an hour to sometimes as

nuich as half a day before the swarm issues.

THE OHIO ST.\TE KAIU.

The Mcekeepers' Association have an annual
meeting on the fair-grounds. There is an especial

reason why ILis desirable we should rally round the

Ohio State Fair this year, and that reason is because

they have for the first time decided to run a fair

without beer or other into.xicating drinks. Don't

lei the whisky men say it is a failure. We extract

the I'ollowing fi-om the Fann (Uid Fiirsi'li':

'l"he Ohio Stale Fair will beheld in Columbus dur-
ing the week bcgiMiiiiig.\ugiist;ilst,and we take this
occasion to remind nin- Ohio readcis that the State
ISoard of A-iiciilturc has resolved not to allow the
srilingon the I air-;; r<ininls <if intoxirat ing li(|U<>rs ot
aM\- description, malt or alcoholic. 'I'liis action of
the Slal<- Hoard was taken in deference to what
was lielieved to be the wish ol a great majority of
tin' agricultural coiiimuiiit.\ . It was taken with the
earnest intention ol making tlie State Fair a gather-
ing to \vhi<'h every larnier of Ohio might take his
wife and daughters, with the assurance that they
should not be insulted there liy rultians beastialized

Moreover, this ac

tact that it would
I was taken in the lace of the
only insure direct loss of a

source of i-e\('rnie whicli had previously- been a nni-
terial lielii in the tinancial management of the fair,
but would also entail a considerable imlii-ect loss by
developing the factious O|)position of the liquor in-
teiests ol t'olumbus and elsew here.

THE nEE-KEEPEri S H.\NDV-I$()OK.

We are in receipt of a revised and enlarged edi-

tion of the above book. It contains many engiav-
ings, and much valuable matter, and seems to be
fully up to the present date. Several pages are de-

\-oted to reversible frames. Perforated zinc and
drone-guards are also considered at length. Alto-

gether, friend Alley has succeeded in giving- us a
very atti-acti\e and nsetui bee-book; but we think
he makes a mistake in setting the price at $1.50, by

mail postpaid, instead of the usual price of fl.25 for

books of about that size. The book does not con-
tain nearly as many pages as the ABC or Prof.

Cook's Manual; and besides, the amount of matter
is very small on each page, being large type, largo

raargiDj and the matter very much spread out. A
full page contains about 874 "ems," and a full page
of the largest type used in the ABC book contains
3330 " ems." We can furnish the new edition at the
above price, or the old one for an even dollar, post-

paid.

FALSE STATE.MENTS IN UEGAHD TO THE HONEY
ItUSINESS.

So large an amount of matter has been received
in reference to this, together with clippings from
newspapers, that it would almost fill an issue cf

Gleanings. We shall give the principal part of
them next month. The greater part of them come
from newspaper reporters who are in search of
something sensational. As an illustration: Are-
porter went to visit a bee-man in Michigan, to write
up the honey business. The bee-man was away
from home, and the reporter found a large sized

bee-feeder in the back yard where the bees were
being fed in the open air. Jumping at conclusions,

and filling in so as to nuike it look as if a big fraud
were 1 eing perpetrated, he made quite a sensational

article, which is being copied everywhere. The
gist of this rejwrt was, that this bee-man, who had
about fifty colonies of bees, kept a shingle out in

front of his house, saying, " White-clover honey for

sale," while the white - clover honey is all made of
glucose fed to the bees in the back yard. May hr

the reporter thought he had got the thing about
right, but it is pretty evident that he did not care
very much whether he was right or not. W'hat he
saw was nothing but the usual arrangements for

feeding bees out of doors, during a dearth of honey

;

and there is no ground for deciding that the man
was selling sugar or glucose as honey.

SOWING BUCKWHEAT.
N(jw is the time to i)ul in your buckwheat, if it

is not already done. We extract the following
from the ,l»ii,-»-iV((»i Auririilliiriat

:

Huekwheat is worth at least seventy-H\ e cents a
bushel for feeding, if it is properly led. It is best
ground with corn, as fine as possible, and may be
led with cut hay or straw moistened with water.
The seed may lie sown early in July. We have
found thick seeding the best. 'At least" one bushel
l>er acre should be used. It pavs to prepare the
ground as well lor this ci-op as lor ativ other, but it

is especially iisel 111 foi- the imipose of breaking up
an old mea.low and preparing it for resccding.
The sod will be well rotted and the soil mellowed
and made ready lor a fall grain crop, if this is de-
sired, to be followed b>- the gra.«s seed the next
summer. No other crop except i>eas so well nu'l-
lows the ground as buckwheat, ami this is precise-
ly the elfect required in i-eseediiig land. IJesides
this useful purpose, buckwheat is valuable lor its

grain. It will easilv produce tliirtvor tortv bushels
per aci-e, if well managed, and ii bushel ol it is

worth two bushels ot oats of the light sort usuallv
grown, which is largely husk. The crop, too, is put
in at times and harvested at times convenient for
the farmer.
With us we never get a good crop without sowing

l)hosphate with the buckwheat, l)y means of an or-

dinary wheat - drill, with fertilizer attachment.
With phosphate we have had a good yield of honey
and grain, on ground that would not yield any
thing, comparatively, without it. Of course, it may
be sown even in our locality as late as the middle o f

August; but where it is put off so late there is

great danger of losing the gvftin by frost.
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FI.AT-BOTTOM FOUNDATION.
The foundation made l>y our triends J. Van Dcu-

sen c& Sons, Sprout Brook, Montgomery Co., N. Y.,

has been before the people a good many years; Imt

of late I can not remember of seeing- any reports in

regard to it. As we have some customers who pre-

fer it to any other, we keej) it in stock. It is per-

haps the handsomest and best made foundation of

any in the world; and if I am correct, the manu-
facturers furnish an article with a greater number
of square feet per pound than any other make.
Ttie only objection is, that it takes bees longer to

work it than where the bottom of the cells is made
the natural shape. Has further experience demon-
strated this last point to be correct? Who will tell us/

K.MPLOVING WOMKN KUK CLERKS, BOOK-KEEPEUS,
ETC.

Diu it ever occur to you, that an olHce where only

women are employed must be a jilcasant place? No
smoking, no sweai-ing, no impure talk; in fact,

in our office there is not any talk of any kind,

unless it pertains directly to business. Our office is

a pleasant place, and 1 have a great many times

thanked God for it—not only because the work per-

taining to book-keeping and correspondence has

mostly lallen into the hands of women, but because
it seems to have drifted, some how or other, with

very few exceptions, into the hands of Christian

women—for let me tell you it is not every one, even
among women, who win a place in the office and
keep it. Come to think of it, our business in the

dift'erent departments is mostly characterized by re-

finement and courtesy; and while this state of af-

fairs is much due to the influence of the women
who ai-e all about us, and in every room, I t)elieve it

is more consequent upon the Christian spirit which 1

trust and believe pervades our business everwhere.

SEALED on UNSEALED BltOOD TO DETEHXtlNE WHE-
THEU OK NOT A QUEEN IS PHESENT.

Did it ever occur to you, that when you tried very

hai'd nut to make a mistake, you oftentimes make
more mistakes than when you do not try so hard.

Few things in bee culture have re(iuired more em-
phatic teaching, over and over again, than this one
of having unf't'^tlrit brood in every nucleus, when
there is any danger that the colony may be queen-
less. Ttic young larv.e take the place of a (jueen, as

it were, and half apoundof bees will adhere to their

combs and defend themselves from robbers, provid-

ing they have even a little i)atch of unsealed brood,

where without this they would all be demoralized,

and become an easy prey to robbers or any other

foe. Well, in my editorial in our last issue, p. 4tJ7,

where I was so very anxious to say uin<file(l brood,

by an error the editorial went out with the simple

stsitement that "(nlrd brood would answer for start-

ing (luecn-cells, whereas tiealcd brood amounts to al-

most nothing; for the little bi'ood that might hatch

out, although it would prove a small addition to the

little colony, could in no way help furnish the all-

important (lueen. Now remember, it is unsealed

brood, or small larva' just out of the egg, that we
want when we are going to determine whether or

not a i)<)unil of bees or nucleus contains a queen.

(iUAUANTKElNC; SAFE AKUIVAL ON QUEENS AND
BEES.

Since the traffic in bees and (pieens has assumed
such proportions, the question often comes up as to

how much a guarantee covers. Sometimes a cage

reaches its destination with some of the bees dead—

I

the others apparently all right, and the queen all

j

right. Well, suppose the purchaser, under such
circumstances, should refuse to receive the iiack-

age because, according to his notion, it is not in

good order. This does not very often happen, but
it has hajipened a few times. Most people acquaint-

ed with bees would, for the sake of being human, if

nothing else, take the live bees away from the dead
and dying at once, and put them into a hive on
some combs of food, and, of course, save the queen
if possible, and then report to the shipper. Now.
I should say, that unless the purchaser does take
pains to sa\e the (jueen, and as many of the bees

as he can, he is not entitled to more than enough
bees to make up the number that were dead. In

regard to (jueens by mail, the shipper guarantees to

deliver them safely at the nearest postofficc. If the

purchaser leaves them several days in the post-

office, he is not entitled to another <iueen. In case

acjueon is icccived in feeble condition, the pur-

ch.aser should at once cage her on a comb contain-

ing unsealed honey, and place all in a hive of bees,

so as to do all in his power to revive her. If she

dies, or if she never fully recovers, he should state

the case to the shipper, and the shipper should

make her good, or furnish another at half j)riee, or

arrange it in some such way as would be satisfacto-

ry to /»)^/( parties. If the purchaser does not take

the queen from the office, and do all he can at once
to save her life, I shouldsay he is in part responsible.

If he takes her out of the office, and lays her upon
' a shelf, or lets her lie until the next day, and she

I

dies, he is entirely or partly responsible for her
loss, depending upon circumstances. Queens, like

the rest of an.imated creation, are liable to die at

j

any time; and altogether the safest place for them
is in a hive of bees. Therefore as soon as they are

' received they should, without a single hour's delay,

I

be caged on a comb of honey and brood, and i)laced

in the hive. If circumstances are such that you
can not give this immediate attention, I do not

think you ought to complain. The shipper simply

agrees to deliver the queen in good order at your
IHDstnffiec.

Every little while some one who is perhaps a little

new in the business thinks he ought to have anoth-

er queen, because his queen was lost in introduc-

ing; and he bases his claim on the fact that he fol-

lowed the printed directions exactly. Whoever
purchases a queen ought to be aware that introduc-

ing is always more or less risky ; and the man who
sells the queen can in no case expect to be respon-

sible, unless he advertises to guarantee safe i»i(((»-

(/kcMok as well as safe airical. 1 believe only one
(lueen-breeder has undertaken to do this as yet.

One thing more: Quite a few of the friends have
a way of declaring a (pieen was never fertilized, be-

cause she may behave herself somewhat like unfer-

tile queens. I want to protest against this, because
iw man living has any right to say he can tell by a

(lueen's looks or actions whether she is fertilized or
I not, especially after she has been shipped through
the mails. Of course, queens might be caged up
and sent oif as soon as hatched, and they will live

just as long this way as i^erhaps after they have
been laying; but it will be next to impossible to in-

troduce such a <iueen. The man who would send

out unfeidlc (jueens for untested queens, would
probably pass counterfeit money if he had a chance;

therefore when you arc purchasing queens, be sure
I that the nuui of whom you buy them is honest.
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DADANT'S
FOUNDATION
is assortoil li\- liurulicds ot |ir;K-tifiil and dishUci-cst-
ed lii'('-kcf'|)iM-s tu lie th.' cleanest, liriv'-litcst, quick-
est aeeepted by bees, least apt lo saK. must regular
in eolor, excuest, and neatest, of an\- that is made.

It is kejit Un- sale bv Messrs. A. H. Newman. Chi-
cago, III.; C. K. Mntli, (ineinnati, ().: .las. Heddcm,
Dowagiac, Midi.; Douyhertv \- MeKee. Indianaixi-
lis, In.l.; ('has. H.tireen. lieilin. Wis. ; (lias. Hert.l,
Jr.. Freebni-f--, III.; K/,ra Haer, Di.von, [,ee Co., 111.; E.
!S. .Annsti-ony,.lersev\ille, III.; H. Drnni, .\delphi,0.;
Artlmr Todd, (ierinantown, Philadelphia, Pa.: E.
Krctchiner, ('obnr<r, Iowa; E. F. Smith, Smyrna, N.
Y.; C. T. Dale, Mortonsville, Ky.; Clark Johnson &
Son, Covington, Ky., King, Aspinwall & Co., 16 Thom-
as St., Now York City, C. A. Graves, Birmingham,
O.; M.J. Dickason, Hiawatha. Kan.; J. W. Porter,
Charlottesville, Albemarle Co., Va. : E. R. Newcomb,
Pleasant Valley, Dutchess Co., N. Y., and numerous
other dealers.
Write for snmplfK frsc, and price list of supplies,

accompanied with 1 .'»0 Coinpliineiitary and umo-
licilnl trstiiiKinioh. ( rom as many bee-keepers, in
l,SK(. MV ijiiiiniiitrr i ri'ni inch of our foundation equal
to samydc in every rexijrct.

€HAS. DADANT A; SON,
3httd Hamilton, Hancock Co., Illinois.

QUEENS NOW READY.

TESTED, $2.00: UNTESTED, SI. 00 EACH, OK 6 FOK $5.00.

£. PETERMANrWALDoTwiSCONSIN.
i:Jtfdb

Italian Bees in Langstroth Hives.

$9.00 1»EU COLON V, 3 FOIt S'25 00.

Safe arrival guaranteed. Will give satisfaction.
Correspondence solicited.

JOHN ill. RAGLANS,
13tfdb 418 Broad »vay, Meiivor, Colorado.

TEN OOLONIES HYBEID BEES FOE SALE at $.5.00 per col-

ony. Al^SA ORAY,A<lain:<,Ga<jrCo.,Xch. ViUd

CnO QAI C A 4-horse-power boiler. B. W. Paynerun Mnui-. ^. gons' make. Has been in use
about one year. It is as good as new for service.
Has crack in base which has been riveted. Will sell
boiler complete with pump and heater for $90,011.

i;»fdb LEE CROSBY, Columbus, Warren Co., Pa.

I WILL SELL
From June 1.5, until Se|)t. 1.5, good Italian bees at

%\:i^ per pou nd. N ucleus colonies, :{ frames, L. size,

at %'^.•i'^ each. Dollar queens to accompany the
above, *1.00 e.xtra. All my queens are reared from
imported stock. Safe aarival and satisfactiim guar-
anteed. J. M. YOUNG,
l3tfdb Rock Bluffs, Cass Co., Neb.

Bee^Hives Sections!

NEW SHOP AND NEW MACHINERY.
Tlie Lari^CKt lUaniilactory of ltoe>HivcM,

»$ectiontt, etc., in llie World.

0>if Ciijuiiit;/ now is ti Corloail of ilnotln Daily.

NOTICE.
Bv enlarging our fiietory last year we were ))Ut

behind with our work so that by spring we were
obliged to return many orders. .V'HC we have aui-

l)le stock ahead, and can till orders promptly.
Write tor our new price list tor I.SS,5.

G. B. LEWIS & CO.,
l!)tfdb WATERTOWN, WISCONSIN.

/!//£•£A/C If you are in a hurry for them, give
(/UCC/VO. ,„^. t^„ order. Fifty laying now. Wc.
each; t) for .*5.(M). Tested, l^l..50. Fine stock. Can
b<' sent bv return mail in mv improved Peet cage.
i:jtfdb L. HEINE, BELLMOEE, QUEENS CO., N. Y.

F,HOLTKE& CO,, OFFER
JS FRAME NUCLEI WITH $1.00 QUEEN

FOR OSTLV $2.00!

^.v^T^^Vr THE BKLIilNZONA ITAIilAN»i,
1. XV X and see lor \ oiirsclf that they are THE
REST. Warranted <|ii«ens in Mav, tl.25: June,
3=1. 10: July and after, .*l.(Ki: si.v for ?5.00. Bees at
rsduced rates. Send for descriptive circular. Sat-
isfaction guaranteed. CHAS. D. DUVALL,
9tfdb Si)encerville, Mont. Co., Md.

W. Z. HUTCHINSON,
ROGERSVILLE, GENESEE CO., MICH.,

Is now making a specialty of rearing line Italian
(lueens. All (jueens reared from the purest and
best of mothers, and the cells built in fi.ll colonies.
No queens sent out that would not he used in the
home yard. Single queen, fl.OO; six for S=.5.0(l;

twelve or more, 75 cts. each. Tested queens, if^i.OO

each. We can still furnish white-poplar sections.
Make money orders i)ayable at Flint. lolldb

DP WITH ORDERS
d mothers, se

This offi

pnreha.ser
ehoiee se
shippeil ill

letter. Sa

]4-1.5-l«d
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JOB LOT OF WIRE CLOTH
AT (iiticArLY III: It It En rnicKs.

SECOND aUALITY WIRE CLOTH AT I'o CTS. PEE SaUAEE FT.

SOME OK THE USES TO THIS WIKE CLOTH CAN BE AP-

This wire cloth is second finality. It will answer nicely
for covering <loors and windows, to keep out Hi- s; for
coverin-j bee-hives and capres for shipping bees; nuikint;

sievps for sifting seeds, etc.
Xumber of Square Feet contained in each Uoll

Respectively.

'.:..i.\ mll.^ wl Jl,. :;^ ni :Jli;, -J of l'J3, 1 of IJG. 2 of l')! 2 o
* 210, and 1 of iril s. f.

17 U rollsof 233, andaof 23i, s. f.

7 5 rolls of 281s f.

3 1 roll of lOfis. f.

37 28 rolls of 316. 3 of 285, 2 of 317, I e.ich of ISO, 032

and 215 s. f.

11 roll of 13fts. f.

11 roll of 245 s. f.

2 1 rollof.3f.5. lofSlSs. f.

11 roll of 152 s f.

12'll rolls of 400, 1 of 203 s. f

The following- is first qua
per square foot. It can lie

for which Avire cloth i.s ordii

l^i cts. per sq. ft. it is far h
charged at hardware ai

ly, and is worth 1 'j cts.

iscil for any piirposc
iiily used; and even at
ow the prices usually
iii.shinjr stores, as yoii

will ascertain by makins imiuiiy. We were able to
secure this very low price by buying- a quantity of
over one thousand dollars' worth.

21 1 12 rolls of 200 sq. ft. e vch ; 1 each of 10, 80, 9J, 1-20, 108, 133, 280,
I 90 sq. ft.

7 rolfs of 216 sq. ft. each; 1 each of 65, 86, ig'i, 19j, 200, 201,26

i2sl3s'

loClOO, 113,117, 125, 125,220,

of 120, 130, 211

I46|l rollof IKscin

UOOT, JMcdina, Oliio.

IF YOU WANT PURE ITALIAN
Bees, Tcsti'd (.Iium iis. or Nuclei, lor one hiiU Hoofe
))rict', send nie your (irdcr at once, nr stainj) for
sample of bees. THOMAS HOEH, SHEEBUKNE, N. Y.

BINGHAM SMOKERS AND KNIVES.
BY MAIL, POSTPAID.

EINGHAM 55 HETHEEINGTON, AERONIA, MICH.

PURE ITALIAN QUEENS.
Tested, .if:.'. (Kl e:ieh. rnlesled, '.Idc encli. four or

more at one onler, T.'.c each. Will t uniii.;li I lb. of
bees with each queen, if wanted, tor ??l.:i.') ailditlou-

al: :.' L. frame nuclei, witli untested (|ueen,. #:.'.,50.

All (jueens bred from a line imiiorted niothei-. No
blacli bees near. I), (i. KUM ISTON,
Hd Adrian, I.eiiawee Co., Mich.

THE CANADIAN BEE JOURNAL
II /;/;/»/. 1, $i.o(> i-i.n ri:.iit.

D. A. Jones Si Co., Publishers, Becton, Ont., Can.

The only bee journal prititeil in ( anada, and con-
tainitii' much \ aluable and intc re.^tinj; matter each

States beekeepers. Saiiiple'copy sent free on re-

ceipt of address. I'riiPeil on nice toned i)apci-, and
in a nice shape for binding', making in one year a
volume of 83:i pages. 'Jtfb

EXCHANGE DEPARTMENT.
Notices will he

usual i-ates. All i

pxc-ed 5 linos, and
paitment.or we v

111 at one-half our
|iartment must not
yiinr ad. in this de
any error.

WANTED.—To exchange one good nearly new
half-nickel half-painted 50-inch bicycle for

honey (comb honey preferred), or chickens and
young hens of common or fancy breeds. Please
correspond. Uvfa. E. Cr.AUK,
14 lJo.\ Ui. Hellows Falls, Windhan Co., Vt.

We. F..\T< )X, Photographer. Newark, N. J., will
. maki lite size crayon photos (can be made

fi-om inni sill ill iiictinr), iu exchange for bees. Sat-
isfaction guaranteed. U<1

WANTED.—To e.\change chaff hives for good
e.vtractcd clover honey. I will allow '.1 cents,

delivered here. Chaff hives, 3!~M)0 each. Corres-
pondence solicited.
Ud W. K. Lewis, Dry Ridge, Grant Co., Ky.

WANTED. -To exchange celery - plants for a
printing-press, type, etc., bound books, or of-

fers. Sec advertisement in another column for
l)rices. A. T. Cook, Clinton Hollow, N. Y.

WANTED. -To exchange Italian bees in Sim-
plicity hives for Wyandotte fowls and Pekin

ducks. None but line fowls wanted.
14d .7. H. Reed, Orleans, Orange Co., Ind.

WANTED.—To exchange, a No. I Pelham Foun-
dation-mill; also the castings, mandrel, and

all pertaining- to a hand-power saw. Geo. M. Bish-
op, No. 284 Mass. Ave., Indianapolis, Ind.

WANTED —To exchange bees, queens, grape-
vines, strawberry, raspberry, and blackberry

plants, etc. (200 sorts), for advertising- space in
books or papers, or for any thing I can sell for caxli.

14d F. L. Wright. Plaintield, Mich.

WANTED.—To exchange Simp, hives, complete
or in flat, section lioxes, ((Mindation. smokers,

and supplies, for new extracteil clover, or light-color
pure hont'v. Corresiiondence .solicited.

Hd Model B. Hivs Co., 52i S Joffersoa St., Pluladolphia, Pa.

BEES Br THE POUND
AT 75 Cents, AND SAFE ARRIVAL GUARANTEED.
QtlGENS. Ilitliaii, Ilol} L.an :l, or Albi-

no, $1.0U. Touted <t»t'C"!^< !!<1.50.

U-lod PELHAM Si WILLIAMS, Maysville, Ky.

DABANT'S FOUNDATION FACTORY, Whole-
sale and retail. See advertisement in another

cobnnn. ;{btfd

WO SWARMS OF BEES FOR SALE
Containing from oil to tiO ll)s. of honey each, with 10

traiiies of eonili, L. si/.c. S<>nt in shipping-bo.xes,
iit .^ll.llll per colony, with untested queens. Discount
on 111 to 2(1 swarms. In good L. hives, $7.00. Also
.".00 frames of brood, covered with bees, at 7.5 cents

•s desii-ing to purchase may dejiosit
he editor of ti i.EANiMis till they are

each.
money
satisfied.1. A.idress ^

A. W. CHENEY, Kanawha Falls, W. Va.
*

WE WILL SELL
S OK 10 SWAKMS IN 1',-GTO::? SIMPLICIT7 HIVES AT $7.00

EACH O:^ THE 13 FEAUE3 Pl'T INTO rUrvCHACEK'S

HIVES, AT $5 00 EACH.

.V. <'. liSCMIICL., UtI'db < Lie VIC L.AND, O.

NUCLEI AND QUEENS FOR SALE.
Three L. frame nuclei, full of bees, brood, and

honey, with a choice tested Italian (lueen, Ironi my
imported stock, at the low iirice of only J2..5U, and
satisfaction guaranteed. Address
Hd J. A. BUCHANAN, Holliday's Ccvc, W. Va.
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LET ME HELP Ton.
I will sell, to all wishing to buy during- July, Aug-

ust, and September, pure Italians. One hive for
$6.00; five or more for t't.itO each.
Hybrids, one for $5.00; five or more for $4.50 each.
Blacks, one for «4.50; five and more, $4.00 each.
All 10-frame, 2-story, new Langstroth hives. Safe

arrival guaranteed. G. W. ALBRECHT,
13-14-15d Dundas, Calumet Co., Wis.

DADANT'S FOUNDATION FACTORY. WHOLE-
SALE AND RETAIL. See advertisement in

another column. 3btfd

FALL QUEENS.
I have a choice lot of Italian and Cyprian queens,

which I will now sell at $5.00 per half-dozen. Satis-
faction guaranteed. Address

EEV. J. E. KEAENS, L'OEITINO SUN, IOWA.

IF YOU WANT
A GOOD ONE-PIECE SECTION CHEAP

Send to us. Sample and Price List Free.

SMITH & SMITH, KENTON, HARDIN CO., OHIO
2tfdb

BEES and QTJEEITS
At Greatly Reduced Prices.

After June 15 I will 8ell2-frame nuclei, with 3 lbs.

of bees in each, no queen, for $2.25 each. Tested
queens, $L.50 each; warranted queens, $1.00 each;
untested queens, 75 c. each, either Syrian or Italian.

I. R. GOOD, Sparta, Tenn.

MUTH'S
HONEY-EXTRACTOR,

XQUARE (;L.A!«!«i HONEY-JAKN,
TIN BUCKJETS, BKE-Ill VKS,

HONEV-iSEICTIONS, A;i-., An-.

Apply to CH AS. F. MUTH, Cincinnati, O.

P. S.—Send 10-cent stamp for " Practical Hints to
Bee-Kecpers." Itfdb

Untested Queens in March and April $1 '.i5

Afterward 1 (KJ

HUTCHINSON'S
ADVERTISEMENT.

We are now making a specialty of rearing flue
Italian queens. All queens are bred from the purest
and best oi' mothers, and the cells built in full colo-
nies. We have one of A. I. Root's very best, select-
ed, tested, imported queens, also quite a number of
very superior home-bred queens from the apiary of
"Cyula Linswik." Besides this we have our own
original stock which was built up from Dadant Im-
ported stock and from queens obtained from several
of our best breeders. We arc not trying to see how
cheaply we can rear queens, but how yood ones we
can furnish. No queens will be sent out that would

I not be used in the home apiary. Single queen, $1.00;
si.v for $5.IHI; twclxcor more, 75 cts. each. Tested
queens, $2.00 eacli. Kii II colonies, $5.00 each. Make
money orders pa^ able at Flint. Address

W. X. HUTCHINSON,
15tfdb Kogemvillo, Veiiesee Co., iMioli.

PRICES REDtFCEDI
Ciitil furtlier notice I will Inrnish untested Italian

()uecns at Utic. each; ti tor $4.;V). Warranted (jueens,
HUc. each; 6 for $5.00. All queens bred trom my
clutice improved stock, and the cells built in full
stniHO colonies. Safe arrival and satisfaction al-

ways guaranteed. J. P. MOORE,
MORGAN, PKNDLEl'ON CO., KY.

J. S. TADLOCK,
5tfdb LULING, CALDWELL CO., TEXAS.

Choice Untested Italian Oueens

YEi.Low: - j.Ainu::: - rnoLirir .• .' >

Single Queen, $1.00; six or more, 90 cents each.

C. M. GOODSPEED, Thorn Hill, N. Y., Aug. 1, 1885.

ITALIAN QUEENS
For sale, cheap as the cheapest, from selected Ital-
ian queens. Tested Queens, $l.tX); untested queens.
60 cents; hybrid Queens, 30 cents. Safe arrival
guaranteed every time. C. C. KIRKITIAN,
1.5tfdb COXVILLE, PITT CO., N. C.

38 Four-Frame Nuclei For Sale,
With dollar queen, bees, and bi-ood, in new Lang-
stroth hive, at $3.00 each. J. B. REED.
16d MJLFORD, WIS.

Red-Clover Queens by Return Mail.

1 am now up with my orders, and can send (jueens
by return mail. My queens are almost without an
exception purely mated, and niy bees worked just
thick on red clover from the time it bloomed until
the present. J. T. WILKON,

l,5tfdb NICHOLASVILLE, KY.

75 COLONIES ITALIAN BEES
FOR SALE CHEAP.

To reduce stock 1 will sell, until Nov. 1st, as fol-

lows:
I to 5 at $6 00
5tol0" 5 50
10to2U " 5 00
20 to W) " 4 SO
.50 to 75 " 4 UO

Pure Italians in new Simplicity hives, well paint-
ed, on wired L. frames, with 30 to 40 lbs. white honey
in each. I will deliver at L. S. & M. S. Ry. Depot,
and guarantee safe arrival. Will ship on 9 frames.

S, D. McKim, Madison, Lake Co., 0.

VANDERVORT
COMB FOUNDATION MILLS.
Send for samples and reduced price list.

3tfdb JNO. VANDERVORT, Laceyville, Pa.
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P0NEY OeMMN.
CITY MARKETS.

New York.— HojiC}/.—Market quiet; some small
lots new comb arriving. Quotations as follows:
Fancy white clover, lib. sections, per lb. 14/3150
Fair to good " " " " V^oi V'u-

Fancy " 2-lb. " " r.iii.Uv

Fair to good " " " "
llii' 1:.V

Fancy buckwheat, 1-lb. " " W" Kic

3-lb. " "
Vfc Xv

Extracted white clover, "
(JOi Te

" buckwheat, "
5i'" tic

Southern, extracted, per gallon, ^tS'/aij'ie
" " buckwheat, per lb., r)(at (ic

Beesu'ai;, prinae yellow, "
2.i<o;i8c

Southern extracted coming in very treely.
July 27, 1885. McCaul & Hildketh Bkos.,

34 Hudson St., cor. Duane St., N. Y.

Kansas City.—Honey.—'So change to note in
prices, shippers and buyers both holding ott, with
some concessions in favor of buyers. Notwith-
standing the short crop reported in California,
sales are still being made there at about same prices
as last spring, and some new extracted quoted at 4c
there. We quote choice white comb, 2-lb. sections,
lac; 1 lb., 13(!iil4c. Extracted, 5@7c. Beeswax, weak
at 20@,25. Clemons, Cloon & Co.,

Cor. Fourth & Walnut Sts., Kansas City, Mo.
July 23, 1885.

Cincinnati.—HoHci/.—The market is quiet, with
a fair demand for extracted honey, and an abun-
dance of otterings from commission houses and
producers. Prices range lictwcfi) 4 and se on arriv-
al. There is but little new (•oinli lioiicy in the mar-
ket, with an occasional deuuunl. I'rifes nominal.
Beesi/;ax-.—There is a fair demand for, with liberal
offerings. It brings 2(Xgi24c on arrival.

Chas. F. Muth,
S. E. Cor. Freeman and Central Avenues.

July 24, 1885. Cincinnati, O.

Chicago.—Jforiey.—Several consignments of the
new crop are here, and some brings 15c for 1-lb. sec-
tions; demand is light as yet. Extracted is going
off more freely at 5@7c per lb. Bcexwajc, 2:Jc for
good; fancy yellow, 23c, with good inquiry existing.
July 23, 1885. K. A. IUtknett,

161 So. Water St., Chicago, 111.

Cleveland.—J:?o)iC!y.—Up to the present time
there has been no new honey received, and no
price has been fixed upon. Old honey, of which we
have a fair supply, is standing still, there being no
inquiry for it. Beesivax, 22@25c. A. C. Kendel,
July 25. 115 Ontario St., Cleveland, O.

St. Louis.— 7Jojm;j/.—There is no demand for hon-
ey of any kind, weather being so warm. Southern,
in barrels, new, 4fc'4'io; old, S'.ic; half-barrels and
kegs held higher. Comb honey not salable. Some
old comb, dark, ofl'ered at 5c. No buyers. All the
above nominal. Bcciiwa.v continues verj' dull, 23c
for prime yellow. Stock large.

W. T. Anderson & Co.,
July 24, 1885. 104 N. Third St., St. Louis, Mo.

Boston.—7/oncjy.—Best white, 1-lb. sections, 10c;
best white, 2-lbs., 14c; best extracted, new, Oc. IT'a.r,

none. Weather so warm, no sales. No new comb
honey in yet. Blake & Ripley,
July 24, 1885. 57 Chatham St., Boston, Mass.

Milwaukee.—Hoxt'i/.—Market well cleaned up of
old honey, and waiting for new receipts to arrive.
Beexwax dull. Prices nominal, at 28(331)0.

A. V. Bishop,
July 23. 142 W. Water St., Milwaukee, Wis.

Detroit.— 77«)ifjy.—The honey market is still very
dull. Good Mb. sections arc quoted at 10(rt:il2c.

July 2;i, 1885. A. B. Weed,
Detroit, Mich.

W^ANTED-
Good average beeswax, to the amount of UIO lbs.

Make offers. NIMSHI NUZUM,
15d Boothesville, Marlon Co., W. Va.

We are now in the market, and will be dui-ing the
entire season, for all honey ottered us, in any quan-
tity, sliaiK', or condition, just so it is pure. We will
sell on eoiiimission, charging 5 per cent; or if a sam-
ple is sent us, we will make the best cash otter the
general market will afford. We will handle bees-
wax liic same waj-, and can furnish bee-men in
qiiaiititii'S, eru«l<' or retined, al lowest market prices.
( nil- Junior member in this dcparment, Mr. Jerome
Twiciiell, has full charge, which insures prompt and
eari'lul attention in all its details.

Saiii]iks of comb honey must be full case, repre-
senting a fair average of the lot. On such sam-
ples we will make prompt returns, whether we buy
or not. CLKMONS, CLOON & CO.,
15-2db Kantian <;ity. Mo,

I Will Sell Full Swarms of Pure Italians
In the Langstroth Simplicity Id-frame hive. For a
single swarm, $6.00; two or inore, $.").(i(t each; five or
more. $4.50 each. Safe arrival guaranteed.
Address M. K. NICHOLS,

IStfdb Weaver's Corners, Huron Co., O.

TRY THE
BELLINZONA ITALIANS,

\i^' ^ And see- or yourself that they are </(«

'VSS'/yy
'""' ^^''''''^''ted Queens, bred from

<- ^^V"^''^ ^T "><>"i''i'^ imported dieect from the
>^''W^^ iiH.untains of Italy, !i?l.(W each; 6 for
/ 'TtV '^ S5.()0. .special iliseount on large or-

/ ,t)'.'.V;:\
ders. Satisfaction guaranteed. Send

(^jf' w.|j|j.'^i^J for circular. Orders tilled promptly.
< iP ' CHAS. 1>. DI V'AIili,

l.-.tfdb SPEHOEKVILLE, MONT. CO., MD.

BEES FOR SALE.
I have 65 swarms of bees; nearly all of them are

in two-story hives with two full sets of combs to
each hive, and well tilled m itli honi'y and brood.
Will sell them cheap. Those wishing to buy will
please call, or address \VM. H. KING,
1.5d NEWTONVILLE, BUCHANAN CO., lA.

Bee-Keepers, Attention

!

NOW IS THE TIME TO ITALIANIZE CHEAP.

1 will sell, during the next 30 days, fine queens,
bred from my best strains of Italians and Albinos,
at the following very low prices:

1 queen $1 00
|
12 queens *••» 00

6 " 5 00
I
50 " 3i) 00

Tested %\ 50

Order now, or you may be too late to secure these
low prices. Address Wm. W. GARY,

Coleraine, Mass.
15tfab Successor to Wm. W. Cary & Son.

J\ r\ COLiONlESBEES, good hive (Am. frame),
*'A\3 every comb straight. Will average 4 lbs.

bees, 6 frames brood, 15 lbs. honey, and good untest-
ed Cvp. or Italian queen, %'•, each"; 11 for ?fr)0. Speak
quick. 15d F. L. WHUiHT, I'laintiel.l, Alich.

ITALIAN^UEENS.
One hundred choice tested Italian queens, reared

during the honey liarxest, from a selected imi>orted
queen, Hoot's imi)orlatioti, ready to go by return
nuiil. Price $1.5ii eac'li. Safe arri\ al and satisfac-
tion guaranteed. Make money orders paj able at

Salem, O. F. II. SCATTKKOOOD,
1.5d AViiiona, Ohio.

Orders for Carniolan and Italian t^)ueens and nu-
clei from tiest importi'd mofhers. Untested Carnl-
olans, $1.25; Warranted, yi. 5(1. Make money orders
payable at Greensbin-g, Ind. Send fen- Price List to

H. F. SHANNON,
15tfdb SPUING HILL, DECATUK CO., IND.
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NOTES i'KOM THE BANNER APIARY.

NO. 68.

THE BOOM ON BAS.SWOOD, ETC.

ro two seasons seem to be exactly alike. Last

year the honey harvest began early, was of

short duration, but good while it lasted. No
honey from basswood. This year the season
opened late, the weather was cool, and the

How of honey light but steady—just right to keep
breeding going in fine style, but scarcely enough
to send the bees into the boxes. Last year we had
off more than 1000 lbs. of honey July 1st; this year
the bees had only commenced in the boxes at that

date, and they had made only a nice commence-
ment, some of them not that, when they began to

swarm, and nearl}- every colony swarmed; and we
think it was to our advantage that they did swarm;
for by the time that basswood blossomed we had
two colonies in flue working order where we would
have had only one had they not swarmed. The bee-

keeper needs to be wide awake, to f/iui/f, to watch
the season, the bees, and every thing, and plan his

work accordingly. For thi-ee years we have kept
our dish—our big tin cans and little tin cans right

side up, ready for the shower of—basswood honey.
At last it has come, is here now (July 22); the very
air is loaded with the aroma from the basswood
blossoms; the branches really seem to hang down
as though they were loaded: the bees come in so

loaded that they " drop," and they work until it is

dark and our cans are full. It is really astonish-

ing to see how much honey the 100 queen-rear-

ing nuclei bring in. It does seem as though bees

that have but little brood, and plenty of combs
to fill, store twice as much honey as bees with a hive
full of brood to care for.

WOODEN QUEEN-EXCLUDTNG HONEY-BOARDS.
We are giving these a thorough trial this season,

using about AG of them. So far we have just one
fault to find with them; and that is, the bees are in-

clined to fill U]} the openings with wax and propolis.

It is very evident, that, after being in use a year or

two, "something has got to be done " to clean out
the openings. We tried cleaning one to-day with a

tea-kettle of boiling water. We did it, but it re-

quired a tea-kettle full of water. Who will suggest

abetter way? How would it answer to HII a wash-
boiler with them, pour in water, and boil them,
keeping them below the surface with a weight, if

necessary, until the water is cool. Our objection to

the perforated zinc is its cost and lack of rigidity

;

Itut it has this in its favor—the bees are less inclined

to fill the openings.

GUARANTEEINO SAFE ARRIVAI..

Your editorial upon the above subject is good. In
addition we would say, that when queens do arrive

dead or weak, or the purchaser thinks he ought to

have another queen, or the queen sent doesn't suit,

let him state the matter calmly, coolly, fairly, and
gentlemanly. The majority of customers do this;

but occasionally one is found who seems to think

that all the (lucen-breeder is after is the dollar-

that he has no care whether he pleases his custom-
ers or not, and he writes one of those sarcastic, cut-

ting, stinging letters that, to a breeder who is not

only willing but anxious to please his customers,
come like a blow in the face. We have received very
few such letters—just enough toknow how they hurt,

but not so many as formerly. One reason Is, that we
seldom have a queen arrive dead since using the

Good candy. We used to lose at least ten per cent.

This year we have lost none since the season open-

ed. Wt feel as though Bro. Good had never been
sufficiently recompensed, either in money or
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thanks, for g'iving' this " Good " cand3- to the public

in the way he has done.

It is no use, friend Root; we can neither write

brilliantly nor instructively with this roaring in our

ears. What roaringV Why, the roaring of the bees

working on basswood. We munt lay down the pen
and go out and work among them.

8-W. Z. Hutchinson, 70-100.
Rogersvillc, Mich.

Well, friend H., I suppose we are to un-
derstand the wooden queen-excluding honey-
boards woik all right, with the exception of
this objection you mention, of wax and
propolis. I think a jet of steam would clean
them quickly and nicely.—I want to second
your rejquest that customers may state their
complaints calmly, coolly, fairly, and gentle-
manly. Not more than an hour ago I re-

ceived a letter from a man who could not
introfluce the queen he had received ; and
simply because his ])ees would not accept
her, he jumped at the conclusion that we
had sent him a queen imperfect in some
way; for he said tliat, according to his ex-
perience, when bees rejected a queen it was
because the queens were defective in some
way. lie wound up his letter by threaten-
ing to publish us if we did not send another
one in her stead. Now. I do not want to be
uncharitable on my part. May be this friend
has been humbugged, and has decided the
only way to make a man honest is to talk
right up to him, and threaten to publish him
in the papers. If it works with everybody
as it works with me, it is a very poor plan

—

W^e are glad to know that the basswood
boom has gone away up to Rogersville, Mich.

MRS. CHADDOCK'S LETTi H.

She tells us about Bees, Strawberries, ard
some other things.

WHY THE BEES THAT DIXON & DTI.T.C^N SENT GOT
AHEAD OF THE BKES WE SENT.

a
EAR MR. ROOT:—There might be an advan-

tage in the larger cage that Dixon & Dillon

use. The cages that they sent their half-

pounds in were twice as large as your half-

pound cages, and fully as large as Mr. Gedye
sent me the one-pound packages of German bees

in. Then I suppose the Dixon & Dillon bees were
caged only half a day. I think they could come to

Vermont from Parrish in two hours. They were
the sprightllest bees that I ever saw. It was nearly

dark when we put the first lot in the hives—so dark

that we had hard work to see the queen; but the

bees went right to work as if they had been de-

frauded out of all the time spent in transit, and

were going to make up for it. They were clearing

out the hives. It was two of their first ones thai

built up so fast. Afterward he sent for thi-ee more
half-po\inds; and when they came, one queen was
dead, and brother Phillips united the queenlcss

ones with one of the others, making a pound of

bees in that hive. Then he sent for another pound.

The last lot that he sent for came a week later than

the first; and the last pound, ten days later than the
first.

Well, I went down there this morning, and went
through them. The two ;4-lb. packages that I was
jealous of have grown into full colonies; they have

the sections on, and are " nosing" around in them.

The hive that had the one pound in is full also, and
the bees have built new comb in the sections in two
places, building upward some pieces as large as my
hand. The last pound that came is next best, and
the others are all much better than mine. None of

them have put any honey in the sections, because

they were not put on soon enough for the white-

clover honey, and the basswood did not amount to

any thing at all this year; and what honey the bees

get now is from catnip, smartweed, mustard, and
such small game, barely enough for their own use.

They have not put an ounce of honey in my boxes

in the last week. So you see some of brother Phil-

lips' half-pounds almost equaled his whole pounds,

but they had a week the start; and a week In the

midst of the white-clover harvest is equal to three

weeks at some other times. The bees go wild with

greed, and excel themselves.

I looked at the queens in my "poor bees" to-day,

and I never saw finer queens, so large and yellow.

I had thought that I would let them alone, and see

what they would come to; but wlien I looked at

them to-day I felt sorry for them, and gave them
lots of brood from other hives, and they will be all

right after this.

When Mr. Gates was having so much trouble and
worry, if he had only " said so," all would have been
well. But perhaps he had not time to "say so." I

I think I can see it all. All the work to do, man
crippled, baby sick, father sitting up till midnight,

mother sitting up till morning, both of them getting

up tired and sleepy, and doing every thing at once,

and doing nothing as they would like to—notliing
but waiting on the sick child—that is done just

right. Then the other child is sick, and they go
from one bed to the other, giving water and medi-

cine, and are almost distracted, when here comes a

"mad letter" from a "sassy woman" up in Illinois,

and the father and mother look at each other and

say, "We could not help it, could we?" I am very

sorry for hurting their feelings, and I hope the

children are well now.

Yes, I raise strawberries. I told in GT-.EANING8

how I set them out. Well, I did nothing more to

them. The men cut otf the sweet corn and fed it to

the cows, and the plants grew. After the ground
was frozen solid we carried straw, and covered the

plants about two inches deep. Last year we did

not have any berries to speak of; but this year we
sold 156 gallons, and \ised and gave away «. We had

Crescent and Charles Downing, with a sprinkling of

Green's Prolific. We sold them in quart boxes, at

ten cents a box, or ."3 cents a gallon, where they

took six gallons at one house. We did not expect,

when we set the plants, to have more than enough
for ourselves. We set only 400; but this was a good

year for strawberries, and ours were very fine. I

ha\ e a plat of sod ground that was plowed the mid-

dle of June, and we hoed and pulled the weeds in it

last week, large enough to set .')00 plants. I want to

have all that we can possibly eat. We ate three

gallons a day; and if there are a few more, we can

always sell them. I know fan'ilies where there are

half a dozen children living on farms, that do not

raise a strawberry. I think it if ruel not to give

children strawberries to eat. There are fifteen

acres of them planted in and around the town of

Vermont, III. They ship them to Rock Island, Peo-

ria, and various other points. This year there was

a ghit in the market; and Dr. Taylor, who has 3'/i

I acres in strawberries, gave out word that anybody
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who wanted to might come to his fruit-farm and
pick berries for themselves, if they would pay him
fifty cents a case (a case holds six gallons) and the

people flocked in for miles around—came in wagon
and buggy loads from little towns eight and ten

miles away. People who had never had strawber-

ries on their tables took eighteen gallons. The
" feast of strawberries " lasted three days, and the

doctor told me that letting' the people have them
cheap saved the rest of the crop, as the vines would
have been ruined if the berries had been left on,

and he could not think of hiring them picked, and
then throwing them away. So that was a kind of

charity that blessed the giver as well as the receiv-

er, literally.

A few words to sister Nellie Linswik, and I close.

My dear sister, bee-keeping is a business; religion

is a sentiment; and whenever business and senti-

ment cati go hand in hand, let them do so; but

whenever business and sentiment come in conflict,

then sentiment is bound to go to the wall. Now, I

love to go to meeting; 1 like the music of the organ,

and the good singing. When I shut my eyes I am
wafted away off yonder, away from all the cares

and turmoils of life; and then the sermon strength-

ens me, and the prayers lift me uj); and when the

meeting Is over 1 like to shake hands with every-

body, and talk a few minutes with the good old

minister whom I have known for twenty years.

Yes, I love it; but 1 never leave my bees to go to

church, nor anywhere else, in swarming time, un-

less 1 have a substitute to care for them. Some-
times when 1 am "just aching" to go to nieetingl

ask some of the rest of the family to " i>lay martyr'""

in my place; but if they look sour, or pout the lips,

or make the least sign that 1 can read, I do not ac-

cept their services, but stay at home myself.

My bees alwayf> swarm on Sunday and on the

Fourth of .July. They have swarmed every Fourth

of .July since T have kept them. Lust year was a

very poor season for bees. I had only three swarms,

and one of them ivas on the Fourth of July. Some-

times 1 ask Mr. Chaddoek to watch the bees for me;
but I tell him which hive is going to swarm, and fix

the new hive all ready, put a goblet on a plate to

hold the queen, and every thing. Mr. C. is not

strong; and during the working season he gets

completely worn out through the week, and he
won't go to meeting nor anywhere on Sunday, but

just rests; and if I would always leave him the

bees to care for, sometimes he would not get much
rest. And as I "think considerable of him," I don't

want him to work too hard. The tiees are mine,

and I do not want him to feel I'ouiid to do any thing

to them, unless he wants to. There are four of us

now—Mallieonie, Irving, Mr. C, and myself, who
are not afraid of bees; and as bees swarm only

about three weeks every year (as a general thing),

it is not so great a punishment after all for some of

us to watch them. You know what the Bible says

about taking things out of the ditch.

Mahala B. Ciiaddock.
Vermont, 111., July 2.5, 1885.

My good friend Mrs. C, 1 am afraid you
are not (luite orthodox, in calling religion a
sentiment. Would you call your love for
your child a sentiment, and piit business be-
fore it ? The Bible says, " iSeek ye first the
kingdom of God and his righteousness." No
doubt you are right in deciding that some-
times you can serve God more fully by re-

maining at home than by going to church ;

btit someway it does not seem quite right
where you speak of making business come
before love to God ; but I presume you did
not mean it that way.

PERFORATED ZINC A SUCCESS.

IT RENDERS THE CLIPPING OF QUEENS' WINGS
UNNECESSARY-.

fN
page 455 of July Gleanings, in your com-
ments on friend Doolittle's article on " Clip-

ping Queens' Wings," you state that you
don't get many definite reports as to how the

perforated zinc works, as to obviating the

necessity of clipping the queens' wings, etc. I will

herewith give you my experience the present

season with the Jones guard.

I regard the perforated zinc as a very great ad-

vance forward in bee culture. I make my guards

somewhat diUerent from the Jones. I place one
overeach entrance, that isat alllikely toswarm nniiii.

When the swarm issues I am on hand to look after

it. I wait until the swarm is all, or nearly all, out,

when the (jueen will always be seen, promenading
and worrying to get through the guard. I move
the guard aw.iy carefully, all the time keeping my
eyes on the queen, and picK her up by the wings.

It refjuires a little dexterity to catch her sure every

time. But out of some 30 swarms or over I have
missed catching only two, and that was rather on

account of a little carelessness. The <jueen nearly

always makes from two to three etforts to take

wing, when they can usually be readily caught.

Another point for which I value the zinc guard
highly is, that when the queen is released into the

new hive, by placing a gtiard o\er the entrance for

three or four days, until she is established in her

new home, you never need be uneasy about the

swarm deserting the new hive; for if they should

take a notion to leave, when they would find their

(|ueen was not ahmg they would return. I find it

necessary, while the gtuuds are over the entrance

of strong colonies, to remove them for a few mo-
ments about ,! o'clock in the afternoon, in order

that the drones may get out.

Bees store honey from the

MAMMOTH CLOVER, AT MY HOUSE; SOME INTER-
ESTING FACTS IN REGARD TO IT.

To-day I started toward the creek timber that lies

three-fourths of a mile east of mj- apiary, where
there is basswood m abundance; and when I got

over into my 15 acres of mammoth clover that is

out in full bloom, I was somewhat astonished to see

the clover literally swarming with Italians.

" Oh : well, they smell it and want to get at it, and
can't — eh?"
" No, sir."

That basswood forest lying just across that

clover-field from the apiary, three-fourths of a mile,

in full view, and just in its prime, and very rich, is

the strongest argument that has yet come under
my observation, that bees secure large stores from
the red clover. I became so interested in the clover

that I plucked otf a handful of bloom and brought

it along home, and made a careful study of it under
a good compound microscope. I found quite a

large proportion of the heads containing tubes

quite short, and easj' of access to the bees. Out
in the fields I plucked a number of heads; and,
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taking- hold of the stem, and striking it a hard i-ap

in my hand I could see the nectar splash right out

into my hand. D. E. Bhubaker.
Maxwell. Story Co., la., July 14, 1885.

Friend B., if I understand you correctly,
in your experience the perforated zinc, as
furnished by D. A. Jones, restrains the queen
as well as the drones. Am I correctV

AIDS FOH RETAILING HONEY.
SOMETHING FURTHER IN REGARD TO THE STUR-

WOLD HONEY SHOWCASES.

;;^XTE are happy to inform our friends,

llAi^ that, after considerable correspon-
3Imi deuce with show-case manufacturers,
"-* we have finally succeeded in getting

a glass show-case made, expressly
for showing packages of honey for retailing,

like the one figured in Gleanings, page 11,

1884, and illustrated in the A B C book, page
63. We are pleased and surprised to find

that we have found a firm who will furnish
them so that we are enabled to supply our
customers and beo-friends at an even 'S5.00.

Purthermore, the manufacturers agree to
deliver them free of breakage. This latter
item is one of considerable moment. That
you may know lietter what you are going to

get, we give cut below.

STlIRWOLn'S SH()W-( A.si; roK lUJMiV.

If you watit your name in bronze letters,
similar to the way it is shown in the cut, the
price will be 40 c'euts additional. Theca.se
is 2i feet high, aud lU inclies square, outside
measure, top aud bottom. The sheets of
glass of \vlii('h it is made, are ll2 x 2(>. The
case MS \\vm\v above is a little tall for its otli-

er dimensions, and we have got the man-

ufacturers to give us figures on one using
sheets of glass 16 inches wide—tlie length
as above, and the price will be SI.00 more.
The above case is to be set up in any grocery,
drug-store, or other place of business where
you wish your honey exhibited or sold. The
show-cases will be shipped from (^uincy. 111.

Of late, we have been doing a nice little

trade in comb honey in sections, by taidng
it around our town in a wagon. The sec-
tions are Simplicity size, 7 to the foot, Iled-
don's thickness, used without separators.
AVe have sold hundreds of them, and they
are sufficiently regular so they go into our
pasteboard boxes without any trouble. Tlie
pasteboard boxes are like
this. For prices, see cov-
er to our issue of June 1.5.

Of course, these sections
do not hold a pound of
honey.

j

J^efore the wagon starts
i

out in the morning, one
of our girls weighs the '^

section, slips it into the
'

pasteboard box case, and
marks on the cover the price. We get IS cts.

l>er pound for the lumey, case included, and
they weigh so as to generally bring the price
at about 16 or 17 cents. "^We have a new
light spring wa^on, lettered on one side,
" Home of the IIoney-Bees.'' Three hands
are needed to work to advantage. Two of
them may be active boys. One drives while
the other two take each one a side of the
street, calling at every house, and slipping
out a section of honey to show how nice it is.

They sell at almost every house. Even
though honey is retailed at the groceries at
1.5 cents per lb., we find little trouble in get-
ting IS for these small neat packages. We
propose to sell extracted honey in the same
way ; but just now it does not seem to take
as well as the nice comb honey. One reason
for trying this experiment w^as to see how
much honey could be sold in this way ; and
it is my opinion that tons and tons 'can be
sold by going to villages, towns, and cities.

A FOUL SCANDAL IN REGARD TO OUR
INDUSTRY.

ACCUSING UEE-KEEPEKS OF FEEDING GL,UCOSE,
AND EABEEING THE PRODUCT "WHITE

COMB HONEY."

fUE following statement has been sent
us by our subscribers, north, south,
east, and west, aud seems to have
been copied by hundreds of papers,
and prol)ably will continue to be cop-

ied. We give i)Iace to it iu order tliat we
may better show the utter untruthfulness of
the whole fabrication.

MACHINE honey; HOW A .SHARP MICHIGAN APIA-
lUST I1.\S EDUCATED HIS BEES.

A Wayiu' County farnicr, says tlio Detroit Frrc
Prox, has sucfoodcd in carninj; a l)lace in history
alony with llie Coiiiu'cticut man wtio invented
wofxlcii iMitiiurs. He li\cs lictwoen Detroit and
Dearliorii, on Miiliijian Aveiui(>, in a vine-covered
cottaye a little wa,\ liaik from the road. On the
front Iciicc apjx'urs tlie sijin, " White-Clover Hon-
ey." Hack of tlu' house is an apiary with all the
modoi-ii in\enti()ns for the care of bees, and nearly
fifty hives sound with the cheerful humming ol the
busy liouey-nuikers.
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A representative of the Free Presx, quite by acci-
dent, called at the house yesterday and found no
one at home; and while sitting by an old well-curlj
refreshinfT himself with cool water from an old oak-
en bucket, his attention was called to the action of
the bees. The cottage is surrounded with luxuriant
roses in full bloom, but these bees did not, as bees
used to do.

Gather honey all the day
From every opening llower.

Instead they were swarming around a tray wliich
stood near by. and were flying back and forth to
the hives. In this tray was half an inch of a sticky
mass that looked like syrup. Little sticks were
strewn over this substance, and on these the bees
were alighting; and after taking some of the syrup
they flew back to the hives.
" What do you want o' them bees?"
The intruder started up, and found a barefooted

lad standing before him.
" What is this the bees are taking?" asked the

visitor.
" What do you want to know for? Dad said we

wasn't to tell any one any thing about it."

"I'll give you a quarter if you will," said the
reporter, now thoroughly interested.

" Well. I donno what it is. Dad gets it from town
in a bar'l. Here's what he gets it in," pointing to a
large cask.
On the end of the barrel was the stencil mark:

" 300 lbs. grape sugar from Michigan Grape-Sugar
Manufactory."
" Is that glucose that the bees are getting?"
"It's something that dad gets out of that bar'l,

that's all I know about it."

The inquiring visitor tasted it. There was an un-
mistakable gimidrop flavor to it.

"We hud hard work to get the bees used to it.

Dad i)ut in a lot <if syrup at flrst, but the bees take
it straight nf)w."

" }{ow long docs it take to fill a hive?"
"Not near so long as it docs when they have to

get the honey from flowers. We've taken out u lot
this year already."
The boy brought out of the house a bo.x of glucose

honey which looked as clear and inviting as though
the sweets had been distilled from the purest flow-
ers.
" Do you eat it?" the boy was asked.
"Sometimes. It ain't so good as the other, but

it's just as good to sell. Say, don't you ever give me
away to dad, ov he'd skin me."
Now, the principal point is to lind ont the

foinidation of tliis wliole story. Doubtless
some bee-keeper liviii<;- near the point indi-
cated may be abh; to iind onl iiow mnch tlic

reporter found to build up his story t)n

;

and as we stated in regard to the honey-poi-
soning case, I will wiiliiit^'ly pay any bee-
keeper, or aiiv one interested, for fxivins ns
the fnll facts'iii the ease. .\o doidtt tiie re-

jtorter found ainan witii nearly lifty luves.
as he mentions, and called at a time when
he was feed injj: his liees, perhai»s for stimn-
latins' brood-rearing in the s)»ring. No
doubt liealsosawthe sign on the front fence,
'MVhit(^- Clover Honey." Ihit that this
white-clover honey was made ont of glncose,
we think we can prove beyond (piestion was
a mistake or a fabrication. It is qnite likely
our bee-keeping friend did nse grape sugar
to feed his bees with. Hut if lie tried to get
the bees to store the product in the combs,
it certaiidy took longer, and cost more, than
to get tlie genuine clover lioney in the usual
Avay. If the boy made that statement, that
it did not take nearly as long as when they
have to get the honey" from the flowers, he
was mistaken. The description of the feeder
shows that it was nothing but an arrange-
ment for feeding, as before mentioned ; for
such a feeder in the open air, among nearly
fifty hives, wotdd by no means enable any
one of the fifty hives to store honey in the
boxes. TJje grape sugar would also candy

ill the combs as fast as the bees stored it, as
every one knows who has used it for
feeding—that is, if it were not used for
brood-rearing; and grape sugar stored in
the comb would not be salable under any
circumstances. He says the barrel was la-

beled " Grape Sugar ;" yet the Detroit Free
Press says the man was " feeding glucose,"
etc. Now, grap.e sugar is not glucose ; and
feeding grape sugar can not be the means of
getting glucose into the combs. I wonder
how many times I shall have to go over this
matter. Glucose fed to bees, and stored in
combs, would have the appearance ofJioney,
but the honey would taste more like a solu-
tion of gum than like genuine honey. I have
never made any experiments in feeding glu-
cose to bees, but I have fed grape sugar dur-
ing warm weather, just enough to keep up
brood-rearing, by the hundreds of pounds,
and I am perfectly at home in what I am
saying, when I state that it can by no means
produce any thing even resembling honey-
much less white - clover honey. Another
thing, the best arrangement known for feed-
ing will not enal)le the bees to store a fourth
part as much grape-sugar syrup, or even syr-
up of granulated cane sugar, as is needed to
make it profitable. This subject lias all been
thoroughly gone over in our bee-journals in
years past. The whole matter from be-
ginning to end is an utter imitossiiiility

—

tiuit is, so far as the story of making market-
able comb honey in this way is concerned.
If the Detroit Fm Press tliink they can sub-
stantiate their statements, we challenge
them to furnisii the ])roof ; and when we
jirove conclusively tluit their reporter's
statement is a vih' slander on bee-keepers
as a class, we hope they will have the fair-

ness to correct what tli'ey have said.

JOTTINGS FROM STREETSVILLE API-
ARY, ONTARIO.

A mJI'OKT OK THE UONKV SEASON IN CANADA.

fELL, the honey season of isa'i will soon be as

a tale that is tohl; and I very much fear
that the mirrator, if a raiser of that pre-

cious nectar, will not wear an "overly sat-

isfied countenance." Clover, although
abundant, b.as had much of the nectar washed away
by ever-recurring rains just about the time bees

began to gather from it. I doubt if there has been
any more than eiglit days of full gathering yet.

Hasswood, although loaded with blossoms, does not
now secrete honey as freely as/in days gone by,

when the forest stood in large unbroken blocks;

and indications seem to"point that it ismot now an
altogether certain source of honey.
Swarming, that great bugbear of a lai-ge apiary,

has been excessive; and I fear.' where stocks are
leit unexamined by the go-as-you-please bee-keep-

er, nuiny will be left in an unfit condition to face
winter's storms. This class would do well to take
timely warning and examine hives without delay,

to see that they have either laying (juecns or larvas

from which the bees may raise them.
I have usedseveraldifferent makes of foundation,

but find the bees much prefer the "Given" for
brooding purposes.
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After a trial ot queens as nature endowed them
with wings, during the swarming outburst of this

season, I am about satisfied there is a better way
for large apiaries, and shall henceforth resort to

clipping. By curtailing her majesty's ancient

privilege of flight we are quite as likely to save

herself, and we certainly save time, trouble, and the

bees belonging to the swarm. Of the many occasions

that try that most patient of men, the apiarist, one
I have found to be when three or more swarms
issue simultaneously, and alight on the leafy pend-

ant limb of an elm, forty feet from terra firma, the

thermometer meanwhile registering 90° in the

shade. Then is the time to wish for a dozen of the

invalid old gentlemen and delicate ladies who are

so often advised (in the cool retreat of the editor's

sanctum, perhaps) to try bee-keeping as an easy
pursuit, requiring no particular work, no capital,

little brains, not much of any thing, you know, as

bees ask " no wages and board themselves."

As to hives, we are, I am persuaded, on the eve

of some very great improvements — notably the

adoption of the reversible frame, and cases of sec-

tions; and subsidiary to this, a practice I am now
trying with satisfaction so far (not original). I re-

fer to contracting the brood-nest of the hive by
withdrawing all frames but five or six, substituting

eases or division-boards twenty days after swarm-
ing, and also hiving the swarm on the same number
of frames of fdn.; then put on section cases, and
the bees will proceed to work.
In conclusion I would advise those having honey

to sell in Canada, not to let it go at the bottom pric-

es of last year. All we are now likely to raise will

be inquired after before honey comes again.

J. C. Tho.m.
Ptreetsville, Ont., Can., July 2.3, 188.5.

QUEEN-EXCLUDEHS AND HONEY-EX-
TRACTOBS.

USING THE QUEEN-EXCLUDING HONEY-BOARD UN-
DER A BOTTOMLESS HIVE.

GAIN we have put to test quite a number of

queen-excluding honey-boards. I now feel

quite confident that they are a practical suc-

cess. I know that some of my brother bee-

keepers will say that they knew that before.

Well, I did not; and it took me two years to find it

out. Many claim that entrance-guards and queen
and drone traps are also practical; but I think they
are not. Again this year we have tested them also,

and we are of the opinion that they are not to come
into general use. Where we deem it necessary to

prevent the flight of drones temporarily, or till they

tan be let out and left out, we have succeeded by
placing a queen-excluding honey-board under a
bottomless hive, the entrance being under the hon-
ey-board (all our honey-boards contain a bee-space
in one side). We like metal better than wood for

these excluders, only because we find that such
narrow passages through a sheet as thick as vood
will be so clogged up with wax that most of the

passage-way will soon be filled. With the thin met-
al, the passages remain open. But here comes the

difficulty—cost. Can't we cut a corner somewhere,
and get these metal (jucen-excluders cheaper";'

How much cheaper is galvanized iron, and will that

do? I have the Jones size of passages, and also

yours, Mr. Editor; and through cither of them the

bees apparently store as readily as though it were
not there. I am, however, in favor of having the
passages as large as we can, and yet exclude queens.
Now, what are the reports regarding this point? As
far as the production of comb honey is concerned,
in my practice with the sink honey-board I can see

almost no advantage to be gained by the use of the

queen excluders; but for extracted honey I want
them. I have also discovered that two queens can be
kept in the hive, one on each side of the excluder.

In fact, whet-ever 1 have used the excluder, as soon
as I put eggs and young larvae above it (where the

queen could not go), (jueen-cells were started in

quantity. In several instances last season, young
queens were hatched. In two such, where we had
put the queen above (to test the excluding powers
of the board) she remained above, and a young
queen was reared, hatched, and fertilized, below.

This point is going to be of value to us in future. I

think it is one of the valuable features of the honey-
hoard. Is it Mr. D. A. Jones whom we owe for this

invention? Let us not be guilty of omitting to give

credit to whom it justly belongs.

Who will give the specialist a

HONEY-EXTRACTOR?

I know we have some very good cheap extractors

on the market—some that perhaps pay a greater
dividend on their cost, to the small apiarist, than
would a better and higher-priced machine; but the

specialist can not aftord to squeeze along from year
to year with such machines. Now just think of a

shirt-knitting machine. If it were made as care-

lessly as our extractors, would it take one stitch?

Of course, not. Once make a machine accurate

and good enough, and it can be made to reverse

its combs without touching them; never wriggle

around wfcen running with one comb; and by
all means it should have a slip-gearing so that,

when once started, it will run independently of the

crank, and whirl out the honey from one side of

each comb while theoperator is uncapping the next.

It must have a foot-brake that will stop it almost

instantly, and be made durable, and be attached

firmly to the building containing it. Who can give

us such a machine?
For your next issue I will give you my method of

" modern transferring," which we like so well, and
which you call for on page 484. James Heddon.
Dowagiac, Mich.

Friend II., your plan of using the queen-
excluder is, s»i far as I know, new. I never
heard or thought of it before, and 1 think
the suggestion does you credit. (Galvanized
iron is no cheaper, all things considered,
than the zinc, and it is so much harder to
perforate that much more expensive ma-
chinery would be required. Thanks, also,

for your report in regard to the two kinds of
perforated zinc.— The matter of raising
queens in the same hive where a laying
(piecn presides is (piite an item. But, how
would a young {pieen get out to be fertilized,

unless she passed though the domain of the
old one? From what you say, I presume
she would be treated as a daughter, or an as-
sistant, if you choose, in the egg-laying bus-
iness.—Such an extractor as you mention,
it seems to me, would be almost too com-
plicated for practical work. AVe have made
some experiments in regard to a "brake,"
but we gave it up.
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A GOOD MANY THINGS ABOUT BEE
CULTURE.

Friend Salisbury's Ideas in Regard to Them.

E.SPECIALLY HIS OB.JECTIONS TO CERTAIN THINGS.

SEE frequent memoranda in published corres-

pondence of Gle.aninos about how a bee-

paper oiifiht to be conducted. AVith reference

to all such, I feel as the preacher did when
taken to task by one of his congregation about

the uninteresting-ness of his sermons. "Just step

into the pulpit to-morrow, and preach yourself."

Let one of these advisers start a bee-paper, and see

how long- he would last. I fancy he would tell all

hehnnws about bees in just about two papers. I

have kept bees over forty years; have read Glean-
ings ever since I first heard of its existence, and
my last subscription, now well nij^h up, was for five

years. I take two daily newspapers, over half a

dozen weeklies, and several monthly i)apers or

magazines, and I look for no paper with more inter-

est than Gleanings—not that I read all or even
half that is therein printed, for I care nothing- lor

the ABC letters or sug^gestions. I find enough,
however, to interest me for an hour or two, and
would not wish to be without it. What docs not in-

terest me I do not read, just the same as with other

papers; neither would I dictate to the editor, who
evidently knows his own business, as his increasing!

subscription-list abundantly iiroves.

WINTERING WITHOUT LOSS.

It amuses me to see individuals boast of winter-

ing their bees without loss. I know they are either

novices or have but few colonics, and liy the merest

accident called "luck" liavc got through the win-

ter with all their colonies. One person with one

thousand sheep can as well calculate on wintering

every sheei> as another person witli one hundred
colonies of bees can calculate on wintering and

springing them all without loss. The only iiuestioii

is the per cent. During tO years, the hist 2.5 of

which have been with movable frames, I have sel-

dom got through with both winter and spring with

out some loss. Sometimes it might be, however, liy

the uniting of a queenless colony with a small

one with a queen. I have sometimes had my
strongest colony perish, with plenty, of honey and
ample protection. This last winter and spring re-

duced the number of my colonies by one-fourth.

I went into winter (juarters with over 1(X), and into

spring bloom with less than 80.

AVIIAT I OBJECT TO.

Chaff hives, immovable l)ottom - lioards, wire

frames, metal corners, reversible frames, fancy

honey-boards, moth-traps, drone-traps, and clipped

queens, and all kinds of contrivances for prevent-

ing swarming, or " catching " swarms'.

CHAFF HIVES.

I object to chaff hives on account of their cost.

I winter my bees as safely, and with as little loss

in Simplicity hives, as in them. 1 remove the

combs or l)oxes from the upper story, and fill it

with dry leaves, see that the colony has from 20 to 2.5

lbs. of good honey in the brood-chamber, and I

would wager swarm against swarm in favor of

Simplicity.

PERMANENT IJOTTOM-IiOARDS.

I object to immovable bottom-boards on account

of the difficulty in ascertaining the condition of the

polony when packed for winter, without disturbing

the packing. By raising the hive from the bottom-
board any mild day I can at a glance tell if any
thing is wrong. Is there a mouse among the leaves,

or any thing wrong with combs or bees, I see at a
glance. Sometimes an unusual number of dead
bees appear on the bottom-board. 1 brush them off

and remove the cover, and work my hand down
through the leaves to the cloth covering the frames.
If the cloth is wa,rm, the bees are yet sound. If

cold, all the bees are dead, and you can remove or

leave the hive as you please. Another thing: Bees
sometimes cluster in heaps around the entrance
of the hives or on its sides. People usually say
those bees are preparing to swarm. I say, the in-

side of the hive is too warm; and if they did not

come out, their combs would melt down. Raise the
brood chamber from the bottom-board 't inch by
the insertion of blocks of that thickness under the

corners of the hive, and every bee will go into the

hive or field in less than an hour. Never can fifty

bees be seen around the entrance or sides of a sin-

gle hive in my apiary, and have not been seen half

an hour at a time in ten years.
WIRED FRAMES.

I object to wired frames on account of the wires.

They are no good except the first year, and not

much good then, unless you wish to ship them. Let

the bees build out the foundation so as to rest on
bottom of frame, and the wire is a nuisance when-
ever one desires to remove the comb from the

frame. Their expense and us<'lessness condemn
them, and the same of metal corners. Besides, let

an ordinary bee-keeper witli his metal corners and
metal rabbets to rest oi^ have his fancy hive over-

turned by some frightened animal, and the queen,

with a large number of l»ees, are gone sure.

REVERSIULE FRAMES.
Early this season these seemed worthy of trial on

account of respectability of reconnnendation, espe-

cially as some frames had a bee-space between comb
and bottom-bar. These are the ones I reversed,

and in no instance ha\ e the bees \et filled up said

sjiaee with comb. A good <iueen will occupy all the

brood-chamber witli l>rood during her rearing time,

and bees have no dilliculty in finding the boxes or

super-frames in second story.

FANCV HONEV-BO.\Rl>S, ETC.

I don't consider it worth while to even say why I

object to the fancy honey-boards, moth or drone

traps. I oliject to clipping wings of the queens, first

on account of cruelty to animals. Second, it is very

troublesome, and freijuently fails, without corres-

ponding advantages. About fifteen years ago I

Italianized my bees and clipped my queens. I was
necessitated to keep all grass from near the front

of the hives, nearly spoiling my lawn in order to

make sure of the maimed ladies when they ven-

tured forth. I secured a few all right -nice thing—
" big Injun." Another swarm issued; I looked and

looked and looked to see the queen hopping along,

but no queen appearetl. I oiiened the hive, not a

single queen-cell to be found. I divided the frames,

forming two hives, and filling one out with frames

of fdn.; repaired to tree where bees had clustered,

severed the limb, and brought them triumphantly

back to their hive. They went to work beautifully;

and in a few days, on e.vamiuation I found a beauti-

ful young queen acting as mistress. On another

occasion I found my clipped (jueen balled at the

entrance of another hive, a long distance from the

one she had left: This closed my clipped-queen
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business, and I never have even thought of tryinur

it again. Old queens will die, and young ones will

appear, no matter how closely watched, unless, in-

deed, you handle them ofteuer than once a week,

and life is too short for me to think of handling

them oftener than necessary. Bees always alight.

I have no doubt about it; they never go off without

clustering. Hundreds of swarms have I hived

without losing a single one that I saw issue. These

fancy things for catching swarms are of no pos-

sible account. I have hived fourteen before

dinner, with only a single pair uniting, and those I

could easily have separated if I had desired.

TELEPHONES.
Two or three years since I received, with other

articles sent me by you, a cheap 75-cent telephone.

I erected it between my house and honey-house so

that the good wife could easily call me to dinner.

I thought I tilled all directions about its proper

erection, but I could hear her call outside of the

telephone, and nary a sound distinctly through it; so,

down it came, and went among other useless i-elics

of curiosity. Gleanings mentioned within the past

year its use in bee swarming, so out it came again,

one mouth-piece near my table in second story of

honey-house where I keep papers and something of

a library, while the other was in lower story near
the extracting-table, and the v/ire was made to pass,

say, ten feet high above second row of bee-hives

down nearly to the end of my apiary, then over the

second row across the end to the third row on op-

posite side, and around over that to honey-house.

It works to a charm. I can always tell whei> a

swarm is in the air. Of course, when young bees

are taking the first flight the wire gets touched oc-

casionally; but when the touches come like an
alarm bell I can go down, "for they've got there."

SEASON.
This has not been a good honey season thus far.

With abundance of white clover and linden now
well in bloom, the cold rains and cool days of near-

ly the entire month of June have decidedly hin-

dered and impeded the work of the little insects.

Bees have not had the swarming fever, only 27

having issued naturally, increasing my number of

colonies by 31. Two small swarms I always unite,

and the colony casting a second swarm is sure to

receive the ne.xt swarm that appears. I used to re-

turn second swarms to the parent colony, but
found they would swarm again, whereas a strange

swarm would always remain and give such strength

and vigor to the exhausted colony as to insure a

fair yield of surplus nectar. I find no difficulty in

uniting colonies during the honey and swarming
season; and as to the (luecns, I trust to the princi-

ple of "survival of the fittest."

BEE CONGRESS.
I expected to see something more extended in

Gleanings in reference to the convention at New
Orleans. Probably no other body of bee-keepers of

equal or superior number, or of equal reputation

and intelligence, was ever assembled. The proceed

ings were conducted in good taste, and must result

beneficially. S. W. Salisbuky.
Kansas City, Mo.

Friend 8., there is a good itn)ral to your ar-
ticle ; and one couimeiices to sct^ tlie moral
wlien you start out by coiidcniuinic so many
things. All of us beo-kccpers get notions—
myself among the rest. We get a notion
that a thitig is good for notlung, aud hastily

throw it aside, just as you did that tele-

phone, because you did not put it up the fust
lime according to direi-tions. or ti y it till you
made it work. Andoii theotlier hand, some-
times we get hold of a thing that is hardly
practicable, and not protitable, aud we take
a notion to it, so we stick to it until we make
it do very fairly ; whereas we could have
done much better had we thrown it away in

the iirst place. The friends who have some
patented notion of their own are an illustra-

tion of this. Now, the golden mean would
be to look fairly on all sides, and judge im-
partially. So long as we are human, howev-
er, I presume we shall go througli life witii

more or less of these notions sticking to us.

Briefly, it seems to me you have got a notion
that clialf hives are of iio beiielit ; and possi-
bly tl'.ey will not pay so far south as you are.

You have a notion, too, that you want the
bottoms of your hives movable, while a great
many of the brethren will declare that they
never want another movable bottom around;
and the same with wired frames. We have
decided, over and over, that we want no
frame in the apiary that is not built on wires.

But our business is shipping bees, principal-
ly, so we may both be right. It seems to me
that if we are going to have a movable frame
the best way is to have it movable and re-

movable ; bi\t a great many do not agree
w'ith me. They titid the movable corners too

movable, and upon incjuiry they are accus-
tomed to moving their hives around here
and there. We have our hives located as
shown in the ABC book, and I might al-

most say we never move them unless a colo-
ny has to be shipped. In tluit cnse, of course,
we use the spacing-boards. Neither do we
have our hives overturned by frightened an-
imals. AVe never had such an occurrence in
our experience, that I recollect. We expect
our hives to have a good solid standing-
place, and we expect them to stand there,
winter and summer. I am astonished at
what you say in regard to reversible frames

;

for it seems to me I could make the bees
build those combs up against the bottom-
bar by reversing the frame, in L't or 48 hours,
during a flow of honey, without a possibility
of mistake.—In regard to fancy honey-boards
and moth or drone traps, 1 should partly
agree with you. luiless you mean to inchule
the Jones eiitraiice-guard. The latter is a
valuable thing to have iu an apiary, without
(pieslion.—Our notions happen to be much
alike in regard to clipping queens" wings

;

but a good inany others will have different
notions, as you tiotice.—Now, friend S., in
regard to bees (dirdi/s alighting, that sen-
tence caps the cliinax in helping us to decide
that you ;irc greatly given to notions. Have
you forgotten tl'.e lii'rfect hailstorm of facts
rained ui)i)n tlic head of poor " Old Fogy "' a
year or two ago, and the way in which we
hiadc him come out of his cover and own up
and take back his words V— I am glad you
have learned to maiuige the telephone.—In
regard to the bee-keepers" congress, I believe
you are right about it ; an<l the reason why I

did not have something extended in tJLEAN-
iN(is iu regard to the matter was, that there
was so much of it I gave up and advised all

to send to friend Newman for a copy of the
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A. B. J. conlainin.i? his very full report of
the proceeding's. 1 liud my eyes and ears
open all the time I was able to' be with you,
and I hope the accimiulated wisdom stored
lip during those few hours will be cropping
out here and tliere on the pages of Glkan-
INGS.

THE HONEY-POISONING CASE.

SOMETHING DIIJECTLY FKOM THE PAUTIES COX-
CEISNEU.

fRIEND ROOT:—As I suppose I am the only

subscriber you have near Dranchvillo, I re-

solved myself into a " committee of one," and
resolved to sift the firanchville honey case. I

heard of it at the time, and believe, and so

does every one here, that the honey they ate killed

those peoi)le. That it wasg-elsemium, I am inclined

to doubt; for, if this were the case, why have not

others been poisoned by it before? Yellow jessa-

mine blooms in very great profusion hero. In our
swamps it covers the g-round and many of the tall-

est trees, and the bees work on it as lonj,"- as it lasts.

The honey that my bees made when working on it

was white, clear, and as beautiful as any I ever saw,

and it tasted better than any other made this year.

Onr April, May, and June honey is generally dark,

but of good flavor. In the fall, that gathered is

generally very bitter, and can not be used at all.

Next spring I will take some of this jessamine hon-

ey and send it to you; and if you desire, you can
have it analyzed. I can send you some bitter hon-

ey in the fall, also, if you wish.

The yellow jessamine blooms here in great profu-

sion in the earlier spring, say January and Februa-

ry, and sometimes as early as Pcccmber. Last

spring was very backward, and it bloomed in Febru-

ary and March. My bees worked on it in a pcifect

rush, and made, I suppose, considerable honey from
it, as they brought it in, and I could find very few
other flowers. 1 took some comb honey in April

that was not all scaled, and ate it, as did my fatnil.\-

also, with no bad results. Others about me keep
bees, and have done so for years, and this is the first

c>ise of the kind that 1 liavc ever heai-<l of here.

Vou know more of tho nature of honey than I do.

Now, is it possible that this jessamine honey is poi-

sonous until purilled by the bees, and sealed?

Ji;HL' fi. I'()STEI-I>.

Orangeburg, S. C. July 7, 1H85.

Many thanks, friend P., for your kind ser-

vices in this matter ; and as I "said before, if

you are out of pocket in hmiting ui.) the case
for us, send in your bill, and we will pay it.

The following is an accotint of the matter,
from Mr. and j\Irs. J)ukes, paii'iits of oiu' of
the victims :

We certify that weobfaincd .some honey, a portion

taken at the robbing of four gums; we also had
some other honey, obtained from a difrerenl source.

Two separate vessels contained the different honey.

The family had been eating of the last-mentioned

honey for several days, and no bad effect resulted.

On tho evening of the 25th of May our son Abram,
about eleven years of age, ate of the first-mention-

ed honey, or that which came from the four gums,
and had not yet been used l)y the family. It is sup-

posed that in one houi-, or thereabout, the honey
began to affect him, producing giddiness, and he
said he could not walk Wjthouf; staggering, and said

he was blind. He complained only of general lassi-

tude and slight nausea, in addition to the first symp-
toms, and within the space of two hours a convul-

sion came on, and he breathed his last. A couple of

days after this, some of the honey of wliich Abram
had eaten was given to a negro woman, who gave it

to some children for supper. In the space of one
hour two of these children were dead. They com-
plained of this same blindness and dizziness that

Abram did, and of nausea, and some pain in the

stomach. Two of the negroes vomited, and recov-

ered. Mrs. Dukes ate some of this liouey while get-

ting it for tho negro woman, and was affected in the

manner described above. The report as contained
in the Banner of June i is correct and true in every
particular. One of the family of whom the honey
was obtained was affected in a similar manner, but
vomited, and was relieved without any further evil

effects. Jacob T. Dukes.
M.\GGiE V. Dukes.

Branchville, S. C, July L'J, 18&).

Many thanks are due you also, my good
friends, for yoiu- kind services in the matter.
May God be with ytnt in your atlliction.

The report JiUuded to in the Banner contains
notiiing fiuther than we have already given,
except the following clause:

We have often heard it affirmed that in eating
honey uns<>ali'il. or that robbed too early in the sea-
son, then was danger of poison. Ill the low coun-
try a gi'i'sitcr portion (if tlif iKjncy is lomid to con-
tain ixiison, owing, pei'liups, to tlic al>undance and
variety (if wild flowers in that vicinity. We have
often kiiDwii persons to be made slightly sick from
eating new honey, but these cases of deaths above
are the first ever known in this section.

I think tlic writer is coirect in his opinion
as above, that the honey that would bg disa-
greeable or deleterious, if eaten as soon as
gathered, is many times made jtleasant as
well as hariuless by being allowed to ripen
in tiie hives. It is well known, that the
honey obtained from onion-blossoms is not
ht to eat wli( II lir.sl gathered, or when taken
from uiiseal."(i conil): but if allowed to re-

main in the liive until thorouglily ripened,
the onion llavor will be fduud to have passed
away—or, at least, siulicieiitly so that it is

fouiid not objectionable. Now. another
point comes uj): From wlial Mr. P. says, it

seems (piite unlikely tiiat tiiis honey came
from tiie jessamine at all : and as all the
poison honey that we liave any knowledge of
came from that single log giim. may it not
be that the bees l)y accident gathered some
kind of i)oison i)rei)ared to kill insects? As
an ilhistration: It would not be very stiange
to lind honev-dew on jxitato-tops at certain
seiisons of tiie year. Now, if Paris green
were sprinkled on tliese potatoes, and the
l)ees siioiild gat Iter tiie sweet, we should
liave honey that would produce, may be.

symptoms "similar to liie above. Can any of
our medical friends suggest what the poi.son

probably was, from the nature of the symp-
toms given? On page 1S2 of the A 1> C book,
we hiive a Avell-aiithenlicated case of poison
honey from liie mountain huirel. May it

not po.ssiblv be that the mountain laurel is

also fouuil" near Ihanchville, S. C? Can
friend P. enlighten us on tliis point? You
will note, by com]»aring the description in

the A B C, that t!ie symptoms were quite
similar.

It is interesting to note, in this connec-
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tion, tliat, 400 years B. C, we have an inter-

esting case of lioney-poisoning, as mentioned
by XenopIioM in Ills Anabasis. Tlie honey
mentioned i)n>dnced a violent form of diar-

rhnen. and it was oidy tiironsh strenuons
efforts of Xenophon that numbers of his

soldiers did not die from the effects of the
honey.

INTRODUCING VIRGIN QUEENS.

SOME VALUABI.E SUGGESTIONS FHOM FHIEND DOO-
I.ITTI,E.

J^l V request ot several I will give the i-eadcrs of

Ob Gleanings all I know regarding the intro-

^^ duciiig of virgin queens to nuclei or full

"^ stocks, hoping that, by so doing, others may
be drawn out until a plan which may prove

successful in the hands of all shall be brought to

light. Friends Root and Hutchinson tell us that

all they do is to let the virgin queens run in, as soon

as a laying queen is taken out; but from the letters

I receive, and the scores of queens I have lest, I

judge that not one out of a hundred can do it suc-

cessfully.

A few years ago, when I had a lot of 25 very
choice queen-cells (which had been sealed about
three daysK a colony cast an after swarm; and by
my trying to save one of the virgin queens which
was with the swarm, she got away and went into

the colony where these cells were. The result was,

that in less than 24 hours the whole 25 cells were de-

stroyed. Here was a case of a virgin queen intro-

ducing herself without any ceremony; and after a

trial of several years I find that any colony that has

been queenless long enough to have queen-cells

sealed and one which does not desire to swarm, will

accept of a virgin queen every time; but if given

before the cells are sealed, she will be destroyed in

nineteen cases out of twenty, unless some pre-

caution is taken more than to let her run in at the

entrance or at the top of the hive. As Mrs. Harri-

son says, " As soon as the queen-cells are sealed,

the bees seem to be expecting a queen at any mo-
ment, and so accept a virgin queen; while before

the cells are sealed they think the queen must be
an intruder."

After carefully observing the above I concluded

time could be gained bj' caging a virgin queen two
or three days old in the queenless colony or nucleus,

leaving her there four or five days until the cells

were sealed, when she was liberated, and so far I

have rarely failed to get her introduced successful-

ly, and to laying in a little more than one-half of

the time required by the cell plan. Again, this has
some other advantages over the cell plan; for in

this case we can know whether our queen can tly

or not, for it often happens that queens have de-

fective wings, myself and others having such
queens in hives for a long time, they defeating
every attempt we made at getting a laying queen
into the colony.

The present season I have been trying a now i>hin,

which is, ml.xing the bees from several colonies in

the wire-cloth box I use in forming nuclei, as given

in a former number of Gleanings. As soon as the

bees are in the box, put in the virgin queen while

all are yet strangers to each other, and she will be
accepted. Let the bo.x stand a few hours in some
cool dark place, when they are to be hived on a

frame having a little brood, and one of honey ; for

to work well a nucleus should have at least two
frames. If a queen five or six days old is used,

the nucleus will have a laying queen in a few days

more, and the first (lueen from that nucleus is soon

ready to be shipped.

Well, so far I am all right; but what I want, and

what all raisers of queens wish, is a plan by
which a virgin queen five or more days old can

be introduced to a nucleus already formed, or

to any colony, and have her laying in five days

more without danger of having her killed. We
have just disposed of a laying queen from our nu-

clei, and we go and shake one-third of the bees out

of each of three into one cage, so as to form one as

at first. Put in the virgin queen, and have her ac-

cepted. The other two thirds arc put in two other

cages, so we have three virgin (jueens introduced,

and the bees to put back into our three nuclei

again. All works well till I come to put them back
into the three hives again, when, during the first

twelve hours, five out of six will be killed. This

seems to come about by there being bees left in

each nucleus, some of which were in the field when
the rest of the bees were taken out, and the rest

remained sticking to the hive, or Hew out when
shaking from the combs down through the tun-

nel. This part of it I do not see how to overcome;
and after experimenting and losing many virgin

queens, I feel like going back to the cell (or caging

virgin queens) plan.

Who will solve the matter for us, so it will be suc-

cessful every time? If those of us who get a good
crop of honey generally are to raise queens for $1.00

each, we must have a less expensive plan of rear-

ing them than any heretofore given, or we can not

make it pay equal to honey, and might as well quit

first as last, giving the trade over to those who do
not get the honey. This I might so far profitably

do; but when I get so many letters saying, "1 here-

by inclose for queens of your own raising; re-

member, Iwant no others," I dislike to do aught
else than to accommodate, and will try to do so, if I

can get any plan by which I can raise queens and
make it as profitable as raising honey.

Borodino, N. Y. G. M. Doolittle.

Friend I)., the matter you bring np is a
very important one indeed ; for queen-rear-
ing' has advanced (jnite a step when we are
able to take a queen out of a nucleus and put
a virgin queen in her place, so old that she
may take her wedding-tligiit . say. the day aft-

er she is introduced. The matter was up
several years ago, and we succeeded in doing
it a part of the time, but it required pretty
close care, and a good many mishaps came
in. The plan we used was by having a
frame of cages for the cells, something sim-
ilar to the invention of J)r. .lewell Davis,
ami since adopted by friend Alley, as de-
scribed in his book.^ These (jueens were
kept caged in a tjueenless colony, and let out
of the cages one at a time. As soon as the
(juecii released began to lay slie was remov-
ed, and tlie next one let out, and so on.
Tliis \v(M ked pretty well while a How of hon-
ey lasted ; but when it ceased, robbers in-
terfered, and linally the young bees got to
pulling the legs and wings of the young
queens through the cages. A double wire-
cloth covering might have prevented this,

but it seemed then almost too much ma-
chinery. Many of these things worked
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nicely while there was a steady yield of hon-
ey; but when the bees turn to robbing, the
whole plan is impracticable.
In regard to introducing virgin queens as

soon as they hatch, if I understand you cor-

rectly your experience is very singular. It

is a regular business with us, day after day
and month after month. We sometimes re-

lease from 25 to "jU in a day. I have just in-

terviewed Mr. Kimber, our apiarist, and he
says, after taking a tested queen out of a
strong colony he has difficulty in releasing
a virgin queen inside of 24 hours, but with a
weal^nucleus he seldom has trouble. As a
rule, he generally leaves them about this

length of time after taking their queen
away, that they may become conscious of
queenlessness. Then he lets the young
queen in at the top of the hive, being careful
not to disturb the bees ; otherwise they
might kill her. During this operation he
does not look to see whether she is received
or not, and not one in twenty-five is lost,

treated in this way. He prefers to wait
about 24 hours, ratiiVr than to take the time
to go around and look tliem up to sec if they
are balled, wlii( li lie would think l)cst to do
if he let them run in at the same time he re-

moved the laying (ineen. We should be
glad to hear from others who practice using
the lamp nursery, or what Neighboi- II. calls

a ''queen-hatcher"—a numbeiof (lueen-cells

placed over the brood-nest of a strong colony.

Now, then, let us not lose sight of the
point; viz., some plan of introducing virgin

queens from live days to a week old, and a
plan that will permit us to juit them in

within 24 hours after the laying (lueen is re-

moved. Of course, we should like to save
this 24 hours, if we could, but it wiuild prob-
ably occupy so much time that wi' can better
afford to wait this length of time. .Vnother
problem is. Where shall we keej) these young
queens until llicy are live days or a week
oldV My experience seems to indicate that
they ought to have a considerable amotmt of

room in which to travel about, for thi ir best
develoi)ment. A (lueen, as soon as she is

hatched, connnences at once to travel over
the combs, and travels about incessantly.
day and night, for the tirst week of her ex-
istence. 1 think she ought to have at least

one full-sized comb for a promenade ground.
We have customers, too. who want (jueens

of our own raising. Early in the season,
when the greatest demand comes, of course
we can not supply this demand. I have
tried putting an extra price on queens of
our own raising; but if we have got careful
men in the South to rear queens for us, why
shouldn't they Ite just as good as any raised
hereV During this present season, I believe
our queens shipped us from the South have
been just as good as those raised here, and
the queen business this present season is

away beyond any thing it has ever been be-
fore; and the demand for young queens just
commencing to lay has been very much
greater than for any other kind ; in fact, a
great many prefer such queens, honeslhf
raised, to tested (jiieens a year old or more,
even if the price were the same. The hue
and cry against untested queens seems to
have passed almost entirely away.

HONEY-THIEVES.

V TERRIBLE PUNISHMENT FOR STEALING A FEW
POUNDS OF HONEY.

UST about one jear ago I missed from one of

my hives two 6 lb. boxes; in a few days after,

there were two others taken, and in about a

weeli there was a Langstroth hive missing

one morning. Upon diligent search I found

tlie hive behind the garden fence, with the honey
ail taken out, and the frames all taken away but

two, the bees scattered around in the grass, and a

great many of them trampled to death. It was a

young swarm put on empty combs, and they had

been there long enough to All them all full of honey
and brood, that I know, because one of my boys

and I had examined it but two days previously to

its being taken.

In about a month after, it leaked out that a cer-

tain man and two boys were the thieves, all belonging

to ditterent families. The two lioys lived less than a

mile from my farm. The younger boy was aliout U
years old, and to him I concluded to go and tell him
what I had reason to believe, and ask him to confess

the crime and help me bring the others to justi<;e.

At first he denied it, but afterward agreed to turn

.State's evidence, if I would not prosecute him. I

then procured warrants for the other two. The
man was arrested; but the other l)oy saw the officer

coming, and ran into the woods and subsequently

to Ohio, and has never yet returned, that I know of.

The man had an examining trial before two magis-

trates, was bound over under two-hundied dollar

bonds for his appearance before the circuit court of

Lewis C»)unty, which was to convene the second

Monday in December. As he failed to give bonds

he was lodged in the county jail, and at circuit

court he confessed the crime, and the jury sent him

to the State penitentiary for the shortest term—one
year, and where he now is, and will stay till the

middle of next Deceml er. Our law sends a num to

the penitentiary from one to five years, if he steals

to the amount of ten dollars. I proved my loss to

amount to about *1:{.IK). The boy who confessed,

was the son of a widow, and he promised me that

he would never be guilty of such a crime again;

but I fear he is again at his old trick, or some one

else is stealing on his credit; for within the past

month I lost at one time two frames from the mid-

dle of a hive, and a little later three more, and

within the past week three lb. boxes.

The weather is .cry dry. Hees are not booming.

I came through the winter with 14 stands out of 20;

have now 24. Wheat is a failure; grass about half

!i crop. O. F. Heselton.
Valley, Ky., July C IBS.",.

Friend II., this seems terribly severe; but
I presiune the warning will he a wholesome
restraint upon others who may think of do-
ing such a thing. Probably the honey ob-

tained in the manner specified above would
not have cost, if brought at the proper place,

more than a couple of dollars at furthest

;

but the damage to you in the loss of bees

and a valuable queen was pn)bably all you
stated, and perhaps more. I believe it is

best, as a rule, to follow such matters up,

and have the parties brought to justice.

This man who led these boys into this scrape
is stopped for the present, any way, and we
hope for all time to come.
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CLIPPING QUEENS' WINGS.

STRANGE ACTIONS OF A SWARM HAVING A CLIP-

PED QUEEN.

N July No. of Gleanings, papre 154, friend Doo-
little, it seems, can not help but think the

practice of clipping- queens' wings favorable,

where the apiarist is working- his bees for

comb honej'. I have had some experience in

working for comb honey with bees whose queens
had their Mings clipped, but soon gave up the

practice.

About ten years ago I selected a few of ray

strongest stocks of bees, to be used for the purpose
of producing comb honey. I found the queen of

each hive, and clipped one wing of each one of the

queens, and returned them to their hives. I re-

member one hi\'e of hybrid bees, of the number I

had selected, was stronger in bees than the rest.

One daj' these hybrid bees cast a swarm. After the

bees had left the hive I began looking for the queen.

1 found her five or six feet from the hive, hopping
away as best she could. I caught and caged her.

The bees did not cluster, but continued flying

through the air in search of their queen. After
failing to find her they returned to the hive they
came from. As they were going in, 1 i-eleased the

queen, and let her enter the hive with the bees. As
I was working them for comb honey I concluded to

let the queens settle their own business mat-
ters. The afternoon of the same day, that hive

swarmed again. I found the queen as before. The
bees, after fl.ving through the air without clustering,

came back to their hive. I released the queen, and
they all went in together. The next day they

swarmed again. I found the queen quite a little

distance from the hive, trying to get away as fast

as she could. I caught her and watched the bees.

They flew through the air for some time, and re-

turned to the hive, but did not enter, but clustered

on a tree near by the hive. I thought there might
be a young queen with them, and v.-as about to get

an empty hive to put them in. I observed the

cluster of bees in motion, and it was no small bunch
of bees either. In a moment they were all in the

air again, coming tor their hive, and went in as be-

fore. Then commenced the liveliest time I ever

saw in a hive of bees. The bees came rolling and
tumbling out of the hive, stinging each other to

death.

I soon left that hive of bees, without much cere-

mony; for a while it was not safe for one to go near
It. The battle lasted some time. The liees were
cross all that day. That night the bees that were
left cleaned house. In the morning the ground in

front of the hive was covered with dead bees.

Since that season I have not clipped the wings of

any more queens. Had that queen lieen a vahiable

one, 1 am vory certain I should have 1< st her had I

been away from home. Of late years, when the

swarming season arrives, and should I be away
from home (and I usinilly am), I practice artificial

swarming, and let the tjiueens have their wings.

Canfleld, Ohio, July i;!. 1885. A. S. Pouter.

Friend P., tlie stiiii^iiiij: may not have been
caused by the disaiipoinliueiil of tlic bees be-
cause the queen could not accompany tlieni.

Notwitlistanding, it looks soniowha't as if

tliat were the tioiible. I liav(; never known
bees to sling each other because tliey were
battled in their desire to swanu, but I have

known them to ball the queen, and kill her.
and then swarm as soon as a yoinig queen was
hatched ; and as they loafed around and did
little work while w'aiting for the young
queen to be hatched, it seems to me it was a
rather expensive business f(n- their owner.
A great number of articles have been receiv-
ed in regard to this matter of clipping queens"
wings, and we probably shall not have room
for them all.

SHALL WE CLIP THE WINGS OF OUU QUEENS?
I clip all of my queens, and would not think for a

moment of leaving them undipped. As far iis los-

ing our queens is concerned, when the swarm is-

sues, if we do not happen to see them, this is not
worth spending breath about, as I now have 72 colo-

nies of bees, and have not lost a queen on account
of having Ihcui clipped, this season. I often find

the queen has gone back, on going to the hive which
is sending forth the swarm; in this case they will

generally swarm again the next daj'. Of course,

there will be a queen lost once in a great while,

which loss I would not care for if I only knew the

hive which lost the queen, and the date of the loss.

I think I am safe in saying we shall not lose one
queen by having them clipped, while we lose ten

swarms and queens whore they are not clipped.

The reason I make this statement is, I have lost two
swarms this season, which have issued unexpected-
ly with 3-oung queens. If j'ou wish, I will give you
my way of treating swarms where we wish as little

increase as possible. A. P. Cowan.
Grattan, Mich., July 12. 1SS5.

FRIEND REl'LOC.LE'S PRACTICE.
I clip my (|uecns, and could not well get along

with(,ut. I left a few undipped last season, and
they have given me more trouble than all the rest.

One of them came out with a swarm, and started at

once to take French leave: but with a vigorous

application of dust I succeeded in settling them.
Another went with the bees into the top of a tall

slender maple-trco, whence they were taken with
difiiculty and some danger. When a swarm issues

with a clipped queen I know where to find her and
how to keep her. I seldom have any trouble to get

them to settle in a convenient place, by hanging the

cage containing the queen in some place where the

bees in their flight will be passing around. They
find her, I think, by the peculiar odor she possesses.

It is only when bees are compelled to return to the

parent hive in quest of the queen that they kill her.

When a clipped (lueen gets some distance from the

hive the returning bees set up the hiving-note, and
she at once, with few exceptions, returns to the

hive. This she will usually do two or three times

before the bees kill her. To test the <iuestion of

the queen's odor, I have often, after releasing her
from the cage, hung the cage up a rod or more from
where the bees had clustered, and they would And
the cage and begin to cluster on it as though the

queen were still within. I dislike the "artificial

swarming" theory. I want my colonies strong. 1 will

not, as a rule, have them divided until the bees will

consent to nothing else. It would be better for the

world of bee-keepers at large, if those who divide

artitlcially had kept their pet theory to themselves.

Vou know, Ml. Root, that when the bees have little

or nothing to do during warm weather they will

" hang out " more than at any other time. Then
the unscientific bee-keeper concludes they are go-
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iiig- to swarm, and hastens to divide liis bees, and
the result is frequently an entire loss of his bees,

either by immediate robbing or by starvation in

early winter. G. R. Replogt.e.

Udell, Iowa, July 13, 1885.

C'l.IPPPING QUEENS' WINGS, ETC.

I see in July 1 Gleanings, page 454, Mr. Doolittle

speaks about clipping queens' wings, and you call

on the brethren for an answer. For my part I don't

want any clipped queens. 1 have had two or three

in my time, and that will do me. They made me
more bother than a dozen undipped ones. When
they would swarm, then I would have to run and
hunt for the queen, and about that time the l)ees

were coming back to the old hive; then if I had her,

the next thing was to move the old hive; and I

think it is a pretty big job to pick up a hive that

weighs all together from fO to 100 lbs. or more, and
get out of the way, or they would be right in again.

I for my part never saw a swarm leave for the

woods before it had clustered, and I have hived

quite a number in my time, though it may be. 1 do
not by any means say that they will not.

alley's trap.
In regard to the queen-trap. Alley's trap will be

" boss" after you have a swarm in tlie hive. If you
think it might not stay in, just place the trap at the

entrance of the hive, and if they come out you will

have the queen in the trap. It will do ilic work, for

I had a trial of it.

The bees are doing veiy well just now. They are

making lots of honey, but il is not quite as nice as it

might be. G. M. Waggonb-r.
Carlisle, Cumb. Co., Pa., July 18, 18S5.

CLIPPING queens; strawberries, etc.

You ask about clijjping wings. Let me put in my
vote for it. The bees are doing very nicely now.

Your experience with strawberries differs some
what from ours this season. Perhaps it was in the

soil, which is a heavy black lo:un, with clay subsoil,

and was heavily manured. Our Sharpless were the

poorest berry that we had. They ripened poorly,

and rotted badly. True there were some veri' large

berries, but not a cnti). The Jucun(his were our
best. Give them a trial, Mr. Hoot, before you say

too much about the Sharpless. Fueu S. Cl \rke.

Bowling Green, Ohio.

I vote aijainst clipping queens, although I have
had as high as seven swarms emerge at the same
time. Li'.ONiDAS Hiiujard.
Waldron, Mich., July 10, 1.S85

HONEY THAT CANDIES IN THE COMB
AS SOON AS IT BEGINS TO RIPEN.

H. HOOT:—Be so good as to advise us what
is best to do, in this case nuide and not i)ro-

\ided for: Last year, througli Mr. Porter

wc ordered from you an extractor, with

which from twelve colonies wc took four or

five hundred pounds of honey. But this year, hav-

ing tixed most of the apiary to be extracted, we
found upon beginning, yesterday, that most of the

frames are filled with candy. 8ome ten days ago we
extracted over two gallons, which was very thin-
some of it not capped over. We found one or two
frames filled with young bees, which we gave to nu-

clei which wo were building, and put in the place

some frames of foundation. We thought we would
wait a few days till the bees had finished their

work. When we began again, we found all the hon-

ey gathered since that time candied, and the frames

of foundation worked out and filled with this candy.

In Gleanings for 1884, p. r,2f», Mr. Lower, of Geor-

gia, reports a similar case—at just the same time of

year that we find it. I am sure it is the white su-

mac, for this is the only plant upon which the bees

have been working for the last ten days, and from
which they have been bringing in a large quantity

of honey. I have seen ten or twelve bees upon one

cluster of flowers. The black sumac will not bloom

for two or three weeks yet.

Last fall we had extracted honey made from ihe

black. It did not candy, though the winter was so

cold, and it was iu an open house. Now, what am I

to do? I eau't sell this honey in the frames, and to

cut it out and muck it up will be trouble for noth-

ing. I am going, if you don't advise something bet-

ter, to cut it out and fix it in the section boxes, and

let th? bees stick it, and then i)ut foundation in the

frames, and see if they will continue their confec-

tionery business this full. If they do, I shall have

to dispose of my extractor. J. C. Gordon.
Joy Depot, Alb. Co., Va., July 13. 18S5.

Friend (i., I do not believe I would put
any in section boxes. Yon will spoil tlie

reputation of vonr comb honey. If you
could keej) it until yon wanted stores during
a dearth, I thiidv tlie bees would use it all up
in broo(l-rearin<f — that is, when you have a
dearth durins warm dry weather. Terhajis

the i)ro(ess jijiven on paj^es 4")Sand 4-')!) of tiie

Jiilv 1 nutnber niiLdit assist you some.

THE TELEPHONE AS A SWARM IN-
DICATOR.

AN ADVERSE REPORT.

§KE1NG a glowing advertisement in Glean-
ings, concerning the telephone as a success

in swarming, I immediately made a rush for

telephones, and received two-one running

from the dwelling to the shop, and one from

the shop into the apiary, which contains 'j acre, in

a square. My hives are set in a hexagonal form

(.50 of them at present), lo feet apart each way. I

ran the wire from the shop through the center of

the apiary to the back part, being about 160 feet of

wire in all. I fixed up the mouth-pieces, and had

every thing in good working order. " There, now,"

I said to my wife, " I can work in the shop without

liaving to run every few minutes to see if the bees

are swarming. Now, boys, you can help your ma,

and hoe in the garden, etc. We have got 'em fixed

now. 1 know it will do it, for your Uncle Amos said

it would, "and so I gave a great sigh of relief as I

sauntered toward the shop.

On going in 1 distinctly hoard the wires ting, ting,

and it sounded to me very nicely indeed. But I felt

a little hurt to think the little fellows were bump-
ing their heads so abruptly against the wires. I

worked away, feeling probably as happy as I ever

did in my life, when, in less time than I have been

writing, I heard the alarm. But it was not the tele-

phone. It was, '• Pap ! pa - ap ! pa - pa I the bees are

swarming I"

1 made a rush for the bees, of course, and the boys
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made a rush for the telephone. But I jiucss they

iliiln't hear much, for the swarm came off at one
side of the apiary, and came in contact with the

wire but very little, if any at all. So I soon saw 1

must have mme wires, and went to work and
stretched two wires across the apiary, running
them into the kitchen, as this is where our " stand-

ing army " is mostly located. Bui, no good. It will

answer the purpose sometimes, but not to be relied

upon; and, laying- all jokes aside, I have lost two
valuable swarms bj' just depending on the tele-

phone. It is up yet; but I think this is the last sea-

son that my little pets shall bumj) their heads

against any such nuisance. A. H. Duff.
Creighton, Ohio, July U, 188i5.

Friend I)., it seems to me you are coii-

demiiiiig the instrument a little bit prema-
turely. If your bees spread out when they
swarm as oius do, 1 can't see how they miss
striking the wire—at least some part of the
swarm ; and even if one edge of it should
come near the wire, you would have notice
enough. Were not those two swarms a lit-

tle bit erratic in their behavior? The wire
should be about as high up as the bees usu-
ally go when they are whirling about, pre-
paratory to clustering. I have never before
heard of a report indicating tliat more than
one wire was needed. Tiie room ought to
be rather still where the sounders are. In a
shop where much racket is going on, no
doubt tlipy might fail to give notice. See
fiiend Salislnny's report in another column.

WHAT I KNOW ABOUT THOSE SOUR-
ED APPLE SKINS.

ANY THINO KKSE^rnr.I

CAN KE MADE FltO.M

HONEY THAT

tElNG in the fruit evaporating business, I have
had a tew skins and cores to dispose of, so 1

will throw what light I have on the sub-

ject. It is without a doubt a fact that some
of the drying factories do barrel up their

skins and cores, and ship them to the large cities

and sell them, l)Ut that is the extent of my informa-

tion in that direction, as I have never shijjped any
off; but I am told that they go to the vinegar facto-

ries. P'rom the refuse of 180U bushels of apples last

fall, I have about 40 barrels of vinegar now making,
which is quite an important item in the business;

for without that 1 should have been left last season,

for the dried fruit did not sell for enough in mar-
ket to cover the cost of its production. As to their

making honey, or even jolly out of the skins after

they can get them from the factories, I think it is

rather mixed; for I liave found that if the weather
is any way warm, fermentation will begin in from
10 to U> hours after they are separated fr<mi the

apple. ] liiive often n<)tiee<l that a l)ushel or two
taken olf in the evening, if put in a close tx)x or

barrel, will be quite hot by next morning; antl it is

pretty well known that apple cider will not make
good jelly, even if it will jell at all, after fermenta-
tion has started. But some factories are making a

genuine cider jelly, and a splendid good article it is

too, from apple skins and cores. It is nuide by
boiling with steam, and in the wonderfully short

space of three minutes from the cold eider to the

llnished jelly. No tiavoring of any kind, nor any
adulteration, need be used. The inventor of the

rapid process says that every thing used about the

works must positively be kept scrupulously clean;

and the stock to be used must be fresh; that cider

even an hour from the press will sometimes start

fermentation enough to prevent its jellying. Yet I

find these makers of pure jelly have as much to

fight against in the markets as the honey-producers

do; for the markets are flooded with all kinds of

bogus so called fruit jellies that are said to be made
of glucose and coloring matter, and llavored to rep-

resent about or quite all of the real fruit jellies.

I have never yet made any jelly, but have some-
times thought I would. A. A. Fradenbuug.
Port Washington, Ohio, July 8, 188.-).

Friend F., be careful you do not fall into
the same mistake we are trying to correct,
when you intimate that our fruit jellies are
adulterated with colored glucose. Are not
the fruit jellies to be found in our groceries
and stores made from genuine fruit, as a
rule? \^ery likely some of it is poorly made,
but that is not a crime like adulteration.

A KIND LETTER WITH SOME SUG-
GESTIONS.

SWAUMINn BY MOVING TIIE OLD HIVE
AWAY, ETC.

fHAVE tested all the queens that T

fiom you this season, and, like all tl

bought in former seasons, prove to I

have got

the others

have been
jnirely mated, and two or three of your dollar

queens that I bought this season would bring

me a good price as fancy tested queens. I have
never lost a queen in introducing, but I have been

sadly vexed with the Peet cage. I prefer to fasten

the cage on the comb without brushing off all the

bees, and it works all right until I go to remove the

tin slide when I find them fitted in so tight that it

would tear the comb, cage, and all, to pieces. Now,
for my use I would have the tin slide fit so loosely

that it would drop out, and then secure it with a

half-inch wire nail driven in the lap at the top.

My bees are doing well now. 1 lost aliout lialf

in wintering. I bought some in box hives after

they were too full of honey to transfer, and I divid-

ed them by moving them in the middle of the day
and setting a hive with a eaged queen in their

place, as per instructions in A B C book, and the

colonies I made in that way are the best for bus-

iness of any in the yard, and it is the only plan that

I could think of to prevent after swarming with a

box hive.

I i)lanted 1000 strawberry-plants last spring. I

followed Doolitlle's instructions, as described in

Feb. Gleanings. I like the plan excellently, and
my plants are extra fine.

I must thank you again for your kind and jtrompt

manner of filling my small orders.

Biirnettsville, fnd., July 6, 1885. A. B. Hehman.
Friend IT., I am very glad of the report you

give in regard to untested (lueens— not on
mv own account only, but becatise it si)eaks
well for the friends in the South who have
been sni)i)lying us. (,)ueen-re;u-ing in the
South, before we can p.)ssibly gel at it here
in the ^'ortli, is getting to be a growing in-

dustry. Some of the time during the pres-
ent season we have been receiving at the
rate of from 50 to 100 a day.— Your sugges-
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tions about tlie tin slide of the Peet cage are
good, and I will just now give orders to the
girls to use no cages unless the slides are
loose. The shrinking and swelling of the
lumber has something to do with making
tliem tight.— 1 am glad that you agree with
me, that the plan given in tile A B V book,
for making artiticial swarms, is a good one.
It is so extremely simple, too, that I have
often wondered why a good many prefer
.plans requiring so much time and liiachine-
ry about them, to this one. We are glad,
too. to know that you succeeded with straw-
berries so nicely.

^ I ^
AFTER SW^ARMS.

ALSO A FAVORABF.E liKPORT OF THE FOUNTAIN
Pi; MP.

N regfird to prevention of after-swarms, T would
say that 1 tried the Heddon plau, as given on
page 411, about '^H times last year, and the same
number of times the present year. It is a sim-

ple, piactical method, and, if properly executed,

will have as few exceptions as any other rule in

apiculture. You are surely right in saying there is

no absolute rule that will apply to all cases, with

bees. To illustrate: In at)out :{() cases of "modern
transferring," one colony would persist in killing

the bees of the last drive, in spite of smoke, drum-
ming, or mixing of bees. I consi<ler it the best

method of transferring ever published.

With the fountain pump we art; not obliged to let

swarms cluster where they please. Mine are always
mnih to cluster in a convenient i)lacc, although the

yard is full of very inconvenient ones. With black

bees the following jjlan works nicely: Fasten any
kind of a light box to a long pole, the opening at

right angles to the handle, and provide it with two
short legs, so that it can be set down without

crushing bees. When a swarm issues, go to the

nearest hive (an extracting super is best), take out
a frame with adhering bees, and shake them into

the box. They at once begin roaring, and when
held just outside the center of the Hying swarm,
it will bring the cluster to them. The swarm is se-

cured in less time than it takes to tell how to do it,

and there is little danger of swarms uniting. If oth-

ers issue, put the swarm in the shade and cover
with a sheet of burlap. 1 have had swarms come so

thick and fast that about one-fourth of each swarm
was left to join the next. In this way a neighboring
bee-keeper manages to toll the swarms right into

the prepared hive.

HEUDON HIVF.S.

Please ask the friends to suspend judgment on
the Heddon hives and fixtures until they have tried

at least ten of them for a year or more, for they
can't learn to appreciate their advantages, and use
them properly in less time. The hive-covers are

not meant to slide on, as described by Hro. H. Take
the cover in both hands, bringing it down to place

with a quick back-and-forth rotary movement, and
it is adjusted instanter, without killing a bee. The
propolis doesn't bother; they don't warp or blow
off, and, if covered on one side with bits of comb or

bees, turn them over and clean up at leisure. They
need only to be used to be appreciated.

I have experimented with foundation as largely

as possible the past and present season, and agree
With Doolittle and Hutchinson, that much of the

fdn. used in the brood chamber when producing
comb honey, and during a heavy honey flow, is

woise than wasted. Limit the brood-chamber to

the need of the queen, and force the bees into the
boxes at the start, and there can be no question as

to the profitable use of the foundation.

I am using the " Heddon contracting method"
(see A. B. J., page 437, 188.5), altogether this season.

It is a long progressive stride in the right direction,

and will surely come into general use. Doolittle

practices about the same method, I believe. I take

great comfort in handling these honejiess brood-

chambers. Five solid reversible sheets of brood,

no crowded bulging combs or braces, and most of

the bees come-off with the boxes, and are out of the
way when reversing or handling the combs. Now
that reversible frames have demonstrated the de-

sirability of reversing, practical honey-producers
demand a reversible hive. Such hives must surely

be invented before long; and so soon as one appears
in the market, of practical construction, and one
that does not do away with the laterally moving
frame, I intend to adopt it. Take notice: My opin-

ions are also subject to reversal as we progress.

DWIGHT FURNESS.
Furnessvlllc, Ind., July 18, 188."..

POISON HONEY.
Some additional Facts and Suggestions.

CAUTION AGAINST TAKING HONEV FROM THE
HIVES, liF.FORK IT I.S RIPE, ETC.

Tnj>IT()K GLK.ANINGS: -When Prof. A. J. Cook
L* makes a statement, and is supported in it by

Y^ C Mr. A. I. Hoot, it seems almost presumption
*" for anyone to ftbject; but it is possible for

any one to be wrong. Prof. Cook says, in the

last sentence on " Poisoned Honey," p. 44."i, that the
" nectar which plants secrete does not partake of

the qualities of the tissues." You think he has

"struck the root of the matter." If this is the cor-

rect view of the matter, wh3' do flowers have their

own peculiar smell or flavor? If there is no connec-

tion between the juices of a plant and its nectar se-

cretion, where does the peculiar aroma of each

come from"? We know that unless a tree or plant is

rich in sap or juice, there will be but little or no
honey. We know that honey secretion is directly

dependent on a succulent, juicy condition of the

flower, and that this condition necessitates an abun-
dant How of saj) from which it can be secreted.

Why, then. Is not the honey from each class of hon-

ey-producing plants flavored by its own peculiar es-

sence';' I claim that it Is. Why does not white-clo-

ver honey taste like that from the willow? Because
of the pungency of the willow being lacking in the

clover. I have been told liere that willow honey is

good as a preventive of fevers; that to use willow

honey through the summer woulil be as good as a

fever medicine. There is evidently a connection

between its sap and its honey secretion, as is evi-

denced by a similarity in taste. If the honey didn't

get its flavor directly from the juke in the flower,

where could it get it from? What makes onion hon-

ey smell so rank when freshly gathered, and, when
capped, be so much milder, yet possessing the flavor

of onion nevertheless? Why can an experienced
bee-keeper take sample after sample of honey, and,

by tasting, say, " This is willow, this is white clover,

this is smartweed, this ia basswood, this is golden-
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rod or boneset or mint or orange," etc.? Whence
Ihis nh Tty to distinguish? What property in a

plant can we look to lor the cause? Every honey-

producing plant produces its own peculiar honey
and no other, and this honey conies from its own pe-

culiar juices, and pai-takes of the tlavor of its own
peculiar essence, and, to a greater or less degree,

will be found to contain this essence. Unripe hon-

ey contains this essence in greater quantity than
ripened (n- cap honey.

1 lived some years on the St. John's Itivor, in Flor-

ida, among the yellow jessamine. I had a lew hives

of bees one year, but did not get enough of the

honey to know much about it; but the reputation

of the yellow jessamine there was "then that it is

poisonous, and I was told by the natives that it liad

produced death. How and why, I think I can ex-

plain. When the natives got honey in the spring,

they either got it by cutting a beetree or by " rob-

bing" a bo.x gum; and much of such honey, you
know, would be fresh and unripened. You know,
also, that people who are not accustomed to eating

honey will almost always gorge themselves when
getting it in such shape and quantity. A good por-

tion of new uncapped honey of any kind, you well

know, will be as good as a dose of pills, and those

people not used to bees and ripe or unripe honey do
not understand these things. Hence the use of

honey is often much abused, and particularly so the

yellow jessamine, which undoubtedly has poisonous
properties to a certain extent when unripe. It is as

good honey as any other when it is capped over.

It is a very great blessing to honey-producers that

there are so few injui-ious honey-bearing plants in

this countrj-. Bee - keepers ought to be taught
through the bee-journals this one thing: That hon-

ey is not fit to market until it has acquired a consis-

tency which, had it been left in the hives, would
induce the bees to cap it over. If any one has ever
heard of any one sutlerJng from eating capped or

ripe honey, let him speak out. It is doubtful if such

a case will be reported or can be verified. Let it be
generally understood, that no honey is fit for sale

that is not fit to cap. If the bee-keepers are not

caueful, those enterprising newspapers that know
80 little of honey adulteration, while pretending to

know so much, will soon be saying that all the ex-

tracted honey in the United States, whether it be

white, black, or green, is all yellow jessamine, and
certain to kill on the first taste. When the time
comes that all our honey is either glucose or poison-

ous, some of us will have to go out of the business.

There are plenty of people of intelligence who, were
they to see a statement in a newspaper, prejudicial

to honey, would think the statement e.vactly correct,

because it teas in the newspaper, and bee-keepers
should be bold enough to correct these lies when-
ever they find them. C. M. Hiogins, 7.')—i;i9.

Hahnville. Q» La., July 7, 1885.

Friend II., by haying? tliat the talk of
Prof. Cook "struck at the root of the mat-
ter,'" 1 did not refer particularly to his con-
cluding sentence. And this concludiiif; sen-
tence, I am sure, did not mean to convey the
idea as you put it; but, ratlu'r, that if a
plant we're p(tisonous in its juices it would
not </Mv>v((;'//// follow that the honey secret-
ed by its blossoms woulil also be poisonous.
—I am glad of tiie additional facts you give
us in regard to the yellow jessamine. I have
eaten unripe honey in considerable quanti-

ties, l)ut I never experienced any bad effect.
Of course, I did not gorge myself with it,

for my taste does not lie in that direction.—
Are wo not in danger of falling into an error,
friend II. and other friends, in criticising
too severely the course of the iiewspapersV
They are on the lookout, of course, for
items ; and as their patrons seem to prefer
sensational items, no doubt there is a temp-
tation to cater to that taste ; but as a whole,
are not our newspapers the great educators
of the day? AN'hat we want to pray for, it

seems to me, is for more of a spirit of fair-
ness and truth, and I suppose we all need
it. I know for one I do.

LARGE BLACK ANTS.

Another Protection against Moth and Worms.
ALSO .SOME FACTS ON AFTER-SWARMING.

gLEANING 3 for July 15th came to-day. It al-

ways seems like a visit from a friend. I am
s till making bee keeping a specialty, and
therefore am obliged to make it paj-. I try

to keep my number at 100, or thereabouts,

and have ever since 1871 I remember then you
predicted that my enthusiasm would not last, and
that I would give up the business. I trust I have
learned something about beekeeping since then.

The article from Kev. L. L. Langsti-oth, on spiders

preserving combs was given some years ago, and
in 1ST'.» and '80 I used them with success. I discard-

ed them, and for thi-ee years I have used the large

black ants, which I assure you are very energetic

hunters, and will take moth worm.s out of their bur-

I'ows. They make no litter, and do not cover combs
with webs. To procure them, go into the w^ooda,

hunt up a rotten log having a nest of them, take a

section with enough of them (say 300) to seour your
room. My room is tight; the log is stood in a cor-

ner. They never leave it, but make daily raids

over all the combs. In the absence of moths they

can eat honey or drone brood. I wintered them two
winters, and they cared for :3C0 combs.

I have tried Ileddon's plan to prevent after-

swarms. It will not always work. Last season it

failed eight times, and this season six times. I

have a plan which I follow which tends to weed out

poor strains of bees, and at the same time prevents

after-swarms, and ensures a large surplus yield.

It is as follows: Stimulate all good strains early,

and get them to swarm first. Make nuclei of their

brood and queen-cells. They will hatch, and be

laying by the time the other bees of the apiary

swarm. When a swarm issues, take the old hive

away and hive swarm on old stand, giving one
frame of their brood; then proceed with the rest of

brood to where one of your ni:clei sat. Kemove it,

and place this hive in its place; then raise the

fi-ame with (jueen from nucleus, and place it in the

hive. I forgot to say th:it I brush olf all bees in

front of swarm; the nucleus queen with the bees

are at once a rousing swarm. The swarm has all

the field-bees and many young ones besides. Both
are ready to give suridus and all swarming is done
for the season.

Clipping queens' wiujis, wilii me, still ensures

their loss by their being superseded at once.

E. A. Morgan,
the child that grew so fast.

Columbus, Wis., July 20, 1886.
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CABNIOLAN QUEEN FROM FRANK
BENTO N.

SOME HEASONS Fi)U DELAY.

@N Feb. lOlh, this year, I sent $7.00 to Frank
Benton for a fine selected Carniolan queen,

to be delivered during May. In about a

month following- 1 received a note from Mi'S.

Benton, acknowledging- the receipt cf my
ordei', and stating that Mr. Benton had gone to

Tunis, Africa, from thence to the Island of Cyprus,

to Syria, and Jerusalem, and returning by way of

Carniola. Mrs. Benton also stated that she- could

not pi'omise the queen before the middle of May.
Well, the queen did not arrive until July 13. She

was mailed June iJiith, and therefore was on the

way IT days (I live 25 miles N. W. of Philadelphia).

She was accompanied by 17 workers, of which 15

were dead; had consumed two-thirds of their candy.

The queen is a fine large one, rather dark iu color.

She was successfully introduced, and commenced
laying iu two days after her release. The ac-

companying workers were of about the si/.e of Ital-

ians, and the color (with the exception of a few, of

u narrow dark-yellow band), pitch black. At the

same time, I received a postal card, stating that it

had been impossible to get off sooner any Carniolan

queen, as there had been experienced great dif-

ficulty this season in getting them. Healsogave
me credit ol' one dollar, owing to the delay. Friend

Root, I thiiili this to be evidence sullicient to ccn-

vince you of the inability of Mr. Benton to supply

you sooner witl: Carniolan queens, although ^you

had ordered nearly a year ago. I give liim credit

for sujiplying his retail trade first. I shouldn't (hink

he would hold back your order for fear <f havii'.g

your judgment passed upon them, and scattered

broadcast among bee-frier.ds while you have not

yet seen any Carniolan bees. I will, as soon as some
are hatched out, send you a dozen or so.

Hatfield, I'a,, .luly :.'<>. IS;.-.. E. K. Bi.anck, M. D.

Tliaiiks. In ictjjanl to wliolesale and re-

tail, 1 liad no idt'H of s^'tting a (ineen from
friend JJcuton any clicaper llian anybody
else. 1 oixlereil two for fear some accident
might liai)pen to a sinsjjle one. I thou.nht
very likely he was unable to liil orders soon-
er until notices came from different ones
that they had receivtti their ("aiiiiolan

queens. It did not seem to me that tluir or-

ders were older than mine.

MOIfE ABOUT THE CAI!NIOEANS.
On page 4!-3, July Gleanings, W. W. Addison

n.akes iiujuiry about Carniolan bees, and whether
they hold out to Benton's descripton of them. I'or

the benefit <)f those interested, I will state that I

have found them to be all that Mr. B. claims for

thcni, both as to gentleness and beauty. As for

honej- - gathering qualities, I am not so able to

testify, for the simple reason that last year, on ac-

count of breeding for queens for myself and neigh-

bors, and the season being ))oor, 1 did not get to

try them. This year the honey crop, on account of

drought (which 1 hope is but a local matter), has de-

stroyed the prospect of ascertaining the fact; but
from the nn\nner in which they have filled their

hives with brood, I have reason to think they will

hold their own with other good bees, if not, to some
extent, excel them. Last fall I took the imported
queen and a couple of racks of bees to tlie Elktou,

Md., fair. They were not entered in competition,

{DO not know
wax; but pel

Gleanings
fifo<1 1... ct -.-n

but merely as a comparison. From those who saw
and handled them while there, I should like to hear
an opinion. Geo. H. Reess.
Coatesville, Pa., June 33, 18S'5.

w I ^
"MAKING BEESWAX."

MRS. IIARHISON TELLS HOAV THEY MANAGE IT AT
THEIR HOUSE.

but I have told how I make bees-

perhaps some sister has entered the

circle since, who would be bene-
fited by a i-epetillon. We keep in the neigh-

borhood of one liundred colonies, more or less,

and run mostly for comb honey, consequently have
but little comb to melt—too small a quantity to war-
rant the outlay for a wax-extractor. We have not
steam to use, as Mr. Hoot has, but only a stove. I

have an all-metal sieve, which fits over a pan; into

this sieve I put all bits of comb, and I save all

scrapings, every mite. When it is full I put it into

the oven when breakfast is being cooked, with wa-
ter in the pan; and as it melts it filters into the wa-
ter. The stove should not be very hot; if it is, the
water and wax might boil over in the oven. Some-
times when I take out the sieve the residue is dry,

like corn meal, and free from wax. I let the wax
cool, and then pour out the water from under it. I

never let my comb accumulate, but keep it melted
up. I always scrape out the sieve every time into

the stove and it burns readily. Saving every mite,

of wax is like saving paper-rags -too little business

for most people; but it takes no more time than to

waste it, and it is disagreeable stufl' to be thrown
down in an apiary, to be sticking to the feet, and
thereby carrying dirt into the house. 1 think those

who waste their scrapings would be surprised at

the nice wax that can be obtained from them, even
when there is not a piece of good comb.
After the comb is melted I know it is safe from

moths, and so I let it accumulate, when I choose a

cool day for re-melting. I choose a pan that will

fit one of the iron stove-kettles. One that slips in-

side, and is held by the rim is best. In this pan the

wax is melted over boiling water, with the pan cov-

ered. 1 melt out the- ends of a fruit-can, forming a
cylinder, which I use to hold a colfee-strainer. I

set this cylinder holding the strainer into a small

basin, and pour the wax into it; when the basin is

full I take it off and set it into another one, and put
it into the oven, to keep hot and drain. Before I

use the strainer again I knock out the residue into

the stove. I use the little pans that I bought for

bee-feeders, and I rather like the wax in that shape.

I let the wax settle a little while, and then pour it

into a fresli pan, leaving the dregs. I keep all these

utensils for wax, as it does not iiay to clean them
every time. I know a woman who melts up all her

comb in a Ijread-pan in the oven, without any wa-
ter, pouring it otl through a hot coffee-strainer as

fast as it melts. Mks. L. IIaiiuison.

Peoria, 111.

Why, Mrs. II., yon liave simply adopted
our ;>5-eent wax-extractor. We sell the dish-
pan and all-metal sieve, made so as to Ht just
right, for o5 cents. I commend your idea of
liaving all the ntensils you need kept togeth-
er, and set away without cleaning. AVhen-
ever I see any of our girls trying to clean
their utensils by scraping the wax off, I al-

Avays feel like scolding.
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FROM DIFFERENT FIELD:

EXTRACTING VEUY THICK IIONKY.

^AST summer was a very busy one for ine, and
I neglected to extract the honey from the

colonies run for extracted honey, as fast as

they gathered it, but kept taking out the

filled combs and putting: empty ones in their

place. When the honey season closed I had a nice

lot of sealed honey in brood-combs ready to extract,

but had not any more time to extract it than during-

the summer, as I thought, so \ stored them away
and left them until so late that the honey became
so thick that I questioned whether it could be ex-

tracted at all. Hut Doolittle, in Gr.E.VNiNGS of Nov.

1, came to my relief, and told all about how to do it,

and last week I tried his plan, and it worked to a

charm, just as well as in warm weather, as far as I

could discover, except that it had to be done by the

side of the kitchen stove, and that is the women's
domain; and, " look out" if you should be so unfor-

tunate as to drop honey on the Hoor, and get it on
the door knobs, etc. After I had finished extracting

I was so well pleased with the job that I said to the

partner of my joys and sorrows that I would again

subscribe for Gleanings, as I considered this arti-

cle alone worth more than the subscription price.

Uy the way, the extractor I use is a home-made
one, the gearing of which is made of an old fash-

ioned apple-parer, and it did not throw anj' honey
over the top either, that I discovered. All it cost

me was fifteen cents for the gearing, and my labor.

Williamsville, N. Y. John S. Sneari.v.

NAMING THE FRIENDS WHOSE PICTTTRES APPEAR
IN THE PHOTOGRAPH MEDLEY OP THE NEW OR-

LEANS BEE-KEEPERS' CONGRESS.
On page 380, Jas. A. Nelson wants to know if we

can not number the bee-keepers as they appear on
our photograph taken at the N. O. Bee Congress.

You seem to think not. Now, friend Root, suppose
you commence, say at the familiar face of Viallon,

on the left of the picture, but to our right as we
face it, and call him No. 1, and Mr. Flournoy, of

Texas, No. 2, etc., coming on down the line toward
the very familiar faces of A. 1. Root and Newman.
There are just five lines, and numbering them from
east to west, or right to left, we could affix the num-
ber, and let everj' man or woman call out his or her
name through the journals. By this means I think

we could very accurately get every name on the

photo. I, too, should like to be in possession of all

the names. I never expect to meet these faces

again in the Hesh, but I should like to have a card
appended to my photo, giving all the names in full.

Clinton, I.a., July 7, 18)-5. VV. F. Roberts, M. D.

I have kept giving them brood to raise queens from,

and thcj- have kept up their colony very well. They
have filled their comb with pollen, and yet they will

have no queen. They have got queen-cells capped
over now, and I suppose they will behave as before.

Please tell me the cause and remedy.
Jordan, Ky. A. C. Clover.

the turner RASPBERRY.
I notice that Mr. Heddon, in his circular, recom-

mends and also offers for sale the Turner as a great

honey producing plant. As T devote a little of my
time t'xperiinenting, I will give my experience
with the Turner. I have fruited it here three years

without any cultivation. I find it very hardy;

spreads rapidly, soon takes possession of considera-

ble ground; canes are short, smooth, and thornless;

plenty of bloom and ripe fruit at the same time,

making its season very long. Bees ai-e on it all the

time, so that to get at any of its fruit or bloom
would be much like trying to get hold of a balled

queen. I think the reason the bees take the fruit

here is, they don't find much honey before Septem-
ber. The fruit is rather soft for a distant market;
but for a near market, or for home use, is excellent.

I never saw so much fruit and bloom on the same
amount of ground before anywhere, and I have
been over 18 different States. I will here plant it

on waste ground only, on account of its rapid

spreading. We must experiment, in order to find

out which fruits are best calculated for our soil;

and while so doing, must expect to meet with some
bitter disappointments. The Giegg and Cuthbert,

that jirove so valuable in some parts of the coun-

try, amount to nothing on my soil.

.straavberkies.

I believe that the Crescent will be my favorite

strawberry; but, Mr. Root, T suppose that you will

I never plant it, because it often goes by the name of

I

"Lazy Man's" strawberry ; that is, being able to take
I care of itself on nearly any soil.

I

Nashville, Mo. John Umhols.

I

Thanks for your report, friend V. It
seems to me tliat onr best raspberries are

! now ready to take a foremost rank in our
I
list of honey -plants. Kaspberrles, buck-

I

wheat, alsike clover, and rape can all be
I
raised with a fair show of being profitable

i investments.

A COLONY KILLS TEN QUEENS.

1 have nine stands in Simplicity hives, all doing
well but one. That one's trouble is, killing their

queens in trying to l)uild them up in the spring.

They kill their queen, and 7, accoiding to your in-

struction, introduced another, and she laid one day
and night, and they killed her also. I gave them
brood and they raised one; she remained in the

hive about four days, and she was killed also, and
BO on until they have raised and killed eight virgin

(jueens and two laying queens, and they all have re-

mained about four days in the hive before Ijeing

killed. No eggs of fertile workers have been seen.

CARP.
In the fall of 1883 I nuide a pond about 3(l.\70 feet,

partly by excavating, and partly by damming
across a hollow in which was a spring. Above this

pond I made another dam, in order to throw the

surface water into a ditch above, and run it around
pond No. 1. I saw it would take but little work to

make a smaller pond above No. 1. I did so, and
nuide No. 2 about twt)-thirds as large as the first.

On llie t;ih day of last May I put 8 two year-old (!er-

man carp into pond No. 2. On the 21st of Maj I

saw the first young lish, about '= or 'j of an inch

long. During the sunnner I have taken from No. '»',

30(10 young carp from 2 to inches long, and put
them in No. 1, and have sold .500 at *5.00 per 100.

Milan, Ind. T.F.Wilson.

GRASSHOPPERS ASSISTING BEES IN GATHERING
HONEY ERO.M RED CLOVER.

Yesterday as I was passing through a clover field

I heanl the hum of bees at work; and stopping to

look around 1 saw hundreds of bees of all kinds-
blacks, hybrids, aud Italians, busily at work on the
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red clover. As I had never seen many bees work-
ing on the red clover before, I commenced to look

closer, and found the cause to bo this: The grass-

hoppers, which are very numerous here now, had
eaten the flowers off even with the head, leaving
the tube ot the flower only about one-third long, thus
giving every access to the nectar it contained.
Bees have not done much so far.

1—Ira Williams, 4—8.

Georgetown, Iowa, .luly 4, 1885.

Friend W., the case you mention is novel
indeed, and 1 believe it is the first time that
I have heard of grasshoppers being of any
use to anybody or any thing.

C. D. Wright, on p. 4')0, asks, "What ails the bees?"
I have had the same trouble, and think I have found
out what it is. My bees last fall put in large quan-
tities of fall honey, and some of it was left uncap-
ped. This honey absorbed moisture, and soured in

the cells. I have put these combs into the hives for

the bees to clean up, and in all weak swarms the

bees get drunk and tumble out of the hive. Some
get over it and go back for more, but many never
get back. I put in two combs to a swarm last even-

ing, and this morning a number of bees were com-
ing out staggering. Metheglin is too much for

them, and they get out of the hive into the gutter,

like human beings. This soured honey should be

extracted before the combs are given to tlie bees to

clean up. I think this soured honey has caused the

loss of several nice queens for me this season.

East Saginaw, Mich., July 8. I,, c. Uhiti.ng.

IlKVEKStULK FKAMKS.
Friend Root, I am rather surprised that you are

in favor of, and bt)thering with, a reversible frame.
"Localities difl'er;" but with us, any ijuccii that does
not fill with brood to the top bar the shallow L.

frame, neels "reversing," and usually g(>ts it quick.

The situation at this date, June :i4, with the bee-

keepers in eastern Indiana, is this: No surplus yet,

and only a few colonics that have commenced
storing in sections. Hees generally strong, l)ut so

far but very little swarming. Weather is unfavor-
able for the secretion of honey; white and red clo-

ver is mostly winterkilled. We still hope iov some
surplus, although the season here usually ends
July 10th.

Our own bees wintered well; lost 5 out of 70, two
of which the winter is not to blame for. We were
never in more sjilendid trim, and ready for business,

than this spring.

Lyons Station, Ind. Jonas Scholl, 65—70.

QUEEN-CELLS ANU A LAYING QUEEN.
The two queens I bought were introduced safely;

but had I written you about a week ago I would
have said that one was killed, because a frame of

eggs given the colony at the time contained five

queen cells six days later. Would you please tell

me why they started queen-cells when they had a

laying queen? I can not find any thing about it in

the A B C book. ;:—Gust. Wiedehhold, 3—7.

Yonkers, N. Y., July le, 1885.

Friend AV., your case is one of the excep-
tions that occur once in a great while. I

should say the bees were not (piite satisfied
with the other queen, and stubbornly pushed
ahead witli their preparations for raising an-
otlier. ISucli cases are so rare, however, tliat,

in the presence of queen-cells, especiallv if
at the same time we find no bees or very
small larvtp, it may be considered practically
conclusive tiiat the colony is queenless.

SOUU HONEY, AND WHAT TO DO WITH IT.

I have some sour honey, and do not know what to

do with it: please tell me. Would it do to feed the
bees? and if stored in the sections, would it do to

sell? I looked through all of the bce-.iournals for a
year and a half, and did not see any thing about
sour honey. I also looked through the A B C.

Blue Springs, Mo., July 17, 188.5. G. E. Hughes.
Friend IL, according to my experience the

honey will not be made fit for use by feeding
it to the bees, although they will often im-
prove it considerably by taking it up and
storing it in the combs.; "I do not know any
thing you can do with it except to feed it a
little at a time during a dearth of honey
from the fields, to weak colonies or nuclei
that will u.se it all up for brood-rearing or
queen-rearing.

FKOM BLASTED HOPES TO nEPOIlTS ENCOURAGING.
I was almost a fit subject for Blasted Hopes last

spring, having lost 75 out of 80 colonies of bees; but
remembering that always after a storm comes the

sunshine, I determined to try again. I bought 14

one - frame nuclei with tested queens, of friend

Oliver Foster (who, l)y the way, is a square man to

deal with). They have done extra well. I got them
the 10th of May. All but two have cast very large

swarms, and all have made more or less box honey
—some 40 to 50 lbs. We got some white-clover hon-

ey—the first we ever had here. White clover is just

getting started here. We are just through bass-

wood, which was very good this year, and lasts with

us eight or ten days. I had a hive on the scales

during basswood flow. They brought in from six to

eight lbs. a day, and during the night would evapo-

rate abt)ut one-sixth. Did you ever know how much
honey would evaporate? I have about 6(!0 n)S. of

comb honey ready for market now. I am selling at

20cts. Have now 35 swarms. We get most of our

honey here in .Vugust and September.

Hillsdale, la., July 18, 18S5. E. W. Pitzer.

Yes, friend l'.,l did know that new honey
during a damp spell of weather would evap-
orate fullv as much as you mention.

cutting smooth sections with a saw only,
and no pl.aner.

I read with great interest the article in regard to

making smooth sections with an ordinary saw.

Now, 1 wish to call your attention to the piece I

herewith send you, as a specimen cut with a

Simonds saw, 8 inches diameter, 30 guage rim, on a

mandrel which has been in constant use for nine

years, and has never t)een trued up or rebabbited.

The saw originally had 100 teeth. I cut out half of

them. The saw has been in use for two years, and
has been set a number of times, and has a slight

set now. It requires some care and skill to run a

saw so thin as this; liut it cuts so "sweet," and
takes out so little, it is almost like cutting with a

knife. The great secret about this smooth-sawing

business, besides having dry straight-grained wood,

is to give the saw time to do its work without

crowding it. You may hear from me again on the

section question. S- Y. Ohr.
Morning Sun, Iowa, July 4, 1885.
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FRIEND SHERBURNE'S FEEDER.

I think I have a novelty of a fociler lor spring

feeding and stimulating purposes which I will do-

scribe for the benefit, may be, of some one. I

bought the cheapest tin, 10x14, and cut het sheet in-

to five strips 10 in. long, turned up the edges so as

to make little pans ^8 in- deep, put two or three

little slats lengtiiwise in the pans to prevent daub-

ing the bees. The slats need not be nailed; spring

the tin enough to hold them in place, that is all.

Set the hive level, and slide them in at the entrance,

under the coml)S. If -i! in. is too deep, make them
1.1 in., and a little wider; they will hold enough
syrup, and will slide readily under the frames or

combs of box hives. They can bo drawn out by the

fingers or a small hook; pour the Si'rup from a

small spout, to prevent running the pans over.

Whenever it is warm enough to feed at the top

these pans can be used at the bottom, unless the

colony is very weak; and for ease and convenience

I know of no better. I have used fifty this spring.

I am aware that they can not be used in every ease;

but I should make my hives so as to use them.
Their chief merit is, that the top need not be un-

covered and warm air allowed to escape; also labor

saved in feeding. Roland Sherburne.
Lone Tree, la., May 18, 1885.

Last night, about sundown, we (Mrs. M. and my-
self) were taking out some queens which were to be
delivered next day, and we caught a very nice

young Italian queen by the wings, very carefully,

too, and she doubled up and died instantly. We then

went to another hive (after again washing our
hands thoroughly), and caught the queen in the

same manner, and she acted exactly like the first

one. We closed up the hive after having put both

queens in on the frames of their hives, and left

them until this morning, when 1 looked at them
again. The first one we caught was as dead as ever;

but the other one was all right, and attending to her
domestic duties. Neither of the queens could have
possibly got hurt any in handling, as we were very
careful. Both queens acted exactly alike, and had
the same treatment, and they were sisters, and both

were laying queens. They had been laying for

four days. Now, can you tell me what is the mat-

ter? I have studied your ABC until I can repeat

it almost word for word, but can find no explana-

tion for the conduct of those queens.
Pickering, Mo., July 9, 1885. G. B. McArtiiuu.
Friend M., the above plienomeiiou is not

unusual, and it has been before mentioned
in the paj;es of Gleanixcjs. I have never
known it to re.sult fatally before, however.
But where a (lueen cramps ;nul doubles up
in this way, if slie is placed back amon<,' the
bees she straightens out all right generally.

MRS. HARRISON REPORTS A POOR HONEY YIEI-D.

The linden bloom has come and gone, and not one
pound of comb honey has been taken ott this season.
This must be one of the "off " years, as the " dishes
were all riglit side u)>"to gather it. The clovers
are lilooming, as it has been a showery season, but
the nights are too cool for the secretion of nectar.
Nearly every day bees are very busy for several
hours in the afternoon. There have been but few
swarms, and bees are not rich in wax, as tliey are
during some years at this time. Old honey is near-
ly all out of market. Mrs. L. Harrison.
Peoria, 111.

AN A B C scholar GIVES HIS EXPERIENCE, WITH
.V LITTLE PLEASANTRY.

I lui\e had the " hen-fever," and got through it

safely, and now I have got a slight attack of "bee-

fever," from which I am not yet convalescent. A
neighbor died very suddenly. ' His widow wished to

dispose of his bees. To help out, 1 bought five

swarms in old-fashioned box hives, and put them
on an old bench, where they have wintered safely

(no protection). Last week one hive swarmed. At
first 1 said, "Let them go." They clustered on top

of an elm-tree about 40 feet Irom the ground—an
imim iiaz swarm. It seemed as large as a half-bush-

el measure. It was too big to be lost, and so with

two of my boys we got up a ladder, cut off the limb,

and put the bees in an old shoe-box. Then I drove
across the country to a friend's—a bee-keepers even
miles off, got an L. Simplicity hive, transferred the

bees, and thus got "inoculated." I obtained your
A B C book, to find liow to treat the complaint; but

it only made matters worse. Thcdhcasc is sprraif-

inij. I liave built some hives have more under way

;

have been buying fdn. ; have made a smoker; pro-

pose to transfer all the colonies to L. hives. 1 haven't

got stung yet, hut I don't crow any for fear I may.
Excuse brevity (?). I only wrote to thank j'ou for

the information derived from your book.

liye, N. Y., June 2, 1885. A. M. Halsted.

AVe clip the following from the Canadktn
Bee JourmtL in the department of ''Our Own
Apiary:"

bees CONFINING THE QUEEN.
A swarm issued at our home apiary. The fore-

man removed all the queen-cells except three, and
no (itiicr (|\ii'('n cells remained in the hive, nor were
till ri; anymore started. About fifteen days after-
ward another swarm issued. On examining the
hive we found that the bees had actually kept
those queens confined si.x or seven days after the.v
should have gnawed out. One queen had been al-

lowed to hatch, she leading out the second swarm,
while the other two queens were in the cells, and,
Strange to say, the bees had seemingly continued to
put wax on the outside of the cells until they were
of an cnoniuius size. \V'e cut ojicn the i)tlK'r two
cells and liheratcMl the other two (juccns. They
were fine, and e<nild lly as well as (lueens hatched
several days. The wax was more than six times as
thick as is usual on ordinary queen-cells. We do
not know how to account for this strange freak of
the bees; in fact, it is hard to account for some of
the things bees do.

Friend Jones, the case you present is cer-

tainly novel. We do not remember that we
have seen any thing of the kind in our apia-
ry. It is a wonder that the young (jueens
didn't starve, confined this length of time.

HOW TO MAKE A CAVE.
On ))age ;Ji;{ of Gleanings, May 15, 18{s5, Mr. D. E.

Brubaker asks how to make a cave. I will try to

answer the (|uestion, not exactl.y how to make a

cave, but a bee-house and cave combined, that will

give better satisfaction in wintering bees, than a

cave. M.y friend Julius Tojiell built a bee -house
on this plan, and such a bee-house costs very little

cash, only some labor that nearly every body can

do who is brought up on a farm in a new country;

viz., after the ground floor was excavated about I'i

feet deep, and drain laid (excavation 10 x Ki ft.),

studs weie set all around 2 ft. apart and outside of

these another set of studs so as to make a hollow

space 1 ft. apart. After the studs are boarded up
with any common or old pieces of boards, fill up
this hollow space with dry forest-leaves, then a top

fioor laid one foot lower than the length of studs;
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studs are eight ft. above ground floor, a roof made
of split red-oak sliiugles, one door on south side,

one ventilator through the roof and down through
the upper lloor, and then four feet thick filled up
all around with ground, a kind of stilT clay used in

this case, so as to keep the earth in place as fast as

the earth is filled in; a loose stone wall leans

toward the earth, which is built all around up to the

roof, on the upper floor (3 feet packed with forest-

loaves) put in from the gable ends, and the gables

l)oarded. Mr. Topell put in his bee-house, in 18S3-'8t,

;JJ colonies; wintered them all. In 1881-'8o, (5!) colo-

nies 4 tiers high; lost only 4, and these were very
small ones. The hive contains 7 frames of his own
make, 8X1.3!4 inches. He lost these by sheer starv-

ation—too much e.vtracting. Now, my suggestion

would be for a man of more means to make the in-

ner hollow space of brick, and the outside wall laid

in mortar. A plate on this wall, and roof carried

over the whole concern, and a double door 4 ft.

apart on the south gable; such a building will last a

lifetime. My bees are doing well.

Milwaukee, Wis., July 10. IIudolph Bhown.

UaOOD IN SECTIONS, AND ITS RELATION TO SI1.4.L-

LOW FllAMES.

I inclose 27 cents forasami>le by mail of your
new perforated wooden honey-board. 1 had thought
of using perforated zinc, but it strikes me that this

vrooden honey-board may have more stability, and
be better every way. I need something of the kind

very much indeed, to keep fio queen out of the

sections. When I used a frame 10 inches deep in

the clear, it was very hard to get bees to work in

top bo.xes at all. Then I went to work and cut them
all down to.eight inches, and, whew! nine out of

every ten had brood of all kinds in the sections, in-

cluding lots of iiueen-cells. All this gave me lots of

trouble, and I am resolved to have no more of it.

Lynn, Mass. I*. It. Fuee.mont.

t'KEDINO ECiOS AND MIM<; ALSO SOME SUOfiESTIONS
IK)W TO MAKE ItEES DEFEND THE.MSELVES.

Dzicr/on, on page 258 of his " Kational Bec-Keep-
ing," tells us something about egg and milk feed-

ing. I should like to know if it has luivn tried in

this country, and how it works; how much to feed,

and how to feed it. Woulil there be any sugar sav-

ed by feeding them? 1 wish you would tell all you
know about it, as there will be more than one poor

bee-keeper at his wit's end to know what to do in the

spring, after such a poor season as this has been.

We always have plenty of eg?vs and milk al)out that

time of y(>nr.

I had (luile a time getting my l)ecs ready for win-

ter. 1 had to feed 600 lbs. of granulated sugar, and
they had robbing on the brain the worst I ever saw.

Feeding is the best thing I ever tried, to make bees

fight that won't defend their slores. Did you ever

try it? If you didn't, the ne.xt swarm you catch

(liatway, you try feeding them about one pint in

the tlve-cent feeder for about two nights. If they

don't spunk up, then stir them up the third morn-
ing, and leave the feeder in front of the hive a

while. They will boil out to defend their old dry
feeder when they won't defend their stores. After
they get to fighting, take the feeder away, and they
commonly keep their "dander" up. I worked sev^-

eral colonics that way last fall, and it never failed.

I packed my bees in L. hives, with division-board,

and forest leaves at the sides, and chaff cushions on
top. I wish 1 had the leaves out and chaff in tliQir

place. I put them in when they were dry and brit-

tle, and packed them in tolerably tight, and they
drew dampness enough to make them swell and
push the boards in some. B. T. Baldwin, 25—13.

Marion, Grant Co., Ind.

SOME EXPERIMENTS IN WAX.
As the question comes up a good many times

among our bee journals and bee-keepers, as to the
amount of wax contained in old combs, I will give
you my experience in this matter. In my first lot I

had 7 lbs. of comb, in about half of which brood had
been reared once only. This yielded 5 lbs. of pretty
white wax. In my second lot I had ;jj lbs. of combs,
all ages, from one to five years old; this yielded mo
13 lbs. of nice clear yellow wax. In the third lot I

had 17 lbs. of combs, old and dark, all of it; some of
it I knew to be ten j-cars old, an 1 none less than
two years old, and very little of it but that was six

and seven years old. This yielded 4 lbs. of dark
yellow wax.
From this it may be seen that now combs are al-

most or quite all pure wax; ombs three or four
years old contain about two-fifths wax, while combs
six and seven years old only about one fourth or

less of wax.
To cut up sheets of wax or foundation, use a

buleher-knlfe, as you advise (sharp), and keep it

wiped on a rag saturated with kerosene oil. This
does not injure your fdn. in the least. In this way
I cut fin. easily, thirty to forty sheets hig'h, clear

through, without any more difficulty than cutting

eight or ten sheets high, as there is no sticking, and
you may cut as deep as your knife is long, or near-

ly so. 3—Abuott L. Svvinson, It—50.

Goldsboro, N. C, May 21, 1SS5.

Friend S.. your experiments are inteiest-
iiisjj as well as valuable. We should infer
from your deductions, that it does not al-

ways pay to render up old combs.

lIOtlSE.MINT HONEY.
I send you, by to-day's mail, a sample of horso-

mint honey. What <lo you think of it? and how
does it compare, in your opinion, with white-clover

and basswood honey of the North? What is it worth
in the Northern nuirkets? ('. A. Wjieeleh.
Brighton, Texas, July 11. 18-i5.

Friend W., your sample is beautiful—clear
as crystal , j?obd body, and beautiful thivor.

There is just a little trace of tliat pecidiar
odd llavor especially beloiifjinu- to borsemint
honey, but it is so slight that 1 should think
the honey ought to compare favorably with
any clover or basswood honey made. In
fact, I believe 1 should like a good dish full,

like the sample you sent me, better than
either clover or basswood : Init I might in

time tire of it (piicker. I could not say what
it would biing m the Xortlicni markets, for
there is a prospect that tioncN will have to be
sold very low this season. Sec iioney quota-
tions on page Al'y.

UASI'UEIUtY IIONEY.

I send you a sample of honey made from red ra.sp-

berry only. Bees don't work on white clover nearly

as well as on red raspberry, which is roaring- all day
with bees. Don't be afraid to taste of it.

Cedar Creek, Wis., July 13, 188). N. Haner.
Friend IL, the sample of honey you send

is beautiful. It is so much like white clover
that I should be inclined to call it an extra-
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fine specimen of clover honey, altliough it

has a flavor slightly different when one no-
tices carefnlly. I believe it is also of a deep-
er straw color than clover honey. If it is al-

ways like this. I should say that the honey
from red raspberry will rank eciual to any
clover honey made, although tlie honey may
be a little inore "• on the straw,"' as I have
mentioned. Now, then, friends, we can get
raspberries and honey too, therefore red rasp-
berries are a safe honey-plant. We have
just been sampling some specimens of the
Marlborough raspberry. The plant is a won-
derful grower. The berries are very large,
and of excellent flavor. If full-grown plants
fruit as well as our little ones less than two
feet high, we want a big plantation of Marl-
boroughs.—We notice a good many speak of
the red raspberry being especially a honey-
plant. Don't bees get honey from the black
raspberry also V We have not had an oppor-
tunity of testing it on our grounds. All that
we have in full bearing are red, and the bees
are extremely fond of them.

good fish. If you have any better way of preparing
them, please let me know. H. C. Hersperger.
Kccne, Ky., July 13, 1W5.

Friend II., I think if you will try feeding
your carp on some other "kind of food shortly
before they are taken for the table, you will
find the quality of the flesh all that you may
desire. This msitter is very fully treated in
the ABC of Carp Culture. You may have
coi-n-fed fish as well as corn-fed beef.

BKES BALLING THEIR OWN QUEEN.
Referring? to Mrs. Harrisons inquiry on page 445,

I should like to instance a case which has recently
come under my own observation. I have a very
line and prolific Italian queen which was hatched
last August, and wintered on three frames. Soon
after spring opened this colony increased to eight

frames, all filled with brood. About this time I

commenced taking frames of brood from them for

other colonies, giving them frames of full fdn. in

place, and have kept this up till the present time.

About ten days ago, upon opening this hive I no-

ticed a ball of bees, and by smoking them I found
the old queen in the center. After being liberated,

she seemed frightened — running about on the
comb, and was immediately caught by the bees and
balled again—this time by a larger ball than before.

As I was afraid they would kill her, I caught her
and caged her in a Pcet cage, on the comb, with the
slide out. After a few days she was out attending
to her business, and the bees all well disposed
toward her. This colony was full of bees, with
plenty of brood, honey, pollen, etc., and was in

everyway prosperous. I give you the facts; and
as I am young in the business I will refrain from
comments. C. W. Costellow.
Waterboro, Maine.

CARP FOR the table, AND HOW TO COOK THEM.
We have carp over here in Kentucky. They are

wonderful growers, but they do not make a good
, bill of fare for every one, by any means. If you
take them right from the pond and fry them they
will taste of mud. I took one from my neighbor's
pond, and it had a flavor of cold cabbage. This
taste may have been given by feeding cabbage
from the table, which I understand was done. If

so, it shows that we may improve the quality of the
fish by proper feeding. Indeed, we had about made
>ip our minds to keep them from our table, but
lately we have been successful in preparing them.
We now kill and dress, and scald the skin off, as you
would a cat-fish; then put them in salt and water
until ne.xt day, then bring to a boil in clear water.
Now bake or fry, and you have a very good fish, but
not equal to the best fish of our county. We had
one today for dinner, weighing about 5 lbs., pre-

pared in this way, and it was pronounced a very

HOW THOSE STRAWBERRIES TUIfNED OCT.

In April, 1881, 1 put out a whole town lot, which is

50 ft. wide h3' 1.50 ft. long, in strawberries, of which
I had IT diflerent varieties, all of highly recom-
mended kinds, of which the James Vick has been a
total failure; the Windsor Chief, the largest berry;

the Manchester the very latest, and a good bearer;
but the old Wilson and the Crescent have been the
most profitable, both affoiding good berries from
the first to the last, and both kinds producing more
than double what the most of the other kinds have
done. Well, this is how they turned out: I have to-

day, July 4, picked and sold 22 quarts, which is the

last. Total, (5(56 quarts, or 20 bushels and a half, all

of which have been sold or used at home, except 48

quarts shipped to Dennison. Average price 10 cts.

a quart. Largest picking in one day, 84 qts. Next.

A. A. Frauenburg.
Port Washington, O., July 4, 1885.

cook's BEE-BRU5H.

Many of the friends have declared they
much preferred the old style of bee-brush in-
vented and manufactured by our old friend
T. J. Cook, and we have just made arrange-
ments to furnish them again, as well as the

j

Davis brush, which is just now having such
a large sale. The letter below explains the
matter. It also tells us something about
how to use either the Cook or Davis brush.

BEE-BRCSH.

We give a cut of the Cook brush as it was
made before he died ; and in accordance with
friend Davis' kind offer we are prepared to
furnish them at the same price as the Davis
brush ; namely, lo cts. each. If wanted by
mail, '6 cts. each extra for postage.

I send you by this mail one of Cook's brushes im-

proved. When you get it unwrapped take out the

tack, put in the handle, drive in the tack again, then

dip the brush in water up to the head, then smoothe
it out with the hand and let it dry, and the brush is

ready for use. I send it that way to prevent getting

broken in the mails.

Theodore J. Cook was a cousin of mine, and an
only child of James and Ellzab Ih Cook. He was as

fine a young man as ever nuirked this country, a

member of the Methodist Church, and 1 think a true

Christian. His parents are very wealthy, yet Theo-

dore never indulged in any thing bad in his life;

and, friend Root, you have no idea how it would
please uncle and aunt to know that his brushes are

still wanted. C. F. Muth thinks they are ahead of

my brushes yet. J. S. C. Davis.
Ballstown, Ind., July 4, 1885.
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LOW PRICE OF HONEY IN CALIFORNIA.

There has been a large amount of flrst-class houey
gold here at oVi cents per lb., to be shipped
to Europe—a very low price, I think, as a case

with two cans costs a dollar cash, and each case

had to be strapped with strap iron at both ends and
middle. There is supposed to bo a large amount of

honey in first hands yet, in this county. 1 have on
hand about flve-siAths of last year's crop, which I

feel inclined to hold for a better price than the

above. I disposed of a small amount of honey at

the stores, lor whatever 1 can g-et; take i)ay in

trade, no cash. Although honey is so cheap, the

storekeepers tell me that they sell 10 or i' lbs. of

syrup to 1 lb. of honey. I wrote recently to England
to inquire about the prospects for disposing of hon-
ey there, but 1 am advised not to send any honey
there, on account of so much adulterated honey
that has been sent there. The English are suspi-

cious of all foreign honey. Several of my neigh-

bors have sent honey to the Eastern States, with re-

sults rather discouraging. Can you give us any
late information about the practicability ol the Stan-

Icy automatic extractor? Charles West.
San Bernardino, Cal.

I lost all but one swarm last winter, wintering on
summer stands. 1 think these open winters (open

to criticism) are very hard on bees left on summer
stands. We have a very good winter-house in which
we have wintered our bees several winters very
successfully. It is warmed by steain-heating>pipes,

and the temperatuie is never as low as freezing.

But as others were wintering on summer stands

with apparently good results, we were induced to

try the e.\periment. expecting, of course, we should

have an open winter. Well, we have got the expe-

rience; but, the bees ! oh, where are they? ] really

don't know, unless they are in somebody's apiary

who has exercised a little more judicious care and
ludgment than I have. But 1 want some bees, even
if F do feel somewhat guilty of committing bee-

slniighter in the first degiee.

1 am not keeping bees for a business, but merely
for the pleasure of it. I am very fond of the saucy
little imi>s, and I like very much to work with them
when I have the time to spare. I am superintend-
ing a large oil-works here, owned by Mr. E. E. Clapp,

of President, Pa., and my time is nearly ail occupied
in that direction; but still I find an hour or two
nearly every day that I can give to my bees.

W. G. SAMPi^ON.
McGraw, Warren Co., Pa., .May 18, 1885.

SETTINO HIVES CLOSE TOGETHER ; ALSO SOME
F.tCTS .\S TO WHETHER BIRDS KILL BEES.

Gleanings especially mentions the setting of

hives close together. Well, I do it. Yes, after

reading all that Gle.vnings has said in regard
to it for the past three years. 1 use scantling :i x 3

inches, and IH ft. long, raised 10 in. from the ground
on brick pillars, as benches on which to set my colo-

nies and nuclei of queen-rearing hives. Of ray full

colonies I usually set U, facing all the same way, on
one of these 16-foot benches; of the nucleus hives,

which arc made to hold (5 L. frames, with a partition

between each three frames, and a hole bored, one at

each end, into each nucleus, so that one nucleus in

these double hives works out back and the other

side front, I set 8 of these double nuclei to a 16-foot

bench, thus having 16 three-frame nuclei on a 16-

foot bench, entrances being about 2 ft. apart, front
and back. They are mostly of one color, too, but I

don't think that is advisable. I should prefer to

have each alternate hive of adiflerentcolor. 1 have
never had any trouble with my full colonies, set as

above. Out of 100 (jueens reared and mated from
my nuclei so set this spring, I have had only two
lost, or had four ((ueens disappear before they be-

gan to lay, after being hatched. I think the most of

our queeus which disappear before laying do so be-

cause they are caught by birds and insects. During
last September and October I lost nearly half the

queens I had hatched out from my nuclei, before
they began to lay; so this spring I kill all the bee-

martins and any other birds that I find around that

are catching any bees. Hence I have lost scarcely

any queens from my nuclei. I have them all num-
bered, and I keep a record of the time of hatching

out, the first eggs laid, the taking-out of a queen,
the giving of a cell, etc.

3—Abbott L. Swinson, 41—55.

Goldsboro, N. C, June 1^;, 1885.

Friend S.. your arrangement will work
very well, providin.^ yon do not have yonr
rows too lonp:. For instance, where the row
is only IH feet in length, the bees will connt,
as it were, the number of their hive from
each end. Should yon continue this row KM)

feet, however, I think yon wonld Hnd that,
with the exception of a few near each end,
the rest wonld all be mixed np.

SOME UNUSUAL EXPERIENCES IN QUEEN-REARINO.

Last year 1 wrote you an item concerning a rather

unusual performance of a queen, published in Nov.
Gle.\ninos. Fiom your remarks, I see you mis-

understood the case, and intended to correct your
impression before. While painting a cover, some
of the paint ran through the cover and fell on some
of the bees, the (jueen among others. The next day
they swarmed, I put them in a new hive. Two days
later they showed great agitation, as though they

had lost their queen. The day following I found
twelve queen-cells started; and on opening the ofd

hive 1 found the rjueen there. The odd thing was,

not that the queen was marked (though perhaps it

Ivan odd that she should be one of the dozen marked),

nor that they started twelve queen-cells, but that,

two days after they swarmed, the marked (jueen

was with the swarm in the new hive. 1 saw her

there, and the next day she was back in the old hive,

and the swarm still stayed in the new hive. She

was a pure Italian daughter of an imported queen;

the queen the swarm raised was a hybrid.

A few days ago, finding a three-year-old queen
giving signs of failing, and that there were several

queen-cells found in the hive, I concluded to let the

bees raise a queen; but fearing that the new queen
might inherit her mother's weakness, I removed the

cells and gave them a frame of brood with cells

from one of my best queens. The cells were sealed.

Four days later I found they had started three

new cells, and had sealed them. I removed these;

and seeing that they were rather shorter than com-

mon, 1 opened one of them. It contained a live

worker, sealed up head down. The bee was just

able to crawl when I released her.

A neighbor some time since had a queenless col-

ony. He gave them at different times over a dozeu
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queen-cells, but they tore them don-a before the

queens hatched. He {jave them brood and they

started cells, but tore them down before they

hatched. Ho introduced four virgin queens, and

they destroyed them all. Finally, flndins- a queen-

cell remaining after it ought to have hatched, he

opened it and found a worker-bee sealed up, head

down. S. J. Baldavin.

Nelson, Ohio, July 13, 1885.

REPOUT FROM OUR NEW $6..50 LAWN-MOAVEIi, ETC.

I received the lawn mower and scale in ten days

after being shipped. The mower is all you recom-

mend it to be. I cut grass that was four or Ave

inches tall. I have thought a good many times I

would write and see why you did not keep one for

sale, for I knew you could sell one for less than

$12.00. That is the least you can get them for here.

Bees are doing well here. I have one swarm
and will make 1'?.5 lbs. h©ncy in 1-lb. boxes; some
that gave two swarms that will make three crates,

each 28 boxes per crate. New swarms are doing

just as well. Some will make from two to three

crates. I shall have lots of honey.
5—Geo. E. Jones, IS—45.

Northlicld, Minn., July 2.5, 1885.

ADULT BEES CAN SECRETE WAX.

tRIEND CONNELLY proves to his own satisfac-

tion thatAvorkcr-bees can wit secrete wax (see

pages 164 and 165, current volume); but if he

will repeat my experiment he may be con-

vinced of his error. On the morning of June
ftth I placed in my observatory hive one frame of

brood about three-fourths capped, and one frame of

eggs and larvte, brushing off all bees; then watch-

ing my opportunity -when no l.ees were flying about

a certain colony, I closed the entrance and removed
the hive to a new stand, settingthcobservatory hive

in its place. The returning workers, after much
hesitation, finally entered, took a careful survey of

both combs, deposited their loads, and departed for

others. But they soon discovered that this plan

would not meet the emergency; for about an hour

after, I observed that many bees remained on the

combs; and at 3 p.m. both combs were quite cover-

ed. Next day many bees were hanging in festoons,

ond the 8th inst. all the brood was capped, and two

queen-cells nearly completed. The four following

days were stormy, and I took no notes. On the i;Uh

instant I I'ound the two queen-cells capped, and also

about half of the larvic. Now. as none of the brood

in the nucleus had been hatched yet, is it not evi-

dent that worker-bees can secrete wax, and act as

nuBses? It is evident that old bees will participate

in this occupation; for during this time, outside op-

erations were almost entirely suspended.

BEES CAN TRANSFER KOOS AND EARV.E.

Last month my observatory hive gave mo an op-

portunity of witnessingthetransfer of a very young
larva from the lower edge of one comb to an empty
dronr-rdl, situated a little below the center line of

the comb in another frame. A cpieen cell was com-

pleted, the queen hatched in due time, and is now
laying. I havelongsuspected that bees could trans-

fer; but this is the first time I could "catch them in

the act." So much for an observatory hive. From
many incidents in my experience I have concluded

that bees prefer forming queen-cells near the cen-

ter line of a comb; and if the larvae at that place are

too old, the bees will either transfer, accept a "lay-

ing worker," dwindle, or abscond. The exception

only proves the rule.

THE ADVANTAGES OF A SfjANTING ALIOHTINO-
BOAHD.

Brother Heddon says, "I find no gain in having a

slanting alighting-board for bees" (see p. 84). He is

a bold man who will venture to run a tilt with so

noted a warrior as Bro. H.; Imt 1 have no fear; for

"thrice armed is he whose cause i.s just." Not-

withstanding I will "call a parley," and say, "Come,
let us reason together." Every careful observer of

the habits of the "busy bee" must have noticed

that it always alights, if possible, on its hands (i. c,

front feet), and never on its feet (hind legs)—please

excuse the Hibernicism—evidently, and for very

good reasons, being very careful of its abdomen.
When approaching a hive M slackens up; its body
inclines to an angle of about 45 degrees, in which

position it is easier to alight on an inclined or per-

pendicular surface than on a level. If Bro. H. will

spare a few minutes from his active duties he will

probably notice, as I have, that many bees will

alight on the extreme outer corner of his level

board, and leisurely walk into the hive; whereas, if

there wore a slanting board or a two-inch auger-

hole, they would alight at the very entrance. Fur-

thermore, a slanting board is always dry, which can
not be claimed for the level board. For these rea-

sons I have adopted, after many adjustments, an
alighting-board 2 inches wide, '2 in. thick, and 20'4

in. long, nailed at an angle of 45 degrees, just 3-16

inch below the upper edge of a similar strip, which
has three saw-kerfs 3-16 inch wide and deep in said

upper edge, and is fastened by two small screws to

the bottom-board of my Simplicity hive, flush with

its upper surface. The hive can thus be readily ad-

justed for the entrance of three worker-bees only,

when desired. 1 admit, that it is easier for the apia-

rist to adjust the entrance by means of the triangu-

lar blocks, instead of sliding the hive forward or

back; but I dislike so many loose traps, and have an
especial care for the comfort of my bees. 1 f Bro. H.

has adopted the level board after fair trial, I can't

expect him to apostatize; but I think many others

in the fraternity will prefer the slanting board for

the reasons stated. T. AVaedron Barthoef.
Honolulu, Hawaiian Islands, June 15, 1885.

Thanks, friend B., for tlie vahiablo facts
furnished. 1 have for years l)een satisfied

that the laborinff bees from the lields, and
even old ones with raised win.ujs, can se-

crete wax, and rear(|ueens too, when forced
to. AVe liave been for a ]on<r time aware
that bees can transfer epj^s and hu-va\ al-

though I do not know that any one before
has seen them dointj it.—From yom- descrip-
tion we infer that you alhnv the bees to en-
ter your Simplicity liives from the side in-

stead of the end, a'ltlioush you do not say so.

I, too, shotdd i)relVr a slautin,:;; :tli;xhtii)K-

board, it we could have theui witliout too
mucli exitensive inacliinery. The MJifihtius-

boaid tiffurcd in our A B(!, you will notice,

h'as a slant on the front edge of the three-
cornered blocks ; and as we usually have the
sand just below the aliffhting-bbard on a
slant, it seems to answer the purpose. The
alishting-board to the chaff hives is always
made at an angle of 45 degrees.—Your plan
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of arranging the entrance, so you can easily
contract it so as to admit only three bees, is

very good ; but when you get to admitting
more than three you are obliged to give the
entrance the whole length of the hive —
nearly 20 inches. Is not this a pretty broad
passage-way V I much prefer to slide the
hive backward and forward, in place of hav-
ing loose blocks.

Bee Bdww,
OR, MONEY - PLANTS TO BE NAMED.

WILD DESERT-CDHRANT.
HEREWITH send a specimen of wild desert-

currant, wliich is at this date blooming: to its

fullest extent. I now send blooming' branches,

and in April will send fruit. A shrub or bush
from 3 to 6 ft. in hcig-ht, forminfra dense bunch

from 4 to 10 feef in diameter—that is, a sin^'-le root-
will have from 50 to 200 stalks, the size of your fln-

p:er. The foliage is everjrreen, leaves thick and
fleshy; small twifrs, spinous, like the twig-s of an ap-

ple-tree; fruit, when ripe, a beautiful cardinal red,

many-seeded, like a gooseberry or currant; oblong

in shape. The bloom secretes an abundance of de-

licious nectar which my bees are now appropriating

very rapidly. J. L. Gukgc.
Tempe, Arizona, Feb. 16, 188'..

Prof. Devol says of this plant :

The wild desert-currant from .1. L. Gregg, is prop-

erly so called. It is a species of RihcK, closely re-

sembling li. auretim, Ph., the Missouri, or golden
currant, and is perhaps a variety of the latter.

Nearly or (juite all the members of this fnmily

(Sarifrait(ir€(c) produce an abundance of bee-food.

It IS hard for us to reali/.e that it could be in full

bloom there in the middle of February, when here

in Central Ohio the thernionielci- was ranging as low

as 20 degrees below zero. The Missouri currant
blooms here in April and May. W. S. Devol.
Columbus, O., March T, 1885.

I send you a jdant to be named. The coniiiioii

name is "arrow-bush," so named because the Indi-

ans here all make their arrows of the switches,

which grow very straight. It is a bush or shrub
from t to 10 ft. in height, and it grows mostly in the

sandy river - bottoms, making a douse .iunglc of

evergreen brush, sometimes hundreds of acres

in extent; and were it not for the plow it would
take our upland farms, owing to the seeds being-

winged (or having a tuft of cotton attached to each
seed). They arc borne by the winds all over the

country, and readily germiiuite when the ground is

irrigated. It bears a reddish-purple flower which
secretes a great abundance of nectar, almost limpid.

T think it is ecjual in quality and quantity to the far-

famed basswood. When my bees were at work on
it I extracted every third day, and the honey was
much thicker than basswood. Itbloomcd about the

first of last April, and continued in bloom till near
the first of .Tune; but the last two weeks the honey
became so thick that the bees quit it for the mes-
(luite and cat's claw, two honey-bearing trees of the

locust family; but it again came in bloom the latter

part of Nov., and continued till some two weeks
since, when we had a cold spell, the mercury indi-

cating ;W .above zero, which stopped the blooming
process, as you will see by the specimens sent.

Some of it contains seeds and flower-buds unopen-
ed, but I send two bunches of flowers wrapped in a
separate jmper, and placed inside the package.
Tempe, A. T., Jan. 19, 18a5. Jno. L. Gregg.
Prof. Devol says further :

The specimen from Dr. Gregg, of Arizona, was du-
ly received. The flora of the West is not all worked
up well, and it is not always easy to determine
what a specimen is; and in this case I was unable
to identify it. I therefore sent a part of it to Dr.
Gray, to get his opinion of it; and in awaiting a re-

ply I caused this long delay. It is a species of
" Marsh fleabane" [Phichca horcalis. Gray), not de-

scribed in the older botanies, but found in Dr.

Gray's new work, " Synoptical Flora of the U. S."

They arc strong-scented plants; growing very
persistently, mostly in wet or moist places. The
bright-colored pappus gives the plants the appear-
ance of being in bloom long after the flowers have
faded. w. S. Devol.
Columbus, 0., Feb. in, IgSI.

Please find a specimen of what seems to be ciuite

a honey-plant in this section—the Upper Sierra. It

is remarkable for its singular beauty. Jly bees
have been working on it since early in April. It

produces honey and pollen; is an cvci-green, and a

shrub, about one foot high. There are hundreds of

acres of it around here. I do not know the botan-

ical name for it. They call it tar-weed here. It

grows along what is called the snow-line of the

Sierra, and many times is six or seven feet under
snow, but comes out as fresh and green as if it had
been summer all the year, and puts forth its modest
little flowers at the first appearance of spring. I

have started in the bee business as an experiment
here in the Sierra Nevadas. I think there are some
valuable honey-idants here. I am the only man in

the county who is keeping bees for a business. The
winter is no problem here, as it never gets to zero.

We have deep snows, but no frozen ground. I will

report on my success at some other time.

G. w. Cover.
Dounleville, Sierra Co., Col., June 12, 1885.

Concerning this plant. Prof. Devol says :

The inclosed plant from Colorado is called by Dr.

Gray Cltanvtlatia fiiU<iliii<a. and is a idant I know
nothing about. From the small specimen sent, it

looks as if it were a very pretty shrub.

W. S. Devol, Botanist.
Columbus, O., July 6, 188.5.

WEllTLOW GHAS.'i.

Inclosed you will find a samj)le of a weed I send

you. Please tell me what it is. It puts up in the

winter; begins to bloom in February, and lasts till

April. Bees do not gather pollen from it. I will

give you more information in regard to it when it is

through blooming. I will send you some seed of it

when it is ripe. J. W. Kanx.>.\ville.

Brandon, Texas, March 18, 1885.

Prof. Devol replies :

The plant referred to above is Drnlia, or whitlow-

grass (Draha iuneifoUn, Nutt.), an early-flowering

low herb of the mustard family, foinid south and
west. It is hairy, leafy at the base, and throws up
several racemes of small white flowers, 3 to 8 inches

high. The jietals are about twice the length of the

sepals, notched at the end. One of the earliest-

flowering plants. W. S. Devol.
Columbus, 0., March 25, 1885.
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FALSE STATEMENTS IN REaARD TO THE HON-

EY BUSINESS OF OUR OOUNTBY.

As a protfction to our btcki'eiiinK poimlalion, we propose in
this (lepaitnient to pubI)^sh the uajiies ot newspapers that per-
sist in publishinir false statements in regard to the purity of
honey which we as bee-keepers put on the market.

PLEASANTHUKS THAT MAY BE DAMAGING.

f^

HE following: is perhaps deserving of a place

W" in the column of False Statements. It is

/ taken from Farm and Fireside (Spring-field,

Ohio), issue of May 1, 1S85, page ~HS, under
head of " Little Bits."

" Why do bees make wax?" asks a farm journal.
We do" not know, unless it is because no one has
told them that the hones' manufacturers are willing
to make it for them out of paraftinc.

Of course, this is a pleasantry; but nevertheless

it carries the same harmful impression as if it were
stated in sober earnest. The publishers of Farm
and Fireside, R \}a.\}er so sound and practical in its

agricultural teachings, should not give circulation

to such false reports, even in jest; for the mass of

the people will take it as a fact, that honey is man-
ufactured, and will accordingly be prejudiced

against it. If I mistake not, they have agood many
bee-keepers on their subscription list; and at one

time you advertised with them. I think that they

will be ready to correct any such statements which

are so damaging to our business.

Samuel A. Miller.
Newark, N. J., July 0, 1885.

Friend M., I agree with you. It is wrong
to repeal or allude to any piece of scandal in

jest, even tliousH the parties who write may
be fully aware that it is a fraud and a hum-
bug. Thousands of people suppose that it

is so, that comb honey is made out of glucose
and paraffine.

MonE about paraffine and glucose comb
honey.

Imitation honey is made of paraffine comb filled

with glucose, according to the Scientific Americayi,
which has analyzed several samples.

This paragraph needs retraction. I take much in-

terest in reading " False Statements," especially as

you put them. 1 think all bee-keepers should have
the eye of an eagle, to discover and point out such

false statements, and let us show them up and make
every publisher retract the libel, o)- give thorn a

standing advertisement in Gleanings.
Harrlsonville, N. J., July 6, 188.5. J. D. Coles.

Thank you, friend C. If any of our read-
ers have noticed any such statement in the
Scientific American, they will confer a favor
by telling us what number and page. The
editors of the Scifntific A)ufrir(HK above all

other men, ought to inform themselves of
the truth of such statements before giving
place to them. If they have actually an-
alyzed samples of conib honey, and foiuid
them as above, we want the full particulars
of the matter, no matter what it costs to

himt them up. It seems it is not the daily
papers alone that are searching for some-
thing sensational. I know it is (luite a temp-
tation to repeat such things as are sure to
create a sensation, when it is so much easier
to do it than to hunt up established facts.

THE NEWSPATEK AS an EDUCATOR (V) ON MANU-
F.iCTUREL HONEY.

Kc/itor Gleanings:—Can you not propose some
plan of management by which I can obtain new

comb for starters in sections? I have on hand plen-

ty of thin foundation for that purpose, but many
consumers object to its use, even if they are unable
to detect its iircsence in the comb. Lately I have
been at some pains to introduce the subject of
manufactured honey in conversation, and I find

that many of our most intelligent citizens firmly
believe that a large proportion of the comb honey
sold in our market never saw the interior of a bee-

hive. So much for the newspaper as an "educator."
Bees in this region have made only a living, up

to this date — nothing more. There is not yet
enough white clover growing here for us to get any
surplus from that source. A short jioriod of fine

weather three weeks ago brought out some swarms;
but cold rainy days followed, and 1 have had to

feed. Basswood gives promise of a good yield,

judging from the loads of buds. Z. T. Hawk.
Donison, Iowa, June ^.5, 1885.

Friend IF. you can obtain new comb for
starters by putting thin foundation in brood-
frames, aiid hanging them in the center of
the brood-nest luitil the bees get their cells
drawn out. Mr. W. B. House gave the plan
at length two or three years ago, and he ob-
tained an enormous yield of comb honey,
which he thinks was mainly secured by this
plan.

PieiEg ^]\ID QUE^IEg.

a report relative to FLAT-BOTTOMED FDN.

HAVE been using flat-bottomed foundation,
thin, 14 feet to the pound, in small quantities,

about one to two inches deep in sections, and I

find when I spread it on bread or cakes (I mean
pan-cakes) I can not break up this foundation.

I have never used any of yours; but if such is the

case, I do not like artificial comb for sections-
only a very small piece. G. A. Mathews.
Katonah, N. Y.

Bees drop with a thud on the alighting-board.

Bates, III., June 19, 1885. I. R. Morrison.

STRAWBERRIES BY THE BARREL.
Those strawberries in the barrel that you request-

ed me to report about (p. 213) were a complete fail-

ure. They froze out entirely. W. S. Dorman.
Mechanicsville, la., July 7, 1885.

UNEXPECTED APPEARANCE OF A BLACK QUEEN IN
A NUCLEUS.

In my last I mentioned a nucleus which swarmed
out and then returned to the same hive. It was
without a queen, and I asked you if you could ex-

plain their doing so. You can imagine my surprise,

two days after, to find they had got a black queen
in with them. Now, how is this to be explained? I

will guarantee there were no queen-cells in the hive;

and besides, I have no bees except what I have got

this spring from Viallon and yourself, and there are

no black bees in the immediate neighborhood. If

you can, please help a novice by explaining how
this came about. J. N. Kendall.
Ilderton, Can., July, 1885.

I Friend K., I think you are mistaken about the
queen being of black blood. She is small and dark
because she was raised under unfavorable circum-
stances; but when you come to see her progeny I

think you will say they show the Italian blood. Or
she may have been a queen that got into the hive
by mistake on her return from her wedding-trip.]
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WILD FT.AX.

Did you know that wild flax is the best kind of

bee-fodder for fall? When J was cutting- oats that

were full of it, all the bees in the vicinity were on it

and would stick to it after it was laid down, and the

honey is No. 1. E. J. Hand.
North Harpersfleld, N. Y.

Bees are booming. I never had better prospects

for a g-ood season. You can hardly imagine how
happy it makes me feel, after having three very

poor seasons. One colony gathered 16 lbs. July 15,

and 15 lbs. July 16, and have done well ever since,

also before. A. Snyder.
Clarksville, N. Y., July 20, 1885.

TOADS AND FKOGS EATING BEES.

Do toads and frogs kill and eat bees? I notice

they gather around the hive at night.

Monroe, N. C, July 16. W. A. Hamilton.
[Yes, friend H., toads and frogs do eat bees, as

you will see by the ABC book, and that is exactly
why they gather around the entrances at nightfall.
If you don't take care of them they will keep your
colony so weak that it will eventually run out.]

DOOLITTLE'S PLAN OF MAKING ARTIFICIAL COLO-
NIES.

Concerning Doolittle's way of making nuclei, I

have to report complete success every time, and I

do not see why your correspondent Weckesser
made a failure. I have written to friend D., to tell

him how well I like the plan. D. F. S.wage.
Casky, Ky., July 6, 1885.

ANOTHER REPORT OF FORMING NUCr.EI OX THE
DOOLITTLE PLAN.

I have divided one colony of bees on the l)t)o-

little plan. I did not put them in u " nioLintain

cave or in the cellar," but simply in a dark
closet, and put in a queen which I received of you
the same day that she came to hand, and an old bee-

keeper pronounces it now to be a good colon.w

Barton, Vermont, July ;I1, 1H85. Mus. J. J. Hilj..

BANANAS.
In Gleanings for Dec. 1, 1884, you ask where ba-

nanas grow, and will pi-obably get an answer from
nearly every progressive bee-man in South Florida.

Their blossoms are an admirable curiosity, as well

as a prominent resort for the bees; and when not

injured by freezing, they blossom and fruit the year

round. D. C. Undekhill.
Manatee, Fla.

TWO 3-FRAME NITCLEI INCREASE TO 12 FRO.M THE
LAST OF APRIL UP TO THE 24TH OF .lONE.

T Started with two 3-frame nuclei of Italian bees

about the last of April; increased to 12 up to the

24th of June; got my start from Hemphill & Good-
man, Elsberry, Mo. I am well pleased with results

and prospects thus far, which are of the most tlat-

tering kind. Messrs. H. \ G. got their start of Ital-

ians of A. I. Root. Jas. a. Staff.

Moscow Mills, Mo^

A PROSPECT OF ANOTHER GOOD REPORT FROM
FRIEND .MALONE.

This beats any season for honey I ever saw. I've

increased from 5 to 25, and have taken 285 lbs. hon-

ey, to date; 20 arc strong, and working in supers. I

have not bought a bee nor(iueen. I have adopted a

plan of my own for increase, and it works well. If

this fall should prove to be as good as that of 1882, I

shall have a big report to make. Wm. Malone.
Oakley, la., July 18, 1885.

Gleanings in Bee Coltdre.
Published Hvmi-Monthly

.
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For Clnlticg Bates, Sco First Fags of Seadicg Uatter.

And till-

oil fail.ui
Elijah. I

In another column is an inquiry in regard to the

practical working of the Stanley honey-extractor.

The machine looks as if it would answer admirably,

but we should be glad to hear from somebody who
has taken a ton of honey or so with it.

doolittle's method of -MAKING ARTIFICIAL
S WAR.MS.

A GREAT many have reported succeeding nicely

by this method; and when I permitted the little

poem to appear last month, \ did not think of re-

flecting on friend Doolittle. It was a piece of

pleasantry, and I thought it was rather funny, even

if it was a great part of it ridiculous. Besides, the

writer is entitled to a hearing, even if he does in-

dulge in pleasantry, for he has done a " big thing
"

with bees and honey.

GOODS TO BE EXHIBITED AT FAIRS Dl'RINO THE
COMING FALL.

For sample hives, extractors, and implements of

bee culture in general, that are to be used for ex-

hibition at fairs in a way that will piobably adver-

tise our goods, we will nuike a discount of one-

fourth. Of course, this would apply to single

samples — not to more than one of the same thing.

Your simple statement, that the articles ordered

are to be placed on exhibition at your county or

other fair, will l)e all that is needed to receive this

special discount.

WHERE TO KEEP VIRGIN QUEENS IXTIL THEY ARK
OLD ENOUGH TO LAV.

This question comes up in my reply to friend

Doolittle's article in the present number. In an-

other column we make an extract from the Cttntuii-

nii /?<•« ./(ji//)Ki(, where mention is made of queens

lieing kept eopflned in their cells until almost if

not quite old enough to lay. If enough jelly re-

mains in the cell to keep them the required number
of days, and they do not sutl't'r from close conflne-

inent, we are coming pretty near to the solution of

the difficulty; and it comes, too, in nature's own
way.

ABOUT "SENDING FOR A DOCTOR."
In my remarks last month, in the department of

Our Neighbors, 1 did not intend to reflect upon the

medical fraternity, for I well know they comprise

about the most intelligent and best-posted men in

community. The principal point I had in mind was
that nature, if let alone, will often right many of

our wrongs and ailments, and that sound conunon

sense and reason should guide us in deciding what

to do. No doubt many people have been maimed
for life because they neglected to send for a doctor,
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or were stubborn about it ; but for all that, I believe

that n p-i-ont niaiij- times wc call in the services of a
doctor, or, worse still, take upon ourselves the
responsibilitj- of taking- drugs, or " tinkering-" in

other ways with these bodies God lias given us,

when Nature would fix it if she had a fair chance,
and were let alone. Of course, babies (ire seldom
able to decide what course of treatment is best.

UK fAREFUr. or VOUU MAILlXr.-CAGKS.
t)NE of the friends sends us a queen-cage which

he received tiy nuiil, which should have contained
samples of live Carniolan bees; but the cage was
made of pine, and the hole was made so near the
end of the block that a piece of the pine split out
and let every bee loose into the mail-bags. He asks
the question, "How many such cases as this would
be necessary to again banish bees from the mails'/"

The point is well made. I would under no circum-
stances use pine for a queen-cage. It splits alto-

gether too easily. Use basswood or whitewood,
and have them made in such a way that bi-eakage is

next to impossible. Wo have no right to risk the
loss of this great privilege to bee-keepers, by slov-

enly made cages.

CARNIOLAN BEES.
OiTR thanks are due to several of the friends for

sending us samples of the above bees. If they had
been sent to me without an explanation saying- that

they were Carniolans, I should have decided with-

out hesitation that they were our common bees and
nothing- more. Whatever good qualities they may
have, there will be this objection: No one can tell

whether they are pure or not, and I do not know
any means of telling whether we have got one or

the other. Friend Jones spoke of finding common
black bees in Italy. I should say judging from the
lonhs only that they had black bees in Carniola.

JuJy ?.9.—We have to-day received two Carniolan

queens from Frank Benton, with an explanation
that the queens sent to other parties were ordered
before ours were, and I heartily beg pardon for not

having had a little more charity, which I so often

recommend to others. The workers with our
queens are all Italians, but the queens look more
like Italian queens than they do like common black

queens, though the color is perhaps rather a copper
color than yellow. This will afford us at least one
slight means of distinguishing the two races. The
queens reached us in perfect health, and but one
worker-bee was dead in the two cages. This is in-

deed wonderful. Wo notice a little improvement
by putting a piece of fdn. over the apartment con-

taining the candy. This piece of fdn. is waxed
down to the wood so as to make it air-tight, thus
preventing evaporation fiom the candy. Friend
Henton stands at the head of the world in this mat-
ter of making cages to stand long journeys, and I

presume he has had more experience than any oth-

er man in the world. Just as soon as uggs can be
had from these queens we shall start for untested

Carniolans. At present I can not say what the

price will be—probably about the same that others

charge. Neither can I say how soon we shall be
ready to ship them, but we will fill all orders in ro-

tation. Of course, they will be ci-ossed by Italians.

USINO A BEE TENT TO STOP ROBBING.
Last Sunday morning was somewhat wet and

rainy; but for all the wet, the bees seemed starting

off with quite a roar, which I at first thought must

be the reranents of basswood-bloom. Pretty soon,
however, I decided the roar was on too high a key;
and by the time I saw a few bees hanging about
the ventilators of the chaff hives, I concluded it was
robbing somewhere. I passed one apiary after an-
other, glancing uj) the avenues of grapevines
(which are now quite bushy, and are about six feet

high or more). "Oh, yes! here they are." It was
one of the last artificial colonies made, and all aljout

it was a perfect hubbub of activity, while the other
;itXI or 4iK) colonies were comparatively still. The
apiarist Mr. IC, soon got a bee tent, by my instruc-

tion, and placed over the hive. He remarked that
it had a liole in the top, but I told him 1 guessed it

would do no harm. The robbers collected in large

numbers in the top of the tent. As soon as they
f(niiid the hole they buzzed out and started home-
ward rejoicing over their heavy load of ill-gotten

gains. The point was, did they take their point to
come back and get in at this hole? I told Mr. K.
what had been reported in the journal, that a tent
was better with such a hole in it, and we found that
it worked all right. Of course the great body of
bees came back and besieged every hive in that
vicinity, but not a bee had sense enough to go to
the top of the tent and crawl in that hole out of
which the robbers were coming. After thej' had
satisfied themselves that no more plunder was to be
had. either by Iwa}: or crook, they one after another
went quietly back to their homes; and when I came
home from meeting, there stood the tent without a
robber-bee inside of it, for they all got out at the
hole in the top; and neither was there a robber-bee
outside of it, or anywhere about the apiary. All
you have to do is to put such a tent over the bees
being robbed, and go back about your other work.
No bees will buzz their wings off inside of the tent,

or die of sutt'ocation.

We have to-day, July ;51, G5S1 subscribers.

LOOK HERE!
To introduce my strain of pure bright Italians,

equal to any in the United States, I will otter lor
August, tested queens, ."?1.00 each; extra fine, select-
ed, *1..50 each; one-frame nucleus, consisting of one
extra select queen, one frame of brood, Vi lb. bees,
for PZ.M. ]f you want any bees, send me your ad-
dress on postal and I will send you sample by re-
turn mail, liecsw ax or honey taken in exchange.
Uitfdb 'IHOlUAS HOKIM,

Box 691, 81ierbui-iie, (lieu. Co., N. V.

WARRANT FREE
On dollar queens in August and September. There
is not a black or liyl)riil stock near my apiary. Take
notice thereof, and g(i\eni ^-Dursell ueooidinglv.
b'>d J. B. HAirVS, IttMllord, <'iiy. I'o., O.

SisrCheap! Cheap! Cheap! \m
During Aimust aud Scptciiilicr I will sell at the

following low i)riecs, one unlesl.-d (|ueen, reared

I II). pure Italiim bees, two Simplicity frames tilled

^vi^ll brootl and hone>', all woi-Kcr couib, in three-
frame nucleus hive, all in jjooil sliapc, and worth
Jftf.OO for only ^'.i.aO. This adv. will not apiu-ar again,
so remember it. Make inonev ordeis payable at
Sherwood, O. F. \V. iUOAT.s,
l.")d Tlie Bend, lletiunec Co., Olito.

PURE ITALIAIT QI7EE1TS.
100 RKAUV ICVKKY 30 DAYS.

Untested at 7.') cents; 10 fen- $7.0 ). Tested queens.
$1.;)() each. All bretl from a selected imported
mother. Cells raised in full colonies.
12-16d D. G. EDMISTON, ADEUM, LEW. CO., MICH.
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SECOND-HAND FOOT-POWER SAWS.
We have, subject to our orJer, three Barnes

foot-power buzz saws, which we have taken I'rom
parties whose business lias enlarged so much that
they have no further use for them. They are all

nearly new, in good order, having all the latest im-
provements, We will sell them tor one-fourth less
than the regular retail price; that is, we will sell a
$40.00 saw for $:!0.(KI.

A. I. KOOT, ITIcdIna, O.

12
STKOM; mWSof KitoSO L. combs, Italian
bees for salt' at ^'-l (' $h per colony. 15d

A. B. WEE3, 112 WWDEE ST., EITEOIT, MIOH.

1000 POUNDS OF Un FOR SALE,
Italians and Hybrids, at V5 cimiIs \hv pound, sale
arrival giuiraiiteed. IS. I.. 'rAVL.<»l«,
15d LAPE3K, LAPEER CO., MICH.

EXCHAIIGE DEPARTMENT.
Notices will bf inserti'il undci- this hoad at one-half our

wsual rates. All ad's inti-iiiled lor this department must not
exe'"ed ."> lines, and yon must say you want your ad. in Ihi.s de-
paitnient.or \vu will not be responsible lor any erroi-.

WANTED. -To exchange Chalf :md Simplicity
hives, wood brood I'.iid wide truiiics, .•sections

in flat, or set up, :it A. I. Root's lowest [irices, guar-
anteed as well made, and as good material, tor new
e.vtractecl clover or basswood hone.y at '.( cts. per lb.

J.5d J. B. McCoR.MiCK, Fredericksburg,Wayne Co.,0.

WANTED. —To e.xciiange Ihree-band Italian
bees for one dozen Brown Leghorn chickens.

1.5d John Noriiis, Manchester, Adams Co., Ohio.

Names of responsible parties Avill be inserted in

any of the following departments, at a uniform
price of 20 cents each insertion, or $2.00 per year.

$1.00 Queens.
Names inserted i)i tliisidriiartment Uic first time wit)i-

ont charye. After, :Xie each insertion, ur $2.00 per year.

WANTED.—To exchange a new circular saw ma-
chine for hive-making, worth ^^.'i.OO, for fx-

tracled honey. Address
l.^itldb D. S. HAI.T-, So. Cabot, Vt.

WANTED.—If you have any thing you want to
exchange for pure Italian bees, send me a

description of it.

l.'ul Thomas Hokn, Sherburne, Chen. Co., N. V.

WANTED immediately.—To exchange Italian
bees for foundation to use in E. brood-frames.

ir>d O. H. T(»WNSENi), Alamo, Kal. Co., Mich.

Black and Hybrid Queens For Sale.

1 have some black (pieens for sale at 2.5 cts. each.
luA D. CiKANCiKK, Madison, Lake Co., Ohio.

I will sell in August, 18 prolilie hybrid queens at
1 (!ts. each, all raised from natural swarming.

W. A. Sandkks, Oak ISower, Hart Co., Cia.

A few extra fine hybrid queens for sale. They
are very prolilie, and a bargain. Price -lOc; or if

you rotiirn cage, o'm. E. H. Cook, Andovei-, Conn.

We have a few black queens; some of them prob-
ably mated with Italian drones. Fiiee 2.") ets. each.
Kkm.O(!(1 & So.NS, Prairie Crnler, La Salle Co., 111.

I have a few hybrid queens producing .\tllow-

banded bees, at liOc each. Very dark imtestid, but
laying queens, and some fair in color, but producing'
very dark bees, 20c each. J. S. 1 1 o i- k.m a n ,

3(;;{ Hepburn St., Williamsport, Pa.

Two
two or 1

but Ita

I hav
two hit'

almost
are lay
mated,
teed.

hybrid queens for sale at 2.') cts. each, and
niree untested Italians at 50 cts. each. None
lian drones in apiary. J. T. Gouuaud,

Box 482, Muscatine, Itjwa.

rid lis f< at tide

ig, and may or may ""t jii-o\ e to be purely
All are ready now. Sate airiyal guaran-

Gko. P. KiME,
Evansburgh, Coshocton Co., Ohio.

Those whose names appear below^ agree to furnish
Italian (lueiiis for tl.OO each, under the following
conditions: No guarantee is to be assumed of purity,
or am thing of the kind, only that the queen be rear-
ed iiiim a choice. i)ure mother, and had commenced
to lav when they were sliipiied. They also agree to
return the inom'\- at any time when customers be-
come impat i( 111 (d such dela\- as may be unavoidable.
Bear in mind, that he who sends the best queens,

put up most neatly and most securely, will probably
rteeiye the most (irders. Special rates for warrant-
ed and tested queens, furnished on application to
anj of the parties. Names with *, use an imported
queen-mother. 1 f the queen arrives dead, notify us
and we will send you another. Probably none will

l)e sent for .^l.iK) l)ef<n-e July 1st, or after Nov. If

wanted S(joiier, or later, see rates in pi-ice list.

*A. I. Root, Medina, Ohio.
*H. H. Brown, Light Street, Columbia Co., Pa. i;5tf

«Paul L. Viallon. Bayou Goula, La. i:5tfd

*S. F. Newman, Norwulk. Huron Co., O. i;!tfd

*Wm. Ballantine. Sa^c .Musk. Co., (). VMM
*D. O. E.lmistoii. .Vdrian, Len. Co., Mich. I'ltfd

*S. G. Wood, Biimingham, .letl. Co., Ala. 13tfd

*S. C. I'erry, Portland, Ionia Co., Mich. lotfd

Jas. O. Faccy, TavistocU, ( int.. Can. lotfd

H. J. Hancock, Siloam Springs, Benton Co., Ark.
lutfd

'E. T. Lewis, Toledo, Lucas Co., O. 3-1

C. C. Vaughn, Columbia, Maury Co., Tenn. 1.V19

D. A. McCord, Oxford, Butler Co., O. .'i-15

S. H. Hutchinson & Son, Claremont, Surry Co., Va.
5-;i

*E. Kretchmer, Cobiirg, Mont. Co., Iowa. lltfd

*\V. A. Compten. Lymiyille. Giles Co., Tenn. lltfd

»J. L. Hyde, Pomlr'el LaiidiiiL--. \V ind. Co., Ct. KUtd
D. McK(Mizie, Camp Parapet, .leir. Parish, La.ritfd

»J. J. Martin. N. Manchester. Wabash Co., Ind. 7-19

D. A. Pike. Smithsburg, Wash. Co., Md. 7-17

Cornelius Bros., LaFayetteville, Dutch. Co., N.^V.

Peter Brickey, Lawrenceburgh, Anderson Co.,
lltfd Ky.

S. M. Darrah, Chenoa, McLean Co., 111. 11-17

Ira 1). Alderman, Taylor's Bridge, Samp. Co., N.C.
i;Mfd

J. W. Winder. Carrollton, New Orleans, La. 1.3tfd

J. W. Keeran, Blooinington, McLean Co., 111.11-21

M). H, Townsend, Alamo, Kal. Co., Mich. i;«fd

*Elias Cole. -Vshlcy, Delaware Co.. O. 13-17

^Haines Bros., Moons, Fayett." Co.. < >. 13-2:!

H. C. Simpson. Kiclibuii;. Chester Co., S. C. 13-l.'i

C. M. Hicks. I'aiix iew. Washington Co., Md. 131,5

G. F. Smith, Bald .Mount. Lacka Co., Pa, 15tfd

U. E. Cottrell. Burdick, I'oiter Co., Ind. 13tfd

Jos. Byrne, Baton Kouge, Lock Box 5,

East Baton Kouge Par., La. latfd

S. P. Roddy. M( ;-lianicstown, Fred. Co., Md. 15-19d

^Calvin Bryani, Palestine, And. Co.. Tex. 15-21

iMoses Brechbiel, Newlnirg, Ciimb. Co., Pa. 15

N. A. Knapp, Rochester, Lorain Co., O. 15

M. B. Hains, Bedford. Cuyahoga Co., O. 1,5-111

Mieo. W. \- S. H. Folnier, Independence,
Kenton Co., Kv. 13d

Hive Manufacturers.
Who agree to make such hives, and at the prices

named, as those described on our circular.

A. I. Root. Medina, Ohio.
P. L. Viallon, Bavou Goula, Iberville Par., La. 13tfd
C. \V. Costellow.'Wateiboro, York Co., Me. 21-19

KeinuMh ,V l.ealn , 11 igginsville.Laf. Co., Mo. 15

K. T. Lewis, Toledo, Lucas Co., Ohio. 3-1

H. F. Moeller, cor. T.th st. and Western Ave.,
Davenport, la. 3-1

E. Kretchmer, Coburg, Montgomery Co., la. lltfd

C. P. Blsh, Petrolia, Butler Co., Pa. 15-1
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Black and Hybrid Queens For Sale.

For »he benefit of friends who have black or hybrid queens
whiub they want to dispose of, we will insert notices free of
charge, as below. We do this becnvise there is hardly value
enoutfh to these queens to pay for buying them up and Iceep-
ing them in "tock; and yet it. is oftentimes quite an accommo
dation to tliose wlio can not afford higher-priced ones.

I have 5 Italian hybrid queens at 30 cents each.
N. A. Knapp, Rochester Depot, Lorain Co., O.

Hybrid queens from Sunny-Eden apiary, 50c. each.
Sate arrival guaranteed.

W. S. DORMAN, Mechanicsville, Cedar Co., la.

Good hybrid queens, 50 cts. each, from August
rst to November first. Safe arrival guaranteed.

JIosES Brechbiel, Newburg, Cumb. Co., Pa.

A few black queens for sale at 25 cts. each. Safe
delivery guaranteed, or money refunded.

L. C. Calvert, Poplar Flat, Lewis Co., Ky.

Hybrid queens, 50 cts. each; black queens, 25 cts.

each, from Aug. 1 to Oct. 1. Safe arrival guaran-
teed. G. D. Rauuenbush,

Reading, Berks Co., Pa.

One black queen, one year old, 15c. Four hybrid
queens, si.x weeks old, 30c. each. Nice yellow un-
tested Italian queens, just commenced to lay, 60c.

each. ,1. H. Johnson, Middaghs, Noitham. Co., Pa.

One-half dozen hybrid queens for sale. Will be
shipped in the Safe introducing cage, for 50 cents
each. All young :ind prolific.

S. A. DvKE & Co., Pomeroy, Ohio.

1 have one dozen black queens at 25c., and 4 hy-
brid at 5Uc. The mother of the hybrids is one that I

bought of A. L Root last month—one of his best im-
ported Italian queens.

R. B. Bonear, Cherry Ridge, Pa.

I am raising hybrid queens from my best honey-
gatherers, and will sell them at 50 cts. each. 1 con-
sider them better than my Italians, e.vcept in docili-

ty. E. C. Eaqt.esfikm), KKt— 119.

Poy Sippi, Waushara Co., Wis.

Having some 12 or 15 hybrid queens on hand, T

will send them to any one, one or more for 50 cts.

per piece. They are daughters of imported Italian
queens, reared in May and .lune, this year. Sent by
mail in Pect cages. Postage-stamps accepted.

.loHN A. Thornton, Lima, 111.

I shall throw out several dark and small (but pro-
litlc) Italians, and a number of hybrid queens, in
getting away with the hybrids in this locality, and
shall sort them according to their merits, at 15, 25,

35, and 45 cents apiece. C. Weckf.sser,
Marshallville, Wayne Co., O.

I have si.x black and twenty hybrid queens.
Blacks, this year's queens, each, 2.5c., last year's 20c;
hybrids, this year's 50c., last year's 40c. I will take
1.1 less for the lot, if taken at" one lime, and provi-
sioned cages are sent.

J. A. BrCKLEW, Clarks, Cosh. Co., O.

I have two fine young hybrid queens reared from
a pure Italian mother. They are ver.y prolific, and
their progeny not very cross. Have they any value
at all lo you';' I hate to kill them. I will sell them
to you or any one else at your own price.

S. H'. Hk kok. Bethel, Conn.

AFTER AUGUST 1ST. I WILL SELL
Bees as follows; 2-frame tuu'lei, $2.00; 3-frame,
«2.40; full colony in Root's Siiiiplioily hive, $6.W.
Each of al)ove to contain $1.00queiMi. #1.00 (jueen,
75c.; tested, $1.25. Some Hiu' I'oland-China pigs,
very cheap. Address N. A. K^APF,
15d ROCHESTER, LORAIN CO., O.

rOIiONIES ITALIAN BERS AT $4.50 EACH.
15-18d M. ISBELL, Norwich, N. Y.

DADANT'S rOUNDATIOH FAOTOET. WHOLESALE AND
RETAIL. See advertisement in another column.

20

DADANT'S
FOUNDATION
is asserted by hundi eds of practical and disinterest-
ed bee-keepers to be the cleanest, brightest, quick-
est accepted by bees, least apt to sag, most regular
in color, evenest, and neatest, of any that is made.

It is kept for sale by Messrs. A. H. Newman, Chi-
cago, 111.; C. F. Muth, Cincinnati, O.; Jas. Heddon,
Dowagiac, Mich.; Dougherty & McKee, Indianapo-
lis, I nd.; Chas. H. Green, Berlin, Wis.; Chas. Hertel,
Jr., Freeburg, 111. ; Ezra Baer, Dixon, Lee Co., 111. ; E.
S. Armstrong, Jerseyville, 111. ; H. Drum, Adelphi.O.

;

Arthur Todd, Germantown, Philadelphia, Pa. ; E.
Krctchmer, Coburg, Iowa; E. F. Smith, Smyrna, N.
Y.; C. T. Dale, Mortonsville, Ky.; Clark Johnson &
Son, Covingtcm, Ky., King, Aspinwall & Co., 16 Thom-
as St., New York City, C. A. Graves, Birmingham,
O.; M. J. Dickason, Hiawatha, Kan.; J. W. Porter,
Charlottesville, Albemarle Co., Va. ; E. R. Newcomb,
Pleasant Valley, Dutchess Co., N. Y., and numerous
other dealers.
Write for saniijles free, and price list of supplies,

aceonii)auied with 15'0(Jonipllnieiitai'y ana unso-
licited t>>:tiiiiiitiials, from as many bee-keepers, in
188;;. n't (jnanintee eveni inch of our foundation equal
to sample in ercry reapect.

CHAIS. UADANT A: SON,
3btfd Iflaiiiilton, Haiieot>k Co., Illinois.

nilC'C'A/0 If you are in a hur:y for them, give
l/u^ClUJ.

jj^e jjy order. Fifty laying now, 90c.
each; 6 for #5.00. Tested, $1.50. Fine stock. Can
be sent by return mail in mv improved Peet cage.
13tfdb L. HEINE, BELLilOEE, aUEENS CO., N. Y.

F^Y0LTKElC0T,¥FEir
3-raAME NUCLEI WITH $1.00 QUEEN

FOR ONXiir $2.00

!

This offer is good lor July and August only. Each
purchaser is eiUitU-d to 1 doz. of Peter Henderson's
choice selected H\iiciiitlis and Tulips—all to be
shipped in liKht boxfs. Send money in Registered
letter. Satisraetioii jiiiaranleed.

F. HCI^TKE A. ro.,
14 15 IGd rarUtadt, Bergen Co., N. J.

QUEENS NOW READY.

TESTED, $2.00; UNTESTED, $1.00 EACH, OE 6 FOB $5.00.

Address all orders to

E. PETERMAN, WALDO, WISCONSIN.

Italian Bees in Langstroth Hives.

$9.00 PEIl COLONY; 3 FOK 4(25 00.

Safe arrival guaranteed. Will give satisfaction.
Correspondence solicited.

JOHN M. HAGLAND,
13tfdb 418 Broadway, Denver, Colorado.

CnD OAI C A 4-horse-power boiler, B. W. Paynerun onuL..
j^. t;ons' make. Has been in use

about one year. It is as good as new for service.
Has crack in base wliicli has been riveted. Will sell

boiler complete with pump and heater for $90.0(1.

13tfdl) LEE (ROSnV, Columbus, Warren Co.. Pa.

I HAVE A NICE LOT OF

Untested Italian Queens
Reared from cells cut from swarming colonies.
One, Jl.lX); or more, each, 75 cents.

INT. K. PROCTOR.
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Kxtvaclor. s..hii. . .

False Slatuimut.s ...

Feeder, Cigai-bo.K .

.

Fish for Pets
Fish Rinsing a Bell..
Foot-notes

^FOR SALE.^

SSCOIID aiJALIT? WISE CLOTH AT 1'

.1 iSO.ME OF THE ISEs TO WHICH THISl
il^ TLIKll

lU-^

CTS. PEK SaUAKE FT.

Ill Hcos ill I/antrsti
)lllt>.«, witll liniirv.

DOUBLE-WALL OBSERVATORY HIVES;
Rccn used two .season.* witli oiie-i)ounil l>o.\cs. and
lor c.vti-uftinj:-. Complete on lioard ears, I'oi' t;s.(K)

per eolony. or *1 (• >.00 for the lot.

J.A.1^1ES CRAIG,
jeivisa wr. .m<:izini.\iv. va.

DADANrS rOTODATIOil FAOTOHT. \V!lor,K.>^.\ I.K .\Xn
UKTAIl.,. See ful\erti.«einriit in niifither eoliiinn.

CARNIOLAU 13UEENS.
•r \ I III lp

imported iiuceii. lull I'ertiJi/.id in my tipi;irv oC H(J

eoloni* s or ll.iliiins. .My ( arniolan liees are' e&sily
distin;!ni,sh(il Irom iiati\-e hee.s l)^• Iheir appearanee
alone, and th''.\ are iinielcr and iiiiieli Ichk ill-
elilied to iKtiii:r lliaii flie iieiillef^l l>i>«-f> ol' aii>
oilier rsjeo I Imve sfM-ii. Sainplc ( jriiiohin liccs,

anteed h\ iiiail, oim' dollar ''ai li.

iHtldb JAMES H. MORRISON,
oxroisn, < ibfs-ific <o.. i'A.

W. J, ELLISON,
STATEBURG. SUMTER CO.S.C.

Has a a lot of tine ItMliaii ipn'riis raised |f,»in splen-
did stoek, that he will sell at *l.(iU eaeh; *!I.(KI per
dozen, or ft).5.00 per hundred. Sale arrival pruaran-
tecd. _ U)-I7d

NUCLEUS. - I have r,n two frame mielei. strontr in

bees, with tine dollar (pn-en. I will s.'ll lor #:.'..">0

each. By adflintr frames ol lirood or empty comb
these nuelei can lie tiiiilt up to stroll'; eoloriies lor
winter. T. S. SANF( iRD,
ICd no.v.iSl. Rradl'ord, Pa.

TO CLOSE OUT.
I will sell IL' ehiitf liiMs, made up and painted, at

Sl.OO each. Also three colonies Italian bees at $:im
per colony. W. K. LEWIS, DE? EIB3E. ZY. 16d

Queei\-Rearing.
How to rear queens by the best and simplest

methods. For particulars address
letfdb HENRY ALLEV, Wenh.vm, M.\ss.

30 STRONa COLONIES OF

Italian Bees For Sale at $5 Each.
Ten frames, combs all built on wired foundation,

and filled with honey and brood. Hives all well
painted. Queens raised from imported stock. Will
ship during- August and September.

16-17d A. F. PROPER, Portland, Jay Co., Ind.

« S rolls of 7.-), 72 s. f.

Scrolls. 100 s. f.H.ieh.
;<» rolls of IBfi s. f. e;',ch

4;» rolls of IRl. 1 of IfiOs. f.

6|i rolls of 200. 1 of IWI. and
'1 2:i rolls of 217, .18 of 216, 2 >

210 s. f.

Is of :iW.:f of 2S.i.

^nd 21.-) s. f.

of 2« s. f

.

UK),

riSST iUALITT TIF.E CLOTH AT ]

The foUowint;- is first <nialit.\

lier sipiare foot. It can be iii

for whieli wiri' cloth is ordinal
1 ^ cts. per SI). 11. it is far belo
chai-f;c(i at hardware and tun
will ascertain l'\ iiiakinj'- iii'pii

seeiir*. ilijs v , r\ low price bv
overoii" th..Ms;u,,l dollars- woi

ill of 190.022, i;8, r:6.

CTS. PSK CCUASE FT.

ind is worth 1 V cts.
I for any iiurpose

,• used: and even at
the prices usuall.v
liiny: stores, as you
. We were able to
iivina a .piantity of

h ; 1 en<li <if 40, fO, 9fi, 120. 108, I'Kl, 280

h : 1 tacli of 19.'), 195, 200. 200, 201, «27,

.1 ••" s ..I •^^^. i of 221. 2 of aw. 1 of
I" I . '. !ii.2l.i.n0 9:t, 82m|. ft.

1 " i:i7, 115, 117,12.1,12.0, 220,

I'll'. II I c.iL-h of 2ai, 251,117, 275

-:iC22 lolls

I

X,. fl.

I
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I
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DADANT'S ^
FOUNDATION
is assert od by hundreds of iiractical and disinterest-
ed bee-keepers to be the eleaiiest, brightest, quick-
est accepted liy bees, least apt to sajr, most regular
ill color, eveiiest, and neatest, ot any that is made.

It is kept for sali> bv Messrs. .\ . H. Newman. Chi-
cago, 111.: C. V. Miitli, (iiieinnati, <•.; .)as. Heddon,
Dowagiac, Mich.; I)(uiglicit\- iV McKee, Indianapo-
lis, Ind.: (has. H.Ciccn. Hcrliii. Wis. : (has. Hertel,
Jr., Freeburg, 1,1.: F,/,ia Haer. lli.xon. I.ce Co.. 111. : E.
S. Armstrong,.IrrscvvilU'. 111.; II. Drum. Adelphi.O.;
Arthur Todd, (iermantown, I'hiladdphia, Pa.; E.
Kretehmer, Cobiirg, Iowa: E. F. ymitli, Smyi-na, N.
v.; C. T. Dale, Mortonsville. Ky.: Clark .Johnson &
Son, Covington, Ky., King, Aspinwall \- Co., Ki Thom-
as St., New York City. C. A. Graves, Birmingham,
O. : IVf. ,7. Dickason, Hiawatha. Kan.; J. >V. Porter,
Charlottesville. Albemarle Co., Va. : E. K. Newcomb.
Pleasant A'allcy, Dutchess Co., N. Y., and numerous
other dealers.

A\iit(> for s<tm))lr>i frrr, and price list of supplies,
aci oiiipaiiicd with l.VO Conipllnieiitary and uiiso-

lirilrd trstimonwh, from as many bee-keepers, in

1883. We guarantee every inch of our foundation equal
to sample in ever-y rexpect.

CMAS. DADANT A; SON,
:3btrd llanillton, Hancock Co., Illinois.

/ IVi// Se/! Full Swarms of Pure Italians
In the Langstroth Simplicity 10-frame hive. For a
single swarm, $6.00; two or more, $,i.00 each; flveor
more, $4..'>0 each. Safe arrival guaranteed.
Address M. K. NICHOLS,

IStfdb Weaver's Corners, Huron Co., O.
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peNEY C©MMN.
CITY MARKETS.

Kansas CrrY.—Hoiic)/—Trade in this article very
fjuiet just now, mostly extracted in bulk ami our
small g'lasses and tins, moving at this tinir of the
year. We have made some largre sales ot cxtiacted
honey this week. Southern, o'?? tic; clover and sag-c,

6(5.7c. Comb honcj- nominal at 1:.'(^' llic tor choice a-

Ib. sections; IWUo for I lb. lirrswa.r w<'ak. 30@25c.
Clemons, Ci.oiin cV Co.,

Cor. Fourth & Walnut Sts., Kansas Citv, Mo.
Aug. 6, 1885.

St. Louis.—Houfi/.—The warm weather continues
to depress our honey market. Extracted in barrels,
Southern, old, 3(2i3',2c; new, ^(giiMc, nominal. In
cans, retail, Northern white clover, 9@10c. Comb
honey, old, not salable; very little new in market.
We look for an improvement in a few weeks. Bees-
war, 22(r723c. W. T. Anderson & Co.,
Aug-. 10, 1885. 104 N. Third St., St. Louis, Mo.

Chicago.—Hodfj/.—The new crop is coming in to
a fair degree, and the demand is about equal to the
receipts. It brings 15c per lb. for 1-lb. sections;
little else coming. Extracted honey, 5(5 "c; demand
better. Beeswax, 22c. R. A. Burnett,
Aug. 11, 1885. 161 So. Water St., Chicago, 111.

Cleveland.—Hone?/.—New honey has made its

appearance, and is selling in 1-lb. sections at 15(?> 16c.
Old honey stands still, there being no demand for
it; still, we are willing to sell it at ll@12c. Beeswax,
22c. A. C. Kendel,
Aug. 12, 1885. 115 Ontario St., Cleveland, O.

Cincinnati.—Honey.—No change whatever since
my last. Market dull for all kinds, with large ar-
rivals. Beeswax, no change; arrivals and demand
fair. It brings 20(a/22c on arrival.

Chas. F. Muth,
S. E. Cor. Freeman and Central Avenues,

Aug. 11, 1885. Cincinnati, O.

Detroit.—Honej/-—The honey market is still very
dull. One-pound sections are selling at 10(f5;12c.

Aug. 12, 1885. A. B. Weed,
40" Woodward Ave., Detroit, Mich.

HONEY AND BEESWAX.
We are now in the market, and will be during the

entire season, for all honey ottered us, in any quan-
tity, shape, or condition, .lust so it is pure. We will
sell on commission, charging 5 per cent; or if a sam-
ple is sent us, we will make the best cash offer the
general market will afford. We will handle bees-
wax the same way, and can furnish bee-men in
quantities, crude or refined, at lowest market prices.
Our junior member in this deparment, Mr. Jerome
Twichell, has full charge, which insures pi-ompt and
careful attention in all its details.
Sample of comb honoy must be a full case, repre-

senting a fair average of the lot. On such sam-
ple we will make prompt returns, whether we buy
or not. CI^EinONS, CLOON & CO..
15-2db Kansas C!ity, Mo.

MUTH'S
HONEY-EXTRACTOR,

SQUARE «1,ASS HONEY-JAKS,
TIN BdCKETS, BEE-IIITES,

HONEY-SECTIONS, Ac, Ac.

Apply to CHAS. F. MUTH, CiNC
P. 8.—Send 1H-cciit stamp for " I'racti

Bee-Keepers."

NNATl.O.
a! Hints to

Itfdb

Wanted, Situation in California
By a young married man, who wants to try Califor-
nia before locating; has had 15 years' experience
with bees, has 250 stands; is a cari)einer and build-
er, will work at any thins: during winter; would like
to come in December. How mtich am I offered?
16d F. J. FAKE, Buckuer, Mo.

HUTCHINSON'S
ADVERTISEMENT.

We arc now makinj.'- a s|iecialty of rearing fine
Italian <iueens. All queens are lired from the purest
and best of mothers, and the cells built in full colo-
nies. We ha^•e one of A. I. Root's very best, select-
ed, tested, imported queens, also quite a number of
\ ery superior home-bi-ed queens from the apiary of
"Cyula I.iiiswik." Besides this we have our own
original stork which was built uj) from Dadant im-
ported stnel< ami from queens obtained from several
of our l)est breeders. We arc not trying to see how
cheaply we can rear queens, hut how f/om/ ones we
can furnish. No queens will be sent out that would
not be used in the home apiarv. Single (jueen, $1.00;
six for J5.00; twelve or more, T.i ets. each. Tested
queens, $2.00 each. Full colonies. ?5.(X) each. Make
money orders payable at Flint. Address

W. K. HirTCHINSON,
IStfdb Ros;er«!iY'i]le, Genesee Co., Mich.

ORDERS ALL FILLED.
We have a flue lot of queens now ready to ship.

We claim to have the brightest yellow Italian bees
in America. T. S. HALL, Kirby's Creek, Ala. 16-nd

ry, also a poultry ranche. Address
with reference, L. A. FITZPATRICK,
Ifi-lOdb Hyde Park, Phillips Co., Ark.

DADANT'S FOUNDATION FACTORY, Whole-
sale and retail. See advertisement in another

column. 3btfd

EXCHANGE DEPARTMENT.
Notices will be inserted under this head at ono-half our

usual rates. All ad's intended tor this department must not
exced 5 lines, and you must say you want your ad. in this de-
partment, or we will not be responsible tor any error.

WANTED. — Comb and extracted honey, and
wax, in exchange for Italian bees, queens,

foundation, or fdn. machinery. Also two foot-pow-
er-saw mandrels with 5 and 6 in. saws. See circu-
lar, and state particulars.
lOd Oliver Foster, Mt. Vernon, Linn Co., Iowa.

WANTED.—To exchange bees in L. hive for
thoroughbred poultry.

16 ITd B. J. PURCELL, Concord, Ky.

"TTTANTED.-In exchange for new varieties of
V V strawberries and raspberries, Plymouth
Rocks, Light Brahmas, Pekin Ducks, new varieties
of potatoes, and small-fi'uit ])lants, cherry and
quince trees. P. SUTTON, Exeter, Lu:. Co., Pa. 16-23db

WANTED.
Exapori

for good sect
you a bargain now.
16d K.anawua-Vallev Api.\Ry, St. Albans, W. Va

To exchange /.imnierman Fruit-
r, and 100-egg incubator, both new,
and extracted honey. Will give

WANTED.—To exchange a new circular-saw ma-
chine for hive-making, worth $25.00, for ex-

tracted honey. Address
15tfdb D. S. Hall, So. Cabot, Vt.

WANTED.—To exchange salt mackerel in 20-lb.
pails, for good extracted honey.

16d E. E. LiNC, 11 Silver St., Portland, Maine.

WANTED.—To exchange Italian bees for bees-
wax; 20 rI lbs. wax for a colony.

M. ISBELL, Norwich, N. Y.

WANTED.-To I'xchangc a .50- inch Stam
Colunibia bicycle, in good order, for he

Ifi

.50- inch Standard
loney

'y preteriecl); will take itart money to
rehaser. Correspoiidenee solicited.

F. E. Edwards, Mellows Falls,
Box .520. Windham Co., Vermont.

WANTED.—To exchange for Italian (jueens or
cash, late s^jrinn Plymouth-Rock Cockerels.

Warranted. Prices, single, $1..50; pair, $2.00.

J. B. Marsh, CoUinsville, Ala,
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A WORD TO TJIOSE WHO EXPECT TO
BUY BEES IN THE SPRING.

WHICH IB l!ETTi;i{, TO BUY NUCLEI NOW AND HUILD
THEM UP, OH PURCHASE FULL COLONIES

IN Al'HlI//

f^IIE above (]iiestion was propoiiiuled by

I""
a customer who called to see us yes-

l
terday. ITe wants to besin with bees,
and lias not very much capita!. .Now.
let us see. A full colony in April, ac-

cording to our price list. and. I think, ac-

cording to the price list of most reliable

dealers, will cost about twice what it would
after the first of July. You see the juice of
a colony of bees runs down rapidly after the
honey season is over, when no more honey is

to be .gathered, or. at least, not much i)ros-

pect of any. Tlien the winterin.u- trouble has
to be faced, so that bees, just before the
honey season, early in the sprinj:-. ou.uht to

be worth at least double what they are in

tlie fall. It is true, some advertisers otter
them less, but they do not often furnish full

colonies. When we send out a full colony
in Ai)ril Ave take the best we iiave in the
apiary: and if we haven't any that can be
consistently called a s'O'hI strong colony, we
take hatching brood from one or more of the
others. If we do tliis. of course we must
have a good price. Hut such a colony is

worth a good price, for it can be divideti at
once, or made to give a good crop of honey
or many swarms, because it is strong eveii

before the season opens. Our friend tliougiit

he ought to have about six colonies to begin
Avith. Six colonies as above, with select test-

ed queens Avoiild be Avorth $1")() ; with the
discounts ;*117.(Xi in April. 18SG.

lie could not afford so much money, so he,
b>; my advice, bought six pounds of bees,
Avith a comb of brood and a select tested
(|ueen for each pound. These cost him
S27..')4. therefore he Avould luue SS9.4H to buy
sngai-. and to pay him for his labor in feed-
ing them and building them up to full colo-
nies in time for winter. .\s he has plenty of
time, and is anxious to learn bee culture,
ids experience in building them up Avill be
worth a good deal to him. to get them ready
for next season's work. Of cotu'se, he has
the wintering trouble to face: but even if

he loses them, the amount invested is not
very large after all : and if he takes right
liold of it. and does his duty. I think there
can be little (juestion but that they will Avin-

ter. As he is in a locality where there is

little chaiu'e for fall honey! his built-up col-

onies will have stores of granulated sugar:
and if put in chatf hives, 1 think there is lit-

tle doubt but that they will Avinter safely

—

at least, reports from" colonies built up in
this way have alwaxs been favorable. As
our friend knows comparatively little about
bees. I told him that he had better get some
experienced bee-man near him to take a look
at his nuclei occasionally, to see if they are
iuiilding ui» as they ought to do. lie chose
select tested (pieens. because Ave have tested
these for proliticness. and anyone of them
would till a hive Avith brood very speedily.
Of course, he must have six liiAes for his

bees, and he also wants some combs of foun-
dation. This Avill make someAvhat of an ad-
ditional expense. lie might have saved a
little expense by taking untested queens in-
stead of select" tested, and 1 think I would,
as a general thing, advise the untested. The
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expense of makiiis: the exi)eriraent is then
ronipaiatively trittinj;. If he succeeds in

Imildins liis nuclei up to fjoort strong colo-

nirs. and winters them, lie will probably
ma^e a profitable investment of it next year.
If lie is not calculated for a bee-man he" will
jnobably lose tJiem all during: the winter,
and l»ecome disgusted with the business,
withotit beinfj veiv much out of pocket.
The (luestion is. Will a pound of bees, and a
frame of brood and a queen, started, say, in

the middle of August, build up so as to

make what maybe called a fair colony by
the middle of XovemberV We coidd do it

easily here: but whether the average novice
would succeed in doing it. is another (pies-

tion. 1 advised him to use the Simplicity
feeder, because tlrs will hold all a jiound of

^

bees will need at a time, and the expense is

trifling.

^'ery likely many of you can buy cheaper
than at the prices 1 have given. In fact, nu-
clei are advertised in this number, cheaper
than we sell them ; and if you wish to pur-
chase. I would advise you by all means to

buy of somebody uear \ our home, to save
the expense of express charges. If you can
go and get them with a horse and spring
wagon, all the bettei-. I do not know of any
work I ever enjoyed more tlian building up
iniclei in the fall into full colonies, in this
way. I would keep up the feeding until the
Aveatlier gets too cold for the Ijees to take it

from the Simplicity feeder : and then if they
have iiot an abundance of stores to go into
winter. I would connn«nce feeding again in
the spring, as soon as it is warm enough for
them to go back to the feeder again. .\s the
Aveather becomes «'ool. I would cover the
brood-nest, all excei)t a little opening right
over the cluster, and I would set the Sim-
plicity feeder right beside this opening. If

this opening is small, say half an inch in di-

ameter, it will do no harm if left open all

winter. Such openings had better always
be left, unless the covering to the bees is

some coarse material, such as burlap or
sacking.

I should very much like to hear reports
from those wlio undertake this matter of
building up nuclei, so that we may deter-
mine for futine seasons how late it will be
safe to attempt it. Of course, much de-
pends on the laying powers of the queen,
and the way in which the bees go to work to
help her. The pound of bees ought to be
young ones.

MRS. CHADDOCKS LETTER.

She Tells Us how to Make Beeswax out of
Doors.

ALSO SOMKTHI.NO ABOUT A BKE-.MAX WHO MAKES
MONEY.

AST Monday I spent a pleasant hour with Mr.

Kufus Porter, ol I<owistown, III., and his

most eslimublc wife. Mr. Poitcr has been

for many years a suecessfnl iH'c-keopcr; but

he is not doing any thinjr with them now. his

son having the entire eontrol of them. Mr. P. has

about 73 eolonles at present, in Langstroth hives,

and he runs them altogether for extracted honey.

He ships all his honey, and i)ays no attention to his

home mariiet; he winters successfully, and he
knows how to render beeswax. He told me how his

bees were prepared for winter. In September, or
early in Oetober, he takes off the honey-apartment,
and jilaces a few corn-cobs, or a little frame made
on purpose, over the brood-nest, and then he puts
on a frame made to fit the top of the hive and to go
inside the cap, with a piece of coarse coffee-sack

nailed across the bottom of it. This frame is filled

with wheat chaff thrown loosely in, and not packed
down at all. His bees face to the south, have no
shade over them, and he lets them severely alone.

After he had said a good many other things, be
said, " Now I want you to take something back. I'll

tell you bow I extract beeswax, and 1 want you to

promise to try my way."
"OhI" said I, "you have a wax-extractor."

"Well, yes," said he; " I have one; I paid six dol-

lars for it, but I do not use it. 1 ha\e a big iron

kettle sitting away back in theyard on some stones,

and when I have some wax to render out I build a

lire under the kettle, fill it nearly full of water, and
after it comes to a boil I dump in part of the old

combs: and as the wax rises to the top I dip it off

and pour it through a sie\e, made of mosquito net-

ting, nailed to a frame—this frame, or seive,,being

placed f)ver an old tub, or half a salt-barrel will

do, with cold water in it. When I have dipped off

all the wax that rises from what I first put in.

I )iut in another batch, and dip off again, not

letting the water boil, but just keeping it boil-

ing hot. Alter I am through with melting I

take the wax out of the cold Water and heat it

so that it will run, and makc«it into any shape
that I want it. Now I want you," said he,

" to try my way, and report on it. You can burn
the half-barrel and the sieve when you get through,

and there will not lie many things to clean up. Now,
will you try this wayV"

I said, "May be."

In 1871 Mr. Porter made f 1-00, r^rnr hhkk.v, from
one hundred colonies of bees (spring count, I be-

lievei. But this is no sign that others can do it.

Mr. Porter being one of those who have the touch

of Midas (was it Midas? If not, it was somebody
else, who turned every thing he touched into gold>.

Any way, he knows how to get money out of every

thing that he undertakes. He was engaged for a

number of years in the small-fruit business, and he

made money at that. Now he is running a drain-

tile factory, and all of you who live on low land

know that there is money in drain tile.

MVHALA B. t'HADDOCK.
Vermont, 111., Aug., 1885.

Mrs (,'.. friend Porter's plan might please
some of the friends, under some circum-
stances ; but it seems to me as if it would
be also wasteful. He had better buy a sort
of press to scpiceze the wax out of the resi-

due ; and it seems to me that, in burning up
the barrel and sieve, that is rather wasteful
too, because a good deal of wax Avill be ad-
hering to them, unless you clean it off with
boiling water or steam. ' We do not like to
waste even a barrel on our premises. It has
one merit, however—it gets unsightly things
out of sight, unless you should call the old
kettle unsightly ; but I suppose that might
be kept back oif the barn or hog-pen. You
knoAv I think it is a grand thing to keep the
front yard looking tidy, even if you can not
have all the premises so.
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FALSE STATEMENTS IN REGARD TO THE HON-

EY BUSINESS or OUR COUNTRY.

As a protection to our bee-kpeping popvilation, we propose in
this department to publish the names of newspapers tliat per-
sist in publisliinjc false statements in lenarrt to tlie purity of
honey which we as bee-lceepers put on the marliet.

E are pleased to notice some kind
words from the Prairif F<irmei\ in

regard to the way in whieli bee-keep-
ers have bejen wronged by newspa-
per stories about the adulteration of

honey. It is pleasant to know that at least

one of our agricultural papers feels like help-
ing to right so great a wrong.
One of our correspondents sends us the

following clipping from the Anaheim, (.'al..

Gazette of July is :

The Massaehusptls State Board of Health, from
receut investig-atifni, finds that there is very little

pure honey in the .^tule. That sold in little glass
jars is not honey at nil, but simply glucose, witli

just a little of the honeycomb put in.

The above has been going the rounds for

some little time, and we should like to have
the matter investigated. In the lirst place,

what is the Massachusetts Slate I5t)ard of

Healthy Can any of our friends who live in

the above State tell us about it? Next, is it

true that the Itoney offered for sale in tlie

firovision stores of Massacliusetts is. very
ittle of it, pure honey? Will the bee-keep-
ers t»f that State "please look into the
matter? It seems to me it is a gross misrei)-
re.sentalioii. If it is indeed true, that Wias-
sachusetts is Hooded with spurious iioney.

then the bee-keepers of the State, assisted

by the bee-keepers of othei- States, if need
be, should look to it that good pure iioney

\fe offered at a reasonable jirice b\ all who
make it their business t(j ileal in honey. We
shall be ver,\ glad indeed of heli> to get

more facts in the matter. Kach State in

the Tnion has a <liity to perform in this

matter. Who will help to remove this stig-

ma from tiie liee-keeiiers of Massachii.setts?

BKES AND FRITIT.

1 inclose ynn a new remedy for killing- heos when
troublesome to fi-uit, which you will please insert in

Gr^EASiNfiS, lor the amusement of our bee-lceeping-

friends. It is taketi from our local paper, and is

the funniest thing- relating to bees which I have

ever read. Oh how it made me lauKh when I read

it ! T want to add, that •' many fruitgrowers" dutt't

adopt the " ingenious and elticacious" plan, or else

what a glorious time the bees would have!

The irrepressible conflict between the Iru it-grow-
er and the bee-keeper is again to the fore. Though
grapes are not ripe, the bees are busily at work
harvesting them, to the annoyance and loss of the
vineyardists; and unless the owners of the depre-
dating- bees corral them, we are leiiuested to give
warning that the l)ees will be warred u()ou.

The ingenious and etiicacious way ot killing bees
which many fruit-growers here adopt is to attract
the bees to vessels of honey on which common Hour
has been sprinkled. This fiour adheres to the feet
of the bees, and is thus carried to the hive, where it

ferments and asphyxiates the inmates.
—Anaheim Gazette, Juhj IS, 188:>.

Now, I want to ask a question. Suppose l)ees take

a load of some liquid or fruit-juice that has been

poisoned with strychnine or arsenic, will it kill them
before they are able to store it in the hives, or can

they carry it in and store it in sufficient iiuaiitities

to hurt human beings, if eaten?

1-Alfrf.d W. Hrvi), Ifi—:.'.•.

Anaheim, v ( al., .fuly ;», ls8.-..

Friend II., no doubt tlie extract you send
us will provoke a smile from many bee-keep-
ers, and yet there is stmiething sad about it

to me, to think that we must have ditliculty

and disagreement.— Hees will usually die be-

fore they get to the hive, when poisoned
with Paris green or other arsenical prepara-
tions ; but I should think it quite probable
that, when the distance is short, they might
carry enough into the hives to make the
honey dangerous for people tt» eat.

A BEE-CONVENTION IN SYRIA.

iN IXTEUF.STINC I.FTTKR FROM FRANK IIKNTUN, I

X

REGARD TO .\ P IC I' I.TU H E IX PAI-ESTINK.

E had a bee-convention in Syria; or, rather,

we've been having a series of them here

recently. Thisma.vseem rather surprising

news tu people of the Western World, who
suppose.Syria is beyond the pale of civiliz-

ation. Uiit though the country is in many ruspects

behind Europe and America, modern methods in

bee culture have now taken permanent root here.

The gatherings have been quite informal In their

natuie, as close application of parliantentary rules

ill the conduct of such meetings is not the way of

till- country: moreover, of the seven or eight ditfer-

eiit languages represented by the members of the

convention, four had to be employed in the talks on

l.ees; namely, English, French, German, and Arab-

ic. Perhaps some of the friends in other countries,

will, tliid with but one otHciai lauiiuage in their con-

ventions it is still ditheull to get on harmoniously,

will wonder what we could do with such a Babel of

tongues. Nevertheless we got on quite well, and

the interchange of ideas will no doubt prove of

great value to man.\ ot the participants. At one of

the meetings a president was unanimously elected,

but he hasn't yet called anybodj to order. Proba-

bly the most important work done by the conven-

tion was the adoption of a standard frame for Syr-

ia, to be known as "the Syrian Standard Reversible

Frame." All bee-keepers in countries where sever-

al sizes of .frames have come into use will compre-

hend at once the wisdom of such a step while mov-

able-comb bee-keeping is yet in its infancy in these

parts. The frame adopted measures U\ Inches

t
= 36.'> mm.) in length, and 8^^ inches ( = 223 mni.i in

depth. All members of the convention, which in-

cluded two Americans, one Frenchman, one Ger-

man, one Italian, and a number of Syrians, follow

American methods altogether in their apiaries, if

we except one, a Syrian peasant who has but one

frame hive as yet, and for the present retains na-

tive hives—long cylinders made of clay or of wick-

er-work, and also earthen water-jars. Into both sorts

of which the bees are put after the receptacle has

been laid on its side.

Among other topics which were discussed at our

meetings, migratory bee-keeping (already largely

practiced here) and hives adapted to it received

much attention; also in connection with this the

various bee-ranges of the country were discussed.

Orange-blossoms furnish the chief spring harvest,

I though almond, apricot, and other fruit-blossoms,
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are of impoi-tance. Cactus-plants supplement these;

in fact, in many localities they form the chief early

honey-yield. The late harvest comes in midsum-
mer from wild thyme, which is abundant in most of

the hilly and mountainous portions of the country.

Of course, there are also many minor sources,—wild
tlowers, etc. It was agreed, that where orange, cac-

tus, and thyme blossoms were abundant, with the
usual minor yields, nothing would be gained by
transporting bees to other pastures.

The wintering problem didn't get much attention,

since there is no difficulty on that score here; nor
did we devote very much time to a discussion of the

relative merits of the different races of bees, as

none but Syrians are kept in Syria. The writer,

however, and a member formerly in his employ in

Cyprus, testified to the superiorty of the Cyprians
over the Syrians. No other members had had any
experience with Cyprians.

Altogether, a bee-convention in Syria may be con-

sidered an interesting and important event — inter-

esting to the outside world as showing the progress

already made, and that America has been taken as

the model; important to the country itself, both be-

cause it is likelj- to spread greater interest in an in-

dustry which can be made to contribute much more
than heretofore to the welfare of Syria, and be-

cause the pi'oceedings are likely to induce a more
systematic development of the industry in the East.

The convention adjourned to a photographer's,

and the migratory shadows were committed to pa-

per. As far as means will permit, copies of the

same will be sent to the bee-journals.

Friend Root, of Gi.E.^NiNfiS, will surely take kind-

ly to our President, who appears in the center of the

group with his hand resting on tlie A IJ C book.

French bee-keepers will not be ashamed of their

countryman, Mr. Philip Baldensperger, whose large

honey-yields in Palestine have attracted attention,

but which have unfortunately been attributed to

German methods and even to German beekeepers,

by parties who knew better.* Messrs. Dennler &
Zwilling, of Alsace-Lorraine, will recognize in his

hand a copy of their journal. It so happens that

this disciple of American bee culture is flanked by
Americans; for your humble servant, to whom the

penning of these chronicles seems by common con-

sent to have been left, stands at his other hand.

The little block of wood with three holes in it, and
the reversible frame with no attachments or pro-

jecting corners, will be recogiu'zed by some, any
way. A man of Italian origin stands at my left.

He has never owned any bees, but was in my em-
ploy some time; in fact, I might say he has been my
left-hand mmi for two or three years past. Still fur-

ther to the left, a Syrian schoolmaster, owner of

ten hives, holds in his hand a copy of the Britii<h Bi:c

Jnui-nal; yet though he knows English and French,

he is not a subscriber to nor a reader of any bee-

journal, nor has he ever owned or read a book on
bees. Perhaps this Syrian friend prefers the name
and not the Oiing. In front of him is a Syrian mer-

chant — a former landlord of mine. The good-look-

ing full-bearded man who stands at the left in the

picture represents the sturdy German race, and
says he is "strongly interested in bees." Ne.\t to

him is a peasant friend with his daughter. The lat-

* See Howard's and Alley's reports in Gleanings
and the A. B. J. ; also see editorial notes in the Bic-
nen-Zucchtcr of Alsace-Lorraine.—F. B.

ter, who holds an earthen jar such as the peasants
employ as hives, has had much to do with recent
work in bee cnltui'e here; for on a tray placed on
her head she has brought down from distant vil-

lages of Mt. Lebanon, in twos, nniny of the stocks
of bees that have furnished the gueens for custom-
ers in far-off Europe and America. The juveniles
are represented b.\ two rising bee-keepers, one of

whom has evidently adopted the smoker, while the
other has " sat down " on the native cylinder hive.

Our eyes are turned toward America for light in

bee-keeping mattere; and if the world hears of

large reports from these shores of the Mediterrane-
an, the credit of thein will, it is to be htiped, go
where it belongs. Fka.nk IJknton.

Mt. Lebanon Apiary,

Ueyrout, Syria, May, 1885.

Friend Benton, we are exceedingly obliged
to yon for yonr picture, and the very graphic
descriptioii yon liave given of it.

" We are
very glad indeed to be able to look npon the
countenances of our far-away friends and
comrades : and witli wliat alacrity would we
extend the liand of fellowship, had we the
oi)portunity of niixiiig in witli your little

group I Piease tender tliem all our kindest
wishes, and tell them that it will afford ns
the utmost pleasuie to assist them in any
way in getting the •hang"" of modern bee
culture, as it is now jiracticeil here in Amer-
ica. Jiut. look "e here, old friend, I do not
know whether we had l>etter claim to be in

advance of yon away olT there in Syria or
not, while yon hold that reversible frame in
yoiu- liand—that frame " without any cor-
iiers or projections, "" as you express it. You
know I s;iid in an editiirial a year or more
ago. that the tht)ught of such a frame kejit

haunting me. When I was lialf asleep at
night, some phantom would hold it out to

me, and I woidd jump and grasp for it ; but
when I got it. and began to think it over, I

could not discover any practical way of us-
ing it, without hitching something on to the
corners, like our reversing wires for instance.
T suppose you mean tliat the frame that you
hold belongs in that hive in front of you,
where we see the vacant place. ^"ow,'will
you be ,so kind as to tell ns what holds it in
place after you put it in V What keeps it

from pushing over against its neigiibors, or
from mashing bees against the end of the
hive, and at the same time gives a lateral

movement endwise and sidewise, that we
have almost all decided we must have, from
good old father Langstroth down V If you
liave something that yon can work witli in
that way, please out witli it, and don't keep
us in suspense.—Are you not a little severe
on our friends Howard and Alley ? I have
not looked up the reference, but I feel quite
sure that our good friend Howard, who
made us a call about a year ago, did not
mean to misrepresent in any way. It is

true, that the Palestine queens that he
brought us have not turned out very well,

for we have only one of them left, and that
one iiroduces such small cross bees, and not
extra honey-gatherers either, that we do not
dare offer iov sale any queens reared from
her ; but for all that, I ani sure that friend
Howard supposed he was doing us a favor
when be brought us the queens.
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WINTERING WITH STORES ALWAYS
ABOVE THE CLUSTER.

Report from Bee-Friends who keep from 400
to 500 Colonies in Six different Apiaries.

IN TWO ( HAPTEHS.

'0\V that the fruit-trees are in full blossom, we
think we can make our report and give our

true standing in regard to loss of bees for

the winter and spring-. We went into winter

quarters with 465 colonies of bees. To-day

we count up 3:J4, and we don't think we shall lose

any more. This has been a very hard winter, and

everybody's pet theory has been put to the test.

For our part we have no pet theory further than

this: When we lose a colony of bees we try to find

out why they died. We have not lost a colony but

that, on opening- up the hive, the reason of the loss

is plain enough to be seen. And just here I would

say, we don't go a cent on the pollen theory or

sugar stores either. We never take away any pol-

len, and have never fed a pound of sugar to our

bees, but still we have been moderately successful

with our bees; and even this very liard winter we
are still :38 colonies ahead of last year, and all were

wintered on their summer stands.

We keep our bees in si.\ places—one vunl ;il lionic,

and the other five ai)iarles from four to nine miles

away. We hire help during the extiueting seasiin

only. All board at our house, and go with teams to

the different yards, and extract one yard a day. and

there is no one to look alter the bees when wi- are

away.
We raise but very little cnmb honey, and that at

the home yard; we keep our rjueens all clipped.

IJut, why did we lose so many lieesV Well, there

are several direct and indirect caw.ses. In the first

place,] will say that all that died during the win-

ter, starved—starved with plenty ol' honey in the

hive; but the very cold weather prevented them
from getting it. They ate their way up to the toi)

of the frames. It was too cold to move to where
they could get honey. Then they had the dysen-

tei"y, and died. What gave them the dysentei-y';'

Perhaps it was pollen. But, why did they eat the

pollen'/ Because they got out of honey. Now, I

take the ground that, if they had honey directly

over the cluster, they would have been all right;

thej- would not eat pollen enough to hurt them. At
any rate, we have not had one case of dysentery
nor lost a colony of bees that had honey over the

cluster—not a comb soiled, bees strong and healthy;

on the other hand, when the bees ate all the honey
over the cluster, clear up the top. they all had the

dysenteiy; and what did not die right out dwindled
badly—some deserted this sj)ring.

We claim that the kind of hiv<; used has a great

deal to do with wintering bees successfully. We
have been using IhrtHMlifferent frames and hives;

but what we like best i.s a quadruple hi\e, double-

walled, two inches of chaff all around, holding four

colonies of bees, all under one roof. Kach division

of the bive is l^'oXlil^iX^l inches high, inside mea-
sure. We use 9 frames, which stand on the bottom

;

that gives us depth of frame; and if these nine

frames are tilled three-fourths full ot good honey,

the bees will commence the winter I'.ndcr the hon-

ey, and eat upward toward the top. The honey i.s

all the time directly over the cluster. The bees

work upward as they eat the honey, and it takes a

long cold winter to get to the top; and unless they

do eat up to the top, they won't have dysentery,

and they will stand a good deal of cold weather.

We have some Langstroth hives, and a few Sim-

plicity L. hives which we made last winter, so that,

with what we had befoi-e, we have now enough
quadruple L. hives to hold 104 colonies two stories

high, using eight frames in each story. They are

double walled with chaff filling. The chamber, or

roof, covers the upper stories. The upper stories

are movable. We can set them oft' the lower stories,

each one by itself; this makes a good hive, safe to

winter in. Tt has depth, as we leave the upper sto-

ries on full of good sealed honey. We have used a

few of them now for three 5'ears with good success.

We have one qiuidruple L. hive that has been in

use three years, and has never lost a colony in these

three past hard wintei-s, and no dysentery either.

They had all the pollen they gathered, but T have al-

ways been particular that they had the upper sto-

ries filled with honey. Standing Ijy the side of

it is one of my tall <jiiadrtiple hives (frames ~1 in.

high, nine Irames), in which, three years ago, we
put an imported Italian queen that we got of t'. Da-
daiit. She Is alive yet, and has a good strong colo-

ny. T have diawn two brood frames Irom it this

spring. This hive has not lost a colony in the three
past years. We have been very careful that the
liivehadall I'oiii- colonies in good trim in the fall,

plenty of bees, and Irames well tilled with honey,
because our on ported (jueen was there.

Platleville. (irant Co., .Vis.. May :.';"., 18!*.-).

<nAPTKIi II.. WHJI'TKN TIlliKK MO.NTIIS AFQ-KIJ.

We handle bi'es diff'ei-eiuly, peihaps, from anyone
else, but we get the honey—not quite as much this

year as last, but we have :.'S,(HMI lbs., all extracted.
Our best day we took out 'Z^i) lbs.—SOT.'i lbs. of it

with one exti-actor. There were 1:) days when we
took out from KHlt to l.^od lbs. with one machine.

K. FiSANCi: A: So.v.

Friend V.. I have no doubt that the tene-
ment-hive idea. or. if yon clioose. liaving
lour colonies in one iiive. ithiced so close to-

<;-ethei' that they leeeive the henetit of the
animal heat fri«ui each other, will l>e a safer
arrangement for severe winters than we can
possibly secnre by having' eacli colony in a
separate hive. A great many who have
tried tenement hives—ourselves among the
number—decided that we conld not stand
the complication resulting, and the ditlicnlty

of maniiMilation. Some of the advocates of
tenement liives say they would as soon han-
dle bees in that way as in any other, but I

can not agree with them. It seems to me
that a better way still would be to have
eight colonies in a single hive—four above,
and fiinr l)elow, with entrances so the l)ees

could go out when the weather i)ermits.
Eight colonies put closely together in this
way, with a very thin board separating the
clusters, would have a wonderful power in

resisting the encroachments of frost. lUit

then, tliere is the dithculty of handling tlie

lower combs. After all sifch exi)eriments, 1

have decided that I want each colony or nu-
cleus in a separate hive, and that hive at
least seven feet from any other. I am ready
to change my mind, however, if any plan of-

fers that will lielp us out of the ditiiculties I

have mentioned. I am very glad to receive
such a leport as you make in your second
chapter. Wisconsin seems to be destined to
keep up her reputation this season as well
as last.
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FUlEND HILTON'S BEE-HIVE.

A CHAFF HIA'^E WITH A HINGED CAP.

T|p T the State Convention last winter you told

2|\|k "1^ 'f I would furnish the cuts jou would be

jPI pleased to g-ive an illustration and deserip-
"^^' tion of mj' hive.

The open hive shows two sets of crates

filled with lV4-pound sections, giving surplus room
for 90 lbs. The closed hive simply shows the gener-

al appearance.

GEORGE E. mi,Ti)N S ( H A I I' HIVE.

The outside is made of ?s lunibor, two feet long,

the ends nailed on the sides, making outside dimen-
sions about 24x2.5 inches. This leaves the side walls

6 in. thick, and end wails 4, to the top of brood-nest.

There it is decked over Hat, allowing the whole u))-

per part to be used for surplus for extracting. 1

use a super holding 14 frames; and for comb honey
a crate similar to the Heddon, only it holds forty

1-pound sections, or thirty m-lb. sections, and can

be tiered up, and the cover will shut over all, leav-

ing an air-space all around.

EXTERIOH \1K\\ (iF llll/ldN i IIAFF HIVE.
During the present hot weather 1 raise the covers

an inch or two, which gives a circulation and per-
mits the bees to remain in the cases. I have in mj'
yard at this time some colonies with 80 sections

nearly complete; and when they swarm, oh mj!
what swarms

!

For wintering, when I remove the surplus in the
fall T place on a Hill device, spread over a piece of

burlap two feet square, and press in a cushion that
just fills the upper part to where the cover conies

off. This is hinged at the back, and rests on two
brackets, and makes two shelves—one at thp top
where the smoker now stands, and one inside. T^e
alighting-board, which is also hinged, rests on the
sand or sawdust in front.

For the past five years my winter losses have av-

eraged about 10 per cent, and ray bees were never
so strong as the past spring. G. E. Hilton.
Fremont, Mich., July :J5, 188").

SOME VALUABLE SUGGESTIONS
FBOM J. A. STAGG.

HOW TO CLEAN A SMOKER.

BOKE a ;'4-inch hole in the bottom of your smo-
ker, so that the front edge of the hole will be
under the back edge of tlie small bent tube.

Now cut a circular piece of tin about the size

of a half-dollar, and fasten it over the hole

by driving a tack through one edge. If the tack is

diiven through the edge opposite the small staple

which holds the wire spring on, the L of the spring

will aid in holding the tin lid in place. Now slide

your lid to one side, and you can get at the tube
without trouble. Why not make the smokers so,

friend Root?
RED-CLOVER HONEY.

My bees, Italians, are storing considerable red-

clover honey at present. " How do you know it is

ri'tl-clover honey?" Because the clover-fields near
the apiary are full of Italian bees; and because the

honey being stored has the unmistakable red-clover

llavor.
A QUEEN'S FREAK.

Last suninier while attempting to introduce a

young Italian Queen, she took wing and " skipped
out." The ne.vt day a neighbor living about a

quarter of a mile distant was examining one of his

colonies, which contain(Hl a choice tested queen.

Upon lifting a frame he discovered two queens

—

one his tested queen, the other a fine young laying

Italian. A careful examination failed to disclose

any traces of queen-cells. I saw this young queen,

and, from peculiar markings on her body, did not

hesitate to pronounce her the identical queen
which had escaped from nie the day before.

CIGAR-BOX FEEDER.
Take a cigar-box and put in a partition M inch

from the front side. The partition should extend

to within 'i, inch of the top. With a sharp bit and a

chisel or knife, cut out that part of the bottom be-

tween the partition and front. Next cut out a

square in the lid, say 2!iX2'2 inches, and tack a

piece of wire cloth over it, allowing the wire cloth

to sag considerably. Now pour in a little melted
wax and run it around the corners by holding the

box in ditterent positions. This will prevent any
leaking. Put in a few clean shavings or cut straw

to pieveut the bees from drowning, and your feed-

er is ready for use. Cut a slit (4X4 inches in the

cloth over your bees; set the feeder so that the
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opening cut in it will be directly over the slit, and
pour in your feed. In cool weather, cover with
several thicknesses of cloth or old carpet, so as to

keep in the heat. This is decidedly the best cheap
feeder that I have ever tried—no rol)beis, no
drowned bees, no stings, no expense.

Greensburg-, Tnd., July 29, 188."). J. A. STA(ir..

Friend S., we have thought of making
smokers in the way you describe, but it

makes them more complicated, and there
will always be a chance for air getting out
inidet- that tin slide. We try to have onr
bellows so tight that, when the blast-tube is

closed by the finger, the bellows can not be
closed, even with considerable pressure

:

and every bellows should be thus tight to

work effectively. — Where a young queen
gets away under the circumstaiices you men-
tion, she is liable to go wherever it happens,
or where she hears bees humming. As a
rule, though, they come back to the place
from which they took wing.—Your feeder
is substantially the one figured in Mr. Lang-
stroth's book. You say, in enumerating its

good qualities, " No expense.'" Were you to
make fifty or a hundred, I think you would
find that they do cost something, after all.

THE BRANCHVILLE CASE OF POISON
HONEY.

SOME ADDITIONAT

"E take the following from the Dranch-
ville Banner of July i)

:

Editors Branchvilli' Bminrr:—The .Tuly
number of Gleunh)u>< in Bee Culturr con-
tains an article on the subject of the recent

cases of poisoning from honey, with whifli your
readers are familiar. There is also a leit«M- iroui
Prof. A. .1. Cook, of the Michigan Ajjiicultural
College, who asserts that the poisoning could not
have resulted from the presence of (ieUemium in
the honey, or, if present, the drug must have been
maliciously placed there.
Without being an e.xpert in niattei-s concerning

bees and honey, the writer believes tluit the cases
referred to in Gleanings, in the letter oi Mr. and
Mrs. Dukes, were the result of poisoning by (ld»cmi-
um contained in the honey, and begs to submit
the following reasons for that belief. The whole
question is certainly worthy of close investigation.

1. The symptoms produced by the to.xic action of
Oelsemium nempfirvirens are:
Diaphoresis; muscular relaxation; dizziness, and

dimness of vision; dilatation of pupils; reduced pul-
sation; retarded respiration; absence of stupor or
deliruim.— [7. S. Dispensatory.
Every one of these symptoms was present in all

the cases above described.
2. Pavy says: " The honey, again, of certain coun-

tries and districts is well known to possess certain
special qualities, dependent on the flora of the lo-

cality. * * * * Hence also the deleterious quali-
ties which the honey of Trebizonde, upon the Mlack
Sea, has long been known to possess, and which iiie

due to its collection from aspecies of rhododendron,
the Azalia pmitica, which grows upon the neiglilmr-
ing mountains."— Fi>()(( atul rUitrtics.
Every one knows how the odor, the taste, and col-

oring matter of flowers are frequently imparted to
honey. What ground is there, then, for asserting
that the toxic principle ot Howers can not be also
conveyed to the honey?

;j. That the flowers of the yellow .iessamine arc
very poisonous, is well known in the South. One
instance will suffice. Sonu'two months sinee, Mrs.
Clark, a Northern lady, sta>ing in (>r imgeburg (18

miles from this point) gathei-ed a larjjc liou()uet of
yellow-jessamine flowers, and thoughtlessly chewed
the blossoms, while walking. An hour afterward
she exhibited every symptom described above, and
recovered after several hours, vomiting very freely.

4. On the coast of South Carolina, and on the Sea
Islands, where the jessamine grows in rank luxuri-
ance, the i)oisonous qualities of honey (especially
wild lioneyi are known to everybody. No planter
or colored person dares to eat wilil honey there.
During the war many of the Federal soldiers, who
ate freely of this honey, found out its deadly effects
to tlieir cost, although no deaths are known" to have
lollowed from this cause.

5. The Ininey which caused the Branchville poi-
soning was obtained by Mrs. .Jacob Dukes from her
father, who lives near the edge of a swamp where
jessamine grows in great aliundauce, and where,
during the present late spring, no other flowers, or
very few, were accessible to the bees.

In the case of Mrs. Dukes, her son, and the color-
ed cliildren, we see the effect of a poison which is

traced clearly and indisputably to the honey. This
Ijoison in its action produced e\ ery symptom ot gd-
seiniiiin poisoning, to the minutest particular. The
bees (/id make the spring honey chiefly from the
yellow-jessamine Howers; and the suppositifui that
any one mixed any dr\ig with this honey in the
comb, is out of the ()uestion, to any one knowing
the parties. Is not this very strong evidence as to
the active agent producing the sickness and deaths
above recorded? The strength of these facts can
not, at all events, be shaken by a simple assertion
or opinion from any source whatexer. A. T. P.

Friend A. T. P.. our thanks are due to you
for calling oiu' attention to the fact that so
good an authority as the U. 8. Dispensatory
describes so plainly the poison from gelsemi-
um. As you state it, I should say there
was no mistake. We have almo.st positive
evidence in regard to the source of the hon-
ey : and hereafter when these symY)toms fol-

low after eating honey, we niay be pretty
sure it is owing to the" presence of yellow
jessamine in the vicinity. It may be, that
honey made frotn this plant is not always
etjually poisonous ; but in any case, where'it
is known to grow extensively people should
be caieriil about eating freshly gathered un-
capix'd honey. It would be qiiite a valuable
l)oiiit now to asceitain whether this honey
remains poisonous after being thoroughly
ripened and capped over by the bees.

AFTER-SWAKMS; CAN THEY BE PRE-
VENTED?

UOOI.TTTI, IMPROVE.MENTS IN THE PLANS AL-

READY IN USE.

fHATEVER may be said regarding the pre-

vention of increase w here an apiary is run
for extracted honey, one thing is certain:

That an apiary so worked as to obtain the

best results in comb honey must of necessi-

ty give more or less natural swarms. I believe

with many others, that jiis^ one natural swarm from
each old colony in the spring will give better re-

turns in comb honey than it is possible to get by
any other mode of management; while if more
than one swarm are allowed from any ope colony,

with such an afterswarm goes at least a half of

what might be obtained as surplus; hence it be-

comes very desirable to prevent all after-swarms.

For this reason the subject has been written about

and talked upon for the past quarter of a century,

.

and many plans of prevention given, the most of

which have proven to be a failure when put in

practice.

Among the plans given, two methods have stood,

and are the most prominent; the first of which is

the cutting of (jueen-cells, and the second the mov-

ing of hives from the old stand to a new. As I wish
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to say a few words regarding each I will speak of

the cell plan first.

CITTTINQ OUT AI.T. THE QIIEEN-CEM.S EXCEPT ONE.

We are told if we open the hive at anj' time dur-

ing- the first five or six days after the swarm has

been cast, and cut off all the queen cells e.vcept

one, no after-swarms will be the result. If the bees

desire more queen-cells they have plenty of brood

yet sufficiently young from which to rear more
queens. In nine cases out of ten such cells are

formed, and the cell which was left is destroyed, or

the young queen killed as soon as she hatches.

This results in after-swarms fourteen to eighteen

days after the first one issued.

Now for my improvement on this plan, which 1

have used without a failure for over ten years. It

is very simple. Just listen a moment in the eve-

ning, at the side of a hive which cast a fine swarm
eight days pievious, and if the swarm issued upon
the sealing of the first queen-cell (which as a rule

most swarmsdo; there are exceptions, we all know),

the young queen will be hatched, and her peeping

will tell you an after-swarm may be expected the

next day. Early the next morning open the hive

and proceed to shake the bees from every frame in

front of the entrance so they can run in, and so

you can easily see every queen-celi, so as not to

miss any. Now cut oH" every one, and you are sure

of the thing. No "hope so" or "guessing" about

it.

" But," says a friend, " Bro. Heddon tells us, on
page 415 of Gleanings for June l.'ith, that 'if we
are going to produce cheap honey at a profit we
must manipulate hives more and frames less,' while

the plan you give Is one for the manipulation of

frames."

"Have you tried Hro. Htililons plan, usgi\en on

page 41.5?" I ask.
" No," says he; " have yon?"
"Yes, I tried it ?((}(/ year, which was the poorest

honey season 1 ever knew, and it worked in every
instance, so I recommended it to Bro. Burns, of

Thorn Hill, and to Bro. Nesbit. Well, titix year fif-

teen out of every twenty so tried have cast after-

swarms, while Bro. Burns says every one of those

he tried has swarmed again, and Bro. N. has fared

little if any better. Hence the Heddon plan goes as

an entire failure in this locality, and I am blamed
for recommending it. If we are to go through all

the manipulation of hives, only to come to the man-
ipulation of frames at the end of the lifting and
lugging of hives, I beg to be allowed to manipulate
frames without going through with the former;
fOE the two operations can not help produce cheap
boney. But, stay a moment, friend, for I have
learned something from these experiments, which
may be of help to the bee-keeping fraternity. It is

t^his: Have a box or hive with the desired number of

frames (I use frames of comb) in it, and when a

prime swarm issues take the box to the hive from
which the swarm came, setting the frames out of

the box near the hive. Now open the hive and take

out the frames of brood, putting them in the box.

I|f the combs of brood seem to still be well covered
with bees, and the weather is warm, shake a part

of them off in front of the hive, before putting the

combs in the box. If few bees or cool weather, put
all in the box, setting the box in the shade, and a

rod or so from the hive, as soon as all the frames of

brood and the bees on them are in it. Now put the

frames brwught from the shop into the hive, and

re-arrange it, by which time the swarm will return

if the queen has a clipped wing. If not, they are to

be put back in this hive. Next put the combs of

brood in a hive whei-e you wish a colony to stand,

and the next morning give a queen-cell, which will

hatch in 12 to 24 hours, or give a virgin queen, which
will be accepted if done at this time. In this way
I secure all the advantages Bro. H. does by his plan,

and make the prevention of after-swarms a perfect

success." G. M. Doolittle.
Borodino, N. Y.

SOME VALUABLE HINTS FROM OUR
GOOD ERIEND MRS. JENNIE GULP.

fRIEND ROOT:—Gleanings for July 15th is re-

ceived and contents noted, and I find (as is

often the case) some articles which make me
feel just as sister Chaddock says your foot-

notes make her feel, and I have concluded to

let forbearance cease to be a virtue, and "ansner
back." I can truly sympathize with her concerning

foot-notes, and extracts published from private let-

ters, for it makes my head swim now when I think

of the "answering back "
I am compelled to do on

account of them.
Article II.— J n your " Apology to our Ohio Breth-

ren " you ignore the sisters, as though you did not

ow«> them an apology too. Perhaps you are not

aware that a sister nominated you for the presiden-

cy, and that the sisteis helped elect you without a

dissenting voice. We the "sisters" are perfectly

willing the " lords of creation " shall hold the lines;

but we feel it is our privilege to occasionally step

out and tell you the way you iiuoht to go.

Alt. HI.—A little plain talk with sister Chaddock.
Allow me to say, sister C, before commencing, that

I have no wax-extractor to sell, neither am I em-

ployed to pufl" them or any othen labor-saving ma-

chine. Your article on how you made beeswax was
the cause of my losing nearly a whole night's sleep.

It was not the hard (unnecessary) work you had

done that worried me, as much as it was your deter-

mination not to be enlightened on the sub.ject, and

vow to burn, hereafter, all the fragments of corat>

and wax that come in your possession. The com-

immd in Holy Writ is, " Gather up the fragments

that nothing be lost," and this can be done most ef-

fectually in the bee-business. Washings of cap-

pings and honey-vessels will keep the family sup-

plied with delicious vinegar; the old broken bits of

couib-triramings, and scrapings of hives and honey-

boxes, with the use of one of A. I. Root's wax-ex-

tractors (I wouldn't be bothered with one of his Xt-

cent ones), will transform it into beautiful wax,

with scarcely any more attention than you would

give a Kettle of potatoes boiling for dinner, and no

muss either. I know what I say to be true, for I

have used one for four years, and could not be per-

suaded to do without one, if I owned only half a

dozen colonies of bees. The proceeds from my lit-

tle apiary, in the form of wax, have netted me in

the three years I have had charge of it, $30.1K). The
fragments are worth saving, dear sist»>r; but 1

must acknowledge to j'ou;the wax-extractor had to

be thrust upon me by a kind and loving husband,

who would not consent to my mussing with it iu

the oven, burning fingers, and occasionally spilling

wax ou the tloor.or carpet, and y t u know it is not like
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tlie old woman's grease — it won't rub off when it

gets dry. Your article caused me to review 24

years of happy married life, and I saw, as I never

saw before, how verj' kind my husband had been in

thrusting upon me so many labor-saving machines,

and how loth I was to accept them on account of

the expense (for we were poor), and yet every one
of them has proved to be a benediction to me. How
slow— oh how slow! some of us are to see the point

as to what is best for us!

A word about the bees, and then I will try to stop.

The fruit-bloom yield of honey was pretty good,

enabling the bees to bridge over to basswood (no

white-clover honey, as the old crop of clover was
frozen out); basswood of short duration. We are

not expecting any surplus this fall, unless we get

it from buckwheat. I am going to be satisfied with

past blessings in the honey line.

Oh, yes ! I am not done yet. A word to sister Nel-

lie — I am going to wait and see what the elder

sister bee-keepers say on the Sunday bee-keeping

question; and if they do not answer you to suit me,

I will tell you a " real rooster story " that helped

me wonderfully on that line.

Hilliard, O., July ;», 1885. Mrs. Jennie Cnr,p.

My good friend, I am very glad that I have
succeeded in making you feel as if you want-
ed to answer back. 80 it was the sisters

who thotight I would do for president, was
itV May God give me strength and wisdom,
that they may not be disappointed —By all

means give us the rooster- story, Mrs. C. Why,
I can imagine one thousand or more juve-
niles clapping their hands. Just think of it,

little friends! JSIrs. C. is going to give us a
real rooster story, and it is something about
Sunday-schools too, I am pretty sine ; but
she must send it right along for next juve-
nile, and not wait for any of the elder sisters.

SOME SUGGESTIONS AND CORREC-
TIONS FROM C. C. MILLER.

CAH ADULT BEES SECRETE WAX?

DON'T know; but I can hardly see that it is

proven on p. 536, as you, Mr. Hoot, seem to

agree. I see nothing in the facts stated, to

show that any wax was secreted, only worhed by
the old bees. Of course, you must have notic-

ed that, as a general rule, no freshly secreted wax is

used in making queen-cells. I think in all the thou-

sands of queen-cells that have come under my ob-

servation I never saw a light-colored one unless the

surrounding comb or combs were light.

BEES USINP, OLD WAX OVER AGAIN.

Indeed, I think bees use old wax over again much
more than most bee-keepers suppose. Tiie elder

Mr. Oatman once said to me that they thought seri-

ously of melting up their old combs and giving the

colonies fresh foundation, just because, with old

comb in the hive, they could not secure sections of

the purest whiteness. When I used wide frames I

practiced putting a brood-frame between two wide

frames, with no intervening separators; and when-
ever they were allowed to remain thus till the sec-

tions were sealed over, or partly so, the capping
was sure to be more or less dark. Sometimes the

capping was uniformly dark, sometimes mottled

with bits of white and dark, about half and half,

but easily distinguishable; but in no case do I rec-

ollect a section of virgin whiteness sealed under
such conditions. In this case they must have car-

ried the old wax from one frame to another. Per-

haps it We want the whitest sections it will pay us

to i-emove the superfluous wax from top-bars and
elsewhere. I think I get whiter sections by using
Heddon's honey-board, perhaps because the bees

don't like to carry the old wax so far.

A SUN WAX-EXTRACTOR.
Don't be alarmed—nothing patented, complicated,

nor even original, only to show how easily it can be

done. As I run altogether for comb honey I don't

get much wax; but small quantities are always ac-

cumulating or wasting; and with no better conven-
ience than the sieve and pan it has been more or

less a nuisance. For some time I have been notic-

ing the advertisements, to know what kind of wax-
extractor to buy; but the trouble with all was, that

fire heat must be employed, and I wanted some-
thing that would take care of itself, by ray merely
throwing in the scraps. So the other day I gave
Charlie instructions to make one. He took a bo.x 2

ft. long. 3 ft. wide, 1(4 ft. deep (I don't think the size

essential, but he happened to And one of that size),

put a shelf in it on which was placed an old black

sheet-iron dripping-pan. One corner of the pan
was split open, and the pan (or, rather, the shelf)

very slightly slanted, so tliat, as the wax melted, it

would slowlj- run out of the open corner, and under
this corner was placed a stone crock holding one or

two gallons, and nearly tilled with water. The box
was made bee-tight, and covered by a window-sash

that had been lying idle in the cellar; and as the

sash was too large for the box. boards were nailed

on two sides of the sash, to make it fit. That's all

there is of it—an old box, dripping-pan, window-
sash, and stone crock. Not an ornamental thing,

by any means, but it does nice work. All that is

needed is to throw the scraps into the pan, and the

pure wax di'ojjs into the crock, leaving the sediment

on the bottom of the pan. It runs only in the mid-

dle of the day; but Charlie hastened it very much
one day bj' putting a looking-glass so as to reflect

the sun upon it. 1 don't know that it would do for

large quantities, but I have got three or four pounds
of very nice wax from it.

GETTING WAX FROM OLD COMBS.
One would almost infer from Mr. Swinson's exper-

iments on page 53.3, and your comments thereon,

that a frame of comb after being in use ten years

had absolutely less wax in it than when first made.
I doubt this. I don't think the wax evaporates; and
after the first cocoon is left in it, the bees can not

get at the wax to take it away, except at the edges
of the cells. 1 think less wax is usually obtained

from old comb than from new; but the wax may be

there for all that. Suppose you try this experi-

ment: Take an old black comb; cut or break it in

two; and when tolerably warm, mash up the one

piece into a solid ball, and, leaving the other piece

whole, place the two where they can have the full

benefit of the hot sun for some days, or give them a

slow fire heat. The piece left whole, if the heat has

been strong enough and long enough, will be found
scarcely any thing but dry cocoons, easily pulled

apart; whereas the other will still be a solid ball

with much wax In it, and I doubt if you can get it

out. Burn each in the fire, and see the difference.

C. C. MILLEH, 179-340.

Mai-engo, McHenry Co., 111., Aug., 1885.

Thanks, friend Miller, for your correction.
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I agree with you in what you say; for I have
observed the same many times. In fact, I

have seen pieces of new dark comb as large
as my hand, because they were built between
two old black combs. I am glad you have
suggested this caution in regard to getting
our comb honey capped with white cappings.
Your suggestion, that we get whiter comb
honey by using the Heddoii honey-board, is

new to me. I have been struck with the re-

markable whiteness of a large lot of comb
honey just purchased. It was secured by
the ileddon system.—Thanks for your re-
port in regard to the sun wax-extractor. In
getting wax out of old lilack combs, don't
you think a wax-press described in the xV B C
would get it out pretty nearly V

OLE FOGY NOT DEAD YET.

HIS OPINION ON CLIPPING QUEENS, ETC.

JT\ KO. KOOT:—I quote from page 530, Vol. 13 of

pjp Gleanings: "Friend S., in regard to bees

^^ always alighting, that sentence caps the cli-

*^ max in helping us to decide that you are

greatly given to notions. Have you forgot-

ten the perfect hailstorm of facts rained upon the

head of poor Ole Fogy a year or two ago, and the

way in which we made him come out of his cover
and own up and take back his words?"
Now turn to page 7tl, Vol. 11, and read Ole Fogy's

last article that he ever wrote on that subject, and
your own inevitable foot-note thereto, and I fan\!y

somebody else will have to " own up and take back."

That hailstorm of facts you speak of was a very
small matter, only a mist that nobody feared. t)h,

no! I still hold the fort, and e.xpeut to hold it till

there's a stronger battery opened against it than

ever has been yet. I took the position, that a

natural swarm issuing for titc flrsL time from n hive,

in a normal condition, never, never, never goes off

without first settling or clustering, providina alwaus
tliat there is a dixent place convenient for them to Kettle

on. I'm on that platform yet, and will stand on it

till it falls; and 1 am happy to know that the num-
ber is growing beautifully smaller and smaller eve-

ry year, of those superstitious people who think they

must be on hand when their bees swarm, to make
all the noise and contusion they possibly can with

horns and bells, tin pans, and even looking-glasses

and shot-guns, to keep their bees from going to the

woods " mit out scttlin." Others, again, just as un-

reasonable, but ashamed, perhaps, to be making
such a racket for their neighbors to hear, quietly

go to work and cut off the queen's wing so she can
not fly; and don't you know that, if you have your
queen's wings cropped you have got to watch them
closer than if they were not cropped at all— I mean
in swarming time? I want no cropped queens in

mine; do you hear? Ole Fogy.
Allendale, Ills., Aug. 5, 1885.

Friend F., it seems as if there were a cou-
nleof us who have been careless or forgetful.
While you have Vol. 11 in hand and open,
reading p. 741, just turn two leaves more and
read page 745; also notice b(>low. the ''foot
note.' —In regard to the editorial you refer
to, please notice that friend Salisbury says,
"Bees alivays alight."'' lie doesn't specify
first or second swarms, or name any condi-
tion, as you do.

MY EXPERIENCE WITH THE BEE-
POISON.

BY REV. L. L. LiANGSTROTH.

JN
1838 1 put two colonies of bees in an attic closet,

but I made no experiments of any kind with
them; they were simply looked at and admired.
In 1839 I fairly .began my apiarian career, and
soon found that to experiment much with bees,

meant to get many stings. At first these were not
only quite painful, but caused severe swellings. I

dreaded to be stung the latter part of the week, for
often one eye would close and the other nearly so,

and to preach in such a condition was by no means
a pleasure. If stung on the hand, my whole arm
would swell so rapidli' that if my coat was not
seasonably taken off, it had to be ripped off. In
short, I was a regular martyr to the bee-poison.

My second year's experience was much more
favorable, and in the course of a few years I be-

ijame almost bee-proof. In the pressure of busi-

ness, and my zeal for studying the habits of the
bee, I preferred to be stung occasionally, rather
than to lose time by wearing a bee-hat. The pain
of a sting was seldom very severe, and not often
caused much swelling. My experience was the
same with that of most bee-keepers who had per-

severed in spite of stings, until at last their systems
became accustomed to the poison.*

A few facts out of many that might be given: I

once agreed to help a farmer to move a hive to a

new location. He assured me that the bottom-
board was securely fastened. It fell off before we
had got more than a few steps with our load

—

covered with bees, some of which were crushed —
and the air at once was filled with the enraged in-

sects. The farmer dropped his side of tlie hive and
ran away; it fell against me, but I held on until I

lowered it to the ground; and then made the best

of my way into the house. Perhaps a hundred or

more stings were pulled out of my face and headl
and yet in a few hours one could hardly have notic-

ed that I had been stung at all. When visiting that

great man, Dr. Jarcd P. Kirtland, of Cleveland,

Ohio, he wished me to examine with him a colony of

bastard (hybrid) bees. The doctor was armed with

bee-hat and gloves — both of which I declined to

use. We quieted them pretty well with smoke, when
he began to discuss some point in bee culture with

his usual animation. Soon his gesticulating hand
was doingquite a business, the bees became furious,

and paid all their respects tome; and how many
stings were pulled out of my face and head I can
not tell. As soon as this extracting work was over,

I said: "Doctor Kirtland, I protest against all

eloquence in the vicinity of bee-hives — especially

when you are clad in proof armor, and I have none 1"

Although ever so well stung, the pain was soon
over, and in a short time no visible proof remained
that a bee had stung me.
In 1874, after the death of my son, my health be-

came so impaired that I sold all my bees. The next
spring an entire change seemed to have come over
me with respect to the bee-poison. I first noticed

it in extracting some stings with the poison-sac at-

tached, for a friend who wished to procure the bee-

poison in a perfectly pure state. I had noticed at

*The Austrian who came over with Mr. S. B. Parsons' Italian
bees, when stnng, would leisurely take out of his pocket a
viiil to anoint the sting with his favorite remedy! Seeinj? how
imiifferent Mr. Gary, myself and others were to stings, be
soon ceased to produce the vial.
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the beginning of ench year's work among my bees,

that flie poison affected me in various ways, and
my wife would often have to awalien nie when she

heard me unconsciously moaning in my sleep. The
niglit after pulling out these stings, this moaning
became so pronounced as to awaken the friends

with whom I was staying, and alarm them with the

fear that I was dying. Intense dryness of the

tongue and fauces, accompanied sometimes by
i\ hat seemed to be an aggravated form of heart-

burn, smarting of the eyes, a heavy, drooping sen-

sation in the eyelids, breaking out of fiery spots

o\-cr various parts of my body, a disposition to al-

most tear the flesh of my cheeks, dreaming of the

most excited kind, full of violent motion — these

and many other symptoms were of frequent re-

currence at the beginning of each bee campaign.

After getting the medicinal bee-poison, as before

recited, the effect upon me was so severe that I be-

came really alarmed, and earnestly sought to pro-

tect myself against any recurrence of such un-

pleasant symptoms. I soon found this was next to

impossible. To converse with those fresh from
handling bees — nay, even to receive letters or

postal cards from them, was to be poisoned again.

+

Ten years ago, being at my old home in Greenfield,

Mass., I engaged to visit my friend Wm. W. Gary,

of Coleraine, one Saturday afternoon, intending to

preach to a congregation where for some years I

had served as their pastor. The day was a charm-
ing one, and I was quite happy at the thought of

meeting so many old friends. Mr. Cary had been
handling bees all day, and was well charged of

course with the bee-poison. Almost as soon as he
had shaken hands with me, my eyes began to smart,

my eyelids to feel heavy, and my face to itch. My
spirits sank at once, and the thought of preaching

and seeing my old friends caused me only anxiety;

in short, the very bottom of all hopefulness seemed
to drop out, as it were, in a few moments. E.xplain-

ing my reasons, I sought other quarters, but the

pleasure of my visit was essentially spoiled. Im-
agination: I hear some one saying. Does imagina-

tion cause burning eruptions on the body, constant

roaring in the cars, as though near a waterfall, to

say nothing of moaning in sleep, etc.?

From 187.5 to 1881 I dreaded the return of each

bee-season. My letters were all read by some mem-
ber of my family, that T might handle none from
bee-keepers. 1 felt that, let my general health be
what it might, I could do nothing more with bees.

While I could easily trace much of my suffering

to the bee-poison, I could not believe that it was the

cause of the head trouble from which I have suf-

fered so muc^h, for I was a frequent martyr to this

many years before I kept bees. Now, had I given
my experience with the bee-poison from 1875 to 1881,

I should have left the matter in such a shape as to

prejudice many against having any thiqgto do with

bees. I should only have given the actual facts in

my case; but for want of other facts not then duly
weighed by me, my facts would have seemed to

warrant inferences just the opposite from the truth.

In the spring of 1881 my health being more fully

restored than for some years, it seemed to me al-

most an impossibility to keep longer away from the

bees. A new thought suddenly occurred to me.

fThe susceptibility of some persons to the beepoiaon. seems
to be as )?reat as that of others to the poison-ivy. I can handle
this with impunity, while I have friends who can not get near
cnoiiRh to it to see it. without being poisoned by it, if the wind
blows to them from it!

Suppose a person after long use of tobacco or opium
should give them up for some time — long enough
for the effect they produce to pass away — and
should then attempt to take the old, big dose',

would he not be naturallj' alarmed at the re-

sult? May I not be mistaken, then, in supposing
that any great change has taken place in my sys-

tem, as respects the effects of the bee-poison upon
it? and may not my painful experiences of the last

six years be accounted for in another way? So
long as I kept bees and dealt so largely in queens I

was compelled each year to inoculate my system so

fully with their poison, that however severe the

ordeal at first, I soon became indifferent to it. Now
being under no such necessity, 1 stop short every
time of full and repeated doses. Suppose that I

take such doses again. With fear and trembling
on the part of my family, but with scarcely any on

I my part, I determined to test the matter, for ns

;

even the presence of freshly extracted honey in

j

the house was enough to bring on another attack,

I felt that I must get out of the world before I

could escape from this dreaded poison. J determin-

1
ed, therefore, to make full proof of my new theory.

I

Without any bee-hat, 1 helped my friends to extract

I

their honey, all the time saying to the bees, " Sting

1 me as often as you please;" and as they were gentle

[

Italians, I did not scruple by somewhat rough treat-

ment, to make them do much more than they nat-

urally wished to, in the way of stinging. From the

very first I did not suffer nearly as much as I had
doue every year since I ceased to work with bees I

I

and little if any more than I had done every year

j

when first handling them. In about a week I was
I again bee-proof, and launched out at once into a

I

course of experiments (all in vain) to control if pos-

sible the impregnation of queens.

How can I ever describe my delight in handling

j

again the movable frames! In the apiary of a
neighbor, Kev. McGregor, I fully proved that with

small strips of foundation for guides, I could use

my comb-guides, or guide-frames, and secure from
Italian bees the same i»erfect worker-combe that I

used to get with these guides from the black bees;

thus realizing a favorite idea of one of our greatest

bee-keepers (Doolittle), viz., getting perfect worker-

combs with the least use of foundation.

While handling frame after frame of such combs,
and feeling as much enthusiasm as I did in 18.W,

when I first saw that the bees would follow the

triangular comb-guide, I explained to the Rev. Mc-
Gregor (apologizing for the seeming play upon his

name), I must make those words of Rob Roy in

Scott's novel, my own : "My foot is upon my native

heath — and my name is McGregor."
Unquestionably some persons are so extremely

sensitive to the bee-poison, and so dangerously af-

fected by it, that under no circumstances should

they keep bees. To such persons my experience

can be of no service.

Oxford, Ohio.

Friend L.. tlie facts you fjirnish us in the
above article are indeed valuable. You
may be perhaps aware that others have been
affected by the poison of the bee-sting in the
same way you mention—among them friend
Ileddon. Now, is it not probable that a
good stinging might so inoculate friend H.
that it would set him all right':' The remedy
might be in some respects a bold one ; but
if it were my case I think I would risk a
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trial of it. If I understood you correctly, it

is now your opinion that, had you at any
time, while you Avere thus affected, been
stung enough so that your system had be-
come thoroughly inoculated with the poison,
these bad symptoms would have disappeared.
I am inclined to think that giving way to
these feelings has often a good deal to do
with it.

Bee Bqt^ny,
OR, HONEY - PLANTS TO BE NAMED.

HYPTIS EMORGi; A GOOD REPORT FROM THE PRO-
CEEDS OF ONE COLONY.

SEND you a specimen of a plant. It is a shruh
or l)ush 4 to 10 ft. in height, with 50 to lOOshoots,

from the size of your fore-flnger to the size of

your wrist, making- a dense bush from 4 ft. to

10 ft. across the top. It has flue light-green

twigs like knitting-needles, and long slim needle-

like leai'es of a very bright light-green color, which
enables you to distinguish it from other shrubs at a

great distance. It comes in bloom about the first of

Oct., and continues till near the first of Nov. The
bees swarm on it and roar like a swarm. However,
they can not gather honey so fast as from bass-

wood; but they store so much honey, that I had to

extract twice while it was in bloom to give the bees

room to raise brood.

I have kept bees in Missouri for 12 years, and
have investigated Arkansas and Kansas. "1 have
read the honey reports in the bee journals for 30

years, but have never read, or heard of any thing,

or place, that will compare with this lor bees and
honey. Who ever heard of 14 swarms, and tKX) lbs.

good thick honey that weighs 12 lbs. to the gallon,

from a start of one weak swarm in March? This,

too, by natural swarming, and without the use of

comb foundation, or any unusual exertion.

Tempe, Arizona. Jno. L. Gregg.

The plant from J. L. Gregg is T/f/pfis Etuorui,

Torr., belonging to the mint family iLnhiata), to

which so many of our best honey-plants belong.

Its late blooming must make it \aluable for bee

pasture. I think it has never been lound east of

the Mississippi. W. S. Devol, Botanist.

Ohio Ag'l Exp't Station, Columbus.

vi 1 :t id ma k s
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I send you by this nuiil a weed, called here pole-

cat weed. E. .\. lU TI.KK.

Terry, Miss.

Plant sent from Terry, Miss., by Mr. H. A. Butler,

is the fn?tid Marsh-Fleabane {Pliirlirn firtiitus, D. C.K

This and allied species are found generally distrib-

uted throughout the eastern, southern, and middle

United States, some of them in salt nuirshes and
others in fresh-water marshes and along the banks
of streams and shores of ponds, the above-named
species being one of the hitter class. Like most of

the order romprosite it blooms rather late in the

season—August to October. It grows 3 to 5 ft. high,

minutely pubescent and glandular; leaves oppo-

site, .5 to 8 inches long, coarsely serrate, resinous

dotted; the small numerous heads of purplish

flowers on slender pedicels are clustei'ed in a pani-

cle or paniculate corymb.
Columbus, O. W. S. Devol, Botanist.

mountain spinach.
I was advised to send you a specimen of some-

thing that grew in my flower-bed. We supposed at

first it was some of the seed I had sown. It had at

first a faint resemblance to sunflower, and grows
seven feet tall. The plant was examined by a great

many, and no two agreed as to what it was.

Marengo, O. Mrs. Abbey A. Sherman.

The plant from Mrs. A. A. Sherman is Orache, or

Mountain Spinach (Atrp'cx hortensis). It is a hardy
annual 3 to 3 ft. high, very popular in France, into

which country it is said to have been introduced in

1548. It is little grown in the United States, but
seeds freely, and in some gardens becomes a troub-

lesome weed. W. S. Devol.
Columbus, Ohio.

Please name, and tell how inclosed plant ranks as

a honey-plant. It is known here as a bad weed in

young corn, and is called " Torment," or wild mint.

Dorchester, Mo. Will T. Zink.

The specimen from W. T. Ziuk belongs to the

mint family; from the small cluster of leaves sent,

and no flowers, 1 am unable to determine the spe-

cies. If Mr. Z. will send specimen when in bloom I

will endeavor to name it for him.

Columbus, O. W. S. Devol.

PRIVET.

1 send a specimen of a shrub now in bloom, which
is every year covered with bees, and doubtless

yields much honey. Will you please name it for

1 me? S. W. MoKUisoN.
I O.vford, Pa., Julyf), 1885.

Specimen of flowering shrub from S. W. Morri-

son is Privet, or Prim (Lii/uxtriim vuluare, L.) found
' in woods and thickets in N. V., Pa., Va., and west-
' ward to the Mississippi River, supposed to have
i been introduced from England, but this is doubt-

[

ful. It grr)ws .'> or ft. high, and bears numerous
: small, white flowers. W. S. Devol.
!

Columbus, O.

T. LANCEOLATIM; A FIRST COt'SIN TO THE BAS-

TARD PKNNYUOYAL.
Inclosed please find another specimen of the

honey-plant I sent you for identification. The cor-

olla is too deep for the bees to get the honey in the

usual way, so I went to sec how they did get it. The
bee catches hold of the flower, and presses with his

tongue and fore-feet at its slender neck, till it

I
cracks enough to get his tongue in; then he slides

it like lightning along to the honey. It was funny
to see how eagerly he would slide his tongue along

to the honey when he once got in. They did not ap-

pear to be able to get into some of the blossoms.

This was something new to me, and I hardly knew
whether to believe the bee made the crack or not

;

so I tried it with the point of my knife, and I found

they would crack at the neck with a very slight

pressure. Some would not crack at all; these may
have been too old and not brittle enough. We sow

wheat and oats for hay, and mow it in June. After

a month or so. this plant comes up as thick as it can

stand and lasts two or three months.

Soquel, Cal. Hknry R. Dakin.

The pretty litlle iihtiit from H. R. Dakin is a spe-

cies of blue curls {Tri'-lumtrnin). It is known to bot-

anists as r. laucriilaturn, Benth., and is a first cous-

in to the bastard pennyroyal so often spoken of in

this department of Gleanings. It is a strong-

scented herb with a soft pubescence covering the
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whole plant; leaves about an inch long:, entire;

fiowers purplish, borne in axillary clusters; stamens

long: excerted, curled. It is quite an interesting

plant, about a foot high, the stems very leafy. An-

other species is found in the same vicinity, which

strongly resembles this one. but the leaves are fur-

ther apart on the stem, and the odor differs slightly.

Columbus, O. W. S. Devol.

MODERN TRANSFERRING.
FRIEND HEDUON'S METHOD.

N response to your request I will tell you how
we proceed to transfer bees from mixed styles

of hives to our own favorite hive.

About swarming time I take one of my Lang-

stroth hives, containing eight Given pressed

wired frames of foundation, and, with smoker in

hand, I approach the hive to be transferred. First,

I drive the old queen and a majority of the bees in-

to my hiving-box. I then remove the old hive a

few feet backward, reversing the entrance, placing

the new one in its place, and run in the forced

swarm. In two days I find eight new straight

combs with every cell worker, and containing a good

start of brood. Twenty-one days after the transfer

I drive the old hive clean of all its bees, uniting

them with the former drive, and put on the boxes

if they are not already on. If there is any nectar

in the flowers, this colony will show you box honey.

I run them together as I would one colony in two

parts. Now to the old beeless hive. Of course,

there is no brood left, unless a little drone-brood,

and we have before us some combs for wax, for

more foundation, and some flrst-class kindling-wood.

If you have no method by which you can use a

full hive of frames, of full sheets of foundation,

running a full swarm into them at once, by all

means procure it without delay. But if any one

has a mania for cutting up combs and fitting them
into frames, my method given above does not pro-

hibit them from using all the straight worker-

combs the old hive contains, after first extracting

the honey from them. Should any one wish to in-

crease his colonies at the same time he transfers,

only the following deviations from the above are

necessary: Run the second drive into another

hive of full frames of foundation, and use the old

hive as before. Now that we have foundation per-

fected, so that the bees will draw the lines or side

walls to full breeding depth, in from two to three

days, why fuss with the old comb from the old hive?

Having once experienced the advantages to be at"

tained by using the above method, I shall certainly

never go back to the old one. All of you know
what a nuisance a few odd-sized hives are in the

apiary; also some who have just started wish they

had adopted some other stylo of hive. The above

method of transferring will get all such out of their

trouble.
The cost of foundation and new hives is fully

made up by the better combs, and you have the

change to better style of hive thrown into the bar-

gain. I have thoroughly tested the results of the

plan herein described, and am speaking from ex-

perience.
We have just practiced the above upon W col-

onies, and without a failure or mishap of any sort.

I purchased 16 colonies of bees; that is, I purchased

the bees, brood, and honey, with the agreement

that I should return the hives and empty combs,

which I have done. We made each one cover two
sets of combs in two brood-chambers, with two
queens, besides the surplus sets used above for ex-

tracting, and all are rousing strong. When you
plan to double your colonies, you remove the old

colony to an entirely new location, when you make
the first drive. It is now my opinion, that, even
without the use of comb foundation, in the days

when we had none this plan of transferring would
have been the preferable one. As we are cutting

out the old combs for wax, we transfer any that we
find, that are perfect, now that tbey are all clear

from bees, honey, and brood. James Heddon.
Dowagiac, Mich., Aug. 6, 188.5.

Friend 11., in your conrlnrlins sentence,
" Clear from bees, honey, and brood," I can
readily understand how you are clear of
bees. and. after the last drumming-out, clear
of brood ; but, how about tlie honcii f Old
box hives at swarming time, in our locality,

are usually heavy with lioney ; and one
great obstacle in the way of your method is

some way of disposing of this honey. There
is also more or less freshly gatliered pollen,

which we here consider worth even more
than the honey, early in the spring. I pre-
sume enough of the old bees will go back in-

to tiie hives to care for the unsealed brood,
so that none of that is lost. The point you
mention, of getting rid of the dauby and
troublesome process of fitting old pieces of
c(imb into frames, and fastening them by
means of splints, transferring-wires. etc., is,

I grant, a big step ahead. We decided long
ago, in our own apiary, that we wanted no
more combs at any price, that were not built
on frames of wired foundati(qi.

INTRODUCING VIRGIN QUEENS.

"Up
FTER I saw G. M. Doolittlc's article on intro-

pf|^ ducing virgin queens, in Aug. 1st Gleanings,

jll^ and as I had such a splendid opportunity to
'*-^^ test it, I repared to my nuclei this morning,

and will give you exactly what I experienced

on .luly 31st. 1 introduted 31 virgin queens to nu-

clei that had their queens taken away the day be-

fore, excepting three that had been queenless for

several days. Of those virgin queens some were

caged 15 days in the nursery, and some were caged

only ;J days. I let them run in at the top of the

hive, and they were, to all apiiearanccs, safe when
I left them.
To-day Aug 5, 1 examined the nuclei, and found 9

missing from the 31. One of the three that were

several days queenless accepted the one given

them; the other two killed theirs. I found only

one of them laying. Only one of the queens had

her wings injured so that she could not fly when
taken from the nursery. I destroyed her. All the

others were fine large queens. About two weeks

ago I tried another lot. The queens were just a day

old, and the nucleus had been (jueenless about 3

days. I lost only two, 1 think, out of about 15, and

some that had just hatched were accepted at once.

I believe the action of the queens has every thing

to do with safe introductitn. I let one into a nu-

cleus and she set up a terrible piping, as much as

to say she was ready to fight any thing. The bees

accepted her at once. Had she started to run she

would have been killed. W. J. Ellison.

Stateburg, S. C, Aug. 5, 1885.



He that is faithful in that which is least, is faithful also in much.—LuKB 1«;10.

MYSELF AND MY NEIGHBORS.
If any of you hn'k wi.sfloin, lot him aslf of God,

that g-iveth to all men lihcrally, ami upbiaidcth
not; and it siiall be ^jivon him.—.James 1 : 5.

IIAT ;i grand thing is wisdom ! I

shall not take space this morning to
illustrate how true is our text, to

any great extent, but 1 shall eonline
niyseir mostly to showing you the

]

importanee of wisdom. Let me give you a
little sketch of my dealings with my neigh-
bois lor the i)ast twenty-tour hours. \\'liile

I was out in the liekl, a man came along
wajiting my name on a pai)er. The under-
taking was a grand one, and I could Avish it

(iod speed with all my heart. Jiut it was
something out of my line of work, and 1

asked why he wanted my name lirst. lie

said he wanted it started by a man univer-
sally known in our county, and one who is

known to be straight and upright in busi-

ness, etc. lie nrgeil that my nilluence miglit
help him greatly in getting the good cause
started. I hardly need tell you that I am
opposed to putting my name on any paper
carried by a stranger. He showed me simi-

lar papers that had lieen carried arountl in

other counties, and 1 pronounced the signa-
tures genuine, and as Ix'longing to the Ix'st

men I know of, many of them ; but 1 object-

ed, until 1 knew ni(ne about him and the
new movement. lie asked me what he
should do to remove my objections. Here
is where I wanted wisdom to answer. I

finally told him that, if the pastor of our
church, and the deacons of our church,
would give it their sanction, I would, if he

wished, head the list. Was it a wise thing
to do? I thought so, and think so still.

The pastors of our churches, and the dea-
cons, are the l)est counselors I know of in
the world, especially in a matter like the
one presented.

We have been having exceedingly wet and
rainy weather. Farmers all around are
worrying about their grain, and the thrash-
ing-machines have not yet got started, be-
cause, just as soon as tiie grain begins to be
so it would answer tolerably well to thrash,
it rains again. Thrashers were coming to-

morrow, and ray four acres of wheat and rye
would do pretty fairly. But just at dusk
one of my near neighbors, who has thirteen
acres of wheat, and who makes farming his
business, called in my absence to inquire if I

couldn't possibly let the thrashers do his

grain lirst. One of the boys said he would
present the matter to me wlien I came
home from the railroad meeting, and then
added :

"• Now we will see whether Mr.
Koot loves his neighbors as himself."
On the way home from the railroad meet-

ing my neighbor met me. The questicm
came as before, " What ought I to do?"
\\'hat would a wise man do under similar
circumstances? I told him to tell the
thrashers that they should do his first

(yon see I did not know they were watching
liie to see how^ my Chrifitvnnln would hold
out). He had a good deal moic than I had.
and he has been a very kind neighbor, and I

felt it a privilege to do him ;i favor. It is

true, it rained before the thrashers got
through with mine; but I have not been
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sorry a bit. In fact, I felt glad to think my
neighbor got his thirteen acres secured in

nice shape. They commenced on mine
about four o'clock! There were indications
of a storm when we got started. If nothing
happened we would get through before dark
and before the storm. One of our best men.
and one wlio usually handles the team, said

he could pitch it on" faster than the boy who
was pitching it, if I thought it best for them
to swap places. The boy, ulthough a splen-

did one for any kind (>f luiid work, was not

much used to handlinu a team ; and, against

mv better judgment, I consented to letting

him load and dricc The load was on, and
they were hurrying to reach the machine be-
fore the otherload was off, when he uncau-
tiously drove near where an under-drain had
been made some time before. The wagon-
wheels cut into the soft damp ground so
that the load was stuck. The storm and
night had almost come. What did wisdom
dictate':' My decision was to stop the ma-
chine, drive the otlier empty wagon along-
side, and pitch oft part of the load. One of

the men belonging to the machine said he
could make that team pull that load out of
there, lie v^orried the team, strained them
to their uttermost, broke t>ro whitfletrees.

and even then did not get it out. Another
man said his team would pull it out. I beg-
ged to have the empty wagon run down and
take it slowly but .-oinhi. The new team
broke the harness: and when they got it

hxed, the horses got discoui-aged and woidd
not try any more. Tlien scantling and plank
were carried to pry the wlieels out. After a
delay until it began to sprinkle, indicating
the coming of the storm, my plan was adopt-
ed. >.'ow, I am very well aware that many
good teamsters (wliich I am not) will often
get a load out by mak'nuj the horses take
right liold of it when they think they can't
doit ; in fact. 1 have seen a good many loads
pulled out, when I should have gone for
another wagon. l»ut all things considered, I

like my way best. 1 do not like to see horses
whipped, nor made to strain themselves to

their uttermost. How often a little wisdom
will help the work along! In this case a lot

of hands stood idle a long while, while the
rain came up and night came on, which
might all have been avoided had 1 listened
to the convictions ot my best judgment, and
not intrusted any one but an experienced
driver, and one who knew llie '" lay of tlie

ground." Wlien the rain began to come
down so as to make sure that the work nuist
be stopped, all hands turned inand\\orked
like '' beavers" in loading what we did not
get thrashed, on to our tluee empty wagons,
and pushing them into slipds and warehouses,
luitil l)y eight o'clock our grain was all se-

cure. Nien and teams worked hard, and
strained every nerve, witliout supiier or feed,
until my property was secured. We are all

human, and wp all lack in judgment many
times ; but as 1 went to bed that night 1 had
reason to thank (iod that o\a- little band
during tliat emergency weie limut^t and ^ »",

for not even the smallest boy liad shown tlu^

least bit of objection to their severe liard

work, without a bite of supper until long
after their usual time.

This morning our colt " Nancy " is sick.

She probably worked too hard, especially as
it was slippery and severe on a horse with-
out shoes. Some of the friends declared
that I had better send for a ' horse-doctor."
Now, then, Avhere is wisdom once more? If

-I knew of an cdmatcd Chri^tinn man who
has a good reputation for doctoring horses,
I should gladly send for him. Do they have
such in your neighborhood, friends? I con-
sidered the matter a while, and finally de-
clared that if Nancy were going to die. she
should die in the natiual way. and not from
the effect of powerful drugs whicli I have
often seen administered to sick horses, and
the poor dumb friends died after all. " Even
the most powerful kinds of medicine
wouldn't save them,'' so the horse-doctor
said. Now, dear friends, very likely I have
not any great stock of wisdom ; but this one
thing makes me feel happy : I am searching
diligently for wisdom day by day ; yes, plead-
ing the p/m?u",sr tiod has given at' the head
of this little talk.

]'. »S'.—Nancy is dead! \Vhen it was cer-

tain that her malady was no trifling one, I

sent for our family physician and two or
three men whom I knew to be conversant
Avith horses, and more or less accustomed to
handling sick horses. I was pleased to
know that the doctor had once studied as a
veterinary surgeon : but he frankly admitted
that it is "often very difficult indeed to decide
what is best to do with a sick horse, and he
is as much opposed as I am to guessing at
the trouble and then administering ])Owerful
drugs. ]Many times relief is given by me-
chanical means or appliances, and of course
we should always spare no expense in avail-

ing ourselves of the most intelligent and ex-
perienced help in saving these dumb friends
of ours from sulfering. liut let us hope that
the age is fast passing away, of (/Kcsxhvj at
the trouble and then (ji(€,sf<ing again that some-
thing that Avould kill a well horse might
possibly hit the trouble and correct it.

HAVING FISH FOR PETS.

OUT HOW TO KEEl'

Ht)USi;.

HEM IN THE

HEN I was youny-, and did not have much to

do, 1 loved pets of all kinds; but my favor-

ites now are fisli, and I nearly always have
some of one kind oi' another. As I write

lean look up to a shelf by a shady win-

riow and see four lovely earp in a five -gallon

demijohn. It is clear and nice, and the fish look as

if tloatins in air. The bottle is two-thirds full of

water. The laifrest flsh is about fom- inches long;

t)ut in the bottle he looks to be six inches. 1 prefer

a bottle to a globe, because they hold more water,

and so it does not need renewing so often.

The first w(>ek after |)Utting the little fellows in

their cage you must change the water four or five

times a day; but after that they will not need

changing oftener lluin once a week. You can al-

ways tell when to change the water, for they will

put their noses out of it and hang their tails straight

down and Hoat around that way. Do not put the

coldest water you can get on carp, but let it be with

the first chill oflf, or It vriU stififen them right out
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and they will not live so long. Be sure not to feed

them; if you do you will have to change the water
every hour, and they get so uneasy that they are no
pleasure to look at. They get enough animaleuhr
from most waters to keep them. We kept two in a

tank where the water was run off on to a strawberry-

bed once a week; and when we wanted the water
for drinking we killed the flsh. One was full of

spawn, and the other was fat. They had been in

about eight months, and had grown considerably.

The well water was beautifully clear and sweet, so

they must have lived on the aniraalculHP, for there

was nothing else that wo could see; and, in fact, we
did not see them; but scientists say that the water
is full of them. I take their word for it without
looking, as I know I covjld not relish the pure, clear-

looking water if I had seen bugs and snakes in it.

The largest of my pets loves to .lump. He will

start from the bottom of the bottle and rush to the

top of the water, and spri^ quite to the neck. His

flns will make quite a noise as he strikes the glass.

I thought he was after flies; but I caught and killed

a couple and dropped them into the water, and they

would never touch them.
Minnows make nice pets, and they will catch and

eat flies, and in a short time you can teach them to

come to the t(j|) of the water for food: but you
must have lots of water and very few flsh, to be nice.

I have kept two flsh, about two Inches long, tail and
all, in a half-gallon Mason jar, for a year. A candy-

jar is prettier, as it is clearer, and they will piiy for

the trouble. Of course, goUI-fish are the pretficsl.

but they are not always obtainable, and they are

not so active as carp or minnows.
I,ittle folks, try one glass of flsh lor pets, and you

will be delighted with them as soon as they get ac-

<a]8toraed to their new h<imc. Mr. Root thinks may
be the hot spring would be- a good place lor carp.

1 do not know if they could stand the sulphur; Init

if they could, wouldn't it be nice! The pou'l could

always be kept warm by the water running into it,

and (hey l<)\e warm watci-.

Some one made an incubator- that is, a machine
to hatch eggs—and put it where the hot water could

run through it, and I heard that it hatched out the

eggs nicely. I want to go and see it; and may be I

will sotne day, for I love to work with chickens.

T,ight lirahinas are my favorites, but we are trying

Plymouth Ifocks this year, and we have an incuba-

tor that we are getting ready to set, and, of course,

lam interf-sted in all such things: bul we can not

all ha\e hot-spring incubators. We all can ha\e
carp, or flsh of some kinds, however, even if they
<lo not hriiur us much mf)ney. When Mr. H. was at

Santa Barbara last week, he and a friend went up
to the Old Mission, and they saw a large reservoir

back of the l)uilding. They went to it and saw a
lot of large carp in it, and (hey were so tame that

they followed them all around ihv reser\oir, look-

ing for soniething to cat. The men hunted in thrir

pockets for some crackers; but not finding any, Mr.

G., who uses tobacco, crumbled olf some and threw
that in. The flsh would take it in their mouths and
then spew it (uit again. The men had a good laugh
at their evident disgust at the uninviting repast.

.1. P. Israel's piece is very amusing. We hope he
will come again. We think C. C. Miller will have to

hire a chrap boy"to hunt out the especial items for

him—one who does not care to read much, and
would go by the headings. I suppose he finds the

extras so interesting that he forgets all about what

he had been wanting. I read every thing in Glean-
ings, although 1 am not financially interested in

bees, and am not very good friends with them any
way ; hut even the bee-articles are so spicy that I

would not miss them for a considerable. But I pre-

fer the carp and chicken stories, and especially the
Homes and comments. Aunt Katie.

IjOS Alamos, Cal.

Thank you, Aunt Katie, for the instruc-
tion you give in regard to keeping fish in
the house. A friend was down to see our
carp-pond a few days ago. who said that a
carp-raiser made his Avife a present of two
little fish not larger than a cucumber seed.
They fed tlie fish on small particles of oat-
meal, and he said that they doubled in size
in only three <n' four days. kSucIi pets are
not only amusiner to the children, but they
are instructive. You. my friend, have learn-
ed that fish can live in a glass jar without
being fed. etc.: and it seems to me that all

the knowledge we gain of this kind, by
practical observation and experience, helps
us along in the world. Wlien poor Nancy
was sick, oh iiow I did wisli tliat I knew
more about horses, lliiit I might be able to
give her at least a little intelligent relief
from her sufferings! \Viien the man who
took care of her came into the stable in the
morning, even though she was too nearly
dead to notice any thing she looked at him
and whinnied. —

i

M———

THE TROUBLE THEY HAD AT CHAR-
LEY'S HOUSE.

!1 HIS has been a poor season foi' bees so far. It

f has been cold and rainy. Our jirincipal lion-

\\\ ey-i)lants are white clovei-, basswood, pojilar.

)cust, willow, maple, and buckeye. We can
tell when our liees are working on buckeye,

by the bright-nd i)ollen lhe.v gather fi-om it. Bass-

wood is jilentiful in our vicinity. Maples are nu-

merous in the swamjjs. The bees gathered lots of

maple pollen in the spring. Mustard, teasel, gold-

enrod. dandelion, and pennyroyal are also iilenti-

ful. Figwort grows wild in the woods. Last spring

we saw the bees of one of our large colonies rush-

ing in and out at a tcrrililc rate. Supposing that a

neighbor's Iiees had overpowered it, we shut it ui>,

and to keep them from robbing our other colonies

we shut them up also. Soon thousands of bees

gathered over the hive we supposed was getting

robbed, and a snuvller number on the other hives.

The day was a warm one. and late in the allernoon

we opened the hives. The bees that were on the

outside were gone. Now, what became of those

bees? This is a (piestion that I do not see into.

The nc.\t morning aU the bees went to work, and
the swarm we thought was robbed soon filled their

hive, made some surplus, then cast a fine large

swarm. What were these bees doing that day?

Could it be that they were taking honey from a bee-

tree'.-' and if we have any more such experience,

what shall we do'.'

Our liees at i>resrnt aie working on white clover.

We have the A B (' book, and I like very much to

read in it. CnAru.in- L. OitEENHKM). age i:i.

Somerville, Ohio.

Friend Charley, your bees were out having
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a playspell, and you are not the first one
who has been misled in just that way, as you
will see by tlie A F> C book. When you shut
up the hive, the young bees that had for the
tirst time in their lives been out trying their
wings were compelled to cluster outside of
the hive ; and after they had watched a suf-

ficient length of time, and nobody came
around to let them in. I suppose they went
to other hives, probably attracted by the
humming of the returning bees toward eve-
nhig. The smaller number you saw on the
hives not shut up were the young bees going
to the hives l)pcause they could not get in at
home. Young bees out on a playspell will

usually bo permitted to pass without hin-
drance into any hive, lust as yon would let

a baby riglit into your house without any ob-
jection, if it shcxdd happen to wander away
from its own home If you watcli carefully
you can tell robbers froni bees having a play-
spell. by noting their behavior. The play-
ing bees dance up and down in the air. seem-
ingly, and tliey also have a brighter look
than old bees, being lighter colored on ac-
count of tlie soft "down that covers them
about the time they take their first outdoor
flight.

TOBACCO AND SNUFF.

ALSO SOME KACTS ABOUT ANTS IN THE SOUTH.

§
BEING you have not disdained to publish my

little report, encourages me to appear before

you again in a social sort of way. The letters

in Gleanings, as a rule, are so homolike and
chatty that one is naturally impelled to be

sociable in adding- to them. In reading- them I fre-

quently feel inclined to have my say-so on some of

the points talked of; though as regards bees I

would not venture, for I know as yet comparatively

little of them.

Of tobacco, I may say that I am opposed to its use

in any form or for any purpose. I would be a "pi-o-

hibitionist" as regards it, if it would have the de-

sired eflect. If you had seen as much of the habit

of "snuff-dipping" as I have been unfortunate
enough to witness, you would not be able to say

that our girls do not use it nowadays. Among a
certain class of people South (generally mill and
factory operatives), it is a common practice for the

women to dip snuft; and many, many girls, even
the little ones four and five years old, are brought
up in the filthy, detestable habit. This, however, is

a habit by no means confined to factoi-y operatives;

for many country girls become addicted to the use

of the vile stuff; and seemingly it is as hard for

Ihem to give it up as it is for men to luirtfrom their

dear tobacco-ijuids. In central Alabama I was as-

tonished to find among a nicer class of ladies that

the habit was practiced, though in justice to them
I must say it was strenuously concealed whenever
practicable, from all outsiders who would nof'dii)."

You must know that the Southern factory op-

eratives are as yet a different class of people from
the New-Englanders of the same occupation. 1

have heard my grandmother (who is a Vermonter)
say there is a vast difference. In course of time I

trust the class down here known as " factory folks"

will be on a par with the renowned " Lowell girls
"

of Massachusetts. As yet they constitute an illiter-

ate, oily, " unwashed " class.

ANTS.
I hope you do not imagine that all over the South

the bee-keeper has to flght against the ant. If you
should be under that impression, let me disabuse

your mind of it at once. There are many places

never troubled with the industrious little nuisance,

while some others are infested. For instance, we
seldom see any here; yet about sixteen miles dis:

tant on our plantation one can scarcely look on the

ground without seeing some running one way or

another, and it is pitiful to sec the little chickens

following the mother hen and keeping up a con-

stant dance, in order, if possible, to escape the bites

of those little dark red ants.

Ill tell of an e.\pcri!nent of mine. I read once of

the different kinds of stings that ants have—that is,

some large red one.? have a barbed sting like the

point of a fish hook, so that he is obliged to leave it

in a substance too tough for him, as a bee does;

but the common little ant merely bites. I thought

it would be interesting forest the truth of the mat-

ter; so one afternoon I took a walk alone, to a red-

ant hill whose location I well knew, and, seating

myself beside it, I watched them awhile and then I

carefully caught one and allowed him to run up
my arm. Soon finding a spot to suit his purpose he
inserted his sting a little below the elbow; and
when he freed himself his sting remained, with a

portion of the vitals, while the ant ran wildly

about, then disappeared in the crowd, soon to per-

ish, I suppose. I was satisfied fully of the truth of

what I had read; but I was not content to let the

ants alone. I caught and tried another with the

same result: then more, until when I had finished I

was the contented possessor of five stings on my
arm. By this time my arm was itching, and was
considerably inffamed. I walked home. When, by
reason of the pain and itching, I could conceal my
uneasiness no longer, I explained at the house what
I had done, and was laughed at for trying such an

j

experiment on myself. I went to my room, and
was still suffering all the agonies the large red ant

!
is capable of inflicting on a system rather suscepti-

! ble to the effects of such poisons, and was in tears

by now. I heard a voice calling me. "Gert! O Bert!"

it called gently. My heart swelled; it was one of

mybrothei-s.and I thought, " Now I shall have some

I

sympathy." I answered his call. This is what he
I said to me: "I say, Bert, had you not better send

the result of your e.xperiraent to the New-York
Entomological Society/" I "collapsed." I have
never tried to investigate the different species of

ant-stings since. Beutie Nokuell.
Augusta, Ga., June 21, lSf5.

Friend Bertie, I am afraid you arc a lit-

tle severe on your neighbors who work in
the factory. There are factories hero in
Ohio where drinking, swearing, and tobac-
co-using are the rule ; and then, again, there
are others where such things are not known
at all. 1 believe that the boys and girls who
work in our factory are considered (piite as
respectable and iiii(>lligent as any class of

people we have ; and Iain inclined to think
that it is becoming more and inon^ customa-
ry with tiie i)roprietors of shops and facto-

ries to insist not only on temperance in the
matter of drinking, but in the choice of lan-

guage, etc. Of course, in many kinds of
work it is not possible for the operatives to

avoid dirt and grease ; but this fact should
never be considered a reason to look down
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oil them.—We are glad to hear of your ex-
periment in regard to the ants, and the way
in which they sting.

SUNDAY SWARMING.
GETTING A SWATliM FKOM A HIGH TREE.

tNE
Sundaj' a large swarm of bees came out

and settled very low upon a peach-tree limb.

It stayed about tuo hours, and then started

off toward the cast. If it iiad been a week
day we could have hived it. llefore this, all

swarms that came out on Sunday stayed till Mon-
day; but this one did not. so we went to work next

Monday morning- with sad hearts. Pa went to work
in the orchard, and sent my brothers and me to hoe
in the garden, and told us when we got done to go
where he was. Just as we got done in the garden
at 11 o'clock, we heard a loud hum which sounded
like bees passing over. Brother Fiiniey ran out at

the back of the wateimclon patch, and found a

large swarm of bees in the top of a high white-oak

tree. Pa said it was almost too late for them to

leave, and told us to work till twelve o'clock and
then we could hive them. 1 was looking all the

time for them to liy away, and 1 tell yon 1 did not

eat a very hearty dinner that day.

I was soon seen climbing up the tree, with some
rope in my hand. The rope was made last to the

limb, then to the tree. Mother was at the foot of

the tree, while my brothc^rs cut. Pa was not in sight.

When the limb was sawed otT, the rope broke and
the limb fell down, and there was a little scattering

out at the root of the tree, especially among the

younger boys. These words were often repeated:
" Are they stinging you much';'" No answer. Aft-

er a while, "Are they stinging you niuehV Why
don't you answer';-"

At last it eame. "I was shutting nij- moutli to

keep the bees out. They are tlyiiig all (j\ er me, and
stinging me on the head."

One of the boys was soon seen running toward
the house, with one eye larger than the other. Fin-

ney kindly gave me the swarm. They settled on a

smaller limb. I got another rope, then tied it to the

limb aiul sawed it off and let it down and hived them,
and they lived and did well.

After a while I sent f.iM for half a pound of bees

and a queen; but when they arrived they were all

dead but the (lueen and a few bees. 1 put them in

a hive with a frame of brood, and nc.\t morning I

went to see how they were getting along, but they
were gone. On looking around I saw a few bees

crawling in the grass, so I looked for the queen, but
in vain. So I went to the house, feeling very sad—
nioney gone and bees gone, and no money to send
for any more. I guess you know how 1 felt.

About 11 A. M., mother said that the bees kep
Hying around the house land told me to look after

them. When I looked, where do you think I found
them? On the top of the house, under a board!

We hived them aud moved an old colony, and t^et

the new one in its place, which made it a strong
colony ; so now I have three colonies of Italian bee
and all doing well. B. J. Tapf.ev.

Coluiidius, Miss.

Tliank you, my friend, for your graphic
and Interesting letter ; but it seems to me
there would be no harm in hiving bees tliat

settled upon a peach-tree limb, even if it

?rere Sunday. Of course, I should not want
to go up into a tall tree with ropes, etc., on
the Sabbath. The point you make, in regard
to being sure that you have a rope that will
not break, is a good one. I have heard of
just such mishaps before. The foliage on a
large limb is pretty heavy, and you want a
good stout rope. If your half-po"und of bees
arrived mostly dead, the man who sent them
to you certainly ought to credit you with
their value ; at least, that is tlie way we do
business. You very properly went to work
as well as you could to save" the queen, so
the shipper ought to feel grateful to you for
saving him so much, even if the bees did die.

A SIMPLE DEVICE FOE EXCLUDING
DRONES.

A DROXE-E.YCf-UDER MADE OF A SINGLE PIECE OF
WOOD.

T MAIL to you what I call a drone-excluding de-

(Jr vice. I think it ahead of Alley's in every way;
^r handy to make, cheap, nothing to rust. Place
"^

it at the front of hive, tack it so the drones can
not move it, then see them come out of the

tube. When they come back they alight on the
hive, or at the entrance of hive. They will never
find the place where they got out. Try it and see;
if it is of any use to you or any other man, let him
have it. You see, I trapped wild turkeys. This is the
same, only the drones come out to be killed, while
the turkeys went in. Bees are doing finely.

B. F. Spaki-ord.
Morning Sun, Iowa, July ~*7, 1.S8.").

uJ

DRONE-EXCLUliER.

Tiie friends will iKttice that this device
is made entirely of wood. The stjuare tube
is H -N * inch at the large end, and i inch
square at the small end. The hole is abotit
A inch stpiare ; but 1 piesuiue a round hole,

cut square and funnel shape at each end,
would answer equally well. The arm pro-
jects o inches. A notch is cut in one side of
this arm deep enough to let the worker-bees
through, but exclude the drones. The de-
vice has to be placed over the enti'ance of
the hive, and fastened so it can not be mov-
ed away. The worker-bees in going out can
go through the tube or under the bar, as they
choose. The drones, finding themselves un-
able to get uniler the bar. will gradually
work along until they go out of the tube,
and I can readily believe they will never
think of going back the way they got out.
Tliese devices should be made at a price not
to exceed 10 cents each. If wanted by mail
the postage will be 5 cents extra. I should
be glad to have friend S. tell us how long he
has used this arrangement . aud how it an-
swers under all ciniiinsl:iHres. I suppose
we sliould have to have metal for the bee-
space, if we expect to restrain the queen as
well as the drones; but wood will answer
perfectly well for drones only.
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ui age,
letter for this department, containisq
SOME VALUABLE FACT, NOT GKKBRALLY

:' KNOWN, ON BEES OR OTHER MATTEHS,
will receive one of David Cook's excel-
lent live - cent Sunday - school books.

Many of these booLs contain the same mat-
ter that you find in Sunday-school books

., costing from 81.00 to 91M. If you have had
i.|(*t./ ' one or more books, give us the names that we
YU^Jo ""'^' "°* "''"'* ^^^ same twice. We have now
i'V .*ir 11" stock six different .books, as follows; viz.:
h\ > f Sheer Off, The (Jiant - Killer. The Roby
iJ ; Family, Rescued from Egypt, and Ten Nights in

a Bar-Room. We have also Our Homes, Part I.,and
Our Homes, Part II. Besides the above books, you may have a
photograph of our old hou.se apiary, taken a great many years
ago. In it is a picture of myself , Blue Eyes, and (Jaddy, anda
glimpse of Ernest. We have also some pretty little colored
uictures of bii-ds, fruits, ffowers, etc., suitable for framing.
You can have your choice of any one of the above pictures
or books for every letter that gives us .some valuable piece of
iufDrmation.

.\ chiel's amang ye takin' notes;
An' faith, he'll prent it."

fELL, little friends, it is now August,
the month that usually furnishes us
the dry hot weather. l>nt it is not
dry here at all ; in fact, it rains al-

most everyday, and the undei'-drains
carry so mucli watei- into the carp-pond that
it is full, and nmiiiii^f-out at the outlet al-

most all the while. W'Jien the water rises so
high that the carp can get up and nose
around the grass on the bank, they enjoy it

amazingly — especially when the water is

very warm. The other morning I went down
to the pond very early ; and so main- great
big tish were busy at the roots of the grass
along the bank "that I thought perhaps I

could catch one and carry it up to the house
to surprise Iluber and the rest of the family.
I got down on my knees among the tall grass
and weeds, and waitetl until a great big one
came up right before me. Tiie water was so
muddy he could not see me at all, and I
waited until hisgreat shining back was right
up between my two hands. I thought I

would make real sure, and so I moved my
hands down until they almost touched him,
and then made a grab. Do you think 1 got
him ? JVot a bit of it. I guess we both felt
somewhat astonished. Tlie minute one lin-

ger touched his back he made the biggest
Hop you ever heard of, and threw the water
all over me, and was gone somewhere so
quick that I couldn't tell how or where.
-Just then I heard a chuckle upon the fence ;

and, looking up. I saw a squirrel acting just
as if he were holding his sides to keep from
laughing. When 1 turned he started off
along the top of the fence ; but lie made a
somid|as if he were chuckling still. I washed
the muddy water out of my eyes, and went
home just in time for breakfast, where I told
my adventure ; but I didn't have any great
big fish to show them, as I had planned.

KIND WORDS FROM ONE OK OIR JITVENII.ES.

My papa keeps bees and thinks a great deal of his

A H C book he got of you, and doesn't know how
he got along- without it, and also takes Gleanings.
Muinina thinks a great deal of Onr Homes in it. He
has twelve stands of bees. Papa bought that nice

queen you sent to Mr. Essick (as he found after

sending to you that his bees had foul brood). Papa
likes to deal with you, as you «re so prompt.
Clraiid KIdge, 111. Lizzie A. Parmi.ee.

My papa had 30 swarms of bees last fall; five of

them died in the winter. One of them lost their

queen this spring. Papa gave them a comb with

larvie in, but they would not build queen-cells. He
looked two or three times, but could not And the old

queen, so he put a weak swarm in with them, and
now they are all right. Nearly all the bees died

around here the past winter.

Marv Wiei.sox, age 9.

Newmarket, Out., Can.. .Tune 4, 1885.

A FAVORABLE REPORT OF THE FOUNTAIN PUMP A9
A SWARM-ARRESTEK.

We had a swarm of bees the other day, and they
stayed on the tree about three liours, and then they
started to go away. Mamma went and got the

fountain pump, and threw the water up in front of

them, and they thought it was raining, and they

turned and came back and went on another tree to

see if it was really raining-. Then we got them and
put them in a hive. Alice McBaine.
Cokeville, Pa., .Tune 5, ISSo.

CROSS BEES, AND FLORA'S PROPOSED REMEDV.
Grandpapa says Mrs. Harrison need not kill her

cross l)ees. Just make a false man and set it up be-

fore the cross bees, and let them have their fill

stinging that. We have only one stand of hybrid

bees, and they are as cross as the letter X. They
will go four or five rods to sting- a person.

Daisy, Kansas. Flora A. Comstock.

Although I have never tried your plan.
Flora, it does not seem to me as if 1 should
want to do any thing that would make bees
sting worse. My experience has been, that
it is best to teach them to forget their stings
as much as possible. Jiy the way, I think 1

would apply the same treatment to little

girls and boys. Have them taught in such
a way that they will forget tliat they have
the power to "sting or hurt the feelings of
anybody.

Pa has 14 stands of bees. He divides them in

stead of letting them swarm. Pa is very much in-

terested in carp culture. T read in a little paper pa
has, that tlsh in Japan are taught to ring a bell

when they get hungry. The way they learn to do
it is to hang a silk cord in the water, with a little

piece of bait on it. The fish then see that it is some-
thing- to eat. They catch ht)ld of it, and give it a

jerk, which rings the bell. Pebbles are afterward

tied to the cord. They will then catch hold of the

pebbles when they get hungry, and thus ring the

bell. Amy J. Hollk.man.
Wager, Ark.. June 1, 1885.

raspberry-blossoms, chickens, etc.

The bees are working busily on the raspberry-

blossoms and clover, especially the alsike. We
have had ripe strawberries lor two weeks. I hope
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Huber has had some by this time. You seem to

have hart bad luck with your chickens. Dut if you

had washed the eggs clean in luke-waini water they

would have Vieon as likely to hatch as at first. Of
90 little chickens hatched, we have lost but ten.

Well, T will close by telling- you that to put a swing-

up in or near the bee-yard is the way to get the

children to watch the bees in swarming- time. Papa
always puts one up for us, and we like it pretty

well. I'tuft- I. Hf.attv, asre 14.

Shaw's Landing, Pa., .June 2il, 18Sri.

HARD f'lDKn "HAKD" OX BKF.S.

My brotherin-law lives about fifty yards from
where we do. He had a barrel of \-inegar sitting

out in the yard maliing, with a cloth tied over it.

His bees cut a liole in It, and they got drunk. They
were stumbling- about, and slinging and falling- all

over the i)lace. This is the truth. Did you ever

liearof bees getting drunk belore? He covered it

up, and the next day they were all right.

Collinshurg-, La. .Tohnmf. DrnxKY.

Yes, friend Johiuiie, I liave lieard of bees
getting drunk before, but T have always
been a bttle iiicredulons. Are vdii snretbey
did not get their wings daubed so tliev conld
not fly, tliat made them tumble abotit in tlie

dirty Hees are ai«t to do this when fed in

the open air with any kind of a feeder, un-
less the honey or syrup is made very thin by
adding water to it.

his face. I g-uess he must have sweat some, for it

was a very warm day. Well, my sister Nettie

plucked up courage and went up and shook them
all ofl, and never got stung, and then we got them
in the hive all riaht, and did not have any more
trouble. Tva A. Pfck, age V2.

.Tackson, Mich., .lune ">, ISS,").

REPORT FROM A .irVEMT.F.

Our bees were gathering honey lively until bass-

wood ended. The honey which the bees gathered

so far is of the fluest quality that we ever see or

tasted—so white and sweet.

Ligonier, Tnd. A SrsscniBEH's Sox.

ABOUT THAT UEE TRF.K.

My pa and uncle robbed four bee-trees this sjJring

and we had sonu' very fine honey and sold the liees-

wax for 12'; cents a pound. We tried to save some
bees from the trees, but could not; they would not

go in the hives. My i)a found a little oak this

spring- that had a swarm of bees lodged on it. He
took his ax and c\it the tree down ami tried to save

the bees but failed. He left the hive there all night,

and in the morning the bees were all gone, so he
brought the hive home. We have a great many
wild flowers here, and some wild honey in the woods.

I am anxious to learn about bee-raising, and if 1

can get the money I will take Gleanings, and try

to raise bees. I love flowers and so do they. I have
my window gardi'ii of Howeis, and we are independ-
ent girls; we saw and nail our own flower-boxes,

and iml up the shelves, and 1 think we can make a

hive. Sak\ii L. Martin.
Bayou Chicot, La.

HOW WK. HIVED A SWARM OK UEES.

One day last spring my father had gone away, and
while he was away the l)ees svsanried. Well, I ran

to the field after my cousin, who is about 20 years

of age. He was working for my father. We did

not think he would be of much help, because he

was such a coward around bees. Well, they had
alighted on a big limb—so big that we could not cut

it off, because it would spoil the tree, so we spread

a table-cloth on a stand, and then placed the hive

on it under the bees. We dared not go up so close

as to shake the limb, so my cousin took a long rope

and went up to the limb very carefully, and tied

the rope to it; then all of us—my sisters and broth-

er, cousin, and luyself—got hold of the rope about

a rod from the limb, and then we would all jerk at

the same time. Well, we managed to get a few of

them off, but not enough to amount to anj-^ thing.

My cousin got stung three or four times, and then

he had his overcoat and mittens on, and a veil over

NETTIE and her EDIMATED HEX.
T have an old hen, and her name is Mabel. She

has IS little chickens. T take her and set her on a

box, and tell her to sing me a song, and she will be-

gin and sing a few moments; and if slie does not

sing long enough T tell her to sing some more, and
then she will sing until T tell her to stop. I keep
Mabel and her chickens in a coop. One morning all

of her chickens jjot out of the coop and went off in

the pasture, and I went and got her and asked her

if she knew where her chickens were, and she an-

swered me in some language, 1 do not know what
kind; sol took her luit where her chickens were,

and I asked her if she was glad I took her to her

chicks, and she answered me. My old hen is a pure
buff Cochin. There is a lady who engaged our eggs
one year ahead, so as to be sure to get the pure
butt Cochins. She takes all the eggs we have to

sell. We keep abo\it :K) hens. My brother keeps
bees; he has three colonies.

Woodstock, o. Nettie Cicasston, age Hi.

WIXTF.HINO outdoors WITHOUT ANY HIVE; A RE-
PORT FROM ONE OF OUR .Il'VENI I.ES.

Mrs. Mary Anderson, near Anlrim, fiuernsey Co.,

()., had a swarm of liees .li.ly 4th, 1S8I. They hived

them in a new box. In an hour they came out and
went back; liut instead of going in th(>y went un-

der the bench and built combs extending from the

bench to the ground, a distance of 12 inches, and 20

inches in width. They had no protection except a

picket fence, and a few loose boards that stood on
the west side to prevent the snow from blowing in

on them. In this condition they wintered success-

fully while sevei-al other stands on the bench died.

One of their neighbors, a Mr. Grillith, transferred

them in the spring, and pronounced thein good.

They were the black, or brown l)ees. The lady who
owned the bees lives about four miles from our
house; and as it was something new to me about

bees, I thought 1 would write it to yon.

Anna B. McGrew, age 10.

Milnersville, O., .Inly 8, 1885.

Friend Anna, there are a good many cases
on record quite similar to yonrs ; and 1 be-
lieve that a great many times our bees would
winter all right if put" under a bench, with-
out any hive at all. where they now die by
the hundreds and thousands. These cases
point clearly to the fact that our bees are too
closely packed up ; that is, they do not have
air enough; and such facts have come to
light year after year for almost centuries. It

is doubtless true, that they will do better
with some protection than with no protec-
tion at all ; hut the protection ought to be in
such shape that it permits air to pass freely,

around and through the cluster of bees. A
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chaff hive with the entrance open the full
width in winter, as it is in summer, and
loose leaves or loose chaff above the cluster,
seems to me would be about the thing.

Pa has Ave swai-ms of bees, and one of them is an
Italian swarm. He has log- hives Ave feet long- and ;53

inches in diameter. They are hollow, and there are

little doors in each end, and he takes the honey out
of the little dooi-s. I like honey. Milt.y Keyser.
Wilksport, Ont., Can.

I am twelve years old, but 1 must write about
bees. Bees were introduced into America from
Eui'ope; they were first broug-ht to South America
in 184.5, and California in 18.50. The Indians called

bees the white man's tiy, because it followed where
he went. Eugene Holzer.
Allerton, Iowa.

HEDDON PliAN OF AFTER-SWARMING.
Ma has 40 stands of bees. She lost eight stands

last winter. She did not lose as many as the most
of the people. It was very cold here. My ma takes

Gleanings. She had only 31 stands in the spi-ing-,

and now she has 40. Ma tried the Heddon plan, and
did not have any after-swarms at all. I read Glean-
ings when there are letters in it. Annie Cochran.
Macon, 111.

WHAT AILED THE BEES?
Papa boug-ht several stands of bees, and the most

of them died last summer. Could you tell what
was the reason? Ettie Faris.

Huffman, Ala.

Friend Ettie, it is pretty hard to tell why
the bees died in the summer time, withont
knowing more about the facts in the case.
Perhaps they lost their queen, and dwindled
away. I think the ABC book would help
you to find out what the trouble was.

THE calves, the DOG, AND THE SHEEP, AND THE
WAY THEY MANAGED TO FIND NAMES FOR

THEM AT JESSIE'.S HOUSE.
My father takes Gleanings. We have an e.v-

tractor that we bought of you several years ago.

Brother has three calves, named Cleveland, Hen-
dricks, and Tilden. Sammie has a little dog- named
Huber, and two sheep named Doolittle and Novice.

lam one of six children. Baker, Fannie, Jessie, Ellie,

Thomas, and Susie. Jessie Smylif..

Caseyville, Miss.

HOW TO hive a swarm OF BEES, DESCRIBED BY
ONE OF OUR JUVENILES.

My aunt Fanny keeps bees, and one day they
swarmed, which is something- I had never seen

them do before. On my way to school I heard an
awful uoise, and I knew in a moment what it was.

Then I ran into her house and shouted at the top of

my voice, " Aunt Fanny, your bees have swarmed !"

But I could not find her; so I ran over home and
told mamma the whole story. She ran out to look

at theru, while I ran up the road to tlud my aunt
Fanny. I saw a boy, and he said she was up at his

house. After I ran up there and told her, she

jumped and caught up her shawl and said, " What!
have those bees swarmed ag-ain?"

"Yes," said I.

Then she told nie to run down on the new road,

and g-et my uncle William, who was cutting-

bean-poles, which I did. We got into the wagon
and drove home as fast as we could. Then we fixed

the hive all ready beside the other hives, and then
my uncle William took a saw and sawed off the
limb upon which the bees had gathered, and placed
it in front of the hive. Then my aunt Fanny sat

down beside them and took a little branch off apine-
tree, and tickled the bees on their backs, and made
them go into the hive. I lay down in front of the

hive, and laughed to see them stand on their heads
as they went in. Herbert A. Hodsdon.
Center Ossipee, N. H.

Friend Herbert, your description is real
good : and I presume that, by the aid of it,

one who had never hived a swarm would
manage pretty fairly.

BEES THAT MAKE HONEY, BUT DON'T SWARM.
My brothers had a swarm of bees summer before

last that swarmed six times, and went back to the

hive every time. It died the next winter, and had
a lot of honey left in the hives. What is the matter
with a swarm that makes lots of honej' and doesn't

swarm? My brother has got a swarm of bees that

have not swarmed for three years.

Douns, Ills.

Why, my little friend, I should say that
nothing was the matter ; but on the contra-
ry, the bees are doing exactly what we want
tliem to do. If you could advertise a race of
bees that would make lots of honey, and
would not swarm, you could make a mint of
money. _J
450 SWARMS OP BEES IN SIX Dl FFERENT API ARIES ;

REPORTED BY_A 13-VEAR-OLD JUVENILE.
I have one swarm of bees, which was given to me

by my pa. He has 450 swarms standing- on six dif-

ferent places, which he works with the help of a

hired boy. I have two brothers and two sisters,

and we have to help pa in the summer, making
foundation and extracting honey. Pa puts a lot of

empty comb into empty bee-hives on the wagon, to

carry them to the different places, and fetches back
full ones; then we children have to put them in the

extractor, and throw out the honey and put it in

tin pails. I can not go to school just now, as we are

very busy; but I am fond of books. My elder sister

is 15 years of age, and is at work putting- founda-

tion in honey-boxes. My youngest brother is five

years old. He is wasting a good lot of nails, and
not much good yet. Elizabeth Hoffman.
Canajoharie, N. Y., June 38, 1?85.

Why, Elizabeth, your father is really put-
ting in practice the plan I give in the ABC
book. I notice your letter is dated where
the Bee-Keepers' UxclKnuje used to be pub-
lished. I am glad to know that hee culture
is flourishing to such an extent in the neigh-
borhood of our old friend Neliis.—Never
mind the nails your five-year-old brother is

wasting. Although his' work may not
amount to nutcli, driving nails helps to
make the boy grow into a man ; and if he
leai-ns to drive nails skillfully, the time and
money won't be wasted. It was only yes-

terday that I saw two of our grown-up men
driving nails, and they started the nail into
the board in such a way that it acted like a
w edge, and would be almost sure to split the
))oard unless it were very tough and strong
wood. I wonder how many boys and girls

who read this know just how to set a nail

when they commence to drive it. If you do
not, get your father or brother to show you.
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Give, and it sliall be given unto jou.—Luke 6: 38.

J'X
my talk to you to-day, my fiiends, I

I
shall lay myself open to the charge of

I boasting of "how good F am, as I have
done many times before ; but those wlio
are acquainted with me understand

what I mean, and will take me as I mean,
but it might not sound so well to a stranger

;

therefore if any one reads this who has just
subsciibed for G leanings, and does not
know my way of teaching, he will pleiise

take iml ice.

Our friend 'i'eiry. in Icachini;,- us how to

raise potatoes, teed horses antl cattle, and
other like faim operations, keeps telling con-
tinually what Ik did ; and his statements
are so much beyond what farmeis usually
do. that a great many are temided to s.'.y

they do not belie\e he is tiiilliful. Vou caii

visit him. liowever, if >ou wish, ami can in-

quire of liis neighbors or hired help in regard
to the statements lie has made, and tlierel)y

satisfy yourself. Now, I have not any thing
to tell. ()f how much money I ha\e made, or
of how much oelter I have done tluui other
people : lint I do like- to tell how I have suc-
ceeded, assisteil by the teachings of the i5i-

ble, in getting along veiy pleasantly with
the Avorld. and in lia\ iiig ;i very pleasant and
joyous life myself.
The words of my text came to my mind

thismoi'uing while we were discussing^ cel-

ery. We ha\<' for the lirst time siicceeded
in getting a good cidp. some of il ready for

maiket in .lul\ , and it is selling (|iiilc leadih
at live ct'uts a stalk. .\ stalk of the White
I'lume. and another one of the Crimson
Dwai-f for contrast, weic in a gkiss while we
wei'c talking. One of the family lemarked.
that the boys all over town were going into
celery, and that they would soon run the
business all out. for the.\ \Nere getting just
as nice stalks as I did. if not nicer. Another
member of the family made the remark.
•That is just what he wants them to do—
and. in I'act. is just the way he li;is worked
all his life."' I presume "that the speaker
meant that I always delight in leaching peo-

l>le how to do things, especiall\ \oiuig peo-
ple; and that, when my pupilsbecome more
e.xpert than their master. I am always hap-
py. I have been thinking it over, dear
friends, and I think it is true. I do not wish
you to give me any great credit for it. for it

seems an easy thing since I have become a
Christian. You know I have no patents on
any thing I have ever originated, nor do 1

want any. \'isitors often express suiprise.
and say they should tliink that I would need
some 'i>rote"ctiou. My reply is. that I am
glad to have people copy any thing 1 nnike :

and if they have facilities" for inaking it

cheaper than I can. I ought to be pleased be-
cause the world at large will be benelited by
lower prices. iJiit some of my intimate
friends declare that if 1 had my iuiprove-
ments patented, and would mnu'opolize the
sale of them, 1 could be worth thousands
of dollars more than I am now.
Xow, then, friends, remember the caution

I gave you in the tirst paragraph of this talk,

Avhen I say, '' I do not want to be worth
thousands of dollars more than I am now."
I do not make this speech in the presence of
strangers, or of those whom I think would
not understand me, for it would be met with
derision, and may be sarcasm. Some v.hose
eyes fall upon these lines may say, '-Mr. Root,
if you do not want to be worth any more
than you now are, why do you stick and
hang for every penny," in the way you do,
and persistently keep dunning those who
owe you, with such tiercenessV" Mv reply
would be, that I try to collect all niy jus't

dues, because I believe it is better for the
one Avho owes to pay it, rather than to be
excused from payirjg it ; and I have come to
tills conclusion after years of experience.
Yes, I believe it is better for a poor widow
to pay her just debts than to be excused
from paying them. If widows or other peo-
l>le who have been uid'ortunate by reason of
sickness or death, oi- other wa>s. need assist-
ance they should have it. au'd I believe (mr
lowtisiteople ai-e well awaie that I am readv
to subscribe liberal]) ; but I think such suli-

sci-ii)tioiis should be a separate niattei- from
thedeb.t. .My exiierience has lieeu.that there
is something demoialj/.ing in excusiuga per-
son, whetiier ;i woman or man. from paying
what he justly owes. If a poor family were
owing me livl' dollars. \ should insist" ni)on
the payment, if theie weiea reasonalile pros-
yiect that they could pay it: but if a sub-
scription were started in order that they
might Jiave a house Iniilt. so as to avoid jiay-

ing rent. I slioiild enjoy subscriliing /' // dol-
hiis for the pui-po.se. or even more, if the
case seemeil to demand it.

Now. then, in regard to the promise.
••(Jive, and it shall be given unto yon.""
People often urge. that, if we are not pro-
tected by a i»alent. the unscrupulous world
will rush right in and steal every thing, may
be leaving the inventor penuiiess. 1 have
heard of such cases, friends, but they have
never come under my own exi»erience : that
is. I have heaid people declare they wei-e the
autliorsof great inventions, but that unscru-
pulous men of means had jobbed them. 1

liave nevei- come across such a case that 1

know of. On the contrary, my experience
lias been, that, where a mail has been will-
ing to give freely all the knowledge or in-
formation he possessed, in some way or oth-
er new things were continually opening up

1 to him. In the past two or three years a
good many have started in the supply busi-
ness, making and dealing in l)ee-hives and
fixtures. I have been asked if I was not
afraid that so many would go into it that it

would be overdone", and our large factory
would lie standing idle. I have not had any
such fear. but. on the contrary, [ have eii-

! joyed the work of furnishing these tools and
' iniplemeids for running opposition to us. I

have delighted in having the friends visit

our factory, and witness the manner in
which we make hives, comb foundation, sec-
tions, etc. I have been glad in seeing them
take measurements, that they might build

j

machinery like our own. One reason why I
I was glad" to see them do it was because it

j

siived heav\ freight shipments on such heavy
goods as liives and sections. We are now
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getting five cents a stalk for our celery, as I

have ti kl you. Some extra fine stalks have
brought as high as teii cents each. AVith
the prospect that all the boys will go into it

another season, the prices will go away down.
Xever mind : then many peoi)le will "be able
to afford this luxury, who can iu)t enjoy it

now. Xew tilings have opened up to liie all

my life, and I have no fear but that they
will be opening up still.

A few months ago there was a talk among
bee-keepers that Cuba was going to furnish
nice honey so cheaply that, if it were per-
mitted to come to tlie ('nited Stales free of
duty, nice lioney would come down to six oi-

seven cents a ijound, and our bee-keepers
would be compelled to give up the business.
and would become bankrupt. Now. I did
not look at it that way at all. \\'hen it was
announced that Cuba could furnish such
amounts of honey by means of modern ap-
pliances, I felt a thrill of pleasure in think-
ing that honey would then be able to com-
pete successfully with sugar, and that many
i)oor people could enjoy it eveiy day who
coidd not afford it at present. And wiiile 1

am about it, I do not believe in duties
between countries. I do not know any
thing about the political aspects of the
matter, but I woidd have nations as
neighborly as individuals, and it seems to
me to be a grave mistake when we put up a
barrier, in the way of duties and customs.
^Vhen Jesus spoke the words at the head of
our chapter, he had been talking quite a lit-

tle time to his followers about the evils of
jealousy, covetousness. and selfishness. He
said, " Love your enemies, and do good to
them that hate you."' Xow, it seems to me
that in this matter of duties we are afraid to
do good to those who ure friemh, to say noth-
ing of enemies. '' If ye" do good to them
who do good to you, what thank have yeV"
And again, " If' ye lend to them of whom ye
hope to receive," what thank have ye'?"
What an unpleasant thing it is to be always
worrying, for fear somebody will get ahead
of us, or for fear somebody will get tlie bet-
ter end of the bargain! Only yesterday, I,

with a neighbor, bought a carload of water-
melons. Some suggested the proper way
was to have two divide them—one pick the
best melon, then the other pick the best
melon, and so on until the carload was ex-
hausted. We managed in that way, but I

objected on account of the time it took.
The time occupied was in making careful
selection, so that the man who was working
for me might not let his opponent get the
better end of the bargain. I proposed that
each should take a melon, as near alike as
they could get them, by picking them up
about as fast as they could handle them.
Very likely the division might not be as
exact, if we did it this way. Well, suppose
it were not. My neighbor "would have a lit-

tle better half than I did, or I sliould have a
little better half than he did ; and providing
it were impossible to divide them exactly, 1
should prefer that he have the better half,
and I have do doubt he would prefer that I

should have the better half. Then why so
much anxiety and so much pains?
Since Nancy has died, I am under the nec-

essity of buying another horse. :My first im-
pression that was at all pleasaut,"in regard
to her death, was, that 1 could probably pur-
chase a horse of somebody who needed the
money badly, and thus do liim a favoi-. I

I like to pay people money ; don"t youV—espe-
[

cially when I have an opportunity of notic-
ing "the good \ise that is made of it. A few

I

days ago one of our men Avanted me to come
and see his garden. He was not at home
when 1 chanced to have a spare moment,
but I went all over his little place. I looked

{

at all his vegetables, and admired his pretty
lawn. I took in at a glance the work hi"s

good wife had done also, in making the
home pleasant, and tlie thought that the
money that I had paid him for years everv
Saturday night had been used in this way,
gave me a thrill of pleasure. I know lie

I

loves his home, and I know he thanks (Jod

j

for it.

j

Xow, in regard to purchasuig a horse,
somebody suggested that farmers would ask

I

more for their horses if they found / wanted
I

one, because they know I pay liberally.

i

Well, suppose I do give some young hard-
working farmer a good price for the horse
he has taken gieat pains to rear and train,
what harm will it do? Yon may say, " Why,
friend Boot, you will run through all the
property you have, if you pay big prices for
every thing, just because you like to see peo-
ple pleasecl with a big price." To which I

reply, I shall not do any thing of the sort.

People have prophesied that nobody could
ever stand the ways in which I '• throw
away my money'" ever since I became a
Christian. But I have not become poor, nor
got into debt. It is true, I am paying inter-

est on four or five thousand borrowed money,
and I have been paying interest almost all

my life. A good deal of the interest goes to
my employe.s, who have left their hard earn-
ings with me, and I enjoy the fun of paying
the interest. The book-keeper has positive
orders to pay it annually, whether they call

for it or not •. and if they do not want it. the
interest is allowed to coriipound. Sometimes
she argues that there is no need of giving
people compound interest, when they would
be perfectly satisfied with simple i"nterest.

Now, I think that compound interest is all

right. When I keep anjbody's money, pro-
viding I need it, I want to pay them for the
use of it, just as much as I would pay a man
for the use of a horse when I use the horse
every day. Some widows of our town have
left their money with me. They get no in-

terest at the bank, and it affords me a real
pleasure to make investments so I can af-

ford to take their money and pay them in-

terest for it. Do you say again, that I shall
break uj) if I keep going on in that way?
People who do not know me have said so
evei- since I became a Christian, but they
have been mistaken. What does the little

text say, at the head of oui- chapter? I have
not quoted it many times, but I have had it

in mind all through my talk.

I like to buy queens of the friends in the
South ; I like" to send them orders for " great
big lots " of them. And then I like to see
postal cards where the book-keeper tells

them, " The above amount is subject to your
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order whenever you choose to call for it."

Then I like, too, to see the friends call for
it, and 1 love to show them how quickly we
can speed a check on ^\e\v Vork, in answer
to these requests. I tell ,\ou, friends, it is

rare fun to do business—yes, lots of business,
when you have tlie money ready to meet
every pajment or every demand just as
soon as tiie call ctmies. Xo doubt you agree
with me : but perhaps you ask. " lint, where
shall we get this iuexlia'ustible bank account,
or balance on the bank, subject to order?'"
Why, bless youi- ]ieart,dear brother or sister,

read the text, and now read this promise :

Hut seek ye lirst the kiugdom ol (iod, and bis

righteousness; aiirt all these thinjis shall lie a(lil(-<i

unto i oil.—Matt. ti:."Si.

If all .>our business arrangements are
managed with the sole thought in your mind
of iloing good to your fellow-men. or. in oth-
er words, workiiig for the Savior's glory,
(iod will send the means and whatever else

you need. Do \ou ask if I have ever been
cramped for money? Ves. many and many
a time, and many and many a time have
I piayed, as many of the older friends
know", fill- the means to dct that which
seemed light, and I believe that (iod al-

ways sent it whenexer he could do so. and
not have it harm me. A great nuin> of my
plans and experiments have been made just
to discover something whereby I could keej)

the fiiends at work who were faithful, and
wanteil work ; and w henever the motive has
been pui'ely to help my fellow-men. and -not
to get i-iches and lionor foi' myself, (iod has
sent the means. A good many times f am
off the track. Sometimes for days togetlier
it .seems as if 1 had stiayed away from my
Savior, and as if seltish" feelings and ends
would get upjtermost. Then, of course, (iod
could Jiot consistently send me means. The
tirst conimandnunl "leads,

••
'i'hou shalt not

have other gods before me." When I keep
in line with that, 1 am ha|>i>y and thriving
and prosperous. When something else gets
before (Jod, and I become seltish, I get to

dwelling on narrow and contracted ideas -

envy, jealousy, etc. (for I tell you. I know
all about these things), then (Jo'd withliolds
his promises, and I thank him for so doing.

I am vehement in collecting what is due
me, whether 1 have money in the bank or
not; although it is true!| that sometimes,
when we are in urgent need of money, I

mention the fact to the friends who are ow-
ing me. I can illustrate the point I wish to
make, by a little incident of the morning.
Iluber was playing near a large basket of
beautiful red Astrakhan apples. Ills mother
did not wish him to eat them, for xery good
reasons ; and when I saw him chewing some-
thing, I looked; but the apples in the bas-
ket were all soimd and whole, and he had
none in his hand. Again and again T saw
him eating, but it was apparently something
else besides the apples. Pretty soon I looked
over my shoulder, and saw him taking a
great bite slily, after which he crowded the
apple away down under the others. For the
tirst time in his life he was caught in the
act of deceiving his papa. I tished the ap-

Ele out of its hiding-place. In his guilty
aste he had got hold of one that was rotten,

and had got his mouth full, and some on his
nose; but, worst of a\\. Satnn was making
an entrance to his little heart, and. baby a's

he is. he showed iiis guilt in his dowhcast
eyes. His papa uave him a little sermon,
adapted to his limited \ ucabulary and intel-

ligence. Did 1 take all this paiiis, and stop
my work, and *• make such a liarangue,"" as
some might have called it. just because of
the value of a miserable little snarled speci-
men of an apple, and half rotten at that?
Why, bless you, no. I did not care how
many apples "he ate. and I would have given
him "a basket full, or a wagon-load, in an in-

stant, had I been sure they would have
contributed to his best good and highest
luqipiness. They were withheld because
they weie not good for him ; and yet one
who did not know me. nor understand the
circumstances, might have called me little,

sting\ . and seltish. An hour later a poor
specimen of humanity ••ailed at the back
door, and wauled to know if 1 woidd give a
lioor man a bite of breakfast. I told him
that the laws of the State of Ohio made it a
crime for him to go arouiul from house to
house, making such a recpiest. lie at once
leiilied that 1 was a ju'elty specimen of a
Christian if I could not give a simple l)reak-

fast. with such an establishment as 1 seemed
to be master of. I told him that he .seemed
to be able bodied, and capable of working,
and that 1 would lind him work at (^nce, if

he would do it. and lind liini a breakfast too.
lie glanced up. and then declared that he
was not going to work unless he could have
some kind of <lin „i wages. lie pieferred to
i)eg, if he could not make his own terms in

regard to his services. Do you not see,

friends, that the i)romise at the head of this
chapter I'efeis to none of these things?

In all yoiii- intercourse with your fellow-
men, give good measure. This noon, one of
the girls was going to send away some soiled
bee-feeders. Chiistian people ought to give
good measure and clean measure. I tlutught
so then and think so still, dive a gooil clear
eciuivalent for all you receive. Be careful
and faithful, and .make it your elfort to
please those whom you serve, and Cod will,

in his turn, give to you good measure, press-
ed down, and shaken together: for I assure
vou that the great Father above is not short-
handed when lie makes good his promises.
Try him and see.

I believe I have mentioned before, my ex-
Iterience with a brother-jeweler, while in the
jewelry business, at the time of my conver-
sion. We had been having a newspaper
controversy, and I had occupied column aft-

er column "in our county paper, telling the
people how good and how smart I was, and
how bad and how unfortunate my brother-
jeweler was. We paid for these newspaper
notices at so much a line, both of us, and
threw away our money that way, besides
throwing it" away in selling things at a less

price than they" could be afforded. Does a
Christian ever get into such jangles? If he
does, it seems to me his Christianity is rath-
er weak. Well, after my conversion, custo-
mers who wanted to buy articles of some
value would go tirst to one store and then
the other. One rainy day, when trade was
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dull, somebody wanted a jJiene of plated
\v:n-,', \v.i;lh ten or lifti^eii dollars; and in

Older to <j,et me to lower my price, the fus-
tomer mf-iiti«ii!ed the lact tliat Mr. W. had a
beautiful one that he had olfered so and s(j.

What should I doV What (nnjhl :i Cliristuin

to do? 1 prayed (iod to show me. and tlie

still small voice .said. ^ Do good to those that
hate you."' Mr. \V. doul)tless hated me. lie-

cause I had tried to injure him. and had
tried to ^ei away liis custoni. an<l hreak
down his trade iuevery way I could. I will

tell you what 1 did. I told" the liiend who
wanted the article that it was not unlikely
that IVIr. W . had u'ot somethim^' nicer than 1

had, aiid jieihaiis he had succeeded in ^ettinu-

it cheaper than I had bouylit my i^oods. and
that 1 wa^•. (iiute willinjj; she slioiild trade
with him, lor he wasa youny; man just starl-

in^;- in business, and that 1 sliould be <ilad to

see him get alono- well. The lady looked up
in astonishment. 1 assuied her, b> a pleas-

ant look, that I really meant it. and by my
;idvice she Itought her i^oods of m\ neii^iibor.

1)0 you think I felt bad because I had lost

quite a sale? Not at all. ( iod sent inio my
heart a lloitd of peace and happiness that

was worth more than all the money I ever
reeei\ed in all my life for <'((// ji,oods. and I

kept it uj) day after day. tintil my neighboi-
linally concluded that true rel'if^ion was
someihing- worth ha\in,t''. And (Jod crowned
it all by enablinjj,' me to lead this man to the
feet of llie Savior: and one eveiung-. after
we had had a lonti talk. I hsal tlie pleasure
of caHin,!.i- upon our ])astor to kneel iu prayer
with the two jeweleis of the town, who had.
only one \ ear l)efv)ie. lieen such bitter ene-
mies that it was the talk of the county.
Did my business suffer meauwIiileV Why.
liless >ou. no. No man"s business ctv / suffer-
ed because he took •Afikndlii interest iu the
business of liis rival, and deli^jited in turn-
inti,' trade into his hands. 1 liave not kept
up that spirit all throuiiii mv religions life.

deal' friends: but if I had. I should l)e a

hai)piei- man than i am now. and \ery likely

I should have l»eeii a licher man in dollars
and cents.

Since newspaper cohtioversies ar(^ up. I

want to say a word here. .V great many
bee-journals have been stalled, and those
who have started them have no doubt been
very anxious to have them a paying invest-
nieiit. Xow, it is the most natural thing in

the world for an old-established journal to
feel that no more journals are needed in tlie

same line of work ; and we should have to

])e almost more than human if we did not
at times give way. at least just a little, to a
feeling of jealou.sy. I have liad to itray over
this a, good deal : but I thiidv I am clear over
sellish feelings theie now. and I am sure 1

rejoice to see other journals imjn-ove. and
originate new features that I never thought
of. I am not afraid now tiiat 1 sliall not be
able to smile and look happy when some-
body tells me that he takes some other bee-
journal than my own ; and it does not hurt
me any - at least 1 think it does not — to

have some one make the remark in my pies-
ence, that some other bee - journal con-
tains all that is worth reading. Of course,
I do not quite agree with him ; but then.

you know Ave have dilferent opinions and
•• notions. and I don't believe that I want
to see any editor of a bee-j(uirnal hurt him-
self by some unwise course. Why, to be
sure, r do not. 1 feel ashamed of myself
wlien I think of the feelings that I have
sometimes entertained. If the other jour-
nals speak slightingly or sneeringly of
(Ji.KAMXOs. and some'of the ipieer ways in
which it is managed, I try not to feeThard
toward them for their unkindness, and I al-

most always succeed. Suppose you read
th;it sixth chapter of laike. from the 27th
veise to the enil of the chapter. \\ hat a
haiipv woild this would be. if all tried to
follow that chapter!
A great many wIk) read these pages may

b.' poor in this world's goods, and feel like
saying that, if they had a stoie ;ind plenty
of money, such a course would be easy.
Ihit, how about those who work hard every
day, and can just make both ends meet?
How shall they give, when they ha\e not
any thing to give ? You are mistaken, my
fiiend. Vo!i luiri something to give. Mvery-
body has sometiung to give, and di>es give
it. Souietimes they give it grudgingly, I

know: but it is given, for alfthat. If'you
aie working l)y the day. you give ytuir em-
liloyer yoiu' strength "and yom- good will

—

at least, you omjltl to gi\e y(uir good will

;

bid 1 am afiaid that some who work for
wages do not. If so. they are the suffeiers.

If your employer is hai"d and exacting and
unieasonable. soften him and Christianize
!iim in the way 1 did my brother-jeweler.
Tlieie seems to be oiu' thing tlitit the

laboriug-classes, many of them, do not un-
derstaiid. It is this : There is. the world
o\er. a continual demand: and an unsatis-
tied demand, fo)' faitldul service— for cheer-
fid good will. It is not strength we want.
Sli-englh of nuiscle is cheai> : there is

ideidy of it. Strength of muscle we liiid

among the men who sho\el gravel on the
railroads: but too ofteu we lind it without
the good Avill accomp:uiying. I once knew
a widow woman with (pute a family (d' chil-

dren, who would not listen to the "advice of
her friends, to jint her children out. She
wanted to keep them all together, ami she
wanted to pro\idt' for them without outside
assistance, ller strength was not great, and
she tasked it to the uttermost, and then felt

she was not ecpial to the task. What shoukl
she do ? In a little time the neighborhood
discovered that she was faithful to any
thing intrusted to hei- care — more faithful
than the ordinary heli)that could be employ-
ed. In whatever she did. whether it paid or
not. she was in the habit of insisting on
strict fairness and houesty: she could not be
induced to be a jtarly to any little petty
fiaud : and most iieo])le who employ hired
lielp for hou.sework know that little petty
frauds are common. In other words, she
did her work as if she felt th:d the all-seeing
Kye was on her, and it was him she feared,
and not man.
One has to be faithful quite a little time,

sometimes, l)efore Ciod's promise comes, and
it was so in her case. But it did not take
long before she become known and appre-
ciated, and she had plenty to do, and at prices
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that would enable her to keep her little

family all together, educate them, and bring
them'up in the fear of the Lord. This is

what Jesus meant when he said, " (rive,

and it shall be given to you." You know he
told us that, after our duty to God. is our
duty to our fellow-men : and it has seemed to

me "all rny life that a great blessing was fol-

lowing every man or woman who delighted
in seeing others prosper, and who iind no
greater pleasure than in studying and devis-
ing Avays and means by which they might
confer favors on their fellow-men.
Now, dear friends, I liave talked to you to-

day in regard to the impoitance of loving
yoiu' neighbors ; for love must be the inspir-

ing motive, or it can not be done. You
must have such a love for the friends lound
about you that what >ou give will be given
through love. (»r as tlie outcome of love, and
love will often j)romi)t withholding. I re-

fused to let Huber ha\c cvcd one red .\stra-

khan api)]c out of a great basket full, be-
cause I lo'. cd him. an(i I did not want to see
him sick. If >'ou love your ncigliboi-. that
love will ]>roiupt you just exactly what to do
aV)out giving. If you liutc liim. and arc all

the while saying siiccring tilings about liini.

and encouiage the family to talk ovei' his
Aveaknesses and inconsistences, you are
away oft from the track : and wiiile you are
in that attitude and franu' of mind, yom*
giving amounts to iiothiuir. Yon can not
)tut on this Christian spirit. There is only
(me way, and that way is the straight and
narrow path. It begins at the feet of the
Savior. You must get clear down low at
his fe(^t before tiiis can come natural or
easy to yon. lie told his disciples one tlay

when they were talking the matter over,
that anybody who canu- in any other way
was a iliief and a rob]>er. See the tenth
chapter of John. \ow. tlien. when you arc
tempted to be sellish. remeud)er (Jod's
worrls, '• (Jive, and it shall be given unto
you."' And remember, too, tliat your old
friend told you how to manage so you could
do it, and he hap])y over il, no matter where
or who vou are.

j

dollar for Gleanings. I have used tobacco for

[

the last five years, and it will be 100 years before I

use it agaiu. I see that you will seud auy inau a

1
smoker, who will try to (juit the use of tobacco.

j

Please seud me one, and I shall be very much
j

obliged for it; and if I use the poisonous stuff

[

again I will pay you for the smoker. Now, my
dear friends, all of you Avho i-ead Gleaxixg^, bear
this in mind—that I was verj' sick from the above-

i

named jioisouous weed. I had had dyspepsia for

nearly fourteen months when T tjuit the use of

tobacco, but I got my perfect health again.

Alahastcr, Mich. Wir.i.iAM Kdiix.

I have resolved to quit tobacco, and I think t!i;ii

your gift will help me to quit that u;^ly habit; and
if I ever use tobacco any more, I will at once send
you the money for il ; but I don't think 1 shall ever

. take it up again. Jamk.s R. Ki.moke.

I
Horn Lake. Miss.

1 have been a reader of (ii-EA.MNf;s lor some
time; and as I was a tobacco-user 1 was induced lo

((uit by reading(ji,KAMN(;s. U" you think 1 deserve
i a smoker, send it; and if ever I use tobacco agaiu I

will pay you double the i)rice of the smoker.
i fiwanders Crossing, O. ,Ionx II. Deweese.

T0B^CC0 C0MMiV.

FROM OiNE WHO HAS USED TOBACCO FOR 1.") YEAHS.

T HAVE been using tobacco for 15 years, but

jH? have resolved to not use it again. I have not

^t lised any for eight months; and if you think
"* me worthy of a snu)ker, seud it by mail; and if

I ever touch it again I will pay you for it, and
pay postage too. .). M. Hittek.
Clapper, Mo.

I have 5 stands of bees, and I need a smoker very
much. I smoke a cigar once in a while, but I would
quit for a smoker, and promise to pay you for it if

I ever smoke again. You say you want a person to

say he will never use tobacco any more. I will say

that, and stick to it; if I don't, 1 will register your
pay for it. P. P. Cvrus.

Staley, Ky.
*

DVSPEPSIA AND TOBACCO.
I like to deal with men who try to abaudon the

use of tobacco, and therefore I will iuclose you one

KIIIENU HCliUAKU MAKES A FINAI, UECISION.
1 have often thought I would (piit the use of to-

ba<,-c() and now I liave fully made up my mind to do

so; and •.vhen I commence to use it again I will send
you one dollar to )>ay for the smoker.

Oil City, Wis. E. Hcbhaiu*.

A MCTCAI. AGIU.EM1;NT OK J'WO NEIGHBOUS TO
IHSfONTlMK THE USE OF TOBACCO.

Myself and one of my neighbors r|uit using tobac-

co on Easier Sunday, and 1 nolice in Gleanings
you give a smoker to those who (|uit. Now, we
want yi>u to send on the smokers, and if we com-
mence using the wecil again "c will |iay for the

smokers. I'. P. HisH.

llenton. III., .hme is, UH.-;.

1 have been keeping bees about two years; and
lielieving smoking to be an adjunct to lice-keeping,

I contracted the habit; but Mound il hurting me,

and told my wife I was smoking my last paper, and
then 1 was done. But she doubted it; but seeing

your oOer strengthened my resolution. Though I

can't say for certain, yet I will try; and if I fail to

keep my resolution you Avill get your pay. or smoker
will he returned. S. Daniels.
Pine Grove, Ohio.

Your generous favor (a bee smoker) came to hand
a week ago to-da.w It is a "daisy" smoker, 1 assure

you. I never knew what to expect of a smoker lie-

fore, but I know one thing—that if there were no

better one in existence than the old smoker I

had, I would have to invent one. But, friend Root,

how can you alTord to give them away, to hire men
to not injure themselves':' or is it none of my busi-

ness'/' You do not even exact the postage, which
was 19 cents on mine, or IT more than I sent you, as

1 sent a stamp, thinking my letter would probably

necessitate a private reply. I acknowledge I am a

thousand times obliged for your generous confi-

dence, and not that I have any desire to break my
pledge. 1 will send you your money if you will tell

mc how much to seud, as I am not willing to take

any thing for nothing, and I hope you will find but

few bee-men auy other way disposed.

Pine Grove, O. S. Daniels.
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Thank you. friend D.; but I don't want
any more money, unless you go back to to-

bacco again, then you can send me the 70

cts. If 1 can see the friends giving up to-

bacco and other bad habits, it will be pay
enough, and God will take care of the post-
age-stamps.

Gleanings in Bee CultcreJ
fublislud Srini-Moitilihf.

EDITOR AND PUBIiJSHER
MEDINA, O.

TERMS; SI.OO^ER YEAR, POSTPAID.

For CltsttiEg Rates, Seo First Pies of tsiih- i::tt5r.

i^^:e:idzi<tj^7^~o^. is, ises.
that ye mete withal it shall he

is good; but, would not water as hot as the patient

can bear it be equally good, or possibly better?

MAMMOTH cave; FRIEND HOLMES TELLS US SOME-
THING ABOUT HOW TO GET THERE.

Since my articles on the Mammoth Cave appeared,

several have asked the question as to the best way,

cost of getting there, etc.; and Mr. Holmes has
kindly furnished me the following. If you will

write to him where you live, he will probably tell

you about what the expense of the trip will be.

Mammoth Cave, Kentucky, is eight miles from
Cave City station, which is 19.5 miles south of Cin-
cinnati, and 8,5 miles south of Louisville, on the
main line of the Louisville & Nashville Railroad,
which is one of the great trunk lines from all

points north to Florida, and from the North and
East to Texas, Mexico. Arizona, and California;
and passengers purchasing their tickets over the
Louisville & Nashville railroad, by notifying the
conductor after leaving Louisville, can stop at Cave
City to visit Mammoth Cave, within the limit of
their tickets. Parties desiring to visit the cave can
make arrangements for so doing by writing to
General Passenger Agent, Louisville .St: Nashville
Railroad, Louisville, Ky., or Herman Holmes,
Traveling Passenger Agent, Medina, Ohio.

Fisiired t<i you aRaiii.—LrKF, 6:

SECOND-QUALITY SECTIONS.

We have in stock about 10,000, just as good as our

liest in every respect, except that the color is a little

off. We will sell these at half price as long as they

last.

SPA fiord's DRONE-TRAP.
PiNCii our article on another page in regard to

this little implement was written, our apiarist gives

notice that it works like a " charm." The drones

arc all found outside in a cluster the next morning
after it has been used. We can furnish them at the

prices given under the illustration.

OUR LAWN-MOWER FOR BEE-KEIiPERS.

So much of a trade has sprung up in these that we
are enabled to reduce the price to an oven $(5.00, in-

stead of 1^6. .50. Tt is, perhaps, the best lawn-mower
made, for cutting grass when it gets to be four or

live inches high; and during a damp season, like

the present one, such a machine is (juite desirable.

INTRODUCING NEWI-V HATCHED QUEENS, ETC.

ON page .56:J, friend Ellison gives a report in re-

gard to introducing virgin queens. His success was
just about what 1 should expect it to be with queens

newly hatched. With those several days old he did

better than I should expect. I believe the general

experience lias been, that newly hatched (jueens

can be let loose into any hive that has been queen-

less for »4 h<uirs or moi'e, almost without a failure.

SENSE ANi

ADVERTISEMENTS THAT DO NOT PAY.

StJMETixMES an advertiser writes that his adver-

tisement has not brought him a single application.

Now, although we are \ery sorry to know that any
investment of this kind has not been a paying one,

we can in no wise be responsible for the result of

such ventures. We sell you the space in our adver-

tising columns, and arrange it so as to make the

best appearance possible for each of our advertis-

ers; but the result must rest with the one who
gives the order. Perhaps some suggestions in re-

gard to advertising may help you. When the sea-

sou is comparatively over for untested queens, and
everybody wants to sell, a good many will put in

an advertisement. At such times it may meet with

no response, where the same advertisement, put in

in April or May, would Hood the advertiser with or-

ders. Again, people arc a little slow in sending

their money to a new man. A trade in any com-

modity must be built up by degrees, as a general

thing, and it is only human nature to prefer to wait

until your card has been standing for some; time in

the advertising pages, before sending an order.

People prefer to get acquainted, as it were; but

after they once discover you are promi)t, and that

you furnish all or more than what you agree to.

your advertisements will meet with a (|uick and
bountiful harvest, providing, of course, your prices

are fair, and that you come before the public at a

season when your goods are in demand.

THIisense; sifting om:
OTHER.

Our good friends of the Ohin Faninr pleasantly

lake Gleanings to task for being devoted exclu-

sively to bees and honey, and yetdiscussingwhether

arnica is good lor sprains or not. If the editoi- of

the Oldi) Farimr read our whole article through he

will notice that 1 had been speaking of the aiiplica-

tion of remedies in the shape of medicines for bee-

stings. Well, I believe that nearly every old l)ee-

kccpcr now agrees that the \arious stuffs that have

liccn so cmiihatically declared a iierfect remedy
for stings have all been proved to amount to just

nothing at all ; and I " sort o" " asked the (luestion,

if it was not jiossible that our remedies for sprains

and other like mishaps had as much to do with re-

lieving the suffering, and no more. May be arnica

]

BEE-Kl.F.PIliS WHO MAKE A BUSINESS ,OF GETTING
TRUSTED FOR SUPPLIES AVHICH THKV NEVER

INTEND TO PAY FOR.

j

A PAPKu on this sul)ject has just been sent us lor

I

i)ul>lication. Thewriterstatesthat thcrearemcn who

i

get trusted one year to A, the next year to R, the

j

next to C, and so on, without e\-er i)aying any of

I

their bills; and the proi)osition is made, that the

I
names of such men be pulilislied. I am glad to see

that this class of individuals seldom go into bee cul-

ture very much; but I do feel that there arc enough
of them so that the names of one or more of them
should be kept constantly before the public, as a

warning. Heforc doing this, h«wever, we will noti-

fy the parties, and ask them what they have to say

in regard to the course they have pursued. Anoth-

er thing, I do not believe it is right for supply-deal-
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ers to trust men whom they do not know. Insist on
having a reference from the station agent, postmas-
ter, or banker, before you fill any man's order with-

out the cash, unless you know something about
him ; or inclose a postal card to us, and we will tell

you. without charge, whom you can trust and whom
you can not, as a general thing, for we have records

of almost every man who has asked for credit for

things pertaining to the bee or honey business. II

is a part of the duty of bee-.if)urnals, without ques-

tion, to save their patrons from losses of this kind.

^EP0^Tg Ejimmn^W'
T|p S the honey season is over with us I will re-

9ll&> port my success. I started in Ihc spring

jMp with three weak swarms and two fair ones;
^^^ increased to it by imtural swarming, and

have extracted 530 lbs. of white-clover hon-

oy; have 100 lbs. yet in the combs, also .50 lbs. sec-

tion bo.v honey. Basswood did not yield as much
honey as wc anticipated, as 11 ('id not last fiver four

days. White clover came about .June 1st, and lasted

until the latter part of July. Jl. W. Shki'hkkd.
Rochester, Ohio, Aug. .5, IW.j.

Bees are now doing very well. We are geil ing V)

cents per pound for comb honey.
Geo. B. M( .\iiTini(.

Pickering, Mo., Aug. T, ]88.">.

1 report a very good season. I think 1 shall get

7500 lbs. from 10) swarms, spring couiu, mostly
blacks. I lost one in wintering.

H L. SW.\( KH.\MEI!.
Schcnevns, .\. V.. .Vug. 10, 18H.5.

Our bees have c.vccedcd our brightest expecta-

tions. Some of the hives, which are onl.v wild

swarms, have complctclx- filled their hives in a week
or two; so if it were not lor taking cards of honey
and brood to feed in otlii-r young hives, and.togeth-

n- with the cutfing-out of combs and all, 1 don't

tiMuw what wc sliduld do with our honey.

,\. 1'. (illlS.)N.

Church Hill, JctV. Co., Miss., .Iunc:.'S, ISS.',.

CONVENTION NOTICES.

The Western N. V. anil Northern I>cnns> Ivania
Bee-Keepers' Convention is to be held at Siilainan-
ca. N. v., Sept. 1 and :.'d, 1885.

.lamestown, N. Y. A. I). .1 Aior.. .Scf.

The Mahoning- \'allc\- Be<'-l\ecp<Ms' .\ssociation
meets at Newton Falls, ().. .\ug. U'lt. IHS.').

K. W. Ti liNEii, Sec.

The best Queens out.
1 will furnish (|ucens from .lul>- 1 to September 1

f(M- one dollai-; warranted tested, .«:.>. ()(i; aftei- then
the i>rice will l>c the sniiic as in ,\. I. Root's list.

Queens all bred IVoni an imported tiiotlier.

IHildb llald .lit., L»ckawaiiiist Co., l>a.

DADANT'S FOUNDATION rAOTOKT, ^'HOLESALE and RETAIL.
See advertisement in another column. ;!btfd

Pnr ^alp '^'-^ '"" colonies of bees in L. hives,
I Ui oaic. o„ frames of wired foundation, $6.00
each. They arc strong, and have black and hybrid
(lueens. I guarantee safe arrival.

IKA D. ALDERMAN, TAYLOR BRIDGE, SAMPSON CO., N. C

Red-Clover Queens by Return Mail.

1 am now up with my orders, and can send queens
by return mail. My queens are almost without an
exception purely mated, and my bees worked just
thick on red clover from the time it bloomed until
the present. J. T. WILSON,

IStfdb NICHOLASVILLE, KY.

fF YOU WANT
A GOOD ONIvPlECE SECTIOX CHEAP

Send to us. Sample and Price List Free.

SMITH & SMITH, KENTON, HARDIN CO., OHIO
3tfdb

VANDERVORT
COMB FOUNDATION MILLS.
Send for samples and reduced price list.

2tfdb .1\(). VANDERVORT. r.aceyville. P.t.

Black and Hybrid Queens For Sale.

oniMitrli to thesie (lui oii> I'l i>av I'^v liu.vin;,' Ilitin up and keep-
infr them in "toi-k: and yet if is oftentimes quite an accommo-
dation to those who can not afford higher-priced ones.

I have K or 10 hybrid quceus I will sell at 2.5 cents
each. Fh.vnk B.vker, Oakley, Macon Co., III.

I have :> hybrid queens at 3oc each, or the 3 for one
dollar, by mail. W. A. Co.mptox, Lynnville, Teun.

A few good black and hybrid queens, at 1.5 and 25
cts. Kanawha-Valley Apiary, St. Albans, W. Va.

1 have two black queens for sale at 25c each, or
le two for 40 cents.

L. AV. Git.VY. Troy, Orange Co., 11a.

1 have a few good layiniir hybrid queens for sale,
at .')!) cents each; blacks. 25 ccnt.«.

D. B. I'LEitY, New Carlisle, O.

1 have a lew hybrids I would dispose of for oO cts.
each: black ((ueens 20c.

.loHN H. M.VKTix, Hartford, Wash. Co.. N. Y.

I have four young- Italian (|ucens. with cliii|)e

w ings. tliat 1 will sell for 75 cts. each.
M.Kiii.v 1,. DioMixc, Watertown, Wash. Co.. Ohio.

Hybrid tpieens, 50 cts. each; black iiiieens, 25 ctt-

each; from .Aug. 1st to Oct. 1st, safe arri\al guaraii
teed. ('.. D. R.m-dknuvsh, Reading, Berks Co.. I'a.

I have a few hybrid (lueens—some daughters ol
imported mother, for which I will take 35 cents
a piece. W. A. Kirtl.vx, Salem, Col. Co., Ohio.

I have about 30 hybrid queens which I will mail
for .50c each ; 5 for $2.tX). These arc '85 (|ucens.
B. T. Bi,K.\su.\LK, Siiti Woodland Ave., Cleveland, ( ».

Five fine large yellow hyl)rid (|ueens, two months
old. bred from pure Italian mothers, at 40c each,
and guarantee sale arri\al.

Cu.vs. McCr.AVK. New London, Ohio.

I still have a lew very prolific hybrid queens that
1 will sell for 50c each. Queens ready to go by first
nuiil. Safe arrival guaranteed.
Uko. p. Kimk, Evansburgh, Coshocton C Ohi

I ha\-e 15or20 hybrids which 1 will mail at .50 cents
each. Pound of hees. fiiuiie of lirood, and h()ne.\- in
nucleus hi\c, i^\.M nioie. Two - \ear - old Italian
(|ueens. ;r-, cts. IJecs as alxn c, ?2.tl0.

CUAS. 1{. I5i.\(;ham, I'.diiiburg, Portage Co.. Ohio.

Speak quick if you want them. Several ilark or
small Italians, several fine hybrids, and several
dark hybrids, at 15, 20, and 30c each, according to
merits. No poor ones sold. Sent in Feet cages.

C. AVkckessek, Marshallville, Wayuc Co., Ohio.
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Bee-Keepers, Attention!

NOW IS THE TIME TO ITALIANISE CHEAP.

I will sell, (luring- the next :5l) days, flue (inecii!?,

bred from my best strains of Italiaits and Albinos,
at the following- very low prices:
1 (|noen fl 0(1

|
13 queens $0 W

fi •• .5 00
I
.5} " i}5 00

Tested *1 50

Order now, or you may be too late to secure these
low prices. .Addrp.ss Wm. W. CARY,

Coleraine, Nlass.
1.5tfdb Successor to Win. \V. Carv A: Son.

LOOK HERE!

-#-V^ANTED. M=ia^r-

• Carniolan and Italian Queens and ni
lost iiupoi-ted mothers. L'lUested arm

Ordei's
clei froi
olans. 4^1.-.): AVan-anted. $]..'>!). ;Make money orders
payable at (ircensburji', Ind. Send for Price List to

H. F. SHANNON,
l.-.tl.Ih Sl'UIN(; HILL, DECATUR CO., JND.

TR-2- THE
BELLII^ZOIMA 8TAL§Ai\SS,

\ i/^ y. And sec lor yniir-cll that they are (//-;

\ i5Bj7 ''f'^'. Wai'raiUed (.tuccns, bred from
j^ '5i<j|ff<' .- iiu)thers imported dieeet from the
^'^^fW^^ir nH)untains (d' Itiih. sl.do each; for

/. ^ifE'A .$.5.00. Special (liscduiil on laru'e or-

M:J'\k::\ <^or^. Satislaclicin u:iiaraiitoiMl. Send

-y W^^'*'"'' '-"'«"'"•'• "i-'l'''- till''! promptly.
< iP CH.VS. 1>. Dl VALL,

l.-)tfdb SPENCSEVILLE, MOHT. CO.. MD.

Western hcadMuarlcrs I'lu- I.cc-uk'ms -uiiplic

Fo\ir-piece sot-tions, and hives ol' cxrr;, kind,
specialty, l-'lory's corner-clamps, <•((. Orders f

sections and clami's tilled in a few liouis' notii
Send for saniiilc and ))riccs.

m. R. MADARY,
92(idb Box 172. Frosno City, Cal.

lOMETHING NEWr
ufacturinjr

It will be to your advantag-e to send !'oi- price list

before purchasing elsewhere, ('ash paid toi- bees-
wax. A. B. HOIVE,
2tfdb Council Bluffs, Iowa.

DADANT'S FOUNDATION FACTORY. WHOLK-
SALE AND RETAIIi. See advertisement in

another column. :(litfd

To introduci' my strain of jinre bi'iglit Italians,
((pial to any in the Unitc(l States, I Avill otier for
Au^iisl.tehted (pieens, .i«l.Uii each : extra tine, select-
ed, ^\.M each; one-frame nucleus, consistinjj- of one
e.x'tra select queen, one frame of brood, 'i lb. bees,
for $'.:M. If you want any bees, send mc your ad-
dress on postal and 1 will send you sample by re-
turn mail. Beeswax or lioney taken in e.vehang-e.
l.itfdb THOITIAS HORN,

Box 691, SlierbiiiMO, < lien. Co., N. \ .

THE CANADfAPTBEiT JOURNAlT

D= A. Jones & Co., Publishers, Beeton, Out., Can.

The only bee Journal jirinted in Canada, and con-
taining much \aluable and interesting- matter eai-h
week fi-om the pens of leadini;- ( anadian and United
States be<'-keei>ers. Sample copy sent free on re-
ceii>t (d' address. I'riiPed on nice toned paper, and
in a nice shape for bincPini^-, nuikiiij; in one year a
volume of W:2 i>ages. iitfb

FUTIE ITilI-IA.1T QI7EE31TS.
100 READY EVERY 30 DAYS.

['nlested at 7.'> cents; 10 for $7.00. Tested iiueens.
.'yi..'>0 each. All bred from a selected imiiorted
mother. Cells raised in full colonies.
Vi-m\ D. G. EDMI3T0N, AmiAlT, LEl^. CO., MICH.

SECOND-HAND FOOT-POWER SAWS.
Wiii have, sulijeet to our order, three Rarnes

foot-power l>u/./,-sa\\ s, which we have taken from
parties whose business has eiilar-j-ed so much that
they have no further use for them. They are all

neai'ly new, in yood order, havinf,"- all the latest im-
l)roveinents. We will sell them for one-fourth less
than the re^jiilar retail iirice; that is, we will sell a
i^Wm saw for .*:i0.<Kl.

A. I. ROOT, ITIcdiiiu, O.

fOl.ONIES ITALIAN BEES AT $4.50 EACH.
I5-lSd M. ISRELL, Norwich. N. Y.20

UNTESTED tTALIAN QUEENS,
Reared from imported and best home-bred ipieens
90c each ; six for ISo.OO. Tested. »1..W each.
jfid F. s. McClelland, new sEiaHTON. beavee co., fa.

FOR ^Al F -^ 4-horse-power boiler, R. W. Payne
' ^'' w*-*-' \- Sons' make. Has been in use
about one year. It is as jrood as new for service.
Has crack in base which has been riveted. Will sell
boiler complete with pump and heater for $00.00.
Ditfdb LER CROSRV, Columbus, Warren Co.. Pa.

nilFFM^ Jf .voii «re in a hurry for them, pive
l/Ut^CflM. ,„,, .j„ ,„.rio,.. Kifty laviuj;- now, 90c.
each: ti lor .5r).(iO. Tested, if 1..50. I'ine slock. Can
be sent \>y return mail in iii\- impro\-ed I'eet eag-e.
IStfdI. L. HEINE, BELLMOF.E, aUEENO CO., N. Y.

F, HOLTKE & CO,, OFFER

""

3-FRAME NUCLEI WITH $1.00 QUEEN
FOR OlNTXiV $2.00!

Thi-^ oil. r is 'jiiod for.luly ami .Sut;ust only. Each
l>urch:i^(M i-; enlitUMJ to 1 do/,, of Peter Henderson's
choi'.c •!( (icil Hyacinths and Tii!ii>s—all to be
shipped in li;;hl box( s. Send money in Registered
letter. Satisfaction ;juai-antee(l.

F. HIIliTKE & CO.,
M-15 U;d C'arlstadt, Bergen Co., N. J.

VIBRATING TELEPHONE,

v;orbitaiit rental i

-H
' THF. CO.-/-!' I " I'i' • li"-?- Ja LiioS n-!..

C ^'O JViQNTHS^BENTAl, FEK
^;^'^-

j-J^.;.
1 pilACTlCAL„, IJj^Llj TBLEPKOlM ri.

ING TELFPHONF, i. 'V
,,.-.: KI-T.TA-BM- :

•

in-^. \\'bpr.. t linvr no ap''*nt'.. Telrpbo _..___ ,

dererl rlirert T^r priv.ii? use rirnilars and „ ^ , „ _, 6-17db
H. T. JOHNSON, 102 S Division tt., Buflfalo, N. Y.
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FOR SALE AT $4.00 EACH.
Toil Colonics of black and hybrid bpcs. in good

condition, all In new Heddon Langstroth hives,
well painted. Money may be deposited with the
Editor of Gr.EANiNCfi until von are satisfied. 17d
Address E. E. KILBUEN, ENOXVILLE, ENOZ CO.. TENN.

CTQAUIDrDRirC I >vill send, postpaid, 12
01 nHnDunniLO. Boone, 1-2 Sharpless, 12
12 Vick, and 12 Bidwell, for only .=)0<'. If you have
any of the above, say so, and I will will put in an-
other variety. 8ee page ."WO, May lii.KANjxtts.

C. WKfKESSF.R,
lM8d Marshalh ille, Wayne Co., O.

72 Colonies of Bees For Sale.
1 will sell the above number of colonies of bees

on very reasonable terms. They will have plenty
of honey to winter on, and are in good condition
otherwise; are in 12-fraine liives, with about the
same capacity of a 10 frame .Simplicity. Corres-
pondence solicited. H. F. BAKGAK,
lM9db Border Plains, Webster Co., Iowa.

A RARE CHANCE.
I will challenge the world to produce their equal.

Fifty colonies of my Ked-Clover Uees, for sale at
$6.00 each to one address. Each colony contains 40
lbs. of sealed honey, choice breeding gucen with
each colony. Queen and honey are worth the price
asked for the colony; also 100 extra tested Ked-
Clover Queens for sale at .f2..")0 each. Each queen
is worth f.5.00 for breeding purposes. Write for
particulars. F. BOOiTIHU\%'ER,
iTd Galliipvllle, ScUo. Co., N. V.

Names of responsible parties will be inserted in
any of the following departments, at a uniform
price of 20 cents each insertion, or $3.00 per year.

$1.00 Queens.
Names inserted in tlris department the first time with-

out charye. After, 2i)c each insertion, or $2.00 per year.

30 STRONG COLONIES OF

Italian Bees For Sale at $5 Each.
Ten frames, combs all built on wired foundation,

and filled with honey and brood. Hives all well
painted. Queens raised from imported stock. Will
ship during August and September.

16-I7d A. F. PROPER, Portland, Jay Co., Ind.

Those whose names appear below agree to furnish
Italian queens for fl.OO each, under thc.l'ollowing
conditions: No guarantee is to be assumed of purity,
or anything of the kind, only that the queen be rear-
ed from a choice, jMirr- mother, and had commenced
to lay when they were shipped. They also agree to
retuiMi the money at any time when customers be-
come impatient (if such delay as may be unavoidable.
Bear in mind, that he who sends the best queens,

put up most neatly and most securely, will probably
receive the most oi'ders. Special rates for warrant-
ed and tested queejis, furnished on application to
any of the jiarties. Names with *, use an imported
queen-mother. If the queen arrives dead, notify us
and we will send vou another. Probably none will

be sent for $1.00 before July 1st, or after Nov. If
wanted sooner, or later, see rates in price list.

*A. I. Root, Medina, Ohio.
*H. H. Brown, Light Street, Columbia Co., Pa. 13tf
*Paul L. Viallon, Bayou Goula, La. ]3tfd
*S. F. Newman. Norwalk, Huron Co., O. IStfd
*Wm. Ballantinc, Sago, Musk. Co., O. 13tfd
*D. G. Edmiston. Adrian, Len. Co., Mich. lotfd
*S. G. Wood, Birmingham, Jeff. Co., Ala. )3tfd
*S. C. Perry, Portland, Ionia Co., Mich. 15tfd
Jas. O. Facey, Tavistock, Ont., Can. 13tfd
»H. J. Hancock, Siloam Springs, Benton Co., Ark.

15tfd
»E. T. Lewis, Toledo, Lucas Co., O. 3-1

*C. C. Vaughn, Columbia, Maury Co., Tenn. 15-19

S. H. Hutchinson & Son, Claremont, Surry Co., Va.
5-3

*E. Kretchmer. ("obuig, Mont. Co., Iowa. ITtfd

»J. L. Hvde, Pomfret Landing. Wind. Co., Ct.l3tfd
D. McKenzie, Camp Parapet, JetT. Parish, La.l3tfd
*J. J. Martin, N. Manchester, Wabash Co., lnd.7-19
D. A. Pike. Smithsburg, Wash. Co., Md. 7-lT

Cornelius Bros., LaFayetteville, Dutch. Co., N. Y.
7-19

Peter Brickev, Lawrenceburgh, Anderson Co.,
lltfd Ky.

S. M. Darrah. Chenoa, McLean Co., 111. 11-17

Ira D. Alderman, Taylor's Bridge, Samp. Co., N.C.
13tfd

J. W. Winder. CarroDton. New Orleans, La. 13tfd
»J. W. Keeran, Bloomington, McLean Co., 111.11-21

*0. H, Townsend, Alamo, Kal. Co., Mich. 13tfd
*Elia8 Cole, Ashley, Delaware Co., O. 13-17

*Haines Bros . Moons, Favette Co.. O. 13-23

G. F. Smith, Bald Mount, Lack'a Co., Pa, 1.5tfd

r. E. Cottrell, Burdick, Porter Co., Ind. 13tfd
Jos. Byrne, Baton Kotige, Lock Bo.y 5,

East Baton Rouge Par., La. 15tfd
S. P. Roddy, Mechanicstown, Fred. Co., Md. 15-19d

Calvin Bryant, Palestine, And. Co., Tex. 15-21

N. A. Knapp, Rochester, Lorain Co., O. 15

*J. B. Hains, Bedford, Cuyahoga Co., O. 15-19

Hive Manufacturers.

W. J. ELLISON,
STATEBUHe. SUMTER CO.,S. C,

Has a a lot of fine Italian queens raised from splen-
did stock, that he will sell at $L0O each; $9.00 per
dozen, or $65.00 per hundred. Safe arrival guaran-
teed. Ifi-lTd

DADANT'S FOUNDATION FACTORY, Wholp-
sale and ret»i|. See ftcjypffisewpnt ji) ftpother

Who agree to make such hives, and at the prices
named, as those described on our circular.

! A. I. Root, Medina, (^hio.

P. L. Viallon, Bavou Goula, Iberville Par., La. 13tfd
C. W. Costellow, AVaterboro, York Co., Me. 21-23

Kennedy & Leahv, Higginsville, Laf. Co., Mo. 17tfd

; E. T. Lewis, Toledo, r,ucas Co.. Ohio. 3-1

j
H. F. Mocller, cor. 5th St. and Western Ave.,

Davenport, la. 3-1

E. Kretchuier. Coburg, Montgomery Co., la. 17tfd

C. p. Bigh, Petrolia. Butler Co., Pa. 15-1

FOR • O/VJL'll. C(lLONir;S OF BEES.
W. S, WAEC, T^Mi SmSpa, A11W7 CS-, V, Y-
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PO^EY UeMMN.
CITY MARKETS.

Mir,WAUKEK.—H(nic)/.—New crop coniiiifT in slow-
h-. Deinaiul is greater thaii st^pply. Prospects arc,

l>rices will rule considerably hig-her than last year,
nil Hccoiinr of lifrht crop. New comb. 1 and 2 lb.

sections, iiuotable at 14@15c. E.vtracted, 5 and 10

jral. kefjs. 7fr/i8c. A. V. Bishdp.
Auy. -M. 142 W. Water St.. Milwaukee, Wis.

Ci.EVKi,AND.—Hod' J/.—Market is not very active
with us; t>ut choice Mb. sections are selliiijr moder-
ately well at 11(5 l">c. Old hoiiry s<'lls no bftter than
at last i-eport. We are holdin;! it at liif" l:.'e. but
notie selliuK- Extracted is nut wanted at uiiy price.
Br€!<wii.c.:i(i@'i'.(i. A. C. Kkndel.
Auk- 20. lt<>C.. 1 15 Ontario St., Cleveland, O.

EXCHANGE DEPARTMENT.

WANTED.-To exchange Chaff and Simplicity
hives, wood brood and wide frames, sections

in Hat. or set up. at A. I. Root's lowest prices, guar-
anteed as well made, and as good material, fornew
<'xtracted clover or basswood honey at cts. per lb.

17d J. U. McCouMiCK, Fredericksburg,WayneCo.,0.

WANTED.—To exchange bees in L. hive for
thoroughbred poultry.

16-17d B. J. Pltrcell, Concord, Ky.

Chicago.— //«i'i'!/ 'I'lio hmiey market is without
special change this week. The receipts are heavier,
demand also bettei. at l."i"lr,c per lli. Extracted,
without change, ;V"'ie. tuennliiig to body, ttavor.

etc. There is no outside demand for lumey. it being
almost entirely city trade at j)reseiit. Iicisiva.t:, 23c.

K. A. HriiNKir,
Aug. 20, 188.5. IKl So. Wiiter .^t., Chicago, 111.

"I XTANTED.—In exchange for new varieties of
VV strawberries and raspberries, Plymouth
R k s. Light Brahmas. Pekin Ducks, new varieties
of potatoes, and small Irnit plants, cherry and
(luince trees. P. SUTTON, Esoter, Luz. Co., Pa. 16-2;3db

WANTED.—To exchange ,sa/t mackerel in 30-lb.

pails, for good extracted honey.
18d E. E. Lino, 11 Silver St., Portland, Maine.

Cincinnati— //<))ie;/.—The market is extremely
dull for all kinds. Outside of our regular custom
from manufacturers, there is hardl.y an.y demand
for extracted honey, excepting in the small way.
Offerings and arrivals are plentiful. Extracted
honey brings tfyS<! on arrival. There is not much
new comb honey in the market, which would bring
12@1.5c on arrival for choice. Becswar. demand
keeps pace with arrivals, and brings 20@,24c on ar-
rival. Chas. F. Muth,

S. E. Cor. Freeman and Central Avenues.
Aug. »0, 1885. Cincinnati, O.

St. Louis.—Houej/.—There is no change in our
honey market since our last report. We look for
large receipts and fair prices next month. Ex-
tracted hone.v, 3'/2@4e., in bbls., " Southern." New
Northern white clover, in cans. !)@10c. Old comb
honey not salable. Very little new in market.
Ahoiit 16c for white-clover 1-lb. sections. Beeswar,
22@23c; stock large. W. T. Anderson & Co..
Aug. 22, 188.5. 101 N. Third St., St. Louis, Mo.

Boston.— Moficy.—We have no change to speak
of; we have had some new Vermont Avhite clover
in 1-lb. sections, and it is very flue, and there is a
large crop. Prices remain 16(§il8c for lib. sections;
14@16c for 2 lbs. Little or no sale for extracted.

Bl.AKE & HiPI.EY,
Aug. 21, 1885. 57 Chatham St., Boston, Mass.

Detiioit.-Hojiej/.-There is but little doing yet in
the honey market. Quotations are KKg) 12c for 1-lb.

sections. A. B. Weed,
407 Woodward Ave., Detroit, Mich.

Aug. 22, 1885.

Wanted.—Prices on clover and basswood honey,
extracted. Lowest cash i)rice.

C. L. Hill, Dennison, Ohio.

llfANTED.-To exchange one No. 2 Zimmerman
W Evaporator, one Violoncello, one Louis Foun-
tain pump, one 150-egg Incubator, warranted r; 100
thoroughbred P. Rock and other fancy poultry, for
choice comb or extracted hone.v, or offers. Circu-
lars free. J. T. Fletcher,
17 West Monterey, Clarion Co., Pa.

WANTED.—To exchange $10 press, 3 fonts type,
VV can of ink, 2 type-cases, for 3 or 4 two-frame nu-
clei with queens. E. F. Wilcox, La Grange, O.

TTTANTED.—Extracted or comb honey or both, in
VV exchange for a one-horse-power "Shipman"
engine, in good order. It has been used but a short
time. The fuel used is coal oil. It is suitable for
hive-making, running sewing-machines, or a small
boat. Address B. Salisbury & Co.,
17d Battle Creek, Mich.

WANTED.—To exchange a full colony of Holy-
Land bees in Mitchell frames, 10x12, for one

dozen Brown Leghorn chickens—rose combs pre-
ferred. David Lucas, Jewett, Ohio.

117ANTED.—To exchange hybrid and black queens
VV for dollar or tested Italian queens, or chaff-hive
bodies in flat or inade up.
17d J. A. Bucklew, Clarks, Coshocton Co., O.

For Sale.—15 kegs of choice white-clover and
basswood honey at 8c. Kegs hold about 180 lbs.

L. C. W00D.MAN, Grand Rapids, Mich.

For Sale.—4000 lbs. very fine (juality white e.x-

tracted honey, in 5, 10, and 17 gallon kegs, at 9c per
lb., including kegs where an ecjual number of the 3
sizes are taken. Single kegs, 5 gal., lOe: lOgaL.Oe;
and 17 gal., 8c per lb. here, kegs included. Also 2000
lbs. in 41.1X4J-4 sections, the finest lot for 20 years.
put up in fancy cases with glass front, for retailing
from. I'nce 15c per lb. here.

O. H. TowNSEND, Alamo, Kal. Co., Mich.

WANTED.—Comb or extracted honey, or offers,
in exchange for bee-hives, section boxes, bee-

hive machinery, foot-power saw-mandrels, or a first-

class Incubator; been run two seasons.
17d D. S. Hall, So. Cabot, Vt.

WANTED.-To exchange Cuthbert and Turner
raspberry-plants, for good varieties of straw-

berry-plants, or qneens, or offers.

17d W. C. Gillette, Le Roy, Genesee Co., N. Y.

IIAVK SOITIE FINE

POLAND CHINA PIGS
VERY CHF^AP. - ADDRESS

IV. A. KNAPP, Kocltoster, Lorain Co., O.

DADANT'S rOUNDATION FAOTOEY, WHOLESALE andEETAIL.
See advertisement in another column. 3btfd

TIN POINTS
For Glassing Honey Sections. ITIacUlne Cut. Stand-
ard size on hand, or any desired shape cut to order
from bright tin, and at lowest prices. 17-18d

C. R. ISHAM, Peoria, Wyo. Co.. N. Y.

50 Colonies of Italian Bees on wired Langstroth
frames, in shipping-boxes. S^o.OO; or shipped in my
double-walled wintering hive, $7.00 per colony, with
stores enough to winter them. Safe arrival -guar-
anteed. «EO. E. HIIiTON,
17(1 Fremont, Newaygo Co., Midi.

HEADQUARTERS FOR TIN POINTS.
Price, 20 cts. per 1000 by express; by mail, 30 cts.

W. C. GILLETTE, LeRoy, Genesee Co., N. Y.
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NOTES FBOM THE BANNER APIARY.

QUEEN-EXCLUUING HONIiYUUAUU.

XjlrES, our only objection to tbc wooden queen-

i^m excluding honey-boards is, thftt the bees 1111

^^ the openin{,'s. It is possible that this will yet
-* be remedied; it it isn't, we shall be obliged

to use the perforated metal. The bees filled

the openings very mur/i more this year than last;

but why, wo can not say.

INTRODUCING VIRGIN QUEENS.
Wo do not understand why Mr. Doolittle has so

much trouble introducing virgin nuecns. Like

yourself, Mr. Editor, we introduce them in large

numbers, often as many as twenty per day, and the

loss is so slight as to be scarcely worth mentioning.

The bees arc more apt to accept a virgin (lucen

when they have been queenlcss'-l hours; biit even

when introduced the same day that the laying

queens are i-emoved, we dO not lose inore than one

in ten. We didn't let them riin in at the entrance,

as wc have met with more losses by that method.

The bees are more inclined to attack a queen when
Vhey find her where thaj don't crpcd to find a (]uccn.

A young queen is always found upon the brood-

combs, usually upon the brood; hence there is the

place to put her. We remove a comb that contains

brood, lean it against the hive, place the (picen

among the bees upon the brood, and then watch
the bees. If one or two minutes elapse, and the

liees pay no attention to the queen, except it be to

caress her or offer her food, we replace the comb.
If the bees attack her we smoke them. If they at-

tack her again, we smoke them again. This watch-

I
ing and smoking is kept up until the bees let her

I

alone, even if it takes ten minutes. Perhaps half

a dozen times the present season we have found a

I
nucleus that would not accept a queen after they

j

had been "corrected," even for ten minutes. The

i

queen was then given to some other nucleus, and

!
the " obstrei)erous " nucleus given a queen -cell.

I'siially the (pieens arc accepted with no trouble;

and when the bees do ob,ject, one or two smokings
usually induce them to change their opinions. We
I)refer to introduce virgin queens to giving (jucen-

ccUs, for the reason that we can xcc the queen and
know that she is perfect.

We have this year been trying the

.lONES METHOD OF GETTING QUEEN-CELLS,

And one who has never tried it will be much sur-

prised if this method is given a trial, at the large

number of line queens that will be secured; liner,

in our opinion, than tliose reared under the swarm-
ing imixilse. Helore swarming began, our queen-

cells were built in full strong colonies (not by the

Jones method, however), and the queens were fine

and large. When swarming began, many cells used

were built under the swarming impulse, and we
remarked several times how inferior were some of

the queens compared to those we had reared before
swarming began.
Since the swarming season we have been using

the Jones method, and are delighted with it. We
see to it that some colony has larvir of the right

age, with holes cut in the comb to facilitate cell-

building; then we shake all the bees from one-half

the combs of two or three colonies, in front of the

hive where the cells arc to be built. We thus get

a great mass of bees; the hive is jammed so full

that some of them are crowded out of the entrance
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most of the time. You may think, friends, that !

this is an expensive way of getting cells; but, try
|

it once; and when you come to cutting out the cells i

you will think it is cheap. The r4ueens hatch about

a day sooner, and commence laying sooner, besides
j

being large, strong, well-developed queens. The
j

cells that are built under the swarming impulse, in a
j

full colony, hefDre the swarm issues, are fine cells
j

usually; but those thai are built after the swarm
j

issues are lather inferior. If nature is allowed her
|

way, of course the inmates of these later-built cells
i

seldom become the mothers of colonies.
|

THE CANADIAN BEE JOUHNAI-. i

This is proving to be a real, live, practical bee- '

paper. We have learned quite a number of little
i

'• kinks " from it that bavc been worth more than
i

the cost of the journal. One is, that of

HIVING »WAH.MS IN A TENT.

When two swarms issue at once, set a wire-cloth
;

or mosquito-netting tent over one of the hives, and
j

let the swarm cluster in the top of the tent. Why;
wouldn't it be a good plan, in a large apiary, to i

have three, four, or more, of these tents " standin'

round kind o' handy like," all ready to set over

hives when the swarms come " thicker and faster"?
^

THE HEDl»ON METHOD OF PHEVENTING AFTEH-
j

SWAHMS
Has been a decided success with us for three years; !

and how it should fail with Mr. Doolittle and his

neighbors, or any one, is a puzzle to us.
[

HIVING SWARMS ON FDN.; DOES IT PAV?
j

We have been experimenting again this year I

with empty frames vs. fdn., and the indications are,
|

that fdn. in the brood-nest is a damage, when the

swarms hived upon it are given access to a surplus

apartment furnished with fdn. Twenty swarms
were hived upon fdn., and about 25 others were
hived upon empty frames; i. e., empty except
" starters " of fdn. one-half inch wide. The swarms
were hived alternately as near as it was possible to

have them, considering that five more were hived

upon empty frames than upon fdn. The swarms
hived upon empty frames stored, iji t/»c s^'^'fions, 16

per cent more honey. Their brood-nests were 7

X>er cent Ughtrr than those given fdn. In the ag-

gregate — i. e., counting both the honey in the sec-

tions and in the brood-nest, those furnished with

fdn. fell h per cent behind. Prof. Cook says bees do

not secrete wax unless they need it ; but does it nec-

essarily follow that they can not secrete it except at

a loss in the amount of honey stored? Our ex-

perience sajs no. 8—W. Z. Hutchinson, 70—100.

Rogersville, Genesee Co., Mich., Aug. 21, 1885.

Thanks for the valuable facts from experi-
ence you give us, friend II. So you are now
master of a hundred colonies! Now, then,
will you permit an old friend to suggest that
you take immediate steps toward making
the hundred colonies keep in good shape ini-

til next ^layV In our own apiary, that is

just the point we are beginning to face once
more. A\ e have done it pretty well for a year
or two; but the question is, Can we keep
it upV — It seems to me as though it were
destined to be an established fact, that new
swarms that have an opportunity of working
in sections well supplied with fdn. are bet-
ter off without fdn. in the brood-frames.
Our sales of fdn. have been very much less

during the past year than for years past—
especifiUy f4n. fov brooa-J'owbs, J3ut mioth-

er thing comes in here : How many of those
brood-combs contain more or less drone-
comb V I should want all of my brood-combs
built on fdn. supported by wires, even if

they cost something extra. I do think we
ought to be getting our fdn. thinner and
lighter, both for brood-combs as well as sur-
plus honey ; and we are now able to make a
very fair article at VZ square feet to the
pound. But this, in my opinion, is still too
heavy where full sheets are used in the sec-
tion boxes. Whenever we have comb honey
on the table I am reminded of it. for the fdn.
is almost too prominent an object when we
are cutting up the honey to spread it on
bread and butter. We have had samples of
the thinnest made by otir different makers,
but I lielieve there is none sent out. as a gen-
eral thing, running more than 12 square feet
to the pound.

CRYSTALLIZED HONEY FHOM HON-
EY-DEW.

HOW IT COMES, AND WHAT PKODICES IT.

HAVE to-day sent you by mall throe packages
containing samples of the so-called crystallized

honey-dew of Oregon. No. 1 contains stalks of

fireweed {Einl»bium aiiyustifoUum), with the

insect that caused or produced the crystals.

The insects have been on these stalks since the 20th

of June: and when they first appeared they pro-

duced clear drops of sweet water; and as it evapo-

rated it produced the crystals as you see them.
They are only in small patches, and there is about
one stalk in a hundred like the samples, and the

country where I got the samples is covered with

the fireweed. The bees do not work on the honey-
dew, but prefer to get the honey out of the flowers

of the fireweed. I think they are wise that they do,

for the honey that they get is as white as snow; and
when it is extracted it looks as clear as water.

No. 2 contains cuttings from two white-flr bushes
that grow in the street of a small town, and there

are about thirty colonies of bees within one-fourth

mile of them, and the.v hum about them all day.

but I dont think they would notice them if they

had plenty of flowers to work on.

1 do not know how long these insects have been
on these trees. The first time I saw them was
about three weeks ago, but 1 have noticed the same
insects on the red and yellow flr since the 2.5th of

June, but not so plentifully as on the samples; and
1 think the reason that the samples look so black is

because of the dust from the street settling on it,

for it looks as clear as water when first produced.

The Insects all sit close together, with their heads
sticking close to the bark of the branches. They
don't seem to move, and the juice oozes out on their

back in small drops, and falls on the branches be-

low, or on the grass. 1 saw some drops on some of

the bugs as large as a small pinhead.

Now, Mr. Root, I think this is where the crystal-

lized honey-dew came from that Mr. E. S. Brooks
sent you in 1883 (see Gleanings for 1883, pages 541

and 670).

No. 3 contains cuttings from a willow brush with

the inpect that produced the honey-dew. These in-

sects are very numerous in the locality where I got

them, and the bees hum about the trees and bushes,

wfierp thp IniBects are froifl inorning till Rfffbt, bwt
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there are no flowers for them to work on in this local-

ity, and they store lots of honey from this source, and
the honey looks about the color of apple-blossom

honey, but doesn't suit nearly as well.

These insects made their appearance about the

~Uth of June, and they work on several different

plants and trees, but seem to prefer the willow.

I have heard a great deal of talk about this honey-

dew, but I never had an opportunity to examine in-

to it till tJhia' summer, and I have not found any
honey-dew yet where there were no insects to pro-

duce it;j and I don't believe I ever shall; but the

people in. this country all think it falls the same as

natural; dew.
Bees have done well so far this season, and are

still getting honey from thistle and honey-dew (or

bug-juicei. D. K.\rFFMAN.
Needy, Ore., August it, 18f.5.

Many thanks, friend K., for your valuable
samples. We will at once forward the in-

sects to Prof. Cook, and may be lie can tell

us something more about this insect that
produces not only the honey-dew. but solid

candy that would do credit to a confectioner.

OBBEBVATIONS AMD CONCLUSIONS
ON QUEENS.

Does the Number of Days in the Cell bear any
Relation to the Liongevity of th« Queen^

H.\TCHi\(;.

T HAVE had .jueens hatched on the sth, 10th Jllli,

m 12th, 14th, iJith, and IBth days from starting of

Ml cell. Those early-hatched queens were raised

^ from larvic several days old; the one on the

8th, 1 judged to be about Ave or si.v days old

when cell was started over It. It was raised by a

prime swarm of l)lack bees which lost their queen
at hiving. A swarm that Issued Monday, :.• i*. .m.,

hived on empty comb and foundation; Tuesday

morning, 8:30 a. .m., restless; found a dead <|ueen In

front of hhe, and at once gave them a comb of

Italian brood. On Wednesday morning I found a

cell well advanced, and on the ne.\t Wedne8<lay, 10

A. M., the queen had hatched and destroyed the re-

maining cells. The following is the appro.ximate

duration of life and prollflcness of queens compar-

ed with the number of ilays in the cell:

. 4ue«n hatched 8th day: 1 queen llvedHm'th^t: 1 falily |iiullt1c.

1 year; 'i
"

"1 •• i
•

.. .2

lUth
nth
mil •

1»

U que«as

siU queens

Ittli th; 1

7 •• '• S •• • lex. pro.
• 1

.... 4 '• 1 •• proline

leaving plenty of brood aod eggs at death. One queen hatched
17th day, lived It months, not very prollfle, but line honey
gatheiei >.

Sl'PKRSKDINa.

Queens are almost uniformly superseded in the

spring, or within U5 days after swarming. In ten

years' observation, 1 have only twice known thesu-

persedure of queens raised in the fall. One was the

last of September, and the other died in the winter;

the other in October, the mother living until the

next spring. This young queen proved to be bar-

ren, the only one I over met with. I kept her for

observation, until the 10th of July, but she never

laid an egg.

Ten supersedures took place in the spring; Ave
did not swarm that season—one at early swarming
time, and four swarmed in the fall.

Four supersedures took place in from 45 to 05

days after swarming. One queen-cell was almost

the uniform rule in superseding; only once have,I

seen this varied from, and that was in the case of

early swarming above referred to. The queen was
a yearling, whose wings had been badly mutilated

in introducing the previous season. This swarm
raised three cells, the mother dying about 48 hours

before the swarm issued, and leaving the combs
full of brood and eggs. The young queen began to

lay eight days after swarming.
tONCI.rSIONS.

Queens raised In weak nuclei, or in swarms with

more combs than they can cover, are shorter lived

than those raised ill strong nuclei or full swarms.

Queens should never be raised in less than three-

frame nuclei, and they should be full of bees, and

the cell on center combs.

! should iH-eler four-frame nuclei, full of bees,

Mild the cells in the renter space. Superseding cells

are mostly near the middle, and a little above the

center of the brood-nest. I believe that supersed-

ing queens, and those raised under the swarming
Impulse, are longer Ihed than forced queens. 1

ha\ e never met with an inferior superseding queen,

except the barren one above referred to. Forced

queens are those raised to replace queens* purpose-

ly or accidentally removed. There is very little if

any difference iii(|iieeii8 raised in ciowded nuclei

and those raised in strong colonies. I tirowd the

combs with bees to raise queens. 1 always prefer

a mother one or more years oUl, to raise (|Ueens

from, i.oiig-lived queens are, I think, always prel-

erable. Queens may be superseded at swarming
time, unknown to the apiarist, but not often, if he

I

be a close observer. Further observation may mod-

ify these conclusions. I raise no queens for sale.

E. S. Ahwink, M. D.

Patterson. Texas, July 31, 1885.

Friend A., yoiu' observations are e.xtreme-

I ly interesting and valuable ; but I can not
see why you make the remark, under the
head of superseding, •• within ^^.', days after

I swarming."" Had you said two or three
months, we might have hunted up the rea-

.son for it. I have observed that more queens
are superseded in the spring than at any

i

other date. IJiit where there is a great num-
ber of queens superseded in one apiary, I

have generally found it accompanied by a
sort ot demoralized condition of the whole

' apiary : i. e.. at the time when spring dwind-
ling and troubles of that kind are prevalent.

1 believe it is also true, that where a young
queen is reared to assist or take the place of

the reigning queen, bees start only one cell •.

for we often tind a young queen in the hive
at the same time the old one seems to be do-

ing pretty fairly ; and wlien we tind the cell

she hatched out of it is usually if not always
just a single cell. I have heard of queens
living between three and four years ; but the
case you mention, of a queen that lived and
did service up to tive years of age, is, I
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should think, a very rare occurrence. Are
you sure you were not deceived, and that
some of the young queens did not take her
place part of the time? My experience has
been as you state, that these young queens,
reared while an old (lueen is present, are al-

ways good ones. Doolittle mentioned the
same thing a spell ago, you may remember.
In the table you give, we notice tliat you
have no queens that lived to be two years
old, excei)t those that were hatched after
the twelfth day ; and seven that lived to be
three years old were all hatclied after the
sixteenth day. In counting these days, I

suppose you "mean it was sixteen days after
the bees started the queen-cell. In this
case it would be pretty certain that they
took the egg to commence with. ]Many of
us have long felt that it would be more desir-
able to have the bees commence with the
egg, but we have not had any facts before
such as you give.

Gleanings last montli. Tt then "dawned" upon me
that the soured honey did it. D. S. Suli.ia'an;'

Ridgeway, N. Y., Aug. 6, 188.5. ",

^EP0^¥3 ENCeaBt^6I]S[6.

THE PROCEEDS OF TWO SWAUMS OF BEES IN THE
HANDS OF AN A B C SCHOLAR.

BOUGHT two stands of bees last May in Sim-

piicUy hives. I looked at them on the Ifith, and
find 110 lbs. already sealed over- $30.00 worth
here. The bees cost $17. .10. Now, it would be
unmerciful on my partif I would not do my

utmost to winter them properly. I am a novice

at the "biz." I sat for hours this summer, and
handled the brood-combs, but could not find the

queen or queen-cells. I gave them plenty of room
and honey-bo.xes early, so as to size up my two
swarms, and they have plenty of bees in them, but
they did not swarm at all. At this writing they
have made 130 lbs. surplus in boxes over them.
There are bees almost by the peck. I put two sto-

ries on the strongest hive, as they would hang out

for want of room. I thought by "sizing up" the

swarms f could winter them better.

I find the ABC book profitable and entertaining,

and that so far I have, in my short acquaintance
with those in the bee business, found more good,

honest, and gentlemanly business men, as a class,

than with'any other class I have dealt with. I dont
believe there are many bad men in legitimate bee
business. There is something humanizing and Chris-

ttanizing in handling the little fellows. Mine have
taught me many lessons this sununer—lessons in

morals, in business, and social life.

Harlan, Iowa, Aug. 2i, 1885. W. M. Bo.mberger.

A GOOD HASSWOOD "BOOM; SOTJIS IIONET AGAIN,
AND HOW IT AFFECTED THE BEtS.

We had that basswood boom down here too, for

'ten days. It was "immense," I tell you. Every lit-

tle sapling seemed to be loadoil down with bloom
and bees.

I had a little experience with sour honey in the

combs. I placed a frame containing some in the

center of a strong colony, and I found the next
evening the ground in front of the entrance was lit-

erally covered with dead bees. They looked as if

robbinghad beengoingon. I was unable to account
for it until I saw the report from a correspondent in

MORE ABOUT BEB-POISONINQ.
ALSO SOME QUERIES IN REGARD TO BriLDING UP

NUCLEI. ' '

READ the article written by Mr. Langstroth on
bee-poisoning in Gleanings of Aug. 1.5, with a -

great deal of interest, and also your advice- to

Mr. Heddon. I can imagine that I see him
smile as he reads it, and sajs to himself, ",'Not

any of that kind of inoculation for me if you pleasia."

Now. 1 object to that style of wholesale inoculation

for several reasons^- principally on account of the
after effect which it has upon the system. If one
chooses, for any reason, to go out oj* the business,

it seems an unpleasant thought that, when he bap-
pens to meet a farmer apiarian friend and associate,

on greeting him with a cordial shake of the hand
one must be thrown into a paroxysmof hydrophobia,

or, more properly speaking, bee-phobia. He can.'t

be expected to carry a supply of bees around in his

coat pocket to inoculate himself as circumstances
may require, and ho must therefore receive the

shook with as good a grace as possible. It seems to

me that a poison that produces such results is bet-

ter out of the system than in it, and I think that it

would be better to exorcise a little extra caution in

the handling of bees, to avoid being stung, even to

wearing a veil, when bees are-unusually cross.

Your article on building up nuclei in the fall was
an interesting one to me, as I am engaged frOm
small beginnings in building up as rapidly as pCte-

sible, with a view to more extensive operations in

the future, and I should lilfe to ask you one or two
(luestions on this subject.

FEEDING NUCLEI SO AS TO BUILD THEM UP'.TO
FULL COLONIES; HOW MUCH SLrGAR '

WILL IT TAKE? ' *
1. How much sugar is best to feed a three fi-anie

nucleus, beginning, say, the middle of August?
Would it be well to give them all they will carry

down, or is there daiager of giving them too much?
2. Would it be safe; at this season of the J'car, to

feed brown sugar, or will some of that which is fed

be retained in the combs for winter use, and caiise

dysentery? It is the opinion of some that brown
sugar is preferable, for breeding, to graniilated,

and it certainly is cheaper. S. A. MeAictn.

Brooklyn, N: Y., Aug. 2:.', 1885.

If you are in a locality where little or jio

fall lioney is to be expected (and you must,
of com-se, do the work by feeding), you
will probably need 'M or 40 lbs. of sugar to
make them a good colony. I would use
granulated sugar, so that there will bP'-noth-
iug in the combs but stores suitable for win-
ter consumption. Thirty or toity po'uMds of
sugar will be worth at this date from 7* to 8
cts. per lb., according to the loc-;ility ; so you
see that, if you have no honey yield", you can,
asarnle, m;"ike coioni) s cheaper by sugarfeed-
ing, than by purchasing them at the "sual
rates. Yoii will also have the best strniTi of
bees, and perfect combs of the most modern
construction. Jhowu sugar would answer
just as well as any thing for building upiu
the fall, and frien'd \' in lion tells us theywill
build more comb when fed on brown sugar
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than on white ; but I hardly think I would
risk it, for the reason you mention, that
they will be greatly liable to leave some of
it remaining in the comb, to be consumed
during the winter.

ANOTHER FALSE STATEMENT IN RE-
GARD TO THE HONEY BUSINESS.

A MOKE DKSPICABI.f; PIECE OF FAf.SEHOOD TITAN

WE HAVE HAD YET.

§
BEING in Gleanings your column ol"P"alse

Statements," we inclose you a"sort-o'-rough"

one, clipped from the Cincinnati Enquirer.

Reporters are a little " gassy," it seems, this

year; but it looks as if they mig-ht open the
" safety-valve " in another direction that will not

hurt the business of our country so much.
G. W. &S. H. FOLMER.

Independence, Ky., Aug. 24, 1885.

Friend F., we are very much obliged to
you for forwarding the slip of paper direct-

ly to us ; and we agree with you, that it

would be desirable to get reporters to turn
their wonderful talents for falsifying, in

some other direction. We can keep bee-men
posted, even if we can do nothing more.
Jielow we give the sensational item which
our friend refers to

:

honey; the present season a bad one for
BEES—a bio local CONCERN THAT FEEDS

THEIRS ON GLUCOSE.
Meeting a well-l<nown enthusiast on honey-bees,

who has a very extensive apiary, Wednesday, an
Enquirer representative asked how the business of
all busybodies were doing this jcar.
"This has," hv replied, " lieeii llic worst season 1

ever knew lor tlicni. I don't know exactly why, ex-
cept that the tiiossonis and tlie llowers which they
depend on XN'ere much shorter lived than usual.
The locust-blossoms, from which they extract a
great deal of honey, remained on the trees but a
short time; and the white clover, from which they
gather the most of their stores, has been ver
scarce. The recent drought hurt them a great dea
and in examining my hives Sunday 1 lound that
the inmates would not lay by enough even to keep
themselves the coming winter."
"Then that means a scarcity in the honey mar-

ketV"
"Of the true, iiatunil article! yes."
"Why, is there any t hint;- elseV"

You will notice tliat the above has a shad-
ow of truth about it in the fore part of the
communication, and I piesiime it strikes al-

most every one of our readers, before lie gets
through, tliat the repoiter had in mind our
good friend V. F. JNlutli. Jt seems to me
most astonishing, too, when we remember
that Mr. Muthisperhai)s more lierce against
glucose, grape sugar, and the like, than any
other bee - keeper in our midst. Perhaps
half of the people in Cincinnati know that

he has an apiary on top of his house, and he
has a brother in the baking business ; but
the two are well known to be such good
straight staunch men, that it seems strange
the reporter should not have known better,
ere he published any thing of the sort. Mr.
Muth handles more honey than perhaps any
other one man in the United States, 'unless
it be some of the friends in CaUfornia ; but
the statement that the honey he sells is

tasteless, almost every man, woman, and
child anywhere about Cincinnati knows to
be a falsehood. If it were possible to get this
reporter, and take him to friend Muth's es-
tablishment, and make him aware of the
awful falsehood he has started, it would be
the right thing to do. From what I know of
friend Muth, I presume he will not do any
thing about it ; but I wish that somebody
who knows something about honey would
write to the Enquirer, and ask the editor to
correct such a slander on one of Cincinnati's
best business men. I niiglit mention, also,
that this newspaper canard mentions the
very street on which friend Muth lives.

Mr. M. never feeds his bees any thing— much
less, glucose ; but during favorable seasons
he produces some of the tinest crops of honey
made by any one in the State, even if his
bees are on a house-top. virtually, while the
rest of us have them on the ground.

"There are adultcintions, certainly ; In
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promptly tliey could remit, under such cir-

cumstances : but there are some (one or two.
any way) who have not paid him even yet.

Now even if the queen should be received
dead, friend Benton should surely have the
privilege of replacing her, or the party who
received her should stand at least part of the
loss. .No man ought to be asked to send
queens, and not receive a copper by Avay of
remuneration, even thougli he should fail

once or twice in getting them through alive.

You may remember that I have written
on this before. In regard to friend Benton's
candy, he promised some time ago a full de-
scription of how he prepared the candy, and
how he prepared the cages. And 1 think I

offered him $25.00 for such an article ; if I

did not, 1 hereby make the offer. Friend
Benton is laboring imder great disadvantag-
es, and he is laboring, too, for the good of
the world. From what I have learned, I am
afraid he is not getting very warm support
from the brethren at hopae. Can we not en-
courage him a little in his undertakings, and
give him a lift in the way of some good or-

ders? And if every thing should not turn
out to our liking, can we not be a little gen-
erous under the circumstances, and show
him that we have not forgotten a brother bee-
keeper who is working for us. away off in

the Old World?

THE OHIO STATE BEE-KEEPERS' AS-
SOCIATION AT THE STATE FAIE.

TO THE BEE-KEEPEKS OF OUR STATE.

T|-- T the present writing I have received no

^11 information in regaid to where the

ipr convention will be held, nor on what
*^*^ special days of the fair. The opening

day of the fair is Monday. August ol.

Now, then, if it is the wish of the people
that I, as president of the association, shall

decide upon tlie time of meeting, I would
suggest Thursday and Friday, Sept :^ and 4.

My experience lias been, with conventions
held during fair time, that the attendance
has usually been meager, and the inteirest

rather vascillating, compared with conven-
tions held at other i^eriods. The reason of
this, doubtless, is owing to the fact that
there is so niucli going on at fair time, and
also because many of our bee-keepers are in-

terested ill line stock and agricultural i)rod-

ucts in general, wliich is all very well and
proper. But for all that, we ought to be
wilUng to lay aside other things during the
hours of the convention, and make it a con-
vention in real earnest. In order to do this,

would it not be well to have the length of

each session comparatively short V 1 would
suggest that we open the exercises at nine
o'clock, Thursday morning, to continue two
hours, and devote the tiiiie between 11 and
12 to shaking hands, and getting acquaint-
ed—a sort of " social." if you choose. Tliis

will permit those who have other business on
hand to get away at 11 o'clock, if they wish,
and yet without interfering with the interest
of the meeting by going out and in. Then
let us meet in the afternoon, say at 2 o'clock,

and continue till 4. o'clock.
My experience has been, that the most in-

teresting meetings during fair time are in
the evening, because there is less outside
interest to attract attention after dark. Let
the evening meeting commence at 7 o'clock.

moves to ad-
kept after 10

[ would have
the day be-

and continue till somebody
journ, providing it be not
o'clock.

The second day, Friday,
about the same hours Us
fore, omitting the meeting in the evening, if

thought best.

In regard to the manner in which the time
shall be occupied, I would follow the ex-
ample of some of our most successful con-
ventions in the State of Michigan, by omit-
ting long essays. Bring as many questions
as you like, and also bring all "the facts —
especially facts not heretofore mentioned,
as far as mav be. Of course, if arrange-
ments ha%e been made for essays, we shall
be most glad to hear them, providing they
are not too lengthy, in view of the brief time
I have allotted. Of course, if any other ar-
rangements have been made, I will with
great pleasure set the above arrangement
aside ; but I believe it is generally agreed
that it is a hard matter to have a successful
bee-keepers' c*)nvention during fair time.
All present seem to feel as if they were off

lor a playspel! or a recess, and they are im-
patient, somewhat, at any kind of 'restraint.
After what our good friend Mrs. Jennie
C'ulp has said, of "course I would extend an
earnest invitation to have the ladies present;
and I should like to have the juveniles come
out, especially all who are interested or
working with "bees. I shall be most glad of
the opportunity of taking them by the hand,
and getting a"cquainted with tlie juvenile
bee-keepers of the State of Ohio ; and to
make you feel a little more at home. Blue
Kyes (whom 1 i)resume most of you have
heard of) will go with me. May "be if we
get juveniles enough to come out, we can
have an extra session specially for them ;

and reports or essays from them would al-

ways be in onler. "I shall be very glad in-

deed to have them bring specimens of their
work, in the shape of honey, imi)lements for
the apiary, or queen-bees that they have
raised, as well as drones and workers.
^Vouldnt it be a grand thing if Ohio could
take the lead in inaugurating a juvenile
State bee-keepers' association V

In regard to the place of meeting, I sug-
gest that we have a good-sizeil and commo-
dious hall, if such a one can be found, on the
fair-ground. Much depends upon the place
wiiere we meet, and the surroundings. Let
us not be hackward alxtnt a little expense,
if that will help the matter. If some of the
fi lends will secure such a hall, if it be not
already secured, smd have it announced by
large plain placards, to be i»ut up in several
C(mspicuous places, at the place of exhibit
for honey and bee-supplies at the State fair.

I shall be greatly obliged. Maybe this has
been done alrea(iy ; but for fear it has not
been attendetl to^ I make these suggestions.
^Vithout (piestion. a large body of bee-keep-
ers will be in attendance at the State fair

;

and the desirable thing is, to get them to-

gether and get them acquainted with each
other.
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SOME EXCELLENT DEVICES OP D. A.
MC CORD'S.

BV Ti. li. LANGSTROTH.

'HEN extracting- 1 always rested the frame
upon the portico roof of uiy hive, brushing
off the bees from one side of tlie comb, and,

without Uftatfi, swingiftgthe frame around
so as to brush them off from the other side.

My friend Mr. D. A. McCord has devised what he
calls McCord's comb-rest, which may be applied to

any style ofhive. Any one who has practiced hold-

ing the dead weight of heavy combs, while brushing
off the bees, will appreciate this labor-saving device.

With the cut, the inventor gives the following de-

scription :

MCCOKU'S COMn-UEST.

This is the simplest and cheapest device to rest
the combs upon while brushing off the bees. It

consists of one piece of board ul)out ''sXex 1.5 inch-
es; one piece 'eX4x i;, niiilcd one or two inches be-
low the top of the ti-iiuli piece, mid two leys \X2X
about 31 inches long, nulled as shown in tlic cut, and
it can be made in tlftccn Miinutcs, Lean the rest
against the front of hive. Set the lidttoin collier of
the frame on the pointed nail, lioliliiiK the opposjif
top corner in the left liaiul; bnisli tlie bees oil with
the manilla brush held in the right hand. It can be
used with the upper story on or off.

dlt

M(:coni>s MANii.L.v imisii.

This brush should be fasteiieii into the ha
with shellac instead of f<bic; and while using it, it

should have the ends dipiic<l in water oltcn cnou^li
to keep them soft.* 1 iiave used a brush of this

kind for two seasons, and brush off the bees without
any protection, and sometimes will not be stung in

a whole day.+

Mr. McCord also tells how to use the Root chaff

hive with reversible frames, so that the bottom

frames may be taken out without removing all the

top ones.

Take off the upper tin rests and nail a strip to fill

the crack. Tack the tin rests on the same sides as
the bottom ones, with strips 'iX'^ nailed under
them to support them firmly. The top frames will
now hang from front to rear, same as bottom ones.
Now shove the reversible ivires about half way off at

' Always have a pail of water handy when taking out th^

..umbs tor extracting—not merely to wet the brush, out to til.

an end eouib when returned, and save, in the height of the
combs for extracting—not merely to wet the brush, out to till

an end comb when returned, and save, in tli

honey season, the labor of many bees.—L. L. L
ItCord brush
both sides, and in the righ

t 1 can strongly indorse the .McCord brush. With its long
handle and the manilla put on both sides, and in the right
position, it works admirably. When Mr. McCord used a small

each end, and the frames will hang in the upper sto-
ry; and in a moment the wires can be pressed in
when they are to be put in the lower story.*
When common frames are used, make the top

part single g and fasten in rests ^4, inch by 2. mad«
of hard wood, with a sharp upper edge for the
frames to rest on. The spaces on the sides will
not be filled by the bees when fdn. and extracting
are properly attended to. I have tried hives with
this space for a number of years, to my satisfaction.
Oxford, O. D. A. McCoru.
In closing this article I will simply say, that the

plan given by me four years ago— the same now de-

scribed by Mr. McCord—may very easily be applied
to any of the thousands of Root's chaff hives now
in use. To be under the necessity of taking out all

of the upper frames when perhaps you want to ex-

amine only a single one below, as, for instance, a
central one, to see if a young queen has begun to

lay, is, in my opinion, an insuperable objection to

the present style of this hive, and should never be
tolerated by one who can avail himself of the bet-

ter way.

Friend Root, if I could only get you to alter a sin-

gle hive in your apiary, you would see the point. I

have always tried to make all the improvements in

my hives such that, if possible, they could be applied

to all hives already in use.

Two years ago I saw at the apiary of our friend

Hill, at Mount Healthy, O., what he considered the

best plan for wiring frames—only two wires very
tight. He said they answered all the purposes of

wires. If so (and he is not

the man to say a thing

will do when it will not),

how much better his plan

than the way you have
adopted in your reversible

frames: Too much complication is the bane of bee-

keeping, and into that all supply-dealers naturally

fall, unless they set their faces against it all the

time. Vou are wisely opposed to multiplying loose

fixtures, going even to the opposite extreme. Can
you not, in this mutter of wiring frames, keep near-

er to the "simplicity " idea with which you started?

I shall be glad to hear what success attends the re-

versible frames. I attach little importance to them
for securing combs built completely down to the

bottom rail of the frame. As soon as a comb be-

comes a little old, the bees put an extra amount of

wax at its lower edge. Cut off about half an inch

of this for the wax-extractor, and put in a nice strip

of worker comb, and you have what you want. It

pays, I think, to do this with all old combs; you can
do it if you wire no more than Hill does.

Oxford, O., Aug. 4, 1885. L. L. Lanostroth.

1 have often thought of a comb-rest, simi-
lar to the one our friend McCord describes ;

but as it requires an additional piece of fur-
niture, to be carried around from hive to
hive, I have decided it would be more trou-
ble than value ; however, there may be oth-
ers who think differently.—When using a
portico hive, my favorite place has been for
resting one corner of tlie comb on the porti-
co, and swinging it around on the corner.—
The manilla brush is quite similar to brushes
that have been submitted several times. If

1 am not mistaken, we have before illustrat-

t The bees will not fill in back of the frames when fdn. is giv-
en, or the extractor is seasonably used.—L. L. L.

SThis is what I recommended four years ago. To make the
top story double is worse than wasting room and material,
for in «intei it tends to keep the cushion damp, acting like a
cellar.-I.. L. L.
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ed a brush with libers on both sides.—In re-

gard to the ph^n of lianging combs in tlie top
of the chaff liive parallel with those in the
lower story. I confess that it never before
occurred to me that the reversing wires
would make this an easy matter. It strikes

ule, however, that the reversing wire would
have to be fastened back at the proper dis-

tance by a little block, or perhaps a tack,

placed at the proper point on the top-bar of

the frame ; the reversing wire might then be
snapped under the head of this tack, or slip-

ped clear over it. It can be worked in tlie

way you suggest ; the only question is, will

it liot be too much machinery? When we
are using the upper story of the chaff hive
for extracting, or when it is lilled with
frames of sections, we seldom handle the
combs in the lower story very much.—Two
horizontal wires, instead of the manner in

which we wire frames, have been suggested
several times. But diagonal wires add
greatly to the strength of the frame. The
perpendicular wires are so much shorter
than those nuniing from side to side, that they
give greater strength for the same size of

wire. We have decided that we want all of

our combs made from fdn. securely support-
ed by wire of sufficient strength, and placed
at the proper points. I hardly think the ar-

rangement you mention would be strong
enough to ship frames tilled with fdn., which
we do quite largely, although it answers all

purposes the way friend Hill handles his

combs in raising honey and not selling col-

onies.

FRIEND FOWLS' EXPERIENCE DUR-
ING THE PAST SEASON.

A Good Report of some of the New Devices-
Reversible Fi'araes, Heddon Cases, Hutch-

inson Honey-Board, etc.

KKVKRSIBI.E FKAMES.

TI^DITOR GLEANINGS:-! have 200 reversible

hI)
t'"^ni*'8 i'l usPi hut I can give only a partial

p^j report, because I did not have reversible
*" combs when building up in the spring. But

T had them in swarminp- time; that is, I had

reversible frames filled with foundation, and I am
so well pleased with them that I would have them
for new swarms, even if the cost were ten cents ad-

ditional, instead of one. Nine or ten days is often

enough to reverse the combs, in my opinion. When
the combs are filled with brood below and honey
above, I reverse them, throwing the new-laid eggs

at top, and unsealed honey below. If any is sealed

I mash the caps with a knife, sliding it over so as to

tiatten without slicing them otf. This is better than

to extract, to get out the sealed honey, as there need

be no shaking of combs, and no interruption of the

day's work. In nine or ten days more the brood

will be sealed at the top. I now reverse so as to

bring eggs and larviC at the top, and capped brood

below, when it will hatch, and the queen will refill

the comb with eggs. In nine or ten days the combs
will be brood in its difl'erent stages, when I reverse

again, and so on through the season. In short, I re-

verse often enough so that no bees are allowed to

hatch in the upper part of the frames.

CONTRACTION OF THE BROOD-NEST.
In hiving new swarms I usually contract the

brood-nest to four or five S. frames. If more are

used, and they are all reversed, the outside frames
will be solid Avith honey, and the central ones solid

with brood. I haven't had very good success get-

ting sections filled at the side of the brood. Before
they were finished, the queen would be sure to get

into them, and I would have to take them out, ^ut
division-boards in their place, brush off the bees,

and hang them in the top story of some hive that

was working in wide frames. This takes up time.

Will friend Heddon tell us if he contracts the

brood-nest':' and if so, will he please tell just how
he does it'/

HEDDON CASES.

I sent to friend Heddon for a sample case and
honey-board, and then had 60 cases and 'M honey-

boards made to order. 1 made my hives myself, to

fit the cases and to take the S. frame, which I use.

I like the Heddon case very much, and never expect

to go back to wide frames again. I find a much
smaller per cent of bulged and impei-fect sections

in those from Heddon cases than those from wide

frames, and the work of cleaning for market is

much less. Right here, Mr. Editor, it is ray opinion

you are on the wrong track. You seem sure that

the bees will proijolize the tops and bottoms woi-se

when the bees have free access to them. Why,
friend Root, any one who has seen my crop of honey
will bear me out in saying, that all sections.from
wide frames are propolized Korsc, and a large pro-

portion of them are ten timesTis bad.

MOORE'S CASES.

I had at of the Moore cases in use; and although

the sections are cleaner than those from wide

frames, they do not compare with those from Hed-
don cases, because there is no bee space on top; and
every time the enamel is peeled up and replaced, a

new line of propolis will be added, exactly as it is

on brood frames when mats are used. If I had nev-

er used the Heddon case, I should very likely prefer

them to any thing else; but in the light of present

experience I would have the Heddon case made to

fit the Simplicity hive, and have the honey-board
with a sink on both sides, and it would be reversi-

ble. Do you see?

HEDDON H0NEY-B0.4RDS.

Friend H. deserves at least a vote of thanks for

bringing this before the public. I think they will

pay for themselves in one season, in the saving of

time and labor. I think they would be just as use-

ful if an upper story with wide frames were used.

It is very important, however, that the spaces come
over the top-bars of the brood frames. In using

division-boards on each side, I got some of them on
so as to make continuous passages. I soon found
this would not do at all. The bees would flIL the

spaces, and fill the under side solid with honey.

When arranged just right the spaces will be clear,

with but little underneath.

HUTCHINSON'S PERFORATED HONEY-BOAHDS.

I had eleven of these in use, and I think they

would usually keep the queen down if the saw-cuts

were as accurate as the one sent as a sample. I

presume the man who cut them moved some a trifle

to one side while making the perforations. Such
boards, with a few holes too large, are a nuisance.

The queen gets above, and, unlike the neighbors'

pigs when thej- get into your garden, she is sometimes

unable to find the hole she went in at, and, being

confined above, takes possession of the sections
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when she might not have laid an egg there if wide-

spaced boards like Heddon's had been used.

THE SEASON.
The season so far has been very good. I have se-

cured a good crop of fine clover and basswood hon-

ey, mostly basswood. New swarms have produced

from 2.5 to T5 lbs. of comb honey, according to size,

tim^^f hiving, etc. Chai.on Fowls, 42—90.

OtjBrlin, 6 O., Aug. 11, 18a5.

Tlianks, friend F., for the valuable facts you
give us. We are glad to hear so good a re-

port pf the reversible frames, and also for

the ileddon case. I presume I have been
on the wrong track, no doubt ; but I don't
think I am now. I should be very stubborn
indeed if I were to reject the abundant evi-

dence given us in regard to the efficiency of

the Ileddon honey-board in keeping propo-
lis, etc., away from the sections. Besides,
we are now selling on the streets of Medina
the nicest honey we have ever handled, and
it was secured by the Ileddon system. The
Ileddon case as we make it, adapted to the
Simplicity hive, I believe secures all the ad-
vantages you mention.— I am very sorry in-

deed if any of our honey-boards have been
sent out in the way you mention. I will call

particular attention to the matter, and in-

struct our foreman to have the perforating
done by a careful man who understands the
consequences of moving the boards even a
hair's breadth while over the saw. We pre-

sume, of course, the honey-boards you refer

to were made by us.

VIRGIN QUEENS, AGAIN.

MORE ABOUT CONFINING gUEENS IN THE CEI.I.S

«LTHOUGH I have nothing new to offer, giving

light on how to introduce virgin queens,

more than I gave on page 532, still 1 wish to

say a few words relative to virgin queens,

and where to keep them. While 1 know that,

when left to their " own sweet will," virgin queens

are constantly on the move, as friend Root speaks

of on page ,533, still, from the experience I have had,

I consider this by no means necessary, as all the

virgin queens I have succeeded in introducing at

from six to nine days old have proved to be the

very best of mothers, and none were allowed a cage

larger than a I'/s-lnch hole bored in a one - inch

board. I keep all ray virgin queens in an Alley

queen-nursery, and consider it just the thing to

keep such in. Were I using a lamp nursery. I

would cage all the cells so as to save the endless

watching necessary when the ordinary plan Is used;

for an Alley cage allows of many advantages not

gotten without it, besides preventing the queens

from killing each qther, should they feel so dispos-

ed. And this brings me to the quotation from the

VamuUan Be*' JounuiJ, found on page 532, which I

had before read in that paper, which shows that a

queen can be confined to the narrow limits of a

queen-cell for six days after maturity, and still be

just as good as are those which have a full hive to

keep up an endless pai-ade in. Friends Jones and

Root seem to think this " novel," and not " easily

accounted for," while from the editorial on page 5:^9,

It is inferred that the queen fed herself on royal

Jelly. Does not friend Root know that a queen can

not turn herself around in a queen cell? This being

the ease, how could she get at the jelly, even if she

felt disposed to do so? for the royal jelly is always

in the opposite end of the cell from where the

queen's head is at the time of hatching. In a few
instances I have had queens, after being hatched

in the Alley nursery, go back in the cell again, and

all such are sure to die there, as they can not sub-

sist on the jelly left, nor can they back out or turn

around.
" Well," says some one, " how were the two queens

spoken of by friend Jones kept alive?" The bees

fed them, of course; and had friend J. looked close-

ly he would have found a little hole through all

that coating of wax, through which the queen put

out her tongue to be fed, as I have seen them do

scores of times. The longer the virgin queen is

kept in the cell, the more wax is put on so as to

make sure no harm shall befall the inmate

from the queen, which is at liberty, biting through

it. I have seen such cases several times when
I have caged queens to prevent swarming, and

left them caged a few days past the time for

the young queen to hat<.'h, through an oversight.

It will be remembered by some of the older read-

ers of Gleanings, that ten or more years ago I had a

queen laying in just three dajs from the time she

hatched from the cell. It happened in this way:

A colony lost its queen, casting a swarm with a

virgin queen; and while they were hanging on a

limb I opened the hive to cut the queen-cells, pre-

paratory to returning them. Upon looking the hive

over I found only one cell besides the one the

queen hatched from; and as 1 had the frame having

it on in my hands, a beautiful queen emerged from

the cell. I at once took said frame (bees and all)

with another, and formed a nucleus with them; and

in just three days 1 found the queen laying. I now
know how it came about, but did not then, hence it

caused some to doubt. The queen was, without

doubt, six or seven days past maturity when she

crawled out of the cell, the bees having fed her all

the while through a hole in the cell, so she was as

strong and able to tly as the one that was with the

swarm.
In another place in the C. B. J. I see friend Jones

speaks of rearing (jueens in such strong colonies

that they are so fully developed that they are ready

to tly as soon as hatched. This is correct, as far as

their being ready to tly; but their being thus ready

to tly was because they had been kept in the cell

twelve or more hours by the bees after they would

naturally have hatched. After much experience

and many experiments 1 think I can safely say that

no queen can tly as soon as she emerges from the

cell, where she is allowed to hatch, as soon as she is

mature.
Now to the keeping of these queens in the cells,

should we desire to do so. For the past two years I

have been in the habit, to secure the safe hatching

of every queen in the Alley nursery, of putting a

little honey around the point of each cell, just

where the queen would gnaw out, so she could

feed herself as soon as she got a hole through (oa

every queen is thus supplied by the bees when she

hatches in a hive, except in cases where five to

twenty are allowed to hatch at will in a hive, as is

sometimes the case), and in this way these queens

are strong as soon as t)ut of the cell. Carrying this

plan still further: Fix a block of wood to receive

the cell, in such a way that the queen can not get

the lid off, but so that she can get a hole through at
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one side. Against this side place a bit of sponge

saturated with honey, and you have it so that the

queens can stay in their cells, and become strong-

and ready to be fertilized, as did those spoken of in

theCanadidti Bee Jounial. G. M. Dooi.itti.e.

Borodino, N. Y., Aug., 188;j.

Friend I)., when I spoke of tlie royal jelly

I suggested it rather ott' hand, as the only
means of sustenance I could then think of.

Since you mention it, I liave recalled to
mind that others have reported seeing
queens thrust their tongues out of a hole, to

be fed. I should be inclined to think this

might account for most of the cases that
have been mentioned, where queens took
wing at once on emerging from the cell,

were it not that we have had quite a
number of reports of Holy-Land queens (not
only one, but a dozen or more from the same
hive), getting out of the cells and taking
wing. One friend describing it said the air

seemed to be full of queens, and Ave had al-

most a similar experience in our own apiary.
I feel quite satisfied that young Holy-Lands
often rty the moment that they emerge from
the queen-cell, and lam not sure but that
Italians may under some circmnstances.
Still, I believe it is true that they may stay
in the cell several days, and possibly a week,
obtaining food froni the workei'S by thrust-
ing out their tongues.—From tlie experience
I have had with queen-nurseries sucti as you
mention, it seems to me as if they should be
called " Dr. Jewell Davis' queen-nursery,"" if

we call them after anybody ; but L with
many others of the friends, were led to
abandon them years ago. While we .ire on
the subject, here is something further from
one of our lady friends:

HOW A YOUNG QUEEN CONFINED IN A CELL WAS
FED.

1 read your comments on Mr. Jones' article, " Bees
confining their queen." You say you wonder they
did not starve. I thought this might be the reason:

As I was cutting out queen-cells inmy apiary, about
three weeks ago, one queen had cut a small space
In the usual place for opening the cell, quite small,

so she just i-an her tongue out through, aiid two
bees were feeding her. I held the frame for some
time, and then cut the cap off, and she came out a

splendid queen. Mrs. A. McKechnie.
Angus, Ont., Can., August 6, 1885.

A QUEEN-HATCHER.
FRIEND ELLISON TELLS HOW HE MANAGES, AND

HOW HE KEEPS QUEENS SEVERAL DAYS
AFTER BEING HATCHED.

SAW in the Canadian Bee Journal a notice of a

queen-nursery; and not seeing any thing of

the kind described in Gleanings lately, I

thought it would not be out of place to tell

your readeis what a boon a nurserj^'ls to a

queen-breeder. I had never used them before this

year; and, very strange to say, I was just in the

middle of my second year, when I saw 1). A. Jones'

notice. He does not give the size of the divisions in

his. 1 have made them with two sizes of partitions

—one for cells just ready to hatch, or virgin queens,
and the other for laying queens. I will describe

only the former in this; and if you think well I will

give you a descriptionof theother in another letter.

They both work well, and queens can be kept for ten

days or two weeks with perfect safety. I made the

nursei-y for virgin queens or queen-cells, by divid-

ing a regular Quinby frame into CO partitions, each

Pi In. square, just about large enough to accommo-
date a single cell. One side of the frame is covered

with wiie cloth, while the other is composed of

small doors of wiie cloth, one to each partition.

They are hung on small wire staples for hinges, -

opening up and down. When closed they are kept

fast with a piece of small wire, about ^ of an inch

long, driven in half way at bottom of doors, and
bent over them at right angles. Thus fastened, the

'

queens can not get out nor bees in. After the cells

are all placed in the nursery' (one in each division), '

hang it in the center of a good strong colony. It is
'

best to have the colony queenless, as the bees will

take more care of the hatching queens which are

caged. If there are nuclei ready when the cells be-

gin to hatch, the young queens aie best introduced

at once; if not, the bees in a queenless colony will

feed many of them for several days. In order that

we may not lose any of them by starvation I pre-

pare small jiieces of old comb in this way: With
a sharp knife I cut the cells all off on oue side, down
to their base; the cells on the other side are filled,

or partly so, with honey. To do this I use a small

teaspoon. The pieces are just large enough to slip

into the partitions of the nursery. A little honey
will last a long while, as almost every good-natured
bee that crawls over the outside will hand in sonle

honey to the caged queens. If one has to be awaj'

and is not able to attend to his queen-cells on the

days he knows they will hatch, just place them On
top of the bits of comb, and when the queens hatch

they are safe for several days. Be careful not to

have much honey running about, as the queens will

get daubed ; and as the bees can not get to her to .

clean her off, she may be lost. In the nursery for

laying queens I place bees with each queen to take
care of her. The above plan works well; and as '

many as a hundred or more can be kept for several
^

days in one hive, and then be introduced to nuclei
"

to be fertilized, it surely will be a great help to the

queen or her owner.

I have seen queens kept in their cells by the bees, '

and not allowed to hatch for several days. During '"

the swarming season, in cutting out cells beforethe
after-swarms issue, you are more apt to find them.
They are easily distinguished from queens just"

hatched, as they come out full Hedged, ready to fly""'

off with a swarm at first notice, and sometimes sev-
"

eral of them will get out with a single after^swarm; '

and then you have to be smart to keep th¥m frOte "
'

"going west." I have noticed, also, that swarms'^
having more thanone j"OUfig queen'^re'mucll more
apt to go to the woods than those wfthbnljTonie't*

'

and a good many other things I have noticed, Only I '

am afraid fo write rtrty more, as you may call this'*

a " long letter." -W. J. ELtrsONv" '"

Stateburg, S. C, Aug., 1885.' '
.

^- -; : •

Friend E. , your arrangement is substan- .

tlally Dr. Jewell Davis' queen-nursery,which
I have recently referred to. It was illus- ;

trated in the bee-journals years ago, ai^d'.a
'

good deal talked about. It works ver/\\1eir.
during Avarm summer months, especially'^
when honey is coming in daily ; but as soon '

as you have cool nights or a dearth of hon-''
eyi all of a sudden your queen-riursei''jj will
collapse ; at leftst, that was the experience-
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of a great many who gave the arrange rneut
a pretty thorough test years ago.

ROBBERS, BREEDING QUEENS FOR
QUALITY, ETC.

"ROBBERS IN NEWLT UNITED COLONIES.

UNITED three small colonies of bees a few days
since, and saw with pleasure these three fami-

lies, of about 20,()00 each, unite in peace, mak-
ing- one family of 60,000. In twenty minutes
thereafter I saw a bee from a fourth colony

enter that hive, and it was at once seized upon as a

stranger and enemy; that all these bees should

have become acquainted, or have had such an indi-

vidual introduction within that short time, so that

a strang-er should be recos-nized on coming among
them, I thought was one of the most wonderful
things, among the many wonderful things to be
learned in studying and observing the operations

of bees. If one of the colonies united had been
red, another while, and the other blue, and the

stranger from the fourth yellow, or each colony

had a special perfume, as rose, heliotrope, gerani-

um, etc., I could have at once understood how they
could recognize the muskscented stranger; Itut I

do not believe they were so distinguished.

The question then remains,

HOW DO BEES RECOGNIZE HOUBEUS?

1 answer, "By their behavior." A bee enters a

strange colony just as a robber enters our house,

fearful of being seen, trembling, pale, by an^unu-

sual way, if possible, avoiding meiiibers of the

household, and with evident intention of seizing

goods and running. I think it is well known that a

bee may, during a great How of honey, by accident,

in its haste enter the wrong hive, and then cuipty

its stores, and hasten again to the Held, without be-

ing disturbed, just because it never knew it was
out of its own house, and thcrefoie behaved just as

others. I have found this story of the recognition

of strangers in a colony one of the most interesting

to visitors of my apiary.

.M.\lMNfi gUEENS.
I have just received in splendid condition a Car-

niolan queen from Mr. Frank Benton, of Munich,
Germany. There were fourteen live bees, and one
dead one in the cage after at least fourteen days in

the mails.

I do not believe there is any secret about Ben-

ton's success in mailing queens, further than the

peculiar construction of the cage, and the covering
over the food to maintain moisture.

BREEDING QUEENS FOR QU.M.ITV.

For several years I have carefully noted different

characteristics of various colonies in my apiary,

and noted the races to which these colonies be-

longed. The first colony I noted was one which
swarmed .Sept. 6, 188X', and which gathered enough
honey that fall to take them over to the next sea-

son, 1883, when it started out as one of my strong-

est colonies, showing a very prolific queen. This

colony did not swarm during 18S5, but stored 68 lbs.

of honey in sections, and have never been seen

clustered outside of the hive to this day. I have
named that colony "Never Hang Out," and that

name means honey. They are Holy-Lands crossed

with our native drones. I have another race which
in Juqe a;)d July, 1883, threw off five gwarms, leav-

ing at last a colony queenless. They are Cyprio-
Italiaris.

I have another stock which I have labeled
" Swarmer Stock," and which, in 1883, moved into a
new hive with two stories of brood-combs and a
frame of brood, and in about two weeks moved out
of that again, leaving it full enough of bees to give
me a surplus of over .50 lbs. of extracted honey, and
about as much more from the new hive into which
I placed them. In 1884, and during the present sea-

son, they have shown the same qualities— fertility
of queen, and industry. Unlike the first-instanced

Holy-Lands, these are often found clustering out.

I have noted the most desirable qualities in cross-

es between the different races decidedly the most
marked, rather than in the imported stock of either

race. - S. W. Morrison, M. D.
Oxford, Pa,

I agree with yon. friend M., that bees rec-
ognize robbers, at least mainly, by their
behavior. Yonr conclusion is just the one
I have arrived at after much observation
and study. The point you bring out, that
the progeny of certain queens have certain
peculiarities which they hold season afkr
season, is a very interesting one, and it

seems to me to point, without question, to the
fact that we may greatly improve our bees
if we take pains to encourage these desira-
ble traits, and discourage those not so de-
sirable.

A PLEASANT REMINISCENCE.

.\t.SO A WORD IN EAVOR OE I.AWN-.MOWERS.

T^ AST summer, wliile on board a train I passed

P*' by the neatly kept apiary of Mr. Porter, of

^j Lewistown, 111. The nicely painted hives, ar-
*" ranged in regular rows, equidistant from

each other, presented a very pretty picture.

The streets and alleys of this miniature city were in

blue-grass sod, and kept neatly trimmed by the fre-

(juent use of the lawn-mower. 1 consider a lawn-

moAver a necessary implement for use in the apiary

and every well-ordered home. It is a great boon
for the tired mother, when the yard or lawn is clip-

l)eil short, for the children and visitors prefer it to

the house; and when she is through with her work
she finds her house in order, for the children have
kept house, taught school, or been a visiting out of

doors. A hammock and a swing should be provided

for the use of little ones. A hammock hung in the

shade in an npinry is a great luxury. Here the tired

owner can recline, read, and watch the issuing of

swarms. The most comfortable one I ever enjoyed
was made from a cracker-barrel. Two holes were
bored in the end of each stave, and small but stout

rope was woven back and forth, using forty feet of

rope, twenty for each side. Pieces of carpet were
spread over the staves, and a pillow for the use of

the head. I'm afr.aid that Mr. Root will think this

savors of idleness; but there are persons to whom
rest means one of the greatest economies.

I'm in hopes that the lawn-mower that Mr. Root
is tiow offering to the public runs easily, so that a

child can work it. In order to keep a lawn in order.

It must be clipped as often as twice a week, during

showery weather, and the older members of the

family may not have time to spend in this way. If

a child runs the mower, it is better to run it fifteen

or twenty minutes every day, so the work will not
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be BO exhaustive. He will love his home much
more when he takes an active part in its manage-
ment. Mrs. L. Harrison.
Peoria, 111., Aug., 1885.

Thanks, my good friend Mrs. II., for what
you say about lawn-mowers, and also direc-

tions for making home - made hammocks.
No doubt they are nice things for invalids,

but I do not quite like to see them occupied
by well people in the middle of the day.—
Our lawn-mower is remarkably easy run-
ning—in fact, the most so of any one we
have ever got hold of ; and I have chosen
one that cuts only ten inches wide, for the
very reason you niention, that all the mow-
ing that needs to be done may be done by the
children.

I one tell whether a queen has met Carniolan
drones or native dronesV It seems to me
rather unlikely. Our young Carniolan bees
will be out in about a week, and then we
will investigate the matter more thoroughly.

CARNIOLAN BEES.

HOW ML'CH THEY DIFFER FROM OUR NATIVE BEES.

N the last issue I stated that the bees which ac-

companied the Carniolan queen from Germany
were pitch black, fifteen of which were dead;

and their bodies, as well as those of two living

yet, were so contracted as to hide the bands of

down, and give them a pitch-black appearance.

Since then, however, some of this queens progeny
have come to light, and I now state that they are

just as friend Benton described them — of a steel

gray, with very marked bands of down, and they
are truly fine looking. They can be distinguished

at a distance from our common blacks. The queen
is the best layer I have seen yet, for the short time
she has been here. Friend D. A. Jones says, on
page 374, Vol. 11. that black and hybrid bees are

found in France, Germany, Austria, Switzerland,

and parts of Italy, and just across the Adriatic Sea,

along the Dalmatian coast; and on both sides of

the Dalmatian range of mountains there are the

finest, and, he believes, the best blacks in the world.

Now, Carniola lies northwest of the Adriatic sea,

right north of Dalmatia, and perhaps friend Jones
had reference to the black bees, called Carniolans.

Would friend Jones be kind enough to reply?

Another instance of two (jueens in one hive.

About three weeks ago I looked over my queen
record to ascertain which required requeening (I

clip all queens' wings in the spring, and then if any
are superseded during the summer I can readily

tell upon finding an undipped one). In o})ening

one hive to remove the old queen 1 found, on the
first comb I took out, a young queen, and that a

most splendid-looking one too. The frame was re-

placed, and no attention paid until the other day
when my bee-neighbor, Theo. Stellwagner, was
taken into my bee-yard to see the fine prolific

queen received from Frank Benton. After show-
ing him the queen, 1 called his attention to this fine

superseded queen in the hive standing alongside
my imported queen. On the first frame 1 took out,

we found the old clipped (jueen. Well, this was
naturally a surprise. 1 took out a second frame,
and there was the young queen, and laying too.

They were both in the hive over three weeks. 1

removed the old queen. E. K. Blanck, M. D.
Hatfield, Pa., Aug. t>, 1885.

Very likely you are correct, friend IJ., in
thinking that there will be no trouble in dis-
tinguishing the Carniolan from our native
[tees ; but, how a-bout t)ie pfpsspsV Can any

TOADS, FROOS, AND TADPOLES, OR
POLLIMTOGS.

SOME INTERESTING FACTS IN NATURAL HISTORY.

T^Or wish to know about toads, etc. When I

i^M ^^as a boy there were shallow ponds of water

^^^ in some old stone-quarries close to our house,
*' and every spring there were millions of toads

raised there if the water did not dry up be-

fore their legs grew. This used to happen some-
times, and then there were a great many deaths in

a small space. 1 have observed a great many of their

habits. First, the toads' eggs are laid in long lines

about as large as a clay pipestem, and they are

strung around the pond in every direction until

the whole surface is covered. This made the

scum you saw on your carp pond; but if you had
tried to skim it off you would have found it to be
like the rolls our mothers used to spin the yarn,

from which our stocking were made; viz., all in a

bunch, but all separate pieces, only the difference

would be that the rolls were about 2 ft. long, and
the strings of eggs are perhaps 300 ft. long, with an
egg about every I4 inch. After they hatch they
remain in and around the lines for a little time,

and then go to the edge of the pond, where they

soon grow some very small legs, and soon after

lose their tails, and come out of the water small

toads, and hid farewell to water, until in time they

return to lay their eggs (for the toad is not a water-

bird).

Frogs are somewhat different. If you had looked

closely you would have seen a large bunch of some-
thing that looked like jelly, about as large as

your head, and (luivering in the water about like a

lump of jelly. It is usually attached to some old

dry grass or rushes if there are any in the pond; if

not, then floating in the water. It is not like the

toads' eggs, however, as it is all in a mass, and can't

be separated like them; they are also laid some
days earlier in the season; and instead of getting

out and hopping off as the toads do when they are

small, the young frogs remain in the water in the

polliwog form until the next season. They are then
about 2 inches long, and these were the ones you
saw, but they were last years' ones, and not those

coming out of the same batch of eggs from which
the toads came. E. M. Johnson.
Mentor, O.

Friend J., with your explanation 1 can
now understand the matter readily. Early
in the spring I saw those long threads of
eggs, and there were such quantities of
them that I thought once about raking them
off from the surface of the water and de-
stroying them. In fact, there was a perfect
network of these strings all around on the
outside of the pond. We also saw the eggs
of frogs as you describe them ; and so when
they hatched out we had toads and frogs
mixed up together : and when they got legs,

the toad portion of the crowd hopped off and
went away to the woods, as I have told you,
while the frogs, most of them, stayed ip tbe
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pond. But, are you not mistaken, friend .J.,

in saying that the frogs do not get out of the
polliwog state until the next season? I

should say, that tadpoles all turn into frogs
during the spring months of the year.

A REPORT OF THE HONEY SEASON
IN THE SOUTH FOR 1884 AND 1885.

ALSO SOMETHING IN REGARD TO DEAD BROOD
WHICH AFFECTED TEN DIFFERENT APIARIES.

NCLOSED you will find the condensed report ot

ten apiaries for 1884, which makes a very fair

showing for that year. In the alluvial lands

the yield of honey was moderately fair; but in

the uplands, owing to the drought, there was
scarcely enough made to carrj- the hees through
the winter. Bro. Haniman's apiary is located in

the Bayou Macon hills, one mile from the Mississip-

pi swamp. His short crop was the result of so

much hill range.

REPORT (JF APIARIES FOK 188t.

O. M. Blanton, Greenville, Miss.* Colonies, spring
count, 375; fall count, .380; lbs. of honey per col., 7o.

Blanton &Vaught, Kefngc, Miss.+ Colonies, spring
count, 41; fall count, ho; IIik. honey per col., 110.

F. S. Elder, near Luke \illiigc, Ark. Col's, spring
count, 5«; fall count, Tt; lbs. honey per col., 140.

H. Ramus, Lake View, Ark. Col's, spring count,
43; fall count, 71; lbs. honey per col., 153.

Alfred Saunders, Luna, Ark. Col's, spring count,
40; fall count, 85; lbs. honey per col., 137.

H. A. Haniman, Giand Lake, Ark. I Col's, spring
count, 105; tall count, 135; lbs. honey per col., 65.

Chas. Kincadc, Sterling, .\rk. Col's, spring, count,
!»5: fallcomit, !Mi; lbs. honey per col., HI.
Victor .lohtisdii. Lake Tort, Ark. Col's, spring

count, :iO; tail count, 1(1; lbs. honey per col., 250.

Kobcit .1. .\<hiins. Lake Port, Ark. Col's, spring
count, !I5; fall count, 190; lbs. honey per col., 173.

Wm. McLcndon, Lake Village, Ark. Col's, spring
count, '.tO; fall count, ISO; lbs. honey per col., IIH.

Average per colony, 133 lbs.

This season opened with anything but flattering

prospects. There was no honey gathered after the

25th of August last year, and from that time until

April the bees were consuming their stores. Our
winter was very severe for this climate, and we had

a very cold wet April, and but little honey was
gathered until May. 1 commenced extracting the

first of June. The colonies were so weak from
short stores, it rcijuircd a long time for them to

build up strong enough forsuiplus. June and July
wer(^ moderately fair honey months, with much dry

weather. Within the last few days we have had
heavy showers, and the prospects for August are

very good from swamp woodbine, boneset, cow-

peas, and button-bush. I'roni about 395 colonies,

spring count, 1 have extracted to date only 17,0U0

lbs. You will find that the Southern crop of honey
Avill be decidedly short.

You seem to think the long logs of my 30-frame
one story hives, shown in the bird's eye view of my
apiary, were intended for the overflow. Nothing of

the kind has occurred in this locality for the last

forty years, owing to our substantial levees (em-

bankments). 1 assure you they are for comfort
when at work, as they arc 30 inches from the bot-

tom of the hive to the ground; which is the proper
height for a man of my size. The double stands for

larms from t-areless assistants whil.st attendiii;,'
HefufTP apiai
tBonehl ap

gums, by Hei
IJudtre Hanlmans apiary can

^ion, as it, is op a brow of hills.

gums, by Heildon's method.
IJudffe Haniman's apiary can not be classeil as swamp joca-

my two-story Simplicity hives are 30 inches from
the ground. I prefer them for one hive, as jou can
stand on either side of them, and will hereafter cut
the stands in two.

DEAD BROOD.
Last year, about the first of June one of my neigh-

bors, Mr. S. C. Vaught, discovered dead brood in his

apiary. It first commenced with the capped brood,
but soon extended to the larva?, which, in some In-

stances, in both soon became decomposed. On ex-
amination I found some of the capped brood with
minute ho'es in the cappings, and the decomposi-
tion complete. Some of the pupa? just dead, I

found reversed in their cells. There was a very
disagreeable odor from the decayed brood, but not
such as described in articles on foul brood. L'pon
inquiry I found ten apiaries, within a radius of 15

miles of me, affected by it ; some to the extent of 15

per cent, and most of it confined to the capped
brood. Two colonies in my home apiary were af-

fected slightly. The Refuge apiar,v, with its bright

new combs, had it in every colony, but did not reach

putrefaction before the bees removed the dead, and
filled the cells with hone}', and the queen com-
menced laying as vigorously as ever.

Mr. Vaught's apiary of al)out 2.50 colonies was so

badly diseased that he determined to let them work
out their own salvation, which they did. I uncap-
ped the dead inip:e of some colonies, and the bees
soon cleaned the cells.

Just before the discovery of this condition of

things the bees gathered a great deal of dark sour
honey-dew (aphides' I, and I attribute the disease to

that cause This year, as far as I can learn, there

is no evidence of the disease. It certainly can not

be the forerunner of foul brood, or we should have
it this year. O. M. Bi.anton.
Greenville, Miss., Aug. 4, 1885.

Thanks, friend B., for the valuable facts
you furni.sli. I sincerely hope it may so
"transpire that the trouble you mention witli

dead brood was caused Ijy the sour lioney
vou speak of: and I think you show excei-
lent good sense in investigating the matter
before rusliiiig to the conclusion that you
have foul brood in your neighborhood. Tlie
fact tliat it disappeared of itself. I should
think, is pretty nearly conclusive evidence.
Did anybody ever hear of foul luood disap-
pearing of its owu accord? There has never
l)een such a report made, that I know of.

MORE ABOUT BONE - CHARCOAL FOR
PURIFYING HONEY.

HEE-PASTCRAGE in north CAROLINA.

N reference to the note of Chas. H. Grote, page
388, I think the idea is a most valuable one, and
that bone-black, or animal charcoal, could be
used t(» change the color of dark honey .just as

easily as it takes the color from the syrup in

sugar-refineries. Enormous (juantities of bone-

charcoal are used in sugar-refineries for clearing

the syrup, and why should it not clear honey'/ The
bone-black is easily i)rocured. No doubt that Chas.

¥. Mapes, of Front St., New York, who purchases

large quantifies of spent bone-black, would tell your
readers where they could procure the fresh article.

All that is to be done is to fill a tall narrow tubular

filter with the black, and run the honey through it.

^n experitpent poHl(} be fpacje 8t a yery .sraslj co^t.
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I wish some of your readers could see the profu-

sion of bee-food going to waste in this beautiful

mountain countrs . Just now we have the locust,

basswood, white fringe, white clover, kalmia, aza-

lea, calycanthus, and I can not tell you how many
other shrubs and trees in bloom, while the silver-

bell, red-bud, cherry, plum, thorn, and a number of

others, are past bloom. We have a profusion of

flowers all through the summer. The sourwood is

especially abundant, and so are the magnolia and

tulip trees. Indeed, this country is tlowing with

honey, and there is room for thousands of hives,

and water is everywhere - pure, cool, running
streams Hlled with brook trout, and yet the bee-

keepers have nothing but old half-rotten "gums"
for the bees. I have been telling the folks here

about your Simplicity hives and the honey-boxes,

and they see the point; but it needs more enter-

prise than the natives have been used to, to gather

in all these lavish stores. No winter housing want-

ed here, where the witch-hazel is in bloom in Feb-

ruary. Henry Stewakt.
Webster, N. C, June f, 188.5.

Now, then, are some of our readers so sit-

uated that they can test this matter of filter-

ing honey through animal charcoal? Will
the honev go through without diluting, or
how thick IS the sugar syrup when it is

passed through the animal charcoal? Who
can tell us more about it?

REPORT FROM CALIFORNIA, BY OUR
OLD FRIEND GALLUP.

HONLV HY THE ton; ALSO SOMETHING IN HEGAHD
TO IMPORT.\TION OF QUEENS.

"T^DITOR of Gleanings:—I have been up into

'^j the mountains for a short time with the bee-

W^''r keepers, and have taken a few notes. One
•*~ has taken out three tons, one si.\ tons, one

eight tons, one tlfteen tons, etc. The season
has been quite unfavorable. Mr. S.T.Miller has
all together on hand now, between si.xty and sixty-

five tons. He held over about fifty tons last year,

and he has some fifteen tons of this year's crop. He
has 2~ry stands of bees, and they are kept in splendid

condition. Mr. Miller had quite an experience in

getting queens direct from Italy. Ho ordered from
Chas. Bianconcini, I think; the first eight were all

dead, and of the next fourteen, five were alive, but
two were so feeble that they did not live. They
came by express, so the three living queens were
quite expensive. Mr. B. can not see why they
should arrive safely to you and others east, and not

here. He can not or does not understand that they
have to be some eight days longer on the road, and
have to pass over a hot, arid desert, and then be
carried thirty miles over a rough mountain road.

The fact was, they consumed all their food, and
perished by starvation. Dh. E. Gallup.
Tustin City, Cal., Aug. 8, 1885.

Thanks, friend G.,for your excellent re-
port from California. In regard to the mat-
ter of importing queens from Italy, we have
had more die from starvation than from any
other one cause. It seems to me that friend
Bianconcini has no method of getting at the
exact number of bees he puts into a cage.
The stores would be all right, if the quanti-
ty of bees is not too great. I would suggest

that he weigh out his young bees, or, if it

would not be too expensive, count them out,
and then weigh the quantity of food. To
put in very much more food than is needed
is not desirable, because it adds so very
much more to the express charges. I think
our friend Charley will succeed, though, for
he is a pretty careful man, as a general
thing. You know he has sent us pretty
good-sized importations, with the loss of
hardly a single (lueen. I should like to know
how your bees from these imported queens
compare with the others, in regard to work-
ing qualities, in California.

REPORT OF A NUCLEUS IN FLORTDA.
ALSO SOME FACTS ABOUT FLORIDA IN GENERAL.

CAME here last November and brought with me
If a one-frame nucleus with a pure Italian queen.
It My location was fixed before I left home, hence

I had not the privilege of looking up a place

producing the most honey-plants. My little

grove, containing upward of one hundred trees,

has about forty which bore some last year, and are

bearing more this year. Some have over one hun-
dred oranges on, while others have only a few.

These have been budded about four and one-half

years. I brought the bees with me to see what they
could do in this locality. In a short time after my
arrival they commenced gathering honey and pol-

len, and kept themselves in feed, and reared brood
up to Jan. 10, when 1 thought it time to begin feed-

ing to strengthen them up more rapidly for the

orange-bloom. I do not know whether they would
have kept themselves in honey during the latter

part of January and the fore part of February or

not, as it was colder and more cloudy. I shall know
more about it next winter.

When the oranges came in bloom they had three

frames filled with brood and honey. I had another
frame of empty comb, and gave it to them. When
the orange-bloom was gone they had increased to

ten frames filled with honey and brood, and threw
out a youd swarm.
Orange-groves are numerous in this section, and

bees gather more honey from them than I had
thought. I believe a colony will gather as much
honey from orange in this locality as from white
clover in Ohio.

A few weeks after orange-bloom was gone, saw-
palmetto blossomed. This plant grows on flat

ground and in low places. In (his immediate vicin-

ity it is scattering, and bunches of it only here and
there. But it grows in abundance in the "flat

wood" which is two and a half miles from me. I

suppose my bees do go there, but I wish I Avere one
and a half miles nearer. The bee-man in this local-

ity—near Orlando—will get his surplus honey from
orange and saw-palmetto; and I am reliably in-

formed that goldenrod and other wild flowers will

furnish honey enough to keep the bees the entire

year through. Anyhow, I have confidence enough
to want an apiary, and am increasing as fast as I

can, with the expectation of supporting myself by
my bees until the oranges come into full bearing.

I intend to keep only Italians, and am rearing my
own queens. One week I lost three out of five;

think the bee-martins took them. Some call thein
" mosquito - hawks," 1 think. When bees bang
out at the entrance at night, toads eat them. I have
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killed as many as four by one hive at one time. I

have purchased one Italian colony, and with this

and the Italians I already have I rear my queens to

Italianize the black colonies, which I buy near here

at $3.25 each.

Bees gather honey and pollen now only in the

morning, and I am increasing with sugar. We are

having solid hot weather now—thermometer gets in-

to the nineties every day; generally about 9.5 to 98°.

The hottest it has been this summer was 103° in the

shade. When I get more bees and more experience

in the business in this country, I will send you an-

other report. L. W. Gray.
Troy. Orange Co., Fla., July 21, 1885.

THE BEE-KEEPERS' PHOTOGBAPH.

A LIST NOW NEAHLY COMPLETE, OF THE KKIENDS
WHOSE PICTURES APPEAR IN THE PHOTOGRAPH

MEDLEY OF THE NEW-ORLEANS BEE-KEEP-
ERS' CONGRESS.

fRIEND ROOT:— I sec in Gleanings of August
Ist a suggestion from Dr. Roberts, in regard

to numbering the faces in the N. O. photo-

graph. 1 think it would be better to begin in

the upper left-hand corner as we look at it;

that being the way we read, it will come more natu-

ral. To aid this numbering and naming, I send the

inclosed list. I hope we shall have better success

than Dr. K. has had thus far, as he has named only

two, and one of those wrongly. It is our friend P.

J. Christians, of New Orleans, the cashier of this

business, who sits next to friend Vial Ion, of BAyou
Goula, La.

(Top row, bfttliiiiiiiKHt tlif lift.)

No. I, Judge W. H. .XndiewK. MoKiniit^v. Texas.
No. B, J. (}. A. Wallace, Briprhtoii. Ontario.
No. «. Dr. 1). McKenzie, Cai rollton. La.
No. T, Ernest R. Hoot, Metlinn, Ohio.
No. 9, OM-ar F. Bledsoe, Grenada, Mis>.
No. II. C. M. Bliss. Vox Lake. Wis.
No. IS, R. (irlnse'l, Baden, Mo.
No. U, George Vincent, 63 Decalvu- St., New (Jrleans. La.

(Bepinning second row on upper left-hand corner.)

No. I.). O K. Kloinnoy.San Antonio, Texas.
No. Ifi, Tlioinn- I". Kerr, San Antonio. Texas.
No. 19, L. .loliii; on, Walton, Ky.
No. 22,1)1. D I(. Kox,.Tesnit'8 fiend. La.
No. 2:!, Mrs. K. K. 1'. tc rs. Shelbina, Mo.
No. 24, K. K I'rt.iw, SIirltiiti.T, Mcv.

No. 26, Mrs. Lu.iM<la M.nii on, I'eoria, HI.
.27, Mr . T. M,H,

I. lilies.No. 28, Mrs.
No. 29 Mrs. Dr. .1. Oien. Laporte City, low.i.
No. ."to. Dr. Jes^e OW'n, Laporte City, low.-i.

No, 33, S.yU-ester Johnson, Irvintfton, Ind.

(Third, or middle line. l>e(;inninK on left.)

No. M, J. W. Park, ( oinniliin. Texas.
No. 36.Amos Al.r.iM.-, H, nton, La.
No. 39, Col. O. M. Hl,int..ii. (ivpenville, Miss.
No. 40, C. Grimm, .'.-Itii S..I1 , Wis.
No. 41, J. B. MaM.n, Meihaiu,- Falls, Mnine.
No. 42, W. S, Hart. Hawks Park, Fla.
No. 43, H. C Austin, .\uslin Sprinus, Tenn.
No. 44, C. F. Muth. Cincinnati, Ohio.
No. 4.'>, Dr. J. W. Hudson. Maysville, S. C.
No. 51, S. W. Salisbury, Kansas City, Mo.

(Fourth line, left haiid.i

No. 53, J. A. Schudemayer, Black .luck Pprines, Texas.
No. 55, J. W. Winder, Carrollton. La.
No. 60, Dr. J. P. H. Brown. Augusta, Ga.
No.61,Dr. W. F. Robert*, Clinton, La .

No. 62, S. C. Boylston, Charleston, S. C.
No. 64, J. A. Gieen. Dayton, 111.

(Lower line, left hard.)

No. 66,.I. M. Killouirb.Sai. M.nr.os, Texas
No. 67, B. K. Carroll, Dresd.'n, Texas.
No. 72, James Formrook, Watcrtown
No. ?3. Thcmias a. Newman. Chicago, ill.

No. 74, A. 1. Root, Medina. Ohio.
No. 77, P. J. Christians. New Orleans, La,
No. '(8, P. L. Viallon, Bayou Goula, La.

From 75 colonies in the spring, I have to rejiort 40

Increase and 6i0) lbs. of honey. My bees on gray
I ind failed to store any honey during horscmint
b'oom, while those on black land, only 13 miles

away, did well. Gray land has made a partial fail-

Wiv.

ure in honey throughout this section, so far as I can
learn. 7—0. R. Flournoy, 75—115.

San Antonio, Tex., Aug. 10, 1885.

Thanks, friend F. I think your plan will
be the most practicable one ; and if some one
will supply the names for the missing num-
bers, we shall not need to devote any more
space to the subject.

PREVENTING APTER-SWARMS.

more about friend heddon's method.

T|p FTER reading the last issue of Gleanings it

Ww'] ^^''™^ ^^ ™^ that justice to myself and your

^^m readers calls for a few more words from me,
"*^'- upon this interesting and important subject.

In regard to my method as given in a former
issue, and discussed by Mr. Doolittle on page 556, I

think I never laid it down as infallible, though I do
not now recall to mind a single case of failure in

my practice. It seems that others are not all meet-

ing with the same success that has crowned my ef-

forts in the direction of preventing after-swarms

without even opening a hive.

There are, no doubt, two ways to account for this

great variance regarding the reports concerning

success with the method. It may be accounted for

by a difference of locality; and, again, by difference

of manipulation. All systems of manipulation do
not give us the same results in all locations. When
I read Mr. Doolittle's method of introducing virgin

queens, my mind pictured the same disastrous re-

sults as are described by Mr. Ellison, should I at-

tempt to apply it in my apiary. I am, however, of

the opinion that the cause of failure on the part of

the few who have failed, is inoKtly owing to their

lack of performing the work in keeiiing with the

spirit of the method. I presume I neglected to be
explicit enough in describing it, or forgot some-
thing, the same as I forgot to add the extracting of

the old combs, in the concluding sentence of my
article on modern transferring, on page .562. Sever-

al have reported success in "Preventing after-

swarms," by simjily hiving the prime swarm on the

old stand, and removing the old hive to a new loca-

tion. They claimed the cause of success to rest in

the fact that this removal drained the old hive of a

larger proportion of its bees, especially the older

portion; and so when the young queens came to

hatch, the bees would find themselves too few in

numbers to swarm, and all supernumerary queens
would be dest'-oyed, and thus no after-swarming

would take place. The theory is correct, but I

found that it did not go far enough to insure suc-

cess. I added to it letting the old colony remain,

practically upon the old stand with the swarm; and
just before the queens were ready to hatch, then re-

move the old colony to another stand, and thus de-

prive it of its flying bees; and then what is left to

swarm, except queens? Under such conditions,

how coidd they swarm?
Is it not evident, that those who have failed have

not done their work so as to secure these conditions?

Have they bees that cast prime swarms, ten to four-

teen days before the queens begin to hatch, rather

than seven days before? Then they must not move
the old colony so soon after prime swarming. But
some one says, "No. My colony cast their second

swarm the next day after they were removed to

their permanent location."
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Well, whence did that colony get bees to swarm
with? Did you follow our injunctions, to remove
the old hive, when nearly all its fleld-working force

was out? Did you remove it carefully, so that as

few bees as possible would mark the new location?

If so, whence did they get the bees with which to

make up a swarm? If your operations were all in

keeping with the spirit of this method, then your

bees must have different habits from mine. I could

not be persuaded to adopt Bro. Doolittle's additions

to my method of preventing after-swarms, even if

I needed any, for they are not in harmony with the

method; for it is one adapted to him who has hun-

dreds of colonies to handle, and does not wish to

spend more time in manipulating the old colony

than it requires to hive the second swarm beside

the old stand; and after both queens are fertile, re-

move one, and run back the swarm, which is anoth-

er plan of ours, which settles the question of increase

from second swarms, and one which we often prac-

tice if the colony is one that we wish to rear queens
from.
This puts me in mind of one instance this season,

where one of our best colonies that had cast a prime
swarm nine days previously, cast four after-swarms

in as many days, all of which we hived on fdn. in

hives, clustering about the old stand. As soon as

all of the five queens were fertile, we shipped four

of them and ran all the swarms back into the old

colony, extracted all honey stored in the newly
drawn combs, and gave their combs, eggs, and lar-

vte to prime swarms just issuing. Not a particle

of bee labor or time was lost. Wc spent less time

in the whole operation, than I have seen spent in

trying to " clip all the cells but one," and then fail-

ing to prevent after-swarms at that.

Our climates and localities, as well as our ideas

of dispatch, differ widely. I could no more adopt
Mr. Doolittle's bo.x and comb manipulation than 1

could his hive. I do not think any one will toler-

ate any added complication, when once he " gets

the haTig " of just how to use my method in its let-

ter and spirit. Jamks Heijdox.
Dowagiac, Mich.

FALSE STATEMENTS IN REGARD TO THE HON-
EY BUSINESS OF OUR COUNTRY.

As a protection to ovir boe-kPeping population, we propose in
this department to publish the names of newspapers that per-
sist in publishing false statements in regard to the purity of
honey which we as bee-keepers put on (he market.

'E extract the following from tlie Evcn-

v^lilir '"y ^^cifs, of Saginaw. Mich. It was
evidently written by our okl friend
L. C. Whiting, of East Saginaw.
Mich.

UEES A.ND GLUCDSE.
1 saw an extract in your paper from the Chicago

News, headed, " What Bees are Coming to." They
took it originally from the Detroit Free Press. It
Mas written in the style of Peck's bad boy, and was
evidently a burlesque, or something worse, on the
part of the author. For instance, the writer said
the bees were being fvd glucose; and to prove it

jtointed out a barrel labeled grajx' sugai-. Now,
grape sugar, if dissolved, would turn hack into su-
gar again before he had time to sell it, and would
not be the color ot honey, and of course be unsala-
ble. To a beo-keei)er the case (if there was any
truth in it at all) stands like this: Bees as a rule
raise brood only when honey is coming in. There
is a time in the summer, alter white clover has
gone to seed, that there are no tlowers to yield hon-
ey for several weeks. Bee-keepers have learned
f hat jt pays to feed back pooy lioiicy du|-ing this

dearth of blossoms, to keep the oueen laying to
raise workers to gatlier the honey that comes later.
This is probably what the Detroit bee-keeper was
doing. The life of a working bee in the honey sea-
son is very short, from sixty to ninety days. If the
flow of honey ceases for thirty days nearly half the
bees in the hive will have died from old age. Those
unacquainted with the short life of the worker-bee
think some disease has killed them. Bee-keepers
feel, after such a winter as the last, that they have
about enough to contend with without being ad-
vertised as selling glucose for honey. We some
time will have a law that will compel persons to
sell things for what they are, or forfeit their goods;
and the sooner the better. L. C. W.

It is indeed true, that bee-keepers have
had enotigh to contend witii without this
miserable sensational reporter's story that
friend W. refers to ; and it seems to me that
the times are ripe for a law that will make
it a very severe offense to sell any thing for
something else. Feeding bees something
that is not honey, with the purpose of selling
it for honey, if such a thing has been done,
should most assuredly come tinder the above
head.

LETTER FROM J. H. MARTIN,
[e tells how his Automatic Extractor works.

AI.S SOMETHINT. ABOUT VIROIN QUEENS

TTit)t' call for a report from some one using the

'^jf^]
Stanley automatic honey-extractor. I have

\^^ used one two years, and not only extracted^ one ton, but several, with it, and the follow-

ing is my report. As to the working qualities

of the machine in my yard; Last season, owing to

the short crop, our work with it was limited to

about one ton; but this season basswood came
down in such a shower that nearly three tons have
been run through the machine, and we afc not
through yet.

The machine I ordered of Mr. Stanley was made
to tit my size of frame, 11 xU. It was among the

first of his make; and by the side of my old two-

frame machine it was a genuine "Jumlio." It

takes four frames, and, of course, it does not start

oft' so quickly nor stop so easily as the light two-

frame machine, and on that account it appears
clumsy to manage; but after you get used to the

change, this clumsiness disappears. As I have done
nearly all of my extracting myself, my method is as

follows:

I go out into the yard with my cart, upon which I

have three hive-bodies. I go from one hive to an-

other till I fill all of the hives, say 30 frames of hon-

ey. I then wheel it right into the building, close to

the extractor, and extract the load. After uncap-
ping lour frames 1 insert them in the extractor,

and, whirling the baskets into position, I give the

crank a few vigorous turns, and then leave the ma-
chine to run down. It will run with enough force

to throw out honey until you uncap another frame
(1 have sometimes uncapped two frames). I then
reverse the combs and set it to whirling the other

way, and uncap more combs; and by the time the

machine stops I have four more combs ready lo ex-

tract.

The beauty of the macliiiie, and the great claim

for it, is the reversing motion, and it works to a

charm. Vou don't have to touch a sticky comb un-

til both sides arc extracted; and if you do your own
work, the machine is not only automatic in revers-

ing, but in extracting; and I think Bro. IfecJdoq
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would find it so without slipping the crank out of

gear. The gearing on this machine could be fixed

in a short time so as to be so used.

The only fault 1 find with my machine is in the

comb-baskets. As my frame is deeper than the L.

frame, the wire cloth would bulge out and break
the combs. I put in several stays, and it now works
all right. I also had to get stronger chains to

strengthen the baskets where they are attached to

them. I wrote to friend Stanley about this weak-
ness in the machine, and his reply was that I must
turn slower. My reply was, that unless he could

make his machine strong enough to be run like

lightning it wouldn't suit me and a great many oth-

er bee-keepers. I understand the machines have
been made stronger, and somewhat improved, this

season.
I have not run it to test its capacity. With the

aid of a ten-year-old boy I have run out 1000 lbs. in

about 7 hours. That was as fast as I could bring it

in and uncap it. To run it up to its full capacity

would require two men in the yard and two or three

to uncap, and one at the crank.

I will sum up my opinion of the automatic honey-
extractor, by saying that I wouldn't exchange it

for the old two-frame machine again. I have a two-

frame machine in my Granville apiary; and if I

run that apiary for extracted honey I shall surely

put in a Stanley machine; or if I should go to Flor-

ida or California or Cuba, and run for extracted

honey, 1 would order a Stanley. I will also say, that

I am in no way interested in Mr. Stanley's business.

I met the gentleman at the N. K. N. V. Association,

and found him a very agieeable young man, and I

have no doubt anyone dealing with him will be

fairly treated.
INTROnUClNO VIHCIN yUEE.VS.

The question of introducing virgin queens is of

great interest to mc, and I have been in hoi)cs a re-

liable method could be discovered, or one that is

sure every time. I succeeded several times by mix-

ing bees in Doolittle's cage, and thought I had got

it sure, when the bees went t>ack on me and killed

several fine queens. At the same time three fer-

tile queens were balled in a cage, and one killed. I

attributed this t*) the age of the bees used. I form-

ed several cages of bees for nuclei while 1

was extracting, and I shook bees from the top

story. 1 seemed to get bees all of the same age,

while bees from the brood-frames give you bees ol

all ages, and are better for forming nuclei, and will

accept a queen nearly every time.

I have accidentally hit upon a plan that is quite

sure, or has been with me so far. 1 formed a nucle-

us with a mixed lot of bees, and gave them a virgin

(juecn. In a few hours I happened to look into the

cage, and the bees were balling the (jueen on the

bottom of the cage. I was somewhat provoked at

the bees; and seeing a pail of water standing close

by 1 thought a bath would do the bees good. So I

dipped the cage, bees and all, into the water. They
looked very much as though they had been out in a

wet rain, and 1 set them up in the sun to dry. When
dry I put them in the hive, and the queen was ac-

cepted. Now, Bro. Israel, next time you climb the

mountain and roll your bees around, get a stream
of water handy, and roll them through that, and
you have the whole process.
Virgin queens can be quite successfully intro-

duced with Alley's cage, and I should think Boom-
howcr's cage would also answer admirably: but
Ihey are nof suie every time, As far as my experi-

ence goes, a virgin queen will be accepted when
she gnaws herself out of a cell, even if the cell has
been in the hive but a short time. If an artificial

cell could be constructed so the queen can gnaw
herself out, or with an adjustable cap to open grad-
ually, I think the queen would be accepted every
time. John H. Martin.
Hartford, N. Y., Aug. .5, 1885.

Friend M..we are much obliged to you
for your report, and are glad to hear of your
having such a good yield of honey. Same
one has before suggested the plan of starting
the extractor under high motion, and letting
it stop when it got ready. I believe it was
friend Ileddon. Although I examined one
of the automatic extractors, I can not now
remember whether it was geared or not

;

but from what experience I nave had with
four-frame extractors, my opinion is they
do not need gearing — simply put a crank
on top of the shaft.— In regard to the bath
remedy as a cure for balling queens, it does
not always work. I have had stubborn
nuclei that wotUd pitch into the queen again
before they got hardly dry ; although, as a
rule, '' sousing " them in water generally di-

verts their attention from the queen. My
experience in caging virgin queens was, that
the cage was a nuisance, and we got along
much better without any cage. Why should
they be caged, if tliey are entirely unmolest-
ed without caging? If you mean virgin
queens live or six dtiys old, you will perhaps
want H cage ; but as' a rule" you will waste
more time, both of your own and that of the
bees, than your old virgin (jueensare worth ;

that is. thai was my conclusion.— I am sorry
to discourage anybody ; but the artilicial-

queen-cell business has been pretty thorough-
ly tested. One friend went so far as to ad-
vertise them for sale several .\oais ago : but,
like all other plans for introducing, some-
times it worked and then again it didn't;
and the 'didirts"" came so often that it

.spoiled it all. -^ -^ m
GBADING HONEY BEFORE YOU TAKE

IT TO MARKET.

FEW days ago we purchased a lot of

(., lled-Astrakhan apples of a farmer.
When we take iioney around town on
our wagon, we take along fruits and
vegetables also, more or less, and the

Wed Astrakiians were put on the wagon.
We decided that we should have to have lo

cts. per peck, to cover cost, and expense of
selling. The sales were slow, because cus-
tomers were deterred from buying by bruis-
ed, specked, and gnarly specimens of fruit

scattered all through. Finally tlie boys
stopped the wagon, and picked out all tlie

poor fruit, and put it into a basket by itself,

showing customers nothing but fair, smooth
apples. The load was closed out at liO cts. a
peck, in a very short time. ^S'ow, how many
bad ones weie left, do you suppose V lit

grading they got about one peck of bad ones
to five pecks of perfect fruit, and they sold
this bad jieck for 10 cts. Do you see the
point? Six pecks of apples brought $1.10
after they were graded. Before grading
they ottered six pecks of apples for UO cpjjts,
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and could not get it : therefore it would
have been good economy to have poured the
bad apptes out to the pigs, rather than to
have damaged and hindered the sale of the
nice ones by having them sprinkled through
with bad ones. I was a little surprised
when they told me about it ; so I asked my
wife one day, when I saw her paring apples,—
" Sue, how much more would you give to

have apples tiiat were all smooth, without
any specks, rotten spots, or ' crookedness

'

about them — that is, providing you wanted
them to cut up for pies or sauce T'

She replied promptly,—
" Why, I would give twice as much."
" Oh, no I you couldn't give so much as

that, could you V Are you not putting it a
little too strongly V'
" I am not putting it too strongly at all.

AVhere a woman's time is valuable, and
where slie likes to have things nice, she can
well afford to give double the money to get
nice fair fruit.

'

Of course, there are people who will want
the culls at a moderate price, and such
people should have the privilege of having
them. Xow, we have kept on grading our
fruit ever since that day, and I have been
surprised again by hearing the boys say
they could not get rid of their culls so long
as they had nice fruit on the wagon. There
was hardly anybody who wanted the culls at
any price. While relating the little story to

a friend, lie mentioned the following:
He wanted to buy some corn, and a farmer

drove past his house with a load that he
wanted 20 els. for; but there were so many
nubbins and so much soft corn mixed in

with it that he decided not to buy it. Short-
ly afterward he drove to Akron (five miles),
and met the same farmer who was trying to

sell his corn. He drove from place to place,
but the soft corn and the nubbins frightened
liis customers, and he could not get a pur-
chaser. He finally sold it to my friend (who
offered him 20 cts. in the morning), for only
15 cents per pushel. They transferred it

from one wagon to the other ; but Avhile so
doing they sorted it. tlirowing the bad ears
to the back end of the wagon. After they
got it sorted a man drove past who wanted
to buy corn, and he offered 2o cts. a bushel
for the best. Now, then, how many bushels of
bad corn were in the back end of the wagon?
I can not remember the figures, but the re-

sult was something like this: There were
17 bushels of good corn and ."> bushels of
culls. The farmer sold the 20 bushels for
SH.OO. ]\Iy friend who bought it was offered
S4.2o for the sound corn after he got it sort-

ed, and had the culls to take home besides.
I have mentioned this little story a great
many times, and every one veriiies it.

Oiir friend Terry, of potato-book fame,
has several thousand bushels of potatoes,
not very large, on account of the devastating
blight "that lias swept over almost all of
Northern Ohio. 1 suggpsled that he sort

them, and sell the small ones for what he
could get, and the nice ones at a good price.

He was afraid it would not work with the
potatoes. When 1 got home 1 asked my
wife if she would give double the money for
good-sized potatoes in good shape, free from

specks, crookedness, etc. She replied at once,
that she would gladly. Now, I do not know
how far it pays to carry this principle. Per-
haps my Avife is a little over particular,
in her readiness to pay a good price for
fruits and vegetables tliat are just to her
liking ; but I know there are lots of women-
folks who are just like her.

Now let us apply it to honey. Some of
your honey is real nice ; a good deal of it is

pretty fair, and some is crooked and unsight-
ly ; but it is not well to put it together, with
the hope that the purchaser won't mind the
bad if there is not very much of it. and your
chance of getting a fancy price for your fan-
cy honey is killed by a few bad sections rnix-

ed in, just as we drove customers away from
our apples, and just as the farmer made his
whole load of corn un.salable by three bush-
els of soft nubbins mixed in. It is the same
thing with lUjuid honey. There will proba-
bly be some time in the season when honey
that comes in is just splendid. Put this by
itself; when the yield changes, put this by
itself, and put the poorest by itself. When
you have a customer who will give anything
like a fair price for the poorest quality, let it

go. You will always have the most Irouble
in selling the culls—at least, we do on our
market wngon. People have different tastes

and notions. There are a good many nowadays
in every community who take pleasure in

using and in showing to their friends, God's
Hnest gifts to men. They like gilt-edge but-
ter, and they enjoy paying a gilt-edge price
for it. It stimulates and encourages the
producer, and raises farming, fruit-growing,
etc., to one of the line arts.

.V great many purchasers spoilGod's (incst

gifts by bungling, slip-shod habits in hand-
ling the products, after nature has furnished
them free from blemish. Almost every farm-
er who brings us apples puts them iii bags.
Very often the bags have had flour or meal
in them; they are dumped into the wagon,
then shaken into a basket. By the time
we get them they have to be sorted and
wiped. AViping takes off' the bloom, which
everybody loves to see. Another thing: A
good many apple-growers shake their apples
off' on to the groinid. and perhaps set their

boots on them when they are picking them
up. A few days ago a young man brought
us some beautiful Red-Astrakhan apnles
that were picked from the trees, and laid

carefully into baskets. I gave him some new
baskets in place of his, so that we were ena-
bled to handle the apples without touching
them or tumbling them from one measure to
another. Tlie man who raised them is pres-
ident of one of our horticultural societies.

Did it pay him to pick the apples? They
brought fiilly 20 c. more than if he had shak-
en them off"! and everybody was pleased all

around. If we could have all the fall apples
brought us pick! (1 in litis way. and set into

our market wagon, nicely graded by the
picker. wouUhri it be fun to sell fruit? The
careful housewife could then till the fruit-

stand with these great smooth beauties, with
the bloom on every apple that it possessed
when it ripened on the tree. Now, dear
friends, does this little chapter strike homo
to you in your work?
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FROM DIFFERENT FlELDl

ANOTHEU WAY TO CLEAN THE CLARK SMOKER.

fHAT smoker T bought of j'oii was in good
hoftlth; ))\it ill llie run of time it Ijccame

badiy affected with the quinsy: and, as tlie

Frenchman said by the l)ello\vsed horse, it

went "ove heze, ove hcze." ] gave terapo-

rarj' relief by pushing and pulling a square hickory

stick through its windpipe, turning the stick at the

same lime; l)iit the glue-like soot gathered and
settled on and on, until its lungs ceased to work.

I then took it to my work-bench and performed a

surgical operation by making a hole slanting

tlirough in the bottom-board of the bellows, in the

direction of the back end of the air-tube, leading

from the bellows to the fire-pot. I then wound a

strip of thin new domestic around my hickory stick,

and swabbed and cleaned out this badly choked
tulje precisely as a deer killer cleans out his rifle.

I first opened tlie tube with my brace and a small

bit, by carefully working the bit in at each end of

th# tube. This fioie in the bellows-board I stopped

with a little l)all of soft beeswax. T made it air-

tight in half a minute, and can open it in that

length of time.

I will suggest that you make the tube leading

from the bellows to the fire pot xtr<ii{i]it, and solder

one end near the nose of the fire pot, and let the

other extend back, accessible through the hole

in the bottom-board. A bellows constructed in this

way can be cleaned by a child, wilh h swali and pan
of water, I think, in a few minutes.

Quitman, Te.xas. .1. M. Steu.ma.n.

Thanks, friend S. Your suggestion it) le-

gard to stopping Die liole with a piece of soft
beeswax, is ingttiious and vahiable. This
would make theopeningabsohttely air-tight,

<iuickly done and aliudsL no expen.se.— Yon
can not make a stiaiglit tui>e send the blast
straight out at tlie noz/le of tiie smoker.
On this acconnt I think we liad better have
it bent ; but we may adopt your plati of
leavitig an opening for swabbing out.

YEI.LOW-JESSAMINE HONEY NOT INJUHIOeS WHEN
FULLY KIPE, BITT THE UNSEALED HOISONOIS.
This honey is considered poisonous if eaten be-

fore it is ripe, or capped over, among our people in

Eastern North Carolina, where it abounds all over
the woods in large quantities. Of this I can remem-
ber being told ever since I was quite small; and I

have heard of many instances where people were
made sick and partially hJind from eating unripe
jessamine honey; and in consequence of this, all our
bo.\ hive men are very careful to save no honey in

the conll'i, except that capped—all uncapped being
squeezed out, which is supposed to work off all im-

purities in It, after standing a few days, on being
squeezed out.

COTTON AS A HONEY-PLANT.
Bees are just booming on the cotton honey-flow

at this time. Italians, albinos, and Syrians, all go
toi' il with a vim this year. You know I reported
lastseason the e.\tra yield of cotton honey from one
hybrid colony of Syrians, while Italians were lying
idle; but "ft IS not so this year. The albinos seem to

like it better than either Italians or Sjrians, though
all of theth are filling every available nook and cor-

ner with it.

CATCHING .\ND CAGING QUEENS.
If beekeepers would use a queen-catcher, some-

thing like the"Klimitz" catcher, there would be

fewer queens lost by cramping and otherwise in-

juring them by picking them up by the wings. I

have used, ever since July, 18Tt, a queen-catcher

made of wire cloth, of which the Kliraitz catcher is

a very near imitation, and I have yet to hurt the

first queen with them. I caught a queen last March
with mine, when she got so cold she could hardly

crawl in the cage, in going up the catcher, and I

blowing warm smoke on her, too, all the while.

3—Abbott L. Swinson, 41—6.5.

Goldsboro, N. C, Aug. 10, 18a5.

QUEENS GETTING UNDER THE ALIGHTING-BOARD.
My success with bees is moderate. I have in-

creased this season more than 100 per cent, and all

my colonies ieem to be in good condition. Some of

the new swarms are giving more honey than some
of the old ones. My bees are a common kind—
neither Italians, nor yet the little black bee. I had
one or two interesting experiences with swarms, in

one of which a swarm came out two or three times

and then went back. Suspecting something wrong
I looked closely under the alighting-board and
found a fine queen imprisoned in a spider's web,
with a dozen or fifteen bees trying to release her.

I released her for them and the next day got a fine

swarm.
One day a fine swarm came out and was success-

fully hived; but I noticed on the table in front of

the new hive two collections of bees. In one of

these I found a dead queen, in another a queen just

able to crawl about. A shower coming up I went
indoors; and when I came back the second queen
was dead, and the sv.arm gone—back, I think, to the

hive from which they came. Could it be that, in

fighting, both queens were mortally wounded?
EIGHT-FRAME HIVES.

1 am still holding on to the Simplicity hive with

wired frames, Init can't, for the life of me, see the

use of a bottom hivewilh t mi frames. Putting in

two broad frames with section boxes—one to right

and one to left—shows that seven or eight frames
are ample for l>rood. Why not, then, have the low-

er hive nmde for only seven or eight frames, in-

stead of for these, and two broad frames for honey'r'

It is certainly much more convenient to get honey
from the second story than the first. Why not,

then, force the bees to store all their surplus above,
where it is much more accessible? I know that

some think that bees store more at the sides than
above; but mj very limited experience is the other
way. I know, too, the oft -iterated argument about
the vast number of Simplicity hives in use. But
that is not a valid argument, if a hive with fewer
frames would do better. Some of my bees do so

much better than others, I think I shall guillotine

some of my queens as soon as I believe I can suc-

cessfully introduce others. But, by the way, is it

not troublesome to introduce queens while there is

a second story on? I suppose a frame has to be
lifted out of its place in order to watch the deport-

ment of the bees to her, else she disappears from
view between two frames.
One criticism—on you and some of your corres-

pondents—about the use of words. Starch, for in-

stance, is sometimes recommended, as, for instance,

in putting in fdn. Is it the dry article, or the pro-

pared that is meant; J. A. Gokee, 8-18.
Tuscaloosa, Ala., Aug. 13, 1885.
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Friend (;.. il was because of so many mis-
liaps in I lie way of queens getting under tiie

j

bottom-boards, etc., tliat I decided that our
|

bottom-boards must be cleated clear round,
so that there should be no space for ([ueens.

spiders, or toads, to get under the bottom-
board : and I therefore concluded to make
the bottom and cover of the Simplicity hive
exactly alike. Where there is a hole under

[

the hive, a new swarm is almost sure to

make a mistake and crawl jnu7f;the hive in-
'

stead of into it. I have never heard of both
j

queens being injured during a combat be-
tween the two queens. If your hive holds
only seven or eight frames, and you should
want to use it for a winter hive, you could
not have chaff division-boards at each outside,
and still have combs enough to winter the
bees on. If you think the number of Simplic-
ity hives already in use is not a valid argu-
ment, suppose you try a few eight - frame
hives in your own apiary, and see how long
it will be before you conclude it does make
a difference, where you have to work them
interchangeably with others. I do not be-
lieve that a hive with fewer frames will do
better.—Yes, it is somewhat troublesome to

introduce a queen to a hive that has an upper
story on. Upper stories, however, I believe,
are now considered to be the lesser of the
evils attendant on having the whole number
of combs spread out horizontally.—I do not
think your criticism about the use of words
well taken. If you look at the word" stai-ch

"

in Webster, you will find two different refer-
ences. One is the dry article, and another is

the verb signifying the act of applying the
starch. There is no name that I know of
for the starch in a semi-liquid form, as it is

prepared in laundries ; and, of course, this

is what we refer to when we mention using
it as a lubricant^

SOUR HONEY, AND WHAT TO DO WITH IT.

T see in Aug. 1st Glkanings, page .531, that G. E.

Hughes asks what to do with sour honey. As there

are others who may have sour honey, and do not

know what to do with it, I will give you the plan 1

used last year. I took a wash-kettle, filled it about
three-fourths full of honey, put this in a large pot

of water, put fire under, and boiled the water. As
long as any scum rises to top of houoy, skim it off

and put in a vessel to cool; keep the scum, and you
will get some honey at bottom. You can keep hon-

ey this way any length of time, and do what you
please with it. Now, who will gi\e us a cheap way
to filter honey— i. e., to make dark honey clear?

New Orleans, La., Aug. 4, 1885. D. M'Kenzie.

It occurred to me, friend M.,tO suggest
scalding the honey to remove the sourness,
as the women-folks do with syrups, pre-
serves, etc.; but scalding, so tar as my ex-
perience goes, is so apt to give the honey a
sort of cooked taste that 1 thought I would
about as soon have it sour as to have it

scalded.

HONEV "TURNING TO SUGAR."
It is an old saying, that "misery loves company."

That is why T have felt less lomsomf since reading

friend Gordon's report in Aug. 1st Gleanings.
With us, however, it is not alone the white-sumac
honey that has turned to sugar, but all the honey
made this season from maple bloom till the present

time. In d nucleus hive I found two pieces of

comb as large as my hand, and these were partly

filled with candied honey. These combs were built

within a week, so our latest honey is as bad as the

earliest. We have had a very dry season till lately,

and I did think that accounted for the sugar; but

for the past three weeks we have had abundance of

rain; still the sugar nuisance continues. I at-

tempted to extract some of the honey, but gave up
the job in disgust. By revolving- the combs at a very

high speed I could get about 10 lbs. from a story

containing 40 lbs. of honey. It was very dark honey
while the sugar remaining in the cells was almost as

white as granulated sugar. I think the bees have

concluded the sugar business is a fraud, for they are

carrying out the sugar and dumping it in front of

the hives. VV. E. Skinner.
Warrentou, V'a., Aug. IT, 188.').

No doubt your candied honey looks like

sugar, friend S.; and after you have thrown
out the liquid portion by means of the ex-
tractor you have something very much like
loaf sugar, which is made in the same way,
by draining, or throwing out by centrifugal
force, the liquid portion ; but it is not sugar,
strictly, after all ; or, at least, not what we
understand by the term sugar. All solid

sugar taken out of honey is grajje sugar, not
cane, if I am not mistaken.

TURNING THE TABLES.
I take Gleanings and the Amerieau Bee Jimrnal-

With your perforated zinc to put between brood-

chamber and top hive I can raise bees and honey by
the mile, without any winter fixings; but with all

these advantages you can put me in Blasted Hopes. I

see honey is very low, and still falling—no sale, no

difference how attractive it may be. I see a great

howl put up against adulterating honey with syrup.

I see no way to sell our honey but to adulterate the

common syrup with it. That would be turning the

tables " clean over." No use sending you a report.

1 have honey enough—more than I can seU.

Columbia, Tex., Aug. 14, 188.5. .1. W. Park.

Well, friend P., your remedy is a novel
one indeed—pi'oducing honey so cheaply
that, instead of adulterating honey with su-

gar, unprincipled venders will go to adulter-
ating syrup with honey. AVoiildn't that be
a novel undertakingV And now who knows
but our troubles may end in this way? I

presume there is more than one article in

their line where nice honey is cheaper than
some grades of syrup.

THE PROQENV OF A CARNIOLAN gUKEN CROSSED
WITH AN ITALIAN DRONE.

I have a Carniolan queen that came from Geo. H.

Knickerbocker, of New York. She was mated witta

a yellow drone, and has so far given good results,—

considering the season, which has been a poor one

—

there being no white-clover honey. The bees work
early and late; and when it rains, if not too hard.

They have male the whitest combs and the best-

looking honey, and a good deal more of it. than the

average of bees. They are very hardy, and as

gentle as Italians. The old saying is, that " one

swallow does not make a summer," but I shall have

enough next year to give them a better test.

There is one point of which I wish to speak; and

that is, they stick to the boxes better in cold nights,

and I consider that one of the best. After taking
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off the early liooey they went right into the new
|

sections and went to drawing' out the Idn., even be-
,

tore there was any honey to put into them. They
are now worlting on buckwheat, which is looking

well. Basswood was never better, but we haven't

enough of it, the most being cut off and sold to

make ('randall's toys, and there are about 250 col-

onies of bees in this range. i

I have bees in three different places, besides my
home yard. I find that they do much better where
there are only a few bees in a place. T can get

more honey in my liouse apiary than T can in chaff

hives. ('. J. HAKiHT.
Hush, Pa., Aug. l(t. 188;-..

AlJOl'T THAT AUTO.MATIC HON EV-KXTRACTOR.
Charles West, on page 5*') of Gleanings, wants

some "late information about the practicability of

the Stanley automatic extractor." I purchased a

four-frame machine of that make last spring; have
extracted about 4000 lbs., and can say that it is prac-

j

ticably reversible. The working parts are strong, 1

well put together, and it looks as if it ought to last
j

a long time. It is certainly a great sa\ing of time

and labor to be able to reverse the combs almost in-

stantaneously, instead of lifting out one at a time
,

and putting them back to get the honey out of the
1

other side. While 1 am delighted with the working
parts, 1 am not so well pleased with the can. It is

made of good material, and well put together, but

it has a Hat bottom and no honey-gate, but a tin

tube instead, and J do not consider any extractoi-

complete that will always have two or three gallons

of honey standing in it unless you tip it to one side

so it can get out. Hro. Stanley, in the cut of his

extractor, shows a honey-gate; but when he makes
it he prefers a tin tube and cork. I do not find

fault with Uro. Stanley for making his extractor

with a tin tube instead of a honey-gate, but I was
not a little disappointed to find mine that way; and
I think when goods differ in anyway from a cut

that is intended to describe them, such differences

ought to be made known by private letter or other-

wise. 4—A. R. NiSBET, 100—143.

Dobyville, Clark Co., Ark.

To be sure, friend S. ought to make some
explanation, if he sends out a inathine that
does not agree with his illustration, and lie

certainly can afford a good honey-gate for
the price he gets for them. As" we never
heard this complaint befoie, may be yours
was, finished in that way by mistake", and
that the others are as they should be.

DOES CONTKAt'TING TJHE BROOD-NESr INtJREASE

THE TENDENCY TO SWARM?
Do not wide frames forsections, or the contracting

of the brood-nest, in any way cause bees to swarm
more than they otherwise would? If a swarm of

bees has plenty of room all the season through,

would they swarm at all? In introducing virgin

queens as you describe in last issue of Glean-
ings, does it make any difference whether they

come from the lamp nursery or the hatcher? I

kept a lot of virgin queens caged up. four or five

days, then tried to introduce them by the same
plan by which I had successfully introduced a

lot of fertilized ones. I lost about every one
of them, proving true what yon say in July 15 No.,

page 504. In Aug. 1 No. you want some plan for in-

troducing a virgin queen, five to seven days old, to

a colony queeuless 24 hours. Where can they be

kept so that the bees will receive them? I believe,

that if there is a plan found it will be by a cage that

allows the bees to liberate the queen, the length of

time for keeping her away from the bees being reg-

ulated by the thickness of candy or material they

have to work through. 4—Wm. Fuller. 19—45.

Woodville, Wis.

Friend F., giving plenty of room in a hive
will often be the means of inducing the bees
to store honey and not swarm : yet the rule is

by no means" invariable, for swarms often
come out when the hive is only half full.

AVheuacolony of bees get their sections full,

however, and their owner neglects to give
them more, they are pretty certain to get the
swarming fever. Your success in introduc-
ing virgin queens four or five days old is

just about what I should expect, lliey can
by no means be introduced as easily as a fer-

tile laying queen^

WHAT AII,S THE BEES?

This spring I bought from a farmer two colonies

of bees in old box hives. One of them sent out

three large swarms, and all are doing well. The
old hive is now in a bad condition. It smells badly,

and they don't seem to be doing much. Is it foul

brood? if so, is there anj- remedy? As you are

good authority on bees, I would thank you to tell

me what I had better do. If it is contagious, would

it not be better to destroy them? N. W. Ecidy.

Toledo, <)., Aug. 24, 1885.

Friend K., T hardly think it is foul brood,
from your statement, although it may be.

Your great trouble is, that your bees are in

a box hive, and the only thing for you to do
is to break or cut out a comb containing
brood, so that you can make an examination.
If you find tlie combs r.eally contain dead
brood, and when the cells are punctured
with a little stick or the point of a knife,
you find this brood in a pasty condition,
emitting a bad smell, you may be certain it

is foul brood. Another symptom of foul
brood is, that after the caps of the cells have
sunken in, a small hole like a pin-hole is

seen in the center of each cap.

HONEV-DEW AGAIN, BITT ONLY A SLIGHT TRACE.

I notice in the editorials of July 15, that you have
heard no report from honey-dew this year. We
have had some here, but not nearly as much as last

year. There is just enough to give the honey a pol-

len, or bready taste. I find it helps such honey
greatly to heat it a little. How long will it take un-

capped honey in the hive to ripen? The honey crop

is a failure, compared with last year; bee-keepers

will not get half a crop around here.

Hartland, Wis., Aug. 6, 188.5. E. M. Crouch.

SOME QUESTIONS EROM FRIEND BAUM.

j

I e.vamined a uucleiis that died of dysenteiy, and

[

found some white substance on and in the comb,

[

and, to my astonishment, I found it was table-salt

j

crystals. Now the question is. Where did they get

it, and what did they want of it?

j

Will the queen voluntarily leave the old hive in

' swarming time, or is she compelled to do so by the

workers?
t Bees are doing pretty well yet. They are still

;
dropping in the forenoon. The honey and pollen

I come from corn-fields and part form red clover. The
I grasshoppers are destroying much red clover.
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I have very nice white-clover honey, and it is seil-

iiig last lit 15 cts. per lb. Last year I sold at 20 cts.;

but this year a bee - man shipped to this part

at reduced rates in the beginning of this season. I

sold for 18 cts. per lb. till T had to sell lower; ex-

tracted, 12',^ cts. per lb.

I love to read Gleanings and all it contains.

May God, the giver of all good, guide and direct us

all to that which is right and good, and ever on the

side of righteousness: A. H. Baitm.

Ashland, Ohio.

Friend B., it liardly seems possible that
the bees carry in enough salt water so that
it crystalizes on the combs, as yon mention.
Was not some brine by some accident spilled

on these combsV—1 think the queen volun-
tarily leaves the old hive in swarming time,
for I have seen them come out several times
among the workers, but oftentimes only
toward the last. _^______
MORE ABOUT HONEV POISONING—A NEGATIVE

VIEW OF THE MATTER.

1 have just read the " Honey-Poisoning Case " on
page 521 of Gleanings; and in response to your
question, " Can any of our medical friends suggest

what the poison probably was, from the nature of

the symptoms given?" I take the liberty to say

this: Gelsemiura, or yellow jessamine, bears, gen-

erally in profusion, a bright-yellow Hower, funnel

form, an inch to an inch and a half in length, and
very fragrant. The flowers appear in March and
April. I am a student of homeopathy, and know
something of the effects of the drug here under
consideration. We give gelseinium quite frequent-

ly for intermittent fever, sudden and severe mus-
cular effects from taking cold, etc.; and though we
often give the strongest tincture, in one and two
drop doses, at intervals of from 15 minutes to an
hour or more, we never fear any poisonous eflect.

The most prominent symptoms of an overdose is a

peculiar effect on the optic nerve, producing doub-
le vision; but aside from a sli^t disturbance of the

circulation, I have never noticed any ill effect of

what homeopathic physicians call an overdose. 1

can not believe that gelsemium in the honey caused
the poisoning, because the symptoms do not indi-

cate it; and because not enough could have been
taken in that way to cause death. Tliis, you see, is

a negative answer to your question. Perhaps some
one else can give the positive. The two together

will cover the whole case. J. D. Gehring.
Park College, Mo., Aug. 15, 1885.

A REPORT OF THE STANLEY AUTOMATIC HONEY-
EXTRACTOR.

I have had extremely good success this season
with my bees. It is the first season I ever extracted,

and T always thought that I never wduM extract any
honey, for I have seen others work their machine,
and there was so much daubing around, lifting the

combs out to turn them, that it sickened me of the

extracting business. But when I saw the Stanley

Automatic honey-extractor, then 1 made up my
mind it was the machine for business, so I bought
a three-frame machine, and found it to be just what
it was represented, and I would not take any other
machine as a gift, if 1 had to pay f50.00 for one of

the Stanley machines. I have extracted wired
combs, and those that were not wired, and have
not broken a single comb. My combs are 12 inches
square, and would be more liable to break than the

Langstroth. If I were to buy another machine I

would get a four-frame instead of a tbree-frame, as

I could get along so much faster. It would take no
more turning to get the honey out of four frames
at once than three, and but a slight difference in

the price of machines. My advice to all would be
to buy a four-frame machine. I have always run
my bees for comb honey; but if I can get 8c per lb.

for extracted at home, I shall not use any more sec-

tions. F. F. Crocker.
East Uandolph, N. Y., Aug. 12, 1885.

your foot-notes to correspondence.
I like them. Your young readers would soon be

led into devious and mysterious caverns, and prob-

ably be lost in the great "Mammoth Cave" of our
chosen and beloved science, without our trusted
knight of the lantern, whose years of experience
and honest walk and pleasant ways have guided us
so happily and safely on. Whenever you give up
the lantern to one of the new explorers, even
though he has gone a little way safely, we shall all

feel uneasy, and wish to procure a guide that it'i7/

lend. I know of no publication more completely
edited than is Gleanings. And, too, its smooth pa-

per, convenient size, clear print, appropriate head-

ings, full addresses of correspondents, and a dozen
other admirable features, make it a marvel of ex-

cellence. It is to be hoped our friends will subside

in their suggestions. .1. L. Caldwell.
Mart, Texas.

A WISCONSIN report.

This has been a poor honey year so far; a late and
cold spring; white clover yielded very little. Bass-

wood, of which there is a great abundance, did not

bloom as full as usual, and the very warm weather
and plentiful rains ripened it too soon. It lasted

only five or six days. Several men in this county
who have large apiaries tell me they have taken no
surplus, and do not expect any. Oiw of these par-

ties took 15,000 lbs. last season. I am doing better,

as I have not so many bees (ten colonies, spring

count). One of my first swarms has given me 70 lbs.

of very fine comb honey in 1 lb. sections. I may get

500 lbs. all together. There is a number of honey-
plants here that the bees do not work on. The
Simpson honey-plant grows profusely in the wood-
pasture adjoining my apiary, but I have not seen a

honey-bee on it, and I have been watching closely.

The yellow-jackets work on it from morning until

night. Do you think thej' drive the bees away, or

what is the trouble? There is plenty of the common
thistle, also, and the bumble-bees and other insects

work on it; but the honey-bees do not notice it.

They are working now on early buckwheat and the

asters. I will send a full report later.

Harry Latorop.
Browntown, Green Co., Wis., Aug. 12, 1885.

Friend L., the reason why the bees do not
work on the Simpson and "other plants you
mention, is because they are getting plenty
of honey, more to their fancy, elsewhere.
Some time ago we had a cornmunication
from a friend who had a patch of figwort, but
not a bee could be fount!, although it was la-

den with blossoms, and their little cups were
full of nectar. One morning, however, he
was astonished to see the whole piece in a
perfect roar, and literally alive with bees.
The other pastures had failed, and they had
just discovered the rtgwort.
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LOCATION OF AN APIARY IN A VAI.I.EY, NOT DE- I

sikabi.k; a oooi> yield fkom basswood.
I

In your A B (' book, on p. 11, you say you would
|

have the apiary located in a valley rather than on a
|

hil). Vour reasons lor the same are no doubt good,
j

I live on the West Fork of the Monong-ahela Rivei-,
!

a pretty larg-e stream, and in the summer time
j

there are a great many heavy fogs, lasting at times
j

until ten o'clock in the day. I have thought that
i

the fog was injurious to bees, as they seem to do
I

better on the river hills than along the river bot-

toms. I am just a beginner, and wish to locate
j

permanently soon. I should like to hear from the

brethren who have had a chance to know in regard

to the above. Gleanings is a very welcome vis- i

itor to me indeed. There is no white clover here ;

this summer, but the best yield of basswood for

years, lasting about seventeen days. Bees are now
working strong on buckwheat in the for part of the

|

day. They swarmed but little here this season.

L. H. Robe v.

Worthington, W. Va., Aug. 12, 1885.

MANILLA KOOFINO-PAPER FOK PERFORATED
drone-excluders.

I send you a piece of Fay's manllia roofing.

Won't it do for honey-boards and drone-exchiders,

perforated like your zinc? Would the bees cut It

away'f' How would it do enameled, after being per-

forated/ T notice in Gleanings that wooden boards

are used; but the bees All the holes. What would
the difference in cost he, between zinc and the
manilla':' .1. W. Park.
Columbia, Te\.

Friend P.. llie sample of paper you Send
is very nice, and it seems as thou^ii" it inij^iit

answer the purpose, altliouj^h I should be
afraid tlie bees might in time cut or bite
away the holes so as to lualce theiu a little

larger; then you would ha\e the queen get-

ting up, without lieing al>le to liiid her way
back again, as frieml Fowls mentions on
page r/»2. I am afraid, too. we sluill iiave the
same ditliculty with the perforated wood l)e-

fore we get thi'ough with it.

A CACTIO.N LN THE CSE OF PARIS (iHEEN.

Having read the articles on poisonous honey, and
your comments on the same, T conclude youi-

theory in reganl to the poisoning is (|uite possible.

This morning I had occasion to put Faris green on
some late potatoes that have got somewhat weedy,
and I noticed that the honey-bees were at work on
several varieties of the weeds, and 1 was careful to

pull all such U|i where [ put the green. The weeds
1 noticed tlH-m working f>n were heart'sease, a

plant much resembling sn)art-wced, and black

plantain, oi- buck-horn. ] have seen the bees in

large numbers on chick-weed in the forenooiL

This is a common weed in nuiny localities, and
grows under potato-vines and all sorts of vegetables.

It would h-i an easy matter for the blows to get

severely poisoned by the poison being carried <lown

by heavy dews and rains.

RASPBERRIES AS A HONKY-PLANT.

Wc grow all sorts of raspl>erries, and during their

blooming they are literally covered with honey-
liees. I send you a box to-day containing a cutting

of ("on over's Colossal raspberry, to show you what
it looks like when in bearing. The sample is from
a plaiU that was set last spring. I bought eight

plants a year ago last spring, and buried the tips,

from which I got nearly 300 good strong plants, and
we picked 21 quarts of mammoth berries from the

eight hills. I can furnish you a few plants next
spring if you will jog my memory by a postal about
that time. Of all the black caps I ever grew, I have
tried about every variety offered; and the Gregg
takes the lead, unless you choose to call the C.

Colossal a black cap. P. Sutton.
Exeter, Pa., Aug. 11, 188.5.

Thank you, friend S.. for the specimen of
the Colossal raspberry ; but the fruit had
all spoiled just before it reached us. I
should be very glad indeed to get some
plants, either this fall or next spring, if you
will be kind enough to furnish us some.
Raspberries and buckwheat we can go into
safely, for furnishing bee-pasturage ; and if

the honey doesn't pay. the frnit and grain
will. By the way. I want a little book writ-
ten on buckwheat, and another on the cul-

ture of raspberries. T want them about the
size of our potato-boolc. and 1 want the
work done as thoroughly ;is Mr. Terry has
done it in regard to ])otatocs. W'liere is the
man who li;is made either buckwlieat or
raspberries his ii(>lil*> foi- a sutlicient term of
ye;irs so lie can give' us an exhaustive treat-

ise, ijikinu in ;ill the ixiints. and bringing
Iheiu ciciir up to the latest methods of the
piesent day';:' Now, friends, please don't

write ^ll(•h a book, any nuc of you, until 1

have lirst had some cdiiespondence with
\ou. We want a man who has raised these
crops by the acre, and who has made money
from them.

DIVIDING COLONIES.

If the bees will swarm in season, we lei them do

so ; if not, we divide. For this, many plans have

been given: nearly all say, "Hunt up iheciueen,

leave her with a few bees and a few combs on the

old stand; set the new liive at a distance, having in

it the largest portion of the bees, eomV)S, etc.
"

.Now, we want to say we have tried this plan, and it

has never ))roved satisfactory. In the first place,

the ct)lony on the old stand pels nearly all the bees,

leaving the other very weak. In the next place we
can seldom find the ijueen in a black or hybrid

swarm when the swarm is veiy large. Our plan is

to place a new hive by the Side of the ol.l one, and

then, with smoker in haml, give each one half the

bees and half the old ccniibs and brood; till up each

with frames of foundation; spend no time in look-

ing for the fjueen: let her go where she pleases.

Now set the old hive a foot or two on one side the

old stand, and lea\f the new one about the same
distance on the other side. Make them look as

near alike as i>ossiblc. If you ue.xt day discover

most of the bees are going into either part, move
that one a little further from the old stand. In

this way we can iilways gel them nearly ecjual.

Now about the queen. The hi\ e that has none

will soon show it by their actions—running about.

Now, if you have agood laying queen, all the better,

if not, give a queen-cell; if neither, they will soon

raise a queen of their own. The work is now done.

We would rather have either one of these for win-

tering than any young swarm, for each has one-

half old combs. These should be placed in the cen-

ter of the hive for winter use. Of course, hives

must not stand too close together, to carry out thie

plan. We generally divide, in thie section of buck-
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wheat, about the last of July or first of August,
but the plan will work any time in the summer.
Cochranton, Pa., Aug-. 24, 188.5. N. N. Shepard.

The above directions from friend Shepard,
who gave iis the s\varming-t»ox, I should ap-
prove in every respect ; only if the division
is to be made as far north as we are. as late
as it is now, I wotdd by all means liave a
laying queen for the queenless division;
and, in fact. I think it would pay to have a
laying queen at any time where a strong- col-

ony is divided.

HILLSIDE apiary; THE LATTER PART OF THE
SEASON A LITTLE MORE FAVORABLE.

I have named my apiary the " Hillside Apiary,"

and have the hives ai-ranged somewhat after one
of the cuts in the ABC. I do not think that my
hives will average over 35 lbs. apiece this year, as

it was so very dry during the white-clover season;
but we have had lots of rain here for the past two
weeks, and the flowers are coming out nicely now,
and I see the bees are working very fast in the

boxes. Two or three hybrid swarms in particular

are doing a brisk trade just now, and it may be I

shall get my 5U lbs. of comb honey from a hive yet.

I hope the warm weather may continue for awhile
this month and the next. I might make a good crop,

the way clover seems to be blossoming now.
W^iLMER J. Moore.

West Grove, Pa., Aug. 24, 1885.

CLIPPING queens' wings.
I want to tell Ole Fogy (Gleanings, Aug. 15), that

I want one wing cut olT from every laying queen in

my own apiary. Why ? Because after 5 years' ex-

perience with clipped queens, I am fully convinced
that I can manage bees at swarming time with
more ease and less loss of queens and bees tlian I

can in any other way. I ha\;e increased my apiary
from two colonies in 1880 to 57 colonies at present
date; and to count what I have sold and what have
died in winter, I have probably hived 100 swarms
with queens having clipped wings, and I can say
truthfully that I have lost only one queen in any
way at swarming time, and have never had a swarm
to run oft and leave me. My bees never supersede
their queens until they are ripe with old age, and
are on the decline. My neighbors say that they
lose one swarm out of every ten by their going off

to the timber. I can not see why Doolittle's bees
and my bees and many others' behave so Avell with
clipped queens, while A. I. Koot's, Heddon's, and
many others' behave so badly that they condemn
the plan. J. K. Nichols.

Danville, Ind., Aug. 25, 188,5.

AN APICULTURAL DISPLAY AT THE CHILLICOTHE
FAIR.

Friday last closed our county fair. The fair was
a success. For the first time in the history of the

fair there was a display in the line of apiculture.

C. M. Roberts had Boot's foundation-machine, some
foundation drawn out by bees, some extracted and
comb honey, and a very handsome large can for ex-

tracted honey. E. Magenhotfen, an extractor; U.

Brown, an observatory hive of Holy-Land bees and
some queens of the same race. T had an observa-

tory hive, with one frame of bees and brood of the

native black bee, the style of hive [ use, with its

fixtures, a queen-nursei-y after Alley, a fi'rtilizing

hive, and a few other things in the bee line. There
was a very pleasant interest manifested in our dis-

play, and projxise to improve on it very much next
year. Francis W. Blackford.
Chillicothe. Ross Co., O., Aug. 24, 1885.

PACKING FOR AIR SPACE OF HIVES.

Our English friend Cheshire, who has made so

many able contributions to scientific bee culture,

suggests cork waste as the best material for this

purpose. Where it can Ite readily procured, noth-

ing can be better. T will name something which in

this country can always be got — dry corn-cobs,

ground say as fine as tan-bark. The great non-con-
ducting power of corn-cobs is well known; and
ground as I suggest, cobs would be very neai'lj" as

good as cork. L. L. L.-vngstroth.

Oxford, Ohio.

Friend L., at the Toronto convention this
subject of cork for packing was discussed
quite a little. The difficulty of obtaining it

in many localities is the principal objection
to its use, so far as I know.

WHY DO THE BEES THROW OUT CAPPED BROOD'?
Whatmakes young swarms of bees cut out their

young bees just as they are going to hatch? I have
had three after-swarms do this. J. G. Meeks.
Barnhill, 111., Aug. 34, 1885.

Friend M., it is my opinion that they do it

because your combs are infested with moth
worms. Were not the combs exposed to the
moth miller before you hived your young
swarms on them? If I am right, it would
do no particular harm, especially if your
bees are Italians, for they will very soon
liave the combs all cleared from these pests.

COLONIE.S THAT WON'T START QUEEN-CELLS.

I have had trouble to get my bees to build queen-
cells, some colonies refusing to altogether, and oth-

ers building verj^ poor ones. My neighbor, Mr. J.

T. Wilson, has the same trouble. Why is it so?

Nicholasville, Ky., Aug. 10, 1885. J. W. Sheby.

I should say that such colonies had a
queen of some sort, or a fertile worker—see
tlie A 15 V book. If you want a great many
large strong cfiieen-cells, you want to use a
colony of bees that have some Holy-Land
blood in thier composition.

SWARMS going OFF WITHOUT CLUSTERING.
I feel like writing a few words in reply to Ole Fogy,

concerning the matter about bees always settling

or clustering when they issue naturally from the

hive. He says, " They never, never, never go off

without first settling." Now, friend Fogy, I have
had two swarms of that kind myself. I was on
hand when they began to issue from the hive, wait-

ing patiently for them to cluster; but the time was
short, for they soon began to move off, and I fol-

lowed; but when they came to the timber they arose

over the trees and left me below, and T retraced my
steps, feeling badly over my loss, for they were
fli'St - Class swarms. One year ago this season a

neighbor of mine had a swarm come off on Sabbath
afternoon, but they did not look for a place to clus-

ter, but started for the woods.

My father got his start of bees from a swarm of

this kind. A neighbor had a swarm issue, and left

witliout clustering. He followed them about three-

fourthsof aniile and treed them, and told my father

he could have thenu But I will agree with Fogy,
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that it is all nonsense to thump the bottoms out of

tin pans and pails, and to shoot, lor the sake of

making- a great noise to deafen the bees so they

can not hear the " king," as sueh people term the

queen. E. S.\r.TSBrnv.

Ossian, Tnd., Aug. 2.5, 18S.").

LETTER FBOM GEORGIA.

HOr,V-l,.\NI) BEK.S ; HONHV-FLANTS ; I>F.RKOa.\TED

zinc; honey crop.

R^ no. ROOT:— I have thoroughly tested the Mt.

^B Lebanon strain of Syrian, or Holj'-Land bees,

f^ imd T must say that I believe they are the bee
^^ for the South. ] regard them as superior to

the Italians in several respects, f. They
multiply more rapidly, and swarm less. Their colo-

nies are full to overflowing all the time. The Ital-

ians here are always swarming during the swarm-
ing season. I have known the Holy-Lands to swarm
but once.

:i. They never disturb any one unless they are first

disturbed, while a stray Italian is constantly sting-

ing somebody, especially when they have a supply
of honey on hand. For several years I kept my
Italian apiary near my dwelling; but they were
constantly stinging the cook, and putting members
of the family to flight generally. I was compelled,

tln-ough self-defense, to change these to Holy-

Lands, and the trouble was over. The Holy-Lands
attend to their ov/n business.

3. They don't dwindle away in the sjiring, like the

Italians, but are always strong, healthy, and indus-

trious. There is but one objection to the bee. They
require more careful handling than the best strains

of Italians. In this respect, however, they ditler

but little from what we call dark Italians. A veil

should be used in manipulating them.

. I still keep the Italians in a separate apiary one
and a half miles distant, and they are doing well.

My choice queen gives me considerably over a

hundred pounds of comb honey, and made the most
of the comb at that. She is very large, boautiful,

yellow, and her progeny well marked. I am just

starting an apiary of the albino bees at another
one of my farms, and hope by the ^nd of another
year to be able to report further.

nONEY-PT.ANTS.
The mimosa and all its species is a line honey-

plant here, I have seen the bees swarm upon its

wide-extended boughs all day long, attended by
troupeaof hummingbirds and other honey-gather-

ers. You know the sensitive plant belongs to this

species. It is also much frequented by the bees.

The flowering pear is ,a great favorite with our
little friends; and as it blooms early it is very
valuable. The virgin's bower, and goldenrod, are

now in bloom, and also King Cotton, from which
.the bees derive luuch honey. Our best be(!-plants

ai-e elm, black gum, poplar, persimmon, goldenrod,

hoi'Semint, the clovers, clematis, white elder, cot-

.ton, and sourwood, with which our country abounds.
Think of that, and add to it the fact that a two-
frame nucleus can l)e wintered on the summer
stand, without any protection, and tell us why we
may not do well at bee culture in Georgia.

PERFORATED /INC.
• Italians and Holy-Lands all work well through
.perforated zinc plates (old style). Where it is not

used, the queeiv will invade the surplus department.
Griflid, Ga., Aug. 35, 1885. W. E. H. Searcy.

I^EPe^fg DigceaR/iGixo.

W"^.
^o';

EPORTS from different quarters are what we
ant, either good or bad results. In this vi-.

I

|yi cinity our report so far is not very flattering.

Our bees wintered badly — cause, neglect..

This spring was very backward. The bees

did not gather much from early flowers, rarely

enough for brood-rearing. White clover came in

bloom .lune 1, and for a few days bees gathered

honey very fast; then wet weather set in as last

year, which made white clover a failure. At pres-.

ent the bees are doing something: and I think, as

we have had fine rains the last few days, the fall

will be a good one. Sometimes the fall season is

splendid. Buckbush is just in bloom. Smartweed,

Spanish needle, and goldenrod, are to come.

Clarksburg, Mo., July 27, 1885. C. H. McFaddix.

The honey crop for 1885 in Pennsylvania will

not be more than one-tenth the average. This is

much less than I reported a month since, but it

is certainly the truth. 1 see California and other

sections also report failure. It would, therefore,

be advisable to expect better prices than for

many years. S. \V. Morrison.
Oxford, Pa.. July 2(!, 188.5.

A LETTER FROM F. W. BURGESS.

I He Gives Us the Benefit of His Experience on
Several Matters.

REVERSIBLE FRAMES.

V experience with reversible frames con-

Wn vinces me that there are advantages be-

sides having the combs built to the bottom-

bar; but I doubt if it pays, and I doubt if

they ever come into general use. I find,

with 80 colonies and my oflice work, I have no time

to manipulate frames, but, like Heddon, feel the

necessity of working hives rather than frames.

CARNIOLAN BEES.

On account of their color f. gave them no favor.

They seemed very gentle, and are probably good in

other respects, but they will certainly make hybrids

resembling a mixture of our common blacks. I

want none.
PERFOR.4.TED ZINC.

It usually keeps the queen in the lower story, and
makes it easier to remove frames for extracting. I

should never use it for box honey. I like it for ex-

tracting.
MAKING NUCLEI.

Uoolittles plcn is first rate; but as I have made
mistakes I will tell them. I lost one queen while giv-

ing a comb that had eggs and brood in it. I lost

another by carelessly giving one with the bees, and
1 lost the third by making a nucleus from a hive

that was queenless, and contained fertile (?) work-
ers, and it is this which might be repeated by others.

INTRODUCING VIRGIN QUEENS.
On page 523 of Gleanings, Doolittle says he can

take bees from three nuclei, and shake one-third of

each into a cage, and thus make three cages of

mixed bees which will accept a virgin (pieen; but

when he puts them back into theii- hives, five out

of six will be killed by bees returning from the

field, etc. T would say, put them on a new stand,

far enough removed to avoid the returning bees.

MAKING WAX.
I melt in a tin kettle half full of water (iron colors
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tlipwax). When it boils I dip and strain tlirous-h

two tolds ol iii()si(uito netting spread ovei- a eonl-

Sieve, into a larg-e honey-can the size ot iin ex-

tractor, it bein^ half full of water. Empty the

Strainer as often as the dirt clogs the wax. Keep
every thing hot, and there will be no waste. The
wax is easily removed from the can when thtnougldy

cold, and does not adhere to the sides at all. From
the bottom of the cake I scrape off the dirt, melt and
pour again, when the wax is as beautiful as Mr. Da-
dant's. The last cake I made was 18 inches in diam-
eter, and 8 thick. The above mode is not dauby nor
wasteful. I give it in answer to your foot-notes on
page 550, August Gf.eanings, for fear you may mis-

lead. I, too, have discarded a wax-extractor.

Huntington, L. I., Aug., 188".. F. W. Bi'kgess.

In regard to introducing virgin queens,
friend B., the objection would be that we
sliould have to make new colonies all the
while, and this would generally be an objec-
tion, it seems to me. Friend T)oolittle con-
templated introducing virgin qiieen.s to snch
colonies as were queenless, or to nuclei al-

readj' established. I have for years been
well aware that we could introduce queens
easily at the time we formed a new nucleus.
In yoiu- plan of rendering wax, J'riend B., it

see'ms to me there must nect^ssarily be con-
siderable good wax adhering to the refuse
contained in the mosquito netting.

MRS. CHADDOCK TELLS HER EXPERI-
ENCE IN HONEY-GETTING.

A (=.OOf) WOKD FOR OUil Or,l) ItOXKV QIF.I'.X, .\N1I

H(>MF.THIN(J ABOl'T .NOT WOHIIVIXG, KTC.

fHUEE years ago you told in Oi.KAXTNfiS about
' a colony of bees that you hud, that gathered

so much honey that you called her your
" honey riucen," and you raised queens fi-om

her and said if any one wanted to try them,
to say "Honey <|ueen " when ordering. As that

wds just the kind of queen that I liad always been
wanting, 1 sent for one immediately. The answer
came back that the "honey queens" were all gone;
b\it afterward, when I sent for queens, you sent

me one of them. It was the .">th of July when she
came, and too late for the white-clover honey; and
as the ne.xt two seasons were no honey years, 1

could not tell any thing about her. I always kept
track of her, however, and this year she gave lOCi

lbs. of honey, while the most that I took from any
other hive was from "S to 40 lbs.

This has been a splendid yeai- for bees, and a pret-

ty good year for honey—not one of the best, but
pretty good. This honey-queen colony was the

strongest one I had last spring, and before swarm-
ing it was working in two sets of sections. When
it swarmed I hived it (or, rather, let it hive itself) on
ufull set of empty combs, and transferred the partly

tilled sections from the old colony to the new one.

Seven days later] put on another tier of sections.

When the white-clover honey crop was gathered 1

took otf the three boxes of honey—all of it bulged
<iut and (dipped over. I sell honey in these boxes
nearly e\ cry year, and I know they hold from ;!:> to

40 lbs., so that I am sale in saying that this honey
queen gave me 100 lbs. of honey. Hesides this, the

old colony sent out an after-swarm, and they have
some honey in the sections, and the old colony has

a box nearly full. But as I changed these about,
just as it suited me, taking out and putting in brood,
I can not tell what credit to give them, so I give
them none at all. Next year (if this queen livesi I

will put every thing down in black and white, and
she shall have all the honor thai is due her.

I want to thank all the friends who have been so

kind as to write me letters of "condolence" about
my beeswax experience. I am very sorry that sis-

ter Culp lost any sleep over me, and I feel very
meek under the Scripture she quotes. But, does
not same Bible say, " Be ye not troubled," and
" take no thought for the morrow," "consider the
lilies," etc.';- Now, I think I am rather prone to

gathering up the fragments, so much ao that some-
times, when I have twenty things to do all at once,

I envy any one who can sit calmly with lolded

hands, "considering the lilies, ' and 1 wish that J

could do it too.

In the tlrst tlush of disappointment, whenlthought
I had ruined all that beeswax, 1 fell as I suppose a
fellow does after he has spent all his nickels, for

ice-cream lor his girl, and then she suddenly deserts

him for the " other fellow." He feels as If all Hesh
is grass, and vtiws he'll never be kind to any one
again; but pretty soon st)me other giil smiles on
him, and he goes to buying watermelons for her,

and taking her to the fairs, and life is, worth lUlng
after all. When the Dadants wrote me that my
beeswax was spoiletl, 1 supposed that I should not
only have to lose if, but pay the express charges
also. Hut afterwaad they wrote that there was
enough good wax in it to pay the express charges,

and for the foundation that they- sent me (about

two dollars' worth), so that I did not feel quite so

desperate. The point with me is, that if I can not

nnike money without worrying all the time. 1 wont
make money at all. I think there is no one thing

so bad for people, especially women-folks, as wor-

rying. When 1 read what you said about not hav-

ing the doctoi' for Ruber's sprained wrist I wanted
tosay, "It is bett<'r, much better, to have the doctor,

and let him ruli on the arnica, even if it does not a

particle of good, than to have the mother worrying
all day and all night about it, thinking that he
might be deformed for life." I tell you, no woman
can afford to wori-y that long to save two dollars.

1 like sister Culp; 1 like her "grip" and hang-on.

I read about the way she " fattened " her bees on
maple sugar, and 1 liked that very much. I feel

sorry, too, for the lonely way she is called to walk

in, and am glad that she has the grace and strength

to walk in it bravely. Mahai.a B. <'HAin»n( k.

Vermont, 111., Aug. 20, im>.

I am very glad, my good friend, to know
that yon are get^ting a good crop of honey,
and that the honey queens, or red-clover
queens, which I believe is what we called
them, are .still keeping up their reputation.
I should say they are celebrated for their
longevity as well as for the working qualities
of their bees.— I like what you say about not
wcirryiug; but 1 do not understand it to
nieaii that we can not pusli things, and
make them boom ; that is, one may be
cheerful and full of peace, even if he does
not sit down with hands folded. J n regard
to the doctors and arnica, by all means have
them if it will make you feel easier, even if

they do not do a particle of good in that par-
ticular case.
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'FesHcc© 0©MMN.
A BOV 1( YEARS OI-U STOPS ITS USE.

IVE months ago I left off the bad habit of to-

bacco, after being its slave five years. Please

send me your little book, •' Dose of Truth."

Harkv L. Duckwouth, age 1'..

Grceuwood,W. \'a.. May 28, 1885.

I have used tobacco for (juite a while; but if you
will send me one of your smokers I will try to stoji;

and if I can nt>t, 1 will return the money.
North Adams, Mich. L. Kenuick.

HOW THE "DOSE OF T]IUTH ACTS AS A JIEMEDY.

My friend has received the smoker you sent, and
is very much pleased witli it. The lecture on tobac-

co that you sent him, he has read, and he remarked
to me this morning, that if he had not quit tobacco

before, he should discontinue its use after reading

that. Friend Rooi. you arc doing a grand work; go
on, and may the Lord bless you : .1. V. Temim.e.

rackrrvillc, Ct., June 16, 188.5.

Jam in receipt of your catalogue, al.so (;i,ean-

INOS. Alter reading the latter 1 have concluded to

abjure entirely the use of tobacco. .Should 1 ever

resume the use of it I will cheerfully remit the

price of the smoker. 1 have just commenced in

the bee business, and can not as yet tell how I am
going to succeed; still I think F can sec some mon-
ey in it. In Eastern or CentrMl Florida, I think lie*"-

culture would be a pa.\ ing hiiMuess; here, however,
on the (julf (oast, with our \arlable weHllur.Jl is

asyct only anexpcrimcnt. .Joun M. Hat in.

Warrington, Fla., .June IK, 1885.

I havf just completely thrown tobacco aside; and
if you are still in tlichaliit of sending your subscrib-

ers a smoker when they unit th'^ use of it, I should

be very proud of yf)ur present — not that I quit the

use of it for the pitiful sum of a smoker, but I saw
that it was of no benefit to me, only an e.vpensivr,

filthy, indecent, dangerous habit, liable to burn up
every thing I had. 1 would thoughtlessij' go into a

rorn-crib, or anywhere else, with pipe lighted, and
po I came to the conclusion that a man <'ould not

be a safe gentleman and use the filthy stuff. If you
eee proper to send Hie the smoker, and T e^er rf-

surae the use of tobacco in any way, I will pay you
twice its value. .1. W. ScotjF.n.

Paris, Tex., .July fi. 18a>.

A GOOD YIELD OF HONEY, AM) SOMETHINO THAT
IS A GOOD DEAl- BETTER STILL. '

1 eend you a sample of my " Northern Michigan "

honey. How does it compare with the honey of '

your State? The honey season is over, and we have
had a splendid yield. 1 have taken 101 lbs. from
some swarms, and they have plenty for winter. 1

shall winter my bees on natural stores. Well, Bro.

Root, I have (juit the use of tobacco, with the Lord's

help. I have been a smoker for 18 years. I threw
the pipe and tobacco away four months ago. 1 have
had no wish to take it up again. The Lord being my
helper, I never shall. I feel a great deal better. I

[

can go to bed and sleep soundly all night, and get

up in the morning feeling a great deal better every •

way. I believe that tobacco comes pretty near be-

ing a twin brother of whisky. Tfiank God, 1 never
j

drank whisky.
J,. |tEEi). }

prono, MJi't"-. Aug. li), J88,},

'

J

Many thanks to yon. my good friend R.,
for the nice sample of comb and liquid hon-
ey you send. It compares favorably with
the best we have seen this season, or anv
other season, for that matter,— ^lay (iod
bless and strengthen yon in your determina-
tion to abstain from tobacco evermore 1 I

suppose yon wrote and told me about it.

simply because, yon know that it will make
me feel happy, and I thank you for the com-
pliment you pay me tiiei-e." It is true, vou
do not say any tiling about liaving a smoker,
but I shall eii.ioy the privilege ot sending
you one ail llic same, and you can keep it as
a reminder of your icsolution.

KIND WORDS FROM OUR CUSTOMERS.

The A 11 (' book and queen came to hand all right.
Many thanks. 1 am just begiiuiing bee-keeping,
and your book is invaluable. 1 think the queen be-
gan la.\ ing in less than fl\e minutes after she was
released. FcED Tekiss.
Union tenter. X. V.,.lulyt«, 188.').

Please fintl inclosed 50 cents for Gleanings. It
Is always welcome in our home, for we love to read
Our Homes. I think it ought to be in everv familv
in the land.

s.. It>( nur lip." HntI lives express
TlK- hulv jfospel we profess:
So let i>iir work.s and virtues shine.
To prove the doetrine nil divine.

Stone (reck, O. Henuy Pai I.IS.

now THK. ( iiiLbnr.N tak k to tmk< ah i'lt-s weeper.
Th<> children put the handle in the sweeper as

soonasweg<it home, and w(-nt to work. Thev took
up all the dirt they could find, and then tore up
pieces ot papci- and threw them on the floor to gel
it In take them up. In the afternoon Harry came to
tiie luid askcil if he fould not tear up some paper,
and throw it around; he said be wanted to see the
carpet-sweeper "cat it." M. H. ('hai)I>ock.
Vermont, III., Aug. 'M. 1885.

Ktvn woHits nioM a new hani> at the hisinesis.
I am one of those aivkward, good-for-nothing bee-

mashers that I have just had the pleasure of
leading about in your A H (' book: or, rather, I am
one of thfjse green lellows who have just taken
hold of a small lot of bees, thinking perhaps
they might make enough for themselves, and
enough to spare nie to keen soul and body together.
And I am a little afraid tnn) I ha\en'1 got quite as
much enerjjy as I might ha\e; however, a^ necessit.v
knows nf) law I t;hall try to "take the bull by the
horns" and see if lean make friends with the dear
little creatures, and get them to divide profits with
me. Well, enough of this. I purchased, a few weeks
ago. one of your A B f books, and 1 assure you thai
I never read a book with so much pleasure; ever.v
bee-man should feel under everlasting obligations
to .vou. p. A. West.
Milledgeville, Ga.

SO.METHING ABOUT OCR EXTRACTORS AND FOUN-
D.iTION-MILLS.

I've tried the "wash-machine," as the people
called it at Hopkins station. Ever.^ one, nearly,
wanted to know what it was for, and how it worked.
I told them what it was designed for, and now I can
tell them how it works. I never saw a fdn. mill
myself before, so you see I had the first one to work
with I ever put eyes on, and have had good luck in
trying its work. 1 have never had better fdn. than
1 have now—no one to show me the first principle.
1 will inclose sample of my work. I have made
about 25 lbs., all like this sample. Does it not look
well for the "first flap of the boot"/ I made nar-
row dipping-nlates, which I think work flnel.y, made
of hard pine lumber. I never found the directions
for putting the two pinions together right until my
eyes happened to spy it on the outside of an envel-
ope, tacked to the board that goes under the rolls.
1 thought it to be my address, but it's all right now.
The tank is fine for the money it cost me.

>Vftyland, >|Iicb., Ma^ 26, 1985. Geo. Tishhov SB

,
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Since I last wrote to you I have tried the founda-
tion-machine, and it works well. I can turn out
foundation with higher side-walls than any I have
seen here; and several other bee-keepers about
here have remarked the same thing-.

Hastings, Hawks Bay, N. Z. James Adamson.

My Novice extractor arrived O. K. from your fac-

tory, and works like a top. Every thing I get from
you always gives me pleasure. Said one of my bee-
friends the other day, " A. I. Root is a good man;
what you get from him will be all right." "Amen !"

said I. and so it is, niv friends. W. E. H. Searcv.
Griffin, Ga., Aug. 34, 1885.

THE BLISS TELEPHONE.
I received the telephone all right, and it is a little

"daisy." It works better than one here which
cost $16..50. I think 1 can sell quite a good many of
them here. There are ever so many who tried
mine, and like it so well, they say tliey must have
one. .Tas. K. Wueelek.
Waterlord, Pa.
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The Lord is my light and my salvation; whom shall I fear!
tho Lord is the strength of my life; of whom shall I be afraid?
—HSAI,M 27: 1.

THE BEST GIFTS.

Those God gives us every day, and which we
shall forget to be thankful for if we don't look out.

PHICES OF SUGAR AND HONEV.
There has been a recent advance on sugar, of

'about a cent a pound, which will probably help the

prices on honey as much as that, or more.

THE SIZE OF OUR FAMILY AT THIS TIME.

It looks some as if we should not get u^ to 7000

again this year; but we are thankful, anyhow, for

the 0544 wnich we number to-day, Aug. 38.

REMEMBER THE MEETING OF THE OHIO BEEKEEP-
ERS.

We want every bee-man, who can affoi-d the time

and expense, to be on hand Thursday and Friday, to

keep up the reputation of our fair State in honey
matters as well as in other things.

STEEL CARPET-TACKS.
These are now made on the plan of the wire

nails, and we can furnish them in two-ounce pack-

ages at 5c per package; or in half-pound packages
at 15c per package. If wanted by mail, add Ic per

ounce extra for jiostage.

STOPPING THE BEES FROM ROBBING, EVEN IF IT

IS SUNDAY.
One of the friends takes me to task for setting

the apiarist at work stoiipibg the bees from robbing,

while I went to church. He is mistaken. We all

went to church, and wc always do all go to church
—that is, so far as the bees arerconcerned; but if I

should discover the bees were robbing badly, just

as it was church time, I should by all means stay at

home as long as it might be necessary to stop rob-

bing, but not any longer.

SABBATH-BREAKING AND FALSIFYING.
You will notice that the bee-man who slandered

friend Muth (mentioned on page .589) says he exam-
ined his bees on " Sunday." May be that is one
reason why he has got to be so awfully untruthful;

for Sabbath-breaking, as a rule, opens the way to

other grievous sins.

CALADIUM ESCULENTUM.
After the letter on page 49*5, in regard to this

plant, was printed, we sent to James Vick and got

one of the bulbs. To-day, although it has only

two leaves, they are both exuding what seems
to lie pure water. The water forms in a large

globule in the center of the leaf, and once in a

while drips from the point of the leaf, just as Mary
said it would. The plant is a wonderfully rapid

grower, and is a great curiosity in the center of our
coleus bed on our front lawn.

OUR thirty-five-cent wax-extractor.
This has been improved recently, by using a re-

tinned wire-cloth sieve, making it much less liable

to rust, and more durable. Small bee-keepers who
have only a limited amount of wax to render, will

probably find this the cheapest, cleanest, and most
economical arrangement they can use. Just throw

your bits of refuse wax into the sieve, packing it

down if you choose, or squeezing it up into a ball.

When you get a sieve full, set it into the dish-pan,

which pan should be about half full of boiling wa-

ter. Set the whole into the oven until the wax is

all melted out and gone through the sieve; then

lift out the arrangement and set it away to cool.

Tho wax will be found in a nice cake on top of the

water.

AN improvement ON THE GLASS HONEY-PAlLS.
More than one of the friends have been annoyed

to find that when oue of these pails has been used

for honey, that the honey will leak out where the

bail is attached, when the pail is thoughtlessly turn-

ed over. I presume the manufacturers made thorn

this way because they were primarily intended for

jelly, and articles that do not run readily. This dif-

ficulty is now entirely removed, however, and the

pails are very much improved in other respects, be-

sides the following reduction in prices:

Price of the half-pound, oc; 10, 43c; 100, $4.00;

1000, $35.00.

One-pound, 5c; 10, 48c; 100, $4.50; lOOO, $43.50.

One and-a half pound, 10c; 10, 7.5c; 100, $7.00; 1000,

*«5.00.

Please ordei- only in the above (|uantities, as they

are packed in boxes of 10 and boxes of 100. We are

now buying these in such immense quantities that

we are enabled to give the above greatly reduced

rates. The 3-lb. Muth honey-jars are also reduced

to $6.50, instead of S7.00 as given in our price list.

A carpenter's saw for only five cents.

Since the low price of iron and steel, t/iols of

many kinds have cheapened wonderfully. When I

was enabled to get a nice little saw for the women-
folks for only 35 cts., I thought I had accomplished

wonders; but now a firm in the east have sent me
samples of a little saw, intended for juveniles, but

made of so good a quality of steel that they may be.

put in order so as to do a great many kinds of light

work with wonderful facility. I first saw our boy
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using one, who crates our cages of bees, and he de-

clared that if was a tiptop tool for that kind of work.
The blade is 44 inches in length and has a good
wooden handle, like small-sized saws such as car-

penters use, and yet we are enabled to afford it for

the insignificant sum of only 5 cts. Postpaid by
mail for only 8 cts.

POHTUI.ACCA AS A HONEY-PLANT.

The friends will remember that we mentioned
this about a year ago. We have now a larger bed
than we had last year, and during the middle of the

forenoon it is to me one of the most beautiful sights

furnished by any one plant of the floral kingdom ;

neither do 1 know of any other that attracts such a

great number of bees as does this during the time
of day when the tlowers are open. Every bee-keep-

er ought to have a i>ortulacca-bed. The plant is

very hardy, and will grow on almost anj' kind of

soil, and it takes only five cents to get a j)ai)er of

seed that will gi\e you a wonderful variety of col-

ors; and as you glance from one shade of color to

another, you find yourself unable to determine
which is the most beautiful. VVc can mail a pack-

age of seed of the above, on receipt of the price.

(Ji;U CAIINIOLAN BEES.

Yes, they are hatched out. Those from the

queen friend Benton marked "best," look (as I

suspected they would) so much like black bees that

I think I should have pronounced them so, had I

not known diffei-ently. They have, however, a

downy-bluish appearance that our blacks never
have; and, in faci, were it not for the fact of ,the

absence of the yellow bands, they would very close-

ly resemble the Holy-Land bees when tlrst hatched
out. Well, we had two (jucens, as you may remem-
ber; and the one that was not marked "best" )u-o-

duccs very fair Italians, and her young queens are

also yellow, like Italians. This queen has probably
met an Italian drone, or else our apiarist got her

swapped by some means, although he declares it

is impossible, and he is too careful a man to make
it very probable. No matter; wc are content to

pay the price of two (lueens for getting one genuine
Carniolan. Her young queens—that is, the young
queens from the one marked "best "— are black,

or quite as dark as native iiueens. The Carniolan

mother is now quite a good-sized queen, and is of a

dark copper or leather color. We shall have j'oung

queens laying in perhaps a week or ten days. The
price will be $1.50 for what we have to spare this

fall. Of course, they will be untested.

DO GOOD TO THOSE TH.4T H.VTE VOT.
In newspaper controversies, and controversies of

almost every other sort, each party, as a general

thing, seems to think it incumbent on him to tell

every thing he can, that will be damaging to his op-

jjonent. He seems to take it for granted, that the

more crookedness and evil he can discover and
bring to light, the greater his chances for success.

Success in whaty Why, I suppose in making out

himself to be a good man, and "t'other party awful-

ly depraved." But, how does this match with the

injunction Jesus gave us at the head of this editori-

al? Of course, it doesn't match at all. " But," you
may urge, " is it right for us to suffer by misrepre-

sentation, false charges, and other like injusticeV"

If by defending yourself from these false charges
it is going to result in serious damage to your oppo-

nent, I do not believe it is best to try to defend our-

selves. There is no lack of instruction in the Bible
on this point. Paul says, "Why do ye not rather

take wrong?" and, again, Jesus says, "1 say unto
you, resist not evil;" and furthermore, "Blessed
are ye when men shall persecute you and revile

you," etc. I have thought the matter over, dear
friends, a good deal, and prayed over it, and I be-

lieve a great many times it is not best to make any
reply at all. Suffer the wrong in silence, for the
time being, but take great care that your general
conduct with your fellow-men be such that the
world will be apt to say, as soon as the slander is

started, "Thei-e is surely some mistake in this

charge. From what I know of Mr. A., and his gen-

eral conduct in life, I can not for a moment believe

a word of it." Now, my friends, don't you believe

this would be the best way? It will have this

effect, at least: The controversy and jangling will

probably stop where it is. If you don't agree with

me, and think it best to " pay every man back in

his own coin," suppose you try the latter plan, and
make a note of how it turns out, and see whether it

pays or not. Then try " t'other way " and see how
that turns out, and nuike a note of it.

CONVENTION NOTICES.

The Southern lllii
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DADANT'S
FOUNDATION
is asserted liy liuiulroils of practical and disinterest-
ed bce-kt'cpors to be the cleanest, brightest, (juick-

pst accepted by bees, least apt to sag-, most reg-iilar

in color, evcnest. and neatest, of any that is made.
It is kept lor sale by Messrs. A. H. Newman, Chi-

<^ago. III.; ('. F. Miith, Cincinnati, ().: Jas. Heddon,
DoVagiac, Mich.; I". I,. I)t)ujrli''rt\'. Indianapo-
lis. Ind.: (^has. H.tir.MMi. Berlin. Wis.: ( has. Jlertel,

.Ir., Freeburjr, III.; Ezra Macr, Di.voii. [,ce<\)., [11.: K.
S. Armstrong, Jerseyville, Illinois; Arthur Todd,
Gerniantowii, rhiladelphia, Pa.; E. Krctchnier.
Coburj,', Iowa; Elbert F. Smith, Smyrna, X. V.;
C.T. Dale. Mortonsville. Ky.; Clark .lohnson \-

Son. Covington, Ky.. Kinjj, .\spinwall \- Co., HJ'I'hom-
as St., New Vork Citv. C. .\. (Iraxcs, l?irn)ins-haiii.

O.: M. .1. Dickason. Hiawatha. Kan. ;. I. W. Porter,
Charlottesville. .\lbeinarlcCo..Va.; E. It. Newconib,
Pleasant Valley. Dutcliess Co., N. Y., and numerous
other dealers.
Write tor saniplm firr. and price list of supplies,

accompanied with 1 .^O C'oiiipliiiieiitary and inisn-
Ucitril tr.<tiin(»ii<ilK. from as man>- bee-kerpers, in
18S,X )IV i„i,n<i„ln- rrrni inrli nf uiir foumtdliou o/ual
losamiilc ill ccny rrsprct.

CHAS. DAO.*i>T A SON,
Sbtfd Ifaiiilltoii, Hancook Co., IIHiioIm.

BEE-HIYES, •:• SECTIONS,
HONEY - BOXES. ETC.GREAT REDI7CTIOIT.

-Ml Dealers and lartre consumers Avill find it to
their interest to write us for special stockinjr-up
prices, either for present or tntnre delivery. Ifitfdb

G. B. LEWIS Si CO., Watestowk. Wis.

WantpH A competent man to conduct an apia-
Tiaill«..U. ,.y, also a poultry ranchc. .Vddress
with rcf.'

Iti-r.».ll)

I,. .\. FI'IZP.XTRICK.
Hy(l( I'arU, Phillips Co.. .\rk.

PATENT
Foundation

Mills ,§'ni^

W.e.PELHAM
MAYSVILLE,KY.

The "best Queens out.
I will furnish >juecns from .luly 1 to September 1

for one dollar: warranted tested, .¥~.(10: after then
the price will be the same as in A. I. Itoot's list.

Queens all bred from an imported mother.

Gr IF". eilVtXTH,
Ifitfdb Bald ITIt,, La* ka>vaiina Co., Pa.

HUTCHINSON'S
ADVERTISEMENT.

We arr fiDw iiiakiiijr a spccialtN- of rearing: fine
Italian (lUfcn-;. All (pi ecus are lirecl liom the purest
and best of mothers, and the (TJis built in full colo-
nies. We haM' one of A. i. Hoofs \('r.\ best, select-
ed, tested, imported ipieeiis. also (piite a number of
\ery su|i('rior liomi' i)reil (juecns from the apiary of
"Cyula Mnswik." Itesides this we havi- our own
orit'inal stock whii'li was built up f?-om Dadant im-

cnsolitained from several
are Jiot trying- t(» see how

cbeapl.v wf can rear queens, but how <,ii>ii<1 ones wp
can furnish. \o (pieens will be sent out that would
not lie used in the home apiary. Si!iy|e ijijcen. SI.00:
six for S.i.dd: twelve or moi-e. ;.) ets. each. Tested
(luecns, ifL'.Oaeach. Full colonies. f.i.OO each. Make
mone>' oidors |i;i\ able at FliiU. Address

W. '/;. HI T« HINSON,
l.')tfdb ICo:rprii>vnie, <;enei>.ee Co., iTIIcIi.

Ti^E ABC or

CARP CULTURE
,/f ,S7- /.S.sf / /*.

A COMPLETE TREATISE
Upon the Food Carp and its Culture,
IlTCLUDIWa PLANS .\NS SPECinCATIONS. AND FULL-

EST INSTRUCTIONS FOK THE CONSTRUCTION OP

rONDS, AND EVERT THINS PERTAININ3 TO THE
BUSINESS OF RAISING CARP FOR FOOD.

By MILTON P. PEIRCE.
Secretiry cf the American Car Cultural Ass:ciation.

IxOR SaX^Si. t^
I

Illustrated by Many Fine Engravings,
23 Colonies of Pure Italian Bees in Langstroth

frames, straight pretty combs, with hoiicy. in

DOUBLE-WALL OBSERVATORY HIVES;
Been used two seasons with onepoiind boxes, and
tor CYtractlng. Complete on boaid cars, tor .f8.00

per colony, or PUi).O0 for the lot.

16 IT 18d MT. MERIDIAN, VA.

Por Qalo Si.Y full colonies of bees in L. hives,
rui OaiC. on frames of wired foundation, f6.00
each. They are strong, and have black and hybrid
fjueens. I guarantee safe arrival.

lEA D. ALDERMAN, TAYLOR BSIDaS, SAMPSON CO.. N. C.

ORDERS ALL FILLED.
We have a fine lot of (pieeus now read^- to ship.

We claim to have the brightest yellow Italian bees
in America. T. S. HALL, Kirby's Creek, Ala. 16-lTd

PRICES REDlJCEDI
Until further notice I will furnish untested Italia?)

queens at 80c. each ; 6 for JI..")U. Warranted gucens,
90c. each; fl for ?,5.0I1. All ijueens bred from my
choice improv'cd stoi'k, and the cells built in lull

Atr(mu colonies. Safe arrival and satisfaction al-

ways guaranteed. ,T. P. MOORE.
r>(] MOKGAff, PENDLETOf^ CO., KY,.

With a Copious Index.

PRICE 45 CTS.; R\ ITIAII^, .SO CTS.

A. X. ROOT, S^EDIITA, OSIO-

Italian

\

ited pure; n
for $.'). Tested,
$1.50; selected,

f'2. frifo List freo.
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PONEY GdMW'
CITY MARKETS.

Cincinnati.—J/ojiej/.—No change has taken place
in the general feature of the market. Demand is

slow for extracted houe.v, with an abundance on
the market. Depression in other branches of busi-
ness, and low prices, have their ticariiiH- upon honey.
Better prices will, in my •stirnatimi, noi bf nbtained
until a general revival ol business takes place; our
most ardent desires to the coiil rary not withstand-
ing. Custom has to be made, even at the short crop
of this season. Small lots only of new comb hon e.v

make their appearance, and are sold readily, but
demand is slow in proportion. E.xtracted ho'^iey
brings 4(?ij8c on arrival, and choice comb honey ISf^'

16c in a jobbing way.
Bccswar is in fair demand, and arrivals are good.

We pay SO-T/^Me for good yellow.
The fdllowing e.xpiaiiation in regard to markets

seems to be neeessai \ in order to post some of our
bee-keeping frieixls, iind save them from disap-
pointment. Wlien (|noting prices " on arrival" I

mean to say that honey \vill hrin.u abotjt the price
quoted, or that a li;;ine within tlie range given will
appear reasonable or acceptable to a purchaser. I

quote, as near as possible, the prices at which I am
buying and selling. I do not mean to say that pur-
chasers are waiting for the arrival of honey, and
arc anxious to bnv at those i)rices (pioted. nor that
I UH) willing to pay those prices on arri\al for all

the honey that may be shippeil liere. This latter
would recpiire a larger capital than I and two more
ot the laigest dealers in .\mei-ica i>ossess. It Is un-
pleasant tor us to be o\-eriiin with honey for which
1 uill not jiay on aii-i\al, unless agreement has
been made previous to shipment.

Chas. F. Muth,
S. E. Cor. Freeman and Central Avenues.

Sept. 13, 1885. Cincinnati, O.

New York.—/fo/ifiy.—There is very little change
to note in the honey market since our last, except
more activity. New ci-op comb honey is arriving
quite freel.v, and selling readily at following prices:
Fancy white clover, Mb. sections, per lb. 14(S1.5c

2-lb. " " mrVic
Fair to good 1 and 3 lb. " " lOtollc
Fancy buckwheat, 1-lb.

" " U(fi 13e
2-lb. " " mwc

E.xtracted white clover, "
aO; 7c

" buckwheat, "
,5(5 <5e

Sept. 8, 1885. McCaiti. & Hildheth Rros.,
34 Hudson St., cor. Duane St., N. Y.

Cleveland.—Hour?/.—The market at present is

pretty well supplied with new honey by neighbor-
ing apiarists from wagons, which makes the demand

I
from our stores rather light. The price of 14@15c

I

per lb. for best white lib. sections is well main-
]

talned, however, and we may look for better sales
I

in the future, particularly if the clouds of dull
times, which are predicted to be breaking, leave the
commercial horizon bright and clear before long.
Extracted, 6 to 7c. Beeswax, 22c. A. C. Kendel,
Sept. 10, 1885. 115 Ontario St., Cleveland, O.

CHicAGo.-JF/onfy.—Market is quite good for this
season of the year; receipts are heavier, and sales
also larger than at last writing; 15@16c per lb. is

the price obtainable at present for comb honey of
best style and quality. Extracted, .5'l' 8c. Beeswax,
21c. R. .\. Burnett,

Sept. 10, 1885. 161 So. Water St., Chicago, 111.

St. Louis.—Hone;/.—Our market continues quiet,
a small demand for extracted in barrels; 4(rti4'4c for
Southern. New white clover in cans, retail, 8'4@9c.
Comb honey, some light inquiry for white clover,
choice, 16@17c retail. Beeswax—very dull; stock
large, 21(g22c. W. T. Anderson & Co.,
Sept. 10, 1885. 104 N. Third St., St. Louis, Mo.

Milwaukee.—Ho»(C!/.—New honey not very plen-
tiful. Demand good. Extracted, quick sale at 8c
per lb. Comb, 1 and 2 lb. sections, white, 15(0 l"c;
dark, 12<5(14c. A. V. Bishop,
Sept. 10. 142 W. Water St., Milwaukee, Wis.

Wanted.— .500 lbs. comb and 1000 lbs. extracted
honey. I will pay cash, 14c for comb and 7c for ex-
tracted. Honey must be delivered here in good
shape; must be all clover or basswood; comb may
be in anysl/,e of section less than 2 lbs.; all well
filled, sealed, and straight. Extracted must be
thick. Oliver Foster, Mt. Vernon, Iowa.

W.VNTEi).- Extracted basswood honey, in lots con-
venient to handle (lOJ-lb. lots preferred).

J. G. Lehde, Gardcnvllle, Erie Co., N. Y.

For Sale.—2000 lbs. of white-clover honey (extract-
ed), in barrels. I will deliver it on cars at lonia, on
the C. M. & St. V. K. K., or at Nashua, on the 1. C.
U. H., at 7 cts. per lb., net.

Henry L. Rouse, Ionia, Iowa.

For Sale.—4 barrels of fine linn extracted honey,
ripe, and of the best quality, seven cents per lb., de-
livered on board cars here.

.1. B. Murray, Ada, Hardin Co., Ohio.

Black and Hybrid Queens For Sale.

For fhe benefit of friends who have black or hybrid queens
which they want to dispose of. we will insert notices tree of
charge, as below. We do this becuse there is hardly value
enough to these queens to pay f"r buying them up and keep-
ing them in stock: and yet it is oftentimes quite an accommo-
dation to those who can not afford higher-priced ones.

I have 15 prolific hybrid queens to dispose of, at
35c each, in stamjjs; 5 for one dollar.

W. A. Sanders, Oak Bower, Hart Co., Ga.

I have 8 hybrid queens, this year, 2 nearly black,
others choice (|ueens; :?2 25 for the lot, and safe ar-
rival guaranteed; 3 for $1.00. Who wants them?

B. F. Carroll, Dresden, Texas.

I

Ten fine large jellow hybrid queens, six weeks
! old, bred from pure Italian mothers, which I have
taken from a neighbor's aplarj', at 3.5c each ; five
dark, at loc each, ready to go by first mail. Safe
arrival. V. H. Scattergood, Winona, O.

Detroit. — H(»nc!/.— The market is improving;
good honey is bringing 17(5 18c. A. B. Weed,

407 Woodward Ave., Detroit, Mich.
Sept 11, 1885.

Boston.—Ho)iey.—Best white Mb. sections, ].5Tf

18c; 3 lbs., 14@15c; extracted, very slow at any price.
Peeswax, 2oii'}S0Q. HhAHV & Ripley,
Sept. 11, 1885. 57 f^Kafb^nj Sr.. Boston, Mass.

I have several black and hybrid queens that I
will sell at 35 and 35c respectively. Safe arrival
guaranteed, J. H. Gindling,

Ohlman, Montgomery Co., 111.

DADANT'S FOUNDATION FACTORY, Whole-
sale and retail. See advertisement in another

column. Bbtfd

(iress THPS. E, SMI^H, Luna Landing, Chicoi Cc. Ark,
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DADANT'S
FOUNDATION
is asserted by hundreds of practical and disinterest-
ed bee-keepers to be tlie cleanest, brig-htest, quick-
est accepted by bees, least apt to sag, most reg'ular
in color, evencst, and neatest, of any that is made.

It is kept for sale by Messrs. A. H. Newman, Clii-

cago. 111.; C. F. Muth, Cincinnati, O.; Jas. Heddon,
}

I)owagriac, Mich.; F. L. Dougherty, Indianapo-
lis, Ind.; Chas. H.Green, Berlin, Wis.; Chas. Hertel,
Jr., Freeburg, 111.; Ezra Baer. Di.von.LeeCo., 111.; E.
S. Armstrong-, Jersey ville. Illinois; Arthur Todd,
fiermantown, Philadelphia, Pa.; E. liretchmer,
Ooburg-, Iowa; Elbert F. Smith, Smyrna, N. Y.;
C. T. Dale, Mortonsville, Ky.; Clark Johnson &
Soii.Co\Mnfrtnn, Ky., Kins'. Aspinwall & Co., 16 Thom-
as St., New York C'itv. C. A. Graves, Birmingham,
O.; M. .1. Diekason, Hiawatha. Kan.; J. W. Porter, I

Charlottesville, Albemarle Co., Va.; E. K. Nowcomb,'

)

Pleasant Valley, Dutchess Co., N. Y., and numerous
I

other dealers. 1

Write for sampler free, and price list of supplies, I

accompanied with 150 Coiiipliinentary and uii.so-

licited tcstiimmials, from as many bee-keepers, in
LSSJ. We guarantee every incJi of our finmilation cc]ual

til sample in every respect.

CHAS. DA DANT A: SON,
3htfd Hamilton, Hancock Co., Illinois*.

iBCTItN^
\Vestern headquarters for bee-men's supplies.

Four-piece sections, and hives of every kind, a
specialty. Flory's corner-clamps, etc. Orders for
sections and clamps filled in a few hours' notice.
Send for sample and prices.

M. R. MADARY,
9;J0db Box 172. Fresno City, Cal.

HONEY AND BEESWAX.
We :iic now in the inarkel, iuid will be during- the

entire season, for all h()ne,\- ottircd us, in any quan-
tity, shape, or condition, just so it is i>ure. We will
sell on commission, eharjiinj; .") (icr cent; or if a sam-
ple is sent us, we will make the best cash offer the
general market will afford. \\"e will handle bees-
wax the same way, and can furnish bee-men in
quantities, crude or refined, at lowest market prices.
Our .iunior member in this deparment, Mr. Jerome
Twiehell, has full charge, which insures prompt and
careful attention in all its details.
Sample ol' eonili honey uuist be a full case, repre-

senting a fair average of the lot. On such sam-
ple we will make prompt retui-ns, whether we buy
or not. CL.KIMONS, CLOON & <!0.,
1.5 2db Kan!«a« < ity, ITIo.

GET THE BEST BEE-BOOK.
The third edition of Tiie Bee-Keeper*!* Handy

Book contains ;S00 pages and lOli fine illustrations,
also a likeness of Uev. L. L. Langstroth, and the
late Moses Quinby, two of the most noted bee-keep-
ers of the world. " Two hundred pages of this work
are devoted to practical bee-keeping, and 100 pages
to the best and simplest methods for rearing queens.
Mr. Langstroth says this work is the "best authority
on queen- rearing," and J. E. Pond says. " It is the
best bee-book published in the English language."
Send for prospectus. HENE7 ALLEY, Wonham, Mass.

lUEENS AT REDDCED PRICEST
t)wing to the searcit.v of money 1 will sell my war-

anted Italian Queens at !?.s.()i) ]ier do/.cii; two dozen
for $15.00. J. T. AVILSON,
18tfdb. NICHOLASVILLE, KY.

VANDERVORT
COMB POUUDATION MILLS.
Send for samples and reduced price list.

2tfdb JNO. VANDERVORT, Laceyville. Pa.

72 Colonies of Bees For Sale.
I will sell the above numtier of colonies of bees

on very reasonable terms. They will have plenty
of honey to winter on, and are in good condition
otherwise; are in 12 frame hives, with about the
same capacity of a 10 frame Simplicity. Corres-
pondence solicited. H. F. BARGAU,
17-19db Border Plains, Webster Co., Iowa.

TRT THE
BELLINZONA ITALIANS,

And see for yourself that they are the
best. Warranted Queens, bred from

;y mothers imported dieect from the
mountains of Italy, $1.00 each; 6 for
S5.00. Special discount on large or-
ders. Satisfaction guaranteed. Send
for circular. Orders tilled promptly.

CHAS. n. DIVAIjI.,

SPENCEEVILLE, MONT. CO., MD.

RASPBERRY TIPS FOR SALE.
I have Raspberry tips for sale at $i).W per 1000, of

Gregg, Tyler, Souhegan. and Cuthhert varieties.

18(1 L. C. WOODMAN, Gk.ind Rapids, Mich.

^^for Sale Cheap.<r

My place, consisting of one 2-story fraoje house,
one two-story shoj), 4 lots in one inclosure, 14 bear-
ing fruit-trees, 10 swarms fine Italian bees, one 6^-
horse - power engine, and saws for hive-making.
Price f1200. For particulars, address
18 19d J. W. HART, L. E., EUREKA SPRINOS, ARK.

THE CANADIAN BEE JOURNAL
}yi:i:Ki.Y. $i.oo I'lcn yeah.

D. A. Jones & Co., Publishers, Beeton, Ont., Can.

The only bee journal printed in Canada, and con-
taining much valuable and interesting matter each
week from the pens of leading Canadian and United
States bee-keepers. Sample copy sent free on re-
ceipt of address. Printed on nice toned paper, and
in a nice shape for binding, making in one year a
volume of S;32 pages. 9tfb

RETAIL. See advertisement in another column.

BEE-HIYES, •:• SECTIONS,
HONEY - BOXES, ETC.GREAT REDITCTIOIT.

All Dealers and Ijirge consumers will lind it to
their interest to write us lor sjiecial stocking-uj)
prices, either for present oi- future delixciy. llitfdl)

Cr. B. LEWIS & CO, , Watertown. Wis.

WjintPrI A competent man to conduct an apia-
ifaillCUi j.y^ a|go a poultry ranche. Address

LEGS AND ARMS
(AKTII [AL)

with reference,
JR-I9db

L. A. FITZPATIUCK,
Hyde Park, Phillips Co,, Ark,

WITH RUBBER HANDS AND FEET.
Tlio Must Natural, C'lii

fi.rtablo ai;a Durable.

THOUSANDS IN USE
XfW r:,tpnts^^;UHl I„.p„

SiH'nal atu-.,li..ii ^nvou i

SOLDIERS,
)I11. r.imphlot of ISO Pages

SENT FREE.

A. A. MARKS, ^^ ^,, ,.„

701 Broadway, New York. ^SiliSiitf

Please mention tliis jtajier.
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SECRETION; WHAT IS IT?

now AND WIIEHE DO THE DEES GET WAX?

«J. COOK:— Pleaseanswcrlhis in (ii.KAMNCJS:
Do liccs dig^est honey, or ilo tlicv in:inutac-
ture honey into wax? I'kasc explain it

plainly, as there aic parties here who do
• not agree with your theory in your Manual.

I have one, but it is one of the old edition.
.7. W. Bitten BENDER.

Knoxville, Iowa. Aug:, i;!, 1885.

Answer by Prof. Cook.
The question of Mr. Bittenbeiider"s serves admir-

ably as a text for an article which ] have long de-

sired to write for Geeanings, but for lack of

time have deferred till now. I wish to consider the

relation of nectar to honey and to the food of larval

bees, the relation of honey to wax as secreted by

bees, and the relation of the sap of trees to the nec-

tar which is secreted by their Howers or other gland-

ular extra-tloral cells.

Secretion, whether of saliva or spittle, in our own
salivary glands, whether of milk by any of the

mammals, or whether of wax by bees, is always ac-

complished by cells specially developed for the pur-

pose. These cells may be just blind sacks of proto-

plasm, as the nectar-glands of plants, or they may
be cells conducting to tubes when, as in case of our

ealivary glands, or the glands in the head and tho-

rax of bees (see Manual, p. 87), they arc called race-

mose glands, from tUeir resemblance to a bunch of

grapes. It is the function of these glandular cells

to ta^e elements from some nutritive fluid, like the

sap of plants or the blood of animals, and from
some other substance—the secretion—not found in

the blood, or in the sap, as thp case juay be, A se-

cretion, tlien, is not a substance simply eliminated

from sap or blood; it is a new substance formed
from the sap or blood, which, in the economy of the

individual, shall be of some service. Thus our
spittle or milk is not in the blood. The elements

are there, but the spittle and milk are products of

the glands, made from elements taken from the

blood. So, too, the nectar of flowers, or plant-

glands, is not in the sap of the plants, but is made
by the gland-cells from elements in the sap. True
it is, that these cells will sometimes eliminate for-

eign substances—may be toxic substances—which
are in the blood. For instance, we may feed a

cow poison, and And the poison in the milk. The
poison is no part of the milk; but the glands, like

good Samaritans, quickly spring to the aid of the

purely eliminating organs, the lungs and kidneys,

in the removal of the harmful substance of the

blood.

In case of the jioisonous honey discussed in

Gleanings, I said I did not think it possessed the

properties of the sap. First, the nectar is a secre-

tion, and so is made from the sap, but is not the

sap. True, the glands might remove a poisonous

element in the sap, possibly-as animal glands do

upon occasion—but this is not likely, as the poison

is not hurtful to the plant, but a normal substance,

and there is no occasion for its removal. Again,

this poison is always in the sap, yet we have not

heard of this honey as poisonous before-not till

this year. Plants are in like condition every year,

and do not by accident get poison as do animals,

which may need elimination. I think it far more
likely that the bees got some real poison from oth-

er gpiirceg; Of posgibly good honey was fi poison to
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the poisons affliutcd, as all honey seems to be poi-

son to some people. " What is one person's meat is

another person's poison."

Onlj'afew years asro I rcceiveil honey from New-

York State whieh poisoned several persons, yet we
have not heard of any similar poisoning- since. It

is more than likely that what was true in one case

was also true in the other.

To answer the (piestion as to wa.v. Bees take

honey as food. This is dig-ested and absorbed, when
it becomes blood, which is the nutritive fluid of the

bee, but is not honey, and quite likely contains no
honey for the most if not all the time. From this

blootl the wa.x -glands secvete the wa.\ scales. Thus
the wa.v of the bee has the same relation to the

honey eaten by the bee, that the cow's milk has to

the hay which she eats. As stated in all the last

editions of luy " nee-Kccpcr's Guide," from the

eighth thousand to the tbirteenth thousand inclu-

sive, nect?.r and honey are not the same. We feed

cane sugar to bees, and we get honey sugar, which
is quite different in the comb-cells. So nectar is

largely cane sugar, and is neutral, while the honey
is a diffei-ent sugar, and is acid. Thus wo maj' say
that honey is digested nectar, which is fitted in

such digestion to be absorbed and assimilated. Ke-

cent experiments have shown that, when we eat

cane sugar, it is digested in our stomachs, and in

this act converted into a sugar like, if not identical,

with honey sugar, whereby it is litted for absorb-

tion and assimilation. Thus wo have reason to be-

lieve that honey is the best form of sugar, as here
the bees have done what otherwise our own digest-

ive energies must have performed.

it is quite likely that honey sugar is most like

liver sugar, and that both are widely remo\ed from
corn glucose, though all give the same chemical re-

action with the copper salts. This view of the su-

perior excellence of honey as a food, gives new
force to the commendation, "A land flowing with

milk and honey."
Again, bees feed a creamy substance to the larval

bees. This substance contains not only oxygen,
carbon, and hydrogen, the only elements of pure
honey or sugar, but also nitrogen. This last the

bees get from the pollen, which must surely be
present to rear brood. True honey may contain a
little pollen: but to lear any considerable amount
of brood, pollen must be present in greater quanti-

ties—Stored in the cells. This honey and pollen is

very perfectly digested by the bees, and so is fitted

for absorption, else it would be useless, as the larval

bee is not fitted to digest. It is not known whether
the digestive juices that produce this change are all

formed in the stomach or not. Quite likely the
large glands in the head and thorax may aid. This

is a question difficult of solution, but will doubtless

one day be solved. A.J. Cdoic.

Agricultural College, Lansing, Mich.

I have .always supposed that the wax se-
ci-etion in the body of the bee was formed
ill a simihu' way to the formation of tallow
and lard and fatty matter, in the bodies of
our domestic animals. They eat grass, hay.
and grain. The nutritive proi)erties of these
different kinds of food go into the blood.
When all the different functions of the ani-
mal are prop(M-ly performed, there is a resi-
due of averyricli conceiitrated sul)stance.
This substance accumulates as fat. In the
body of the bee the process is the same, only

that these flakes exude so as to come out be-
tween the scales composing the bee's body.
They are not identical in composition with
lard and tallow, but they are in many res-

. peets similar. With the bee it seems to be a
provision of luiture — a substance just ex-

I

actly right to build the cells of the honey-
' comb. Sometimes these wax scales stick
' out in such protuberances that they curl up.
A few days ago a friend sent us a bee by
niMil, asking what sort of a fungoid growtii
it was that was sticking out of and adhering
to the bodies of many of his bees. There

! was no trouble at all, of coinse. Ilis bees
were simply secreting unusual quantities of
wax. When we feed sugar heavily in the
fall, to get the bees ready for wintering, they
often secrete such qumtities of pearly-white
wax scales that tliey fall to the bottom of
tlie liive in the form ()f a dust, and under the
microscope they look much like tish-scalcs.

Of course, there must be a waste when this
happens; for it doubtless retpiires a good
many pounds of sugar to make one pound of
this white wax, just as it retpiires a g<iod
many pounds of corn to make one pound of
beautiful white leaves of lard in the body of
a hog.

..la^M^^^B—

PROCEEDINGS OF THE OHIO STATE
BEE KEEPERS' ASSOCIATION.

liEroKTEl) UV C. F. WILLIAMS.

1'N giving this report it may be well to an-
r nounce that, as the regular secretary did
I not make his appearance nor send any

of the papers from the last meeting, we
I

were unable 4o produce any minutes of
said meeting, or even get a copy of the con-
stitution and by - laws, friend Williams
was requested to act as secretary until the
regular secretary should appear :" but as said
otticer did not appear at all. the following

I

report is entirely from Mr. Williams:
The bee-keepers of Ohio met, as previously an-

nounced, at the State Fair-grounds, and assembled
at '.1::jO TliursduN' morning, in room oxer Aoiariaii

; Hall. A. 1. Root. Pres., called the meeting to order.
1 Dr. Bcsse introduced the subject of

BEES TUESPASSING,
and cited the case of a Wisconsin fai-nier who had
brought suit against a bee keeper whose bees, he
claimed, trespassed on his clover fields. The doc-
tor said, " 1 don't thinte bees ever trespass. I think
it preposterous for a man to sue for bees trespass-

1
ing. Bees are an advantage to all farmers, by assist-

' ing natuic in the fertilization of flowers."
;

('. l'^. Junes.— 1 never had any complaint, and think
: them a tilessing.

A. I. Rui)t.—ln my opinion, nothing can l)e made
out of the case.
Secretnri/.— ln our town a neighbor complains

of bees trespassing in the kitchens, and of eating
their grapes.
A. He nedict.~Fcop\c thin\i bees puncture grapes;

but this is a mistake. They work on grapes after
wasps, and other insects having strong mandibles,
puncture theuL Tliey never injure sound fruit.
Pirsiilciit.—We have several hundred grajjcvincs

right over our liives, and our grapes are never in-

jured \>y tlie bees.
! ]h: /Jr.ssf .— Mees will never injure the tender Del-

i

aware j'raiic, unless the skin is first ruptured. Bees
j

ai-e a benelil to corn-growers.
!

A. Bcufiii'l. -After grapes are burstod they soon
rot any way, and might the bees not as well get the
sweet from it as to let it waste? Bees are a benefit
to all frnit-grov.ers.

/>r. /J.s,«p,— Fruit growers ought to be thankful
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for the bees. If there were no bees there would be
little fruit.
President.—A Massachusetts fruit-man once com-

pelled a bee-keeper to remove, because he claimed
that his bees injured his fruit. A trial of several
seasons without the bees was a failure, and the bee-
keeper was prevailed upon to come back.

CIDER - MIM..>^.

Mr. Benedict.— \ am satisfied that cider mills in-

jure bees.
Dr. Bcs'sc (who seems to always take the oppo-

site side, in order to draw out all points).—Cider-
mills are a good thing for bee-keepers in killing off
some of our bees, so that they do not go into winter
quarters too strong.

C. E. Jones.—I lost 73 colonies, which had plenty
of clover honey; cider carried in killed them; had
better spent SIOJ in screening the mill.
President.—As a means of liarmony 1 suggest that

bee-keepers furnish some kind of screen to keep
out the bees. We furnished one for a neighbor
cider-maker which kept out tiics, etc., as well as
bees, and cost only TZ.iM.

E. K. Root moved that the President appoint a
committee to see that a suitable building be erected
by the Agricultural Society of the State on the new
fair-ground, for the use of bee-keeper.':, as a ))lacc
of exhibition and meeting. Seconded and caniiil.
Dr. Besse, Delaware, chainnuu; ( . i;. .lones, Del-

aware; Aaron Benedict, Bennington, were aiipoint-
ed the committee. I

Next was proposed the subject of having llie Ohio '

Agricultural College take up Ai)icultiire as a
\

branch of studv. The I'l-esident said he thought
the college ought to take such measures, and that it

would elevate bee culture in our Stati'.

Dr. Besse moved that a coTnniillce be appointed
to confer with the directors of the .Agricultural

|

College, to lia\c a station of bee culture established
j

there. Seeondcil and carried. Ques.—What is to be
the object of this department?
Dr. liesse.—The object is to test lor best bi-es.

best methods of management, to report from time
to time, and to educate students in bee culture.
Committee appointed were- Dr. liesse, chaiilnaii;

.T. W. Newlove, W. Oldrovd, Dr. Mason. .\.I.I{oot.
Ch.as. Muth, Dan White.

Perliaps I mijiiit niciitioii hero, lliat "nf i'ore

retuniing home I li;i<l a foiivei.satiidi willi

some of the l"rien<ls at the A,<frkMiUiiial Col-
lege, in ve^'ard to tlie above matter, ainl they
(lechii-ed tliat it is out of tlietiiiestion to take
up any tiling move just now. without if;oi-e

funds and more intelligent heli)ers. There
are already too many things started thai
amount to" nothing, because of the lack in

the direction above mentioned : or. to put it

brietly, "' too many irons in lite fnc " as it is.

1 am' not comix'tent at present to say just
what needs to be done. Ihit it seems to me
there is no reason why we should be behind
the State of Michigan, or any State, for th:il

matter.
WHAT IS THE I'liOl'lMl SIZIO Ol' A COI.ONV TO

ST.\IIT^ I X^W I .\Tl;lt Qf .\ HTKKS?
Dr. /ics.-ic.— I think too many bees do not winter as

well as a small colony.
A. Iienitlirt.— \ can not (luite agree with Dr. Besse.

I want a large colony of bees; a small one will eat
much more honey in jiroportion to its size than a
large one, to keep iii> animal heat.
C. E. ./oiir.s-. —My e.vperieiice in this: Get a colony

in as neai-l.\' a natural condition as possit'le, large,
and plentyof honey.
now MANY BEES ARE NECESSAliV FOK SCCII A

COT.ONV?
Dr. /?(.s8c.—AboutS lbs.
.1. Uentdict.—i winter out of doors.
Dr. B.—l winter in the cellar.
Mrs. Cidp.-l don't cai-e for such large colonies. I

don't stimulate in the fall; am satisfied small colo-
nies are the best. I winter in chaff hives, and stim-
ulate in the spring.
Dr. Z{f.s,<*(".—Winter half the bees, and extract and

;ell half the honey.
Prisid<iit.—\}v. Ucsse and Mrs. Culp may be right,

but I think there ought to be caution used here in
the use of terms. A large colony will sf)metiines

contract in cool weather to the size of a popcorn
ball, and winter well.
Dr. Besse.—Jf you stimulate in fall, feed early

enough so that young bees can have two or three
flights before they cluster for winter.

WHEN WOULD YOU FEED?
Dr. Besse.—Any time—the sooner the better.
President.—We have the best results by feeding

gradually. Feed, say, Vj lb. every night; feed dur-
ing September if possible.
Mrs. Culp.—I t-hink my plan of setting away full

combs, and giving them in the fall, the best plan.
Dr. Besse.—We should throw out the uncapped

honey before going into winter quarters.

HOW MANY CO.MBS OF HONEY ARE NECESSARY TO
WINTER A COLONY?

Dr. Bc«sf.—Twenty-five lbs. of honey.
President.—Five full combs.

POOR SE.\SONS.

Prexide^d. — Bee-men are complaining of a poor
season. 1 should like to inquire if it is the fault of
the season or the apiarian.
Dr. Bf.s.sp.—May be the fault of the snpplu-dederi?).
You should make 'j-iiich space for bees between
sections; bees will then go up sooner.

G. E. Joncn.—Don't put on too many sections in a
moderate season at one time.

WHERE IS THE BEST HONEY LOCALITY IN THE V . S.':'

Answers—Central Ohio; California in a good sea-
son; Florida; basswood locality of Wisconsin and
Michigan.
Dr. Bexsc.—Ohiii extracted and comb honey, taken

by me to the exposition at New Oileans, took tlie

first premiuuL
A *'/»«»((/'/•.— Hardin Co. is as good as any coun-

ty in the State, for honey.
MrK. Ci(/p.—Franklin Co. is a good locality. I

tested one colony, and took 25:J lbs. extracted honey.

now MANY )NII 15 K KEl" )NE t.oc:

/',(.>.i</<;i'.—That depends on circumstances.

AFTERNOON SESSION.

T)ie subject of

MOVING UEES DVRINfi THE WORKING SEA.SON
was first taken up.

Dr. Be^'se—'Slove tt\r ov six swarms every even-
ing. .\tler bees ait- all in the hive, set the hives
far enou^'h apart to .set others between them when
moved ne.xt evfiiing. Set a b(iar<i, or three or four
sticks of sto\('W(>od, in front ol the colony moved.
I moved UH) colonies :.'.')() or :KXt ft , and very few bees,
if any, weiU back. They were caught in a nucleus
hive on the old stand. I would advise moving
strongest first, then the returning bees would re-
enforce the weaker ones left.

j

vl. Zidi'dicf.—When setting bees out of cellar, be
sure to i)ut hive on old stand.

' Mr. tiiirdni, .M. I).. Mt. X'ernon.— I have no trouble
in m()\ing bees short disianc<'s, and 1 don't think it

nuikes any ditlci-cru'c wlii-thcr we set bees on old
stand wheii taken out of cellar or not.

i

Mrs. C'li'p.— I set mj- liees further apart last fall,

and saw no bad result. 1 was tiying to sec if I

could make them do as 1 wanted, and I did.

] Dr. (ii)rde)t.—\ winter my bees out of doors, with
j

corn-fodder placed around them, leaving an open-
ing on south side, so the bees can fly on warm days.
T move them together and set them on scantling-
two tiers high.
Mr. Murris, Fayette Co.—I wintered my bees in a

bee-house foi- three years, successfully. I never
set out of ('oors for a fly when quiet. The house
has a brick foundation, double wall,l ft. space filled

with sawdust; 1 ft. sawdust on top, cement floor.

Presidetd.—ln regiird to cellar wintering, there is

a diversity of opinion and t'xperience. Chaff hives
seem to be the most practicable, with the variable
winter weather we have in Ohio, and public opinion
seems to be getting in favor of them.
A. lii}iiiii(i.— nfes need more ventilation in win-

ter than in summer.
Presidnd. -nyir practice is to leave the entrance

open full width all winter.
Mr. (joiidrieh.—l prefer cellar wintering; keep

bees as near the freezing-point as possible, and
think it best.
Dan White.— ] think the cellar, with an experienc-

ed hand, the best place to winter, although 1 winter
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in chaff hives out of doors. I lost half my bees last

winter.
C. E. Jojies.—The cellar is a good place to winter,

if properly prepared.
President.—The cause of last winter's losses was

poor stores and severe weather.

WHAT IS THE CAUSE AND CURE OF SPRING
DWINDLING?

Mr. Morris.—Our spring losses were caused by
there being too few young bees when we went into
winter quarters.
Dan White.—The cure is plenty of j'oung bees.
Presiilent.—There is some mystery about spring

dwindling. A colony dwindling seems to get dis-

couraged, and will not even gather pollen. ] am
sometimes inclined to think it a disease of some
kind, and may be contagious, afl'ecting whole apia-
ries, and missing others in the same locality. A
disastrous winter is a benefit, in one way, by mak-
ing a demand for bees and honey.

IS SORGHUM INJURIOUS TO BEESV
President.—Yeii. it is a dangerous winter food.
Mr. M(irris.~\V\\\ bees degenerate by in-breeding?
(J. E. Jams.—We had better introduce new blood.
President.— \ don't think there is any danger of

any harm arising from in-breeding.

WHO USES SEPARATORS?
Dr. Besse.—l don't, and think it is better without

them.
Secretanj.—J have abandoned them. To get the

nicest and straightest combs, use I'^s-inch sections;
such a section, 4'/2X4'3, will hold a pound, and you
can have as many rows of sections as you have
brood-frames—the frames being spaced I'g inches;
reverse your sections.
A. Benedict.— I use ivj-inch sections with no sepa-

rators.
It seemed to be generally understood that we

could all dispense with separators by using luirrow-
er sections.
Adjourned to meet in Sec. Chamberlain's office, in

State House, at T o'clock.

EVENING SESSION.

The question was asked. Which is in-eferabio, luit-

ui-al swarming or division?
Dr. Besse.—Divide them. I would rather divide

three than hive one natural swarm. By division you
have complete conti-ol of the bees. 1 raise early
queens from best stock. Get early drones by in-

serting a drone comb in the center of full colony.
When a colony indicates swarming I divide, putting-
old queen on new stand and new queen on old
stand.

C. E. Jones.— J am in favor of natural swarming.
I also raised early queens. I make two swarms out
of a large one. I think it more natural lor them to
swarm.
Secretary.—I let my bees swarm naturally, or I

divide them, according to the circumstances and
conditions of a colony at the time. No general rule
can be laid down. It may be best to divide one, and
best to leave another to swarm. You must learn to
determine by experience. I clip my queens.
Mr. Pierson.— l i)refer natural swarms. I clip my

queens also.
President.—Where you desire increase, divide. If

you wish honey and no increase, let them swarm il

you can't help it.

Wm. Oldroyd described how he took a swarm out
of a \ery high tree, which led to a discussion on
hiving swarnis.
Mr. Benedict.— I would smoke a swarm down from

a high limb by tying liurning nigs to a piece of iron
fastened to a long i)()le, or I would use a swarming-
bo.x. I believe in artilicial swarming, and I don't
believe in it. I divide by the " lirumming " process,
wliich is the most natural. 'I'lic liecs thus swarmed
are filled with lioncv: and :is a swarm takes about
ti Ihs.ol iidiiey with tliem, this l'Ivos tlieiii a start. 1

I)Ut the olii queen on the new staixl, and run the
new (|ueen in the other part. In 1.") days I can drum
again. Hy jiutting in the new queen 1 always have
the liive full of li«>es.

Dr. Besse.—liecs usually' alight on low Inishcs.
ir>?i. Oldrojjd.-Thiit is iiot ui.\' experience.
Dr. Besse.—To hiye a higli swarm I would shake

the bees off on a i>ole, to which a cagt>d queen is

fastened.
C. E. Jones.—In swarming time I watch my bees

closely. I can tell within 10 minutes of the time
when a swarm is going to come out. lU-es general-
ly alight low. I take (he swarms from a limb in a

swarming -basket with a spring lid. I generally
catch swarms in a basket just as they are coming
out. If two or three s^varms alight together, dump
them on a sheet; catch the queens, and divide
equally as nearly as possible.

now CAN WE TELL WHEN A COLONY IS GOING TO
SWARM?

*4i(8.—By the commotion in the hive and in front
of it. I use a hive with glass on the sides.
A. Benedict. — I separate my swarms with my

smoke-pole, holding it near the swarm already set-
tled, which will prevent others from settling.
President. — We used to keep a caged queen to

catch swarms, as stated by Dr. B.
Secretary.— Mr. Ed. Miller, a neighbor bee-man,

who is a carpenter by trade, and who is away from
home during the day, clips his queens, and during
the swarming season sticks a stout bush, with some
branches on, a few bees in front of each hive, in
the ground. When a swarm comes out his " better
half" catches the queen, cages her, and fastens the
cage in the bush. The bees settle on the bush, and
at noon or in evening, after work, Mr. M. hives
them.
Adjourned to meet at fair ground, Friday morn-

ing at 9 o'clock.

FRIDAY MORNING SESSION.
In the absence of the President, Mr. Benedict act-

ed as chairman.
HOW CAN WE GET THE MOST HONEY?

Mrs. Cidp. — 1 get more timn twice as much e.\-

ti-acted honej' as comb honey, by putting in empty
frames.
8cc?-efan/.—Last season I had a large number of

sections tilled with empty comb, and I believe it

was due to this fact that 1 had my good yield of
comb honey this season. I think if we can always
manage so as to get our sections filled with comb
we can get as mueli comb as extracted honey.

."(//. B( nediet.- We advise beginners to go slow in
extracting, and leuru the business, or they may
in-odiice had results, and get discouraged. I use a
movable bottom-hive, and tier up in extracting. If
the colony swarms, I hive it on foundation combs
under ihe old colony, placing a wire cloth between
the two for a day or two. The queen begins to oc-
cupy lower story; and as the bees hatch out above,
the honey is stored in the frames. By this method
I get a large body of bees at work in a single hive.
Mrs. Cidp.-'Mv practice is similar to that describ-

ed by Bro. Benedict.
A. Bc)(i<livl.— In Ayorking for comb honey I use

the same uu'thod of keeping my colonies strong by
hiving l)aek the swarm. If I hive swarms by them-
selves, I take a section-rack from the old hive and
put it on a new one.
Dr. Besse.—How soon do yon extract after putting

swarm back?
.4)!,s.— In two or three days, or as often as neces-

sary—whenever honey is partly capped.
_D;-. Bcss!'. — This, in my experience, won't work

well. If you extract next day, the (|ueen will go up
and occupy frames, and Ikcs w ill build drone-comb
below. 1 have no partienlai- method of working for
extracted honey. I usually extract fi-om brood-
ehaniher as soon' as (|Ueen gets crowded. 1 tier up
two or three storlt'S high; always let liees cap afiout
txvo thirds of my honey before extracting. Bees
work tlownward; put empty hi\e under full one.

.4. /i(')i('i/i(^- In tiering up section cases, alwaj'S
put an empty one beneath a full one.
The cou\ention then adjourned, to meet some

time in January'.

STATE FAIR EXHIBITS, AND KAME TO WHOM PRE-
MIUMS WERE GIVEN.

There was on exhibition by a number of bee-keep-
ers, honey, Ixitli extracted and comb, some very
tine fii'i's and fixtures, and implements of all kinds.
Mr. Ooodiiih ivxhibited a nice lot of comb honey,
one-i>ound sections put iij) in small shii)ping-cases,
also a \-er.\' tine<lisiilay of extracted honey put up in
many ditferent st\ les. Ilereeei\ei] first jiremium
on eomh honey, first on geiu'i-al display of comb
and extiaeted, second on extracted.
Mrs. Culp exiiiliiled some very fine wax, on ^vhich

she took first pi-eniium.
Dr. Besses disi)lay of extracted honey was very

fine—the nicest disi)lay we ever saw. He took first

premium on extracti'd honey.
r. E. .lones look second premium on display of

comli lioiiey, and first iireniiuni on full colony and
manii)ulat ion of same.
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Brig-ham and Claj'burn exhibited some fine comb
honey, and took first premium on single crate of
honey.
Aaron Benedict exhibited some of the finest Ital-

ians we ever saw, and we have seen and examined
many strains since we have been a bee-keeper.
Earl Clickinger also exhibited a fine nucleus.

NAME AND RE.SIDENCE OF SOME OF THE PARTIES
IN ATTENDANCE, W ITH TABUT>.\TED REPORT

OF THE SEASON.

Names aud Pcstoffioe Ackli

A.S. Goodrich. W(
Geo. Allen, JettVi

-

Dan White, New 1

A. Benedict, Biuii
S. R.Morris, Bio, ,

I

J. Miller, Thoi II

M

E. Clickiiiy.T.i'-
W.Slieiih.r.l, K.H.

M. L. Can.H'.-iii, Ki,

Jennie Culii, i ', ilm
A. Rinlu-ul.i.rlMi,

B. Helphr.-v, I u,-:,. I.wknu' ( ...

Dr. BesM. Ih l.,,iai,. li. I,( ...

C. E. Joijt--,li._-l:.":ir... )«.!, I.J.

J. W. Newlove, Cohnnbus, Frank. Co.
W. Artry, Franklin Square. Col. Co.

9?
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had been tluee or four days queenless, and
she would be ready to take her wedding-
flight as soon as slie is out. From what ex-
perience I have had with bees. I should think
that there would be quite a good many losses,
unless] the one who had them in charge had
by experience learned just how to manage
every little minute point, as fiiend (iood
doubtless has.

FRIEND SHUCK'S HEVERSIBLE IION-
EY-BOAKD.

ALSO SO.MKTIIINC REGARD TO HIS REVKRSIDT.?:
HIVE.

RIEND ROOT: — Bro. Heddon's experience
reminds me of my efforts to g-et comV>

honey in the brood - chamber of the hive

some years ago, by dividing- a large brood-

nest with cases of sections. I invariably got

queen-cells in all, except the division occupied by

the old queen.
I have raised queen-cells in an upper story when

the lower story was occupied by a laying queen.

Oi'dinarily the cells are larger, and the queens of

better color, when thus produced. The cells must,

of course, be removed for the timil ("merging and
perfecting- of the queens.

More than one queen may occupy the same hive

by keeping queeii-excludors between them. The
excluder must divide the entrance so that the occa-

sional passing of a queen around it is prevented.

Aside from the fact that the bees occupy the hive

and surplus apartment in common, this is simply a

modification of the tenement hive idea. After all,

this is a question of arithmetic: A good queen will

occupy just about so much space, whetlicr in a hive

by herself, or along- with another queen.

1 send you to-day a sample of mj- skeleton board,

such as I use and sell with my invertible hives.

The spaces are readily cleared with a piece of steel,

the proper size. I like them for cvcluding- (jueens

when a swarm is hived, as the swarm can immedi-
ately go into the sections, and leave the queen upon
the brood-combs. Also if a colony is stubborn about
going above, I put the sections un<t''.i- the hive, with

the skeleton board between; or, rather, turn the

whole apparatus upside down, when the bees will be

ofiliged to go into the sections.

This boai-d may be modified by extending the

metal strips on one end, and thus form a queen-ex-

cluding division-board when it is desired to keep
more than one queen at liberty in the l.rood-cham-

ber of the hives.

I first took the idea of this board from the Quinby
five-piece honey-board, which I used until sections

were introduced, when 1 adapted it to the use of

them. Mr. Heddon's board is a different thing en-

tirely. He cleats it all around so as to get his bee-

space between it and the sections. 1 have my bee-

spaces in the hivc-l;)ody and in the section cases

themselves.

If I ever want a drone and (piccn catcher, I shall

get the Alley trap, unless some one invents a better

one. Rees well managed do not swarm much. Col-

onies run for comb honey should not swarm to ex-

ceed ten per cent. If run for extracted honey, not

more than five 'per cent; so there is little use for

queen-clippers and queen-catchers. Hov.ever, if 1

had a valuable queen which I dreaded to lose, 1

should lose no time in gretting a queen or drone
trap. J, M. Shuck.
Desinoines, Iowa, Aug. 4, 181-5.

Thanks for the honey-board, friend S..

and also for the facts you give us. I will
explain to our readers, that this honey-board
is made of slats of iiine, i inch wide, kept at
the right distance apart forexcluding queens
and dfones. by a folded strip of galvanized
iron tacked across each end. Your idea of
inverting tlielhive so as to bring this queen-
excluding honey-board, sections and all, un-
der the hive, is a novel one. Yoii will notice
that it is in a line with friend Heddon's re-
cent experiments. Yom- letter is dated Aug.
4,l)ut it may have been written before friend
IIeddon"s article.

CRYSTALLIZED HONEY-DEW.

FRIEND COOK (ilVKS US SOME, ADDtTIONAI, IXFORM-

TX answer t(- ( nr recpust, A\hich see on
M page oS(3. Prof. ('«iok sends us the follow-
^- ing in regard to the crystallized honey-
- dew:

Yes, frien<1 Koot, and you may add my thanks
for such a mine of sweet, and that, too, from lice, it

is good to see. In every case the source of the hon-

ey-dew—lice secretion were more appropriate—is

found to be aphides, or plant-lice. Surely our friend

need not condemn sueh nectar. 1 am sure the honey
from Oregon will lose nothing- of its reputation if

the nectar is always as sweet and wholesome as this.

As you know, Mr. Editor, the great crystallized

masses, large as the end of one's finger, were not

only very sweet, but wei"e very pleasant. The lice

on the fireweed were of the genus ^pJiis, as shown
by the long nectar -tubes, or nectaries. Those on
the fir were of the genus Sacliunx. These must
have secreted an immense amount of nectar, to

show so much cane sug-ar. It is a good thing- for

the sugar manufactories that these lice are not

very common, or the former would have to go out

of the business. Just to think of a single twig, less

than si.x inches long, having- more than a table-

spoonful of flue sugar on it, and that all crystallized

and refined, with no care or labor: As I have al-

ways observed, the sweet secretion of these plant-

lice is always pleasant and harmless, and I do not

believe it will ever l)e any detriment to honey. We
can not say the same of that from bark or scale lice,

for that is bitter and distasteful to bees and tons.

I say distasteful to bees, for I have noticed that

bees will treat bark-louse nectar as they do glucose,

—leave it entirely alone if they can get nectar from
any other source. This is not true of aphis nectar,

which attracts bees even at the very time that the

incomparable basswood and clover secretion, or

nectar, is abundant.

As Mr. R. suggests, honey-dew does not fall. So-

called honey-dew is almost always secretion from
insects. It may come from fungi, as shown last

year to be true of the ergot; it may come from ex-

tra-Horal glands, like those of the cow-pea, illustrat-

ed in my Manuat,. 1 think no apology need be

spoken for this plant louse nectar. It will never
harm the lioney. A. ,1. Cook.
Agricultural College, Mich., Sept. :!, 188.-|.
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MOKE NOTES AND COMMENTS.
THE ADVANTAGES OF A PEHMANENT HOME.

prow I do envy those people who can always
stay put! lamas I'oiul oT a jileasant home,
lawn, shrubbery, Howers, trees, fish-ponds,

cranberry meadows, graperies, and straw-

berry-patches— well, as the Editor of Geean-
INGS himself—which is sayinj? a prreat deal. But
these things are inconsistent witli moving- about
much, and 1 have had considerable of this to do in

the course of my life, especially of late years.

Since my last article appeared in Geeamngs, I

have moved once more. Why do the Scotch call a

change of residence " flitting "? It is a much slow-

er affair than a "flit." The worst part of moving
is getting things to rights, and settling down to reg-

ular habits again. During this interval of inter-

ruption, several matters have co'nic up in (Jeean-

iNGS on which I wish to say something; and as 1

must try to squeeze them into one article, I adopt
a similar heading to my last, and call these; more
" Notes and Comments."
A PLEA IN favor OE WINTEHING <IN SIMMEI!

STANDS.
I want to speak a good word in behalf of friend

Reed, of Milford, Wis., Avhose letter appeared in

Gleanings of May 15th. I ordered two of those;

very cheap stocks of bees advertised by him, and
found them, on arrival, (exactly as lepresented by
him. Some things in a letter from him touche.l me
very much. He said he had cherLshed the ambition
of getting up a first-class apiary, but luul^ l)een

obliged to give up through ill health. An old com-
plaint had been brought back by the exertion put

forth in carrying his bees out of the cellar. This is

one argument, and by no means a slight one, in

favor of outdoor wintering. In the past, when I

practiced cellar wintering, carrying out my hives in

spring generally brought on an attack of lumbago,
and I never kept more than 2(1 or r.'5 stocks. Let us
not commend bee-keeping as an occupation suited

for invalids or weakly iJcrsons uiUil we give up the

folly of cellar wintering. Had friend Heed wintered

on the summer stands, probalily he might ha\e
been able to continue his nuicli-loved i)ursuit.

Anyhow, I am sure he has the sympathj- of all his

fellow bee-keepers, and the prayers of nuuiy that

his afflictiou may prove for the best.

CLIPPING queens' wings.
By the way, friend Keed has almost converted me

to clipping queens' wings, which he practiced.

Having to go from home lor a few days, June 10th,

I carefully searched for queen-cells on the morning
of my departure. I was away longer than I e.\i)ect-

cd, and felt pretty anxious about tht; bees. On re-

turning, my wife said to me, "Some of your bets
have had a great flght." I examined the hives, but
found no evidence of a flght." Ne.vt day, as 1 was
busy writing, my wife said, "Those bees are fight-

ing again." I sallied forth and found the bees not

fighting but swarming, out of one of friend Heed's
hives. The bees whirled arenind in the air, but did

not alight. So I suspected the (pieen was not with
them, and, on searching, soon found her crawling
on the ground. Then I saw what I had not noticed
on looking through the hives, that one wing was
clipped. I felt pretty cheap; for one argument I

have used against clipping is, that it disfigures tlie

queen. However, I picked her up, put her under a
tumbler, moved the ojd hiyc, get fin pmpty owe iii

its place, and soon the swarm came back. I ran in
the queen, and the whole thing was over in a quar-
ter of the time usually taken in hiving a swarm. I

am hard to convert; but undoubtedly I should have
lost that swarm if the queen's wing had not been
clipped: and now the question is, " to clip or not to
clip." One curious thing about the alfair is, that
the hive is uj) on a stand two feet above the ground.
So on the previous occasion, when they tried to
swarm, her majesty must have crawled up one of
the legs of the stand, in order to get back into the
hive.

MIVES.
Gleanings has had a great deal to say about

hives of late. Well, I have tried many— so much
the worse ior my peace and comfort, and I am set-

tling down on some form of Simplicity. The one
you make has many excellent features, and the
movable liottom-lioard just suits my hibernation
theory. The Ileddon style, too, I like; liut that lath

honey-board seems to ojierate as somewhat of a
barrier to liie bees ascending to the honey-boxes.
Frieml Lake, f)f Baltimore, makes some hives with
vali.al)le features, [[is No. », especially, is a capi-

tal hive,convenieiit to handle, and agood wintering
hive. The Falcon hive, made by W. T. Falconer, of
Jamestown, N. Y., is the neatest, nicest, and best-

finished foini of Simplicity I have seen. It has one
feature that is esiiecially good in the working sea-

son when the hives arc overfiowing with bees, and
that is a removable side. It comes out readily, and
is never fastened with in-opolis, because there is a
divisionlioai-d and chaH'-lllled frame between the
side and the brood-nest. When these are taken out
there is plenty of room to main'pulate the frames.
I suppose we can not get all valuable features com-
bined In any one hive. I wish we could. But can
not all nuikers of Simplicity or Langstroth frames
agree on the exact size of frame to be used? I have
had more trouble with frames varying just a little

in size, than any one thing in my apiary. Vou
want to ciiange frames from hive to hive for vari-

ous purposes, and it is most [)rovoking to find one a
little too long, and another a little too short. The
trouble is mainly with the loi)-l)ar.

WIUEU EU.VMES.

Both last season ami the iiresent I have tried

wired frames. I find that the bees nibble round the

wire in some eases, and work away for a good while

before tliey accept the situation, and I can not see

that there is any particular need of this wire, for I

have just as pretty frames of comb as can be pro-

duced, built on foundation simply hung from the

top-bars. So far, not a single sheet so hung has
fallen. I think, however, that in large apiaries

where it is neccssarj- to prepare a lot of hives in

winter there might be troul)le about this sheet get-

ting loose, for extreme cold seems to make the wax
very dry and less adhesive. But, can not some cute
inventor give us a frame in halves, which, going to-

gether and binding all four edges of the sheet of
foundation, will secure straightness and firmness,

antl render reversible frames entirely unnecessary?
I have no inventive faculty or 1 would try.

EXrUESS CO.MPANIES.
1 got a nucleus the other day from Dr. Tinker,

containing a frame of brood, a pound of bees, and
one of his Syrio-Albino (lueens. When 1 came to

open the box I found the brood-comb broken down,
mapyof the bees killed, and among them the queen.
The package wfig admirably put up, and sqch a diS:
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aster as bpfel it could have been caused only by
a fall from the express wagon, or a violent concus-

sion of some kind. There is no excuse for this kind

of thing, and it is time a leoson were taught express

companies in regard to careful handling of bees.

I have had several losses, due to culpable negli-

gence on their part, during my experience as a bee-

keeper, but never got any redress. Generally a

complaint has drawn out the threat of refusing to

convey bees at all. 1 think somebody will have to

enter action for damages, before due care is taken.

No one likes to do this. The loss is usually not very
large, and the risk of losing costs in an action hin-

ders taking steps for a legal redress. It seems to

me that this is one of the directions in which a Na-

tional League might bring pressure to bear.

WjI. F. CL.4UKE.
Guelph, Ont., ("an., .July 15, 1SS,5.

In regard to clipping' (lueeiis' wings, friend
C, it turned out very well in your case ; but
I don't believe a (pieen oflcn comes back,
especially where she has to climb up to a
hive that stands on legs.—In regard to hives,
I have seen so many changes that never
" came to stay."' that of late 1 am getting
quite backward indeed in regard to adopting
any fixture, or any thing that seems to be an
improvement, until it has stood tlie test of
use. The Simplicity hive and the chafi: liive !

both seem to settle back to the original plan,
about once in so often ; that is, things that
we at one time thought would be a great im-
provement are, sooner or later, dropped as
too much machinery, or too much bother,
and we have left, as before, a plain simple
liive without any loose fixtures. — Why,
friend C, you yourself give the best reason
in the world for having frames wired, but
yet you don't seem to see it at all. Had Dr.
Tinker had that one frame of brood built on
wires as we have them, it would have been
almost impossible for even an (.rpn,ss ofticial

to have smashed it up.—A word in regard to
express companies. AVhen we first began to

ship bees we had troubles from combs break-
ing down, bees dead, and honey running out
of the hive, etc. We brought a bill to the
express company, and they ])aid it. Finally
another bill was l)rought in, amounting to
something like $L'0.()0. They paid that too ;

but they then declared that hereafter it

must bedistinctly understood that they are
not to be responsible fof damages done tiie

bees ; that is, they could not stand sucli loss-

es. They admitted that may be their em-
ployes were careless, but they got the best
they could, paid good wages, and got along
very well with most kinds of merchandise.
After studying the matter over a good deal,

it occiu'red to me that there were two sides
to this (piestion. One side is. that the ex-

l)ress companies ought to employ agents
who wouUl handle fragile things carefully.

Because they get pay for so doing, it is their

business. If we should want to send a l)as-

ket of eggs by express, or an expensive vase,
or a piece of statuary, it is the express coni-

l)aines' business to handle it so carefidly
that no harm could come. If they did not,

they must pay damages. This course of
action promised endless (juarrels, lawsuits,
and other tnipleasant things in life. Do you
want to know what the otlier side was that
presented itself to meV It was this : Em-

ploy packers so well trained that they could
pack a sitting of eggs, an expensive vase, or
any thing else, in such a way that it could
be tumbled from one end of the room to the
other, without injury. It might be a hard
matter to do it with "the eggs, but with the
vase there is no dilHculty at all ; and, in fact,
almost every thing we ship we have learned
by experience no* be so put up that there is

very little danger of harm, with such hand-
ling as express companies ordinarily give
things they carry. We have adopted the
latter plan, and we have got along pleasantly
with express and railroad companies, and
with almost everyliody else. Isn't it the
better way. to take tlie worhl as you find it—
that is. within the bounds of leason, and
adapt yourself to the world? Of comse,
there are extremes, such as the followincf

:

In loading a lialf-barrel of liouey. one of the
railroail employes let it drop. The agent
ju-omptly informed me of the circumstances,
an<l asked me to help them out of a bad job,
and the money was handed over at once.
At another time a cask of beeswax was bro-
ken open and a (piantity abstracted. The
railroad comitany objected to paying the
claim. IJut their agent, who was a "personal
friend of mine, wrote to the company some-
thing like this: "'Mr. Hoot does' a large
amount of business with us, as you may
know, and I take pleasure in saying that he
makes comparatively few complaints. I

think his claim ought to be honored." In
response to this, the money was handed
over at once.—Just one more thought in re-

gard to wired frames. I know the bees do
sometimes, when there is a dearth of honey,
gnaw the wax away from along the wires ;

but when put into the hive during a good
yield, the wires are very cpiickly covered and
out of sight'; and as soon as one set of brood
is reared over the wires they are never mo-
lested afterward.

WHE5RE DID THE EGG COME EROM?

DO IlKES STEAL EGGS FHOM OTUEH COLONIES?

HE condition of the colony was such as to pre-

clude the possibility of its containing an un-

developed egg. ]n the tirst jjlace, a swarm
was thrown off June 12th, and as soon as

(lueen-cells were old enough all but one or

two were taken out and used to (jueen other colo-

nies. On the 35th of Juno a second swarm was
thrown oil. The hive was examined, and a .young

(jueen removed, and the swarm ran back. On the

2'.tth the queen was still on deck; but a close exam-
ination failed to discover any eggs. On the 8th of

July no (jueen could be found, no eggs in the hive,

no unsealed brood, and very little scaled, and that

was in a comb that had been used in exchange with

another hive, the exchange being made about June
20th, to get (]ueen-cells for the other colony.

Now, suppose this comb had been full of eggs

(which was not the case, as the colony it came from
had been (pieenless for three or four days), is it at

all probable that any egg in it at that time would

have remained undeveloped till the 8th of July, at

which time the colony was found to be qucenless,

and had started queen-cells, in one of which was an

cggy Not expecting to find any thing in the cell,
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which was about half length, 1 pulled it down, and,

to my great surprise, in the bottom I discovered

the egg-; and while I still held the frame in my
hands it was removed. What was done with it 1 am
unabletosay, asl gave the colony a hatching queen-

cell on the 10th, placing it between the top-bars,

not lifting any frame out. Is it unreasonable to

suppose, that, while I had frames out of some oth-

er hive, an enterprising bee, instead of stealing a

load of honey, helped himself to an egg, and car-

ried it home, and caused more rejoicing there than

would a whole frame of honey? I think not.

Quincy, III., July Itj, 188.5. James Knox.
Friend K., I presume it is possible for

worker-bees to steal an egg in the way yon
suggest, or in some other way, although I

can hardly think it is probable. Cases have
been mentioned, <iuite a number of them,
Avhere it was at least very hard to explain
where the egg came from, unless it was sto-

len in some such wav.

BUILDING UP NUCLEI TO FULL COL-
ONIES IN THE FALL.

EXPKFUKNCE OF A NOVICE IN THE MATTER.

AM glad that I am again taking Gi.eam.nos,
having been without it a year and a half. I

subscribed for it in 188;{, and thought one year

would be all that I should probably wiml it;

but not so. The first number, Aug. 1."), has

been received, and the tirst article in it is worth the

one dollar to me, if you keep it up in the ne.\t issues

till you give us one good letter -in detail—on build-

ing up nuclei to full colonies. That Is just the busi-

ness I am at now. I am willing to put down some
of my experience, and let it go for what it is worth;

and I should be glad to read reports from others;

but I shall not be satisfied till 1 see an article Irom
a bee-man of experience.

The first week in July I received and commenced
feeding a two-frame nucleus with Italian <iueen,

and, I presume, one pound of bees. There was but

little brood in the combs. I f(^d awhile with candy,

then put in one frame of foundation, and fed about

half a pound of sugar syruj) each day. As soon as

one frame of fdn. was nearly drawn out and filled

with eggs, 1 inserted another. Soon I fed 1 pound
of sugar. The second and third frames of fdn. were
drawn out and filled with eggs in less time than the

fourth and fifth. It seems to me 1 did not get as

good work from the bees (in comparison) when I

was feeding one pound of sugar as when I fed half

a pound. I was trying to get the best hive of bees

at the least expense. At this date this is a good

colony, strong enough to winter all right in Ohio, if

it have 35 lbs. of syrup. I tried black l)ccs as above,

and they did not draw out the fdn., except just

enough to store the syrup in it. It did not pay to

feed black bees; but all my Italian nuclei have done
well, and are still doing so. L. W. Git ay.

Troy, Orange Co., I'la., Aug. 2(j, 1885.

Thank you, friend (r., for your kind and
approving words. I think you are on the
right tra(?k, and L should say you are doing
quite well. I think your one experiment
with the nucleus of black bees was hardly a

fair test, for I am sure they can be worked
the same way as Italians ; but I am also
sure that, as a rule, the Italians would far

outstrip tliem. Twenty-five pounds of su-
gar, fed at this date, ought to make an ex-
cellent colony, with abundance of stores, un-
til fruit-bloom next season.

SOMETHING MORE ON THE SA.ME SUB.IECT.

Please give me a little information in regard
to bees. First, 1 have an opportunity of buying
some swarms now, for $2.09 per hive — the old

square box hive! Now, then, I can wait until next
May or June, and buy all the young swarms the

party has, for fl.03 per swarm, I furnishing the
hive. The party hives the bees and puts them into

any kind of a hive I may take to him. Now, Mr. K.,

I come to you for advice: which must I do? I am a

young beginner in the bee business. Shall I buy
the old hive, or wait and get the young swarms, put-

ting them in hives that 1 can handle?

WHITEWASHING HIVES.

Do you think it advisable to whitewash bee hives?

The hives are ready made, but the lumber was nev-

er dressed, and is still in the rough. I can also have
the Langstroth hive cut out with the lumber dress-

ed, ready to nail together, for only iO cts. apiece. Is

that too much, or is it cheap? J. O. Barnes.
Hickman, Fulton Co., Ky., Aug. 2:t, 1.H85.

Why, my young friend, I should think
you had a splendid chftnce to build up an
apiary, at a very small exjiense. If I want-
ed to build up an apiary, I wt)uld take box-
hive swarms now at this price, say five
or ten. according to my means, and then I
should be ready to take all the new swarms
that can be bought at a dollar a swarm next
year, juitting them, of coinse. into modern
liives.—I would not whitewash Ix-e-hives.
It looks unsightly, and is liut little more
protection than nothing. It adds to the ap-
l)earance for only a little time; and when
the whitewash is partly worn olf, it seems to
me they are tar more luisightly than plain
wooden' hives without any atteiiipt at either
l)aint or whitewash. Whitewash holds bet-
ter on rougli lioards than on planed boaids,
but you can not make a good serviceable

i
hive of unjtlaned linnber very well. If you
can get the stuff in the flat, cut accurately,
for M) cts. apiece, I should say it was very
reasonable.

A GOOD-NATURED PROTEST FROM A
FRIEND IN ALABAMA.

"Hi;ST cast OCT THE BEAM OCT Ol' THINE OWN
EYE."

N page .T6t; you tell Bertie Norrell that you are

afraid she is a little severe on her neighbors

who work in the factory. I agree with you.

Although my wife's grandfather was a native

of Hhode.Island, I know nothing at all of the

moral and social status of the ".factory folks" of

New England, and very little, I admit, of Southern

"factory folks," yet 1 think it hardly charitable to

dub cither " an illiterate, oily, unwashed class;" for

might not some combination of circumstances, such
as bereavement, poverty, etc., induce a ladjf—north

or soutli—who had sjcn other and better days, to

accept factory work as the best enu'loyment avail-

alile. and as being far better than becoming depend-
ent upon others, or allowing herself and family to

suffer? I have heard of such cases, and I doubt not

their existence.
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In regard to snuff-dippin?:, I think the practice is

becoininjf a thing of the past, though too much of it

still exists; and among our colored people the habit

prevails extensively. I can not saj', of course, how
much has fallen under our fair friend's observation;

but when she casts a slur upon the good name of

Alabama, and the "nicer class of ladies of Central

Alabama" in particular, I am hurt, and must pro-

test. That is where I live, and I have a mother, sis-

ters, and wife, to say nothing of scores of relatives

and friends belonging, 1 suppose, to our friend's
" nicer class," who do not now, never did, and nev-

er will use tobacco, as snuff or otherwise. There
are a few, very few, individual exceptions to be
found in this class—usually an old lady who con-

tracteil the habit years and years ago, and who has

not the fortitude or powers of physical endurance
to break it off, and who usually makes no secret of

it. Our young Georgia friend has evidently been
misinformed, or has enjoyed (?) a very limited ob-

servation of us. Supposing, however, that it was
all true, and more too, why should she so eloquently

hold up to the world the faults and moral deformi-

ties of others? And you, old friend, had you not

better '• look out," or you will again feel as you did

when writing the foot-note to friend W. F. Clarke's

communication on page 370. Now, if the sentiment
that prompted that foot-note condemns this commu-
nication, I'll try to be content. While it does not

pertain to bees, I hcUecc it will be heartily indorsed

by your Southern subscribers, and not objectiona-

ble to others. It is simply an effort to right a

wrong; and if Central Alabama, my home, had not

been particularized, 1 would not have said a word.

3—J. M. Jenkins, 30—43.

Wetumpka, Ala., Aug. ;24, 1885.

Friend .J., I Immbly beg pardon. I ought
not to hfive allowed that sentence to appear
ill print; but 1 did it mainly that I might
say a word of caution to the children about
uiicliaritable speaking. 1 will try to be more
careful hereafter. But we can all gather a
moral from it as it is ; that is, let us try to
maintain the good standing of our respective
States. Your communication has brought
out this fact, wliich you all remember that I

intimated—that tobacco-using among the la-

dies is mostly confined to those well along in
years, and it is just so here in our State.
You will remember that I mentioned, some
time ago, that when I was obliged to slay a
few hours in a stiange town, of going from
the station on account of the tobacco smoke,
then to the dry-goods store ; and, finding
that worse still,' I went to the hotel. As 1

found no relief there, they were obliged to
put me in a room with the women-folks. In
a little while I got into a good chat with
quite an old lady, on the subject of rrligion ;

but before she could exjjress heisclf to her
notion, she was obliged to fish a J>ii)e out of
her pocket, and coninience smoking. Now
for all that, 1 l)clicve lier to be a real true
Christian, and one of (Jod's chosen ones.
She was l)rought up in that way, and I would
not think of asking her to put away her pipe
in her old age, just because of the trifling in-

convenience it gave me. We who are young
and strong, ought to be ashamed of sucii
Ihings; and I think, too, we can unite in

friendship and kindness in deciding to set

tUe best example we know how, even if we

can't do more. Mav (iod bless your friends
and relatives, friend .1., and the inhabitants
of your beautiful State of Alabama; for I
know a little about it, even if I don't know
veiy much.

a— Bi»

CARP CULTURE COMPARED WITH
BEE CULTURE.

lACTS AUOCT C.VKP IN CENEItAI..

rniNK every man who has a suitable place
should have a carp pond as well as an apiary;

in lad, 1 believe those who have tried both,

llnd that there is as much pioflt, if not

more, in carp culture than there is in bee cul-

ture; or, at least, I find such to he my experience,
lor 1 have made considerably more clear money in

I'arp culture Hum in bee culture, though I am au
.V M C scholar in lioth. I will say, however, that I

do not expect to make a specialty of either. 1

have two ponds. Both together cover about one-
lourth of an acre of land. I stocked one of them in

February, 1883, with only 28 carp, varying in length
from l'/2 to four inches. In March, 1884, I drew
down my water and found only 20 of them, being in

length from ten to fourteen inches. The others, I

presume, had been destroyed by mud-turtles, some
of which I caught.

I sold eight carp to a neighbor, and two more aft-

erward got destroyed, leaving only ten. I succeed-
ed in raising about 150, which spawned about the
middle of May last (they having spawned only one
time during the season), which were from four to

six inches long when 1 transferred them to my oth-

er pond, to stock it. I am confident that I had many
more hatched out than were raised, for I could

see them swimming onthetopof the water in consid-

erable numbers when they were about an inch long.

I think that the frogs must have destroyed them,
as they were very numerous about the pond. I in-

tend making my ponds frog and turtle proof by
setting posts all around, and planking to the posts,

letting the bottom j)lank into the ground, and mak-
ing close joints, until I raise it 3'/2 or 4 feet high.

My ponds are ditched, or drained all round, to

avoid being overfiowed by hard rains. Ponds
should be constructed, if possible, so as to have
partof the bottom of mud or soft loamy earth; forin

freezing weather the fish partially bury themselves
in the mud. The rest of the bottom should be top

earth, as it will produce more swamp grass, which
the fish eat. In e.\cavated ponds the feed is very
nearly ail supplied artificially, as but little natural

food will spring up in such ponds. The depth of

the water need not exceed 3'i or 4 feet in this lati-

tude, and only a small channel need be that deep,

and the ri^stof the bottom should range from one
to sixteen inches deep, as more grass will spring up
and grow iu shallow water; and besides, the sun
will warm the water quicker, and the spawn will

will hatch better, than in deep water; in fact, those

who have had exjieriencc in the business say that

water may be so deep that it is doubtful whether
the spawn will ever hatch.

My ten Hsh that are now in my brood-pond are 18

to 20 inches l(uig, three of which are leather carp,

the others scaly ones. They are two years old;

some of my neighbors who have some three years

old say they are from 24 to 20 inches long, and
weigh from 14^1) 16 lbs, The scajy carp geera to
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have the preference for table use, but I think leath-

er backs outgrow them. My fish will eat almost
any kind of food that a hog- will, siieh as cabbage,
onion - tops, peaches, mulberries, blackberries,

grapes, young tender wheat, oafs, boiled corn, raw
cow-peas (swelled), bread of all kinds, and, in fact,

scraps of almost any thing, and even little pieces of
dead forest leaves, or trash, that lloats on the top
of the pond. J. D. liiujw.v.

Uowman, Ga.

MY REFERENCE BOOK.
THE WAV IN WHICH FRIEND DOOLITTLE CL-^RSI-

FIES AND UTILIZES WHAT HE HAS KEAD
AND CONSFDEKKD.

HILE reading the bee-papers, it is generally
to be noted that nearly all writers tell us

about things which are past; this, put
with the time it takes the article to get to

the publisher, and the same to be placed in

our hands through the mails, together with the

printing, makes nearly every valuable article which
we i-ead a month or more behind the time mf)St ap-

propriate for its use. I am not flnding fault with

the correspondents of the bee-papers regarding
this state of affairs, for it is quite natural that this

should be so. There is no time a person feels more
like telling what he has done, and how he did it,

than just after doing it successfully. Theie is a

certain inspiration on a person at such times which
allows of their story being told better than it could

possibly be at any other time after several moiilhs

have passed away, as must always lie the case
where the story is kept so that it can Mjjpear bef^)re

the i)ublic in its appropriate season. Thus it hap-

jjens that all of the best articles on wintering have
appeared in the spring; the best article on securing

a large yield of honey after the honey harvest is

over, and the same is true of nearly every other

subject pertaining to bee culture. Now, our be«-

papers are of value to us only in i)roporli<;n as«e
remember and put in practice the valuable points

they contain; and as my memory is not sullieient to

keep track of all that is of value, appearing out of

season, I must have some means of remintling me
of the valuable points Just when they are of use.

Again, much of the matter in the bee-papers is of

little value to the experienced liee-keejx'r, e.\eei>t

to add a little to the "spice of life" by adiling vari-

ety to our reading-matter.

There is only now and then an item or an article

we wish to look at the second time, so what we
want is some plan by which we can get al t hat which

is i-eally valuable when wanted at another time. To
do this I struck onjthis plan: Whenever I sit down
to read a fresh paper, 1 have a pencil with nie; and
when I find a new idea, or an old one I wish to fur-

ther experiment with, T mark it. In some instances

the marks will embrace a whole article, while others

call attention to only a few lines. In future years,

or at any time I wish to find that which is really

valuable in my store of bee-literature, all 1 have to

do is to read the marked passages, and thus get the

cream of a whole year's numbers of (i leanings or

other papers in a little time. Now, the above would

be ail that would be necessary, were it not for the

matter of most articles being out of season, as spo-

ken of at the beginning of this article, but for this

reason I want some arrangement which will cite me
to all the valuable points so that J can practice each

in its appropriate season. After further studying
on the matter I decided on what I call a " Iteference
Book," which is simply a small blank book bound in

leather. Any memorandum or account-book will

answer the purpose, providing it has at least 24

leaves in it. This l)ook I arrange similar to an as-

sessor's book, which has the letters of the alphabet
from A to Z on the outside margin of the leaves.

Cut the leaves just as you would to letter them;
but instead of lettering them, write on the little

square of the first, "Jan. 1st;" on the second, "Jan.
1.5th;" on the third, "Feb. 1st," and so on, giving
one leaf, or two pages, for each half-month, to the
end of the year. Having the book thus fixed it is

kept near the chair which I usually occupy when I

read, together with a pencil, so that when I come to

any passage, part of an article, or an entire article

that I think will be of any service to me, either as

something new that promises to be valualjle, or

some new plan of usrng something already familiar

to me, I mark it with my pencil, and then jot it

down in my book, under the date to which it is ap-

plicable. Thus 1 get all the matter which I consid-

er valuable, contained in what I read regarding
apiculture, arranged with reference to the time it

is to be used, in this book.

When Jan. 1st arrives I look over all there is on
this page, and, for instance, try Hxing one of my
saws so as to make it saw smoothly, as described
on page 408 of Gleanings, by waj- of experiment,
if I chance to find a note regarding that in this lit-

tle book. To explain more fulli': On page .WS

I read how to cut up foundation by using kerosene
oil and a butcher-knife, so that thirty or foity sheets

can be cut at a time. As 1 had always used the

Carlin wheel, or a stamp cutter like those used by
U. A. Jones, for cutting my fdn. starters for sec-

tions, I thought this might be better, so the plan
was nuirkeil. As the llrst half of May would be the
time I would most likely want to use it, I turn to

May 1st (by putting my thumb on that date when
opening my reference book), and write Gleanings,
18.S5. page Ma, " How to cut fdiL" When this date
(May Ist) arrives I look over all that is written

there, and, as [ come to this, 1 turn to page jVCJ, and
there is just what I want, at the right time; for in

a day or two I must go to work cutting fdn. into

starters for my sections. So I go to work and cut a
pait by the new way, and some by the old. If the

new proves the more valuable I mark these words
on my reference book with a star; or, if worthless,

[ draw my pencil across the whole line, thus cross-

ing it off.

If I have made it plain, and I think I have, it will

be seen that I have all the real worth of many vol-

umes in this little book, while the matter which was
worth only once reading is left out. Different per-

sons would make different selections from what 1

should; but the plan is a good one, in my opinion,

and one which will be of great service to any one
who will follow it. G. M. DOOI-ITTLE.
Borodino, N. Y., Sept., 18a5.

Friend 1)., your siiif<i:('srK)ii is an excellent
one. It was only the other day that I lie^an
to consider tiiat it was almost "inipossiiiie tor
me to remember, in time lor action, what I

had already learned. 8omel)ody comes
along and suggests a.very decided improve-
ment on what we are doing; and after
thanking him for it I remember that 1 had
read the same thing a long time before, but
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had forgotten it. Xow, j'our plan, if I un-
derstand it, is something like the monthlj^
calendar, found in many books on bee cul-
ture, agriculture, etc. As each season comes
in turn, you look at your reference book, to
see what you had marked down to be done
at such a season.

DRONE-EXCLUDEHS.

Do we AVant our Drones Caged Up, or do we
Simply Want to Drive them Away?

FRIEND AI.LEV CRITICISES THE SPAFFORO DRONE-
EXCLUDER SOMEWHAT.

TrarR. SPAFFORD has described and illustrated

WJffI a drone - excluder which he calls "better
(MIJ) than Alley's." The arrang-ement as shown
*- '^-*- and described will no doubt work " like a

charm"—a fact I discovered more than
25 years ago. The same device described by Mr.

Spafiford was exactly what I used in connection

with my first drone-trap. But I did not only exclude
the drones from the hive, but I caged all in a box
as they came out to take a Higlit. From this came
my drone and queen trap. Now, if friend Spafl'ord

will place a box at the end of ihe outlet of his ex-

cluder he will have the principle of my drone-trap

complete. I do not use drone-excluders, and never
did in my apiary. They are as useless a piece of

furniture in the apiary as one can have. Of what
benefit is it to exclude drones from a colony of bees?

They return to enter the hive again when they

have had a flight. If they can not enter some hive,

they will block the entrance and interfere with the

working bees. Unless excluders are placed at the

entrance of each hive, the drones will soon find a

home in some colony in the yard. When it can be
done as well as not, why not exclude the drones
and at the same time catch and destroj' them?
Every drone can be entrapped and destroyed with

very little trouble to the apiarist; and by the use of

the same device his bees can not swarm and ab-

scond.

When I used the device as described by Mr. Spaf-

ford, I found the bees would soon gnaw the wood
away, and the drones had no troutile in getting

into the hive again. I used tin to prevent this, but
it was a very unreliable way to manage and control

drones in an apiary. As I have before stated, my
drone-trap was not perfect until I obtained perfor-

ated zinc. As these traps aie now constructed,

eue7~ij drone can be destroyed. Those we have made
this season have shorter tubes through which the

bees pass into the trap. I noticed, wlien watching
the working of the traps, that some of the drones

would get half way up the tube; the distance was
so great that they would turn about and go back.

I soon remedied this slight defect. Then, again,

instead of nailing the zinc on the front cd' the trap,

or letting it run in on grooves, I now cut the zinc so

that it goes inside the ends of the trap, and the bot-

tom edge runs about half way back toward the

hive, thus forming an inclined plane over which
the drones pass directly into the tube, and into the

trap. As now made, 1 l)clie\e the ti-ap is as perfect

as it is possible to make them.
I do not see how any man can claim that the ex-

cluder of Mr. Spatford's is better than the one de-

scribed by me in Gleanings some two years ago.

The latter was exactly like Spafford's in principle,

and as it is so arranged that there is a chamber
back of a piece of perforated zinc, it afforded plenty
of ventilation to the hive. Let some one apply
Spafford's drone-excluder to a strong colony during
a hot day, and see what the effect will be. The
colony can not possibly get jiroper ventilation by
such an arrangement. This is not theory. I know
from 2.") years' experience what I am talking about
Wenham, Mass., Aug. 25, 1885. Henry Alley.
Thanks for your hhits, friend A. With

the years of experience you have had in this
matter of getting rid of drones, no doubt
you are right, in the main ; but for all that,
I think the Spattord implement will answer
a very good luirpose under many circum-
stances.

PREPARING THE BEES EOR THE
HONEY SEASON.

HOW 1 HAVE WORKED AND SUCCEEDED.

fHE outlook for me this last April was splendid.

My bees had wintered so well, comparative-
ly (and I had learned, uo matter how, how to

make them build up in the spring) that I was
just going to have my hives roaring with

bees when white-clover harvest set in. T was not in

the hurry I once was, to remove the winter packing.

In some cases I put a frame outside of the division-

board; in others I merely uncapped some of the

honey occasionally, adding frames of stores as the

latter became scarce. I had so many extra frames
with more or less honey in them that I did not feed

any syrup. I commenced by turning each alter-

nate frame containing brood, end for end. As the

bees begin rearing only at the front half of the

frames, by this means the two or three frames con-

taining brood would soon be full. Then I would
spread the brood, inserting the frame containing

none in between.
The above methods, I believe, stimulate brood-

rearing as well as any kind of feeding. The area of

brood increased so rapidly that early in May I be-

gan to remove a division-bf)ard in one side, and in-

sert another frame. The methods pursued which,

to me, were something of a trial, were succeeding

admirably—at least, so it seemed for awhile. But
now when clover is beginning to blossom, what is

the final result';' I am no better prepared for the

harvest than I have ever been before. I might al-

most say that my hives are full of brood and empty
of bees. I have not a dozen tirst-class stocks on the

I

place, while there are no more bees in my 45 hives

than there should be in ;?0. Do not tell me, please,
' that 1 have made some prodigious blunders. I

think I know where I made some mistakes. The
spring has been cold and backward. The different

fruits bloomed about a week later than usual.

Ne.\t spring, however, may be entirely different,

and my plan may work well as pursued this season.
A fter all, then, what have I provedV Neither that to

stimulate brood-rearing in the spring wiU or will not

build up. With two or three exceptions my bees
showed but slight traces of dysentery, so they
could not have been weakened from that cause.

j

Meelumicsburg, 111. Geo. F. Kobhins, 39— 1.5.

j

I should say. friend H.. that yoiu- spread-
ing and chariging ends with the brood did
more harm in the end than it did good. May
be if you had waited imtil the season was a
little further along, however, it miglit have

I turned out dilferently.
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MYSELF AND MY NEIGHBORS.
And Abram said unto Lot, Let llicre be no strife,

T pray thee, between me iintl thee, luul l)etween my
herdmen and thy ht-rdmen; tor we lie bretlna^n.

-Gkn. V.i-.K

BELIEVE I have tokl you something
about our lioiiey-\va,t?oii that we seiul

aroimd our towu* every day. Our popn-
latiou is ouly somewhere about L'OdO. so
that by taking one-halt of the town one

day, and tlie other lialt tlie next, we go to al-

most eveiy house eveiy two da>s. Well,
while we are eariyini^ honey aroiind to the
houses, we could just as well take something
else; and as niaiket gardening- is a sort ot

kindred industry, we have been takiuji: cel-

ery, summer s(iuashcs, melons, cucumliers,
and lettuce, besides fruits, such as apples,
pears, peaches, huckleberries, etc. The un-
dertaking was rather a novelty in our town.
and it first occasioned considerable remark.
iMany prophesied that it would not pay ex-
penses, etc. I rather thought it would pay
expenses in time, because it is a convenience
and saving of time to the ])eople of a town
of this size, to have such things delivered
right at their doors. It saves them carrying
heavy market l)askets; it gives them' the
products of the soil fresh from the groimd,
and they can see the things befoie liuyiug,
and can buy or not. as they clioose. The op-
position that at lirst arose soon gave away,
as I expected it would, and eventiuilly the
market wagon begun to be regarded as a
convenience instead of an innovation.
Many of my new enterprises oftentimes

make me feel badly before I "et them thor-
oughly established" because tliey sometimes
interfere more or less with other people's
business. But this lield I regarded as al-

most unoccupied ; aud I have for ten years

past felt a longing to open such an industry
in our town, because it seemed to need it

badly. During the past winter our grocers
I received from Cleveland many barrels of
lettuce, which was sold for as much as i'.")

cents per ixnmd in winter. Considerable
quantiti»'S of other early garden stuff were
daily brought in by express, during the lat-

ter part of winter and early spring. Tiiink
of the idea, of an agricultiiral people send-
ing to the great cities for garden stuff which
they could easily raise at their doors, with
the aid of a little greenhouse, a few cold
frames, and things of that sort! Well, I

thought this time I had got a lield that was
so nearly unocciiiiied it woidd harm no one.
I found out my mistake, however; for one
Saturday evening an old neigh boi', whom I

had known for years, and wiio had been
most of that time a particular friend of mine,
came to see me.' I saw by his looks that
something was amiss, but could not think
wliat it was, until he commenced as follows:
"Mr. Hoot, I want you to give me and my

iioys something to do."'
" Why, my good friend, we have nothing

for our reguiar hands to do scarcely; and to
keep them l»usy until another season opens
for bee-supplies, we have been making gar-
den, and doing almost every thing we could

i lind to do."
•' Well, then I think I had better start a

saloon, for a man must do something for a
living.""

•'But, neighbor , why do you come
to hK with tills announcementy why am /
under obligation to furnish you and your
boys workV"'

'• V/ell, Mr. Hoot, it seems to me it is plain
enough why you are to blame, when things
have got to such a pass that you load up a
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wagon full of garden stuff, and send three
men around the little town of Medina to
peddle it out.''

Jt was all plain enough to me then ; and
for the first time I remembered that the
neighbor before me had for many years been
a gardener. His work was principally in

vegetables and liowers, however. I remon-
strated; but he was somewhat excited, and
very positive in his view of the matter.
It Avas true, tliat we had, during this day,
sent out two men, and a boy to drive, for we
had quite a (iiiantity of stiilf on hand ; and
as the next day was .Sunday, we made a trip
both in tlie forenoon and afternoon. He de-
clared he would liave to stait a saloon to

sup])ort his family, unless I stopped that ob-
noxious wagon. I told him I would think
the nuitter over, and I thought we could ar-

I'ange it some way so we could get along in

a pleasant and neighborly way, as we always
had done. ]hit the more" I thought of it, the
more dithcult it seemed to me to avoid strik-

ing his old customers, unless I stopped the
wagon. J3ut if I did this, how should I dis-

pose of my crops that were just beginning
to be ready for marketV I hadn't consider-
ed the matter very long before I thought of
the text at the heacl of our talk to-day. Of
course, he threw it ui) to me that I professed
to be a Christian ; and lie asked me if it

was a Cliristian thing to do, to break down a
poor man's occupation, especially if he had
established a business, and earned a liveli-

hood in it for more than J'ourteen years. He
said that he understood that 1 kept four or
live men employed on only ten acres of
ground ; that I had planted about m)OU stalks
of celery, for a little home market like ouis.
I was obliged to smile in si)ite of myself
when I plead guilty. Yes. and 1 had to admit
it, that the celery-plants were growing splen-
didly.

I want to digress here enough to say that
my friend AV. .7. (Jreen, from the Ohio Agri-
cultural College, Columbus, has just paid me
a visit to-day', and looked at my celery and
other plants. There was no celery at the
Ohio State Fair e(pial to ours, neither was
there any to be found on the market in the
entire city of Columbus, to compare with it;

and as my friend took leave he made the re-

mark, " Mr. Root, 1 think yon ought to send
a few stalks of that White- Plume celery to
Teter Henderson. It might astonisli him,
even if he is the originator of the variety."

My plans were beginning to bud and blos-
som, and there had been a pleasant i)rospect
before me for some time of l)eing able to
teach our Medina people what could be done
in the way of scientilic market gardening.
IJut here were my fond hopes, daslied to the
ground. It is true, my old neighbor did not
do very much at the business, for he never
owned" even a horse, but did all liis work by
hand—hiiing, perhaps, a man to plow occa-
sionally; therefore the amount of stuff he
raised "during a season did not amount to

very much. Ihit notwithstanding, his little

home and his little business were, without
any question, in great jeopardy, if I kept on
in the way I had been doing. After he had
got to talking more coolly, he declared I

could not have more effectually broken him

up, had I sat down and planned it out de-
liberately. Why not buy him out. together
with his good will of the business? Several
oljjections met me ; first, I might have to buy
out every man who owned a little garden.
Next he would want me to give him em-
ployment. J>ut he drank beer and cider, as
many of his countrymen do, and he was in
the hal»it of taking (^od's name in vain, as I

had abundant evidence from his talk then
and there. [ pondered the question over
Sunday. I read that chapter, the l.'itli of
(ienesis, and I remembered how Abraham
did. It was not an easy matter for me to go
away from Medina to start business some-
where else. I stated the question to one of
the deacons of our church. He said lie

thought the claim was a little uiu-easonable,
and that 1 liad a i»erf(H't right to go into any
such business if 1 slTould so choose. But he
agreed with me, notwithstanding, that one
ought to follow PauTs advice in living
"peaceably Avith all men, so far as in him
lieth."
Monday morning, as soon as my work was

a little bit ahead, 1 called on my old neigh-
bor. His wife was sick, and near to death.
He was obliged to do his own housework.
His boys used to be in my Sunday-school
class, Init T now remembered that they had
not been for some time. As I looked about
his garden my heart was touched, and I re-

solved that, if it were a possible thing, my
business should not stand in the way of his
business. He seemed sad, but much pleas-
anter and kinder than he had been the Sat-
urday night before. By the way, dear
friends, did you never i-ealize. when you are
in ditliculty with a neighbor, that it is an ex-
cellent thing to see how far yon can narrow
down your diffei-ences initi'l you get at the
ea-act point of disagreement"? I proposed
that we should divide up the garden CTops,
and that he shoidd raise one thing and I an-
other. I had a great lot of tomatoes, and
he had none ; he had a large lot of beets,
but mine were all sold for the season. So
we took up one thing after another, and, to
my great joy and sinprise.it narrowed down
to" almost one single vegetable. He had
about a thousand celery-plants, and I had
eight thousand. Now, said I,

—

" Friend , what will you take for your
thousand celery-plantsV"

"• Why, JNIr. Root," said he, " you liave

eight thousand already, and I am afraid you
will not lie al)le to sellthem. You certainly
do not want to buy any more."
But I assured him that I did want to buy

more, and that if he would set a price 1

thought we could soon make a bargain.
' But, Mr. Root, you are doing this be-

cause you want to accommodate me, and not
because you want the plants. I feel differ-

ently ab(")ut the matter from what I did, and
I gu'ess it is all right. You just go on with
your wagon, and we won't say any thing
more about it.'"

" r>ut, how about the saloon? You will

not start any .saloon, neighbor ?"'

'' No, I will not start any saloon ;" and he
smiled in such a good-hearted way that I

knew there was no danger. Do 1 need tell

you, friends, what a feeling of joy and peace
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came into my heart, not because the way
was open to me to go on with my experimental
farm of ten acres. Init because one more of
the Bible texts and promises liad been tested
and tried. The spirit that Christ enjoins
had come out once more triumphant.
The wagon came along a few minutes

later, and he looked pleasantly toward the
boys who had it in charge. As I rode along
home with tliem I told them how it had
turned out.
" Now, boys," said I, '' don't ever any of

you say a word disparagingly of neighbor
or of his i)roducts. If his boys are sell-

ing tilings to any of our customers, let them
have the tia(h% and don't call tliere; and
buy llieir stuff of them whenever tliey have
any tiling that you need, even if you sell it

without any pioht."
Oh. what a very, very pleasnnt thing it is

to lend assistance to a neighbor who is in

the same business as yourself, and to let

liim see that >ou are glad to help liim, and
glad to see Jiim prosperl Why, it is worth
moie than all the prolitable ventures any man
ever ma(h'! 'J'heie is one tiling i am feeling
a little badly about; and that is, that no op-
portunity has i»resented itself as yet for me
to show mygiatitude to my neighbor for the
kind way in which he has given way in this

matter of comi)elition. I have prayed for
him and for his motherless boys, for the
mothei- is now, while I write, no more. Ihit

such a multitude of cares press upon me,
especially since my absence of tliree days at
the State Fair, that many a thing 1 had
Itlanned to do has to be i)iissed by, as out of
The question ; but yet, amid all these cares a
bright gleam of sunsiiine seems to break
forth whenever 1 think of those words of
tliat old patriarch when he said, " Let tliere

be no strife. 1 pray thee, lietween me and
thee, . . . for \ve be brethren." In my
case, it is not exactly lirethren by lies of
l)lood, but it is an old neighbor: and what
term conies iieaicr to the title of "liielhren"
than the one of " neiglil(or"V How very,
very pleasant it is to be able to say," Notliing
but love and kindness exists, so far as I

know, between niij^ilf ainlmy neighbors"!

A LETTER PROM W. Z. HUTCHINSON.

SHAI.r< OUU CHII.DItKN HAVE HAMMKUSANI) NAU.S
TO LOSE ANI> WASTK'.-'

UlEND HOOT:— K' you arc busy now, don't

stop to reivil tliis letter. It isn't a business

letter; it is only, as our little girls say, ".Just

a 'jibber jabber' letter." Put it in your pock-

et, and read it at your leisure, or to Mrs. U.

this eveniiiK'.

I was much pleased at what you said in reply to

one of the juvenile letters; i. e., let the little boy
use the nails; they are not wasted. Perhaps these

are not the e.vact words used, lait that is the mean-
ing'- It carried me back to my lioj hood days when
nails were .so hard to get. Just above our place, on
the Butternut Creek, was a saw-mill, and a great

many pieces ol' boards tioated down the stream and
lodged against logs. From this "flood-wood" we,

brother and I, used to pull out pieces of boards,

"edgings" and the like, let them dry upon the

bank, and then drag them home to "make things,"

to build dams, make water-wheels, wind-mills, saw-
ing-machines, etc. But, oh the struggle for nails!

Everj' old board and building was ransacked for

them; and if we didn't "find" enough, and took
some of father's, then how he wmiM "scold."

I remember one time when brother and I had
carried some butter and eggs to a store about five

miles distant, and exchanged them for groceries,

and some tobacco for father, I bought two pounds
of nails, paying for them out of the butter and eggs,

and hid them in a log-heap when we got home. But
after we had gotten them in this way we couldn't

take any comfort in using them, and Anally went
and told mother all about it. After that she quite

often used to let us have a dozen eggs " to buy nails

with." I have not yet forgotten how firmly I re-

solved, if ever I had any cliildren, they should hare

all the >ir(i7.s- they wauted.

Father was a pretty good father, but s<'ldoni took

nuich interest in our boyish plans and projects. He
had a chest of tools, and allowed us free access to

them, for which we have always been thankful.

Well, at last I have children of my own, and they
use ten nails where I used one, even if they are

girls. In the shop are two large bo.xes in which are

thrown all the odds and ends, and the girls under-

stand that they can have any thing they find in

those lioxes. If they want any thing else they al-

ways come with a " Pa, can I have this':^ " They are

at lilierty to use the hammers, nails, and saw; and
so i>roticient have they Itecome, that when I hear
them sawing or pounding I sometimes think it is

someliody else, and go o\-er to see wlio it is. Their

latest production is a little bee-hive, aliout eight

inches long, fashioned after the Heddon hive. They
"got stuck" on the frames, couldn't make them,
and felt so l)adly over it tliat I eiune tf) the rescue;

and when the hive was finished, then they wanted
some t)ees in it, and teased so much about it that

finally I transferred a nucleus to it. The nucleus

had a laying queen. The bees were some of those

gentle Italiiuis from Cyula Linswik, and the little

girls go down and oi>en the hive several times a day
and " find the (Hieeii," sometimes without smoke,
and sometimes they light the smoker and use it so

tluty can be doing "just as pa does."

How ownership does awaken interest in any thing,

doesn't it, friend U.'f I thought the girls had asked

me about all the questions alio\it bees that they
could think ol ; but when they became the happy
possessors of a little colony of their own, when
they could take their little chairs and sit down by
it and see their bees going out and in the hive,

*/(('»i the questions came thicker and fastei-. I got

along very well until this one came: "Pa, what
shall we do with them so they won't die next win-

ter?" I said, " / am going to leed mine sugar, and
put them in a warm cellar." They guessed they
" would too." The twins are seven this fall, and Ivy
is nineteen months younger.
What a pleasure it is to give pleasure, and espe-

cially so to give pleasure to those we lovel I won-
der if parents realize how much they might add to

their children's happiness liy taking a little interest

in their childish pleasures.

I don't know, old friend, why I have written like

this to you. I just " felt like it," and that's all there

is to it. W. Z. Hutchinson.
Kogersvillc, Mich.
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Well. 1 suspect, friend W. Z., you just felt

like wiiiing as you did, because you knew
it would hit me exactly. Iluber has arrived
at the age of nails and hammers, or pretty
neax-ly so. Only yesterday I scowled up my
face, and was going to remonstrate pretty
earnestly at the awtul clatter somebody was
making while I was trying to talk : but aft-
er I got where the sounds came from I found
it was Iluber with a three-cent hammer, a
tin dish of nails, and a lot of sticks such as
the girls have to put in the A B C book to
keep the edges from getting injured in the
mails. His face was so full of enthusiasm,
and he was having such a real good time,
that I let the scowl on my face slide off, and
I turned around and went away, and didn't
scold a bit. Yes, let even the girls have
their nails and their hammers and bee-hives,
and whatever else they take a notion to, tliat

will not do them harm, and especially these
things that will teach them to love rural pur-
suits and (Jod's own liandiwork. Yes, I re-
member when I wanted to make a corn-
planter, when I was a small bov. my father
objected ; but I told him if it did not work I

would take every nail out, without l»ending
it. and bring them all back to him. I did it,

too, and 1 think it taught me a useful lesson,
to remember that nails cost monev.

LETTER FROM ONE OF OUR JUVE-
NILES AFTER SHE HAS GROWN UP.

FROM 2.5 TO V,?,, AND OVER 12,5(1 I.BS. OF HONEY.

any

lATHEK came through the winter with •„'5

I

stainls. They hegan swarniiiiji- the rJTth of

April, and tliey just kept swarming- until, aft-

er all he has said against the old plan, he was
compelled to hive in bo.\es, hall-barrels, or

thing-. He is a nurseryraaii, and while attend-

ing- to his trees, building- the new house, and stich

little jobs, he hadn't much time to look after the

industrious pets. They increased to Sf, and lie has
taken only about 50 lbs. to the hive, and left them
plenty tor winter. The honey is good, well tiavored,

and thick; but the little scamps have put in a spot
of l)ee-bread every once in a while in the most of it.

I have just been watching the bees dig- tlie'Mri-

polis " otf the sides of an empty hive. They carry
it away in their leg baskets. I suppose they want it

to chink up cracks with. Father has killed some
loaded specimens for me, but I suppose they will

not reach you in very good shape. There were all

kinds ai the work—Holy-Lands, blacks, and hybrids.

AI.SIKE Cr.OVER.

Father lias some alsike clover. He makes hay of

it, and likes it better than any other clover. Sever-

al of the neighbors have sown test pieces of it, and,
so far as 1 can learn, they are well satisfied with it.

When I "chipped in " once you mistook me for a
juvenile. I am one of those carefree, independent
"old maids;" and as I signed only my initials, sev-

eral who wanted to learn something about Oregon
wrote to me and addressed me as"A. M. Hall, Esq.,"

and " dear sir. ' I enjoyed the joke very much, bnt

still I thought it was a little rough on the innocent
inquirers, and so I shall give my proper name this

time. Anna M. Haf.i,.

ileaverton, Oregon, August 111, 1S8.5.

Thank you, friend Anna, for your kind re-

port. The spots of bee-bread you say you
saw through your comb honey are very unu-
sual, and I should think likely it was caused
by something in the arrangement of the sur-
plus boxes in regard to the brood-nest. I

have often noticed the bees carrying their
propolis in the same way they do their pol-

len, and I believe you are right in your con-
jecture that they wanted it to chink up with
in anticipation of winter. The specimen
yoti mailed showed the gum still adhering
to the little leg.— I believe that some of the
best friends I have in the world, Anna, be-
long to the class which you are pleased to
say you represent. You see, women who
do not get married always want something
to do. 1 happen to be one of those indi-
viduals who always have lots of schemes
and plans, and so 1 am always needing skill-

ful helpers. Well, women who are free from
the care of families are just the ones to help
me. I help them, and they help nie. Isnt
that a pleasant relationship V

MRS. CHADDOCKS LETTER.
She Proposes Starting- a Class in Botany

Among the Juveniles.

T.ESSON I.—THE PUMPKIN.

WANT to study botany; and as it is such lone-

some work studying any thing alone, I wonder
if the juvenile readers won't helj) me. Let's

begin with the pumpkin. How many of the

little folks can tell me to what family it belongs?

and who will tell me about the two kinds of tlowers

found on the same vine? Descrilie the stamens in

each, and tell me where the pistil is. This is a

short lesson, but 1 believe in short lessons and quick

answers. Mahai.a n. Chaduock.
Vermont, III., Aug. 30, 188.5.

Mrs. v., I do not know very much about
the botanical character of the pumpkin, but
I do know this : That Italian bees seem ex-
ceedingly fond of the large squash and
pumpkin blossoms. The other morning,
when I was picking green corn I btimped
one of these great posies with my rubber boot
(for it was a dark and wet morning), and out
came so many Italian bees, one after the
other, that I almost began to think they had
started a nucleus there. Some years ago a
held of pumpkins near our apiary yielded
honey enough to settle the hive (m the spring
scale a little every morning, when the
weather was favorable. The tiouble about
our juvenile class, 1 fear, will be this : There
will not be room enough for a tenth part of
the answers.

^ I im
HOW TO CATCH BUMBLE-BEES.

A N( El. I.AS.

WILL write a letter for the juveniles. Under
one of my strongest colonies of bees was a nest

I of bumble-bees, which annoyed me very much.
Whenever I went to pull the grass about the

hive, out they would come, and smoke would
do no good; they would follow me all over the apia-

ry. Yesterday one stung me on the head, and how-

to get them destroyed 1 could not think. If I moved
the hivi' I was afraid I should destroy too many
bees. My daughter told me to "jug them," and I did.
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I took a jug, and filled it about half full of water,

and set it by the side of the hive, took a long- stick,

punched under the hive, and in fifteen minutes

they were safely jug-ged. I think the happiest sight

to nie that I ever saw was those bumlile-bees going-

"thud" into that jug. H. Hobinron.
liaclede, Fayette Co., III.

Friend II., I have heard before of setting
a black jug near to a bumble-bees' nest, in

the wayyon have described. I never had
much faitli in it, Ijecause it seemed so un-
reasonable. If it is really true, however,
that the bumble-bees will, the whole of
them, one after the other, duck down into
that black hole, it may be, perliaps, the easi-

est way of getting rid of such intruders.

THE WAVE OF SKEPTICISM.

BY HAHTIK ME.\CHAM.

A gallant ship «as ridlug.—
A shiij lonK tried and ti ue,—

Upon the heaving bosom
Of the ocean broad and blue.

And as it glided onward,
A song rose loud and clear.

Whose every note %vas brimful
Of kindly love and clieei-.

At peace were all its w orkers,
Am was the briny deep.

When in the hazy distance
A wave was seen to leap.

At fli-st a tiny wavelet
Was all that could be seen;

But as it rolled onward.
Fast grew its silv'ry sheen.

And as the captain viewed it

With trusty glass Jn hand,
He said, " Ot^all the wonders

I've seen on sea or land,

This wave so lone, so frightn
In Its march across the sei

Is strangest of all wonders

Then as onward still It came.
He cried in tones of might

;

" Let eveiv man unto the ship
Lash himself so fast and

tight,

That the wildly raging wave
Do not wash him overboard. "

Faster came the rising swell.
And louder still it roared.

|Thy word is true f roni the be-
ginning; and eveiy one of
thy ligliteous judgments en-
dureth for ever.l-Ps. 119:160.

[Thy statutes have been my
songs in the hou.se of un pil-

gi-iniage.]-Ps. U»: 51.

love thy law.l-fs. 119: 165

I
-My peace f leave with you.|-

' )HN 14:17.

[.\nd then appeared another
wundei' in heaven, and be-
hold u great red dragon hav-
ing seven heads and ten
horns, and seven crowns ui>-

on his heads.
I

Kkv. lira.

i.\iul nil the worl.l wundeied
uftci- the beast, and tliev

worshiiicd the dragon whlcli
ga> rust

;

him a iii<i\itli. speakiiiggicut
things and blasphemies, and
jjower was given unto him to
continue forty and two
months.l Rkv. 1^:4,5.

That we be no more . . car-
ried about by every wind of
doctrine, liy the sleight of
men, and oiiinlng craftiness,
whereby they lie in

:] -K.l-H. U.

Therefore, my bielhren dear-
ly beloved and longed for,
liiy jov and clown, so stand
last ill the Lord, my dearly
beloved. I I'HIl.. 4: 1.

hastened to obey his [Take lued, brethren.
word;

But some of the goodly crew
Said: " Who's afraid of wave-

lets,
Uii this ship so stiong and

tiiic"

th
evil heai-t id uiibclul, in dc
parting from the living (iod.
But<".xhoi-t one unothci-dai
Iv, while it Is called To-day.

I

-Hebkkws a: 12.

A shout of thanks profound, ry, and power, be unto him
From those who, by the or- that sitteth upon the throne.

J

ders, —Rev. 5; 13.

Were so securel.y bound.

Let us all prepare ourselves [But the fearful and unbeliev-
For this wave of unbelief ing shall have their part in

That o'er our land is sweeping. the lake that burneth with
Bringing inaiiv hearts to fire and brimstone, which Is

grief. the second death.]— Rev. «1:8.

For 'twill pass upon its way.
And leave our ship unharm-

ed; [Blessed are they that do his
But hards the fate of those coniinandiiients.]-KEV. « U.

who'll not
By this sad tale be warned.

]Nroe-adoie, O., June, 18&J.

c clung unto the rigging.
d thought by their o«n |0 God the I..ord,the strength

of my salvation, thou hast
covered iiiy heart In the dav
of battle. J~Ps. 140:7.

High
To resist its wild fury
And be victoi- in the tight

And dragged the unsecured

Down to a wateiy grave:

Then those poor deluded ones
Who clung by their own

strength—
Methiiiks I hear their shriek-

ing
As thev each gave out at

length,

Km- strength and coui-age
lirajlng

When 'twas too late, alas!

And as the wave proceeded
Upon Its cruel way.

And left the ship uninjured
By its great watery tray,

Let him that thinkcth
stundetll lake heed lesl

fall!- I. CoK. 10 ly.

(They that were ready went In
with him to the inarriiige,
and the door was shut.- M.*T
TllliW ib: 10.

\r

A JUVENILE'S EXPERIENCE IN RAIS-
ING QUEENS.

SOMK yl'F.RlES ABOUT IT.

AM trying- to raise queens. I got four nuclei of

you at two different times, and have them all

in working order now. About a month and a

half ago T gave my nuclei some eggs from an
Italian queen that produces good three-banded

workers. The nucleus drew out some cells; and

when they hatched, some of the queens were light

and some were dark. About twelve or fifteen days

ago I gave them some more eggs from the same,

and I now have one virgin (jueeii one or two days

old, and she Is as black as any black queen could be.

There was a swarm came from her mother's hive,

and the ciueen in it is a bright yellow. Now, Mr.

Knot, can you tell me the reason that the mother is

yellow, and her eggs produce yelhiw workers but

lilaek queens'/

One of jiapas Italian hives sent out two swarms,

and after thai we thought it was queenless; so we
gave theiii brood to lest them, and so, sure enough,

they went righi to work making cells. After they

had scaled them all over, papa cut them all out ex-

cept one which he left for the (|iieen lo tear down.

He then caged a virgin <iueen and put her in the

hive and left her there. The cage had some candy

in one end, and they ate her out. When T went

there the ne.xt day they were balling her a little,

but I gave them a smoking and left her. The next

time 1 went there I could not find the queen, but

found, instead, a cell sealed, which 1 think was a

fertile worker. When papa came home he tore

down the cell and hung a laying queen down in

their combs, and left her there from Saturday till

Monday morning. Then he took the plug out and
was going to tie a paper over the cage, when the

(jUeeii got out and tlew away, but soon came back,

but tlew away the second time, and then we caught

her and put paper over the cage. The next day the

paper was gone; the queen was gone, but they had

a cell instead, which 1 tore down. Now, Mr. Root,

would you please tell me what you would have done

with that hive/ Irvino O. IJanks.

Princeton, N. .1., August lli. 1885.

Friend Irving, it is quite a common thing
to lind Ititlian queens producing full-blood

Italians, but whose diiughters are very dark.
It is common for the same queen to produce
dark queens early in the season, or when
the cells are reared in small nuclei, while
duiing the summer time her queens will be
large ami yellow—that is, providing they
are reared in good strong colonies.—There
is nothing else to do with the hive you men-
tion, but to give them some more brood, to

be sure they are queenless ; and when_ you
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see cells starlefl, introduce another queen,
or IrL tlieui raise one. Sometimes it takes
so long to get a certain (iiieen introduced
into a cerluiu colony, that one is sorely
tempted to let them perish; but that wiil

never pay, you know.

FESSLEK'S BEES.

HV .JAMES \VHIT(<)MB 1111.KY

• Talkin' 'bout jer bees," says Ike,
Speakin' slow and serous-like,

' D'ever tell you 'boiU old 'liee' — .

Old 'lU-e' Fesslery" Ike siiys he:—
• Mi^liI call liiiii a bee expert,
AVheii it eniiic tu haMdliir bees,—
Kcill the ^lei'ves up iif liis sliirt

Ami wadt
Where a >

Ulauiedcs
Kake 'em with his

•ist tlie trees
ilsiettle, aiid-
topo' dirt!-
iiaked hand

Kight back in the hive agin—
Jes' as easy as you please!
Nary bee 'at split the breeze
Kver jabbed a stinger in
Old 'IJee' Fessler— jes' in Inn,
Er in airnest—nary one!—
Couldn't agg one on to nuther,
Ary one way er the other!

Old 'IJee' Fessler," Ike says he,
Made a spesbyality
.],<• <>• liees, and built ashed;
l.iMi'tli iilKiiit a half u iniki:

Had abiiut a tlKUisaii' head
()• hives, I reekon—tame and wdd!
ituiudest bu/./.in' e\'er wuz!—
Wuss'n ielegrai>h jjoles does
W hen they're soekin' home the news
Tight as liiey kin let 'er loose!—
Visitors i-ag out and eonie
t'lean from town tu hear em hum.
And stop at the kivere-d bridge;
tiut wuz some 'ud cross the ridge
Alius, and go clos'ter—so's
They could sec 'em hum, I s'pose!
'Peared like strangers down that track
Alius met folks comin' back
Ldokin' e.vtra fat and hearty
Fer a city picnic party!

"Fore he went to Floridy,
(Ud 'Hee' Fessler," ike says he,—

' Old 'lU-e' Fessler couldn't 'bide
Children on his iilaee," .says Ike.

' V'il tor all they'd climb inside
And tromp round there, keerless like.

In Iheir bare feet. 'Bee' could tell

Kv'ry town bo.\' by his yell—
So's 'at when they bounced the fence
Didn't make no ditfi'rcnce!

—

He'd jes' git down on one knee
In the vrass and pat the bc«-;

And, ct '1 adn'l staid stuck in,

Fess 'lid set the sting agin—
'.N p.,tier oil. and wait around
Fcrthccid familar s.-und.
Alius boys there, more or less,

Skootin' i-ound the iiremises!
When the buckwheat was in bloom,
l,aw/.\ : how them bees 'ud boom
Knund the bovs 'at crossed that way
i'er the crick on Satunbiy !

Never seemed lo me su'prisiu'
'At^thc sting ot bees 'us pi/in'.

I'urc he went to Floridy,"
Ike says, " nothin' 'bout a bee
'At old' Fessler .li.lu't know,—
W"y, it jfs' 'peared like 'at he
K Mowed their language, high and low!
Claimed he told jes' by their buzz
What thcii-Jwants and wishes wuz!
I'cck in Ihcm-air little holes
Knund the porclKS ot the hive—
Drat IheiripcsUv little souls!—
Coiihl a skinned the man alive!
litire right in there with his thumb,
,\nd squat down and scrai)e the gum
Outen ('v'r^- hole, and blow
'N bresh the crund)S otf, don't you know!
Take the roof otf, and slide back
Them-air glass concerns they pack

Full o' honey, and jes' lean
'N grabble 'mongst 'em for the queen!
Fetch her out and show you to her

—

•Jes', you might say, interview her!
•• Year er two," savs Jke sa^s he,

•• 'Fore he went tn Floridy,
l''esslei-sInicK the theory
H(iTie\ was the same as love,—
Vou could make it day and nitiht.—
Said them bees o' his'could be
Cot jes' twic't the work out ol
Eta teller manaiicd riyht.
He contended ef bees lound
Hlossomsall the year around.
He ecnild git 'em down at once
To work all the winter months
Same as suniiiier. So one fall

When their summer's work was done,
'lice' t\iriis in and robs 'em all-
Loads the hi\cs then, (nie by one.
On ihecyars, ami 'Iow.mI he'd see
VA bees loafed in Floridy!
Said he bet he'd know the reason
Et his didn't work that season!

" And," says Ike, " it's jes," says he,
" Like old Fessler says to me,—
'Any num kin fool a bee,
Git hiin down in Floridy!'
'Peared at fust, as old 'Bee' said,
Fer to kind o' turn their head
For a .'-,pell— but bless you! they
iJidn'L lose a half a day
Altogether!-,les' lit in
Them-air tropics, and them-air
Caeklusses a rii)en-nin,
'N maglioliers, and swi'ct peas,
'N 'sinunon and ]iinea|jple trees,
'X lipe l)ananners, here and there,
'N dates a-danglin' in the breeze,
'N figs and reezins e\ ryw heie—
All waitin' jes' ter Fessler's bees!
'N Fessler's bees, with gaum.\ winjis,
A-gittin down and whoopin' things!
Fessler kind o' overseein'
Em, and sort o' ' hee o heeiu' !

"

" Fess. <d' couise, he took his ease.
But iwu/. bilious on the bees!—
Sweat, you kno\v, "ud just stand out
On their forreds—pant and groan
And grunt round and limp about! -
And old 'Bee,' o' course, aknowin,
"rwuzn't no fair shak to pla>
On them pore dumb insecUs, ner
'I'o abuse 'em thal-av. av. -

Bees has lights, I'm lieie to say.
And that's all they ast him fer!
('Ieai(il bi>i- moiie\ : Well, 1 j^uess
'Itee' shipped lion(:y. more or less,

iMloev r.\ State, jierhaps,
t!ver put down on the maps!

" But by the time he fetclu'd 'em Iiack
In the spring agin," says Ike,
They was actin' s'picious like.—
Thoiiyh they 'peared to ' lost the track
O' e\er.\ thing tl\e\ saw or heard.
Tlu'v'd lav round the porch and gap'
At theii- shadders in the sun,
Do less like untell some bird
Sii.id.'Utly 'u.l may be .Irap
ill a liloomin' <-hurry-l ree,
Twitteiin' a tune at run
in their minds familiously:
They'd re\ i\c up, kind o', then.
Like tlM'V argie.l, 'Well, it's licn

'I'lie most longest summer xve

K\<'r saw or want lo see!—
Must be rigid, Ihoiigh. er old 'Bee'
'1(1 notify us!' theysays-ee.
And tlie.\'d sort o' sipiare their chin
And git down to work ajjin —
.Moanin' round their honey makin'
Kind o' like their head was aihin'.
Tetchin' fer to see how they
Trusteil l<"essler thai away —
Him a-lazin' round, and smerkin'
'I'o hisself to see 'em workin'!

" But old 'Bee.' " says Ike, says he,—
• Now where is he'/ Where's he gone'?—
Where's the head he licit so free!—
Where's his pride and vanity!—
What's his hopes a restin' on'/—

—Indianapolis Jounnil.
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Every boy or girl, under 15

years "of ape. who writes a
-^^ letter for this department, coNTAiNixo
-- SOMK VALUABLE FACT, NOT GENKRALLY
l' KNOWK. OK BEES OR OTHER MATTEBS,

will receive one of David Cook's excel-
lent five - cent Sunday - school books.

x,|7:, Many of these hool:s contain the same mat-
'ii"'\ ter that you tind in Sunday-school hook:

L'osting from 81.00 to Sl.rn. tK.vehad

"'iF'Ai/'
""'' "•"lore books, give ti« i

illfl^L may not send the same t"i
5W ^ in stock six different Ik.oW

:ri ' KamiIv,K
aBar-Ronni

Our Homes, Part II. He .

photograph of our old li-

ago. Inltisapictiup ..t

triimpsc of Enif ^t w.
pictures of binN, trii;t

You can have ycui . 1.,

or books for every Irtlri-

information.

" A chiel's amang ye takin' notes:
An' faith, he'll prent it."

Y little friends, we have not e:ot quite
so many juvenile letters Uiis tnonth
as usual, but lliey mc extra <;o )il. as
you may notice. The reason is tl,iis :

I have ])eeii oblit^eil to let Ernest
look them over, becajtsn oC my inulliliuh' of
cares, and he thinks a letter should not lie

published, even from the litllt' ones, jis a
rule, unless it fontains something of value.
1 ptesuine he is licjlit about it, l)ut it seems
a little hard to refuse t<» ^'ivc jilace to any
little letter, even thou<,di it may not be of
much account, or a repetition of somethin;^
th:it has been written a ;;i>'h1 many limes
before. You will all have to learn i his les-

son some time or other: and jterhaps it

may be ms well to le;iiii it now; thiit is.

there is no exeellenee wilhoiil ureat labor;
and those who work industriously, and try
hard, are the ones who will succeed. And
to b;> consistent with my own teachings, 1

will sto)) ripht here and make //c/ little letter

(or letter to the little folks) a short one.

.V JlOKSE STUNt; TO DEATH IJV IIKKS.

Two years ago this suiiiiucT our bees slun^ my
uncle's tiorso to death. My po bought one of your
Italian quenns, and the ants killed it.

liH otto. I lid., Aug., 1SS5. Ei.Lis SiMo.v. aj^e 10.

STUNC. THIHTKKN TIMKS.

'Bees were first introdueed into California in lS,-)0,

and iiUo South America in isio. The bee is the

most useful insect there is. I was once stnnj; thir-

teen times at once. I struck the hive <inre with a

stick, and Ihej' swarmed upon inc.

EUCliNK Hoi.7. LK.

1, Wayne Co., la., Feb. 13, 1885..MU

POKING THE ENTHANCli Of A HIVE.

Sometimes when 1 go past the hives to swin;r in

tho hammock, the bees sting me. 1 have been stung
tour or five times. Last summer I took a stick and

poked il into the cntnuicc of a hive, ami the bees

came out and stung me in several places. I don't

think I shall do it again. A lew days ago one of my
little kittens scratched me on the arm.
Acushnet, Mass. IJehtie Bennett, age 3.

IKJ.NEV, IJCT none TO EAT.

My pa took some honey out of the hive Saturday.

The bees work very well. We have plenty of flow-

ers around the grove for the bees to gather honey
from. I like honey, but ma doesn't let me have
much, for she wants to sell it. We have lots of ap-

jjlca and plums. We have' lots of little pigs.

HULDAII W^lLLIAM.;.
Banks. Minn., Auar. ::;. 18S.).

JiAKV S NEW HOME.
My father and mother have just niovf^l to our

new home in the woods. My mother had to go to

town the other dav, and left me at home to keep
house all alone. 1 looked out that no cattle came
around to tip our bees over. We have si.\ hives of

bees, and want to get more. 1 like to read the

children's letters. I never went to school, nor to

Sunday-school, and 1 never had one of your books.

Campo Seco, Cal. Maky A. Leuck, age 8.

IIONEV, PISH, -VNU CIDEK.
We had 2t) hives of bees when I wrote yf)U the oth-

er letter. We got over .5(X) lbs. of comb honey. It

hasn't a very good sale here. We get 1.^ to 17 cents

per lb. We are making a flsh-poiid now, of ~ acres.

There is a cider-mill going to start up pretty soon
near our house. Do you think the cider will hurl

the bees? Fki;i> W. Isuael.

Damascus, (>., Aug. T, INs;,.

Sec A i; C book in regard to cider-mills.

now MY lA ( HANfiED A BOX HIVE INTO A FHA.ME
HIVE.

] must tell you how my pa fl.ved his bo.\ hives

last spring. He look out the bo.\ above, and bored

live rows of holes in a straight line, and he made
frames to fit, and filled them with foundation; then

put them in the space between the holes. We got

plenty of honey. This way of g-etting honey from
box hives is something new here, but it was u real

success. Chahlie T. Stephenson, age 10.

Kipley. Ohio.

THE KITTEN, AM) HEK E.\PEKlENtE WITH HEES.

I have a little kitten named Moose. It was play-

ing one warm day in front of one of pa's hives: and

seeing the bees crawling out, it ran and put its paw
on one bee, and then another. It thought it had
found something funny to play with; but the bees

got too hot for Moose; and I tell you. you would
have laughed to see him run and tumble and mew.
Poor fellow! He never went back there again.

Boothesville, W. Va. Maggie Nuzitm.

BEES going APTER W.\TEP..

There is a meadow just below our house, which is

rather swampy, and the day after a rain storm you
may see a great number of bees going to and com-
ing from this meadow before flic water settles into

the ground. Milton Bennett, age 6.

Acushnet, Mass.

Friend JSIilton, the bees go down into the
swampy ground for water. We haveafoun-
tain for ours, and we let on jtist water
enough so that il drips over the edge slowly.
The bees alight all aiotind the edge, and
seem to enjoy having a place where they can
get water every day.
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SEM.ING HONEV AT THE FAIR.

My jrranclpa has ten stands of bees. They are do-

ing: well. He and 1 went over to the fair to see

if we eould sell some honey.

Dexter. Maine. Ue.n.me Ei.i.is.

A NOVEI, WAY TO HIVE A SWAR.M.

Papa bought a hive of bees a year ago last Decem-
ber, at an auction, but they all died last March. The
fore part of June, i)apa j)ut the hi\c, full of empty
comb, up in the top of the chimney. In a few days

a swarm came and went into the hi\c. Papa took

them down and put them on a stand, and they did

very well. The fore part of Aufrust they swarmed.
We now have two colonies of bees in box hives.

Lancsville, Conn. Fked J. Wanzeh.

liiece of bread in the water and they will come and
eat out of our hand. Anna Quinby, age 14.

Edenton, Clermont Co., ()., Aug. 24, 1885.

bees WORKlNf! ON BUCKWHEAT.
My uncle has eighteen colonies. They are very

busy nowadays. I'ncle works among the bees, and
they alight on his hands and on his back, but don't

sting him, while if others go near the hives they get

stung. If we go by the buckwheat and listen, we
can iiear the b(>es liumining as they do around the

hives. Etta H. Peck, age 1.3.

Hanks, Fariliault Co., Minn., Aug. 2-„', 188.-,.

THROWING UIKT TO BRING DOWN A SWAKM.
My father keci)s bees, but I do not have much to

do with them; but when they tiy away, then I help

to chase them. I helped stop a swaini this summer
by throwing dirt at them. They are doing well.

Father has kept bees a number of years. He can

handle them without much trouble; he has them in

the Simplicity hive, and has taken 98 lbs. of honey
from 3 hives. Charlie Hunt, age 11.

Amboy, HI., Aug. 6. 1885.

WILLIE'S LETTER, AND HIS OPINION ABOUT
SWEAKINO.

We had a swarm of bees come out three weeks
ago last Sunday. Our bees nearly always swarm
on Sunday. 1 am only a little boy, but 1 want to be

as good as 1 can. On Sunday some of my neigh-

bors' little boys swear, but 1 don't. 1 think it is

awful wicked. Pa has an incubator. We have nice

large Plymouth Kocks that were hatched in the in-

cubator. The last time 1 wrote to you 1 had only

one sheep; now 1 have two.

Memphis, Ind. Willie Coomhs.

I agree with you, Willie, that it is '" awful
wicked" to take (iod's name in vain, and it

makes me feel cflad to know that there are
little boys who can not he hired to do such
wicked things for any consideration what-
ever.

MELONS INSTEAD OF BEES.

My father put 13 swarms in the cellar last winter.

All came out alive in the spring. He had 10 hives

transferred into the Simplicity; they are doingwell.

He has 37 swarms now. He has them in a plum or-

chard, and hardly ever loses a swarm; but he had
one come to him. He thinks they are part Italians.

My brother and I can make more raising melons.

We have a large patch. We sold 1- dollars' worth
last summer. There is something we can do, if we
can not handle l)ees. (Jeohgie Hunt.
Amboy. III.. Aug. 7. ISS").

By all means, raise melons, (ieorgie, if

that kind of work suits you. The l>oy who
lores the business, and sticks to it until he
becomes an expert, will lie almost sure to

make money at it ; and we might almost say
the same of any other rural industry.

BEES STINGING CARP.
My father wintered, last winter, 140 stands of

bees, losingone in March. We are feeding our bees

now. The drought last fall killed tlic white clover

here. Our bees have not made any honey this year

to amount to any thing. We had !i4 German carp,

and our bees stung two in the mouth and killed

them. Our carp are very tame. We can hold a

AN OBSEHVATOKY HIVK; NOTES TAKEN BY A .JUVE-

NILE.
We have an observatory hive in our window,

which has been there about three months. Pa uses
it to raise ((ueens. It had a (jueen fertilized last

week : she was absent from the hive 38 minutes;
she is now introduced to a fall colony, and the ob-

servatory is raising another one now. Pa has tak-

en 457 lbs. of honey from six colonies, and increased
to U. J. A. Sheneman, age 12.

Pharisburg. Union Co., O.

HOW TO GET A SWARM FROM THE TOP OF A YOUNG
MAPLE-TREE.

My giandpa has 18 colonies of bees. He had a

swarm in the top of a maple-tree. He tied the

clothes-line to the top of the tree, then he bent the

tree over and tied it to a plum-tree, then he swept
the bees into the hive. My grandpa has two acres

of buckwheat. C.randpa has two wild geese. They
are so tame that they will eat right out of your
hand. Their names are Punch and Judy.

Clifford Buss, age 9.

IJauks, Faribault Co., Minn., Aug. 23, 1885.

BEES for medicine, ETC.

1 have been a reader of Gleanings ever since I

was old enough to read. Pa started in last spring
with 36 stands; increased to 46 by swarming. He
does not let them swarm very much. He gives them
plenty of work to do. I'a sold about $100 worth of

honey last summer, and every time he goes to town
some want to know if he has got any more honey to

sell, and he has (o tell them no. He uses tlie Lang-
stroth hives and the chaff hives. Did you ever hear

of bees for medicineV Ma's haby was sick with the

hives, and the woman doctor took one dozen bees

and made tea of them, and the baby got well.

Jesse O. SwiTZER, age 14.

lUicklin, Linn Co., Mo., Feb. 12, 1885.

Yes, Jesse, I have heard of bees for medi-
cine. Your little story is almost a joke, but
I presume you did not know it. You see, if

the l»aby was sick with the ''kins'' it wotdd
be the most natural thing in the world to
give it a lea made of Ikcs. I suppose that by
the term " hives " you mean a .sort of break-
ing-out in large "red blotches. Well, the
poison from bee-stings is a remedy used very
much by a certain school of medicine. That
the remedy is .i powtiful one. llieic is no
doubt. In some of our back volumes 1 have
told you about seUiiig ])oisoii-l)ags to the
doctors for so much a thousand. JN'ow, it

woidd not be at all strange if this poison
from the bee-sting were just the proper
remedy, if administered in exactly the right
quantity. A very little bee - poison will

make one feel tiuite sick.
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WARREN S LETTER.
Thirteen years ago Eagle Lake was a forest, and

now it has 300 inhabitants. My uncle is in the bee
business. He makes his t)wn fdn. My father is a
soldier. I'd like to see Huhcr.
Eagle Lake, Minn. Warhen Keebaugh, age 12.

IMUJPOLIS xMAUE <JF PAINT.
j

The bees do funny things sometimes. Pa made
some paint, to be used hot. Some was left, and
thrown out. When pa opened one of his hives ma

j

said, " That is funny-looking propolis. " Pa surap-
i

ed some off, and smellcd of it, and said it was some I

of that paint ho threw out. There was nothing i)oi-

sonous in it, e.vccpt a little red lead.
j

Anna Barsham Kussell, age 10.

Osteeu. Fla.. Aug. 5, 1885.
\

BROTHER FREU'S AtlSCHIEl'' ; 25 STXNG.S l)N HIS
HEAU.

My papa has 50 stands of bees. He lost \H swarms
through the winter. We have taken off 8;K) lbs. of

honey. 1 have one swarm of bt^es. My little broth-

er Fred is two years old, and is very mischievous.

He got stung 25 times on his head.
LlNA Langton.

Windham, Portage Co., ()., Aug. 9, 1885.

Whew I So your two-year-old brother got
stung L'o times," (lid he V

'

\\' hy, some of the
old veterans would make a howl if tliey got
that many all at once. 1 should think your
brother must be iiretty good grit— is he not?

season not favorable for BEBS ; STRAWBER-
RIES BV THE THOUSAND QUARTS.

Our bees are not doing very well ; for in spring it

was too wet and cold, and now it is too dry. They
are working some on sand mint. This is the worst
season for bees we ever had. We have 15 new
swarms. We had lots of strawberries. Sometimes
my bi-others shipped as many as a thousand quarts
a day. We did not have so many raspberries or
blackberries, as it was too dry and hot here. I like

to take care of bees better than I used too. I hive
them barefooted. Fred Wirt, age 15.

Keithsburg, Mercer Co., 111.

A "BIO GOOSE ;
" .\ S\r) EXPERIENCE.

Grandma Koosa gave brother ami me a pel goose.

To-day it was going by the bee-hi\e, and the bees
saw her, and oh how they did sting her! She ran
and turned over and over, and jumped on the bee-

hive, and rubbed hvv head, and you don't know
how sorry we were. Our bees arc good ; they don't

sting us at all. 1 think it is because none of us use
tobacco. Y(^u know they don't like tobacco.

Border Plains, la., Aug. 8, 1885. Frank Koosa.
Why, Frank, that goose must have beeu a

" big goose "^ for sure, to jump on tlu^ bee-
hive after she had been " goose "" enough to
get so near the bees as to get stimg. .\nd
so you think the reason why your folks don't
get stung by the bees is because your folks
do not use tobacco.

letter from a fujrida .juvenile.

1 have lived in Florida nine years, and have just

started to make a flower-garden. Flowers do nice-

ly, if aiiyl)ody will take care of them. I have sev-

eral kinds of Howcrs. 1 got a few geranium cut-

tings from Eva S. Glawson. She has (piile a num-
lier of flowers. 1 think roses and magnolias are the

prettiest kinds of flowers. 1 have got a nice madc-
ria vine climbing up the window. It is about a

foot long. They have a pretty flower.

I have four tame blue-Jays. They will come and
eat out of my hand. They are a pretty bird, and
very tame. There are a great many kinds of birds

here.

The bees have not done much this year. 1 like

honey cappings better than extracted honey. Our
oranges will soon be big enough to eat. The insects

are not bad this summer. 1 guess they have all

gone north to spend the summer. 1 got a letter

from my aunt some time ago and she said that she
saw a few flying about after dark, so I guess it is

true about what 1 said. Minnie S, MunpeIv.
Hawk's Park, Fla., July 29.

HOW.IOHN'S FATHER MAKES A "POLLEN-SCRAPER."
The bees arc getting lots of pollen from corn. Pa

has made some pollenscrapers. He takes a strip of

tin as long as the entrance of the hive, and makes a

row of holes in it, each a scant 3-16 of an inch in di-

ameter, and nails the tin over the entrance; and
when the bees go in it scrapes the pollen off their

legs, and aljout noon I brush the pollen away, and
take ofl the tins so the bees can take out the dead
ones ; and iu the morning I put the tins on again,

John Ralston, age 14.

Vinton, Benton Co., la.

Very good, John ; but what in the world
does your jtajta or anybody else want a pol-
len-scraper forV I have heiud of the friends
having too much i»ol]en in the hives, but I

never saw a hive with too much itollen in it

yet. especially if I were raising bees and
queens for sale. And although 1 may be
mistaken, it seems to me you will do your
colonies damage by depriving them of the
pollen they worked so hard to gather.

EDNA'S REPORT.
Our bees arc working as fast as they ever have.

They will be so thick in the air that 1 ask ma or pa
if they are not swarming. They look just as if they
were. I am watching the bees now. We had one
swarm this forenoon. We have lots of new honey.

Some is so white you can hold it ui> to the light and
look right through it and see things. Our liees are

not cross one l)it. When the bees swarm and pais
not at home, and ma is doing something, and her

sleeves arc rolled up, and there is not a b(jnnctor

bee-veil in reach, she will run out bareheaded to

look for the queen, and the bees will not sting her.

I have to laugh at her. Pa is not at home now. He
is at the upper bee-yard, a mile from here. Novice
watches the bees there ; and when they swarm he

runs down and t'-lls pa, and then he rides up with

pa. We have three large rabbits and seven young
ones. We did have four. One was lemon color.

We got them of Mr. Fradenburg. The lemon-color-

ed one got away. Edna A. Boo.mhower.
Gallupville, Schoharie Co.. N. V.

Thank you. t^dna. It does us lots of good
to hear from little girls whose napas we have
known for many years, as we have your pa.

You see. we shbiildnt know that the papas
had any little girls, if these same girls didn't
write lis nice little letters like yours.

HOW THE BEES ROARED ON BUCKWHEAT WHERE
COREN.V LIVES.

We have a big j)icce of buckwheat. The other day
when I went to dig potatoes the buckwheat was
covered with bees. 1 looked all over, and thought

it was a thrashing-machine. I stick the foundation

into the bo.xes for pa, and |)ut them into the frames.
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The queen that he bought of you a short time ag-o

has done well. She filled the ten frames in yiraplic-

ity hives with brood over a week ago.

One day we had a swarm, and a kingbird caught
the (jueen. and from one swarm the ijuecn did not

come out. Cohen a Wilmams.
Banks, Faribault Co., Minn., Aug. :.'3, 1885.

Well, Corena, that is ])retty well express-
ed. The bees made such a loiuiiiff on your
buckwheat that you thouglil it was a thiash-
iug-machiue. 1 should tliiiik likely \(>ur
buckwheat is doing nicely. We have a Meld
of about one acre that begins to look very
handsome ; in fact, it pleases me tlie best
of any piece of buckwheat 1 ever had. It
was sown with a grain-drill, and we put in
300 lbs. of phosphate to the acre with the
seed. The next time I hear bees humming
on it in the morning, I will stop and listen,
to see Avhether it sounds like a thrashing-
machine or not.

A neighbor's influence.
SOLD a neighbor a few colonies of bees last

spring; and as they were blacks I told him he
would need a smoker. He thought he couldn't

affoi-d to get one, so I told him about your offer

in Gleanings. Well, he came over to-day and
asked me to send for a smoker for him. He said he
had used no tobacco for six Aveeks, and thought he
could " stick to it " (he has used tobacco for twenty
years). He says, "Tell Mr. Koot if I ever use it

again I will pay for the smoker." If he doesn't, I

will.
. S. L. ESLEK.

Duplain, Mich., August, 18^5.

I saw in your .Journal that you would give a smo-
ker to any one who would give up smoking. I gave
it up the 4th of July, and intend never to smoke
again, whether you send the smoker or not. I have
three hives of bees. Homer Charlton.
Gorham, N. Y., July 21, 1885.

I have read Gleanings sonic, and saw your offer

to give a smoker to those who quit using tobacco. 1

have, with the help of God, quit chewing and smok-
ing. Will you please send me a smoker? If 1 use
tobacco in any form again I will pay forthe smoker
in full. C. W. Tracv.
riymouth, N. Y., May 2G, 1885.

I have received the queen and frame of brood.

The bees you sent me are all right, and 1 am well

pleased with them. 1 introduced the queen to a
hive that was (jueenless, and it works well. One of

my neighbors has iiuit using tobacco. Will you
please send him a smoker':* If he ever commences
using tobacco again I will nuike him pay for that
smoker, if you send him one. W. Hiest.\nd.
Palm, Pa., July IT, 1885.

I have (piit the use of tobacco. After usitig it aud
cigars for ten years, I canu^ to the conclusion I

would try to (juit chewing and smoking. 1 have
done so; and now if I am entitled to one of your
smokers, please send me one. If 1 begin using it

again 1 will pay you for it. We have lour stands of

bees, and they are doiug extra well lor this season.

Basswood has been booming. Elmer Owens.
Wopdgtock, Oliio.

You have persuaded me to quit the use of tobac-
co. Thanks. You may send me a smoker; and if I

am not faithful I will pay for it. B. H. Moblay.
Girard, Ga., May SJ, 1885.

QUITTING THE USE OF TOBACCO WITH GUD'S HELP.
1 have not used tobacco for about four weeks, and

I intend, with God's help, never to use it again; so,

pl?ase send a smoker, and help a brother in need.

S. H. Wetmore.
Wellslioro. Tioga Co., Pa , May ^2, 1885.

HOW FRIEND C. ytllT THE USE OF TOBACCO.
In the year 1858 I fjuit the use of totiacco, having

chewed and smoked the filthy weed for ten or twelve
years. I found it was injuring my nervous system.
It was a threemonths' fight ; but, the victory was
gained, the battle docs not have to lie fought over
again; why? Because I gave my testimony against

it — "This is the victory that overcomes the world,

even your faith." Faith in whom? In God our
Father, and Jesus Christ our Savior. J. C.

INFLUENCE OF A FRIEND.
1 was at the store to-day and met one of my neigh-

bors who is a beekeeper on a small scale. He pur-

chased 5 lbs. of tobacco, and I told him of your offer

to give any one a smoker, who would quit the use of

tobacco in every form. He said that if 1 would
write to yt)u lor a smoker he would quit. I told

him I would do so. He gave back the tobacco and
took coffee instead. He promises to pay lor the

smoker if he ever breaks over. I have induced an-

other one of my neighbors to ijuit, and he makes
the same promise. I think they will hold out. They
are both members of the Christian Church.
Quiniiimont, W. Ya. S. L. Carper.

QUITTING THE USE OF TOBACCO " FOR CHRIST S

SAKE."
I have procured you a new subscriber to Glean-

ings. He is trying to quit the use of tobacco for

Christ's sake. He has not used it now for several

months. He was an inveterate smoker and chewer,

but is determined, by God's help, ne\er to use it

again. Can you not give him a smoker to encour-

age him? He is a poor man, with a small mortgaged
farm; enlisted in the army when he was fifteen,

and served through the war; and through mj' in-

fluence he is becoming quite interested in bee

culture. I think you will receive an order from
him this fall. J. F. Temple.
Packerville, Ct., June 5, 1885.

ONE WHO HAS USED TOBACCO FOR THIRTV YEARS.
lean not do without Gleanings, even if it is a

little mixed with bees, flsh, potatoes, strawberries,

and tobacco. 1 am glad to see some one keeps try-

ing to break the chains of that miserable slavery of

tobacco. I was a slave to it for over thirty years,

both chewing and smoking to such a degree that I

knew nothing but smoke, first in the morning be-

fore I could dress; at night I lay down with my pipe

in my mouth. It often cost me HO cents i)er week,
besides ruining my health, dulling my nature to

any thing but tobacco. I made up my mind to quit

on the ftist day of .Jan., 1881, and ha\e never touch-

ed, tasted, or handled since; but I tell you it was a
struggle. I do not write this to get a smoker. I

have one of your make. 1 am well paid in health,

as well as a dozen other ways. I think if a man
gains his hearing in one month, he is well paid.

Marlette, Mjch. J. H. Kirk,
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0a^ pejiE^.

I, even I only, <ini left, and tliey seek my life, to
take it awny.— 1. Kings 1!I:10.

SUPPOSE most of the friends are farnil-

r iar witlt the circumstances under wiiicli

t p]|ijah spoke these words. Elijah was a
great propliet. (iod iionored liim in life.

and God honoied liim by translating
him that he should not see deatli. He com-
missioned liim to perform miracles such as
no human being ha<l leen permitted to per-
ioral ))elore. I'^lijah was a great reformer.
lie surely hungered aud Ihiisted after right-
eousness. IJut with all his Isravery. and
with all his devotion to the cause of right-
eousness, lie spems to have been human, like
oiirselvis. and was given to complaining and
faiilt-linding at times, it would seem. James
mentions this where he says:

—

Elijah was a man subject to like passions as we
are. and he prayed earnestly that it might not rain;
and it rained not on the earth by the space of three
years and six months.—.J.\.Mt:s .5: IT.

lie was just the man for the i)lace and the
times : aud when God commissioned him to
meet Ahab. to tell him of the famine that
was to come on tiie nation, lie took up fear-
lessly the task that jierhaps no other man in

the kingdom would have dared to perform, i

We know nothing of the early history of
Elijah. We only know that the general' im-
pression se-emed'to prevail that (hxI was ac-
customed to deal with him in n miraculous
mamr^r. Even as good a man as ()l)adiaii.

was afraid that (iod might take the i)roi)hct

away by some sort of ^sleight of hand."" and
leave himself the victim of Ahab's ticiee

liassions.

Elijah had a simph'. childlike faith in (iod
that "titted him for the work he was called
upon to do. There was nothing in his com-
position to indicate the least ]>articl(' of
pride or love of display. The historic man-

|

tie. which has Ixen a synonym f<u- ages, was
;

l>robal)ly a simple garment made of sheep-
'

skin or leather; and whether he was alone
in the wiUlerness. or standing before the
king, his attire was probably just the same.

;

lie was one of the great minds of the age.
[

and eminently litted for calling down lire

from heaven, "or invoking the stcnms from
across the sea; and through it all we may

{

readily believe there was not a spark of
pride ()r self-glory. It was <Jod"s honor he
was defending, anil (Jod's righteousness that
he wished to see yirevail : :ind because in-

stant reform among the chiidicu of nu-n was
j

not a prompt result of his great miracles, he
became dissatislied and iniiiatient. and com-
plained even to the angel of the Lorit him-
self.

How often we see the same spirit mani-
fested nowadays, even by some of God's
greatest servan'tsi and most of us, too. per-
haps, who have been hungering and thirst-
ing after righteousness have felt some of
Elijah's impatience and want of faitli, be-
cause (Jotl's work seems in our eyes to move
with unreasonable slowness. Every little

Mhile somebody says the cause of temper-
ance is not iiiovii'ig on a bit—we are just
where we were years and years ago. All

the energy and zeal which has been put forth
amounts to just nothing, or, at least, the ef-

fect is so soon swallowed up in this gulf of
iniquity that we might as well give up and
let the thing go on.

A friend of mine once said to me, '-The
men all drink—at least, there is hardly an
exception." I think of it sometimes when
it transpires tliat one whom we supposed
was almost the soul of honor and temper-
ance, has been taking stimulants for his
health because •• the doctor advised it."" or
something of that sort: and when after a
little time he turns out to be openly intem-
perate, I begin to wonder if there is really
(HH/'xr?// to be relied on. I feel ashamed of
myself, however, soon afterward; for if I

don"t remember the words of reproof that
(iod used in replying to Elijah, I at least re-

cover my own good common sense. In the
18th verse of the same chapter our text
comes from. God tells Elijah that there is

not only oik more like himself who is hun-
gering and thirsting after righteousness and
godliness, but that there are in Israel seven

lhou!«iud who.se knees have never been lient

for one moment to 15aal. and whose lips have
not touched the disgusting idol. And now,
then, the point of my talk to-day. dear
friends, is going to be" a good deal in the
same place where it has been so many times
liefore—more faith in (Jod. and more faith
in our fellow-men.

A few weeks ago I wonderfully enjoyed
paying a visit to our friend Terry, of ]iotalo

notoriety. After 1 got home 1 wanted to
tell all about this visit, on about four pages
of (iLic.vxiXGs ; and as some would say it

was not bee culture, I concluded I wo"uld
l)ut in two extra leaves, making il gratui-
tous. It seemed to me that the amount of
good done by a minute account of friend
Terry's faini" and farming oi>erations would
warrant the outlav. Perhaps I shall do it

yet : but 1 think I 'could have done it better
"while the incidents of the visit were fresli

in my mind, and when I was full of enthusi-
asm on the subject. Why didn"t I do it 'r*

Well, because I began to he afraid it was
not best.

A year or two ago, while our daughter
was in school, she felt greatly hurt because
the lady who had charge of her department
objected to her making occasional visits

home, even when she was terribly homesick.
1 wrote to the lady jirincipa] in regard to
the matter, and she replied that she knew it

seemed hard, but that she could speak pos-
itively from years of ex})erience. that, wlien
I)upils went" home, their mind was for the
time taken from their studies, their interests
were divided, and it was very undesirable.

j

Where you wish to have a i)upilmake steady
and heidthful progress in her studies, her
interest must center all about these studies,
and we shottld aim to avoid any sort of di-

j

version or a dividing of these interests.

i

Well, 1 was led to think that even these two
i

leaves, given gratuitously, might divide the

j

interest of the readers, and that perhaps a

I

little book about the size of the potato-book,
with projier illustrations, would be the bet-
ter way. then those who don"t care about

I

Terry "and his success in agriculture need
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not even liave llie matter brought before
their e.ves unless they care enough about it

to send for the book. Now to get back to

our subject.

At the same time I visited friend Terry I

called on and took along with me Mr. I). E.
Fenn, of Tallmudge. O., a relative, and a
very successful farmer, fully up to the times.
It was a rare treat to me to" hear these two
great enthusiasts talk as we walked over the
tields and went through the barns. Both
Mr. Terry and Mr. Fenn have nice tools and
farming machinery, clear up to the times,
and Mr. Terry has just built the most beau-
tiful tool-house I ever looked at or thought
of. It is just "a thing of beauty,'' and, I

dare say, to him ''a joy for ever.'' I am go-
ing to give you a picture of it some time,
any way. I "want to mention right here that
Mr. Feiin has a Cierman in his employ who
is so careful of his hoes ai^d spades that he
keeps a cloth in the proper place, witli which
to wipe olf all the dampness and soil before
they are put away for the night. After they
are wiped so the bright polished steel is

handsome to look at, he takes another cloth,
saturated with oil, and oils all the l)right

parts. This absolutely prevents any rust on
their bright surface ; and if you do not know
the difference between a bright shining hoe
and one covered with heavy rust, when you
start out to work just try two hoes—one
rusty, the other bright. A man would ac-
complish a fourth more with the clean liright

tool, and save his strength besides, because
the bright hoe slides into the soil so easily,

and the same soil slides off so that the tool
Avill keep itself clean. Mr. Terry keeps
the tools in his tool-house a good deal in the
same way. They are nicely put away, and
very handy and convenient doors right in
front of each tool permit it to be reached at
once without clambering over other tools.

The same with his plows and harrows.
We are getting further and further from

tlie subject of Elijah and his complaint, are
we notV Well, let us see. I asked Mr. Ter-
ry if he was in the habit of lending these
nice tools to his neighbors. lie replied , that
it was generally understood that he did not
lend any thing: it was impossible for him to
do so. The importance of succeeding with
his work as he does succeed, depends great-
ly on having the right tool ready to be used
the very hour it is wanted, and" sometimes
witliout the delay of even live minutes,
when tJie weather is treacherous, as it has
been this season. Mr. Fenn remarked, that
one of the greatest troubles in his life was
the trouble in regard to borrowing tools.
As the conversation was started in this di-

rection, one told a story about the annoy-
ances he had suftcred, and another told a
story, and these stories reflected so sadly on
my fellow-men that I felt badly al)out it, and
have l»eeu feeling badly about it ever since.
]May be 1 told some of the stories too. When
my conscience began to trouble me I re-
marked, '* But, Mr. Terry, you surely ha\e
.sw»e neighbors who would tiike as good care,
or l)etter care, of borrowed tools than they
would of their own. — who will always re-
turn a tool exactly as they promise to 'do; or
sooner, who also recognize what it costs you

to keep such a stock of tools carefully hous-
ed, and will insist on paying you hand-
somely for the use of these tbolsV"

Now, I do not know that the above are
exactly the words I used, but it is what I

had in" mind. .Mr. Terry is a Christian man,
and, as a rule, is not uncharitable. He sees
the faults and failures of his brother-farm-
ers ; but I do not believe he exaggerates --

at least, as a general thing. I wanted to
hear him say that there were a.t least a few
aroimd him who were exceptions to the gen-
eral run of people who borrow, and I also
wanted to hear Mr. Fenn give a good report
of at least a few of liis neighbors of tlje

township of Tallmadge, where every farmer
seems to be thriving and prosperous, but I
was disappointed. Mr. Terry said he did
not know of any such. Mr. Fenn said the
same thing substantially. Now, then, my
friends, you and I are the folks who borrow
tools. Do we average better than Mr. Ter-
ry's and Mr. Fenu's neighbors? I don't
think we do, unless it is because we read
bee-journals and agricultural papers, and
their neighbors don't, but I cant believe
that is so.

"^

Elijah kept saying over and over, "And
I, even I only, am left." Had he reflected
a minute he would have recollected the
lifty prophets that Obadiah mentioned ; but
he had in mind at the time only Ahab and
Jezebel — those liateful persons and their
worshipers, and he " sort o' forgot " about
the rest who did not force themselves upon
his notice. Now, I am inclined to think
that it was the same witli our good friends
Terry and Fenn. When I asked them to
recall to mind, they did not think of certain-
ly a dozen good honest unselfish men — men
who are never known to put anybody out of
the way without making restitution so far
as they could. Yet I think there must be
at least a dozen in their own vicinity who
have never troubled them by borrowing
tools ; or if they did, who gave value re-

ceived, or more, in other ways. We remem-
ber things and people that vex us, but we
don't remember things and people that don't
vex us ; that is, we forget favors, but we
don't forget perplexities so easily.

Now, then, what is the result of settling
down to the decision that mankind are so
depraved we might as well give ui> V Elijali

went away into tlie woods aiul sat down
under a tree, and asked God to take him
out of the world. lie gave as a reason for
his request, that he was not better than his
fathers. He was discouraged and disai»-

l)ointed. He was displeased with (iod just
as we aredispleasfd with him when we com-
plain in tliat wholesale manner of our fel-

low-men. Is it a good frai:^e of mind to be
in V Are we standing just where a Christian
man ought to stand," wlien we decide that
the bulk of mankind are so slipshod, lazy,
indolent, selfish, that there is no use in try-

ing to be neighborly V I hoi)e friend Teriy
will excuse me if I seem to be personal. I

do not mean to be : or, at least, I mean to
put myself iu the same boat when I criticise.

In the potato-l)ook, friend Terry tells us
about what it usually cost one of his neigh-
bors to get his potatoes dug. The neighbor
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remarked that it generally cost him so much
a bushel, iuchidiug mowing down the weeds
to get at the potatoes. Some of friend Ter-
ry's neiglibors will have to mow down the
weeds this fall before they can dig their po-
tatoes, I fear ; and the general appearance
in his vicinity indicated that his neighbors
— at least some of tliem — were not more
go-ahead than lie had given them credit for

being ; that is, in his writing on agriculture.
And the need of reform is not confined to

liis own locality — it is widespread. But,
dear friends, we make a sad, sad mistake
when, in looking at these evils to be en-
countered right and left, we forget or omit
to take into consideration tlie good traits as
well. I shall have to confess right here tliat

it comes so extremely natural for me to find

fault, and to ciiticise, that 1 find it hard to

get over my besetting sin in my illustrations

even. J^et me try here.

My cousin, Mr. Fenn, told a story some-
thing like tliis : lie had a nice new harrow,
with the teeth all bright, and the woodwork
nicely painted, and he was so choice of it

that he would not even let it b3 out one
minute in the rain. A neighbor wanted it.

lie hated to say no, just as you and I do;
and after a fair and sipiare promise that it

^

should come right straight back because he i

was going to need it, it went out of the liarn- i

yard. The time came when lie wanted to

use it, and business was hurrying, and there
'

was" no time to go after it, so he got along
with a rickety old one. Finally he met the

[

neighbor who borrowed it, and asked him
about it.

''• Why, I lent it to Dr. W.. and lie said he
would fetch it right home, just the minute
he got his ground fixed."

It did not come, and after a few days they
got over needing any harrows. Some time
in the middle of our last long cold winter,
Mr. F. was passing the doctor's residence,
and down in a sluice-way by the side of the
road he saw some sharp points sticking uj)

out of a huge block of ice. These points
looked like the teeth to that nice new har-
row. He is (luite a man for dry jokes, so he
stopped at the doctor's residence and called
attention to the matter something in this

way

:

"Look here, doctor, there are some sharp-
pointed instruments sticking out of that
block of ice down there that seem to me a
little dangerous. If somel)ody should get
thrown out of a veliicle, and alight on them,
it would l)e a terrible place to fall."

Having delivered his message, he turned
around to go ; but tlie doctor exclaimed,
" \Vhy, I declare, neighbor F., I do believe
that those points are the teeth to your har-
row, which 1 very carelessly neglected to re-

turn as I promised to do. lam very sorry—"
etc. I do not know when the liarrow got
home—probably some time in the spring,
when it got thawed out of the ice. Do you
ask why I tell such a story as this when I am
trying to make a plea for poor humanity ?

AVell, I have told it because I Avant to .say

that, in all ])robal)ility. Dr. W.is a good man
in s)tite of this bad habit of his. As his pro-
fession inii>lies.he is a puldic servant, and, I

dare say, a whole - souled, and. generally

speaking, faithful servant. Borrowing tools,

and leaving them to be frozen in blocks of
ice. is a grievous fault, I admit : but it is by
no means the worst fault a man can be
guilty of. Perhaps it does not compare with
things that you and I are guiltv of at this
very moment. ]Men who are guilty of these
faults are, as a rule, those who are large-
hearted, liberal, and accommodating. I do
not reconimend this kind of " large-hearted-
ness,'' mind you, but I do recommend that
we take liold of such obstacles fairly and
squarely and cheerfully. What I mean by
obstacles is sins like those I have mention-
ed. Don't get into a way of saying, • * And
I. even I only.' am the only good man in the
neighborhood." Why, wliat an awful thing
it is for you to get the idea into your head
that your neighbors are all full of faults,

and that you alone are perfect I May be
you are aliead of them in some thing — you
ought to be— but very likely they are ahead
of you in ever so many other things. "We
be brethren " is a thousand times better to
think, than to get up on our high-heeled
shoes and keep saying over and over to our-
self, •• I, even I only."

We have trouble with the railroad and
express companies. We say they have no
souls. Words and phases have been coined,
especially by the farming community, to ex-
])res3 how these large corporatioiis will
cheat and swindle i)eoitle. I am guilty too,
dear friends, and i pray that (iod may for-

give me. and help me to do better. I know
I have taken the part of the railroad and ex-
press comjianies several times; and after
having done so there is a kind of feeling in

my heart that I have done right. I feel a

great deal happier for having tried to think of
their good (pialities, than to settle down in-

to such wholesale denunciations as we often
do. Almost while I am writing, some mon-
ey has been handed in from the railroad
company for wax they lost out of a barrel
last February. It took a long wliile, it is

true; and I think / have been in the habit
of saying, in an ironical sort of way, "'It takes
them for everlasting to right a wrong, if they
ever do get to it at all." Such an expression
is not right. Our shipments go over a great
many different railroad lines, frequently. It

is a comi)]icated matter to trace it back and
decide where the fault lies, even if it is pos-
sible to decide at all. Our sliort line of road,
to whom the complaint is first made, receives
only a few cents for handling a barrel of
wax. In running over the papers for tracing
up overcharges, shortage, etc., I have some-
times noticed that one company would re-

ceive an amount as small as nine cents,
seventeen cents, or some odd amount of
change, showing how carefully and minutely
the profits were divided up. Now, with
even this small pay tliey frequently have to
go through a whole"^ string of papers to get a
little wrong righted. Is it any wonder that
it takes them a considerable amomit of
time? Are we not, dear friends, a good
way off from where a Christian ought to

stand, when we speak as we do about their
delinquencies? "Wefaimers are honest; but
the railroad companies steal and lie and
cheat, and won't make any thing right, even
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where we pUico it plainly before their eyes."
Do.s il Jitrlp one along in life to get into this

frame of mind V and does it help him on in

the pathway to eternal life V

Such a spirit of complaining, and rushing
to the conclusion that somebody is false

wliile we alone are true, grows on one. It is

like intemperance and other terrible sins. If

you rush to the conclusion that one of your
lieighbois is dishonest, in a few dajs yon
will discover tiiat another one is more dis-

honest, and so on. Tretty soon you become
a misanthrope, hating your fellow-men ; then
you hale (iod.tlien creeps in Iht^ liideous de-
inon of suicide, and the end is—where ? The
direct opposite of this is a bright faitli in

God and in man. A few days ago a difli-

culty was laid before me. between a pur-
chas'er and a shipper of queens. Uecause of
some trilling misunderstanding, one called
the other a liar. \Vhy. my friends, such
words are awful. No doubt the man who
sent out the queens was in the wrong ; but
what he said was nothing near what might
be called a delil^erate lie. It is a feaiful
thing to get into such a state of mind over
business matters that you feel like calling

one of your fellow-men a liar, and still worse
when you do so far forget yourself as to put
it in Avords. When you get into such an at-

titude of mind that you feel like being cross
at every thing and everybody, please remem-
ber the words of the angel of the Lord to

Elijali—' Vet I have left me seven thou-
sand." Since that history was written, th.e

world has improved in godliness and right-
eousness. I tliiiik tliere is no question of
that. There is iniiputy abroad in our land,
it is true ; but we can always rest assured of
this, when we feel tempted to give way to
uncharitable thoughts and feelings : As we
are. so is the world. The generality of your
fellow-men average, in God's sight, about as
you do. You have no right for a moment to
insist, or to allow yom'self to get into a way
of thinking, that "the rest are corrupt, and
tliat you alone are pure. In fact, the truest
indic'atiov! that a man is getting to be low
down in the scale of godliness is Ids inclina-
tion to exalt liimself and to decry others.
Find a really godly man—one whom the
world unites in reverencing and respecting,
and watch his coversation, and see if you
can get him to denouncing people as a class,

corporations as a class, or e^en political l)od-

ies. I tried the experiment only yesterday.

An old friend who is known because of his
Christian spirit and faultless life, took sup-
per with us. I ho[)e lu' will forgive me when
I say that I purposely started liim on poli-

tics, and led the way a little, t<> see if I could
get him to speak ill of any of our political

parties, or even of politicians as a body. His
cluldlike simplicity, and faith in his fellow-
men, as he plead for them all, one after an-
other, was a lesson and a rebuke to me.
^lay God help me to carry such a faith and
charity and loving kindness toward all my
fellow-meul to be ready to defend them, and
to speak of their good (jualilies whenever
they are assailed by this sort of unkind
wholesale criticism that I have been trying
to speak against in my talk to-day. flow
very, very closely does"lt)ve to our fellow-

men come in with love to tiod I and this

brings us back again to the words of .lesus
to the wise lawyer:

Then one o! them, wliicli \va.~ :l hiwycr, ar-koii liini

a (iiiestioii. tcuiptiMjr liiiii. ami ya,\ iiij;-, Master.wliich
i.s the ji-reat cmnnianilmciit in tin- law'.- .U'Siis said
unto him, Tliou sluilt love tlie Lord thy (iod with all

thy heart, aud with all tliy soul, and witii all thy
mind. This is the tirst and great commandment.
And the second is like unto it. Thou sha't love thy
licigliljor as thyself.—Matt; r?:.' :

3.")—;».

For a month or two back I have been very
happy, and I think the happiness has, ii

great deal of it. come along in the line I

have just been talking about to-day. When
somebody or some class of people liave been
censured" severely, I liave tried wliat tiie ef-

fect would be to take their part, aud remon-
strate against tmjust and uncharitable criti-

cism. I have tried to think of tiie better
phases of humanity ; and doing so I have
become happier, and. I trust, better myself.
It needs only a very little remonstrance, or
a very little" suggesti(m, kindly put, to stoji

conversation when it starts in this line.

People are usually inclined to assent when
v,e put in a plea for an absent one. and I have
generally found tliem quite ready to take u])

with the better side of almost anybody, when
it is suggested to them in a ("hristianlike
spirit. iSuch an attitude is a hopefid one.
One who loves God and his fellow-man is al-

ways liopeful. lie is always glad that he is

alive, and, no matter what trials or obsta-
cles beset him, he has something to iVjoice
over.

Years ago. during my tirst Ciavstian ex-
perience. I mentioned that there were times
when (iod"s love seemed very precious to me
—that I cotdd feel, as it were, a soit of com-
panionship—that I was not alone. Well". I

have felt this a good deal lately. Sometimes
Ititter denimciations have been uttered in

regard to certain political parties, or certain
religious sects, it may be. When I liave ta-

ken the part of tliese i)eople or classes, a
feeling has come over me as though some
presence were near : and this presence
seemed to say, " Dear friend. you are getting
on the right track : go on. "and fear not."

And when I have put in a plea in tiie way I

have told you. I have thought of this text
I have quoted :

'•
I have left me seven thou-

sand in Israel, all the knees of which have
not bowed to Baal." There is something
wonderfully comforting in this thought :

That (iods own image is still to be found in

hiunauity. Willi all its sins and weakne.sses.
and that often only a little encouragement is

needed to bring out this image of (iod, and
let it shine forth. Who could for a moment
think of considering life a burden, or man-
kind as enemies, or ilie iileasuies and pur-
suits of the world as uiisatisfviiii>-. while his

heart is idled Willi these briglit hopes that
only a faitii in (iod can inspirey Tiiere is a

little verse in the last chai)ter of Zeythaniah
that I sometimes tliink of at such times. It

isalitlle odd and singular: liut yet after
such exiieriences as I have told \ou"of. there
is wonderful beauty in it.

The Lord thy (;od in the midst of thee is niiglity;

he will save, he will rejoice over thee with joy; he
will rest in his love, he will joy over tliee with sing-
ing.—Zki'iiamaii :i: 17.
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ThinkeUi no evil.-COR. 13:

day morning-, and was prevented by a rain from
getting- around as I had intended. The show of

comb honey at the State Fair was not extra this

year, owing- to the fact, probably, that the yield ol

honey round about Columbus has been rather poor.

The northern part of the State of Ohio, and also in

Michigan and other northern States, the yield seems
to have been excellent on the whole. The honey
on exhibition was mostly built without separators.

This of itself, however, need not necessarily have
made it not first class in appearance; but coupled
with the poor season it would probably have that

effect. The nicest honey we have ever handled we
are selling- now, and it was all secured without the

use of separators; but the sections are the nai-row

ones, only seven to the foot.

OUR SILVKKHULI> BUCKWHE.^T AT THIS D.VTE.

To-D.w, Sept. 14, the bees are just roarin<? on our
Silverhull buckwheat. If it is not beaten down by
the storms, nor Itillcd by premature frost, we have
tlic promise of an abundant crop.

MOItE SLANDEHS OX THE BEE-MEN.
And this time it is the N. Y. Witneas that goes on

fearfully about the way that honey is adulterated,

comb honey at tlnit, and ends up by saying-, " Let us

have pure honey, Mr. Bee-man." And now we say,

Mr. Wtchly iriOk's.s, be sui-c you are )l;//l^ before

.>ou accuse your neig-hbors of fraud.

EXHIBITS OF HONEY ON THE EAlH-CUOf N H.

.\S we go to press we are busy filling- the little

building-, 1~X 16, which has been put upatour own ex-

pense on ourcounty fair-ground. Thebuildingcost

about $10.1, and is to be permanently our property.

It (.-overs a pyramid of packages of honey, both

comb and extracted. The latter embraces every

thing from an iron-jacket can down to a jiaper pail

of honey small en :)ugh tobe retailed at a nickel. The
managers of our fair give us the ground for the

liulkling and jiermit us to retail honey dui-ing the

tlii-ee daysof the fair, in considerationof the display

we make, and that we keej) a man present to talk

with lice-men, and exiilain all about a hi\-e of bees

k(;pt near by, and the vai-iuus iniplcmenls for bee

culture kept on e.xliibition.

(iOODS KOlt NEXT SEASON'S USE.

On lines and other fixtures that are iniichased

now, to 1 (• used during the season of 188H, we will al-

low a discount of 5 ])er cent: and this offer will le

good until Nov. 1. We mention it thus early, that

the friends who ha^e small orders to make this fall

nmy be induced, by the discount, to have heavier

articles for next season go with them, thus in ell'ect

saving- freight. Simplicity hives, honey-extractors,

section boxes, brood-frames, etc., would come un-

der the discount given, (hatf hives would not, as

llH-y are mainly intended for winter use. This dis-

i-ount comes in addition to all other discounts given

for other reasons. Comb fdn. ordered now, to be

used next season, will be subject to a discount of 10

per cent, and the abo\-ementioned .5 per cent, from
our list price. We do not change our prices on

comb fdn., because we are unable to say how the

wax market will stand next spring.

M.\TTEK TH.VT WE C.VN NOT FIND KOO.M F01{.

It pains me almost every day to be obliged to

forego the pleasure of publishing good letters on
many subjects. For instance, some very kind

words, and some very able papers, have been writ-

ten in regard to the " mix " in Gleanings; but as

the matter has been sufHciently discussed already,

it does not seem to me that we can afford to take

space foritany further; the same in regard to"dry
f.eccs." It seems to me that this (|uestion, like a

host of others, can not be settled definitely. IJoth

parties are right in one sense, and both parties are

wrong in one sense. It seems to be more a matter

of opinion in regard to terms, than because there is

any thing further to be brought to light; and, like

many other (juestions that are hotly discussed at

great length, I can not discover that there is any
important point involved in the matter. May be I

am not posted. If so, it is my misfortune, and I shall

be glad, to hear what the friends may have to say.

that I nuiy become better jiosted. But I hope you
will excuse me for declining to put them in print,

unless something very much more important is

submitted than has been brought forward.

THE ST.VTE F.Vin AT COiaiMBUS; THE HONEY YIELD
FOK OHIO, ETC.

Perhai's I owe an apology to the bee-friends in

Columbus for not being present the last day of the

convention held dm ing the fair. I visited the Agri-

pulturol College nnd Kxi)r'rimental Farm ejirjy Fri-

UEDCCTION IN I'RKES OF THE PASTEBOARD BOX-
ES, OR "CARTONS," FOR HOLDING THE ONE-

I'OIND 4'.iXll,i SECTIONS.

.\N Immense trade has sprung up in these boxes;

and as a conseciuence of being able to give the

manufacturer larger orders, we are able to put the

l)rices as follows: Single boxes, Sets. ; in lots of

2.-), in the Hat, :w cts.; IIX), fl.OO; ICO^ *!t.OO; 10,00(),

•yso.OO. ]f wanted by mail, add -fl.OO per hundred

for postage. Colored lithograph labels, ^3.00 per

lOtiO. There are two different kinds of these labels,

so you can have the two sides of the carton show a

different picture. Where you wish the labels past-

ed on before shipment, add 10 cts. per hundred for

putting them on. Sample box by mail, with a label

on each side, 5 cts.

Your name and address, and the kind of honey,

may be printed on these labels, the same as otlier

labels. The charge for so doing will be 30 cts. per

lOQ; 250, 50 cts.; .500, T5 cts.; lOCO, S=1.00.

Thei-e has been quite a little call for a similar box

to hold a 21b. section. The trouble of getting this

up is, that there is no regular size for a2-lb. section,

as there is for a Mb. section. We can have them

made, however, to order, for just about double the

above prices, and the manufacturers could not very

well make less than a thousand of any particular

size. If the friends will agree on the dimensions of

a 2-lb. section, we can have a box made for about a

half niore than the one-pound.
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KIND WORDS FROM OUR CUSTOMERS.

forward, as soon as possible, goods named
in 'order. I sold the other crate of smokers all in a
day, and they went like " hot cakes." S. Foft.
State Center, ]a., July 28, 18}<5.

The goods ordered of you July 2d arrived on the
18th inst. Every thing was entirely satisfactory in
time of transit and riuality of goods. G. W. Moi«e.
Puyallup, Wash. Ter., July 20, isto.

I received the bill of goods you sent, long ago, and
it seems that 1 might have reached the limit of your
patiem-c in wiiiting for me to remit the balance.
iUit your piiticncc and kindness are only exceeded
by your promptness and care in sending the goods.
This is a good bee country. The season has been
almost a failure so far. The main honey harvest is

from sourwood, which opens in July.
W. J. TlUBALL.

Kilby, Alexander Co., N. C, June 22, 1885.

The (lueen you sent me came all safe, and is now
doing her duty. She was the best-looking one I

ever received. Many thanks. L. H. LANGWoiiTHv.
Kiceville, Pa., August 10, 188.5.

I thought that I would write you that 1 have re-
ceived the honey-labels all right. They are very
much nicer than the one in the sample - book, and
are the neatest and prettiest honey-labels 1 ever
saw. Bees are doing pretty well now.
Slaght's, Colo., July 12, 188.5. W. H. Price.

A notice of the AB C of Carp Culture appeared in
the last issue of the ^Egis, a copy of which 1 send.
I have carefully read the work, and think it and the
A B C of Potato Culture should be in the hands of
all intelligent agriculturists. Wm. H. Cathek.
Ashville, Clay Co., Ala., July 3, 1885.

This is to thank you for the timely and excellent
Home Paper in your issue for Jan. 15. It is an ex-
cellent lay sermon, and came from the heart, and
will strike many, and, I hope, call a halt. Could it

be preached from all the pulpits in the land — that
is, the text as appropriately handled, it would do
great good, and check a little the struggles which
make so many Americans unhappy, and so many
homes miserable. There is not, and never has been,
such a tendency in the old " slave States" to " drive
for wealth." There is more ease and leisure, if less
of luxury, and I regard it as well that it is so. I

have had to struggle against the very tendency to
overdo, and yet I often find myself wishing that I
had a less exacting business and more freedom. It
is not all caused by a desire to display, but more
to surround the house of the dear ones at home with
comfort, which prompts so many Americans to
strive as they do. J. W. Portek.
Charlottesville, Va., Jan. 27, 1885.

I sold out my bee business last fall, but I like your
journal well enough to continue taking it, whether
I invest in bees again or not. Continue your foot-
notes and Home Papers, by all means. I should be
glad to hear more of Florida, Cuba, and Apis dorsa-
ta. E. LoOiMis.
Anamosa, la., June 21, 1885.

I received the ABC book, together with Glean-
ings and your price list, last Saturday. I have run
my eye over the book, and I see a great improve-
ment on the copy I had lent me. I am pleased and
delighted with the book, and I consider it well worth
the price. Alfred Donbavanu.
New York, Feb. 9. 1885.

The select imported queen was received all right;
some of her queens are out, and are perfect beau-
ties. Thanks for promptness. I know what it is to
receive queens by return mail, and shall try to fill

my orders hereafter in like manner, as nearly as
possible. I like to treat customers just as I like to
be treated myself. C. Weckesser.
Marshallville, O., July 20, 1885.

Allow me to express my sincere thanks for the
promptness and care with which you filled my or-
der, together with the good judgment displayed in
sendiTig just what 1 wished for, as I could not have
been bettcrsuitcd had I selected the articles myself.
The A B C book pleases me very much; it is really

an excellent work on the subject, and should be
found in every library, also in possession of every
one who intends embarking into this most interest-
ing and instructing subject. The further I read,
the more I like it; for its arrangement is so perfect
that, should the bee-keeper find himself in any pre-
dicament, or want of information, it may be found
and read in this valuable book in a moment, leaving
the apiarian to proceed knowingly, and without
further trouble.
Gleanings is a very good paper on the subject,

and should be in the hands of every progressive
bee-keeper, that he may read and be benefited by
the experience of all the noted apiarians, as well as
to give his own, or ask for information in regard to
difficulties which may arise. Taken in all, I would
not part with either, for any consideration, were it

impossible to procure another. C. H. Theber.vth.
Newark, N. J., Aug. 21, 1885.

SENDING NUCLEI TO THE ROCKY MOUNT.\INS.
The two-frame nucleus ordered of you came

through in splendid condition. I don"t know what
the little fellows thought when 1 turned them loose
up here in the Kocky Mountains, 10,000 feet above
sea-level; but 1 do know that they went to work
like "Trojans," and I never saw bees do better in
my life. J. C. Paddock.
Brookside Ranch, Leadville, Colo., Aug. 10, 18r5.

The select tested queen to replace you sent Mon-
day, the 24th inst., arrived in good shape on the
evening of the 2.5th. On the morning of the 2(ith I

killed the drone-laying queen, got this queen from
the postoffice, and introduced her in the afternoon.
She was accepted by the bees the next day, and
laying eggs. She is a fine queen and a good layer,
for she has now laid about half as many eggs asthe
other did during the whole time I had her. Please
accept thanks. A. Vandereike.
Lake Mills, Wis., Aug. 29, 1885.

OUK 241-LB. SCALE.
I received the double-beam scale and othei- goods,

in flrst-class shape. A neiglilior 8iu<l the other day,
"It's queer you have to send to Itoot for every
thing." He then hunted u]) his price list of scales,
and could find nothinu that would suit us for less
than iliiuhjr the iir'ce of .>()Mr scales. It's worth
something to know t hat yoii'will get honest goods
for your inoney, and that they are safely packed to
ship. T. Young, Jr.
Lasalle, 111., Aug. 8, 188.5.

[Many thanks for your kind words, friend Y., and
I will try to deserve theni.]

I have inclosed a dollar bill in this to renew my
subscription to Gleanings. 1 am sorry I have
neglected it so long past the time it ought to have
been paid, for 1 don't want to miss one number, for
myself and family are greatly pleased with it, espe-
ciall.v its Home Papers and children's columns, and
all of us onl.v wish we could be more personally ac-
quainted with the man who can write such nice pa-
pers. I see some readers are wishing you to leave
out Home Papers, articles on fish, potatoes, etc.
For my part I should be very sorry to see it done, for
those Home Papers are doing a work that can not
be done in any other way, for hundreds see them
who would not take a religious paper at all. I take
a number of papers myself on various subjects, but
I should like to see GLEANiNGSContinue as it is. Go
on, Bro. Boot, and may God bless you in your work.
As to bees, I am not a very large bee-man. I

bought three swarms two 3'ears ago this spring; in-
creased to four the same summer; went into winter
quarters last fall with the same number (having no
increase at all last summer); lost one in wintering
and had three this spring — two weak and one mod-
erately strong. 1 have had but one swarm this
summer, and that went ott to the woods after hiving
it two oi- three limes, so that I iim just where I

started, as reganls niiniln'r, though I can not say
that 1 am any money out of pocket by bees, for I

think the hoiiey 1 have n^ceivcd from them has
more than paid all 1 have spent on them the two
years past. It has been from 30 to 40 lbs. per
colony. This year does not seem to be a very good
one for hone.x . We had Init little white clover, and
that is our chief crop, as we have no ba.sswood nor
any thing of the kind heic. I have wintered each
winter ()i! summer ptfipdn (it t))c eagt fnd of the
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house, with rough boxes outside of hives, packed
with chaff. I left in all the fi-ames justas they were
ill summer, and entrance all open, with mats and
brood-frames and chaff cushions on top of mats.

Oil City, Pa., Aug. 3, 1885. H. C. Finch.

HDW AN ABC SCHOLAR "ROLLS UP THE BARRELS
OF FINE HORSEMINT HONEY."

1 don't know that I can tell you why it is that I

have for a long- time wanted to write, thanking- you
as I feel 1 ought, for the many good things you
have taught. When 1 was introduced to you in
Dec. 188:i, we received the sample copy of Glean-
ings, and for some time afterward I also thought I

objected to the mixed matter in Gleanings. But
after a better and more intimate acquaintance of
three years, I want to say that any other Glean-
ings, than Gleanings as it is, would not be Glean-
ings at all. In greedily devouring, as it were, the
" bee-talk " of Gleanings the first year, and its in-

imitable offspring, the ABC book, I could see
queen-rearing, extractors, barrels of extracted hon-
ey, Italian bees, etc., as one sees objects in a dream;
but through your teachings I have been enabled to
see it all practically in my own apiary, and to roll

up the barrels of fine horsemint honey, two, three,
lour, and five deep. Besides the enjoyment, or, as
you say, "rare fun" of working with the bees, I

have become a closer student oltiaturc; and many
beautiful and strange things Innc unfolded before
me. "Myself and My iS'Lighbors," and "Our
Homes," have enabled me to see human nature in a
different and better light, and to make our own du-
ty plainer in our daily walk toward our "home
above." H. A. Goodrich.
Massoy. Tex., Aug. 24, 1885.

[Friend G., your letter makes me almost tremble
ill my shoes, as such letters have many times be-
fore, for fear I shall in some way prove unworthy
of such very, very kind words; and all I can say at
such times is, " May God help me to come even a
little way toward deserving it all."]

[ADVERTISEMENTS.]
Tlie Largest Cabbaise <J rowers In tlic

World (W. M. Johnson & Co., of (Chicago), use ui>-

Avards of five thousand acres of land for growing
cabbages. Last season they manufactured nineteen

thousand six hundred barrels of sourkrout, besides

shipping four hundred and sixty-seven carloads of

cabbages to eastern cities. They use and recommend
Tillinghast's Puget-Sound Cabbage Seeds. The dis-

seminator of this renowned brand of seeds, Isaac F.

Tillinghast, of La Plume, Pa., in order to introduce

th(!m into every county in the Union, has organized

a Seed and Plant Growers' Association. One relia-

ble party in each town in the Union is being enroll-

ed as special agent, and is supplied with seeds in

trade marked packages, and also instruction books

which will enable any one to grow cabbage-plants

successfully anywhere. Parties desiring seeds or

plants, will, upon application to Mr. Tillinghast,

be furnished with the addresses of agents nearest

them from whom they may he obtained. Purchas-

ers are thus saved unnecessary express charges,

and assured of obtaining the best strain of cabbage
seeds or plants which can be procured.

This association thus furnishes one man in each

town -the appointed agent—a good cash-paying

business in selling seeds and grooving and supplying

plants. There are still many excellent localities

unoccupied, and any one so situated as to act as

agent for this association should address Mr. Till-

inghast as above, fo\- particulars in regard to it.

Mr. Tillinghast has also just put upon the market
a " Cabbage-Pest Powder" which is entirely harm-
less to the plant at any stage of its growth, and also

harmless to persons eating them, yet the most ef-

fective destroyer of lice, fleas, and worms, which
has ever been pgrnpovinded. It retaJlg at 24 cents

jierpoijnd. 18d

LOOK HERE!
To introduce my strain of pure bright Italians,

equal to any in the United States, I will offer for
August, tested queens, $1.00 each; extra line, select-
ed, $1.50 each; one-frame nucleus, consisting of one
extra select queen, one frame of brood, J4 lb. bees,
for $2.00. If you want any bees, send me your ad-
dress on postal and 1 will send you sample by re-
turn mail. Beeswax or honey taken in exchange.
l.Dtfdb THOMAS HORIV,

Box 691, Sherburne, Chen. Co., N. Y.

The test Queens out.
I will furnish ((uoens from July 1 to September 1

for one dollar; warranted tested, .*2.00; after then
the price will be the same as in A. I. Root's list.

Queens all bred from an imported mother.

C3r. OF*. S3VEX17ZZ,
16tfdb Bald ITTt., Lackawanna Co., Pa.

-^FOR SALE.^^^
2J Colonies of Pun- Italian Bees in Langstroth

frames, straight pretty combs, with honey, in

DOUBLE-WALL OBSERVATORY HIVES;
Been uscil two seasons with one-pound boxes, and
for extracting. Complete on board cars, for $8.00
per colony, or 5^14'. (ki for the lot.

JA.1^T:S CRiLZG,
16]7 18d .1IT. ITIEUIDI.IN, VA.

MUTH'S
HONEY-EXTRACTOR,

sqiiake: (;l.ass hokev-jaks,
tin buckets, bee-hives,

HONEY-SECTIONS, Arc, A;c.

Apply to CH AS. F. MUTH, Cincinnati, O.

P. S.—Send 10-ccnt stamp tor " Practical Hints to
Bce-Keepers." Itfdb

FULL COLONIES PURE^ITAUAN BEES

.\ddress for sample workei-s,

18 Utcl S. F. HEED, North Dorchester, N. H.

and hybrifl bees in 'i-story.'Sim-
plicity hi\es ipaintedi. One colony, Italian. S6.(X);

one colony of hybrids, ?5.(iO. Five or more colonies,
10' discount. I)eli\-ered at express office. Address
18d A. B. JOHNSON, ElizitethtOTn, Bladen Co., M. C.

SECOND-HAND FOOT-POWER SAWS.
We have, subject to our order, two Barnes

foot-power l)U/,/,-saws, wlii(-h we ha\e taken from
parties whose business has enlarged so much that
they have no further use for them. They are all

nearly new, in goou oi-der, having all the latest im-
provements. We will sell them for one-fourth less

than the regular retail price; that is, we will sell a
.?40.00 saw for $30.00.

A. I. ROOT, Itlodina, O.

Queei\-Rearing.
How to rear queens by the best and simplest

methods. For particulars address
letfdb HENRY ALLEY, Wenham, Mass.

keeper. I have had one season's
experience. Address Ij. C. DUNliAP,
18d NASHUA, IOWA.

-rrr\"D ••• ^ a T xr one to fifty
JrV/l\ • 0/\l^ll« COLONIES OF BEES.
1T-I8d W. S. WASD, Fuller's Station, Altany Co., N. Y.

DADANT'S FOUNDATION FACTORY, WHOLESALE andBBTAIL.
See advertisement in another column. 3btfd
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CONVENTION NOTICES.

The Mari'liv'i'l. Vira-tiiia, and West-Vn-g-inia IJce-

Keepcrs' Convention will meet at Hagerstown, Md.,
in the courthouse, on Wednesday, Oct. -'1, 188.5, at \

10 .V. M. By order of D. A. Pike, Pies,
j

The N. J. and Eastern Bee Keepers' Association
will hold their Semi-annuiil coiiveiition in Grand- I

Jury room of Court-House. in rrciiton. .\. .1., on
Thursday and Friday. Nov. .') and ti, iss,5, at 10

o'clock A. M. We extend a cordial welcome to all.

W.M. B. Tkeadwei.l, Sec.

The Westei-n Bee-Keepers' Association will hold
its fouitli annual meeting- in Independence, Mo.,
Thursday and Friday, Oct. 10 and 11, iss.i. The as-
sociation will endea\-()r to make this the most inter-
esting- meeting- yet held, and will spare no pains
Avithin its means to make it in every sense valuable
to all. Several of our most prominent beekeepers
have sig-nilied their intention to be i)resent.

C. M. CuAXDALi,, Sec.

^Ve liave received the following from the
Kentucky State Bee-keepers' Association:
Dear Sir and Bn>.:— You are invited to meet with

us in the State Bee-Keepers' Society, in Walker
Hall, Covington, Ky., on the 23d and 24th of Septem-
ber, 1885. This is expected to be the most interest-
ing- meeting- ever held in the State. Itev. L. L.
Langstroth, the father of American apiculture, and
Mr. Charles Dadant, the g-reat comb-foundation
manufacturer, will meet with us, as well as many
other noted apiarists. We hope to see you at the
Convention. L. Joh.nso.x, President.

J. T. Conn LEV, Secy.

W. Z.HUTCHINSON,
ROGERSVILLE, GENESEE CO., MICH.,

Can still furnish Italian queens, bred from the best
of mothers, and reared in full colonies. Single
queen, ^l.dii; six for ?.').O0: twelve or more, 75 cents

leach. Testeil queens, f~*.00 each. Make money or-
ders pavable at Flint. 18tfdb

.ADANT'S FOUNDATION FACTORY, WHOLE-
SALE AND RETAIL,

another column.
See advertisement

ibtfd

JOB LOT OP WIEE CLOTH
AT OHICATLV It ll IH<: t: 1) I'JIK i:s.

EXCHAITGE DEPARTMENT.
Notices will be inserted under tills head at one-tialf our

usual rates. All ad'.s intemlea lor tliis deiiartineiit must not
exe"ed 5 lines, and you must say you want j-our ad. in tliis de-
paitmeiit, or we will not be respoiisible for any error.

se:o
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WANTED.—To e.\-change ."alt mackerel iu 20-lb.
pails, for g-ood pxtracted honey.

E. E. Ling, 11 Silver St., Portlaml, Maine.

WANTED.—To e.\fliaii»e one lamp - mirsor.v,
scarcelv used, and one heavy eircular-siaw

mandrel, 1 l.'vlti-inoli shaft, in good order, lor any
thing' useful to a bee-keeper.
Kitfdb J. .V. (iKREN, Dayton, III.

Names of responsible parties will be inserted in
anj' of the following dei)ariments, at a iiniforin
price of 20 eents each insertion, or fa.liO per year.

EXCHANGE DEPARTMENT.
Noticf's will be inserted under this head at one-half our

usual rates. All ad's intended lor this department must not
exced 5 lines, and you must .say you want your ad. in tin

paitment " '" - •. . . -..ve will not be responsible for any »rror.

"r\7-^NTED.—Tn e.xehang-e for now varieties'of
VV strawberries and raspberries, Plymouth
Koeks, [.ight liralimas, I'.diin Dueks, new \arietles
of potatoes, and small fruil plants, eherry and
quince trees. P. STJTTON. Ezeter. Luz. Co., Pi. lH-Skib

WANTED.-E.\ traded fall honey (biickwheul or
g-oldenrod) in e.vchange for hives, sections,

etc., either from my catalogue, or made lo order.
Will paj' white-clover prices for a few hundred

inds. C. W. C'osTKLi.ow,
Waterboro, York Co., Maine.

l)OUI

WANTED.—To e.vchanjre bees for small planer
for wood, also one for iron.

18-)9-30d Henky P.\i,mki{, Hart, Mich.

WANTED.—To e.vchange for bees, 10,riOl) Mam-
moth-fluster Kaspberrv-plants: * 1.00 per 100:

fO.liO jier ItKH); also ;.'(I,IKIII Strawberry-plants, ("res-

cent Si'cillin;;-, Ciniibcrhind 'riiiimi)h, Sliai'pless,

and (ilendalc; T.'k- per Klir; .•if4.(Hi per 10(H).

18d W. ,1. Hk.sskk, I'lattsmouth, Neb.

WANTED.—To exchange for well-ripened honey
fit for winter stores, thoroughbred P. Rock

fowls, pure. Corbiii strain: a I'ran/ \- Pope family
knittiiig--machin(', almost new: a new niudelmaker's
drill-lathe, eight-ineli swing, two loot be<l.

18-lM M. Fi{.\NK Taukk, Salem, Ohio.

WANTED.—To exchange hybrid beesand (lueens
for fdn., fdn. mill, honey-extractor, saw-man-

drel, or otfers. Will exchange Blue - Ridge Rasp-
berry-plants for fdn. Correspondence solicited.

JOWN W. M.^KTl.V,
18tfdb Greenwood Depot, Alb. Co., Va.

WANTED.—To exchange Syrio-ltalian and Red-
Clover Italian bees and hybrids in L. and

Simplicity hives, for foot-power saw in good order
(Barnes i>referred), incubator, or printing-press.
19d J. Singleton, 34 Public Square, Cleveland, O.

WANTED.—To exchange thoroughbred latf

spriud Brown Leghorn chickens or cockerels
for Light or Dark Brahmas, l'l.\ iiiouih Rocks, Lang-
shans. Partridge Cochins, Wliite Leghorns, or oth-
ers. Must be pure. Correspondence solicited.

l!td G. A. Farrand, Rockport, Cuy. Co., O.

$1.00 Queens.
Names iiiftfttidi}! tliixdepartment (he first lime uuth-

ont charye. After, 20c exich insertitm, «>• $?.W per year.

Those whose names appear below agree to furnish
Italian queens for fl.OO each, under the following
conditions: No guarantee is to be assumed of purity,
or anything of the kind, only that the queen l.e rear-
ed from a choice, pure uidiher. and had commenced
to lay when they w ere shipped. They also agree to
retui-n the ni<>ni'\ at aii\ tunc when "customers be-

Hear in 'mind, that lie who Vends tie- l-'st (lue.Mis,'

put up iiKisl matly and most securelx , will iiroliably
reeei\c tin- iiiiist iiiiIims. Special I'atcs tor warrant-
ed anil tested queeti>. Iiiiiiislied on application to
any of the parties. Names Willi *, use an imported
(jucen-mothei-. 1 1 the ipieen arrives dead, notif)' us
and we will send yon another. Probably none will

be sent for :f LOO before .Inly 1st, or after Nov. If
wanted sooner, or latei', see rales in price list.

Root, Medina, Ohio.
. Brown, Light Street. Columbia Co . Pa. IHtf

L. \ iailoii, Mavou (ioula. La. I'.ttld

Newman. Xorwalk, Huron Co., O. I'.itfd

BalUintine, Sago, Musk. Co., O. bUfd
. I'Miiiist.iii, .\drian. Le-n. Co., Mich. b'.tld

Wood, Uiriiiingham. .leif. Co., Ala. Pittd
Perry, Portia i:d. Ionia Co., Mich. btfd
Hancock, Silo:im Springs, Benton (4) , .Ark.

ir.tlil

Lewis. Toledo. Luc-us Co , O. :M
\'aughn, Columbia, Maury Co., Tenn. l."> 19

Hutchinson & Son, Claremont, Surr.v ( o., \ a.

E. Kretchmer, Coburg, Mont. Co., Towa. Ktid
D. McKenzie. Camp Parapet, .letf. Parish, La.Uitfd
M. .). Martin. N. Manchester, Wabash Co.. Iiid 7-19

Cornelius Bios., LaKavelteville, Dutch. Co , N. V.
V-19

P(!ler Brickey, Lawreneeburgh, And. Co., Ky. lT-~:!

Ira U. Alderman, Tavlor's Bridge, Samp. Co., N.C.
191 fd

'.L W. Keeran, Hluoiningtoii, McLean Co., 111.11 :.'l

'Haines lb<is . .Moons, Fav.'tte ( o., I). i:f-:.':;

G. !•'. Smith, Hald MonnI, Laek'a Co., Pa, l.')t1(l

,)os. Bvrne, Baton Rouge, Lock Box .').

Last Baton Rouge Par., La. l.'jtfd

S. P. Roddy, Mechauiestown, Fred. Co., Md. l.i-19d

*Calvin Bryant Palestine, And. Co., Tex. 1.5 21

*J. B. Mains, B«-dlord, Cuvahoga Co., O. LVUt

*.\. I.
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PONEY CeMMN.
CITY MARKETS.

Kansas CnY.—lIdtny.—Wv now report a very
firm market, witli souu' advances in prices, thongli
the trade takes hold "ginficrly " as yet, and squeal-
ing like pig-s when the advance is (luoted them. We
are now lidding- for ItifT/lTc on laney white Mb.
sections; 15@lCc for 2-lb., and ]2r<' i:ic for (alitornia.
We are short on fancy Mb seetions, ai;d would sug-
gest this asagood time to sliip and icali/.e good
prices. Extracted, a little tinner, at about same
prices; viz., Miss., La., and Tex.. 4f'Mie. ; I'al., Tf"Se.

White clover, T(y 8. Beeswax.— Unchanged. :iO(g^'r),

according to qnalits". Clemons, Cloon & Co.
Cor. Fourth & Walnut St's, Kansas City, Mo.

Boston.—i/o/icy.—We have received quite a large
stock of honey, mostly from Vermont, and the
quality is very fine. We are doing the l)est we can
to keep the price up, where bee-keepers can get
something for their honey. One of the largest pro-
ducers sold his entire crop at a rrry lnn' jiricr. and it

is being sold here at a price that would give the
bee-keeper nothing. We still hold o\ir price, Itif'f ISc

for 1 pound, I-lfT' lelc for 2 pounds. Extiacted, 6f?> 8 c.

Beeswax, iiOc. Hr.AKE \ Hiplev,
Sept. 21, 188.5. 57 Chatham St., Uoston, Mass.

Cincinnati.—Honci/.—No change whatever in

honey or beeswax market since my last.

Sept. So, 1885. Chas. F. Mi'Tii,
Cincinnati, Oh;

Chicago.—77o)ie.i/.—Ho ey is coming forwai-i
amounts about equal to the demand. White ei

honey in one-pound frames, or about, brings \'y" 1

when put up in the small crate, and Iramc- ;

scraped clean, and put in so that it won't i'

Buckwheat or dark comb is about uns
tracted selling from 5S).8c according to (lualit.^ .

Beeswax, 33@25c. K. .\. He i; n i;tt,

Sept. 2-t, 1885. 161 So. Water St., Chicago, III.

CLKVELAND.—J/o7ieiy.—Honey seems to be unusu-
ally dull for this time of year. It moves very slow-
ly at 14@15 cts. for best lib. sections. Old honey at
ltl@i,12c. shares the same fate. Extracted is dull at
7@.8. beeswax, 23. A. C. Kendei.,

Sept. 21, 188.5. 115 Ontario St., Cleveland, O.

Milwaukee.— Hioifi/. — This market is in good
shape for shipments of honey. Choice white Mb.
sections salable at 17@18c. Dark, not in demand.
Price nominally, 12'i(§>1.5e. Extracted, wliite, in 10(1-

Ib. kegs, in good demand at 8c. Beeswax, dull. Quot-
able at 2.5(528c. A. V. Bishop,
Sept. 23. 142 W. Water St., Milwaukee, Wis.

Detroit.—J/o?iej/.—One -pound sections are sell-

ing readily at ie@17 c. A. B. Weed,
Sept. 21, 1685. 407 Woodward Ave., Detroit, Mich.

Indianapolis.— Hofiei/.-We are trjing to build
up an exclusive honey trade. Being also produc-
ers, it gives us some advantage. We are disposing
of lots on commission, and would be pleased to hear
from those who would like to try our market.
Sept. 12, 1885. Frank L. Douoh^htv,
532 East Washington Street, Indianapolis, Ind.

For Sale.— 1000 lbs. of well ripened linden ex-
tracted honey, in 55-lb. iron jacket, tin cans. at 7 cts.
per lb., and A. 1. Boot's price of can. Will ship in
40-lb. tin cans, if desired, |)uicli:\,'^cr paying for
cans. Mus. Nei.lik M. Or.sen,
19d Nashotah, Waukesha Co., Wisconsin.

For Sale.—8000 lbs. of extracted Iiasswood honey
in H bbls.; net weight 1«5 lbs. I will take 8 cts., bar-
rel thrown in. John H. Martin,

Hartford, N. Y.

For Sale.—E.\tracted clover and basswood honey
in ten-gallon kegs at 8c per lb. 1 will throw in kegs,
and deliver on board cars licrr Ircc ot charijc.

M. lsiii;i,i,. Norwich, N. Y.

Convention Notice.—The next annual njcitinir
of the Northern Michigan Bet -Keepers' Siuict v will
beheld at the council rooms in SI. ci-idan, < ict. ;.'.'

and 23, 1885. A cordial invitation is extemled lo all.

F. A. Palmer, Sec.

*=tFOR SALE.?''
1 WILL SHLL

Fu// Swarms of Pure Italian Bees
DUBINO THIS M(»NTII FOR

They are in lOframe Simplicity hives, and in good
winter shape. Ready to ship now. Send money by
reiiistered letter. Adiiress

M. R. NICHOLS,
lOtfdb Weaver's Conn r», Huron Co., O.

Reduction in Prices of the

PASjppoAJip poxps
FOR ONE-POUND SECriOXS OF

COMB HONEY.
This Imx has a bit of " i-ed

tai)e " attached to it to carry

, ,„, it b\-. It makes a safe pack-

WHITECONIB3I ''fit' l<'i' a single section of

<!<| honey for the consumer to

carry, or it can be packed in a

trunk, if he wants. It can be
ned in an Instant. The

^ piii-e of the box is 2 cts. each,
.^g^ -,.( up; in the flat, 15 cts. for

10; i)ackageof .T), 30 cts. ; *1.00pcrl00; or $9.00 per

1000; 10,0^.0, !f>'0. If wanted by mail, add $1.00 per

hundred for postage. Colored lithograph labels for

putting on the sides, two kinds, one for each side,

*3.C0 per 1000. A package of 25, labeled on both

sides, as above, 50 cts. By mail, 30 cts. more. They
can be sold, labeled on one side or both sides, of

course. We have only one size in stock, for Sim-

plicity sections. Sample by mail, with a label on
each side, 5 cts. If you want them shipped in the

flat, labels already pasted on, the price will be ten

cents per hundred for yjutting them on.

Your name and address, and the kind of honey,

may be printed on these labels, the same as other

labels. The charge for so doing will be 30 cts. per

per 100; 250, 50 cts. ; 500, 75 cts. ; 1000, Sl.OO.

A. I. ROOT, iriedina, OUlo.

Hydrometers for Testing Honey.
We have succeeded in getting a beautiful lit-

tle instrument, all of glass, that will indicate the
density of honey or maple syrup, or any kind of
syrup, by simply dropi^ing it into the li(]uid. lam
greatly surprised that we can lurnish so beautiful
an instriiincnt tor so small a sum of money. Price
3,5c. By mail, 10c extra. I'er 10, $3.00; per 100, $35.00.

A. I. ROOT, Medina. Ohio.

WANTED. AfterNov.lst. position in some South-
ern State as apiarist. P'or terms and reference

address CHAS. K. THOMPSON, FOET OMAHA, NEB. li'd

Black and Hybrid Queens For Sale.

We do this becnise tliei

H,\l>rid (jueens, .50 Cts. each; lilack (jueens, 25 cts.
acli ; t rom Aug. 1st to Oct. 1st, safe arrival guaran-
eed. (i. K. Raudenbush, Reading, Berks Co., Pa.
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NOTES FEOM THE BANNER APIARY.

NO. 70.

DRONE COMB AND OLD gri:i:NS.

X^OU ask, friend Root, if we did not Imve some

^Ip drone comb built, when we allowed the bees

^^ to build their own comb in the brood-nest.
-*- Haven't you forgotten how this matter was

discussed the last time this subject was up—
how Kro. Doolittle took it up and enlarjfed upon
it, illustrated, and explained? Refore bees swarm
they desire drones, and will build drone comb; after

they have swarmed thej' have no desire for drones,

and do not build drone comb, joiJcs.s they have an
old queen that they are intending to supersede. It

is possible that, were the bees allowed a large

brood-nest, they would build in it some store comb,
but when given only five frames in the brood-nest

no drone comb has been built for ».•<, uuletts the

queen was an old one. This season, in our apiary,

ahout one comb in twenty-five, built by the bees,

is drone comb, and in every case the queen was an
old one. Here is a letter upon this subject, that of

dispensing with foundation, from our old friend

Dr. Whiting:
East Saginaw, Mich., Aug. :31, 1885.

W. Z. Hutchinson, Dear Sir:— I have just finish-
ed reading your article in Sept. Gleanings, and
most heartily indorse your plan of getting comb
honey from new swarms. My bees put the most
honey in the sections when they have to build their
own brood-combs. They do next best on founda-
tion, ami the iioorcst on dr;iwii fonilis. If thcro is

an ('nlllt^ vvW to put hiin«'\- in, thr liccs will dcpdsit
the lioiil'v taken with tliciii when tlicv swann, and
there it remains. It they are olilifjfd to build comb,
the queen is ready to put in the eggs as soon as the
cells are deep enough, and that stops the deposit of

I
honey below the first eggs that are laied. You will
get the most wax in the openings in your queen-
ex(!luding honey-boards in a poor season, and with
weak swarms more than with strong ones.

L. (". Whitino.
I When talking the matter over with Mr. R. L. Tay-

I

lor, at our State Fair, he said that he had hived two

I

or three swarms upon empty frames, and he could

I

not see but that they did just as well as those giv-

I foundation. 8-W. Z. Hutchinson, 70—100.

Rogersville, Mich., Sept. L'l, 18K:-).

OUR OWN APIARY.

lU'.l'OHTED UV ERNEST.

TJj S there is some inquiry in regard to " Our Own
^Ife, Apiary," and a number of the friends have

j^l'
requested to have this department renewed,

"•^ I hope our patrons will excuse me if I make
an attempt at it. There are some very obvi-

ous reasons why it should be recommenced. By
virtue of our position we are supposed to have a

sort of experimental station, where all the modern
appliances are to be thoroughly tested, and a report

of the same to be given from time to time. It is

true, a report of the more important things have
been given occasionally; but I feel assured our A B
C scholars would be glad to know just what we are

doing in our own apiary, that they may execute

their own plans accordingly.

carniolan hees.

I have just to-day examined that Caruiolan

swarm. About four-fifths of the bees are now of

the new race. It seemed to me, as I looked at whole

frames of the V)ees, that although the difference be-

tween them and the common blacks is not very
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great, yet there ai-e some decisive marks by which
vre ma3' distinguish them. In the first place, they

are larger than the native bees, and their white or

whitish-g-ray rings of fuzz are quite clearly defined.

In fact, they are much like the Italians, with the ex-

ception that, where we should expect the golden
color, we see a deep jet black; but I do not see any
blued-steel color, as some of the friends have claim-

ed for them. As has been said, they seem very gen-

tle, and, in point of disposition, very much like the

Italians. While looking at them preparatory to clos-

ing the hive, I was forced to think they lacked good
grit. You will bear in mind, that there wre a few
Italians still left'in this hive. Well, as I stood over
the swarm there were (as is apt to be the case at this

time of the year) about six or eight robbers trying

to enter the top of the swarm. While the few re-

maining Italians vigoi-ously repelled every inva-

sion, and stood in readiness for every robber, not

one Carniohm did I see show any disposition at de-

fense. In this respect they are like the blacks. I

am aware that this is not a test case; but, let others

report upon this point.

The Carniolans are said to be handsome. Well,

yes; they act' handsome with their light gray rings

of fuzz; but in ray opinion tlie old standby. Ital-

ians, with their golden-yellow liaiids varied with the

same light-gray fuzz, are still handsomer.
THE CT.ARK SMOKER WITHOUT A VALVE.

One or two of the friends have written that a

Clark smoker without a \alve worked just as well.

It occurred to me that it m/y/if work, though I fear-

ed that soot would collect and fill the blast tube,

since the smoke would have to enter the l)ellows be-

fore being blown out. I was not surprised to find

that such was the case. Not only did the smoke en-

ter the bellows, but heat and cinders, making the

two pieces of board quite hot. Of course, the ulti-

mate result would be that the leather would soon
have holes burned through. Where one has only a

few hives, and is not obliged to make a " vigorous
smudge," a smoker of this kind might answer toler-

ably well for a while.

TH.\T BEE DISEASE WHICH H.VS NO N.\.ME.

Several days ago our apiarist called my attention
to a swarm of bees that were diseased, and which
the healthy bees were carrying out. These bees
were tugged out, one after another, and left to die,

like drones in a dearth of honey. They manifested
that peculiar twitching motion; their abdomens were
black and shiny, and considerably swollen from ac-

cumulated matter. They seemed very much like

bees affected with dysentery. We came to the con-

clusion from the symptoms that it was the disease
without a name, mentioned in the A B C book, page
69. On showing it to "A. I." he pronounced it the

veritable disease. It is the first case that we have
had since the one mentioned in the A B C, although
reports seem to indicate that in some localities it is

quite prevalent, especially in the last two seasons.
Perhaps I should mention that the mother of these
bees was not a (jueen of our own raising, but one
from the South. She was sold Aug. 38th, and in con-
sequence the swarm is on the road to recovery. If

anj' of the friends received a queen from us about
this time, whose bees show the symptoms mentioned
above, we will nuike her good upon being notified.

THE BEE-TENT WITH A HOLE IN THE TOP.

A few days ago we had a slight touch of robbing,

occasioned by a chaff-hive cover which was not per-

fectly bee-tight (it's fixed now). Well, that tent

with the hole in the top was placed over the hive, as

mentioned on page .540. The result was almost aston-

ishing. As each bee had bumped his head against
the top several times, and liad popped out of said

hole, he seemingly went home in disgust; and, as far

as we could discover, stayed there. It would seem
that we ought to manufacture these tents with this

opening; but f am afraid some friend, not knowing
what the hole was for, would complain, saying his

tent was " holy," so we will send themout as before,

and the purchaser can nmke the hole himself. The
opening in our tent is about 4 inches in diameter,

right in the peak.

PKp;PAI{l\li KOK WlNTl'.K.

Our apiarist, for a week or so back, has be<'n get-

ting the bees reatly for winter. All superfluous
combs partly filled with honey are placed over the
brood-nest. The object of this is to secure nothing
but full combs of sealed stores for the bees. After
the combs are emptied they are removed, and kept
till next winter. Caution has to be exercised here,

or the robbers, smelling the honey in the upper
story, will get at the combs unless the covers are ab-

solutely bee-tight. Doubling up has already com-
menced, and every colony is examined to see that it

shall have suflicient stores. If the queen t'.oes not

lay she is given an empty frame in the center of the

brood-nest, and the colony is led. This is to secure
joiing bees for winter. Eunest U. Kout.

——i»
DOOLITTLES HEEOBT.

DO BEES GET HONEY FROM THE MAPI.E, OR IS IT

ONEY POEEEN?

HEX I took an inventory of my bees on May
;.'(), 188.5, I found that I had, after sales and
losses, 25 good to fair, 15 rather weak, and
10 very weak colonies, making .50 in all, left

o\it of 8J ia the fall of 1884. Still having

further calls for bees, and having much extra work
on hand, I again reduced my stock by sales, dispos-

ing of five of the best and five of the rather light

ones, which left me but 40 to commence the season

with, ten of which were so weak on June 1st that

they had brood in only one aud two combs. These
ten weak colonies, and three of those next weakest,

were set apart for queen-rearing, thus leaving but

27 to be devoted to the production of honey. The
spring was quite unfavorable until the willows and
hard maple blossomed, at which time we had some
pleasant weather, which was improved by the bees

in gathering pollen from the maple, and honey from
the willow. This gave all the good colonies a nice

start, but the weaker ones only held their own till

after the 10th of June, at which time we again had
warm weather, and all began to be prosperous.

Why I speak of pollen from the maple, and honey
from the willow, as above, is that many seem to

suppose that hard maple yields much honey certain

years, while all of my observations show that it

yields comparatively nothing but pollen. I do not

say that such is the case in all localities, but I am
inclined to think that it may be. We are all apt to

jump at conclusions, so when we hear the merry
hum of the bees in the maple-trees, and see at the

same time that honey is being stored in the hive,

there is nothing more natural than to suppose that

the honey came from that source. But, to be sure

such is the case, we need a little more proof, which,

in my case, after being applied gave the credit to
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the willow lor the honey, and not to the maple. If any
person has maple, with no willow within five miles

of him, the conclusion that the honey came from
maple would be better founded than when there

was an abundance of both, and still the conclusion

mig-ht be wrong-, as the proof by killing- a bee might
show. When I desire to know just what a bee is

getting fi-om any plant or tree, I watch it for some
leng-th of time till it has visited a number of flowers,

when I catch and kill it, after which I remove its

honey-sack, which tells me at once if said bee is

getting honey from the flower it is at work upon;
for if the sack is empty it says no honey. Thus I

find the honey-sack of bees at work on hard-maple
blossoms empty, while their pollen-baskets are fill-

ed with pollen; a bee thus caught on the gold-

en willow shows a sack full of honey, with no pollen

in its baskets. Is not this better proof than the

first supposition cited? These facts arc of value

when we are deciding what to plant for honey. But,

to return to the i-eport.

Bees got scarcely a living from rasiibeny : but.

thanks to our farmers, a few acres of alsike clover

had been sown the season previous, which, together

with the little white clover along the roadside, gave
the bees a plenty for brood-rearing, while some of

the strongest stored a little in the sections from the

same. However, but very few sections were com-
pleted— the main benefit being in helping in

tirood-rearing and giving a start in some of the sec-

tions, which was continued during the basswood
How.
Ba.sswood opened July 14th, but the bees got very

little from it until the 18th, at which time work bc»

gan in earnest, and lasted for 12 days, wliich, with

1 wo days of winding up, ended the honey season for

188,'); for since this the bees have got nothing ex-

cept a little for brood-rearing fluringalew warm
days about the 10th of August.
After having my honey all crated and weighc-d, I

find the result of the season to be as fr)llows- Coml)
honey, r-ni;:.' lbs.; extracted, 188 lbs.. or:iUK» pounds in

all. This divided by 27, the iiumlier of colonies

worked for honey, gi\'es an avarage of 117 lbs. per

colony, nearly all of which was coml) honey. 1

have at date, itO colonies ami :>0 nuclei, l)ut I siiall

double down to less than l(K) for wintei-. I am sell-

ing a little honey about hoine at 1.') cts. for comb
and 10 cts. for e.vtracted, but 1 presume I shall send
the most of it to be sold on commission, as those

talking about buying oflfer Aery low prices. F. I.

Sage & Son, of Weathersfleld, Conn., have Iwnight

several crops in this lOnondaga^ and Cortland

Counties, at from 11 to 13 cents per lb., but I am
hardly willing to sell at those figures. One thing

recommends their plan of buying to bee-keepers,

however, which is that they come to your i-ailroad

station, accept and weigh the honey there, and pay
"spot " cash for it. Thus the bee-keeper is relieved

of all worry and bother which naturally arises

where honey is shipped on commission, or paid for

on delivery in any of the large cities.

Borodino, N. Y., Sept. 16, 188.5. O. M. Doulittle.

Friend D., the point yon make is a good
one, tliat we are not sure that bees get lion-

ey from any plant or tree, simply because
we see them busily at work on it. and lioney
is coming into the hives. It still seems to
me, however, that bees do get mucii honey
from tUe maples here, although I have no
better reason to give, thaj) that maple-trees

are roaring with bees, while an abundance
of honey is coming in, having a strong llavor
of maple syrup. There are very few willows
in our vicinity, and I have never noticed
bees on them, what there are, unless it be
an occasional willow, such as we sometimes
find in dooryards. as an ornamental plant.
However. Iain going to test the matter.inthe
way you suggest, when I see bees^working
on the maples again.—I am glad to know
that there arc large honey-buyers who make
a practice of going right to the producers,
and shipping it at their own expense.

EIPE EXTRACTED HONEY.

HEDOON S PLAN TO GET IT.

'Wc, S promised, I will now endeavor to outline the

^^ik P'"" ''^' which I produce such honey as

1^ brings a favorable testimonial from about
*^^

f) of my customers (most of whom are bee-

keepers, and good judges of honey), and
complaints from none; such honey as I hare just

shipped you.

Before beginning a description of my plain sim-

ple method of working, let me first call your atten-

tion to the fact, that although our basswood honey
stands first in brightness of color, and second to

none in the comb, it is beginning to be graded as

second to white clf)ver, when extracted, by some of

our dealers and consumers. The (juery naturally

arises, " Whj- this ditlerence in grading, between
these two kinds of honey in the comb, and extract-

ed?" I believe the reason to be based upon the

fact, that many of us have extracted our honey be-

fore it was ilrdd ripe; and where this system is

practiced, basswood honey is apt to be taken out in

the least rii)e condition, for the reason that clover

honey is usually riper in the flowers, and comes in

slower, allowing the bees to evaporate it more, be-

fori' the apiarist thinks he sees the necessity for

(•m)ityiiig his coml s.

I suppose nearl.\- all read«'rs know w-hal is meant
by " ripe" honey. We call honey "ripe" when it

lias that smooth, oily, and thick consistency of old

comb honey that has been in llie hive some consid-

erable time. It is then free from that sharp
" twang," or cutting sensation in the throat, which
nearly all consumers dislike. This undoubtedly is

caused by a slight development of bacteria, which
are always jiresent, we arc told, in cases of fermen-
tation. It may properly be said, that this raw,

"twangy" honey, is more or less infested with

these germs, or tending toward fermeutatiou, or

souring. The interior of the hive, together with

the system of digesting, heating, and ventilating,,

bj' the bees, seems to be the best place yet known
in which to destroy these germs, leaving the honey
thick, rich, oily, or smooth : in other words, ripe.

I will tell you how we have worked to produce
our honey, which we consider thoroughly ripe.

Our last winters loss of about 350 colonies left us

with a large number of combs to cover with bees.

We had on hand and nailed up, about 600 supers the

full size of our 8 L. frame hive. When our hives

were well filled with brood, and the surplus season
opened, we put on our honey-board ,Jand one of

these supers containing eight brood-combs. As
soon as these eight combs were pretty well filled,

and the becg cojpmenccd capping tfiem at the top,
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this super was raised up, and another empty one,

just like it, placed under it, upon the tiering -up
plan—thegrandest principle connected with the pro-

duction of comb or extracted honey.

Experienced beekeepers will at once suspect the

fact that the lifting of this super, and introduction

of an empty one under it, considerably checked the

cappin^r of the honey it contained, while it did not

materially retard the evaporation or ripening pro-

cess. During the beginning of the clover and bass-

wood bloom, at that time when the nectar is thin-

nest, we frequently used three of these large supers
on a hive, for a short time, before we removed the

upper one and extracted it. When we came to ex-

tract we found our honey thoroughly ripened; yet
the combs containing it, capped over only where
they wei-e thickest, and you will remember that it is

very speedy and pleasant work to uncap combs
that arc capped over only where the cells are most
elongated, leaving you no hollow places to reach
into with the uncapping-knil'e.

After our honey is extracted we leave it in large

tanks till it is thoroughly settled; i. c, all air-bub-

bles, bits of coml), etc., have risen to the top, when
we draw it off at the bottom into our 50 and 103 lb.

kegs; bung them up tightly and put them in a cool

place. This thoroughly ripened honey will not can-
dy or granulate nearly as quickly as that which is

unripe, or of less body, containing, as it does, more
water. We also store a considerable quantity in

50-lb. tin cans, and also about .530 one-gallon stone
crocks, which we keep till cool weather, when all

honey begins to granulate; and when our custom-
ers ask for "clear honey " we set these crocks and
cans in our large tank containing water, and placed
upon the stove, and slowly and carefully heat it till

it is again all liquefied, when we pour it into one of
the tanks, give it time to settle, and while yet warm
enough to flow readily, draw it into the kegs and
bung it tightly, when it is ready to ship. This heat-
ing process, properly done, rather than being an
injury to either color or flavor, is an additional help
to perfecting the quality of honey.

It has recently been discovered, I see by Gle.\.n-

iNGS, that some j)eculiar varieties of honey that are
almost poisonous when unripe, are quite the i-e-

verse when thoroughly ripened. I feel quite sure
that all honey is much more wholesome when com-
pletely ripened; and it is only such honey that
creates an increasing demand.
Father Langstroth tells us that basswood honey

contains most of the nutritious oils which make it

pre-eminently adapted to persons of weak lungs
or consumptive tendencies. He tells us how Mrs. L.

was saved from iirematurc death by consumption,
by way of a systematized basswood honey diet. He
.has just ordered a lOO-lb. keg from us.

1 claim nothing original or new in the above, ex-

cept, perhaps, a trifle by way of detail and manipu-
lation. I gave it to more thoroughly impress upon
the minds of our beekeepers the importance of the
system which is so ably formulated in friend Da-
dant's little pamphlet on the subject. Inordinary
eases I should, like friend D., use shallower supers.
Last spring I had but 120 colonies left; but 1 had
faith. 1 paid out $730 for IrJt more colonies, in all

sorts of nearly worthless hives. By modern trans-

ferring they are now in our eight-frame L. hives,

numbering l.^O, and though the unprecedentedly
cold weather utterly destroyed our August crop,
we got at least leu tons from clover and basswood;

and now the returning warmth is filling up our
brood-chambers with goldenrod and aster honey.

1
Thus our faith and pluck have been rewarded.
Dowagiac, Jlich. James Heddon.
Friend II., I entirely agree with what you

say about ripe honey, although there are
some of the friends* and, if I mistake not.
Prof. Cook among the number, who claim
that l)asswood lioney is tit for the market if

extracted before being sealed up at all, with-
:
out the ripening process. Another advan-
tage of your plan of getting the honey thor-

I

oughly ripened is, that you' can secure pret-
ty nearly if not quite the entire crop before

! you go at the extracting business at all. Of
course, you may have to do your extracting
at a time when "honey has ceased to be gath-
ered, and at such a time you will have to
take very great precautidiis against robbers;
Imt for all that, I think it is tiie l)ctter way.
'I'he nicest and best-ripened honey that I re-

member to have ever tasted was left on the
hives until so late in the fall Ave were
obliged to remove the combs from the hives
by moonlight, to avoid disturbance from
the robbers. We managed it easily, taking
combs out and putting them back almost
without a bee taking wing. The honey
would hardly be recognized as basswood
honey, the flavor was so ripe and complete,
if that is the proper word.

A CAVE ron WINTERING BEES; HOW
TO MAKE ONE.

IS IT ADVIS.\BLE TO THY TO CONSTRUCT C-WES
WHEHE THEY AKE NOT TO BE FOUND

NATURALLY?

EVEKAL have recommended a cave to winter

bees in. Will not you or some one who has
built one tell us just how it is done, telling es-

pecially how the /oo/ is made? Our bees are

storing honey very fast now from fall flowers.

Muscatine, la., Sept. 21, 1885. J. T. Goduakd.
I Friend G., I gave a very full description of

j

how to build a cave, in the December No. of
(iLEANiNGS for lS7t—just eleven years ago,
you see. Since that time a good many have
used such caves, and some prefer them—
among them, if 1 am not mistaken, Mr. L. C.

' Root, author of "Ciuinby's New liee - Keep-
ing."" These caves are mostly used, how-
ever, where long cold winters are the rule.

j

In our variable climate we have mostly dis-

I

carded them. A cave for wintering can bi'

built easiest in a side hill, foi- then there is

;

no trouble about drainage. The room for

i the bees shoidd be covered with a sufficient

quantity of dirt to preventfrost from getting
tiirough ; and over this dirt I would have a
shingle roof. If you don"t, luMvy storms will

be (luite apt to get ttirough and" make it wet
inside. A shingle roof will keep the dirt dry.
which makes it a l)ettei- non-conductor of
frost. You will have to have a pretty strong
framework to support this body of dirt ; and
another trouble comes in here, for when this
framework begins to decay there is danger
of your cave coming down' on the bees, and

! possibly on yourself. Arching it over with
i
brick or stone would do. but this would be

j

much moreexpensivethan having a building
I overhead—or, in other words, using an ordi-
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nary cellar. If you are in a locality where a
cave can be cut in a tolerably soft rock, you
are, of course, all right ; and in some cases I

presume natural caves would answer an ex-
cellent purpose.

BEES BY THE POUND,[[^FEOM LOUIS-
IANA TO NEW YORK.

HOW IT TLHNED OUT.

N the fall of 1884 I had a genuine Florida fever.

The fever was induced by a young- gentleman

who was spending- a few months' vacation at a

summer i-esort a few miles from me, and who
spends a greater portion of the year in Florida

attending his orange-groves. This gentleman be-

came interested in my apiary, and caught the bee

fever, and offered me a very good salary to spend a

few months with him, and set him up in the bee-

business by establishing an apiary in his Florida

home; but circumstances compelled me to stay in

my Northern home. It^was my plan, had I been at

liberty to accept his offer, to lake some of my best

Italian bees south and rear queens and bees, and

ship north by the pound early in the spring-.

Having an apiary of over .50 swarms in an adjoin-

ing town, and losing quite a number of colonies

during the winter, I thought it a good chance to

try my Florida scheme. lUit instead of myself sit-

ting under the orange-trees and receiving money
from the north for bees, the experiment was against

myself. Another man under the orange-trees must
ship me the bees to stock up my apiary.

In March I commenced correspondence with par-

tics in Florida; but our orauge-g-rove bee-men did

not have bees to sell by the i)Ound, so I turned my
aHections and attentions to the man on the sugar

l)laiilations of Louisiana, and found a man who
was willing to send bees by the pound. My trade

was for 100 lbs. of bees and a number of (jueens, to

be delivered the tirst week in May; but owing to

cold weather in the South 1 did not receive my first

shipment until the 35th of May; :J0 lbs. were sent in

this lot, put up in 2-lb. packages, and upon arrival I

found fully one-half of the bees dead. In two
cages every bee was dead; in several others, from
one-half to two-thirds were dead, and only in two or

three cages were the bees in good condition. In

one cage there were less than a dozen dead bees.

This first shipment had quite an elTect upon my
Florida fever. It did not run so high. I wrote my
shipper the condition of the bees upon arrival. The
cages were S'lXSi-i, and i;i'2 inches in length. The
candy was placed in two sections. Hat in the bottom
of the cages. Just as soon as a bee died it fell into

the candy and stuck there; and as soon as enough
died to cover the candj% the rest had to "root, hog,

or die;" and as they didn't know how to " root,"

they died.

The ne.xt lot of 30 lbs. was put up in .") 111. lols. in

l-frame-nuclei boxes, with combs for tlieiu to clus-

ter and feel at home upon. I was assured that bees

so shipped had been put through long- distances,

and had arrived in fine condition. My Florida fever

began to rage again, and orange-groves aiijicared

in my night visions.

On the 9th of June this lot arrived, and my Florida

fever received such a shock that it has not returned

f!ince. The bees wei-e in a worse condition than the

'prst lot, and showed signg nf very rough handling-.

The candy was in the bottom, like the first lot; and
in the cages where the bees were all dead, but a

small portion had been eaten; and though the

combs were wired L. frames, they were melted

down; and comb, bees, and candy, wei-e in a fllthj',

sticky mass in the bottom. Honey was oozing out

from all sides of the cage. Smothering was very

evidently the cause of death, and there were but a

few pounds of live bees left in the whole lot. The
queens to go with these pounds were sent by mail,

and nearly all of these arrived in good condition.

The nuclei formed fi-om these weary, dismayed,

forlorn surviving travelers brightened up in a few
days, and those that arri\ed upon the 25th of May
were put to their level best; and when our bounti-

ful harvest from basswood came they stored a pay-

ing amount of honey; and it is safe to say, had my
100 lbs. come to hand by the middle of May in the

two-pound lots agreed upon, and in good condition,

they would have given me fully 5000 lbs. of bass-

wood honey. Of course, I could not ask the shipper

to pay for this prospective honej\ He sent me sev-

eral extra queens, and promises to pay all express

charges on all that are dead upon any lots I may
order in the future. Our trade was amicably set-

tled, but I do not feel like hearing the subject of

experiments, especially unsuccessful ones. My
actual damages would read something like this:

Loss of ,5000 lbs. of honey (f> 8e. - - - ? 400
Going to K. K. station 6 miles, several journeys, 20
Distress of mind at not finding bees there, - 1000
Destruction of my Florida scheme, - - - .5000

Total, - f(J430

Now, the most of |)eople would go nearly crazy

over such a loss as this; but I have learned to take

things cool, and to be happy under all circum-

stances. I have H good yield of honey, and will

make all I can out of it. J. H. M.vhtin.

Later.—y\y Florida friend of last season is hero

ag-ain. I have just had a pleasant visit with him.

Ho started with 10 swarms, increased to 38, and ob-

tained 300 lbs. of extracted honey; sold for 25 cents

I)er lb. IJy transferring out of season he got his

bees to robbing, got stung, and got everybody else

stung aroung him. My Florida fever begins to af-

fect me just a little—somewhat intermittent.

Hartford, N. V., Sept. 2.5, 18«5. J. H. M.

Right glad we are to hear the report, even
if it /,s a failure, friend M. Now, had yon
consiiUed your A B C book you would have
noticed that I cuiphatically insist that bees
shall have ventilation tlirough both top and
b()ttt)in of the i)a('kage, where they are to be
sent long disti.iices. I have experimented
in tins matter to my heart's content, and I

thouglit 1 made it so plain in the A B ("

book that 110 one. after reading my direc-

tions for moving bees, would have made
such a mistake. I can take a powerful colo-

ny in the hottest day in July, and by cover-
ing both top and bottom of tlie hive with
wire cloth, so thai the bees can send a stream
of air rigid tiuough. they can be shipped
safely almo^it anywlicre. The perspiration
and hot air rise rigid tlirough the upper wire
cloth, ]>roviding a stream of cold air can
come right in from the bottom. Long ago
we also gave warning that the food, whether
candy, honey, or whatever it may be, should
by no means be on the bottom, for dead
bees to fall into ; besides, the bottom is all

wanted for ventilation, as I just told you. X
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Mo not tliink there is a better plan for fixing

the candy in the cage than the one we illus-

trate and describe in the A B C book, and
tliis cage has gone longer distances than
from here to Florida, witli perfect safety.

Tiiere are. liowever. losses in shipping bees
occasiojially. which we have never yet been
al>le lo nnderstaiid : but I should say that
uiue-tenths of your bees ought to have gone
tlirough in good order. Now, friend M., do
not make out any more bills of SGOUO and
over, for loss of '• castles" built entirely in

tlie air ; but let you and your friend go to

work next season testing a i)ound or two at
a time, until you are all riglit. In fact, you
ouglit to d')'that in any business. Send
three poiuids first ; if they go all right, then
try ten pounds; next twenty-five. If all

these go s;ifely, you are ready' to try fifty or
l)erhai)S a hundred, if you choose.—To be
sure, the orange-men iuFlorida, and sugar-
men too, for tliat matter, ought to help us,

and we ouglit to help tliem too. In the s.ime
way, we ought to help the express compa-
nies, and they ought to help us. and will, if

Ave go about it in the right spirit. \Ve are a
hand of brothers all round, and can surely
work together. Don't you remember who it

was tliat said, away back, years ago, '' We
be brethren " ?

OBSERVATIONS UPON DRONES.
liY I Til.

-T^ BVA.\ H!iy8 that the drone liatelioh on the :.'Uli

K^ <)r25lli flay alter tlic cyg is laid. I know oT

't^ nothitifr iiioi-e definite on this point.
•*^ To get more preeisely the facts, on the Kith

day of last July, a drone-comb was put, at 7

A. M.. centrally in a strony colony, which had been
fed for several days, as the drones were being- ex-

Viylled from many hives. At !l .v. m. the (|ueen was
found on Ihut comb, having- laid three eg-gs. She
bad just begun laying. At .\. xi., on July IT, it was
removed to a strong colony, without (juecn, eggs,

or larvrr. On July :i7. many cells were capped, and
on July 2.\ at li r. m., some ~00 were capi)ed, many
eggs having, for some cause, disappeared. On Aug.
it, none had hatched. On Aug. 10, e.vamiiuitions

were made every hour. At 5:30 p. m. none had
crawled out; at 6:3J two had hatched, and a third

was hatching. If these drones came from the first

eggs laid, they took about :i) days and S'; hours to

develoj).

At 6 .V. M., on Aug. H, nuuiy more had hatched,

and at 6 \. m., on Aug. l:i, all but IT had hatched.

At G:3J P. M. all but two had hatched, and at ti::iO .\.

.M. of Aug. 13, the last one was found with the cap
ott', trying to crawl out; it was strong and pei fe(-t.

Now. if the egg producing this drone was laid Jn^t

before the comb was lemoved, then it took ncaily-V

days to mature.
During the whole linu; of these ot>ser\allons, llie

weather was of the most favorable kind—the ther-

mometer langing nearly every day above 8,/° Fahr.,

and being only once as low asfi.';°. The colony Avas

kept in good heart by daily feeding, and I can think

of nothing which could have retarded in the least

the development of these drones, unless possibly the

fact that from so many of the eggs having <lisa|)-

peared they were not as compact in the comb as

they otherwise would have been. In this observa-

tion, although there could not possibly have been
more than 'M hours' ditferencc between the laying of

the tirst and the last egg, there was about two days
and a half between the hatching of the first and the

last drone.

It is quite interesting to watch the different ac-

tionsof just hatched workers and drones. The work
cr, true to her name and ofHce, begins to crawi over
the combs as if to feel her legs, stops occasionally to

clean herself up, and before long helps herself to

honey from an open cell. The drone, on the contra-

ry, is a born dependent. The first act is to touch
the nearest worker he can reftch with his flexible

antenme, and, begging to be fed, he is at once sup-

plied with honey disgorged from the proboscis of

his attentive nurse. And so he goes on all his life,

seeming to prefer to be fed, although perfectly able,

if needs be, to help himself.

A very bad name has always been given the drone.

Virgil has his Hing at him, stigmatizing him as hav-

ing no proper oflice in the economy of the hive-
seeking only to devour the stores which he had i:o

share incollecting. 1 wonder what the poet thought
he was made for! or as he says that the bees collect-

ed their young from the flowers, being too chaste to

breed them, what motive he could have thought
they had to gather in such useless consumers ! And
yet without any special pleading, how much can be
said in his defense! It is only too evident that his

proboscis is too short to suck honey from the flow-

ers: that his legs have no pollen-baskets; and that

he can secrete no wax. Great as his bulk is, he has

no sting, and can do nothing for the defense of the

commonwealth; but then, without him that com-
monwealth could have no existence. The sole ob-

ject of his life seems to be, at the profier time, to

fertilize the young queen—and this he is always
ready to do. Now, why should we blame any crea-

ture which fulfills the special object of its creation';'

And yet I fear me, in spite of all that can so justly be
said in his favor, our poor drone will always be cited

as an incorrigibly idle reprobate, who meets with

only his just deserts when, after a life of pleasure,

he is killed without mercy by the industrious work-
ers. He will always be known as Shakespeare's

"lazy, yawning drone."
Oxford, O. Kev. L. L. L.iMiSTHorn.

CONVENTION NOTICES.
The C. iitral Illinois Hee - Keei)ers' Association

meets at Jacksonville, the last Wednesday and
Thursday in October t'H.\s. Dauant.

The Central jSIichigan Bee-Keepers' Association
will meet in the Pioneers' Room, in the State Capi-
tol, at Lansing, Mich., at !t a. m., Nov. 12, 1885. Ev-
ery one who has bees, or is interested in bee cul-
ture, is invited to attend. E.N. Wood, Sec.

The Progressive Uee-keepers' Association of West-
ern Illinois will meet in Macomb, III., on Thursday.
Oct. 15. 1H85. Let everybody come and have a good
time, (iood speakers are expected.

J. 0. NowTON, Sec.

The Wabash County Bee-Keepers' Convention
will meet in G. A. U. Hall, North Manchester, Ind.,
Oct. 10, 1885. All bee-kceijcrs are earnestly request-
ed to be present. J. J. Martin, Sec.

The Western Bec-Keei>(-rs' Asso.iation will hold
its fourth aiuiual nu'ctiiig in Indciii'iidciu'r, Mo.,
Thursday and Friday, Oct. I.") and Hi, iss:,. The as-
sociation will ciideaxor to make this the most inter-
esting meeting yet held, and will spare no pains
within its means to make it in e\ery sense valuable
to all. Several (if oui- most pi-ominent bee-keepers
lia\c signified their intention to be present.

C. M. Crandai^l.
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REPORT FROM W. S. HART.
ANOTHEK VEHV FAIR KEl'OHT, AT LEAST, KKO.M

FLOKIUA.

•r^DITOK GLEANINGS:-According to custom 1

'^\ will now make a rejjort of the season's work

^j' in my apiary, up to date. Last season closed
•*™ with 117 colonies; started this season with

the same, all in good condition; increased to

148, and have taken, as nearly as I can tell at pres-

ent, 11,900 lbs. of honey, of which 250 was comb in

pound sections, and the rest extracted. This, as

you will see, gives me about 100 lbs. to the colony,

spring count, which is about thirty pounds below

any previous average made since I took charge of

my bees, eight years ago; and although a small re-

port, still I believe it is a " paying " one.

The season jn-oved an anomaly. Almost every thing

in the way of bloom has been from two to si.v weeks
later than u.«ual; and when it did come it was
quickly over. Saw-palmetto produced almost no

honey, and gallbcrry very little. The bright amber
honey of May and the first half of June, that usual-

ly constitutes our first surplus for shipping, was
entirely wanting this season. What early honey we
did get is considerably darker, and has a stronger

flavor than usual. Mangrove honey came in very

late, and, like the cabbage-palmetto, which yielded

freely, was in bloom but a short time. The man-
grove, however, was blooming freely some days

before the bees fairly went to work upon it. Why
this was so is a mystery to me.

The mangrove and cabbage-palmetto honey is of

as fine a cpjality ps need be. I believe it is better

than ever before, and partly, perhaps, on account

of my new method of curing it in a sun-evaporator

under glass instead of as formerly in large tanks,

which were run out into the sunlight when full. I

may speak more particulaily of my new honey-

house and fixtures at another time.

The honey crop for the State will, so far as I can

learn, run short of an average one in about the

same proportion as my own, or, say,one half acrop;

but that fact seems not to have discouraged any of

our apiarists, so you nniy look out for a big crop

from our State ne.xt year.

A larger proportion of comb honey is being raised

than formerly; and surely, if it can be placed in the

market without breakage, it will bring the "top

price." Now for a few words on various subjetts.

WAX-E.XTHACTOUS.

I have now had in use for the past two years the

sun-extractor described by Mr. O. O. Poppleton in

back numbers of Gleanknoss, and so far I have

seen or read of no better plan for rendering wa.\.

Its good points are, 1st, Its cost is very little; 2d,

Almost any one can make one who has a frame of

sash; 3d, It cleans the wa.\ perfectly, and brings it

out bright, clean, and handsome, the first time

melting, and no mussing about it; 4th, By having

two pans for it, one can always be at hand ready for

all odd scraps, while the other is in the extractor.

Well, perhaps I had better not tell the rest now,

but will just say, try one.

YELLOW .lESSA.MlNE.

This grows plentifully throughout our hummock
and scrub lands, and considerable of our winter

honey comes from it. Both myself and many of

my neighbors have eaten freely of it, both after it

, had been capped over and also before, when it had

just been pjithered, and 1 have never known any ill

efliects, nor have I ever found that it injured my
bees in any way; yet Dr. J. P. H. Brown tells me
that in Georgia they lose a great many young bees
by it. Evidently, locality makes a great ditt'erence,

or else there is some other plant that causes the
trouble. The honey is never taken from the hives

to be shipped, as all of it is needed for brood-raising.

CLIPPING queens' wings.
Let me say, that 1 vote for clipping the queen's

wings cvenj time. I have done it for years, and Mr.
Mitchell, who has had full charge of my apiary for

the past two years, does the same. It would take

considerable money to hire us to give up the prac-

tice. It certainly has been of great profit to me,
and I think the loss of one queen is all there is to

be charged to the practice in all this time. Some of

ray neighbors who do not practice it are losing more
or less swarms that go to the woods every year,

while we have not lost a colony from any cause for

about three years. I think this last fact may be a

good argument also to support a number of state-

ments and claims that I have made in past writings.

It also speaks well for Harrie's management. No
artificial swarming for us, if we are working for e.x-

tracted honey.

I make it my business, and I consider it the busi-

ness of every olHcer of any bee-keepeis' society to

watch over the newspapers of their lespective

States; and if any thing is published that is damag-
ing to our industry in any way, at once reply to it

;

or, if it is false, correct it by an article showing its

fallacy. Editors are sometimes misled, but seldom

or never i)ublish any thing of the kind with a delib-

erate intention of injuring any honest industry,

and, I believe, are always glad to receive and pub-

lish such matter as is sent to them by any well-

known and lespected bee-keeper. Such a letter

may be made not only to counteract the influence

of the libelous article, but may give a few hints and

facts that will help create a " hankering" for some
of that genuine "bees' honey." Of course, I would

have all bee-papers ready to refute any mis state-

ments in the future ns in the past; but bee-papers

i
go mostly to bee men, who know honey when they

examine it, while the newspapers carry the correc-

tion right where the other article went, and itthere-

j

by reaches the parties most likely to be influenced.

Hawks Park, Fla., Aug. 31, ISf*.".. W. S. Haht.

APIS DORSATA.

.V FEW .MOKE lUUEF WOHDS FU().M FKIEND IICNKEH.

fKIEND KOOT:—In reply to questions in

Gleanings of May 1.5th I will say, the comb
lor brood is not cylindrical, but flat. On the

right of this comb, however, and attached to

it -yes, forming a part of the brood-comb— is

this cylindrical comb. Though built on the same

limb as the brood-comb, yet the store-cells are so

elongated in the middle portions of the comb as to

give the general form of the comb a spherical shape.

Perhaps this is the better term to use in describing

the honey-comb of this bee.

I could discover no drones or drone-cells in the

stock 1 captured. The brood-cells were all the same

shape and size—at least so far as I could discover.

The store cells, however, varied much in depth, ac-

cording to measurements given. No brood is ever

raised in the store-cells. These are exclusively for

honey, and so I have called them the honey-comb
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in my description. The question of drones and
queens must yet be answered. In the Apis ftorea,

the queen and drones are much larger than tlie

worker-bee. comparatively, than is the case in the

A.Iiidiva. The drones are of a beautiful slate col-

or, lam inclined to think that this bee has more
tl»aii one (jucen to each stock, but am not at all cer-

tain. As I remarked in a former letter, the Ajjis

l\:M-ei\ resembles the .1. iloisiita in many ways.

A. lUXKKH.
Toun^oo, IJritii<h lUiruuih, .July 3, lS>^ii.

Many thanks, friend Bunker, fur tlie addi-
tional information you give us. It seems to
be a little hard for us to get hold of tlie idea
of these cylindrical honey-combs. Could
you not make some kind of a drawing of it

when you are writingV
In atldition to the above facts, friend Bun-

ker sends the following in a private letter:

and this private letter is of so mnch interest
toalln'hoare interested in A/iix darsata, that
I am sure friend P.uiiker will excuse ns for
making at least a part of it pul)Iic. It is as
follows:

You have verj- kiulb- ottered to hel|> bear the

<nUlay in experimenting- with A. dorsaki. I should
not hesitate to accept your kind offer, if I were sure

1 could f-et any good for you and the public out of

the experiments; for the fact is, we missionaries,

with our divided families, part hei'c and part in

America, find it hard to make the ends meet. W^e can
not use our allowance for support t(j the best ad-

vantage. No complaint, however, you understand.

Doubtless if I had ample funds I could drive the

experiments with A. dorsata much faster. I have
to hire men to climb the trees and transport the

bees 30 miles, and carpenters to make the hives,

which is expensive. The last hive cost me 1~ rupees
(a rupee, or, rather, 2 5 rupees, etiual $1.00). I paid
S rupees for men to climb for the bees and bring-

(hem into town. Of course, I now have the hive and
I shall not be obliged to get another very soon.

By the way, every hive must be thoi-oughly pro-

tected from ants, by surrounding the base with wa-
ter or oil. I am exceedingly interested in these bee
experiments, and am leaving nothing undone by
which to post myself on all the ways of bees, and
I shall do my best to give -1. dorsata a fair test.

Inclosing, my dear brother, allow me to bid you
" (jod speed in your good work." You have been
liberal to this missionary, for which you are held in

grateful remembrance.
I hope to send to you soon an order lor tin pails

for honey. My helper in the study of bees, a very
intelligent Karen, wants to try an experiment in

marketing the tO bbls. of honey from the A. dors ita

of his village. He thinks that if the pails are ant

proof he can put up the honey with a neat label,

and ship to the Kangoon market, now the railroad

is open, and make a good profit. 1 mention this as

a fact of progress; so, look out for an order, say
when the season slacks with you, as I suspect then
will be best time to l)uy. A. Bunkek.

Friend B.. I believe the best way of ex-
pressing my heaity s.\mpathy with your en-
terprise for i)utting the .l/;/,s- d<irf<at<i honey
up in tin p:iils for market would be to tell

you that I have placed to your credit !?2.').0().

to be used for tin pails, or in any other way
you may suggest. If, as you suggest, it

should not auKnint to anv thing. I will risk

so mucli in the experiment. I know how it

is with missionaries, and I liave always had
reason to believe that they as a rule make
pretty careful investments.

CLIPPED QUEENS.

FOU AND AGAIN SI

X :o .Aour questions on page 435, arisiug-

it from comments on Mr. Doolittle's article on

j clij)ping queens, I will say, from my observa-
"'*' tion and experience, that it takes a natural

swarm but a very few minutes to ascertain

whether or not the <iueen is with them in the air,

and every thing in order for further proceeding.

If the queen be not clipped, swarms will issue

(juickly, and at once cluster; while with a clipped

queen they ai-e longer leaving- the hive, and so

much time is usually spent before clustering (which

they often do, and sometimes do not), that many
bees return to the old stand. Even if the queen be
found and caged immediately, and hung- upon
something where a few show disposition to cluster,

as Mr. Uoolittle mentions, as a rule it does not war-

lant their clustering- there. To suspend the cage
among the bees in the air by means of a long stick,

and "fly" it around with them often induces them
to cluster quickly; but even this is not usually sat-

isfactory. If they do not happen to fly all over
your yard and jour neighbor's yard too, as swarms
with clipped queens often do, they do take up a

good deal of time. This may not matter, if one has

a few colonies; but when a dozen swarms are likely

to come out within an hour, some quicker method
of disposing of them works better for me. 1 have
occasionally had half a dozen swarms issue, one
after the other, with an average difference of not

more than three minutes, with queens having good
sound wings, and I alone find no difflculty in get-

ting each swarm hived by itself with its own queen,
as it should be. Imagine the ")nuss"I should

have had, if those queens had been clipped. Some
would say the bees would return to their respective

hives. This they mi(iht do, but more than likely

some one or two out of half a dozen would get the

most of them. I believe more clipped queens are

lost at swarming than are swarms by absconding.

If tWey are not lost outright, they are quite often

balled or superseded shortly after.

Now, doesn't it depend upon the comimrative val-

ue of queens and bees, together with one's ability

to manage successfully at all times, whether or not

we can advisf clipping'/ As for me, in my home
apiary, managed expressly lor comb honey, I al-

low a certain amount of swarming, and prefer the

queens not clipiKd; while if I were running an
apiary away from home, equally strong, for comb
honey, and not in charge of an excellent hand, I

would allow no natural swarming, and have all

(|ueens e?i'pP''t'. C. W. King.
Kibbles, Mich.

Friend K., I have luid (lueenswitli clipped
wings act just about as you describe, a good
many times, and that is one reason why I

have several times before made the state-
ment that it seemed to ns we had more
bother where the (pieens were clipped than
where they were imclipped. I agree with
you, that it is (ptite likely circumstances
may greatly alter cases in such matters.
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SOMETHING ABOUT BEES AND BEE-
HIVES.

SOMK IXTERESTIXG FACTS ANU HEM I M S( ENCES
FROM ONE OF OUK VETEHAX HEADEHS.

T|p LTHOUGH not recoguizcd aiiiur.«- the iiioic

glfc; successful boo cultui-ists of the country,

jRjp save and except father liaugstroth, I am,
*^^ perhaps, the oldest. I have been caring- for

and handling bees for at least tifty-two

jears. Ikfore I was out of my 'teens I had invent-

ed various "contraptions " for the more ready and
careful handling of bees, none of which are now
worthy of mention. I knew very little, however,
of what others had been doing with and for the

"little busy bee." I had read no books on the sub-

ject—knew of none—and had only my own and my
father's experience as my guide. It is strange

that it should be so; but it so happens in this world
tlmt one mans experience amounts to very little.

Evolution (development) is indeed the order of cre-

ation. I knew what a drone was, and //i.'< uses. I

knew what a (lueen was, and the part xlir played in

the cconomj- of the beehive. Then, however, she

was commonly known as I lie "king-liee." I5ul 1

now wonder that any one could have been so igno-

rant, and yet be a comparatively successful bee

culturist. About this time a little A II (" book on

the honey-bee, fell info my hands, which was in-

deed a revelation to me. I arose from the perusal

of this little volume, the title of which I have for-

gotten, delighted with what J had learned, l)ut

amazed that such knowledge should have been
kept from me so long. This book confirmed all !

had ('\(M- learned, and told me of wonders far be-

y<ind any thing 1 had ever imagined as true of the

honey-bee. And it was .just at this point that father

Langstroth came upon the scene, and told us of the

wonders he and others had discovered in this line.

He came with book and hive, and said :
" I am going

to tell you of mysteries more wonderous than any
tale ever told by Ai-abian Nights; 1 am going to

tell you of the mysteries of the lioney-bee." To say

that I read his book with profit, is tame and flat; 1

read it with the greatest pleasure, delighted witii

the knowledge it afforded, and thankful that my
eyes had been opened to the truth as it is. I at

once adopted the Langstroth hive, and for more
than twehe years I used no other. I followed it

through all its different forms, and imitated it in all

its different styes. However, after the war, having
got rid of all my old bees and hives, by a change of

location from the Valley of ^irginia to tidewater
near Hichmond, 1 began to tinker with other styles

and make of hives; and the conseguence is, I have
now in use about IT different nuike of hives- .just Ifi

more than I ought to have. I have th« four differ-

ent styles of the late M. Quinby. I have the Sim-
plicity, the Gallup, the Triumph (in two diflci-ent

l)atternsi the American (in two different styles),

the Maddox (In two different forms), and three oth-

er hives, the jiaternity of which is in obscurity.

One of these has 10 combs 20X17 inches. One has
12 combs, 12X14 in., and one 10 combs, 11X13 inches.

In addition, I have three kinds of my own getup.
So you will see I have had quite an experience with
hives. Pope said the best government was the one
best administered. I might say the same of bc-e-

hives—the best one is the one that is best handled;

and yet there is a diflference, under the same treat-

ment, worthy of consideration. Of course, I think

j

mine better than any other. I aimed to have it free

I

from the oVijectionable features I had discovered

j

in nearly all the others I have named. Without in-

tending it, the inside measurements of my hive are

j

nearly precisely those of the Langstroth hive. I5ut

j

I i-un my frames—13 in number—crosswise to the

I

opening. There is no special advantage in tliis, ex-

cept in the facility of handling them. I work cn-

1
tirely from the rear of the hive, and the bees in

front scarcely know what is going on till the honey
is all extracted.

I begin the honey season by placing all the brood-
'. combs in front, and the hive is frequently over-
flowing with bees before any brood is found beyond
the seventh comb, and the six rear combs will have

1
in them nearly all the lioney that is in the hive.

j

This is a consideration in extracting, if in nothing
else. I am not bragging on my hive. I have no

I

special vanity that way, but only write to say what
;
I do and why I do it. G. K. Gilmer.
Jlarion Hill, Va., Sept. n, 1885.

REFINING HONEY WITH ANIMAL
CHARCOAL.

i.\ n liK IiiiNE IN xnE WAV WHITE SL'OAIl IS

KEFI.NEDy

POX seeing imiuiries in Gleanings regai-ding

the iiossibility of bleaching dark honej- by
filtering it through bone-black as syrups arc

bleached before crystallization takes place,

I would say that, as I am considerably

j

conversant with the sugar business, will reply

that, as the charcoal filters which are used in

our refineries are so very expensive, it would lie

entirely impractical)Ie for anyone in a small way
to ever retlne his fall honey, even if it could l)e

done. I think, from what I know of the manufac-

(
ture of sugar from our northern sugar-cane juices,

and of the nature of their juices as compared with

honey, that it would be very doubtful if any such

(

i)rocess would prove successful. In making sugar

I

we treat the expressed juice, first to a lime bath, at

a temperature a little less than the boiling heat,

about 18^° Fahr. : then when it is reduced to a

semi syru|i it is run in on the top of the bone coal,

I

which consists of Iiurnf animal bone, which is

' ground nearly as fine as coarse blasting powder.

j

These Alters are about 12 in number, generally, and

i

are some 3 ft. iu diameter by 12 or 18 ft. high, made
of boiler iron riveted together as engine boilers are,

j

in the same way. This saccharine liquid slowly

leaches through the filters, after which it is pump-
ed up into the vacuum pan, where it is reduced to

I
the proper density for granulation, and it is then

j

discharged. If honey were to be put through the

I

char filter it would first have to be reduced in den-

sity to about the <-onsisteney which it comes in from
vaporated afterward, so as

again its proper density.

While going through the char, it loses much of its

coloring matter: and while there it casts off some
of its chai-acteristic flavor. It also takes on a bor-

rowed flavor from the bone black, which, to many.
is not pleasant. Now, were honey to be subjected

to even the leaching process, I think it would after-

ward hardly be recognized as Jumcy again.

The crude sugars of commerce are not bleached
in this way. The sugars resulting from this pro-

cess make a common brown sugar. The brown, or

1 siiy lo auoui iiie j-oiisisici

the field, and then bo ev

! to give to it again its proi
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crude sugars, arc put in molds, and clay is placed

on the top of each mold, and water is filtered down
through the claj- and the sugar, which bleaches it

white.

Our bees are jubihiiit over the enormous white-

clover honey harvest which they are garnering up
rapidly. They built up surprisingly on the fruit-

bloom. ('. F. MiLLKK.
Dundas, Minn.

Thanks, friend M. It had already oc-

cnired to me that the lioney would have to

be reduced witli water before it could go
through this filter of animal charcoal. Then,
of course, we should be obliged to thicken it

again by boiling or evaporating; and unless
we liave expensive apparatus for the pur-
pose, I am afraid we should injure the color
and rt ivor of the honey more than it would
be benefited. At present it does not seem
as if the plan were very practicable.

CAGING QUEEN-CELLS.

SOME DIFFICULTIES ATTENDING IT.

'E are having a rather poor honey season.

We got no honey from clover, to speak of.

There was plenty of bloom, but too much
I'ain; and now we are in a great basswood
How, but poor weather for the little fellows

to work. One day it was so cold they hardly left

the hive, although the day before they had just

been rolling in honey; then we have so much high

wind here in the prairie, and now it has been rain-

ing the most of the time for three days and nights.

I have increased from 6 to 18; have sold several

queens, and the most of my hives are very strong

and active, but they don't take possession of the

supers very readily. I put starters in all but part

of one frame. I put in small pieces of comb, and

those they went right into the same day.

I lost nearly all of the first lot of queens that I

had hatch out. I was working away from home,
and could see them only nights and mornings, so

you know what happened. The fli-st that hatched

destroyed the rest, so I fi.xed some little cages and
put the cells in them, and hung a frame full of these

in a hive. 1 have had good success in this way.

One cell got badly dented; and when it hatched the

queen had frizzled "bangs," or her wings were friz-

zled or curled up so she could not fly. M'e tried to

straighten them, but could not, and to-day I find

another with one wing curled up. What can be the

causeV and will they ever get so as to fly?

1 saw an article in a book called "100,000 Facts," by

one Shafer, in regard to fertilizing queens in con-

flnenaent, telling just how to do it. I have fixed a

cage, and am going to try it. Now, is this a fact or

a fancy? If it has been done as long as he says,

why haven't we known it before';'

Sac City, Iowa, July 22, 188.5. John Baiilow.

Friend B., one great reason why we gave
up caging tiueen-cells is, that so many of the
queens would be hatched with Irnperfert legs
or wings, especially when we began to have
cool nights. Tlie animal heat of a colony of
bees is not sufficient for the purpose, only in

July and perhaps the month of August.
Even then we occasionally have cool nights
tliat produce such results as you mention.—
Fertilizing queens in confinement is an e.x-

ploded myth, as you will see by the A B C
book. It is true, "however, that every once
in about so often somebody comes up and,
thinks he has made it a success; but it is

usually soon dropped again. I would not
advise anybody to waste time with it.

INTRODUCING VIRGIN QUEENS.
SOME VAI.L'ABLK FACTS GLEANED FROM EXPEIII-

ENCE.

M.VKE a common practice of letting virgin

queens run in at the entrance, as soon us pos-

sible after a colony has sent out a first swarm.
.\s a large part of the bees left in the old hive

are young bees, the queen is hardly noticed,

and, true to her instinct, she destroys the queen-
cells, preventing all after-swarming. I also remove
laying queens and introduce virgin queens at once,

with good success, never having lost more than a

small per cent of those introduced in this way. My
experience has been, that the action of the queen
has a good deal to do with safe introduction. If

they are strong, and able to stand up for their

rights, they are less liable to be killed than weak
ones that are just able to crawl.

WINTERING.
We have experimented pretty thoroughly, and

have had the best success packed in chaff on sum-
mer stands, with good well-ripened honey for stores.

Pollen they will not eat, if they have plenty of other

stores. When they get out of other stores they will

eat pollen rather than starve.

THE FOUNTAIN PUMP.
With one of these we control the clustering of

swarms. If they commence clustering on high

trees, out of reach, by directing a stream of water
on the limb they will leave it and cluster on a lower

limb.
ALSIKE CLOVER.

I believe this to be one of the best paying plants

for artificial pasturage. We have about 30 acres,

and with us it has never failed to yield a fair

amount of honey. This season white clover was al-

most an entire failure, and nearly all of our white

honey was from alsike. It is equal in every respect

to the best white-clover honej. Aside from the

honey obtained from it, it pays well to raise as a

hay crop.
BUCKWHEAT.

Buckwheat also pays well in this locality. It sel-

dom fails to give something, and some seasons we
get immense yields of honey from it. The best

variety which has come under my notice is the "lit-

tle silverhull." This is far ahead of the old " silver-

hull," both for honey and grain.

SUMAC.
.Vo have had our first experience with this, this

season. It lasted about a week. The strongest col-

onies stored whole crates (43 lbs.) from this source

alone. The honey is darker than clover, but when
well ripened it is nearly as good, and is selling at.

tlie same i)rice in our markets.

H—O. G. Russell, 34—38.
.\ftoii, N. v., Sept. 7, 1885.

Friend H., I should agree with you in al-

most all you say ; but this is the first time I

ever heard of more than one kind of silver-

hull buckwheat. Where did the seed come
from, and has it been advertised under the
name you give it? Alsike clover. I believe.
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is one of the few honey-plants that it is safe
to go into, and I should think that 20 acres
might go a good way tow aid giving a protit-

able crop of lioney, with the nnniber of col-

onies you ha\'e. When we get that book on
buckwheat, and the oUier on raspl)ei-iies, we
shall want a book on alsike clover.

AN IMPROVEMENT IN HAND FOBCE-
PUMPS.

THE JOHNSTON PUMP.

fllE Smith pump that we have been sell-

ing for several years past gives won-
derful results, and costs only a small
amount of money ; but I have always
found it hard work to use it, because

Ihe power nuist all be applied directly to the
piston-rod, which in my hands wiggles about
in an unpleasant way when I am trying to
throw water a great distance. It also"throws
water only wliile you are forcing the piston
down. While in" New Orleans, in looking
over the " wildr^rness"' of pumps I came
across the little pump shown below, and, as a
matter of course, I took hold of the handle
to see how it worked compared with our own
Smith pumj).

Von will notice that it has a handle like

ordinary cistern-pumps; and while this han-
dle guides the plunger, it also gives us a lever
purchase, which always seems to me to l)e

quite an advantage. Slill further, it throws
a continuous jet, or stream, and this stream
can be guided in any direction you wish, l)y

simply turning the rul)l)er hose. I was de-
lighted with it, and so was Ernest. 1 thiidv

the agent sold these ])umi)S at S'lM) or $2. .50.

I told him tliat I liad a hirge trade in our
dollar i)ump. ami that if I purchased 1 niusl
get them so I could sell them for an even dol-

lar, lie thought the price was wonderfully

small for his pump; but when I told him
that 1 would give him so much money for a
very large number of pumps, he liiuilly ac-
cepted my otter, providing I would introduce
them far and wide. Tiie drawing (xphiins
the whole matter, although I might, perhaps,
add that there is an ail -chamber in the shape
of an extra barrel surrounding tlie tube that
carries the jet (the one to which the handle
is attached), and this air-cluunber makes the
jetcontinuoiis. The stream it throws issmall,
but you can easily make it laiger by reaming
out the oritice with an awl or pointed instru-
ment. The pump is nicely gotten up, and
works like a charm. The jiriccs. both whole-
sale and retail, will be the same as mentioned
in our price list; namely. 2 forSl.To; 3 for
S2.2o : or a case of 10 for Sd.OO. If wanted by
mail, the postage Avill be 00 cts. each.

MRS. HARRISON TALKS TO US ABOUT
CONVENTIONS.

AND ESPECIALLV OF THE CONVEJSTION OVER THE
WATER, WHERE FRANK BENTON RESIDES.

J

WAS laid aside lately lor repairs, and while iii-

' disposed there was nothing- that I enjoyed more
than looking at the " migratory shadows" of

the member? o! the New Orleans and Syrian

conventions. While looking at the former, it

Ijronjrht many pleasant recoHection.s to mind, as I

scanned familiar faces wliich had gathered there

from the difTercnt sections of the continent. It was
a joyous time, and one long to be remembered.
The "shadows" of the Syrian convention are all

stranjre, yet i)eculiarly interesting, from the fact

that eight different languages are represented by

the eleven composing the gronp. The peasant's

danghter, according to the custom of the country,

allows us to see but a small part of her face, and as

we gaze upon her we fervently hope that her labors

for bee keepers may be remunerative, and be the

means of elevating her mentally and socially.

1 pity the poor bees that have to live in jugs and

cylinders.!! 1 don't believe the bees of our country

would stay in them; they would desert, and I'm

thankful that Mr. Benton is introducing a comfort-

able hive into'their country. The frame may be all

right, but it has a wonderfully long name. I've

guessed, and I've guessed, and guessed again, how
it is held in place, put on my specs, and peered down
into thehi^•e to discover something, but failed. Mr.

Root, don't you think the ends of the hive have tin

or zinc, like this t=r? "TP <=;? c?? li* And the hive is re-

versed by turning it over, is it not'/

Peoria, 111. Miis. L. Harrison.

I am as much at a loss as yourself, my
good friend, in determining how friend lien-

ton holds thos? frames, all alike all around,
just like a slate-frame. At the Ohio State
Fair our old friend Benedict had some hives
with similar frames, and they were held
bv bent wires like those yon mention.
But the strangest part of it all was, that al-

though friend B. has hives, HO or 40 of them,
in use, in which the frames could be used
just as well one side np as the other, he nev-
er reverses them at all. lie says he does
not believe in it. Aren't we human beings
'• funiiv."" anv wavV
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THE RASPBERRY.
ITS SOIL, AND HOW TO PROPAGATE.

fHE raspberry is divided into two distinct class-

es—the "Blackcap " family that is propa-

gated by the tips of the young canes taking

root in the soil during the autumn months,

and the^" Ked" raspberries, which are prop-

agated from root cuttings, or by the suckers, which

are produced freely from the roots. The former is

of American and the latter of foreign oi-igin, and

both, as a rule, produc-e fruit only on canes of tlie

previous year's growth — the canes v.hich have

borne fruit, dying during the latter part of the sum-

mer, and during autumn, and the young shoots

which started out vigorously from near the surface

of the ground, early in the season, taking their

place to bear fruit the next year.

The raspberry follows ?he strawberry in the time

of ripening; and while it is one of the most whole-

some, refreshing, and agreeable raid-summer des-

sert fruits, it is also largely used in canning and in

making syrups, .iellies, and jams. The black-caps

are easily dried, about three quarts of the bcriics

making a pound of dried fruit, and the market qvm-

tatlons of 2.") to 35 cts. per lb. seein to indicmte that

dried raspberries are appreciated.

That a fruit so highly esteemed ly ucaily every

one should have lieen so much neglected, can be ex-

plained only on the hypothesis that there Is a wide-

spread misappreliension in regaid to the soil, cul-

ture, and pruning required, or that the productive-

ness, Ireedom from insects and diseases, and gener-

al reliableness of the hardier varieties of the rasp-

berry, have been overlooked or underrated.

In the last five years our Kittatinny blackberry-

canes have been killed to the ground twice by the

cold winter; and apples, peaches, cherriis, plums,

grapes, currants, and gooseberries, iiave all failed

once, and most of them several times, from the cold

of winter or frosts of spring; but we have gathered

five good crops of raspberries in that time. Then
the growing of the fruits commonly found in our
orchards and gardens means a continual conflict

with rabbits, mice, caterpillars, borers, curculios,

and currant-worms; but the raspberry bids defi-

ance to all these. With us (and I might say in this

section of country) the rasplierry is entirely exempt
from disease and the attack of insects.

RKD KASPBERRIKS AND THEIIl PROPAGATION.
These, if let alone, will propagate themselves

quite freely by sending up young shoots for several

feet in every direction. When jilanls are wanted it

is only necessary to let these suckers renuiln until

the proper season for transplanting.

Ur-ACK-CAPS.

These will propagate themselves to a limited ex-

tent; but the only certain way to obtain any consid-

erable number of jilants is to bend down and bury

three or four inchesof the points of the canes in the

ground. We do this by inserting a masons trowel

four or five inches in the ground, at an angle of

aljout 4."> degrees; then, xvithout withdrawing the

trowel, the handle is raised a little, and th<^ i)oint of

the cane pushed in under the trowel, and held there

while the trowel is removed, and the soil firmed

over the point of the cane by pressing on it withone
foot. This work should be done about the first of

September, and the tips of the canes will be' Avell

rooted, and ready to transplant, by the latt«'r part

of October.

TRANSPLANTING.
It is claimed that plants set in the fall will make a

much stronger growth the first year, while the ob-

jections urged against fall planting are, that the

plants are liable to be heaved out like cloxer and
wheat by thealternate freezing and thawing in win-

ter, and that heavy soils sometimes bake over the

plants so as to interfere with the growth. An extra

three or four inches of soil drawn up over the

plants in the fall, to be raked oft in the spring, or a

small forkful of coarse manure dropped on each
plant in the fall, is recommended by some of those

who favor fall planting. Spring planting, as a rule,

should ;-.e done as soon as the ground is in good con-

dition for working; but wheri the plants are obtain-

! ed within a short distance it is possible to make late

planting successful. In May, ISS3, we put out about

j
^J'sOO plants when the young shoots were from four

, to eight inches high. The plants were conveyed,

I

about 7.) at a time, some 20 rods in a hand-cart, and I

I

distributed them along the rows, taking care not to

\

break the younji' shoots, and transferring along
wit!) the plants all the clay that adhered to the

roots. In setting the plants, one person went along

and put the plants in place, spreading out the roots

and drawing a little fine soil over them; a second
followed, pouring about a iiiiit of water over the

roots ol' each plant: and a third person, xvith a hoe,

finished the opoi ation liy drawing an inch or two of

dry soil over that which had been xvetted. This

transplanting was done in a very dry time, but

thei-e were not as many as a dozen plants xvhich

I

failed to grow, and they did well enough to yield

about twenty bushels of fine berries in 1884.

I The old stereotyped i)hrase, "Plant shallow," has

become obsolete xvitbin a few years; and at jires-

ent, most if not all of the successful raspberry-

I

growers advise and practice planting to a depth of

three or four inches. By planting at this depth
they are less apt to be blown over bjthe wind, and
my experience seems to indicate that they are more

: apt to live and grow, than when planted shallow.

K. yi. Keynom>s.
I East Springflel.l, O., Sept. 8, 18?5.

I Tlianks, friend IL. for your suggestions.
It seems to me tlie outlook is quite favora-
ble for bee-keepers to have a good planta-

i tiou of raspberries in connection with the
! honey business. The demaml for the fruit

I

is excellent : and with rtcent improvements
{

in the way of evaporatiiiL:; and drying, there
( is little probability of any market" ever being
' overstocked.

MORE ABOUT GELSEMIUM HONEY.

SOMK. ADIHTIO.NAI. KACIS.

^JTIH join- permission I shouhl like to make a

few remarks in reference to the yellow

jessamine, or (irhiinium ntnujen-irenii, of

the South, poison honey, etc. I have lived

in the South, and gathered this i)lant a

great many times in its various stages of growth,

and at all times of the year—have used the fresh

infusion and tincture from the green root, and the

infusion and tincture from the dry root, in many
forms of disease, and in no case were there any in-

jurious eflfects from its use, but the most desirable

and agreeable i-esults. 1 have chewed the flowers,

and known others to do so, when 1 have been gath-

ing the vine—have made the infusion from the
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tlowei-s, and used it myself, given to my family, and
given to Others many times in various forms of

disease, and found it far less active as a remedial

agent than the root, and not the least indication of

l)oisoning in any instance. I think I am capable of

speaking- understandingly in this matter, as I have
made extensive use of the i-emedy for tliiit}/ ijenis,

and have pushed the use of it to secuie its constitu-

tional effects humlre<h of times, with the best possi-

ble results, but always caret nl to stop the use of

t he drug- as soon as its relaxing- effects were secured.

Two instances now recur to me, where it was
used with intent to take life—one at the east, in one
of the New-England States, the other in Michigan.

IJoth were men, and convicts in State prison. Each
man took one ounce of the Huid extract at one dose.

Moth were thought dead fora short time, l)ut recov-

ered fully without any bad results.

Another case is reported in the American Dispen-

satory, where a lad took six drachms of the tincture

at one dose without any injui-y.

Hut there are hcokindsof gelsetniuni in the South,

and varying so little that I don't think on<> person
in a hundred where I live knew the difference. In

botany it is known as the (ieJxemium (ilhti, or wliite

gelsemium, and is poisonous. The Howers are al-

most exactly alike in size and shape, bloom 'at the

same time, but a ligliter color, some almost white.

The vine is larger near the gi-ound, having tendrils

like the grape or ivy, a darker color, tapering, and
generally not so long; lias a larger leaf, and oppo-

site, on long- footstalks. The root is light yellow, or

almost white, and straight, and alxnit the same
length as the medicinal root, a sensibly bitter, dis-

agreeable, sickening taste. The medicinal vine has

no tendrils; the root is not sickening nor unpleas-

ant to the taste of most persons. I have carried it

in my pocket, and eaten of it daily, and known oth-

ei-s to do so, as they ate "calamus " (u- ginseng, the

latter commonly called "sang" in tlie South. The
flowers of the medicinal vine are of a rich beautiful

.> ellow, and impart a very agreeable pei fume to the

surrounding atmosphere, as fully as a Held of buck-

wheat in full bloom, and freighted to its utmost
with its precious burden of nectar.

The flowers of the other variety furnish no i)er-

ceptible odor or perfume, unless in close contact,

and will sicken and vomit severely by chewing or

infusion.
The case of the lady from the North, as mentioned

by A. T. P., explains as clearly as any thing- can
that she gathered the flowers of GeUemium nlha,

and not those of Odsemium t^emijervireua. A fur-

ther explanation is also given by the fact that the

person who furnished the honey foi- Mrs. Jlukes
" li\ed on the border of a swamp," the chosen habi-

tat of the poison variety, "and that very few flowers

of other plants were accessible to the bees."

A. T. P. fui'ther says, ' During the war many of tlie

Federal soldiers who ate freely of the honey found
out its deadly effects to their cost, althougli no
deaths followed," etc. Observe, thry ate freely, ex-

jteriemcil its deacUi/ effects, fmt nalxnhi died." He
goes on to say, "The poisonous qualities of wild

honey are known to everybody—no one dare eat it."

Hut the Federal soldiers ate of it freely. They must
have been a tough set of men, that the Confederate
guns and deadly poisons only made sick.

Now, there is nothing strange or marvelous in

this account at all—iust what would happen nine
times out of ten, the world over. I know a case

where some hOhey was brought into a camp of sol-

diers in Michigan. They ate freely of the honey,
and in a short time a hundred or more were terribly

sick, and I think many of them would have die<l

without immediate help. Many others ate of the
same honey, and were not sick at all. Why this

difference in effects? Two reasons will answer the

question. 1. A constitutional difference, and state

of the stomach.
3. They ate less freely—moderately, temperately.

Suppose my horse has not had any grain for three

or six mouths, and I should feed him a full mess,

say six or eight quarts of grain feed for the Htsf

feed. What do you think would liecome of my
horse? I think about the first work I should be

called upon to perform would be to haul him away
to his grave:

It is a very difficult matter to make people under-

stand the difference between little and intich when
eating something they very much like. They seem
to comprehend the matter only when the grip of

pain is upon them. When I was living on the

"Table Lands" of Tennessee, about twenty -five

miles from Chattanooga, I was called in great haste

to see a family that were taken suddenly and se-

verely siek. Arriving at the house I learned they
had cut a beetree and brought away a nice lot of

honey, and all that were sick had eaten some of the

honey. 1 wished to know how much any one (><

them had eaten, and, picking up a piece of nice

comb, he replied, ".\ snack about this big, I

reckon." Now, a "snack" of the size shown me
would weigh ', of a i>ound; and with blood in their

eye they declared the honey was poisoned, and
would throw it away. I proposed, innocently as

possible, to take the honey and test it foi- poison.

Very cheerfully they gave me the honey, and 1

tested it three times a day—as long as it lasted;

A lady lives close by me now whom I think one
teaspoonful of honey would kill in an hour. A
lirother of mine dare not eat «iic i/j-k/j unless it has

been boiled. A son of mine sevcj-al yeare ago ate

<iuite freely, wlien i was extracting, the first of the

season, and was nnide terribly sick. The honey
was white clover. Now, in everj' single instance

that has come under my notice of honey-poisoning,

it was the large quantity used that causM the trou-

ble. Neither the honey nor the bees were to blame.

When water, cold or hot, will not extract half of

the medical properties of the gelsemium in hours

of digestion, I can't believe that the nectar, secreted

in a single night, and gathered by the bees, can be

so destructive to Mfe.

In all I have said in regard to the poison variety,

I do not mean to be understood that the bees gath-

ered poisoned honey from the Howers because the

plant was poisonous when tested medicinally.

This variety will soon sicken intensely, taken in a

wamn tea or cold. The medicinal will not sicken.

It does not possess nausea at all. The other day I

was talking with a neighbor of Hiram Koop, who
told me that Koop stated that the greater part of

honey taken from wild bees is stung by the bees,

and full of bee-stings, in that State, and is very
poisonous. Since that I was talking with another
old bee-keeper about poison honey, and I mention-

ed the account given by- H. Roop. He made the

same remark, and stated fui-ther that he had seen

thousands of their stings in a piece of honey no
larger than his hand, and that it was very danger-

ous to eat the honey.
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I never had a thought that bees possess so much
of the spirit of man that they would destroy their

stores, or, what is the next thing to it, make it dan-

gerous or destructive by their stinging the honey.
Elsie, Mich. N. L. Higbie, M. D.

Thank you, Dr. II., lor the points you
bring out. I have for years been well aware
of this fact : That it is not safe to eat lieart-

ily of any article of food when it first comes
in season ; but after having eaten of it for
several days, increasing the quantity gradu-
ally, I Ihid 1 can eat a full meal of almost
any thing, Avithout any disagreeable results.
Nature seems to prefer taking small doses
to begin with until she learns how to man-
age or handle a new article of diet. When
she gets accustomed to it, then she disposes
of a full meal, or even an overdose, without
any " trouble in the camp.*' It seems to me
hardly probable, however, that the deaths to
which our attention has been called were
produced in this way ; still, it may be so. 1

know that it is quite customary, when a bee-
tree is cut, for those present to eat honey in
excess—sometimes a full pound or more

;

and if those who do so have not tasted of
any honey before for a year, I sliouldn't be
at all surprised if they were taken sick—yes,
severely sick. It is, I believe, well kjiown
that people accustom themselves to poison,
so as to take doses with impunity that would
kill one, not so accustomed, outright. It is

in this way that we become hardened, or
inured to the effect of bee-stings. In cutting
bee - trees, more or less bees are mashed.
Sometimes great numbers of t hem are crush-
ed all through the honey. It would not be
at all surprising, if the poison set free from
the poison-bags of these cruslied bees would
produce serious eifects where said honey is

eaten in large quantities.

A COLONY THAT KILLS ALL THEIR
QUEENS.

X WANT you to tell me what ails my weak swarm.

1^? I found the queen on the ground one evening,

j|[ and put her in the wrong liive, and lost her.
* There was no young brood, and I gave them

brood from another. They raised two queens,

but I found them both killed this morning, and still

no queen or young brood. What had I better do
with them? Can you tell me why the white clover

and buckwheat have no honey iu this year? I have
just come from the buckwheat patch. It is in full

bloom, and no bees in the patch. The mtiin lionet'

flow was from the basswood. U. II. WiirrciiKU.

Patton, Ind., Aug. :i.5, 1885.

Friend ^V., I can not say why the (polony

you mention kills all their queens: but in

answer to your question what to do with
them, you must get a laying queen in the
hive by some means. As they have been
queenless already for some little time, about
the only way to save them woidd be to give
them a fertile queen at once. Tliey proba-
bly have some sort of a queen, or something
that they consider to be a queen, and she
must be hunted out and removed before you
can do any thing.—I can not tell why there
is no honey in tlie clover or buckwheat this

season ; but I can tell you that it is some-
thing that happens once in a while—oftener
with buckwheat than with clover. The
honey secretion may commence, however,
at any time ; and if you keep watch I tliink
you will^see your bees on the buckwheat
sooner or later.

A GLIMPSE AT THE HOME OF ONE
OF OUR MICHIGAN FRIENDS.

HIS SHOP AND APIAllV, WHEHE HE WORKS.

SEND you by this mail a photograph of my
chair - hive apiary of 8.^ colonies. The little

white dots in the yard are white clover. Then
comes our strawberry-bed and other garden
truck. It being the height of the swarming

season, my partner (see Mar. 15 Gleanings) is out

with the Shepard hiving-bo.\, and I with my basket,

with a piece of comb securely fastened in the bot-

tom, and a handle attached to the outside of bottom,
which I much prefer to the bo.\. Mrs. H. stands on
the walk leading to the honey-house, with smoker
in hand, all loaded, in case it is needed. The shop
and lumber are in the background. The grapevines
and other foliage show more densely in the picture

than they really are. The hives are in rows both

wai s, and alternate red, white, and blue each way
in the I'ows. Our house stands just to the right,

where the walks diverge.

With this short e.vplanation you will comprehend
the situation. Geo. E. Hilton.
Fremont, Mich., Aug. IT, I6c5.

(;iad to see you, friend II., and to take a
look at your bee-hives and other improve-
ments round about. Your letter is alto-
gether too short. I presume tluit house with
a flag lloating on it is tiie honey -house, but
you don't say so. The queei-lookiivg ar-

rangement in yourhand, resembling a peach-
basket fastened to a pole, is, I presume,
for the purpose of taking down swarms. No
doubt this will answer an excellent purpose,
but they are so easily mashed up is one rea-
son we have not adopted them more. We
suppose your •' partner'" is that little eight-
year-old chap from whom we had a letter on
i)agc 207, (lLEANiN(is t\)r Marcli lo. The
building right back of the honey - house,
striped with white battens, is probably the
shop where '• Uncle (ieorge iV: Co."" hang out
their shingle ; and that is where the 10<t

chaff hives were made for that man who
lives in Ohio and sent away olf to Michigan.
Awiiy back beyond the buildings we get

glimpses of the pine-trees, and we presume
the secret of your being able to make good
work cheaper than we do is v>fti"tly on ac-

count of tliose same pine-trees. You are
right close to the pine regions of Michigan.
Our engraver did not make the white clo-

ver very natural, but perhaps he did the best
he could at it. We should have been glad
to get a glimpse of the strawberries, but
they would be pretty hard to show in a pic-

ture.
Well, good by, Tncle George & Co.; and

we hope you may have lots of business and
much jnosperity ; and, more than all, that
your little partner, and his uncle too, may
both be led in wisdom's ways.
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SWEET CLOVER.

T WISH lo s;i.\- :i word in favor of swoot clovc-r, to

a; the many bee-keepers who read Gi.eaxixos.

|> >[aiij' years a^o. long- before 1 kept bees, T read
'-* in the American AoricuUtnixt of sweet clover

as an incomparable lioncj -plant. We read in

A. I. Roofs catalogue: "The statement has been
made, that an acre will support 20 colonies of l)ees,

and afford from ;100 to WM lbs. of honey." The
statement is not too high, as I will show.

Tour years ajro I bought ofA.I.Koot 1 lbs. of

sweet-clover seed. I sowed the same in April, v,-it)i

oats, on one acre of land, and got a very thin stand.

I think the oats smothered it out. The ne.vt year
it blossomed and seeded, but there was not enough
of it for me to determine its merits as a honey-plant.

Last year there was a thick mat of green growth,

but no bloom. This year nearly the whole patch

was covered with a dense growth of clover, which
commenced to blossom about the first of July.

Uasswood opened about the .">th of July, and bees

left every thing else for that. Immediately after

basswood they went on to the sweet clo\ er, and

for about three weeks there was a continual roui- of

liees from " early morn till dewy eve."

1 had, at the close of basswood, 35 colonies; in-

creased during sweet clover to 40. At close of bas.s-

wood 1 took off all sealed bo.\es of honey; at close

of sweet clover I had over .500 1-lb. bo.xcs of sealed

honey, all from sweet clover, as every one in West-

ern Iowa knows there is no bloom aftei- basswood
until blackheart, that yields honey. During this

honey dearth the (pieens almost quit laying. Now,
sweet clover fills up this gap; besides the surjilus

honey gathered, the hives are kept full of liees and
brood, in the best of plight for fall bloom.

1 should say, that the ;J.5 to 4.5 colonies would use,

in raising brood and tilling up brood-frames, not

less than 5G0 lbs. during the three or four weeks,

making 1000 lbs. of honey from the one acre. The
bloom can be prolonged until frost, by clipping off

the tops, say is to 3) inches, when first seeds begin

to brown.
To my^ Western friends, I think 1 can not urge

\ipon them too strongly the importance of filling up
the gap between basswood and blackheart, and
sweet clover does it. To have the bloom every year
you must have two fields, one following the year
after the first, as it blooms only alternate years. 1

think one acre sufficient for 2;) colonics.

Hillsdale, Iowa. E. W. Pitzei!.

Friend P., I am very mncli obli<?ecl to you
lor your report of swec^t clover; but 1000
lbs. "from one acre during four weeks seems
to me almost iueredible. If you Avill see
what I say about the amount (if honey that
a single plant will yield, under the head of
"Spider I'lant." in the A iU' book, you will

see what an enormous (|uantity eacli plant
must produce. P^ach blossom of the sweet
clover would have to literally drip witii hon-
ey, to give 10(10 lbs. to the acre. Now, the
spider and Simpson plant do drip with hon-
ey, but they don't furiush any such amount;
and from careful examination of sweet-clo-
ver blossoms in localities where no bees
liave access. 1 can not feel satisfied that the
amount of honev secreted in the blossoms is

very large. 1 am forced to the conclusion
that your bees must have seemed this quan-
tity of honey from some other source. I

may, however, be mistaken. I should be
very glad indeed to believe it were possible
for'sweet clover to do what von claim.

FALSE STATEMENTS IN EEaAED TO THE HON-
EY BUSINESS OF OUR COUNTRY.

A.S a proti-ction to (lur Ijet-keepiiijr piipulation, wo |)roprtse in
tliis department to publisli the names of newspapers tliat pei •

sist in puljlishinK false statements in refcarrt to the purity of
honey whieh we as l)ee-keepers pnt on the maiket.

M AX U FACTUREI) II OX EV

.

p] are pleased to give place to the fol

lowing excellent leading etlitorial by
the Britifh Jkc-Journal of Sept. 1 :

"The first work that came to our hands
when we entered upon our vocation as a

bee-keeper was that of Laugstroth on the Hive diid
till H<ni>ii-B,r: and though these ' salid days ' have
long iiassed awa.\', we lia\e never forgotten the
wi/ndrous ti'.sciiKslion of his cliarming style and
till' practical information we deri\cd from the pe-
rusal ( I his work; and deep and sincere lias been
the L:ratitLiiic we have ever since felt toward this
old man cUniuenf for all the pleasure and tlie in-
striiciion we received fiom his teachin.ps. There
was. Ii<i\ve\<'r, one iiassage in liis liook which we
would fain have wishr-d liad I.ecu omiited, ami tliat

w'h'ich the best .judj;es \nCvl- ir.':nouiice<l one of tin"

uK.st luscious articles tliev have e\er tasted.'
'.Making honey!' What an inomgrijity ol language:
Honei,- is the sj nilxil of all that is natural, [lure. and
genuine; honey has been the tliiMiie of ))<;ets fi-om
the time of 'blind Miconides' to the jiresent da> :

honey is the jov of age and ^()Uth; honey is the
sweet, rich, bright 'efHuence o{ the essence' (f
flowers, the most delightful and delighting of all

the jiroductions of nature: and we can never se<'

vlic words -ai-tilicial' or 'manufactured' conjoined
with it without uttering an internal protist.
"We arc, howexcr, too apt to think thai adul-

teration is confined to American honey: but the
denunciatioiis ot lione> mingled with glucose,
etc., have been uttered as earnestly an<l as lic-
Quently by American as tiy Ib-itish bee - ko<i>ers.
In Cowan's Giiiiirhdal. are to be found e.xtracis
from American journals, stating the extent to
which adulteralicn is practii'Od in that country, and
vigorously denomicing the ])raetice. It is not oni.s'

in Xcw ^'orlc (u- Chicago thai this so called honey is

manulactuicd. In S\\ itzciland this ' manufacture '

is carried on to a large extent; the anaUsis of Mr.
oito lleluier informs us that tiie ' iMuest .^wiss
Honey,' and the ' Finest Swiss Table Honey,' are 'to

a certainty adulterated;' and yet this honey is lo
be found on the tables of all Swiss hotels, and is said
to be much relished and patronized liy Knglish
travelers.
"But, wiiy need we look abroad'/ In our own

country the manufacture of hone.>' is carried on
largely. Our attention has recently been directed
to a wholesale price current of a city firm in which
'

's .Manufactured Honey' is advertised: and bj
it we are informed that ' the success of this article
seems assui-ed, and that the orders have come in so
raiiidly that the manufacturers ha\e b<'en unatde
to cope with tlie deman.l,' We lia\e not handled or
seen or tasted t his ailicle.' and therefore are uii-

coJiscions of its \irtues.' it may lie a most luscious
l)roduce, and suitable to the IJritish jialate; l)Ut,

why call it 'honey"/ Is not our language rich
enough in itself to give it some other name, or
woukl it not have been ))Ossible lo derive from the
Latin or the (ii-eek some other appellation than
that of our much-loved and time honored term
•honey"/ Honev is associated with our earliest (we
had almost written ' our holiest') ideas nf all that is

sweet, pui-e, and peifect. The royal I'salmist can
find no Udtier comparison of his lo\e to the 'words'
of Cod ihan to hon(>.\-,— ' hone.\- and (do we not al-

most hear the smacking of the rojal lips?) tlu'

honey-comb.' ' How sweet ai'e I hy woi'ds unto ni.\

taste! .\ea, sweeter tluui honey lo'my mouth.' The
Wise .\ian shows his apiireciation of the virtues of
iioney bj- the wholesome advice he gives: '.My Son,
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eat thou honey, because it iS good; and the honey-
comb which is sweet to thy taste.' The Easterns,
v.hen they wish to describe the advantages and
fertility of a countiy, speak of it as ' a land flowing-
with milk and honey.* And therefore it is that we

j

lia\ <• so decided an f)bjection that this grand super-
;

lati\f word should be degraded to that of a humble
positive by its association with such adjectives as
•artilieial' ctr ' manulactnr.M].' Arc bees to be su-

{

pf-rseded in futtiri' by tlic ilcs irc^ di esi r-nif'iMling '

Many Are we to pronounce ilmi l heir • ricciipat ion
I

is gone"/ Is lione.\- to b.- paled licforc llic liylit of
this new jjroduetiony Not yet, we opine. Never
was there a time when the culture of bees was •

more attended to; and never was there a time ^

when men's minds were so exercised as to discover
iresli (iiitleis ami ik'w iiiilitie- tor honey in the I

sliape (,t c<nilectinii-.,.li iiik~, 1 ic . I i<-i ues, etc. We be-
'

lievctlutl \.' tlieic i~a lii-eal In 1 0]-c in store for the '

products (, I ihe hoiiey-bcc; and we trust that pure
unadulterati'd lionev will ever liold its ijosition. and
tluit our friends of 'the Uritisli Honey and I'ruit-
farniiui;- Companies will (lut inrlli e\ery ettf)rt to
penetrate to c\er.\ licarth and home, and to estab-
lish the \ii-tucs (if pure honey, and lo prove to a
discernint" pulilic the suiieriorily o! British hone.\',
not only to the ' manufaet urcd article,' but also to
that which is so largely imi)or1e<l from foreign
countries."

\Ve wisli e.speeiiilly lo call atttMition to one
point ill tlic iihovc e.xcellent paper ; and that
is. the absiii'dity of labclino; a luaiiiifactiired I

article Ikhuii. Cjill it table synip. iiectav.
'

f^okleit thij). Of what yoii clioose, l)iit doji't
,

call it honey. It it is <^-oo<l and wholesome, i

iiiid peoi)le aie satislied with it. let them
iiave it ; Init for pity's sake don't tell a false-

liood on'.the label. The writer of the al)ove
jtistly declares that honey has been, and
ought to l)e now. an emlileni ' of all that is

sweet, pure, and i)erfect."" And now why
not let it be so still? 1 i)iesun)e our gooJl
<ild friend J.aiigstroth never dreamed of
niakiii<i- a bad precedent when he sjxike
abotit a •• lecijie for making' a beautiful
licpiid honey.'" Certainly he never thotight
of encouraging the idea of labeling gddds
fal.sely. If anybody wants corn s\rtip lla-

vored to order, let him have it : btit by all

means have the laitel plain and honest. j

1 inclose a sli|) cut from Ililtne Xcwn, Urin Mawr,
j

I'a., on honey adulteration. N. J. TsuAEf-.

IJeallsville, (».

ItOfaS IIO.NKV.

The Maine FiDiiin- is oi)posed to fraudulent prae-
j

tices, whethei- by the larnier or the li\ iiig creatures
uiwicr his care. In regard to the practice of mak-
ing honey out of snuar b.\- the siniple process of

If the bee can gel a living (iTi his front doorstep!
he will go no further for il.e\en though acres of i

white closci- aie near. II sugar and water, or any I

jilaccd in the liixc, or near it,

n coiiili as long as it is )u-o\-i<l-

ill>-, and pack it away

1 handsome while bo.\-
is a|)paient l\- pure hone\ . Is it not a shame
he bee should be cmplovc'd to carrv on such
inable swindling? The beekeeper who uses
ietlir)d says: "Most jiersons can not tell by the
whether it be honc.v or not." This ina.v be
he<au>e honey is not on the table often

ugh to make itself known. Plvperts, even, have
eil sometimes to detect a counterfeit piece of
nev, but thisd^ ' ' '

' ' -...-
It to iail asso(

saecharine mat
the hees will stoic it ji

ed. 'I'hej- handle it a>
as n(/atly, as though ii

that

tast(

help nuiterfeiter, who
as found guilty.
i-eport a yielil of two and three

undred jiounds of sui'|)lus comb from a singk- eol-
ny in one season, and they tell how 'twas done;
nd more and more, the.\' adxise others to adojit
heir method; namcl.N', feeding suyar and water at a

; a-- piiri' honc\- for lwent\-ti\e and 1 hiit v cents a
ound. This [.i-acticc does more to.injuie and bring
ito disrepute the Inuiey trade than any thing else

said about it or carried on in it. It is rank dishon-
esty and cheating- that, and nothing less. Bees
must be fed sometimes in the fall, to help them
through the winter, and spring feeding is practiced
to stimulate brood-raising, that the hives may be
full of workers when the honey har%"est begins;
but eveiy honest bee-keeper should use his influ-
ence against the comb-honey imposture—against
the turning awry of the original purpose and design
of the bee.

Yery good, friends of the Maine Farmer.
ButlVant to take exceptions to just one
little statement you make—" some bee-keep-
ers/" etc. Xow, I am pretty well conversant
with all the bee-journals ptiblished in the
United States, and I am acquainted with
most of the prominent honey-produceis. but
I have heard of only one bee-keeiter who
tells how to feed siigar for getting comb
honev, which can be sold us honey. The
one bee-keeper is ^Irs. Lizzie Cotton, of
Maine, and 1 protest against classing her
among our honey-producers; and 1 protest,
too. against calling her " sonw honey-produc-
ers. '" and against using the word liioii in

speaking of her. Please say oik of the bee-
keepers, will you not. Mr. Muinc lunnti,-.'

and instead of using the pronoun lltai. put it

i<lif\, or else tell us w ho else in our broad land
has ever pul)lic]y advised feeding sugar, and
selling it for honey. Mrs. Cotton has replied
to some of the charges made against her,

but siie has never yet replied to this one.
nor has she changed that t hapter in her
book, that I know of. Will Mrs. Cotton
l)lease take noticeV

WANTED-A SITUATION.

A .NOVET. ATjVKiniSEMF.NT.

011! iiiei)iessible friend Mrs. ("haddock
asks us to publish the following. We
would give it a place in the advertis-
ing columns, if there seemed to be any
way by which she was going to make

a speculation out of it. Here it is:

I want emi)loyinent somewhere in the South, dur-

ing the moiuhs of .January and February next. I

will work for my board. I would rather act as com-
l)anion to some rich old lady, or be employed to read

to some one ; but I am not very particular. If I

can't get either of those positions, my next choice

would be to drive a mule team, and sell or peddle

honey. I like a mule team first late, they seem so

light-hearted and free ; but if a chance oflers for

me to sell honey for some one, T won't q nibble about

the kind of team. I can drive horses very well.

Then I should like picking oranges (are oranges

ripe then :i and rolling them in tissue paper to send

north, or I could feed ))igs and pick geese, if no oth-

er work oH'ers. The reason I want to go south is on
account of my health.

If any one thinks of employing me, I will furnish

i-eferenccs of good character and industrious hab-

its. M.\H.\i..\ 15. (_'H.\nnocK.

P. S.— I would rather go to Florida. M. B. V.

Xow 1 wonder if I am not Yankee enough
to guess what you are uj) to. my good friend.

Of course, when you get to driving that
mule team, and selling tnanges and honey,
you will write to some of the papers, and tell

us of the adventures you liave. AVell, we
have no objections at all. i)roviding your
notes bv the wav are sent to (Jleaxixgs.
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FROM DIFFERENT FIELDS,

THE QUEEN THAT T.IVED TO BE FIVE YEARS OLD;
MORE ABOUT HER, ETC.

foil ask if I may not have been deceived in the

queen reported to be five years old. Possibly

I may by a young queen entering- the hive

and taking- her place; but I have no idea that

I was, lor I watched her closely, and I think

1 should have known her from any other queen I

ever saw. Her swarm did not dwindle. The only

time I ever had spring- dwindling- in my apiary was
when I lost 16 out of 32 by it. I bought her mother
of a Mr. King-, in Columbus, Ind. I do not know
how old she was, but the hive was marked, "Com-
menced laying- June 0." She remained in my apia-

ry three years and ten months, leading out a swarm
each year, dying- 50 days after her last swarm issued.

1 bought her the last of September. Her wing
was clipped, so I am certain she was not superseded.

Since you referred to it, I do remember having
read Mr. Doolittle's statement, that "queens raised

in a hive with an old queen are always good." 1

have now in my apiary an imported queen which I

bought of Messrs. Charles Dadant & Son, in April,

188;j, which must now be in her fourth year; and
notwithstanding her long ocean ti-ip she shows no

signs of decay at this writing.

Gleanings, Sept. 1, 188.">, page 587, first column,

bottom line, read " mother " instead of "other;" se-

cond line from bottom, leave out " raised." The
way it reads, it would imply that fall raised queens
are rarely superseded, but I intended to say that

(jueens are rarely superseded In the fall.

Patterson, Texas, Sept. 15, 1885. E. S. Auvixk.

(OMB FOI^NDATION WITH LONG CELf-S.

Why do not some of you bee-men get uj) a found-

ation-mill that will make cells longer one way than

the other, for the surplus department, something-

like stretched foundation ? as experience shows
that beesneveruse misshapen cells foreither brood

or bee-bread, as also that they never put pollen in

drone-cells.

We had honey-dew stored with such a strong- res-

inous taste and smell as to be nauseating.

I have sections, regular size, 4',! X 4i.i x 2, as you
term them, while wluit you call odd sizes, 4'o x i'.,

X 1^4, sell readily. Reason, bees cap the honey more
l)romptly, and it sells more promptly, being a more
showy-shaped pound, although containing slightly

less cubical contents. H. R. SPEintv.

Nokomis, Montgomery Co., 111.

Friend S., we made just exactly tlie kind
of Idn. you describe, in some of our earlier
experiments, but we did it by accident, and
because we could not do any better. The
fdii. did work, too, a good deal as yon men-
tion ; tlial is, bees would not put brood in it,

and for that reason no one wanted it, and the
rolls were l)roken up and worked over.—We
suppose you make your section boxes larger
wliile you make them narrower, so as tore-
tain the weight at as nearly a poimd as pos-
sible ; but all tiie comb honey we are selling
this season is in the usual -1} by 4i-, by a little

less tlian i' in thickness. Of course,' tiiey do
not liold (juite a i)ound ; but instead <if bi'iiig

an objection, it seems lather to jtlcase our
cust(uuers better.

SPAFFORD'S dhone-excluder.
I notice in last Gleanings a communication of

my esteemed fellow-townsman B. F. Spafford, de-

scribing his drone-excluder. I wish to say it does
the work. I favor a niodifieation of it - a very sim-

ple one, I herewith send you, which is a diminutive
model. This gives two drone and two worker pas-

sages. In experimenting I found that the drones in

trying to get out would So obstruct the passage as

togi-eatly hinder and annoy the bees. 1 found, on re-

moving the excluder, a row of drones all along the
passage, and there would be a frantic rush by all to

get out. The form I send can very easily be made
of tin or zinc at a trifling expense. S. Y. Orr.
Moi-ning Sun, Jowa, Aug. 21, 1885.

I will explain to the friends, that the little

model sent by friend O. amounts to about
the same thing as the Jones entrance-guard,
only it is quite a little longer, and the ends
are'left open. The drones, being unable to
get through the perforated metal, linally go
out at the ends ; but on coming back they
try to enter at the usual place of the worker-
bees. >J o doubt this will work all right, and
obviate the difficulty mentioned. The only
point to be determined would be the proper
length. If made too long, the drones might
not find their way out through the open
ends ; and if too short, they would get in
where they go out. To determine this, many
experimeiits will be needed. Meanwhile we
extend our thanks to friend O.

AVIIV DID THEV SWARM OCT?

A few days ago, about 10 o'clock my little brother

came running- to me and told me the bees were
swarming. Well, thought T, something's wrong.

They were coming out of a hive containing a first

swarm, hived June 11 on 8 sheets of fdn., the queen
at least a year old, and having a crippled wing. I

couldn't find the queen, high nor low. The bees at I

came back. Upon examining the hive I found that

they had not more than a pound or so of honey in

all, so 1 first thought Jt was starvation. But by re-

moving the frames I found three solid full of cap-

ped brood, others containing unsealed larvtv, lots

of capped drone-brood (this was a frame of natural

comb), and many queen-cells capped.

Now, what I should like to know is, were they try-

ing to supersede the old queen, or was it starvation,

or something else'/ 1 have but 3 colonies of my own,

and 3 belonging to father, to attend to (am as yet an

embryo apiarist). Five out of the six, including

the one descrilied above, have drones, or drone-

brood; 3 have queen-cells started; none of them
have half enough winter stores. They are strong in

bees, ha\ing good prolific Italian queens, all but

two being young. We have had a very poor honey
season ; not a drop of surplus. Bees have consum-
ed stores in brood-rearing; plenty of corn ])ollen.

Please tell me what's wrong, and what to do.

Chandler, Ind.. Aug. 21, 1885. Ai.vix L. Heixe.

Friend II . my imiiression is that it was
the dearth of honey that caused the swai'm-
ing-oiit. Wiien no honey is (-(miing in, and
especially when none comes for a period of

several weeks, bees oftentimes show strange
freaks; and it is not infrc(iuent for them to

swarm as you describe, just because their

stores are going daily, and are almost gone.
They seem to get desperate, as it were, and
want to do something, even if that some-
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tiling be jumping out of tlie frying-pan into
the tire, as in your case.

QUEENS, VEXATIONS IN INTKODUClNfi.
I am just a be^-inner in bee-keeping-, yet I luive

had my share of trials and vexations already. I

should like to inquire what causes my bees to act

so unreasonable when I am tryinjr to introduce a
new queen. I keep Mrs. Queen caged 48 hours: and
if the bees act rough toward her I cage her again;

and then, if they act kindly, and accept her, I re-

lease her. On three different occasions this season
they seemed to accept the strange fiueen; but in

the course of five or six days I would find them
fighting and stinging each other in the same hive.

They have kept this up for a week or ten days. I

have oi>ened the lii\c and found them balling or

hanging to the (jueen's wings, legs, etc., and they
Anally kill the queen. Then I have taken a frame
from another hive, with bees and gueen, and given
them, and they would accept her. What can I do in

such cases? It is discouraging to lose so many val-

uable (lueeng. II. M. Pawkek.
Plymouth, Ohio, Aug. 18, 18W.

rriend V., I can not say why your liec>s

act thus, unless it is because of a scarcity of
stores. During a protracted dearth of hon-
ey, bees often act in just the way you men-
tion. Feeding will probably remedy the
trouble, providing you use care, and "don't
get any robbing started. Perhaps you have
found out the remedy already.

KEES WHE.V I'A( KEI> IN

in boxes, how large

the entrance of the

S. K. FusoN.

the entrancoon
in order that we

WINTEU ENTHANCE FOR KEE
BOXES.

In packing bees for winter
ought the opening to be from
hive to the outside of the box?
Uockville, Ind., Sept. IT, 188V

Friend F., I would liav(

the inside f inch in width
may exclude mice. The length is not ma-
terial, but I would have it as much as eight
or ten inches, in order to give a good air-

space. \Ve have found, by careful exiieri-

ments, that oiu' bees winter better with the
entrances to our chaff hives open full width
than where contracted.

WOItKEHS THAT CAN'T ELY : .50 I.BS. OE IIONEV liE-

SIOES THE INCItEASE. EKOM ONE I'Ol'Nl)
OF BEES.

1 received a (|ueen with 1 lb. of bees from Louis-

iana—a good i)roliflc (]ueen, only hundreds of the

workers can't Hy. They look all right, only they
spread their wings when they crawl around, and
have not the power to Hy. They leave the hive

when a few days old, and die a few feet from the

hive, in clusters, and scattered here and theie.

Said • queen is superseded. They had a young
(iueen laying It days, and I i)Ht the old queen in a

hive, and she is laying finely. The one pound of

bees have made, to date, 5J lbs. extracted honey,
and I have taken away four frames of brood, and
they are heavy now. E. E. Smitii.

Clayton, Mich., Sept. 11, rss,"").

CI-EANINO SMOKElt - tubes; SOMETHING 1-UKTIlElt

ABOUT IT.

1 have lead in (ii,E.VNiNGS of several different

ways of cleaning the Clark smoker, so 1 will give

you my way. Take a large wire, about a foot long;

make a loop on one end for a handle, and bend the

other so as to tit the iMpe of the smoker. Every time

fhis n'ire is used, th:' end that tils the piiie should

be heated quite hot. As the wire is inserted, the
heat will soften the gummy matter so that the pipe
can be cleaned very easily. I prefer heating the
wire to any method I have seen yet. Also a word in

regard to fuel. Kotten wood is good, but hard to
get. Rags emit a disagreeable odor, and gum the
smoker. I keep, in the center of my apiary, a bo.\

full of small chips from the dooryard, and I find

that they burn as long, make the hottest Are, and
keep the smoker the cleanest, of any thing I have
used yet. Wood of any kind burns well in a smo-
ker; if dr3-, we need not be particular about it.

Lone Tree. la. Rowland Sherbukne.

A DAILY KECOHD OE ONE COLONY; 134 LBS. OE
HONEY IN ONE WEEK.

My swarm on Fairbanks scales gained, July £7th,

16 lbs.; 38th, IT lbs.; :J9th, IT lbs.; :30th, 18 lbs.; 31st, 23';

lbs.; Aug. 1st, 2412 lbs., an hour before they stopped
work, when I extracted them; they would have
gained 3 or 3 lbs. more by dark. Aug. 2d, IT lbs. I

weigh and balance (hem every evening, making 134

lbs. gain in a week, and no mistake, in a two story

chaflF hive, and I divided them in June. I have ex-

tracted, so far, 31.50 lbs. basswood, and not over yet,

but drawing to a close. I have taken off no sec-

tions yet; have regained my loss in bees in winter-

ing and springing. C. G. Darling, 40—80.

Lincklaen, N. V., Aug. :}, 1885.

BEES IN LOUISIANA.
.My bees are doing their level best ; the honey is

dark, for which they are not to blame, but it is very
clear and sweet, with a fine Havor.

The "New South, " as our Northern friends call it,

is looking up here. Our cotton, corn, and small-grain

crops are splendid. The cotton is yielding largely

this year, and I shall have some of the honey saved
separate. The blue and white water pepper is be-

ginning to bloom, and is yielding well. The ever-

blooming elm is also full again, and bees are swarm-
ing on it.

About eight miles from us is a place where buz-

zards roost, and they have killed the trees for acres

and acres. A man near us cut five trees in one day
with bees in them, just around the buzzards' roost,

and he says that just when the buzzards commence
alighting on a tree having bees in it, the bees leave

it and go to another, and that he can count 100 trees

on ten acres, with bees in them. The neighbors

cut a bee-tree near us last Saturday, and on Sunday
the bees came to me. I think my honey-gatherers
led them home. 1 i>ut them in a hive, and they arc

doing well. St. J. T. Moore.
Monroe, Lu., Aug. it, 188.5.

We are glad to liear so good a report from
you, frieiKl M. ; but I can t quite imderstand
why tliere should be bee-trees where the buz-
zards roost, unless it is because tiiere are
more dead trees, and therefore more hollow
trunks. But, why is it that the buzzards kill

the trees? Is it because of the unpleasant
smell thev carry with themV

DO .MARTINS EAT BEES .'

Will you kindly give me your opinion on the fol-

lowing question':' I have a fancy martin-box in my
yard, in which 12 or 15 birds have made their homes,

and arc rearing their young, and my neighbor has

sevcr.'il colonies of bees which he claims are suffer-

ing through the depredations of my birds. He
claims that they carry off' his bees to feed their

young, and asks me to destroy the birds. I think a
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great deal ol' 1113' birds, and do not wish to saeriBce

them until the tact ia fully established that they are

an injury to my neijrhbor. The birds are company
lor me, and are also useful in keepinfr the hawks
away from my poultry. I know i>rotessional bee-

meu in Ohio (iny native State), and also in tliis

State, who kee]) martins on their i)remises, and it

strikes me they would not do so if the nuirtins ate

their working- bees. A. V. Lvr.E.

("line, Texas.

Friend L., I am sorry to say Ihal martins
do sometime.s learn to eat l)ees ; and, for
that matter so do common fowls occasional-
ly. It seems to be an acquired habit, like
hens eating tomatoes, cucumbers, and the
like. Sometimes, when short of food, they
get the hang of it and remember it as long
as they live; and then, again, tliey never
notice thein at all. I would try "placing
plenty of such food a.s the martiiis prefer.
where they can get it conveniently, and may
be they will give up bees. When any i>f the
feathered tribes, however, discover what a

sweet morsel a heavily laden bee is to the
V)alate, it is not so easy to get them over it.

Perhajts when the bees cease gathering hon-
ey, and stop tumbling around their hives,
heavily laden, the mischief may cease.

HOW TO MAIL QUEENS SAFLI.V.

Many of our friends north ask for our seent in

always sending- queens safelj'. Oui- losses ui) to

.luly 30th were one-fourth of one per cent. We use

well-ripened honey (ripened in the hive), and pure
l)ulverizcd sugar. Make it so that it will not run-
not too thiek. Make it as \ ou need it for each luail-

hiij, and mail tlie queens as soon as the eages are

ready. Send out no (jueen that is not a gcod layer,

as this is the iiroof of health and condition. Use
l>recaution in caging; be very careful in handling
her nui.jesty. We rarely touch her. Do not use the

smoker. We use the I'eet cag(^ lor mailing, and
send from Oregon to Maine without loss, other than
delay, or. we should say, astrays. .1. W. K. Smaw.

[,ore:mville. La., Aug. 13, 1885.

(juite a number of times this fall. 1 know
of only two causes to produce such results.
Tho first is, scanty stores, or. in other words,
starvation. As alast resort, the bees will
uncap the larva^ to suck the juices, and the
lifeless bodies will be seen scattered around
the entrance. The other cause is the work
of the moth. The moth worms often tunnel
under the bodies of the l)rot)d : and the bees,
in their efforts to dig out the mischief, will
sometimes tear consideiablc brood, sacrific-

ing the life of ^onie of tlieir offspring, as a
last resort to save the life of ilip whole col-

ony. I have never known this sort of trou-
ble to be worse on new comlis of fdii.. liut

usually to tiie c:jntiary.

DOKS A l-KHTll,i; VfEK.V EVEK I.K.AVi: Till; IIIVK.

i:XlEl'T AT SWAKMING TIME?
Woiiia the (jueen I got last spring leavr the hive

and go to another, eight feet away?
A/.le, Texas, Sept. II, issr,. o. L. KiMBUoufiH.

Friend K., this question has been discuss-
ed quite a little in someof ottr back volumes.
As a rule, a fertile queen never leaves a
hive except with a swarm ; but there seem
to be some exceptions to this rule. Thus,
queens have been found in a hive several
feet away, without any apparent explana-
tions in the matter. \\'e once found the
(|ueeiis had changed places in two hives,
about the distance apart you mention. One
of them we knew, because both of her wings
had been clipped entirely off. Such changes
are sometimes made wiiile extracting, the
ipieen being carelessly shaken in front of the
hive, and by mistake crawling into some
other one instead of her own.

i

CAlt.MOF,A.\ Rl lSTIN(il-

lliriAll.lNfi EXTRACTED HONEV IN WAL.NLT SHOV,-
CASES.

I lia\e had a great many large show-cases, built

of walnut and ash, to hold a large quantity of box
honey and ornamental tumblers of extracted, and
liavc placed them in the principal stores throughout
the city, and they keep account of what they sell,

and settle whenever I say so. They seem to prefer

this plan rather than paying cash for a single crate

of IS boxes; because whatever they can not sell I

iiave agreed to take back, and they receive their

percentage on what they sell. I5ut this plan has al-

most blocked out all the sales of all the small bee-

keepers who used to sell small (piantities for cash.

They, of cviurse, don't like my style of doing busi-

ness; but my aim has always been to be ahead in

the hoiu'y line, although T find myself behind in

some others. .1. C. Simmons.
Pottsville, Pa., Sept. 4. 1885.

IMMATUHE KKOOD; WHY DO 11E1:S ( AltUV IT OCT?
Will you please tell us what makes oui- bees un-

cap and carry out of the hive hatching brood from
new combs on foundationy The.v are strong in bees,

have i)leiity of honey and brood in all stjigcs, and
no signs of moth worms in the hive.

Ouincy, Mich., Sept. 4, 1H8.J. M. .1. Ka-.vso.v.

The above question has been answered

\ND HOW TO

j

caossEs.

;
I concur with the article by Dr. E. K. lUanck, on

i
page .5!)6 of Geeanincs, but I now feel safe in say-

! ing something more of Caruiolan bees. You ask

[
how we shall distinguish crosses with our native

,
bees. 1 answer, by their behavior, if not by color.

,
1 have not seen a cross by nati\ e drones; but when-

j

ever we get in any bees the disposition of unrest bc-

I

longing to our native race, we will reject them.
i Caruiolan bees are not disturbed by lifting their

combs from the hive; and I believe it will be found
that their cross with blacks will be a ^ery much bet-

j

ter race than the cross of Italians with blacks.

j

Another point I make for Caruiolan bees is.

,

that they are more readily gotten off the combs
and sections when you want them oti'. This trait

j

will commend them to all, for it is a matter of im-

j

portance when rcjbbers are around thickly. They
I again differ, as widely as can be, from our black
I bees, when shaken off the combs, in not flying

j

ai-ound, but at once crawling into the hive again.

Carniolan queens, when mated with Italian drones,

produce some beautiful bees, some having three

bands and some none, but all with the gray or white

bands of down, behind the yellow bands. I send
you a cage with some of llicse bees. I ha\c llnish-

ed re(iu('i'iiiiig my whole apiary of (i^; colonies wHIi

Caruiolan queens. 1 repeat, let us choose queens
on a(;couiit of their quality, and not on account of

their dress. S. W. Mohuison. :>!. I).

Oxford, I'a., Sept., 1S85.

j

Thanks, friend JVL, for the cage of bees,

I

and for your suggestions. I agree with you
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in regard to tlie importance of choosing
(|iieeiis on account of their honey-producing
• nullities, rather than on account of any ac-

cidental stripes they may possess.

IS THE WATER-OAK HONEY INJURIOUS TO BEESV
[

I liyvc a small lot of bees, only 24 stands. The
l)ees in this section of country gathered honey from
the water-oak. It is not fit to eat, and I am much

\

afraid it will injure the bees. Tf you can tell what
.

is the cause, let it be known through your journal.

T'here is no one in this section who can tell the
,

cause. They g-athered tlxat stviff in the month of
|

Mav last year. F. B. Fut-kersox.
j

Ilarnard, Kan.. May :51. l^sr,. i

Friend F.. I think the iioiiey you mention
must have been the product of aphides.—
There has l)pen consideraltle saiil in our
liack volumers in regard to honey from the
(tak. Some of it is unpleasant, like lliat you
describe, while other specimens rank very
fair. 1 should dislike to go into winter cpiar-

1

ters with stores of such lioiU'y as you refer to.

THAT BEE-DIlSEASK, AG.MN.
Will you |ileaso inform me what ails my Ik-cs, and !

what shall 1 do to cure them? In March, two stands
i

of Cyprians commenced dyiiifr off, and at this time
all of my Cyprians, Holy-Lamls, and Italians, are

alliicled. They jret black, and have a shiny or

;;lossy apijearance, also a jerking or tumbling move-
ment, and they nearly always get on tlieir backs to

rlie. I have 11 black swarms, and they are not dis- .

cased. I have perused io.ir .V 15 (.' book, and you
said at that time, when it was printed, that youwiiil

not know any cause, and tli;it j ou had luul only

one swarm tliat was diseased, and that you put it

with another, an'l that it came out all right.

C. K. I)i;>M.i!.

IlMiilnid, Tiiliuc <<)., Cal., .luneS, isg.").

i'riend I)., the only remedy I have ever
found is to destroy tlie (pieeii and imt in a
new one. as mentioned in tiie .\ 15 (" Itook.

and 1 have never yet known a case of fail-

ure. From this it would seem that the dis-

ease is something inherited from the (pieen.

.\ new (jueen produces new liees. and tlu se

new bees don't seem to be siibjict to the
malady.

IlOItSE.MINT HONEV.
I am pirlcftly astonished at (he large honey-deal- i

ors ot the North. 1 am all out of patience with
i

them. I don't know why they could be so prejiidie- i

ed against horsemint honey (for it certainly is noth-

ing more nor less than a i)rejudiec). Tlie plant it-

self has a nice odor. Some people make tea of it to

drink, and it is a good medicine for stnnmer coin-
|

plaints. Now, why not have good honey from it. Id
like to know? It is just like giving a dog a bad
name, and he is sure to go by it. Horsemint honey
is almost alwaj s gathered in a dry time, and is gen-

erally thick and nice, just from the hive. There is

a sad mistake about it, some waj' or other. I think

it is the mildest honey t.hat is raised in the South.

Hracken, Tex., Sept. :?. 18S.-.. X. J. W.
Fiieiid W..the most of the horsemint hon-

ey that has been put on the market was not
siilliciently ripened, and as a consetiuence it

]

had a rank taste that few people would call
'

l>leasant. Give us a nice article thoroughly
ripened, and I think it will rank fairly by
the side of any we have. The honey itself

sjjould be alilp to ovei'come the prejudice.

TROUBLE IN HKMOVING WIDE FRAMES.
I want to give you a little of my experience with

section bo.ves and frames. I was taking some hon-

ey lately, and found my wide frames all fast. The
space between the upper and lower frames was all

filled with honey; and in trying to get the firet wide
frame and section bo.\es out, the frame and some
of the boxes pulled to pieces, so I about came to the

conclusion to abatidon the section boxes, if I cant
find some remedy. I found mj- narrow frames with

comb built from one to the other, and they had to

be cut apart to get them out. What shall I do about
iff I have thought I had betterabandon the section

boxes and use only the narrow frames.
Rev. E. C. Cox.

Centerville, I.eon Co., Texas, .July 21, LSS.").

Friend ('.. the Ileddon honey-board reme-
dies the trouble you mention, of attachments
of comb to the wide frames! or to the cases
containing section boxes. The reason why
you foiMid your narrow frames built togeth-
er solid was because your bees had tiu^ir

hive full, and hadn't room to store their
surplus. Give your bees more room, and
look them over oftener.

SI'AFFOKDS UKONE TRAT.
I see you have Spaffords di-ouc-cxcludcr in xour

last issue. I tried one on the same priiicii>le this

season, and it did not answer, because it blocked

the entrance for the worker-bees; the drones being
heavier than the workers, they stopped all ingress:

but my trap does away with that difficulty.

Flora. Out., Aug. 28. LSss. G. Straxcwav.
Thanks for your rei»ort in regard to tiie

drtme-trap. friend S. 1 will explain to our
readers, that the one you describe is essen-
tially the same thing as ligured in our jiages
a veiir or two ag<t. and described in the A ]i

('book., I think tiiediHiculty with the Spal-
ford drone-trap can be obviated by making
more openings ftn- the worker-bees.

WIl.I. MAri.i: SVRri- A.NSWER Kf)R WINTi:i( STORES,
ETC.?

Will you i>leasetcll me, through next (jleamnu.'^.

If maple syrup, tinctured with tartaric acid to pre-

\ cut crystallization, will do to feed bees on for win-

ter stores, without giving any bad ettccts, such as

dysentery? T. H. Wheati.ev.
East nrooktteld. Vt.. Sept. is, l.s,v,-,.

Fiiend '\\'., tartaric acid would do no hurt,
for it has been repeatedly used to i)revenl
granulatioit of cane sugar: l»ut I am afraid
that the maple syrup you would be apt to
find would hardly be suUiciently free from
foreign matter, siich as maple syrup always
contains, to render it a safe feed for winter
stores. A nice article of maple syrup would
answer, witliout doubt : but if you have a
nice article you surely can not afford it for
your bees, for it would command, in almost
any market, double or treble the price of a
syrup made of granulated sugar. Any sort
of sugar must be pretty nearly chemically
pure, to be proper food for winter stores, and
the granulated sugar of commerce is. as a
rule, the cheapest of any you can get for the
purpose, for it is relined in a w holesale way.
so that the cost of getting it in a remarkably
pure state is comparatively trilling, while
the maple syrup usually to be obtained,
and. in fact, all other kinds of syrups, in-
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eluding lioney itself, as the l)ees usually
gather it from the flowers, contain a vast
amount of foreign substances, which are
(luite likely to make it unfit for such a diet
as the l)ees re(]uire when kept for months in

confinement as tiiey are during the winter.

Inclosed find a piece from the New York Sun of

August .'{d. It may be well lor you to keep triuk ol

that station, to inform your readers.

Bees are makin^i- but little honey this summer.
They are at work on buckwheat now. We shall get

but little honey from it, as it will be a short crop.

Geohge Kichaisds.
Harpcrsville, N. Y., Aujr. 11, 1885.

EXPEKI.MEXT.S IN BEE CCLTUKE.
An agricultural station has recently been estab-

lished at Aurora, 111., in connection with the ento-
mological division of the Department of Agricul-
ture. Mr. Nelson W. McLain has been appointed to
take charge of the station, and Prof. Kiley has in-
structed him to pay particular attention to these
subjects:
To secure the introduction and domestication of

such races of bees as are reported to possess desir-
able traits and characteristics; to prove by experi-
ments their value to agriculturists of tlic I'nited
States, and their adaptation to our cliMiatc and hon-
ey-producing Hora; tomakee.vperinifnts in the cross-
ing and mingling of races, and endeavor to secure
the type or types best adapted to the uses of our
bee-keepers; to make experiments in the methods
of artificial fertilization; to test the various methods
of preparing bees for winter; to gather statistics
concerning the bee-keeping industry in the United
States; to make observations concerning varieties
of honey-producing plants for bee-forage; to study
the true causes of diseases yet imperfectly under-
stood, and the best methods of preventing or curing
them ; and to obtain facts as to the capacity of bees
to injure fruit.

WILL IT PAY TO FEED BEES DESTITCTE OK STOKES?
My black bees have not honey enough to take

them to mid-winter, except about three stands. All

my Italians, the new swarm or colonj-. will have to

be fed. One colony (new) has not one ounce of hon-
ey. Will it pay to feed enough to them, while the

weather is warm, to winter? How much sugar to a

colony? This season has been very poor for honey
here excejit a week or so during the bloom of bass-

wood. Lots of buckwheat here, but it doesn't fur-

nish honey. W. S. Jones.
Central Station, W. Vn., Sept. S, 188.5.

I suppose, friend J., circumstances will
have to decide the matter to a certain extent;
but I should say it would most assuredly
pay to feed l)ee"s ; and for myself I Avould
feed them, even if it did not i)ay—that is,

unless 1 had found by experience" that bee-
keeping was a much poorer business than
any reports we have had yet ; at least, 1 feel
sure it will pay in the end instead of letting
them starve. You may not get your money
back the fust season after feeding, but this
is true of almost any farm crop. I can not
answer the question as to how^ much sugar
l)er colony, any more than a farmer could
tell how much it would cost to feed a cow
through the winter ; but as a rule we might
say from hi to 20 lbs., if feeding is com-
menced this month.

WILL THE CLAHK SMOKEU BLIiN ( MOlM'EDtP
CORN-COBS?

Please let me know if your (lark smokers will

burn corn-cobs that have been ground on a feed-

mill, into pieces the size of three or four kernels of

corn, and dried in the oven. I think the chatT and

small pieces of cob blown from the large corn-shell-

ers would be good fuel, but have never tried it.

Corn-cobs prepared as above burn well in the Bing-
ham smoker. Geo. M. Tho.mson.
Grand Junction, la., Sept. 11, 188.5.

The Clark smoker would be a rather poor
affair, friend T., if it would not burn such
fuel as you mention. Corn-cobs make a
large volume of smoke, and for a time it

w^as thouglit to be the best fuel that could
be procured : and tlie only drawback is, that
it contains a much larger quantity of tarry
matter than rotten -wood, and many have
discarded it because it lills u)) tlietulesof the
smoker so quickly. I should think that the
chaff and small pieces of cob you mention
would make splendid fuel.

WHY DO BEES ABSCOND FHOM TUEIK HIVES?

I should like to ask you concerning some dissatis-

faction among my bees. One of my Italian queens
came out this spring, carrying with her all the

workers that were able to fly, leaving the brood-

chamber full of brood, from that hatching, down to

eggs, with some little storage. Soon afterward an-

other one of ray Italians came out of her own hive,

bringing with her all the bees in the hive, and went
in the hive the first had left, and stayed till next
day, when they came out and settled. I caught the

(jueen and cropped her wings, and put them back
in their own hive. She seemed to be very badly
dissatisfied, and the bees came out for three or four

successive days and would settle, and in a few min-
utes would go back. On examination I found they
had lost their (jueen, and found they had exhausted
their stores. I gave them some stores, after which
they went to work and reared a line queen, as they
had a good supply of eggs, and are now doing well.

This crazy way of doing puzzled me very much, and
I shall be very thankful if you or some of the

friends would give me some clew to it and remedy
for it. My bees are not gathering much honey yet,

on account of too much rain, but they seem to be
gaining rapidly. J. W. Sf.glek.

Paris, Texas, July 6, 188,').

Friend S., this matter is fully discussed in
the ABC book, under the head of -'Ab-
sconding Swarms." Jn your case they ab-
sconded because of scanty stores. This they
are especially apt to do in the spring. A
good many limes they go off with a little

honey left in the hives, as you mention.

ADULT BEES CAN SECIIETE WAX.
Can working bees secrete wax? I sec that W.

Connelly takes the ground that bees old enough to

be workers can make no more; wax (page 164). I

just feel like saying a word, and will give you a

case that 1 know to be a fact. One hive of bees

swarmed, and the swarm was hived in the usual

nuinner. That swarm flUed theii- hive full, and
swarmed in just 23 days. As it takes 21 days to

hatch a bee from an egg, this last swarm were the

san;e Ices as the first sv.arin, ml they had been
workers for 20 days. But they filled up the second
hi\e with comb and honey. It took three weeks to

fill the last hive, so those bees old enough to be
workers did secrete wax, and build comb for six

weeks. E. France.
Platteville. Wis., Aug. 24, 188.5.

Will the friends who claim that old bees
can not secrete wax please answer friend F.?
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SYiao-ITALlAXS ; A WEAK COLONV WITH A LAYING
QUEEN AND QUEEN-CELLS.

I have been reqiieening- my apiary this year with

8yrio-Italians, raising my (|iiccns from my best Syr-

ian stoclis; and by keeping down the drones in ray

Syrians, and allowing the Italians to raise them, I

think 1 shall have most of my queens mated with

Italian drones. I like that stock very much. They
cap the honey very white, and are ready to go into

the sections whenever the honey-flow will warrant

Ihem, without the coaxing so often necessary with

the (talians. They are quiet to handle, are very

good honey-gatherers, and the queens are good lay-

ers, and easily seen on the comb.
1 had a singular experience with one colony. I re-

moved the queen and made a nucleus with her, in

order that the colony might raise queen-cells. Ten
days afterward I cut out all the queen-cells and re-

turned the queen to the old colony, and with her a

frame of bees with brood and eggs. Some days aft-

er I looked into this hive to see that she was all

right, when, to my sorrow, I found queen-cells start-

ed, and almost ready for capping on the frame re-

turned with the queen. 1 at once concluded the

(|U('cn was killed, and looked no further. When
those <iueeM-cells were ripe I went to the hive and

cut them out; on looking further I found frames of

eggs, hatching larvsr, more (lueen-cells, and my
queen also. The colony was not strong enough to

want to swarm, then why these queen-cellsV The
<iuecn apparently had not laid any eggs for three or

loui- days after being returned to the hive.

.1. SlNCI.ICTO.V.
Brooklyn Village, ()., Aug. :

IL would seem, f ricinl S
lorffotleti their old (iiieon

tliHl they kept oil with Uk
leariiiff u new (iiieeii. I have

so I said notliing in regard to the publica-
tion. If I am any way at fault in the mat-
ter, I am glad to be corrected. If the man
has turned over a new leaf, we most assu-
redly bid him (iod speed.

SOUR HONEY AND MOLDY COMBS ; WH.4T CAUSED
IT?

On the 21st ult. I went some three miles to a

friend's to look over his bees and take honey in one
of the colonies. The honey not sealed was sour ; al-

so the pollen and combs were moldy. The bees

seemed lively and healthy. There were eggs, hatch-

ed larv;e, and sealed brood. The 22d of June there

issued a lai-ge swarm from the above hive, so there

could be no hatching bees at the present writing.

Please tell us what to do with them—cut out all the

moldy and spoiled combs, or let them alone ''

James A. Kime.
Fairtiel.l, Adams Co., Pa.. July 25, 1885.

Friend K., I have never in my experience
found a case like the one mentioned, where
a good colony of bees wouldn't make sour
honey sweet, and bring it out all right. 1

would just let them go ahead, so long as
they seem to i)rosper and do well. Perhaps
it might be well to cut out the moldy pollen,
althotigh I believe the bees w ill lix that, if

they haven't too much of it on hand at one
time.

. iss,-,.

that I he bees hkd
to such an extent
r |)iei)aiations for

bserv('(l the
same thing once or twice, and I slionld con-
sider il a little risky to let a (inccn loose
without caging, after slie had been away
from the hive for ten days. Voii nil! no-
tice, that by the operation you succeeded in

getting (ineen-cells Ittiill while the hive liad

a laying <|ueeu. I have also done the same
thiiig under tiie sanu' circiuuslanccs.

A KAIK UKCOirr KKOM TEXA.-^, KTC.

The lioiic.v season of 188,5 here in Cenlral Texas

liiis been generall.\' unsatislactory. My home apia-

ry did very M'ell on liorseiiiint alone; laleron it niaile

some honej' Irom honey-dew, and the last of August
the upland elms bloomed, but the tiow was for only

a few days. Hees now are working on goat-weed

and broom-weed. By the way, a good plant of

broom-weed makes the best brush 1 have seen for

brushing oil bees from the combs.

From 100 colonies this season 1 have taken t.'jiHi lbs.

of honey, and left plenty to winter on.

I have never seen any mention of the Texas I}<'.

A'rrprr in (iLKANiNcis. It is iiin b\ the Cnnimon-

Sense Hee-Hlve Co.

1 use only the A. 1. Kool Slniplicil.\ , aiid in iii.\' \a-

ried experience 1 ha\c ne\('r found its equal. •

\Vm. WiinicLKSwoicrii.

Ciawford, Te.xas, Se|)t. lt>, 188.5.

Friend W., I have not mentioned the Tex-
as lin-K'< jicr, for the very reason you give.

The man who has been "for several years
iiiuning the Common-Sense bee-hive has
been in such bad repute that I could not
consistently say any thing good of him. and

A BALLED <.U'KKN LIBERATED BY BEING PLUNGED
INTO WATKli; .MARTINS KILLING BEES.

The (pieen and bees came Friday evening. I put

them ill Saturday morning. I looked at them in the

evening, and I saw that they didn't like her; three

workers were dead. I put them back till the ne.xl

day noon, and looked again and found her balled.

They had cut under to her, so I dropped them into

some water and got the queen all right, so I took a

cage four inches scjuare and ijut her back on hatch-

ing brood so she would have company. I looked the

next day, and found twenty or more young bees

with her, so I made a small hole in the comb, set

them back, looked in the next morning, found no

queen under the cage nor in any other place— no

eggs—so I put some eggs In on the 22d. This morn-

ing, the 2:Jd, 1 found four (lUcen-cells started.

I have some as tine Italian Vices, I think, as can be

found anywhere. I got eight out of nine through

the winter. My inelon-juicc and sugar were all

right for wintering. Bees are not doing much just

now. 1 have lots of melons. Come over, and bring

Huber and the girls. I am getting 20 cents for my
honey. I have 17 colonics now, 2 Italians. 1 lost 1

> (Hing Italian queens this summer, and 2 blacks.

'The bee-martin is bad here. I have been using

my gun. I didn't think they did any harm till I saw
them catching drones, and I think they got the

queens also. J. Aveky.
Mieliigantowii, Ind., Aug. 2;{, 1885.

lEATE Ano NOT SEMI HONEY TO THE CITY
HOME MARKET.

I want to say a few words to the brethren about

selling honey. It is certainly a bad plan to send

your honey to the city. We want to get the people

to eat honey, then we shall havo a market for it.

As it now is, not one family in a hundred buys hon-

ey for family use, and only a very few keep it for

visitortf. Now, are we likely to get them to eating

honey by sending it to Chicago, St. Louis, or any

otiier eitj-, to be piled up in the commisgion room
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and reported dull sale, or no sale at all? Why
should it sell? What's to make It sell? Too much
honey for the city, and no orders from storekeepers

in the country, for fear it will be smashed up on

the road. As a consequence, honey is a strang-er to

most folks. Now, in a few words I should like to

encoui-ag-e my bee-keeping friends to sell their hon-

ey at home as much as possible; for if we don't,

worse times await us. A. Lindley, 42—98.

New Providence, Iowa.

QUKSTIOXS IN REGARD TO PREPARATION FOR
AONTER.

How much sug-ar would you put to a quart of

water, if you feed this month?
Do you think it best to feed at in-eseiit, or wait

until packed for winter?

I agree with Dr. Morrison, about this being a

ver.y bad year for bees in Pennsylvania. I have
taken 800 lbs. of honey from 25 colonies. I know
that you were very successful last winter, and that

is the reason I send to you.

I have been using granulated sugar from Frank-
lin Reflnerj', Philadelphia; and when the syrup is

left in a vessel, a blue substance settles like indigo.

It does not poison the bees.

Dilworthtown, Pa. Henry P. Faucett.

The amount of sugar for a gallon, as given
in the ABC, is 2-5 lbs.—I would commence
feeding at once ; and as we use cliatt hives
altogether for wintering, our bees are al-

ready packed, except putting on top cush-
ions.—I have never seen the blue substance
you mention,' in a syrup made of granulated
sugar. I presume it is something that got
in by accident during the rehning process,
and is probably in no way deleterious.

AN ENCOURAGING REPORT KRO.M FRIEND HEDDON.
As you will see by the inclosed railroad receipt, 1

have shipped you by freight a 50 and 100 lb. keg of

basswood honey, such as always brings orders for

more. If you want any more of it, order at any
time, and place to my credit. Accept my thanks
for your very kind and liberal notice, which I ap-

preciate. My ten tons of honey will all be gone in

sixty days, I think.

After losing three-fourths of 176 colonics, I was
called rash for investing 1^700 in bees last spring;

but over fltiOO worth of honey, and 450 colonies, has

rewarded my courage. James Heddon.
Dowagiac, Mich., Sept. 21, 1885.

If I am correct, the aljove was not inlcud-
ed for i)ublication ; but J liave taken the
liberty of using it, and it is just tlic kind of
leporfs we want. Tell us in a few words,
friends, what you have to encourage you in
continuing to be bee-keepers.

M>ENTIFVIN(i ROI5BERS WITH WHEAT Fhol l(.

1 have a few (juestions to ask. I am a beginner.

1 had a misfortune last Sunday. I was away from
home, and when I got home my folks told me that

there were some robber-bees at our hives. I went
into the apiary, and found one swarm Hying very
fast. I went across the road, and found one of my
neighbor's swarms flying very fast also. He denied
that they were robbing. I went back and sprinkled

flour on them, and they went into his hive, so 1 shut
mine up till iie.xt daj- noon. I opened them a little.

I had my hive open half an hour, then his rushed
in and began CJirrying out the honey. 1 shut my

hive, then they clustered again on the opposite side.

I took a bunch of straw and burned them. Did I

take the right way to get rid of them? If not,

please tell me what I should have done.

Indian River, N. Y. Michael Zehr.

Friend Z., your plan of proving that the
robber-bees belonged to your neighbor's
hives is a good one, and it was quite right
and proper to give him proof that they Avere
his bees ; but you had no more right to kill

them than you have to kill your neighbor's
cow or horse' if it should come into your door-
yard or garden. There are many easier ways
of stopping robbing than by killing the rob-
bers. Any of our text-books on bee culture
would direct you how to manage. I should
say tliat neither yoiu- neighbor nor his bees
were any way at fault—that the fault was
yours in "permitting a hive of bees to remain
in condition where it would not repel rob-
bers. They were probably queenless, or the
entrance was much too large for the number
of bees in the liive, or something of that sort.

MHS. CHADDOCK'S LETTER.

She Tells us How to Make Good Mucilage at

an Expense of Only Five Cents for

Half a Gallon.

E ALSO TEEM
FRIEND E. A

US SOMETHING ABOUT OUR GOOD
GASTMAN, OF DECATUR, ILLS.

MK.
ROOT:—You say in .vour price list that

you do not see how people can afford to

make mucilage and sell it for five cents a
bottle, and throw in a brush. I think I can
tell you how. This summer I attended the

teachers' institute in Lewistown, 111., and our in-

structor in the reading-classes was Mr. E. A. Gast-

man, of Decatur, III. He has been for 25 years

principal of the city schools in Decatur. He is also

a practical bee-keeper, having at the present time

some 75 colonies in the city. Mr. Gastman is a fun-

ny man. I have known men before who could be

funny for an hour or two, but never before saw one
who could keep on saying funny things for two
whole weeks, and not run out. One of the things

he said was, that "some people are not all alike."

He writes bee-articles for the Illinois Statf JdhiiuiI.

Perhaps you know all about him.

Well, one day he told us how to make mucilage,

and we all wrote it down in our scratch-books. He
said we could make half a gallon for five cents.

Take five cents' worth of gum tragacanth,add warm
water to it, a little at a time, and let it swell. Add a

little iJulverized alum, to keep it from molding.
If wanted dry on paper, like postage-stamps, add a
little glue; and if wanted to paste labels on speci-

mens—stones. Cor instance—add a little sugar.

Mahala R. Chaddock.
Vermont. Ill . Sept. 18, 1»5.

Th;iiil:s, Mrs. C, for your reciiie. 1 think
it is exactl.N the same liiat I used years ago

preparing objects for tlie microscope. If

I remeinlxn- correctly, it is apt to soui- unless
something is put in "to prevent. May be the
alum would do that ; if not, I wouhl add a
little carbolic acid. Gum tragacanth needs
to be soaked quite a while before it forms a
mucilage.
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l(EP0iwp Digc6ait^6i::a.

KEPOUT Ob- THK HONEY SEASON IN WESTERN
NORTH CAUOLINA.

tE are one of your A B C scholars, and saw a

letter in last Gi.eanings from Henry
Stewart, which rather goes back on us na-

tives of the mountains of Western North

Carolina, about energy, and making this a

great land lor honey. We have a great many honey-

plants here, to be sure; but the honey is not in

them by the quantity, or the old blacks can jiot get

at it. My father has had from 35 to 60 stands for the

last 15 years, and I do not remember that he ever

got more than 50 lbs. surplus any season from his

best stand, and I think 75 lbs. is the best I have
heard of from any one stand in this county. Now,
the point Mr. Stewart writes from is about .5(1 or 60

miles west of here, but about the same kind of a

country as this. It is on the same range of the

Blue Kidge. Now, you can sec from my report

how honey has flowed here this yeai-. 1 have in-

vested about 9=.50.O0 in improved l)09-fl.\tures—every
thing that would help them out that I saw in your
catalogue—your hive, frames, section box, founda-

tion, and about every thing that would be of any
service to them, and have not got 35 lbs. of surplus

honey, and some of my bees are without honey
now, and will have to be fed from this till spring, or

starve. Some few may ha\ e enough to carry them
through till si)ring. 1 I.now of two other lots, of

about 15 hives each, that have not got .',0 lbs. of

siirplus each this jear. 1 commenced in (he spring

with si.vteen; lost one and doubled back to l~, and
bought one four-frame nucleus. Now all that I

have for my investment is three stands of Italians

from my four-frame nucleus, and I have raised and
inti-oduced s Italian queens, and think 1 shall get

throe, more, and have all in Simplicity hives but

four. But still 1 will not go into Blasted Hopes yet,

as this has been one of the worst seasons for honey
that I ever have seen in this country. I do not

think there is one-tenth the honey made here there

is in a fair season. I have been in our town, Ashe-
ville, from once to five times every week for the

last four months, and have heard of but one lot of

honey ofl'ered for sale; there. I have never seen my
bees come in with large loads at any time, e.vcept

when locust and sourwood were in bloom, and but

for a little while then. 1 can not see the cause for

honey being so scarce this year in this country; but

It is not in the bloom; orif itis, the bees did not

get it out. K. L. Fatton.
Best, Buncombi' Co., N. C, Sept. IT, 1W5.

THE NAMELESS BEE-UISEASE; A KATHEU DlSCdlU-
AGING REPORT FROM AN OLD KRIENl).

Inclosed plcas0 find T5 cts. for Gleanin(;s for

nine months. Don't send it any more, as I am not

able to take it any longer. Put me iii Blasted
Hopes again. Three years ago I got from 70 colo-

nies over 11,003 lbs. of honey; two years ago from
07 colonies, 5000 lbs.; last year, 1100 lbs. from 09 col-

onies. This year from 1(10 colonies, 2000 lbs. I gave
all of my time to my bees, and am most dreadfully
discouraged. I have had, this entire season, black
shiny bees carried out, seemingly In distress. They
could not fly, or scarcely fly; would go back, and be
^gain carried out. The trouble extended tp a large

part of ray bees. Some dwindled Avhile others kept
up. As the queen was very prolific, the trouble is

nearly stopped, save one hive which is dragging
the shiny fellows out. I am greatly alarmed; for
if winter weather should assist the trouble, I be-

lieve all the bees would go.

One man here, out of 215 colonies lost all but 19

last winter, and his bees were afflicted the same;
but he thought the black shiny bees were old and
dying bees; but I know better, as it does attack
young bees also. I know whereof I speak. The
brood is all right in the comb. The California

friends called your attention to the trouble, but
you passed it lightly, referring to the A B C book.
I liave lost bushels of bees during the summer, in

the way above described. A. L. Klar.
Pana, 111., Sept. 21, 188.5.

I beg pardon, friend K.. but I did not
mean to pass the matter over lightly, as you
term it. So far as I know, nothing "has been
brought to light in regard to the maladv,
further than is given in the A ]'> (' book,
and it seems hardly worth while to repeat
what I have given 'there. Have you and
your friends tried a new strain of "l)lood in
your apiaries—that is. giving a new queen,
and rearing (pieens from herV 1 shall be
glad of any facts in the matter that will
hell) "S l<> liianage the trouble.

This has been a very poor season for bees and
honey. From ninety hives, spring count, in good
condition, I have taken only about l.'JtlO lbs. of comb
honey, and shall |)erhaps return some of it, as some
hives will probably be too light for winter, without
help. Honey is selling here in comb for 10 and 1.3

cts. per lb. California honey injures our nuirket.

Mrs. H. .V. North.
Shellsburg, Iowa, Aw,:. ^•K lss5.

PERTAINING TO DEE CULTURE.

MORE ABOUT MRS. COTTON.
TTo S quite a uutnber of my friends in this vicinity

^^ have been humbugged and defrauded by
l^r purchasing hives and bees of the woman
^^^ named below, I send you the inclosed slip,

to keej) her methods liefore the imblie.

Andover, Mass., Sept. 14, 1885. L. H. Sheluon.

Helow we give the newspaper item which
oiu- friend studs us:

I read in the Trihunc a quoted paragraph nliout
Lizzie E. Cotton, saying that she took fSO from a
poor one-armed woman and sent in return "part
of a hi^•e containing few lices and no queen."
She si'rved us precisely the same way, and we
threatened to sue her for damages, but could not
spend time to follow the matter uji. Hut can not
this contemplible fraud be stopi"'!'.- Her method is

to work in ecrlain sections until too hot tor her,
then steal away to another, answer no letters, but
ply her swindle as before.—H. M. Holmes, Orleans,
Mass.

1 presume friend Sheldon would furnish
the details of the way in which these friends
have been humbugged, if it were necessary;
but the matter has been gone over so many
times at length, that it will hardly be advis-
able to repeat it in detail. Newsi)aper edit-
ors who are receiving and inserting her ad-
vertisement should look into the matter.
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DOES IT HURT A QUEEN TO BE CRIP-
PLED IN ONE OF HER LEGS, ETC.?

ALSU SOMKTHINO ABOUT MAKING POSITIVE STATE-
MENTS WITHOUT POSITIVE KNOWLEDGE.

T KECEIVED from you, Sept. 3d, a "select tested"

,St Italian queen, and Sept. 4th I received an un-

^t tested queen. The select tested queen 1 intro-
"* duced to a colony that had been <iueenless !t

days. Having^ removed the (jueen days pre-

\ ious to the day when I received the (nieen, I re-

moved thefjueen-cells which they had Iniilt, and cag-

ed the queen on a comb over sealed honey. Alter a

period or 24 hours I lifted the comb from the hive

and cut a hole from the opposite side of the comb
through into the cage, leaving the loose piece of

honey for the bees to remove, and liberate the

queen after the comb was returned to the hive.

After a lapse of two days 1 again lifted the comb
from the hive, to be sure that the queen was liber-

ated. 1 found that she had commenced laying, as I

found eggs in the comb. I of course concluded that

every thing was all right, removed the cage, and
closed the hive. Four or five days ago I went to see

how my queen was getting along. I found her, and
she is a very nice looking queen, but I was grieved

to see that one of her legs was useless. Although
she continued laj'ing while I held the comb in my
hands, it made me feel very sad to see her dragging

her poor shriveled leg over the comb. I can't see

why the bees should have stung the (lueen I prized

so highly, when I ha<l the conditions favorable, as I

supposed, for her kind reception. The t|ueen still

continues laying, though not nearly as fast as the

dollar queen. 1 wonder if the crippled queen will

probably live; and if so, if it would probably render
her unfit for a breeding queen. I can'tanswerthesc
questions, as I never had such e.\i)erience before.

I>ast yearl wasvcry unfortunate' in buying queens.
I mailed a <iueen breeder ?5 00 at ditt'erent limes,

.¥3.00 ol which he said he never recei\ed. Of course,

1 believed him, but 1 thought he was very unkind,

after I wrote and told him I had sent it, when he re-

plied that he thought 1 was mistaken, as he did not

lirlkcr II would have been lost or Mulrn. 1 f I had ex-

pressed, or implied doubt, in my statement, I should

not have felt wounded. 1 am well aware that some

people i{i7J nuikc a positive statement, without pos-

sessing a |)ositive knowledge of the subject they

are talking abt)ut. He referred me to that class of

individuals, in a way to inelude me with them.
\V.\t:<o.n Ai,i,i;n.

Bernardsville, N. .!., Sept. 31, IKK").

Friend A., tlieif have l>ecn t'it'(|ii('iiL re-

ports uf (lueens tlial, when received and in-

troduced, were found to be erijiple 1 in the
way you mention, or in a simihir way ; and
sonietimes we find tiueens in otir own apiary
with one or more of their legs useless. We
don't know how this comes about ; but as it

more frequently happens with queens that
have been introduced, 1 have had an opinion
that it was caused l)y pulling their legs
while they were balled, at the time of intro-
ducing. The main question is, of course,
" Does it damage themV I have been in
the habit of writing to customers when such
complaints have been made, to let the
queens remain in the hive, and note whether
they were as prolific as other queens. In the
majority of cases the reports seem to be that

i

they were just as good, to all appearances.
I

In your case, it would seem as if she were
i not as good, although it does not necessarily

I

follow, after all, for queens differ greatly in
I

fertility. 8till a select tested queen ought
[

to be as prolific as almost any dollar queen,
I

for none are ever sent out as select tested,
unless they are good layers.
Now in regard to your last paragraph. I

do think it is one of the most unkind things,
to make positive statements without posi-
tive knowledge. esi)ecially where these
statements refiect on the honesty of some-
body «else. A few days ago. in correspond-
ing in regard to some money which had
been sent us. Itut which we never received,
the writer said he had sent money li)y mail
thousands of times, and had never lost a
copper, and he believed that the money he
had sent this time had reached our ollice.

because it seemed to him unreasonable that
money should go all right so many times,
and then one letter be lost. What absurd
logic: The man was a postmaster too. Had
he been conversant with his own business
he must have known that mail robberies are
occurring every now and then. A few weeks
ago, (juite a (juantity of old letters were sent
to us by the dejiartment. A mail-bag had
been robbed, and rifled of every thing that
was valuable, an<l the rest thrown away.
The department found these after a time,

[
and took great pains to place them in our
hands. It is not only unchristianlike. but
1 should say that it was extremely ungentle-
manly, for anyone to say he does not believe
a letter was ever sent, ifiom the simple fact

i that it was never received. People wlio send
out comparatively few letters may not meet
with a loss for years ; but. does that give
them any right" to say they do not believe
losses occur at ally In" our large business,
comprising oftentimes several hundreds of
letters a day, both going out and coming in,

we have ah opportunity of knowing how
frequently such things do occin-; and while I

am on the subject, I might mention that the
cases where people think they have sent
money, but have forgotten to do so, are
much more fre(iuent than the actual losses.

In fact, this sort of thing occiu's so often
that we have had postal cards i)rinted like
the following, to send out to that class of
customers. Of course, the blanks are to be
filled for meeting any case in question,
and a great many times some portions of the
print have to be crossed out, especially the
iwstscript. Here is the blank, such as we
init on a postal

:

Medina, o., 188
Mr

[

Yours OF is just this minute opened, and both
letter and envelope are in my hands. You say you have

I

inclosed but there is posiiively only ;

I

viz
The envelope was closely sealed, and bear-s no trace of hav-
ing been opened. The inside of the envelope contains noth-
ing, and none nf it« content^ h;ive been dropped. In our
business «p open -cvci-.tI hnn'lrol U-ttcrs n dny. iinti it is

not ,T very niiconinmn tliincr th.il Ibi' \v rile)' lias omitted to
put fl t( W, lid

rite .it once whether or not yon can explain the
above ^hort1J^e• TriK-itin;; that it was only nn omission on
your part, we remain Yotus Respectfnllv.

A. I. lioot. Per " Ida," Clerk.
1'. S.— .^s you may be in immediate want of the goods, we

have concluded to forward them riirht aloncr, to save vou
A. I. ROOT.delay.

You will notice the expression, '

letter and envelope are in my hands."
Both
The
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clerk who is intrusted with this very impor-
tant post always lills out the blanks while
she is holding the letter and money in her left

hand. This, you will see, i»recludes the pos-
sibility ot a "mistake. In the majority of
eases the writer of the letter replies, on re-

ceipt of the above printed postal, that the
letter was seiit to the postoffiee by mistake,
before the m^ney was put in, or something
of that sort. IJnt'sometimes it is impossible
to get any trace or clew as to wliere the
money did go. Do you wish to know how
often'vve liave occasion to use these printed
cardsV Well, I slionld .say usually once or
twice a week, and during the busy season
sometimes as often ;is two or thiee times a
day are needed. It illustrates the hasty and
loose way iu which nuuiy of the brethren do
busine.'s! If anybody wants further proof
of the carelessness of letter - writers,
he should examine the leports from the
Dead-Letter Oftice, which aie sent out at
the close of each year. Some of the friends
have been so unkind as to throw out insinu-
ations regarding the integrity of our clerks.
Let me tell you, friends, that" all these im-
portant positions are tilled only by those
who have, by long years of faithful work,
fully demonstrated their titncss for such
positions. Our books and mails and money
matters are almost all handled by exceeding-
ly careful, faitliful. and intellige"nt women.

OHIO BEE-KEEPERS ON WINTERI-NG.

KKIK.NK ( I.AIJKKS COMMENTS ON WHAT WAS SAID
AND DONE.

LE.\NING.'' litis made a "new departure" in

pulilisliiug the proceedings of the Ohio State

Bee keepers' Association, wliieh 1 have read

witli inucli interest, especially tiie pait relat-

ing to wintering. Some very suggestive

ideas were thrown out on that suli.jeet. wliieh I feel

moved to discuss a little.

PKOPER SIZK OF A WINTElt COLONY.
Ur. Besse and Mrs. Gulp expressed themselves as

averse to very populous colonies at the beginning

of winter. I think they are light. Father I.aiig-

stroth's maxim, " Keep all c(jlonies strong, '" is a

good one for the working season, l)iit I think it is

often the ease that they are stronger than is neces-

sary or desirable in the fall of the year. A hive, as

well as a city, may be overcrowded. I remember,
that in the early days of the North-American Bee-

keepers' Association, when friend Hosmer, of Min-
nesota, used to be a prominent figure among us

(what has become of him'/) he astonished us on one
occasion by the views he enunciated on this point.

He said it is all nonsense to be too humane to kill

bees. It is no more cruel to kill old bees than it is

to shoot old horses. For his part, he did not want
more than about a pint of bees to the hive, when he
fixed things up for winter. If a hive were too pop-

ulous he shook part of the bees on to the ground.
It was mostly old bees that fell, and they would die

before spring any way. He did not want his hives

cluttered up with a lot of dead bees. Wintering
bees is like garnering seed-grain for next year's

crop; all you need is a good start in the spring. My
experience last winter convinced me that colonies

of small size will do well, If properly cared for.

Why should bees be permitted to outlive their use-

lulnessV Is it any more barbarous to get rid of old

bees than it is to dispatch superfluous drones, or

massacre the whole of them when their functions

are over for the season'? During the working sea-

son, bees are incessantly active, and wear them-
selves out very quickly. It is doubtful whether any
that have " borne the heat and bmden of the day "

survive until the fullow-iiig spring, and 1 have come
to think that only old bees are templed to take
flight in pleasant winter weather. Their instinct

teaches them to leave the hive; they enjoy a final

flight ; like Moses they have their Pisgah, disappear,

and " no man knoweth their grave."

TUK WINTER Cr.rSTEH.

President Hoot remarked, that a large colony of

bees will contract to the size of a popcorn ball, and
winter well. In a back numbered' fii.EANiNos the

editor mentioned more in detail a case in which a

whole colony V( as compressed into a ball about the

size of an average " Northern Spy" apple, but

spread out so as to cover the frames. This is prob-

ably the most favoralile shape for them to hiber-

nate in. But I do not see how they can take that

shape as usually put up for winter. I am fixing my
stocks in a way to admit of their nutking a tight ball

of themselves. I am preparing honey-boards on
the principle of " Hills device," using, for the cen-

ter, sections of eavetroughing cut out of 4X4
scantling (see figure*.

o
The gabled part of the honey-board crosses the

middle of the frames at right angles. This gives

I he bees access to all the frames, and they have the

warmest, siuiggest place in the whole hive in which

I

to hug one another when they go oft' into their win-

L ter sleep. There is room for a cluster three inches

I

in diameter; and ff they make it in the shape of a

" rolyjiolx " puflding it will hold a lot of bees.

VENTILATION.

j

Let me shake hands with my old friend .A. Bene-
' diet, whose tall figure an<l gray head used to adorn

j

our oonventions in " the days of yore." I am glad

he is " still to the fore " as a bee-keeper. There is

! a great deal in his remark, " Bees need more venti-

' lation in winter than in summer. " Turn over this

I idea in your mind for a few minutes. Queer, isn't

it, that bees should want more air in winter than in

summer.;' It is not so with hunum beings. In sum-
mer we throw open our doors and windows; but in

winter we keep them carefully closed. Bee life as-

sumes two stages. In summer, activity; in winter,

repose. In summer, (luick wear and tear; in win-

ter, careful hoarding up of the vital forces. Hu-
man sleep in winter may illustrate the point. We
sleep in much colder apartments than we could

occupy through the day. When I was a boy I used

to go from a blazing fire and cosy living-room to a

I

cold garret where I could see the stars, and the

1 snow would sometimes drift on to the bed-clothes,

' but I "slept like a top, " as the saying is. I think

bees will " sleep like a top " too, if they have a uni-

form supply of pure still air.

The president responded to Mr. Benedict's re-

mark by saying, " Our practice is to leave the en-

trance open full width all winter." This had refer-

ence, no doubt, to chatf-packed hives. Well, I be-

lieve the usual entrances will give bees air enough
if they are kept " open full width all winter." But
they are liable to become partially or wholly closed.
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When this is tho case, and the air supplj- is dimin-

ished or cut oil, the bees become uncomfortable
and uneasy, unlock the cluster, and wander around
in search of air. ] do not think a horizontal air-

shaft so good as a jjerpendicular one for maintain-

ing- a constant change in the air. Nature's mode
of purit'i'ing the air is by vertical currents that,

like an endless chain, move continually. In a bee-

hive, with all upwanl ventilation closed, the air is

purified by a downward and upward action that

goes on slowly but surely all the time. Is it wise to

trust to a horizontal passage which is liable to ob-

struction or complete stoppage, both from withoul
and within? I think not. " Cyula Linswik" and
her sister secure ventilation by daily seeing that

these horizontal passages are clear. That is consid-

erable trouble in an apiary of any size. Moreover,
scraping the bottom-board every day with a bit of

hoop iron disturbs the bees, who do best when keirt

in absolute quiet. Why not have a perpendicular
air-shaft thi-ough the bottom-board? JSIy plan of

removing the bottom-board and substituting- a hop-

per is perfect, because all dead bees, dry f:eces (if

they arc dry fteces, as I believe), and all debris, fall

out of the hive and leave it absolutely clean, while

the air-supply is uniform and constant. I do not

need to go near my bees from November to April,

or to wake them up at any time by a rude scratch-

ing on the bottom-board. I believe a two-inch au-

ger-hole through the bottom-board will answer well,

but the hive must be raised at least a foot from the

ground, or you make a door-way for mice. To tack

wire gauze over the auger-hole is to nullify it alto-

gether, because it will soon be stopped with dead
bees and the dehris that falls from the cluster. J

am putting auger-holes in some bottom-boards only

by way of experiment, and all my hives arc from IS

inches to 3 feet above the ground.
CELLAR WINTERINC.

One of the most serious objections to cellar win-

tering is that, when this is practiced, old bees usu-

ally die in the hive. The cellar is dark; and an ex-

piring bee, like an expiring human hcing, seeks the

I i(j}it,—the former literally, the latter figuratively.

\'ery few bees die inside the hive when wintered
out of doors. In the cellar, a lot of dead bees on
the bottom-board is likely, if not certain, to cause
disease. Another objection to cellar wintering is

the difficulty of replacing each hive on its own
stand, and I, for one, believe this to be necessary,

to prevent confusion. I have no doubt that spring
dwindling is partly caused by spring wandering.

SUCCESSFUI^ WINTERING.
I do not call it successful wintering, merely to se-

cure the survival of a colony. I passed one winter
in Manitoba, and managed to survive, but got a
rheumatism that has been the plague of my life

tor two years. I don't consider that I wintered well,

though I lived through it. I want my bees to win-
ter so as to come out in spring with clean combs,
and brood in all stages, after consuming the mini-

mum if honey. If I can get them to hibernate,

they will do this every time. Not that I ever ex-

IH'ct to winter bees absolutely without loss. There
are circumstances we can not control. I have got
one or two stocks I do not expect to winter. For
some reason or other the (jueens stopped l)reeding

early, and even now the stocks are dwindling, with
I>lenty of stores on hand. Kvery day I notice a few
tiees coming out and taking their last Hight. They
tly feebly, make a few circles in the air, then fall to

the ground, crawl about for a little while, and final-

ly give up the ghost. A small percentage of loss

must l)e expected. It is so in all business, and bee-

keeping is no exception to the general rule. But a

colony that goes into winter rjuarlers in a really

normal condition ought to be so managed as

to come out all right in spring and will l>e,

when we fin<l out hmc to dii it. I think we are on
the verge of the discovery, if, indeed, it be not al-

rea<ly made. Another spring, I firmly believe, will

spttle the problem for all time. Wm. F. Cf.arivE.

(luelph, Out., ran., f-^ept. 2:?, 18S.->.

SAWS THAT NEED NO FILING.

ANOTHF.Ii STEP IN MECII AXIC Al, PII (>(i R ESS.

fllE single item of liliiig' saws lias long
been well nnderstood to l)e an item of
no small moment in oni- mefhanical
work, and many inventois have stud-
ied with a view of maldiis' some auto-

matic machine that would take tiie place of
the slow and expensive operation of lilingl)y

hand. Not only is the operation slow and
expensive, but hies are expensi\e. One
trouble that stands in the way is, tliat no
common day laboi-er could be 'expected to

keep a machine for tiling his saw, even if

one were invented. Well, the JNIiller's Falls
Co., of 74 Chambers Street, N. V., have
made a start in the business by making tem-
pered saw-blades that are to "be used until
they are dull, and then thrown away, and a
new blade put in. As these blades are nev-
er to be touched with a lile, they are tem-
pered much harder than any ordinary saw-
blade. Below we give cuts of two different
saws, arranged to work on this plan.

STAR BUTCHER SAW
miwa;j?ja;;afaw.aM^vtJ«;;at.jj;;i:M.uM!o;;

The first is a meat-saw, such as butchers
use. The second is a hack-saw, similar to
those we have for some lime sold and used
for sawing metals. I took one of the hack-
saws that were sent me for trial, and gave
it to our machinist. I told him the manu-
facturers guaranteed each saw to cut off a
bar of half-inclt iron SO times. He tried it

on a piece of inch shafting. It cut it off al-

most as if it were a hoe or fork handle.
After the first cut he came to me saying:

":\Ir. Root, how much is this tool worthy
I told him the i)rice was Sl.il.

He rt'i)lied at once, "' Here is your money.
And now I want it understood that this tool
is mine."
Do you want to know what the saws cost?

The blades only, for the hack-saw, are 5 cts.

each, or "jO cents per dozeti. If wanted by
mail, add :; cts. per dozen for postage. The
blades for the meat-saw are 10 cts. each, or
$1.00 i)er dozen. If wanted by mail, add 10
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cts. per dozen for postage. The meat-saw
frame alone is wortli SI. .'30. It is made of
the l)est qnality of polished steel, and
heavily nickel-phited. The liack-saw frame
alone, made in the same way, is worth 75
cts. The liaek-saw frame can be sent by
mail for 13 cts. extra; the meat-saw frame
is not mailable. The manufactnrers also
make blades for wood-scroll sawing, at 10

cts. per dozen, the same price as those sold
on our ten-cent counter.

plenty of good wholesome food, some sort of protec-

tion at the sides, with loose chaff or leaves above the

cluster, and a good wide entrance that lets in the air,

but excludes mice, and I think you will be all right.

Gleanincs ih Bee Culture,
I'lihlishfd Sctni-MontUlij.

.^. X. I^OOT,
EDITOR AND PUBLISHER,

MEDINA, O.

TERMS: $1.00 PER YEAR, POSTPAID.

For Clulilsisg Bates, See First Page of Eeadics Hatter.

1 MICROSCOPIC SLIDES OF THE BEE.

I

We have received from W. M. McAllister, Philadel-

phia, a full series of microscopic specimens of the
I bee. Thej- are soinc of the finest we have ever

j

seen, and comprise a careful selection of all the
different parts of the bee, carefully mounted. Be-

sides this, some of the specimens are iujected ; that
is, a red lluid is pumped into some of the delicate

tissues, in order that the fine markings and the
structure may be more easily seen. Such objects

j

ordinarily sell for from 3") to50 cts. each; but we can
furnish a whole dozen, put up in a neat pasteboard
box, for the low price of .iS1.50. These slides are
~^x?4 inches, and are just the thing for the small
microscopes we advertise. Ernest has tested them
with his large instrument, and knows they are good.

I coiue fuitli as gold.—Job 23: 10.

We have today, Sept. 29, 6540 subscribers.

We expect shortly to have a new dress for the

front of the juvenile department.

A VISIT TO peter HENDERSON.
As soon as this present number is winging its way

lo your homes, I shall, Providence permitting, be on
my way to a visit to Peter Henderson, the great

market gardener of the world. Notes by the way
will be found in our next issue.

HOW LATE CAN WE SHIP yUEENSV
The above question is often asked by somebody

who has a good strong colony, found to be fjueenless

late in the season. We expect to ship (jueens, not

only all through this month, but next also, clear in-

to December, unless the weather is unusually se-

vere.

THE ILLtTSTRATED BIENEN/.EITIXC..

Wk ha^e before mentioned the excellent (juality

of the engravings in the above journal, and the is-

sue for September gives us some that it seems to

me are ahead of any thing we have seen yet. To
cap the climax, a frontispiece contains, not an en-

graving, but an excellent photograph of Dr. Dzier-

zon himself.

SELLING BEES IN THE FALL.
If it were not for the wintering troubles, the fall

would bean excellent time to buy and sell bees; and
where one feels sure he can winter them safely, it

is an excellent time to buy bees as it is. See our ad-

vertising columns. You will notice that it is a rath-

er poor time to sell, by the extremely low luices at

which bees are offered.

ARTIFICIAL PASTURAGE.
Ix localities not too far north, seven-top turnii)

may now be put in the ground ; but unless the i)lants

have time to make a good stout root, the frosts of

winter will be likely to heave them out. Raspberry-
plants may be set out now; in fact, we have been
setting out plants of the Cuthbert for two or three

weeks past. Alsike and sweet clover may be sown
in the fall, in some localities; but perhaps the safer

way will be to put in the seed in the spring. Winter
rape can probably be sown about the time of winter
wheat, but as yet we know little about it. Can any
of our readers give us any information^ We tried

some a year or two ago, but it was so near like our
seven-to]) tuinip that we found it diflicult to tell

"which fiom t'other."

PREPAIUNG BEES FOR WINTER.
This matter has been gone over so thoroughly

every fall for years past, it hardly seems necessary
to repeat it all agaiiL Our text-books give very full

instructions, and the matter has been discussed
pretty fully almost every month since the disasters

of last winter. See that each colony has lots of bees.

MAMFACTUHED CO.MB HONEV.
Whilk riding in a crowded street-ear from the

College Grounds in Columbus to the Fair Grounds,
the conversation started on adulterated honey, and
one of the " knowing ones" commenced to tell the

old story of how they manufactured the comb out
of paraftine and the contents out of glucose, etc.

Wiiile I was waiting for a good chance to put in a

word, Ernest and George (J ray took the gentleman
up. He was very positive until he found whom he
got hold of; but the boys backed him down soquick-
ly that he very soon acknowledged that he did not

just know where the honey was made, but that he
had heard about it. One of the reasons which he

gave for declaring the honey was bogus, was that it

was ottered at 1,') cts. per lb.; but when the boys
closed down on him and offered to furnish him 5

lbs. or even less, at only 10 cts. a pound, and .50 lbs.

or more at !) cts., and honey, too, that would stand
the test of analysis, quite a number of bystanders
put in and wanted to know where we lived, that

they might send us some orders. You see, the point

is, friends, the world is not half posted. They have
all read the sensational items in the papers, and
have honestly decided in their own minds that no
genuine honey is to be found in the markets, either

comb or litjuid, and so we bee-keepers have to stand

the conse(iuences. Don't let us be disheartened,

however. We have the promise, that he that is pa-

tient and endureth to the end, shall eventually tri-

umph. Meanwhile it is the duty of every one of us
to do all we can to disabuse their minds in this

matter.
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QUEENS BY RETURN MAIL.
THE COMING BEE.

I believe tlmt, with most all well-cxpciiciui-il bee-
keepers, it is aibiiittcd tliiit. to take :iii\ one raee of
bees in its purity, the Italians are pfeteiahle to nil

Others; and yet it is also adiiiitteil, that the Cypri-
ans, Holy-Lands, and Carniolans all have j^ood
traits not loiind in the Italians. My etlorts have
been to combine the ^aad traits of all other new
races with the Italians, and yet retain all the sood
traits of the Italians, and I am happy to say that I

have succeeded, even beyond my most sanuiiine
expectation.

HOW I DID IT.
In the first place, the Italians, bein": the best, I

took them as the basis. From a tine imported Ital-

ian queen I raised a number of young' (pn-ens; and
liefore these were ready to become mated I con-
tracted the entrance of all hives except the Holy-
l.and bees, so as to not permit the drones to tlv.

Well, as there was <iuite a mimher of Holy-I.and
drones I siieeceded in haviiifi' some of these yonn^-
queens mated with them. Next 1 selected two of
the queens thus mated (which were veri' laij;e),

and from these two another lot of queens was rais-
ed; and by the same method I obtained some very
tlnequeetis mated with Cyprian drones, and these
are the queens I use to raise from. ]S!()U\ take no-
tice; as I allow no drones to tly except Italian, and
as all bees near me are Italians, all queens raised
from these crosses will be mated with Italian
(h'ones. Such queens i)i-oduce flue, large, prolific,
and energ-ctic workers.

If you would like to see some live samples of
workers, send two letter-stamps and I will mail you
a dozen or so.

Will send queens raised from imported stock, if

preferred. The Carniolan cjueens I raise will be
pure Carniolans, and mated with Italian drones.
All races will be sold at the same price.

Oct.
I
Nov.

Single queens, untested, but laying, each, *1 tK)
|
$1 00

Six or more, each 90 |
90

Singie queen, tested 1 50 |
1 50

Six or more, each 1 40 |
140

C'HAS. KINGSIiEY,
lOd Benton, Bossier Co., liOuiKiana.

Oldest Bee Paper in Amfjrica— TlMdhUxhrd hi isru.

AMERICAN BEE JODMAL,
16 pa^e Weekly—$1.00 a year.

Sample Free. THOMAS G. NEWMAN Sc SON,
925 West Madison Street, Clilcag'o, 111.

FOR SALE,
A SeCOND«H.\ND TWO-HORSE-POWEK

EUKKK.^ ENOINE AND BOILEIR.
The above engine has been in use about five

years; but Mr. A. F. Stautter, of Sterling-, 111., of
whom we purchased it, writes in regard to it as
follows:

I g-uai-antee the engine to be in good working-
shape, as good as it ever was. I had boiler examin-
ed last spring by a steam-fltter, and he pronounced
it as g-ood as new. I always used soft water. I am
furnishing my shop with new machinery and am
anxious to sell or exchange it. I have to get more
machinery, and my two-horse power is too light.

Sterling-, 111. " A. F. St.^uffer.
We will sell the above engine, to be taken at

Sterling, 111., for an even ,<S100, and we will put our
guarantee on top of that of friend S. We obtained
it of him in exchange for some new machinery, he,
of course, putting in a larger engine and boiler.

Also one second-hand Pony Planer for sale.
Thisplaner is one that we used in our faetorv for
planing all our basswood plank, heavy liiinbei-, etc.,
and was set aside only because of the increase ol
our business. The plane is 24 inches in width, and
such a machine would cost new 1(140 net cash. It is

all in good trim, and ready for work, with an extra
pair of new knives, and it will be sold for just half
price, or $70.00.

A. I. ROOT, ITIedina, Ohio.

85 COLONIES OF BEES FOR SALE
Syi-io-ltalians, Ucd-( lov.-r Italians, and Hybrids,

all on L. frames, most l\- wired. Wishing'to go
south for m,\ health, 1 oiler the alio\e in lots of five
or niort! at ?^5.tiii per colony, (.r .*:;t;(l foi- the lot, if
taken sofui, together with extractor, section cases,
e.xtra frames, and fixtures. All reqiieened from
the best strains this year.

J. SlNCiLETON,
I9d 34 Public Square, C'loveland, O.

distance to
prefer(»nee.
I9d

small farm and apiary,
rnis of sale, honey resources,
and church. California given

K. S. ARWINE,
Patterson, Waller Co., Texas.

Pnr Qola Ki^lit ColoiiioN of Bees in l>o-
rUI Odie. story Simplicity hi\es; granulated
sugar st..r

per colony.
19d

iplicity hl\es; granulated
LOmplete for wintering, at $K.uO

K. B. nONEAK,
Cherry Hidge, Wayne Co., Pa.

Fnr rhriQtmnc ^*> scroll saw desions forrOr UnnSimaS. working brackets, easels.
etc., 10c. J. L. HYDE, POMFEET LANDING, CONN. ]9tfdb

JOB
AT

LOT
(. li I A

OF WIRE CLOTH
/. 1 /.' i:ni c i: i> i-iuc i:s

.

SECOND aUALIT? WIEE CLOTH AT I'o CTS. PEE SaUAEE FT.

SOME OF THE I.SEs TO WHICH TIMS WIRE CI.OTII C.\X BE AT-
PLIEU.

This wire clotli is Recond quality. It will answer nicely
— Ifor oovering doors and windows, to keeji out rtii s; for
•*.|coverin{>-bee-hives and cages for shippintc bees; making

sieves for sifting: seeds, etc

20 .Si

sieves for sifting: seeds, etc.
Number of Square l-"eet contained in each Roll

Respectively.

3 rolls of 75, n s. f.

•i rolls, 100 s. f. each.
3 rolls of Ififi s. f. each
3 rolls of 181, 1 of IfiOs. f.

4 roll.s of 200, t of ISO, and 1 of 1

23 rolls of 217, 38 of 216, 2 of litr>.

210 I

(1 2 of 234, s.

190, i;:;?, !?(•., and•2S rolls of 316,3 of -285

215 s. f

.

' 1 roll of 245 s. f

.

(1 roUof 366, lof 348 s. f.

1 roll of 152 s f

.

:jl0 rolls of 4(W, 1 of 100, 1 of .".0 s. f

.

FIEST aUALITY WIEE CLOTH AT V, CTS. PEE SaUAEE FT.

The following- is first quality, and is worth P4 cts.
per square foot. It can be used for any purpose
for which wire cloth is ordinarily used; and even at

\'U cts. per sq. ft. it is far below the prices usually
charged at hanlware and furnishing- stores, as yoii
will ascertain I'y making in(iuiry. We were able to
secure this v(

over one thou iand dollars'
•20 1

:

ill of

i-h of

80, %, l-:o, 168, ISKI,

I.-., 195.200, 200,201, 2

I 22 1 roll each of 88, 143, 92 s. f.

21 43 rolls of 200 sq. ft. each
,

l.W 140 sq. ft.
26 .58 rolls of 216 sq. ft. each;

I
I

201.204sq.lt.
i28 76 rolls of 233, 6 of 224. 3 of 219, 8 of 222. 7 of 22t. 8 of 219, 1 Of
~ 117 sq. ft. ; 1 each of 70, 210,245, 257, 240, 215, 110 93, 88 sq. ft.

?30 36 lolls of 2.50 sq. ft ; 1 each of 82, 137, 115, 117, 125, 126, 220,

., : 225, 227. 237. 235, 275. 240, 157 sq. ft.

c 32 14 of 266, 7 of -256, 2 of 253 square ft. ; 1 each of 233, 251, 147, sq.

I

sq. ft.

3.S 1 roll each of 300 and 316 sq. ft.

I 40 1 roll of 233 square feet.

I

42 1 roll of 3.50 square feet.
I 46 1 roll of 192 square feet.

A. I. ROOT, niedina, Ohio.

1 HAVE soitie: fine

POLAND CHINA PIGS
VERY CHEAP. - ADDKICSS

N. A. KNAPP, Rorlieciter, I^oraln €o., O.

DADANT'S FOUNDATION FACTORY, Whole-
* sale and retail. See advertisement in another

column. 3bttd
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Contents of this Number.

LEGS AND ARMS
(ARTIFiriAL)

WITHT'JBBER HANDS AND FEET.

7

1

THOUSANDS IN USE
New Piitents and Inipr,

Speiial uti.-Tition Rivrn 1

SOLDIERS,
Jni. Prnphlct cf ISC Pag;3

SENT FREE.

A. A. KAHIIG,
701 Broadway, New York.

Please niciition this paiier.
|

THE CANADIAN BEE JOURNALT

D. A. Jones 5; Co., Publishers. Beeton, Ont., Can.
'

'I'lic only bee jom-iiMl priiitc.l in ( iinadn. inid <'(ui-

laininu nmeli vaUiabU" und intcrcstiMy niatlcr ( acli

week I'roni tlie jxmis of leadinj^- < aiiadiaii and Tnited
States bee-keei)ers. Sample cfopy sent free on re-

|

eeii)t of address. Printed on nice toned paper, and i

in a nice shape for l)indiiig-, inakiii^r in one year a
I

\ olnine of KW pajres. '.itfb

DADANT'iS FOUNDATION FACT0K7, WHOLESALE AND !

RETAIL. See advertisenieni in another column,
j

QUEENS AT REDUCED PRICES.

DADANT'S
FOUNDATION
IS isserted by hundreds of practical and disinterest-
ed bee-keepers to be the cleanest, brijihtest, quick-
( St accepted by bees, least apt to sag, most reg-ular
in color, evenest, and neatest, of any that is made.

It is kept for sale by Messrs. A. H. Newman, Chi-
c I ro. III. : C. F. Muth, Cincinnati, O. ; Jas. Heddon,
Uowa;iiae. Mich.: 1'. I>. Dougherty, Indianapo-
1 '..Ind.: (has. H. Oieon. I'.erlin, Wis.: Ch.as. Hertel,
Ti, Fi-eeburg, 111.: Ezra Uaer. Dixon, Lee Co., 111.: E.
S Armstrong, .Icr.-;c.\vil!e. Illinois; Arthur Todd,
(.( rniantnun. Pliila'delpliia, Pa.: E. Kretchmer.
( ( buru-. Iowa; Elbert F. Smith, Smyrna, N. Y.:
( T. Dale, MortonsyiUe. Ky.: Clark .lohnson \-

>-( n. Covington. Ky.. Kint;, Aspin\vall & Co., Hi Thom-
as St., New Y<irk Citv, C. A. Crayes, liirmiu^haui,
O.; M. .T. Dk'kason. Hiawatha, Kan.; .J. W. Porter,
Charlottesyille. Albemarle Co., Va.: E. K. Newcomb,
Pleasant Valley, Dutchess Co., N. Y., and numerous
other dealers.
Write for Nnmj>,'c,< free, and price list of supplies,

accompanied with 150 Compliineiitarjand wn.'«o-

licited tegtimouinls, from as many bee-keepers, in

1883. IFc {iiMi'iiiitff rcerji inch <-/ our fouiKtation ajual
to sample in every respect.

CHAS. DADANT Jc SON,
3btfd llaniiltoii, Hancock Co., Iliiiioint.

Owing to the seareil.\- ol nionc.x 1 \\\\\ sell my war-
anted Italian Queens at .-r^s.no p, r dozen; two dozen

,

for $15.00. J. T. WILSON. I

istfdb. MCllOLASVlLLE, KV.
|

FULL COLONIES '^^'^VoYkk'l.^.^^^^

'

Address for sample workei-s,

:.'Otfdb S. F. REED, North Dorelioster, N. II.

MUTH'S
HONEY-EXTRACTOR,

!<)QL'.\ke: <;l.%ss honey-.iaks,
TIN bi;<;kiet$, bee-hives,

HONEV-SECTIONS, Arc, Ac.

Apply to CHAS. F. MUTH, CinCinn.mi, O.

P. S.—Send lO-cent stamp for " Practical Hints to

BEE-HIYES, •:• SECTIONS,
HONEY - BOXES. ETC.

GKEAT nSdJCTIOig'.
.\li Dealers and l:irge consumers will llnd it to

(heir interest to wii!e us for special stocking-np
prices, either for pnserit or future delhery. Ititfdb

G. B. LEWIS Si CO., Watektown. Wis.

VANDERVORT
C02£B FOUNDATION MILLS.
Send lor samples and reduced price list.

2tfdb .JNO. VANDEKVORT. Laccyvillc, Pa.

;cTioi\^s<
Western head(iuarters for bee-men's supplies.

Four-piece sections, and hi yes of eyery kind, a
specialty. Flory's eorner-elamps, etc. OrdcM-s for
sections and elami)s filled in a few hours' notice.
Send for sample and i>riees.

NI.R. WIADARY.
920db Box 172. Fresno City, Cal.

SECOND-HAND FOOT-POWER SAWS.
Wk ha\-e, subject to our oi-der, one liarnes

foot-power liuzz-saw, which we lunc la ken Ironi
parties whose business has enlarged so much that
they haw no further use foi- them. It is nearl\'
new, in good order, haying all the latest ini-

l>royemenls. We will sell it for one-fourth less

than the regular retail price; that is, we will sell a
$10.00 saw for $30.00.

A. I. ROOT, ITIcdiua, O.

W. Z. HUTCHINSON,
ROGERSVILLE, GENESEE CO., MICH.,

Can still furnish Italian (pieens. bred from the best

of mothers, and reared in full colonies. Single

(lueen. ^IM): si.v for g;.").00: twehe or more, 75 cents
each. Tested (pieens. *-'.00 each. Full colonies,
$.").00 each. Neat white basswood shipping-crates,
for comb honey, r, ets. each in the fiat. Sample, by
express. naile<l up. in cts. Make money orders pay-
able at Flint. IStfdb

LOOK HERE!
To introduce niy strain of pure bright Italians.

e(|ual to any in
' the United States, I will otter for

.Vugust, tested (lueens, *1 on each; e.xtra tine, select-

ed. J<l..")i) each; one-frame rnieleu^, eiuisisting of one
e.vtra select (plecn, one lianie ol biood. '•; lb. bees,
for .s:,'.0(i. If you wiMi' iip\ bees, s. iid me your ad-

dress on i)ostal and I will send you sample by re-

turn mail. Ueeswa.v or honey taken in exchange,
l.otfdb •I'HO.Il.tS IIOUN,

Box G91, Slicrburiie, C'licn. to,, N, Y.
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PONEY C0MMN.
CITY MARKETS.

Cincinnati. — IJoncxi. — Tliere is no material
olianjic iti tlie market lor lionf.v. Dcinaiicl is slow
lor iiiainitiictm-iiij;- pui-posfs. while tliero is a fair
trade ill comli and extracted honey for table use.
Arrivals are l;iir. Extracted honey brings -ifJ^Sc on
nrrival, aeeoidinji- to (juality. Clioice comli honey,
WjiWu in the .iobliiiij;- way. nrrxivii.r.— Hnmt' de-
mand for beeswax is fair, which briiifis 2()(;?:.;:ic for
ciioiee yellow, ou arrival. I'HAS. ¥. Muth.
Oct. 10, 1885. Cincinnati, Ohio.

8t. Loris.— H'^f)?ic.v.—Not much change since our
lust report. Extracted honev. rioutlicrn. in bbls.,
iWfi;. Northern, in kejis. 7'"'Sc. Inr-'frallon cans,
S' ofr/iie. Comb h'lnev in y-ood demand (white clover),
aiid wanted at IV" ISc. A fancy lot would bring a
little more. Dark honey, hard to sell.

/{(•csir i.r.— Fair demand, 24(rt2r)C.

Oct. 10, 18S.1. W. T. Andekson & Co.,
St. Louis, Mo.

Chkaco. — //<iH^!/. — Demand {•ood for the best
urades of comb hone.v, and prices Ann at 1.5(?'il6 cts.

for extracted. There is not any increased sale,

Uf:i-^]r:t.i\:'.Wr.l c. Producers intending- to market
their comb honey shoiiM yet it ready and send for-
ward dmin«- the mild weather, as it bears transpor-
tation much better than when it is freezing- weather.
Oct. 10, 1885. R. A. Burnett,

161 So. Water St., Chicag-o, 111.

Cleveland.— Woofiy.—Honey has been in better
demand lately, and new honey has moved off

quite satisfactorily at U (?? 15c. for best Mb. sec-
tions. Old honey has also taken a little start at lOrti

13c. For extracted, there seems to be no inquiry.
Tticxirax. 23f^'25. A. C. Kendel.
Oct. 10, 1885. 115 Ontario St., Cleveland, O.

Milwaukee.—Hone;/.—The receipts of comb are
beginning to arrive more, yet the supply is not
large, demand moderate. Prices for l)cst 1-lb. sec-
tions, ItjfTfilSc. Extracted, good demand, Sc.

Oct. 10, 18a5. A. V. HisHoi'.
113 W. Water St., Milwaukee, Wis.

Foi! S.VLE.—501)0 lbs. extracted clover and bsiss-

wood hone.y in lO-galloii kegs at T'jcperlb. Jvegs
thrown in free of charge.

M. ISBELL, Norwich, N. V.

EXCHANGE DEPARTMENT.
"VXTANTED.—In exchange for new varieties of
VV strawberries and raspberries, Tlymouth
Hocks, Light Brahnuis. Pekin Ducks, new varieties
of |)Otatoes, and small-fruit plants, cherry and
(juince trees. P. SUTTON. Eseter, Luz. Co., Pa. lO-U'lJdb

WANTED.—To exchange bees for small planer
for wood, also one for iron.

18-19-30d Henry Palmer, Hart, Mich.

WANTED.—To exchange for bees, 10,000 Mam-
moth-Cluster Raspberry-plants; Sl.OO per 100;

.fe.OO per 1000; also 30,000 Strawberr.y-plants, ('res-

cent Seedling, Cumberland Triumph, Sharpless,
andGlendale; 75c per 100; $4.00 per 1000.

]8d W. J. Hessek. Plattsmouth, Neb.

WANTED.—To exchange one-half bushel ot ex-
tra fine white clover seeil for alsike clover

seed, liltfdb M. A. Gill, Viola, Kichl'd Co., Wis.

WANTED.—To exchange bees for registered
Poland China Pigs. W. Z. Hutchinson,

20tfdh Rogersville, Genesee Co., Mich.

,50 €01.0INIES MV BKKS in Langstroth and
Simplicity hives—hybrids in good shaj)e for winter;
$3. .50 per colony on the cars, or *:?.25 as they stand.
30-21d GEO. W. SIMMONS, Newark, Del.

Black and Hybrid Queens For Sale.

Hybrid (|ueens. .50 cts. each; black queens, 35 cts.
each ; from Aug. 1st to Oct. 1st, safe arrival guaran-
teed. G. K. Raudenbush, Reading, Berks Co., Pa.

To those in need ot queens, 1 offer about .50 fine
young and prolific hybrid queens at 40 cents each,
safe arrival gunrantced.

T. F. Kloer, Terre Haute, Vigo Co., Ind.

DADANT'S FOUNDATION FACTORY, Whole-
sale and retail. See advertisement in another

oolumn. ;jbtt'd

1 have now three hybrid queens for sale at 40 cts.
each, fiuarantee safe .irrival.

.1. H. .Johnson, Middaghs, Northamp. Co., Pa.

Recent Additions to the Counter Store.
rSA'E - CE?»T COIiNTEIS.

Postii-p.l [Pr. of 10. of ion

5
I
CTIP A^TD SAUCER, china : small but cute | 45

|
4 00

31 DOLL, china-limbed. 8-inch 1 45
| 4 0,'

3
I
HAKMONICA. srood size | 45

|
4 00

3
I
PICTU2E ENOB. wire, and screw-eyes, all
fortivpcents

| 45 14 00
5 1 WOOD FAUCETS for vinegar .•.

1 45
|
4 00

6 I POCKET SCItEW-D2IVEE | 40
|
3 50

.\ bcaul if ul little tool, made of tempered steel, with bl.ick
en.iiinl. il liinilles. .ind just about the nicest thini? you <-an
have in vniivest pocket lor openin(r hives, prying up wood
ir.ime- s TMii Hi-' ctr wax, propolis, etc.

5
1 HATCHET, toy | 48

|
4 .50

Haiell.- .ni.l hln.le nil nvtnl, \ <;plendid little tool to drive
wive n,iil>. aiMl ii hii- < |iin. i , utt insj- edge besides. .\ beaut i-

3
I

nTbsLIBLE IIT;:! \vitli mi .her stamp, for
I

48 | 4 50
a single imti.il li-tt. i .

'a ;i h iiikin.;- pad and all eomplete. in a
box. for only ti-r rents. In orderin-r. please tell what letter
of ihe alnhabet vii w.-mt in the stamp.

4
I
SAW. OASPEOTEK'S | 45 | 4 00
Small b\ii b:inilv. and a wonder for a nickel.

TKN - OUNX COUIMTEK.
5

! DOLL, china-limbed; 10 in. long | 85 ! 8 00
3

I
HAPMONICA, awd | 75 |

(5 00

4
I
MISEOE, hand, in oval mahogany frame;
n benutv

I
85 | 8 00

5 I PITCHEE, real china; a beautv | 85 i 8 00

I
EAKE. small size, for young farmers.. | 75

|
6 OH

14
I
MOSAIC MATCH-SAFE

I
85 |

8 00
Snmetliiiitr eiuirely new, and wonderfuUv pretty, resem-

blini.' c'olond iii:irhle. It is having a great " boom."
3

1 CRYSTAL STARCH POLISH I 80 1 7 .50

This is an iin-.nli..n ..I a lailv. and is designed to lij.rbten the

Hull. the I

ds
iklr thill them grand

3
1 COLORED SPECTACLES for weak eyes . . . 1 80 | 7 .50

'B'ivEr\'rY-<';EiNT countek.
13

I

TO? STOVE, with full set of tin ware | 1 80
|
17 00

'I-%VKNT¥-Ei'aVE CEXT COUNTEK.
8

I

MIRROR. 4x6, ytlatc (iJat<i<, beveled edges,
moi-oeco liack | 2 00

|
18 00

5
1 TAPE MEASURE: .50-foot : nickel case.. 1 3 35 |

20 00

15
i

DOLL, wax, all dressed for a i>arty .
|
2 25 j 20 00

FIFTV-CKINT COINTER.
fi

I
FIRST STEPS FOR LITTLE FEET 1 3 .50

|
33 50

By theatulh.r ..f tie- stoiv .il the I'.ible. .\ better book for
yoting children can not be loinid in the ^\bole round of litera-

Uire, and al the sane- linir tin le eaii liardlv be found a more
attraetive l»M,k-, P.euitilnll.v lunind, and fully illustrated.

SlU'EN'B' V-F'i'vE'"i';ENT COUNTEIS.
33

I
SAW, CARPENTER'S. 34 in. long | 6 00

I
.50 00

With square and rule; Disstc.irs make, marked "Enterprise.-
A. I. ROOT, MEDINA, OHIO.

DADAMT'S FOUNDATION FACTORY, WHOLESALE and RETAIL.
See advertisement in another column. 3bttd

^rv/^T3 ^ A T T '^ Fine *tock and
1*\JJX iS>\.l^H» Vegetable Farm of
146 .\cres, live miles south of Atlanta, Ga. Al-
lan!;! is the c;ii)ital of Georgia. Sixty acres of fine

timbered kind, the rest in a good state of cultiva-
tion. .\ddress E. B. PLUNKKT,
311(1 ^ A XL,A INTA, «;A.

Fine, luire-bred Cockerels
!)f this pojiular breed at

$1.00 ciieh, if taken before Nov. 15. Satisfaction
gunninteed. l!if. F.il. (lUiniiuiis. Address
10-30d YODER & METSLER, E. LsTistc-ro, Mahonine Co., 0.

SITflATIOK with some bee-
per. I have had one season's ex-

;s 1,. r. I»l NI>.\P,
NASHl A,IOWA.

Plymouth Rocks.

WANTED, u^
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rs-tx. ea'_-h. single Nuin
Al'litions to clubs may lie made

ih ratals. Al)i)veai-u all Lo be s«i>t

<K POSTOFKUK.

rim.isMKi) I

>t \ I \)(\{\n^ MTv^T^TXT \ (^J11(\ I

peryenrextra. To all countries KOT of
I A. 1. liOOi. Mli,DlJNA,UiIlU.

1. the I;. F.U.,«(; per year extra.

OUR OWN APIARY

XV iipiaii.-t who i^ ill Jill iii-at ami I id.v ulioiil

liis a|)iai-.\, Iviiows wliat an f'.\t"sore it is to

hiwo weeds and grasses fri-Dwiiii;- at t lie eri-

tranee of liis hives, and that. too. diiriii'.;- the

lieightdl' liie hoiiey-tlow, wlieii time is pre-

cious. 'I"o1al<e a long- knife or oilier imijlemont,

and cnl away or pull up the weeds, is not only ex-

pensive but e.\eeeilingly ilisagreeal)le. Well do 1

remember when it was my allotted task as a juve-

nile apiarist (?) to hoe away those "i)esky weeds,"

and how those bees, " peskier " still, innibl eonti-ive,

despite my frantic efforts, to plant a stinjr above

my shoe-top, or. worse, remind me of their pres-

ence uj) my trou.sers leg-. I was young- and inex-

perienced, and had a kind of mortal terror of the

bee. To tell the truth, I am not particularly fond

of meddling with the entrance of hives now. One
vacation, just prior to returning to school, I placed

a little salt at the entrance of two or three hives, by
way of experiment; but as I soon returned to

school 1 never knew how it resulted. Our apiarist,

however, during this year and the preceding, has

made it a complete success, and at a very insigniti-

caut cost. About ten days ago it took him about
an hour to sprinkle salt at the entrance of 220 hives.

When common barn salt is worth !i;i.2,5 per bbl.,

the whole expense per entrance, annuall.\', includ-

ing time, is less than a quarter of a cent. Two days
after the application of the salt you might see the

weeds killed, root and all, at every entrance. Even
the hardy dandelion shared the common fate, The

action of the salt works best, and is almost imme-
diate,- after a rain. Where our entrances were, a

day or so ago, a little obstructed, they are now per-

fectly clean .-md I fancy the bees appreciate the

change too. Now is a good time, when work in the

apiary is not iiressing, to kill olf the weeds; and
during almost the whole of the next season yo\i

will find little troulile from the weeds at the en-

trance. It seems to me a good deal of importance

needs to be attached to this. It is expensive l>usi-

ness, and not a little loss of the much-sought honey-

crop, to have the little fellows wasting their time

by bumping- their heads against the weeds, and

then to crawl over w hat is to th<.-m mountains of

obstructions.

ISEES FLYlN»i Ol T OX ( HII.LV D.VVS.

Oct. v.—It has been cold and rainy for the last two
days. Yesterday, while the sun was out for a

short time, a good number of bees tilled the air.

The sun soon disappeared, and the atmosphere be-

came chilly as before. Then you might have seen

little clumps of bees huddling together on the hive-

covers and in the grass, too much chilled to return

home. There must have been two or three pounds

of bees at least that were lost by the sudden change

of temperature. A short warm spell on a wet chilly

day seems not very profitable to the apiarist.

MOKE .VBOUT THOSE CAHNIOLANS.

This morning, Oct. !), was cool and frosty, and 1

accordingly concluded it wouUl be a good time to

test more thoroughly the disposition of that Carni-

olan swarm. Proceeding thence without any
smoker we opened the hive, but the few remaining

Italians stuck up their "tails" as usual in a threat-

eninir attitude. The Carniolans acted quite differ-
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eiitly, and seemed to be entirely unaware of our
presence—iu fact, like Italians on a warm day. AVe

pointed our flng-ers at their " noses," iu a manner
calculated to ag-gravate most bees. Tlie new bees
could not be induced to fly up; but the few Italians

seemed ^inclined'to resent, and darted with dire in-

tent at the llnj^erpoint. Our aphirist then shook a
frame of the bees before tlie entrance of the hive.

They fall oil' quite readily, but I think not as easily

as the black bees. 1 then shook a frame with simi-

lar results. A more extended trial ne.\t season
will prove this matter more definitely. IfallCar-
niolans are like ours iu this respect it will afl'ord

another at least partial means of distinction be-

tween them and the blacks.

Now. by way of caution 1 would suggest that we
bee-keepers be a little careful about investing in

these bees too largely at first. If one or more
swarms i)i-ovo valuable for you during the coming-

years you can then invest. But, remember that

the Italians have already stood a most severe test

for years.

A FUAME OF UHOOD AND ONE-FOUHTH POUND OF
JiEES.

Aug. 1st, our apiarist took a quarter of a pound
of bees, a queen, and a frame of brood, to see what
he could do with them. Up to date (Oct. 10), with-

out any outside assistance, it is a good strong
swarm, and a very little feeding will put them in

flue condition for winter. Our readers will see
what can be done with weak swarms, even though
rather late iu the season to build up.

PUTTING THE BEES INTO WINTER yUAUTEf?^-..

Our apiary is now reduced from 330 colonies to 200

by doubling up. We shall not have to feed a pound
of sugar syrup this year for the reason that, during
the honey-tlow, we left about a dozen of our strong-
est colonies to gather honey. Our object was to

secure nice straight combs of sealed honey. Every
colony now has from five to six of these combs in

the apiary. Where such combs were not entirely

finished they were filled out by placing partially

filled combs in the^ipper story, as I told you in the
last issue. You will remember, that last year our
bees had almost entirely sugar-syrup stores. If

our bees should die very largely during the coming
winter, we might attribute the loss to the honey.
However, I do not think we need to be alarmed, as

the honey is well cured, and is, I fancy, what
Bro. Heddon would call " well-ripened honey."

Eknest K. Koot.
.^M -^ —^

MORE FACTS ABOUT CAENIOLANS.
THEIR DISPOSITION AND COLOR.

TT s usual, Gleanings came to hand promptly;

J-Vi and herCjlet me say, this is the beauty of a

^^' bee-paper. This is one of the reasons 1 like
'"'^ Gleanings. I know just when to look for

it. While scanning its contents I was much
interested in lirnest's description of the Carniolan

bees; and as he invites reports from others, I take
the liberty of telling what little I know of them.

I find the Carniolans, when strictly i)urc, to all

have that steel-blue color that has been spoken of,

and that they resemble the blacks but very little

more than the Italians do. The white-gray rings

Ernest speaks of are very prominent, and will

show themselves at oncojiwhen crossed with other

races. In form, it is true, they resemble the Ital-

ians; but I feel sure that Ernest will change his

mind In regard to their disposition when he bandies

j

them more; for I find no need of smoke at all iu
I handling them. They remain on the combs quiet,

although they can be shaken off as easily as any
other race of bees I have ever seen, and, as has been
said, at once cut for the hive, instead of taking

I
wing. It is true, that when you are handling them

j

they seem to take no notice of fven i-obbers that

I

may be flying around the comb; but let a robber at-

tempt to alight at the entrance, and he is handled

j

as roughly as he well could be. I find the Carnio-

I

lans to be equal to the Cj'prians for protecting their

hives, and as good workers as I have ever seen, as

far as I have tested them.

j

One other peculiar point is to be credited to the

j

Carniolans, which is, they gather no propolis at all

All cracks are filled with wax instead of propolis;

I

consequently the frames are free from that sticky

! substance gathered so largely by other bees; and
,
theu, the sections are so much nicer to handle. Be-

I

sides, their combs are as white as the driven snow.

j

As far as beauty is concerned, that depends alto-

gether on diflerent people's notions of color. AVhat
suits me best is, the bees that will give me the
largest amount of nicest-looking comb honey with

the fewest stings.

Now, I have not fully tested the honey matter to

my entire satisfaction, but I ha\c the matter of

stings, and am fully satisfied that they are less in-

clined to sting than any other race of bees I have
ever seen. AVhen I have had another season's ex-

lierieuce with them I will report further. I hope
others will give their experience with these bees.

James B. Mason.
Mechanic Falls. Me., Oct. 5, 1885.

Here is Ernest"s reply to the above :

Why, bless your heart, Bro. ^1., I am of the same
opinion still. Did you not misinterpret me in re-

gard to the disposition of the bees, on page 658? If

you will look again, you will see that I saj-, " As has

been said, the Carniolans seem very gentle." Also

notice what is said of them in this issue in the de-

partment of Our Own Apiary. We are glad of the

additional facts in regard to propolis.

HONEY LATE IN THE SEASON.

A GOOD REPORT FROM JIRS. HARRISON.

T= AST week I prepared some feed for our bees,

1%. c 'rt Heddon, and on arranging a hive for the

T*'j purpose I had occasion to lift the front of it.

"*" when I discovered it to be very weighty. The
long-continued rain of the preceding week

had promoted abundant bloom, followed by warm
balmy weather, and honoy was coming in at a rate

unequaled this season, and lasted seven days. There
has been no frost in this locality, but the nights are

now cool.

In a letter dated Sept. IS, Mrs. Axtcll, of Mercer
Co., III., says "We are having a wonderful honey-

tlow just now. Before that, our bees had been liv-

ing on the honey gathered two months before, not

getting enough to live on from day to day. We be-

gan to think we should have to feed largely to win-

ter on ; but we arc very thankful not to have to feed,

as it is a big trouble, we think. Our hives arc get-

ting so full of honey now we may have swarms any
day; m)t much surplus, however."

Yesterday I transferred and united some small
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after-swarms for a lady friend, that had been put in-

to nail-kegs. The comb was almost all full of brood.

These casts were too small to winter; and as she

had a large black colony the queen from it was re-

moved, and one from the small colonics substituted,

as it was a good Italian. I never handled bees be-

fore at this time of the year, when they were so

docile.

Goldenrod and asters are rather late blooming,

but very abundant. Mrs. L. Hahrisox.
Peoria, 111.

m -"^ B^—
THE REASON WHY THE COMBS MELT-

ED DOWN.

A LITTLE STORV WITH A MORAL TO IT.

DITOK GLEANINGS:— Yesterday, after I had

put the grape-butter to cook, and the tomato
preserves to stew; had poured water on the

lye-hopper, and put a tub under it to catch

the drips; had superintended the digging of

the holes for the posts that my wire clothes-line

(price 35 cts. for 100 feet, sold by A. 1. Koot, Medina,

Ohio) will be nailed to; after I had set Jessie to

shelling the Lima beans, and Minnie to making
Dutch pies; had told Mr. Chaddoek to use the spool

of wire (annealed and shellacked so that it will not

soil the fingers, sold by A. I. Hoot, Medina, Ohio, for

10 cts.), to hang up his seed-corn on, instead of

poles; when I had given the brass kettle to a little

boy whose mamma wanted to make apple-butter in

it; had put Sarah to blacking the kitchen stove

(using " Dixon's best" bought of A. I. Root, Medina,

Ohio, for 5 cts. a package); had hung Hai-ry's liat

on the new " hat-rack " (folding, all black-walnut,

price 5 cts., bought of A. LKool, Medina, Ohio); had
tied up his finger, cut with his new " boy's knife"
(sold by A. I. Koot, for 5 cts.), and had cut him a

slice of bread with my new bread-knife (bought of

A. I. Koot, Medina, Ohio, for 10 cts.), and spread it

with butter to dry his tears; in fact, when I had
oiled the whole household machinery, and set it to

running smoothly, so that no one need call " Mam-
ma, mamma," for five minutes, I thought I would
begin to get my bees ready for winter. The lirst

hive I went to was a dry-goods bo.\ fl.xed to hold

Gallup frames, that I had put one of those ]-pound

packages of German brown bees in. The box is as

long as two Gallup hives; and as there were onl^'

six frames of brood in it I thought they would be

cool enough without any top box on; and as none
of the top boxes fitted, I did not put any on. Well,

what do you think V Four of the si.x frames of

comb had melted down and were lying in a crumpl-
ed mass in the bottom of the hive, and the bees had
built new comb in the frames, about half way down.
Then I remembered that last week in July, when

it was so hot that people forsook their beds and
wandered around in the yards at night, seeking
coolness and finding it not. I knew that those
bees had come out and stayed out for days; but as

all the other bees were out taking the air at the same
time, I thought it was all right. When I saw the
ti.x they were in, my heart rose up in my throat;

for I thought if tliese few bees in this long box
have melted combs, how will it be with those col-

onies that are running over with bees ? I examin-
ed them and found them all right — not a single

comb down; they all had two honej^-boxes on; most
of them had one full and one empty. Top stories

make a shade; spread-out dry-goods boxes cto not.

See how wise I am, after the thing is done!
Mahala B. Chaddock.

Vermont, III., Oct. 3, 1885.

Why, my good friend. I supposed every-
body knew that it would not answer at all

to let the sun shine right on top of a hive
when the bees in the combs were close up
against said top. In the Simplicity hive we
ha\e a shallow chamber under the cover,
and then have the cover painted white so it

will not absorb the heat ; but even with this

arrangement the hive sometimes gets very
hot daring extremely warm weather. An
upper story is better, as you say ; and the
chaff hive, with its permanent upper story
and chaff-packed walls, is still better for lio't

weather, as well as for cold weather.—We
are very much obliged indeed for your kind
mention of the way in which our household
conveniences help things along in the econ-
omy of your family duties. It seems to me,
that, wlien tiiat boy cut his linger, a piece
of conrt-plaster from our three-cent counter
would luive l)eeii the (piickest way to have
li.xed him up.

a -^ •»
PREPARING FOR WINTER.
THE WAV llUENl) HEDDON ADVISES.

TN reply to inquiries sent by yourself and others,

j4? I will endeavor to briefly outline my ideas re-

^ll garding wintering bees in eight-frame L. hives,
* or my own stylo of hive, as that is what is called

for. I nuist say, that for those residing north

of latitude 3S or 39, ] consider indoor wintering

best,-8afety and inexpensiveness considered. South

of this I think I should ju-efer to have my colonies

packed, and left on their summer stands. I am
aware, that during our most moderate winters, that

line should be moved northward; but I think it is

wise for us to prepare for the worst, in every case.

When so prepared we enjoy a feeling of safety that

is a great comfort. 1 feel confident that 1 can win-

ter any or every colony of my bees, with certainty,

every time. The knowledge^I lack, and so much de-

sire, is to know if all of my precautions arc nec-

essary.
now TO PREP.VKE FOR CERTAINTY.

About the last of Sept. to the 15th of Oct. (accord-

ing to latitude and season), remove all combs from
your l)ees, and replace others free from all honey
and bee-bread. Feed the bees properly with pre-

pared sugar syrup till the combs are well supplied

(I give them five combs, filling the space of the oth-

er three with two fillers, or dummy frames).

Now, if you will place such a pre|)arcd colony in a

repository where the temperature will never go be-

low 45° nor above 50^ F., it will be less liable to die

in winter than will your cow or horse. You need

take no notice of the humidity of the repository

(a cellar preferred), nor of the ventilation, if your
cellar is large in proportion to the number of col-

onies you place therein. Give no upper ventilation

to the hives, but plenty at the bottom. Y'our bees

will soon enter that quiescent state in which, ac-

cording to Langstroth and Cook, they require but

just the least bit of air.

The above is what I feel quite positive of. I tliiiih,

that where that temperature is kept, that, should

your combs contain bee-bread, it will do no harm,
as it will not be touched. It is also true, that most
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of thetiiiie our hives contain honey oi' such chai-ac-

ter that, after the bees have subsisted upon it for

live or six months in that temperature, they will

come out in spring- in very unsatisfactory condition.

However, I think that this is not always the case

in all localities; but T think, as a rule, that if we so

work our colonies during- summer and autumn, that

at the close of the harvest the hives contain but

little natural stores, and then feeil syrup on top of

that, then if we carefully maintain the specified

temperature, we arc quite certain of success. T be-

lieve this, and shall g-ive it careful and compre-
hensive tests during- the coming winter. I hope
to adopt that system in the futui-e.

When we adopt the outdoor-packing- system, we
take more or less chances regarding- temperature.

I have practiced the following- plan of protection,

and it answers well during- our open or moderate

winters; but during- the one just past it proved to

be inadeijuate for this latitude.

First prepare youi- hives and combs to suit you;

then adjust one of our eases or supers on the hive

(with cloth between), and filled witli any good non-

conducting- material, witli the lii\-'-(-i)\ ( i- uii the

ease or super.

Hy referring to the above cut I will now describe

our simple and cheap method of packing. A shows
the end of the permanent bottom-board of the hive:

F, the stand the hive sits on; D, the case as filled,

as above described; H, our summer shade-board; I,

the winter bridge, composed of four pieces, 1 piece

ll'o inches long (the inside width of the hive), by :JX

-8, and the others ll!iX4X',,, and the side-pieces

each '2X:'sX!t. Now let us proceed to push this

bridge into its i)osition, the points into the entrance,

the piece marked I, outside for an alighting-board,

and the other piece, forming the bridge, to keep the

packing- out of the bees' viassage-way. <iisai-im

made out of rough lumber, being (!,«, or 10 inches

larger, inside measure, than the hive is outside

measure, thus giving- !!, 4, or ."> inches of space on all

sides, to fill with jiacking, sawdust preferred by me,
and sawdust fresh from green logs does well, and
soon dries out. You will see by the engraving ihat

the sides and back end are widei- than the fi-ont,

and they may be enough wider to come down to the

ground, or no further than shown in the engraving,
as may be i)referred. The hive being ten inches

deep, the front end of our rim is rejiresented as be-

ing about \;i inches, and the sides and back pieces

about sixteen inches wide; any old "cull" lumber
will do for this rim. When we use them as shown
in the engraving, we fill in the dust till it banks up,
on the ground, and thus stops running down, and
soon fills up. We press it snugly, and fill up to the
top of the rim, and the dotted line shown about
two-thirds of the way up the case, this line being
about two inches higher than the top of the rim.

In a windy situation I would advise having the rim
made wide enough to come to the ground at sides

and back end; here we do not need it, as we have
but little wind within our eight-feet board fence,

and sawdust is plentiful. Straw, chaff, or leaves,

or almost any thing, can be used to pack with.

Now adjust the shade-board H, as shown in the en-

graving, to keep the snow and rain from the pack-
ing. This boai'd is ~x;i feet, and any moisture that

drives into the top of the sawdust will dry out be-

fore it gets one inch deej); no dampness will arise

two inches above the ground. 1 place a 15-lb. stone
on the board to hold it in position.

Now, ir this rim came down to the ground, and
were high enough to come up to the shade-board
M, and no \ipper case or packing were used, the

lii\-i-c(n('r resting tightly on the hive, allowing no
upward ventilation or absorption, you would have
your colonies protected in the same manner as

wci-c Di-s. Southard's and Han ney's 125 colonies at

Kalamazoo, Mich., dui-ing the past winter, and
their success was perfect, lam becoming of the

opinion, that our upper absorbents are usually use-

less, and oft times v,-orse.

The two experienced honoN-produccrs just rel'or-

red to believe this and work accordingly, and their

success testifies in favor of their claims. There is

much more that might well be said, but this article

is long- enough. I might simply a<'d, that I can not

tolerate heavy ciunbersome hives for summer.
Dowagiac, Mich.. Oct. 5, 1885. .lAMiiS Hkddo.v.

Friend 11.. I feel pretty sure tliat bees will

winter all right, prepared as you direct
ttbove, but 1 should be a little "backward
about being .'io rcnj pasllire. as you seem to
be. I do not know that there is any thing
in the arrangement that 1 should object to,

except the untidiness of such outside shells,

made of rough cull boards. The ventilation
you secure by making the case G not up to
the top. is, Ibelieve. an excellent idea, and
your large shade-board il is also a good thing,
without doubt ; the same with your lo-lb.

stone, only I am afraid I coiUd n()t tolerate
the looks of the thing, as 1 have said before.
If there is any tiling 1 do dislike to see in

l)assing somebody's home, it is barrels sit-

ting around the yard, with ashes or some-
tlii'iigelse in tliein, a great awkward board on
the t(ij), and then a big stone to keep the
wind from blowing it off. May be it is one
of my notions, but it alwaj's makes me
homesick, and I want to look fother way, to
find some pleasanter subject for contempla-
tion. 1 like to see substantial, permanent
structures, and then liave them painted.
\o d()iil)t it is only a notion of mine, but
still I do like a chii'ff hive just on that ac-

cotuit. 15ut I suppose these same chaff
hives are just what your concluding sen-
tence is drifting at. One thing more, and
I close : If 1 am correct, you woidd do your
feeding between October 1st and loth". It

seems to me that I should prefer to do it a
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little earlier, although we had excellent suc-
cess in feeding even later than the last date
mentioned. In our locality, 30 miles south
of Cleveland, I prefer to take the chances of
outdoor wintering.

NOTES ON GLEANINGS FOR OCT. 1ST.

HONEY FKOjM M.\PLE.

BUR
frieud Doolittle alwajs writes of something-

interesting- to the practical bee-keeper, and
usually we all feel like saying amen to his

wise conclusions: but his conclusions as to

the bee-products of our maples will not an-

swer for all localities. I have known in one or two
eases, when the weather was vei-y favorable, when
the bees secured a larg-e amount of nectar from
these grand old trees. I remember once of saying-

to our good friend Benton, that 1 believed that,

were our colonies sti-ong, and wore not our spring

days so capricious, our maples would be among our

best honei'-plants. It is very common that bees

can gather pollen when the weather fprbids nectar

secretion. Very likely some plants are more sus-

ceptible to cold than are others. I think this is

true. I do not know how the mai)le ranks in the

list. I only know that, here in Central Michigan,

the maples do furnish anon rich supplies of nectar,

and that, too, of a very pleasant and bcautil iil kinri.

UIPE HONEV.

Now, Mr. Editor, 1 am much interested in this

matter of "ripe honey." May 1 send you some
clover and basswood honey for comparison witii

that of our friend Heddon'sV Ours was e.vtrac^ted

when very thin; and if it is not equal to Mr. Hed-

don's, or any other, then I wish some of theirs at

once. Again, we have over 200 students here, and
about 300 in all in our college community. 1 luive

often extracted quite thin honey whit^h I thought

was peculiarly pleasant, and have supplied this en-

tire community with it, and I have yet to hear the

first murmur that it was unwholesome, or more
likely to cause colic.

V.VUIATION IN THE TIME OF H.\TCHINt: IJEES AND
OTHER INSECTS.

Of course, we all delight to hear from our dear
and revered friend Mr. Langstroth, I have often

tried such e.xperiments as ho details, and often we
van get drones in 24 days. Sometimes it takes 20 or

27. This is no surprise to an entomologist. We find

this variation in lime of development in all insects.

Indeed, in our breeding Insects we can vary it at

pleasure, by withholding food or subjecting to cold.

Eggs that will usually hatch in days may be kept

for months or years by putting them in a cool place.

In like manner, development in both the larva or

pupa state may be retarded. From this we note

that we can not give hard, fl.xed figures in such
matters. Variation of temperature, variation in

number of bees, variation of care by the bees in

protecting brood from the cold, each or all may
vary our figures. So the queen, the workers, and
the drones, may be retarded hours or days. Still,

Bevan's figures as to queen, workers, and drones,

have all been verified by my own observations as

correct, under the most favorable conditions.

1 believe friend Hart is correct in what he says
about yellow jessamine. I bargain to eat from it

freely, if any one will send it to me.
We are all very sorry that Mrs. Harrison must ev-

er needs be " laid aside for repairs." Mr. Editor, if

said lady is as good a bee-keeper as she is writer,

she is argument enough as to the ability of ladies

to become first-class apiarists.

GEI.SEMIUM HONEY.
I read Dr. Higbie's article on gelsemium honey

with great pleasure and .satisfaction. I indorse ev-

ery word of it. It is not the plant, I ween, but the

person, and the amount eaten. One year, in the

early days of this college, the students, in felling-

trees to clear up a place for our farm operations,

were so (un)fortunate as to cut a bee tree. You
know, Mr. Editor, our students ali labor three hours
daily at manual work; and as the college was locat-

ed in a dense forest, of course the first work was to

clear away the forests. This bee-tree was cut in

the forenoon; and it goes without saying, that

hearty, vigorous young men needed no urging to

take their ftU of the delicious nectar; and when is

honey ever so good as under just such circum-

stances? In sooth, no one could ever e.vplain where
so much honey went to. But the sad sequel—few
of those students went to class that afternoon.

True, none died; but many thought they were go-

ing to. It was not poisonous honey; it was not

bee-stings. It was the undue eating

—

ovcreathig—
of pure rich honey. Tiie stomachs couldn't man-
age such a load, and cried out, and manj' of the

possessors of those stomachs fairly shrieked with

l)ain. I iiave no doubt but that the same explana-

tion would account for the terrible sickness of those

ancient soldiers, as well as for tlie soldiers spoken
of by Dr. Higbie.

The last part of tlie doctor's article I do not Ix--

lieve to be correct. In fact, Mr. Editor, a little

thought refutes it. "Wild bees" are only tame
bees in the forest. They are no whit diflereiit ex-

cept in their i)laee. If thej- sting honey, all our
l)ees do. Hut, do tiieyy Again, honey - comb, if

stung, would not pull out the stings. Thus I think

any stings seen in such eases came from crushe<l

bees. Every bee-keeper often takes honey from
bees under precisely the same circumstances that

honey is taken from bees in the forest, and it is not

unwholesome I have seen and eaten much of such

honey, and I have never seen any such phenomenon
as that suggested by Dr. Higbie.

VALUE OF A1,SIKE AS A HONEY-PLANT.
Mr. Editor, I believe our farmer-apiarists do not

ai)i)reciatc the value of alsike clover as a honey-

plant. Last .luue we had nuieh white clover, but

no alsike about the college. < )ur bees were strong,

but we got very little honey, f visited my brother

one day and was much surprised at the great

amount of honey he had taken. I said, " I don't see

into this. Our bees are as strong as yours; the dis-

tance is only twenty-eight miles, and the conditions

as to temperature and rains are very similar." He
said, " Come with me," and we passed to a large

field of alsike clover. It was fairly loud with bees.

He said, " Here is the solution. The bees have
been working like this for days." Hurrah for al-

sike! A. J. Cook.
Agricultural College, Mich.

By all means, send us some of the honey,
friend Cook, and we shall be quite willing
to own up, if need be. My objection to un-
ripened honey is not that it is unpalatable
when first gathered, but that it gets bad
after being kept. Perhaps if exposed to the
air. so as to allow the surplus water to evap-
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rale, this \\o\M not be the case. Our trou-
bles liave been, that it would sour when put
into bottles immediately after extracting.—
I agi-ee with you in regard to alsike. It

seems to me tliat here is a Held for bee-men
who are farmers; at least, so far as my ex-
perience goes, a field of alsike is a pretty
safe investment.

THE PICTURE OF FRIEND HILTON'S
APIARY IN OUR LAST ISSUE.

HE TlCr.I.S I'S MORE ABOIT IT.

|H| LEANINGS is here, and the cut ol' apiary is

it nice. You say my letter is altogether too

¥[}T_ short. I didn't know it would be published
*^ when I wrote it. Yes, the S-square building-

in the center ol' apiary is ray honey-house
and e.xtracting-rooni. The queer-looking- arrange-

ment in my hand is lor taking- down swarms, and is

nuide of an oak halt-bushel basket, with handle re-

moved, and a pole fastened to the bottom. It is light

and strong. The shop in the rear is where we ))ut

together and paint our hives; but the stuff is gotten

out at the mill just under the hill, in the background
of the picture. The 100 hi\ es you speak of were or-

dered by W. I). French, then living- at Columbus,
Ohio, but later he ordered tlieni sent to neai- Grand
Rapids, where he now has a fine api^u•y and trout-

pond. The lumber that made those hives was de-

liN'cred at the mill for ^4..50 per 1(100, and jjaid for in

honey, although tliei-e is not a pine-tree in sight of

our place. Tliose you see in (l;e distance are hem-

Many thanks lor kind words, and especially your
closing remark. rNCi,i: (iEOiuii-: & Co.

Fi-emont, Mich., Oct. .5, ISS,*.

PERTAINING TO DEE CULTURE.

THE BOHE.MIAN-0.\TS SWINDLE, AGAIN.

Up BOUT one year ago, I think, I saw in Gi.ean-

^'^ iNGS a reference to an oat swindle that had

1^' been perpetrated on the farmers in your vi-

*^^ cinity by the Bohemian huUess oat. Par-

ties are now in this vicinity, securing many
orders for them at ^10.00 per busiiel. If there are

any of this kind of oats for sale in your neighbor-

hood, please inform mo at what price they can be

bought, or at what price you can ship me a bushel

or two. 1). H. lii'.ACM.

Mina, Chaut. Co., N. Y., Ocl. 1. 1S8.-).

Friend JJ., the oats can be purcliased in

any (piantity for from T.j cts. to .-^l.oo per
bushel. Any reliable seedsman can furnish
tliem, or they can be had in Cleveland and
various places. Ferdinand Schumacher, of
Akron, O., the largest manufacturer of oat-

meal, perhaps, in the world, recently stated
in the Ohio Faniirr that he did not want
tiiem at any price. They are not suitable
for making oatmeal, and "are not desirable
for any purpose. The swindle is one of the
most shameful frauds that have ever cmsed
our rural population. Xo liu'ther ])roof is

needed that it is a fraiul. than to hear tiie

men who sell them say tliey don't care if the
oats <(rc sold at a dollar a bushel, or less,

and then go right on selling them at SIO.OO
per bushel, on the plan that has been so
many times written up and explained.
Since the above was written, we have re-

ceived the following from friend Kendel, of

I

the Cleveland Seed-Store:

I

We have no Bohemian, or " hulless " oats in stock.

}

They are unworthy of cultivation. Horses do not

like them; for oatmeal they arc of less value than

common oats, and we have not heard of any point

they excel, e.vceiJt in gulling credulous farmers.

We sometimes have them ottered, and think we
could get them for about 5ii cts. per bushel, but

should want to be assuretl that they were intended

for legitimate uses only, as in your case. Tfwe
have any ottered soon, we will write you.

A. C. Kendet,, Seedsman.

Cleveland, Ohio, Oct. (I, 1HR'>.

DOUBLE - POINTED TACKS MADE OF
STEEL WIRE.

A V AI.IAIM.E ACynSlTlON, USEFUL TO BEE-KEEP-
EUS AMI PEOPLE IX GENERAL.

•

I'll friends may remember that double-
pointed tacks have been talked about
some little time. We have succeed-
ed in getting them at a pretty low rate
by the pound, so they i-eally do not

cost mncli more than common
tacks by weight. JJelow we/i

give you cuts of six different
sizes and patterns, the ciitl

showing the full size of the'

tack. iJoth larger and small-
er sizes are made than those
shown; but at present we
have in stock only the two
middle sizes. Price 5 cts. for
a package of two ounces ; IS

cts. for a half-pound package';
30 cts. i'oY a full pound ; S2.7.J

for 10 lbs., or :?2.5.00 for 100

lbs. If wanted by mail, add
IS cts. per lb. for postage and
packing.
These tacks are being used

extensively for putting down
carpets. The carpet can ne\ -

er get away, the head of the
1 tack can not pull olf, and at
' the same time they are easier

j

to draw out than the common
tacks. The>- are also very
useful for many kinds of
woodwork. The" wood can

j

not very well si)lit, because
! the two "points inclose a piece
i of wood ; and although they
are made of tlattened steel

wire, the temper is such that they can be
clinched so as to l)e wonderfidly strong and
secure. The points are made by cutting
the (lattened wire at an angle, so as to leave
a keen taiiering steel i)oint that M'ill go

j

straight into any thing, even zinc or tin.

A'ery small sizes are quite useful for repair-

ing l)askets, and are much stronger than
an> oi-dinary tack.
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SEEMINGLY ANOTHER PHASE OF THE
DISEASE FOUL BROOD.

HOW TO d'RE BV THK I N TUO iHI I I( )N OK A NEW
QUEEN.

WIU)TE yoii over two jears a^o (soo Gi.ean-

iNn9,pag-e 356, 1883), in regard toa brood disease

that was prevailing in this vicinity; and as I

have received inquiries lately in regard to

whether I have found any remedy lor it, I shall

be pleased if you will allow me to reply in Glean-
ings, hoping thereby to benefit others as well as

those who have inquired. The following is a

copy of a card that I received a few days ago:

I noticed your article in May No. of Gi.EANiNfi.s,
1883, on foui brood. I have found it in my apiai-y,

the same kind that you speak of; others have it in
this vicinity. Have you found any remedy? If so,

you will much oblige by writing to me.
S. H. Wktmohe.

Wellsboro, Tioga Co., Pa., Aug. 28, 1885.

Since the publication of the above - mentioned
article I have given the matter a good deal of at-

tention, and on some points of the trouble have ar-

rived at the following conclusions:

1. That the disease is not contagious by contact.

or by introduction of bees, honey, ooinb, brood, etc.,

from an atfected colony into a healthy one.

2. That the infection is transmitted by the ferti-

lization oi' the queen by a drone from a diseased

hive. Although I am not positive the infection is

conveyed in the manner mentioned, I have what I

think very strong evidence in that direction. lUit

allowing the foregoing to be correct, I am not yet

able to say why so large a proportion should bf af

fected. I now understand its management so well

that it no longer has any terrors for me. I have
cured every case that has occurred among my bees

in the last two years. All that I have found neces-

sary is to remove the diseased (jnecn and introduce

one that is healthy and fertile, with sufBcient

amount of fresh bees to clean up the premises. I

have generally succeeded in the following way:
Remove the diseased (jueen, and allow the hive to

stand eight days, then open and cut out all queen-

cells started, and introduce a frameof honey, brood,

and adhering bees, from a healthy colony from
which to raise a queen. Cases managed in the ways
mentioned have mostly banished every trace of the

disease in about two months. It seems to be impor-

tant to supply the diseased colony with a fresh force

of workers to do the house-cleaning. In one case

where I introduced a queen and the few attendant

workers received by mail, it took nearly two years

to overcome the trouble, and required considerable

feeding to keep them from starving, till they got

well. But they eventually got through all right.

Last season I thought the Italians were not sub-

ject to the trouble; but this summer 1 have found
two colonies, apparently pure Italians, among my
75 that have received the "offensive taint."

I am glad that I am al)le to assure bee-keci)ers

that there is no danger of spreading the infection

by contact with the diseased matter, as I have fre-

quently taken frames from diseased colonies and
put them into healthj- ones, without transmitting it.

I have owned and kept bees continually for 38

years, and have used the Langstrofh frame since

1858. As we have no basswood, and but little buck-
wheat or fall liowei'S, I have never been able to get

very large yields of honey. Nearly all our surplus

is from the white clover; and as it was nearly all

winter-killed we have got only about lOCO lbs. of

dark stuff from the poplar and other timber-trees.

I think it is about four years since I first noticed
the disease among my bees, but I am pretty well

satisfied now that they had it for more than twenty,
as I never extracted, and seldom opened the hives,

as they did not yield me much pi-oflt. I will add,

that the disease doesn't seem as virulent among
the Italians as among the common blacks. I think
very likely it is mistaken by some for true foul

brood. It seems to be a venereal disease of the
honey-bee; but call it what we may, it has done im-

mense injury to the bee-business over a large scope
of country. Mii.ton Hewitt.
Perryopolis, Pa.

P^iiend IL, the information you furnish is

([uite important ; and since yo'u mention it.

I am inclined to think the greater part of
tlie diseases that affect bees can be cured or
prevented by the introduction of a new-
queen, in the way you allude to ; for intro-
ducing a new queen is virtually making the
old colony a new cohniy. If we could cure a
sick horse by putting another one in his place,
without very much expense, what a wonder-
ful tiling itwould bel and with bees we can
do this with comparatively little or no loss.

The nameless bee-disease that has been so
much talked about. 1 am quite certain would
yield to just such treatment. In fact, this
plan must cure any disease, not a contagious
disease, for it is virtually removing every
thing but the combs and contents.

MRS. CHADDOCK ON TH]
BUSINESS.

SORGHUM

Tr;TO, Ido not mean that people must not carry on

JYJ
business, or neglect business in order that

Ml they shall not worry. I like to work, to buy
* T and sell, to make bargains, and to live up to

them. I am very suie that if I had been a

man I shoulil have been a merchant, or "a big cat-

tle-man." I like the excitement of trade, the hurry
and the bustle; but I am not going to worry. Every
year we raise sorghum, Mr. Chaddock does not
think it pays to raise sorghum ; he says it Is cheaper
to buy it. I k)iow that it docs pay to raise it. So ive

children raise it, strip oft' the blades, cut off' the tope,

cut it down, load it into the wagon, drive to Aunt
Jane's, and unload it there. We like to do it. Two
of us go with the load, and two stay at home and
cut up another load. Every year Aunt .lane told ua

we could either pay 25 cents a gallon for having it

made up, or else give her half the molasses; and as

we never have any money we always gave half.

This year we did not mak«! any bargain, supposing
that we could have our choice as usual; and when
we had half the crop hauled she told us that we
would have to pay the money, she was not going to

take any molasses this year.

As soon as the children told us, Mr. Chaddock
said, " Vou will have to buy another barrel now;'
and he said it in the tone that means, " I told you
so."

Well, I went right down to see Aunt Jane, and she

said, jes, she wanted the money, and she wanted it

" right away." She advised me to go to town, buy
an e.xtra barrel, engage the molasses at some store.
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etc., but I thought 1 knew a trick worth two of that.

I carae hoiue, took the horses anrl bugg-y, and Mol-

lyony, and I drove ai-ound on the prairie and en-

yag-ed all the molasses we had to spare. We left

home at one o'clock, and came back at lour. The
folks will bring- their jars and keg:s here, and we
will take them to .Vunt Jane's on a load of cane, on
Monday. Aunt Jane will measure the molasses

into their vessels, they will come and g-et their

molasses, without my touching- it at all; they will

pay me, and I will pay Aunt Jane for making- it.

No worry at all, no bother, every thing fair and
square, and everybody in a good humor. Here
was a flrst-class chance to worry, but I lost not a

wink of sleep, the matter being- all straightened out
before sleeping--time came.
Vermont, 111. Mahai.a H. Chaddock.

Mrs. C. that is the idea exactly, and I am
with you at every step of it ; but the thing
that would worry"me or make me feel a lit-

j

tie anxious would be in regard to the quali-
ty of the syrup. If it were only equal to the
samples of some I have seen, everybody
would be pleased and happy, even if they
had to pay more for it than store syrup
costs ; but "if it didn't happen to be real nice,

what then V May be Aunt .lane has the
knack of making "good syru]i every time, no

I

matter whether the cane "is just so or not. If
'

she has, that is the place to trade. I like to
sell things as well as you do, provided they
are real nice : but if they are uni rcid nice, I

always wish I were in some otlier business ;

and ff you once get the reputation of dealing
in nice honest goods only, then you can al-

ways sell readily.

THE SUNDAY QUESTION, AGAIN.

MRS. .IKNNIE CL'LP GIVES fS Al.l, A CODI) I.ESSdN

IN TlfUST.

fRlEND ROOT:— In a foot-note to sister (.'had-

dock's I'eply to Nellie, on the Sunday ques-

tion, you not only appi'opriated my text, but

answered the question to mxj satisfaction;

but as you are not a sister, and it was " the

sisters " she wanted to hear from, I feel impelled to

be as good as my word.

I am sorry to disappoint the little folks with the

rooster story, for it is a big folks' story; yet it will

benefit them to read it, especially if it should lead

them to ask and trust the dear Father for temporal

as well as spiritual blessings as it did me.
Sister Nellie, in my estimation your friend gave

you the right kind of advice—"Trust they will do as

well without you." Only carry it a little further;

talk to the Lord about it; tell him you want to be

diligent in business, and succeed, and you also

want to be his faithful, willing child; and if in

earnest, I feel satisHcd he will make your pathway
clear. " Uemerabor the Sabbath day to keci> it

holy."

Saturday evening 1 dismiss my bees from my
mind, as I do the rest of my week's work; on the

morrow I give them no anxious thought; if they

swarm I hive them as I would take the "ox out of

the ditch." We do not stay at home to see it fall in,

neither should we stay home to see if the bees are

going to swarm. If we are willing to sulfer loss for

Christ's sake, and his cause, I feel confident he is able

and willing- to hold our bees in check, if it is best, if

we ask and trust him. "."Not a sparrow falls to the
ground without /lis notice." "Even the hairs of
your head are numbered." Our petitions are all

heard if we come to the dear Father with childlike

simplicity, in faith believing.

While husband was living I could not get the con-

sent of my mind to like the bee business, on ac-

count of the anxious cai-o he manifested, especially

on Sundaj-. Hiring some one to sta3- at home on
Sunday to watch the bees was as wrong to me as to

stay at home ourselves, even if they were not in the
habit of going to church. This was before queen-
clipping came in fashion. Alter his death I could
not get the consent of my mind to part with one of
his bees, for, next to his wife and children, he loved
them above every thing else. Before the swarming
season commenced I was in company with some
friends visiting, when one of the company laugh-
ingly threatened to tell a " rooster story " on sister

H., a widow lady present, who was a dear friend of

mine. When alone I asked her to tell me the joke
they had on her about the rooster.

"Sister Culp, they may laugh all they please at

me; it is no joke, but a grand reality. I go to my
heavenly Father for temporal aid as well as spirit-

ual blessings, and he gives it to me, for he knows I

desire above all things to do his holy will, and many
a time he has sent you over here in answer to pray-

er." And I could then recall to mind quite a num-
ber of times I had suudenly been impressed with
the thought I ought to go and see Maggie. I would
arrange and go, and she would invariably meet me
at the door with a smile, and "

I knew you would
come." Now, her story is this:

" I had my little garden nicely made, and there

was an old rooster that annoyed me very much.
During the week I could watch him myself and
keep him out. On Sundaj', when time came to go
to Sundaj-school and church, I asked the Lord to

keep him out while 1 attended. I then dismissed it

from my mind, and went. After services, a friend

invited me home to dinner with her. I studied

a while to see if there was any thing in the waj'.

Finding nothing, 1 said, ' Yes, I can go just as well as

not.' We started and got part of the way there,

when all at once my garden came in my mind. I

stopped suddenly. 'No, I can't go.' ' Why'r' ' I asked
the Lord to keep the rooster out of the garden while

I was at church, and the time is past up. 1 must go
right home.' "

She arrived just in time; for while she had been
losing, as she thought, unnecessary time in getting

home, he had succeeded in getting in, but had done
no dainage. This little story, as related by the dear

sister, set me to thinking as 1 had never thought be-

fore, and I concluded to go to the Lord for aid in

temporal things, and not go, either, in an off-handed

manner, as I felt I had been in the habit of doing.

My bees give me no more anxious care on Sunday
than do my cow and chickens; and if I have ever

lost any thing by attending Sunday - school or

church, I am not aware of it. I never allow them
to keep me at home on Sunday.

Sister Chaddock says religion is a sentiment.

With me it is a faith, a trust, a confidence, a yrand

reality—more to me than father and mother, hus-

band and children, houses, land, bees, or any thing-

else you could enumerate. Shorn of it I should be

of all persons most miserable. But with the con-

scious indwelling of the Holy Spirit in my heart I
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tiave joy, peace, and rest, which the world can not

j^lve noi- take awaj-.

Thanks, sister C, tor youi- kind sympathy. It is

true, I am alone a g:reat deal of the time. It is now
near 10 p. M., and I have not seen a human being-

to-day, which is often the case, but I am not lonely.

I miss the sweet companionship of husband, daugh-
ter, and mother, all of whom crossed over to the
" ever green shore " within two and one-half years

of time. But the assurance that they are safe and
happy, free from care and sorrow, is a wonderful
comfort to me. A few more days, if faithful, f shall

join them, never to be sepai-ated.

I am glad you like me, for indeed I do appreciate
it, and must say, in return, I like all the sisters, and
have a kindred feeling for the brethren too.

Strange, isn't ity

I see you are a little disposed, like the editor, to

make fun of that maple-sugar feeding. He said 1

"fed it with a vengeance." I do not think he had any
idea how much I fed—just guessed at it. I will tell

you, and you can keep still about it. To begin with,

my bees were not like Pharaoh's lean cattle; they
did not need much fattcnina. I bought only 50 lbs.

in cakes; had 28 colonies of bees, so you see it did

not average 2 lbs. to the colony. Frost killed the
fruit-bloom, so there was no honey, and that "maple
,si((jfa?' " carried them over to the white-clover flow,

and there was enough taken off, when the surplus-

boxes were put on, to furnish the three children all

the maple sugar they wanted, all summer.
Hilliard, Ohio, Sept. 23, 188."). Jennik Ci'i.p.

GRADING HONEY FOR MARKET.
I)()(',S IT PAV TO HE STRICTI.V UOXKST IN SELF.-

rX(i ITONKVy

\ VEKV thing you say on that subject (fiagc 602)

is true. 1 do not doubt that corn story. As
it pays to have a perfect article, it also pays
to have the superior and inferior by them-
selves, with prices to suit. This leads me to

tell how I market my honey successfully. Spring-

field, Ills., is my principal market. Methods of

marketing there, and here near liome, are different.

There, customers expect to pay what is asked them,
and they take fluctuation in prices as a matter of

course. But here, if 1 sell at a certain price one
year, I find it very hard to ever rise above it. For
that reason T have endeavored to keep the home
price at 1.5 cents in any quantity. In doing that I

am perpetually accosted with, " Why, I got honey
last year for 12'/2 cents." Some who always like a

choice article pay me my price without a word; but,

how shall I suit the other class? Thus: I always
put choice grades on exposition in Springfield.

Two of the best merchants there are now selling

for me on commission. JNIy honey generally excels,

and is never excelled by any lots that ever go there.

Consequently my honey always gets the highest

price. If mine will not sell, none will. I have
learned this by e.\perience, and I know it is so. My
honey is now bringing IS to 20 cents retail, which is

3 to 5 cents higher than other section honey is sell-

ing. Both these men have refused honey that thej'

could get on better terms, in order to handle mine.
Col. W. is the choicest dealer in the city. His cus-

tomers know that they often i)ay him higher prices

tlu\n they would have to pay elsewliere; but they
also know that they always get a flrst-class article

fi-om him. Well, the colonel has, at times, turned

]

off several lots of honey, hoping that I would come
along. About a month ago, when I stepped into

his store for the first time this year, a conversation

I

followed, part of which is in substance as follows:
" Colonel, do you want to handle some honey V"

1
" Why, yes, if it is nice. What is the (juality of

the honey? as nice as in previous years'?"

"Yes, sir; fully as nice."

i

" What do you want for it?
"

" Oh! well, about 1(5 cents per pound. "

"Why, you are a little high, aren't you? There
was a man in here the otlier day, who said he would

' bring in a sample of section honey that he offers at

I 12''2 cents."

\
"Well, I do not want to sell mine at that yet

I

awhile."
" Well, I should like to handle someof your honey,

but thej' are selling it all around here at 15 ets."

"Will you sell some for me on 10 per cent com-
mission?"
" Yes."

"Then I will send in a case ne.xt Tuesday."
1 sent in the case of honey, and he put the price

at 20 ets. per lb. 1 do not know whether that man
brought his sample of honey or not; but when I

was in three weeks later, the colonel had not bought
any of it.

There: do you sefe it? But, what about that cull

honey? Why, when everybody objects to my regu-

lar home price, 1 tell them about said cull honey,

and, " Come and look at it." If they are a little

slow to do so, I take it to them and say, " Here is

some honey as good as any; but you see it does not

look as nice as the other; this bo.x is crooked; that

,
one is bulged; this one is not all sealed over; that

one is pretty dark; it does not market very well.

You may have it at 13 cents." I always sell that

honey to some one. The quantity of this inferior

article is surprisingly snuiU. Yes, all you say about

J

grading is true. But there is another thing comes
I
in here, which I want to talk about, although I am

I

making this letter longer than I intended. Will you
please indulge me? It is this:

BK A MAN OF VOIK WOISD—UE HONEST.

I

At our dinner-table not long ago the dealing of

1 certain men came up in conversation. A farmer
j near here sold a lot of cattle, to be delivered on a

I

certain day. He turned them on to a freshly blos-

soming clover-field the day before, in order to make

I

them weigh heavy, and in violation of contract too.

It would have been bad enough if no such stii)ula-

I

tion had been made. He on other occasions had
been guilty of like tricks. 1 immediately exclaimed

I just what I felt— I would not have men think such

j

things of me for all the fortunes I could make by it.

I

I am not alone in this nuitter. There is one man in

Springfield I like to deal with largely on that ac-

count. Once when 1 was settling up Avith him he

said, " That jar of extracted honey weighed 22 lbs."

" You are surely wrong, Mr. Wright. It weighed
only 20 lbs. on my scale."

"Well," said he, "now since you mention it, when
I sold it I weighed it with a dipper in. I remember
now of taking it out afterward. 1 did not notice

what I was doing at the time."

I could easily have made 25 ets. i>y remaining si-

lent, and he would never have known that 1 knew
he was wrong; but, bless your heart I /would. My
conscience would not have let me forget it. That
is not all ; I think Mr. Wright knows he can trust me.
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and Col. W. as well. I would regard a person cor-

recting a mistake thus for me as a pretty reliable

fellow. Now, when I offer a man my cull honey, I

tell him I can not sell it at a flrst-clnss price—that
this is why I otTer it so low. I do not tell him that
•' my regular price is 15 cts., but I will let j/ok have
it for 1."?. Please do not say any thing about it." It

would be just about the trick of a oertain grocer in

our town. He is one of the best business men in

the village. He is as good a hand to attract custom
and build up a trade as I ever saw, except in this

feature. This, people can not but find out, and
some men will not be lied to—not more than once
or twice. Those who trade with him will not

trust him, and they sometimes let him know
it too. How could I endure such a reputation,

even if nothing else wei-e involvedV To say noth-

ing of its moral phase, such double dealing will in-

jure, and often ruin one's business. It has ruined

the business of one man I know, who once had the

largest run of custom in the place. Suppose I sell

A a good lot of honey at l."> cts. per lb., and B, an in-

ferior one at i:! cts., but give him the impression
that he is getting a favored bargain. For even
second-rate honey, mine is called ".so nice." A
happens to inquire of R how much he paid me. and
B tells him. A comes to me with u complaint that 1

dealt unfairly, as he would have loason to do. 1

tell him the tnif reason I sold [J that lot at reduced

price; he carries it to B, and B in turn throws it up
to me. How would I feely Both would have jusi

reason never to trust me again. Such transactions

leak out, if practiced. Nol it will not pay to de-

ceive thus. I will tell the truth so plainly that men
will know I am dealing squarely. I do not claim to

stand pre-eminent and alone in the matter. I only

want to show that it pays to be a man whose word
is pure gold.

In your talk about grading products you struck a

point whose importance can not, it seems to me, be
overestimated, and one so true that I felt prompted
to show by personal e.\i>erience how true it is. This

last subject seemed so nearly related that the

former appeared incomplete without it. I intended

to touch on some other matters, but, as usual, my
letter has grown so long that I must stop right here.

Geo. F. HoBuiNs.
Mechauicsburg, Ills., Sept. 23, IPSi.

Friend R.,your article is not a bit too
k>ng, while you teach such lessons as the
one given above. I have often thought of
these very things you mention : and while I

think of it, I must confess that a man low-
ers himself in my estimation just as soon as
he begins to tell iue that he will let me have
things so and so, if I won't say any thing
about it, and things of like nature. I have
sometimes told such men that 1 did not
want goods lower than other people paid

;

and they would look up at me in surprise,
supposing, of course, that all men are little

and small, and greedy for every copper they
can get or save by hook or by crook. Of
course. I am sometimes told that I can have
f)rices so and so, because of the unusually
arge bills tiiat 1 make. That is a dilferent
matter. The man who is tricky, succeeds
eventually in tricking himself: and, worst
of all, the poor fellow never linds it out un-
til he has tricked himself out of business,
and oftentimes out of a home.

PLANT-LOUSE NECTAR AND BAEK-
LOUSE NECTAK.

PHOI-. COOK TALKS TO T'S ABOUT CALLING THINGS
UY THEIli RIGHT NAMES.

ROr. COOK:— I send you a sample of honey,
or bug-juice, that the bees have been gather-
ing at a fearful rate for the last fifteen days.

p Some swarms have gained oO lbs. I never
saw bees work faster. They drop on the
alighting-board by the hundreds, heavy lad-

en. The queens are laying as much as they would
in June. They have brood in all stages, and
plenty of it. Give them emptj- combs and they will
fill it right up with bug-juice and brood.

It has been July weather all of this month, with
the exception of a few days. We have had two
frosts this month—one the Tth, and one the 22(1.

The bees are building new combs, and lengthening-
out cells as mutli us they would in June or July. I

have taken otf all sections, to keep them from put-
ting this stutl in them.
Bees have not made much honey since the 10th of

August, althouKli wt- had a good yield from rasp-
lierry, clover, and liasswood. They are now going
it on this. I don't know what you would call it.

They get it oil blackberry, this year's growth. The
top leaves are all curled up in a bunch, about the
size of a man's fist, and there is a bug, or louse, on
the leaves, very thick. The hind part of them is

white. The hees are swarming over the briers as
thick as they would over a field of buckwheat in
full bloom.

1 li\e near the old pineries that ha\c grown up to
blackberry and i!isiiticrr\ . TIk re is one thing cer-
tain—we shall lia\ ( i)lenty ol young hees to go into
winter (luaitms; but, how abo\it the wintering
part on this kind of stores/ 1 should like to have
youi' opinion on this. My opinion is, that it is going
to be bad stni! to winter on. My bees had enougli
to wintt'i- fin before they commenced on this. I fed
a few swarms upon sugar syrup. I wintered last
winter iucellar. Would it not be better to winter on
summer stands i)acked';' If it should be an open
winter, so they could have a dight once in a while,
they jnobablv would go through all right.
Orona, Mich., Sept. 2S, 18S.5. L. Kked.

The following is l^rof. ('ook"s reply :

With the above letter came a half-pint bottle of

nice-looking honej- which, though not so light as

clover honey, was ctmsiderably lighter than that

from goldenrod or asters. I tasted of the honey
thoroughly; and while T do not pronounce it by any
means of first quality, 1 do think it is (juite palata-

ble. That I might have the judgment of others,

wholly disinterested in the matter, and Avholly un-

prejudiced bj' previous knowledge as to the source
of the honey, I a.sked three members of the college

faculty to sample it. All said, that, while they did

not consider it equal to what I had usually given

them, they thought it quite pleasant. As one gen-

tleman said, " From fair to middling." As any one
familiar with entomology will see at once, this nec-

tar is from plant-lice (family AphUhv), and not from
scale-lice or bark-lice (family Coccidn').

Plant-lice are very common, there being few spe-

cies of plants that do not harbor and nourish some
species. Their presence is often denoted by the

presence of ants passing up and down the plants in

quest of this very nectar, which thru, at least, pro-

nounce pleasant and wholesome. These plant-lice

are always active, are frequently seen to move
about on the plants, and in almost all colonies some,
usually but few, have wings. What a wise provi-

sion ! The development of wings is e\er at the cost

ol nourishing material, and so, linless needed, had
better be absent. Thus they are wanting except in

a few, which may fly away and so prepare to dis-

tribute and the better propagate the species. We
bee-keepers wisely copy from such examples given

us by nature; and so soon as our qitccn» have done
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with their wings— attenuating- is over—we cut them
off. We see this is not against nature; and he who

|

reasons that such queens are not just as acceptable
I

to the bees, opposes both reason and experience. '

These plant-lice are tlask-shaped, and often ova-

viviparous; that is, the eggs hatch within the par-
j

cut, not outside (oviparous), and these young, when
i

hatched, are born at ouce, and are not nourished
'

for a time by material from the blood of the mother 1

'viviparous), as are the highest mammals. .V little

watching in the summer, or on house-plants in win-

ter, will demonstrate this statement. The young
lice will be seen at the moment of birth. Outdoors,

the last females of the season lay eggs (ovipai-ous),

which pass the winter in some crevice, and hatch as

the warmth of spring excites development. These
l>lant-lico are also agamic, or illustrate the law of

parthenogenesis. Thus they are specially interest-

ing to I)e(f-keepers, who witness the same law in the

development of drone-bees. All the summer broods
of plant-lice, and there are several, are cotnpose<l

wholly of fenniles. If any of these are captured at

birth, and placed at once singly on a plant suitable

to their growth aud development, each one will ma-
ture and produce, or give birth, to many lice. In-

deed, our secluding them is quite immaterial, as the

closest scrutiny will find no males till fall, when
males and the oviparous females appeal- and mate,

antecedent to egg-laying. I'lant-lice work almost

wholly on the leaves or gr(!en tend«'r twigs.

Mr. Keed speaks of the lea\es curling up. This is

not uneonunon. In many cases the leaves retain

their shaj)*', but seem to become enfeebled, and the
(ilant dies. In some cases—Indeed, (|uite frequent-

ly -the leaves curl up and die. In a few eases, as

(111 the elm and poplar, galls are formed. The curl-

ed leaves and galls must ser\e as both food and
iiousc for the lice. Thus such plants obey literall.\

the beautiful comniandmcnt, " If tiiine enemy hun-

g(U-, feed him," for such plants bestow both shelter

and food ui)on their most hurtful enemies. Nearly
all of these i)laiit-lii'e secrete nectar, some from two
tubes (nectaries) which protrude obliquely up and
hack from the abilomeu; others, and perhaps iill,

from the general surface of the body. This is a se-

cretion; and if experieiu-e proves it to he always
wholcstnue, it should not be denounced or regarded

[

with disfavor any more than milk, which is wholly
analogous in its origin. This nectar serves the lice

in attracting bees, ants, and wasps, which act as

sentinels to keep birds and predaceous and parasit-

ic insects from destroying the lice. At the same
time, the nectar s(m\cs the liecs and oiirschcs as

'

luod.

I have oricii chIIimI atteiilion to ihc dinerrncc be-

Iwcen this idant-louse (Aiihiilcf!) nectar, and that

from the bark-lice. While the former is pleasant

and wholesome in all <;ases, so far as I ha>e exam- ,

ined, the latter (which comes from the Hat, scale-
i

like, motionless bark-lice) is bitter, strong, dark, and
unwholesome. It is certainly unfit for table use,

and I should not deem it fit food for bees.

As to Mr. Keed's query, I should have no fear in
|

using this honey for winter stores, even with the

bees in the cellar. Should they die with this honey,
I think they would die with any other. I should not

j

be as willing to have my hives stocked with this

bark - louse nectar, such as was so eommon a year
^

ago; yet several used it in cellar wintering, even
j

last winter, with entire success. It may be, that if I

every thing else is all right, such fopd would ans- 1

wer; yet I should be afraid of it. I dislike to feed
my bees what I would not eat myself.

I hope, Mr. Editor, we shall call these substances
plant-louse nectar, or secretion, and bark-louse nec-

tar, or secretion—not " bug-juice." The latter term
has neither science, accuracj', nor euphony, to rec-

ommend it. A. J. Cook.
AfTicultural CoHege, Mich.

Friend ("ook, we thank ytui for makius
this distinction ; but it seen'is to me that the
name you suggest is jjot much of an im-
provement—that is, so far as pleasant sug-
gestions are concerned. I do not like the
word louse or lice, aud 1 never use it if I can
avoid it. although I have placed it at the head
of this article. Can you not suggest a name
that does not have any such unpleasant
term about it, especially when speaking of
honey to those who know comparatively lit-

tle about such matters? 1 do not like to see
my friends turn up their noses when 1 am
explaining the wonders of the bee-hive or
the forest. \\'hy not say. bark-aphis nectar
and plant-aphis nectarV that is, if we must
use the word nectar, when nectar seems
such a misnomer for the greater pavi of
these products, lloney-dew is not the word,
for two reasons : it is iu)t dew nor is it hon-
ey. Now. before we settle down upon a
luime.caiit we have one less objectionable?
For my part 1 would have it Latin, rather
than to awaken disgust when trying hard to

doijuite tiie contrary, lam very glad of
the important facts you give in this wonder-
ful matter of tliese secretions from insects.

HMKM> Mil,

DRY FAECES.

cavKs rs soMK rKKTT
TS IN n-HE M.\TTK.H.

POPITIVK

Hol. n )( "K lias mentioned m.> nami> as send-

ing specimens vi dry fa'ces of bees. I merely

forwarded to him specimens sent me by Mr.

S. Corneil, of Lindsay, Out., which were put

up so nicely, and withal were such good spec-

imens, that 1 felt sure Prol. took would be interest-

ed in seeing theiu. 1 am not interested in the dis-

j.'ussion about dry fa-ces-perhaps not as much as I

ought to be, for 1 confess that I am ignorant of fh<^

exact bearing it has upon beekeeping. Perhaps

Prof. Cook or Mr. Coriieil will inform us on this

poinl. The most 1 know about it is, that Mr. (^(u--

iieil, with his usual painstaking character, has been

trj iiig to show that bees can and do void ficces dry,

and that Prof. Cook has been for years just as

strongly opposing, only latterly admitting that they

may exceptionally do so. 1 don't know that I can?

two cents which theory is coi-rect, and winild hardly

enter the lists with any less noble foe than Prof.

Cook, whom, with all iny respect for him as an au-

thor and scientist, I hold in still higher esteem as a

friend aud brother. And I now enter the lists only

so far as to state what has come, without seeking,

directly under my own observation among my
own bees. If Prof. Cook had been here when my
liees took their Hight last spring I am not sure liut

he might have said that dry was the normal, and

liquid the exception. I am not mistaken, I think,

as to what 1 saw, for I have often seen the bees in

the act of \oiding, both tUjs aud other years, and

have gcen thousanrjs of speciiueiig such as Mr- Cor'
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neil sent, both on the hive and in the vicinity. T i

presume I could even now find instances which the I

summer's rains have failed to wash away. I re-
|

member one hive last spring: (which was, however,
j

exceptional), in front of which the ground for the

space of perhaps two square feet was covered so
j

thickly that I am not sure but less ground than I

faeces was to be seen. It seemed as if the whole
colony had by one consent emptied themselves just

as soon as fairly away from the hive; and I doubt
if there was among their droppings a single one
that would have been called liquid. The cylindrical

form could be plainly seen. Without knowing what
may be elsewhere, my testimony for this locality

would be, that bees usually void ffpces in liquid
j

form, but the dry form is very common. !

WA.X-EXTKACTOH.
After 1 sent to Gle.\nings an account of my sun

i

wax-extractor, there were cooler days, in which the I

wax utterly refused to run. and I adjourned the in-

side gearing to the kitchen stove, where it acted to

my entire satisfaction. To any who have not large

quantities (indeed, 1 am not sure but it will work
well with large quantities), and who are obliged to

use fire heat, I would recommend for ti-ial the fol-

lowing:

Take something in the form of a dripping-pan,

with one corner torn open ; put it in the oven of

the cook stove, with a chip or bit of wood to raise

the back part of it. Let the open corner project

out of the oven, and place on the floor a vessel to

catch the drip; throw in the pan your wax to be ex-

tracted, and that's all. Don't be in a hurry; all the

better if it melts quite slowly; and if the fire be
pretty hot, one or both oven-doors can be wide
open.

CI.EANING WAXED UTENSIF.S.

In various ways it will happen that milk-pans,

crocks, etc.. will be more or less daubed with wax.

The attempt fo clean them as dishes are ordinarily

washed will bo an ignoble failure. Don't try to

wash them with hut water. Here is a dish in which
some honey has been melted, and a little wax has

been in it. If you attempt to wash il with water
hot enough to melt the wax, you will succeed only

in having the dish more thoroughly waxed. But
wash off first the honey with cold water, at least

cool enough so it will not affect the wax; then wipe
dry, and heat till the wax jnelts (if the dish is not

too large, a good place is in the stove oven), then

take pieces of newspaper, and, without allowing to

pet cold, simply wipe the dish clean of wa.x.

CAN IlEE-fil.UE BE rTir.IZED''

.V gf)od deal of projiolis will be accumulated in

cleaning off sections. It makes good fuel, ("an any
better use be mad(^ of it? A year or two ago I con-

ceived the idea of melting it up and coating honey
sheets, or quilts, with it. Tlu^ attempt was an
utter failure; but in heating the bee-glue I found
a liquid settling on top, which, on carefully pour-

ing off, I found to be very nice beeswax. As 1 had
a large (luantity of bee-glue, I obtained, if 1 remem-
ber rightly, about T lbs. of wax. ('. ('. .Mii,i,ki(.

Marengo, 111., Oct. 1, 18sr>.

I hope tlie friends will excuse me I'oi- tak-
ing tliis matter uy) again, after once sayinjj; I

thought it best to say nothing more abont
the subject for tlie present. Friend Miller,
however, gives us some facts from experi-
ence that have not been given before. I

have felt sad to see tlie parties on both sides

of this question talk so vehemently, and, I
must confess, a little stubbornly, soiiietimes,
when it seemed to me, as friend Miller ex-
presses it, it did not matter very much who
was right or who was wrong. 1 should like
to put in just a word, though, for our friend
Cook. Jf I am correct, tiie principal point
at issue was. Do bees drop dry ffeces on the
bottom-board of the hive while ui winter
quarters':* The friends on one side of the
questi(-»n insist that they do, and that that is

the healthy and normal way for bees to
winter. Even friend Miller does not claim
to have founddry fa'ces on the bottom-board
of the hive, although he has found considera-
blequantities in front of the hive. that might
almost be said to be dry faeces.—In regard to
wax-extractors working by tlie sun's rays or
by putting in the oven, on the ingenious plan
suggested above, do not all such arrange-
ments leave considerable nice wax among
the debris? 1 agree Avith friend Miller ex-
actly, in regard to cleaning wax from uten-
sils. Trying to scrape the wax off with a
knife is the poorest plan in the world, and it

annoys me greatly to see the women in our
wax-room undertake to work in this way. 1

have for some time been aware that Avhat is

called " bee - glue " contains considerable
nice wax.

KILLED BY BEE-STINGS.

WHAT WE CAN" DO TO .WEKT SUCH CAT ASTHOPHE.*.

fllE following sad case seems to be au-
thentic, without question. An im-
portant thing for us as bee-keepers to
do is to decide upon the best course of
action when such things do happen,

although it is only once in a great while.

SINGULAR DEATH OF MRS. FADER, A PENNSYLVA-
NIA BEE-KEEPERS WIFE.

Thomas Fader, of this place, keeps several hives
of bees in his garden. Yesterday forenoon he was
at work among his bees. A man with whom he had
some business dealings called at his house to see
him. Mrs. Fader went out to call her husband into
the house. As she approached the bee-hives a num-
ber of bees Jiew into her face, and she was stung
several times. One of the liei^s stung her in one of
her nostrils, and another one stung herontheu)i-
per lip. at the base of the caiiihige dividing the two
nostrils. Mrs. Fader's ci-ies brought her husband
to the spot. He extracted the stings and applied
wet earth to the wounds. He went with his Wife
back to the house, and had no thought of any con-
sequences rf^sulting from the bee-stings more seri-

ous than the swelling and iiain. He left his wife in

the kitelun, api)lying anininnia to the wounds, and
entered a front room, where his visitor was. A few
minutes later he heard a heavv fall in the kitch<'n.

He ran out. and found his wife in convulsions on
the floor. Her nostrils were swollen slint. and her
lips were twice their natural size, and had turned
dark t)lue. She breathed short and <iuiek through
her mouth. }lvy face was so swollen that its identi-

ty was entirely lost. Mr. Fader hurried his visitor

after a doctor.'but hetore one arrived his wife died
in her husband's arms. The doctor said that the
stings in her lips and nostrils had sent a shock like

electricity to her brain, and from that to her lungs
and heart, so seven' that she mus unable to rally
from it. Mrs. I'ader was twenty-i'ight years old.

It was but forty-ttve minutes from the lime she was
stung until her death.— ^''l!(/(/rl7^ (/'n.) S)>rrial In

yru'-Vorli .S'KM.

At tirst thought it almost seems as though
no one was at fault in the above transaction,
and that there was no way of averting such
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ail occurrence, or of saving life where the
symptoms are so severe. Lest any one be

[

frightened by it, liowever, I will say what I '

have said before, that deaths from l)ee-
!

stings are nowhere near as common as deatlis

from accidents from horses. Accidents are li-

able to happen Avitli almost any kind of the
domestic animals; but for all tliat. we want to

see what can be done toward saving life. Had
our poor friend who lost lier life been accus-

i

tomed to bees, or had had her thoughts
,

about her, I hardly think she would liave

gone among them when they were stirred
|

up, as they evidently must have been. I

have seen "^people push ahead into an apiary
^

when / should have known, before 1 came
within several rods of the hives, that one

j

Avould be sure to be stung if lie did not re-

treat. One who is familiar Avith bees learns ,

to tell very (juickly when it is safe to go
'

among the hives. Another thing, when I

decide to go among angry bees I always
shield my face by pulling down my hat. and
putting my hands before my face. This
action alone seems to have considerable
effect in keeping the liees away from the
eyes and nostrils. I seldom get stung in the
face nowadays. If at all. it is on the back
of my neck or the back of my hands—possi-

bly on the ears or foreiiead. The swelling
from a bee-sting may obstruct the breath:
but usually in such cases, I think tliat with
sufficient presence of mind an attendant
ought to be able to keep tlie passage to the
windpipe open. In cases of swelling of^tlie

throat from quinzy. the handle of a siioon is

often used for tiiis puri)ose. It may be, how-
ever, as stated in the above clipping, that
deatii resulted from some other cause than
suffocation.

It is a good thing to give jtlace to these
accounts, tliat ixMiplc may be warned, wliere
tliey are unaccustdini'd "to stings, or wliere
much pain and swelling follow, to be careful
about recklessly ex))osing themselves when
bees are infuriated from any cause, as they
must have been in the al)0ve'case. I do not
believe that I would resort to ammonia or
any thing, unless it is cloths wet in cold
water, to allay the fever. Of course, the
stings should be extracted i)r()mi)tly : but it

should be done without S(|iieezing"tlie con-
tents of the poison-bag into the wound. The
blade of a knife is often the i-eadiest means
of doing this.

PREVENTING AFTER
AGAIN.

BN
page 600 I see Uro. Heddoii could not be per-

suaded to adopt my plan for iirevcntion of

after-swarms, and does not think any will tol-

erate it when once they " }?et the hang- " of

just how to use his method. Well, as far as

Bro. H. isCconccrned I presume I ought not to e.\-

pect him to even try the i)lan I gave, for he " can

not be persuaded " to try friend Roots chaff hives,

nor even the Simplicity size of the I,, frame.
Again, he must have Hcddon's hives, honey-boards,

shade-boards, nonerasivc crayons, and that 1.5 to 2.")

pound stone, all of his own, so I am content to let

him have them, and to use his plans without fur-

th2r molestation; hut forthe benefit of those who use
chaff hives, tenement hives, house-apiaries, etc., I

wish to tell them how nice the plan I gave on page
.")57 works. Many have complained of the unwieidi-

ness of the chaff hive in swarming-time, and urged
that as a reason for not adopting it—especially the

ladies, who had nearly their match in trying to

move even an efght-frame Langstrotli hive. To all

such I would say, that I have come to the conclu-

sion that chaff' hives are an actual necessity for

outdoor wintering here at the North, and in the

future I e.xpect to use no others, except for those I

winter in my lyec-cellar. That the plan given on
page h'u gi\es all the advantages that Bro. Hed-
don's plan does, I think no one will deny; and it is

especiallj' adapted to chaff hives, as I have proven
during the past three seasons. The box used for

carrying the combs need not weigh over .i lbs., aud
a handle convenient for carrying can be readily at-

tached to it, so that any lady can use this plan with-

out fatigue, no matter what hive she uses, while the

chaff hives, large tenement hive, or the Townly
chatf-packed dry-goods boxes, are just as easy of

manipulation as any. In short, 1 have never used
any thing about the swarming of bees which
woiked so ijcrfectly, and pleased me so well, as this

plan for the prevention of after-swaruis.

WHKliK Till-: IlKKS COMK KKO.M TO SW.\ltM ON THK
HEIJDO.N PLAN.

On page ii.H.l Bro. Heddon wants to know.
•• Whence did that colony get bees to swarm with?"

rcferiing to a colony treated exactly as he says they

should be. Well, I will try to explain. When 1

Hrst began to try the removal |)lan to prevent

after-swarms, as given years ago, I noticed that

many colonies would often not stir at all for two or

three days, while others would commence to work
their new location at once; antl in either case such

a hive was sure to swarm. Once in a while one
would keep on giving off' bees, which left the hive

in a straight line, until the colony was fearfully

reduced, in which case no swarm would issue; but

these latter wen? the exception rather than the

rule. One other item bearing on this point: Sev-

eral years ago I ga\e in (Jlkanings how I was led

to form nuclei by taking a frame of brood, with

(jueen and bees fiom any hive, and placing it where
wished in any empty hive, the bees, as a rule, would
adhere to the iiueen; while if no queen was given,

all the bees th.nt could get back to the old hive

would do so. From this I learned that a colony

having cast a swarm looked upon their ((ueen-cells

the same as any other colony did on their queen,
after which I carried a frame of brood and bees

with a nearlj- ripe (lueen-cell, and |)laced in an
empty hive to form a nucleus, when in most cases

the bees would not return. Now, this has a direct

bearing in this locality on the moving of all hives

which are espeeialiy anxious about their queen or

cells. Just as soon as I would move a hive on the

Heddon jilan, the bees would stop issuing

from it in less than one minute after it was placed

on the new stand, and there they would stay

for two da.\s, when out would come a swarm. In

one instance T moved a hive in the middle of a

bright day, and immediately the bees stopped
drawing otf. For three days I watch(Ml to see a bee
leave or return to that hive, ami not ajbee was seen.

At ten o'clock the third day, or ten days from the

time the first swarm left, they swarnied again,
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when 1 cut out all the queen-cells and returned
thcin. They now went to work with a will, and
gave me 63 lbs. of honey in sections. Again we
had much rainy weather during our swarming-sea-

son, so that the day on which the old colony was to

be removed would be rainy or cloudj-, so no bees

would be flying; in which case, if moved, of course

no bees would be in the field. I generally left them
until the next day; but on one occasion the 6th, 7th,

8th, and nth days were all rainy or cloudy, so I

waited till the morning of the 10th, when several

colonies were moved, and all swarmed soon after-

ward, owing to the sun coming out bright and
warm. In this latter case there can be no help in

the matter where any hives are manipulated, and I

think even Bro. H. can see plainly where the bees

come from. In all cases where I could be on hand
when the young bees were having a playspell in the

afternoon of the 6th day. and move the hive when
said bees were out the thickest, I could make a suc-

cess of the Heddon plan. G. M. Dodlittle.
Borodino, N. Y.

Friend D., yon seem to have your own no-
tions, and friend Ileddon has liis own no-
tions, and each of you succeed quite satis-

factorily, because your ideas and ways are
all in accordance with said notions. 1 have
often noticed the way in which you say it

works when you move a hive away during
cloudy or rainy weather ; but your idea in
regard to moving a hive while'^they are out
playing, is something I never thought of;
and without question the idea is a valuable
one. By this means we can get a nice lot
of young bees, just the right age to make
the nicest kind of a nucleus.

Bee Bo^f^NY,
OR, HONEY -PLANTS TO BE NAMED.

T,EAF-CUP.

SEND some seeds, leaves, and flowers of a plant

I
to be named. It is a wild autumn flower grow-
ing in the woods. A1 the present date the bees
are at work on it ijuito lively. It is an annual,

growing 3 or 4 feet in height. While watching
the bees at work upon it I could not sec that any of

them were gathering pollen. Besides this plant,

I)ees are now working (juito fast on btickwlioat, also

on smartweed and other kind? of wild autumn flow-

ers. There is an inunense lot of smartweed this

year. All thrt)Ugh the first part of the season, th«'

l)ees could not do much ; but when basswood bloom-
ed they worked finely, ('haijmk L. Giiek\kiki,ii.

Somerville, O., Sept. 2), 188.').

Prof. Devol says of it:

The specimen sent is leaf cup {l'iilj)winn (una-
(knsis, L., variety (Hfirouka, Gray). It is a coarse,

broad-leaved, climbing plant, without value, grow-
ing in shady ravines and moist woods. It is pecul-

iar in having the corolla in the few florets that pro-

duce achcnia (seeds) n^duced to a hairy ring around
the base of the style. W. S. Devol, Botanist.

VIUOIN S BOWEH (CI.E.M.VTIS VIKOINIANA).

I should like to know what kind of plant this is.

It is a vine, and is covered with flowers; the bees
work on it all day in great numbers.
(V)rnwitll-on-Hu'lKoi), N. V, ,1. It. Ci,aiik.

\

Prof. Devol says:

I

The plant is the common virgin's-bower (Clemat-

I

is Virginiana, L.), the pretty wild vine growing
along the rivers and fence-rows, covered in mid-
summer with fine white flowers, and in autumn

j

with flufly, feathery balls of a creamy-white color,

t
so beautiful for winter decoration. It is quite eas-

1 ily transplanted, and makes a beautiful arbor,

j

screen, or trellis plant, a number of branches from
each root growing from 10 to ISO feet in a season.

j

The downy balls are caused by the plumous tails

j

attached to the fruit. W. S. Devol.
Ohio Agricultural Station, Columbus, <>.

FALSE STATEMENTS IN REGARD TO THE HON-
EY BUSINESS OF OUR COUNTRY.

t A.s a protection to our bee-keejuntf popiilation.we propose in
! tills department to publish the names of newspapers that per-
[
sist In publishing false statements in regard to the purity of
honey which we as bee-keepers put on the market.

MB.
V. F. BAYMOXI). of Cleveland,

Oliio, sends us the following, taken
from the East End Siijual of 8ept.
1!>, and credited by thein to the Chi-
cago News:
WHAT BEES ARE COMING TO.

A Michigan apiarist has succeeded in teaching his

I
bees to make honey from glucose. He began by

j

setting pans of syrup near the hives, and as the
! bees became habituated to sucking sweets from
them he daily reduced the amount of syrup more

j

and more and filled in with glucose, until finally the
i
bees were sucking only straight glucose, and mak-
ing honey at an astonishing rate. The small, bare-
footed son of the apiarist, who innocently "gave
the old man away" to a Detroit reporter, said that

' the bees made about twice as much honey under
j
the new method as they used to when they had to

I spend most of their time gathering raw material
from flowers and clover-blossoms.

1
We have long thought that bees were too primi-

j

five in their methods. We have had a sort of intui-
tive belief that they were capable of high civiliza-

1
tion if man would only influence and direct them in

proper and useful channels, but never until now
have we had substantial proof of it. The Michigan

I apiarist, however, has opened a field so broad that

1
it seems almost boundless. The possibilities sug-

I

gested by his successful experiment are bewilder-
ing. If by straining glucose through bees a man

i can get honey, why may he not strain chalk and
water through them and get choice milk and cream,

I

or biin()uet them on soap-grease and get prime
i Oraiif2<' ( ounty butter? Why may he not feed them
Inn logwood atul cheap alcohol and obtain a flrst-

i class bianil of port wine/ or, by substituting some
I

other ingredient lor the logw(K)d, get a " superior
article" ol any other convivial bc\-riage?

! It is not well to educate the bees too highly all at

once. But if we carry on tlie civilizing process
I gradually there is no reason why the bee may not
become one of the most useful factors of future

1 progressive civilization.

The writer of the article seems to recog-
nize the story as a fraud, judging from his
pleasiintry ; but after all, it seems to me
that even pleasantry is not the thing where

j

credence in such reports may be a wholesale
damage to a large numl)er ()f innocent peo-
l)le. If tlie iS'/f/))<//, and all other jiapers that
liavc given surli reports a place, would come

j

out frankly and correct the impressions to

I
which they have given publicity, and state
that glucose is not honey, and feeding it to
l>ees can in no way make honey, any more
than feeding chalk and water to a cow can
change it to milk, they might do us .some
service in righting tlie Avrong they help to
disseminate.



He that is taitlilul in tliat which is least, is faithful also in much.—l.UKK 16: 10.

MYSELF AND MY NEIGHBORS.

Thou liast hccii lailhfiil ovora fru- thinv'-s, I will

nmkc thco ruler on it many Ihiu^^s.— Matt, l'.'): U'l.

Cast thy l)rca<l iii)()n tlic waters; lor tliou shiill

find it after many <lays.- E( ( . 11:1.

FKLT as though I wantedlhest' two texts.

r little friends, to indicate what I want to
I talk about to-day. The thought was

something like this : That men go along
a great while, sometimes, trying hard to

do right, and it does not seem to amount to
much of any thing. Finally, however (it

may be years"^ after, and wheii we had for-

gotten all about how hard we tried to say,
" Get thee behind me. ISatan,)"' the reward
comes. We had cast our bread upon the
waters of this world long years ago. and sup-
posed it was lost and forgotten, liut here
is a wave that brings it up again. Again,
Ave may be growing in Christian graces, and
we may be growing, too. in our ability to

help the world along, and n()l know it or
think of it. Do you reniendier in that pass-
age where .Icsus told Ihe good folks thai
they had been heli)iiig him all along, ami
they did not know they had helped liim al

allV The text reads this way :

Loril, when saw we Iheea hiinfjci-ed, ami led [\nr:
or thirsty, and {rave ihec drink? When yaw we thee
a ptranKer and took tbec Ui'f ov nakerl, and clotlicd
thoe? Or when saw wc thee sick, or in prison, and
eanie unto thee?—Matt. ;.',') ::r.—!i'.t.

Now for my little story :

Our railniatl eoiniiahy have decided lo

widen their tracks rigid here before our fac-
tory, and they are al^o Viiiildinga new depot.

' a good deal, I believe, for the acconmiodation
of our business. In order to make the track
wider they have had to cut down a hill ; and
to do this'they are working right in front of
our factory windows with a steam-excava-
tor, if tliat is the proper name for it. It is

a great )tonderous engine made of timbers
and massive chains : and in front of it there
is a great iron scoop with massive steel

horns that dip into the git)und until it gets
a mouthful, and then it drops it out on to
one of the train of gravel-cars. As it is a
new thing in our town, crowds t)f jieople

gather around to see it dig through the hill.

It really looks at lirst sight like some of the
old sea-monsters, with its gigantic frame
and monstrous head. This head it dips
down into the hard stony ground, and roots
up a small hill as if it were a hog rooting in
a potatb-patch. When it gets a load on its

nose it swings its long neck around and
drops the dirt in the right place, as if it

were alive. Then it noses about to sec where
it will commence to root next time. Iluber
calls it •• (Jreat big ingel.'" lie has probably
got Ids knowledge of engines and the angels
his papa has told him about, a little mixtMl
iili; and I have woiulered sometimes wheth-
er tiie term '• angel "" would be so much of a
misnomer after all. It must be a messenger
of mercy to the poor men who have for ages
done ail this hard work by Viack-bre;iking
toil, ^^'hen the operatives of this machine
got it well started, so that every thing
worked all right, smoothly and safely, the
ixuiderous thing seemed to warm up with
exercise, and to )-ealiy put on life. The
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great neck swings around so quickly that it

makes the chains rattle like a tornado, and
the massive beams creak and groan under
the enormous strain of tlie heavy loads that
that neck of iron raises up. One stands by
and feels like lifting his hat with reverence
toward the little m;m wlio stands i)erched
up between the timbers forming the arch of
the neck while lie pulls the different levers
that make the great machine do his bidding.
How is it possible he can do all this without
making a mistake? The great iron tusks,
as they appear to be, strike in just the right
spot, and go just deep enougli. and ]iot too
deep. At\his very instant the steam begins
to do its Avork, as we have evidence by the
enormous puffs. The earth trembles be-
neath our feet while tiie groimd is rent and
torn as if by a small earthquake. But the
minute these great tusks reach the surface
of the ground, the enormous power all of a
sudden eases up ; and as the machine swings
around with its load it seems as quiet and
obedient as a little child. Surely this man
who manages it, and who has the trained
eye. to skillfully direct this great power,
must be a man of wonderful intellect ; he
must be a man of great education and skill.

I gazed on him and then on the machine in

wonder, and went back to my work, leading
Iluber, who obeyed his papa, but rather re-

luctantly. In the evening somebody was in

the counter store, looking at a hanmier. He
was a very commonplace-looking individual,
and one avIio spoke our language but imper-
fectly. Yes, he was the one who handled
those levers and wheels and chains during
the day. Was he a college graduate? No,
but just as good a man in (iod's sight, and
he may be better than a good many who have
borne honors. He was a man wh.o liad prob-
ably been faithful in his every-day work,
and his employers liad learned ' by de-
grees to intrust him with important machin-
ery; and at length he became an adept in

his line, and could make that piece of mech-
anism for that particular work rattle and
bang in a way that seemed almost frightful
to bystanders ; yet he did it with perfect
safety, and with little danger of breaking or
injuring any part of it. He simi)ly did his
duty in the place Avhere God called him.
Dear friend, are yon doing your duty well
and faithfully right wliere God has placed
you? I want to come a little nearer home
yet—am I doing »«?/ duty well and faithfully
—casting bread oh the waters some of the
time, feeding my fellow-men for Chrisfs
sake, and doing it all gladly and patiently?
I am afraid I am not.

Since our last issue went to press I decid-
ed to visit the city of New York. It was a
sudden conclusion to go. I told Mr. Holmes,
my brother-in-law. tliat I wanted to stay
only three or for.r liours. lie gave me a
severe talking to, and told me 1 had no rinht
to go to New York and stay only three "or
four hours, even if I did feel like doing so.

I concluded, after thinking it over, that he
was right. It would be selfish for me to go
so far. and stay so short a time, and that my
duties toward my fellow-men and toward
you, dear readers, demanded that I should
stay at least a couple of days. In order to

save time, I rode with the engineer on a lo-

comotive to our nearest station on the N. Y.,
P. & O. Bailroad. Now let me digress a
little.

For some time lately I have been making
it a subject of prayer "to (Jod that he would
give me more love toward my fellow-men.
and he has been opening my eyes in that
direction. It is true, that I occasionally
have fits and spells of loving even my ene-
mies, but, witli sadness I say it, I have a
good many lits and spells of nol loving very
much even ray friends; that is, if I don't
look out I keep dwelling on the weaknesses
and imperfections of my fellow-men. Some-
times I get into a real bad spirit because
somebody has heedlessly wronged me out of
a few cents. I do not often say very much
about it lately, for God has taught me to

keep it to myself when I can not do any
better. And he has also taught me to get
out of this bad state of mind. I talked to

vou about it last month, you know. Well, I

'am naturally very bashful, if that is the
word. I am afraid of people. I get notions
in my head that they don't care any thine:

about me. and don't want to lie bothered,
when directly opposite is the truth. Jacob
told me I could ride down on the locomotive
when they went down to hll their water-
tank, but I thought they would not want to

be bothered with a passenger. I spoke to
our agent about it, and I felt ashamed of
myself when I saw how kindly he undertook
to make ariangements for my going. Jacob
told me they were all ready, and that I must
hurry up and jump on. Ernest helped me
to scrape up my few '' traps;"' and when I

came to climb up by the engineer, instead of
finding a gruff sort of swearing man, which
I had pictured in my minds eve. I found a

very quiet, friendly. lx>yish-lo6king fellow
who reminded me. by his hearty good na-
tiu-e. of some of my own German boys. I felt

ashamed of myself ; and when he offered

me a part of his dinner, because he had no-
ticed I had forgotten to bring any, I felt

more ashamed still. In my talk with him 1

pretty soon fdund that he was the very en-
gineer who was running the engine at the
time our old friend Fred was killed. He
knew of me through Fred ; and Avhen I had
been casting bread on the waters by visiting

boys in jail, I had been making for myself a
warm place in the hearts of these sturdy la-

borers. I watched my new-found friend as he
pulled the levers and" handled the ponderous
locomotive, moving it an inch at a time, if

need be. and starting it up so gently that only
a very small amount of power was needed, so

that it seemed like a child in his hand. lie.

too, had been faithful in few things, and
now the company intrusted him to the care
of this great locomotive; and from what he
said about Fred T knew he had befin a great
many vears lillinir liis place of important
trust. "Little did I think, when I went into

our county jail and plead witli these boys
for the cause of Christ, that my work would
be felt years after among these rough hard-
working men along the line of our railroad.

When saw wc thee a hungered, and fed thee? or

I

thirsty, and Rave thee drink? or in prison, and
I

came unto thee?
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AUNT KATIE TELLS US A WHALE
STOKY.

ALSO SOMETHING ADOUT CAI.IFOKNIA ACIJOSS THE !

COUXTRV.

"jr. BOUT five weeks ag-o we saw au accouut in a

**I^ P^P®"" o* ''^^o whales being seen ott Port Har-

jR|'' ford, sixty miles away, and some one shoot-
•^^ ing- at them with Heni-y rifles, and securing-

one"of the whales. About a week ago we
read in our local paper that a dead whale had
stranded on the beach near Point Sal, twenty miles

from here, and that it had lour bullet-holes In it.

Being so near, we concluded to pay it a visit. So
we loaded up our wagon with tent, bedding, and
provisions, and plenty of wraps (for the ocean

breezes at the beach are quite chilly). 'After pick-

ing up a friend from Missouri, who had never seen

a whale, we all joyfully rode along. We made a

camp-fire beside a wayside spi-ing. at noon, and
made a cuj) of tea, and ate our lunch. 'I'licii we ar-

rived at the beach about 4 p. m.

That the whale? Why, it looks like a monstrous
black rock; and, seel it has a white tail. We soon

got near enough to see that the fail had been
"peeled," as the boys called it; that is, the fat,

which was from two to si.x inches thick, had been
cut off. The whale had stranded on its back, and
the sea was dashing against it, so we were unable

to sec the head, the part we wished most to sec; but

we were told that the tide would be out in the morn-

ing, so after looking at the huge monster fill we
were tired, and feeling almost fear at the tremen-

dous breakers as they dashed upon the beaeli, we
retired back from the shore and pitched our tent

among the sand dunes which extend along the

beach at this place. Hy keeping to windward we
escaped all scent, which is slight, considering the

size of the object, and the time it had been strand-

ed. We then got our supper. As we were sitting

by the camp-fire alter supper, one young gentleman
who was among the hands trying out the fat, came
up and invited the male members of our party to a

coon-hunt; but being pretty tired, they dcclhied.

The next morning the boys told us they got four

coons, and that as soon as a coon found himself

chased he would make for the water; that one

coon had caught hold of the dog's car and had fried

to hold his head under water, and that George had

run out into the surf and helped get the coon, and

that he got wet through. He got tlie coon, though,

find that paid hin; lor the wetting.

The tide had been dt)wn and up, and >vas now go-

ing down again; and as soon as it got low enough
they were going to cut off the head of the whale .so

that they could turn over the body in order to get

the rest of the outside fat, of which they had secur-

ed only about a fourth. They had .500 gallons of oil

i-endered out. We waited until 10 A.M., but the tide

had not gone down enough to get at the head with-

out getting wet by the breakers, so w(." did not see

anymore of the whale than we had seen the me-
ning before; but we ran all around it between the

waves, and some of our company went on top of 11.

Tlirce men and a boy didn't oecui)y much space on
that mountain of flesh. When first found it was
• luite out of the sand, and it was measured. It was
7'.J feet long, and b") feet high. Every time the tide

came up, the body settled into the sand, and it had
flattened out till It looked like a black lloor, big

enough, almost, for a skating-rink. The flukes at

the end of the tail are put on opposite to what a fish-

tail is, and each section which lay spread out upon
the sand was about five feet by two, and about five

inches thick. When tliey are angry they bring the
tail flat upon the water, with force enough to smash
a good-sized boat.
As we could not stay any longer we packed up and

started back home. We showed our friend where
the men used to" haul the wheat raised in the Los
Alamos and Santa Maria Valleys, to be shipped by
steamer to San Francisco, until the railroad was
built; and as we had come to the beach by one road,

we thought of returning by the other road the men
often took on their return, i-ather than meet the

six-horse teams and the attendant dust. We had
loitered about Point Sal until we found we couldn't

get quite home that night, so we went on until we
came to the Los Alamos Creek, expecting to find

water as in olden times, but found it dry. So we
followed it up until stopped by a fence. We then
camped among some willows, and fortunately found
water, borrowing some potatoes from a field near
by, and there we found out why the creek was dry.

It had been used to irrigate with. We got supper.

We had been out longer than we had intended, so

our provision - box was about empty, hence the po-

tatoes. In the morning we found a gate, and pass-

I

ed through info a field, and soon found a road. 11

had been partly made, and was over quite a large

hill. The men had to hang on to the side of the wag-

on with all their might, to keep the wagon from tip-

i ping over. You may be sure that I and the "little

I

ones" did not ride until safely at the top. We had

some sport laughing at the notices to trespassers,

I

warning them not to cut timber on the place. A^
' nothing was to be seen but brush for miles, wc won-
dered where the timlier was. After going along the

road about throe miles, and finding that we were go-

ing away from home, we felt uneasy; but as unbrt)-

ken fences barred the way, we had to keep on or go

back ten miles. We soon espied a man in a buggy,

coming toward us. He proved to be au acquaint-

ance, and the overseer of the ranch where we got

j

the potatoes. So we told him we had added a "T"
[
to each word of the name of our valley, to describe

our condition, making it Los-f Alamos-t, and we
' mentioned the potatoes. He told us the road home,

and said that was the right thing to do when one

was hungry; viz., help yourself from a friend's gar-

den, and that we ought to have driven up to the

hay-stack near the field, and fed our horses. There

is California hospitality for you.

Wliile digging the potatoes our Missouri friend

objected; but we told him that as we gave so often

of our abundance to campers and tramps, when we
were in a strait we only paid ourselves, always in

moderation, of course. Our friend treated us to

some of the fruit of the prickly pear, which he had

in his buggy. The natives and Mexicans like them
very much. It tasted to us like a soi-t of mixture of

cucumber and nujsk - melon, ijuite eatable when
nothing better can be got. We traveled three

hours tvom the nights camping-place before we
reached a road that led us home. We had camped

! ten miles from home, and at 10 A. .M. were still fen

j

miles from home. We were wishing that Bridget

1
had some nice coflee made when we got home.

"Who is Bridget/" says the baby. We had to ac-

j

knowledge that we were Bridget, so the cofTee was
I not ready, of course; but we soon had some when
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wc did arrive, voting' that we pretty nearly paid

too dearly for the whale, but not quite.

Los Alamos, Cal., Sept. T. Aunt Katie.

Well, Aunt Katie, I have learned sonie-

thini; from your little story, any way, for I

(lid not know before that whales (-ome along
the coast of California. 1 lind it also (luite

interesting about your trip across the coun-
try. 1 think your disposition must be some-
tliing like mine. Whenever I go anywhere
T always Avant to go back a different way.
My wife objects, bel-ause site says I always
get lost, or waste a good deal of time : but I

tell her it is Avorth being lost, just to feel

that you are on a road you never traveled
I)efore. 1 always like to'be on a spot that is

to mo an " unexplored region.
""

GOOD REPORT FROM A JUVENILE.

1) CAI.l.ONS OF nONEV FHOM ™'(i SWAUMS: AI,;

SOMi: OTHEK TIIINCS OF IXTEKEST.

CCEPT luy thanks tor the book yoii sent nie.

It was nioic than I e.vpected or deserved.

Wc make I'arming- our chief employment;
have not lost any time, to amount to much,

from the farm, to tend bees, until this year.

We make our own hives and frames, and can't af-

ford to buy them. I-ast sprinj^, on going- to Pond
('reek to improve some land, we carried l."! weak
swarms date after-swarms from Inst year), three

new swarms, and two nuclei as a kind of experi-

ment. \ did not use any foundation or empty
combs in supers. Xo one li\ed on the place. I

went in company with my pa every ten or fourteen

• lays (as we could spare the time from the farm and

home apiary), c.xamiued each colony, made note

of condition, date, etc., on front of the hives. AVe

tried your slates, but the wind blew (hem down,

and tlie rain washed the note oil. ^V(• increased to

thirtj- colonics by division: \i> mm. 11 swarming we
j)ut on supers early in May, and had two ct)lonics bad-

ly weakened .by after swarming (overlooked (juecn-

cells). AVe have extracted .354' i gallons up to date.

They have thirty or forty gallons in supers at this

time, but we have no time to extract. AVc did not

extract from brood-chamber after .June ,ith and 6th.

We found at that time the ijueons had been crowd-

ed from the brood-chamber to the supers. The
A B C book said extract. AA'e did so. AVe ]ilaoed

hrood-frames in lower story June 5th and 6th, and

extracted 86 gallons. Imagine otu- surprise, on re-

turning, June 17th, to find the front and side of nearly

all the hives covered with idle bees building comb
on the outside of the hives. AVe used the extractor

and put on another super, and all hands went to

work as nicely as ever.

Horsemint was in bloom, and wai.'^t-higli all o^er

the apiary—indeed, all over the country. On the

7th of August a neighbor carelessly lot fire get in

our inclosure. The dense grass, from knee to hip

high, and dry from long- drought, was soon in

names. The timely arrival of live or six neighbors

saved our apiary from total loss. One colony was
burned, several others badly damaged. One of the

men had his hands badly burned in fighting the

flames. Some of the trees ~0 feet high had all their

leaves burned otT.

Last spring wc killed two large rattlesnakes in

our apiary, from which it ts^kes its name. The rat-

tlesnakes in that neighborhood are as thick as pig-

tracks.

AA'e had no rain in Rattlesnake apiary from May
2Vth until July .5th; none since that time up to date.

I wish to say to the juveniles, your letters telling of

your little sisters and mothers make me envy your

happy lot. My mother died five years ago, depriv-

ing me of a mother's care, and, dearer than all, a

mother's love. !My tAVO little sisters, seven and

eight and one-half years old, live with their aunt in

Bell Co., Texas. Sa.m. H. Tehuai..

Jones' Prairie, Texas, Sept. U, 1885.

AVhy, my good friend Sam. if you have a

locality Avhere honey comes in at sm li a I'ale

that yoiu' bees all build combs in frotit of tlie

liiA-es, it must be a " big thing "' indeed. If

such a thing ever happens again, you Avant
to let the farming go, and stick I'ight to the
bees ; sit u]) nights, do almost any thing,

rather than let the bees lie idle during such
a harvest as that.— 'We deeply symitathizc
Avith you in the loss of your motlier.—

1

Avould'have a piece ot plowed ground around
that apiary, broad enough to prevent the tire

from rmining into it agiiin.

MAKING BEES HATCH HEN'S EGGS.

AN IXl'ATENTED l-NCLBATOK.

fK liv.' ::00 miles southwest of Dallas. \\e

have pre-empted us a little home four

miles south of Lampasas, consisting of 10

acres. Our bees, 30 colonies, arc in good

condition.

Pa has imentcd us a cheap incubator. Take a

Simplicity wide frame, cover it with wire cloth,

fill it with hens' eggs, then place in a strong swarm,

putting a frame of unsealed brood on either side of

it, and lift out and turn the eggs once in »4 hours.

The fairs' will need no moistening, as incubator-

books direct, but the bees will tend to that. AA'e

have not hatched any (juite out; but late last year

pa suggested that if his queens batched well under

a hen we would try eggs in a beehive. So ma put

in twelve, and they nearly hatched. The bees

swarmed a week before time for them to hatch, and

it came a cool rain, and they died in the shell. Ma
broke the eggs and they had great big chickens in

them. AVe are going to try more this seasom, and

pa said he would say nothing about it until we
hatched some chickens out; but ma thinks that

some one else can try also, and be successful.

Lampasas, Texas. .\ manda Atcui.ey, aae 1:.'.

Well. Amanda, you have got soinetliing

original, surely ; but I am inclined to think,

that, as a rule," sitting hens A\ould be cheap-
er than a strong colony of bt^es. Unless the
Aveather is extremely hot during the Avhole

three Aveeks. I do n()t believe a colony Avould
keep the eggs Avarm enongli, unless yon
make a chalf cushion to fill, say an inch and
a Ivalf or two inches of the sp-'u'c all around
the wide fr;une ;i*>i- what will Ite simpler,

and easier done." cut out the cf^uter of a

chaff -cushion division - board. Tack Avire

cloth over this central hole, and put the

I

eggs l^etAveen the two sheets of Avire clotli.

A good swarm of bees Avould. Avithuut

doulit. under favorable circumstances, hatch,

say live or seven eggs. When hatched, take
Diit the egg-shells, and you might use the
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arrangement for a brouder. providing you
piiton doultle wire clotli, sn tlic bees could
not sting tlie cliickt'ns.

len, tell us, as well as you can, from what
flowers the bees are gathering it, and its

respective color ; how they put it on to their
legs, and how they take ft off. One more,
and then Fll stop." Mark a bee in some way
that has lost his sting (perhaps you can
cage liim besti. and tell us how long he
lives, or whether he dies at all. I am aware
these are hard ; but if you get your mamma
to help you, I think you can do it. Xow if

you will try to help me, I will give you a
alk upon a bee's leg : won't that be a queer
subjeclV

111 sign myself— Ruber's Brother.

ANOTHER HUBEK.
uinc is Hubcr. My biothcr Charlie has five

if bees; lie takes Gi-eaninos. T think your
is as full of misehier as I ever was.

(•('.111. HruKU Ai.i.KX.

TWO BITS Ol' WAX.
l."> hives of bees. This morning- he

when a bee alighted on his hand, and lie let

it a while; anil when thi' bee Hew away he

ittle bits of comb on pa"s hand.

Hr.sr.v Wii.ii \ms.
nks, Minn.. Au-r. :50, 188.5.

fat la

SWAKM

" A cliieVs anmng ye takin' notes:

.\n' faith, he'll pient it.'"

i:i:ks tii.\t staved ox a iruuAXT-
Ul'SH AI.I^ NIGHT.

We hax'e 1:.' Iiives of bees, and 1 have a house in

he frardcn, just beside the hives. Last snnimer I

found a swarm on a eurrant-bush, that had been on

the linsh all niRht. Theresa Lixtox. aL'e 7.

Aurora, Can.

KLL. little folks, while " ray pa " has
gone to New York. Tli just crowd
myself up in tiiis little corner, and
give y<»u a little talk on how to write
Ictlefs. lie won't icnow any thing

al)out it until he gets home, will heV With
your keen briglit little eyes, and willing

hands directed in the right way. 1 fancy you
may be able to tell even soine of the "big
bee-men"" something lli< ii diiin't know be-

fore. Now just listen, and i)eihai)S 1 can
tell you how. V/hen you sit dow n to write a
little letter, read very "carefully the line print

at the top of this page. It says you must
write something new. That is a juetty liard

task, isn't it? Some of our big folks lind it
|

so, at any rate. Xow, as you have got lots

of energy and a pair of eager little eyes, 1

believe you nuni beat your p^pas and "mam-
mas if you try real hard. Xow 1 am going
to give' you a sample of a letter such as we
don't waiit. because it has become stereo-

typed ; tiiat means, over and over again ; see
if it doesn't sound natural.

"• My pa keeps bees. I don't like bees, but
I like honey. My pa has a pig, a cow, and a
calf. I have got two brothers and three sis-

ters. I go to Sunday-school. If this is

worth a book, send me one."
The above gives no new fact of general in-

terest : and while it did very well at first, it

sounds old now. Perhaps I am expecting a
good deal from you little folks, but the last

two or three issues of (ii.E.VNiXGS proves
that you can write real good letters if vou
trv.

Xow I am going to give you some work to

do. While the bees are getting a little pol-

HEK-POISOX. AND HOW IT AFFECTS SOME PEOIM.K

My cousin has many hives of bees; he takes in

honey every year. His name is Willie Blair. When
the bees stins: him it lays him in bed about a week

;

but when the bees sting- lis it does not harm us.

Statebur;r, S. C. (jeoroe S. Ki.i.isox, ajre S.

.ITTi I, whose P.\ took (;.")iO LBS. Of
HONEY.

My \m has lots of bees, all Italians. He sold H'M
lbs. of honey last year. He has a foundation-mill,

and I help him to make foundation. T love to help

make it and init in section bo.\es.

Ellismonnd, HI. Emei!V Peek, i\gc 10.

.lOIIX'S MTTER; SOMETHING ABOIT WHTTE-KACEl)
CATTLE.

My niiele has eight hives of bees. They made OTjO

lbs. of honey. He went to Aurora, HI., on Christ-

mas, and bought six head of Hereford cattle. They
all have white laces. They look very nice.

Mt. Carroll, HI., Jan. 8. 1885. John Rohreu.

" I'lT MV I'AI'A nOWN IX BLASTED HOPES."

Put my papa down in RIasted Hopes. Two years

ag-o we had 100 swarms, and now he has just two
left. Mygirndpa Bennett takes Gleanings, and

1 like to read the letters from the little boys and
skirls. I am going- to save up my money until I get

enough for grandpa to send for me a watcli.

Alexandria, Minn. Tommy Cowing, age 10.

how to collect insects.

I am making a collection of butterflies and bugs.

I have made one, and now I am making another.

The way I make them, I take a box with a thin bot-

tom, and drive pins up through, about one inch

apart. When I get the butterflies and bugs I kill

them, and put them on the pins, and it makes a real
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pretty collection. My brother takes Gleanixos,
1

and I li-o la rc-ii(l ilie letters from little folks.

Nkttik H. Chaxstox, ag'e 10.

Woodstock, Champaign Co., ()., Sept. 19, 18!<5.

All right, friend Nettie; but whatever
you do, don't be cruel to the poor butterflies

and bugs. If it is necessary to kill them, do
it with chloroform, or in some similar way,
so as to avoid giving them pain, or torturing

the poor things needlessly. Prof. Cook re-

cently told us how he kills bugs and insects.

lizzie's i.etter.

My little sister wrote you a letter today, aud I

thought I would try to write one; but I don't know
how to word a letter. Papa told me to tell you that

he had 156 stands of bees. He sold 31 stands for

$1.")6, and he sold lots of Italian queens. T am a lit-

tle girl, and can't do much but go to school and

play. LizzTE Peer, ag-e 7.

EUismound, 111.

SOMETHIXG from FLORIDA—fish, OYSTERS, AND
BEES.

We have lots of fish and oysters down here. 1

think that you had better come down here and get

some. The bees have not done well this summer.
Wehave three hives of bees; we got a small barrel

of honey from our bees. Eva S. Olawsox.
Hawk's Park, Florida.

PLTTISG BEES UP STAIRS FOK WlXTEIl—RESULTS.
My father has 15 stands of bees. I have one stand.

Father put one stand of bees up stairs to feed it,

and it got too hot for them up there, and he brought

it down and let them lly, and did not put it up
again, and it starved to death. Another one died

and he took out the honey and weighed it. It

weighed about 40 lbs. George E. Gilsox. age 12.

Westchester, Ind^

HOW P.\PA AVIXTERED A SWARM ABOVK THK ( OAL-

STOVE.

My papa keeps a few bees. He commenced last

spring with four colonies; increased to ten; we got

only 61 lbs. of honey. Two colonies have died dur-

ing the winter. My papa took one colony up stairs

in a room above the coal-stove, to experiment, and

darkened the room. They wintered very nicely,

and he thinks it is a good way to winter bees.

Burlington, Pa. Edwix E. Merrix(3, age 10.

DID OUR bees die BECAUSE OF MOLDY COMBS?

My brothers Jasper and Philip keep bees; they

bought three hives of Italians last summer, and

they had six swarms from them; they put them
into the cellar after snow and frost had come. The

comb got moldy. They had plenty of honey. They
all died but two swarms. Do you think they died

from the comb being moldy'/ My brother takes

Gleanixgs. I like to read the little letters.

Hassan, Minn. George S. Tucker.

A LITTLE girl WHOSE SISTERS H.A.VE EACH A
STAXD OF BEES, BUT XONE HERSELF.

I don't like honey very well, but I like to see the

bees gather it. I have five sisters, and they have a

stand of bees apiece, but I haven't any. Pa takes

your journal. I like to get it and read it.

Glidden, la. Zella Eppert.

I think our papas ought to give each of

the juveniles a swarm of bees by themselves.
That would enkindle a new interest, and
tlien what nice little letters we u-oukl have,
all about bees : :Mr. Ilutchinsoirs little girls.

as he told you, have each a little swarm;
and JMue Eyes, you know, had the biggest
swarm in tlie .ipiary. When Iluber gets big
enough he shall have a swarm. Perhaps
yoin- jiapa is wailing till yon get liig enough
too.

THREE HINDRKD STAXDS OF IJEES; A LITTI.K GIRL
WHO .MAKES HERSELF USEFUL.

We have about 300 stands of bees. We haven't ta-

ken any honey since the last of July, as our honey-

crop is poor this year. I helped pa with the beets,

and liked it very well. He says he can't do without

me in the honey-season. W^e have Plymouth Rock
and Brahma chickens. Ma likes the Brahmas, and

pa likes the Plymouth Rocks.
Lalla L. Martix, age 11.

Benton, Bossier Par., La., Sept. 24, 1885.

Well. Lalla, we have the Brahmas and
Plymouth Rocks too, but I rather think I

like the Brahmas better, so your mamma
and T would agree on that point.

A PET FAWX.
Mr. Godkins, our neighbor, has a little deer. It

is a year old. It wears a red ribbon with a bell on

it. They caught it in the lumber-woods. He gave
ten dollars for it, and he would not take fifty for it

now. They feed it cookies, cake, pie, crackers,

fried-cakes, bread and milk, and milk to drink. It

is very tame; it comes to our house, over half a

mile, and our dog scares it home. It is a grayish

color. James W. Russell, age 11.

Gilford, Mioh.

A SWARM OF BEES FOUXD UPOX A WIKF. FEN<K:
HOW THEY AVERE HIVED AXU WIXTERED.

Two years ago my sister and I were gathering

llowers, and we saw a swarm of bees on the wire

fence. We went aud told pa, and he got an old tea-

box and put them in. They swarmed that summer,
and pa put them into a chaff hive. We wintered

them by turning a flfteen-bushel box down over the

tea-box. They wintered Avell last winter. They
have plenty of honey, and but few died. We had

over 60 lbs. of surplus honey.

Radclifle, Iowa. Clyde Woodward, age 10.

BREAD AND HONEY, VERSUS SKATING.

I like to read the letters from the boys, sol thought

I would write one. Papa keeps about 50 swarms of

]

bees, and manufactures a chaff bee-hive, and sells a

good many. He buys lots of things of you. We
got about a ton of comb honey last year. My
brother and I had one swarm which we owned
together; but on account of the hard cold winter

we lost them.
They are just finishing a roller skating-rink,

about 60 rods from our house; but papa has bought

his boys off by gi\ing us a dollar apiece, so we
are going to take the dollars and buy us some
more bees; so when the rest are breaking their

noses at the rink, we will eat bread and honey in

the parlor. Charlie B. Humason.
!

Vienna, Ohio.

! Friend Charlie, your papa and I, I think,

must be about of a mind. The effect of

skating-rinks in our vicinity has been almost
altogether bad, and I dotliink parents ought
to try very hard to interest children in some-
thing at liome—at least in places where they

, will not meet and.be on a footing with the
lowest and most depraved minds.
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AN ESSAY OX BEES. ,

Bees are very industrious little Insects. They
g-ather honey every sunshiny day in the summer, !

and on cloudy days they make wax. They gather

honey from clover-blossoms, and almost every kind

of flowers. Bees will not sting- if you do not molest

them. Their color is brown and yellow. They are

a little larger than the common house-fly. They i

kill all the drones when winter comes. I live in the
j

western part of Iowa. Here the bees get honey ,

fvom wild flowers, and I think from dogwood flow-

ei'S. I should think bees would like columbine- i

blossoms. Mav Drew, i

Glidden, la. '

Youf es.say is very good, friend May, but !

1 am afraid it Ls not all of it altogether true.

Bees do innke wnx on eloudy days, but I am
[

not sure that they make it then more than i

they do on sunny days: and 1 am afraid it
\

is not always triie, that bees do not sting
unless you molest them. It is a pretty good
letter, though, for all that.

A .TlVENIt.E SrPHF-V-UEAl.EK.

Mr. Daniel Howard came to pa's house, and stayed

three or four months, and gave me one of your cat-

alogues. J ain a small boy; and as all boys like to
;

have some pocket change, I spoke of sending to jou
for a few articles and selling them at a small profit,

and, by so doing, turn ray little mile over to ndvan-

tage. My first attempt was rather discnuraging;

but your kindness reassured me.

.My father is a jdanter on the Ouachita River. He
owns 600 acres on the river, of as good land as is in

the State. He owns a steam-gin and grist-mill. His
steam-power is sufficient for a saw, and his unculti-

vated lands are covord with splendid timber. It is

as healthy as any place in the»^outh. He has three

nice settlements on his land, and pa wishes to go
north. If you see any one who wishes a cheap bar-

gain in a healthy neighborhood, good schools, nice

people, recommend them to pa. He will sell at

very reasonable figures. Wii.me Bl'SSEM..

Donaldson, Hot Spring Co., Ark., Sept. 14, 1885.

getting plenty of honey somewhere else. Am
I not right about it, boysV

SOME KIND WORDS FROM A JUVENILE.
We all look for your paper, which comes regular-

ly. Papa says he wonders how you do it. W"e are

all sorry you lost your horse. We were pleased

with your article about paying a fair price for

what you buy. Pa a-ead it all out for us, for people

often call him foolish because he won't beat a

man down when he asks a fair price for what he
sells. I help papa with his bees. We lost none last

winter. March, 1884, we began with four boxes.

Now we have 1.5 hives. Papa is an engineer. He
makes his own hives. We want him to succeed
with his bees. He is not strong, and has bad health.

We wish we could taste some of those apples, straw-

berries, and raspberries you write about. We can

not grow any of them here. Papa planted lots of

trees. None of us use tobacco, except my eldest

Iirother; he thinks he looks like a man.
Frederick Haii.es. age l:.'.

Hondo City, Texas, Sept., 188,'i.

Why, Frederick, is it indeed true that you
can not raise apples, strawberries, and rasp-
berries, in Texas V .Vre you not mistaken
about this? It seems to "me I could make
them groAv wherever it is not too cold or too
hot.

SOME KIND WORDS, AND FACTS OF GENERAL IN-
TEREST.

My papa takes (Si-eanings, and likes it so well

that when his six months is up he will take it all the

time. We started in with six colonies, and this

spring one was alive. We got two nice large

swarms, and they have done well. We got 33 lbs. of

nice white comli honey. Wc have 12 spider plants,

to give the bees a trial, and they won't touch it.

What is the rcasonV We can just see the little

(hops of nectar in each flower. Mr. Ifoot, do you
give smokers yeti' If you do, please send my papa
one. He has quit chewing and smoking. It he

chews or smokes we will send you money for it.

We like the way you talk in the A IJ C introduction.

Papa says he thinks you are a Christian. We like

that kind of God-fearing people. Brother and I

both belong to the church. I will close, for fear

you toss this into the waste-basket.

Clarence and H.\rry Boone, ages 11 and '.>.

Shelbyville, Ills.

May (Jod bless you, Clarence and Harry!
and most gladly do we send your papa a
smoker. What papa could l)reak his pledge
when iwo of his boys, aged nine and eleven,
stand as vouchers for the faithful perform-
ance of his part of the contract?—The bees
neglect your spider plants because they are

KIM) WORDS FROM A I.ITTLE GIRT- WHO DOES NOT
FEEL TH.\T SHE IS A STRANGER.

I know I am a little stranger to jou, but I don't

feel as if you were one to me, because I have seen

so many of your kind replies to little letters in

Cleanings that it made me feel as if I wanted to

hear from you too. My mamma says she thinks

that y<)u are a man with a great deal of patience to

answer all the little letters from children. I don't

[

know of any thing that 1 could tell you about bees

that you don't already know, for I often ask my pa-

pa if he doesn't think that you know every thing

about bees. My papa doesn't use tobacco in any
form. There was a very serious case happened to

a man who lived in our neighborhood who did use

tobacco. He was going from the store, and a hard

I

breeze came just as he was going through the gate,

I

which slammed and drove the pipe-stem down his

throat, and he nearly died before they could get him
home, but 1 am glad to say that he is better. My

I pai)a has been keeping bees three years; he began

I

with one hive of black bees in a box hive and one

nucleus that he got from you. He now has nearly

j

50 hives of bees. 1 have a little book called "First

Steps for Little Feet, ' and I have read it through

now, and 1 think that it is just elegant.

Church Creek, Md. Kmza K. Busick, age 8.

Thank you. Eliza, for your kind little let-

ter. You need not be a stranger any longer,

for I always feel at least some acquainted
;
-with every one Avho writes for Gleanincs.

1
A great many of the children are calling for

[

the book you speak of—'' Fii'st Steps for Lit-

tle Feet,"^ and I have just decided to buy a
whole hundred dollar's worth at one time,
so my little friends can all be supplied. The

1 best thing about the little book is. that it

' teaches even the little feet to step toward
heaven. Your sad story may not teach very
much of a lesson against tobacco, but it does

I teach people to beware of going about with
,
something sticking out of their mouth.
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TeB^cce C^mmn.
WHAT A FRIEND CAN DO.

§INCE I have quit smoking myself, I have been
trying- to induce others to do so; and with

your help I have succeeded in getting two,

one of whom is Mr. Yandy, who has already

received a smoker from you; the other is Mr.

W.A.Smith. He wants a smoker also, and prom-
ises that if ever he uses tobacco again he will send
you the price of the smoker. I can vouch for him
myself, as he is a perfect gentleman.
Stanton, Ala. C. W. Plant.
Tou have struck the right way to strength-

en yourself against tobacco — go to doing
i

niissionar\ work among your friends. Why.
|

it fairly makes my heart bound to think of
'

the reformed toltacco-users working among!
their own friends, in the field Avhere tJod
lias placed them, to get others to go and do

|

likewise. Keep on in the gooil work, and
(iod will help me to furnish all the smokers ;

that may be needed to carry it on. l'erha]»s

it may be well to add, that it will be well to
;

keep a sort of brotherly watch over all these
new converts, and see that they do not back-
slide. Let all the work be trnthful. hon-
est, and fair, or we can not, of course, expect

'

< ; od to bless us.
!

om: who has ueen a slave fok 2:i vk viis. and
\

HOW HE OOT FREE. !

1 notice your offer to send any one who (juits to- i

liacco, a smoker. I used tobacco for 23 years, and I

was a regular slave to the use of the weed to such
an extent it nearly prostrated my nervous system.

|

(In the tirst day of January, 188t, 1 resolved to quit I

for that day. That night I resolved to quit a week;
at Iho end of a week I concluded to quit fpr all

I

time. It is now nearly 30 months since 1 have used
j

tobacco in any form. I am very much improved in
j

general health; my pocket-book is much plumper,
etc. I have never had any bees until this summer,
and consequently had no use for a smoker. Should

.\ ou send me one now, I will pledge you ray word
of honor, that should I ever begin the habit again,

I will pay you in full the price of the same.
Carroll, Ind. U. T. Barber.

ONE WHO HAS USED TOBACCO IJO YEARS.
I have been using tobacco for thii-ty years, but

have decided not to use it again. I have not used
any for two years, and have no desire for it. I no-

tice in Gleanings you give a smoker to those who
quit. If you think me worthy of a smoker, send it;

and if I commence to use it again I will send you
one dollar to pay for the smoker.
Colfax, N. C. ^.Tames A. Gates.

COOD BAPTISTS CAN NOT USE TOHACCO.
i'our card received, and contents noted. Upon

your explanation, I can not claim the smoker, as

your offer was not my motive. The reason I quit

was, I am a Baptist; and unod Baptists can not use
tobacco. O. P. Stark, M. I).

Valley Spring, Texas.
Why. (iod bless vou, friend S., for putting

it in tliat way. 'To be sure, it is not right
for a J5iiptist lo iise tol)acco : and if it were
not for tieadingon somebody's toes, I should

i

like to say that it does not "seeui to ine as if
\

a Methodist, or an Episcopalian, or a Dis-

[

cilile. ora Congn'gationalist. or any of the!
rest of them, can consistently use tobacco. I

I

If any of the.se good brothers think I ant
' carrynig it too far. I would ask tliem to read
the Scripture texts in our little book, entitled
'"A Dose of Truth. And. by the way. I

will send this book free to any Christian of
any denomination, who has been deliberat-
ing in his own mind whether he should or
should not use tobacco.

I have given up the use of tobacco, and would like

you to send me a smoker. I don't want to be paid

for doing right, but it will help me to keep my
pledge by having a smoker to pay for the first time
I break said pledge. Keese Powell.
Mineral Point, Wis.

Why, Eeese. is this you among the tobacco-
converts y We did hot know before that
you used tobacco at all ; but we are very
glad to know that you have given it up.
Our book-keepers have mentioned your
name to me from time to time, and I have
always told them that I was pretty sure you
meant to be a good boy. and to do what is

right. Since you liave given up tobacco.
I can feel still "more confidence in putting in
a ple;i for you wheneverit shall be necessary.

it SAVED .ME DOLLARS.
Please receive my thanks for the good deed you

did for me when you sent me the smoker, to stop

the use of tobacco. It has saved me dollars, and I

don't want smoking going on around me at all now.
I will love you as long as I live to love anybody.
Sun Hill, Washington Co., Ga. A. .Toinku.

Why, friend .1., you almost startle me. Is

it really jiossible. that I have been gaining
friends," and doing it. too, when I was not
aware of itV Here again is an illustration
of that little text, '• Lord, wlien saw we thee
a hungered, and fed thee V or thirsty, and
gave tliee drink V etc. Kemeraber," dear
friend J., that I am only human, and some-
times I fear my friends "think me most sadlii

human. You will probably be tried witii

me, sooner or later. Now." then, won't you
just lay up a good store of charity while you
feel like it, to be used when that time comes?
And one more thing: If I did you a good
service, will you not pass it right on to the
next man, and get him to stop using tobacco
in the way I induced you to stop V When-
ever smokers are needed for the work, let

me know, and I will furnish them— provid-
ing, of course, the one who receives the
smoker gives the usual promise, and is will-

ing that his name should be published.

TWO LADIES WHO HAVE GIVEN UP TOBACCO.
As one of my lady friends has received a very

pretty as well as useful present for giving up to-

bacco, I thought T was entitled to one for the same
purpose. I quit using tobacco two years ago, and
1 never expect to renew the filthy habit. Having
used it for many years I found it to be a very un-

necessary haljit. Sai.lie Davidson.
Poca, West Virginia.

About two months ago I quit the use of tobacco,

which I have used 13 years. Most of the time 1

chewed and smoked. 1 shall ne\'ei- use it any more.

If you send me a smoker 1 will call it one more fa-

vor. In case I should eve

you pay for it.

Feruville, N. Y.

again, I will send

.1. ',». MlNSON.
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0[I^ P0J)IEg.

Charity thinketti no evil; liopetli all thinf>s; eii-

(lurt'th all thing-s.—I. Cok. 1:J.

lUin'ING at my destination [ climbed
down t'lom the locomotive (see page
7(KS). and found I had over two hours
to wait for the Xew-\'ork train. I

had had m> dinner, as explained, and
tliei-e was nothing- to do ; that is, I had no
work planned lor these two hours. Then
came the (piestion. What could 1 lind to do
that woidd he most jirolitahle to myself and
most prolitahle for you, dear readers? fori
consider myself in oiie sense as your servant

;

for it was with the money that you have so
fi-eely fuiiiislied me tliat 1 had started on
this errand. How could I l)enetil you most?
The answer came, By educatin<,f myself in
ever> possible Vv'ay toniiiuster to your wants
and wishes. A saloon near at haiid was do-
ijif^' a lively business, and was noisy with
tratlic; but! did not feel called there. In
another direction was a wrencli-factory.
where l)usy wiieels could be seen through
the o]»en windows, and I caught a glimpse
of luiman beings also at work. I knew tliey

made veiy nice goods there, for an ad.justa-
bh' wrench of tiieir make is now on our iI-V

cent counter. Xotwitiistandiiig my experi-
ence with the engineer, mentioned" in Our
Neighbors, the old feeling of dillidence came
ui». ;ind I didn't (luite know whether tliey

would want to be Ijotliered with me or hot,
and I was thinking of going in one of the
back doois aiound near the engine, and
walking arouiul without telling an.\ body who
I was. Prett\ soon I felt ashamed of my-
self, however, and mustered up courage
enough to march right into the ollice. I

handed mv card to the book-keei)er. telHng
him that 1 had two iiours to wait, and that
r siionld like to go over their neat-looking
factory. JS'ow it is an honest trutii. dear
friends, that I did not think of any further
courtesy lieing shown to me. thail that he
would stop long enough to give mc the ask-
ed-for [leimission. What did he do? \Vhy,
he oi)ened the door and told me to come iii-

side behind tlie railing. Then lu' told the
partners who were jiresent who I was. and
they all rose up and shook me warmly b> the
hand, and expressed much suri)rise and
pleasure to lind that A. I. Hoot had really
got away from home long enough to pay
them a visit. One of the tirm not only show-
ed me all over the factory, and exi>laiiied ev-
ery thing to me in the kindest way. but he
took me all over tlieir little town, and show-
ed me everything that I exi)re.ssed an inter-
est in. 'IMiiis the time passed very pleasant-
ly until the train was nearly due.
While thinking of my want of cluirity for

my fellow-men in that little transaction, I
aiii reminded thatcpiite a number of visitors
have come to s(>e ns, and ]tei-hai)S g(me over
our I'actoi-y and grounds, and I did not know,
until they weie gone, that it was some friend
with whom I had had deal, and whom I

should have been very glad to meet. J.ike
myself, they hesitated abont bothering me,
after I have said so much abont being '• ex-
ceedinglv busv," '•overworked,'" etc. Xow

I will tell you how I feel about it. I am
really glad to have visitors express a wish
to see me ; in fact, I would much rather that
they would all come up into the office, and
tell me who they are. and what they would
like. Of course, it is oftentimes the case
that some one of our clerks can wait on
them better tJian I can. But I like to have
them come up" into the office, l)ecause then
wlien I see them around I know who thev
are, and they know who I am. AVliv. I felt ev-
er so much happier to be around with one of
the proprietors, than if I had gone in the
back way. not knowing whether I was want-
ed around there or not. (Jetting permissi«)n
from the office is right and proper, when
you go into any establishment ; and if you
want to look over an orchard, garden, or
fixunji;/ (ill iiiiiins get permission" to do so
from the proprietor. It is well to ])e modest
and humble, and i)erhaps a little backward
about intruding : but one may carry this too
fai-. and I am sure my tendency i> almost al-
ways that way. I am apt to be lacking in
that part of our text about hopefulness. A
genuine Christian is not often an intruder,
and he ought to have hoi)efulness enough to

I

believe that ])eo|>li' will be glad to see him.
' wlien he is awa> from home.

I

,Mr. Holmes told me to get a seat in a
palace car at once, and that the extra ex-
pense would be s;j.U() to New York. Tlie
conductor charged me SU.oO. Forgetting
my lesson, I straightway made up mv mind
that he was one of that kind of conductors

j

that we sometimes read about, who ov<m-
charge and put the i-emaindei- in their own
pockets. He looked like a nice man, but
this only set me to moralizing how little we
can tell about a man by his looks. I thougiit
I would not argue the case for a paltry half-
dollar : but it l)egaii to sour me toward my
fellow-men. Toward night he came and sat
down by me. with some change in his hand.
Aftei- a few i)leasant remarks al)out the
weather, etc., he extended the change, say-
ing, •

1 owe you an ai»ology, friend, for hav-
ing taken a half-dollar too much from von.
because I looked at the wrong columii of
tigures.""

Then I felt ashamed of myself again.
•• Thinketh no evil." Did that lit me V Xot
very well : and yet / make Christianity my
theme. I shook olf my uncharitable feel-
ings, as it weie, and asked him some ques-
tions al)out the way they manage to avoid
mistakes, etc. He surprised me by very
kindly and intelligently explaining the
whole matter to me.
" AVhy, my deai- sii-, we oiKjIil to be correct

and straight every time : and if we are not,
we soon get xhiiUjIiicmd^ 1 tell you. See
here — I have punched the hgures out of
the check i gave you, representing the mon-
ey received. This check goes to head-
(piarters, with the holes all punched as you
see, and there is no way in the world I "can
cover up tiiis mistake, t have got to own
it u]). and make an explanation. See — I

have made a ring around the i)lace where I

punched by mistake, to indicate at head-
quarters the blunder I made, aiul I feel a
great deal more ashamed of it than 1 can
tell you."
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Xow. Ill's information has been Avortli a
good dv-ui Lu me. I didn't understand be-
fore why this system ot checks and tickets,
witli punches I'or perforating them, was so
much in use everywhere. It is for the pur-
pose of making- dishonesty almost impos-
sible, providing the man who travels is in-

telligent enough to keep posted and under-
stand it all. To make mistakes, whether
intentional or unintentional, is almost im-
possible : that is, if the traveling public do
their duty. .Vnd here I was iynordut uml
uneharitable. You see, I was learning les-

sons. We sometimes think the world is

slow to receive lessons ; but we generally
tliink that we ourselves are bright and
smart. In some respects I have a very good
opinion indeed of myself. With these ex-
periences that I have told you of, I ought to
have had plenty of charity. Well, I guess I

ought, but I didn't have, after all.

The tirst place I stopped at in the great
city was at the orticeof the Amerimn (hvcei\
the' publisher being brother of our short-
hand writer who is taking down these notes.
It was the same way. I felt diffident about
intruding on his time, but I felt ashamed
almost as soon as I met him. It was the
same when I visited the great establishment
of Thurber, Whyland A: Co. I will tell you
sometliing al)0\it that visit in another place.
After that I visited the large establishment
where I buy the greater part of our counter
goods. One ol' the clerics was somewhat
aciiuainled by correspondence, because he
made it his business to take charge of all our
orders. AVell. what kind of opinion do you
suppose 1 had of him. without having ever
seen himy To get at the truth which I want
to inculcate to-day. I suppose I shall have to
own up a good deal. Some way I had got it

into my mind that most of the clerks in our
great cities are of a drinking, swearing,
theater - going class; that mcist of them
would laugh at me, and call me a fanatic or
religious enthusiast. Well, my reception
by the clerks of this great establishment
was a good deal like the rest I have been
telling you about. They were quite over-
joyed to see the man in New York who had
a plain notice on one corner of his catalogue,
saying that he gives away cards against pro-
fanity, to anybody who would take them.
This brought out the fact that my friend
was a Sunday-school worker — one who lov-
ed God, and hungered and thirsted after
righteousness. You know we sell quite a
number of books. Well, this establishment
had a book dei)artment ; that is, they sold a
few select books. When they asked me to
make a purchase of some "books, and I

ordered only a hundred Pilgrim's Progress,
and no others, the clerks seemed a little sur-
prised when I replied. "Boys, we sell only a
limited number of books, and I have decided
that these must be of such a character that
I can carry them to the ])risoners in our
county jail to read, with a clear conscience."
Xow, I did not think by this little speech

that I was going to hurt anybody's feelings
;

but the clei'k who \uade it a business to pur-
chase their books made a start, and I coidd
tell by his face and voice that he was hurt.

" Why, Mr. Hoot," said he. ''• are there any

books among our collections here that are in
the least immoral in their tendencies ?

"

I assured him that I did not quite mean
that; but the talk I had with him on the
matter made me feel ashamed of myself
again: and when these two young men. a lit-

tle while later, introduced me to one of the
partners, while their faces seemed to show
they did it with considerable pride. I felt
ashamed of myself again. One of them
made a remark something like this :

"Mr. P., this is Mr. A. I. Root, who ad-
vertises printed cards against profanity, to
give away ; and at home where he lives he
goes into the jail every Sunday and talks to
the boys and men he finds there," etc.

I had a very pleasant talk with tlie pro-
prietor ; and while I was making my pur-
chases, a clei'k came to tell me that they
wanted to see me in the ofhce before I went
away. When I went in there to see what
was wanted, one of the firm come to me
with a little bit of paper in his hand, and
with a smile on his face, and said about as
follows :

" Mr. Pioot, I have had one of our
book-keepers run up the amount of your
purchases since you commenced to trade
with us in 1880. Here it is on this bit of pa-
per. We have sold you, in a little less than
five years, $43i)2.24. Now, that is a pretty
fair amount to sell to one man in that length
of time ; but that is not the point just now,
although we thank you for the trade you
have given us. What I wanted to say for
your encouragement is this: That, during
"these five years, we have never had to ask
you for a cent of money, or hardly to send
you a statement. Every'bill has been paid
jiromptly. within about ten davs of its

date."
"But," said I, " you gave a discount for

prompt cash, and who would not pay under
such circumstances':"'
He replied, " Y'es, I know we gave a dis-

count ; but I tell you, Mr. Boot, the men
who pay as promptly as you do, are not so
plentiful but that when we find such a cus-
tomer we want to keep him. Now, while I

tliank you, I want to say this : We know
you buy largely in certain lines of goods

;

and we "have learned by experience that we
can safely give you close figures. We take
no risk in getting our pay. Whenever you
are in need of any article, whether we keep
it or not. we will take pleasure in hunting it

up for you, and in giving you prices that
we could not give people "avIioui we have
found to l)e uncertain. Why, ]\Ir. Root, you
liave no idea of how we are trouljled and
perplexed and bothered by men who make
promises they do not keep or can not keep."
Now. dear friends, do not think I have

told you all this because I want to boast of
my good name in financial circles, but be-
cause I want to let you have the benefit
of the moral. Has any one any adequate
idea of the value of a good name'? and are
we working as we might work, even the best
of us. to keep this good name free from
blemish':' It was another illustration to me
of my want of charity. I didn't know that
these people would be particularly glad to
see me, and 1 had no conception of the es-

timation in which they held one who is
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working for dirist. No matter what a
man's religious belief is, he respects at once
the one who loves (iod and his fellow-men.
You ma\ think that my heart should have

been enlarging a little by this time, and that
these experiences should have taught me to
have more faith in my fellow-men. Well. I
believe 1 did begin to have a little better
opinion of the world : but when I stepped
into the great seed-house of Peter Hender-
son iV Co.. somelhing of the same feeling
came over me. In Xew York, space is so
valuable that even large hou.ses can not
alford such roomy and airy ofhces as ours
are here at the " llome of the IIoney-Bees.'"
In all these i)Iaces I visited, every foot of
space was economized, as if it were pre-
cious. A good deal of the gi'ound in the city
of Xew York. I have been told, is worth a
thousand dollais a square foot. The oflices

were somewhat small where ^Ir. Henderson
h:is his book-keepeis, but somehow I fell a
little backward aliout going in and inteirupl-
ing so in;my busy jieople. esi)ecially when I

didn't want any thing, so lo speak.' One of
the clerks told me that Mr. Henderson was
very busy, and he diiln't know tliat .Mi'. H.
would want to i)e iuteri-uptc(l. Perl)ai)s I

should remark, that it was Peter Hender-
son's sou whom I found in the ollice that
da>. He was very busy with se\ci'al peoi)le.
and seemed greatly annoscd because some
valuai)lt' papei' was lost—so much so that I

thought al)outgoiugaway without disturbing
him. This v/ouldu't do, however, and sol
meulioiicd my name, and told him where I

came from. In an instant the troid)led look on
his lace ga\e way to kindly looks. He gave
up his i)apei-. dismissed Ids fiiends. and
with great kiiulness showed me from garret
to cellar of that gieat seed-house. As I did
not come to trade at this season of the year,
I felt soiry to see him turn ofC other people
whom I presumed must want sonu4hing. so
1 did not stay very long at the store. I will
tell \ou about my visit to the eight acres of
gieenhouses further along. I have spoken
of the friends in Xew York who knew of
uie, and now I want to say a word in regard
to utter strangers.

When I first came in sight of Xorth River.
at the ternunus of our railroad. I was great-
ly astonished at the number of vessels,
steamers, ferries, lugs, and many crafts thai
1 could not tell Hie naniv of. and to see the
way in which they ci-owded and rushed
about in every direction, without smashing
into eacih other. They seemed like mosqui-
toes dancing in the sunshine, only it was
l)lainly evident there was no play about il.

It was the busiest kind of business. Every
craft was pushing for dear life toward
soniH" point ahead. Human beings were do-
ing the same thing on the ferry-boat, al-

though they did stand still until we neared
the city wharf. Then oid they poured into
the streets. H' I was astonished at the scene
on the w. ter. 1 was still more astonished at
the streets of Xew York. Street-cars were
chasing each other uj) one side of the street
and down the other; carriages, carts, drays,*
milk-wagons, and all sorts of vehicles, were
smashing ahead, crosswise, lengthwise, and
tui'ning and twisting. At almost every turn

it seemed to me that some vehicle narrowly
escaped a smashup ; but as these narrow es-
capes were before my eyes all the while, I
was obliged to conclude that was the wav
they always did. Perhaps you have heard
of the Irishman, who, when he tirst landed
on our shores, was knocked down by a thun-
derbolt. Wlien he got up, the first 'thing he
asked was whether it did that way in Amer-
ica every day; for if it did. he thought he
would get aboard the ship and go back
straight home. This feeling kept coming up
to me all the while, but 1 thought I would
not go l)ack home just yet. In addition to
tlie annoyances and confusion on the pave-
ments, the elevated lailways overhead were
continuall\ scaring what little sense (me had
left, out of him. They, too, weiit down one
side and up the other, dmsing each other
like children about the loom. On some of
the streets, four tracks ran side by side on
these elevated street i-ailways. I thought I

was bright enough to take care of myself,
and keep out of the way ; but every little

while somebody would kindly take me V)y

the arm and pull me this wa\ and then that
way. to kee'p me out of danger. While I

was looking out for one vehicle, some one
from another direction would be right on to
me. I expected somebody to swear at me,
or call me a fool, because I kept continually
getting into jjlaces of danger. Iiut they
didn't: on the contrary. I received the ut-
most kindness ever> where. Tlie conductor
took hold of me. and pulled me into thecal',
when a slreet-car running in the opposite
direction was pretty close. Everybody an-
swered (piestions so'kindly and so fully that
I could not but thank (iod while I thanked
them. Policemen, conductors, clerks at the
hotels, and everybody else, seemed to lake
it for granted that their business in life was
to make it jusl as ideasant for such chaps as
my.self as they knew how to do. and it sur-
))rised me. Dear friends, I am really afraid
it is true, that we in the country are much
more given to surlisliness and short answers
than our fellows in these great busy cities.

1 saw saloons, but I saw very little drunk-
ennes.N. One thing that i)leased me was to
see the numlicr of neat notices, even at the
.saloons, announcing " Ice-("old .Milk, only ;i

cents a (ilass.'" .Vt some places, il read,
•Orange-County ^lilk." Then the old un-
charitable feeling suggested that it was not
Orange-Couniy milk, and that it was per-
haps chalk and water thai we read about in
the i)apers. .My friends, the milk was just
as nice as that Vve get from our Jersey cow
at home ; and if one is short of means he
can live very cheaply, even in this great
busy booming city.

'

1 spent one evening
there. 1 had forgotten to ask my friends
where I could go in the evening, to a place
lit for a Christian to go, and so I consulted
the papers at the hotel. There were plenty
of theaters, but, of course, that was not the
place for me. So I thought I would study
humanity on the streets. Well, I went
miles on' the street-cars and on foot, in

dilferent directions, and pushed my way
into the crowds, but ever> thing was quiet
and orderly. \\'hy. it seenied to me like one
great family circle. Children were playing
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jironnd in.der the light of the electric lamps,
{lucl on one street, where it was not very
busv, a company of juveniles played '' train-

ing-day," and a great crowd of ragged little

ones, some no larger than lluber, followed a
life and drum. But no one was hurt, and
none were \incivil. I did not even hear bad
words. One Avoman was arrested for drunk-
enness ; and a great gaping crowd elbowed
and tiptoed for a little time to see what the
excitement was. The si;^ht of her besotted
face, however, soon satisfied them, as it did
myself, and she was taken away in cominir-
ative quietness.
On Wall Street I saw the statue of the

father of our country, and with nncovered
head I stepped on the stone where he stood
when he took the oath of allegiance. A lit-

tle distance on, in rrinting-i louse S(iuare. I

saw the statue of Jtoijaniin Fianklin.
With friend Hoot, of the Aiwrkan (Grocer,

1 visited the Xew-York I'ostofHee, and had
:i glimjise behind the scenes. It does seem
too bad that the clerks nnist do their work
in a dusty and smoky atuiosphere. lighted,

even in the day time, by electric lights.

I crossed the great In'idge that spans the
lOast liiver, where the tallest-masted vessels
sail ujider iis innnensc arch, with plenty of
room. It took ns twenty minutes of fast

walking to go across. Friend Root told me
that it took fourteen years to build this

great wonder, if not the greatest wonder, of

the world : and for fourteeii years he
watched its progress as he went to and from
his place of business. You i)ay one cent to

go across on loot, or two cents to ride across.

drawn by an endless cable and a cable that
is always in motion. 1 told him. that in

spite of all that has been said about seeing
(iod through his works in the country, it

seemed to me that (Jod's linger was more
]>lainly seen in the mighty works of the city

than even in the conntry. lie said he liad

often felt the same thing and agreed witli me.
Xow, then, comes pretty nearly my last i

visit, and most important to me of all—or,

at least, the errand which called me to New i

Vork—the visit to Peter II eiiderson's green-
j

houses and gronnds. The book-keet)er at
the seed-store gave me a ])retty card, with
fidl directions for reaching the greenhouses.
This is a pleasant aud convenient arrange-

i

ment : for it indicates to any one who wishes
j

to call, that tliey make a regular business of
j

i-eceiving visitors. The greenhouses were 1

all that Henderson"s catalogue represents
'

them to be. and they do actually cover 8
;

acres, lint I was a good deal disappointed
to lind that they are all used fur raising
flowers—nothing for vegetables and garden
stuffs, unless it be one greenhouse for test-

ing seeds. The grounds outdoors were also
all devoted to raising liowers—nothing to

gardening, unless it lie one small piece de- :

voted to strawberries and raising strawberry- i

plants, and a little patch of celery. Market
i

gardens are all round about Ilenderson's .

grounds : but Peter Henderson, who has for ;

so many years been looked tipon as th(> most
;

progressive market gardener of the world, is

a. market gardener no longer. I suppose
flowers are ni ore profitable. i5y the way.
the oidy opportunity 1 had of seeing Peter

I Henderson himself was at the rooms of the
I New-York Horticultural Institute, where a

I

sale of orchids was going on. The young
Mr. Henderson informed me tliat ovei

j

S10,()0o worth of orchids was to be sold at
auction, and that his father was very much

,

interested in them. Tlie display was Aveird

;

and wonderful, and the strange' blossoms
made one feel queer to look at them. How
did all tills come abontV and what purpose
has Dame Nature in sporting in such

' strange, fantastic waysV While I stood

^

there, a dried-up i»lan"t in a little bit of
llovser-pot was sold forSloo; and had anybody
offered it to me I would not have carried it

home for it. But, of course, all this was en-
tirely out of my line. The study of these
wonderful plants is certainly an innocent
pastime, and we have no right to lind fault
with those who invest so much money in

them, so long as the money is honestly their
own, and they can afford it. I suppose if

my wife and daughter had been with me as
' I passed through these great greenhouses
they would have gone into ecstacies over the
great beds of roses. They were pretty, of

{course; but the sight of" a bed of lettuce
that I saw a little latei- was worth e\ev so
much more to me. In fact, one glimpse that
I caught out of the street-car Avindow. of a
celery - plantation. Avas Avortli to me the
Avhole trip to New York. There were about
lo acres in the lot. The rows Avere as
straight as a line. Each celery-plant Avas so
exactly like every other one, that there Avas
practically no difference anyAvhere in the
field of l.")" acres. Every ])laiit possessed that
Avonderful vivid green that indicates rank
growth, such as Ave Avant in celery; and if

there was a shriveled or wilted leaf in the
whole field, I did not see it, although it Avas
during quite a drought. The land on wliich
it greAV WHS A'alued at so high a figure that

: the oAvner informed me that he paid a year-
ly tax of SlOO an acre. He Avas a blunt,

rough specimen of an English gardener, but
a very successful one. so Henderson's i)eo-

ple told me. AVhen I first approached him
he did not seem inclined to give me much
attention, or to appear very civil. After I

had talked Avith him a little, however, he
dropped his work and jumped up Avith the
alacrity of a schoolboy. Six large green-
lunises" Avere in process of construction, and
nearly finished, solely for groAving vegeta-
bles.

" "When he found that I was deeply in-

terested, and ])retty Avell posted, lie"Avas
exceedingly talkative, and told me some of
his troubles, because some of the men
wouldu"! push his Avork along as his oAvn
trained gardeners Avere in the hal)it of doing
things, lie used a string of oaths Avhile he
talked Avith me, but seemed good-natured
and friendly, even if he did. Time Avas too
valuable for me. and probably for him. to
enter into any discussion ; but I made up
my mind, that before i left I would try at
least some gentle reproof. I made some
suggestions in regard to his greenhouses,
Avhich Avere new to him, and he thanked me
profusely, and begged me to call again to

see how they Avorked Avhen they got them
filled Avith plants. I told him 'that I Avas
quite sure they Avould Avork.
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''Mr. Root," said he, '• we are not really

sure of any thing ; they may work, and they
may not. There are only two things :n this
world tliat are sure."

'• And what are the two things that are
absolutely sure, Mr. II.

V"

" Death and taxes. They are sure to come
to all of us."
" I agree with you, my friend. These two

things are sure ; and in view of the fact that
there is no escape from them, does it not
become us to be careful, verij careful, that
we are always ready to meet either?"'

lie gave me a quick look, as if he were
not quite siu'e whether I was one of the
pious kind or not, but I v^-ent on :

" Every good business )nan ouglit always
to be ready to meet the payment of his taxes
when they become due, uugJit he notV
" Yes, sir, to be sure, he ought."
"Nov/, my good friend, you have been

very kind to me this afternoon, and I thank
j

you. I may never meet you again, and may
never have the opportunity of repaying

|

your kindness : but do, I beseech you. l)e as i

ready to meet death when (Jod shall cail us
home, as you have been in life to meet the
payment of every just debt. I have l)een

{

lold that you are a successful and responsi-

'

bh' man. Uon't forget tliis other thing be-

1

sides taxes that must be met.'"

His countenance softened, and he looked
as though lii' was louclied.

'• I know, I know."" said he, •• that we are
not often as ready to meet dejitli as tlie otli-

cr; and I know, too, Mr. Koot. tliat jve

ouglit to be.""

I did not say a word about his swearing,
but h(! undei'stood it all the same: and 11

was sui'e, by the warnsth with wliidi he
|

took my hand, that he was not at all dis-

pleased. IIi^ had no feeling lliat I had been
i

preaching to him. As I jiassed away I gave
j

another longing look at the lettuce-beds.
|

Some of his men were tiansplanling some of

the bright-green little plants. I noticed,

tliat as soon as they i)ut them out. a board
shutter instead of a sash was placed over
them to keep olf the sun. Other men were
]tacking the beautiful heads of lettuce in

barrels. One of Mv. lludsoiTs neighbors
(for that was his name! told me there was a
si)ell during the past season when New York
was almost destitute of lettuce. The de-
mand became so great that Mr. IF. sold al-

most his whole crop as high as six cents a
head, and with the i)roceeds lie got at least

a pait of the money to build these six green-
houses, all to be heated b.\ one boiler. There
before my eyes was the sight 1 had gone
clear to New York to see — plants growing
with wonderful vigor, and that, too. right at

the time when we here in Ohio, and over a

great jiait of the United States, are letting

every thing go to weeds and decay ; and be-

sides that, iireparations for having this

wondeitiil growth go on uninlei-ruptedly all

winter long. You' may say, " Oh, yes! that
will do very well for siirli a market as New
York.'" Rut, inv friends. I am inclined to

think those beau'liful heatls ol' lettuce tliat

.Mr. Hudson's men were pulling and putting
into lianels would sell in your town or mine
for ,at least five cents a head, at almost any

time during the coming winter, and perhaps
even now befoj-e winteV has come.

T. B. TERRY'SjTOOL-HOUSE.

f^IlE friends will remember, that iu our

I"
issue for Sept. 1-5 I gave a promise of

1^
having an engraving made, and here
it is. When I first looked about
friend Terry's premises, this tool-

house was about the first thing that attract-
ed my eye. One of the doors was open, so
that I could get a glimpse inside, and I

caught the idea at once. I was the better
prepared to appreciate it. because I had a

similar tool-house constructed about a year
ago, only mine was a lean-to shed, put: uj)

against "the east side of our largest wai-e-

house, and in ours the doors were omitted.
The consequence v/as, the only way to get a
tool in was to liack in. and everybody found
it so handy that pretty soon it was a half-

day's work to get a tool out or in. and so the
boys dropped back into the fashion of leav-

ing all the vehicles scattered around ^\ here
they were used last.

1 rememlier one day of,wanting some little

implement for just a little while, and :a

iieighbor"s rea])er was so placed that it must
be pulled out in the mud. in order to get the
tool. \Ve didn't make the gravel bed inside
of the house, that friend Terry speaks of in

his account further along; and tlie conse-
(pience was. that when the ground became
(|uite soft the heavy tools sank into tin;

heavy <'Ia\ soil, and after a while they froze

fast, liesides. some of onr more enterpris-

ing chickens decideil that it was nicer, and
more airy a place in which to roost, and
therefore they took up their (piarters right

over some of onr high-priced machinery. J)o

you wonder I got, the lilues soni(>times. a.nd

iilniosl wished I iiad never tried to be a

farmer ":' Come to think of;it, 1 do not know
liiit I almost wished 1 had never tried to be
any thing or anybody. I thought of doors,

i)ut 1 remembered ftnnier experience in

having doors slammed by the wind until

thev were repeatedly torn from their hinges.
Soinebody suggested sliding-doors; but I

also remembered sundry times when I tried

to move heavy sliding-doors when I was in

a hurry, when they went so hard that it took
so much of my small amount of strength
that I had neither strength nor energy to

do thoAvork after I got niv tools out into the
lield. "Well, Mr. Terry agiees Avith me in

regard to sliding-doors ; at least, he said he
did not like them. He did not say he did
not like to have doors slamming; but the

moment 1 saw that little iron hand-spike
witli the eye on top, and hinged to the dooi-.

I knew what it w;is for. The othei' end is

sharpened to a blunt point, so as to stick in-

to the ground : i but lest it go into the

ground too far v.iien said ground is too soft,

a Avasher is shrunk on, as he describes.

Then Avhen this little hand-spike is not to

be used, instead of Iniviug it Hacking about,

it is lifted up and laid on a nice little strong

hook, prepared for the purpose. The en-
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graver has forgotten to show this little hook,
or did not see it.

That buggy, of which you can see only the
back end. is so neat and clean that it made
one think of silk dresses and Sunday, almost
instinctively. The buggy is large enough
to hold friend Terry's whole family, or al-

most anv whole family : but for all that, it is

a one-horse buggy. I didn't have to wonder
vf/w the horse (if you will pardon the ex-

pression) was ^ery long, for pretty soon we
found Mr. Terrv with two immense horses,

either one of which would take that buggy
anvwhere, whether said family occupied it

or not. The horses were hitched to what I

should call an enormous great stout wagon.
I looked at the wagon, and then I looked at

the horses, and 1 concluded they were all in

keeping with each other. Pretty soon it

occurred to me thai one of the (pieer things
about friend Terry and his horses is. that

he never feeds them any grain — simply
hay, and nothing else (unless, as some of his

neighbors say, it is not hay, it is just dried

window in the west end (right end in picture) below,

east end up stairs, and ouo in the back side in the

stairway, so it gives light both above and below.

The floor above, of matched flooring, covers all but

the two west bents; these are open clear up to the

roof, as I will explain further on. The room up
stairs is very bandy for storing- odds and ends, and

our little folks think it just an A 1 skating-rink.

We used 12-foot posts, and made roof ^J pitch.

The door-fasteuiufis. shown in picture, are very

neat and cheap. I would call particular attention

to the irons for keepinji' the do(ns open, which are

[

shown on doors that are open. They are simple '^«-

iron rods, with an eye in the upper end, with a sta-

]>le throug-h it. At the lower end they are sharp,

and a piece of iron one inch by two and '^ thick is

shrunk on to keep them from going- into the ground

too far. When not in use theyare laid up in a little

hook inside of door. Tiiey will save doors by keep-

ing them from slamming, and you will never have

to hunt for a stick when you are in a hurry. All

doors are fastened on the inside but one, which has

a latch and lock. The lower floor is of dirt, or

TOOL-lIOL>l-: r.KLOXGIXCi '

grass,!. Mr. Terry does not dispute with
them, for he has his own notions about how
grass ought to be dried, and his notions
seem to agree well with the notions of the
horses, for they were as pretty a team of

heavy work-horses as I think I have ever
looked on. Well, perhaps I liave said
enough now, and so I will let Mr. Terry de-
scribe the tool-house himself. If I am not
mistaken, there will be more tool-houses
built like it. somewhere where (iLEAXixos
goes.

DKSCIUFTION OF TOOI.-HOl'Si;.

The entire front is composed of doors, so as to

nuike it as easy as possible to get tools in and out.

The building- is boarded up and down with 12-inch

barn-boards, and tightly battened. The doors are

made of matched flooring. Each door-post is set on

a large stone going down into the ground some
11 feet, and a one-inch iron dowel put in |)ost and

stone, so they can not get out of place. The rest of

the building- is underpinned tightly, except under

the doors, of course. It has a neat cornice, water-

conductors, and three coats of paint. There is a

ro T. ]?. tp:krv, of hi'dsox, o.

I

g-ravel, raised .iust enough so water will never run
' in, but not enough so but that you can easily get

j

any tool in or out. 1 like a dirt floor best, as it is so

easy to get tools in or out. Si.x inches gentle rise,

sloping back some ten feet, is ample. The first pair

of doors to the left are nearly 12 feet wide, so they

will take in a low-down twine-binder, horse-rake,

etc.

The next four pairs of doors arc nearly 8 feet

I

each, anil the west pair nearly 12 feet. Opposite

the latter are two doors in the rear, so wc can di-ivc

1 in a load of hay or grain temporarily, and drive

j

right out the other side. Also, wc can leave binder,

I

manure-spreader, or mowing-maciiine in there over

I

night, when in use (by putting- wagons on barn

floor), and not take time to put up in its place. For

this reason no floor was put on over this end. The

i

west doors are full height of building. The next

I pair are about half way between these and the

others, as >()u will notice. Tluy are for top car-

riages.

At the rear of this deiiartment is a cupboard for

carriage harnesses, where they can t)e kept nice

and clean. The building is 2:2X5(), and will just hold
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every tool, wagon, and carriag-e on the farm with-

out crowding-. The tools, etc., were measured, and
the building- built to fit—no waste room. It is in-

tended to have it join a new bank barn on the west,

when we are able to build the same, with a door
j

through into horse-stable of barn, which will be on
same level.

The cost of the building, all neatly finished, was
$400 in cash, besides what we could do ourselves, '

without interfering with farm worli. To say that

we enjoy it greatly, and think it is one of the best

investments we ever made, is needless.

The contents of building below, beginning at west
end, are—2 large wagons; 1 top carriage; 1 open
buggy; 2 potato-diggers (new this year); 3 Acme
harrows; 2 Oliver chilled plows; 1 subsoil plow, 3ri-

nor; 1 Thomas harrow; 1 perfected pulverizer; 1 po-

tato-planter; i one-horse cultivators and liorse-

hoes; 1 two-horse sulky cultivator; 1 seeder attach-

ment; 1 Gaboon hand-seeder; 1 roller; 1 manure-
spreader; 1 low-down Buckeye twinc-biiider: 1 Eu-
reka mower, (l-foot cuttcr-biir: 1 one-liorsf dnmii
hay-rake; 1 sled.

Up stairs are stored sleigh, :Miorse pole, side-ijoards,

Victor potato-covei-er, etc. It addition to the above
is the usual supply of little tools, stored where
they can be got at handily, and it is quite i)ossihle

some large ones which I h.n e ()\ crlookcd.

Hudson. Ohio. T. It. Tkukv.

Well. I liiive sDmethiii.ir more fn»m Irieiicl

Tevr\ yet ; and us it codciths. iiuliiei-t Iv at
least. t)ie tool-lioiisp wp liavc Ijecii lalkinj^

about. 1 think I will piil it in lifflit liere.

For a head to the letter. I thiid; we will say:

LENDING TOOLS TO NElOIl UOHS.
Friend Tioot:—it seems I do not always make my-

self fully understood. I did not intend to say, or

have you think, that I had no ncighboi-s who would
use tools carefully, and return them ju-umptiy. aii<l

do the fair thing about paying for their usi». 1 said

I did not think it would answer to lend exix-nsivc

tools. A single illustration will perhaps explain my
meaning." Years ago I was fitting a piece of land

for Hungarian grass. A farmer came to borrow
my roller to roll in his Hungarian seed. He prom-
ised to have it back hei-c by the tinw ] got my
ground ready. It did not come, for he let a careless

man drive it (just as ho would have done his own. if

he had owned one, doubtless), who drove across a

dead furrow with a large load of stone on, and
smashed it all down. He got it fl.ved as soon as

possible, but it was too late for me to use it on my
crop. You see the point: My neighbor's ground
was rolled, while mine had to go without. I owned
the roller, and he got the use of it. He oH'ercd to

pay me, but it cost him so much to repair it that I

was ashamed to charge any thing. The loss to me
was a good nmny dollars. It seemed as though this

was loving my neighbor (particularly when he was
worth ten times as much as I) //rf^r than myself,

and I put my foot down then and there that I would
not in the future make a business of lending expen-
sive tools—or borrowing either. Any simple tool

like a fork, or even a plow, I always gladl.\- lend to

any one in need; and if a neighbor should have the
bad luck to break some expensive tool when the

loss of its use would be a serious damage to him, I

would lend him any thing, even if I had to go with
it to help him out. But when men pretend to be
farmers, and make a business of borrowing tools

that etvry farmer ought to jnive. it does not hurt

my conscience any to tell them plainly that I can
not afford to lend to them. Such men are the ones
who are careless of tools, and slow to return them.
A young farmer just starting for himself, and un-
able to buy, would stand a very good chance to get
what he wanted of me, gratis, until he could go
alone. Still, it makes trouble to lend to one and
not to another. I should like to please all; but I

must look to my own interests also, and good tools

in good order and ready at a moment's notice are

necessary to success on the farm.
There, friend Koot, am I not about sound on the

lending question^ At any i-ate, these ai-e about my
views; but if you can show me wherein they are
wrong I will try to change. T. B. Terkv.
Hudson, Ohio, Sept. 2t, ISS").

Thank you. friend T., for your explana-
tion, and forgive me if 1 seemed to criticise
a little. If I did. 1 meant to include myself
in the criticism : for after the conversation
referred to was over. T Jiad a sort of truiltv

feeling for the part 1 had taken in it': th;it

is, we three all h;id been talking and telling
stories in a way tliat seemed to rellect on
our neighbors', and if it is hard to get along
irlih neighbors sometimes. God only knows
where we slionld be it it were not for these
same neighljors. I think you are soinid.
friend T., on the lending qil(>stion ; liut let

us beware of falling into not only uncharit-
able talk but nncharitable feelings toward
these same (Jod-given neighbors, shall we
not V

Gleanincs in Bee Culture.
Pllhlts/iKl ,SV Monihhf.

EDITOR AND PUBIilSHER.
MEDINA, O.

TERMS: $1.00 PER YEAR, POSTPAID.

For ClnbfcitB Kates, Sco First Pago of Eealit- liatter.

|{i:Mr.Miii:ii, .'> |ii 1 ccni discount on all goods or-

dcrr'd now lor next scanon's use.

IlKDDON'S KXTK.\CTE1) HONKV.
TtiE two kegs mentioned in a previous number

; came to hand in good order. Not a drop of honey
' had escaped to make things dauby. The quality of

the honey is certainly superior. Our stenographer
describes it exactly by saying that there is a
•' finish " to the flavor that we do not often find in

ordinai-y brands.

MI.XING OKDEUS IX WITH " VISITIXO " LETTEUS.
If you want your orders to be filled by first mail

or first train, don't put them in the middle of a long

letter. Our long letters are fre<iuently laid aside

until we can get time to go through them carefully,

while every thing in the shape of an order is pushed
ahead to the jnoper clerk the minute our eyes rest

upon it. You need not put the orders in a separate

piece of paper unless you choose, but please let

them come first. If they are to be made conditional,

piavk them so, jind say, " See particulars below."
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CONCORD GRAPEVINES, AND BASSWOOD AXD TU-
LIP TREES FOR FALL PLANTING.

j

Now is the time to put them out, and wc have a i

better stock of better trees and vines than we ever '

had before. The grapevines were put out on our i

jjrounds just about a year ago, and have made a

splendid growth during the past season, under the

influence of underdraining, subsoiling, and good
cultivation. Price 10 ets. each; 8.5 cts. for 10, or

$0..50 per KK). If sent by mail, 5 cts. each extra for

postage and packing. The postage is a little more
|

than former years, as the vines arc larger and bet- \

tcr rooted. For prices of basswood and tulip trees,
j

sec our price list.

foundation with high walls v ok shallow
walls; which is pkefekable':'

Ouu friends arc pi-obab!y aware, that for several

years samples of comb foundation have been sent

out having walls so deep that it is really a pretty

near approach to honey-comb itself. The queen
might lay eggs in this foundation, or the bees

might store a little honey in it, without any work-

ing-over at all. Of course, the walls are much
thicker than the walls of natural comb, or the walls

built on foundation having only a shallow wall

when given to the bees. Now the point is, do the

bees make these walls thinner, and do they take

hold of this high-wall foundation quicker than that

made with shallow walls? To test the matter we
have recently placed pieces of both kinds of foun-

dation side by side, attached to the comb-guide of

an empty frame, and placed the same in the center

of strong colonies. The result is this: The bees

take hold of one kind of foundation just as

quick as the other, and they draw it out into

comb at the same rate of speed—we can not sec a

bit of difference. I5ut when the finished comb is

held up to the light, there is a very remarkable
difference. The deep-cell heavy foundation has the

bottom just about as it was made by the foundation-

rolls. The deep walls are also about the same,
}

while the other is thinned down in both wall and
base of cell, so near to that of natural comb that it

isdiflicultto distinguish the diffei-cnee. The friends

may be perhaps aware, that the foundation we
have sent out has always been with rather shallow

walls—walls not too dee]) for the bee to grasp with I

his mandibles, and fashion over to suit his notion.

With our foundation, we give on an average about
j

7 scj. ft. to the pound, for brood-combs. The deep
heavy-wall foundation, such as several manufae-

j

turcrs send out, give us from 4 to feet to the
j

l)Ound. Wc have seen some specimens so heavy
that 3'eS(|.ft. would make a pound. Now, then,

we can easily figure how much more it costs; and 1

think if you will make the experiment as we liave

done, you will find your wax is pretty much all i

right where the mill put it, after the l)ees have
\

drawn it out into comb. The deep-wail foundation
!

is haudsome to look at, I am well- aware; but I can ;

not discover that it has any other merit, and it is
!

terribly expensive, if wc have made no mistake in ,

our experiments. Of course, the above refers to

.broodcomhs only. If you use heavy foundation
|

for surplus boxes, you will have the " fish-bone"
[

that has been complained of, without any doubt.
!

FOR SALE,
A SECOM>-H.\iND TWO-llOKME-POWER

El KEK.V ENCilNE AND BOILER.
The above (mgine has been in use about five

years; but Mr. A. F. Stauffcr, of Sterling. 111., of
whom wc purchased it, writes in regard to it as
follows:

1 guarantee the cngbic to be in good working
shape, as good as it ever was. 1 had boiler fxamiii-
ed last spring by a steam-fitter, and he i)ronnunced
it as good as new. I ahva.\s used soft water, lam
furnishing my shop with new machinery and am
anxious to sell or exchange it. 1 have to get more
niachineiy, and my two-h(.rse power is too light.
Sterling, 111. A. F. 8tauffei:.
Wc will sell the above engine, to bo taken at

Sterling, 111., for an even #100, and we will put our
guarantee on top of that of friend R. Wo obtained
it of him in exchange for some new machinery, he,
of course, putting in a Isirger engine and boiler.

jVIso one second-hand Pony Planer for sale.
This planer is one that we used in our factory for
planing all oui- basswood plank, heavy lumber, etc..
aud was set aside onl.y because of the increase of
our business. The plane is ~i inches in width, and
such a machine would cost new $U0 net cash. It is

all in good trim, and ready for work, with an extra
]iaii' (if new knives, and it will be sold for just half
111-iee. or ?70.00.

A. I. ROOT, ITIodiiia, Oliio.

•ri*'=^FOR SALE.
1 WILL SKLL

Fu// Swarms of Pure Italian Bees
DUUINt; THIS MONTH FOR

They are in lO-fraine Simplicity hi\es, and in good
Avinter shape. Ready
registered letter. Ad(

ship liow. Send mone.v liy

M. R. NICHOLS,
r.»tfdb AVcaver*!* <'oriicrs, Huron <:o., O.

DADANT'S FOUNDATION FACTORY, WHOLE-
SALE AND RETAIL. See advertisement in

another column. 3btfd

HONEY AND BEESWAX.
We are now in the market, and will be during the

entire season, for all hone.v offered us, in an.v quan-
tit.v, shape, or condition, just so it is pure. Wc will
sell on C'omniission, charging .'> |iei- cent ; or if a sam-
ple is sent us, wc will make the best cash otter the
general market \\\\\ atVord. Wc will handle bees-
wa.\ the same w;iy, and can furnish licc-men in
(jnantitics. cnidc oi- retincd, at lowest market in-iccs.

Our junioi- memlier in this dcparment. Mi-. Jerome
Twicheil. has full charge, which insures prompt and
careful attention in all its details.
Sample of coiub honey must be a full case, rejire-

senting a fair average of the lot. On such sam-
ple we will make pronii)t returns, whether we buy
or not. <^LEfllOiNS, <;i.OON A; €0.,
].5;.'db KansaM <!ity, Mo.

T2l"Sr THE
BELLINZONA ITALIANS,

//' jv And see fni- yoiiisell thiit they are tlir

'>'st. Warranted i,)neens, bred from
notliers impoited dieect from the
nouiUains (it Ital^, >:|.(MI each; (> for

Satisfaction giiaraiUced. Send
ular. Orders tilled promi>tly.

< HAS. D. DlVAIili,
4f)0

ders.

1.-)ttd! SPENCEEVILLE, MONT. CO., MD.

Wanted. To buy a small farm and apiary,
(iive terms of sale, honey i-esources,

it) CCEOLL-SAW DESISNS for i distance to school aud church. California given
vorking brackets, easels, preference. H. S. ARWINE,

lOo. J. L. H7DE, POMFEET LANDING, CONN. l!»tfdb I :.'0d Patterson, Waller Co., Texas.
For Christmas.



188.^ GLEAXiNciS L\ iJkK cUi/i'Uuk.

/^/-vn+on+c /^f*+Viic TMn rY-» V^ <:i r> ' Names of responsible parties will be inserted in^^OnXtJIllb Oi tin s IN urn Uei .
]
any of the following departments, at a uniform

\ftti-Swaiins Tw Hon.v r-nunteiivit .^j price Of 20 Cents each insertion, or $:;.C0 per year.
Al-iik-.- I'lov.-r ;.-."l »•,)!. v'-\nt< ^' .'.'.'.

.'.'.'.7r^5

H:u,n.T A|ii;,. > ,
.• II >

i
«.• u

, ( T v^talUzetl. . .749
'

-^ ^^ .«.

iiE-;;;;;:::^^
^.v::.-

;::;;::;:;:i ; $1.00 Queens.
Bees IjVii'l'j'in m'iT i

'

'' '^^"^^

7^ JVamcs in)<erted in tJiis department the first time ivith-

Bees', Length oin I. i .nis'es.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.^iil
' out charge. After, 20c each insertion, or $2.00 vcr year.

ISees, Why Thev i
! . ,, i i.-t. GleaklsC3...7S3

j

Hees, Cross. .

'
!,l ',iuei ies 755 !

lieg-tiinerv i;x|.. 1 1. ,1 - !- ',...!, ' " '^^.. '.'.'.'.. 7Xi Those whose names appear below agree to furnish
Biaek.stioin iiiii. ..m. . u n Nn^ .........730, Italian queens for ^1.00 each, under the followinjf

Mnpkl'h'"nt''l'' ' '
i

'

I

'
^ '

I'-'
"/**'"'

"''-SiJ conditions: No {ruarantec is to be assumed of purity.

Buckwheat To'A'aise!"
'

'
] 'i

'''',/,'',
•

1

' '

','
'

1 n-atli' ot' '748
i

Ol" anything- of the kind, only that the queen be rear-
Buzz-saw. Home nmde ;i ,1 .744 ed from a choice, pure mother, and had commenced
California 742 to lay when they were shipped. They also agree to

CombHonevatFvir- • I ;^'^
1

return the money at any time when customers be-

Ponventioiii!.. ..
.' "

, , nij.' '.'.ai come impatient 6f such delay as may be unavoidable.
CopyingXaines in 1.1 si.nkiiigiA.io Bear in mind, that he who sends the best queens,
Corn-Housefor wiMi. i,i,L i ,, i 741 • put up most neatly and most securely, will probably
Ffiitoii lY

' ^ '
''

r
'/''''

-'^', receive the most orders. Special rates for warrant-
E.xf'lto! \.ii,„,, ,1, ~

, II
I

'
. In. ml, ::i ''d and tested queens, furnished on application to

Kiln. t,..i]. II liii ;
;.

. I
I

I 1 .,^ M|,! ;;, a iiy of the parties. Names with *, use an imported
Fai-iMat. Ml, 111 ,.!. iiii;.. . ; liifeen-mother. If the queen arrives dead, notify us

t>ed'to'piact'overC!ust.i ;

'

m in , uhiie F-'cir(ctiii"7i")
and we will send you another. Probably none will

Fish-Story ! i'
',

! \aturaf....' ."^Tta I
be sent for §1.00 before Julj- 1st, or after Nov. If

Florida '
< -\er 748 wanted sooner. Or later, sec rates in pi-ice list.

Frames, Reversible .1" i, i

""

He
Device, To Place.

w.iA l,.ai;utor. Solar...
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}I0]\IEY 06MMN.
CITY MARKETS.

Kansas City.—HoKciy.—Demaiul lor all kinds of
honey good, and prices much imiirovcd. Choice 1-

It). sections brinp- ](i(f'M:<- on arrival, and demand in

excess of reci'ijits. Ship now while the weather
will admit and it will emne in {>ood shape and brins'

M'Ood prices. Two-pound sections are sold nearly
altogether now from California stoclc, lieiii-i- cheap-
er than any other, V^' :'<'' Ue bcinj;- ruliiiL!- rates for it.

Extracted in fair dcMiianil at 4'''."ic dark, ami tifi'Sc

forlig-ht. Uefi'KVT.c-^a little tinner, at 2:!c for iinod

average stock. Ci.emons, (loox \- Co..

Oct. :;7, 1S8.-,. Cor. 4th & Walnut Sfs, K. C., Mo.

New York.— HiKifi/.—The market is \ery actl\f
in comb honey. There is a good dtinand for all

grades. Prices are ruling low. Fancy white I-lli.

sec.,l-tC"16c; :Mb. sec, \m 13c. Lower grades. l(i(" I'-'f.

Bulk, OfrtlOe. There is hardly any demand what
ever for extracted hoiu\-. Uristrar, :.'."(" :.'iic.

Oct. 13. TmiiV.f.K. Whvi.am> \ ( (. .

Reade & Hu.isoii Sts. .New Vork.

UOSTOX.—Hojicy.—Honey is selling very well, but
prices are very low, and we ai'e often obliged to
shade our price in order to make sales. We quote
best 1-lb. sections, Ufy 16; and 2 lb. sections, 13^14c.
Extracted, ftnSc. ISr.cawa.v, 30c.
Oct. 3.3. Blaki. & Hiit.EV.

57 Chatham i^t., lidstun. :\Iiiss.

Mn.WAiKEE. ~ H(>nc]i. — This marKit coiitiini^

about the .-^ame for honey as duriiiy the past moiit
The reccilits are n<it large, aiul di'inaini for coii

as yet is rather iiiodcratc. while extracted iw

good demand, and ver.\ little time betore arrlNa
are sold. Coiub, choice lib. section, bitwise. E
tracted, kegs and bbls., 8c. A. V. Hisiiop.
Oct. 33, ISNi. 143 W. Water St., Milwaukee, Wis.

Fon S.\LE.— 1500 lbs. extracted poplar and sumac
honey in any kind of vessel, from lO.oz. tumbler up
to 100-lb. tin cans, to the highest bidder.

H. M. Mover, HillChurch, Berks Co., Pa.

Wanted.—1000 or 3000 lbs. of nice white coml)
honey in lib. boxes: must be cheap—Ohio honey
preferred. Address, slating price,
n. T. Hleasdakk, rm Woodland Ave., Cleveland, O.

Wanted.—.')tHI lbs. comb iKuiey at Chicago prices,
cash. OLIVER Foster, Mt. Vernon, Linn Co., la.

Recent Additions to the Counter Store.
FIVE - CENT COUNTER.

I'oKtanf.l [Pr. of 10, of KW

3| POCKET SCISSOKS, rouiKl i)oints | 40 13 50
S<ili(Utcc'l lioiidlc aiul t.l.-ulfs, an.l onl.v livi- cents. The se-

(i.r ..I iln- iiondiiiullN l..u ini.'u on tlle^e scissors is, that the
)intiiiMi aii.l iiiaiinia.'iii ,-1 I ailed, and these goods were sold
loi- w liar Hi. ^ «.iu!d ijiiii;.'. \> tlicvare made of steel wire,
ih.v iiiav not \iv ri.iL-i(lM-i .1 lia ndsi.me, but they are excellent
rMiTiiHiiia'. lurall ihut.

3
1 LAMP-BUENEES, VENUS ."

| 48 14.75
Two sizes, No. 0. and No. 1. I believe this is the first time

that .a ;rood lamp burner has been sold for the small stini of
five cents; and \vc Consider the Venus burner the best in the

FIFTY-CENT COUNTER.
10

I
BTOYAN'S PILOEIM S PEOaEESS |

3 50
|
33 50

Aboolcot IM pages. iii.-( 1 \- l)ound in clotli. Two eoijies, 00
cents; tinee eopic s, .$l.:;o; live coijies or more, Xi cents each.

SEVENTY-FIVE CENT COUNTER.
! SPADES FOE UNDEEDSAiyiNa ! (5 00

1
55 00

I'wo l;ii]d^; •iiie \<>v dil rh inL'. tlu- uiIk r lor cieanins: the hot-
La,! ..i U,,- ,ii:, in. and .,'lai- kind i- Hirni-li.d witli short or
l.ni.; llandlr-. a- nia> In- )n. I . li. il Tluy;iic of tile finest
c|Ualit\ id tiini"i''d sirrl. and arc .d tin- iati st and most ap-
io.iv,d|.ati,in. A. I. ROOT, MEDINA, OHIO.

DADANT'S P^)I'XDATION FACTORY, WHOLE-
SALE AND RETAIL. See ad\ ertisement in

the- column. 3btfd

CHiCAOO.—HoHCiy.—Market is very firm. White
comb brings 15tol6c., soon after arrival, the demand
lieing equal to the receipts. Producers should for-
ward their ^;-oinb honey befoi-e freezing weather, so
tliat it ma\ get to market in good shape. There is

no charge for storat^e. Extracted honey sells more
freely fit .")(«.Se, aeeoiditig to (iiialltj .

lieoswn.v, 35c per pound for vellow.
Oct. 31, 1S85. R. A. Burnett,

161 So. Water St., Chicago, III.

St. Louis. — Jfofiew. — Extracted honey in bbls..
Southern, 4(rt4!2C. Northern, worth more; 3-gall.
cans, retail, H'af'ilOe. Northern, Igallon cau.s, re-
tail, 10c. Comb honey. — Our market is bare of
choice white-clover— wanted at 17'« 18c. Fancy, 30c.
Jlei.tiiva.r, 34("35ioc. l-'air demand, numerous in-
c|iiiries. W. T. Anderson & Co.,
Oct. -.l::, lH.>^n. 104 N. Third St., St. Louis. Mo.

CEEVEi.AND.—Zrifjifi/.—There has been a marked
imiu-OAcment in the demand for ch<iice new hone.v
within till' past two weeks, and all receipts have
been closed out at MUi V>e. Tliere is a small stock of
old on liatfd, which moves \cry slowly at KK" 13. Ex-
tracted. fi'dSe. ]!ii'sic(t.i-, scarce at 3:io(35.

0( t. 3i, ISS.'). A. C. ivEXDEI-,
115 Ontario St., Cleveland, O.

For Sale.—.')0;iO Hjs. exfd white-clover and ba.'s.s-

wood honey in 115-lb. 10-gallon kegs at 7'iC peril).
ICeLis thrown in free of charge.

M. IsiiEi.i-, Norwich, N. V.

For Sai,e.—bVM) lbs. of white-clover ;ii;d linn e.\-

Irticted honey, put up in new oiik kegs, of K5 lbs.

etieh, delivered on board cars here for Sc pw lb.

F. W. Hoi>MES, Coopersville, Mich.

HONEY AND BEESWAX.
j

^\'e are now in the nuirket. and will be during llie

j

entire season, for sill lione> ollered us, in any quan-
tity, shape, or condition, just so it is luire. We will

1
sell on commission, elKiigiug .'i )mi- (••nt; orif a sani-

• pie is sent us, we will make the best cash offer the
I

general market will atlord. We will handle bees-
wax the Siime way, and can furnish bee-men in

! quantities, eriide or rettned, at lo^vesl market prices.
1
Our junior member in this deiiarment, Mr. Jerome
Twieliell. has full eharoe. Avhieh insures ju-ompt and
earefu! fittention in all its details.
Sample of eoiiili honey must be a full case, repre-

^sentinga fair average of the lot. On such sam-
ple we will make luximpt returns, whether we buy

I

or not. CLEIWONS, <-L.OON A: CO.,
I

15 3db Kansas <-Itj-, Mo.

t^nr Q'sia Eight pair of Manmioth Rronze Tur-
,

rUI OdIC. uevs. live dollars per pair.
.\ddress N. L. II Hi MI E, M.l).,

31tfdb Elsie, Clinton Co., Mich.

EJ2CHANGE DEPARTMEJI.
Notii r- wdl li.- IMS. 11. d undrr this head :it onc-half our

usu.il lalc-. All ads ni'an.i.-d t.ir Ihi- d,i.;urnient must not
e.'icoed .". hn.-. and y..u nni~i say \ on wa ril >inir ad. in this do-

v\
:^.\\!'Ki».- ii •ha

Hoeks, Light
of potatoes,
quince trees.

1 new varieties of
s and raspberries, Plymouth
mas. I'ekin Ducks, new varieties
small-fruit plants, cherry and
SUTTON, Eseter, LuS. Co., Pa. lii-33dli

Foit Sale.- Ki.iHHl llis. of clover an<l basswood
hone.v, tiiH' qiialit.N', in barrels of ','M) ll)s. net, on
ears here, for Me jier U).. including barrels.

E. France \- Sun, Platteville. Wis.

For Sale.— 10,000 I1)s. extracted honey, pul up in
7.5-pound new tin cans, well crated, at V cts. per
pound, linn and white clover mixed. Warriinted
to be of best quality.

Address .1. B. MfUHAV, Ada, Ohio.

"I \ 7 ANTED.—To exchange one-half bushel of ex-
! \ V tra tine white clover seed for alsike clover

I

seed, llitfdb M. A. Gill, Viola, Richl'd Co., Wis.

I

"W^ANTED.-To exchange German silver E-llat

I
\ V cornet for 73 lbs. of comb honey.

j

31tfdb L. B. Bell, Breeksville, Ohio.

WANTED.—To exchange three pairs of first-

class Brown Leghorns (worth ?3.00 per pair),
' lor clover honey <u' supplies,

i

31d
"

W. H. Osborne, Chardon,0.
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• more, 75 eta. each. Single Number,
10 cts. Additions to clubs maybe made ,'

a.t club rates. Above are all to be sent
i

to OME POSTOFFICK. J

PUBLISHED SEMt-MONTHI-Y BV

ROOT, MEDINA, OHIO. [fher'p.Kc

U. S. and Canadas. To all other coun-
tries of the Universal Postal Union, l.ic

To all eoniitiiessoT of
per year exi ra.

NOTES FROM THE BANNER APIARY.
]

NO. 71.
'

THE NOKTH A.MKRICAN CON VENTIOX.

WENT to Detroit last week to'incet Mr. Cutting,

and complete the arrangements lor the coining

meeting of the North American Ree Keepers'

Association. We worked hard to find some
public building that could be had free of

fliarge, but it was simply impossible. Ni)nc of the

eity churches were ever used for such purposes,

and it seemed for awhile as though we should be

obliged to pay fHO for the use of a hall. At last,

however, we found a hall called the " Red Men's

Wigwam," in which an organization called the

"Red Men" hold their meetings. This hall will

comfortably seat about 2.">0 people, is well lighted,

carpeted, furnished, and neat and cosj', and was
secured for $40.00. It is located at 63 Michigan

Avenue, one block west of the City Hall, and just

across the street from the Antisdel Hotel, which

will be the hotel at which the society will make their

headquarters. The regular rates are $2.00 per day,

but they have given us rates at $1.2.5 per day, pro-

vided we will " double up " on rooms, and who ever

knew a bee-keeper at a convention who wanted to

be put off into a room all alone;:'

We called upon Mr. G. E. King, Secretary of the

Mich. Railway Association, and Ave will have re-

duced rates in Michigan, and he said there would be

no doubt but that he could secure reduced rates as

far east as Buffalo, as far west as Chicago, and as

far south as Toledo. 1 am now in correspondence

with the secretaries of other associations, and ex-

pect to have reduced rates to still further points.

As soon as the arrangements are all completed I

will make the announcenients in all the bee-papers,

and then all who intend to come can send for cer-

tificates.

I am working hard to get up a good programme.
It is not yet complete, but I can announce the fol-

lowing: Reversing Combs, James Heddon; Hee
Pasturage, Thomas G. Newman; Marketing Honey.
C. F. Muth; Production of E.vtracted Honey, Chas.

Dadant and Son; Production of Comb Honey, G. M.
Doolittle; The Pollen Theory, Prof. A. J. Cook;
Selling and Shipping Bees by Ihe Pound. E. M. Hay-
hurst; Comb Foundation, John Vandervort; Win-
tering Bees, Ira Barber; E.vcellence or Cheapness,
which? A. I. Root. There are several others to

whom I have written, asking if they would lead in

the discussion upon certain subjects, and I have
not yet heard from them; hence I am not at

liberty to make any more announcements.
Father Langstroth writes that he hopes to be

with us, yet he is not certain. E. J. Oatman will be

present, also \Vm. F. Clarke, Allen Pringle, H. R.

Boardman, Dr. L. C. Whiting, H. D. Cutting, Dr.

A. B. Mason, O. J. Hetherington, and James Ure.

I have written to Mr. D. A. Jones, asking him to

take the lead in the discussion upon the " Different

Races of Bees." I have also written to a large num-
ber, asking them if they will be pi'csent: but their

answers are only beginning to arrive.

The Presidentof the Mich. Agricultural College,

Mr. Willitts, will be present, and welcome the so-

ciety to Michigan. It will be remembered that he

Is the one who helped Prof. Cook to get the ruling

that allows us to send our <iueens by mail. He will

give us a " rouscr." I have met hini, and I know
that he is capable of it.
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The evening: sessions will be devoted to answering
iiuestions. There will be a question - bo.\, and all

<luestions that coiue up diirinK the day will l)e

written out and dropi)ed into tiie box, and at the

evening session they will be taketi out and discuss-

ed. Any one who will not be present can send

'luestions to me at any time previous to or during

the meeting, and I will i>ut tlicm into the box. if any
questions are sent to me during the meeting, send
them to Detroit, care of Antisdel House. The pres-

ent indications are that the coming meeting will be
one of the most pleasant, interesting, and success-

ful ever held l)y the society, and I sincerely hope
that as many of you as i)ossible may l)e present ro

participate iii tlie '"good time."
8— \V. /.. HlTC HINSON, '.(1—4(1.

Kogersville, Mich. .«:ee. N. A. B. K. A.

Friend H.. I want to encourage you in
j

liavinp; done at least one good thing in this '

matter ; that is, in choosing a liall that we
have to pay for. If the bee-keepers of Nortli
America can't raise S40.00 for the use of a
hall, they are a rather sorry set. 1 am glad,
too, that we are to be entertained at a hotel
that does not have any whisky-shop just
over t'other side, or back of tiie "desk. The
doubling-up won't hurt us in the least.

HOW TO RAISE BUCKWHEAT.

II-. pukpahation. ami ik MAKVEST.

T SEE considerable in Gi.EAXi.NCis in regard to

0^ buckwheat for bee pasture. The main object

'll of buekwlieat is to secure a good crop of grain

;

'* for if you do this you will secure .\-r)Ur crop of

honey also. Now to do this tliere arc several

tilings to be considered; to wit, tlte quality of soil,

the preparation, time of sowing, etc. Buckwheat
will not pay in all localities in tliis county. Xeitlier

river bottoms, nor a loose rocky soil is good for it.

On this accouiU it produces such a lu.vuriant

growth of straw that it falls down and does not till;

and the fog along rivers is thought to prevent its

filling. As a rule it will not do well on a loose

stubble-fleld, although I have known some good
crops raised on wheat-stubble by breaking up and
harrowing down level, then sowing and harrowing
in.

To insure a good crop, select a good sod on a good
clay soil that doQS not lie too level, so that it will

drain well; break early in the season—the earlier

the better; let it lie until near the time to sow, then

cross tlic ground, stirring it well, and tlien let it lie

a few days.

Harrow it down level, and sow l>roadcast, :i pecks

|ier acre, and harrow again, being carefnl to have
the land i>erfeetly dry when worked; for to work
laud when wet, for buckwheat, is to destroy the

crop. 'I'he sod may be broken when moist, lnit not

too wet. After tliis you may just as well not sow at

alias to work the land when wet. Tlie time for

sowing here is from tlie 15th of June to tlie Kith of

July; but if the locality is inclined to be frosty, I

would not risk it later than the 1st of July. If your
land is prepared as abo\ e, and sowed in time, if the

land is strong enough to produce a good sod you will

get a good crop without using fertilizers; but if it

is not, a light top dressing of stable manure spread
on and harrowed iii witii the buckwheat will pro-

duce a good crop. If you put it on too thick It will

cause it to fall down. Lime is a good fertilizer, and
also a good phosphate.

Now a few words in regard to harvesting: Cut
when three-fourths of the grains are ripe; cut, if

possible, when damp; let it lie in swaths a few days
until the straw is partially cured, then rake in good-
sized bunches, and set it up, twisting the tops, and
then chuck it down well so that it will not fall

down. If it does, it will not dry out; and if it

should blow down it should be set up at once.

Let it stand until dry, which will take from 8 to Ir.'

days, if the weather is fine. ] f you have only a few
acres, the cheapest way to thrash it is the old way
with the Hail, providing you or some of your neigh-

bors have a fanning-mill. If it is as dry as it should

be, two men will thrash as fast as one can haul,

even if you have your floor prepared in the field

where it grows. This is done by shoveling off the

loose dirt until you come to solid ground, and let it

dry off; you can then thrash with but little loss.

If, however, you have a large crop you want the

separator; and if you ha\e a good barn floor, there

is where you want to thrash. The best |)lan, after

raising a crop of buckwheat, is to sow the stubble

in oats and grass the following spring, so as to get

back to a sod. It may be sown down in rye ami
grass the same fall, with good results.

Wm. D. TlTCHEXEI.L.
Pleasant Hill. W. Va.. Oit. ril, 188.5.

Thanks, friend T. I believe I should
agree with you in regard to buckwheat, only
on our clay land we never have any success
without phosphate, which we sow with a
seed-drill, just as they sow it for wheat. In
our locality it seems" to fill better if sown
rather late—just so as to escape frost, for

instance. (Jur boys are just now thrashing
an excellent crop tiiat was sown about the
first of August. A\t' drill it injnstas\Ye
drill in wheat.

OUH OWN APIARY.

AX IMI'OKTATIOX Of 7.") (JIKKXS.

fE have just received another importation of

To queens. They were shipped the ~8th of

Sept., and arrived here the 17th of Oct.

There were onlj three dead and two miss-

ing out of the whole lot. and tlie rest are

all safely introduced. Of all the importations of

queens we have ever received, 1 think I never saw
any equal to these. They are large and yellow, and
at this date (Oct. :J2d), are laying nicely. Including

the imported queens we already had on hand, we
now MO into winter quarters with about a hundred,

all told. This will give us a fine vigorous stock for

ne.vt seastin. Taking every thing into considera-

tion, the imported stock, season after season, seems
to gi\e the best results.

BEE-VEII.S WITH GLASS FIIOXTS.

Several have sent us veils with glass fronts. We
have given them a careful test; and while they are

superior for a short time to any thing else for look-

ing at eggs, we find them objectionable on account

of the steam from the breath forming on the glass

so soon. H the weather is at all cold, the glass be-

comes coated like the windows of a room on a frosty

morning. Even in a warm day some moisture will

collect upon the glass. Again, it is liable to be bro-
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ken at any timo. nor can it bv carried in the pocket.

A veil iiiailc of grenadine, with a Brussels net for

the face, offers searcelj- any obstruction to the eye-

sight. I don't remember that I ever had any trou-

ble in seeing eggs with a veil of this kind. Unless

the bees are very cross, or one has some particular

work on hand, I think the ability to control the

nerves and muscles of the face is far superior to any
veil that was ever invented. One must have such

control of himself, that when a bee alights upon his

eye or nose, with evident hostile intent, he will pay
no heed to it. In the great majority of cases, the

l)ee will conclude that it is a waste of sting to give

vent to his ire, when seemingly it would do no good.

It took me a long time to learn this, an<l sometimes
I get out of practice now. T-'athei- used to poke fun
iit me, and tell me that I would abandon the contin-

ual use of the veil. I mentally vowed I wouldnt;
but it is strange how people inf/change their minds,

isn't it, and that they should sometimes think that

the sole embodiment of wisdom and experience is

theirs?
THAT .NAMELESS DISEASE, AdAlNV

.V correspondent, in another column, claims that

the removal of the (jueeii does not effect a cure.

Perhaps there are different phases of this disease,

as of foul brood. The colony in our apiary that I

spoke of some time ago seems to be on the road to

recovery. The bees from the new (pieen we intro-

duced seemed strong and healthy, and show none of

the symptoms of the old liees. I am inclined to

think that the disease that affected the swarnj in

our apiary is hereditary, though it may differ in

other localities.
I'AiNTiNt; unis.

w. low gi\ ing all our tin-root Iff- i\e cov
ers a new coat of paint, as they begin to need it

now. It has been some tlii<>(' or four years since

Ihey were last painted. Riinest K. Hoot.

PREPARING FOR "WINTER.

IT.

AS
I am now busy, and luixc liecn foi' the jmst

month or more, preparing my l)ees for win-

ter, I thought perliaps sonu' of the readers of

(ii.EAM.Nos might liUe TO know how 1 t1.\ed

tliom. The first thing I did was tt> see that

all had honey enough, which sliould be at least 2.')

lbs., to last from the first of October till the tlowers

secrete lioney ne.vt year; but as I found that I did

not have enough to give all quite that amount, I

have allowed only 'M lbs. to those which ai-e to lie

>N^ntered in the cellar, e.\i)eel ing to feed, if neces-

sary, in the spring. To ascertain the amount in each

hive I first took some average empty combs the

same age as were in the hives, containing about

the same amount of bee - bread, and weighed
them, by which I found that the average weight of

ii comb was three-fourths of a iioiuid. I then took

!i spring balance ami went to a hive, opened it, and
hooked each comb of honey on the spring scale,

setting down the weight thereof. The whole was
then added up, and the weight of the comb subtract-

ed, which gave me the amount of honey in the hive.

If there was not -V) lbs., I took out the corol>s having
the least hopey in them, aiirl put in full combs of

honey, which 1 had reserved for feeding (lurposes,

lintil the proper amount was pbtaiped, If they had

too much, some full combs were taken awaj- from
them, to be used in feeding others; and in this way
all were made to weigh '.JO or 2.5 lbs. of honey. After

thus weighing the combs in a few hives, I got so I

could dispense with the scales, and just count the

number of pounds of honey right off by simply

lifting the combs. Weighing them afterward

showed that I was not one-half pound out of the

way. After one gets used to this plan 1 consider it

much better than the weighing of hives, for there

is a certainty at)Out it. secured in no other way.

After all had sufficient h<jney, those which are to

j

be left on the summer stand during winter were
carefully packed with chaff at the sides, in place of

tlieside bo.ves which were used during the summer.
As the chaff packing in the front and rear remains

undisturbed year after year, this gives packing all

around, except on top. For the to|), 1 prefer (after

having used all kinds of material for packingl, flne

basswood sawdust, such as comes from the saws in

sawing sections. This is filled into common cotton

cloth, so shaped as to form a cushion four inches

thick, or deep, and large enough to come over the

top of the brood chamber, and half way over the

chaff packing on all the sides. The reason for pre-

ferring this flne basswood sawdust is,'.that it seems

to pass off moisture, and retain the heat of the bees

during all times that any packing will pass off

moisture; and at times when this moisture does not

so pass oft' it will absorb it, even to almost the bulk

of the cushion, tints keeping the bees always dr>-.

bright, and warm. Those colonies which are to be

.wintered in the cellar are all in single-walled hives,

I

having an eiglii-inch-high cap. This cap is turned

bottom side ii|i, and filled with fine straw, when a

i follower is i)hu-ed on the straw, upon which I stand

I a moment or two, thus pressing the straw into the

j

cap. .\s I am a 'do -little fellow," weighing only

:,'T(» lbs., this process fixes the straw so you can

1
handle the cap as you jjlease, and the straw will not

fall out afterwanl. The cap is now placeil on the

[

hive, which has, ovei- the frames, a <|uilt of two

thicknesses of cotton doth, which allows the
' moisture' to pass up through the straw and out at

I

the cracks at the top of the cap during the fall

I months, before setting in the cellar. When set In

the cellar, the cap is raised one-hail inch above the

top of thj' hive, resting on little blocks at each

j

corner. ,Vs the straw always settles a little Itelow

the bottom of the cap in the middle, when

I

thus raised it strikes tne top of the hive ex-

cept all around the outer edge, thus keepi"ff the

cluster of l)ees warm, dry, and nice, while the

moisture escapes all around the outside of the hive.

The first hive is set eight inches above the cellar

bottom, and the next set on toii of the cap to the

first one, and so on until the top of the cellar is

reached. Don't understand that I have set the

bees in the cellar yet: for from the l.")th to the:;.'«th

of N'ov. is the time I usually do this; but I have

them all fixed but setting in. C M. Uooi.itti.k.

IJorodino, N. V.. Oct. Iti, ^»K>.

Frieml 1).. I af?ree with yoti exactly in all

\ou say in the above; biit with onr cliaff

hives we prefer about a peck of loose ehatV

spread directlv over the sheet of burlap, be-

fore putting down the chalf cushions, This
peck of loose chatt' is spread all aroiuid so

as to lill all the corners, and absolutely pre-

vent any bee from getting into the uppej'

stoiv or aroujid the veutilntors;
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SHIPPING BEES FKOM FLORIDA TO
THE NORTH.

CAN IT BE MANAGED SO AS TO PROFIT ALL TAH-
TIES, IXCLUUING THE EXPRESS COMPANIES?

WISH to continue the subject-matter of Mr. J.

H. Martin's le tor, and jour remarks, on p. 6«1,

|r Gleanings for Oct. 1. I am g-lad j'ou feel j'ou

ought to help the Florida bee-keepers, and I

am sure we are willing- to help the Northern

bee-men. But, can we help each other in a business

way? Can shipping bees bj' the pound from Florida

to the North be carried on so as to leave a pi'Oflt at

both ends of the line? If we could only get in our
crop of honey, and then send you our bees in time

to gather yours, how nice it would be! but I fear we
can not do this completely. How late in the season

could the Northern bee-keepers receive bees in or-

der to gather both basswood and white-clover lion-

ey? In sections of Florida where the cabbage-pal-

metto and mangrove grow, the bee-keeper would
not want to dispose of his bees in May, because
these plants bloom in midsummer; but in all sec-

tions like this where I am, there is only the orange
and saw-palmetto. The former, last spring, was
unusually late, I was told, and I presume the saw-

palmetto is generally in bloom the latter part of

April. Now, it seems the Northern bee-men could

afford to pay a good price for bees, if they could get

them in time for Avhite clover and basswood; and it

seems the Southern man would profit by disposing

of his surplus bees at a moderate price, after the

saw-palmetto bloom fades away; so the difference

between a "good price" and a "moderate price"

would go to help the express companies, that you,

Mr. Editor, seem to have so much sympathy for.

How many bee-keepers in the North are anxious to

undertake Mr. Martin's plan next year? I am anx-

ious to study into the matter, and talk it over with

some of the Florida brethren, and we can let you
know what we are ready to do. Of course, to make
a success of it we must profit by Mr. M.'s experi-

ence. I presume transportation facilities were in-

complete in his case. This place, Orlando, is con-

nected with the North by an all rail foute, and
trains leaving it arrive in New York in 50 hours, and
in Cincinnati in about the same time.

Now in conclusion, Mr. Editor, let me ask you to

make some remarks on the subject— show us your
" German thought and Yankee ingenuity " by plac-

ing before us some of the things which lie behind
the scenes.
My bees have been working nicely for a week or

so on goldenrod and other fall flowers. The weath-

er is delightful. Oranges are not ripe yet; but
lemons are picked before they are yellow, and were
being shipped all last month and this.

Orlando, Fla., Oct. 1.5, 1S8.5. L. W. Gray.
Friend (iray, it does not seem to me as

tlunigh there "is very much left for me to do
in regard to the matter. You in Florida
will have to decide how low you can fiu'nish
bees by tln^ pound, and get your express
a<i;ent to have his company decide how low
they can atford to carry packages of bees by
the hundred pounds—say to New York anil

Cincinnati, as you have it ; then we in the
North will have to decide what we can
afford to pay ; and if we get up a trade, all

that remains is to work out some plan that
will enable the bees to stand a lifty-hour
trip safely. It just now striKes me "that it

would be much more agreeable to the bees,
and better for all parties, if they could be sent
to some Northern point by water instead of
rail. I think they would stand 100 hours by
water better than •"() hours by rail ; and very
likely they would be worth more when they
got to their destination. Can you or some-
body else tell us how many hours it takes a
steamboat to make the trip, and could it not
be managed so that the expense of shipment
would V)e less':' We could not afford to pay
a good price for bees unless they could get
here before the white-clover l)loom. althoiigli

a little further north they might gather
quite a crop of honey, even if they did not
arrive until the tirst'of July. 1 am inclined
to think that nuclei might be lietter than
packages of bees by the pound, because you
could then put in good full combs of brood :

and shipping bees in the shape of brood is a
very compact and safe way. where you can
manage to avoid having the combs broken
down. With wired combs, and transit by
steamship, there ought not to be a bit of
trouble ; and to make the thing work nicely,
some man located at a point where the
steamships stop should buy the bees in large
quantities, keeping, say, 1000 colonies to till

orders. He could then ptirchase large con-
signments, and he could ship l)y express to
the interior of the States, and sell at a mod-
erate figure. The same thing could be done
along the line of our large rivers. We are
doing considerable in this line, but we pur-
chase our bees from parties who raise them
within five or ten miles of us; for we are
not located so that we could afford to pur-
chase profitably from the South.

A NEW NAME FOR HONEY-DEW.

fRIEND ROOT:—I have just read the interest-

ing article by Prof. Cook, on " Plant-louse

Nectar," on page 703, Gleanings for Oct. 15.

I see a distinctive appellation is wanted tnat

will characterize this product, without con-

veying any unpleasant or unfavorable impression,

and yet be literally true. I would suggest that we
call it

PLANT-NECTARINE,*
for the following reasons: Because it is descrip-

tive; it implies the origin and the (juality of this cu-

rious product.

Strictly speaking, its origin is in the plant, although

it undergoes its transformation in the body of the

plant-louse; therefore it may be truly describe* as

p?a»itnectarine. The word "louse" is useless.

The origin of honey is in the flower; but it under-

goes its transformation in the body of the bee. But

we do not use the word "bee" in connection with

honey, and therefore we may dispense with the word
"louse" in this case also; and in getting rid of it we
lose all the unpleasantness that it suggests, and of

which you complain. The same may be said of the

Latin word apis, though it is, perhaps, less objection-
able.

We will not speak of "bug-juice." You rightly

say that both "honey" and" nectar" are misnomers,

when used to describe this secretion; neither is

Prononnced Nek-ta-ri'n, not rine.
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"honey-dew" correct. "Plant-iicctarinc" is both

accurate and de.scripti\e, the real meaning- of the

word ncftarinc being- "sweet as nectar." Hero is a

name that commends itself as being accurate, eii-

l)honious, and descriptive; and it is not Latin, but

musically pure English. FitEDEHicK 1). Wkiu.i'v.

Lane Park, Florida.

So far as I am concenio'd. irifiul \V.. 1

should like the word •• plant iieetarine"' well
eiiougli : but I should he very 'glad to have
Prof. Cook's opinion in regard to the mattei-.

We have had so much trouble and confusion
with names picked up at random in times
past, that 1 should greatly prefer that we
consider well before deciding upon any name.

ANOTHER PLAN FOE MAKING A
QUEEN-CAGE.

s
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A DISEASE OF THE BUOOD THAT IS NOT FOUt,

BKOOD.
1 have harl two cases of diseased lirood, as described

liy Milton Hewitt, on page 699. One colony died

last winter, and the other seems to have been cured
1).\- a change of queen. There was no smell what-
ever. The brood seemed to shrivel up, dry, and be
lemoved by the bees. A frame of bi-ood, with

scaled queen cell, and adhering- bees, taken from
the diseased colouy, and given to a queenless col-

ony, did not carry the disease with it. Both col-

onies were blacks. On page 501 of A. li. J. for 1?83,

Mr. H. L. Jeffrey describes a very similar disease,

under the name of "Desiccated Foul Brood." He
states the disease to be contagious, and much to be
dreaded. Perhaps he can gi\'e us further light on
this question.

The editorial in regard to deep and heavy foun-
dation, vs. shallow and light, leads in the right di-

rection. Hereafter I shall use no foundation in the
brood-chamber heavier than eight square feet to

the pound. My e.vperiments with foundation during
the past two seasons lead me to agree with Messrs.
Doolittle and Hutchinson, that "it doesn't always
pay," when producing comb honey. Still, I am
loth to accept any less perfect work than we get by
using the full wired sheets of foundation.
Mr. Doolittle, I see, has " locked horns " with Mr.

Heddon on the question of preventing after-

.«warms. I must have gotten the "hang" of the
Heddon method, for it works successfully with me,
and I can certainly Ho more tolerate the improve-
ments (?) suggested by Mr. Doolittle than I can the
use of the cumbersome chaff hives. Is not Mr.
Doolltttles cause of failure given in his last para-
grapli on i)age 700. where he says, "When I could
Ik' on hand, etc."?

It is indeed true, that Mr. Heddon has a system
"all his own," and withal so perfect a one that no
progressive bee-keeper who becomes familiar with
its details will practice any other.

How to secure the nectar secreted within reach
of his apiary with the least possible expenditure of
liibor and capital, is the problem that Mr. H. is try-

ing to solve; and all his flxturcs, methods, and
writings tend to its solution. They should be crit-

icised from the standpoint of the specialist only.
The veteran bee keeper of 15 or 20 years' experi-

ence is very apt to become prejudiced and wedded
to his own peculiar fixtures and management, and
so often views with disfavor the innovations and
improvements of this progressive age that we often
prefer the judgment of the enterprising apiarist of
four or five years' standing to that of the life-time
bee-keeper. Dwight Furness.
Furnessville, Ind., Oct. 18, 188.5.

is it a fiist-cla.ss good stout wheelbarrow,
but when the snow comes (and you know it

is coming soon) the Iiandles can "be unscrew-
ed, the wheel taken off, a pair of runners put
on, and—hurrah boys I ain't that a daisy
sleigh? You will see how it is by the pic-

tures below.

SOMETHING FOR THE JUVENILE BEE-
KEEPERS.

A SLEIGH AND WHEEl.UAKKOW ALL IN ONE.

I'H entennising friends who maunfac-
ture tlie •' Bee-keeper's wheelbarrow,''
of whidi we have sold so many, have
finally remembered the small people
usually found around bee - keepers'

homes, and they make us a gas-pipe wheel-
barrow, all iron except the box, on ihe same
plan of their large wbeejb^rrows. Not only

THE SAME, CONVERTED INTO A SLEIGH.

You will notice that the runners are all of
iron, and the sleigh stands up so high that it

will go through deep snow, if need be : and
when you are riding down hill you sit nj)

like a'man. instead of being down nearly
level with the ground. We use a wheel-
barrow here at home a good deal to go to the
postoffice : and when there comes a big snow
the wh.eelbarrow has to be stowed away
somewhere, and the sleigh be got down.
Now, with this arraugcement we can have
them all in one. If there is sleighing, you
are all right; and if there comes a muddy
time in winter, you are all right. I don't
know how long it takes to make the change,
but I presume not very long.
May be you would like to know what this

nice little "implement costs. Well, the price
for the wheelbarrow alone, without any
sleigh attachment, will be SI.50; with run"-

ners added, 2-3 cts. more. For an order of -
at once. 10 per cent off ; o or more at one
lime, lo per cent off. Tens or himdreds
rates given on application. The handles are
of gas-pipe, i inch inside. The weight of
the whole complete, is only 9 lbs.

In regard to the use of such a tool, it

seems to me that it ought to be a paying in-

vestment in any family where there are
small boys; for a" boy only 2i years old can do
considerable marketing, and carry a pretty
fair load with a little cart or wheelbarrow".
You see, we know about tliis at our house,
foriIid)er does quite a good many errands
wit!) his cart and wheelbarrow. Only day
before yesterday he was sent for coal oil, and
brought it back all right, and probably did
it just as well as a man or woman could have
done it. He w ill cai ry cpiite a load of ap-
ples, turnips, sugar, or whatever else maybe
wanted ; and while it is the tallest kind of
fini for him, it saves his mamma a good
many weary steps,
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SHIRKING RESPONSIBILITIES.

WHY FRIEND DANIELS DOESN'T LEND HIS HARROW
ANY MORE.

fRIEND ROOT:—You have told so good a har-

row stori' that comes so near my own experi-

ence iu that line, I am tempted to relate it, as

it will g-ive you one more glimpse of certain

phases of human nature that you rather seem
to think indicate "whole-souled fellows." Well,

here it is:

One morning 1 was accosted thus by Mr. S., a

renter: " Mr. Daniels, Mr. R. sent me down to see if

you could lend me your harrow to put some wheat
in that I am sowing on his place."
" Yes, Mr. S., you can have it. But ! rhall want it

in a few days to put mine in."

"All right; we shall not be using it long."

I waited two weeks before I really had to have it,

and it had not been sent home. Tlien I was in a

hurry, and started to hunt it up. I saw it over in

the middle of the field, where they had finished and
left it. I went to see Mr. S., to have him bring it

home. He said Mr. R. was to furnish him tools;

and if Mr. R. had not taken it home yet it might
stay there. I went to see Mr. K., and told him what
Mr. S. said. Mr. I{. remarked that he didn't borrow
the harrow; and il Mr. S. did not take it borne, he
wouldn't.

I said, " Mr. S. was your tenant, and got the har-

row through your influence, and you ought, as a

gentleman, to bring it home."
He said he told Mr. S. that he could get a harrow

of me, but that was all. I told Mr. R. that if a, ten-

ant of mine should use my word, ami get a tool of

him, I would take it home. He said he was not that

kind. So I took a sled and went after my hai-row.

Such, Mr. Root, is one of in.\ experiences in lend-

ing harrows, and it has done me worlds of good, for

I then and there swore otf from lending a harrow
(that much-abused tool), and I think I have ample
excuse, and have been amply paid for my trouble

in going after my harrow, and all my neighbors

understand it. This is not written for publication.

It is written to you, Mr. Root, and I have given vent

to my feelings to at least one man. Rut I believe

that such examples should be held uj) to the scorn

of the world, and not he considered " whole-souled

fellows." If they should happen to have a handle

to their name, as " Ur.," or "M. D.," it is no better.

I want men who have a sense of justice established

in their hearts. S. Daniels.
Pine Grove, O.

I hare given place to tlie above, because il

illustrates so well the point I wish to bring
out. There are many quite good peoi)le in

this world wlio are in the liabit of doing
something (]uite like tlie neighbors mention-
ed above, in claiming lliai they liave wrong-
ed no one. Now, the truth is,'that responsi-
bilities rest on us a great many times when
we have individually been in no'way at fault.

A few days ago a paragraph in the news-
papers mentioned the ease of a young wo-
man who jumped into a canal to rescue a
drowning boy. Some men stood around,
but made no attempt to do anything to save
him. They might have said, *' The boy got
into the canal himself ; we had nothing to do
with it whatever." They might have gone
further, and claimed it was none of their
business. But it is our business—everv one

of us, to help anybody who is suffering, and
it seems awful to think there are people who
will borrow tools, and refuse to bring them
home, under just such circumstances as the
one mentioned above. One claims that the
responsibility rests upon " t'other man." and
'' t'other man "' claims just the reverse.
Friend Daniels, suppose you put the matter
this way :

" Suppose, neighbor, I had refus-
ed to lend my haiTow. w'ho would have been
the sufferer V" The moral seems to be, that
it is a very bad practice indeed to get in a
way of borrowing, or lending either.
Not an hour ago 1 sent for a mortar-box

which has been lent for several months. 1

wanted a mason to go to work at the walls
of a gieenhouse. before our pleasant fall

weather was ended. In fact, a storm is

pending just now. AVhen one of my men
got there Avith my horse and wagon tlie box
was in use, and they could not spare it with-
out very great lroid)le and expense, so he
came back without it. If I should stop right
here you might reasonably accuse me of the
same unchantableness I have been talking
about so much lately ; but I am very glad to
lie able to add, that the neighbor who was
using it sent word to me that I should go to

work' and make a new one at lii^i cjcinmsi.

Now, that is what 1 call Christianlike. I

felt happy al)Out il as soon as the message
was delivered ; but instead of putting our
neighbor to this expense I concluded to take
the risk of putting my work off one day
more ; and even if it does rain, I am not go-
ing to feel cross about it.

HOW TO SELL COMB HONEY AT
PAIRS.

LSI) SO.MLTIIlNCi AUf)lT TUK WIDTH Of SECTION.-*

TH.VT WILI, UK WANTED KOII NEXT SEASON.

E take the following from the Canndl-
an Bee-Journal of Sept. HO :

At the Toronto Exposition it was veri
easy lor a person passing through the hon-
ey-house to i)eroei\(' the siinplc and easy

method oi'disposing ol scciioiis wliicli had been but
partially tilled out. 'riiousaiiils of sictions may be
sold at every fair l>v the method there adopted. We
think the credit is due Mr. .1. B. Hall, of Woodstock,
as the tirst who eoinnieiu'ed selling in this way. It
is (lone by cutting the sections from corner to cor-
ner, niakint; four triangular pieces, laying them
down on the wood, slmwing otf the honey to the best
pdssitilc advantage. The pieces sell xcry rapidly at
ti\-e cents each. gi\ing you twenty cents tor each
section. It would not jniy to take sections tlnit con-
tained a full ])ound or more ol honcx , iimi cut them
in this way. Every year liee-keepirs aic getting
more and more into the ha!:)it of using thinner sec-
tions; and we are becoming convinced that sections
more than Ifi or I's inches are too thick to be prof-
itable. We do not think many of our customers
will use sections thicker than l^^a inches, perhaps
not that thick, ('titling up the sections, and selling
the pieces at five cents each at the e-xhibition, has
becorpe so popular that there must have been twen-
ty-live or fifty thousand people fed with honey dur-
ing the two weeks' fair.

We intended to try the above at our own
county fair; but unfortunately otn* apiary
of about 4(10 hives is less than a fourth of a
mile from the fair-ground, and there were so
many bees around our honey-stand during
the whole three days of the fair that we
dared not undertake to cut up comb honey.
—I agree with friend Jones exactly in regard
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to the width of our section boxes ; and my
opinion is, that very few will be called for
wider than H inches, after bee-keepers get
nsed to this thickness. Of course, they do
not hold a pound : but as comb honey is al-

ways sold by the weight with us. I do not
think it will be an objection. On the con-
trary, I think more honey can be sold in a
package costing at retail from lo to is cents.
than by using a section that holds more. At
least, that is the case in our vicinitv.

KEPORT OF, THE CONVENTION IN
THE CANADIAN NORTHWEST.

A nEPOUT FROM MANITOBA.

fHlNKlNG perchance it might he nt some in-

terest to yon to hear what is l)ein{r done in

apiculture in this far-ofl Canadian North-

west, I beg- to report that, during the time of

the Manitoba Provincial E.\hibition last

week, a convention of bee-men took place, and an
organization under the title of the " Manitoba Bee-

Keepcrs' Association " was formed, with Chief-

.Tustice Wallbridge, President: Thos. Collins, Vice-

President, and J. Hammond, lion. Sec. An ex-

change of experiences among the brethren elicited

the following facts:

1. That cellar wintering with chafl' packing had

i-esulted most successfully in this part of the world

during- the past exceptionally severe winter.

2. That there is with us, owing to the numerous
and varied sources of supply, an uninterrupted

flow of honey and pollen from the very first open-

ingof spring bloom till the occurrence of frost; and
that, except when hindered from working by bad

weather or high winds, which are very prevalent

here, or from defective management, the bees con-

tinue brood - rearing without a break thi-oughout

the entire season.

My queens are still laying at date of writing,

without the .stimulus of feed. In this connection,

Mr. Vaughan, of Selkirk, Manitoba, stated he had

started in the spring with one nucleus, and from
this had resulted no less than seven swarms, five of

ihem in strong condition. Our brother being anx-

ious to secure at least some surplus honey, was not

quite satisfied with this state of things; but, by the

way, friend Hoot, wliat a glorious time he might
liave had if he were only running a " bees by the

pound" business!

:!. That our work this year woulil furnish but a

very imperfect clew as to the favorableness or oth-

erwise of the past season for honey, as all the

brethren had been running mainly for increase of

colonies with surplus honey put down as a seconil-

ary consideration. It is my opinion, howevei-, that

the frequent vecuri-enee of higli winds and wet and
cloudy weather that characterized the greatei- i)art

of the summer, warrants me in placing the lion(>>-

harvest at away below the average.

Jit our exhibition the entries in the bee-line were
as follows : Three of Italian bees, two of comb honey,

one of strained, and one of implements—not a large

exhibit, you may say; liut recollect, it is only a be-

ginning, and, judging from the zeal and enthusiasm
evinced by the brethren at; the convention, there

will be a very different turnout next year.

Friend Root, to appreciate our work it must be

borne in mind that we are all novices, struggling

against severe and untried climatic conditions, so

that our efforts in a measiire must necessarily

partake of the nature of experiments. We have
much to learn, and perhaps quite a little to unlearn,

in order to adapt our methods to the requirements
of the country. Nevertheless 1 am convinced we
have good material in our new bee-keepers' asso-

ciation, such as will by no means be content to ac-

cept whatever dilticulties there may be in the way
as impediments to successful bee-keeping in Mani-
toba. J. Ham.moxu.
Winnipeg, Can.

Friend 11. . wiierever it will p;iy to raise
bees by the pound.it will certainly pay to
raise honey; for l)ees never breed in the
way you mention, unless there is honey
to be obtained : and wiien you build up tb

strong colonies, instead of encouraging in-

crease so much, you will lind that you will
have good crops of honey.

DO BEES STEAL EGGS?

ITALIAN THIKF STRAINS AN KC.C, OF
gi'EEN.

A nr-ArK

§
BEING friend Knox's article, headed " Where
did the egg come from V" has induced me to

give my experience with a nucleus colonj' of

Italians. I made the nucleus the 1st of Ma3',

composed of four frames. They raised me u

fine queen from an egg. I introduced this queen to

a colony of blacks w-heu one day old. I gave the

nucleus a cell just sealed. This one hatched in due
time. I took this queen away and gave them the

second cell. They hatched this cell in five or six

days, and killed the young queen next day alter

hatching. I let them go five days—no young brood,

no eggs, no cells started, so 1 gave them the third

cell. Q'hey killed this queen after hatching. I then
thought 1 would let them have their own way, and
go without a queen, which they did for three weeks.

Then I thought I would give them some eggs from a

choice queen from Dr. .7. P. H. Brown. Ouopening
the hive to give the eggs, behold my surprise to find

a queen-cell about half built, with a very young lar-

va in it, two or three days old. I kn(!w at once they

had gotten it somewhere else, so I did not give the

eggs, and in 13 days they hatched this queen, and I

tell you she was as black as a crow. This is a case

Ijeyond a doutit. where an Italian thief stole a black

egg.

This (|ueon I kept until Iut brood was iiatched,

and they were couunon blacks.

now A V()IN(! l^l'EEN KlF.F.El) llEH WOILD-IIE HI-
VAI, IN THE CEI.I..

I also held a frame containing a queen-cell about

ready to hatch, and saw a young (jueen just five

hours old cut a hole in the side of it, and deliberate-

ly sting the young (lueen within the cell. She re-

peated the sting three times, and then went on, 1

suppose looking for another. The bees went to

work at once to tear down aud drag out the dead

queen, and in about luilf an hour they had the job

completed. Now, friend Hoot, if these facts are

worth publishing, you are welcome to them.
U. B. Williams.

Winchester, Tenn., Sept. ~'(i, 1885.

Friend W., you have given us something
very important indeed. We had long ago
suriiiised that bees do. under certain circum-
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stances, steal eggs ; and your singular ex-
periment seems, so far as I can see, to be
evidence almost positive. The next ques-
tion is. How did that Italian bee succeed in
getting access to a brood-comb ? If the bee
slipped into a black colony in the way that
robbers do. and obtained an egg, and got i

out again, it is one of the most wonderful
promptings of instinct that have ever been
recorded. This worker-ljee was a hero. The
safety of the whole colony depended upon

i

him, and he, like a brave patriot, risked his
|

life for the possible chance of obtaining re-

lief for the rest of his fellows, and succeeded.
We have had record before, of tlie way in
which a young queen cuts open the queen-
cells and stings the occupant, but your ac-
count of it is very plain and clear evidence.
Many thanks for your communication.

FALSE STATEMENTS IN REaARD TO THE HON-

.EY BUSINESS 0? OUE COUNTRY.

As a protection to our bee-keeping population, we propose in
this department to publish the names of newspapers tiiut per-
sist in publishing false statements in regard to the purity of
honey which we as bee-keepers put on the market.

fpl
HE following is sent us, clipped from

l''
the JST. Y. NV'eekly Tribune of Oct. 7:

^ COUNTEUPEIT "COMU IIONEV."

Mr, George A. Stockvvell draws attention to
what we have reason to Relieve is a widely

prevalent and g-rowing evil— tht- aihiltcrai i>in of
noney, not only by inixinu- a lai-ji-c iXTccntaf^c <.t

fi-lucose with the extractcil prodiicl. hut li.\- iTicaiis

of "fed apiaries," wlicic sii^;!n- inul waici- is sup-
plied to the bees, which ilc|Misit it in ilic rcnili. He
tells T/iC iV. B. FnrnK/- that "the market isfjiiitted"
with this counterfeit, ami yives the lullowiuji items
of observation and experience:
The bee-keeper delights to watch the bees as they

come and go. Jii the busy season they drop iii)oii

the alighting-lioard as fast as drojis of rain, and
faster than man can count they aie leiMing the en-
trance for the fields. Tlie ceaseless iicu\ity is in-

spiring as well as interesting. Hut in !i fed apiary
the scenes are different. Tlie young bees and the
drones may play in the sun in front oi the hive, but
the hurrying workers are not seen as in otiier apia-
ries. Where are they? They are within the lii\e

carrying syrup frotn the feeder tn t he eomh-- 'l'l:f.\

are active, but active in what / In ronntei-ieiimv :

The blame lies with the bee-mastei-, who (mplo.Ns
bees to build eomt) around suLjar s.\ inp that he may
sell for honey. There is inDlit in selling for twenty-
flve cents what cost live eeiits or less, but, in tlie
long run, there is no i)r()lit in dishonest v.

The honey olitMiiied by feeding granulated-su-ai-
syrup has an attraeli^(' appearance in the eoniii.

It is white, so eulled, l.iit there is also a ilnll, Idnish
tinge that tells its history at onee to the practiced
eye. If this counterfeit w<?re sold on its merits, no
one would complain; but it is sold for honey. A
bee-keeper carried to market luire com It iioney.
Some of it was white, not the bluish white, some
was darlc, and some yellow. The dealer would not
buy. "1 could never sell it," he said; "but if you
can produce honey like this" (pointing to a can of
sugar honey), " I can dispose of it." Tlie bee-keep-
er was disgusted. His pure honey could not com-
pete and win with sugar and water. Let luiyers
demand honey, and not accept at any price what is

not honej-. That will give sugar and water a cold
shoulder, and drive it out of the market.

Now, if we knew where Mr. George A.
Stockwell lives we might have some chance
of refuting this slander on our industry. If
there is an apiary in our land where comb
honey is produced by feeding bees sugar
syrup, let us hold the man up until he quits
the business. I do not believe there is a
word of truth in the statement, that adul-

terated honey ever brought a better price
than a good quality of the genuine article.

Will the Tiibune please take notice, that
they are greatly wronging an honest and
hard-working class of people by giving place
to statements like the above. Vhich are en-
tirely untruthfulV

ANOTHER.
1 mail you a copy of the Lafayette Dailxi Journal,

which has an article on first page, headed "The
Busy Bees' Occupation Gone." Please read it.

Oxford, Ind. .lAS. Campbell.

Below is the extract from the Dailv Jimr-
iml, of Oct. KJ:

THE BUSY BEES' OCCUPATION GONE.
The spurious honey is now put up in little square

boxes, which sell for from twenty to thirty cents a
pound". It looks like honey, and it is said that it

takes an excellent judge to tell that it is a fraud on
the bee.
The comb is manufactured with such skill that

but few can tell it from the genuine article. It i.s

made from iiaralline or beeswax, and the honey is

blown into it by machinery.
Another kind is put up in glass vessels like ordi-

nary .iclly-packages, the center of which contains a
piece of honey-comb, and the honey Is madts by
jiouring about six parts of glucose around one part
of Iioney in the comb. Some of it is adulterate<l
with glucose, some with cnite sugar, with the syrilp
of iiuH'rted caiK' sugar and others by heating tn-di-

nary sugar with an acid; but it all resembles hon-
ey, and to a certain extent has its tlavor and odor.

As tliere is no name or signature to the
above item, we are forced to believe that it

is an editorial, or written by one of the re-

porters. Will our friends of the Journul
lake notice, tli.il the above is absolutely
false, and that we have for more than a year
been trying to tind out a single case t)f tlie

kind mentioned. Tlie comb honey in little

square boxes is genuine bees' Iioney; and not
even an attempt has ever been made to imi-
tate it. We stand ready to go to any need-
ful expense to ferret out' this whole matter,
and prove what we say. There is this much
truth in regard to tlie last part of the para-
gra])h. There are glass vessels on the mar-
ket, containing a piece of genuine comb
honey: Imt as all Iioney candies as soon as
tlic 'ivcather becomes moderately cool, the
proprietors of this kind of package use what
tliey call corn syru]) to pour around the hon-
ey—or rather, perhaps, a mixture of honey
and corn syrup ; but every jar of this honey
has the matter fully explained by a label, so
that every purchaser knows exactly what he
is getting. If honey can be procured that
will not candy at the approach of cool weath-
er, it would probably be used instead. So
far as manufacturing comb honey is con-
cerned, it is both untrue and impossible.

Please read this little slip of paper; and as you
read, understand it was clipped from that best of

all agricultural journals, the Rural Neu--Yorker. If

you think best to notice it in Gle.\nings, do so.

Borodino, N. Y., Oct. Ifi, 1885. G. M. Doolittle.
S. W. M., Griffin, Ga.—Bishop Clark, of Rhode Is-

land, in a late New-York papei-, says that men,
without the aid of bees, now make and sell "comb
honey," in which neither wax nor honey is used;
that the comb is made of paraffine, and filled with
substance resembling honey. If this is true, it is a
death-blow to the honey trade; if not true, the
agricultural press ought to contradict it.

Ans.—It is probably true; but the sale of such
imitations must be limited to those ignorant of the
properties of genuine honey. Such concoctions
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will not be a death-blow to the honej- trade any
more than the sale of oleomarg-arine and similar
imitations has been a death-blow to the dairy busi-
ness. Of course, such frauds injure lair trade, but
they can not destroy it.

Many thanks, friend V.. for the clipping
you send us. You are ri},'ht in protesting,
when things come to such a pass that men
so well posted as the managers of the liural
3'ei'>yor^'C/' should print such things. I re-

fer to the single expression in their answer,
•• It is probably true." Now, friends of the
Bund Neic-T<n-kei\ and the rest of the agri-
cultural press of America, if nothing else

will satisfy you that you are misled and
humbugged, 1 will pay SIOOO to any man or
woman who will show me an establishment
where they make and sell comb honey in

which neither wax nor honey is used. Now,
will our friends of the agricultural joifrnals

please be as willing to put down a damaging
slander as they have been to give it publici-
ty? They can, any of them, easily satisfy
themselves as to whether I am good for the
offer I have made.
To show the estimation in which fraudu-

lent bee-keepers are held by the different
bee-journals, and by apiarians as a class, we
have only to clip the following item from
the very next column of the Tribune from
which the extract on preceding page was
made:
Mrs. Lizzie E. Cotton. West Gorham, Maine, is re-

ferred to as a "fraud" by The InduKtriHl Ji>urnal,
which states that all the apiciultural papers reject
her advertisement, and accuses her, amonp other
delinquencies, of having' "advocated feeding- bees
BUg-ar and calling it honey."

A BEGINNERS EXPERIENCE.

SOMETHING PIIOM THE PLACE WHERE .MH. r.AXa-

STHOTH LIVES.

"T HAVE a few suggestions regai-ding- bee-keeping:,

M and I thoug-ht I would submit them to you for

^l your opinion. In bee-keeping I do not claim
"* to be any thing but an amateur. Three years

ago I bought one swarm from Bro. Mc Cord, of

this place. By close attention, and the assistance of

the A B (", I got along flnelj', losing but one swarm
in hiving-. Last fall I closed the season with 33

swarms in good condition. I was called away from
home in October for some three weeks, and busi-

ness was i)res8iug me so close I did not find time to

look at bees again until January, when on opening

1 found two swarms starved to death, and several

short of honey; but 1 began feeding strong, and

j)ulled them through till April, when they began to

drop otr, and continued to until 1 had only five

stands, and they in a weak condition. One of them
was queenless. I succeeded in saving the live, and

now have increased them to tlfteen. All have lay-

ing queens, and, as father Langstroth says, my
chances are good to pull them througli by a little

feeding.

1 came near being a blind bee-man a couple of

weeks ago. I found that the moths were working in

some of our frames, and concluded to sulphur

them on a large scale, so I gathered u\) seven Sim-

plicity hives, leaving the lower two empty. I then

placed a coal-oil cook-stove in the bottom of the

bive, with a small iron vessel to hold the sulphur.

The sulphur part was a success, of course. A col-

umn of niue Simplicity hives, one on top of the

other, with a cover on the top, made a splendid

smoke-house. So far, so good. 1 took my hives

down, and found the moths all dead. I then put the

frames away; but when I went to put the stove

away it would not move. 1 think in raising the

stove out of the bottom hive I threw the flame

down in the stove, which caused the explosion. 1

was burned pretty badly on head and face, but my
eyes were not injured, though my eyelashes were
singed. I would advise all persons to put out the

flame entirely when they attempt to move a stove.

I shall the next time.

I send you a sample feeder. A bee can not drown
in it. You can use it outside or inside of hives.

You. can regulate the flow just as you want it.

You can use it to furnish water inside of hives,

when'j'ou are feeding sugar; and the beauty of it

is, almost every home in the land has feeders on
hand. I send you a small one for sample. 1 have
them up to a qiutrt in size. If you wish a freer

flow of honey, you have only to take the scissors and
cut a few more notches, and bend those back. I

send you one more miniature sample of my winter

feeder, embracing the Hill device for clustering,

and feed at hand in shape of candied sugar,

r also claim that the candj- will absorb some if not

all the moisture, which is so damaging to bees, and
also keep the candy in better shape for food. My
object in dividing the sugar-frame is, that when
one portion is taken out, by having- a duplicate

mold you can make another cake of candy, and in-

sert it when needed. The first expense would be
trifling; anj' bee-keeper could make the frame and
the mold to run his candy blocks in. I think bj-

using this, if extremely cold weather should catch

a swarm in a part of the hive where honey is scarce,

they would have feed at hand. If hung in the shape
of the Hill device, would it not tend to cluster them
more in the center of the hives? This feeder is in-

tended to cover all the frames in the hive. I have
put a portable portico to some of your chaff hives,

to rest the feeder on, and to others a simple rest for

feeder.

Father Langstroth was out yesterday, and says

my stocks are in splendid condition, and I certainly

have the bees. With a little more feeding 1 am
safe. The season has been poor here. One of our
largest bee-keepers has lost some stands from
starvation this summer. Horace WEr.r.s.

Oxford, Ohio, Sept. 3, 188.'..

Fiiend W., I am inclined to tliink that
the oil used in yom- coal-oil stove was of a
poor quality, or such an explosi(m would not
lune resulted. I ha\e often fumigated
comlts in the way you mention, only 1 had
a box at the bottom, with a door init, so a
dish of live coals cotild be set in through the
door, and a roll of brimstone afterward
thrown on the coals.—The sample feeder
you send is only a modilication of the
Haines feeder, shown in our price list and
A 15 C book. .V glass tumbler inverted in a
saucer will answer the same i>urpose, only
you can not snip into the edge of the tum-
bler with a i>air of scissors, as you can a tin

cup or tin can. 1 will explain to" our readers,
that the winter feeder is a little frame with
partitions across, and the space between the
partitions is tilled with candy. This might
have some advantages, but lumps of candy
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laid on top of the frames answer almost as
well. AVe are very glad indeed to get a word
from our good old frit^nd Mr. Jiangstroth,
and rejoice that he is al)Ie to be out among
the bees.

j

book fully, friend G. Laying queens are
j

always much easier to introduce than virgin
i queens : and tlie only rea.son why we go to
' this extra In '

"
'

BUILDING UP NUCLEI IN FLORIDA.
IS A QUEEN'S PHOLIFICXESS IMPAIRED BV KEEP-

ING HEK CONSTANTLY AT WORK FOR
MANY MONTHS?

HAVE received and read Gleanings for .Sept.

., 15. Ihopedjto see an article in it bj' an ex-

perienced bee-keeper, on " Building- up Nu-
clei;" but us I am disappointed, I shall ask

you to give n)c foot-notes in reference tn :i

few questions.

Suppose 1 want to increase my nunil)er of col-

onies. After building up a nucleus to a full colony,

then dividing that colony and keep on feeding iill

it builds up again, then dividing that colony again,

will the old rjuecn continue laying as well as at

first, or does she need rest? If she will not lay as

well, or needs rest, how many divisions would you
advise?

Beginning to feed a nucleus a small amount of

sugar, and increasing the amount as it increases in

bees, what amount of sugar do you think you would
ho apt to be feeding by the time it gets to be a full

colony ?

Suppose it is summer, or think of me down hei-{!

in a summer land (by the way, r want to name my
apiary the "Summerland Apiary," if you do not

know of any by this name), and you wish to stop

increasing, would you stoj) at nnce. or would you
diminish the feed gradually?

QUESTIONS FOIt MR. DOOI.ITTI.E.

In (JLKANiNOS for Aug. 15, on page .')r>T, in the last

two sentences you speak of introducing virgin

queens. Now, under this same cirenmstance — as

introducing a laying (jueen would certainly lie of

advantage — do jou not introduce laying queens
when you have them on hand? If not, why not?

Are the bees more likclj' to kill a laying (jueen?

Would you advise a bee-keeper to follow th(> plan
of introducing laying queens when he has them
under the above circumstance? I work my bees
for comb honey, and like your opinion on 'any
thing relating to the working of bees for comb
honey. L. W. CiRAV.
Troy, Fla., Sept. :','>, 1S8.1.

Friend G., 1 have never been able to see
that a i|ueen was injured, or made any
shorter-lived. Iiy keeyjing her at work con-
tinually. Eveii the i)ueens that 1 kepi lay-
ing through the winter, iti my greenhouse
experimen^ts, seemed to lay just as well
when spring came as those tlial had had a
rest.—In regard to the amount of sugar re-
quired, it is almost impossible to give any
answer, so much depemls upon the number
of bees you feed, and that depends upon the
prolittcness of the queen ; also as to whether
they get any assistance by way of stores in
the fields. You can stop increasing at once
or not, just as you choose. Cutting off the
rations suddenly may make the bees cross
for a day or two, but I can not see that it

does any harm otherwise.—If you will ex-
cuse me for partially answering the ques-
tion you addressed to friend I)., I would
suggest that you Jjave not read your ABC

I introduce virgin queens
t tliat they are always

uibl»

is because of the f;

recogni'/.ed as l)eing ditlicult to introduce un-
der almost any (urcumstauces. Of course,
the same plan would answer for introducing
laying (lueens, but no one would think of
going to all this pains when we have estab-
lished plans so much simpler.

PREVENTING AFTER-SWARMS.
SDMK'i KTHER FROM FRIKND HEDPON.

0Xj)age T').'., Bro. Doolittle rather chides me,
and insinuates that I am prone to blind ad-

herence to certain petted plans. I hope and
trust I am not guilty of any such non-pro-

gressive tendencies. 1 mean that my future
works shall prove that I am not. Bro. D. thinks I

am too conservative, because 1 do not at least try

his additions to my plan of preventing after-

swarms. I can not agree with him regarding the
cause of my refusal to test the said additions. The
real reasons are these:

1. .\s Dr. Miller recently stated, there are certain

nnitters and ])rinciples, connected with our pur-

suit, that a bee-keeper of average intelligence and
considerable experience can correctly decide upon,
without troubling himself to put to practical test.

2. I do not need to test the speed and efficiency of

additions and comi>licatioiis that are in no way
needed.

The plan, as I have heretofore given it to your
readers, being speedy and simple, worked perfectly

with me, with many colonies, and in different sea-

sons; and had it not, you may lie sure I would not

hav(< jiresented it to the pufdic. Many have been
the ))rivate reports reganling the success with it;

and I am of the opinion, that, while it may be true

that it is one of the methods that will vary in vary-

ing localities, still the usual cause of failure is due
to imperfections in the detail manipulation.

I'erhaijs in Uro. Doolittk's locality his bees are

not workirig lively in the fields from hives that

have cast prime swarms seven days previously, and
he, having alisorbed the npirit of the i)lan, wittingly

added the jirecautionary measure of making the

rcfuioval of the old colony, only when the young
bees were out for their exercising and localizing

flights. Thus by the use of his native tact and clear

understanding of the jtrineiples of this method, he

can now say, with the rest of us, " Success is mine,"

iiR'urring no added manipulation, only the extra

care of watching for the exercising flights above
referred to.

Bro. D.'s "explanation " fif where my old colony

get^bees with which to form these second swarms
is not at all satisfactory to me. My bees never act

as he describes, in this locality.

My experience in manipulating bees, and the im-

plements connected with them, tells me, without

any practical tests, that my plan, when hampered
with his additions, as given on page .'jJSe, is no im-

l)ro\iuent over allowing the old colonies to cast

their after-swarms, and our hiving them, as of old.

This is true of any apiai-y as well equipped for nat-

ural increase as are mj' own.
Regarding the "chaff hives " and "Simplicity
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frames," as mentioned by Bro. D. on page 705, he

does me injustice. TIn-ee times I have tested tene-

ment hives—twice on an extensive scale. I have

never opposed the Simplicity frame. Who would
he so weak as to imagine a practical choice, in

point of principle, between frames 9>8X17;'8 and

A'aXlT'-a? Cf?rtainly, no one. I once opposed call-

ing the latter size the standard Langstroth frame.

My grounds were well taken, and conceded; and
to-day said frame is known by its own true name,

the " Simplicity frame."

You may rest assured that the readily movable
shade-board and weight (stone), " readily movable,"

honey-board, and nonerasive crayons, will all stay

by me, till some one points out something that is

better, when expense, dispatch, and profit are con-

sidered. James Heddon.
Dowagiac, Mich.

May I suggest, now, friends Heddon and
Doolittle, that we let this matter drop be-
fore it gets into any thing more like a con-
troversy, for we certainly have no space to
spare? Friend Doolittle did not mean to
(;aiTy the idea, I feel sure, that there would
be aiiy practical difference in the working
of the Simplicity and Langstroth frame,
although I must confess he left it in a way
that would look somewhat so.

CLIPPING QUEENS.

HOW TO MARK THEM, ETC.

I
OU three years I did not practice clipping my
queens, and I hardly ever had a colony to

swarm; but we had more or less troublein hiv-

ing the swarm, in our endeavor to get them
tocluster,orto get them downandin the hive.

I remember on one Sabbath afternoon, while I

was at a relative's near by, that a younger brother

came for me, saying, "George, the bees are swarm-
ing:" On getting home 1 found others of the fam-
ily trying to keep them from absconding, by throw-

ing water, clods, sticks, and whatever was most con-

\enient, among them, all to no purpose, for they

seemed bound to go away. I joined with the others,

and after much hard work we finally got them set-

tled on a fence-post at the further end of the lot,

and with much difficulty we got them hived.

Now, this was not only hard work, but very an-

noying, as we presented a veritable show to many
passers-by who had stopped to watch us, and to our
neighbors, as we were where we could be plainly

seen from the street in front and from the side

street.

On another occasion, before our eyes, almost in

our face, out came a swarm led by a queen which
Ave considered the most valuable in our apiary, and
off tliey went like a streak to the far-off woods.
On a third occasion, in May of the first ye»r, I

clipped my queens. 1 had gone on an errand down
street, and on coming back I found a swarm in the

air, which had just come out; my two brothers

were throwing water among them; mother was
beating a pan, and a next-door neighbor was ring-

ing a dinner-bell. Well, it was laughable to me,
and 1 did laugh. The queen was clii)ped, but I had
forgotten to toll the folks how to hive a swarm with
a clipped queen. I told them to stop; that I would
soon hive them, which I did by picking up the
queen, casing her, reuioviug the old liiye, placing

a new hive on old stand, and as soon as the bees be-

gan to return I let the queen run in with them, and
all was done.

We now hive all of our swarms in this way, ex-

cepting that we sometimes use a swarm-catcher,

and know it to be the easiest, quickest, most con-

venient, and handiest way: besides, we never lose

any swarms as we did with the old method. Wo
now have the other folks so instructed, that, if 1

am absent, any of them can hive a swarm.
We have lost but one clipped queen by swarming,

and that one was stepped on by a visitor.

I don't think that the bees are any more disposed

to supersede a clipped queen than any other. If

they do supersede one they would do it any way,
even if she had two full wings.

Laying every thing else aside, there is another
very important reason why I would clip my queens,

and itis this: That I so ciiy) th2m as to mark them;
and whenever I see one I know immediately how-

old she is. To mark them I clip the right wing of

this year's queens obliquely off; of ne.vt year's

queens, the left obliquely off; of the next year's

queens, the right square off; and of the next year's

queens, the left square olf. Thus I have my queens
marked for four years; and if I had any queen that

I wished to keep five or six years, I would clip both
wings; and I assure you this would do the queen
no harm, as 1 have had queens with both wings
clipped off' close to the body, and they were just as

good as any others. It is my opinion, that those

who clip their queens, and make complaint that

they are then superseded, etc., injure them while

performing the operation.

REVERSIBLE FRAMES AND SECTIONS.
Although many of our best apiarians use reversi-

ble frames, I can not see that, in my method of

manipulating the bi-ood-frames, it would be of any
benefit to me. I send you to-day a sample of our
queen - excluding honey - board. You will notice

that the slots are just 1-^3 inches from center

to center. I space my brood - frames just the

same. I make my sections I'ji inches wide, and my
section-rack reversible, which I set directly on the

queen-excluder, which lies directly on the frames;

thus we have no bee-space, but get our sections as

near the brood as possible. When the sections are

about half full I reverse my rack, thus getting the

comb built as firmly to the bottom of section as to

the top. This is of much importance to the bee-

keeper who sells his honey away from home, as it

is not nearly so liable to break down. It also pre-

sents a much finer appearance.
I beg leave to differ with Dr. Besse and Wm. F.

Clarke, although they are in the senior class, both as

regards age and experience, while I am in the

junior, in the matter of having our colonies go into

winter quarters small instead of large and strong.

My crpc/ic/icp has taught me to have strong colonies

in the fall, if I wish to make the most profit from
my bees the next season; and here I would caution

beginners in regard to this matter, and say, always
keep your colonics strong.

I heartily indorse sister Culp's method of setting

away full combs during the honey season, to re-

place empty ones in the fall.

Geo. F. Williams, 30—77.

New Philadelphia, Ohio, Oct. 8, 1883.

Thanks, friend W., for your sample of
queen - excluding honey-board ; but I can
pot see that your arrangement gives us
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(luite the facilities which are offered by a
reversible frame. Tli^, board is not materi-
ally different from the Hutchinson honey-
board, except tliat tlie slots run the whole
length of the honey-board. Our objection
to this plan was, that so long a slot, and also
so long a strip of wood between each two
slots, made the possibility of variations in
tlie width of the slot much greater : that is.

these narrow, slender pieces of wood are
much more liable to twist or sway a little

than if staved every two or three inches.

FOOT-POWER SAWS FOR BEE -HIVE
MAKING.

STIIJ. FlHTtr?:i{ I.MPR(JVE.MKNTS .IIST liltltlHillT

OUT uy AV. f. & J. ijaum;s.

LTIK )UGiI foot-power is hardly suffi-

cient foi- making bee-hives in any con-
siderable nund)er, yet such machines
will always prove a' boon to nearly all

who are just commencing in bee cul-
ture, or who are located in places remote
from power-mills. Our enterprising friends
who make the machine shown below have.
I believe, for years taken the lead in ma-
chines of almost all kinds to be worked by
foot-power. Althougii we have not had the
new machine yet so as to test it. we judge
by the engraving and their descriptitJU that
it is ahead of any thing heretol'orc in the
market. We can furnish them at exactly
the same prices we have been selling 'their

old style; viz.. S3/>.()() for the saw as sliown
below, or $40.00 with the scroll-saw attach-
ment. The latter is needed but little it' any
for plain hive-making. From the altov'e

prices we can make a discount of -j oer cent
where cash accompanies the order. \Ve also
include a cloth-bound A B (' book with each
machine, as it contains very full directions
for using the foot-))ower buz/.-saws. iJelow
is a cut of the machine, and e\plaualor> re-

marks bv the manufacturers:

machine is the result of our experience during the

last ten years in foot-power machiaery, and we be-

lieve it is safe to say that there is little room for

further improvement. We have put out aeonsidcr-

able number of these machines, many with those

acquainted with our old style, and in every in-

stance we have expressions of satisfaction. The
peculiar arraufrement of parts avoids any strain on
belts to cause friction, and yet there is no slippinj;

of belts. The machine runs without noise, and has
g-reat power to execute the work. The gauges and
adjusting parts for the various kinds of work to

which it is adapted are all handy, and easily

managed. For bee-keepers' use we believe it to be
all that thc\- can ask, and on our regular terms of

trial. None will lie returned because they fail to

do the work. Wo still sell our machines subject to

trial, asking no one to keep any machine that is not

suited to his use, after he has tested it in his shop.

W. F. & .lOHN IJ.\UXES Co.

Kockford, 111.. Oct. IT, l,S8.->.

IMl'llOVEMENT IN THE H.VKXES FOOT-l'OWEK SAW.
This improved combined saw will take the same

attachments, in substantially the same manner of

our old combined; viz., the scroll - saw - boring at-

faclimont, antl tlje cutter- heads, Tbe jriiproyc.']

DO MARTINS EAT BEES?

liKO.NKS, IICT NOT WOKKEHS, THE VlCTl.MS.

JH.WE been reading in the last Gle.4NIxc;s a

complaint about martins eating bees, and wish

to state that it is a well-authenticated fact that

they do eat bees. But, what kind of bees do

they eatV Has it ever bten proven that they

eat worker-beesV I have a nice martin-box in

front of my house, and it is tilled with birds every

season, and my apiary is on the other side of the

house. T have given much time during the past

season to determine, if I could, whether they caught

workers or not, and 1 am not able to say that they

do. One thing I have demonstrated, that when

j

drones are out during the last half of .luly and Au-
gust, that tlie birds are out also, and I have seen

them take drones, one after another in quick suc-

cession, luit I h;ive never seen them touch a laden

worker, thougli they were Hying right among them
where there were hundreds coming in.

My bees have done better since I have had mar-

tins than ever before, and 1 think they are a help to

tlie bees when they are driving out drones, if not at

other times. I thought, however, that they might,

through mistake, pick up a queen, and so be a dam-

age to the bees; but I don't know it to be a fact. I

think it is about the same with king-birds as with

martins. 1 watched some during the past season,

'i'hey would take theirjstand on a tall dead-toppeil

tree near my ajiiaiy. I took my gun, and went out

to investigate, intending t<»bring.down the flr.st one

that took a laden worker, and so be sure in relation

to the matter. Hut I didn't have occasion to shoot.

It is singular how far they will sight a drone. I

have seen them leave their perch, and, with almost

lightning speed, go from 00 to T.5 yards, -when, snap!

you would bear their bills, and another drone is not.

The above is the sum and substance of my observa-

tions during the season just past.

We had a splendid yield of honey in early spring

I

from soft maple and fruit-bloom. I took 100 lbs. in

2-lb. sections from 4 swarms before the first of June,

and the brood-nest was as full as it could be packed,

and I think it himleied the queen materially in

brood-rearing. If I had had an extractor, I think 1

could have taken 500 lbs. during that early flow, and

tp,y bees would hayp bpen J)etter off fof it. Since.
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then the yield has been very light. They have stor-

ed a little since buckwheat and g-oldenrod came into

bloom, but they will need it all, and manj^ will have
to be fed to carry them through the winter.

Orieco, Conn., Oct. 5, 1885. T. B. Mowry.
Friend ^L, this thinf? has been up before,

a good many times, and 1 should be glad to
think you are correct ; but if I remember
rijjhtly, a good many reports at the time
the matter was discussed showed that the
crops of the birds contained hee- stings.

The sting could be, of course, readily identi-
fied under the microscope, even if they were
entirely mashed up. See " King-Birds," in
the A B C book.

and do service more years when hatched

ARTIFICIAL QUEENS.

Are They Inferior to those Rai.sed under the
Swarming Impulse?

THOSF. RAISKU I.ATi; IN 'J'HK SEASON, LONGEST
L1\E1>.

R. ARWIXE shows by his tabulation that

queens long in growing are longer lived

(p. 587). So far he is without flaw, and no
man can show argument against him with-

out using smart catches that are not proof.

1 can trace back, by record, every queen I have
raised since 1874. their disposal, life's length in most
cases, and other items of their history. I have av-

israged over 60 nuclei, shifting the queens as fast as

laying commenced, and it is not so strange to have
5-year-old queens, because I have as many as 25 of

that age already. Four and three year olds are to

be found; but the singular part of all is, those

fjueens are all out of the August and September
raised queens. They are among those the least in-

clined to swarm, gentle to handle, and are good
steady layei-s. The May and June queens are as

bad swarmers as the swarm-cell queens, and are as

short lived as the October queens. I have averaged
setting up my nuclei May 12, the earliest being the

M, the latest the 18th as a season start; usually, ^3

lo Vz the number I intended to run through the sea-

son, bringing the number up to full before the last

of June. Give me, for my own use, queens from
cells started in 5-frame nuclei; let them build and
cap their cells promiscuously, then destroy them
just at night, and give them some eggs, taking
away the center comb; and though all the queen-
breeders in the world speak against it, I am forced

to believe what facts prove to be so under my eyes.

There-is one queen coming 6 years old in Aug.,

1886, that has never trifd to swarm. She was clip-

ped as soon as she began laying, and has been in

the same hive she is now occupying, since Oct., 1882.

She was weak in bees last spring, but otherwise good.

She is the mother of well-to-do daughters to the
third gene»ation. How is that for forced, or artifi-

cial queens? Close-kept record tells me that the

swarm-cell "blow" is very well, but I take my pick

out of August and September nucleus cells. I don't

find that so many swarm or so many fill the brood-
nest with honey. Fall-raised queens get some age
before being obliged to make laying a steady busi-

ness. Hard steady work breaks down all young an-

imals. IT, H. L. JEFIKEV.
New Milford, Conn.

Friend J., you have suggested an idea that
is at loast new; viz., that a queen will live

i

and fertilized late in the fall, so that she
i

has many months of comparative rest before
' the great labors of swarming-time. It seems
j

to me reasonable, and we should be very
glad of reports from others when they are

I prepared to give us facts in this matter of

1

much importance.

NATURAL SWARMS.
INTRODUCING A VIRGIN QUEEN, TO PREVENT

AFTER-SWARMING.

F you have no objection to the following, I

should like to give to the readers of Gle.^n-
l INGS, and especially those who, like myself,

have had but little experience with bees, a

very good way of managing bees through the

swarming- season— not that it is new, but because I

find it such a simple and easy way. In the first

place, I thiuk we all want our bees to swarm as ear-

ly as possible; for that i-eason I don't put th(^ sec-

tions on until they really need them, which, of

course, depends on how soon the lower part, or

brood- chamber, becomes filled with brood, bees,

and honey. This treatment, I think, induces them
to make preparations for swarming. When a hive

sends out its first swarm I let them get well cluster-

ed, and then hive them in a new hive (new to them),

with two frames of comb, and the rest of the

frames with foundation. As soon as they are all in,

or clustered on the hive, I move them to a ncic

stand, and gently smoke them into the hive, g

This, I know, is different from the way many do;

but the reason I do not move the old hive on a new
stand and put the new hive on the old stand, is, it

sometimes happens that the bees cluster, and go
into the hive all right, but they may not have a

queen with them; and if the old hive has been
moved from its stand, and the new hive placed

where the old hive stood, and if the queen did not

swarm out wirti them, your newcolony is queenless,

and they can't go back to their old home, for they
don't know where it is. If It had not been moved,
however, as soon as they found they had no queen
they could go back home and try it again. So much
for first swarms; but let me add, I put all first

swarms back after July 10th. Of course, I have
after-swarms to deal with. I have each hive num-
bered, and I have a plat of the bee-yard, using a

small blank card to represent each hive, and each
card is numbered to correspond with hive, and is

located the same as in the yard. It is about the

same as going to the bookstore and selecting your
reserved seats for an entertainment. When a

swarm comes out, and is hived and located, I i)ut

the date and the number of the new swarm on the

card on the plat, that the swarm came out of. I

also put a new card on the plat- board to represent

the new swarm, and put the new number, date, and
number of hive it came from (double-entry book-

keeping). When a second swarm issues, I look on
the plat-boai-d to make sure it is not a first swarm.
I watch them until they begin to cluster, and then

go to the hive and remove the tier of sections, and
cut out all the queen-cells. If they have a tier of

sections partly filled, and the flow of honey is good,

1 put a tier of empty sections (with starters) with

open tops on the hive first and then the tier they

had partly filled, on top. Then I take a well-made

nail-keg, M'ith :'.i'-inch holes all around near the top
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hoops, and a board about 14 inches square. Place

the keg upside down on the board on the ground
near the cluster. Shake the bees on the ground

[

close to the keg, and they will almost alwaj's go in

readily. When they are all clustered in and onthe i

keg, carry it to the hive the bees came out of, and
shake them out in front, and they will go in lively.

It sometimes happens that I can readily find the

queen in the cluster; if so, I use the Klimitz queen-

eage to put her in, and hang the cage in the hive

after cutting out the cells, and if they had no other

queen in the cluster they will come back and save

the bother with the keg. When they begin to come
back I let the queen out of the cage, and let her

run down the brood-comb.
When cutting out queen-cells, while the second

swarm is out it is an easy matter to save some vir-

gin queens, as they will often hatch while cutting

out the cells. I keep several on hand; and altera

hive has sent out a. first swarm, and the excitement

is over with, I run a virgin queen into the hive at

the entrance. An experienced bee-man told me it

would prevent after-swarming, but it has not with

me. I have thought it might save a few days' wait-

ing for a queen to hatch. What do you think about
it?

I find by managing my bees this way, 1 get about
as much surplus honey from the old colonies as

from the new ones. It keeps them better equalized,

in better shape for wintering, and saves lifting

hives heavy with honey, from one stand to another.

By letting the second swarm come out, and then

cut the cells, I am not so liable to kill or injure the

queen, and I think it better than cutting oufVill the

(jueen-cells but one as soon as the flrst swarm
issues; for I And it difficult to know which cell will

hatch first.

My bees are doing flrst rate. Spring count, 56;

increased to 98, and put back at least 30 swarms
since July 10th. The honey - How has been very

good from allsourcessofar—dandelion, fruit-bloom,

white clover, and now we are in the midst of bass-

wood, and the goldenrod is coming on in good
shape. C. A. Sayre, 56—98.

Sargent, / Iowa.

Friend tS., your plan of preventing after-

swarms is like many others—sometimes it

answers and sometimes it does not ; but I

should think it would do in the majority of
eases ; that is. if the bees accept a newly
hatched queen, they will probably permit her
to tear down all (pieen-cells under way.

THE MECHANISM AND STRUCTURE OP
THE BEE'S HIND-LEG JOINT.

§OME of the readers will perhaps remember,
that a few years ago 1 made a cross-section

of the bee - sting. This was the work of a

whole week of hard, ve.vatious labor. No
one but one who has handled the microscope,

and made such dissections, can understand the

difficulties that attend it. The sting is made of

a hard horny substance—so hard, indeed, that it

will break nicks in the best razor steel when cutting

transverse sections. It is much finer than the finest

cambric needle; and when a cross-section is ob-

tained, an idea can be formed of the minuteness of

the work. But with the leg of a bee we do not have
such difficulties to encounter; and, strange so say.

as far as I can learn no one has /aZIjy investigated

the structure and true relation of the different,

parts of the bee's legs to each other. As I have
been at school for the last four yeai-s, I have not

giveo it much study myself.

To me this is a most fascinating study; and now
that a light foi-m of the old microscopic fever has
returned, I give you the results of a part of my in-

vestigation, as brought forth by a IJausii & Lonih
microseopi'.

V

HIXU-LKO .lOI.NT OK .\ HKK.

The first thing, then, that we take up is the hind-

leg joint, and its purpose, a cut of whieii appears
above. It is drawn as it ajtpearc^d in my instru-

ment, and is magnified 10 diameters; in other words,

it appears 40 times as long and 4 I tin)es as wide a.s

it really is. At X you will observe that the lower
jaw, so to speak, is serrated by rows of what appear
to be teeth. The opposite side of X, not shown, is

serrated in the same manner. On the upper jaw is

a row of sharp spurs, Z, somewhat coarser than
those seen below. Just above the jaAvs, at the base

of what is called the tibia, is something that looks

somewhat like a pig's head witli his mouth open;
but this in reality is a series of very powerful

little muscles wliich give motion to the joint. The
question now naturally arises. What is the office of

tiiesc teeth and spurs, as seen in the jaws? I con-

fess I am not quite able to iletermine, without more
study than I have been able to give it, so far.

Possibly they may serve to masticate or pulverize

the pollen so that it may be more easily patted

down in the pollen-basket higher up, as at Y.

HOW THE BEES LOCK THEMSELVES TOGETHEH IN
CLUSTERING.

However, I feel pretty tolerabli' certain that 1

have discovered one purpose of this peculiar joint.
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While looking through the microscope at the nar-

row neck, as it were, connecting the two parts of

the leg, it occurred to me that it was around this

same narrow neck that the bee, when clustering,

threw his two little hooks or claws. These hooks, or

claws, resemble somewhat the talons of a hawk or

an eagle, and I may in a future number give you a

drawing of the bee's foot. It is easy, then, to con-

ceive that when a bee's foot has grasped hold of this

neck, just as you w(mld inclose it with your thumb
and finger, his foot will be securely locked fast, if

the other bee close this jaw by straightening out

his foot. Feeling assured that the bees oughtto link

together in this fashion, I went out into the apiary

to see if it were true. 1 was not surprised to find

that such was actually the case. The apiarist and I

examined a number of clusters of bees, and in

almost every case we found, when linked together,

the fore feet of one bee fastened firmly to the hind-

leg joints of another bee. We then strung a lot of

bees together in the form of a chain. The result

was, that one bee, when linked in the manner de-

scribed, would hold a hundred or more of his com-
panions, seemingly, too, without any efl'ort. To
test the matter still further, I picked a bee up by
the wings and allowed him to gi-asp hold of another
tiee. My object in this was to see whei-e, if given

the prefei-ence, he would catch hold. Kunuing his

lore legs down the hind legs of his companion, he
grasped hold of this particular joint, and seemed
to say, "Now pull me oil' if you can." We tried

this e.\'perimentanumbcrof times, with like results,

and at times it did seem as if the legs of the little

fellows would break, so securely were they locked.

I have since been out to the ai)iari-, this time using

a magnifying -glass, and I now feel fully satisfied

with the results. It' is known to be a tact, that a

few bees around a limb will hold as many as six or

eight pounds in a swarm. Not only that, but the

bees will sustain this enormous weight sometimes
over night, and even much longer if necessary-

Unless nature had wisely made such iJrovision as

this ingenious little vise it would be impossible for

so few bees to hold such a weight.

Perhaiis 1 should mention, in this connection, be-

fore leaving the subject, that bees do not always
lock together as I have described. When the strain

is not great, and the bees few, it often becomes
necessary for them to grasp hold of any portion of

their comrades that seems most accessible. In

such cases they may be holding to eacli other by
their claws; but if I am correct, tliey iicvci' use

thoir^mandibles in holding to each other.

When favtn-ablc opportunity presents .von will be

amply repaid in observing how ingenious this

(•<-)ntrivance of nature is. Get the juveniles started,

and possibly they may add some hints. I shall also

be glad of kindly criticisms, and any suggestions

that Prof. Cook may feel disposed to give. I'have

scanned his book quite carefully, but find no men-
tion of this particular feature in the hind leg;

though he suggests that the tlutc in the bees' fore

leg may answer for holding on when clustering.

EUNKST 1{. KOOT.
p. S.—Father has suggest <(1 that the bee may put

his whole foot, or, what Prof. Cook calls the Ta/'si,

in the jaw, and that the claws grasp hold of the

spurs or hairs. There are three little joints in the

tarsi, forming little links, whieli are conical in

shppc. Tbis, seemingly, would.ftfford a good oppor-

tunity for a strong connection M'hen the jaw closes

over it, and the bee may do so on occasion, but I

feel pi-etty well satisfied that they prefer to grasp
the little neck referred to above. E. K. K.

FROM DIFFERENT FIELDI

FRO.M 1.5 TO 29, AND ONLY 100 I>BS. OV HONEV.

J^

SEND in ray report up to-date; viz., 1.5 colonics,

r spring count. From them I increased ten

i' by natural swarms, three by artificial swarm-
ing, one by building up from a two-frame nu-

cleus started in May last, making at this date

;.'9 strong colonies, as far as bees arc concerned, but

not in honey, but self-sustaining. From the '29 I re-

ceived only 119 one-pound sections, some not full,

making 100 lbs. of honey up to date—the poorest

yield I ever had, and not a very good prospect for a

good fall tlow of honey. IJut 1 am not out of heart,

and not out of pocket, for my bees always pay for

all the expense I put upon them, even if I do not

get a flow of houey.
TWIN gUEEXS.

Have you ever heard of twin (jueeiis. or two
queens in one cell':' I never have, but I saw such

in one of my hives last .Tune. I wished to raise

some (jueens for my own use, so I removed a queen
from one of my hybrid colonies; after nine days I

removed all the queen-cells, and gave them a small

sti-ip of comb with eggs. They foi-med four queen-
cells on one side of the comb, and two on the other,

with one very large one which attracted my atten-

tion, so I cut into the cell and found two queens.

The cell was single, except a small strip at the bot-

tom. I wished afterward, I had put the cell in

some other hive. The queens were not fast together.

I suppose you will say I was mistaken: but I say I

am not, for 1 had both queens in my hand at the

same time. .Iosiah Eastbihn.
Fallsington, Bucks Co., Pa., Aug. 19, 1885.

I do not know that I ever before heard of
two queens in one queen-cell, friend E.; but
I can readily imagine that two larv:e might
by accident grow up side by sid<'.

I

HorSK Al'IAIIV, HOW TO COXSTKfCT; KIUEMi
I HO.XIE S I'l^AN.

j

I will give you a descri])tion of a house apiary

I

which I have had in use about three months, and
! am so far well pleased with. It is 12x21: ft., 8 ft. high.

I

boarded \\\) and down with patent siding running
up through the roof-boards, making it beetight. I

have doors in each end alike. First a door witli two
large i>anes of jilass which swing inward, then a

screen-door, same size, which opens outward, with

hinges that hold them shut or open. Outside of

this a batten door made of i)atcnt siding, Avhicli

.«huts under the door cap, and wide and long

I

enough to protect the others from rain or snow.

1 M.v hives stand on the floor, and are Simplicit.v

j

hives without bottom - boards. The entrance

I

tiirough the side of the house is the same size and

i
shape as the hive, witii the alighting boarcl nailed

to the house outsidi'. My hives stand I'cmr inches

back from the wall. Over this passageway I have
tin, bent and tacked to the lloor. My hives occupy
a space of two feet. My plan for wintering is t(J

fix the inside of the hives in the usual way the Sim-

plicity hives are fixed, and then put up boards back

of the hives and fill in with dry leaves. I do not

l?now but tl)e gljiss (joors might bo left out. I have
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not needed them yet. I am well aware that a house

apiary has its disadvantages as well as advantages.

The alighting-boards, and over the entrance, I have
of different colors. H. S. HoxiE.
Holloway, Lenawee Co., Mich.

A^ery good, friend Iloxie ; but I am^ afraid
that your house-apiary, like all of those be-
longing to the rest of as, will in a few years
be standing idle and vacant. There is one
trouble with house - apiaries, that I don't
exactly see how to get around ; that is, that
when bees get out into the room they must
be got back into the hives by some means.
Of course, they will go back themselves if

you give them 'time enough, and leave the
doors or windows open. If youl leave the
doors or windows open permanently, then
you have got to sweep the tloor, and keep
it clear of rubbish, etc., which we don't
have to do while the hives are outdoors.

IS SrCAR IKOM A BUILD1.\G THAT^HAS liKKN

BUHXKD in)WX, IN.JL'KIOUS:'

Last Thursday morning there was a stui-e con-

taining a large quantity of granulated and maple
sugar, burned in this village, and the lionoy-bees

are there in large numbei-s, among the burnt and
unburnt sugar, and that, or something else, has

set my bees lo lighting, and the question is, What
effect is this sugar going to have upon the bees

|

now, and in respect to wintering?

CAN A NUCLEUS BE FED AND CDNFINKII IN A '

WIRE-CLOTH HOUSE? I

Another question is. in a nucleus swarm in a
wire-cloth house, can tlicy be fed with granwlated '

syrup, and any kind of meal for pollen, and not be
l)ei-mitted to roam at large? If a colony of bees is

j

shut up for a number of days, in case of fighting or
|

any fjtiicr causf>, must tlicy have water put Into the

hive? .J.J.Hill. I

IJnrtou, X'ermont. '

Friend II., L should be afraifl that the I

burnt sugar would give the l)ees dysentery
j

as soon as they arc conhned to their hives.
;

It will depend considerably upon hmv large
i

a. qiumtity tliey gatheied, and how badly'it
;

was burned. I would examine the hives,
tasting of the stores lliey have gathered: i

and if very much of it, 1 would lift out the
combs containing it, and save them for
spring feeding. We should like to have
your report in the spring, as to how it turns
out. in any case.—Having bees tly and take '•

feed in coiitinement, is a subject that was up '

considerably for several years Avhile we were
practicing fertilization" of queens in con-
tiuement, and also while trying to winter

{

bees in a greenhouse. Erietly. the bees can
be taught to lly aroiuid the room and go

i

back into their" hives : but a good many of
them get on the glass, or against the wire
cloth, and die. We have record of a few '

successful experiments.
j

selling honev at the countv eaih.
'

I attended the county fair at Valparaiso. 1 had a
good time, stirred up the bee-men a little, and suc-

ceeded in drawing attention to the progress of the
pursuit. I was surprised to And how large a num-
ber of people "i/scdtokeep bees." "The woods" '

seemed to be "full of them." I live some 15 miles
from the fairgrounds, so I took only 350 lbs. of
comb and extracted honey. I tried selling "honey
on the stick," also all the cxtr:icted honey one caved

to eat, for 5 cts. I furnished crackers with the

same, and met with moderate success.

The pound sections of comb honey put in the pa-

per boxes proved to be the best-selling package.
The chief obstacle to selling honey at a fair is, that

people don't like to carry it around in the crowd:
and when they start for home they don't think to

stop for the honey. I retailed some SIO worth on
the grounds, atfd disposed of my remaining honey
to grocers. Please report through Gleanings the

success you met with at your county fair—the
amount of honey sold, etc. I think it will be of in-

terest to many. I distributed sample copies of

Gleanings and price lists where I thought they
would do any good. Dwight Furness.
Furnissville, Ind.

Friend F.. we succeeded in selling, at our
county fair, between -t(Jt) and otM) lbs. of hon-
ey, mostly in live-cent packages : but as we
rnade only about a cent a pound on it, it did
not pay us for the time and trouble, except
in the way of advertising; and I]consider
it a good investment, for our lion'ey trade
has been considerably increased since then.
Our customers seemed to prefer the glass
lioney-pails. \Ve had the honey in the iron-
jacket cans, and poured it into such cans or
pails as they selected, just as fast, or a little

faster, than it was sold. We did not try
" honey on a stick, '" for our apiary of 200 or
300 colonies was less than a fourth of a mile
away, and we feared it might create an " on-
pleasantness."

SWARMING while EXTRACTING.
A few days ago, during our basswood liow, while

putting back the frames into the upper story on a

colony from which I had just extracted the honey,

a large swarm issued. 1 was on hand at the very
beginning, and the first impression was that they
had lost their queen, as they were all running
hither and thither, as I have seen them doing when
such was the case. But there was the difference,

that all the bees were uttering the swarming-note,
and soon began to pour out of the hive i>ell-mell.

When bees get the swarming lever, it seems as if

neither extracting nor any thing else would pre-

vent them. Kobt. H. Shipman.
("annington, Oat., Canada, Aug. 3, 1885.

Friend S., I once witnessed exactly the
phenomenon you mention, and the sight was
a wonderful one to me ; for it was almost a
glimpse behind the scenes, to see just how-
bees manage when they start out on the
"war-path,'" or. perhaps I should say, " se-

cede '" from their old home.

USING PLAIN sheets OF WAX AS A SUBSTITUTE
FOR PRESSED FOUNDATION.

Perhaps it will be of interest to some of the bee-

keepers who are not able to buy a foundation-mill,

and do not like to pay so much for having their

beeswax made up, to know how we make our start-

ei-s. We do not use full sheets of foundation in our
apiary. I put the big dish-pan on top of the stove,

with about two gallons of boiling water. Add the

beeswax, but do not let it get very hot—just so it is

melted.

Have a pail full of very cold water, on a chair

near the stove. Take a piece of glass the length

you want your starters; dip the glass in the water
and then in the wax, and back in the water very

quickly. Tf you are quicli enough, tl^e wax will
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leave the glass, which must be clean and cold. You
cut the strips just as wide as you like, and they arc

ready for use. The bees will Moi-k on them just as

well as It they were pressed. Wo have used them
for two years.

We have 50 colonics of black and albino bees.

Our bees are doinfr better now than they have all

summer. We have sold only about 300 lbs. of comb
and extracted honey. Mrs. Almika Ha/.ex.

Pleasant Mound, Jll., Aug-. :i9, 1885.

Thank you, my I'rieiid ; but ilie idea oH
plain wax sheets, made by dipping on glass,
is very old. In our early volumes the mat-
ter w^as considerably discussed ; and al-

though it will answer tolerably, plain sheets
were soon laid aside for regular foinidation.
AVe think if you will try these sheets, how-
ever, by the side of well-made foundation,
you will notice quite a difference. They are
also more expensive, because they contain
more wax to the square foot.

SOME QUEKIKS IN KEGAUD TO liASSAVOOD-TKEES.

Will you please answer the following- questions?

1. How many years are required from the time
basswood seed is planted, till bees beg-in to work on
its blossoms?

Ten or fifteen years.

2. How many years' start would one have by pur-

chasing- ti-ees of you which arc 10 ft. hijrh, in prefer-

ence to seed?

Five to ten.

'i. How many trees arc required to keep KX) colo-

nies busy?

Can't answer; perhaps 100 large trees.

4. How many should be placed on an acre?

It does not matter much. We have 4000
on 10 acres. See ABC.
Cokeville, Uintah Co., Wyo. Ciias. F. Clauk.

.MOKE AllOrX BORROWING TOOLS; A BUZZ-SAW DUT
OF AN OLD FANNING-MILL—HOW TO

CONSTRUCT.
While reading Gi,eanings I was very much

pleased in the way you express yourself in regard
to borrowing and lending tools, and would say that

I have been annoyed that Avay myself. Although a
person may have to borrow sometimes, as a rule it

can be avoided; but I think your article is to the
point, and I would advise every reader of Glean-
ings to read it carefully, and act upon it, for it will

save hard feelings among neighbors. But I say, if

neighbors must borrow from one another it would
be best to take the best possible care of what they
borrow, and they would then feel more like lending
to one another again.

As I intended to give a description of my circular

saw that I made for sawing hive-stuff, 1 will now
proceed to do so. I made the frame the same as

any circular-saw frame, with tilting table; but hav-
ing an old fanning-mill gearing 1 attached it to one
side of the frame, to connect with a shaft under it;

and on this shaft I put a belt-wheel 18 inches in

diametci-, with I'.i-inch Hat belt running to the saw-
mandrel. 1 turned my mandrel and shaft, and
made the whole machine myself, and it cost me but
little outside of my own labor. 1 use a a-inch saw,

and turn and feed myself, and can tell just how-

fast to feed, to correspond with the power. It is a

very handy saw to have, to do odd jobs with, even
if you have a power saw. I sawed some nice sec-

tions from green frozen i)oi)lar, which are as white
as snow. They are not so white when sawed out of

seasoned lumber. K. 15. Kiduer.
Columbus, Wis.

Thanks, friend K.. for the suggestion you
give ill regard to the hand-power buzz-saw.
I believe this is the lirst time the idea has
come up, of turning the saw with one hand,
and feeding it with the other : but I have
no doubt it can he done, and that such
a machine avouUI l)e a great help in many
instances.

wintering ox combs where the (tr.i) hox hive,

UNPROTECTED, CAME OUT AHEAD.

For the first time I say. " How do you do?" I have
just finished reading Gleanings for Oct. 1st, and
could not do withijut it now. I am a joung hand
at the bee-business. I can get along- in summer,
but the winters are hard. I have had bees for

three summers only. I commenced on a small

scale, and am still working on the "small." Last
fall we had built up to 11 colonies, but saved only
one. It was in an old box hive, and stood out all

winter with no protection. The others I moved to

a shed. We had a splendid white-clover honey-flow
and a light flow from goldenrod and Spanish
needles. I now have four colonies. They have .ill

or 60 lbs. of surplus in 12-pound boxes. How would
it do to leave one of those boxes over each colony

for winter? Would they take it down into the

brood-chamber if they needed it? M. L. Breweij.
Philo, Ills., Oct. 13, 1885.

Friend B., I think your old box hive prob-
ably had old and tough combs, besides be-
ing well ventilated. The rest were probably
on new combs, and may be not very strong
at that. And then on top of it all, you put
them in a shed where they probably failed
to receive the benefit of the sun's rays.
Leaving honey-boxes over the colony, so as
to form an air-space for protection from the
frost, was advocated considerably some
years ago ; and in our back volumes you
will find a multitude of reports.

" A FISH-STORY "— WHEW :

As you are interested in carp culture, I clip the

inclosed from our local paper. I am satisfied the

information will be valuable to all who are interest-

ed in the carp industry. 8. M. Peacock.
Lancaster, Ky.
Mr. Jesse Doty relates the following singular

occurrence. Mr. Dotj- is reliable, and no ciuestion
can be raised as to the correctness of the account

:

On the farmof Williaiii liiatt. near Hyattsville. in
this county, is a Uu-^rc pond, which was, a few years
ago, well stocked with Cermari i-arp. One day last
week Mr. Doty went over to this pond to shoot some
of the tish. He took his station on the east side of
the pond, and soon killed several very flne ones as
they came to the surface to sun themselves. The
weapon used was a double-bari-oled shot-gun. Aft-
er some tlve or six shots were fired, Mr. Uoty no-
ticed a singular agitiUion of the wal(,'r on the west
side of till' pund where there Is a slight drain. This
agitation iinallv gri-w lo br ;i tcri-ihic coniinotion.
and Mr. Itotx- li,-i>lcn(il lo iIimi side in sec what was
the matter. Hi' iliseuMM-cd iIku a panic eiiiised im
doubt by the sliooling. had seized the fish, and they
wei-i- forsaking t he pond in laruf iiunibeis by wav
of the ilrain niennoneil. Thai drain exlended foi-

only a short ilistai.ce, and there the lislies actually
pursiieil their way across the grass, their noses
stuck straight toward the woods. Mr. Doty: ran
around in front of them, and after Tiiuch difficulty
sueeeedinl in heading them olf and driving them
l>ack into the i)ond. He says there were no less
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than 250 carp, varying- in sizo from one to three feet
in leng-th Ihnt ^v(l•(' uttemptiiiK' to effect their es-
cape. Mr. Doty warns all laruiers having: ponds
containing- carp not to shoot into the water, since
he believes it will surely result in the fishes aban-
doning their liome. He says lie was greatly aston-
ished at the ease and celerity with which these fish

moved aiono- on dry land.

Friend P., your story is a '• llsli story.'" i

without any mistal^e. i)ut 1 think there' is !

soniethin.o; of value to be gathered from it,
i

after all. It is doubtless e.xaggerated, about
as newspapers often do exaggerate ; but

!

from my own ol)servation 1 am satisfied that

'

carp may 1)6 frightened so as to be put into I

a, panic, and I think it is likely, under some i

circumstances, they may desert the water
;

and get out upon the ground, may be some
little distance, especially if the ground is

wet and marshy. I told you, a few months
ago, how greatly astonished I was to see a
great fish make his way over the ground I

near the edge of our pond, witli apparently
no very great difficulty. ]Mr. IVin-e. in our
carp-book, warns us against frightening carp i

in dravring otf the pond, lest they bury them-
selves in the mud to such a dcptii they may
never get out. !

WHAT MAKK i:X(I,UDESPERFOKATED
QUEENS?

j

On page rdtJ ol Aug. 1st Gleaxinos you ask if it is
|

the D. A. Jones make f)f perforated zinc that has
'

siiceessfullj' restrained the queens. I suppose that I

it is, as I ordei-ed the zinc of you some 18 months :

ago, and understood it was Mr. Jones's make; at all
j

events.it is just I'lijhl, as ] have never yet in a single

instance known a r/i((€» to get throujili, an<l this Is

my second season to use it. I

Instead of using a full-sized slieel ot the zinc to ,

cover the whole top of the hive, 1 u.se a wide strip

of enameled cloth across the center of the hive, of
|

sufTicient width to recjuire only ")-in. strips of zinc at

each end of the frames, lieing careful to lap the zinc

'2 inch or more on; to the cloth. Having used 'M

hives this season for lioth extracted and comb hon-

ey in this way, I have not had a queen go above;
;

and in case of necessity in opening a brood-nest, I

the two strips and the enameled cloth are much eas- i

ier to remove and replace than the full sheet, be-

sides the economy in using the zinc.

1 have no fears of losing a swarm wnv while ofl' to

meeting or Sunday-school. On Saturday eve I go
around to, all the Mrowj colonies that ai-e at all llkclu

to swarm, and adjust a queen-guard to each (>n-

t ranee, and then we all go to meeting with as nuich

assurance of saving our swarms as if we stayed and
watched them. In only oMr instance have I lost a

swarm by being otf to meeting, and in that single

case 1 found that I had not fastened the guard
l)roperly, so that the force of the swarm issuing

moved it away from the hive, when, of course, the

queen got out. n. K. R.'ubakei!.

Maxwell, la., Aug. -t, 1S8.').

Thanks, friend 1)., for your report. The
zinc you mentitm was neither tiie American
zinc nor that furnished by 1). A. Jones, if I

am correct, but some tliatwe imported from
England. We have recently received a
communication from friend .Vlley, who has,
l)erhai>s, had more experience with drone-
Iraps than any of ns, and he is quite em-
l)liati(' in favor of the imported zinc, although
there is i)ut a minute fraction of differnnce

between it and the Jones zinc, in regard to
the size of perforations. We are just now
making preparations for making machinery
for perforating in our own country, that we
may be enabled to save the amount that we
have heretofore been obliged to pay in the
way of duties and transportation.—I am
very glad indeed if any arrangement can be
contrived, so that none will have to be ab-
sent from church or .Sunday-school on ac-
count of bees.

a BEGIXSER'S experience, who I.IVES .NEAR
GEORGE K. HILTOX.

I began the bee business by purchasing two colo-

nies of black bees last fall, for which I paid four
dollars each ; and with the advice and showing of

the man I bought of I built two hivesto winter them
in. They were in Langstroth frames, ten frames to

the hive. I built another hive, 3 inches larger, and
packed the space with fine dry sawdust, and let the

outside hive come up about 10 inches above the in-

side one, and covered the frames with a cloth, and
then put in about a bushel of fine dry sawdust on
top of them, and loft them standing out, exposed to

all the cold of last winter; and I tell you it was the

most severe weather ever known here. But my
bees came out all right this spring, so I bought sev-

en more. Thej' had been wintered in a cellar, and
seemed all right; but before I was aware of it one
stand was robbed out by the others. Then I con-

tracted the entrance of the hive, and had no more
troubleof that kind. They were all in single-walled

hives, so I made all new hives. I now make my
outer hives large enough to take about four inches

of packing, and am filling them with fine dry pine

sawdust. I have nowlS colonies, all very strong. I

have taken off about .'ioOlbs. of comb honey in 1 and
1'; lb. sections; and right here comes a question I

should like to have you answer.

WHY DO MV HEES CM'STER Ol T :-

1 nmde my inside hives to take the Langstroth

1 rame, eight to the hive, or 12 inches wide, accord-

ing to the recommendation of an apiarist near me
who has a large apiary. He told me that 12 inches

is better than 1.5 for wintering; but yesterday I

found a set of lioxes filled by a young colonj-, and I

took them oil, placing the enameled cloth on top of

the frames. The bees went in largo numbers out

on the outside of the hive, and stayed there all

night. To-day it has been raining incessantly, and
still they are on the outside, in the rain. About 4

p. -M. I looked into the hive, raised the cloth, and it

seemed to lie perfectly full of bees. The question

with me is. Is there not room for them all in the

hive'/ Ff)r fear there is not, I have placed a set of

empty sections on top again; yet if there is not

room for them in the hive, how shall I winter them'?

One new colony made and finished 70 lbs. of fine

comb honey in IJ.") days, and have 30 lbs. more about

ready to cap. That is doing very well, I think. I

intend to winter them on their summer stands.

They were all black bees, but I have introduced two
queen-cells and two virgin Italian queens, from the

apiary of G. R. Hilton, near me. I did according to

his directions; that is, when a new colony came out

I let a virgin queen run into the old hive. Was that

right, and will it succeed?

now TO DETERMINE AVHEX A COLONY HAS WIN-
TER STORES ENOUGH.

Please tell me hoAV you determine whether there

is enough honey in a hive to safely winter. Do you
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weigh the frames with the bees on tliem, or how do

you delcrmiue;' You see, I know but verj^ little

about the business, and want to learn. I know jou
will say, " Get the ABC book," and I am going to

as soon as I can; but all in good time.

H. B. Camekox.
Ncwajgo, Newaygo Co., Mich., Aug. 3, 1885.

Friend C. it is quite common for bees to
cluster out in large numbers, after removing
their surplus receptacles. We usually put
on an empty upper story, or an upper story
tilled with combs. They will do no harm by
clustering on the outside of the hive, unless
some of them are killed by a cold storm. 1

liave known this to happen several times
late in the fall. They usually go in the
hive, however, as soon as we 'have a few
frosty nights, and I think you will find there
will be none too many bees to winter nicely,
if you give them good lieavy combs full of
stores, in proportion to the number. I
would, however, leave the winter brood-nest
larger than usual for so heavy a colony, al-

though I have never seen the colony that
required more than the space occupied by
ten L. frames,—Your question about de-
termining when a colony has winter stores
enough is answered by friend Doolittle, on
another page, fully as well as I coiild answer
it myself.—So yoii are a neighbor, are you,
of our friend George E. Hilton, ^^hose apia-
ry we have so recently had tlie i)leasure of
looking atV

BAD ODOR FROM THE HIVES; "WHAT C.\USES IT?

The bees seem to find something here that gives a

sour smell to their hives. Sometimes you cau notice

it ten or fifteen feet away. Can you tell me what it

is? They seem to be doing well, though. The frost

has held otf. The nearest it came to one was Sept.

2.'5. The mercury fell to 39 degrees; but now, Sept.

:.'T, we are having hot summer weather, and the

bees are improving their time. G. Scofield.
Ridgeway, Orleans Co., N. Y., 1885.

Friend S., I have noticed something like

what you describe, during the fall of the
year, when the bees are working on certain
kinds of autumn Uowers : but I can not tell

you what llowers. Perhaps some of our
"readers can help us.

WAS IT CARELESSNESS, OK THE FAULT OF THE BEES
TH.^T RESULTED IN THE DEATH OF THE QUEEN?
The queen you mailed me on the ~2d of July was

received all right; but as my bees behaved badly

and killed her, 1 will tell you the circumstances.

I wished to put the queen in a hive where the old

queen seemed to be on the decline. I removed the

old queen and put the new one in the hive, accord-

ing to directions. At the end of two days I released

her on top of the frames. She tlew, and I thought 1

had lost her; but on looking through the hive, in a

little while I found her balled. I caged her again,

and left her in the hive two days more, when I

again released her. She ran down into the hive. I

immediately commenced searching for her, and in a

few moments I found a bunch of bees, nearly as

large as a goose-egg; and when I got them out of

the hive, and separated, the (juecn was dead. On
the second day after the queen was put in the hive,

I cut out about twenty queen-cells, and on the

fourth day about ten ; to-day, 10 days after, 1 remov-

ed ten more. I expect now to give them a cell form-

ed on brood taken from a queen which I purchased
of you in June. I should like to know if the fault

was my own, or wei-e the bees simply determined to

raise their own queen? O. P. Phillips.
Amo, Ind., Aug. 3, 188.j.

Friend P., the behavior of the bees would
indicate to me pretty clearly that they had
some sort of a queen already, were it not
for the fact that they started so many queen-
cells as soon as the queen was dead. I sup-
pose we shall have to explain it by calling it

one of those exceptional cases where a col-

ony refuses to accept any queen.

MORE AUOUT SWEET CLOVER AS A HONEY-PLANT.

In your foot notes on my article on sweet clover

you say, "But 1000 lbs. from one aci"e during four
weeks seems to me almost incredible."

It does seem like a great amount, yet I know I

got over 500 lbs. of surplus, or box honey, during
the sweet-clover flow, and I believe '.V> to 45 colonies

would store in brood-frames, and use in breeding,

during 4 weeks, not less than 500 lbs. What do you
thi'nk they would use? Of course, that part of it is

guesswork with me.
The spider plant may drip with honey, and yet not

produce one-fourth the amount of honey that sweet

clover would, for two reasons. First, the clover se-

cretes honey all day long; the bees may visit each
blossom a hundred times a day, and get a small

amount of honey each time, while the spider plant

is open only a short time. Second, the clover would
produce perhaps a thousand times as many blos-

soms on the same amount of ground as would the

spider plant. My clover grew from 5 to 7 feet high.

As to bees getting honey from other sources than
sweet clover during the time, I would say that oth-

er bees within two or three miles of me gathered no
honey during the same time. I can not believe my
bees gathered from any other source than sweet

clover. E. W.Pitzeh.
Hillsdale, Mills Co., la., Oct. 7, 1885.

Friend P., very likely it may be a hard
thing to tell where the honey did come fi'om;

but 1 hope you will excuse ine for still feel-

ing quite certain that such a quantity could
not have come from the area of sweet clover
you mention. We have had tolerably heavy
Hows of honey, when we could not find an)/

thing that seeined to justify the amount that
came into the hives daily.

.MOKE IN RECARD TO RASPBERRIES AS A HOSEV-
I'LANT.

I have just been i-eading the articles on raspber-

ries, in August Gleanings, and will give you our

experience. I consider raspberries our only relia-

ble source for light honey. Last year the colonies

which were strong enough for boxes at the begin-

ning of raspberry-bloom commenced on every box,

but the bloom ended when only a few were capped.

The others remained in that unfinished condition

from week to week, although the fields and road-

sides were white with clover-bloom. I have now
taken otf all the light honey we expect to have, 214

lbs., about half comb and half extracted, from eight

colonies. This is all amber colored, and I think it is

mostly Irom raspberries, though there has been

some clover honey this season.

The Turner does not do with us as described on p.

5.30 of Gleanings, but it is one of the earliest, and
is good. The Philadelphia yields much better, and I
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think it. furnishes more lioney. The Cuthbcrt is lat-
^

cr, and very good, but it does not yield verj- well
j

with us. One of the first and best for honey is the '.

Purple Cane, but it is not g-ood for market. The
bees work on the black as well as on the red.

I can not agree with Mrs. Chaddoek. 1 wish to

liave religion the chief business of my life. I leave

my bees to swarm naturally through the week if

they will. If I think any of them likely to swarm
on Sunday I swarm them artificially on Saturday, or

take the risk of losing them. If you do not wish to

have them swarm at all, give them plenty of room.

Mis.^L. Wii.r.iAMS, '.I—11.

Delavuii. Wis., Aug. .5, 1885.

Thank you, my Irieiul. for your report in

regard to the different kinds of raspberries.
If we could get at the kind of laspberries
most profitable for bee-keepers in different
localities, and during average seasons, it

would be (luite a valuable fact.

THK NKW JOHNSTON inTMP; HOW i.o.vc noKs it

TAKi: TO EMl'Tr A PAll.?

October Gr.EAXiNOS, page 067, that .lohnston

pump. Aliout what is its time in using up a pail of

water"-* The continuous stream is a great improve-

ment, [ think. I shoulil like one or two before

swarming-time again. I have no report to m^e.
I had 10 hives last spring: obtained IHKJ lbs. of hon-

ey—about 300 of it comb honey: increased to 10

hives. In this community we have no basswood, no

white clover, no buckwheat. Honey this season

from the middle of August to the iJOth of Sept..

mostly from smartweed and asters.

El Dorado, Kan., Oct. 1:.', 18.«'). K. W. Pei;k^ns.

The .lohnston pump, as sent out by the
luanulacturers. will en>pty an ordinary pail

of water in two minutes, and will send a con-
stant stream -jO ft. and over. If, however,
llie oriticc is reamed out with an awl so that
the opening is a little larger than i in., you
<?an emi)ty a pail in about a minute, at the
same time forcing the stream just as far as
before. Jn this case, however, the stream
will not be as constant as when the orilice is

smaller. We will send out the pumps un-
changed, and the purchaser can easily make
the orifice to suit himself.

THAT CnVSTAI,r-l/KI> !1<)N KV-I)K W.

The following should liave been used
some little time ago. It is in regard to the
crystallized honey-dew mentioned on page
r>m. AVe sent it to Prof. Devol, with direc-
tions to forward to I'rof. Cook, after he had
examined it. Frientl ( 'ook's reply appeared
on page ()2().

I did not stop to mixkv a microscopical examina-
tion of the "crystallized honey-dew" on those

plants, but mailed them immediately to Prof, t'ook.

I think the amoiuit of honey-dew present on those

specimens something- remarkable — much more
than I had ever before seen. It hardly seems possi-

t)le that it could be produced in such quantities;

but it is there; and how else is its presence to be
accounted for, if not from the insects'/

Columbus, Ohio, Aug. ^'7, 1885. W. S. Devoi,.

niiAPE SUGAR FOR WINTER STORES.
A few years ago you recommended grape sugar

as a good article to feed early in the spring, to

stimulate bees to breeding. 1 tried it, and found it

to be the very thinjj-. I should be much obliged if

you would let me know if it would do'well to feed

now for wintering bees on. We have had such a
drought that my bees have nothing to live overwin-
ter on, and I should like to feed grape sugar If It

will answer the purpose. Please let me know, and
also if you have the grape sugar for sale, and at

what price.

My bees might have half enough honey to winter

on. If I were to feed half as much aslthey would
want of grape sugar, would they use the grape
sugar first, as it was gathered last, or not? If they
would use it first, it would not get hard before they

would use it, and would answer their purpose.

Did you ever feed it for winter stores?

G. W. ROSENBERGER.
New Market, Va.. Oct. 1, 188."..

Friend R., although grape sugar has been
used for wintering, and sometimes success-
fully. I would not advise using it at all at
this" season of the year. We have not sold
it for several years, even for spring feeding,
because the low price of cane sugar would
make it no object. The bees might use the
grape sugar lirst, although they greatly pre-
fer good honey when they can get it. as you
may have noticed. But even if they would
take it first, I think J should prefer to invest
the same amount of money in coffee A sugar.
which can now lie had by the barrel for only 7

cents per lb. (irape sugar always hardens
in the cells in cold weather, whicli'is t]u> prin-
cipal object ion we have found to a ;/';n(/ article,

r am sorry to say that some of tlie factories
that started ui>"a few years ago turned out
an article so jioor thai it was unlit for bees
t)r for any other purpose. This latter reason,
in connection with the recent low prices of
cane sugar, is jirobably why it has lieen al-

most of not entirely discarded for feeding
bees.

SINFI.OWERS; A REPORT OK.

I got a nice lot of sunflowers from the seed you
sent me, but the bees did not work very much on
them : but the seed will pay inc for my trouble. As
to the spider and Simpson honey-jihints, 1 never got

any of them to conu- up. .John Mote.
.Jenkins, Ala., Sept. is, 1885.

Friend M.. it is a little remarkable that
bees sometimes work on sunllowers, and
again they do not. 1 do not know whether
it is because it is only occasionally there is

honey in the blossoms, or whether the bees
never work on suntlowers at all, unless they
are obliged to.—In regard to the seeds of the
spider and Simpson plants. I think you will

get the seeds to geruiinate every time, if you
follow the directions given in our price list.

For ne.xt season's use we shall have these
directions very plainly i)rinted on the wrap-
per. We mail you a package of each, free of
charge.

WIM, IT DO TO rSK STOKES FOR WINTER, SAVED
OVER FROM BEES THAT DIED THE WINTER BEFORE?
Last fall 1 had swarms of bees. I fed them su-

gar syrup till they were well filled, and then put them
in the cellar. Three of them were dead in the spring,

and the rest died of spring dwindling. There is a
lot of the stores left. What hall 1 do with it? Will

it do to feed bees yet when they can fiy, or not?

Would it be wise to melt the combs all up and make
wa.\? The hives are in the barn, with the frames in

them. I have not seen them since the fore part of
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thesiiTnUipr. The mice will be apt to trouble them
tbrougU the winter. Mrs. V. h. Chitrcu.

Mitchell, Midi., Sept. 30, 1885.

My friend, it the stores are principally su-
gar syrup which you fed, I should feel quite
sure it would be just as fjood for next winter
as any you can use, providing the bees seal-

ed up the sugar at the time it was fed to

them. If there are unsealed stores in the
I'ombs. or any tiling tliat is thin and watery,
I would throw it out with the extractor. I

would give the combs to the bees as soon as
possible ; and if I could I would put one
comb at a time in the center of a strong col-
ony, to let them sweeten and repair up be-
fore winter. I should never think of melt-
ing up good combs, especially where they
contain stores.

GIVISG BEES FOR AVINTER STORES, HOXEV THAT
H.\S BEEN SCORCHED.

Wo have several pounds of honey, obtained in

rendering cappingrs into wax, which was scorched

until it looks, tastes, and smells much like dark mo-
lasses. Would this be wholesome for winter stores,

either alone, or used with syrup, as in making- the

T)oolittle bee-feed? Corxelia B. Kii.bourxe.
Clinton, Oneida Co., X. Y., Oct. T, 1885.

My friend, I would not give it to the bees
this' fall. Save it until they can fly next
spring, and it will do no harm. We think
you must have been a little careless in get-
ting it scorched, for we usually get the very
nicest quality of extracted honey from cap-
pings. It might do to mix Avith syrup in
making the Doolittle bee-feed, but i should
be pretty careful about taking any slight risk
in regard to the quality of the winter stores.

S.\MPT.ES OF HONEY FOR OUR APPROV.A.I..

I send you to-day two T-lb. pails of honey. The
jiail not candied was thrown out yesterday. There
is a little basswood in it, but I do not know what the

rest of it is. You can g-ive me credit, iu proportion

as it compares with that of Heddon's. Honey is

not as good in rjualitj- this j'ear as we have had, but
it is better than last. There may be some specks of

comb in the honey, as I never use a strainer, for

the reason that it will not run throug-h the thinnest

cloth unless you heat it hot. T have some live or
six thousand pounds like the sample sent.

Springboro, Pa., Sept. 24, 1885. Chas. Oi.ivei:.

Friend O.. the two i)ails came to hand in
l)erfeet order, and the honey is nearly if not
(juite equal to any we haxe "ever had. It is

remarkably thick, and nicely ripened, and
should command a good price in any market.
These pails make a neat and handy i)ackage
indeed ; and if the railroad men could be
induced to handle the box without tipping it

over, the honey is so tliick it seems to me as
if it might be shipped safely, witiiout any
sealing up.

ULACK workers from imported yiEE.NS.
Why is it that imported queens' daughters some-

times produce some black workers with no percep-
tible yellow bands, while the improved Italian tested

Mueens' daughters never do? at least, they never
liave for me. I have raised about a hundred queens
this season, and a few of the daughters of my im-

l>orted queen produced some workers with no bands.
I commenced four years ago with six hives; have
now 84 strong colonies and 15 three-frame nuclei of

nice Italians, and 5!200 ahead for my trouble and ex-

pense. How do you think that will do for Blasted

Hopes? I do not count on losing one this winter. 1

expect to winter my nuclei where they stand now,
and perhaps I shall have (jueens to replace any that

may die in my strong liives during the winter.

W. A. Sanders.
Oak Bower. Hart Co., Ga., Oct. 5, 1885.

Friend ,S.. I do not know that we have ev-
er seen bees all black, right from the daugh-
ter of any of our imported queens, althougli
we do have bees with yellow of such a dark
leatlier shade that the "bands can hardly be
recognized unless tlie bee were to be lilled

with honey, and placed on a window as per
A B C. There is this about the yellow bands,
however : By breeding for bands for several
generations, this feature becomes so promi-
nent that a first cross with common bees will

pass very well for full bloods, so far as the
marking is concerned. Imported stock from
Italy has not, of course, been bred for color
or for bands, as we breed them here.— 1 do
not see how you can consistently have a
place in Blasted Hopes, friend 8.

BITRYING BEES FOR WINTER.
How will this do? On dry sandy land we excavate,

say'a foot deep, lay timbers so the bottom of hives

will be 4 or 6 inches from the ground; set stakes at

sides of ends, and board up a space, sides and top,

of 6 or 8 inches; bank up sides and ends with earth;

cover over with oat straw. We have about 15 hives

for wintering. .1. B. Whitaker.
Hopkinton. Iowa, Sept. 20, 1885.

Friend W., this subject has been pretty
well discussed in our back numbers. With
such winters as you have in Iowa, no doubt
it will sometimes answer a good purpose ;

but as a rule I am not much in favor of
burying bees. The articles of W. Z. Ilutch-
in.s6n,for several years back, have discussed
this matter of burying bees, in all its bear-
ings. May be he "can answer your question
better than I can.

I.ETTIN(i THE SNOW DRIFT OVER THE HIVES IN

WINTER.
1 find nothing in the A B C as to the elevation of

the hive in wintering. If you allow the hive to re-

main on the summer stands, the first deep snow
would smother them, closing up the entrance. Have
you a device to admit the air, or what is your plan?

T have prepared ray bees according to your instruc-

tions, in a Simplicity hive I got from you last spring,

leaving the hive extending over the bottom-board
about 'o inch, and it is only about 6 inches from the

level of the ground. H. U. Steinruck.
Eagleville, Pa., Oct. 5, 1885.

Friend S., I think you are decidedly mis-
taken in saying that tlie snow^ Avould smoth-
er the ])ees. I have not been able to discover
tliat the l)ees ever smotlier by being covered
up with snow; in fact, I sliould rather have
them covered witli snow than to be prepar-
ed in any other way that I know of, provid-
ing the snow falls itself, or is drifted on to
the hive by the wind. Your Simplicity hive
is all right as it is, if you are going to risk
wintering in such a hive : but you will no-
tice, l)y our price list and A B C"book, we do
not recommend these liives for Avinter pur-
poses.
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FATTEMXG-BOATS OR TANKS, FOR CAHP.
Occasional inquiries come to hand from the read-

ers of the A B C of Carp Culture. Lately, several of

these inquiries arc concerning the illustration on
page 69 of that work. I can now sec that further
details arc necessary. 1 find it impossible to get

ready-made screen material for tlie bottom of the

tank or boat, which is of sufficiently fine mesh, that

is not at the same time of too light wire. 1 have
persuaded one of the oldest manufacturers here to

make up a small lot, of e.xtra-heavy wire. I also

find that the mesh of the wire netting on top of the

boat had better not be larger than I'i or even l'^

inch, because the carp dislike close confinement;
and if the mesh is from 2 to 3 inches they are liable to

force their noses through, even until they "gill"

themselves. A mesh of I'i inches is sufficiently

large to pass the food through. I find the ready-

made netting is also of too light wire, and have also

made arrangements to have some made of lieavicr

Avire. This material will be heavily galvanized. It

will at present cost here, for the top. fl.T-") i)er

square yard; and for the l>ottoiu, $:i..")U per square
yard. It will be made 36 inches wide. It is just as

well, if not better, to make the ends of these tanks
square. I have for many years used exclusively,

for fastening screens, the carpet staples illustrated

on page 698 of Gleanings.
l"he fall drainings of the leading carp-cultural

establishments in this region (and owned by mem-
bers of the American Carp-Cultural Association

elsewhere), are mostly (inistied, and the most sati.s-

faetory results are rei)orted wherever the improved
plans are in use, while failures are gencralfy re-

ported with chan(!e-raade ponds. We have had sev-

eral notable carp dinners in this region, and cren/

participant jironounces the carp a first-class food

fish. Most of the carp in this region are of the

parti-scale typos, and a large percentage are nearly

scaleless.

Every carp culturist iirthe country should join

the American Carp-Cultural Association. It costs

but one dollar. I will cheerfully send constitution

and by-laws to any address. Mii.tun V. Pkikck.
Philadelphia, Pa., Oct. I-'O. l.SS.).

Thanks, friend F. Our wire-flotli factory
have furnished us steel wire cloth as tine as
8 meshes to the inch, and heavily galvanized,
and it seems to me it is strong enough to
hold a horse. Prices are given on another
page. We mail you a sample, to let you see
if it will not be the thing for the bottom of
the fattening-boats. F also send you a dol-
lar, that 1 may become a membei- of the
American C'arp-t'ultural Association.

BEF-S AND CIDEK-.M1I,I.S.

I believe those who would petition legislature in

regard to cider-mills, as per your editorial, are just

as ignorant of other peoples industries as others
are of bee culture; for the bees are just as much a

nuisance to the cider-maker as the cider-mills are
to the bees. When both parties have a )>roper un-
derstanding of the nuitter.it can be H.xed at little

expense, so the cider-nuiker is not bothered with
bees, and the bees are not hurt by (he cider. .\

press generally has a root, and a little more ex-

pense will jiut wire cloth o\ er a pari, or mosquito
l)ar, if not l)oards, and it will pay, besi<les keeping
bees out. The doors want good strong springs to

them and they should be so fixed that they can not
be propped open. Wr Innf p |>regs oiilv a few rods

from the apiary. audVe kept the bees out by hav-
: ingonly the main places closed; but this fall we

I

were compelled to close every hole, for they found
almost every one they could get through.

THE LINOE^- FOR HIGHWAY" PLANTING.
While so many varieties of trees are lauded for

highway planting, the basswood receives scarcely a

good word. One defect, and the only one I know of.

is that it is late iii emitting its foliage, which I think
is counterbalanced by that sweet perfume and

; merry hum later on. Bee - keepers would do a

grand thing by furnishing the trees free to the

j

farmers who plant them. The old feuces can be
:

taken away, the ground planted to ])otatoe8, and
!
theu basswood planted instead of e\ cry post. Soon
the wires can be attached to the trees, if a fence is

desired, and some locust can be mi.xed in, as they
make splendid pf)Sts. There should be some trees

near any apiary, for they come when nu>st needed.
Here let me speak a good word for the ground-ivy,
or gill-over-the-ground. I think the honey is splen-

did, and I judge it is good for medical purposes.
' Marshallville, O. C. Weckesser.

(AN A CORN-HOUSE BE CONVEHTED INTO A SUIT-
ABLE AVINTERING HOUSE?

Last spring I bouglit three colonies in chaff hives.

I have now ten, all told. To winter the same 1

thought of covering my frame corn-house, 12,xl6 ft.,

with matched pine to make it dry and warm as any
out-building. I have asked other bee-men about it,

and they say a building to keep bees in must lie

frostproof. What say youV < >. .Vrchkii.

Plymouth, Mich.

Friend A., a corn - house would not be

J

suitable, without very much expense being
laid out upon it. for a wintering - house.
Houses of this kind are usually made ei-

tlier close to the ground or )>artly under the
ground: or. what is better, is a cellar under
a building, so as to get protection from the
frost. Are you really sure that ;i wintering-
house is needed in your locality? I certain-
ly would not go to the expense of building
one. unless extensive bee-keepers in your
vicinity have foimd them an object. I be-
lieve that cellars are, as a general thing,
cheaper and better.

HOW TO PIT THE HILL DEVICE OVER THE COMBS.
1 take this method of asking which way you place

the Hill devic<! over the frames of a Langstroth
hive. 1 looked at the device you sent me, and was
not sure which way they ought to be put on the

frames of comb—the back-bone (hoop iron) across

the frames of comb, or lengthwise of the comb. If

I init it lengthwise of the comb, the space under the

burlap does not cxtcud near the sides of the hive.

When full with ten combs, the burlap fitting clos«

might prevent the bees frt)m getting to the outer
combs. If I set the back-bone across the combs, the

burlap does not fit so well at the ends of the hoop
iron, or back-bone. The space under the device is

only across the combs, and not as long lengthwise
of the combs as it would be to set it the other wa> .

Which way should the back-bone of the device be
set—across the combs, or lengthwise of the combs?

.loHN M. Lewis.
Crothersvillc, .Tacksou Co.. Ind., Oct. lu', 1885.

Friend J^.. the device is placed over the
combs so that tiie iiiece of strap iron runs
parallel with the brood-frames : that is, when
it is iiitepdetj to be used Avith fbe Simplicity
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hive; but with the Galkii) frame, or Adair,
j

it might he best to turn it the other way. lu
I

any case, the device sliould always be placed
,

exactly over the center of the brood-nest

;

and the (-ushions or chaff should come down
close all around.

MOW TO riU;VK,.\T WEEDS GnO\VlN(; A'l TIIK EN-

TRANCE,
j

Vour piece ill ix-ganl to weeds in tlie apiary re-

minded me tliiit perhaps the way 1 manajrc my yard
may be interesting- to some of your readci-s. It is

eonsiderable work on the start: but as it is very
lasting, I think it pays. I dig out a space 3'i I'eet

square, and six or eight inches deep, and fill Avith

coal cinders, pounding them down as solid as possi-

ble. No grass or weeds ever find their wa.\- through,
j

Making the holes -J'i feet square, leaves room
enough around the hive lor the lawn-mower to

|

work without touching it. A yard kept in this way
j

{)resents a very tidy appearance. I find very few
i

yards among our bee-keepers but are rather slov- I

enly looking, and I think a little stirring up of this
j

matter, with a few directions how to fix vip a little,
j

will have a tendency toward a great inprovement.
I believe keeping one's yard nice and tidy helps to

sell its products; consequently I look at it as a pay-

ing investment, and, like yourself, I can not toler-

ate the stone on the hive nor the rough casing

around it. If the business won"t pay the expense
of planing and paint, I for one will abandon it and

1

try something that will. M. H. Hcnt.
|

liell Branch, Mich., Oct. 21, 1885.

I would say to our readers, that friend Hunt is a
j

man who is very particular about the tidy aiipear-

ance of his apiary. I have visited both his bee-

yards, and can speak from actual observation. We
have used cinders around our hi\ cs in the way Mr.

H. suggests; but iu our experience, weeds and
gi-asses will, after a while, creep over from tlie

sides, if not through the cinders. For this reason,

and the expense, we prefer using salt, and then
have white sand in front of the entrance. I like

1o watch the yellow-banded Italians sjiorting on a

light background. Of course, the sand can be i)ut

over the cinders, if desired. Eknest K. Koot.

S.VLT AROUND THE KXTRANCES, ETC.

Gleanings for Oct. 15 is at hand on time. I was
glad to see that note of Ernest's in regard to killing

weeds with salt. I have used it with success for

two years. It is the only thing 1 can find to kill

coco grass. If any of the friends are bothered with

that grass, one or two applications will clean it u|i.

1 send in my first report. This is my second year
in apiculture. I have invested to the tune of

S12.5.00. I started last spring witli 6, increased to 21.

I have taken only 135 lbs. of comb honey in Mb.
sections. But every one of the 21 has ten frames of

brood and honey, to cari-y them over the winter.

While I cannot write and tell you that I have ceas-

ed to use tobacco, 1 can say that I have five brothers,

and none of us ever used it or whisky either. I

hope to send you a better leport next year than

this. ('. R. .Iexkins.
Bryan, Texas. Oct. in, 1885.

I HEnnxAiNixo NAMES and addresses
PAGES OF GLEANINGS.

When reading Gleanings I sometinies feel like

sending a circular to some of the friends, but do
not feel like doing so without your permission; aud
Ihe fact is, I did send some before it ever occurred to

me that " 1 ha\ e no earthly right to use them," be-

cause you i>aid for getting them, and not I. I beg
pardon for having done so, and am willing to pay
you what you think right, in strawberry - plants

next spring. As you request the reports from
those who have used the revei'Sing devices, I should

say I am well pleased with them. They do not cut

the fingers as the metal corners do, and arc just as

good in every way, and better in several ways,
aside from their reversing advantages.

You advise "full frames of honey" for wintci-

stores. I always think they winter lietter when
only three-fourths full. When full it acts too nuieh

like a cake of ice, or a board. The cluster on each
side is too much for itself. C. Weckksseh.
Marshall ville, Ohio, Oct. 1:.', IS*^.").

Why, frit lid W., you surprise me. (ialher
up the names in Gleaxixgs for the ad-
dresses of persons to whom to send pi'ice

lists, by all means. In fact, that is just
what I Mant the bee-friemls to do, that we
may get still better acquainted. One reason
why I insist on having every name with the
full i)ostotlice address is because I want you
to send ciiculars in this way. It is true,
that names thus obtained may be used for
the purpose of sending swindling advertise-
ments and circulars; but to counteract this
objection to giving names in full, we are
going to try to keep our readers posted in re-

gard to all fraudident circulars they may
receive.

WINTEIUNG IN A CAVE; QUESTIONS CONCERNING.
Will you please answer, through Gle.\nings, a

few questions':' On account of the winter being so

very severe upon the bees, I concluded to winter

them this coming wintei- in a cave, so I have com-
menced, and it is about half dug. Yesterda.v I took

hold of your A B C, and found, under the head of
" Wintering," that you " would not try indoor win-

tering with less than 40 or 50 stands." I have 21

stands of bees. I thought to place 12 of them in the

cave. Now the (juestion arises in my mind. Are you
still of the same opinion'.^ and if the cave is frost-

proof, why won't it do with few stands, as well as

with many? The cave.being in the earth, of course

it will be a little damp, if the hives arc kept from
coming in close contact with the damp, either on
side or floor or ground. 1 will have a good drain,

sufficiently large to ventilate the cave, and it will

run some forty or more feet under ground. Do
you think it will be sufficiently dry'/ I will have the

bottom of it so dug that it will thoroughly drain it-

self. It is dug 8X10 ft., 5'2 ft. to 6'.. ft. deep. It

will have two doors, it will oblige me if you will

please tell me a little in regard to wintering in a

cave. I will have a boxing, or a pipe like a chimney,
so a current of air can pass through.

There may be ijuite a number who would like it if

you would gi\'e us a little instruction in this dire(v

tion. Again, If bui-yiug bees is a good plan, how is

it that tli('.\- won't do in a cave, if properly ventilat-

ed-:'

The luinej' si'uson is good so liir, ami tlie jtrcsent

rains )u-oniise fall honey unless we get too much.
No honey-dew. Those that wintered in cellars and
caves were the only ones who biought their bees

out without heavy loss, and in many instances they

died right out without a bee left.

Gleveland, Iowa. Evan B. Morgan.
Tlie cave as yon describe it. friend M.. will
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answei" excellently, especially if you manage
to slmt out every particle of light : and tliere

is this in your favor — such caves have Ijeen

successful in very many localities. If your
cave is ahsolutely frost-proof, very likely ten
or twelve colonies will do as well as a larger
number. Your cave needs to be proof
against warm spells that may come in win-
ter, as well as against extremely cold spells:
(hat is. tlie temperature should never go
down to freezing nor up as higli as (iU-.

Some claim, you know, that the temperature
ought not to" go as high as -',0

.

THAT NAMLLF.SS BEE - UISKAt;ii ; UOKS IU .M( i VI .N (i

THE QUEEX EFFECT A (CHE.'

Vour loot-notes to C. K. Docker, p. 6Ti, Oct. 1, on
" That Bee- Disease," cariies tlie idea that the trou-

I)le is in the queen; but in one instance I find it is

not >-n. I had, last sununer, a stand d.vinjr aliout as

Ernest and Mr. Decker and some otliers liave de-

scribed. August i:itli the queen went out witli a

swarm. 8he was liived on enijity combs, i'.nd no

more of them died. A vijj-orous ^oung layin^r nueeii

was introduced in the parent hi\e, but bees I'rom it

k(;pt dyino' lor some weeks, until alter I took some
of the outside combs of lioney out, putting: empt>
ones in center of the lii\e. then all got well soon. Is

it not possible that they had some bad honey, which
may have caused the dying- in my case?

r hope to have one or two hives afTected in the

same way next year, so that I may learn the cause.

H. W. 1'ei;kins.

Kl Dorado, Ibill(i( (.., Kan..nrt. 1:.', ISn').

Friend 1*.. I lliiiik it very iikel.v that un-
wholesome stores are fre(|u"eiitly llie cause of
this maliidy, or soiuetliing (luite similar to
it. In that case, of course. i)uttiug in a new
(|ueen would not help the matter: luit it

would probably correct itself if the bi es
survive long enough to consume all the un-
wholesome stores.

ANOTIIKU SIX WA.X - E.XTUAC roll; HOW TO (O.N-

STIUCT.
I sent to you and ;:<it a wu\ cvi niclor. Il operat-

ed as well as it \\as rt'prcsciitcd lu do. but still it did

not answi'r the dcinaml. Kveiy day pieces of coinb

would turn ui>: they would lie put in a I)arrel, until

eiuiugh would accumulate to make it wortli while

lo extract; bj' that time it would be full of moths.

This was vexatious. I saw something in (it.EAN-

iNr;s that set nie to work. In two hotirs I had a

bo.x completed that is worth more than anything
that I have seen or heard f)f.

I made a box oO in. long. It in. wide. II in. drep, « itli

a ; in.-square slat across each end, half the distance

between bottom and top. On these I laida'^in.

board, 9 in. wide, ': in. thick; then a piece of tin

PjX.SO inches; I bent it up on two sides and one end.

I filled this with comb, set il in the box on the mid-

dle board. All around the bo.x, on the outside, i>ro-

.iecting above the box '; in., I nail strips 'i x;.' in.;

then a lid '~ in. wider and longer than the box. hing-

ed to the top strips, so as to shut over the box in time

of rain. I put a piece of bright tin on the under
side of the lid, so that when oiicn to the right place

the reflection will be on the glass. On the bottom
of the l)ox, tinder side, I nail a block 15X4 in., •") in.

long; bore a 2-inch hole through it, set a strong

stake in the ground, perpendicularly to the summer
sun; taper the tcnaiU to one inch on top, set the

box on the tenant so it will ti|). On the top of the

box, in the rabbet made by the strips around the

outside of the box, 1 laid -i lights of 10X14 glass, and
my machine is complete, and large enough for a

.')Ot)-swarm apiary.

I should like to ask lots of questions, but you.

may be, have answered thcin before. We read

<iLE.\xiX(is, and now we must remain in ignorance :

but still there are several things we should like to

know, if you would answer; but we might not uii

dcrstand it. any more thasi "c diil Prof. Cook's big

talk about honey-dew. 15. 1.. ni!i);i;.

.Jamestown. Tenn., Sept. "i\, is.'-."..

Friend 15.. y<»Ui sheet of tin is certainly an
ingenious adjunct to a simple sheet of glass.
and 1 should think it would answer nicely.
Ask all the questions you wish. l)yall mean's,
and we will trv to make the answeis ]>laii).

I thought Prof. Cook made the matter vci\
plain aliout the honey-dew. Suppose you
write directly to him ill regard lo wliat is not
clear, and we will have your question an<l his
reply given iu <iLEANiN(;s. Some of tlie

veterans sometimes think we take ;ni uniiee-
essaiy amount of si)ace iu living to make
things i)Iain to beginners.

lliOM :>:! TO IT. ANt) KKVI I, lis. (IK )tONE^'.

I have l)ccn a close reader of (ii.E.VM.VGs fur sev-

eral years; and as 1 read ami iionder over the

many trials, dilliculties, and disappointments inci-

dent to ai)iculttM<', I ofttimes feel constraincfi t"

make mention of my tips and downs in l.)ee-keepiiig.

Hut. alas: when I attempt the task I find myscH
incaiiable (»f even getting together mj' own crude

thoughts on apiculture, which I am sometimes
tempted to ask space for in your .journal. Soon

I hope to not onlj- see sonn- of my views on South
crii bee culture but a full description of our Wills

Valiej'. in North .Mabama. in (Ji.kamxc.s. I should

say there is no other better location, naturally

adapted to l)ce culture, in the whole State of.\la

bania, situated as we are between the two f.ookont

and Sand M(.untains. in a rich fertile \alley lia\ -

ersed b.v inan.v water-courses. We have the great

-

(St imaginable variety of honey-producing trees

and Howcrs. From the early blooming of the ma-

ple to the late asters in the fall, we are searcel.\

Avithout something from which the bee can secure

nectar. Our bees now, Oct. 13, are busy on the

white asters. Our yield for this season is, comb and

extracted, each, ^'M lbs., making 1000 lbs. in all. We
had in the sjjring 'Si colonics; increased to 4T, which

are now in fair condition for winter. We ha\('

Italians and hybrids. We winter on summer
stands in Hoof Simplicities, with but little loss.

This has been a \ery unfavorable year here for

surplus. "—J. n. M AiisH. ;?3— tT.

Collinsville, .-Ma.

CltOSS BEES.

I have just lommeneed with bees, having pur-

chased 20 full colonies. Before I could get the bees

home they made a start with me, and for two weeks
I had to go armed with a protector, gloves, and
smoke; and for all the smoke, if I touched a hive

they would boil out in front by hundreds, and fill

my clothes full. 1 thought I was in for it. and that

|)atent hives and all the Yankee inventions had

failed to civilize this young heathen. There was
no backing down. I had got the bees, and, worst of

all. thev often " got" me. I persevered gently with
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these little trieuds, fed the weaker swarms, and

goon they regarded me as a last friend, and I often

open the hives without gloves, protector, or smoker.

Rockport, O., .Sept. 18, 18*5. G. A. F.vrhand.

.\LSIKE (LOVKIi; ITS VALUK AS .V HD.V KV-PI.AXT.

Prtif. A. J. Cooli, 7vr»ii*i7iff;—Will you not kindly

say how many colonies and acres of nisikc your
brother had isee p. •>!•". Oct. l.'nV also whether the

alsiko bloomed during white-clover bloom oi- later.

Terre Haute. Ind.. Oct. 18, IW.. T. II. Ki.or.it.

Prof, ("ook replieis

:

I will say that mybrother had about wt colonics ol

bees, and nine acres of alsikc clover. .\t the time

mentioned, our white clover here at the college was
in full bloom. My brother, however, cut his alsike

early, to delay the time of bhwmiiig. While I much
doubt if alsike clover is ecjual to the common red

clover as a farm crop, 1 do think that for bees it is

just admirable. It can be made to conic late in the

white-clover harvest, and just before the linden.

A. .7. Cook.
Agricultural College, Mich.. Oct. 2-.3, 188.').

FKO.M 71 TO SO, Axn .35^*4 r.BS. of hoxev.

fflEHE is my report for the past season of 1885,

in the apiary of .\. M. Matthews, Pope Co.,

Ark. Out of 71 colonies in the middle of

March, 18 were in Vjallon Simplicity hives,

io of which were queenless. The queens
were lost in extracting the previous fall: 16 colo-

nies were in box hives, with;a Simplicity on top for

surplus, and 37 in box hives, so T had to transfer 53

outdoors, late each evening. I increased by nat-

ural swarms to 80; and after doubling in the fall

I hey counted 76. I took 3.524 lbs. of honey—3136 ex-

tracted, and :J88 lbs. comb. Our partnership has

succeeded first rate, on account of both of us trying

to do right, which the future will prove better.

Pittsburg, Texas. Oct. 19, 188.5. c. J. Dorfma.n.

I have had good success with my bees this year,

and have sold a " right smart " of honey.

.Jackson, Tenn., Aug. Hi, 188.5. G. B. Cautmkm..

KUOM 31 TO .50, AND ICJO LBS. OF HOXEV.
Here is my report. As I am only an A B C schol-

ar you must not expect too much of me. I bought
30 colonies last fall, and wintered in all kinds of

boxes. They came out this spring with 16. I trans-

ferred all into the Triumph hive. I make my own
I hives now. 1 have increased to .50, and have taken

lOtX) lbs. of honey in one and two p-iund sections.

Dunkirk, o.. Oct. :>, 188.5. W. A. M autin.

|{Kro!(T l)K ONI-; SWAIIM OK lU'.KS IN T H 1. HANKS OK
A HK(iiNNi;it.

.My bees a|.|icar to be in excellent cmidition.

From the colony I bought of you in Ma\- T ha<l a

;
swarm July 5tli. This swarm made about IJO lbs. of

honey in^KI days, and have been wf)rking in the sec-

ond story for nearl.\- a month. The original colony

swarmed again about .Jvily 30th, a smalt swarm, but

good workers. I also hived a swarm of black bees,

which alighted near my place. 1 have given them
away, because I did not know what the result would
be to work black and Italian bees together. My ex-

perience has been very pleasant and interesting so

far. E. .7. WifrTEHEAi).

Southington, Conn., Sept. 3, 1885.

AX EXCOUlJAGINfi KEPORT KRO.M TE.NAS.

The basswood, our main dependence for nice

honey, was so near a complete failure that I shall

;

ha^•e but little honey to put on the market this sea-

son. My bees, however, are in excellent condition.

j
and are working with a rush and will. 1 think they

j
will gather an abundance of stores for fall and win-

I

ter supplies. I have a flue lot of young gueens
i from the last imported mother received of you, and
i they are turning out beautifully niarked Italian

j

bees. I am highly pleased with them.

Palestine, Tex., Sept. 8, 188,5. C. Brvaxt.

I have taken, this season, from 16 hives, actual

count, 748 lbs of honey, about one-third comb. I

will report fully later. M. Brofr.
Gonzales, Tex., Sept. 28, 1885.

KRO.M 75 TO 14.5, AXD 131 I.BS. rEII (OI-OXV.
Began with 75 colonies: increased to 145. and

have extracted about i:J0 lbs. per colony so far, with

the fall honey - How yet to come. Wc ha\ c had a

%ery wet season. < . M. Hiogixs.
Hahnville, I,a., Sept. 8, 1885.

FROM 28 to 44. AND 2200 LBS. OK HOXEV.
This is my first year in handling bees, although I

have studied bee culture for three years. I started

in June with 28 coloni«'S. 1 have gathered 2200 lbs.

of honey, and have now on hand 44 colonies, all in

good wintering condition. 1 think I shall be able to

rob at least ten of my colonies again. I lijive sold

here about 100 lbs. of honey, and have on hand 1200

His. of extracted honey. Can you tell me a good
niarket to sell?

Fofsytl}, Ga., Sppt. ^', 1885. K. f. Brooks.

Hoiipy Column tells nil wp knovy. tVieii(l [5,

KROM 9 TO I'J, AXD 60J LBS. OF HOXEV.
As the time of year for reports has come again. [

,
will send in mine. I opened the spring with !t colo-

;

nies, in moderate order: increased to 19 by natural

! swarms, except two 1 divided, and obtained 600 lbs.

j

of choice comb honey, mostly in lib. sections. My
j

best yielded 100 lbs., and second best 90. I will give

the record of one colony. About the tenth of May,
i No. 1 swarmed: and as 1 had old combs, the swarm
i

had nothing to do but gatbei- and clean uj). In

j

about three weeks I <iivided swarm No. 2, making
I No. 3: then in about two weeks No. 2 swarmed, and
one week later No. 2 swarmed again, both of which
have gathered i)lenty to winter on, and No. 2 ga\ e

44 lbs. choice comb honey; and its mother, No. 1.

I

90 lbs. of surplus. Is not that good for a home-bred
Italian queen, and not an acre of clover of any

i
kind within range? All they had to work on was
Avild flowers, heart's-ease, and Spanish needles.

I 5—S. C. Frederick, 9—19.

j

Coal Vale. Kan.. Oct. 4, 1885.

541 LBS. OK HOXEV FRO.M OXK COLOXV.
.\s I have .just Hnished up taking honey. I will let

you know, for the first time, how I am getting along

,

with my bees. I have3(i hivesof bees in good shape

for winter, and huvv taken 1967 lbs. of honey from
them, and they have plenty to winter on. My best

;
hive has made me 541 lbs. of extracted honey. Of
course, they did not all do that, or I should have to

I

dig a pool to put it in. They have averaged 65 11)6.,

counting thp p»pital hive. Now for the Clark smo.

I Hers. Sopif? IT*' ''otjiej-ed with t'lf'tP ''vehokjng up,
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and I was too; but g-unimiiig up three of four

taught me how to iiianag-e it. Burn sound chips

instead of rotten stuff or raprs; and when it takes

the (juinsy, blow it until it gets very hot, then
jxtint it to the g-round and blow as hard as you can.

A few puffs will start its lungs to action, and.the

trouble i* over. .\. L. Lir.HT.

Pastoria, Ark.. .Sept. ti, 188,").

Well dune, friend L. The above report
not only speaks well for you. but well for
your State of Arkansas." Was the large
amount of honey made entirely l)y one t-olo-

<»ny. or from the colony and itsincreaseV

A.NOTHEK Nt'CI.EUS THAT PERSISTS IX KILLING
QUEENS.

It has not been a good summer so far. I have lots

of ti"Ouble with a nucleus colony. They are deter-

mined to have no queen. They have killed four
Italian queens, and two of them after the queens
had commenced laying-. 'J'he queens cost me f1.00

each. J.W.Porter.
Ponca. Neb., July 21, 188.").

[The only remedy 1 know lor such cases is to put
a good lot of brood-comtts into the hive, so that the
young- hatching bees may outnumber the stubborn
and ill-tempered old bees.]

KltOM Ii4 TO KHi, 7r»(Xl I.US. OE HO.NKV. A.NK T.J I.BS.

OK UEESWAX.
(Jommenced the swarming season withtU colonies.

Increased to lOT. Comb honey, ."fcWl lbs.; extracted,

17(10 lbs. Total, ^rXHi. Heeswa.v. "^ lbs.

Sih ciion, Oregon, r)ct. "., 18S.'>. K. S. Brooks.

JimH^ j^jMD QUERIEg.

A OREAT FAI.t.IXG OKF IX THE PHOnUCTlOX OE
HOXEV IX CALIFORXIA.

'EN'TUR.\ County will not ship o\er one hun-

I' dred tons of honey this season, as but few
apiaries have more than enough for home
consumption; whereas last year the esti-

mated shipments were two thousand tons.

Bees are cheap; this is a good time for eastern

bee-men with poor health to start in the bee-busi-

ness in one of the healthiest counties in the State.

Sanlit ['aula. California. 1,. M. HarIhskx.

UEKS AM) R.\SPnERRIES.
Bees do work on black cap raspberries, but not so

mui-h as on the red. Mamai.a B. Ciiadimk k.

Vermont, 111., Aug., 188."..

A <iOOI) KEI'ORT EROM AI.I.EVS TRAI'S.

1 used I; do/., of -Mley's (|ueen-traps last year; no
nu)re swarms leave lor the woods when I am away
from home. W. K. I'i.owkh.

Ashbourne, I'a.

AXOTMER SWAR.M »;oKS OFF WCTHOl'T ALUIHTIXIJ.
We had two swarms this year, but the first flew

away without alighting.

A (!001) REl'OHT OF THE I'Ofl.TRV XETTIXli.

That wire for the chicken yard is just the thing.

It gives them a large space, and we have had only

three or four fly over, and after we clipped them
no more have tried it. (iEo. V. i 'i.evelaxu.
Cdllamer. «>., Aug. 2ti, ISSo.

HOW TO PLACE FEED OVER THE CLUSTER.

j

1 wish you would tell me how I can place the feed

i

that you recommend on pages 13 and 14 of your

j

catalogue—the feed which is made of powdered su-

gar and good honey, and is placed OAer the cluster—
• without letting the bees tly out while I am doing it.

X. LU.MAX CiERRISH.
Nottingham Center, N. H., Oct. 8, 188,5.

LJ'rifnd O., it is a pretty hard matter to feed bees.
any way you can fl.v it, without causing them to Hy
out. If the weather is warm, so they can all get

I

back again, it does no harm to let them tiv out, that
I know of. During cold weather, if you remove the
cushion quickly ami turn back the burlap, you can

;
usually get a ball of the candy right over the clus-
ter, and get the hive closed up before the <iueen
takes wing.]

HOXEV-AXTS.

[

1 got some honeyants this morning. They build

j

a nest in the ground, and have a room. There are

1
three different kinds— the queens, workers, and one
other kind. Their bodies are full of honey. When
one of the workers wants some hoiu\vit caresses the

feelei-s of oiu- of these, and she feeds him in the

same numner as a bee. Don't you think you could

get Prof. Cook to tell us some of their habits, and
let us know in Ci.eaxinosV W. B. Kenuam..
I'valde, Texas.

[Friend K.. Prof. Coftk has already t<ild us about

Wll.l. EAKI.V-AMBEK .MOLASSES IiO TO FEED /

I see b)- youi- catalogue that Karly amber sugar
will do to feed fees. What do you think about Ear-

ly-amber molasses:- Would it do to feed for brood-

rearingV Would not the sugar reduced to syrup be
llie same as molasses? A neighbor of ours saved a

swarm last spring that was destitute, by pouring-

about a quart of Early amber molasses in among
the bees and combs. .Mrs. H. Babso.n.
Lower Salem, ()., Oi-t. :i, I88.">.

[Mrs. B., the Karly-amber molasses, or, in fact,
any other kind that the bees will use, will answer
tor sj)ring leecling; Imt so far as ni.v experience
goes, all these l<iw-pric<'<l syru|)S are n(">t sufticiently
free from foreign matter to be suitatilc lor winter
stores. Better save your Early-amber syrup till

spring, and use only pure white sugar for winter
stores.]

' these ants. 1 think you will find some mention of
them in his Maiuuil, and 1 think he wrote an aitiele

I

in some of (iiu- journals, though lean not say just
now wher*' you will Und it. Will friend Cook

[

please tell us where such a paper is to be found, if

i he did write oneV]

HOW FAR DO HEES FLV, AND WORK PROFITABLY?
How far can bees go for honey, and make it prof-

itable? Can they make it profitable with pasturage
two miles off? C. W. Hardv.
Burnet, Burnet Co., Texas.

,

[Friend H., this matter has lieen discussed at con-
i siderable length in our back volumes. Bees or-
;
dinarily do not go more than two or three miles for
stores, if I am correct; but under some eircum-
slances they have been known to fiy sl.x or seven
miles, ami ai-i-uuuilate honey, even then. These

]

great flights ai-<- usually across a body of water, or
i
over a prairie, inider circumstances where neither
timl)er nor hills inconvenience them.]

THE .STAXLEV .\UTOMATIC EXTRACTOR.
We see in Aug. 1st Xo. a call for rejiorts of Stan-

ley's automatic extractor. We ha\e used one this

season, and nuist say it is the best now t)n the maa-
ket. We have extracted over 31100 lbs., and in one-

half the time it takes with other makes. We would
no more think of using an extractor not reversing

the cointis automaticallj , than of using a cradle in

the place of a self-binding reaper.

(ieddes, X. Y. F. A. & H. O. Salisbi rv.

We had a very severe drought in spring and sum-
mer, after a dry and cold winter. The white clover

was an entire failure. I saw only one swarm of
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bees from 43 old stands, so our honey crop is a fail-

ure. T nm not able to buj' any new hives this sea-

sou. 1 endeav ni- to nialio thorn pay their own ex-

penses, r,. C. >[A.ioit.

Brandy Station, Va., (>ct. Id, iss').

Gleanincs in Bee Culture,
I'uhUxJtrd Semi-Mottthlij.

J^. I- -iElOO^.
EDITOR AND PUBIilSHEK.

MEDINA, O.

TERMS: $1.00 PER YEAR, POSTPAID.

For Clulbicg Bates, See First Pige of Eeiii;; "..litter.

.\lAJT. :.;ir..

THE KANSAS BEE-KEEPEB.
l.v answer to several inquiries, we are oblig^ed to

state that the above paper is no longer published.

As to whether they have made arrang-ements with

their subscribers for the iine.xpired time, we are

unable to say; but from what we know of the pro-

prietors, we should suppose that, of course, they
have. There is nothing- wrong in withdrawing- from
a business speculation, whenever it becomes un-

profitable, providing- you make g-ood all your un-

finished contracts with your fellow-men; and I be-

lieve the bee-papers that liave suspended during
the years that are past have always made it a rule

to do this.

WIRK CLOTH MADE OF STEEL WIKE (i A 1. VA.N IZED,
FOli (T.OSlXfJ THE OUTLETS AM) l.VI.ETS

OF CAHP - PONDS.
In consetiuence of the many inquiries in regard

to this article, we have got the manufacturers to

make ufe a speciaT lot to order, for the above pur-

pose. I have before explained to you the reason

why we are enabled to get prices very much less

than the ordinary price. The material (steel wire)

makes it tremendously strong; and being thorough-

ly galvanized by dipping- it in melted zinc after it is

made, it is absolutely rust-proof. There are four

meshes to the inch (8 mesh same price), and the price

is 10 cts. per single square foot ; P.") cts. for 10 square
feet, or $7.."<0 for 100 square feet. If wanted by mail,

add 10 cts. per squai-c foot extra for postage. We
have only one width in stock; viz., !J6 inches.

case i5 very light, it is strong enough to stand ship-

ping, probably, without injury. It weighs onlyiJfi

lbs., and can therefore be sent by mail to those liv-

ing at remote distances, at an additional expense of
40 cents for postage.

INDUCE.MENTS TO SUBSf HIRE EAIiLV.

Ai.i. subscriptions received between now and the

first of .lanuary, for the year 1886, will include the

remainder of 18a5 without charge. That is, any
new subscriber who sends in his subscription before
the year is out will receive the journal free for the
remainder of this j e ir, after his subscription is re-

ceived. Do you ask why we are partial to new
friends, to the exclusion of old onesV Well, we do
not mean to be; therefore we will give every old

subscriber, who remits between now and the Loth of

this month, any article he may choose from our 10-

cent counter, providing he specifies what article he
wants, and sends the correct amount of postage, if

it is to be sent by mail. Very likely you may not

consider ten cents very much of an inducement;
but there are litt-le folks in almost every bee-keej)-

er's home who will be glad enough to get it.

THE PRESENT NC.MBEK OF SCBSCRIBEBS.
We are glad to be able to say that we have, at

this date, 6618 subscribers. This is considerably

higher than we have reached at any time before

this year. Thank ynu; and while I think of it, I

might mention that in our next issue we shall com-
mence giving eight additional pages in the middle
of each month. These extra pages will be occupied
by an article that will probably go through all of

1886. The title of this serial will be, "What to Do,

and How to Be Happy in Doing- It." We expect it

to be copiously illustrated with many fine engrav-

ings. The papers are especially intended for those

who are thinking about something to do during the

long winter months and evenings just now before

us. Our older readers will probably rightly sur-

mise that it will pertain specially to •' Home Inter-

ests " and rural industries.

HI'TCHINSON's SHtPPING - case, FOR 14 SECTIONS,
FOR ONt.Y 6 OTS., IN THE FLAT.

W. Z. Hutchinson sends ns a sample of his ten-

cent case for shipping comb honey. You will notice

by his advertisement that they are onlj' C cts. each,

in the tiat. We presume this latter price dt)es not

include glass, since he does not saj' so. But in

any ease the price is very low for so good a case. We
like it so well that, if friend H. has no objections,

we will furnish them at his prices. The case is light

and strong; and the narrow slip of glass, that gives

us a glimpse of the nice comb honey, is so well pro-

tected that there is very little liability of breakage.

Very likely a good many small dealers will take one

of these cases where they won't care to invest to the

amount of a case holding 24 sections. Although the

ANOTHER DRONE-TRAP.
Mr. .ToHN A. Bachelder, of Keene, N.H., sent

us a drone-trap last May that is not only a wonder-
ful piece of mechanical ingenuity and workman-
ship, but it is a good deal ahead of any thing we
have yet seen. The trap was given to our apiarist

to test ; but liy the time he reported on it the letter

accompanying it was mislaid. We humbly beg
friend Bachelders pardon, and will try to be more
careful next time. The price is i^l.OO each, by mail.

Friend B. says the trap was completed in July, 1883,

I
and that a notice in regard to It was sent at the time.

I

It works beautifully. We may have an illustration

! of it before another season opens. Friend B. says
I it will cage a queen, although we have never tested

it in this respect. The bees, even when laden, enter

I

almost as well as through the usual entrances, and
the greater part of them come out the same way.

The pollen is not scraped ofl'.

A DROWNING BEE.

We take the following from the Britisth Bee Juxir-

nal. It is worthy of the distinguished minister who
wrote it:

Mr. Spui-geon writes as follows in the September
number of the Suonl a:-)d I'roivel :—A poor bee had
falUm into the pond, and was struggling as well as
her failing strength would allow. We seized a pole,

and placed the end of it just under her. She took
firm hold, and we lifted the pole and the bee. A
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little wliilf was spent in dt-yiiig: herself and pluin-
inj>- ln'i- wings, and then oni- worker made a stniig-ht
line lor the liive. and doiihtle^s was soon at her
daily task rewarding- us witli lioney. May not many
a human worker be found in a sinking- condition?
A little sensible help mijiht save him. Who will
ji-ive if:- He who does so shall receive the blessing-
of him that is ready to perish. Poor hearts are
often in deep despondency, sinking- lor lack of a
sympathciii- word. Do not withhold it. Rescue
llie |)erisliin<2-. lie on the watch for despairing-
minds; if no othei- jjiHxl cunics of it. you will at
least lie more jir;ili-l III i(.i-\ciii' ""n ( lic-erfulness.
Hut good icili (<iiii(/ ol ii in iiiH-x|i('(t. .1 instanees,
and it will be heaven's nin-ic in your cars to hear
sighs turned to songs.

KIND WOBDS FROM OUR CUSTOMERS.

A ICIND WORD FOR VOL. IV. OF GLEAMXGS.
Please accept my thanks for being so prompt in

attending- to my order, and excuse my negligence
in not before acknowledging the receipt f)f the
same. Vol. IV. of Gleanin/3S is more than 1 ever
expected for 2.5 cts. ^ G. Scofiei.d.
Kidgeway, N. Y., Sept. 27, IbS.').

AX EXCOURAGIXG WORD.
We received the last package of goods all right,

and in better order than any preceding lot. I think
they were packed nion- sciunly. Mail nuitter re-
ceives some very rough InnMllin^ in coming all this
distance, and needs \<r> ijoo,l iiackiiig-. We were
more than pleased with the gooils, and womU-r how
you can sell so cheap. A. W. Hindi:.
Anaheim, Cal., Sept. 4, 1885.

them beautiful Italians, and that we had been wise
to buy them, for it was really a bargain to get such
bees in good S. hives, and such populous colonies,
at 87.00 a hive. 1 tell j-ou it made me feel well to
have such an old veteran at bee culture talk so en-
couraginglj-, for he is apt to be very sarcastic, and
depreciate things, unless they are really good. We
saw the queens of all three hives, and you can im-
agine how eager we were to see a queen, having
ne\ er seen a live one in our lives, and how pleased
and astonished wn were on seeing her, at her great
size and beautiful yellow color. We noticed that
there was not an over-abundance of honey in the
brood-combs, but we suppose that considerable was
consumed while transporting and in opening the
hives. We think they will soon have enough for
winter, judging- from the wav they are working.
Newark, N. J., Sept. 10, 1885. ('. H. Theberath.

Inclosed find ^^l.oO to jtay for (ii.KAX i Mis.
your talks on the practi(-al, cvcry-day topics that
should inlci-cst us all very much; and although 1

do not keep l)ees, 1 am glad to read (li.EAMXGs'for
its high moral tone. May God in his pi-ovidence
give its editor long jears of prosperity, is mv pray-
er. A.l). HovEV.
("hardoii. ()., Aug. 31, 1885.

el

A PLEASED (irSTOMElt.

The sav. and mandrel I ordered of >()ti

ight—.just what yoi; reiu-t

I tind I like the luiii

4-horse engine to di-ivi

of your wood-workin
mean to Ihittcr, but
witli 1 have found vol
(iilman. 11!., Sept. S,

me ail

i-cscntcd it to be. Thanks,
f it bi-tlci- since I use a

1 shall likely want more
ools before long. I don't
I are the best num to deal

N. F. Hi M.S.

rwil Nt( 1,1,1 PURCHASED JUXE 8 MAKE 7 GOOD
COEOXIES HV SEPT. 5.

As 1 was writing fo]- some liooks tiiis nioriiiiig, I

write >ou a lew lines to lei you know how the bees
got along thai I had of you. Vou ship|>e(l them on
the Sth of .luiie, and I got them on the 12th. They
were at tin; express ollii-e on the eleventli, but I

di'l not get your card till the 12th at noon. I had to
ti-o for them in the afternoon a distance of eight
miles: got them safely home, and in the hives that
night. Three of them w-ere for Mr. McDonald, and
I wo ol iheiii for !nys<-lt. My own have done \-ery
well considering the season, which has been so cold
and wet. Thej- ha\e increased to seven good
strong I'olonies. ^'our manner of doing busines--
suits me well, i intend to ti-.\- .-.our plan of wiiUer-
ing on sugar ihis winter. .1. S. MoouHorsi;.
Dealtown, Canada, Sept. 5, 188.5.

A GOOD HKI'OUT FROM THE XT'CT.El WE SI'M) OtT.
The goo<ls arrived all right and in •ood season.

1 was verv mui-h jileased with them, and 1 can not
l)iit w-onder at the promptness and good condition
in which they were recei\ctl, taking into considera-
tion the distance from which they came, which
speaks well for your careful mode of packing, and
endeavor to please. Nolliiug is left for ii\e to do
but to express my heartiest thanUs foi- all .\ou
luiM- done for mt' so far, ami inv eontidence iii all
future dealings. Last Monday my brother and 1

opened three hives, and I had invited an old friend
of my father's, who lias been a bee-keeper for 10

years, to come and h.ok at them, and he pronounced

A GOOD ItEPORT FROM Ol'R 2f4-LIJ. ^^.'o SCALES.
The scales oidered from your house, a short time

ago, came to me in good order. I am pleased with
thein. They are better than 1 expected. The
freight charges were ^2.50, making- the cost S6.25,
laid down here. The same scales (but Fairbanks')
cost *12.00 to .-^ILOO here. A word for the regulai-
sized section, 4ViX-liiXl"j. 1 have taken out .5;5tKi

lbs. of comb honey this season. Out of the lot there
was not to exceed :W0 bulged, so they would
not crate. There were more imperfectly- tilled sec-
tions, but not bulged. They are good enough for
me, and I expect lo let well enough alone. No
separators. K. S. Brooks.
Silverton, OregoiL

HOXEV IX EXGLAXD; HOW WE SIC(-EEI)EI) IN
SFIIPPIXG THE L.\ST LOT.

The last lot of honey that you sent was first class
— nothing could be better — and the packing was
superb — not a dro|> of honey lost. There has, how-
e\ t-r. been an imnu'iise increase in the lu-oduction f)f

honey in Kngland during the last two \cai-s, and a
\ asl iuiprovemenl in themethods used; 'the result is,

that there is now a \ei-y huge supply of tlrst-i-lass

clover h()ne.\- i-aised in England. It can be got
wholesale at 5 ds. and H ds. per lb. here, just half
what it was two J ears ago. This Is cheaper than
llrsi-class -Viucrican honey, w-ith cost of (ranspoi-t
added. Tlie ston-s with' which I am connected
lind that at present they can get tlrst-class iioney
clicaper Irom l-:nglish |)roducei-s; and wh.ile this
continues, we shall not rcqtiire honey from Amer-
ica, It issaiii that there is a vast importation of
first-class California honey. I can not see how it

can pay a num, who can gel 5 efs. or t> cts. a lb. ff)r

honey in America, tot riinspori ii |o I'.nLiland where
it will fetch about the vamr pii.-e. liiii I lKi\r>ince
lieen told tiiat high-cla>s ( ailloinia lione\ i> s(,|,i

in Liverpool and London at :>."( s. percwt., or;;'., ds.
per lb.. Ol- 7'.. cents per lb. I got a specimen, but it

was )i';f fii-st-i-lass clover honey. Hut although not
tlrst-class, I am surprised that it should pay any
one to import and sell it at that price.
Oxford, Kngland. Sept. 2t>, 18.S5. A.C. Ha.mii.TOX.

1 Perhaps we ought to explain, tiiat the above
shipment consisted of :JOOO lbs. It w-«s all put up in
iron-jacket cans, ami two of them w-ere crated to-

gether, so as to make a g-ood strong package, (iood
sound corks weri- selected, of such size that they
would go in only when mashed. They were then
fastened with a strip of tin, soldered over the toj),

and we succeeded, as you notice in the above.]

THE CANADIAN BEE JOURNAL
II /;/;/!/. 1. .S'/.oo /'/./.• yi:.ii:.

D. A. Jones li Co., Publishers, Beeton, Ont., Can.

The onl.\- bee journal luinted in Canada, and con-
taining nuK-li \aluable and interesting matter each
week from ihe pens of leading Caiia<iian and Inited
States bee-keepers. Sample cop.\- sent free on re-

ceii)t of address. Printed on nice toned paper, and
in a nice shape for binding, making- in one year a
\olume of 8;i2 pages. 9tfb

Corm fftr Qalo SO A02SS—75 improved, two
rai III lUI oaic. iiai-ns-good house and cellai-,

living w ater. abun. lance of fruit of all kinds. One-
half milelto 1!. H. Two miles to station. For par-
ticulars address X, L. HIGBIE. M.D..
^'Itfdb Elsie, ClintOQ Co., Mich.
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CONVENTION NOTICES.

The Ctiiual .Michigan Bcc-Keepers' Association
will meet in the Pioneers' Kooin, in the State Capi-
tol, at LansiUK-, Mich., at 9 a. m., Nov. U, 1885. Ev-
ery one who has bees, or is interested in bee cul-
ture, is invited to attend. K. X. Woon, Sec.

The Southeastern Michigan Bee-Keepers' Associ-
ation will not hold any meeting here this fall, as
the North American, the Michigan State, and the
North-Westorn, all meet together within the terri-
tory covered by this Association (at Detroit), and it

comes so close to the time ol' ours that we have con-
cluded to attend there. .\. M. fiANDF.rt. Pec'v.
Adrian, Mich., Oct. 20, 18.8.'..

-NOTICE TO BEE-KF.KPKHS.

I propose making an effort with the Canadian
railways for reduced rates to Detroit N. A. H. A.
1 Dec. 8, 9, and 10). Will all bee-keepers who can or
will use said railways to attend, said convention,
kindlj' drop me a card, stating the I'oad they i)rclVr
to use, or the roads the.\- could use in case arntnge-
ments can ho effected with one line onl.\'.' When
we approach railroad men we must have some data
to talk from. S. T. 1'kttit, Vice-Pres't

lor Out. Branch of N. A. B. A.
Belmont, Out., Can., Oct. l.j, 188.5.

.NOKTH AMEHICAS BKIO - KEEPERS .ASSOCIATIO.X ;

now TO FIND THE HAI.E; HOTEL HATES, ETf.

Free and complete arrangements have been made
lor the ne.xt meeting of the North American Bee-
Iveepers' Association, to be held at Detroit, Dec.
s— Ui. Hotel rates were obtained at $l.)t:> per day.
(Their regular rates were $2.00.) We secured the
use of what is known as the "Bed Men's AVigwam, "

a nice hall, directly opposite the hotel. It is well
furnished and carpeted. It is located at h:! Michi-
gan Ave., about :.'0 rods from the City Hall, so you
will see that it is very centrally located. The An-
tisdel House, where the above i-ates were secured,
is a splendid place to stop at. Mr. -Antisdel has the
reputation of keeping the best temperaiu-f hotel in
.Michigan, and, taking all in all, we wt it- very for-
tunate in securing so good a pl.ice, and in getting
!t hall so near. The committee are at work on re-
duced rates on railroads, and, so far, have succeed-
ed in securing rates on all roads in Michigan and
tin all tickets sold as far east as Buffalo and west to
Chicago. We are in hopes to get rates from New
Vork, as far west as possible. The matter is in
correspondence, and you will receive due and time-
ly notice. Now that all arrangements have been
made for a successful meeting, let every one come
and make it a success. H. D. Cutting.
Clinton, Mich., Oct. 10, issr).

Plymouth Rocks, o^'lhirv;^;
-bred Cockerels

popular breed at
3fl.(J0 each, if taken before Nov. 1."). Satisfaction
guaranteed. 7^/. K<l. (ilidiiinns. .Address
:.'0-:.'ld YODEK 4METZLEE, Z. LowistCTm, Mahonine Co., 0.

DADANT'3 FOUNDATION FACTOEY, WHOLESALE AND i

KETAHj. See advertisement in another column.

FOR SALE,
\ SKCOND-H.^Nn TWO-IIORSR.POWEK

ErRIi:K.\ ENGINK AND ROILCK.
The above engine has been in use about live

jears; but Mr. A. J'. Stauffer, of Sterling, 111., of
whom we purchased it, writes in regard to it as
follows:

I guarantee the engine to be in good working
shape, as good as it e\-er was. I had boiler e.\amin-
ed last spring by a steatn-tlttcr, and he pronounced '

it as good as new. 1 alwajs used soft water. I am
]furnishing my shop with new machinery and am '

anxious to sell or exchange it. I have to get more
machinery, and my twf)-horse power is too light.
Sterling, 111. " A. F. ST.\rKFEii.

j

We will sell the above engine, to be taken at
,

Sterling, 111., for an even #100, and we will put our
,

guarantee on top of that of friend S. We obtained I

it of him in exchange for some new machinerj-, he, I

of course, putting in a larger engine and boiler.
j

A. I. ROOT, :TIedlna, Ohio.

Paper Box for Section Honey
Our Eos is the Cheapest

and Best Bos Made.
— 0)ili/—

$8.50 Per lOOO
for4'4X4i4 Sections.

Printiiii£ like cut, 75i-
Per 1000 Extra.

Send :.'-cent stamp for sam-
ple and Illustrated Cata-
logue of

Apiarian Supplies.

ASFINWALL & THEADWELL,
21-:i:iil Successors to A'., .1. ct- Co.,

16 THOMAS STREET, - NEW YORK.

See -Hives, Sections,
FOUNDATION, ETC.

WITH a capacity of TOOO square feet of tioor. we
claim the liest facilities for furnishing Supplies,

in the southeast. OUR NEW F.ICTORir IS
EQl'IPPEO with the best and latest improved
Machinery, which enables us to furnish our goods
"up to the times." and will furnish all kinds at
very reasonable prices. Parties needing Sup-
plies would do well to see our Piice List before buy-
ing.

S. VALENTINE & SON,
Sltfd HAOERSTOIVIV, MD.

READER
DON'T YOU READ'tHIS,
We haven't any wonderful recii>e for making

f 1000 a day, or any kind of getrich-in-a-week enter-

prise; but if you take a

MAGAZINE or NEWSPAPER,
the REE - KEEPER^S CLUR LIST will tell

you liow to save nioiie} .

Rees Given Away for tlie Largest Club.
Send address, written plainly on a postal, to

E. k. COOK,
(Successor to Q. M. Soolittlei,

21 Andover, Conn.

BEESWAX WANTED.
We will pay no cts. per pound in trade for good

yellow beeswax, delivered at our K. R. station.
Give us a trial order, and see if we do not please
you. J. R. MASON ic SONS,
aid ineelianie Falls, Me.

W.lsyHUTCHINSON,
ROGERSVILLE, GENESEE CO., MICH.,

can furnish neat, white, l)asswood shipping-crates
at si.v cents each in the Hat. Sample, by express,
nailed up, ten cents. ~'ltfdb

ymae ^^ SOBOLL-SAW DESI3NS,full size, for work-
Alliao, ing easels, brackets, etc., 10c. (Ine ~'-oz.

silver case, American (Waltham) watch, S9.00.
lOtfdb J. L. HYDE, POMFEET LANDING, CONN.

Wantpri 'f'*> contract (now) with a reliable party,
ff dlllCU. male or female, to run my apiary next
year, and make queen-rearing a specialty. Corre-
spondence solicited.
;.'ld J. B. MARSH, Collinsville, De Kalb Co., Ala.
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KIND WORDS FROM OUR CUSTOMERS.

It is a pleasure to deal with one who is as prompt
and reliable as 1 have found you.
Southington, Conn. E. J. Whithead.

The extractor arrived in good condition this
morning. We have tried it, and are well pleased
with it. Manv thanks for your promptness.
Pickering, Md., Sept. 16, 1885. G. B. McAhthur.

REPORT FROM THE NEW .JOHNSTON FORCE-PUMP.
The pumps work like a charm. They are the best

cheap pumps that were ever introduced here.
Quincy, Mich., Oct. 30, 188.5. Frank D. Calver.

I have raised some of the finest queens 1 ever
saw, from that select queen 1 got of you. Their
bees are the most gentle and finely marked I ever
saw. The old queen is doing well yet.
Cassville, Mo., July 24, 1885. A. N. Twilligear.

DOES IT PAY TO ADVERTISE IN QLEANINOS?
Judging from the correspondence that I have

already had, I think you had better not insert my
ad't again. Many thanks for your extensive adver-
tising medium. J. W. Hart.
Eureka Springs, Ark., Sept. 22, 188.5.

OUR E.XTRACTORS AT FAIRS.

I have been very busy, and have been at several
fairs. 1 got a silver medal at the New England and
first prize at the State Fair on your extractors.

W. H. Norton.
North Madison, Me., Sept. 28, 1885.

The goods ordered of you have arrived and been
unpacked. They all came in splendid order, and
give general satisfaction. We think that the
pumps will be all right, although they arc of a dif-

ferent pattern from what we have been selling.
Portland, Or., Sept. 26, 1885. >1iller Bros.

our HONEY-TUMBLERS AND LABELS.
My labels have been received, also the 100 honey-

tumblers. I am especially pleased with your mode
of packing. The freight charges were very reason-
able, only 75 cents for the tumblers.

Watson Allen.
Bernardsville, N. J., Sept. 22, 1885.

OUR COMB FOUNDATION.
1 received the one pound of foundation in due

time. It being my first to handle, 1 was surprised
to see the neatness in the work, also the manner in
which it was packed. It was all right—not marred
in the least. S. Turn er.
Erie, Kansas, Sept. 17, 18&5.

The queens shipped to me Aug. 25th arrived yes-
terday, and were introduced; but I left in the tin
slides until this morning. After finding the bees
friendly I withdrew them, and feel sure all will end
well. Thank you for promptness and kindness.
These keep your customers. I try to keep a small
sum with you against which to draw orders; but
sometimes lean not do it; but my requests are
always honored by you, for which I thank you.

Mrs. W. w. Wilson.
San Bernardino, Cal., Sept. 3, 1885.

LET your LIGHT SHINE.
I feel, when I read Gleanings, and find so much

kindness expressed all through its pages, that I can
only e.xclaim, " God hlcss brother Root !" Let your
light so shine, that others may see; and seeing, may
learn to walk in the ways the Master has pointed
out. . F. L. S.MITH.
Chittenango, N. Y., Sept. 1, 1S8.5.

Here it is again—be careful ! I did not expect you
to serve me so. I thought you would send the two
Carniolan queens in four or five days, but here
they are in 48 hours. The matter needs no explan-
ation. Fast trains and prompt attention put us Jicfir

each other. J. F. Michael.
German, Darke Co., O., Oct. 22, 188.5.

The untested queen purchased of you a few
weeks since came to hand all right, and her worker
progeny are beautiful three-bauded Italians. Many
thanks for the despatch with which the order was
filled, as I needed her badly, having at that time
only one colony and suitable brood for queen-rear-
ing. Nash.
Monroe, la., Sept. 21, 18&5.

The Waterbury watch ariived by last mail in
good order, and has been running two days, keep-
ing good time—giving complete satisfaction. Please
accept thanks. I hope to be able to send yon yet
other luiiiics of subscribers to your excellent paper,
as there aic other bee-keepers in this vicinity who
should read Gleanings. J. L. Hoskins.
N"wburg, Oregon, Oct. 26, 18a5.

WHAT HE THINKS OF OUR SECTIONS.
The goods came yesterdav; thanks for prompt-

ness. The .'ifctioiis arc lovely. Why. Mr. K., 1 didn't
know there weie siifli .^cctiotis as these. You nev-
er sent me any thing like them before. If I had
only had them for my white honey I

Templeton, Pa. E. H. McClymonu.

HOW THE NEW SHOW CASE IS APPRECIATED.
The show-case has just arrived safely. It is very

neat indeed. Your hnvn-mower is also pronounced
a perfect success, by all who try it. ] fear 1 may
have been very dull in recognizing; what a public
benefactor you are, in providing lor us all these
conveniences. Mrs. H. Hills.
Sheboygan Falls, Wis., Sept. 3, 1885.

PRAISE WHERE IT IS DUE.
With sincere gratitude I acknowledge the receipt

of your statement, and -to balance account.
1 believe that, " such as you measure to otheis shall
be measured to you again," etc. I have dealt most-
ly with you for sui)plios, and have been satisfied.
You dealt faiily with iiic; of course, distance and
freight sometimes interfere, then we have to study
economy. Flattery is not my intention, only praise
where it is due. William Browning.
Garden Grove, Iowa, Aug. 29, 1885.

OLE.^NINGS—HOW IT SUITS.

That Gleanings does dish up to us a " mixture "

is one of the strong reasons why I can't do without
it. Bro. Itoot, believe me, 1 would eat but one meal
of victuals per day until I had saved enough to pay
for Gleanings before 1 would do without it. May
God bless you for your words. May you gain ah
abundant entrance for being faithful over a few
things, is the prayer of your brother in Christ. Go
on in the good work. 1, with thousands of others,
am praying for you. Charles I. Seeley.
Greenville, Mich.

kind words, AND NO MISTAKE.
I have received and read the Gleanings sent me,

and, like Mr. Higgins, of Louisiana, it brings me to
my feet to say 1 admire J our course in "mixing up"
a little good that, will make people better, as well as
good bee-keepers. It causes me to send for Glean-
ings, and I hope thousands of others to do likewise.
My bees are doing well. The only enemy to bees in
this part of Texas is the moth. I never saw in print
any thing about our best source for fall honey—the
live-oak balls. I think it accounts for bees winter-
ing so well in Texas. I have 106 hives, mostly Sim-
plicity. M. Simpson.
Gatesville, Coryell Co., Texas, Oct. 26, 1885.
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DOES IT PAY TO ADVERTISE IN GLEANINGS?
Last winter I g-ot a carload of hives. In the lot I

g-ot 100 of the A. I. Root Simplicity hives. 1 sent an
advertisement to Gleanings, and to two other pa-
pers, but I do not know that I e^ot a single return
from any but Gleanings. Parties sent for price
lists as far south as Texas, west as far as Nebraslia,
east as far as Pennsylvania, and north as far as
Michigan. Not a single one wanted the 17^8 frame
—all wanted the Simplicity hive, or that frame at
least, so you see my lUO hives were soon exchanged
for bees, in other sorts of hives. J. R. Lindley.
Georg-etown, Vermilion Co., 111., Oct. 17, 18S5.

HOW OUR SUPPLIES GIVE SATISFACTION.

The goods which you shipped to me Aug. 12th
came to hand in good condition, and very promptly
too. They were at the station within a week after!
mailed my order, which is quick work, as they came
by freight. I took the extractor, hive, comb-basket,
swarmiug-box, and honey-knife to the Crawford
Agricultural Society at Conneautville. All took
first premium but the honey-knife, which took sec-
ond. There were two other hives to compete with
yours. The extractor attracted much attention.
Very few ever saw an extractor in this part of the
country. Geo. Spitler.
Mosiertown, Pa.

PONEY C0MMN.
CITY MARKETS.

New York.— 7/o?ic?y.—The market for comb honey
is quite active, and demand jio<>d, although price's
are gradually shading, owing to the fact of many
producers selling their entire crop in this city at
very low prices, thereby enabling purchasers to sell
below the market. We know of large crops having
been sold here at 9wl0c. lor fancy goods. In conse-
quence of no honey coming from the west, we can
see no reason why good prices should not be obtain-
ed, except above stated. Present quotations are as
follows:
Fancy white comb honey, lib. sections - - 14>^15c

" 2-lb. " - -nV2<al2%c
buckwheat " lib. " - - - urn 12c

2-lb. " - - - 9(gl0c
Off grades, l(g2c per pound less.
Oct. 28, 188."). McCaul & Hildketh Bros.,

34 Hudson Street, coi-. Duaue St., New York.

Cincinnati.—Hojiej/.-There is a very slow de-
mand from manufacturers for extracted honey,
with a large supply on the market, while the de-
mand is very good for clover honey in square glass
jars. Prices for all qualities are low, and range
from 4fg8c per lb. on arrival. Supply and demand
are fair for choice comb honey in small sections—
which brings 12(g>15c. per lb. on arrival.
Beeswax.—Good yellow is in good demand, and ar-

rivals are fair. It brings 20(n22c per lb. on arrival.
Chas. F. Muth,

S. E. Cor. Freeman and Central Avenues.
Nov. 10, 1885. Cincinnati, O.

Cleveland. — Honey. — There is quite a demand
now for choice white 1-lb. sections at 14(a.lo cts., and
all lots of new closed out. Of old, wc still have a
good supply, which sells very slowly at 10ft5il3. Ex-
tracted seems to be in some request, and choice
white would sell at 6@8c. Beeswax, very scarce at
23(a;25. A.C. Kendel,
Nov. 10, 1885. 115 Ontario St., Cleveland, O.

St. Louis.—Honciy.—Market rules as follows: Ex-
tracted Southern, in bbls., 4(g.-)c. Half-bbls., 5@5i.ic.
Northern, in cans, 8i.if(>'10c. Retail—comb honey,
white clover, 17@20c, in Mb. sections. Not much
demand for dark. Beeswax, steady at 24@,25c.

VV. T. Anderson & Co.,
Nov. 10, 18S5. 104 N. Third St., St. Louis, Mo.

Boston.—Hojicjy.—We think we notice a little bet-
ter feeling in the honey trade; but prices remain
thejsame. White clover, lib. comb, I4fal6; 2 lbs.,
12(ai4. Extracted, 6fft8. Blake & Ripley.
Nov. 11, 1885. 57 Chatham St., Boston, Mass.

Chicago.—Honey.—We are having a very good
trade in honey at present, which will likely contin-
ue until about the 10th of December. White comb
honey in good order is firmly held at 15@16c; ex-
tracted is bringing 6@8c, according to bodj% fiavor,
and [Jitekag'e. Beeswax, yellow, 2.5@26c.

R. A. Burnett,
Nov. 10, 1885. 161 So. Water St., Chicago, III.

Milwaukee. — Honey. — This market continues
very nearly in the same condition on honey as
when we last advised you. Demand fair, and stock
not very large—room for more choice comb in 1-lb.
sections. White, 15(al6. Extracted, in bbls. and
kegs, 7fg8c. A. V. Bishop,
Nov. 11, 1885. 142 W. Water St., Milwaukee, Wis.

Wanted.—1000 or 2000 lbs. of nice white comb
honey in 1-lb. boxes; must be cheap—Ohio honey
preferred. Address, stating piice,
B. T. Bleasdale, .596 Woodland Ave., Cleveland, O.

Wanted.—200 lbs. of fall honey. Must be well
ripened. Who will furnish the cheapest, in vessels
holding not more than lUO lbs.? Send sample, and
state price. W. H. Laws, Ft. Smith, Ark.

"WT^Q-M-fprl Situation with some bee-keeper.
VT ctlitCU* Ha\e had three years' experience.
22tfdb W. C. WiuGHT, Keagan, Falls Co., Tex.

DADANT'S rOTODATION FACT0E7, WHOLESALE AND
RETAIL. See advertisement in another column.

EXCHANGE DEPARTMENT.
Notices will be inserted under this head at one-half our

usual rates. All ad's intended for this department must not
e.vced 5 lines, and you must say you want your ad. in this de-
paitment, or we will not be responsible for any error.

"TTT'ANTED.-In exchange for new varieties of
VV strawberries and raspberries, Plymouth
Rocks, Light Brahmas, Pekin Ducks, new varieties
of potatoes, and small-fruit plants, cherry and
quince trees. P. SUTTON, Exeter, Luz. Co., Pa. 16-23db

WANTED.—To exchange one-half bushel of ex-
tra fine white clover seed for alsike clover

seed. 19tfdb M. A. Gill, Viola, Richl'd Co., Wis.

WANTED. -To exchange money or honey for a
Normandy male hog, 8 to 12 months old, or

improved Chester White. Must be a fine hog-. Ad-
dress J. B. Murray, Ada, Hardin Co., O. 22tfdb

WANTED.—To exchange bees and queens for a
good printing-press, with furniture and type.

Give description and price. Address Box 2, Benton,
Bossier Parish, La. 22tfdb

WANTED.—In exchange for Italian bees, 40
acres of good hammock land on Manatee Riv-

er, Florida, suitable for all tropical fruits, sugar-
cane, vegetables, etc.; good bee country, no apiary
within miles. Address F. Schindel,
22tfdb Fort Ogden, Man. Co., Fla.

IADANT'S FOUNDATION PACTOEY, WHOLESALE andEETAIL.
See advertisement in another column. 3btfd

Tillinghast's Famous Puget-Sound Cabbage
Seeds are being introduced in every section of the

country in a novel way. Instead of depending up-

on seedsmen to catalogue them, Mr. Tillinghast is

appointing some person (usually a cabbage-grower,
who knows what good cabbage seeds are), in each
town throughout the Union, to act as agent and sell

to his neighbors. Parties interested in selling or

planting cabbage seeds may learn something to

their advantage by addressing Isaac F. Tillinghast,

La Plume, Pa. 22d

DADANT'S FOUNDATION FACTORY, Whole-
sale and retail. See advertisement in another

column. Sbtfd
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10 or more, 75 cts. each. Sintrle Number,
lOcts. Additions to clubs maybe made

|

at club rates. Above are all to be sent
to O.VB POSTOFFICK. J
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OUR OWN APIARY.

SIX HIVES KNOCKED OVER BY A RUNAWAY HORSE;
LATEST SPECIAL FROM THE SCENE OF ACTION.

TTTOV. 6.—This afternoon, about 1:30 p. m., the

iBI new horse, " Mcgg" (the one that fills Nan-

Tm. ^^^ place), while on the outskirts of the api-
"* » ary took fright and started to run. Wheel-

ing abruptly about, she upset the wagon,
precipitating Messrs. Weed and Soiners violently to

the ground. Neither, however, were hurt. Kick-

ing furiously, she dragged the wagon half through

one of the apiaries, knocking over grapevines and
hives with a vengeance that was calculated to clear

the track of obstructions of any kind whatever.

The wagon becoming wedged among the hives and
grapevine trellises, she commenced kicking again,

until she had freed herself; but the thills still clung

to her as she dashed on. At this juncture I leisure-

ly made my way to the hives, for I am notoriously

slow sometimes. The horse was rapidly escaping

up the road, while her pursuer, having picked him-

self up, was laboriously plodding after. Meantime
the apiarist, who evidently did not relish this situa

tion, was doing his best to set things right side up,

screwing his face, as he did so, in a manner that be-

tokened pain, while with quick jerks he rubbed
from his hands the stings which

THE INFURIATED BEES

were inflicting. I soon was there with veil and
smoker; and not long after, the hives were at least

right side up. One was turned completely upside

down, and the other five were either thrown upon
the sides or pretty badly jammed, to say nothing of

broken frames. The colonies had already been

packed for winter. After the mishap there was a

mixture of combs, chaff, and bees—the latter, of

course, boiling out like mad hornets.

Nov. 10.—The hives are all put to rights now; the

wagon is repaired, and Megg, apparently uninjured,

draws the market wagon as before.

Moral.—Be careful with high-spirited horses near
the apiary.

LOOK OUT FOR SMALL BOYS.

Once or twice we have been annoyed by having
the slates displaced, upon which the record of the

hives was kept. A little investigation showed that a

SMALL BOY
bearing the name of "Huber" had been there.

Even at this early ige he manifests quite a fondness

for busying himself among the hives. Whenever
he is missing, and the accustomed racket has bo-

come lulled, we invariably suspect mischief; so in

this case. He thought it rare fun to pull those

slates off the hives, and then pile them up in little

heaps, or scatter them in every direction. Taking

into consideration the number of imported queens

in the apiary, this might have been pretty expensive

business, had. not, fortunately, the apiarist already

marked these hives independently of the slates.

Otherwise we should have been in a " peck of troub-

le."

PUTTING THE BEES INTO WINTER QUARTERS.

In my remarks here I shall particularize how our

bees are put into winter quarters, for the benefit of

those who may wish to know just how we doit. I

therefore hope the veterans will excuse me if I

seem to indulge in a little repetition.

As stated in a previous number, every colony we
have is packed iu chaff hives—each having five or
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six frames of scaled honey. Ever}' comb is held up
to the light; and if its contents are not clear of dark
honey, or last year's honey-dew, it is rejected, and
saved for spring- feeding-. The Hill device is placed
over the center of the brood-nest, with its backbone
parallel to the frames. Over this is next placed a

sheet of burlap, a tritie larger than the inside di-

mensions of the chaff hive. A layer of loose chafl',

two or three inches deep, is then strewn over—dish-
ed in the center, and deeper around the sides, to al-

low for the convexity of the chafl^ cushion which is

placed on top. This arrangement, while it permits
the escape of moisture, renders it impossible for a
cold current of air to blow around the cushion into

the swarm.
We have now just 186 colonies packed in this man-

ner, after doubling up. It was in just this way that
we wintered our bees last year, witli, however, the

exception that they now have honey instead of su-

gar stores.

WHICH IS BETTER, WilEAT OU 0.\T CHAFF?
We very much prefer wheat chaff to oat chaff, as

the former seems to be a better absorbent, while

the latter, though possibly equally good an absorb-
ent, does not dry out. Colonies last year that had
the oat chaff did not winter nearly as well ; the chaff

was wet and moldy, and had become matted down.
On the contrary, the wheat chaff was nice and dry.

So this year we have nothing but wheat chaff' on all

the hives. Eunest K. Root.

TWO QUEENS IN A HIVE.

.\LSO SOME KIM) AVOKDS.

f^

HE goods shipped as per my last order (by

^h mail) were duly received. Thanks for your
S prompt attention. All goods came to hand

in first-class order. The hammers, No. 3, I

consider the prettiest I have ever seen, both

in size and finish; and the little pianos, price 15cts.,

are regular "daisies." In fact, I viould not take a

dollar for mine, and do without it. You can

say to all carpenters, that these planes arc just the

handiest siding plane they can get, as one can be
carried anywhere in the apron pocket, and, no mat-

ter if you are at work on a scaffold, you have your
plane with you. I am a practical mechanic, and
know whereof I speak.

I have something to report which I never heard

ofbefoi-e; that is, two young- queens, Italians, re-

maining in the same hive for one season, laying

peaceably side by side. The facts in the case are

as follows: Last April a fine swurm of Italians

came out of the hive and were duly hived. The
seventh day, being on the lookout, I heard a piping

in the hive (the parent stock), and of course I kept

a lookout for a second swarm, which came about
the 12th day. I noticed, in hiving the swarm, that

there were two fine-looking young queens with it,

both of which went in with the swaim. I kept a

close watch, expecting, as a matter of course, that

one of the queens would be killed; and as I never
found a dead queen in front of the hive, I supposed
that energetic workers had carried the extra queen
clear off, so I gave the matter no further thought.

A few days ago, in looking over my hives I lifted

out a center frame from the above-mentioned col-

onj', and there 1 found two fine-looking Italian

queens on the same comb, not two inches apart.

How do you account for it? I can not And a similar

case mentioned in any of the bee-books, and I have
" Langstroth on the Hive and Honey-bee," and
have read the ABC, also a good many bee-journals.

I can find cases mentioned of two queens in one
hive — an old one and young one, but never two
from the same let of queen-cells. The queens are
both good, as I have taken one of them and intro-

duced her to a colony of hybrids, and she was well

received, and both colonies are doing well.

Gonzales, Tex., Nov. 3, 1885. M. Brokrs.

Thanks for your kind words in regard to
our Utile plane and other things, friend B.

—

Although cases are rare, where two queens
of the same age remain peaceably in one hive,
yet they have been mentioned in our past
volumes ; and it has been suggested, tnat,
by selection, we could secure a race of
queens not hostile to each other ; and 1 con-
fess that I can not see why the task is much
more difficult than securing a strain of
poultry that never sit.

LOSS OF QUEENS ON THEIR WED-
DING-TRIP.

ALSO CAUSING THEM TO TAKE THEIR FLIGHT BY
FEEDING THE COLONY.

HILE attending the Kentucky State Bee-

Keepers' Convention I heard the subject

discussed in regard to the loss of queens on
their wedding-tour. It was decided that it

was owing to the disposition of the bees,

which I think is true, as I have twice observed the

bees balling their queen at the entrance, immedi-
ately on their arrival from their wedding-trip.

Nothing was said in regard to a remedy for this.

A few years ago I thought I had made quite a dis-

covery, when I could induce my virgin queens to

take their wedding-flight, even when the weather
was not favorable, by tilting the hive back and
pouring in half a wineglass of syrup on the sixth

daj' from the time of hatching. But when I read

friend Alley's book I saw that he had made the dis-

covery, instead of me, although he uses a feeder, to

which I object. I do think, if you are careful in

feeding so as not to attract robbers, that the feed-

ing temporarily changes the disposition of the bees,

and thus the life of many a queen is saved. This is

according to my own observation, as I have very
few losses since I adopted the above plan.

My nucleus hives consist of an extra box, such as

is used in the upper story of the L. hive, with three

permanent division-boards, permanent bottom, and
a cover, two L. frames to each compartment, and
one entrance at each side, and one at each end, two
pieces of enameled cloth to cover the frames; thus
any part can be e.vamined without disturbing the

others, and twenty-flve such boxes are suflBcient to

run one hundred queens.

WINTEKING.
I use the L. hive as friend Muth gets them out,

with the extra box and ten frames in the upper
story. I have had the best results when I leave

this extra box on all winter with ahundance of good
honey, and the entrance-blocks awaj'. A burst of

sunshine does not make them rush out, and a cold

wind can not reach the cluster. My objection to

the above plan is, that so few have adopted it. I

should like to hear from others who have tried it.

Those that are not prepared as above are packed
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with chopped oats straw. Our honej'-board is in

three sections. Talse out the center one, move the

other two toward the center, so as to leave one inch

open over the ends of the frames, and about four

inches open at the center; now lay the other board
across the center, at rig-ht angles, and spread over
all a piece of burlap. Pour in four inches of straw.

I consider this an improvement on the Hill device,

as it ventilates all around, .yet holds the warm air

directly over the cluster.
PWai.t. S. Pouder, .50.

Groesbeck, O., Nov. 6, 188.5.

Friend P., this plan of inducing the queen
and drones to taice their flight when tlie

queen is of a proper age, by giving the col-

ony or nucleus a feed of warm honey, is a
very old idea. It was lirst given us by the
Germans, and with some other features for
getting Italian queens and Italian drones to
take their flight while common drones were
not on the wing, was called the Hobler meth-
od. It was a good deal discussed, and
seemed to be Anally dropped by universal
consent. I do not remember, however, that
the point was l)rought forward, that queens
induced to fly this way were sure to regain
their hives safely.—In regard to your plan
of wintering, friend P., I agree with you,
that plenty of ventilation, both at the" en-
trance and over the bees, seems to be one
great factor in succeeding.

THE WIDTH OF AN ENTRANCE. ,

THE COST OF STOPPINn HEAVV .MACHINERY.

« LETTER from Mrs. L. Harrison says that I

did not tell all about Mr. Kiifus Porter's win-

ter management of bees, in Lewistown, 111.;

that I did not tell how much lower ventila-

tion he gave them. Mr. Porter contracts the

entrance to 'HXS inches, and pays no attention to

the snow at tlie entrance, unless there should be a

sudden thaw, and the snow should get in the way of

the bees flying out. He says, that when the en-

trance faces to the south there is not much danger
of snow or ice clogging the entrance. The way he

packs his bees, they would have plenty of air with

the entrance entirely closed.

Yesterday, Mollyony and I started out to find ap-

ples and cider to make our supply of apple butter.

Apples are very scarce and high-priced now, good
hand-picked apples selling for $1.(0 per bushel; but

we found some very nice snow-apples that had fall-

en from the tree, which we bought for ~5 cts. a

bushel. Then we went to the cider mill. Now, the

cider is made at the drain-tile factory; and to reach

it we have to drive down a long narrow lane, past

the graveyard on one side, and the slaughter-yard

on the other; up a hill and past the factory, before
we can turn around. Well, when we got just to the

top of the hill our horses got frightened at some
blankets that they use to cover the tile when it is

drying, that were hung to dry near the road, and
they pranced and reared and backed out, and lung-

ed forward, and all the while the machinery in the

factory that was grinding clay was uttering the

most heart-rending groans a«d shrieks. It would go
•on groaning and cliimping for a minute, and then,

as if it had gathered strength for a grander effort,

it would sead forth one of iiiose blood-curdling
" scrowifefi " fif^t 5fifimp.rtM if they would tear the

building all to pieces. Well, there we were, with a
barb-wire fence on one side, and the hollow square
on the other, where the machinery was, partly be-
neath the ground, and we were debating in our
minds whether it ^•rould be better to be thrown on
the barbs or down among the machinery, when they
straightened out and went on all right. I drove as

far away from the building as possible, and then
left Mollyony at the horses' heads, while I went in

to see about the cider.

The proprietor is very much of a gentleman.
While measuring the cider (it was boiled down,
three gallons into one, and I took home twelve
gallons of cider in two two-gallon jugs), he told me
all about his cider jelly. He has machinery on
purpose, boils it with steam-pipes, and makes a

very nice and cheap jelly. He runs it, while hot,

into wooden buckets holding half a gallon, and
covers them with a wooden lid put on with a twist

so that it will not come off unless untwisted; he
sells the bucket and the half-gallon of jelly for fifty

cents. The jelly contains nothing but cider. Ho
turned the buckets ui)Side down, and the jelly

never moved.
Pretty soon after we got there the machinery

stopped; but before we were ready to go away it

started up again with all its horrid noise. 1 asked
hlin how long r\ins they made, and he said they
would not stop again till dinner time, unless some-
thing got wrong with the machinery. I told him
that I was in hopes they would stop about the time
I started home, as tlie horses were afraid of their

noise.
" Oh !" said he, " we will stop till you get by. Al-

most all the horses that come here arc afraid, and
we have to stop till they get away."
Then he spoke to the engineer, and before 1 had

got in and turned around the dreadful noise had
ceased, and I drove by the building all right. He
went and took down the blankets (I had told him
about them), and 1 liad no more trouble.

Here is the point that I want to make: He stop-

ped his machinery to let me get away, and he said

he did it often. I suppose the stopping and start-

ing up took him five or eight minutes; and while it

was stopped, all the men and boys stopped too.

There seemed to be ten or fifteen of them, and he

pays the men, I suppose, about -52.00 a day. If they

stop half a dozen times in a day his loss must bo

considerable. Now, if I were that man I would
liave the road clear on the other side of the lot, as

far away from tho noise as possible, and I would

have a road twice as wide, so that horses might

prance around a little without having to climb a

wire fence or fall into a hole. I think it would be

money in his pocket, besides being so much safer,

as they never see the incoming teams in time to

stop for them, but only the outgoing ones.

I had no idea, when I ordered those division-

boards sent "in the flat," that they would be all in

little strips. I expected a board and a top strip to

hang them up by; but I ought to have known that

no man could sell a solid board of that size for six

cents. I had some fun nailing them together. I

suppose that your men in the factory, with their

work benchee, and clamps to hold them level, and

the right-sized nails, and a good hammer, could

make twenty-five of them in an hour; while I, with

my best licks, could make only four in 40 minutes.

In the first place, I could not got any nails that werp

Just right. Nails large enough to stand the strokes
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of the hammer would split the wood; the slim nails

bent over, split open, and went crooked, so that

about half the length came through on one side or

the other. The old hammer was too heavy, and the

new one too light, and I am fully persuaded that I do
not know how to drive a nail. I succeeded, however,
in makingr twenty of them hang together, and I

then stopped to let my blue finger nails and blood-

blisters get well before I make the rest.

Mahai^a B. Chaddock.
Vermont, 111., Oct. 1.5, 1885.

Mrs. C, you are mistaken about the
things that bur men make. The division-
boards are made by girls, and they have no
tools except an ordinary heavy solid table,
liammers of the proper weight, and nails ex-
actly the right size. They have, however,
had experience in driving these nails into
the thin boards, so they will go riglit along
with it as fast as tliey can drive, and they
rarely have a nail come out at all. I would
refer you to the remarks in regard to ham-
mers and nails, on page hi of our price list.

One of our three-cent hammers answers very
well for this work, but we must have nails
of the proper size. Your experience illus-

trates what we have so often talked about
—every one to his trade. But it seems to me
that every bee-keeper ought to practice
nailing until he or she is tolerably expert,
and then you must have a good assortment
of nails so you can choose just the proper
one for the proper place. I would have at
least three hammers for like reasons. We
can furnish whole boards as cheaply, but
they would Avarp and twist ; whereas the
narrow strips, Avhen properly nailed, will
stand dampness and sun, without checking
or splitting or warping.

GALVANIZED WIRE CLOTH FOR OUT-
LETS TO FISH-PONDS. I

FRIEND PfilRCE GIVES US SOMETHING FROM
PRACTICAL EXPERIENCE IN THE MATTER.

§TEEL wire cloth, like sample, is kept in stock

by dealers here for miscellaneous uses. I

tried it for screens on sluices of hatching-

ponds. At the first drainage of ponds it clog-

ged very quickly; and upon cleaning with an
ordinary scrubbing-brush it broke like straw
paper; and but for a dip-net at hand, which we
placed over the break, we should have lost our few
small carp at a time when they were very valuable.

Two metals, when connected in this way, especially

if one is zinc, Avill, when kept immersed in water,
produce galvanic action, which will disintegrate

one or both metals with greater or less rapidity ac-

cording to the chemical ingredients held in solution

in all water. In most of the waters of this region,

galvanized iron "rots" rapidly. The sample which
you send would become worthless within from four
to six months. For I'attening-boats or vats, the
mesh is as near right as can be gauged; but the
size of wire, which seems to be 25 platc-oaiifje, is

many sizes too small. It should be not less than 18

gauge for a stiff and durable bottom. Screen,
woven of that size of wire, can not be reduced to

quite so fine a mesh as 1 could desire; but when
heavily galvanized, the mesh will be sufficiently

close to hold most kinds of food necessary for

carp, and certainly tho finest kernels of corn, when

expanded by boiling, and it is not probable that any
cheaper food for fattening purposes can be found.

Philadelphia, Pa. Nov. 9, 188."). M. P. Peirce.

Thanks, friend Peirce, for your very kind
suggestions ; but I feel quite certain that the
waters of our vicinity would not affect this
galvanized steel wire so as to cause it to rot
in so short a time. I have been acquainted
with the use of galvanized wire cloth for
such purposes for a good many years, and I
can not remember that I ever saw any that
seemed to be wasting by age, even when
kept under water. If I understand you. the
heavier wire cloth is no better, only that it

contains so much more metal that it would
take a much longer time to dissolve away
the zinc, and expose the iron or steel to the
action of the water. We should be very glad
indeed of reports from those who have used
galvanized wire cloth for such purposes.
The friends will please bear in mind, that
tinned wire cloth and aalvanixcd wire cloth
are quite different articles. We have always
objected to the use of galvanized wire clotn,
or galvanized iron in any shape, for honey-
extractors, or any thing of that kind, be-
cause the acid in the honey attacks zinc so
quickly, making the honey unwholesome if

not poisonous.

BOILED CORN FOR FATTENING CARP.
I am glad to know that you decide that

boiled corn is the cheapest food for fatten-
ing carp. Ours take corn with avidity, aft-

er it has been soaked in water a day or two.
A correspondent of the Ohio Farmer suggests
placing the soaked corn on a little platform
about six inches below the surface of the
water. I can readily imagine the^intics the
larger fish would make in coming for their
feed. We boil corn for culinary purposes
very rapidly and cheaply by mean's of steam.
The corn is put into a large deep stone jar,

and a rubber hose connected with the steam-
pipe goes down through the corn to the bot-
tom of the jar. A large quantity can be
boiled soft in a short time by this means.

HUNTING BEES ON THE ISLAND
CALLED "BEES' NEST."

ALSO SOMETHING ABOUT FALSE STATEMENTS IN
REGARD TO THE ADULTERATION OF HONEY.

T HAVE just received a visit from Antone
M Sweeter. He lives near the island on the
jjl Muskegon River called the " Bees' Nest," of
"* which I have written before. It is interesting

to hear him relate the almost incredible finds

of honey there. Last summer, he says, he was
hunting bees, and found the tree and a large clus-

ter hanging on the outside. Thinking a new
swarm had tried to enter a cavity too small to hold

them, he thought them worthless, and so Informed
the family; but in about two weeks the boys insist-

ed on cutting the tree, which they did; fortunately

it fell on another small tree, and fell easily. Mr.

Sweeter chopped in through the thin shell directly

into the honey, and soon there was half a bushel of

bees on the outside. They then got the crosscut

saw and cut out a log eight feet long, mostly below
the hole, and he says it is solid honey; in fact, he
said there was a little honey above and^below where
they cut. They set it on end, and a few days later
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they took the team, and now have it at home in

good shape. He said they were liyiujj nicely when
he left home. I tried to buy them, but I could not-

He finally said he would soil them after they

swarmed next year.

Last fall, he says, they cut a tree and took with

them a wash-boiler and two 14-quart pails, which

they filled. Not getting- it all, they returned next

morning, and further up the tree they took out 60

lbs. more of nice white honey, by actual weight.

There is a number of Indians living near them,

and he says that Indian John found in a large syca-

more-tree, three swarms—one in the body and two
in the large limbs. He declares, that from the body
of the tree alone they took 300 lbs. of honey.

Mr. Sweeter is one of those whols-souled Germans
whose veracity none can doubt. He makes me
think of friend Muth. He has been keeping bees in

box hives in the past, but has now ordered an out-

fit of chaff hives, and says he shall adopt the mod-
ern appliances. He had never seen foundation or a

smoker until to-day. He carried home with him a

Clark cold blast—the best extant for the money.
And now just a word in regard to " false state-

ments in regard to the honoj' business of the coun-

try." I want to add *500 to your f HHX), and let other

bee-keepers fall in until we make it a million, and
then let some of those disgruntled liars show us

where they make and sell comb honey, where nei-

ther wax nor honey is used, and become a million-

aire. I have had some annoyance and am mad. At
some other time 1 will tell you about it, and how it

came out.

Fremont. Mich.. Nov. 9, 18S5. Geo. E. HiinoN.

Friend II., will it not be a good idea for
somebody to start an apiary on this Bees'
Nest island?—About false statements in re-

gard to our honey. Neighbor II. says when
they get their machinery perfected for man-
ufacturing eggs, they will probably succeed
In making comb honey.—Thanks for your
additional $o()0. I think the idea is a good
one, and the investment is ceitainly safe.

MOHE ABOUT 541 LBS. OF HONEY
FKOM ONE COLONY.

A GOOD SHOWING FOR AI(KANS.\S; SEE PAGE 7.54.

HE .hive that made me 541 lbs. of honey is

41 inches long, 31 inches wide, outside mea-
sure; 40 frames in the lower story, and 40

above. The lower story is divided by two di-

vision-boards, which the queens can not

then four zinc honey-boards over them, mak-
ing a perfect fit, and there are four separate queens.

The bees are all together in the upper chamber.
Each corner of the hive has an entrance. This hive

is worth six single ones. A. L. Light.
Grove Land, Arkansas.

Well, well, friend L., and so it transpires
that it is /oin- queens instead of o»e.1PNow,
we might call it four colonies instead of one,
were it not for the' fact that the bees all

work together. Although they do work all

together, yet 1 am inclined to think they
carry on business as four distinct colonies
of bees. But if they continue to do so with-
out any quarreling, or loss of queens, it is

certainly something very strange and un-
heard of. I jiave knp^yn such arrangements

to prosper while the yield of honey was good

;

but when bees begin to rob, my experience
has been that the queens will all have to go,
but one.

THE WESTERN BEE - KEEPERS' ASSO-
CIATION.

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.

f\

HE fourth annual meeting of the W. B. K. A.
I was held in the courthouse at Indepen-

' dence. Mo., at ten o'clock a. m., Oct. 15. 1885.

President A. A. Baldwin, of Independence.
Mo., occupied the chair. The morning was
taken up with the order of business. Ke-

port of secretary was read and adopted. The com-
mittee appointed by the North American Bee-Keep-
ers' Society said that the following railroads gave
first-class freight rates on honey in glass, and third
class on extracted honey: A., T. &S. F.; M. P.;IT.
P.; and H. & St. Joe. The committee also suggest-
ed, that inasni\ich as the transportation companies
hold monthly meetings, a committee be appointed
that has more time than the present committee, to
prosecute the business further, by visiting these
meetings; and, if possible, obtain a better schedule
for bee-keepers.
The association next proceeded to elect officers for

the coming year. E. M. Hayhurst, Kansas City,
Mo., President; R. B. Leahy, Higginsville, Mo.,
Vice-President; James H. Jones, Buckner, Mo.,
Treasurer; and P. Baldwin, Independence, Mo.,
Secretary. The remainder of the morning session
passed pleasantly in discussing several interesting
topics relative to bee culture. There being no fur-
ther business, the president appointed a committee
to prei)are subjects for the iiltoriioon's discussion,
and the association adjouiiifd to 1 ::iii p. m.

AFTRKNOON SESSION.
The association was called to order by Pres. Hay-

hurst. at the appointed time. Several ladies took
seats with the beekeepers; and although they took
no part, they were very encouraging listeners.

The coiinnittcc to prepare (luestions brought out
the following, wliicli were taken up in order:
Does it pay to feed extraeteil honey, in order to

produce comb lioiie\ . aii<l wliat way is best':'

Mr. Conser. -"I think it takes about 3 lt>s. of ex-
tracted honey to get one ot eoinh, and I do not
think it pays.' I feed by tinping the hive back and
pouring the honey in at the entrance. I do this at
night."

L. W. Baldwin.-"I feed only to get unfinished
sections completed, which can be done just as the
honey harvest is closing, and not allow the bees to
stop comb-building. There is money in it if carried
out in this manner."
A. A. Baldwin.-"I have fed extracted honey for

this purpose, and think it pays, but I have not test-

ed it by actual weighing and experiments."
Which race of bees is best to keep, for the pur-

pose of getting comb honey'/
It. B. Leahy came forward with a plea for tho

blacks as far as getting white capped and flnished-
up comb honey for market. "I think they enter
sections more readily before swarming, and are
less disposed to swarm. All things considered, I

prefer the Italians."
James H. Jones.—"I would not keep bees if I

had to keep the blacks." Here the discussion was
quite animated, in bringing out the diflerent traits

of the two races, but the association came down
solid for the Italians. Other races of bees were
spoken of, but no one had handled them sufficiently
to be very enthusiastic over them.
What is best to winter bees?
L. W. Baldwin.—" I winter my bees in the cellar,

and have found by the scales that, on an average,
bees consume from ten to twelve pounds more hon-
ey per colony when wintered on the summer stand
than when wintered in the cellar. This is quite an
item in wintering a large apiary."
A. A. Baldwin.—"I think that outdoor wintering

brings the bees through with more vigor, and they
usually swarm earlier. I feel confident, that bees
packed with chafl" will consume at least 5 lbs. less
lioney than if not."
Pres. Hayhurst.—"I think chaff packing saves

stores."
The general opinion was, that bees wintered on

the summer stand could by crowded on to as few
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combs as they can occupj% with 20 to 25 lbs. stores,
and well packed.
Does it pay to use reversible frames and section

boxes?
No one present had made any use of them, except

Mr. C'oiiser, who had used them, and was well
pleased with them.
How far from each other should large apiaries be

located, in a good honey country?
This question bi-ought out, from several of the

ineinl)er.'<, statements of long liights of bees in
search of honey; but the opinion most generallj'
accepted was that, if placed not less than four miles
apart, there would be no conflict.
Association closed till 9 o'clock next morning.
The association met at 9 o'clock. The president

not having arrived. Vice-president R. li. Leahy took
the chair. L. W. Baldwin was selected to prepare
the table of statistics. There being no other busi-
ness to be transacted, the list of questions was tak-
en up.
.Does it pay the trouble to use wired frames?
A. A. Haltiwin.—" I have had but very little ex-

perience with them, but all 1 have examined showed
the wire."
John Conser.—" I have used them. Where a man

is sliipping bees, I think they are agreat benefit.
In handling combs at home they are not of so much
use."
L. W. Baldwin.—"I have had, pi-obably, as much

experience as any one present in handling and
moving bees lor several years, and in all that time
1 have not had half a dozen combs injured, even if

transported without springs; and as far as I have
observed, I can not see any use for them."
K. B. Leahy.—"If I were going to run for comb

honey, using a frame with a short top-bar, I would
not use them. In handling, I would rather have
them wired, especially for the lower story."

.
How can we remedy the turning-out of the start-

ers in the sections, as the bees work them?
This question called out the experience of this

season of several leading beekeepers, and it was
generally thought that the cause was the slow flow
of honey, cool weather, and colonies lig-ht for bees.
Some advocated using smaller starters, others turn-
ing the sections around, while others thought, that
to crowd the bees would remedy it.

What direction is best to have the hives face in
winter time?

R. B. Thorn.—" I would have them face the same
way, summer and winter."
S.W.Salisbury.— "! have loose bottom-boards,

and raise the hive in summer, and prevent the bees
from lying out, and let them down on the bottom-
board in winter. I think the hives should face the
south."
How should young swarms be handled, to secure

the largest amount of honey?
L.W.Baldwin. — "! make a nucleus from the

swarm, and put the rest in the parent colony."
P. Baldwin.—"A good way is to shut the swarm

on five or six frames, and compel them to go into
the sections at once."
Is there any successful way of introducing

queens?
E. M. Hayhurst, having made the statement that

he could introduce five hundred without the loss of
one, was called on to give his method, which is as
follows:
"After making the colony queenless I have a

young queen caged in a Peet cage, and I place the
cage directly over the cluster of bees, and leave it

there till 1 see the bees are perfectly reconciled to
the queen. This will take some two or three, and,
sometimes, several days. I then i-emove the quecLi-
ceUs and place the cage on an outside comb over
some honey; remove the slide, and rim out a plug
through the comb, letting the plug remain in place,
and leave it undisturbed for a week. If the bees
are disturbed before the queen begins to lay she
will become frightened, running and piping, and
the bees will chase and kill her. The important
pofnt is to have the bees reconciled, every cell out,
and no robl)ing."

I/. W. Baldwin.—"I have found that colonies long
queenless are very difficult colonies to introduce
queens to—almost impossible with me."
Adjourned to 1:30 p. m.
("losing ses.eion, President Hayhurst presiding.
A member hiuulod in th<^ ([uestion, '• What is the

most simple, elirap, e.\i>(Mliti()us way tor the prac-
tical beekecporto c'liiuif.'c his stock by re(iueening?"
L. W. Baldwin.—" I put in cells after the colony

has swarmed, and again immediately after the hon-
ey harvest, by taking the queen from the colony,

I
and the next day give it a queen-cell."
A. A. Baldwin.—" I would just as soon as not have

my colonies queenless for twenty days after the
honey harvest, and would take this time to give
them a queen."

S. W. Salisburj'. — "I requeen with swarming-
cells."
The question, "Is it advisable to clip the queen's

wings?" brought out a lively discussion.
J. H. Jones.-" I prefer to have my queens clip-

ped."
S. W. Salisbury. — "I have tried clipping the

queen's wings, and I think it induces the bees to
supersede the queen immediately. I also have a
great deal of trouble in finding a clipped queen
when swarming."
L. W. Baldwin.—"The ease and facility in hand-

ling swarming is much in favor of clipped queens.
I like the practice."
A. A. Baldwin.—"I do not think that clipping the

queen's wings causes the bees to supersede her.
The past season with an apiary of 135 colonies, only
two were superseded, and they naturally."
A great majority of the members practice it.

James D. Meador was appointed to endeavor to
get a better schedule on apiarian products, of the
railroad companies.
Adjourned, to meet in Kansas City, at the call of

the executive committee.
W. B. Thorn, of Glenn, Kan., had on exhibition a

colony of Holy-Land bees.
Mr. John Conser, of Glenn, Kan., made a display

of extracted honey. There was no general display.
The following is the number of colonies of bees,

pounds of honey and wax, represented:

No. of colonies last fall, .... 1,528
this spring, - - - - ],138

" lbs. comb honey, 3.3,.557
" " ext'd, " 10,2a5
" " wax, - 196

P. Baldwin, Sec.

Bee Ba^fj^NY,
OR, HONEY - PLANTS TO BE NAMED.

f
LEASE tell the name of flower inclosed, as it

is good for bees. I have a single stalk of it

that the bees cover and fill up very quick.

Dennison, O. Chas. L. Hill.
PRIVET.

Here are four honey - plants. Can you tell

me their names? The first is called by some, priv-

et. Whether it is the same as that described by
J. L. Gregg, of Arizona, or not, I can't tell. It

blooms afresh after every rain in summer.
BEE-BUSH.

This grows among the rocks on the mountain-
sides

j
grows fiom three to five feet high; is bloom-

ing now. The bush has a peculiar odor, but not un-

pleasant.
C.\TCL.\W.

The next is what we call catclaw, but I am told it

is not the same as that found in Southern Texas.

WILD SAGE.

The last is what seems to be a kind of wild sage.

It has been blooming for some time, and the bees
are gathering pollen from it. It grows in abundance
here, and looks more like sage than any thing else.

Burnet, Texas. C. W. Hardy.
IMPORTANCE OF SENDING COMPLETE SPECIMENS,
lean not find time to determine accurately the

names from such poor specimens. The one from
Chas. L. Hill is an aster (^. prcmxnf/ioides [?]). Of
those from C. W. Hardj', one is of the order La biatce,

probably Mentha; two are leguminous plants—th6
one with prickles, probably Sc/irati?ci<i. The other I

do not know. W. S. Devol, Botanist.

Agricultural Station, Columbus, O.
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A REVERSIBLE HIVE AND HONEY-
BOARD.

UEVEKSIXG THE HIVES INSTEAD OF REVERSING
THE FRAMES.

SAVING read with interest the article in Sept.

1.5th number of Gleanings, entitled " Fiiend

Shuck's Reversible Iloney-noard," and be

cause it is very similar to ours, we write to

describe our reversible honey-board devised

last January, and which we have been using- this

season with good results.

It is made entirely of wood, composed of alter-

nate slats of pine and basswood, V4 in. thick—sec
cut. The pine slats are 'b inches wide, and are

straight; the basswood are I'/i inches wide, and
have .5 insets cut in each edge (scant 3 10 in. deep),

like those in section bo.\es, by means of a cutter-

head, so that, when each alternate slat is placed to-

gether, first the straight, then the notched, as

shown in cut, to form the honey-board, it makes
the proper openings through which the bees may
pass to the sections, or frames above, but excludes

the queens and drones.

These insets in the basswood slats do away with

the necessity of spacing and nailing each slat sepa-

rately. You will notice, by examining- the above
cut, that the slats are held together by endiiieces,

having a ?4-iRch groove cut in the center of each,

and the honey-boaid is put together as follows:

Put in first a straight slat, and nail to eaeli end-

piece, then drop in the groove eaeli alteinate one.

until full, nailing the last one, and you have it.

The honey-board is reversible, therefore it makes
no diflerence which side is placed up, when putting-

it on the hive.

BLE HIVE.

The cut illustrates our modification of the Sim-
plicity; we call it the "Ideal" reversible bee-hive,

because the bcdy is made of pieces, so rabbeted on
the inside as to be, when nailed together, just alike

at top and bottom. Now, by fastening down the
frames, by means of a strip, i>aXlxi,") inches, laid

across tliem near their ends, and screwed fast to

the ofl'set in the sides of hive, 10 suspended frames
may te reversed at once by simply turning- the
body bottom side up. When so i-evcrsed, the honey-
board and case, or the honey-board and another
body, will go on just the same as if it had not been
turned over. This makes it possible and practical

to reverse our suspended frames already in use,

without the trouble and expense of adding reversi-

ble attachments to them. Of course, reversible

frames can be used in this hive as well. The case
illustrated above holds three rows of ten each, Hi-
inch sections (making 30), witli nine wooden separa-

tors, or 83 1=4 - inch, without separators, and is

made on the same principle as the body, and
therefore reversible. The two strips running
lengthwise at the bottom have a projection of tin to

support the sections, while two similar strips at top

are movable, being held in by a loose wire nail put
through the ends of the case. The bodies, with a
honey-board between, can be tiered one above an-

other, as also the cases; or a case can go next to

the bottom; and a hive with a honey-board between
can be placed on top, just as one sees fit. This, we
think, makes a practical working reversible hive,

meeting the most of the advancing modern require-

ments; viz., reversible body and frames, reversible

honey-board; reversible case and sections; reversi-

ble top. Are these points of any value? We have
others in the above hive not mentioned. If you
wish to examine a complete hive, we will send you
one. Hemphill & Goodman.
Elsberry, Mo., Sept. 21, 188.5.

P. S.—The cut is not accurate in all Its details,

but fairly represents matters: for instance, the

entrance is shown as if notched in the body of the

hive, when in reality it is made just like the Sim-

plicity, by pushing the body back and forth, the

alighting-board being oflfset % inch lower than the

bottom-board. The hon3y-board, as shown in posi-

tion between the hive and ease, is not well repre-

sented, besides showing a notch in the end piece

(projecting upward), as if it were in two pieces,

when it is not.

Since writing the article we have improved upon
the method of holding down the frames while the

hive is reversed, so as to obviate the

necessity of nailing or screwing the

strips down, as spoken of in said arti-

cle. The improvement consists in hav-

ing- a wabble saw cut nuide in each
side-piece of hive on the inside. The
wabble cut is made on the same plan

as the handholes in the body and case,

onlj- not so wide, being but }-4 inch.

Tliis permits the strips used to hold

the frames down, to be '4 or ii inch

longer, and thej' are simply pushed
into these slots, which securely holds

them, without the necessity of nailing-

or screwing— a very great improve-
ment. H. & G.

Friends IT. & G., it seefas to
me there are some very important

features in the liive you mention ; but if I

were you I would go a little further and
1 have frames made without any projections
at all to the top - bar. May be, liowever,
you are doing that, but you don't say so.

Then you can lift the frames out when the
hive is one side up as well as when it is the
other side up. There are grave difficulties

in the way, however. The frames must be
at fixed distances, for all I can see, unless
we have a good many complications, and
they must also be held in place the right
distance from the end-board, and at the same
time we want them easily removable. I do
believe, that reversing the hive is going to
be the readiest method of reversing the
frames ; but to do this we Avant to dispense
with the projecting-end top-bar, as 1 have
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mentioned. May be we shall never succeed
in making it practicable ; still it seems to
me as if we ought to. The cover to your
hive is substantially the same as Ileddon's.
Your method of making a slatted honey-
board, I think, is more expensive than to
cut suitable perforations in the board—at
least so far as expense is concerned. Even
if we don't adopt these various devices, I

think it is an excellent plan to take a look
at them, and consider well what is being
done.

THE SHEEP-BEES LAWSUIT.

all's well that END.S WELL.

E extract the following from the
A. B. J. of Nov. 4

:

The sheep-bees lawsuit was "called " at
the Circuit Court in Richland Centre, Wis.,
on Wednesday, Oct. 28, 1885. It was dis-

missed by Judge Clementson, who decided that
there " was no cause of action," and the jury was
discharged. It may be argued before the Supreme
Court, and should that Court determine that there
is a " case," then it may come to trial on the ruling-

of the Supreme Court. The Bee-Keepers" Union
made such a stir, and showed such fighting enthusi-
asm in the matter, that the Judge made a thorough
examination of the laws of the State and concluded
that there existed no laws or rulings upon which he
Could instruct the jury.
We think that the bee-keepers of America have

cause for pride in the success that has, -so far, at-

tended their efforts in this matter.
We shall watch the matter closely, and check-

mate any move that may be made by the complain-
ant, and now, at the close of the first combat, let us
all jubilate.

Since this matter is so happily disposed of,

we presume the bee-friends of tlie world at

large may now take a long breath, and settle

down easy—at least so far as any trouble on
this score is concerned. Instead of lying
awake nights, deciding as to whether^or not
they shall give up the business, Ave presume
they will get all ready for next season's oper-
ations, with a broad smile on their counte-
nances, not unlike the friend below.

"(J()-()-D M-O-R-N-I-N-G."

Below is an extract taken from a proof-

sheet kindly sent us by the editor of the

A. li. J.:

OpinioM iiftlie Cnvrl-.JiKlur CUmnitsnti.
The Plaintiff, liy attorneys, clainu-il ttuit bees may

trespass as well as otiicr aniiimls; that the bees
of defendant came upon the premises of plaintiff

and drove the sheep from the pasture; that
it became a nuisance that should be abated, as oth-
er nuisances are, etc.
The Court— Is your claim for literal trespass or

for nuisance?
Plaintiff— It is a trespass that becomes a nuisance

because of the vast number of bees kept.
The Court—Have you any authority on this mat-

ter?

Plaintiff—We have none.
The Court—If you proceed upon the theory of

nuisance, will you please tell where the nuisance
exists—will j'ou locate it?

Plaintiff—The bees were kept upon defendant's
premises, and by him upon a farm joining plaintiff's
premises, and they became a nuisance by coming
upon the plaintiff's premises in vast numbers.
This nuisance should be abated, as a bad stench
should.
The Court—The stench is essentially bad, and may

become a nuisance by being blown by the wind—it

depends where it is located. Bees are recognized
as useful. If you proceed upon this theory it will
establish a new line of liability, and it is advisable
at the outset to find its exact course.
Plaintiff-It is the maxim of law, that one person

shall keep his own property so it shall not injure
others. We claim that the defendant kept bees
that injured the plaintiff's sheep—drove them from
the pasture so they became weak and feeble, many
of them dying during the following winter.
The Court—You do not allege that the bees stung

the sheep, nor do you allege that they took any
thing from the clover of value to the sheep—you
simply assert that the sheep were driven from the
pasture by the bees. We must understand whether
you proceed upon the theory of trespass or of nui-
sance, so the nature of the damages may be deter-
mined.
Plaintiff—The theory of the pi-osecution is that of

trespass. The presence of the bees upon the
plaintiff's premises was voluntary. The nuisance
lay in their vast numbers. By the new meth-
ods of bee culture the multitude kept in one
place vastly exceeds those foi-merly kept. The bees
are moved from place to place in quest of pasturage.
The Court—A man may pass over his neighbor's

farm a dozen times, and he does not bring suit for
traspass. Now if a man has a hive of bees, and It is

ti-espass for them to go upon others' property, he
would be liable to suit for trespass wherever a bee
went. It ivuuld fill the courts'. Every bee-keeper
would have a " peck of trouble!" It would seem
that if the sheep were driven from the pasture in
the summer they might have been fed up in the
fall to recruit them for the winter. I can see that,
upon your theory, even flies would in certain cases
become a nuisance for which a man might be pros-
ecuted. Suppose the owner of a cane or sugar
mill should locate it near a neighbor's property,
and vast swarms of flies came to feed on the sweets,
they might be a nuisance to stock in an adjoining
Held. If we proceed, it Mould be difficult to deter-
mine the extent of damages.
This case involves new points in law upon which

there are no rulings of the Supreme Court. We
have no law upon which to instruct a jury. I

have made some Inquiries to satisfy myself. As we
must look to the Supreme Court for rules of law, it

is better that this case be sent there at once. If the
defense objects to any evidence under this com-
plaint, the objection must be sustained, and the
plaintiff may appeal on the ruling thereon.
The defendant objected as suggested, and the ob-

jection was sustained by the Court, and the plaint-
iff' accepted.

HOW FAR WILL A QUEEN ELY TO
MEET THE DRONE?

ANOTHEH EXCSliDINGLY VALU.4BLE CONTRIBUTION
TO OUH UEE-HTEKATUHE, FRO.M FKIEND

MAKCH.

DON T think that fact has been established yet;

r if it has, I have never seen it in print. I be-

lieve I established the fact, without the shadow
of a doubt, that worker-bees would, in a scarci-

ty of honey, fly fi or 7 miles, or even more, for

forage. See my articles in Gleanings for 1882,

April No., page 181; again, Dec. No., page ."«89. I

now have discovered how far a queen can fly, or,

rather, how far one has flown; or, I should say,

how far apart two hives can stand, and one furnish

queen and the other drones, and the queen become
fertile. Perhaps it would be interesting to some of

the readers of Gleanings to hear my experience

iu queen-rearing.
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In the spring of 1882 I sent to A. I. Root for Ital-

ian queens, and Italianized my apiary. Now, one
and a half miles west of me a neighbor had three

swarms of black bees. To keep my bees pure, of

course I must Italianize his swarms. There comes
in the first strange freak. I took out the black

queens and gave each, 48 hours after, a cell from
my best Italian swarm. At the same time I made
four nuclei and safely introduced a cell to each. It

being September, and no honey coming in, most of

the drones, except in the hive where the cells were
raised, were destroyed. We took pains to open the

black swarm, and to kill every drone found, so as

to make a sure thing of purity in mating. Now,
mind you, his queens were I'i miles distant, while

1

mine were in the same apiary with the drones. One
j

would naturally suppose that the chances were two
or three to one in favor of my queens becoming
fertile. The fact is, that only one of mine became

|

fertile, while all three of friend Crandall's, lla miles

distant, met the drones and commenced laying in-
[

side of 13 days after hatching, and proved to be
t

purely mated. It seems that three of mine pre-
j

ferred to remain maidens rather than meet a drone
belonging to the same family. I kept the three for

2i days, fed half a teacupful of syrup each day, but

had to destroy them and double up the nuclei.

From the above it would seem that it is the queen
that flies a distance to find the drone, rather than

the drone flying in search of the queen. Perhaps '

nature has so ordered it, that there shall be no in,

or close bi-eedin?. There was no difficulty aljout

their flying, for the 14th or 15th day I threw them i

all in the air, in front of their hives (in the middle

of a warm day), and they took wing and flew finely,

and all three found their way back to the hives.

One was gone 3.5 minutes, and was seen to return :

to the hive. Neither met the drone, and, in my I

opinion, because there were no drones at a distance

to, meet.

That winter, Mr. S. B. Best received a swaim of

black bees in a box hive, as a present. They were
set in his garden, just 27 paces from the corner

stake of the section line of his claim, which Is 7

miles in a direct line from section 28, where my
apiary stands, and 54 miles from neighbor Cran-

dall's three hives that I Italianized. The next sum-
mer, one of neighbor Crandall's young queens mis-

mated, and produced workers with oue and two
bands, and terrible to handle. That fall, friend C.

disposed of his bees and they were taken from the

island.

The next summer one of my queens mismated.
There was a study. Could oue of my queens have
flown 7 miles to meet the drone, or even half that

distance? She had surely met a black drone some-
where, and there were no bees but Mr. Best's on
the island, except my Italians. 1 finally settled it

in my mind, that the black hive had cast a swarm,
and they had come my way and settled in the woods
within two or three miles of me.
This fall, 1885, I was out at friend Best's place for

a few days* visit. While there he told me he had
had the bees several years, and had not received a

swarm of bees or a pound of honey from them yet,

and asked me to open the hive and see if they could

spare a few pounds of honey. Now you can judge

what was my astonishment, when I came to exam-
ine them, to find as fine a swarm of hybrids as I ev-

er saw. They had the peculiar characteristics of

the bees where the black queen meets the Italian

drone. Part of the bees were perfect three-banded
Italians, while part were black, like the queen.
Here was no mistake. My drones must have met
this queen, and she or they together must have
flown 7 miles to meet, for neither myself nor
friend Crandall ever lost a swarm of Italians,

always keeping our queens clipped. Whether the

queen flies to meet the drone or the drone to meet
the queen, I can't tell; but between them they
managed to make 7 miles, that I can prove; and
more, every statement in this article I can prove by
affidavit, if necessary. H. A. Makch.
Fidalgo, Wash. Ter.

Friend ]SI., we are surely greatly obliged to
you for the trouble you have taken to give
us positive data on these unsettled points.
Are we to understand that you are on an isl-

and, all of you y If so, yoiJ are situated in
an unusually favorable position for such an
experiment. My opinion is. that the queens
will tly about as far as the drones, but that
it may happen that the drone might go the
greater part of the distance, or tiie queen
the greater part ; and it is not improbable
that either queen or drone may tly as far as
the worker-bees, say six or seven miles ; but
I feel (juite certain they will all of them go a
much greater distance over the water, or
over a prairie, than they will over hilly or
mountainous country interspersed withtall
forest-trees. Many facts have come to light
during years past, to indicate that diones
and queens do go quite a long distance—

I

should have said from two to tliree miles in

all directions. This, you know, would make
a meeting possible from four to six miles;
and with such a locality as yours, 1 should
say seven miles might "not he the extreme
limit.

SOME ITEMS.

now .\NU WHY 1 CMP QITEKNS' WINGS.

\M asked by several to tell in Gleanings how
I clip queens' wings. The first thing necessary

l is a sharp knife. I use one, oil A. I. Root's ;'>5-

cent counter, keeping the little blade sharp for

this and other purposes. By the way, I find

splendid stuff in these knives; for with one of them
I have shaved myself, it doing the work equal to any
razor. For clipping queens' wings I prefer a knife

to scissors, for the reason that, with scissors, one is

quite liable to cut off the legs of the queen, as she is

apt to get a leg between the blades just as they are

being shut. In clipping 1 catch the queen by taking

the wings between the thumb and fore-finger of my
left hand, when with my right hand I get out and

open the knife. 1 now gently place the sharp blade

of the knife on the wings of the queen, both hands

being lowered to within an inch of the tops of the

frames in the hive, when I carefully draw the knife

a little, thus cutting the wings and letting the queen
fall and run down into the hive. In this way the

queen is not touched by the operation, and is never

liable to be killed by assuming any strange scent

from ofl' the hands. The wings are also cut off, so

but mere stubs remain, just as I desire to have

them. There is no danger of cutting the fingers if

you stop drawing the knife as soon as the queen

drops.
WHY I CLIP.

The first reason is, to prevent the swarm abscond-
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Ing in swarming- time, as I allow natural swarming.
The second reason, and one perhaps equal to the
first, is, that with queens clipped as above thej' are

so readily found; for a bee with no wing-s among
thousands with wings is quite readily §een. I verily

believe I can find throe queens which are thus clip-

ped, to where 1 can find one not clipped. Third,

swarming is conducted with more loss and less la-

bor than is possible with queens having wings.

Fourth, in case of the uniting of two or more
swarms together I have absolute control of them so

they can be separated at will.

CYPRI.\N AND SYRIAN BEES.

After three years' trial of these bees I wish to say
a few words regarding them. First, I find that in

their purity they are so cross that it is out of the
question for me to tolerate them. Smoke is only an
irritant to them, unless used for five minutes before
opening the hive, in large quantities at the entrance,

in which case they will fill themselves with honey,
and act like other bees. The hive can also be open-
ed on hot days without the use of smoke, and all

will go well if no jarring of the hive or any kind of

a mishap occurs. If any thing of the kind occurs,

woe betide the operator; as, for instance, I had been
getting along nicely with ray colony of Cyprians in

the above manner, the past season, when one day a

heavy gust of wind tipped over a frame I had stood
outside the hive for a few minutes. In less than
five seconds I was beset by a host of infuriated bees;

and in spite of smoke or any thing else, before I

could get the hive arranged and closed I received
more stings than all I received during the season
besides. Second, as soon as a colony of these bees
became queenless the workers go to laying eggs, so

that the combs are filled with drone brood, thus
causing thousands of worthless dwarf drones to be
reared, which is a positive nuisance, and a great
drawback to them. Third, in tliis locality they do
not begin brood-rearing in earnest until the main
honey-flow arrives, when they breed to such an ex-

cess that much of what should be surplus honey is

used up in brood-rearing. Especially is this true of
the Syrians. For the above three reasons I have
this fall banished all of this kind of stock from my
apiary. From my e.\perience with these bees cross-

ed with Italians, I am led to believe that most, if

not all, who recommend them have only.Syrio-Ital-

ians, or Cyprio-Italians. Two or three years ago A.
W. Osburn (now of Cuba) called on me, and was very
strong in his praise of the Syrian bees, when, after
some discussion, I showed him two colonies of pure
Syrian bees. At this he exclaimed, "If those are Sy-
rian bees, then I never had any." That crosses be-

tween the Syrian or Cyprian bees and Italians pro-

duce good bees, I am free to admit; but I can not see
wherein they are any better than our ordinary liy-

brids, while I have reason for preferring our hybi'ids

to them. Accordingly, another season will find my
apiary entirely free from any trace of this blood in

it. G. M. DOOMTTI.K.
Borodino, N. Y., Nov. 3, IBS.").

Friend I)., I believe your plan of cutting a
queen's wing is a good suggestion ; and I
now remember, that in the aljsence of scis-
sors I have sometimes done it witli a knife
in much the way you mention. 'J'lie knife
should have a "very sharp edge, and the
blade should be slender and tapering. I

would suggest that this blade be used for no
other purpose. Youv reasons for clipping

are good ; yet we dare not clip the queens
we send out, for there are so many that
might take exception, and we don't like to
clip a queen just before caging her for ship-
ment.—I believe your decision in regard to
the Cyprian and Syiian bees accords mainly
with the geiit^ral feeling: although the trait

they possess, of giving us unlimited brood on
short notice, can often be utilized so as to
make it very valuable, all things consid-
ered we may as well drop them.

AN ADVERSE REPORT FROM CALIFOR-
NIA.

THE "BEE-I>UNATIC" IN Ib'H.").

ERE comes the " bee-lunatic" again—not with

waving banners and beating drums, as he
did in 18S4. His drums are all muffled now,
and his banners — inscribed with "Blasted
Hopes"—are trailing in the dust. At the

close of last season we had 115 colonies (Gleanings
for Nov. 1, 1SS4, p. 738), of which 40 were below here,

one mile. When we brought them home and open-

ed them up there was a general fight. Do all we
could, we lost 20 hives, so we had just 95 stands to

begin on this season.

You remember I reported one ton of honey held

over because it was not completely sealed up on the

ends (we use eight section boxes fastened together,

which we cal! a " box of sections"). Si.x of these

boxes of sections go in the top story of our hives,

and, when full, will weigh 84 to 8.') lbs. I put this

honey (fully a ton) on ~a hives. This was about 80

lbs. of honey to the hive. Now let it be understood,

that each hive was booming full of brood, bees, and
honey. If these bees had gathei-ed five pounds of

honey, and stored it, they would each have had
their hive crammed full. They would have had no
place to put any more. Each and every box of sec-

tions would have been completely sealed up.

Did they sea! it? Well, you would naturally sup-

pose they did—that they sealed it up in a few days,

and then cried for more, wouldn't you? Well; I

should; but they didn't—nary a cry. High t here is

some promiscuous arithmetic. These bees worked
hard for lour months. 1 have lain down beside

them, and watched them by the hour. They never
even took time for dinner, but kept tumbling in and
out of the hives the livelong day. Now the ques-

tion is (and it puzzles all the arithmetic and algebra

that I ever had any thing to do with). What did they
do with the honey they gathered? It won't do to

say they used it for brood-rearing, for they did hot.

There were but five swarms in the whole season,

from the It") hives. And by all means, don't tell me
that these :.'5 hives of bees banded together to hood-

wink and deceive mo.
But here, you see, in the midst of all ray pride

and vanity fhey Inive knocked the stilts from under
me, and left nie groping in the darkness of night.

What became of the honey they gathered? The
other 70 hives — that had only foundation starters,

made an average of Ca lbs. to the hive; that is, they

gave us 4:;2.) lbs. in sections, and this is all we got.

With comb honey at six cents, and it costing 1 '4

cents i)er i)ound for sections, case, and hauling to

town, if our hopes are not blasted, please state

what will satisfy you in that line. Have we got to

lose our whole apiary, nearly, like friends Heddon
and W. Z. H.: (o get our house burned down, to
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furnish our horses with the epizootic, and be

found ourselves, some morning', in the last gasp of

expiring hunger, to get into " Blasted Hopes " ?

This little insect that I have loved so well and
praised so abundantly is a deceiver — a swindler

and a cheat. Ho, she, or it, is a " fraud, a delusion,

and a snare "—a robber, a thief, and a murderer.

Now, you don't often read such plain talk in a bee-

paper; but I just want the " little beast" to know
exactly what I think of him.

THE HONEY SEASON IN C.VI.lFORNl.\.

The honey season here has been a very poor one.

So far as I can learn, it is the same all o\er the

State. You will have no great shipments of Cal-

ifornia honey to glut the markets this year. There
was plenty of bloom, but there was no honey in the

flowers. That was caused by an insufRcicnt rainfall.

AVo hope to do better next year.

A Cl-EAN WAY TO GET GOOD WAX.
I was always in the habit of boiling my wax in a

bag, placed in a2-gallon kettle made of galvanized

Iron; but one fine morning last spring my"biller
busted" at the side. The more I tried to mend it, the

more it leaked. I had to pour in cold water, and
draw the flie. I did not want to pay six or seven

dollars for another kettle. I let the matter lie until

it could lie no longer. Then I wrote to you, to see

if you could mail me one of your wax-extractors.

The answer came, that it was not mailable. I lay

awake at night, studying what I should do. Am I

to be Hanked — surrounded and beaten by a pusil-

lanimous beeswax? Neverl I jumped out of bed,

into my clothes. An idea had struck me — hard!

Mrs. Chaddook's plan was inadmissible. Mr. Por-

ter's plan was destructive; Mrs. Harrison's plan

was dirty and bothersome; Dr. Miller ju.xt missed

the mark. Wc had a small sun extractor; but I

went to work and made one 4 feet long by li'e wide

on top. 1 lined it with bright tin, and put in a sjxjut

long enough to run through the wall of the hono}'-

house. You see, I was preparing to extract honey
a§ well as melt beeswax. That sun extractor, set

on the south side of the honey-house, with piiie

running inside'of the house, was all that could bo

desired for melting small cakes of honey like mine.

But, for wax it beats the world. Take Dr. Miller's

large dripping-pan, with a hole "busted" in one
end of it (I put a half-round spout in mine); grease

the pan well, and lay a i)icce of old sacking in the

bottom, just the size of the pan. except behind; let

it come up far enough to catch hold of. Now raise

your dripping-pan a little in the rear, and till it up
with! wax. It doesn't make any diflcrence how
dirty it is. Now grease a big dishpan, and set iDulr.r

the .spout of the dripping-pan. Put on your sash,

and go about your business. In the evening all the

nice yellow wa.x will be in your dishpan. In the

morning filfup again, and so on until your dishpan

is full. It will all be in one solid cake, for the wax
melts alike, you sec, in both pans. When you are

done, the rag will readilj- pull out of the dripping-

pan. Roll these rags up, tie them with a string, and
put them in an old hive until you get for or five of

them. You can then boil them. You will get a

little cake of wax from them, which you can run

through the dripping-pan process with the ne.vt lot.

Now, here is no dirt, no watching, no boiling over;

no bother or fussing, and always a clean, clear, yel-

low wax. 1 nevercould get two cakes of wax of one

color before. All the wax is now nice and yellow.

The dirt dflo« not melt and run, consequently it

staj's in the dripping-pan. There is nothing toclean
up. Your dripping-pan is ready for the next lot,

and is kept for that purpose alone. As for the rags,

you would need to boil them out only once a j-ear.

If you are lazy, you can throw them away %vithout

losing much.
I see by Oct. 1st Gf^eanings, that friend Hart, of

Florida, has got hold of the sun extractor for w^ax;

but he, too, melts only the wax. The idea is, to get
it in just the shape you want it for market, and the

above plan does it all at one operation. Any plan
to render wax that is thorough, complete, clean,

and that will give a uniform bright color, must of

necessity be very valuable to the average bee-keep-

er, and I am he.

Our loss of 20 stands, I should have said, was part-

ly caused by moth. As we pay no attention to

bees in this country, from the close of the honey
until about the next February, any loss or death of

a queen is sure to be followed by a loss of the col-

ony. You folks think you know something about
moth ; but you don't. With you they are a nuisance;

here, they are a besom of destruction.

We commenced on 95 hives; had 5 natural swarms,
making an even hundred. After the season closed

we made !')'2 three-frame nuclei. Here we can
winter three frames, with a good queen, as well as

nine. We now numl)er 152 stands. None of these

nuclei were made on the Doolittle plan. We did

make one on that plan, but — well, j/'»» know its

fate. J. P. Israel.
San Dieguito, San Diego Co., Cal.

FrieiKl I.. I liave for years been aware
tliat a feeder, or some chunks of honey, or,

if you choose, a dish of cappings. ptit into
the upper story, at a time when honey is

coming in from llie fields, will have the ef-

fect of making the colony useless. I will re-

peat what I have given before, jterhaps once
or twice. When we lirst commenced extract-
ing we thought to save the honey sticking
to the cappings. by putting them on a honey
boai'tl over a strong colony. The whole cof-

ony turned all its energies to fussing with
those cappings, licking off the honey, and
working the wax out into fantastic shapes.
But while doing this they didn't increase an
ounce in weiglit, while colonies right side
by side were gathering 10 lbs. of clover hon-
ey a day. It would have been money in our
pockets, a good many times over, to have
dug a hole in the garden, and dumped the
cappings into it. instead of putting them
over the hive. New hands at the business
often defeat themselves in just this way.
They keep their l)ees fussing with feeders,
or some trash that they want to save, when
the bees might gather (liiite a crop of honey by
going out int(') the Melds. It may surprise
some to know that bees will bring in more
honey from the fields than they will take out
of any kind of feeder you can fix. This fact

upsets some of the talk about feeding bees
sugar and glucose, to get comb honey.—In
regard to the sun wax-extractor, I do not
quite understand what you say about ex-
tracting honey as well as beeswax. And
you speak of melting ''small cakes of hon-
ey.'' What do vou melt small cakes of hon-
ey for? Isn't it a fact, that the heat of the
sun in vour climate is much greater than it

is here in the States, even in the summer?
It seems to me astonishing, that the heat of
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the sun alone, unaided, should melt bees-
wax. An arrangement of mirrors, or even
some sheets of bright tin, would do it, of
course ; but in our experiments with cold
frames in greenhouses we never yet have
had any heat up to tlie melting-point of wax,
that I remember. We see by the A B C
book that wax melts at 14-5 \ If the sun's
rays are all utilizeil, and the space receiving
them closely confined, no doubt we should
get this degree, or more, during our warm-
est summer days. How many of the friends
liave used the sun wax extractor in our lat-

itude:*

A REPORT FROM MRS. AXTELL.

HEH VISIT TO .MRS. HARRISON.

;|pTr'|rE have gained much valuable information

Wfif ^^"oni Gleanings. The only trouble is, 1

<Tr^ can not keep them, as I find them too good
"*•* to keep. I send them here and there,

and then we find ourselves entirely without

a bee-journal for reference, although we take three.

Mr. Axtell and I are so glad that Ernest can take

the place he is doing by way of help, both on notes

on the apiary and children's corner. I think he will

succeed in interesting the young folks, and I shall

want to be young long enough to read them myself.

From about the 13th of Sept. to the 23d we had a

wonderful honej'-flow. We began to inquire where
we could get sugar to feed up for winter, as many
of our colonies were almost destitute; but in those

few days many colonies that had not more than 10

lbs., increased to 40 or 50 lbs. of honey. We hope
the bees will winter all right upon it, because it is so

well sealed up. We have reduced the size of the

hive to 4 and 5 combs spread apart, as some of our
best bee-keepers have advised, and set the combs
up one inch or more from bottom-board, and the

hives to be wintered out of doors are packed on all

4 sides with dry chaff and on top, and we hope to es-

cape the great loss in bees we sustained last winter.

The combs are so solid with honey as to weigh from
6 to 13 lbs. I never saw so much brood and so much
honey crowded into a brood-nest before.

We had several small colonies in August, too

small to store comb honey, so we set upper stories

over them and filled all with brood-combs, 48 combs,
to be protected from the moth, combs left by dead
colonies. First we partly co\cred the brood-nest,

and then set in the combs. There was considerable

honey in those combs, which caused brood rearing,

and I never saw such enormous colonies about Sept.

10, but scarcely any honey. We thought of dividing

them into smaller colonies, but did not; but, how
they did bring in the honey was astonishing. They
had but little inclination to work in bo.xcs; some of

the stronger ones did, as we took away all those ex-

tra combs to get them to store in brood-nest for

winter.

Last week JJr. Axtell and I made a visit to the
home of Mrs. Lucinda Harrison. She is a lady of

means, and I should think had no need of caring
for bees; but she has a great heart, and docs not
live for self alone, but to do good, especially in car-

ing for motherless children. Her husband was
away from home upon pqp of their farms a few
miles from Peoria. They have a young girl with

tl}§aj 9 yc^r-s old, they have taken to bring up. She

is a very sweet, affectionate child. When asked to

sing, she sang,—
" What makes the lamb love Mary so?"

The eager children cry;
" Oh ! Mary loves the lamb, ycu know,"

The teacher did reply.

1 thought that was the secret why Mrs. Harrison's

lamb loved her so much—because Mrs. H. loved her
lamb, for I never saw a more affectionate mother.

I think she said she had 70 colonies of bees now.
She lost quite a number last winter, and sold some
in the spring. She is very determined to try to

winter without so great a loss again. In her cellar

she has been having a sub-earth ventilator put in.

We were so pleased with it that Mr. Axtell, imme-
diately on our return, began to arrange for one in

our cellar, which begins in the bottom of the mid-

dle of the north part, and runs to the north of the

house some 70 feet, and will take an 8 or 12 inch tile.

As Mrs. H. is acquainted with a good many of our
prominent bee-keepers, and had visited some of

them at their homes, it made a very enjoyable visit

to talk with her. She mentioned a visit with Mrs.

Mahala Chaddock, who lives in the middle of a

beautiful large farm, surrounded with all the nec-

essaries of life; a visit with father Langstroth, for

whom, when in his presence, she felt such a rever-

ence; Mr. A. I. Root, such a meek man, whom all

felt constrained to honor; Mr. Heddon, whose cases

for box honey she had been trying this summer,
were so neatly and well finished.

CLEANING WAX FRO.M TINWARE.

Noticing your suggestions in Gleanings, to heat
tinware before rubbing off the beeswax, I would
add, then pour on lye, and rinse around and wash
off, and it will take off all that yellow tint, leaving

them looking bright and new. If a box of what we
should think was mostly propolis be poured into

a boiler of hot water, the propolis will melt and
sink, but considerable nice yellow beeswax will

arise to the top, so that I always save all my scrap-

ings, and much wax may be saved by boiling old

bee-sheets covered with propolis, if one wants to bo

very saving, and has time.

In taking oft' our racks of honey it seemed almost
impossible to get the bees all out; but the racks

with the few remaining bees were put into the

honey-house where many crawled out through a

place made for them at the top of the window, and
ran up the wire cloth; but others found the same
way in again, but there were a good many formed
into a cluster in the cone of the building. I told my
husband I felt almost sure they had a queen, bo-

cause they were building worker comb, which you
know bees seldom do when they have no queen; so

Mr. Axtell took a nail-keg and held it up close un-

der the cluster, which would fill a two-quart mea-
sure, and quickly brushed them in, comb and all;

there were but 3 small bits of comb, the size of the

palm of my hand; but it had eggs in, showing that

they had a queen. We put two combs of honey
into the hive that I am certain had no eggs in, and
poured the bees on to a white cloth, a small distance

from the entrance to the hive, and let the bees

crowd in. I caught and caged the queen, and gave
to a queenless colony. I took the three bits of

comb, with the eggs and a little honey in, and lai4

on top of the tviO combs that had no brood; the

bees removed all the honej' and eggs in a few days.

I wished to unite them with a weak colony, and
thej' bad a njpe ce|l bHJJt, aod an egg in it; oiie oth'
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er cell, but no eg-g-. I think the bees carried that

egg from that bit of coinb, because it was but a few
days after, that the hit of comb was laid on top,

just about the same length of time that a weak col-

ony would have built a queen-cell if eggs had been
in the brood-combs. The bees were on the two
combs I set in the side of the weak colony, with the

least small place for the two colonies to crawl to-

gether. I think they did not all get together for

three days, and I gave each colony a section of scrap

honey. I can not see that they killed each other at

all.

Mr. Axtell and I enjoy reading Our Homes, and
Myself and Neighbors, vei-y much, and we feel that

we are always benefited by them. Ernest speaks of

one of your colonics as appearing to have the " bee
disease." I noticed two of ours troubled a little in

that way this fall, spotting the alighting-board, and
even on my hand, so I had some little fears about
the consequences in the winter; but if we put them
up to the best of our ability, we can only leave
the result with God; and I am sure whatever the

result may be, it will be all i-ight.

Koseville, 111. Mrs. L. C. Axtell.

Mrs. A., just let your journals go as fast
as people want them, and we will replace
every one you give away ; in fact, we will
send you as many copies of each number as
you think proper to distribute among your
bee-friends and acxiuaintances. Of course,
you would not want to give the same person
a number each month, for then there would
be no need of his subscribing. But wv are
always willing to furnish as many sample
copies as our subscribers can make use of ;

and we will furnish any of our subscribers
with any number of any particular issue, for
that purpose.—We are very glad indeed to
know of your yield of honey, even though it

did come late in the season.—Now. Mrs. A.,
I want your husband to be sure to report
how his sub-earth ventilator works. Let us
know what size of tile he uses ; and when it

is below zero outside, please tell us the tem-
perature of the air where it comes into the
cellar. You do not say how deep the tile

is to be put. Please mention that also.

G. S. BROWN'S BEE-FEEDER.

SOMETHING NOT EXACTLY NEW, BCT GOOD FOR .\LL

THAT.

N regard to feeders, I have been bothered more
or less with robbing-. I have a feeder that you
can put inside of the hive, and no robbing.

Take a 3 inch plank and fit it in a frame; take

a 1'4-inch auger; bore the holes as close togeth-

er as you can. Leave one in at each end, and bore
within one-half inch of the bottom. Cutout about
half way down, and you have a feeder that will not

leak. I use sapling-pine plank. I do not plane the

plank. Nail in the frame when made. I can makg
four in one hour by hand. Bees will not get drown-
ed in them. I use a tunnel to pour the feed in.

Pour in at oi»o end until full. The bees will lie as

snug up to the plank as they will with comb, apd
you can put the feeder in tiw center or outside the

frames. I have made a good many for ray neigh-

bors, and tljey say that the/ are the thing tO dp

feeding. I have two swarms that I am going to feed
all winter, as they need it. I winter in cellar.

Salisbury, Vermont. G. S. Brown.

I may explain to our readers, that the
above is simply apiece of plank, as mention-
ed, cut so as to fit inside of an ordinary
brood- frame. The auger-holes are bored
from the top edge of the plank. After being
bored and cut out as described, the plank is

slipped into the frame, and naited fast.

Such a feeder will hold a quart or more ; and
as it occupies just the space of a good thick
comb, it makes a compact way of giving the
feed. The wood is as warm for the bees to
cluster against as a comb of honey itself.

Such or similar feeders have been in use be-
fore, and I really don't know why they have
been dropped. 'We can furnish them for 25
cts. each, if wanted.

REPORT FROM I. R. GOOD.

FROM 7 TO 85 COLONIES.

HIS has been a good season here for bees. I

left Tennessee June 18th, leaving my broth-

er and his son, who is an experienced bee-

keeper and queen-breeder, to take charge of

my bees tliere. I arrived here June 20th, and
found that I had but 7 colonies of bees left out of

05 last fall. 1 determined to run these for increase

only, consequently I commenced dividing at once

and kept it up all summer, dividing as fast as the

bees would bear it. The result is, I have just fin-

ished packing for winter, 85 colonies of bees, all

good and strong but about 8 or 10 rather weak ones.

This was done without any feeding.

In v^reparing them for winter I have taken out

several hundred pounds of honey that 1 have set

away for spring feeding. The bees had but little

comb to build, as I had nearly enough empty combs
for the 85 colonies. There appeared to be a contin-

ual tlow of honey all through the season—enough

to keep the bees breeding, and keep them out of

mischief. There was no time through the summer
when robbers would bother while working with the

bees.

The bees at no time this fall have killed off their

drones as they generally do. We have had very

nice and warm weather the last few days, and there

were hundreds of drones flying. Is not this unusu-

al for bees?
QUEEN-CELLS GOOD EATING.

This summer one of my near neighbors caught a

runaway swarm of hybrid bees. He hived them,

and they went to work with a will, and soon filled

the hive with comb, and one case of sections. After

the sections were nicely filled, the man took them

off and gave them a case of empty sections; but a

day or two after this he came to my house, request-

ing me to come and hive his bees, saying they had

swarmed without saying any thing to him about it.

I went to one of my colonies that had queen-cells

about ready to hatch, and cut out two cells that

were built close together, intending to put them in

his hive in order to Italianize his bees. Before

reaching his house his son met us to tell me that I

need not come any further, because their bees had

left; but I told the man I would go and look at the

colony they capie out of. When we got to the place

I Ijiid the queen-CPJlg OP tjip gtppd the hive stood
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on, and proceeded to open the hive. In opening it

I found the bees had absconded, leaving neither

queen-cells nor bees behind, and the j'oung bees

would run out of the hive and drop on the ground
in front of the hive as fast as they would hatch.

After looking the hive through I looked for my
queen cells; but not seeing them I asked the man
if he had picked them up.
" What," says he, " were those queen-cells? I

picked them up and ate them, thinking it was
honey."
His little son, who stood by, suid, " Father, was it

good meat?"
He said it was sweet. This was in the midst of

basswood bloom.

My nearest neighbor, George Stuckman, who is
j

one of your subscribers, purchased, on the 13th day
of August, a swarm of bees that was the largest

swarm [ ever saw, and I think the largest I ever

hear.l of. They weighed 13'^ lbs. I helped weigh
them; and the funniest part of it was, this was the

sixth swarm out of the colony they came out of.

Nappanee, Ind.. Oct. 26. 1885. I. R. Good.
Friend G., you know I told you some time

ago that I didn't believe you would find as
good a locality for honey in Tennessee as
you have in Nappanee^ Ind. The above
corroborates my opinion. A swarm weigh-
ing V.M lbs. is a tremendous one, to say noth-
ing about the six swarms from that colony,
and as late as the 13th of August at that.—
I have sometimes got brood in my mouth,
when eating honey carelessly, and "although
I found it somewhat " sweet," as your neigh-
bor did, it was almost too rich for my taste.
If the cells you mention had queens' nearly
ready to hatch, I should have supposed he
would have found the honey a little peculiar.
—You know our good friend Langstroth
says, in his book, he could increase from 10
to 100, by judicious feeding when it is need-
ed ; but you have done considerably better
than that.

but I can say that I saw the bees vcrij thick on red
clover for two weeks, while I could find scai-cely

a bee on hundreds of acres of buckwheat in full

bloom near my apiaries.

I commenced the season with about 135 colonies

in three .ipiaries; obtained 11,030 lbs. of houey—5000
lbs. e.vtracted, and 6000 lbs. in one pound sections;

increased to 210 colonies, in good condition to win-

ter.
D.\ILY RECORD OF ONE COLONY.

FROM 135 TO 210 COLONIES, AND 11,000
LBS. OP HONEY.

HOW SOON BASSWOOD, CLOVKR, AND BUCKWHEAT,
YIELD HONEY AFTER A RAIN; RED CLOVER

AS A HONEY-PLANT.

NCLOSED you Will find my record of the daily

yield of honey for 1885. In your remarks fol-

lowing my report for 1884, p. 092, you ask, "Did
you keep a record so you can tell us if the tem-

perature and moisture of the atmosphere alone

produced these results, or is there a large flood of

honey one day and but little the ne.vt, without any
one being able to give satisfactory reasons why it

is so?"

I was unable to answer your question then; but

as I have this season kept a record of the weather
in connection with the honey-record, 1 observe that

white clover and buckwheat yield but little honey
for several days after a hard rain, while basswood
and red clover yield honey as soon as the rain

ceases. In fact, some of the largest yields from the

above were obtained the day following a hard rain-

storm. They also gather honey very fast for a few
hours preceding a very hard thunder- storm, when
it is very hot and glill.

As the record shows such a large amount from

red clover, some may think that I am mistaken;

Date.



What to Do,
-AND-

How to be Happy While Doing It.

CHAPTER I.

Whoso flndeth me flndeth life—Pkov. 8: 35.

Dear Fj;iemds, I am very well aware of

the magnitude of the task before me; name-
ly, to tell every one who is out of employ-

ment, what to do. But even this would not

be so difficult if it were not for the latter

part of the caption to my book. I might
possibly tell e\ery one of you who is want-
ing something to do, something that you
might do. For instance, I might tell ypu to

go and dig aditcli, and drain off tluit puddle

of Avater that has stood before your door.

Very likely you would agree with me, that

it ought to be done, and that it would prob-

ably pay in the long run to do it. Still, only a

few if any of you would be happy in such a

task. You woidd say, " I beg pardon, Mr.

Root ; but I have not got down to digging

ditches for a living just yet," and so you
would drop n)y bcok, and cut my acquaint-

ance.

Well, when I propose not only to lind

something for you to do, but something you
will be happy in doing, I certainly have
undertaken a tremendous task. I suppose

you know we can sometimes get clilldren to

do disagreeable work, and enjoy it too, by

creating an interest in the work—sometimes
by indirect methods. When a boy, my task

was to saw and split the wood for the kitch-

en stove ; and, as with the average boy, my
good mother Avas almost always out of wood,

especially when baking - day came. The
work was so disagreeable to me, and I had
so little heart in it, that I always got just

enough for present needs. Sometimes, aft-

er she gave me a motherly reproof, I would
start out with great energy and big resolu-

tions ; but in a very little while I would say

to myself, " I declare, I must go and see to

my chickens. What I have, will last fifteen

minutes a,ny \yay, an;! I am sure I will come

back before she can have time to want it."

Well, reader, how do you suppose it turned

out? No different from what it did almost

every day. The wood was all gone ; my
mother scraped up the chips, and tried

crowding great chunks into the stove-door,

to get along, while somebody went after

"that good-for-nothing boy.'" I was re-

minded of my remissness, perhaps, by hear-

ing some of my brothers or sisters shout

over the gate of my poultry-yard, '' Amos,
mother's clear out of wood again, and you
are to come this very minute and get her a

good lot of it.'' I had become so interested

in studying my chickens, that I entirely

forgot mother and the wood, and I fairly

jumped In my slioes when reminded in this

peremptory way. I went back, guilty and

ashamed, and almost afraid to look my good

mother in the eye ; but, bless your heart!

she knew how it was, and she did not look

cross, nor did she scold. She understood

her boy better than anybody else, and had
no lack of charity and love for him, even

though he didn't keep all his promises very

well.

Well, shall I tell you what it was that all

of a sudden made me love to saw and split

wood, and even made me petition my father

to draw another load, that I might cut it up?

Yes, that something stayed by me until I

worked with such energy that the sweat

fairly ran down my boyish face ; and I so

loved to saw and split wood that I really

disliked to stop long enough to go and get

my dinner with father and mother and the

other six children. AVhat was it? Why, it

was a new-formed purpose; and that new-

formed purpose carqe to me one hot, sultry,

summer afternoon. It was simply this

:

I got to tliinking thi^t J should like to buil^l
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n monume'iit, ;ind I wanted the monument
away up high—liigtuT than the one I made
of snow and ice the winter before. The
problem was, to get the building material.

I couldn't buy lumber ; stone was plentiful,

but they were too heavy for me to lift, and I

couldn't cut and put them together Avith

mortar. Nothing presented itself better than

stovewood. I well knew, without asking,

that father and mother hadn't a bit of ob-

jection to my cutting up lots of stovewood
ahead, and piling it up so the sun and wind
would dry it nicely for the kitchen stove.

At it I went, and up went the monument.
Of course, the six children were anxious to

know what new hobby that brother had got

into his head now—one tiiat even made him
neglect his chickens somewhat. Of course,

the only way to preserve my monument in-

tact was to keep wood enough in a pile by

the gate ; and I was greatly tried some-
times, because some of ray older sisters

pulled wood out of my monument, instead

of taking from this little pile. When I re-

monstrated, with tears in my eyes, they

couldn't see that it made much difference

where they got the wood. Mother saw the

difference, though, and 1 presume she would
liave scraped up chips, and burned old

chunks as before, rather than to have laid a

finger on the structure that I had builded

with so much boyish pride and enthusiasm.
I wondfr if the mothers who read these lines

realize Avhat a hold they may have on these

boyish minds—a hold that they may keep
through life, even when those boys are great

strong men. Had it not been for the kind
Christian coiuisel of this good mother, who
knew me through and through, as no other

human being did, I might not have been
Avriting here to - day, with this beautiful

little text at the head of my chapter.

The above little sketch illustrates what a
difference it makes with the one who has
work before him, whether he has a pur-

pose and an end in view, or is simply work-
ing mechanically, Avithout any purpose or

end. Now, before I start out to tell you
what to do, I want to try to awaken a pur-

pose and an object in your hearts. Having
a family on your hands to support, or being
in need of tlie wherewith to purchase your
daily bread, is an inspiring motive, or, at

least, it ought to be such, I very Avell know
;

but, dear friends, I think there is a higher
and a better one still, and 1 want you to

start out with a plan i'or building a monu-
ment that shall not only go on through this

life, |)ut through the lifp to come ; and I

want you to take into partnership with you
in your undertaking, the great God of the

universe. Whatever we do, we want to do

it out of love to him. I want you to love

his sunshine as I have been loving it for

several months past, because it is his sun-

shine. I want you to love the gentle rain

and the dews, because they are gifts he sends

us daily. I want you to learn to love old

Mother Earth, because it is his gift to man;
and I want you to love the dumb animals

about you, because they are his creatures.

Furthermore, I want to show you how to

appreciate these things so that you will love

to make use of them for his sake. We want
to learn to love the sunshine so much that we
shall feel guilty if we lose even a little bit of

it. We want to get up early in the morning,

to enjoy the first glimpse of it. Then we
want to be ready to go to bed about as soon

as the last glimpse of it disappears. Even
in the longest summer days, we want to be
able to economize all the sunshine there is

;

and in the same way we would economize,

as far as we can, all the rain and dew. We
want to use these gifts as a faithful steward

would xise the money and property put into

his hands. Do you begin to suspect that I

mean to liave you all become gardeners?

Well, in ojie sense that is exactly what I

have had in mind—at least, this far. No
matter what your calling in life may be ; no
matter how you are situated, I feel sure it

will add to your happiness to learn how to

make things grow, with these aids God has

given us. And even should it transpire that

you may not have an opportimity at present

of seeing things grow at all, I expect to give

you general rules that will be great aids in

making any business in life a success. One
who can grow plants, and make them do his

bidding, is prepared, to a certain extent, to

make any other kind of business do his bid-

ding.

I do not know how you are situated, of

course ; but my talk is principally directed

to those who have leisure time on their

hands ; who liave their evenings unemploy-
ed, or who have leisure during the winter

months of the year. If you have unoccupied

time during the usual growing season for

plants, all the better. Neither do I know
whether you are situated where frost and
snow is the rule for nearly half of the year,

or whether you are like the friends I met in

New Orleans last March, who knov; nothing

of any frost, sutlicient to make it needful tq

have any kind of a cellar. Now, although

my talks will be principally directed to thosg
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who live as I do, where we have, on an aver-

age, from three to four months of winter, I

expect these talks to be applicable, also, to

those where winter is almost unknown.
When I was a small boy, and was helping

father raise a crop of potatoes, he remarked,
that, if the weather were favorable, we
should probably get a hundred bushels.
" Well, pa." said I, '' suppose the weather

is not favorable, how many Inishels shall we
probably get thenV"'

lie replied, that we might not get over 2-3

bushels; but lie added, in an encouraging

way, " If the weather is favorable, it will be

so for otiier people also, and the crop of pota-

toes raised will be so large they will likely

bring only about 25 cents a bushel, giving us

$25.00 for the crop. If the weather is not fa-

vorable, other people will have a small crop as

well as we, and the price may be a dollar a

bushel; and in timt case we should get $2-3.00

for our crop. So you see it would not make
j

any difference, after all. Our business is to
!

do the best we can."
j

Now, I am going to add what father did

not add then : That the expert farmer or

gardener nowadays succeeds in getting a

large crop, even if the season is unfavofable;

and he may, if lie is up to tlie highest recent

attainments, get the 100 bushels of potatoes,
[

and get the $1.00 per bushel also ; and that

is what we are going to work for. In fact,

that is what this book is intended to help
;

you to do ; and the princi])le is to be carried I

out all the same, whether you raise bees,

chickens, strawberries, or potatdes. Take
whatever (Jod sends you in the shape of

weather or opportunities, and make the b( st

of them. Endeavor to see his loving hand
through it all. If you are away down south,

you can get bountiful crops with compara-
tively little exertion ; while if you are up

north you will have to fight frosts and win-

ter ; but you will get higher prices on this

very account. Sometimes farmers and gar-

deners get blue and discouraged because it

rains all the while ; at other times they get

blue and discoui-aged because it does not

rain at all. "Now, let us shape our work so

we shall have something to be thankful for.

I^et us make these forces of nature our

friends, instead of our enemies. To illus-

trate what I mean : Several years ago I was
greatly annoyed by the high winds blowing
the bees down while the fruit-trees were in

bloom, and I kept wishing we could have a

day when the wind didn't blow. I finally

told my wife that I was going to buy a wind-

mill to make bee-hives, that I might be en-

abled to use this annoying and troublesome

wind as a, servant, instead of having it an
enemy. At the same time I built a high

fence around the apiary, and battened all

the cracks, so that I had a small spot of

ground that was tolerably tranquil, no mat-

ter how windy it was in other situations.

Such wind-breaks pay all they cost, with-

out any question, not only in bee culture,

but in gardening and fruit-raising. Well,

after I got my wind-mill all up, 1 wanted
the wind ; and I was so anxious to have it

blow that I several times got up in the night

to do my grinding and sawing. Thus you

see I was fixed all right when the wind
didn't blow, but I was fixed better .still if it

did blow. Brother Terry brings out the

same idea in his potato-book. If a shower

came up, and interfered with curing his

clover, he consoled himself by thinking that

his potatoes received more benefit tlian the

clover received damage, and at the same
time he did all in his power to protect his

clover.

CTIAPTEIl II.

Prepare thy work without, and make it fit for
—FRov.2i:Tt.

Our good old friend Horace Greeley used

to advise the young men to "go west," as

you may remember. I presume his idea

was, that by going west they would find

broad fields of fertile soil, where the results

of their energies would bring good pay, and
furnish comfortable homes for all. If you
want to be a large farmer, no doubt the

above advice still holds good. But my field

of labor would be to commence at home,
where you are. I have known a good many

thyself in the llekl; and afterwards build thy house.

young married people to go west, and after

awhile come back to the very spot they left,

poorer in purse, even if they were richer in

experience. Now, if that money and time

had been expended on a little piece of ground

at home, it would have been far better.

Horace Greeley had in mind broad fields. I

would advise developing a few acres, or

even one acre or less. From Peter Hender-
son's "Gardening for Profit," we extract

the following in regard to the cultivation of
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small patches of ground. It forcibly illus-

trates the point under consideration :

The passenger in the horse-cars going
from Sixtieth street to Harlem, on New-
York Island, any day from .June to October,
may see little patches of vegetation of dif-

ferent shades of green, ranged in uniform
and regular lines. These are the "salad
patches," cultivated mainly by German
market-gardeners ; they range from two
acres down to a quarter of an acre in area.
It seems a wonder that the cultivation of
such a small plot of earth should give an
able-bodied man a living; but a living it

does give, in nearly all cases, and some have
quite a respectable surplus for a " rainy
day."

And now read the following :

Four crops of lettuce are usually taken
from June to October, or nearly a ci op each
month. The plants are set about a foot
apart each way. and will average one cent
per head, so that the four crops give a re-

turn of nearly :?2,000 per acre. This seems
like an immense return for an acre ; but
though the net profits are respectable, tliere

are some serious disadvantages attending
the cultivation. Few or none of these men
are owners of the land, nor in hardly any in-

stance have they a lease. They are tenants
at will, and pay a yearly rental of, in some
instances, SijO per acre. ]Many of your
country readers may think that an extra
cipher has been added to the amount, but
they must recollect that the value of some
of these " salad patches," as thev are called,

is $8000 per city lot, or over «;100,{)00 per
acre, so that the paltry rental of §ii50 per
acre hardly pays the interest of the amount
of taxes.

But, you may urge that these enormous
figures were obtained in consequence of the

proximity to the great market of the city of

New York. Well, there is something in

this ; but there is something on the otlier

side too. Last winter a good many barrels

of lettuce were sent to our town by express,

from one of our large cities. It retailed to

our Medina people (and we are a town of

less than 2000 inhabitants) at 25 cents or

more a pound. When the trade commenced
I started some lettuce in our greenhouse,

and succeeded in getting heads that weighed
a pound apiece, on an average. Now, in

place of putting the plants at one cent per

head as Peter Henderson has done, say 2-3

cents per head. What sort of figures per

acre have you thenV or what sort of figures

would you get for the product of a little

greenhouse, or even a few ])oxes of plants

started in the window, and plant(>d outdoors

as soon as the weather would permit? Tlie

heads we raised weYe nicer and finer than

any that I ever saw in the cities, or that

came from the cities. But I hadn't the

heart to ask over five cents apiece for them.

Now, I do not mean to advise everybody

in the country, town, or city, to go to rais-

ing lettuce for a living. I have chosen let-

tuce only for an illustration, and I have,

during tlie past year, demonstrated to my
complete satisfaction that fine products of

tills kind will be quickly taken in almost any
community, if the goods are properly

brought before the people. The question

may arise, " Is it well to encourage people in

paying out their money for things of this

kind that they would be just as well off

without?" If you are going to seek first the

kingdom of God and his righteousness, we
do not want to go into any kind of business

unless we can consistently and with a whole
heart, ask his blessing upon it. I was at

one time tempted to think that five or ten

cents for a head of lettuce, or the same mon-
ey for a stalk of celery, was an extravagance

that perhaps ought not to be encouraged.

Chemists tell us that a watermelon is 90 or

9-5 per cent water, or something of that sort.

In that case, is it not sheer folly to pay 25 or

50 cents for a watermelon? A head of let-

tuce is, quite likely, SO per cent water, or at

least a large part of it, and nothing more.

And so we might say of almost all kinds of

garden products. Tliey will do well enough
for rich folks, where they have more money
than they know what to do with. But, is it

a kind of traffic that a Christian ought to

engage in? My friends, I believe it is just

exactly the kind of traflic that a Christian

ought to engage in. Physicians have united,

almost to"a man, in pronouncing strawber-

ries worth all they cost, on account of their

health-giving qualities. A good many say

the same in regard to garden-sauce of vari-

ous kinds. Celery, for instance, has been

recommended for years past ; and after hav-

ing made a careful test of the virtues of the

plant, I think I am not mistaken.

Luring the fore part of this present sea-

son, my friends as well as myself were some-

what alarmed by a nervous attack that ren-

dered it quite difficxilt for me to work in the

office, reading letters, directing business,

etc. A physician of considerable standing

advised me to give up fruits and vegetables,

and subsist principally on lean meat. He
specially directed that I was to eat no veg-

etables dui-ing the latter part of the day. I

began making careful experiments with

many articles of diet. He was right in con-

demning certain fruits and vegetables ; but

I have proved, over and over again, that I

could eat celery, right fresh from the garden,

in great quantities, without any bad result.
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I would go out after supper, and, after

working among the plants, dig the crisp

roots, and eat them down with as much rel-

ish, and with as little fear of consequences,

as our Jersey cow would eat cabbage-leaves.

I steadily improved, and, by working out-

doors at the same time, I am now feeling so

well that 1 read letters and dictate this book,

hour after hour, without even any slight

symptoms of the old dizzy feeling. My di-

gestive apparatus is aljout perfect. I have

tried crisp fresh lettuce, and it seems to an-

swer much the same purpose : but I tind I

must have open-air exercise.

Xow, dear friend, if you are ailing in any

way, I feel strongly convinced that some
open-air exercise, with fresh fruit and veg-

etables to eat, will help you.

Let me make another extract right liere

from Henderson's new book. '• Gardening
for Pleasure :"'

About a dozen years ago I liad tlie plea-
sure of making the acquaintance of a gen-
tleman whose duties compelled him to be at
his desk in a close otlice in the city of New-
York, from 9 o'clock a. m. to 4 r. m. Heing
naturally of a w^eak constitution, his seden-
tary life" soon made him the victim of dys-
pepsia to such a degree that he felt thathe
must soon resign liis situation. lie was
then a man of forty, entirely ignorant of
any thing pertaining to coimtry life, and it

was witli great misgivings and reluctance
that, liy the advice of his pliysician, lie

changed liis home from a closely built part
of New York to a cottage in tlie llien coun-
try-like suburb of IJergen Heights, N. J.
His means enabled him to purchase a
modest cottage built on a lot -jO by 1.50 feet

;

he did not want the land, he said, but tlie

cottage was such as he fancied, and the
ground had to go with it. It was about this
time that I formed his acquaintance,
through some business transaction, and he
asked my professional advice as to what he
could do with liis land, which he had al-

ready begun to consider somewliat of an
incumbrance. I re])lied to him that, if I

was not greatly mistaken, in his little plot
of ground lay a cure for all liis bodily ills,

and that besides it could add to the com-
forts if not the luxuries of his table if he
would only work it. •' I work itl" he ex-
claimed. " You don't suppose that these
hands could dig or delve," holding up his
thin bloodless fingers ;

" and if they could, I

know nothing about gardening."' I told
him I thought neither objection insur-
mountable if he should once begin.
The result of our conversation was, that

he resolved to try, and try he did to a pur-
pose. Our interview was in March, and be-
fore the end of April he had his lot all nice-
ly dug over, the labor being done by his own
hands during an hour and a half each morn-
ing. His custom was to get up at six o'clock
and work at his garden until half-past seven.

j

This gave him ample time to dress, get
breakfast, and be at his desk in the city by
nine. The labor of merely digging was (to

I

him) heavy and rather monotonous, but he

I

stuck to it bravely, and when he again pre-
sented himself before me for plants and

j

seeds and information as to what to do with
them, it was with some pride that I saw my

j

prescription had worked so well, for my
1
friend then looked more like a farmer than a
pallid clerk.

During his first season, of course, he made
j

some blunders and some failures, but his in-

:
terest in the work increased year by year.
His family was supplied with an abundance
of all the fresh vegetables and fruits his lim-
ited space could admit of being grown

—

a supply that it would have taken at least

SloO to purchase at retail, and stale at that.

I

But the Ijenetit derived from the cultivation

I
of this cottage garden was health—strong,
rugged health—that for the six years he was

' my neiglibor, never once failed him.
I know this case is an extremely excep-

tional one. for 1 never knew another man
whoso resolutely worked himself into health.
There are hundreds of business men, book-
keepers, salesmen, clerks, and the like who

i

live in the suburbs of all great cities, many
;
of whom can ill afford to pay tor the keep-
ing of the plots surrounding their cottages,
l)ut who think they can far less afford to do

j
the work themselves. As a consequence, in
nine cases out of ten. the rear, at least, of

' their suburban plots is a wilderness of
, weeds. But this is not the least of the evils;

the owner has a certain amount of muscular
force, and this, be it more or less, being un-

. used, its i)ossessor pays the penalty of his

j

laziness in dyspepsia," and a liost of other
!
ills. The proofs are apparent everywhere,
that garden operations are conducive to
health and longevity. The work is not un-
duly laborious, and when fairly entered into
has'a never-failing interest. The growing
and the watching of the great variety of
plants gives a healthy tone to the mind,
while tlie physical labor demanded by cul-

tivation takes care of the body.

Now, then, as we have disposed of any ob-

jections that might arise from a moral view^

of the matter, let us consider it in a pecuni-

ary point of view. Will you be likely to get

your money backV Well, I want to say

right squarely, here. I do not want to take the

responsibility in regard to this part of the

business. If you have a natural liking for

plants, dirt, sunshine, and rain, and selling

things to your neighbors after you have

raised them, I do not believe there will be

any pro])ability of failure. If you go at the

business as I went at the wood to make a

monument, you will succeed ; and if you go

at it because you love God and your fellow-

man, you will surely succeed ; for God him-

self has promised you success. Seek first

the kingdom of God, and his righteousness,

and he will add all things needful.
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CHAPTER in.

And God said, Let there be light; and there was lig-ht.—Gen. 1:3.

If you are going to grow plants for winter,

when they will bring high prices, they must
be protected against the weather. Heat

must be secured. It is true, that heat and

light come closely together ; and where we
get them from tlie sun, we get them both at

once ; but for all tliat, we will take up the

subject of heat first. Let us put it in large

letters—
HEAT.

There are several means of securing heat

for our operations. First, we have heat

from the sun ; then we have heat from old

Mother Earth, and artificial heat by burning

coal and wood. Artificial heat may be still

further subdivided into heat from hot-air

fines, heat from hot-water pipes, and heat

from steam. Then there is another kind of

artificial heat from the decomposition of cer-

tain substances without combustion, such as

heat from fermenting manure, although the

last is now seldom used, I believe. Let us

take up first,

—

HEAT FROM THE SUN.

There has always been something wonder-

fully fascinating to me about the heat of the

sun. I hardly.need tell you that scientists

decide that the heat from the sun is the

source of all force. The health-giving prop-

erties of the sun's rays have been forages

mentioned and made use of. In visiting the

great sanitarium at Battle Creek, Mich., I

was very much interested in visiting some
rooms clear up in the attic, where they put

diseased patients, close up to the glass sash

placed in tlic roof, much like the roof of a

greenhouse. They lie here on their beds,

partially uncovered, where they can receive

the benefit of the sun's rays. Neither plants

nor animals can amount to very much with-

out the direct benefit of the sun. In our op-

erations we want all the sun we can get. If

we can not do any better, let us use our win-

dows, instead of having the warmth of the

sini shut out by curtains and other artificial

devices. The windows of any room where

people live will do to commence plant-raising

on a small scale. When you get all the win-

dows occupied, and liave succeeded in utiliz-

ing every available inch of sunshine, you

will find a way to get more, I am sure.

" Where there is a will, there is a way."

Probably your next step will be a few
frames of sash, such as are used for green-

houses. We shall have more to say in re-

gard to these further on. These frames of

sash that are so useful in raising early veg-

etables are just what we need for raising

early chickens, and for getting eggs in the

winter time. Of course, it does not do to

keep poultry too warm, any more than it

answers to keep plants too warm ; but we
propose to start out intelligently, and avoid

baA-iug or roasting any thing, plant or animal.

Too much heat can be utilized, just as well as

you can make use of a surplus of any thing

else. When we have secured all the sun-

shine we can, by the way of some sash, or a

little greenhouse, then we want to husband
it by cutting off the cold winds, wliich will

quickly rob us of our acquisition, if we do
not take proper precautions. A fence for

a wind-break, such as I spokeof a little while

back, is what we want. A great many times

you can make use of natural wind-breaks. In

a town or city you can often choose a loca-

tion where the prevailing winds are cut off

from the north and west. We want to cut

off the wind, but let in the sun, so that our

wind-break on the east and west must not be

too high, or we shall lose as well as gain.

Where you have ample wind-breaks, lettuce

and a good many other hardy vegetables may
be raised by proper precautions, without any

sash at all. A shed, closed on three sides

and open at the south, such as farmers often

use for their stock, is an excellent thing, only

we must look out about tlie covering over-

head, or it will take oil the light so as to

make the plants grow spindling.

One cold wintry day I happened to go off

into a piece of dense woods, where a neigh-

bor was chopping wood. The trees were so

high, and the woods were so dense, that in

the little spot of clearing wliere he was at

work there was no wind at all. The sap

was running, and the bees were buzzing

about. I thought the weather had changed,

and wondered that it had so suddenly be-

come so much warmer. After I got out of

the woods again, however, I found that the

weather was not warmer at all. It was sim-

ply the effect of those great forest-trees in

breaking the force of the wind. Ever since
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that I have been wishing I could have an

apiary located in just such a spot. In hilly

and mountainous countries they frequently

choose such sheltered spots for early gar-

dens. May be you know of such a place. If

so, accept it as a gift from God, and go to

work and be happy.

Some years ago I had a little greenhouse

built partly under ground, for some experi-

ments for making bees rear brood in the win-

ter time. The east, west, and north walls,

and the north half of the roof, were protect-

ed by layers of dry earth, nearly a foot in

thickness. Over this dry earth a shingle

roof was placed, to keep the building from

getting damp. The whole south side, and
the south slope of the roof, was of glass.

The sun alone warmed up this structure so

that I could woik there in comfort Avitli my
coat off, while it was freezing weather out-

side. Ever since that experiment I have

wondered why people do not have rooms in

their dwellings, warmed by the lieat of tlie

sun, thus saving quite a bill for fuel, and
dispensing with the care of stoves, during at

least a great pait of every winter. AVhat a

grand place such a room would make /or a

playroom for the children I

HEAT FKOJI THE EAKTH.
Greenhouses are usually built partly under

ground, in order to secure the benefit of the

heat from tlie earth. In Mammoth Cave we
have an even temperature of about oo . This

temperature will answer very well for rais-

ing lettuce and radishes, providing you can

get light, without frost. The dilliculty, how-

ever, comes in here; you must have light on

all sides of tiie plants, and they must be tol-

erably near to the glass, or they will grow
spindling and one-sided. If we were sure

the sun would shine every day all winter, we
could make a greenhouse (or cold frame,

rather) that would answer nicely, by simply

utilizing the heat from the earth and the

heat from the sun. It happens, however,

that the sun does not shine more than per-

haps one day in four, on an average, during

the winter months ; and although we have

the walls never so Avell protected, if we hap-

pen to have zero weather during cloudy

days, the frost will come through the glass

sash prepared to let in the sun's rays, how-
ever tight the joints may be. We then should

have our garden all frozen up—at least, that

portion of it that lies very near to the glass,

without some kind of heat to reinforce the

lieat from the earth. Two thicknesses of

glass have be;^n suggested and tried, with an

air-space between the two sashes ; but as

quite a portion of the heat of the sun is lost

I
in passing through even one thickness of

I

window glass, we lose considerably more

j

where it passes through tvo thicknesses. A
^

still further objection is, that the outer glass

j

would be covered Avith frost, which might

[

remain days or weeks, thus cutting off light

as well as heat ; whereas, with only one

1
thickness of glass, the heat of the interior of

t

the house quickly melts off the icy covering,

with the assistance of the>un from the out-

side. There is another way of managing with-

out any artificial heat, so that hardy plants

will not be killed ; and this is, to have a
good-sized cellar adjoining the gx'eenhouse,

so that a free communication of air can be

easily opened between the cellar and the

greenhouse. The large body of air in the

cellar will be considerably cooled off during

a cold nigiit ; but in its turn it will warm up
the body of air in the greenhouse, so that the

whole will keep above a freezing tempera-

ture. As soon as the sun comes up in the

nu)rning. however, this communication with
the cellar must be cut oft', or the sun will

have l)ut little etfect on so large a body of

air.* All things considered, however, a lit-

tle artificial heat during the severest portion

of wTuter is thought to be the simph si"; and
easiest ; but as it is a very easy matter to in-

jure the plants by too much heat by a lit-

tle carelessness, an arrangement of pipes for

carrying hot water seems to be by far the

most practicable method. Steam has re-

cently been made to answer very well ; but,

like the heat of the stove, or a fine, since

it is so liable to get things too hot, the hot

water seems to be safer.

We woidd make the greenhouse as much
under ground as we possibly could, and still

get light enough so that the plants should

not grow " long-legged"' nor one-sided. The
sun's rays coming through the glass would
warm up the.walls and lloor during the day,

and these same walls and fioor would hold

heat enough to keep the plants from suffer-

ing until the sun's rays could cause a rein-

forcement the next day ; and many plants

would grow better this way than with the

aid of artificial heat. Such structures can

be used in places far enough south so that

the temperature is never quite down to zero;

and they are also used in our own latitude

after the severer portion of winter is past,

say during :\Iarch and .Vpril. They are call-

ed "cold frames." They are also used for

wintering over such hardy plants as lettuce,

* An open tank or cistern of water will answer the
same purpose as a body oj: air, to a certaiq extent.
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cabbage, etc., by lifting the sash so as to

give air when the weather permits, and cov-

ering the plants when the weather is severely

cold ; for it is well known, that the class of

plants mentioned will stand even 15 or 20^

l)elow zero (covered with sash) if they are

properly cared for, or gradually accustomed
to the cold. Such structures are also quite

valuable for poultry. I believe, however,
the best authorities on poultry rather dis-

courage the use of artificial heat.

In connection with heat from the earth,

it may be well to speak of what has been
called " sub-earth ventilation." Of course,

our greenhouses, poultry-houses, or buildings

for any oilier purpose, kept warm during
the winter time, must have constant acces-

sions of fresh air. Well, outdoor air is often

at a low temperature, sometimes below zero;

and this air must be warmed up by some
means, else it will lower the temperature of

our inclosure. If we warm it up by means
of hot-water pipes or steam-pipes, it takes

quite an amount of fuel, besides the labor of

keeping fires. Well, instead of having a

large cellar to warm our body of surplus air

to tlie proper temperature, we may have a

pipe, or series of pipes, running some dis-

tance under ground, below the point where
the frost reaches; and the cold air, taken,

say, from out in the fields, at a zero temper-
ature, becomes warmed up to 55'^, the

natural temperature of the earth, in its pas-

sage tlirough these pipes, providing the

pipes are not too large in diameter, and are

sufficiently long. Usually some arrange-

ment has to be made to make tlie air travel

in the right direction ; and sometimes a sort

of chimney a few feet high is put up at the

inlet, and this chimney is surmounted by a

sort of funnel, or hood, which is kept facing

the wind by means of a vane. This starts a

current in the pipe ; and the cellar or green-

house where this stream of air at 5o'^

empties has an outlet near the roof, to let

the warm air escape. I may say, however,
that, in practice, during zero weather the

air usually escapes fast enough, without any
provision for an outlet. The size and
length of these sub-earth pipes depend a

good deal on circumstances. Some authori-

ties reconmiend that they be laid at least

eight feet under ground, and run a distance

of 200 feet; but as such an arrangement
would be quite expensive, many of our bee-

3'o be contin

friends have had very good results by laying

a line of common underdraining tile, say

three feet deep, and only fifty or sixty feet

in length, the tile to be three or four inches

in diameter. While this might not raise the

temperature of the air during zero weather
to fully 55-\ it would probably raise it con-

siderably above the freezing-point. Some
experiments are needed in this matter.

In passing out and in Mammoth Cave dur-

ing a frosty, wintry night, we began to find

that the stream of incoming air felt chilly

when we were perhaps an eighth of a mile

from the mouth of the cave. In this case,

however, the stream of air was very large,

and at the dooi- of the cave it blew almost a

gale. Sending a stream of cold air down
into a well by means of a pipe, and then col-

lecting it at the mouth by another pipe,

would also answer to remove tlie frost. But
if the stream of air passing down is very

large, it might have the effect of freezing the

water in the well.

Now, where there are large natural springs

coming out of the hillside, we may, by a very

simple arrangement, bring large quantities

of heat from the earth, and utilize it by
conducting the spring water back and forth

in open pipes until it has parted with the

heat it contains, until its temperature of .55"^

is reduced nearly to the freezing-point. By
having these channels protected by a sash

we can combine the heat of the earth and
the heat of the sun so as to make an excel-

lent cold frame for hardy plants, without

the use of artificial heat. The spring water

may be passed back and forth under the

beds. The heat it gives off will operate in

the same way as the heat from hot-water

pipes, only we shall never be able to get

above 55^ without the aid of the sun. This

spring water would be just the thing

for watering the plants, and such an
arrangement can bo made very pleasing

to the eye, as well as profitable to the

pocket. A little fountain, or several of

them, if made so as to throw a small spray,

would induce the water to part with its heat

still more rapidly than tlie open channels.

One of our most successful bee-men in the

State of JSHchigan has a spring in the cellar,

or cave, wliere he winters Irs bees. The
water from this si)ring, flowing through this

room, is found a check to keep tlie tempera-

ture from running too low.

ued Dec. 15.
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MYSELF AND MY NEIGHBORS.

For where two or three are pathcred toj,'ether in
my name, there am I in the mi 1st of them.—Matt.
18:20.

SUPPOSE, friend.s, tluit even llie juve-
niles liave lieaiv^d this little te.xt just
above what I am writing?, ovei- and over
again, especially if they ever went to a
prayer-nieetinj? where only a few were

present. The above text, or the substance
of it, would come somewhere in the lirst

prayer. V/ell, now% it is a grand little text

;

but'it is tlie live verses that go before it that
I shall have to do with now. The lirst of
these five verses reads like this :

Moreover it thy brotiier shall trespass against
thee, fro and tell him his fault between thee and
liini alone: it he shall hear tiiee thou hast g:aincd
thy brother.

Perhaps you would like to know what
brought this to mind. AVell, it was like this:

One of my neighbors, whom I will call JSIr.

A, came to me, saying he could not get
along with neighbor H, any way possible

;

that it was no use trying any more.
" My dear friend,"' said I, '' you know you

had trouble with neighbor (', not very long
ago, and thought you could not getalong
with hiui ])ossib]y. Xow, whenever I get to
fCL'liug thai way (and I often do, 1 own up).
I always l)i'gin to feel a little nneasy for
fear the trouble is with mi/sclf nud not with
my neighbors.-'
" iSlr. Hoot, I have thouglit of that, and I

suppose I am ugly enough myself ; but 1

have got all over my trouble with neighbt)r
C, and I can get along with almost anybody
now, except neighbor I].-'

" But, my dear friend, do you remember
that you and neighbor 13 are both members
of the same church—botii followers of Christ
—or. at least, profess to beV

'• Yes. I know all that; but I have tried

and tried, and 1 don't believe it is of any use
to try any more."
" VV'ell, if that is the case, there is a plain

in the Bible. Have you tried thatremedy
plan?''*

Xo, 1 have not tried that plan. The
fact is, I am too ugly myself. I km)w what
is the best way. and the right way ; but it

is not in me. 1 have not the gift of saying
what ought to be said, in the way in wMiich
I know a Christian ought to " do these
things."

I thought a minute, and linally said.
" Would you like that I should speak to

neighbor B about these matters?"
" res, }slv. Root. I really wish you would.

Tliere is not any use for me to talk any
more.''

'' Come to think of it," said I, " I rather
think the better way wovild be for me to talk
with you both together."
This plan did not suit him so well, but lie

linally assented, and conscience commenced
her work, as I knew pretty well she would ;

for I knew that Ihis neighbor, whom 1 have
called A, for illustration.was trying, and try-

ing pretty hariLfor one of liis temperament,
toloUow Christ. lie has his own notions,
and very strong likes and dislikes, and quite
a temper to keep the upper hand of, with all

the rest. In the course of an hour or two I

was not surprised to see him come around
with a pleasanter look upon his face ; and
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with eyes somewhat downcast, he said, in a
kindly tone of voice :

" Mr. Root, if you will be so kind, I guess
you need not do any thing about what we
were talking of. May be I can do a little

better, and I am going to try hard.''

I wonder how many there are whose hearts
will be touched by t'lis little story of every-

j

day life. IIow many are there of you, niy
friends, who know what you ought to do,
and who have felt in your inmost heart that

'

you hadn't the right spirit to do it? Those
}who are older in the Christian work would

perhaps have said, " I have not grace
enough." What, then, is grace? Is it not
the influences of God's Holy Spirit—meek-
ness, love, charity, long suffering, and all

these other things—the fruits of the Spirit,

if you choose? Oh how often I have been
compelled to pray, almost in real anguish of
heart, " Help me, dear Savior, and give me
that spirit of gentleness, kindness, meek-
ness, and love"!

1 told you there were five verses that I

had in mind ; but I have as yet said noth-
ing of more than one of them. The second
verse says, that if this spirit of meekness
and love does not answer the purpose, we
shall take some other brother, or a couple of
them, with us; and here is this won-
derful plan of arbitration mapped out—the
plan that has of late been used to prevent
fierce wars between great nations. What a
grand and what a wonderful truth is there
in these simple little words of Christ the
Savior! My experience has been, however,
that among neighbors (and it is of neighbors
we are talking) there is seldom any need of
any third party at all. If you do your part,

your neighbor will be almost sure to do his
part. It takes two to make a quarrel ; and
where even one of the two shows a Christian-
like spirit (and this does not mean that
you are by any means to allow yourself to be
run over, for a Christian must be brave as
well as kind), my experience has been that
the quarrel ends. I suspect that the trouble
between these two neighbors, A and B, was,
that Satan's spirit, instead of Christ's, had
got between them. They were both at fault,

no doubt, and I fear both had forgotten the
teachings of the Bible, especially the five

verses I have been speaking of.

The third of my five verses directs that
the complaint shall be brought before the
church, and that the church shall deal with
both parties, if need be. If either one re-

fuses to submit to the church, of course he
must reject Christ and Christ's teachings

;

and in that case there would be little hope
for him. He must be treated as a heathen,
or one who rejects Christ, and one who re-

jects Christianity.

The fourth verse tells us that these things
that are settled here on earth are settled for
all time to come ; that these little acts and
quarrels go on to eternity, and even reach as
far as heaven and hell.

The last of the verses considers the atti-

tude of, and what may be accomplished hy,
two Christians working in harmony and
brotherly love. If even two of us agree in

any petition to our lieavenly Father, Christ
says that our Father m heaven will grant it.

Of course, we are to understand that this
verse refers to two brothers in Christ. So
greatly is God pleased to see us doing our
work "in brotherly love, and with Christ's
spirit uniting us, that he has promised what
we ask in his name. And then follows the
little text that I started out with. Where
even two or three of us are gathered together
in the name of (^lirist, there will he be in
the midst of us. And, dear friends, is not
this little verse at the root and foundation
of the church of God? Is it not the germ
and seed from which any church must spring
up, with Clirist as a center? Let us read
this little text together again ; and as we
read it, let us see if it will apply to ourselves
and our neighbors.

For where two or thret' are gathcre'l together in
my name, there am 1 in the midst of them.

HOW A BEE CLINGS TO GLASS.

A TALK TO THE JUVENILES; ALSO SOMETHING
FROM MR. LANGSTROTH.

T^-; S I promised, I will now give the juveniles a

glllk talk on a bee's foot, and what it can do.

^Pl?'
It' you will grive me your attention for a little

*^^ while I will try to make it clear to you how
a bee clings to a piece of glass, and doesn't

fall. Did you ever think how a fly can walk up a

window-pane, and not slip'/

Below is a drawing of a bee's foot, e.vactly as it

appeared in my microscope. It is 40 times as long

and 40 times as wide as the natural foot. D, D, are

the two notched claws which the bee uses in cling-

ing to wood and other substances which the bee

can stick his foot into. Did you ever have a bee

plant his little feet right into your flesh when he

was getting a good hold so as to sting? These little

claws are what hurt, and are almost as hai-d as your
jack-knife. They do not always hold this position as

seen in the picture, but they can close up like your
thumb and finger, or can turn themselves clear

around like the letter Y.
" How does the bee

cling to a piece of

glass?" I suspect you
are beginning to ask.

Just listen. There is a

little film as at C, that

looks a little like the

head of a hatchet, or,

perhaps, more like a

fan. B is a pair of

arms that keep this lit-

tle disk, or fan, spread

out on the piece of

glass. A is a little

muscle that looks like

a potato-masher. The
little end is fastened to the

the other connects the end of the foot between the

claws.

Perhaps this is a little hard for you to understand.

If you will wait a moment I will tell you how to

make something just like this little arrangement

upon a bee's foot. Did you ever notice, when you

were washing your hands in soap and water, how
your hflndpwjll cjinir together by the force of sue-

A IlEE S FOOT.

little fan-like film, and
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tion? You must rub your hands closely tog-ether,

and then, drawing them gently apart, you will

notice how they adhere. If your little baby-brother

were to wet his little fat chubby hand and press it
j

tlatly upon a pane of glass, then by drawing up his

knuckles his hand would probably cling to the glass,

providing you could get him to do it rightly.

An older person's hand would not do, as it is

not flexible enough. One more illustration, and I

will return to the bee's foot.

Procureacircularpiece of leather, about two inch-

es across (get your papa to help you), and through
the center pass a string, tying the end in a knot.

Now draw the knot close to the leather, and be sure

that the hole in the center of the string will just ad-

mit the string. Next, thoroughly soak the piece of 1

leather, then upon some smooth surface, as a Hat i

stone, stamp the leather flat upon its surface, being

sure that there is no chance for air to get under the
]

leather. Now gently draw the string with your
hand. This will raise the central portion of the

leather, and cause suction under its surface. You
will now find that you can lift a stone of several

pounds' weight, if all has been done rightly.

This is precisely the way that a bee clings to glass

and other smooth surfaces. Returning once more
to the engraving, the little fan-like arrangement, V,

answers the purpose of the leather. Bis a pair of

arms that spread out the little disk flat upon the

glass. The little muscle, A, answers the purpose of

the cord. Now, when the bee wishes to cling to

glass he secretes a liquid (which has the same pur-

pose as the soap upon the hands) under this little

fan like surface; he next spreads out this little fan

with the muscles at B; then pulling the little mus-
cle, A, he lifts up the center of this little disk.

There! don't you see we have .something about like

the boy's stone-lifter? This produces what is some-

times called aurtiuii: and the whole apparatus is

termed a nmker.

To illustrate to the " wee " folks what suction is,

take an empty bottle, and draw out a part of the

air with your mouth. You will find, after having

done so, that your tongue will be drawn into the

bottle. This is what draws a bee's foot to a pane of

glass.

There, now, boys and girls, have I made it plain'?

I purposely dwelt upon details, so (hat our little

friends might understand.

Perhaps 1 should add, for the benefit of the older

ones, that there is something at E, which might
answer for a valve, and that, when it opens, it al-

lows the air to enter C, and thus free the bee. Or,

it may be a gland for the secretion of the fluid that

I referred to in the above. But these are only con-

jectures, and 1 have not been able to prove either.

Ernest R. Root.

P. S.— 1 have just received a little note from father

Langstroth, by way of encouragement in my micro-

scopical work. Among other things we are glad to

learn that he is feeling better. His letter is below:

E. R. R.

Dear Erneat:—! am very much pleased with your
admirable drawing of the joint of the bee's leg, and
the remarks accompanymg it. 1 should judge that

you have a very decided aptitude for such nice

work, and there is a wide field open to you.

I hope to meet your father at the Detroit conven-

tion. I have been threatened with another attack

of my old bead trouble, bqt fl,nj better now than for

some weeks, and I hope to send the conclusion of

"Observations on Drones " in season for the 15th.

Oxford, O., Nov. 6, 188.5. L. L. L.vxgstroth.

KIND WORDS FOR ERNEST.

BEING ' EARNEST " FOR THE SAVIOR.

R. ROOT:-I mean Mr. E. R., not Mr. A. I.,

this time, although I have addressed my en-

velope to the latter. Well, Mr. E. R., I have

just finished reading your hints to the ju-

veniles, on letter-writing, so I will not

offend your royal highness by commencing my let-

ter thus: "My pa keeps bees, and lias a cow and a

calf," and so on, to the end of the list; though my
"pa" has the good fortune of possessing the " busy

little workers." and also said " cow." Well, now,

my real motive in writing this letter is this: When
we received Gleanings for the 15th of Sept., my
little blue-eyed baby-sister was eager to have the

juvenile department read to her. When she found

that you were to have control of that department,

instead of your father, she exclaimed, " Oh dear me

!

I just know Ernest" (for I am forced to say, that

when we speak of you in our family circle we use

your name, without the prefix Mr.), "will be more
exacting than Mr. Root." She continued to talk of

it until we received Gleanings for Oct. 1.5. After

hearing your kind words to the juveniles read, she

laughed heartily, and said, "Well, I declare I Ernest

is a real funny boy. I think I shall like him huge-

ly. I am going to try his plan, in regard to that

bee." She was so enthusiastic that she went right

out in the apiary, and secured a bee; but, there—

I

must not tell the result, for she is going to write

and tell you all about it, and it would not be fair for

me to take advantage of her, and tell it.

Friend Ernest, I trust that God will bless you in

your efl'orts to aid your kind father. God bless him.

His name is always mentioned with love in this

household. I am sure you will win the hearts of the

dear little ones. As I am a little over 15, I shall not

expect a book; besides, I do not think my letter con-

tains much information; but if you think my little

note worthy of publication, put it in the juvenile de-

partment. Don't fail to give us that talk on a bee's

leg. Ettie.

Church Hill, Miss., Oct. 24, 1885.

Ernest's reply:

When the paternal "A. I." handed the above to

"E. R." the younger, with a half playful, half

serious remark, " Now see what you have got to

take," and still further, when the aspiring sonship

read the fore part of the letter, the title of " Royal

Highness" began to wax sore heavy, and he repent-

ed that he had not kept out of the said corner, where

he was likely to be cornered up—that corner where

his "pa" was wont to stand. On reading further

the youth's spirits began to revive, and he seemed

like his former self.

Yes, friend Ettie, to be truly " Ernest " for the Sa-

vior is the highest title I care to attain; and may
God help me to be a constant aid to that father who
has been too long overburdened with cares.—

Thanks for your kind words. We shall be most hap-

py to receive the results of the blue-eyed sister's ex-

periments. The talk on a bee's leg wjU appear in

another coluran.
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Every boy or girl, under lo
• Years of age, who writes a
letter for this department, containing
SOME VALUABLE FACT, NOT GENERALLY
KNOWN. ON BEES OR OTHER MATTERS,

' will receive one of David Cook's excel-
lent five- cent Sunday-school books.

Many of these bool:s contain the same mat-
ter that you find in Sunday-school hooks

, , costing from 81.00 to 81.50. If you have had
1 1 one or more books, give us the names that we

may not send the same twice. We have now
in stock six different books, as follows; viz.:
Sheer Off, The (Jiant - Killer, The Roby
Family, Resciuil fr.im i:i.'a pt, and Ten Nights in
aBar-Room. W, lii ^ . il-n i nii Homos. Part I.,.-ind

Our Homes, Part II. Beside- tin il ..\
. liooks, vou may have a

photograph of our old house aii.u ^ , tak. n u great many years
ago. In it is a picture of nn>el£, lilue IJyes, and C.iddy, and ,a

glimpse of Ernest. We have also some pretty little colored
pictures of birds, fruits, flowers, etc., suitable for framing.
Vou can have your choice of any one of the above pictures
or books for every letter that gives us some valuable piece of
information.

' A chiel's amang j'e takin' notes

;

An' faith, he'll prentit."

T AM glad to say that you little folks are
m going to help me oiit in the problems
^l which I presented last montls. llow-
*- ever, it is a little late in the year for

very many of you to report ; bnt per-
haps you can remember something in your
experience that will give us a little light. I

don't want you to give it up. as you are just
the ones to tell us about it. Some of the big
folks haven't the time or patience to work
these things out.

I propose to give you another problem
which you can answer for yourselves the pres-
ent month. It is nothing of very great impor-
tance, but it will help you to be observing.
Suppose you find out liow a bee walks over
the combs ; that is, what portion of his leg
does he use? Does he walk on the extreme
end of his foot, or what part does he use?
It probably will not be convenient, at this

time of the year, to see just how they walk
over the comb itself; but I will tell you a
way that will answer just as well. Cage a
few bees in a queen-cage, then with a mag-
nifying-glass, or even with your eyes alone,
notice how they walk over the meshes of the
wire cloth. The meshes will answer for the
comb. It is real funny to watch their little

feet trip lightly over the wire. Sometimes
you surely think they will make a mistake
and fall oif, so rapid are their movements.
You must look sharp, or you will not see how
they do it. AVhile a bee is standing still, see
what a funny little foot he h.is. Next, cage
a few bees in a small box with a glass top.
Then you can see how their little suckers
cling to the glass as they walk on it. In
another column I am going to tell you more
about this tiny little foot, and I want you to
see if I am right, because may be I might
make a mistake.
We also want reports of how your papas'

bees did this season. lIow much honey did

they bring in, and how many &warms go in-
to winter quarters V Are they outdoors, or
are they in winter hives on the summer
stands? Some of your papas are big bee-
men, but they are one of those kind o quiet
sort of men who don't write much. You are
just the ones to tell us. How many of you
shall we hear from next month V

Perhaps you would like to know about our
baby-rabbits. Little sister Caddie has kind-
ly consented to tell you. and her letter is be-
low. IIubek's Buother.
THE FRADENBUItG RABBITS; A REPORT OF, BY ^

CADDIE—ANOTHER BLUE EYES.
We had thirteen or fourteen little rabbits, hut an

old cat killed all but three, and Blue Eyes and Ernie
have to shut them up every nig-ht, or the cat would
g-et them too. We know it is a cat, because pa saw
a cat in there oue morning-. These rabbits are

about a month old now, and we have some more
only two or three days old. Blue Eyes saw those be-

fore they had any fur on, and she said that they
looked like baby-robins. Those that are a month
old are the prettiest, because they have their eyes

open, and can run around. Two of the month-old
ones are a creamy yellow, and the other is gray.

It is hard to tell what color the young-est ones are,

because they haven't much fur yet.

Medina, Ohio, Nov. 7, 1885. Caddie Root, age 7.

A LITTLE VILLAGE.

We have two swarms of bees. My papa sent and
got one of your smokers, and he thinks it is real

nice. Uncle Andrew has lots of bees ; and when you
look at the hives it seems like a little village. The
bees like to suck the honej- out of the flowers in my
little garden. Mary Edno Jensen.
Saxeville, Waushara Co., Wis., Oct. 13, 1885.

AN INCUBATOR FOR H.\TCHING QUEEN-CELLS.
I am a little boj' 13 years old. My father has a hot-

water incubator for hatching eggs. The tempera-

ture for hatching is 102 to 104°. Can I hatch queen-

cells at that heat? J. Baker Smylie.
Caseyville, Miss.

A temperature of over lUO^ is rather too

hot for hatching queen-cells. Between 90
and lOU is about right. See A B C.

BUCKWHE.VT INJURED BY FROST.

My brother has four colonies of bees. They did

well for this jear. They are doing pretty well on
the buckwheat. The frost has killed the buckwheat
considerably. We have about 200 Simpson honey-
plants, and about 150 spider plants. I like to work
with bees real well. Pa made two artificial swarms
this year; he did well with them, only they did not

want to accept the queen at first.

Woodstock, O. Perl Z. Cr.\nston, age 13.

GETTING STUNG IN THE DARK.

My pa has no bees, but wc live close to grandpa,

and one of my uncles has got 10 stands of bees.

Sometimes I go to help him fill up honey-bottles.

One night I was down in the cellar with him. He
went to get something to put honey in, and left me
in the dark. While he was out, a bee stung me on
my neck. Tncle Henry told me to be still ; but when
the bee stung me I ran up the steps crying. Uncle
laughed at me. Virgil Patterson, age 9.

Humboldt, Neb., Oct. ]!>, 1885.
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NOT MUCH BUCKWHEAT HONEV, BUT "A GOOD
BIT OF BASSWOOD."

My pa has ten swarms of bees. T claim one of

them. They swarmed twice this summer. It was
bad weather in August, and we didn't get much
buckwheat honey, but we got a good bit of bass-

wood. E.MMA DATTEURER.
Newtown Mills, Pa, Octobers, 1885.

.50 GALLONS OF HONEY FROM 2:2 BOX " GUMS."

I am a little girl 8 years old, and I live on Red
River. My pa is a farmer, and he is a beginner with
bees. He has 2:2 hives, and they are old box gums.
He got 50 gallons of honey last year. My sister

lives about200 yards from me. She hassomebeestoo,
and her bees came down here to rob pa's bees, and
pa's killed them just ag fast as they went into the

gum. Lizzie Dudxey.
CoUinsburg, Bossier Paiish, La.

FROM 41 TO 70, AND 3000 LBS. OF HONEY; REPORTED
BY A JUVENILE.

My papa has kept bees about si.x years. He com-
menced this season with 41 stands; increased to 70,

and got 3000 lbs. of comb honey in Mb. boxes. He
sold some at home for 15 cts. per lb., but sent the

most of it to New York. 1 have one brother. His
name is Royal Jasper. We go to school. I have
left otr at the head of my spelling-class every day
for two weeks. Eva Grego, age 6.

Galilee, Wayne Co., Pa., Oct. 22, 188.5.

HOW a LITTLE GIRL MAKES HERSELF II.«;EFUL.

My papa has 25 colonies now. They didn't swarm
any this year, but made a good deal of honey. Papa
generally takes from 100 to 200 lbs. of honey per
year. 1 help him with his bees. I could climb a

ladder, saw otf the limb, take down the bees, and
hive them before 1 was 10 years old. Pa buys all

his hives of yon. He and T are coming out to see

you and your bees and little Ulue Eyes.

Mary C. Miller.
Millersburgh, Ky., Oct. 11, 18; 5.

We are very glad to know, Mary, that you
are going to pay us a vi.sit. When you come,
be sure to tell us that you are the "little girl
who said in the Juvenile journal she was
coming with lier lather to pay us a visit.

"A BIG FLY BIT HI.M."

Papa has 15 swarms of bees; he commenced with
!t swarms. He would have had 21 swarms, but C

went away. I had a wart on my hand, and I put
coal oil on it twice, and it took it off. I have a little

brother 3 years old. One day he went out to play.

Pretty soon he came in crying, and said that a big
fly bit him. A bee had stung him.
.Jefferson, O. Jessie Herrick, age 10.

Very good, Jessie; but how could you
prove it was the ('(tal oil that made the wart
go off from your handV Warts come and
go, quite freqiiently when nothing is put on,
do they notV Vou may be right; but I am
anxious that you children shall learn to use
reason, especially in this matter of remedies
for various ailments.

report DISCOURAGING.
The bees have not done much this season, and

have not made much honey; but next year I hope
they will do better. Papa has taken the honey
from our bees, and now they are full of honey for
the winter, fo papa will not have lo feed them. The

other morning George and I went out and got 43

fish, and they were ]Ust as fat as they could be, and
we smoked them. Eva S. Glawson.
Hawk's Park, Fla., Sept. 28, 1885.

Glad to hear about the fish, Eva. But,
what do you mean by "smoking'' themV
That is something we don't quite understand
here. May be you can tell us about it.

A lesson to BE LEARNED FROM THE BUSY BEE.

Our neighbor keeps bees, and I have been over
there to see the bees swarm in a hot summer's day.
It is a good lesson for little children to go into abee-
yard and see the busy bees work in a sunshiny day.
It is a perfect buzz all the day long, by the busy
bees going forth to find honey-flowers, and bringing
back to their hives particles of nectar which is

made into honey in the comb; and when the cell is

filled by the bees they cap the cell over with a piece
of honej--corab, then it is finished.

Tracy Creek, N. Y. Bert S. Whittaker.

50 SW.\BMS AND 20('0 LBS. OF HONEY; SOMETHING
ABOUT CARP.

My papa has about 50 swarms of bees this year.
They are getting along all right. This summer
my papa took ofl' about 2000 pounds of honey. He
keeps carp. One day he went to his earp-pond and
caught a carp and brought it to the house and
showed it to my little brother Irving, and he
thought it was nice, and he laughed. He is 2J4

years old. Emma .Iensen, age 11.

Valparaiso, Nebraska, Oct. 17, 1885.

"Why didn't your papa weigh the lish, and
tell how much it weighed. JMunia. and how
old it was? We all want to know what can
be done in this matter of carp. \Ve should
also be very glad of a report from th(»se who
are using the carp for food. Are they really
goodV

KOOT-POWEK SAWS NOT PRACTICABLE.

Papa and I have been keeping bees for about four
years, and have been following your advice. We
did not have much success with the old fashioned
way, but are doing l)etter now. Last winter we
made a foot-power saw for making hives, but it was
such hard work sawing that we attached a horse-

power and made 12 nice hives. I would not advise
anyone to attempt making many hives by foot-

power. Two years ago we had only three colonies,

and now but 1(1. My colonies were very weak last

spring, but papa gave me some combs containing
eggs and young bees, with which I made it a strong
colony. Charlie Greer, age 11.

Paris, Tenn.

a juvenile tells how long .\ BEE LIVED AFT-
ER IT STUNG HER.

I am a constant reader of your .iournal. My pa
takes it. He has five hives of bees. It was said in

Gleanings that some one should try to find out
how long a bee would live after it lost its sting. I

tried it. It stung me in my dress, and it left the
sting in the cloth. I gave it all the honey that it

wanted, and it lived just seven hours.

HuLu.i. M. Myers, ape 13.

Mt. Cory, Hancock Co., O.

Well done, little friend. You have indeed
given us something valuable. You may
now, in addition to the book we sent, take
your pick of any thing on the ten-cent coun-
ter. Let us hear from other juveniles upon
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this point ; and if they do as well, we s

be glad to grant them the same privilege

HOW WILLIE STARTS INTO THE BEE BUSINESS
AGAIN.

My pa has 68 colonies. I had a swarm, but the

other bees robbed them this summer, and they died.

Mr. Dukes found a bee-tree this summer. Pa help-

ed chop the tree and fit the bees up for him, but it

was too late for them to gather enough honey for

them to live through the winter without feeding, so

he told pa if he would come and get them he might
have them. So we went and got them, and then pa
gave them to my brother and me. You see, Mr.

Root, by this letter we are going to try the bee
business again. Willie Bolton, age 10.

Stanley, Ohio.

DOWN IN SUNNY FLORIDA, WHERE ORANGES GROAV.

We ha%'e no bees. I should like to get one or two
hives of bees, so we should not have to buy honey.

The orange-trees are white with blossoms. The
bees get plenty of honey from the blossoms. I am
going to school now. I like it very well. I have
learned a great deal. 1 wish it were about four
months longer. It is about the only chance I shall

have to go. We ha%-e plenty of flsh and oysters.

A few weeks ago I saw Mr. Muth pass our house.

I was very glad to see him.

Hawk's Park, Fla. George F. Gl.a^wson.

Do you really mean, George, that it was
our friend C. F. Muth, of Cincinnati, whom
you sawV I didn't know before that he was
visiting in Florida. We Avish he would
write to us some letters, and tell us about
his trip.

A JUVENILE TELLS HOW TO MAKE A HO.ME-MADE
extractor; how to hatch a QUEEN-

CELL IN A HENS-EGO SHELL.
My brother has 21 swarms of bees: they have

done well this summer. I do not know how much
honey they made. My brother made an extractor.

He took a bucket and put a stick across it. Then he
took a piece of sieve and put it on a square wood-
en frame, and fastened two of these frames to a

round iron running up through the center of the

bucket, and through the stick on top. He then put
a wheel on the end of it, and a crank to turn it

round with. One day I had a queen-cell in my hand,
and the queen came out of it. We hatched a queen
under a hen, in an egg-shell. K.\tie Briggs.
Deposit, N. Y.

I think, Katie, your brother must have
had a pretty large bucket ; that is, if his ex-
tractor will take frames of the ordinarv size.

shall

a little girl WHO LIVES NEIGHBOR TO FRIEND
W. S. HART.

I thought I would write you a few lines. I got
the books that you sent me. They are nice books
to read. The little book has some pretty stories in

it. Mr. Hart is our friend. He has a nice lot of

bees. He gets a good price, but he has nice honey,
I think. Papa used to keep a few hives of bees,

but ho does not keep any now. I will send you
some orange-blossoms. Minnie Mendel.
New Smyrna, Fla.

Thank you for your promise of orange-
blossoms, Minnie. 'We should be real glad
if you would give us a good long letter,

telling us more about Mr. Hart's apiary, and
what he is doing. We would willingly pay

you for such a letter. And, by the way, the
little boys and girls who live near bee-Keep-
ers could do us quite a service by visiting
them and making reports of what they see.

WHAT IS IT?

My grandfather had some potatoes under some
straw, with just the least bit of dirt over them, and
they do real well; but what I want to tell you is,

that in under the straw was something curious. I

do not know what to call them. They are about
the shape of an egg, a little smaller than a common
hen's egg. He found one about two weeks ago,

and in three or four days he found three more.
They were all rooted together with little fine roots,

and he buried them in the ground. He kept one of

them to show to folks. In about one week he pour-

ed some warm water over them. The next morn-
ing both of them were up. He buried the other one
then, and poured warm water over it. It came up
in a little while. They were about five inches tall,

and about half an inch through the bottom, and
about a quarter of an inch through the tops. They
look like the stem of a toadstool.

My grandfather was 87 years old in September.
My brother got an Italian queen, and in 21 daya
there were young bees in the hive.

Woodstock, O. Perl Z. Cranston, age 13.

From your description, Perl, I should sup-
pose it was a sort of mushroom that your
father found. May be it is the mushroom
we use for food ; but I didn't know before
that they could be transplanted as you
mention.

A CASE OF robbing; a sw.\rm that s.mothered
from being closed up.

We had 8 swarms this summer, but we have only

7 now. Our neighbor has 14 swarms, and we are

bothered with them all the while. Pa says they car-

ry the honey out of our hives as fast as our bees

can gather it, and he has to feed them for the win-

ter. It was a very warm day on the 38th of Septem-
ber, and the robbers were so strong that pa had to

shut our hives, and it was so hot that one of the

swarms smothered, and he took the hive and carried

it down cellar, for he thought that he could «ave the

bees; but on opening the hive he found almost all

the bees were dead, and their combs were all melted

down. Katie Zebr, age 10.

Indian River, Lewis Co., N. Y.

Friend Katie, your papa learned a lesson
in regard to the danger of shutting bees up
when the weather is very warm. It is never
safe to fasten bees in, especially when they
are excited by robbing, or something of that
kind, as yoiirs were, unless they are very
closelv watched.

A SWAR.M THAT HUNG ON A LIMB 6 DAYS.

I was up to my Uncle John Noftsier's, and we
went out. I saw a swarm of bees hanging on a limb.

I asked why they didn't hive them, and they said

they hived it twice already and it didn't stay in the

hive, and then they looked and saw that it was a

swarm that he got in the spring, and had no more
honey, and had left the hive. It had been hanging
there three days when I was up there, and he said

that it stayed there three days more, and then they

starved and fell off. Lena Zehr, age 12.

Indian River, Lewis Co.,TS^. Y.. Oct. 23, 188.5.

Why, Lena, wasn't that cruel, to let that
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great bunch of bees starve? I am sure I

could have hived them so they would stay,

especially when they were starving to death
where they were. Suppose you had fixed
the hive right where they clustered, and
then given them some syrup in a feeder

;

they certainly would have gone to work, and
fixed themselves for winter, had you given
them such a chance.

HOW CONRAD MADE A HIVE FOR HIMSELF.
My brother Christian had 34 colonies last fall, and

he has 25 yet. Several experiments which he tried

caused the death of some colonies. I began to keep

bees last year. I first took a few old boards and
sawed two alike for the ends, then two for the sides.

My brother Christian nailed it together and we put

the bees in. We took an old top of a hive for the

lid, and they did pretty well in it. I dug- a hole in

the ground so that one end was open for the en-

trance, then set the hive in, and put sawdust on the

ground; then we had no bottom in it. Then I be-

gan to feed them with sugar till it was time to quit

for winter. I packed them with straw outside and
chaff inside. Conrad E. Weckesser, age 11.

Marshallville, (Jhio.

Well, Conrad, that is a rather novel hive
of yours, with nothing but dirt for the bot-
tom. I am not sure but it would answer
nicely during warm weather. Of course,
there would liave to be a ditch dug around
the outside of the hive, so the water from
storms would not get in and make it nasty
and muddy.

a swarm that left the hive, and built comb
UNDER the hive.

Pa had 7 stands of bees, and thej- all died but one.

I don't know what was the cause, but I guess he
did not tend them. I am staying with my sister.

They have five stands of bees. Bees here gather
honey from white clover, basswood, Spanish nee-

dles, smartweed, and goldenrod. I love to read the lit-

tle letters. Did youeverhearofaswarmof bees that

left the hive, and built comb under the hive? Our
neighbor had one last winter, but they froze when
cold weather set in. Ida M. Deal, age 13.

Herborn, Ills.

Yes, Ida, I have heard of swarms of bees
going under tlie hive, and building combs,
as you say. Sometimes it is because their
owner does not give them room enough in-

side of the hive to store the honey, and in
that case it indicates bad management. It

is like the old adage of not liaving your
" bowl right side up when it is raining por-
ridge.'' When the honey-How comes that
Induces bees to do all that, we surely want
to have plenty of surplus boxes on", so the
bees may put it in the hive in the nicest
shape. Sometimes it is caused by the queen
crawling under the hive instead of inside of
the hive, when a swarm is hived. In that
case there would be nothing in the hive at
all, though I hardly need tell you that this
also is very bad management.

finding a bee-tree in the night.
Since I wrote you last, I do not know what to

write about bees. Papa is now putting grapevines
between his hives, to shade them in hot summer
days. I think it is a good plan, to keep any one
from getting the grapes before they are ripe. Papa
has found three bee-trees, and I found two. I found

one while hunting OUe niglit. I saw something white
while I was passing by a large tree, right at the
ground, while my dog grabbed out some of the
comb; but the bees did not sting him, because they
were too cold. Papa and myself went back there
the next day and nailed some bark off from another
tree of the same kind over the hole, and left only
one little hole" for the bees to come out. He said

that he did this to keep any one else from finding it.

He is going to get them in the spring. 1 like hunt-

ing in the night, very much. Charlie Hardin, Jr.

Very good, Charlie. I suppose you mean
the tree had an opening near the ground.
Bees do sometimes occupy such places, but
not often, because such a place is too con-
venient for their many enemies. And so
the white comb was partly visible through
this hole. Had I been your papa, I think I
would have cut the bees out and carried
them home, in order to make a sure thing
of them.

a novel method of creating a "home market;"
how TH.Vr HALF-POUND OF BEES TURNED OUT.
I want to tell Huldah Williams how our mamma

manages so as to let us have all of her honey, and
sell it too. She sells it to papa. Isn't that a "home
market"? In Sept., 1884, she got Ij lb. of bees from
you, which were her first bees. In November she

took them out of the little hive, and put them in a

big one, with chaff cushions on each side, and they

got along very well. In warm weather she would
go to them; but one day in March she went to them,
and they were all stiff, and looked like dead bees.

They did not have a drop of honey, so she laid the

two frames in the sun, and sprinkled them with su-

gar-water, and in a few hours they were all alive

and in the hive again. She fed them till they could

get honey. They did not swarm this summer, but

there are many bees in that hive. They filled the

bottom of the hive with honey, and then filled the

j

top, and that is the honey we laugh about mamma
selling to papa. The honey was crosswise and every
way, so mamma could not draw out the frames; so

she asked papa to come and lift the top story, honey
and all, off, and she put empty frames on. Papa is

afraid of bees, so he had on a veil and gloves, which
made his hands clumsy; and after all the bees were
off, and he was taking the honey to the house, he let

it fall, and, such a mash! We got pans quick, and
saved the honey. There were young bees in the

middle.

What will keep the queen out of the upper story?

and how can mamma make them build straight

comb? I am always with her when she goes to

them, and am not afraid, though they get in my
hair sometimes, and sting. In May a swarm of

black bees clustered on the hedge, and mamma and
I put them in one of your hives , so we have got two
hives of bees. Please excuse my long letter. I only

wanted to tell H. W. how she could get a plenty of

honey, and I have said too much about other things.

Pearl Ferguson, age 10.

Macon, Miss., Sept. 26, 1885.

Thank you for your good letter, friend
Pearl. Your mamma has learned a lesson in
regard to the importance of seeing that the
bees have plenty of food. Do not by any
means let the industrious little fellows starve
to death. She chose the proper way to bring
them to life. You did have a mess when
your papa dropped the honey, did you not?
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I think jou will have no trouble with the
queen in the upper story, if you use section
boxes accor^lin^ to the modern methods of

i

management. This matter, and that in re-

1

gard to straight combs, are very fully treat-

ed in the A 15 C book.
j

TeB^cce Gdhum.
THE TOBACCO REFOKM .\MONO THE WOMEN.

TTo S it seems to do you so much good to know
oIm that people are stopping the use of tobacco,

j^K and I believe T hate the habit as bad as you
'^-*' ever could, I report for my wife and her

two sisters, Mary and Nancy Israel, who have
used it lor the last ten or fifteen years. >[y wife

and Mary quit about five years ago, and have bo-

come great opposers of the habit. Nancy quit this

summer, and thinks she can hold out faithful to the

end. My wife thinks it has been an injury to her

health.

If you wish to send one smoker to all three, you

can mail it to me, as one will do for all. If you have
any lectures that Avill be of any help to persuade
any one to quit, send some if they are free, as we
have a brother we wish to have quit.

Best, Buncomlic Co., N. C. R. L. Patton.

Friend P., we rejoice to hear of the great
work you have taken up, and we are glad to

see the courage with which your wife and
sisters come out and declare their determin-
ation to break off from this evil habit. :May
God bless and strengthen you all. We most
gladly send you a " Dose of Truth," and a
smoker also. »

I saw in Gleanings that you proposed to give

any one a smoker who would quit the ilse of tobac-

co. I have quit the use of it; and if I commence
again I will pay you for the smoker immediately.

Meridian, Texas, Oct. 1, 1885. E. T. Pehcival.

I have quit the use of tobacco, both chewing and
smoking, after using it for fourteen years. Will

you please send me a smoker? Ill use tobacco

again, I will pay for the smoker. M. Tamek.
Hubbard City, Tex., Sept. 28, ISS.").

Seeing your offer to those who quit the use of to-

bacco, and who expect to continue it, after having

been a user of it for 18 years I will solemnly affirm,

that I will never use it in anyway; If I do, I will

pay for the smoker. Henky Cauch.
Sonora, Ky.

I have quit using tobacco, and don't wish to be-

gin again. I suppose you will send me one of j'our

60-cent smokers, for I have some hybrids that are

too cross to be endured; and if I begin using again

I will send you pay for the smokei-.

Huntington Center, Vt. Henry E. Sweet.

Mr. T. B. Franks says I must tell you that he has

quit using tobacco, and intends to stay quit; and if

you will send the smoker gratis ho would like you
to send him one. F. J. Bostick.
Greenville, S. C.

Please send me two smokers—one for William

Chainblers, and one for C. B. Williams. They both

have quit using tobacco, and say they will pay for

the same should they ever use it again. They got

me to write for them. G. W. Johnson-.

Stinson, Ga., Aug. 9, 1885.

A friendof mine, whohasafew stands of hybrids,

and cross ones at that, has been an inveterate smok-
er for a number of years. After reading a few
numbers of Gle.\nings he has given up the habit

for some time past. He now requests mo to write

to you for a smoker, and should he commence the

filthy habit again, he will pay you for the same.
Carlinviile, 111. J. A. Blaeuer.

"QUIT to stay quit."

I see you offer a smoker to any person who has
given up the use of tobacco. I have done so. I

have used the weed for SO years, and have quit to

stay quit. I think it is one of the great evils of our
day, for men to come down so low as to use the un-

healthful, flllhy stuff. If you think me worth}', send
the smoker. I will pay for the same if I use tobacco
again. James W. Stonebrakin.
Wild Cat, Carroll Co., Ind.

BY THE HELP OF GOD HE WILL NEVER USE IT
AGAIN.

A neighbor of mine has put away tobacco after

being a slave to it for 33 years, and says by the help

of God he never will use it again. Ho is just start-

ing in the bee business, and says as soon as he is

able he will subscribe for Gleanings. He got me
to ask you to send him a smoker; and if he ever

uses tobacco again, he will pay you for it. If he,

Mr. S. H. Zouger, fails to pay for the smoker, I will,

l)rovided he resumes the use of tobacco.

Hickman, Ky., Oct. 5, 188.5. J. O. Barnes.

Glad to know you are in the missionary
work, friend Barnes; and I don"t know any
better way in the world to make a man stick
to his pledge than to have some friend vouch
for liis honesty in the matter.

I have been the worst slave to tobacco smoking 1

have ever met with. I kept the pipe in ray mouth
almost constantly; but after nearly destroying my
health I was induced to quit. It cost me about
twenty dollars a year. I have spent enough money
for tobacco to buy a pretty large apiary, the way
bees can be bought now. I followed its use almost

twenty years. I have tried to quit it a good many
times, and failed; but it is over two years since I

quit it f(* good. It is no temptation to mo now. I

know all ^\vho will, can quit its use. If you think I

deserve a'^smoker, I shall ever feel grateful to you.

I-. H. KOUEY.
Worthington, W. Va., Sept. 25, 1SS5.

quitting TOBACCO FOR THE SAKE OF THE BOYS.
I am much i)leased with your journal. I do not

intend to try to get along without it again. Do you
sow any thing in the fall to make early feed for the

bees? My husband has thrown away his tobacco,

and does not intend to use it again, because the lit-

tle boys wanted some. He says if you give a smo-
ker to all subscribers who stop using tobacco, you
ought to send him one. If you will send him one to

gratify him, I will try to get you five new subscrib-

ers between now and the first of the year.

Bennett, Neb., Sept. 19, 1885. J. Ross.

We send a smoker, my good friend ; but I

sliould rather have your husband's promise
tlian to have the live new subscribers, al-

though we are always glad to have additions
to our list. Q"ittiiig for the boys' sake, I

sliould say, is next tiling t<» (luitting for
Christ's sake. Is it not soV
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0a^ pejiEp.

We will not have this man to reign over us.—
Luke 19 : 14.

TTIoVERY few days something occurs to

1^) remind me that I am growing old.

tPr People speak of me as belonging
^^ among the class of old people, and I

find myself telling the children what
happened, not only 25 years ago, but 80 and
35 — yes, almost 40. There are a few events
that I can distinctly recall to mind, that
happened 40 years ago. 1 have been employ-
ing boys and girls for almost 30 years ; but
of those who worked for me 30 years ago. or
even 25 years ago, there is not one remain-
ing with me now. I have just made some
inquiry among our hands, for the matter
came up at our noon service, and there are
two who have been with me for 17 years.

Well, just 23 years ago this fall, a boy
came to me for a job. just as boys come even
now every little while. lie came from the
country, but he had good parents, and his
step-father was a minister. I happened to
be needing a boy about then, and, oh how I

did want a aood boy! I iiad tried a good
many boys, out they were of the sort who
lay things around and lose them, tip over
things and break them, and need so much
showing, that it was -almost with anguish of
spirit that I thouglit about trying another
one. He wanted a little better pay than I

had been in the habit of giving. I told him
so, but he replied something like this : -

" Mr. Hoot, if you will let me go to work,
and you say, when S.iturday night comes,
that i have not earned the price mentioned.
I will take whatever you say is riglit, and no
liard feelings. I think I can save you
enough to make up the difference, if you
will let me try."

Tiie last sentence struck the right spot,
and I was glad to have liim undertake it on
those terms. I can not remember what the

trice was he wanted, but it was somewhere
etween 7i and 10 cents an hour. 1 will tell

you liow he started out to save me '2i cents
an liour. 1 love to tell it, for there is a good
moral to it. He got hold of a broom, and I

soon discovered that he was an adept in

sweeping. He loved his mother, and I i)re-

sume lie bad helped her about her liousework.
and she had taught him how to sweep prop-
erly. While he was sweeping he Innig up
the tools that he found scattered around. If
there was not a place for them, he luoposed
to me that they should have such and such
a place ; and it" they were not made to hang
up, he fixed them "so they would hang up
nicely ; and in this way he went through our
whole establishment.
When he had got through in the upper

rooms he asked permission to "slick up" the
cellar. He found an old iron sink in the cel-

lar, covered with cobwebs and slime. He
scoured it out with a piece of brick, brushed
it off, and then went over It with a cloth.
He scoured the wash-basins until he made
holes in some of them, then he put up some
stout nails for them to be hung on. He fix-

ed a cupboard for the lamps ; and when it

began to grow dusky where I was reading

my letters, toward the close of the autumn
days, a lamp was placed before me, without
my asking for it. The chimney was spot-
lessly clean ; the lamp was filled, but not so
as to run over. The wick was trimmed, ev-
idently by an expert in caring for lamps;
and when he was done, his scissors and ar-
rangements for cleaning and caring for
lamps, as well as the coal oil, were all nicely
put away. He even went mto the dark
corners of the cellar and slicked those out

;

and whenever it came time for his meals, his
face was washed, his hair combed, and
clothes dusted oft', until he looked like a
bright, happy boy, which he was. Other
boys and girls had considered this kind of
work the work of a S3rvant ; but he seemed
to delight in being a servant. If anybody
twitted him of it, he answered back prompt-
ly and smilingly, that this Avas just exactly
what he ims. and that he felt proud of his
oflice ; that I had paid him money to serve
me, and he liked to work where he could
show every day that something had been
done when night came.
In clearing out and slicking up one day he

found a lot of old-fashioned watches', or
watch movements, rather, in an old drawer
near the watch-repair bench. One evening,
after his work was done, and my lamp was
placed before me, giving its accustomed
clear, steady light, he made a remark some-
thing like this

:

"Mr. Hoot, I wonder if you would have
any objections to my working a \vhile even-
ings with those old watches in that drawer."

I told him that, as they were of no value
to anybody, he might do as he pleased with
them ; and if he broke them all up. they
would be worth just about as much. He
acciirdingly worked away at them night
after night ; but instead of breaking them,
he succeeded in making nearly all of them
keep time. Although I had formerly been a
watch repairer. I gave him no instVuction.
He said all he wanted was the tools and the
watches. Pretty soon he began to repair
clocks, ami did it as nicely as he did the
sweeping. Why, my friends, the boy or girl

who is an expert and enthusiastic housekeeper
can do almost any thing there is to be done
in this world. He was very soon able to do
almost any kind of work done in the shop.
His wages went up rapidly, first a cent per
hour at a time ; but he soon got into the
teens, where he had 15 cts. per hour ; then
IS, and, if I am not mistaken, by the end of
his second year he had 20 cts. an hour. Then
he went to a larger city to work for a rich
jeweler, and after a while he married one of
the girls who worked for me — one of his
old shopmates, and together they started
life in a new and growing railroad town.
We will leave him there for a little time.

During the two years that he worked for
me I was not a Christian. I never said a
word to this young friend about the welfare
of his soul. I was glad to see him spend his
evenings in the way I have told you ; and
when he told me his step-father was a min-
ister, I presume I thought my apprentice
ought to be a good steady boy on that ac-
count, but I gave him no word of encourage-
ment in that direction. He was much at-
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tached to me, aijd I believe he considered me
to be a good man. Perhaps the fact that I

held aloof from Christian people and the
churches, encouraged him in thinking there
was no particular need for him to be a Chris-
tian. Is it a matter of very much im-
portance, any way? Dear reader, let us step
over the 23 years."

Day before yesterday, at the close of the
Sabbatli sermon I inquir^^d of the sheriff's

wife if there was any one in the jail to see
me.
" Yes, there is another. lie has been in

only a day or two. His name is . Why.
they say he used to work for you once. It

is Mr. .'

" Why, no ; is it really true, that my old
friend -^^— is in jail? I have heard a "great
many times that he had got to be very in-

temperate, but I had no idea that it had
really come to this."'

After Sabbath-school it was with a beat-
ing heart that I stood before the iron door
while my friend undid the fastenings and
ushered me in where I had gone so many,
many Sundays during the past ten years.
My old apprentice was glad to see me, as I

knew he would be ; but, oh how changed he
was! This journal goes regularly to the jail,

and I shall have to be careful what 1 say
here, for his eyes will probably meet this.

May God help me to remember that, while I

am telling this simple little tale to you
as a warning. I may remember also the soul
that will see it too, and possibly suffer while
he sees this record on a printed page.
He was not ready to admit that intemper-

ance was the cause of his trouM3, for what
intemperate man is? A watch had been
left with him for repairs ; but when the
owner came for it, it could not be found.
He refused to pay for it, an 1 was sent to
jail. After I had talked a little while with
him T reverted to former days, and asked
him if he remembered how he used to help
me about sweeping out and slicking up.
His old smile and his old vivacious manner
came back, as he rose up and called me to
come and see what he had been doing since
he had been in prison. He v.-as the sole oc-
cupant, and so he had his own Avay. He
had swept out the cells, and scoured the
stone floor. He had gone over the sink and
washing utensils, just as he had when a boy.
By way of pleasantry he informed me that
he had scrubbed one"''coaf off from the
windows,'and that he'was going to put on
the " finishing touches " next day. I do not
mean to say that the jail x^a? badly cared
for,^by ^any means, for it was as well taken
care of, or better, than such places usually
are; but I knew the sheriff often had
trouble to get the prisoners to scrub the floor
and^keep the place looking ordinarilyidecent.
Here was one prisoner, however, who did
not need even the asking to do this kind of
work. Poor ! His prevailing trait^was
there still ; and although he showed plainly
the marks of theXyears that had passed.'he
loved neatness and order as he did in his
childhood. He used tobacco, of course, and
was inclinedrto argue with me when I inti-

mated that it rniybt not be just the thing.
He loved his mother and his Bible, so he

said, but he was not willing to follow the
Bible teachings, although he kneeled by my
side and responded by an amen when I
prayed for him.
Now, my friends, let us consider the text

at the head of this talk ; and let us consider,
if you choose, th's great question as to how
it comes, that young men of such great
promise do so many times turn out so sadly.
Wliy should he be here in jail, when lie

might be a useful and respected member of
society, filling some important ])lace of trust
and honor V Some of you may say that it

was all owing to the tV.ct that we jiermit
open saloons throughout our land, and that
whisky is responsible for his downfall, and
the downfall of thousands of others. V/hile
I assent to all this, it seems to me that
whisky is r,ot at the foundniion and root of
the evil, after all. The young man need
not have touched whisky. "

I feel quite cer-
tain, that, while he was with me. he had no
taste for it. and knew nothing of its bondage.
Why did he commence using it? What was
the "attitude of heart that induced him to
touch a thing he had been warned against
from his earliest recollections, just as you
and I have, my friends? What should pos-
sess anyhodi/ to touch cr tamper with in-

toxicants ? I presume a good many of you
will feel like saying outright, •' It was the
very prince of the powers of darkness him-
self who started him on this road," and I

agree with you. Satan is at the bottom of
intemperance, as he is at the bottom of every
other evil, and there is never any danger,
unless we choose, and choose voluntarily, to
follow Sntan instead of choosing to follow
Christ. You may reject this, and our friend
himself may say that he never voluntarily
chose Satan. There is one thing certain,
however, my friends — he did not choose
Christ ; and Jesus says, that '' he who is not
for me is against me." The fact that he had
not chosen Christ — that he neglected to
choosj Christ, or that he nfuscd to choose
Christ, is almost equivalent "to saying that
he chose Satan. I do not mean to be fault-
finding, and I do not want to reproach, for
I. too. was guilty of the same charge during
the whole two years that he worked for me.
He knew that t was not for Christ, therefore
I was indirectly in league with Satan. Had
I been teaching Christ as vehemently as I

taught and encouraged my young friend in

habits of neatness and order, he might have
been — nay, probably would have been, a
professor of religion to-day.

Well, then, if this matter of accepting or
rejecting Christ is something of such vital
importance, how shall we know when we
are straying from the stiaight and narrow
path ? To make the matter clear to you, as
I see it, let us digress a litt'e. When Jesus
came into the world, nifu were very much
disappointed in him. The Israelites—God's
chosen people — were (jreathj disappointed.
They were looking for a powerful earthly
ruler — a rival of Caesar, and they luu'sed up
their revengeful feelings, and ha^nded them
down from father to son for centuries, look-
ing forward to the time when they should,
by the aid of this earthly ruler, trample the
Roman power under foot. They had the
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words of prophecy, telling them that Christ
should be a man of sorrows, and acquainted
with grief. But they forgot it, or ignored it.

They would have it, that he was to be a
man of the world. When he came and told
them that his kingdom was not of this world,
they were disappointed and disgusted. Pilate
asked him if he was a king. lie replied,
" Yes, I am a king ; to this end was I born,
and for tliis end came I into the world."
That they might not make any mistake,
however, he added, that his kingdom was to
bear witness unto the truth. He was to be
the king of truth, and not a rival to earthly
rulers.

Now, my friends, I wonder if it would
sound harsh if I should say the lime has
been when you considered this matter of
Christ, and turned away in disappointment;
that is, providing you are not among those
who are k)wv:a of fill men as a follower of
Jesus. The subject, sooner or later, comes
up to all of us. We ai'e obliged to decide in
regard to Christ's claims. We have said in

our hearts, •' We will not have this man to
reign over us," or else we have decided we
would have him to rule over us. Our boys
who are growing up are deciding this ques-
tion to-day. They are influenced greatly in

their decision by the stand which their fath-
ers and mothers, or employers or teachers
take.

In talking with my friend in jail, he said
lie.was a good deal surprised when he heard
of my conversion ; that he had somelx)w got
Into his head that I did not need converting.
Most of my readers know what a blunder he
was making. Perhaps, my friend, you have
sons or daughters who are deciding this
question now ; may be it is a brother or sis-

ter. How sliall you tell V The Jews refus-
ed to liave Christ rule over them, because he
forbade fighting with the Romans. He told
them that, if his kingdom were of this world,
then his servants would be expected to tight
for him; but he absolutely forbade even
this. When one of them struck at a Roman
and cut off his ear, Christ used his mirac-
ulous power to restore it ; but that mirac-
ulous power was never brought into action
to save himself, nor even to convert the
stones into bread when he was hungry.
They jeered at him, and threw it up at him,
while he was on the cross, " He saved others,
himself he can not save." The idea, that
any man who had unlimited power in his
hands, and yet would not use it, even for
self-protection, was so preposterous and ut-

terly ridiculous, that they fairly hissed at
sucii a thought. It was not the Jews only,
but the Romans also — in fact, all nations
of the earth, gatliered there with one voice
declared (when the character of the Savior
was held up before them, and illustrated by
such object lessons as only Christ could and
did give), "Away w'ith such religion ! We
will have none of it. By no means, and un-
der no circumstances, will we consent to
follow this man, or have him rule over us.

No matter if he has performed miracles ; no
matter if he has even ramd the dead; why
doesn't he help himself now, if he can
help himself V Do you rnean to say that he
can, but will not V Away with such folly

!"

And the world rejected him in scorn, and
turned their backs, and spit upon him, to
indicate their fierce hatred and bitterness
toward such a king and such teachings.

As I go over this scene, dear friends, it

does seem to me as though the world has
made progress since that time. 'J'hen, only
two or three poor foolish women (as the
world looked at it) stood by him. Yes, there
was one man who braved the world long
enough to stand near during his expiring
agonies. 13ut even that man, and those
women with woman's faith, never even
guessed, as it w^ould seem, that this was not
the end of his dominion and his power and
his kingdom. Rejecting Christ then, was
plain to see. It was a plain, simple act.
How is it now V

AVhen our young friend brought me my
lighted lamp, as I told you about, and placed
it on my desk so that I could read my letters,
I was, at that very time, rejecting Christ.
Do you ask how? Some of you know how

I

plain it was made to me when my eyes were
1 opened. There was a right-hand sin at that

I

time that stood in the way of Christ. I knew
I
it, and I knew I could not be a Christian un-

i

less I cut it off and cast it from me, as Jesus
demands. I did not connect it in just the
way spoken of in Matthew o:oO, but I knew
there was an unwillingness in my heart to
give up all and follow Christ. I had consid-
ered the matter well, and decided that /
tvould not have this man to rule over me. I had
determined to manage things myself in my
own way, despite Christ's claims or (tnif

claims. I had not come to this determina-
tion with any(?//f'c^ i)urpose of wronging any
one, or making any trouble anywhere ; but
still, that wasjustal)outwhayt amounted to.

When my apprentice, with whom I was so
well pleased, began urging to have his Avages
increased a little faster than my better judg-
ment approved. I felt a little sorry to see
him show just this spirit ; but yet I did not
think very much about it. When he a little

later began to prefer to be out evenings, in-

stead of working at his old watches, I felt a
little more anxiety ; and when he commenc-
ed to use tobacco, I could not help feeling,
even though I was a sinner myself, that he
was starting out in a way that did not prom-
ise quite right. By the way, what spirit is it

that prompts a young man to want to go
about the r.treets'with a cigar in his mouth ?

Christ said his kingdom was not of this
world. Now, it has seemed to me that a
young man's first cigar seems to say more
plainly, perhaps, than almost any one single
act, ''I am for this world." Certainly no
young man who has serious thoughts of be-
coming a Christian ever began to use a ci-

gar because of that decision. Some one has
several times sent me a copy of a paper en-
titled ThisWorld. The heading is appropri-
ate. The paper is published for the people
of this world, and this world only. They
might have put right under this title, " AVe
will not have this man to reign over us;"'
and then if they had gone on to make a pic-
ture of the character of Christ, and had de-
clared the teachings and sentiments of the
paper to be in direct opposition to Christ's
teachings, they would have hit it exactly.
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I told you, a few months ago, of meeting a
saloon-keeper in jail, and of trying to read
to him some of Christ's teachings. When I

got to that chapter about loving our ene-
mies, and doing good to those who hate us,
the thought was so fairly repulsive to him
that he sprang up out of his chair, declaring
that such talk as that was so disgusting to
him that he could not stand it. IIis actions
and words said, '' We will not have this
man to reign over us.'' I have noticed
other incidents, showing that, where the
heart is steeped in sin, and where one is

guilty of crime, the words of Christ arouse
almost to a frensy. The disposition seems
to be just about the same as the world
showed at his crucifixion. Now, do not be
disheartened, dear friends. Christ's king-
dom is making great strides. The conflict
with evil, during tlie centuries that are past,
has been a long and fierce conflict. But that
meek spirit is beginning to prevail. When
Jesus said, " Blessed are the meek, for they
shall inherit the earth," he did not tell us
that long centuries must pass before the ful-
fillment of the prophecy ; but he knew it,

nevertheless.

Now, do you not agree with me, that it is

not whisky, nor even dramshops? It is not
bad companions ; it is not impure books,
even, nor is it altogether owing to child-
hood's teachings ; but it is the attitude of
the heart. Is it not the choice that every hu-
man being makes, when the matter comes
fully and fairly before him? First he says
in his heart, and then in his actions, " We
will not have this man foreign over us,"
and then come all these other dire evils. After
having said this, he is ready for tobacco

;

he is ready for intoxicants ; he is ready to
take hold of an impure book, to open it and
look upon its pages ; he is ready for Satan,
and whatever Satan may bring. "On the oth-
erhand,ifhechoosesChristand him crucified,
and says, in thought and act. " Get thee be-

hind me, Satan,'" how can any of these things
harm him? In that attitude he never once
contemplates such a thing as touching to-

bacco or whisky. The bad book would
be destroyed before his eyes had even
glanced at the evil engravings in it, had he
the power to destroy it ; and if a pure-mind-
ed young man or woman is ever excusable
for an act of rudeness, I think either of
them would be excusable for destroying a
book that is positively bad, no matter how
they got possession of it, or who is the own-
er. One of the girls in my employ once
snatched a whisky-bottle from a young man,
and threw it out of the window while they
were riding in a railroad car. lie was par-
tially intoxicated, and was making himself
very obnoxious. Do not, I pray you, think
me oblivious to what is being done by tem-
perance workers and reforms in general. I
only wish, in this paper, to call attention to
thejfact that, with Christ's love in the heart,
and a spirit of obedience to him, our boys
and girls are safe under all circumstances ;

but with the other attitude, indicated by
our text, they are never safe under any
circumstances.

Blessed are the pure in heart, for they shall see
God.—Matt. r>: 8.

AUNT KATIE HILTON TELLS HQ-W TO
BE OBSERVING.

SOMETHING FOR THE JUVENILES.

SEAR CHILDREN :-How many of you can tell,

after you have been In a place, where the

most prominent things are? Do you think

two of you out of ten could tell me? Now,
do you know that is a trait worth cultivating?

Suppose I ask Johnny to get the flat irons. Don't
you believe he would say, " Where are they, mam-
ma?" when he had seen where mamma kept them
many and many a time? Supposing- you hii-ed a boy
org-irl to work for you, and you took considerable

precious time to show her where things were, don't

you believe you would think the most of that child

who could go and get, or tell where a thing could be
got, immediately? Now, I do not believe in having

a person, when he is in a strange place, staring at

things nor prying into things. Learn to notice, and
remember; but do it quietly and quickly.

One dear little girl I used to know used to amuse
me very much with that peculiar trait. She was a

very quiet child—one that you would least suspect

of prying about, and. in fact, I never saw her ex-

amining any thing; yet if any thing were lost, or

we were wondering where such and such a thing

was, she would always say, "I can tell where it is,

Aunty," and she generally was correct.

It is very convenient, not only to ourselves, but it

is often a great help and pleasure to others. Now,
little ones, practice it, and see how well you can do.

Some have the faculty of describing dress. I do not

advise you to cultivate that trait, for I feel that it

leads us wrong sometimes. While looking at dress

we are apt to get to criticising, and may be to envy-
ing, and we fail to see the person while looking at

the dress; but if we quietly examine the person, we
can often find something lovely and well worth see-

ing, even in those who at first sight seem almost
beneath our notice. And how nice it is, when we
hear some one condemned, to be able to speak a
kind word for him ! Learn to be bright and observ-

ing; and if you can not talk much, you can show by
your manner that you are trying to understand.

A friend told Mr. H. an incident the other day
that partly illustrates my meaning. He was going

on a passenger steamboat from Los Angeles north.

One day the fog settled down early after noon,

and was so thick that nothing could be seen to guide

the ship by, so she was run on "dead reckoning"—
that is, they knew about how many miles the boat

could go in an hour, in her usual track. About four

o'clock Mr. P. said to the captain, "Captain, I wish

you could put me off here."
" Why, where do you suppose we are?"

"Just off Point Sal."

The captain laughed.
" Why, friend, we are nearer Port Harford, about

30 miles further north than Point Sal."

Mr. P. could not quite believe it. His home was
at Point Sal, and he had noticed the sound of the

waves until he felt that he knew them, and so be
stood at the bow of the boat, looking and longing to

see the familiar shore where his loved ones were,

from whom he had been separated so long. While
still trying to sec, he heard the waves striking on
Seal Rock, or thought he did— a large rock that

stands out in deep water quite a bit from shore. He
felt so sure that he redoubled his watchfulness, and
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soon there loomed up, close to the bow of the boat,

a monstrous rock. The captain had also come to

the bow of the boat, and Mr. P., with a strong ex-

clamation, called to the captain, and told him there

was Seal Rock.

"Hard a-starboard!" screamed the captain; and
the boat, quickly turning, just missed going upon
that rock, where in all probabilitj' she would have
been broken up, and may be many lives lost.

Los Alamos, Cal. Aunt Katie.

Aunt Katie, I tliank yon for the little les-

son you have given us. You will notice that
I have something to say on this same trait,

in the Home Papers tliis month. Using our
eyes and ears, and training tliem to be faith-

ful servants, is a wonderful lielp to any one
who wants to be helpful to his fellow-man.
In the incident above, this man's remarka-
ble powers of observation, with ears as well
as eyes, saved the ship, and the crew with it,

from, possibly, a watery grave.

CARP IN FAR-AWAY CHINA.

SOMETHING ABOUT HEATHEN WORSHIP AND SU-
PERSTITION THERE.

Tip BOUT six miles from the city of Foochow is a

gll^ mountain called Ku-shan, or Drum Mouu-
^w' tain, which rises directly from the plain to^^ the height of 2900 feet. Half way up the

southern slope is situated a Euddhi^t mon-
astery, covering two or three acres of ground. Em-
bowered in trees, and watered from the mountain
above, it constitutes a delightful summer resort.

When the long-continued heat of the plain below
begins to tell on us thin-skinned Americans, a little

money can secure us a rest here, even if we do eat

beef, kill vermin, and commit other such enormi-

ties. There are about one hundred and tifty Bud-
dhist priests connected with'the establishment. Of
idols, large and small, there are perhaps three hun-
dred. The largest of them are three, called the

"Three Precious Ones." They are each about
twenty feet high, and are made of wooden frames
plastered over with clay, and then overlaid with

goldleaf. They sit side by side in the main temple,

cross-legged, each on the figure of a gigantic lotus

flower, and their faces wear the most perfect ex-

pression of dreamy repose. Public worship is held

in their presence twice every day. About half-past

three in the morning, the priests, to the number of

sixty or seventy, are summoned from their couches
by the beating of a. fish -drum. This is the trunk of

a camphorwood-trce, carved in the form of a fish,

and hollowed out so as to resound. They spend
about an hour in worshiping Buddha. The worship
consists of repeating over and over, in various

strains and postures, the words, "Aw-ine-taw-huk,"
which is the Chinese form of Amida Buddha. .A
part of the time they are standing, a part of the

time kneeling, and another part of the time, march-
ing about. Bells, large and small, and curious wood-
en drums of various sizes, are by turns tolled and
beaten to keep time. The same thing is repeated
about 4 p. M. The end and aim of all they do is to

make merit for themselves, or others who pay them
for it.

Connected with this monastery is a large fish-

pond In which are kept a number of fine carp as a
work of merit. Any one wishing a share in the

merit buys small hard biscuits of the priest in

charge, and thi-ows them to the fish. It is fine sport

to see the great fat fellows splashing, pushing, and
crowding in the water, trying to suck in the biscuit.

The priests consider it a sin to harm even the small-

est living thing.

One stormy day several of us were sitting in one
of the temple buildings, near the back side of the
premises, reading aloud from a book, when we were
interrupted by a sudden outcry. One of the priests

had just encountered a good-sized snake, which the
storm had driven in. Of course, he could not think
of killing it, so, loudly shouting, "Aw-me-taw-huk,"
he seized a broom and a dustpan, shaped like the
toe of an immense shoe with a handle to it, swept
the snake into this, and, keeping it there by occa-

sional pushes with the broom, he carried it about
one hundred yards to the front entrance, and threw
it out. The snake attempted to crawl back two or

three times, but was thrown further and further,

each time, till it gave up and went elsewhei-e for

shelter.

Some of the priests are fine-looking men, but
most of them are quite ordinary. Many of them
seem sincere and earnest. But one of the worst
things about idolatry is, that a man may be very
devout and sincere in it, and still remain a rascal.

But no one can be a sincere Christian, and not be a
good man. J. E. Walker.
Foochow, China, Sept. 1, 1855.

Many tlianks, friend Walker, for your very
interes'ting letter, especially that iKirt relat-

ing to the carp. Perhaps I miglit inform
our readers, that we have just now a little

greenhouse. 19 x 24 feet ; and in the center
of the building, under the large central bed,
is a tank, or cistern, open on all sides, where
we have a dozen or more carp swimming
about as happy in the warm sunshine as
ever carp were in the open air, for auglit we
can see, and we hope to see how large they
will grow by next spring. AVe think a great
deal of the carp, like your Chinese friends

;

but if a rattlesnake should invade our green-
house, I don't think he would get a chance
to crawl back many times.

A GOOD REPORT; 157 LBS. OF HONEY
PER COLONY.

HONEY TO BE N.\MED, ETC.

T SEND you by to-day's express a sample of extract-

(at
^^ honey; and to settle a dispute, I want you

^l to decide the kind of flowers it was gath-
^ ered from. I have 2000 lbs. like the sample

yet, and 1200 lbs. of candied honej'. Extracting

0000 lbs. of honey I got less than 12 lbs. of wax from
cappings and broken combs. 1 think you will con-

clude it is good enough, if it was taken before it

was capped over. I keep it in barrels, and the

sample hasn't begun to candy yet. It may com-
mence, though, since I put it in the bucket. What
Is such honey worth?

I am now fixing my bees for winter, by contract-

ing the brood-nest from 6 to 3 combs, most of them on
6 combs, with 35 lbs. of honey. I took the bee-bread

away, but the bees were bringing in pollen yester-

day fast. I have fed 500 lbs. of granulated sugar to

finish out the combs. I will pack leaves around all

my bees, and winter on summer stands. I wintered

them all that way last winter—43 colonies. I had a
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colony on the scales that gathered 31 lbs. in one day,

and 148 lbs. in «9v«!n days, from English clover, and
my whol? apiary averajred 157 lbs. per colony, spring

count. I took 5 barrels of nearly pure red-clover

honey in June, from which I skimmed over 50 lbs. of

pollen with the Muth honey-knife. Every few days
1 would skim it again, and more would rise.

Marion, Ind., Oct. 26, 1885. B. T. Baldwin.
Friend B., I should say that the sample

you send is clover honey.'without question,
and it may be from red clover ; still it is not
ripe enougch to bring a good price in the
market. If I were you I would let it be in
the hives until it is all ripened over, if it

does not get thicker than this. We have
been paying at the rate of 7 cts. per Ih for
good thick clover honey ; but I don't believe
we could sell honey like your sample, unless
it was ripened in some way to make it

thicker. Some of the friends who are used
to that kind of work can tell what the ex-
pense and loss in weight would be, better
than Ave can.

for 6 ct^. is by making a great lot of them at once,
and you know we can not do this for odd sizes.

A friend just now sends us an order for four, to

hold dn odd-sized section. For such an order we
should have to charge about ten cents, and I doubt
if it would pay expenses, even then.

Gleanincs in Bee Colture.
Published Semi-^rontltlij.

EDITOK AND PUBLISHEH,
MEDINA, O.

TERMS: SI.OO PER YEAR, POSTPAID.

For Clntliing Bate:, See First Page of Beadic^ Uatter.

lvEE3Di:]tT.£C7"^^0^. 15, ISaS.

He saved others; hihlself he can not save—Matt. 27:42.

Our discount of 5 per cent on goods ordered now
for next season's use will be continued until Dec. 1.

Please mention it when you make an order. This

is in addition to all other discounts.

PHOTOGRAPH OF THE MEMBERS OF THE BEE-
KEEPERS' CONGRESS. TAKEN AT NEW ORLEANS.
We have not as yet been able to obtain the names

of all shown in the picture; but the fact that it con-

tains good photographs of the noted bee-keepers

enumerated on page 599 of our September number,
ought to make it worth a dollar to any one conver-

sant with the bee literature of the past ten years.

We can mail it at the above price.

HUMBUGS AND SWINDLES.

One of our subscribers sends us a new circular

from Mrs. Cotton, in regard to her pure-blood Ital-

ian bees at $20.00 a colony, and the same old story in

regard to her book with drawings, illustrations, etc.,

for *4.00. He adds, as a postscript, at the bottom of

the circular, the following:
She caught me once—can't catch me again,
Blackslone, Mass., Nov. 10, 1885. Hervi

W. Z. HUTCHINSON S 6-CENT SHIPPING-CASE.
SO.ME of the friends seem to have got the opinion

that these cases could be made to order to hold any
size of section, for the above very low price, but

this is impossible. The only way they can be made

STANLEY'S AUTOM.^TIC HONEY-EXTRACTOR.
Our friends will notice that the reports we called

for in regard to these machines have all been re-

markably favorable; and judging from the machine
submitted to us for inspection, I should say that G.
W. Stanley & Bro., of Wyoming, N. Y., have the best

machine for reversing the combs by simply revers-

ing the motion, that has ever been brought before

the public. They make them for reversing frames
from two in number up to ten, and the price is from
§12.00 to §.58.00, according to the size and number of

frames. They furnish circulars on application.

AVIRED combs; THEIR ADVANTAGES.
After the mishap mentioned on our first page, it

was found that not a comb had been broken from
the frames in any of the six hives; but had these
combs not been wired, the damage would have been
fearful. The shock was so great that some of the

sticks composing the frames were broken ; hut these

can be replaced with but little trouble. The wires

held the combs together, so that but little if any
honey was started to running. Some bees were
mashed, but no queens were killed. The accident

was caused by a slip of the foot of the driver, who
was unloading manure. It had been raining a lit-

tle, and the bed of the wagon-box was — well, you
know how. When she started he grasped for the

lines, but his foot slipped, and — remember the

moral.

advance in cut NAILS.
A GREAT many goods are a good deal lower once

more, as you will see by our new price list, .50th edi-

tion, sent on application. The Amei-ican watch,

that has been so many years SIO.OO, is now f9.00, and
better made than ever before—incased in 2'2-ounce

coin-silver case, manufactured by the American
Watch Co. themselves. While so many things are

down, nails are having a boom upward, caused by
strikes among the nail - makers. Instead of the

prices in our list, read—M nails, 5 cts.; Cd common
nails, 5!4 cts.; td casing, fi cts.; 4(? common nails, 6

cts.; id casing, 6'i cts.; 2d fine, 9 cts. Prices by the

whole keg of 100 lbs., a little lower. No advance on
wire nails at present writing.

bees and grapes.
Although the suit concerningthebeesand sheep

has terminated so happily, not so with the Califor-

nia suit by one of the grape-growers. The jury

gave a verdict against the bee-keeper for i?75.00 and
cosls of suit, which amounted to over $60.00. Now,
it is my opinion, as perhaps many of you know, that

bees are sometimes annoying to grape growers,

even if they do not puncture sound grapes; but

whether the annoyance is sufficient to warrant

grape growers in commencing prosecution in gen-

eral against bee-keepers, we presume will have to

be determined by the courts. At any rate, we bee-

keepers ought to be fairly represented in the mat-

ter. To that end, I would advise all, who have not

already done so, to send their one dollar to the ed-

itor of the A. B. J., that they may become members
of the Bee-keepers' Union. For further particulars,

see A. B. J. for Nov. 11.
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FOREIGN BEE JOURNALS.
We not only receive and keep on file all the bee-

journals published in the English language, but we
have most if not all published in foreign languages.

Our friend Jacob,"of whom I have often told you,

reads German, and Mr. W. P. Root, our shorthand
writer, reads French and Spanish; and while we are

about it, our friends of the Bulletin d'Apiculture

have given our price list such a very kind notice

that we take pleasure In reproducing it below.
Araong the catalogues which we receive, the following de-

special mention: That of A. I. Root, Medina, Ohio, Ed-
itor of Gleanlngs, and the largest manufacturer of apicultur-
al articlt

serve special

in the entire world, contains 40 large pages, with

every thing of which a bee-keeper has need—hives, bees, ex-
tractors, smokers, cans, instruments, and accessories of all
kinds; foundation - machines, scales circular saws, steam-
engines, carpenter tools, seeds of plants, and even watches.

Of course, I am not able to read the journals in

other languages; but our stenographer runs them
over; and when he finds points of interest my at-

tention is called to the fact, and I always " look at

the pictures" and I feel a great pleasure in looking

over these periodicals in other languages, even
though I can not read them.

QUEENS DURING THE WINTER MONTHS ; WHO
SHALL FURNISH THEM?

Although wc have been in the habit for many
years back of mailing queens almost every month
In the year, we have decided that it does not pay us
nor our customers to continue the business, say

after Dec. 1 ; but where you must have a queen aft-

er that date, I would suggest that you by all means
get them from friends in the South. Some enter-

prising queen-breeder in the Southern States can
easily prepare himself to ship queens any month in

the year, to any one who may have need of a queen.
Now, to save a good deal of useless correspondence,
will not some of our Southern friends announce
their readiness to furnish queens all winter? They
can be shipped to us, it is true, and we could rc-

shipthem; but this seems to me an expensive and
foolish piece of business. During the past winter
we had orders from the Southern States for q\icens

during the month of January. Well, to fill such or-

ders we have many times sent queens that had just

come to us from the South. The poor little crea-

tures were obliged to take a trip of over a thousand
miles into a Northern climate, and then go straight

back to pretty near where they originally started

from, just because folks preferred to send to us,

rather than to neighbors not very far off. We will

give the names of those who are prejuired to send
out untested queens on receipt of orders, from now
until Jan. 1, free of charge, provided you who send
in your names have the queens all read}' to mail.

Of course, we want the names of men who are
known to be in good standing.

THE SHIPMAN STEAM-ENGINE.
We have just received one »f the above engines.

In order to give it a trial, to see how it would an-

swer for bee-keepers, for hive-making, etc. Only
two sizes are made—one and two horse -power;
prices, $125 and $200 respectively. The engine uses
a cheap grade of coal oil. Instead of coal. Now, it

Is a fact that coal oil is more expensive for fuel

than coal; but to offset this it is made so automatic
that it works without an engineer, and an engineer
usually costs more than coal. Again, the engine
Itself turns on the oil in proportion to the work to

be done. If you require a whole horse-power, the

machine itself turns on the oil accordingly; but the

minute you throw off the machine, and ask it to do

something requiring Otily the power of a child, the

oil begins to be cut down so as to consume that

amount and no more. It takes what water it needs,

in just the same way; and in case of any accident

of any kind, such as water getting out of the boiler,

too much water coming in, or too high pressure, it

blows itself out and cools off. For instance, you
can set the limit of the steam-gauge at any point

you wish, according to the work to be done; that is,

if you do not wish the pressure to go above 100 lbs.,

the machine itself cuts off the fuel when it reaches

that point. It seems as if it were impossible for it

to explode or do any harm. The machines are very
extensively in use for running printing-presses,

and such like work, and it seems as if thej' ought to

be worth what they cost, almost anywhere. Of
course, if a bee-keeper expects his business to

grow, he wants a larger engine than one-horse

—

maybe even more than two-horse; but to those

who have been in the habit of running a saw by
foot power or hand power, these little engines

would, in a very short time, earn the $12,"). You
can have them shipped promptly to any address.

They are so light that the shipping is but little.

You will notice, that the two-horse power engine

costs a little moie than the two-horse power engines

we have been selling, and advertising in our price

list.

PANSIES.

A llEE-KEEPER IN TROUBLE, .\NU HOW WE MAY
HELP HIM OUT.

LOST my bees, and it left me Hat on my back,

as I had put all I had into them; and now as

Gleanings and bees have got me into trouble,

it seems but just that they should help me out

again. I will tell you how. This summer,
from May 1st until now, I have had a large bed of

splendid new improved, fancy, large flowering,

German pansies(the very choicest known), that have
been in constant bloom, the wonder and admiration

of all, averaging from iK) to 2C0 flowers in bloom
upon a single plant at a time, flowers from 2 inches

across upward, and of a hundred different colors,

and marking all rich and velvety. The bed will

bloom until snow. I have thousands of fine young
plants from above bed, and I will send by mail 10 or

more plants (mixed) to any one for 1 cent each (nev-

er sold for less than 5 cts. each). These plants will

bloom from very early in the spring until snow
next year.

I lost none in wintering out of doors last winter,

or in transplanting. 1 send you a few flowers cut

from above bed. Throw them into the coldest wa-
ter you have until freshened up. I have 2 swarms
of bees—1 Italian, 1 hybrid; they are doing well.

Who has a good Italian queen to exchange for

pansy plants? F. V. Sahgent.
Hubbardston, Worcester, Co., Mass.

Friend S., as a rule we do not admit ad-
vertisements in this way ; but when you
offer those large pansies for only a cent
each, it seems to me we may please our
readers, and help you too, by making public
your offer. If they will blossom this winter
in our greenhouse, you may send me 500 to
start with. The samples you send are cer-

tainly very handsome.
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DADANT'S
FOUNDATION
is asserted by hundreds of practical and disinterest-
ed bee-keepers to be the cleanest, brig'htest, quicli-
est accepted by bees, least apt to sag, most regular
In color, evenest, and neatest, of any that is made.

It is Icept for sale by Messrs. A. H. Newman, Chi-
cago, 111.; C. F. Muth, Cincinnati, O.; Jas. Heddon,
Dowagiac, Mich.; F. L. Dougherty, Indianapo-
lis, Ind.; Chas. H. Green, Berlin, Wis.; Chas. Hertel,
Jr., Freeburg, 111. ; Ezra Baer, Di.xon, Lee Co., 111. : E.
S. Armstrong, Jerseyville, Illinois; Arthur Todd,
Germantown, Philadelphia, Pa.; E. Kretchmer,
Coburg, Iowa; Elbert F. Smith, Smyrna, N. Y.;
C.T.Dale, Mortonsville, Ky.; Clark Johnson &
Son, Covington, Ky.. King, Aspinwall & Co., ItJ Thom-
as St., New York City. C. A. Graves, Birmingham,
O.; M.J. Dickason, Hiawatha. Kan.; J. W. Porter,
Charlottesville, Albemarle Co., Va.; E. K. Newcomb,
Pleasant Valley, Dutchess Co., N. Y., and numerous
other dealers.
Write for sampleft free, and price list of supplies,

accompanied with 1 50 Complimentary and iinm-
licited testimonialii, from as many bee-keepers, in
1883. We guarantee evcnj inch of our foundatUm equal
to sample in eve>~y 7espcct.

CHAS. DADAIVT A: SON,
3btfd Hamilton, Ifancock Co., Illinois.

FOR SALE.
400 COLONIES OF BEES.

Will exchange for good horses and mules.
ANTHONY OPP,

22tfJb Helena, Pliillips Co., Ark.

THE CANADIAN BEE JOURNAL
WICEKLY, $1.00 J'JJJt YEAli.

D. A. Jones & Co., Publishers, Beeton, Ont., Can.
The only bee journal printed in Canada, and con-

tainnig much valuable and interesting matter each
week from the pens of leading Canadian and United
States bee-keepers. Sample copy sent free on re-
ceipt of address. Printed on nice toned paper, and
in a nice shape for binding, making in one year a
volume of 83:i pages. 9tfb

BEEllYES, •:• SECTIONS,
HONEY- BOXES, ETC.GREAT nEE.ITCTIOlT.

All Dealers and large consumers will find it to
their interest to write us for special stocking-up
prices, either for present or future delivery. 16tfdb

S. B. LEWIS &100.,',Wateetown. Wis.

LEGS AND ARMS
(ARTIFICIAL)

WITH RUBBER HANDS AND FEET.
The Mr.st Natiiral, Con

fortable ai.J Durable.

THOUSANDS IN USE.
New Talents and Impor-

tant Iniprfivenicnts.
Special attention Riven to

SOLDIERS,
Jul. Timphlet of 160 Pages

SENT FREE.

A. A. MAEKS,
701 Broadway, New York.

Please mention this paper.

YmaQ ^® SCEOLL-SAW DESI3NS. full size, for work-
y\iiiao, ing easels, brackets, etc.. 10c.
Wtfdb J. L. HYDE, POMFEET LANDING, CONN.

LECONTE 5 ft. pear - trees, by e.xp. paid. 2 for
82..50; eforSS. W..H. LAWS, POET SMITH, AEK. 22d

Paper Box for Section Honey
Our Eos is the Cheapest

and Best Bos Made.

$8.50 Per lOOO
for 4 '4x4 '4 Sections.

Printins like <nt, 75c
Per 1000 Extra.

Send 2-cent stamp for sam-
ple and Illustrated Cata-
logue of

Apiarian Supplies.

ASPINWALL & TKEADWELL,
21-22(1 Siiccrssors Ut K ., A. X- Co.,

16 THOMAS STREET, - NEW YORK.

llEY AND BEESWAX.
We are now in the market, and will be during the

entire seasoii, for all honey ottered us, in any quan-
tity, shape, or condition, just so it is pure. We will
sell on commission, charging 5 per cent; or if a sam-
ple is sent us, we will make the best cash otter the
general market will afford. We will handle bees-
wax the same way, and can furnish bee-men in
quantities, crude or refined, at lowest market prices.
Our junior member in this deparment, Mr. Jerome
Twiehell, has full charge, which insures prompt and
careful attention in all its details.
Sample of comb honey must be a full case, repre-

senting a fair avei-age of the lot. On such sam-
ple we will make prompt returns, whether we buy
or not. CLEitlOINS, TLOON & TO.,
15-2db Kansati < ity, ITIo.

MUTH'S
HONEY-EXTRACTOR,

«ciiJAKK (;lass ho>e:v>jakk,
TIN HtlCKKTS, BEE-IIIVKK,

HONEV-SECnONS, Arc, Ac.

Apply to CHAS. F. MUTH, Cincinxati. O.

P. S.—Send 10-cent stamp for " Practical Hints to
Bce-Keepers." Itfdb

Western headquarters for bee-men's supplies.
Four-piece sections, and hives of every kind, a
specialty. Flory's corner clamps, etc. Orders for
sections and clamps filled in a few hours' notice.
Send for sample and prices.

M. R. MADARY,
22ttdb Box 172. Fresno City, Cal.

^ ^LOO ¥i HE

R

e1
To introduce my strain of pure bright Italians,

equal to any in the United States, 1 will offer
tested queens. $1.00 each: extra fine, selected,
$1..">0 each; one-frame nucleus, consisting of one
extra select queen, one frame of brood, '2 lb. bees,
for *2.00. If you wi nt any bees, send me your ad-
dress on postal and 1 will send you sample by re-
turn mail. Beeswax or honey taken in exchange.
22tfdb 'I HO.TIAS HOHN,

Box 691, Sherburne, Chen. Co., N. Y.

VANDERVORT
COMB FOUNDATIOIT MILLS.
Send for samples and reduced price list.

2tfdb JNO. VANDERVORT. Laceyville. Pa.

DADANT'S FOUNDATION FACTORY, WHOLE-
SALE AND RETAIL. See advertisement in

another column. 3btfd
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NOTES FROM THE BANNER APIARY.

UURYINO BEES. i

]J. WIIITAKER, on page 75), asks about i

bulging- bees. If I had no cellar in which
to put bees, I think I should bury them. If

|

• a cellar can he kept at a proper tempera- i

turc, I SCO no advantag-c in burying- bocs,

over cellar wintering; while the burying of bers

and the "wnburying" of them, (specially the
" slicking up " afterward, is not the most ag-reca-

ble kind of work imaginable. The plan mentioned
by Mr. W. is all right, only be certain that they arc

buried deep enough so that frost will not enter.

The few colonies that I put in a clamp last fall win-

tered the most perfectly cf any colonics that 1 had.

QUEEN-E.\CLrDING HONEY-BOARDS.
I first made the Heddon honey-board to be queen-

e.xcluding, in the way mentioned by Geo. F. Wil-

liams, pag-c 740; but the trouble was in adjusting

the slats and heepiug them adjusted; and it was
when talking the matter over with R. L. Taylor
that he suggested using a saw of exactly the right

thickness for cutting slots in a thin board, thus doing
away with the adjustment of slats; and, if the bees
would not fill up these slots in the board, I would
ask for nothing better. It is possible that this

trouble may yet be remedied; if it isn't, we shall

have to clean out the wax once a year, or else use
zinc. It is the

HEDDON SHIPPING-CRATE,
not the " Hutchinson," that I am selling in the flat

at 6 cts. ; and were it not that I can get the lumber
very cheaply I could not furnish them for that

price. To the so who have written, asking for the

privilege of manufacturing, I would say, appis' to

Mr. Heddon. It is another one of the many good
things he has given us. It is amusing, sometimes,

to hear dealers, and even bee-keepers, ask, " How
many of those cr.s s do you put Into a crate?" The
idea! Put the neat, easily handled cases into a big

crate or bo.v, so that the railroad men can roll them
over and over, and " dump " them? No, uevcr! If

one is not enough for a load, a man can take two or

three, or even four, just according to his strength

or inclination.

EXPERIMENTS IN WINTERING.
We have been selling and trading off. and unit-

ing our bees, until we have only .30 colonics left.

Some of these have sugar stores and no pollen, or

bee-bread, in the combs; some have sugar stores

with a Utile bee-bread in the combs, others have
sugar stores with combs faii-ly loaded with bee-

bread. Some were undisturbed with their natural

stores, while others have both sugar and honey.

Those that we have sold had this same variety of

stores, and the hives were marked with the kind of

stores. We shall put nearly if not all of our bees

in the cellar under our house.

8—w. z. Hutchinson, 77—30.

Uogersville, d" Mich., Nov. 3,5, 188.5.

Friend II., I am very glad indeed to liear

you say that a cellar cati be made to answer
as well as the clamps. Clamps are certainly

a deal of trouble, and the oeneral untidiness
about them is enough of itself to discourage
me from recommending any such system.
The six-cent shipping -crates are nothing
particularly new, except they are made to

hold a small number of sections, and are so
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arranged tliat tliey can be made very clieap-
ly. We will try to have an eneravinj? of
them made for our next issue. AVe shall be
glad of a report of the result of your experi-
ments in winterinti.

SOLAR WAX-EXTRACTORS.

ALSO SOVETHl.NG ABOUT POISONOUS HONEY.

fUE subject of solar wax extractors has ex-

cited considerable attention ainonjr bee-

keepers during- the past jear or two. Every-
body who has tried one seems enthusiastic

over them. I made myself one last August
while I was waiting- for that honey to come that

never g-ot here, and I would not want to do without
it for several times its cost. We had very little hot

weather after I got it finished, but it worked to a
charm, and proved to me beyond doubt, that, dur-

ing ordinary summer weather, wax can bo made by
it with far less time, worry, and muss, than by or-

dinary means; and, what is more, the wax made is

of the finest and most uniform quality, and there

is not the slightest danger of scorching or other-

wise spoiling it in the making. Moreover, when
making wa.v from cappings (which was my princi-

pal purpose in making mine), a large amount of

honey is saved that would he wasted by most other

methods.
My extractor consists of a V-shaped tin trough,

30X24, and 8 inches deep, cased in a wooden box.

To the top of this bo.x is hinged a sash, holding two
sheets of glass, each the whole size of the top, sepa-

rated by a ?i-inch space. Over the whole is hinged a

cover, which is lined with bright tin; and a light

board, 20 X 24, is also covered on one side with

brig-ht tin. These tin surfaces are for reflectors.

The comb to be melted is placed on a sheet of per-

forated zinc resting on the sides of the trough,
about 3 inches below the glass. When in use, the
cover is raised at right angles to the glass, and held

in that position by the reflector-board, which is

provided with hooks for that purpose, and is

placed in the angle between sash and cover. In

the morning it is placed on the west side, and at

noon changed to the east side. When the extractor
is not in use, this board is laid on top of the sash,

and the cover closed down over it. You will see

that there is a large reflecting surface throwing
heat into the extractor, besides that given bj- the
direct rays of the sun, while the double glass re-

tains this heat. Before using the reflectors I found
that, on a warm day, a thermometer inside regis-

tered 60° higher than one outside; and after I put
them on I noticed a temperature of 210° inside one
day. We shall probably use it to bake bread, roast

meat, etc., next summer. You may be sure that

such a temperature melts down the comb very fast.

Several lots can be melted down in the course of a

day. The wax and honey drip down through the

perforated zinc, below which there is considerable

space. When the weather is not hot, the wax docs
not form in a solid cake, as it is shaded by the zinc.

When the lower part is full, take out the zinc, when
the wa.x can be easily mpltcd, and, if desired, kept
in a melted condition all day without disturbance,

thus perfectly purifying- the wax. The honej' is

drawn off through a tube in the bottom. I am sat-

isfied that a single thickness of glass will answer,

although it should bo large enough to cover the

whole top, as the shadow made by a cross-bar would
prevent the melting of a part of the comb. It

would be best to have the reflectors of cheap look-

ing-glass, instead of tin, as tin will soon tarnish and
rust.

You say, on pag-e 77.5, that it seems to you aston-

ishing that the heat of the sun alone should melt
beeswax. Did you never notice that a piece of wax,
laid on top of a hive, especially if dark colored, on a
hot day would very soon melt and run? A large

part of the heat of sunshine is latent, and we must
imprison it and change it to sensible heat, to be
aware of even a part of the tremendous power con-
cealed In a sunbeam.

POISONOUS HONEV.
The subject of poisonous honey, which has at-

tracted some discussion lately, is of somewhat more
importance to the bee-keeper than it may seem at

first thought. The bee-keeper needs to understand
the subject thoroughly, in order that he may be
able to successfully combat popular prejudice.

That such prejudice often exists, is undoubted.
Many are of the opinion that certain kinds of honey
are poisonous. Others think there are some persons
to whom all honey is poisonous. Many are inclined

to place great credence in newspaper accounts of

poisonous honey, and refrain from the use of all

honey in consequence.
By the way, it is a little curious the way the non-

bee-keeping public regard and treat our industry.

Five hundred deaths from any one of the num-
berless common accidents of life would hardly
cause as much newspaper comment as a single

death from a bee-sting-. I believe it is a fact, that

people are more easily prejudiced against bee-
keeping than almost any other occupation. People
have been dosed so often with newspaper articles

in reg-ard to the adulteration and poisonous qual-

ities of sugar, syrup, canned fruits, etc., that they
are quite accustomed to the idea that all such
things arc adulterated, and more or less unhealth-
ful; yet their purchases of these articles are little

or not at all influenced thereby. But when honey
is to be considered, it is entirely different. The
least hint of adulteration scares off the would-be
purchaser. The paraffine - glucose - comb - honey
story is not only believed, but acted upon. Dealers
have told me that they could sell honey in large,

old-style boxes, with their crooked, irregular combs,
better than our nice, white, straight section honey,
because their customers believed the latter was
manufactured.
"The bees couJd not make every bo.x just alike,

and straight as a board." A St. Louis man told me
it was impossible to buy pure honey of any kind
in that city, and that he had bought comb honey
which was made of paper, and filled with glucose.

So every widely spread and apparently well-

authenticated report of honey-poisoning may work
great injury to our honey interests. Every tradi-

tional idea in regard to the unwholesomeness of

honey may do us harm. Let us, then, g-et at all the

facts in the case, so that every intelligent bee-

keeper may have arguments at hand to refute er-

roneous statements. The articles we have had on
the subject, especially those by Dr. Higbie and
Prof. Cook, have been very satisfactory, and I

think have effectually disposed of the subject as

far as they have entered into it; but there is an-

other point that I think may have some value.

Dr. Higbie is on the right track in the last pait of
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his article, although his information has probably

g-ot a little twisted. I believe honey is sometimes,

to a certain degree, poisoned by the poison of the

bee-sting-. This is not caused by the bees stinging

the honey-comb, cei-tainly not by the stings left

behind; for, as Prof . Cook says, even if the bees

did sting the comb, tlie stings would not be left

behind.

It is quite possible, thiit honey may become poi-

soned through tlie crushing of bees. I think,

though, that this may more often come about from
the poison wiped off from the protruded stings of

angry bees. Who, on opening a hive on a cool

morning, has not noticed the rows of upturned
stings, each with its drop of poison on the tip?

What becomes of this poisonV It is very unlikely

that it is reabsoi-bcd by the poison sac. I am fa-

miliar with the taste of this poison. I have often

tasted it upon my hand, left there by a bee that

had not stung me. I have also detected it on the

surface of sealed honey by touching it with my
tongue shortly after such a display of stings as I

have mentioned. Now, I think here is at least one
reason why some people can never eat honej'; why
others are unpleasantly affected by any thing more
than the smallest portion, and why a large quantity

sometimes produces such severe results.

Let me give some facts in support of this. Peo-

ple have frequently told me that comb honey " did

not agree with them," while they could eat ex-

tracted honey with impunity. It is easy to see that

the poison, being on the surface, would be cut off

with the cappings, and ordinarily would not get

into extracted honey. Other persons can not cat
j

even extracted honey until it has llrst been boiled,

after which they can eat it freely. In this case, the

poison, being volatile, is boiled out of the honey.

Again, it seems that honey which has been kept

away from the hive for some time may be eaten

more safely than the same honey, even when well

ripened, when just taken from the hive. Here the

poison has evaporated, through the lapse of time.

I do not mean to say that all honey contains this

poison. Probably that taken by the skillful apia-

rist during the honey-flow, when bees arc good-na-

tured, does not contain a trace of it. But a great

deal of honey is taken at such times, and under
such circumstances, that it might easily contain

appreciable quantities. Have you not heard some
old bee-keeper tell how, without smoker, but with

bee-hat and buckskin gloves, with trousers in

boots, and sleeves tied down, he sallied forth to
" rob his bees"? how the bees covered those gloves

with stings until you could hardly put a pinhead on
a spot without a sting, and how the air was fairly

reeking with the venom of the infuriated insects?

Is it not possible, that in such a ease a considera-

ble amount of venom is deposited on the comb?
Suppose a bee-tree is taken under such circum-
stances, and the venom of crushed bees added to

this amount.
Right here there is a diiference between "wild

bees" and "tame bees," although, of course, the
bees in the forest are no more wild bees than are

those in the bo.x hives out in the orchard, which the

owner never goes near, except at "swarming
time " or " robbing time." Gentle bees, accustomed
to handling and human companionship, and proper-

ly handled, do not get into such frenzies as I have
described, while "wild bees " do sometimes, when
gone at rough-shod at improper times.

I have never heard of a single case of sickness

arising from honey sold by me; but my customers
have frequently told me how often they used to be
made sick by honey taken in the old-fashioned

way. J. A. Green.
Dayton, 111.. Nov. 18, 1885.

Friend G., we are very much obliged in-

deed for your report in regard to the solar
wax-extractor, and it begins now to be plain
to me that we shall have to add another im-
plement to our list of supplies ; and that we
may be able to offer the best possible solar
wax-extractor, I would ask you to make one
just as you would have it, w'ithout regard to
the time and pains it may take you, and then
to forward it to us by freight or express, as
you deem proper, \vitli a bill for all your
trouble and bother. I want to ask if you
have tried the machine with two sheets of
glass and one sheet of glass. If you have,
and if two sheets are an advantage, why not
make the machine with an air-space on all

sides, so as to confine the heat V The east,
west, and south sides should liave an outer
covering of a sheet of glass, while the north
side and the bottom may be protected by an
extra thickness of sound lumber, so as to
make a dead-air space between the two. We
shall probably have to make the machines of
at least two prices— one having cheap look-
ing-glass plates for retlectors, and the other
having reflectors of tin. The tin retlectors
cost so little they can be replaced for a small
amount. Just now, however, a cheap grade
of looking-glasses may be had for a very
small sum." There will l)e one objection to
shipping a machine taking glasses as large as
20 X 2t,. because of the risk of lueakage on
slieets of glass so large. Any oilier impor-
tant facts in regard to manufacturing these
niachiiKS for sah' we siiall be very glad of,

and will willingly iiay for. 1 did feel a little

astonished at the rejiorts of wax melted by
the sun alone ; but by the use of mirrors we
may get almost any desired temperature. In
our philosophies there is record of a machine
made with several hundred small mirrors
placed so as to throw their reflection on a
single si)ot, that would melt and burn the
most refractory substances.—In regard to
poisonous honey, 1 think you are right. The
matter was some time ago suggested, that
the venom from bee-stings might make the
honey deleterious to people very sensitive to
bee-poison. I think Mr. Langstroth called
attention to it.

HAULING BEES.

Wn.\T TO DO WHEN A HORSE IS STUNG.

N increasing my business beyond that point at

which I could keep all my bees in the home
apiary, one of the greatest difficulties in the

way was the matter of hauling. To sit on a
load of bees, in momentary fear lest the bees

should And their way out, and make a raid on your
teain, is any thing but soothing to the nerves. In

more than one instance I had to jump from my
scat, and, with all possible dispatch, unhitch the

horse or horses, and take them some distance from
the wagon till I could make every thing secure.

By the way, it has been a matter of importance,

several times, for me to know what to do with a
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horse when attacked by bees. In all cases that
have come under my notice, the attack has been
about the head; and the first impulse of the horse
always seemed to be to get to some place where he
could rub his head. Latterly, when trouble occurs
I spring to the horse's head and commence rubbing
it all over with both hands and arms, and he seems
satisfied with that, without showing any desire to

run. I do not know whether other horses would
act just the same in all cases, but it might be worth
while to try.

Of first importance is the matter of fastening the
bees in the hive. If you have never had any experi-

ence in the matter, you will be surprised to find

how difficult it is to shut up a number of hives so

that no single bee shall be able to get out, on a
journey. There must be no half-way work about
it; you must be absolutely certain that every spot

is tight—bottom, top, and sides. In hot weather, as

when moving to get the benefit of a buckwheat
field, abundant ventilation must be pi-ovided. For
this purpose I have replaced the cover of the hive
with a frame 3 or 4 inches deep, the entire top of

which is of wire cloth. The quilt is entirely re-

moved, and the entrance closed with wire cloth,

and in this way I have safely taken them in the

middle of a hot day. Generally, however, I haul

them in spring and fall (to the out apiary and back
again), when not so much ventilation is needed.

No ventilation is given, except through the en-

trance of the hive. The bees are confined to the

hive by a stopper made thus: A strip of wood one
Inch wide, i^a inch thick, and as long as the entrance
of the hive is wide; a strip cf wire cloth about 2^2

inches wide, and as long as the stick already de-

scribed. Fold the wire cloth double, making a

double strip l^i inches wide, and as long as the

stick. Nail the wire cloth on the flat side of the

stick, letting the folded side of the wire cloth pro-

ject li inch. The double-pointed tacks lately fig-

ured in Gleanings are very nice for this purpose.

Place the stopper over the entrance, and drive into

the stick an inch or two from each end a I'/o-inch

wire nail, leaving y^ inch or more of the nail pro-

jecting, so that it may be easilj' withdrawn with a

claw-hammer. After these have been used some
time, the nail-holes become so large that it is nec-

essary to bend each nail after driving, in order to

hold the stopper tight up to the hive.

To make the top of the hive doubly secure, I use

a square of cotton cloth 6 or 8 inches larger each

way than the top of the hive. Spread this cloth

over the top of the hive, letting it project on each

side, then put on the cover. If there is no wind
this makes all secure; but if windy, the cover must
be fastened on by means of pieces of leather or

cotton cloth 3 or 3 inches long. Drive a large tack

through one end of the leather into the body of the

hive, and another tack through the other end into

the cover. Let the cover be thus fastened at two
opposite sides or corners. As the covers of my
hives rest on cleats, I find it quicker to tie them
on with stout twine, running the twine under each

end cleat, and crossing it in the form (.f an X on
top. I never fasten the frames in the hive in any
way, but I never clean the propolis out of the hives

in the spring till after hauling. I once had some
combs break down when hauling in buckwheat
harvest. They were new, not wired, filled with

brood in the lower part, the upper cells empty, and

not drawn out. With wired or old combs 1 have no

fear. If I were shipping on the cars, I think I

would fasten the frames in the hive.

I had always supposed it necessary to have a bed
of hay, or a spring wagon, to save combs breaking
down, until Mr. Von Dorn, of Omaha, told me he
used a haj'-rack on a common wagon, without hay
or springs, and 1 have since carried them safely

the same way. Simply nail nai-row strips across

the rack, and put little blocks at the proper places,

so that each hive will be kept in its own place. A
common hay-rack will hold about 20 ten-frame
Langstroth hives. As I keep only one horse I usu-

ally haul my bees on a one-horse wagon, having a
light rack made to set over the wagon-box. In this

I can haul 11 hives at a lo d—3 in the box, and 8 on
the rack.

To provide against accident it is well to have
hammer, nails, and lighted smoker on the way.
Over any rough piece of road I drive very carefully

;

but on nice, smooth road, I sometimes strike a trot.

I like to unstop the hives as soon as they are un-

loaded. It is most easily done by using a little

smoke, although by moving very slowly it can be
done without. C. C. Miller, 179—340.

Marengo, 111., Nov. 23, 1885.

Friend M., although it may be that you
have phinned to tell it at some other time,
1 have been very curious all through your
article to know liow you succeeded in '' cart-
ing" your bees around. Did it pay, and
have yoti made " a great big lot of money "

with "your bees this year, the way you have
bii-en doing lately? Yon speak of drawing
eleven hives at a load. I suppose that you
know that, if you used Simplicity hives with
a sheet of wire cloth over both top and bot-
tom, you could take almost twice as many
as wilh the style of hives having cleats and
projections and porticos, and caps to slip

over, etc. We have a wagon that was made
expressly to hold a certain number of Sim-
plicity hives ; and, put up in the way in
which I mention, they are so light that even
one horse will draw a great many safely.

The Simplicity hive is so simple that there
is not much danger of bees getting out, with
a wire-cloth frame over both top and bottom.
AVe make these wire-cloth frames by secure-
ly fastening the wire cloth on just such
strips as we put under the cover. In fact,

we throw out all imperfect strips in making
hives. This gives us a great surplus of
these pieces of wood. Why, we have had
so many that we have sometimes burned
them up, even though they were just as
good as any for holding wire" cloth.—We no-
tice that you have increased from 179 to o40,

and we are glad and tliankful for this little

piece of news. But, tell us about the honey
and—MONEY.

OUR OWN APIARY.

0-DAY is Thanksgiving, and the snow is from

J," lour tQ five inches deep. Many of the hives

j>^
are banked up with snow. Some of the emp-
ty Simplicity hives are almost covered; for,

as a general thing, we leave our summer
hives out the year round, and then they are all

ready for next season.
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OUR EVERGREENS AS A WIND-BREAK.
Our apiary has no wind-break in the way of a

tight board fence, such as we had formerly at the

old home. There is, however, as you doubtless

know, an inclosurc of evergreen-trees that, in a few
years, will afford us the best of protections. The
trees when first planted (1878) were from three to

four feet high, and at present date they are all the

way from six to eight feet, and several are nearly

ten feet high. They do not as yet afford much pro-

tection, for the reason that they have not begun to

bush out, and, as a consequence, the wind makes its

way through, the spruce between the branches being

about two feet. AVith all the advantages of a wind-

break, it seems to me there is at least one advan-

tage in having the hives exposed to the wind.

Where we have an abundance of snow, the wind,

having free access, banks up the hives much better

than if the apiary were protected. Our hives being

thus exposed to the wind on three sides—north,
west, and south—present quite an array of little

pyramids. The space between the hives is thus

dished out, and the snow banked just where we
want it. Hut for all this, we would by no means say

that a protection is not necessary, for in this locali-

ty we do not ahvays have snow when we like it. The
importance of a good wind-brea,k can scarcely be

overestimated. It is onlj' necessary to refer to the

successes in wintering of CyulaLinswik and her sis-

ter in their home, surrounded by an immense for-

est. When there a few years ago, the stillness, oc-

casioned by the absence of wind, impressed itself

upon me as remarkable.
BABBITS FOR KEEPING DOWN GRASS AROUND III V KS.

Tt will be remembered, that something over a

year ago we made mention of some rabbits. For

the past three months we have had a pair of them
in our poultry-yard. The number has now increas-

ed to nine, though had it not been for the iin-ojid of

a certain cat we should have had twice this number.
As Mr. Fradenburg has said, they will keep down
the grasses to quite a little extent; and if a good
number of them were fenced in an apiary they

might do good service in the way of keeping down
the grasses around the hives. On the whole, how-
ever, I think I should much prefer a lawn-mower,
as the rabbits are a little inclined to pick out pre-

cious morsels of herbage, while the former does

smooth, even work, irrespective of taste.

TINKERING WITH HIVES DURING WINTER.
The general work among the bees has, or ouglit

to have, ceased by this time. Of course, if tliere

should be days when the bees can fly, colonies that

have insufficient stores can be fed up. Good colo-

nies, when well packed for winter, ought, as a gen-

eral rule, to be left entirely alone till spring. I re-

member one winter, that while working with my
microscope I had occasion to get a good many bees

for dissection. There was one colony in particular,

in the house apiary, from which I took my victims.

If I am con-ect, father was not aware that I was
getting bees in this way, though I did not attempt

to conceal it. But without any thought that I

was endangering the colony, several times during

the winter I went there, took a few bees and hastily

closed the hive, feeling sure that this slight disturb-

ance could do no harm. The following season show-

ed that this colony Mas dead, when the rest had
wintered comparatively well. Merely opening the

hive during cold weather will often break the clus-

ter, and the result of exciting the bees is as I have

said. It must not be inferred, however, that a col-

ony must never be opened. We sometimes take a

queen from a hive in mid-winter, but the weather is

such as to permit it.

PREPARING FOR NEXT SEASON.
During the winter months it is well to consider

our plans for next year. Sections and hives must
be put together; etc. Many new improvements have
been suggested during the past year. It is best for

us to re-read and consider, so as to be ready for the

coming season. For instance, the favorable reports

of the sun wax-extractor will warrant us in giving

the matter some attention. Pcrforatod zinc is slow-

ly coming into prominence, and should be further

experimented upon. Side storing versus top stor-

ing; separators or no separators; the best method
of preventing after-swarms; clipping queens' wings,

etc., are matters of discussion; and your locality,

coupled with personal experience, will largely de-

cide which is best. Put yourself at your wit's end.

If you have any new scheme, formulate it ready for

practice next year. If you have observed any thing

new, let us have it, being careful to report exactly

what yon did see; for, as one writer has said, " Men
see one thing, and are apt to infer another." Let

there be none of this in our work. E. R. Hoot.

EXTRACTED HONEY.
PUTTING IT IP FOR MAUKKT; IH)W A LARGE DEAL-

ER AND HONKY-PltODUCER MANAGES IT.

SY
to-day's mail T send you a small can of hon-

ey, put up in the winter of 1882-3. Its exteri-

or is rather rough, it being the last of my
stock (if that season, and has been handled a

good deal as a samjile can by which to sell

the stock. Is it candied;' I put ni) fi considerable

part of my product in this style of can, weighing 1,

2, and 3 lbs. respectively. For convenience and ex-

pedition in canning honey, I have a coil of block-

tin pipe placed in a steam chest, one end of the

pipe protruding from the top of the steam-chest,

and reaching to a tank (holding 3 or 4 bbls.), which

is placed directly above the steam-chest. The oth-

er end of the pipe protrudes from near the bottom
of the steam-chest, and to it is attached a small

faucet. Now, when ready to go to canning we turn

a jet of steam into the chest, or box, in which the

pipe is coiled; turn the stop-cock at the bottom of

the tank, or top of pipe, to permit the pipe to fill

from the tank, and draw off or fill the cans from the

small faucet at the bottom of the steam-chest. The
honey in passing through the pipe in the steam-box,

is heated; one hand draws off the honey, two tin-

ners solder the cans as they are filled, while a hand
takes care of the cans as soldered, and labels them.

How is the tank kept supplied"? Why, the above

work is done in the basement of a plant on a hill-

side; the tank is supplied from a heater just above

it, which is fitted in the floor of the upper story.

This heater will holds or 3 bbls. of honey. The top

of it is even with the top of floor. A zinc plate is

placed on the floor beside the heater, a barrel of

honey is rolled up to the plate, hoops knocked off

one end and the head taken out, then the barrel is

turned upside down on the zinc plate, the barrel

pried off the honey (my honey is always candied

solid'at this time of year), and the honey swung, or

shoved into the heater. A jet of steam is then

thrown about the heater; aud as the honey melts it
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runs through a pipe in the bottom of the heater to

the tank below it, which supplies the steam-chest.

As stated above, the building is on a hillside. On
the upper side we drive up to the door and unload

the honey on a level from the wagon to the floor of

the upper stoi-y; on the lower side we load honey
from the basement—canned, cased, and ready for

shipment, into a wagon, without having to elevate'

it, the bottom of the wagon and basement floor be-

ing on a level. Thus, you see, we do the work ex-

peditiously, accurately (damaging no honey by
coming in too close contact with Arc), and easily.

The tinners are never given any extra resting-

spells waiting for the candied honey to melt.

We put up about 1500 cans a day, working by day-

light. During the past three seasons I have made
use of the sun evaporator, for the purpose of more
thoroughly curing my crop (I extract all my honey).

The honey discharges itself from the extractor into

a funnel covered with cheese-cloth. It is then con-

veyed by a short pipe through the wall of the hon-

ey-house, and emptied into the evaporator. When
thoroughly cured, a pipe, entering the evaporator

in its bottom, conducts the honey back through the

wall of the building into the basement, and dis-

charges into a large tank, or othar storage vessels.

The evaporator is placed on the south side of the

honey-house, with tin reflector above it. Where I

have not a sun evaporator in my apiary 1 extract

none (except as compelled to do sometimes from
brood-combs) until fall, but tier my hives up, 3, 4, 5,

and even ti stories high.

Having some time ago read an account of friend

Muth's mode of heating and handling honey, and

thinking his plan must be ver.\' tedious, where so

hirge a quantity is handled, induced me to give you
my plan. .

A. Chiustie.

Smithland, Iowa, Nov. 10, 1885.

I Will explain to our friends, that friend
Christie probably sells as nnicli extracted
honey in small packages as any other one
man, unless it is friend Miith, of Cincinnati.
Wliile friend Muth makes glass jars his spe-

cialty, friend Christie has a special style of
tin can, partly described in the alxne article.

I will explain further, by saying tiiat this

can is not unlike the ordinary Junes can, as
we have called them, except that a tin cover
slips on or off at pleasiu-e; and miderneath
this tin cover is a second top, made of the
tliinnest kind of taggers' tin, and it is

therefore easily cut open with an ordinary
l)enknife ; and after tliis taggeis'-tin cover
is cut out and thrown away you have a tin

box or pail, as the case may' he, with a nice-

titting slip-over cover. IJelow we give a
copy of friend Chiistie's labels as they read
on his one-pound honey-package :

Pure Honey from the Aimaries ok
AUG. CmilSTlK,

SMITHLAND, - IOWA.
Friend C.'s peculiarity in liis metliod of

melting candied lioney is this : In.stead of
running steam through a coih'd jtipe.lie runs
the honey througli tiie coiled iiijje, and the
steam is let into the steam-chest surround-
ing it. I believe tliere is an advantage in

this, because a lower temperatiue of steam
would melt the honey rapidly, and make it

(low freely. The sainple received was not
candied, and I think it quite likely that
honey sealed up in this way, when heated to

about the right temperature, would remain
in ai.liquid state nntil the can is cut open.
Although we may not, many of us, go to the
expense of just such an apparatus as the
above, there are many hints given in the
article that will doubtless be a benefit to
many of us.

Tlie following is the contents of a circular
label on top of the cover. Perhaps we might
add,.that friend Christie is our largest cus-
tomer for honey-labels, from which we judge
that he sells immense quantities of honey in
this way.
This end of this can is simply a slip cover. To

open it, cut the label around the edge of this cover,
and pull the cover otf; then cut out the soft thin
end now under the cover, and you have an open
can which you can shut and open at pleasure, while
using the honey.

A EULOGY UPON SOME OF OUR PROM-
INENT BEE-KEEPERS.

Well, now, if I did, in a former song.
If I did in that do ttie lion wrong,
] beg his pardon; I'd rather kneel,
Than to be for him a single meal!
But he stands to day
] n proud array —
His fame is flxed and sure.

Here's Jones and Benton — noble men,
They're marching in the van;

Bring out yf)ur heroes, one by one,
And match them if you can.

They marched through many a burning isle.

And s\ve7>t the eastern seas.
To furnish man and woman kind
The finest race of bees.

And there is Hoot —"foremost" this Root,
1 ne'er v\m fimi a rhynu' to suit,
Althouuli 1 stait in wild i)ursuit;
Yet, wliore is the man with bee repute,
Or any other, that will dispute
That this is a kind and tender Root?
And, lo! afur in summer sky
I see a banner floating high;
And written there in living light
Are words that give the heart delight:
"If all my customers among.
There's any I have done a wrong,
Then let me know, and I will try
My utmost them to satisfj'."

'Tis Hayhurst's banner floating high.

For honesty of purpose, sterling worth.
There beats no heart upon this blooming earth
More true and steadfast—none that I would trust
Sooner than Heddon, for I believe him just.

And there is Cook—an honored name.
That stands full liigh on the roll of fame.
Whether he's tall across, or long and slim,
I also liave a " i row to pick " with him.
I'll tell it to ydu at soinr other tinie.

Either in sailih'st pros*' or merry rhyme;
How lie, fi-oiii this "vain world" did almost jolt
Your humble servant, with " his little colt."
But there he is—a i)aragt)n of men,
A master of tlie heart, the ear, the pen.

And Mi-8. Axtell—there she stands.
Beloved in this and other lands.
A purer faith—a prouder fame,

"Than gathers round Marengo's name."
Another luiinlred I could name, and more,
That stand full high in apicultural lore.
There's JSIrs. Harrison, and Chaddock too,
Might be a flt example unto you.
Cyula Linswik, in her forest home.
And Nellie also, to my memory come.
These names with tenderness I now recall.

These are a few—only a few—
Photograplis I present to you.
Sift them and weigh them, one by one.
Humble and poor they all began,—
With head and hands they worked amain.

San Dieguito, Cal. J. P. Isr.\el.
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A MODEL BEE - KEEPERS' ASSOCIA-
TION.

THE EDITOR Oi" GLEANINGS IS ASKED TO ANSWER
SOME QUESTIONS PROPOUNDED BY THE

FAYETTE COUNTY (OHIO) B. K. A.

1^'INE months ago the bee-keepers of our coun-

pKI ty organized an association, and up to the

1^ present time the readers of your worthy
'*' T journal, except our own members, are in the

dark as to what we have and arc doing-. We
started out last February with a membership of 10,

and now number 34. Wo liave monthly meetings,

holding them around at the homes of the different

members, each taking his basket well filled, and
having a regular picnic dinner; and with our wives,

sons, and daughters, we have a general good time,

socially as well as mentally. If you will allow me a

little space, I will refer brielly to our last meeting,

which was held at the home of Bro. Lewis Haines,

Oct. 22d. The day being bright and beautiful, add-

ed much to the enjoyment (,f the occasion. The
time till noon, as is our custom, was occui)ied in

looking at some of the outdoor attractions; name-
ly, his hexagonal apiary of Italian bees in the Root
chaff hive; also his machinery for manufacturing
bee-keepers' supplies; and last, but not least, his

beautiful carp-pond, situated near and fed by a

never-failing spring. The day being a little cool,

we did not get to see any carp; but Mr. H. assured

us they were there all the same.
This brings us up to our bountiful feast, of which

we all freely partook. After dinner the meeting
was called to order by Vice-President Bay, who
gave us a brief but appropriate address. There
having been no special work assigned to any mem-
ber, our question-box was opened, and the follow-

ing questions read and discussed very interestingly:

What is the best mode of wintering becsV

Is it too late to feed for wintering?

What is the best mode of spring management?
Will bees permit a queen and fertile worker to re-

main in a hive at the same time, and both raise

brood?

How would you Italianize an apiary in the spring,

without interfering with your crop of honey?
Are bees rearing brood now? if so, is it best for

them to rear brood so late in the season?
Is It best to feed our bees sugar syrup, and sell

the product for lioney? This hist question arose
from the fact that our market is being supplied
now from Columbus with this kind of honey.
An answer to part or all the questions discussed

in our last meeting would be very acceptable.
The foregoing questions being very interestingly

discussed, the meeting adjourned to meet at the
home of J. H. Ferguson, four miles east of Wash-
ington C. H., on the Circleville pike, Nov. 19, Ks.s.'j.

Bloomingburg, O. S. K. Morris, Sec.

Friend M., I congratulate you on your
having got started in sncli a liealtliy and in-
expensiye way of conducting a local bee-
keepers" society. With i)leas^ire, I answer,
to the best of liiy ability, the questions pro-
pounded, in order:
The l)est mode of wintering bees must de-

pend on the locality and other circumstanc-
es. As a general rule, I would say chaff
hives, arranged as described in theABC
book.

It is neyer too late to feed for wintering
|

while there is weather warm enough for the
bees to fly.

The best mode of spring management
must also depend on circumstances. Watch
the bees ; love them and help them.
Neither Italians nor common bees will, as

a rule, permit a fertile worker to remain in
a hive while they have a queen ; but the
Syrians and Cyprians both at times are
guilty of this misdemeanor.
To Italianize an apiary in the spring,

without interfering with the honey yield to
some extent, might be a very difficult mat-
ter; but the advantage of Italian blood
would, under almost all circumstances, be
such that tliey would catch up, and more
too, before the season is over, so in the end
your crop of honey would l)e greater.
Bees will be rearing brood now where the

colony has a young queen, where thev have
been fed, or where they get late forage ; and
sometimes strong colonies will raise brood
in Novembei- any way.

It is jirrer l>est to feed bees sugar, aiul sell
the product for honey. Honesty used to be
the best policy, and I guess there'is no doubt
but that it is vet. I)ear friends, are you
sure that anybody is i)nttiiig a producton the
Columbus market, under the name of honey,
that is only sugar fed to lieesV This is a seri-
ous charge, and we ought to be very careful
that we are right before we accuse anybody.

CARNIOIiANS AS COMB-BUILDEES.

NOT DISPOSED TO MAKE PROPOLIS; SOMETHING
ABOUT BREEDING THEM.

fKIEND ROOT:-I herewith send you a letter

that was written to me, which I think gives
more information regarding the Carniolan
bees than any thing I have seen in any of
the bee-journals; and if you think it worthy

of a place in Gleanings I should be glad to have
you publish it. Chas. D. Duvall.
Spenccrville, Md., Oct. 30, 1S85.

We give place to the letter below:
Mr. C.D.Duvall:-

1 have raised over 100 Carniolan queens this fall,

and find more yellow in the race than I expected,
though some queens, whose bees show considerable
yellow at first, raise very nice bees when six

months or a yeai old, as their yellow mostly proves
to be a reddish band, as Mr. Benton calls it. But I

find there are some Carniolans that resemble the
cross between them and Italians. The yellow is in

drones as well as workers, and in imported stocks
as well as home-bred queens. The first queen I sent
you was raised from an extra imported queen; but
if she is mated pure it must have been with one of

those yellow drones, and those yellow drones you
will find to be all through the race; but some
queens raise much finer-looking ones, and of a

more uniform color, than others.

It is much harder to get good specimens cf this

race than Italians, and some have so much yellow
in markings, that, if we raise them for sale, we
shall have to test them and price them according
to grade and markings of bees. The most reliable

test for some is, that pure Carniolans carry no
propolis, but they will make use of It if there is

any on framcS. I could mail you a piece of duck
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cloth for reference, that has covered frames all

season. I have two queens that met hybrid drones,

and one hybrid queen and several Italian queens
mated with Carniolan drones. These queens were
raised in the fore part cf the season, for experi-

ments. The ones that have black blood in are

smaller, with very little down on some, and a rath-

er bad disposition to stiug-, which the Carniolans

have not, as I have not had a smoker lighted; ex-

cept when uniting- them, for three months, or since

I got stocked up with Carniolans, and have got but

a few stings.

The Carniolans are very hardy, and are the best

comb-builders I ever had, and make the nicest sec-

tion honey. They protect their hives as well as

Italians, as far as I am able to judge. I have some
Carniolan swarms that built more comb in August
and September than the best Italian stands did in

the honey season. They also work on red clover as

well, if not better, than Italians. But you will find

them to swarm more, and some queens raise verj'

pooi'ly marked bees. In raising queens I have
much better results after going over my bees the

second time, and excluding all queens and drones
that had many yellow ones among them. In breed-

ing them I would buy some drones from darkest

queens, if they are uniform in color, and also breed

from darkest queens. The thing we want is a black

underground, or scales, with heavy stripes of down
on workers; and queens that raise these without
yellow ones among them are hard to get, but they
are as line-looking bees as the best Italians. It

takes the very best queens of this race to have
good results in raising them; and even then some
are not fit to send, as folks will call them hybrids,

when pure. H. F. Sh.4NNON.
Spring Hill, Ind., Oct. i;J, 1885.

And SO, frientl S., yon would endeavor
to breed ont the yellow' bands from the Car-
niolans, wonld yon? It seems to me this is

going to comi)licate matters qnite a little.

If it is really as yon say, that the Carniolans
are disposed to show yellow bands, even
when not crossed with Italians, wouldn't
this indicate that the race itself is a cross?
and how are we to know when they have be-
come crossed with Italians, and when they
have not? I am glad to hear of the good re-

port you make in regaid to them. If it is

true, that they collect less propolis, this will
be quite an acquisition, and we will take
particular pains to notice them in oiu' own
apiary next year.

REVERSING COMBS, ETC.

GOOD IlEPORT OF THE HONEY SEASON.

T THINK that, as others have something to say in

^ Geeanings in regard to rcversil)le frames, I

^[ have the same privilege. Like all new things,
-* there is more or less doubt; but there is no

doubt in my mind as to their utilitj'. I tried a

few last season, simply by sawing off the end-bars

and driving a long wire nail to take its place, hop-

ing in time something would come along for the

much-needed purpose of a perfect reversible frame,

and all the while I have been working for it. I tried

quite a number, especiallj- the wire you have. I

liked that best of all, on some accounts. One great

objection is, when we desire to run stays down be-

tween the frames, the side wires are much in the

way; and, too, unless they are perfect, the frames
will easily hang out of true, and one must have a

very nice tool to clinch them to the end-bars.

As we are all a little selfish, I am going to tell you
I have made a reversible frame I like best of all. I

send you a sample with this. The wire is right in the

center of the end of frame, so it can not but hang
true, and the frames do move so easy, and no job to

reverse the wire! It takes only about half the wire
that yours does. To be sure, it takes 3 half-inch

screws to an end of frame, but they cost only one
cent per dozen, and you see these wires can be
used equally well on side storing frames or on a

full set in upper story. I have made a machine to

make them on, that cost about 50 cts., aside fi-om a

vise that I use. I do not use the spring wire, but
the common, as it works much better, and is good
otherwise.

so.me additional advantages of reversible
frames.

I have such a love for reversing, that 1 shall use
such frames, if for nothing but to fill out the bot-

tom of the combs. But there need not be the usual
space, if the fdn. is set within \ inch from the bot-

tom-bar—no matter about a little space at top; that

will be all filled. I used to set it up close to the top;

and where it was ' 2 inch too narrow to fill the frame,
the space was always left. But the thought oc-

curred to me, that it would work to leave the space
above, which is very plain—don't you see? I know
that, by having full combs, it takes quite a number
less in a certain number of hives; and, too, the bees
can i-each all the comb quicker, and they are so

much stronger, also. By reversing and extracting

I can run a queen on seven frames that without
would need 8; and hoAv much better the bees take

to the sections! I also find that it pays to use full

starters in sections, and I learned from W. H. Nor-
ton that the starters, to work best, should be cut

about I4 inch narrower at the bottom than at the

top, and I find it much less work to put such into

the boxes, as they do not catch on the sides.

SEPARATORS.
I have used separators wholly this season, and

must say I can never do without them, and I have
a case that I can use them on or not, and can use a

few or more boxes, narrow or wide. I can take out
a full box, and replace one with fdn., and it will be
filled and no bulging, which otherwise it would be.

I think I have learned one way to foretell when a
queen will be killed. When from any cause a

queen goes about with her wings up as if she were
about to Hy, and drags herself along, they are about
sure to be killed; at least, I had two Syrian queens
and one Italian thus this season. I presume there is

some disease that causes her to appear so.

This has been the best season here ever known,
and such white goldenrod honey I never saw. I

had, I think, 75 lbs. brought in in seven days by one
colony (of the best late honey). I have my bees all

fixed for winter, with about one-half natural stores,

with racks over the frames for U-inch passage, and
they are mostly on only five frames, and are strong

in bees. I have on more warm packing than 1 used

to, for I believe nature is something to go by, as it

says, " Stop all upward escapes," an<l mine that had
the most packing last winter came out the best,

and ate the least. They are all in chaff hives, and I

use a good large bran-sack of leaves over all the

cloths, etc.

I am standing on my tiptoes, awaiting the deci-
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sion of those bee lawsuits, but I do not fear much,
for we must have bees as well as sheep or grapes,

and neither are harmed by them. As I grow all

sorts of fruits, I have no selfish ends iu view.

No. Auburn, Me., Oct., 18&5. E. P. Churchill.

Friend C, your reversing device is all

right, oidy that the frames liang on a single
bearing. This has been submitted a great
many times, and such frames liave Ijeen
used for a time. The objections are, that if

you move the hive they swing like a pendu-
lum ; and if one side of the comb is loaded
more with brood, pollen, or honey, than the
other, it throws it to one side. It is true,
you can have spacing-strips at the bottom

;

but then the top must always come in just
such a place, and then we have frames at
fixed distances again. We thank you for
your report of reversil)le frames in general,
and especially for tlie important facts you
bring to liglit. If you can make seven
frames hold as much brood as eight do ordi-
narily, and thus compel the bees to put their
surplus into sections, it will certainlv be
Avorth while.—I have often noticed the pe-
culiarity you mention, of queens going about
with their wings partly spread ; and. so far
as I can remember, I have always found
such queens faulty in some res])ects, sooner
or later. I do not know that the matter
has ever before been in print ; but it may be
well to warn the brethren, that when a
queen carries her wings thus we have good
reason to suspect she will not amount to
much. Queens, after having been shipped
long distances, sometimes show this iiei-uli-

arity. In regard to the quantity of i)ackiiig
to put over your bees, if yoit" use forest-
leaves in a sack, I, too, would say, the more
the better ; for forest - leaves can not well
obstruct ventilation, any way.

A NATURAL CAVE FOR BEES.

HONEY SE.\SON IN TE.XAS.

TTo T the left of my front yard, a path winds down
9H^ to a cave some 2.5 feet below the level, whose

^H' cavernous mouth is an are of 6J paces in
'^*- front, and would store 10 times as many

hives as I have, if needed for winter guar-

ters. Evergreen live-oaks, heavily hung with long
gray Spanish moss, with undergrowth of laurel and
cedars, cactus villages, algeritas, etc., make a nice

mat just over the cave. Right back of our lot is

a reservoir, stocked with fine carp, a little over a

year old, and over a foot long; and although 12 feet

deep, j'ou can see every thing in it and on the bot-

tom, as through glass. Food carp need no feeding

here, for its waters, taken from the monstrous
spring of 8 acres, grow quite fast the same acjuatic

plants and grasses that fill the " river head," and it

takes a great many carp to keep them down. I

think I have the most romantic spot within half a
mile of the court-house. There are many fine

buildings along the heights. My neighbors (but I

refrain from making a letter of length, that per-

haps would not interest you), T only wish you could

call and see for yourself. Our Te.xas Chautauqua
Literary Society and Summer Institute is also on this

height, with our almost boundless \\e\v of the
prairies.

I ought to say, our many hundreds of Simplicity
hives about this place are as overloaded with honey
now (although extracted clean in July), as at any
time this year. Many are extracting heavily now,
and bringing them to one story high. Many new
queens are just beginning to lay. I had a fine one
hatch to-day, in a full hive. The weather is flue, crops
fine, brood heavy yet, and honey and pollen coming
in to do the work. The dengue fever has given
everybody through here a shake-up.

CARP, AND THEIR UTILITY IX KEEPING DOWN
WEEDS.

I wish some enterprising man would dare to come
and go into carp-raising, with three ponds on the
slope from the reservoir exactly suited to it. I can
furnish the ground, and the water is the overflow
of the reservoir, always 72°, summer and winter.

Until carp were growing in there it was often nec-

essary to rake out the masses of spontaneous
growth. Now it is gaining on them, and nearly a
foot deep on the bottom. I will tell you of Mr.
Mitchel's fountain and tank of the hydrant water.
He put in some breeding carp where cresses and
water-grass were filling up his pond as fast as he
could get time to take it out. They grew to great
size, and kept things in check. He put brush all

around in the water to facilitate laying, etc. This
became a mass of glittering verdure, reminding
one of a cypress swamp in the i'azoo-River bot-

toms, densely hung with moss. W^ell, after the
young appeared in thousands, and began to grow,
they soon picked the brush clean, and kept nipping
the germs, and showing their shiny sides all

through it, and they grow like pigs. The large ones
are 2 years old and about 2.) inches long, 8-pounders.

San Marcos, Texas, Nov. 1, 1885. A. W. Bryan.
Why, friend I>.. it seems to me that you

folks down there in Texas ought to be happy
with ail tlu'sc advantages, and I expect to
hear that you individually are now going to
settle down and make the most of these ad-
vantages, instead of traveling about from
one place to another, as you have done torso
many years. 1 can readily understand how
a lot of carp may be able to i)aslure olf the
weeds and water-plants that lill up your
lakes and rivers.

^ ---^
SHIPPING BEES FROM THE SOUTH.

FRIEND M.4SON GIVES SOME VALUABLE FACTS
FROM E.YPERIENCE.

0N page 732, Nov. 1, is an article from L. W.
Gi-ay, and your comments, which interest me,
as we are always short of bees in Maine in

spring. I have done quite a large business

in shipping bees from the South for the last

ten years. 1 have received bees from moie than a

dozen of as careful bee-keepers as there are in the

South. I have had shipped to me from one pound
of bees to full colonies, from April to July, and
even August. While some lots came iu fine condi-

tion, others came all dead, without any apparent

cause, packed precisely the same; and while it Is a

pleasant and profitable business to both the ship-

per and receiver when a lot goes all right, the next
lot, perhaps, is received with a heavy express bill,

all dead, or nearly so, which makes the business un-

profitable and unpleasant for both the parties. I

am satisfied, on the whole, that it is unprofitable to

ship bees by lail, where they will be on the road
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over four or live days. I find that, where they ai-e

more than three or four days in transit, they usual-

ly destroy all unsealed brood.

I had one lot of bees the past season from Louisi-

ana. These came by water to New York, and were
seven days on the road to New York; then they

were seut by freight to Mechanic Falls, I*Ie., which

took three days. These bees were in shippingr-

boxes, on ten L. frames. An opening' one inch

wide, clear across the bottom, was covered with

wire cloth. A l^s-inch hole was made in each end

and side, near the bottom, and a l-inch chamber
above the tops of the frames, open at both ends,

which was covered with wire cloth; a 'i-inch-thick

cover had an inch hole in its center; over this hole

was tacked a ball of burlap as large as your two
fists. This cover was nailed down on burlap, and
water poured into this hole, and I have no doubt

the captain had instructions to water those bees,

and also parties in New York, who see to the trans-

fer of them ; at any rate, they arrived here the 11th

day after shipment, and there was not half a wine-

grlassful of dead bees per hive, and the hives were
as crowded with bees as I ever saw one that was
ready to swarm, and two actually did swarm the

next day after they arrived, in regular order, leav-

ing queen-cells all ready to hatch.

I like your idea as to a party being- located at

some central place, and receiving bees, and letting

them have a fly. After they are all right they will

stand a two to four days' trip by freight nicely, and
come to the purchaser in good order, and reasona-

bly, too, as the expense by water is extremely low.

The only question would be, how much this middle-

man's services would add to the cost.

Mechanic Falls, Me., Nov. fi, 188."». J. D. Mason.
Friend ISI., we are very mncli obliged in-

deed for yotir report, showing tliat wliat I

sngge.sted "has actnally been put in practice;
and from the testimony yon give, I shonld
say that this matter of "shijipiiig by water
shonld certainly l>e more fnlly developed.

—

The arrangement yon mention, for giving
the l)ees water, is also qnite an ingenions
idea.—So the bees really made jn-eparations
to swarm on the way, aiid did swarm imme-
diately after. Now', then, where is a bee-
friend on the sea-coast, v.iio can act as a
middle-man for nsV

AN ABC SCHOLAR'S UPS AND DOWNS.
how he at last succeeded; from v to 40, and

10:J8 lbs. of honey.

f^

HREE years ago I started at about the foot of

^f the ABC class. I thought T possessed more
f knowledge than T really did. I bought 8

stands of black bees in March, 1881!; in June
I had three left. Some swarmed out, and

some died. I investigated a little and found mice-

nests in the hives, from the size of a tin cup up to

the size of a hat. The trouble was, there were but

few bees and less honey when I bouglil thoni. I

learned one lesson then.

A (iOOD WORD FOR CVPRIANS.
T had three left in American hives. I watched

them closely. They did not swarm that summer.
Oil the lOtli day of July, 188.3, a swarm of pure Cyp-
rians came and made application foi- a hive, and,

of course, I gratified them. 1 gave tluiii a hl\e

with old combs. They oust a good swaiiii tln' lltli

of August, and a small one the 24th. The last one
died in the winter. In the spring I had 2 Cyprians
and 3 blacks. The Cyprians increased to 11, and
made 3V.5 pounds of comb honey; the blacks did not

increase any, and made 12.5 lbs. I will cut a long
story short by saying, last fall I had 23 stands.

This spring I had 7. Nearly at the foot of the class

again, or, more properly speaking, a fit subject for

Blasted Hopes. Not much. My old Cyprian queen
came through all right, cast a large swarm May 21st.

May 31st another, and June 1st another. The old

queen's wings were pei-fect, but she was so large

and heavy she could not fly. From that one stand
of Cyprians I increased to 16, and from the 7 I in-

creased to 40. Now take especial notice, they were
all natural swarms. You would naturally inquire,
" How a'oout the honey? " I took 1023 lbs., all comb
honey, in one-pound sections. How is that for

Iowa? All but 150 lbs. was gathered after Aug. 1st.

We do not get much honey here yet from white
clover, but it is getting a good start. I did not get
much from basswood this season. The bees used it

in brood rearing. The most of our honey was gath-

ered from a weed growing in the corn-fields, called

by several names, such as smartweed, heart's-ease,

and black - heart. The honey is just as white as

white-clover honey, and good enough for any one.

Albert McCay.
East Nodaway, Iowa, Nov. 13, 1SS5.

THE OTHER SIDE OP BEE-KEEPING.

Or, Rather, a Duplicate of Last Year.

HOW BEE-KEEPING IS LIKE FISHING.

"T WENT into winter quarters with 11.5 colonies.

M The first of March I had lost two or three colo-

fl nies, but the most of my colonies were greatly
'^ reduced in strength. I thought they would

soon build up, but the spring was cold and
backward, and brood-rearing was two months later

than usual. For the first time, I got a taste of

spring dwindling. The first of Ma.v my 115 counted
92. The cause of the dwindling was apparent—loss
of bees, and backward spring. Old bees died off

faster than young ones were hatched. 1 sold 6 colo-

nies, which left me 86, and transferred 12 on shares,

which gave me 92 to commence the season with. T

increased artiflciallj- to 104.

We had a fair crop of white and alsike clover.

The bees got just enough honey from it to check

robbing. Linn bloom was never better. The bees

I
got enough honey from that to make them reason-

j

ably good natured foi- eight or ten days, but not suf-

ficient to swarm. August came in cold, and it

would have paid a good per cent to have fed them
all through that month.

I was in Blasted Hopes last year (that is the name
that suits mei; when spring came I thought I was
out, head and shoulders; but 1 settled back for five

months, just my ears sticking out. Spanish needle

came in the first of September, and there was an un-

usual amount of heart's-ease honey, which began
coming in the 2(1 of September. I put on my first

sections that day. Bees got in a good humor, and I

felt a little better, and they and 1 worked together

just as if we had always been good friends.

BEE BUSINESS LIKE FISHING.

You can talk to me about mussing with beeswa.v.

.\ny thing but woi-king with robber-bees. I thin

uiiiu'out in the fall till 1 don't hn\e uian>- to feed.
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They don't sting me much, hut they crowd me out,

and beat me up in the morning-, and can see later at

ni^ht. There is something- in the bee business that
reminds me of fishing with a hooli. 1 used to fish

half a day without a bite, when I would think of
quitting. I would then think, " May be a great
whopper is just ready to take hold." When I get a
poor crop (which I am sure to do), I think next year
I shall "strike oil." Next year some little thing is

wrong—perhaps the wind is from the east (as it usu-
ally is), but I think the ne.\t year will be all right.

Next year it is a little too cold, but the next year
will certainly be the year. But with all these little

things, I like it as well as fishing, and I am spoiled

for any thing else. If I don't succeed with tiecs, I

am "gone up," sure.

From my house apiary, 80 spring count, I got an
average of 22i'2 lbs., or 13.'j5 lbs. extracted, 4!)0 comb.
Total, 1825 lbs.

From an apiiny of ,5 on shares, ;il5 lbs.; my share,

1.57 lbs.

From my River .A piary, 1/iack bees, 12 colonies, av-

erage 5^.3 lbs., eS lbs. Total, 2050 lbs.

RUFl'S KOBl.NSON.
Laclede, Fayette Co., 111., Nov., 18S5.

Friend E., you say you had quite a fair
crop of alsike and wliite clover, and that
linn was never better. Now, if the results
per colony you mention are the l)est you got
from all these sources. I should he inclined
to call your locality a rather jioor one. A
good tlow from linn alone ought to give at
least 100 lbs. per colony, in an" apiary of» not
over fifty colonies.

GIVING A LAYING QUEEN TO A COL-
ONY HAVING JUST CAST A S-WARM.

IS THE ri.A.V ADVIS.VIW.E?

BN
page 739 of Gleanings for Nov. 1, L. W. Gray
asks questions for Doolittle to answer, which
I will try to do. In the partial answer the ed-

itor gives, I see he does not comprehend the

question asked, only to a limited extent. The
question mainly does not refer to the safe iiUroduc-

j

tion of queens, although that is indirectly touched
upon, but to the erroneous idea (as I consider it)

which has been advanced so many times, that there

is a great gain made by giving a colony which has

just cast a swarm a laying queen, instead of allow-

ing it to perfect a queen from the queen-cells left

after the swarm has issued. As it must of necessi-

ty take from 1.5 to 20 days for the embryo (jucen

which is left in one of these cells to get to laying,

we have been told that the bee - keeper who
wishes to secure the best results from his bees

should have a laying queen ready to give each old

colony as soon as they swarm, as the time lost to

them, by reai-ing a queen, is equivalent to a swarm
of bees. Being eager to know for myself all the

plans which would give the best results, I have ex-

perimented largely; and the truth of the statement,

that the time lost to the bees by rearing a queen in

natural swarming is equivalent to a swarm of bees,

is the first reason it has not proven a success. If it

were bees I were after, the case would be different.

With me, white clover yields enougli honey to keep
the bees breeding nicely, and prepares them so that

they swarm mainly from June 20 to July 5. Our
honey harvest is from basswood, which blooms from
July 10 to J(B. JSTpw, all Tvho aro familiar with nat-

ural swarming know that the bees are compara-
tively few in numbers in the spring, and increase
by the rapidly increasing brood produced by the
queen, which, iu due time, hatch into bees, until a
swarm is the result. By giving a laying queen to a
colony immediately after it has cast a swarm, we
bring about the same result (swarming) as before,
for we place the bees in the same condition. The
only difference is, that, having plenty of brood,
they build up quicker, and are prepared to swarm
in a shorter time. As this second swarming,
brought al)Out by giving the laying queen, comes
right in our basswood honey harvest, it cuts off the
surplus honey; for it is well known that bees, hav-
ing the swarming fever, do little or no work in the
section bo.xcs; and if allowed to swarm, the object
we have sought after (section honey) is beyond our
reach.
' REASONS K()l{ PREFEKKIXG A YOUNG QUEEN.
Now let us look at how the same colony would

work had we not given the bees a laying queen.
Eight days after the swarm has issued, the first

young (jueen will have emerged from her cell, as a
rule, when the apiarist should remove all the other
queen-cells Jrom tlie hive, so that second swarming
is entirely prevented. In 8 or 10 days more our
young queen is ready to lay, which is about the time
the basswood begins to yield honey largely. Dur-
ing this period, between the time the swarm issued
and the j'oung queen commences to lay, the bees,

not having any young brood to nurse for the last

half of the time, consume but little honey; hence,
as fast as the young bees emerge from the cells

they are filled with honey; for bees not having a
laying queen seldom build comb in the sections.

Thus, when the young queen is ready to lay she
finds every available cell stored with well-ripened

honey. At this point the instinct of the bees
teaches them that thej' must have brood, or they
will soon cease to exist as a colony, and a general
rush is made for the sections; the honey from be-

low is carried above, so as to give the queen room,
and in a week we have, as a result, the sections

nearly filled with honej'. I have often had such
colonies conu>!ete CO pounds of section honey in

from 8 to 12 days, while those to which I had given
the laying queen innnediately after swarming, did

little else than swarm during the same time. Bear
in mind, we are talking about producing comb hon-

ey, not extracted. Different locations may give

different results; still, I think that nearly all sec-

tions give a large tlow of honey at a certain period

during the season, rather than a steady- continuous
honey harvest the whole season. To such sections

these remarks are especially applicable.

My second reason is, that after basswood we have
a honej- dearth, hence the bees from the introduced

queen are of no value, but, on the contrary, become
consumers. On an average it takes 21 days from
the time the egg is laid, to the perfect bee ready to

emerge fiom the cell. Then, if the colony is in a

normal condition, this bee does not commence
labor in the field till 16 days old; hence, the eggs
for the honey-gathering bees must be deposited in

the cell 37 days before the honey harvest ends, or

else they are of no value as honey-producers. As
the basswood is all gone before the eggs of the in-

troduced queen become honej'-producing bees, and
as the larger part of them die of old age before

buckwheat and fall fiowers yield honey, it will be

seen that a gi-eat gain is made by letting each old
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colony, having cast a swarm, rear their own queen,

for thereby we save the expensive feeding of the

larvfp, which are to become expensive consumers
of the honey of the hive. The chances are, also,

that when the colony rears its own queen they will

tte stocked with younger bees for wintering in

November than where a queen was introduced im-

mediately after swarming.
The one point worth knowing above all others in

bee-keeping, is a thorough knowledge of the loca-

tion we are in, as to its honey resources, and then
getting the largest amount of bees possible at that

or those times to gather honey, having just as few
at all other times as is consistent with the accom-
plishing of this object, if all who read this article

will stud}' their location, and then rear the bees in

reference to that location, I think they will find

their bees will do as well as their more successful

neighbors. G. M. Doolittle.
Borodino, N. Y., Nov. 10, 18S.5.

Friend D., under tlie circnmstances, very
likely you are rij^ht; but some way I do not
like "the idea of ever, under any circum-
stances, discouraging the production of
brood. I presume this, of course, comes
about because we have always been in the
habit of selling bees, and we sell them al-

most every month in the year, and therefore
they will never be dead property. I can not
remember that I ever saw too 'much brood
in a hive to please me ; neither have I seen
a hive containing too many bees. There is

another peculiarity in our location. Bees,
as a rule, never swarm after about the mid-
dle of July, and therefore we have nothing
to fear from tlie excessive swarming yon
speak of during the basswood bloom.
Where one is working exclusively for comb
honey, in a locality like yours, there may be
reasons for preferring to have brood-rearing
stop for a week or two ; but I would always
extract when there is an advantage to be
gained by extracting.

THE NORTH AMERICAN BEE - KEEP-
ERS' SOCIETY.

FULL PARTICULAHS IN REGARD TO IT.

E extract the following from the
American Bee Journal:

This society will hold its 16th annual con-
vention on Dec. 8, 9, and 10, 1885, at Detroit,
Mich. The hall in which the meeting will

be held is known as the "Ked Men's Wigwam," and
is located at 63 Michigan Avenue, one block west of
the City Hall. Just across the street from the "Ked
Men's Wigwam" is the Antisdel House, which will
be the hotel at which the Society will make its head-
quarters. The regular rates at this hotel are $2.00
per day, but they have been reduced to $1.2.5 per
day to those attending the convention. There will
be reduced rates on all Michigan railroads, also as
far east as Buffalo, as far west as Chicago, and as
far south as Toledo. Efforts are being made to se-
cure reduced rates to still further points, but at
present the prospects of success are not very pi-om-
ising. No certificates will be sent out until about
Dec. 1; but all who expect to attend should write
to the Secretary at once, and certificates will be
sent out as soon as they are ready.

W. Z. Hutchinson, Sec,
Rogersville, Mich.

RAILRO.\^D CERTIFICATES FOR THE CONVENTION.
As many do not fully understand the use of the

certificates to secure the benefits of reduced rates,
I will try to explain their use.

It makes no difference whether j-ou belong to the
North American Bee-Keepers' Society, or any other
society, or ever e.xpcct to, if j'ou wish to go to De-
troit, Mich., to attend the annual meeting of the
several bee-keepers' societies to be iield at that
place on Dec. 8, 9, and 10, you will simply write to
W. Z. Hutchinson, Kogersville, Mich., asking for as
many railroad certificates as you can use. Mr. H.
will book your name and the number of certificates
you want, and as soon as he obtains the certificates
from the railroad companies, which will be about
Dec. 1, he will mail them to j'ou. You will fill out
Ihe lilaiilc, and when you buy your ticket have the
railroail aj.'cnt fill out his part. If you can not buy
a tlnougli ticket to Detroit, buy one for as far as
you can. and when you procure a new ticket have
the agent indorse, on the face of the certificate,
that he sold you one full-rate ticket from that place
to as far as you got your ticket. You may be
obliged to get tickets at several places, but always
have the agent certify that he sold you a full-fare
ticket.
When you arrive at Detroit, present your certifi-

cates to Mr. Hutchinson, and he will fill out the
blank left for that purpose, certifying that you
were in attendance at the al)Ove-mcntioned meet-
ing. Then, on presentation of your certificate prop-
erly filled out, you will be able to procure a return
ticket by pajing one-third the regular fare, thus
saving to you two-thirds of the regular tare one
way.
This is a great reduction, and will enable many to

attend at Detroit who would feel that it would cost
too much to go. Then with the reduced rates at
the hotel it will make your expenses very low.
Your committee is still at work trying to make it

pleasant for you when you arrive in Detroit. We
hope yon will all come, and make this meeting one
long to be remembered by those present. A large
sample room at the hotel has been placed at our
disposal; where you can have every facility to show
any thing new or of interest to the Society.
Let every bee-keeper canvass his neighborhood,

and find how many will attend, then send to W. Z.
Hutchinson for certificates as soon as possible, so
that he will know how many to apply for.
Clinton, Mich. H. D. Cutting.

IP I^O G- 1^ ^n^ jv^ ILvdlE .

FIRST DAY.
Tuesday Forenoon Session,—10 a. m.—Conven-

tion called to order.—Address of Welcome, by Ed-
win Willets, President of the Michigan Agricultural
College.—Response by the President, L. C. Root.—
Calling the roll of members of last year, payment
of annual dues, reception of new members, and
distribution of badges.—Reading the minutes of the
last meeting.-Reports of the Treasurer and Secre-
tary.—Announcemeuts.—Miscellaneous business.

Afternoon Session.—2 p. m.—Announcements.
—Annual address of the President.—Miscellaneous
business. — "Production of Comb Honey," G. M.
Doolittle, Borodino, N. Y. — "Production of Ex-
tracted Honey," Charles Dadant, Hamilton, 111.—
"Marketing Honey," C. F. Muth, Cincinnati, O.

Evening Session.—'.iSO p. m.—Announcements.
Miscellaneous business. — Discussion of questions
that have accumulated in the question-box during
the day.

SECOND DAY.
W'ednesday Morning Session. — o a. m.—An-

nouncements.—Miscellaneous business.—" Bee-Pas-
turage," Thos. G. Newman, Chicago, ill.-"Selling
and shipping Bees by the Pound," E. M. Hayhurst,
Klansas City. Mo.— Selection of place for holding
next convention, and election of officers.

Afternoon Session.- 2 p. m.—Announcements.
—Miscellaneous business.—" Excellence or Cheap-
ness—Which';'" A. I. Root, Medina, O.—"Comb Foun-
dation," John Vandervort, Laceyville, Pa.—"Bee-
Keeping as a Business," Dr. C. C. Miller, Marengo,
Illinois.

Evening Session.—7:30 p. m.—Announcements.
—Miscellaneous business.— I)iscussion of questions
in the question-box.

THIRD DAY.
Thursday Morning Session. -0 a. ni. — An-

nouncements.—Miscellaneous business.^" Revers-
ing Combs," James Heddon, Dowagiac, Mich.—
"The Pollen Theory," Prof. A. J. Cook, Agricultu-
ral College, Mich.
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Afternoon Session.—2 p. m.—Announcements.
—Miscellaneous business.—" Winterini? Bees," Ira
Barber, DeKalb Junction, N. Y.—" Different Kaces
of Bees," D. A. Jones, Beeton, Ont.—Adjournment.

\V. Z. Hutchinson, Sec.

FALSE STATEMENTS IN REGARD TO THE HON-

EY BUSINESS OF OUR COUNTRY.

As a protection to our bee-krepinp population, we propose in
this department to publish the names of newspapers that per-
sist in publishing false statements in regard to the puiity of
honey which -we as bee-keepers put on the market.

FALSE STATEMENTS IN THE ENGLISH PAPERS, IN
REGARD TO THE HONEY BUSINESS.

«FTER reading- Gleanings for Nor. 1, and see-

ing the many clipping-s from papers about

bogus honej', I thought I would send 3-ou

one, especially after reading about your ex-

porting honey to England, and the man saj--

ing they would not require more American honey,

etc. The inclosed slip is taken from the Newcastle-

on-Tyne Chronicle, England (my native city). After

reading it and your paper, I wondered if the one

had any connection with the other. Joh.n Lillie.

Vincennes, Ind., Nov. U, 1885.

artificial honey.
One of the latest Amerieun novelties is artificial

honey—that is, honey adulterated with syruj) man-
ufactured from maize, the inerhod being as yet a se-

cret. Experiments on the subject show, however,
that if wheat or maize starch (not potato starch) be
treated with oxalic acid, or any other powerful or-

ganic acid, a syrup is produced which in a certain
concentration, and after standing two or three
weeks, exactly resembles in taste and appearance
old honey.

Thank yon, friend L., bnt I do not believe

onr English correspondent had adidterated
honey in mind when lie wi-ote what he did.

The extract which yon send ns was ])robal)ly

brought out l)y what onr friends had seen in

the Americaii papers. We would suggest
to their, that if they want to be fair to tlie

friends over here they will tell what iiroofs

they have, that our corn syrup has ever
been brought over from America to be solil

as honey. Have the packages amilyzed. and
find out whei'e they come from. Let us
root out the fraud, no matter what it costs.

FEEDING BEES SUG.\R SYRUP, AND SELLING IT FOR
HONEY.

Below is part of a clipping from the Tole-

do Blade

:

Late in the fall, in warm days, feed each swarm
until it has ample stores to last till we can com-
mence to feed in spring.
Now, what to feed. In preparing sugar syrup to

feed bees, use the best coffee crushed sugar (not

granulated, as that will tiiru back to sugar in the
cells), such as is used for cooking i)uiposes. // some
iifthis is Morrd in the hoxcK with honey coUcctcil from
flowers, it }riU in no ivay decrease il» value, or impair
the Unror nf t)ie honey.
Feeding bees judiciously is a benefit to the con-

sumer as well as the producer. It increases the
product, makes honey cheaper, and does not impair
the quality. By increasing the quantity produced
by a swarm of bees, it increases the profit of that
swarm in dollars and cents; by increasing the quan-
tity of honey in the market it reduces pi-ices per
pound, and brings it within reach of all.

Nearly every family with a garden might keep a
few swarms of bees with good profit. In commenc-
ing, get the best bees in the best hives, and manage
them on common-sense principles.

Mrs. Lizzie E. Colton.

The italics in the above extract are oiu-s.

There is no (question but that the editors of

the Blade meant to credit it to Mrs. Cotton.
The letter L was probably a typographical
mistake, and her teaching accords exactly
with wdiat she says in her book. Of course,
she does not directly recommend feeding su-
gar on a large scale 'to get nice comb honey,
but she very plainly suggests that it may be
done, and that nobody will be harmed by it.

We call upon the editors of the Toledo Blade
to recognize the fact tliat they are encourag-
ing a fraud and imposition upon the public ;

and we hope that wlien their attention is

called to it they will as publicly protest. We
would also remind them that they are allow-
ing one who has been for years published as
a fraud, to use their pages as an indirect
means of advertising her fraud.

From the Apiarian department of the
Rural Neic -Yorker. o( a late date, we clip

the following:

THE OXE thing THAT FRAUD CAN NOT
COUNTERFEIT.

I am surprised to note the following response to
an inquirv in the Farmers' Club of a late Rural New
Yorker: " It is probably true, that men, without
the aid of bees, now make and sell comb honey in

which neither wax nor honey is used; that the comb
is made of parattine, and filled with a substance like

honev." Now, Mr. Editor, I wish to say that the
above is not only not probably true, but that it is

utterlv absurd, mischievously false, and entirely
impossible. No such thinj; has ever been done, and
it is verv certain that no such thing ever can be
done. ()nly Nature's deft and delicate fingers can
fashion the beautiful comb honey. Comb honey is

one thing that fraud can not counterfeit. Whoever
purchases the beautiful, white, incomparable comb
honey, may be sure that ho has Nature's product,
pure "and genuine.
A few years ago. Prof. II.W. Wiley, now Chemist

of the .\yrieultural Department at Washington,
published an interestin'i- article on sugar, in the
rojnilarSi-iriiri' Mntitlilu. in which he made the above
statement, aiipiuentiv in all soberness. .Afterward,
when Prof. Wiiev was called upon for proof of what
was palpalih- alisurd to any one who knows of the
real nature of comb honey—a substance which is

clearlv iuiinitiilile— he replied: "I only said it as a
scientific i)leasantrv." This statement was appar-
entlv as candid and earnest as any part of the arti-

cle, and so was widely copied by the press of the
country, and now, like all untruthful statements,
it is, ever and anon, lifting its ungracious head, only
to do mischief.
Comb honey owes its excellence to its very deli-

cate structure. The cell walls of the comb are only
1-UOof an inch in thickness, and thus the delicate

wax breaks up in the mouth almost without any ex-
traneous force, and just serves to reduce or dilute

the exquisite honev, and so becomes one of the most
coveted articles of diet. It seems almost like sacri-

lege to say that such an incomparable article can be
made artiflciallv. As before stated, it is utterly im-

possible; never has been done, and never can be
done. I hope, Mr. Editor, you will puldish this cor-

rection at once, and that the many papers that have
spread the error may be equally quick to fling out

the correction: even then much wrong will be done;
for. as we all know, falsehood will traverse the globe

while truth is hitchinar up her horse.
Agricultural Coll., Mich. Pkof. A. J. Cook.

Manv, manv thanks, friend Cook for hav-

ing struck so effective a blow% at just the

right time and in the right place ; but it

does reallv seem to me as if the editors of the

Rural Xew-Vorker should have added an
editorial note, or made some little apology,

for their unwise and inconsiderate state-

ment. I want to emphasize Prof. Cook's

w\irtls where he says :

No such thing has ever been done, and it is very
certain that no such thing ever can be done.

And

:
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Falsehood will traverse The globe while truth is

bitching up her horse.

The trouble is this : When such a wonder-
ful statement comes out in the papers, every-
body reads it, holds up the hands in wonder,
and every paper copies it. When the false-
hood is corrected, however, it is a matter of
but little interest to any one, and so nobody
cares to read it, and therefore the editors
let it drop as (juietly as possible ; for it is a
little humiliating for an editor to admit that
he publicly exposed his ignorance. But 1
tell you, my friends, an editor will make
more money in tlu; long run, and get a
larger subscription, by being strictly honest,
and coming right down to the bed-rock of
truth, whenever the cause demands it. The
woi'ld will stand by a man who. Avith truth-
ful candor, exposes his mistakes, in a way
they will by no means do, if the man is too
proud to stoop to undo the mischief he has,
may be iniconsciously, made. We thank the
editors of the Bund New-Yorka\ however,
for what they have done.

AN ABC SCHOLAR-S EXPERIENCE.
FINDING queens; CHAFF PACKING.

|i^OW that the season is over, and the bees
snugly tucked up in their winter blankets of
chafT, I feel like summing up results, and re-

poi-ting to our preceptor. I imagine j'ou

holding a kind of inquiry meeting of the

ABC class; and having had " 'sperience," I feel

like " speakin' right out in meetia'."

I went into winter quarters last year with ten col-

onies of blacks and one Italian. All came out in the
spring with bees in; but on Easter Sunday one
swarmed out and went in with another colony,

leaving me ten, two of which were pretty weak;
but by dint of feeding and building up I got them
all to storing surplus on the white clover. Then
came the (to me) most embarrassing work: i. e., rais-

ing queens, and Italianizing. I approached the
first stand for this purpose, with a good deal of
trepidation and misgivings, somewhat as a young
man ventures to see his best girl for the first time ; for

although I have had a passing acquaintance with
bees all my life I had only once before had an inter-

view, and that very brief, with her majesty the
queen. Still, I have succeeded in increasing my
ten colonies to 24, good and strong; raising and in-

troducing, lor myself and neighbors, 35 queens,
with not one laying queen lost in introducing, al-

though I lost several virgin queens in various ways,
besides getting a surplus of 1000 lbs. of comb and
extracted honey. So much for one of the A B C's.

Can any of the W Y Z's beat it?

fikst: how to find black queens.
I have found a way of finding the queen in ten

minutes, without staring your eyes out, and, I al-

most said, to an absolute certainty—at least, it has
not failed in a single instance of half a dozen trials.

My neighbor, A. C. Moore, is the inventor of the
scheme. We help one another a good deal in bee-
work, and mutually profit by one another's e.xperi-

cnce. I had three or four hives I had worn myself
out on, trying to find the black queens, and get
them out. He had liad pretty good success with
his own, and proffered to help me. After spending
the whole of a hot afternoon in August, without

finding a single queen, most of his conceit oozed
out along with the sweat of his face. Next day he
tried one of his own, with the same result, when he
thought of fastening a perforated zinc honei'-board
into the bottom of a Simplicity story, in such a way
as to sit down over the brood frames, leaving no
way of egress around it. Into this he lifted all the
frames and bees, and also brushing in all bees from
brood box and bottom-board; then putting bottom-
board and brood-box In place, he took up brood-

combs one by one, and brushed all bees back into

the Simplicity story, with zinc in bottom, and plac-

ing frames in brood-box, again. As soon as all

were out he put the cover on the box that had the

bees in it, and set it on the brood-chamber. Thus
he left them 20 minutes or so; and on taking up the

cover he found all the bees had gone down through
the honey-board into the brood-chamber, except
the queen and a few retainers, among which she
was easily seen and caught; but when 1 tried It

THE BEES didn't GO DOWN
Of themselves; so instead of the cover I drew over
them some mosquito netting and smoked them
down. At first I had my doubts, thinking the
queen could get through the perforations if she
would try seriously; but after watching a not very
large queen try for several minutes, I concluded it

would be a very small one that did. Of course, the
queen might fly up into the air, as many of the
bees do, and escape the trap; but so far they never
have.

second: a simplicity body filled with chaff.
Instead of chaff cushions I cut a piece of burlap,

an inch ami a half larger all round than the outside

of Simplicity cover. I then take a lath and cut two
pieces, one inch shorter than inside length of Sim-

plicity box, and two of them one inch shorter than
the inside width of box. To these strips I tack the

edges of the burlap—the long edges to long strips,

short ones to short strips. Of course, the edges of

burlap are much longer than the strips of lath.

The excess is equally divided at the ends. I use a
frame of lath over the frames similar to Hill's de-

vice. After this is put on, and the top box set in

place, I put the burlap, with strips to it, down inside

of the top box, turn the strips up edgewise against

the sides of the box, and with a single lath-nail in

each strip, tack them to the lower edge of top box.

The ends of the strips come now almost together,

leaving just room for the corners of the burlap to

gather between the ends of the lath, and leaving

the cloth loose enough to drop down over my Hill

device, and be pressed down on the frames and
cushions at ends and sides. I then fill the upper
box with chaft', pressed down. The bees can be
gotten at any time by lifting the top box. 1 think

it is cheaper and more convenient than cushions.

In the spring, chaff can be thrown out, nails drawn
out of lath, and the whole piled up like empty
grain-sacks, occupying little space.

impohtance of constant attention to the
bees.

Of course, I have given a good de^l of time to

the bees—much more than would be necessary to

an experienced apiarist. My wife complained that

I did not give the bees any time to gather honey
last year. In deference to her view I stayed away
from them for three weeks, during harvest. At
the end of that time, when I brought in a box of

moths to burn, her opinion modified somewhat.
This year the weaker colonies had my assistance to
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fight the moth—at least once a weak during their

prevalence; and now that six little mouths, and
several big mouths, too, are daily filled with sweet-

ness, with big jars and numbers of section boxes set

away to sell, the previous remark has ceased to be
repeated.

The season has been a good one for honey—the
fall, remarkably so. The bees were wild with de-

light, and kept up a busy hum everywhere in the

fields. On the 14th of September I was surprised

and chagrined to discover a swarm absconding to

the woods, too far gone to be stopped. About the

same time, Mr. Moore's wife, when he was gone
from home, caught a swarm of black bees. Of
course, they were not from his or mine, for ours

are all hybrids and Italians. John S. Sargent.
Hutton, 111., Nov. 13, 1885.

Friend 8., we thank you for your interest-
ing account of jour exi)erieuce, even though
you are an AB C scholar. Your plan of
'finding black (jueens is the same used by
Mr. Quinliy years ago. and was mentioned
in our bee-journals, and I think it is de-
scribed in his book, although he did not
have tlie perforated zinc for the purpose, as
we do. We liave sometimes succeeded by
shaking the bees on a sheet, a yard or more
from the entrance. As they spread out and
crawl in. the queen can usually be recog-
nized. Your plan of tacking burlap on the
inside of a Simplicity hive is also old ; but
as we do not often winter bees in Simitlicity
hives, the idea has l)een gradually drop])ed.
I think as a rule, friend S., bees will gather
more honey where the hives are opened al-

most every day, than where tliey are not so
much watched and loved.

INTRODUCING.

A MODIFIC.VTION OF THE )i.n ,E PLAN.

f?^

HE following plan of introducing (jueens 1 do

^ not claim as entirely now, but rather a new
i^ application of the plan given last spring by

Mr. Uoolittlo. of introducing queens in form-

ing nuclei.

DOOLITTI.E'S IT, VN OV KOltMING NUCLEI.

By the way, I made 35 or 30 nuclei on his i)lan.

and should not want to be deprived of the use of it

for the next five years, for $.50.03. Nuclei formed
on this plan will often repel robbers in a few min-

utes after being hived on the new stand, and in an
hour or so will be bringing in honey and pollen

with a vim; in short they behave precisely like a

natural swarm when hived on a new location.

INTRODUCING QUEENS.

First make the swarm quecnless, if not already so.

I remove the old queen in the middle of the day. If

the queen to be introduced is a very valuable one.

and the queen to be removed is old, and likely to be

supei-seded, I would wait a day or two to see if cells

were started, so as to prove that there were not two
queens in the hive. In ordinary cases I would not

wait another day, but would proceed just before

night to smoke them thoroughly, a little at first, so

as to drive them into the combs, and more of it

afterwai'd, and at intervals, until they are thor-

oughly gorged with honey. The bees are then to

be shaken off in the hive, and the queen dropped
right down among the helpless mass at the

bottom, and the swarm deprived of their combs un-
til morning. If the weather is cool, put the cover
on as usual; if hot, put a chip under it to give more
air. The combs containing brood may be given to

another swarm to care for thi-ough the night. If

covered up warm, a strong swarm might cover
brood for half a dozen others. I return the combs
early in the morning, and let them alone for a few
days.

C'a(t((y)t.—Before smoking th?m, see that there is

honey in all parts of the hive; if not, it must be
given them in soma way, as the bees must be made
to goi'ge themselves. This is essential to success.

MV IMPROVE.MENT
in the method of introducing queens, as given by
Mr. Doolittle. consists in applying the same to full

swarms by waiting until night, when all the bees

are at home, and also dispensing with the trouble-

some caging process. I give the following

REASONS WHY I PREFER THIS METHOD
of introducing queens, to anj^ way I have tried:

First, I think it is the sui-est method extant. I

have never tried it with a case of laying workers;
but if I had the opportunity I would try it with a

good deal of confidence. I introduced queens this

fall to over a dozen heavy swarms, mostly vicious

hybrids, with perfect success, and that at a time
when robbers were bad and bees were cross, which
brings us to another reason.

Second, It makes no diffei-ence how cross bees

are; in fact, during a dearth it seems easier to

make bees gorge themselves by the use of smoke,
and especially blacks and hybrids, which are the

class of bees generally operated on by the ABC
class.

Third, This process brings about the same condi-

tions that exist during a flow of honey, but in a

greater degree; that is, all the bees are gorged;

and having no place to deposit their honey, wax
secretion is commenced by all hands; and after the

combs are returned, the cells will be lengthened

out with new white wax, even if it is during a time
when no honey is gathered.

Fourth, It does not require the skill of an expert

to introduce queens by this method. Anybody who
knows how to make bees gorge themselves by the

use of smoke can succeed every time. I return

their combs early in the morning, and contract the

entrance, if robbers are bad, as, of course, they

would be in no condition to repel robbers until they

could disgorge some of their honey. Also, there is

no danger of thtir absconding when deprived of

their combs in the night time, even if they were in

condition to fly. Chalon Fowls, 42—90.

Oberlin, O.. Nov. 16, 1885.

The plan you mention, friend F., is not
new; in fact, 'it was given through the jour-
nals as much as ten years ago. Friend Al-
ley used to recommend tobacco smoke, in

place of smoke from rotten wood, because it

partly stupeiied them, and I frequently used
this plan for introducing queens, when I

failed to succeed by any other. I have often
made nuclei stop balling their queens, by
taking their combs away, and letting them
cluster on the sides of the empty nucleus
hives. The objection to it is, the a'mount of

time it takes, and the troublesome process
of shaking and brushing the bees off from
every comb. With a two-frame nucleus, of

course tliis does not amount to much ; but if
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robbers are bad, Ihey pitch into these empty
combs with a vim.'as you perhaps know.
Another thing, it costs quite a little honey
to make bees gorge themselves during a
dearth. I once had a colony with stores
enough for winter—at least, so I thought.
They were cross hybrids, and I smoked them
several different times to make them gorge
themselves with honey. This induced them
to lengthen out the cells, and build out
combs in some places, as you mention. But
before I got the queen introduced they had
lost at least a half of their winter stores. It

had been converted into wax, instead of be-
ing put back into the cells. Notwithstand-
ing these objections, I think your plan an
excellent one many times. The idea that
they commence working like a new swarm,
is doubtless true, although I have never no-
ticed it. The loss of queens in introducing,
of late years, is much less than formerly.
In our own apiary, we do not: lose one in 25,

even where we put them in rapidly. In in-

troducing 70 imported queens this fall by
use of the Peet cage, not one was lost, and
they are considered the most difficult to in-

troduce of any queens we get hold of. after
their long sea-voyage.

J. H. MARTIN'S DEVICE FOR SELLING
EXTRACTED HONEY.

CAN WE SELL OUR EXTHACTEU HONEY FOR ONE
CENT PER OUNCE, AT AVHOLESAI^E?

HAVE fallen into the habit of raising extracted

bbney, and it seems that I am not letting- my
bees work to good advantage if I run for box
honey. Then the swarming, just as they get

settled down to business! away goes your
swarm, leaving boxes about half full of honey.

There is more or less a check every time a swarm
comes off. We have run 160 swarms for extracted

honey, and every swarm was doing its level best.

We had but six swarms from the 160. A ladj-, whose
husband kept bees, visited our apiary and said she

was glad to get where she could see some honey.

At their house it was swarm, s\varm, swarm, and
no honey.
When I get my tons of extracted honey, I am

then conscious of the fact that I have an article

that is not staple. Buyers don't offer you cash for

it; if they handle it at all it is on commission, and
this j'ear your share would be about what the com-
mission and freightage would be. The great prob-

lem, then, has been with me to get my honey upon
the market so as to get some money out of it. It is

very evident, that if we could convert all of our
honey into confectionery, the entire honey crop

would not supply the demand. Now, in the absence
of a method to convert it into [confectionery, the

next best thing is a small honej'-package. D. A.

Jones, of Canada, has given us his little tin boxes;

but their appearance is so much like a pill-box, that

they don't seem to take on this side of the line. My
experiments for a small novel package have re-

sulted in the invention of what 1 term the " Can-
teen honey-package." The novelty consists in the

fact that the honey from it can be eaten from the

hand, like an apple or orange. It is very attractive;

and by turning a little crank upon one side, the

honey is forced out of the orifice, where it can be
bitten off. Candied honey alone is used in this

package. We have tried to educate people in rela-

tion to the purity of candied honey; but there is so

much adulteration in every thing we eat, it is of

but little use to reason with them. Is not a small

package a good method to teach the rising genera-

tion the value of pure honey? Those are the

thoughts that have actuated us in preparing this

package. We hope it will be a benefit to bee-keep-

ers at large. Honey put up in these i)ackages real-

izes the bee-keeper 16 cts. per lb. Will it pay to put
up honey in such small packages? This question

can be answered onli' by a trial in each bee-keeper's

locality from our own experience. We have so

much confidence in it that we hope to have several

thousand upon the market during the holidays.

Now, Mr. Editor, if I have ground my ax too

much in this article, you may just notice my can-

teen, and refer the friends to my advertisment in

this issue. John H. Martin.
Hartford, N. Y.

Friend M., I should almost have known
that the machine was of your get-up, even if

I hadn't seen your name at the end of the
letter, for it is just like you. i will explain
to our readers, that the package looks like a
common tin blacking-box. ^V crank on one
side makes it look somewhat like a toy mu-
sic-box the children have about the holiday
time. You just take out the cork and turn
the crank, and the nice basswood honey
oozes out in a square stick, ready to be bit-

ten off. The quality of the honey is excel-
lent ; and the only drawback I see in regard
to the enterprise is, that it seems to me the
machine will cost too much to be afforded
so it can be retailed at a dime. Retailers
would want to purchase them at §7.00 per
100, filled with honey. Four ounces of hon-
ey would be worth, say, 4 cents, and there
would be 3 cts. each for"making the machine
and tilling it with honey. Perhaps I should
add, that a strip of colored paper is attached
in the form of a bail, so as to make the pack-
et look like a canteen, such as the soldiers
use. If any one objects that this is some-
thing like free advertising, I would reply
that friend M. will never get rich out of it

at the prices he offers it.

UPPER ABSORBENTS.

A COVERING OF LOOSE CHAFF 5IORE DESIRABLE.

MR.
HEDDON utters a sentence on page 696.

Oct. 15, that strikes me, and one to which
I expected the editor to take strong ob-

jections. It is this: "I am becoming of the

opinion that our upper absorbents are

usually useless, and ofttimes worse." It strikes

me, because I have arrived at the opposite con-

clusion. It seems to me that all natural phenomena
involved would argue in their favor. But what has

most conduced to convince me is actual experience

in wintering. I winter on summer stands, in sum-
mer hives. I put chaff' division-boards in the sides,

and chaff cushions on top. This protection on two
sides and on top, though far from peifect, perhaps,

works quite well. It confines the bees to a small

compass, and furnishes a non-conductor of heat,

and absorbent above — the direction in which heat

and moisture both tend most to go. Usually the

top cushions have been only about lYs inches thick,
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with two or more sheets of burlap between the

cushion and frames.

Last year I bought, on trial, a kind of L. Sim-

plicity hive. The surplus arrangement of this

hive consists of half-stories, into which a slotted

honey-board is fitted. After inserting the division-

boards I spread a sheet of burlap over the honey-

board, and filled the half-story with chaff, making a

layer about 4 inches thick. Every one of the six

colonies in this style of hive came through in first-

class condition. I have found that bees winter
;

best in the sun, because dampness, from whatever
source it comes, evaporates more readily. Those

shaded will become positively wet, and I find they

are more aflfected with dysenterJ^ and dwindle

worse in the spring. Now, every one of these six

stood in the shade, and three of them were the most
densely shaded in the apiary; yet all kept dry, and

all went into summer booming. Of some 2.5 other

colonies in the shade, two died, and nearly ail

dwindled. The only extra good one was the only

one wintered largely on sugar stores. Excejjt in

the features named, the chances of all wore so

nearly alike that I attributed the differonc." in re-

sults to the difference in treatment. I am about
convinced that a covering of loose chaff is more
than half the battle, and I have told why. Now
will Mr. Heddon kindly give us a reason for the

faith that is in him?
HOW MANY FRAMES IN THE BKOOI)-<H AMIIEIJ?

Mr. Hutchinson says, page 0.")", Oct. 1st, that when
given but 5 frames they will build no drone comb;
but it is possible that, when hived in a large brood-

nest, they will build some. My experience is, that

they will build a great deal, even when allowed

access to the surplus boxes at the start. But, does

not Mr. H. use an eight-frame hive? Does he fill

the extra space with division-boards? Do the bees

work as well over these dummies as over brood- ,

frames? Will Mr. H. please explain? Moreover,

arc those .5 frames enough to accommodate a thrifty
,

queen? Mine that have not swarmed, or- before

swarming, will use ten frames, and I have had a

great deal of trouble with queens (with 7 or 8) going

into the sections, because they become crowded
^

below. This is caused in part by the immense
,

quantity of pollen gathered in the spring. They
will store enough to almost pack 3 entire frames.

!

This superabundance of pollen often becomes a

nuisance to me. Ts this locality peculiar for that?

Mr. Doolittle once intimated that queens will lay
j

more heavily a few weeks before swarming, or in
,

the early part of the season, than they will after.
|

Is that so? I am inclined to think it is.

Mechanicsburg, 111. Geo. F. UoiiniNS.

Friend R., I think I agree with yon in re-

gard to absorbents over the bees; but as
friend Ileddon has absorbents at the sides, i

his arrangement may be such that it answers
evei'y purpose. I do believe in having the
bees, when wintered outdoors, liave all the
sunshine that can possibly be given them,
and I am also strongly in favor of loose
chatf or tolerably loose' leaves ; and where
the material over them is loose I do not think
it matters whether it is a foot thick or two
feet thick. If it is jjaclrd down so as to be
heavy, it may become damp and sodden,
and this we vv'ish by all means to avoid.—

I

think your locality must be a little peculiar
in regard to the quantity of pollen. We
never have too much here. Will friends I

Ileddon and Ilntchinson answer the inqni-
ries aboveV

AUTOMATIC SWARMING.
EXPERIMENTS OF AN A B C SCHOLAR.

S you request the ABC scholars to experi-

ment with automatic swarming, I will send
you the results of my experiments. I can
not say that the plan has been a perfect suc-

cess, but it is simple, and has the elements of

success in it. On page 208 of A B C, in speaking of

"Odor of Bees," we find it stated, " The odor of a

laying queen has a strong attraction for bees," and
that they will bo attracted by the odor on a person,

or a piece of wood, for days after a laying queen
has touched it. On page 259 we find it stated, that
" swarms are attracted, and are apt to cluster upon
the same spot where a swarm has recently been
clustered, because of the odor left by the queen of

the previous swarm," etc.

Now, i)utting these two statements together, it is

very easy to see that, if we wish a swarm to cluster

in any particular place, we have only to manage
some way to perfume the spot with the odor of a
laying queen, and the chances are strongly in fa-

vor of the swarm clustering there; and after the first

swarm has clustered there, the probabilities are still

more favorable, and increase with each succeeding

swarm; and how can we manage to secure the de-

sired odor, more easily and quickly than with queen-

cages that have recently contained laying queens?

This looks like a very simple problem, and now for

the proof:
When I first started out on this plan in the spring,

I did not think of trying to get them to entera bive,

but only wished to have them settle in a desirable

place; nor did I get them to enter a hive at all, for

the simple reason that I had none prepared, when
any of the swarms clustered in the place I prepared

for them; although, upon placing the hive in posi-

tion immediately after they had clustered, they

readily entered it.

Of all the swarms that issued and settled, some 18

or 20 in all, more than half of them settled on this

place, and in no other place did two swarms cluster.

Now, by fixing hives on different sides of the apiary,

in dtsirable places, and placing the cages immedi-

ately in front of them, in a little bunch of limbs,

and placing a shingle, or some such passageway,

from the top of where the cluster will be to the en-

trance, for a bridge, as it were, it is probable, from
the success I had, that we can cause nearlj' all our

swarms to enter the decoy hives of their own accord.

Economy, Ind. Geo. W. Williams.
If I get your idea, friend W., it is to fix a

hive", suppose we call it a decoy hive, on a
suitable platform, up in a tree, at about
such a height as a swarm would be likely to
cluster ; give the spot the odor of a laying
queen, by putting there a queen-cage, or
several queen - cages containing laying
queens, or having recently contained laying
queens. If a laving queen were there at the
time the bees "clustered, it would hinder
them from going into the hive, perliaps.

On this account it might not be best to have
any live queens at all ; and it strikes me it

can be arranged so the bees would cluster on
that spot, and go into the hive. When you
get home, place the hive where you wish,
and substitute another, and so on.
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FROM DIFFERENT FIELD!

DOES ERYSIPEI.AS AGGRAVATE THE EFFECT OF
STINGS?

T COMMENCED by purchasing of you a colony of

M Italians, with which, I am glad to state, I am
^It satisfled. The tested queen produces very
-* handsome workers, and is very prolific. From

those Italians I received 25 lbs. of comb honey
(15 lbs. white, and 10 of buckwheat); and let me
state, I did not get those Italians until the 4th of

July; and from this fact, of receiving them on the

4th of July, the anniversary of our glorious free-

dom, my apiary takes its name. I next purchased

12 colonies of bees from a young man near by, who
wanted to sell cheap so as to attend school, and ac-

cordingly I purchased what he had, although his

father always, since 1870, kept them and was loth to

part with his old comrades. He could not care for

them, as he was subject to erysipelas, and came
near dying by being stung by bees.

I noticed the article in Gleanings of Sept. 15th,

" Killed by Bee-Stings," and it then came to my
mind that that lady must have been,subject to ery-

sipelas; in fact, if such be the case, it will not be

safe for such people to interfere with bees.

From 3 hives of those 12, 1 received 144 lbs. of

honey, which was very fine. I have increased my
bees until I now have 20 swarms to go into winter

quarters with. I intend to winter part on summer
stands, and part in cellar, as I have one 12X40, and I

hope to give a good report next spring.

I purchased an imported queen from Frank Ben-

ton, and I am glad to say it met with satisfaction.

I intend to import a Cyprian and Italian in the

spring. The one I received was a Carniolan, a per-

fect beauty; and what has been said for the Carni-

olans, in my opinion, does not half do them justice.

Batavia, N. Y., Oct. 26, 1885. F. J. Crowley.

We are glad to liear tliat yon think tlie

Carniolans have not liad jnstice done them,
friend ('.—In regard to erysipelas, we shall

be glad ot tuither tacts in the matter. Do
bee-sliiigs really produce a more aggravated
effect where one is thus affected?

REMOVING BEES IN COLD WEATHER, IX CHAFF
HIVES.

Can bees be moved in cold weather, in a chaff

hive, a distance of about 17 miles, without removing
the cushion? F. Fox, Jr.

Cherry Valley, N. Y., Oct. 28, 1885.

Friend F., it might be done without any
trouble ; but if the bees sliould get stirreJl

up, and become demoralized, so as to crowd
the entrance and the other crevices that fur-

nisli air, they would smother. The oidy safe
way is to remove the cushion and fasten the
cap down so it can not get out of place, put-
ting a piece of Avire cloth over the eutrance.
They should then l)e left until they settle

down quiet—say an hour or two ; then they
may be carefully taken up and moved by
sled, wagon, or on the cars. If the latter,

however, I would, for safety, remove the
cover entirely, sul)stitutiug a sheet of wire
cloth in its place, then they can not possibly
smother. AVhen they reach their destina-
tion, let them stand until they get off the
wire cloth and get on the combs ; that is, if

they luive left their combs. After they re-
cover so as to be in tlieir normal condition,
put in the burlap sheet and cushion as usual.

AVHERE DID THE EGG COME FROM.-' ANOTHER POSSI-

BLE CASE OF A STOLEN EGG.

1 read friend Knox's article, headed, "Where did

the Egg come from?" and also friend Williams'.

"Do Bees steal Eggs?" I accordingly concluded to

give you a very singular occurrence in my own ex-

perience. I got through the winter with four colo-

nies, or all I started with. Two were weak, and I

took one about 4 miles away to my father-in-law's,

during apple-bloom, as there were but few bees
near to build up. and they did very well at first.

One day I went to look at them, and I saw they were
very strong, and would swarm soon; but as my fath-

er-in-law was old, to give him no trouble I told him
I would come and divide them, as he wanted a colo-

ny any way. So I went over again in 22 days, and,

alas! no queen nor eggs, and not a worker-bee in

a cell, and only 6 or 8 drones, and they dead. ' But
there were several queen-cells, all empty but one,

and that was sealed. So I waited a day or two, and
put in a queen-cell, and examined again in four or

five days, and found the first one had hatched, and
the one I put in cut down and destroyed. Why
would all the workers be hatched, and remaining
drone-larva? all dead, if the same queen laid the

eggB?
HOAV LATE CAN QUEENS BE FERTILIZED?

I tried raising queens from nuclei, and hatch-

ed several. Some would be deformed, having but
one wing, or some other deficiency, and in a few days
disappear. I then tried dividing strong colonies, and
made a success of it. One queen hatched about the

very last of September or first of October, after ev-

erybody said there were no drones. She began laying

the first week of October, and everybody said she

would be a drone-layer; but her bees are now hatch-

ed, and all are workers too. She is two-banded.

She is still laying; and of five other colonies, none
are laying now, and three quit in September. I fed

all of the time, to get into good wintering condition.

It was a very bad honey season here. Several did

not get a taste this season. I took only 2 lbs., and I

fed, to five colonies and one nucleus, 140 lbs. of su-

gar. I am going to test the chaff hive for wintering,

for the first time. I borrowed two of a neighbor
Avho lost all of his bees last winter, but from having
too much cider, I think. E. B. Haughev.
Pearson, O., Nov. 7, 1885.

Friend IL, you liave been raising queens
with nuclei that were too weak in bees.
With from a pint to a quart of bees, and all

other requisites, we have no trouble with de-
formed (pieens, or those dehcient in legs or
wings.

A REPORT FHOM ONE OF OUR QUEEN-BREEDERS;
MORE ABOUT YELLOW-JESSAMINE HONEY.

The bees are having a good time of it. and I have
lost many a good queen from the nuclei starving, as

I have been sick lately. All my full colonies are

overrun with honej', top and bottom story alike,

not being able to extract any honey since June.

The bees had nearly evei'y crack filled when I saw
them last. There is no chance now to take it away,

and they will have it to winter on. If I am spared

to see next spring, won't I have some tall colonics

for early queens? I have some splendid stock now.
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I should be very much troubled if we had to look

after and prepare bees for winter. The only prep-
|

aration they get is lots of stores, and they can re-
j

main on their summer stand safely. The day be- 1

fore I took sick I placed a nursery with, I think, 13 <

queen-cells, just ready to hatch, in a queenless col-

ony, and I have not seen any of them since. I

knew the queens could not get out, and if some-

thing was not done I should lose the colony; and
when I am sick there is not any one around I can

get to go near the hives, to work among them. So

one day three nuclei swarmed out, and all clustered

together. I got the hired man to put a veil and
gloves on, then he got them in a box, ail making a

considerable colony. He shook them right in fi-ont

of the same queenless colony, where he said he saw
two of the queens go in sale, and all the bees, there-

by making a good strong colony of the one that was
lor nearly two moPiths without a queen.

YELLOW JESS.\MINE.

I have watched carefully all the pros and cons

about the honey-poisoning, and have to think, with

many writers on the subject, that the poison is not

from the honey, or, at least, that from the yellow

jessamine, as our woods for miles around abound
in it, and it is delightful to walk through them
when the llowers are out. 1 have used and sold lots

of early honey, with no evil results. I know of

some cases where any honey will give pain to the

parties partaking of it. 1 have a case in our own
family, with Mrs. E. She never takes honey that

has not candied or granulated, but that she suffers

with violent pain after. When it has granulated

she warms it and dissolves it, then it is perfectly

hai-mless to her. I believe that the yellow jessa-

mine is very poisonous, and I have seen bees many
times in a sort of semi-conscious state, hanging on
to the flowers. Not only honey-bees, but carpenter

and bumble bees. We have a vine in our flower-

garden, trained to a rack, and it is about five feet in

diameter, almost a perfect ball; and when it is in

bloom it is the talk of all around, a perfect cover-

ing of bright orange, with here and there a sprig of

green leaves projecting, a perfect nosegay, sending

its fragrance for rods around. W. J. Ellison.
Stateburg, Sumter Co., S. C, Oct. 9, 188,5.

Friend E., your testimony corroborates
what Prof. Cook said ; and I feel pretty cer-
tain tluit an old 1 tee-keeper, accuslonied to
the use of honey, would have eaten the hon-
ey that produced tlie deaths, in moderate
quantities, with impunity.

a repoltt from an a b c scholar, and how he
succeeded; a kind word for gleanings.

I commenced this season with five swarms, one
queenless one. This did nothing but build up dur-

ing summer. The remaining four gave me si.v new
swarms and 300 lbs. of beautiful e.xtractcd honey.
1 use the Simplicity hive. 1 had nine swarms in

double hives. I took extra bodies away, and put
them in condition for winter. October 15th I had
150 lbs. of honey in brood-combs, after leaving them
plenty for winter. U. L. James gave me four colo-

nies after taking the honey from them, which I

stocked up with my extra combs, so now I have 15

good colonies.

a good yield FIU)M UASSWOOD .4ND HOItSEMINT.
We have had no " bug juice" here this year.

White clover is not much to boast of. Basswood
gave me a lai-ge yield for about 8 days. The season

was short on account of wet weather. The rest was
mint as spoken of in A B C, page 152. It commenc-
ed blooming about the first of August, and lasted

about six weeks. Our sand prairie, along the W^is-

consin River, was completely covered with it. Bees
worked on it early and late. The honey was very
light colored, and of fine flavor. My wife likes it

much better than- basswood honey.

I had two acres of buckwheat within thii-ty rods

of the apiary, and saw bees working on it but one

6ay, and find no trace of buckwheat honey in the

combs. Goldenrod and autumn bloom amounted to

but little, on account of cold and rainy weather. My
bees are mostly blacks, with a few hybrids mixed in.

I handled my bees during a honey yield Avithout a

veil, simply using smoke. I like hives well filled

with bees, and such I have wintered without troub-

le in a bee-pit, where the thermometer stood at 35°.

I have no luck with small swarms.
1 have five acres of alsike, sown last spring. It

looks well up to date. I have been in the bee busi-

ness three years, but never had over 13 swarms un-

til now.
gleanings a welcome visitor.

A word for Gleanings before I close. It is a

welcome visitor in our home. I hardly think I could

do without it. We cnjoj- your farm, garden, and
poultry sketches as much as the rest, and your
home department ought to reach many more.

Wyoming, Wis., Oct. 20, 18>:'5. J. M. Peck.

Friend P., I presume you refer to tlie

liorsemint; and it is interesting to know
tliat it yields honey from Texas to Wiscon-
sin.—I presume the reason why the bees
would not notice the buckwheat, was on ac-
count of the horsemint honey, which was
more to their notion. It is a frequent thing
for Italian bees to refuse to work on buck-
wheat while they can obtain white honey
from red clover ; "but at the same time, the
blacks will be storing dark buckwheat in
considerable quantities.

$800 a year "at the very lowest ESTI.MATE.'

We have just received a communication
from a .Mr. W. Baird, of Pittsburgh, Pa.,
making a broad and positive statement like

this, in regard to carp culture :

It requires no capital, and brings in a large reve-

nue, and there is a market everywhere for the fish.

There is no doubt but that more money can be

made raising fish, than by raising sheep, cattle, or

hogs. One-eighth of an acre devoted to German
carp will make a profit of ^800, at the very lowest

estimate. W. Baird.
Pittsburgh, Pa.

The same article, word for word, as near-
ly as I can remcmltcr. has Itecn indjlished in

some of our agricujtiual papers; but it

seems to me that such assertions are very
unwise, to say tlie least. I should not want
to asstire anybody tliat he could make S800,
at the lowest estimate, on bee culture or any
other industry, for tliere are risks to run in

launching out into almost any industrial
pursuit, and every one must take liis own
chances. Wliile I am about it, I waitt to

speak of another thing. Of late it is getting
to be quite common for a writer to send
some communication, word for word, or al-

most word for word, to different papers.
This is surely unwise, and he lays himself
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Open to the charge of copying as original
what has ahcady appeared in print. There
is certainly enough to write about, witliout
ever telling the same story over again.

A FAVORABLE IJEPORT OF THE HEDDON SYSTEM.
We have been trying: Heddon's system this year,

and it has proved a success. We increased our bees
from 16 to 31, and took 1000 lbs. of honey. It has
been the worst season we have ever known here-
cold and rainy, so the bees could not get out to find

the honey, of which there seemed to be plenty.

However, we shall not be discouraged as long as

they do as well as that, and we have a home market
for our honey at 20 cents per lb. We shall try the

Heddou system another year; but I can tell you, we
have to use the 15-lb. stone to keep the covers on
here, and the apiary looks like—a i-ockery.

G. L. Hubbard.
Fairview, Lincoln Co., Dakota, Oct. 34, 1885.

S.\LT .\ROUND THE ENTRANCES; WILL IT KILL TOE
GRAPEVINES?

Will not the salt you use and recommend for de-

stroying weeds and grass about bee-hives, in time
injure your grapevines as well as other valuable

things growing in the bee-yard? I have often

thought of salt, but feared the results, so I never
used it. S. T. Pettit.
Belmont, Out., Can., Nov. 4, 1885.

Friend P., we have used salt, more or less,

in the manner mentioned, for the past three
or four years, and I have never discovered
that our grapevines were injured in any way.
Salt is frequently nsed as a fertilizer ; and
though an overdose will kill the crop for the
time being, the land soon recovers, and seems
to be benehted for a number of years by the
application.

A SAD DEATH OF A TWO-YEAR-OLD BOY FRO.M BEE-
STINGS.

The death of that lady in Pennsylvania, from bee-

stings, reported in your issue for Oct. 15, page 704,

makes me feel like telling you of another similar

case that happened not far from here last month.
One of my cousins, Mr. Simeon Letourneau, a rich

farmer of St. Constant, three miles from here, was
keeping bees in box hives. Last spring I sold him
25 Simplicity hives, in which he put all his new
swarms, which he put on the ground in his garden.

Last September one of his children, a little boy two
years old, took a stick and ran after a pig that hap-

pened to run in front of the house, and drove it

through the garden gate that happened to be open
at the time. The pig ran against a hive and shoved
it off the platform. The bees flew at the child, and
stung him in the face and in the mouth. Mr. Le-

tourneau, hearing the cries of the child, ran to him,

took him in his arms, and carried him to the house.

In a few minutes the child's face swelled up so that

his father became alarmed, and hurried one of his

men for the doctor; but as soon as he arrived, the

child died in his arms, 25 minutes after he got stung.

J. O. Belleflei'r.
Laprairio, P. Q., Canada, Oct. 17. U'85.

Friend B., tlie story you tell us seems ter-

rible. This little boy was just about the
age of Iluber, and the poor little fellow was
doing the best he knew how, to take care of
his father's premises, garden, and bees. I

do not know whether any thing could liave

saved the child's life, under such ciretmi-
stances. Our readers of the medical profes-

sion have already given us considerable in-
formation on the subject, and it is highly
important that we should all know all that
can be known in regard to the best way of
treating such cases. I presume the child
was more than usually sensitive to bee-poi-
son, for I have known childi-en when quite
small to be stung severely, and yet suffer
but comparatively little.

HOW LATE IN THE F.\LL WILL .\ QUEEN BE FOLND
LAYING, IF NOT STIMULATED BY FEEDING, WITH

AN ORDINARY AMOUNT OF PASTURAGE?
I noticed a pretty good colony of blacks, Sept. 21,

and there was only one or two combs with brood,
and they were nearly all hatched out. No eggs
could be seen. I have an Italian micleus I have
been building up, and to-day 25 combs are full of

brood and eggs. Can I start the black queen to lay-

ing this late, by feeding as per directions in your
ABC? I will try. L. H. Robey.
Worthington, W. Va., Sept. 25, 1885.

Friend R., old queens, as a rule, stop lay-
ing when the honey-flow ceases in the fall,

or as soon as the weather is so cold that the
bees stop flying. Queens reared late in the
fall, however, Avill usually keep on with
brood quite a little later, and the Cyprians
and Syrians will often continue breeding so
late as to use up the stores they were allow-
ed to have for winter. Yon could start any
queen to laying at any time of year by judi-
cious feeding, and keeping the colony warm.

APICULTURAL STATION AT AURORA, ILLS.

We are glad to note that the above in-

stitution has already got at least partially
under way, as our friends will notice by the
following :

—

In June the Departnient determined to establish

an apicultural station; and although this was very

late in the season, the Entomologist thought best to

make a beginning this year. The location having
been selected, all the preliminary work had to be
done, and I did not get settled down to work until

in July. I have, however, been able to make prog-

ress, as will be shown by my report to the Eato-

mologist. N. W. McLain.
Aurora, 111., Oct. 28, 1885.

REPORT FROM ALSIKE; HOW A BEGINNER RE-
DEEMED HIMSELF FROM BLASTED HOPES.

I received cf you last spring some alsike clover

seed, Simpson, spider, and seven-top turnip. The
alsike did well. I sowed about three-fourths of an
acre, and it is all started nicely. I think by next

spring I must get a few pounds more. I did actu-

ally raise one spider plant, but it secreted no hon-

ey, that I could see, and the Simpson hasn't a ves-

tige. There was not a seed that grew. I tried.it

in a hotbed and in boxes, in the house, and in the

open ground, but not a sign of a plant did I get.

The soil may not be right here for those two plants,

or else the seed was not good.

I am just starting in bee culture. Last winter I

lost all of my bees, and so of course 1 had to start

anew again this spring. I will tell you how I got

started. My neighbor, who inillcd eleven colonies

through, asked me whether 1 would furnish a hive

for every other swarm. As he is a "swarmer" and

I am a "hive-maker " (at least I make my own
hives and a great many for my neighbors), I told
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him I would. I put a lot of hives down for him, and
a lot for mygelf ; and as the swarms Came off he put
one in his hive and one in my hive, and so on, un-
til I got 8 swarms, and I traded him hives for two
old ones, and so I have 10 all told. They are all on
worker fdn., on the Gallup frame and Simplicity

hive, and I think in good condition for winter.

A HOME-MADE EXTKACTOR.
I made an extractor, and just as good as one I

could buy for ^10.00 or $12.00; and all together I re-

ceived about 150 lbs. cf comb and extracted honey,
and they are filled for winter since the last ex-

tracting. 1 use 12 frames in the hive, and some of

the swarms would scarcely cover two frames. I

used a division-board, and built them up on foun-

dation as fast as they could use it. The bees did

well on white clover until about harvest; during
that time they scarcely did any thing. Then buck-

wheat soon came in bloom, and they did tirst rate

for about three weeks, and since then they have
done very little. S. B. Miller.
Amish, Iowa, Oct. 2, 1885.

Friend M., tlie Simpson and sjtider plants
seem to give a good deal of tiouble in the
way you mention. With the directions giv-
en in the A B C, however, we do not fail to
get any amount of plants. But the cheapest
way we have found is to take up the seed-
lings that come up themselves every spring
in the open air. In fact, we have never been
able to get either of the plants to germinate
and grow as well as they do where they come
up themselves, out in the lots.

DY.SENTERV RESULTING FROM CLOVER IIO.NEV

WITH NO POLLEN.
I placed a crate of sections, that had about a hand-

ful of bees in it, on a hive; and in doing so I closed

the hole in the bottom cf the crate, and the bees

could not get out. When I took the crate off, the

bees were all dead, and the sections wet, and
daubed as badly as any that had the dysentery last

winter. The honey was new clover honey, and
contained no pollen. They were confined about a

montJi. Wm. With row.
Paint Valley, Ohio, Oct. 19, 1885.

Friend W., I hardly think your experi-
ment a fair one. The "bees wei-e in an un-
natural state, on accoiuit of conliucment.
A handful of bees could iiardly niaintain the
proper temperature to stand conlinement
safely, as a colony does in winter. I be-
lieve, however, we have had several reports
of bees that did show something very much
like dysentery, where very little pollen was
in their stores.

MEXICAN BEES.

Rev. F. B. Ticknor, editor of the Church lifcoiri,

Informs me that while on a missionary tour in

Western Texas, last summer, in company with an-

other gentleman, they found a colony of what are

known here as Mexican bees. They build their

comb from the end of a limb, somewhat like a hor-

net. The men climbed the tree and secured a piece

of the honey, and found it excellent. Have you
ever heard of them, and what do you know of

them? This is the first time 1 ever heard of them;
and from Mr. Ticknor's description they are more
like the Italian than the common black bee.

A CAVE WITH LARGE QUANTITIES OF HONEY.
Some years ago I saw, in Missouri, the crotch of

a tree where the bees had built comb sufficient to

hold perhaps 20 pounds of honey the previous
year, but the bees had all died during the winter.

Mr. Ticknor also says thej- visited a cave where un-
told quantities of honey were stored. People liv-

ing in the neighboi-hood, by means of an Indian
ladder climbed up and secured all they needed for

their own use; but it would require considerable

labor to get to the part of the cave containing the

bulk of the honey. T. F. McCamant.
San Antonio, Texas, Nov. 5, 1885.

Friend M., we have had some notice of the
Mexican bees you speak of, but we know
comparatively little about them. If any of
our readers liave it in their power to give us
further particulars in regard to them, we
shall be very glad indeed. It would seem
funny, woukl it not, should it happen that
we liave bees equal to the Italians, in the
southern parts of our country ?

BASSWOOD propagation; QUERIES CONCERNING.
Will you please ask some of your subscribers who

have tried planting linden-trees, how they succeed-

ed? I put mine out in the spring of 1884, and last

winter the rabbits ate them off very close to the

ground. Most of them came up again this spring,

but they are all very weakly looking. The tallest

is only 15 inches high. I hood and mulched them,
but they do not seem to grow fast at all. 1 think I

shall put tarred paper around them this fall, to pro-

tect them from the rabbits.

I sowed the alsike clover you sent me, with bar-

ley, and I have a pretty fair stand of it on 6 acres.

It is the only field of the kind, so far as I know, in

this section of the State. My bees have produced,
from 6 hives, 250 lbs. in section boxes.

Garrison, Neb., Oct. 22, 1885. C. H. Sargent.

No wonder your trees look weakly, friend
S.. if the rabbits ate them off. Perhaps your
hoeing hindered their growth, for we have
pretty clearly i)r()ven that basswoods make
a more exuberant growtli in a dense thicket,
or in the midst of a clump of briers and
brush, than when cultivated in the held, in
the glare of the sun.

A CARP SWINDLE.
An apparently extensive and mean carp swindle

is just being unearthed at Columbus, Ohio, through
the exertions of our association. I will forward the

particulars as soon as possible. In the mean time,

I will say that developments thus far show that par-

ties at Pittsburgh, Pa., and ZanesvlUe, O., are mixed
up in the matter. A large number of newspapers
have been inveigled into the publication of a very
plausible communication, ostensibly in behalf of

the U. S. Fish Commission, but directing readers to

address the " U. S. Fish Co." (not Commission, ob-

serve), Columbus, O. The postmaster at Columbus
writes us that there is no such " Co." as the " U. S.

Fish Co." at Columbus, and that some swindle is

contemplated, as a great manj- letters have been ac-

cumulating there for the bogus " Co." A second

letter, dated yesterday, says a woman has finally

called for the letters, claiming to represent some
man at Zanesville. The postmaster is holding them.

Milton P. Peirce.
Philadelphia, Pa., Nov. 5, 1885.

Thanks, friend P. Our friends will please
take notice, so as not to be humbugged by
the " U. S. Fish Co."
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BEMOA'ING bees; IS IT NECESSARY TO KEEP THE
HIVES TX ABSOLUTE DARKNESS, IF THE CELLAR

CAN BE KEPT BETWEEN 40 AND 50°?

Would it be a good idea to keep bees at about 40

or 50°, from the time we have to put them into win-
ter quarters, and in total darkucss, without the aid

of artificial heat, until time to set them out on sum-
mer stands? or would it be better to pack and leave
them on summer stands? I thought, bj' keeping at

the degrees above, they would not be subject to the
changeableness of the weather we have in this sec-

tion, and would come out more bright and strong in

the spring, but I did not know about the darkness.
If kept at 40 or 50= they would not move if they
were in the light, would they? or would the idea be
any better than the ways we have? J. F. Redd.
Loudonville, O., Nov. 17, 1885.

Friend E., I presume there would be no
need of darkening the cellar, providing it

could be kept so the temperature would not
run above, say, 50 degrees : but I think you
will find this is impossible, unless you use
ice. Remember, tlie temperature of the
earth itself is 55°, and your cellar will very
likely run from 58 to 60'^ in spite of any thing
you can do, unless you get away down into
the earth, and cut off' cominuni"cati(m from
overhead. All things considered, I think
that, in our locality, I should prefer the chaff
hives on their summer stands.

HOW AN A B C SCHOLAR SUCCEEDS BY STARTING
WITH ONE SWARM.

Last spring I took a notion to go into the bee bus-
iness, and thought I would get 30 or 25 colonies to

start on ; and as I am a poor man I had engaged
$7.5.00 to buy my bees with. Being anxious to know
something about it, I sent for your ABC book, and
in it I saw that I was on the Avrong road to success;

and instead of buying so many I bought one colony,

and now I have three good ones, and I am not in

debt $75.00 with interest. I got 80 lbs. of comb hon-
ey. I shall Italianize in the spring, if I can afford

it. B. B. Messner.
Nimisila, Ohio, Oct. 13, 1S85.

Friend M., I am very glad indeed to know
that our A 13 C book was the means of sav-
ing you some money. I had had some expe-
rience in the very matter you speak of, and
I knew pretty well whereof I wrote, and I
think we are safe in saying that it is, as a
rule, very unwise for one to go into any bus-
iness on a large scale, to start with. If he
has been for years a grocer's clerk, it may be
well for him' to purchase a grocery store in
good running order to start with ; but even
then I believe the chances would be in favor
of commencing with a small business and
building it up gradually.

WIDE frames STICKING TO BROOD FRAMES ; FEED-
ING UNDER THE FRAMES.

Having been a good deal troubled the past season
by the slicking of the wide frames in the upper sto-

ries to the brood-frames in the lower, I have deter-

mined to resort to an expedient, recommended for
the difficulty by a correspondent of Gleanings;
viz., laj'iug strips of glazed cloth over the tops of
the brood-frames. Will you or some of your corres-

pondents tell me how wide the strips should be, anil

which side of the cloth to turn down? I have also

thought it might be a good plan to use, instead of
strips, a single piece occupying the central part, and
leaving a argin of one or two inches all round foi-

t he free passage of the bees. Would such a plan be
objectionable for any cause?
After trying various plans for feeding I have fall-

en upon one which is exceedingly simple, and, so
far as I have tried it, it is very satisfactory. It is,

to have tin pans so shallow that they can be slipped

under the frames at the entrance. To facilitate the

work of the bees in getting to the syrup in these

pans, I fit a small piece of wood to each side of a

pan, on the inside. The pans are so shallow there is

no danger of a bee drowning, and the strips of wood
—beveled on the inner edge-make it easy for the

bees to get at the syrup. In feeding, have the syr-

up in some vessel Avith a spout—a pitcher does well

—and push the pan three parts under the frames;
then fill with the syrup, and push the pan entirely

into the hive. A few gentle taps apprise them of

the presence of their food. .1. A. Gill.
Tuscaloosa, Ala., Nov. 10, 1885.

Friend G., your strips of enamel cloth, or
sheet of enamel cloth (the latter l)eiug the
simpler form), should have openings between
every pair of brood-frames, to allow the bees
free access to the upper story. You will
notice, by our back numbers, "that the per-
forated zinc is much used for tliis purpose,
and the slatted lioney-boards. The oidy ob-
jection to the enamel cloth is, that, when
perforated as closely as it ought to be, it

curls up, and the bees in time gnaw the
edges, making it liable to tear.—Your idea
of shallow tin pans is quite an old one. The
objections are, their liability to incite rob-
bing, and the difficulty of pushing the pans
under the frames without crushing bees, and
making the colony furious. If you allow^

more space under the frames than f inch,
the bees will build little pillars of wax to
climb up on, so they can readily grasp hold
of the bottom-bars of the frames, and these
little pillars of wax are right in the way of
pushing the shallow feeders in. The plan
seems to have been pretty mucli all aban-
doned.

FROM 5 TO ;;], AND !)45 LBS. OF HONEY; HOW THE IN-

CREASE WAS MADE.

I can now give my report for the year 1885, and
will say that 1 am satisfied with the season. I had
the blues "awful bad" last spring. I lost 33 colo-

nies out of 38. Of the remaining 5, one was good,

one tolerably good, and the other 3 would have
made one good colony, and 7io more. 'This is what I

have done since May 18th.

I increased to 31 good colonics, and have taken 945

lbs. of extracted honey. I raised all my queens too.

If I had had queens already laying when I needed
them, I could have done one-third better. I sold

one colony and one frame of brood in June. I see

in the bee-papers, that Iowa has failed in her honey
crop this year. It has been the best season I ever

saw, taking it all through, when I have increased

from 5 to 81, and have taken almost 300 lbs. per col-

ony, spring count. Ought I not to be satisfied? Jly

queens were all raised from the Syrian queen I got

from you, and they are mated with Cyprio-Italian

drones. (Jthers can do as they like, but I shall try

the Syrians another year. This is the method T

practiced in making my increase this year:

The 10th of May I marked my best colony No. 1,

and moved itto a new stand and put a hive just like

it in its place, and marked it No. 3. In 10 days I
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moved No. 1 again, and the one in its place I num-
bered 3, and so on till I had moved the old colony 4

times, and made 5 swarms by July 1st. Sometimes
I would have to move the old colony every 9 days,

to prevent swarming-. I would always leave a

frame of bees and brood on the old location, unless

I wanted to raise queen-cells. After the 1st of July

No. 1 got ready to swarm, so I made 4 nuclei from
this, and afterward built them up from the 4 previ-

ous new swarms, so I made 9 from the one, and got

295 lbs. from the increase.

This way I did with all the old queens as fast as

they got sti-ong. I always left 6 frames of hatching

brood in the old hive, and always moved the old

queen. I got my honey from young swarms after

they got to work in the upper story. I had all the

empty combs I could use.

Now, friend Root, the Syrian queen I got of you
from Neighbor H.'s apiary, her bees are all 3-band-

ed; but about a half of her bees have white rings,

and are very distinct from those that have the yel-

low rings. C—William M.vlone, 5—31.

Oakley, Iowa, Oct. 20, 188.5.

ANOTnER WHO HAS REDEEMED HIMSEI.F FROM
BLASTED HOPES, AND ALSO FROM TOBACCO.

I have 36 Italian and 10 brown colonies, in your
portico and Simplicity hives. I commenced my
apiary in 1883. I went into Blasted Hopes and
stayed there. I then made a pledge with you for a

smoker, on tobacco, and stayed there also. From
24 and no honey in 1883, I went to 36 and 1200 lbs.

extracted honey in 1884. I commenced in 1885 with

46 colonies. I had two swarming seasons — in April

and in Septcml)er. I had throe seasons of honey-

How.
nOHSEMINT noNKV.

In May and June I took from horsomint (sample

sent), 900 lbs. extracted, and 350 lbs. comb, in Mb.
sections. July 1st I cleaned up the extractor and
put every thing away. Aug. 3d I found the hives

full, either of corn, cotton, or sorghum blooms
(sample sent). I took 1.50 lbs. in l-lb. sections, and
800 lbs. extracted.

MOHNINO-GLORV HONKV.
Sept. 6th I cleared away, liy taking 700 lbs. ex-

tracted and 200 l-lb. sections from morning-glories,

or tie-vines (sample sent). Total, 24€0 lbs. extracted.

700 lbs. in sections. To-day every frame and sec-

tion is full, and ready to take ott' — not an empty
section to put in, and nothing to put extractcl hon-

ey in.

TWO QUEENS, NOT RJLLATED, IN THE SAME HIVE.

I have a red queen, from Viallon, three years old,

and her daughter, three months old, in the same
hive, laying right along, and I frequently find them
on the same frame; also an Italian (juccn from
Tadlock, two years old, with her daughter, doing

the same way.
I noticed one of my l)est and brightest stocks

changing to browns. I went in twice to find the

cause, but failed. The third time, on the first

frame lifted, there was a black queen, laying right

along. I pinched her head off. On examination
further, there was my old queen, all right, and is

doing service yet. I have sold 2300 lbs. of my hon-

<y; comb, 12',2C; extracted, IQc.

Oakland, Tex. John H. Mullin.
I am very glad, friend ]M., to find that you

are ahead, or, at least, on the right side of
botli of these departments — Blasted Hopes

and Tobacco.—The honey yon call morning-
^lory is beautiful in body and color, but not
first class in flavor, although it is very fair.

It is the first report we have ever had, I

think, from this plant. — Your sample of
horsemint honey is hardly equal to some we
have had ; but if you get 10 cts. per lb. for it,

extracted, I think you are doing well. The
other lot I should- call a mixture of horse-
mint and cotton, but there may be some oth-
er plant that gives it the horsemint flavor.—
The fact you furnish in regard to a black and
an Italian queen laying side by side in the
same hive, is a valuable one. Of course, they
could not be related, and it goes to show that
tlie matter is certainly within our reach, of
having queens that will work together with-
out the deadly hostility that has been so long
characteristic of queens. Who will be the
first one to advertise a race of queens that
will not quarrel with each other ? It seems
to me tliere is surely an opening for some
one, to both fame and fortune.

TAXING bees; and ARE BEES TAXABLE PROPERTY?
I should like your opinion on the subject of tax-

ing bees. Last winter I purchased fifty swarms,
and the city assessor assessed them at full value, to

which I objected, and at the meeting of the Board
of Supervisors I laid the case before our city attor-

ney, and he decided them taxable property. I know
of no other bees in this State which are taxed, and
think they should not be. Will you please enlighten

me on the subject? C. W. Kandall.
, Baraboo, Wis., Nov. 20, 1885.

Friend R., I have several times before ex-
pressed my views on this question, and there
has been some discussion in the matter ; but
I liope, if the brethren will excuse me, even
where they think dilterently, for saying that
we consider our bees ta.xable inoperty, and
sliould feel a little hurl and neglected," if the
assessor shotdd pass us b>. Hives of bees
used to be classed with dogs and cats and
brusli-heaps, and other uncertain i)roperty;
but it seems to me that, with the jtreseht

state of iirogress in Itee culture, they should
be considered property with other taxable
stock. It is true, they are uncertain property,
and I should say your assessor had no right

to put them in "at full value—that is, at the
price you offer to sell them. Thus, a hive
of bees is worth, say, §8.00 in the spring of
the year : after the honey season is over, may_
be ^{.W : and perhaps, during the month of
Decemlier, .-?!'. .5(1 might be all you could sell

them for. Therefore I would" suggest that
he rate good strong stocks, hive and all, at
about $o.(J0 to So.oO. AVeak colonies, or
those with hybri<l queens, etc.. rale at about
$12.00 to i?2.5b. In localities wlu're bees sell

for less prices, SI.00 i)er colony might be a
fair valiuition. We want to do in this mat-
ter what is right in the eyes of the law ; or,

if you choose, what is right before God ; and
I confess I should feel better about asking
God's blessing on the duties of the day, after
having pai<l taxes on my bees, than if I had
succeeded by so representing the matter that
I got clear"of paying taxes. If you don't
think as I do about this, I am quite will-

ing you should act according to the dicta-

tions of your own conscience. I only wish to

have you know how 1 feel about it.
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A GOOD REPORT OF THE BATCHELDOR DRONE-TttAp,

FEEDING BEES IN WINTER.
In loiykiug- over Gleanings for Nov. 1, page 756,

I saw a report of friend Batcheldor's drone-trap.

My experience with two the past season has been

very satisfactory. We have caged queens four

times, one of them being- a clipped queen. It has

never failed to cage a queen, that I know of, when
it was properly adjusted, and I now exclaim, " No
more trouble in swarming; no more hurrying, for

fear that the colony will go to the woods; no sawing

of a neighbor's trees, or treading down grass." But
when I am told that the bees are swarming, and as

soon as they begin to cluster (which will be on the

trap), I place them at the entrance of the new hive,

release the queen, and when the bees are nearly all

in I give the hive a new location, and place the trap

on the same, which will prevent them from leaving

the hive, which they might do if it wei-e not for the

trap.
A TYPOGRAPHICAL ERROR.

Page T55, Gleanings, in speaking of feeding bees

in cold weather, you say there is a danger of the

queen taking wing. Why is she more liable to leave

the combs in cold weather than warm, as we have
rarely known them to leave them in warm weather?

With the feeder that we use there is no danger of

the queens leaving the comb, or of the bees being

drowned. I also notice, on page 748, an item in re-

gard to a bad odor about the hives in the fall of the

year. If it were herein New Hampshire, I should

call it the goldenrod. A. H. Hauvey.
Keene, N. H., Nov. 19, 1885.

Friend IL, you have got hold of a very
bad typographical error. I had no thought
of saying that the queen took wing in cold
weather, or under any other circumstances.
It should have read that the bees take wing.
The bhuuler escaped my eye, and also the
eye of two proof-readers.

UNTESTED QUEENS FROM THE SOUTH IN THE
WINTER TIME.

I should like to take advantage of your very clov-

er offer in Gleanings, of u free advertisement for

Southern queen-raisers. If you will, you may an-

nounce that I will furnish Italian queens by the

half-dozen at 80 cents each; or single queens, at 90

cents. What about guaranteeing safe arrival? I

will leave it to you to insert or not. To the South-

ern States it would be safe to guarantee safe ar-

rival; but to the colder States it seems to me that,

in case a queen died, another one at half-price

would bo fair, or charge SI.00 in the first place. I

will simply state what I wish to accomplish, and let

you insert what, in your judgment, you think best.

I shall be more anxious to get my name before

the bee-beepers than to make money; still, 1 do not

want to lose any. 1 have no bees but Italians. The
young queens wiil be raised from a choice, select,

tested queen. I have over 20 colonies anti nuclei,

but only a dozen are run for queen-rearing. Please

announce onJr/ what you think best. I.. W. G ray.
Orlando. Fla., Nov. 21, 1885.

Friend (i., I think it would be better for
you to make the arrangement directly with
your customers, although I will suggest, if

you wish. I think you liad l)ctter keep the
price at $1.00 in the winter time, and rei)la('e

where the queens are evidently dead from
want of care in putting them up. This, of

course, will call for a little charity on your
part, as well as on the part of the friends
who receive them, in deciding where the
fault is. We received some queens a few
days ago, when it was quite cold. They Avere
put in wooden cages, without any metal ex-
cept the wire cloth, and were packed in
several folds of soft tiannel. Not a queen
nor bee was dead.
Friend G., the important matter is. Have

you some untested queens all ready to mail
now V You do not say you have or have
not ; but we want somebody who has the
queens all ready to ship, and we want them
to advertise in this way ; like this, for in-
stance :

Ready to Mail.— I have 17 young queens that have
just commenced to lay, which I will ship promptly
at .^1.00 each. Safe arrival guaranteed, if they are
uncaged and handled according to the printed in-
structions accompanying the package.

John Jones.

The printed instructions accompanying
the package should be something like this :

Keep this package out of the frost as much as
possible. Unroll it in a moderately warm room;
and if the bees and queen seem chilled, leave them
several hours where the thermometer stands at
70 degrees, before you decide they are dead. When
they begin to move, a little warm honey might be
given them on the point of a pin; but don't daub
the poor little fellows, whatever you do. When
they are lively, introduce them according to the
usual method.

Halloo! here is one name already, and it

is not from away down south either

:

Please insert my name in Gleanings, for sending
queens during the winter months as you offer to do
free of charge. I have a number of untested

queens on hand, and can fill orders by return mail.

Mechanicstown, Md. Simon P. Roddy.
And still another:
I have 18 untested queens which any one can

have at §1.00 each, by return mail.

Stateburg, Sumter Co., S. C. W. J. Ellison.

some kind words from friend parshall, aft-
er he got over his hurt (see p. 347).

I have been wanting to write for a long time>

mostly to thank several of the bee-brethren, and
some of the sisters, who have written to me, sym-
pathizing with me in my loss and bad luck. There
is one, Sarah J. Axtell, Roseville, 111.; H.J.Han-
cock, of Siloam Springs, Ark.; Mr. Hughes, of Illin-

ois, and a brother at New Orleans. I thank some
for sending (juecns and others offering me bees.

Some of their addresses I have lost. God is the

only one who knows how my heart swelled with

gratitude, and how I say, " God bless them." I

want them all to feel that I appreciate their offers

to me, just the same as though I had accepted them.
I was so badly crippled that I could not do a lick of

work till in July, and this is my first writing. It

was my "write" arm and hand tiiat got terribly

iiiangleii. 1 can not shut my hand yet.

jiY report.

I commenced the season with seven colonies—six

good, one very weak. I increased to 35 by natural

swarming; have taken 1.500 lbs. of extracted and
000 lbs. comb honey. I am selling my honey at

home for 10 cts. for extracted and 15 cts. for comb.
1 have sold the most of it. My bees all have lots of

winter stores. God has wonderfully blessed me,
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and my prayer is that he may bless you all, when I

think of the many kind letters I received. I know
i had many prayers. It leads me to say, "O Lord,

bless all of those good people." James Parshall.
Skidmore, Mo., Oct. 25, 1883.

Friend P., we can unite with you in say-
ing, " Let God be praised that he has en-
abled you to regain your strength so you can
write at all."" We are very glad to know
that you have been prospered in bee-keeping
once more. We as bee-keepers are always
glad to extend a helping hand to those who
have a disposition to help themselves, and
you have shown this pretty well.

KIND WORDS IN REGARD TO THE POTATO-BOOK.

Afcer reading your account of your visit to Terry,

I felt that I could not refrain from urging you to

give us a full account of his system of farming and

his buildings; and could you not also induce D. E.

Fenn to tell us how he manages to get an average

of 37 bushels of wheat per acre, as mentioned in the

potato-book? Give us another book on Terry's

farming, I say. Edgar Hcsband.
Cairngorm, Ont., Can., Sept. 29, 1884.

Friend II., Mr. Terry is now at work on
another book for me, to be a sort of supple-
ment or sequel to the potato-l)Ook. It is to

be in regard to the humane treatment of

farm stock during winter, considered from
a pecuniary as well as moral standpoint.
Mr. D. E. Fenn gets his large yields of
wheat by the use of phosphate. ilr.'Terry
does not have any success with phosphate,
as you know ; but Mr. Fenn is an entliusiast

in the matter, and yet both are good farmers.
The difference in the soil may liave some-
thing to do Avith the different results they
Sft.

TIERING UI".

What is your opinion of tiering up the liives in

the cellar in this wise? Place the strongest colonies

at the bottom, one in each tier, with only a bottom-

board, then a cover of wire gauze, over which two
thickness of burlap or other porous material, then

another hive in like manner, until four or tlve high,

placing the weaker ones at the top, with good ven-

tilation at the top, and leaving the entrance open;

and for a "playground," put'-wedges between the

hives, to project out to hold up said burlap. The
object of said tiering up is to produce an upward
draft and consequent good ventilation.

Glenn, Kan., Sept. U, 188.5. W. B. Thorne.

Friend T., there is no ol)jection to the plan
you mention, that I know of, except that of
jarring the hives in handling. When we
wintered in a bee-house we preferred to have
shelves, so that taking down one liive did
not disturb another. I think yom- l)urlap

had better be drawn buck so as to expose the
back end of frames containing very strong
colonies, or they might be too warm. A
strong colony fastened in its hive with wire
cloth is very apt to cover the ventilators, and
.smother, unless the ventilating spaces are
very large.

STRANGE FREAK OF A QUEEN-BEE.

Yesterday, after I had finished e.xtracting some
combs taken from hives contracted for winter, I ac-

cidentally left the extractor so the bees could get

at it, which they soon did. About 3 p. m. I went to

remove it to the honey-house, when, amoilg the

numbers of bees, I found a queen-bee. black. Can
you explain what she was doing thei-e? I thought

that the queen never left the hive, except when
mating, or else when she issued forth with a swarm.

I put her in a cage, and hung her in a hive after

showing her tO several present, who were as much
astonished as myself. If you can enlighten me on

the subject, I should be pleased to hear from you.

Parkersville, Pa., Oct. 24, 1885. J. P. Taylor.

Friend T., what you state is a very unu-
sual thing indeed. 'You are sure, I presume,
you did not get hold of a shiny black robber-
bee, with an elongated body, and call it a
queen. If the bees had been very long at

work at that extractor, the effect might have
been to break up a weak colony ; and the
bees, queen and all. might have been at-

tracted to the extractor oy the roar of the
robbers.

A SAW AND PRUNING
BINED.

SHEARS COM-

SO.METIIING TO CIT OFF LIMBS, .VND DO IT EASILY.

"ITo FEW da>s ago Mr. Gray had some
9IU, kind of a machine on the end of a

jRJ?'
pole ; and as some of our basswood-

»^*^ trees along the sidewalk near the
store were getting to be ratlier luxu-

riant in foliage, he
readied up and cut oft'

some of tlie limbs
whicli were not want-
ed, and as easily as you
would cut off a piece of
cheese with a knife.
The picture alongside
of what I am writing
explains how he did it,

only you are to imag-
ine the implement on
the end of a pole from
six to twelve feet long,

as may be desired ; and
the wire which you see

is attached to a hand'
lever to it in such a
way as to give it a pow-
erful purchase. I told
him the machine would
be ahead of a buzz-saw
for cutting up stove-

wood, as you can not
carry a buzz-saw or.t

into the woods, but you
can easily take this

along, for it is not
much heavier than an|
ordinary ax. You will

find his advertisement
in another place, and
he will send you a cir-

cular, telling all about
it, if you write him.
The price of the pruner
is S2.(J0, and it can be
sent by mail, without
the pole, for 40 cts. ex-

tra for postage.
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THE POLLEN-BASKET.

WHEKE IS IT, AND WHAT IS IT LIKE?

VENTURE to take up this subject, because I

think it is so generally misapprehended. While
many have an indefinite idea of what a pollen-

basket should be, and much less know where
it is situated, very few can form a perfectly

correct idea of what it is like. I have been for

some time trying to get a good drawing of the pol-

len-basket — one that is correct. While I do not
claim to have made an accurate representation,

yet in some particulars I think it is ahead of any
thing else.

After our engraver had submitted several draw-
ings to me without success, I made several myself
before I could get any thing that at all suited me.
It is a difficult matter to get the engravers to un-

derstand exactly what features we want made
prominent, at the same time preserving all the pro-

portions. I therefore have had to ta.x my ingenuity
with the pencil several times. Below is a portion
of the hind leg, with the foot (not shown) toward

the base. The letters F, B, C, and
^' '"close what is known as the

-•, .'miBm\ pollen - basket. In the central

portion, marked by D and A, is a
depression that is dished out,

somewhat like a spoon. Around
this cavity is a rim of hairs which
form a kind of inclosure. This
rim of hairs, together with the
depression, makes what is term-
ed the pollen-basket, though it is

a little strange why it should
have been called a basket. I pre-

sume, however, the name was
given to it because it conveyed
the idea much better than anj'

thing else. It is in this that the

bee packs the pollen which he col-

lects. As far as I have been able

to ascei'tain by observation, the bee always puts

the pollen in this part of the leg, and never any-

where else. It would be presumption for me to

differ with Prof. Cook on this point; so I will say
that, in all probability, I misapprehend his mean-
ing (see his Manual, page ^8). He says. " On the

outside of the posterior tibia and basal tarsus is a
cavity made more deep by its rim of hairs, known
as the pollen-basket." I understand this to mean,
that the pollen-basket is situated on both sides of

the joint C; that is, that the pollen may by parted
lioth in the upper and lower segments, as at A and
E. Since my attention has been called to this mat-
ter I have watched the bees gathering pollen re-

peatedly at several different times, and I have never
yet seen them deposit pollen anywhere else than
in tiic portion marked by F, B, C, V.

HOW THE UKES PACK THE POI.T.EN ON THE HIND
LEGS.

If I am correct, no one has yet told us just how
the bee deposits pollen on this hind leg, further
than that it is by a sort of sleight of hand with the
fore and middle leg, in conjunction with the tongue.
We know, or we think wc know, how the bee sep-
arates the pollen from the tongue and the front
legs by means of the little tlute mentioned in the
te.xt-books. The question now remains, How does
the bee get the pollen from the front leg to the

THE rOLLEM-BASKET.

hind leg, and exactly how does the middle leg trans-

fer the pollen to the baskets? I have often watched
the movement, but it is so instantaneous that my
eye was unable to catch the exact process. If the
bee only tvould do it slowly, so we curious mortals
might see! but, no; he does it as though he had ac-

quired this wonderful feat by long practice — or,

rather, by instinct.

There is another obstacle in the way; namely,
that the bee won't remain still long enough — as

though modesty or bashfulness forbade him the
privilege of "showing off." I have watched one
tugging at a pellet of wax, and, after placing it

under his chin, as if by magic deposit it in the

basket; and when, again, I thought he would try it

again, lo and behold ! he would soar away, leaving
me lamenting that the precious little secret had
not been revealed.

To one who has a love for studying God's won-
drous works of creation, it will be found eminently
interesting. I know, dear friends, that the settle-

ment of this and questions of a similar nature is

not of vital importance; but, does it not in itself, as

we observe the wonderful symmetrj' and plan in

a thing so very small, bring us near the Maker?
Perhaps I should state, that only a small magnify-

ing-glass is necessary to look at this pollen-basket—
such a glass as I speak of just below, in answer to

Mrs. Chaddoek. Ernest R. Root.

MRS. CH.\DDOCK ASKS SO.\IE QUESTIONS FOR ERNEST
TO answer; MAGNIFYING-GLASSES, ETC.

I am very much interested in Ernest's microscopic
work, and I wish he would examine the eye of the

bee, and make a drawing of it; tell where it is situat-

ed, etc. I have only a small magnifier (bought of

A. I. Root, for 35 cts.), and with it I have not been
able to find any thing that looks like eyes. I turned
the bee over, and looked at it up and down, around
and about, but not a single eye could I see, unless

those two little round knobs on top of the head are

eyes. They look like immature shoe-buttons, and
seem to be in an unhandy place for eyes. Then
there are some more little knobs where the feelers

start out. They are fast on the feelers, and move
with them, and so I suppose they could not be the

eyes. It would be a very safe place for them, as the

feelers could always keep them from getting knock-
ed out or off; and after he has made the eye plain,

I wish he would give us the ear, if they have any
ears. Mah.vla B. Chaddock.
Vermont, 111.

Here is Ernest's reply:

Thanks, Mrs. C, for your kind interest in the work
that I have begun. I shall be most happy to give

you drawings of the bee's eyes, and other microsco-

pic organs of the bee in our future issues. As
I have all the needed facilities for this work in the

way of a good microscope and lenses, as well as dis-

secting tools, I can verify old discoveries, and pos-

sibly add something new in this department of

science. The3.5cent magnifying-glasses give very

satisfactory results, though not quite equal to a
Coddington of same power, in quality of work. You
must not imagine that a high-priced microscope or

lens is essential to gain a correct idea of the various

functions of the bee. In my work 1 use a small

magnifying-glass much moi'C than my high-priced

instrument, though the latter in some cases is indis-

pensable. The apparatus necessary for dissecting

a bee may be simple and inexpensive. You need,
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first, a glass of about 10 diameters magnifying- pow-
er (like one you have), a pair of flnc-pointed tweez-

ers, scissors suitable for clipping queens' wings, a

needle mounted in the end of an old pen-holder, and
a little ether or chloroform with which to stupefy

a bee while " cuttin' 'im up." You now have a very
fair outfit with which to begin. No doubt you will

find pleasure and profit in this work; that Is, provid-

ing you do have such a thing as spare time during
long winter evenings.

There is one essential that I almost forgot, which
is, that you must have a good stock of patience. If

your eyes or back aches, don't complain.

EuNEST R. Hoot.

jMe^FEg ;^]\iD QaE^iEg.

HEPORT OF AN A B C SCHOLAU.

PURCHASED my first stand of bees in the

spring of 1884. I increased to three stands, and
took 60 lbs. of honey the first year. Last win-

ter I sent for the ABC book and Gleanings.
I began last spring with two stands; transfer-

red them to Langstrotli frames, and took 15)0 lbs. of

honey—140 lbs. in sections, and .50 lbs. in brood-

frames. I increased to 10 stands, and all in good
condition for winter. It has been called a poor
season by the old-style box hive bee-keepers, not

one of whom has obtained half as many new
swarms, or half as much honey from the same
number in the spring. I attribute my success the

past season to a thorough, earnest study of Tj lean-
ings and the ABC. A. C. Bitokkk.

Lochiel, Benton Co., Ind.

My two hives yielded ?3fi.03 worth of honey, and
have plenty to winter on. They cost $17.(K)—a good
investment on that amount of money in 7 months.
Harlan, Iowa, (X't. 0, 1885. W. M. Bomuergeh.

Bees are a failure this year. Only a few colonies

made any surplus. I have about 80 colonies, and
perhaps half of them will not winter without feed.

Washington, Pa. L. W. Vankiuk.

SOUR smell-what causes it.

I have investigated into the cause of that sour
smell about the hives, mentioned by friend Scofleld,

and find it comes from the blue aster.

Ridgeway, N. Y. D. C. Sullivan.

A queen that measures fivk cells.
I raised one (jueen this year that measured five

cells long; that is, she would reach or cover five

cells. Who can beat it? She was a Syrian.

Oaklej', Iowa, Oct. 26, 1885. Wm. Malone.

P.EPORT from OREGON.
I will give you our report from Oregon, or 1

should say, perhaps, the northern part of the Willa-

mette Valley. Bees, we think, have done tolerably

well. Reports of 50, 75, and 100 lbs. of surplus are

made, and bees are booming now. The fir-trees in

many places are dripping with honey-dew. We
have warm d.ays, and have had for some time.

Newberg, Or., Oct. 2J, 18S5. Cyrus E. Harkins.

FROM i TO 11, AND 277 LBS. OF HONEV.

Bees generally did well. They did but little on
buckwheat or fall flowers, except on boneset. I

started in last fall with 5 colonies on summer stand,

in chair, and came through with four—one very
weak. I have 11 now. I took 277 lbs. of comb hon-

ey. Thanks for your good words in GLE.iNiNGS. If

it were not for the assistance we beginners get

through the pages of bee - journals, beekeeping
would be up-hill work. Geo. Spitler, 4—11.

Mosiertown, Crawford Co., Pa.

the simplicity vs. THE GOLDEN HIVE; 17i LBS.
OP HONEY FROM ONE SWAR.M.

I had four stands of common bees in Simplicity

hives last spring; sold $20.03 of bees and honey, and
have 100 lbs. of honey and five stands in good condi-

tion for winter. My first swarm, on June 3d, made
about 175 lbs. in Mb. sections. About 50 lbs. of it

was the nicest linn I ever saw. But bees do not fill

out sections with it as with some honey 1 have seen

from Michigan. Is it the bees, or docs the honey
come in too slowly? The "Golden" hive had quite a

run last year, but it makes them sick to mention
" Golden" now. Several will discard them, and use

your Simplicity. G. F. Ayres.
Atherton, Ind., Nov. 11, 1885.

ALFALFA AS A HONEY-PLANT.
Almost all the honey made out in Tulare Co. is

made from alfalfa. That seems to be the main crop
lor honey this season. I like California pretty well,

but it is terribly hot in the summer.
Hanford, Cal., Sept. 8, 1885. M. J. Twining.

This has been the poorest year ever known in

this section for bees. But few colonies will winter
without feeding. My spring count was three; in-

creased to 7; fed 40 lbs. of granulated sugar. At
present I have but two colonics and two nuclei,

which I intend to take to Florida this fall, as de-

scribed in Gleanings of Feb. 1, 1885, page 97.

Harrisonville, N. J., Oct. 19, 1885, J. D. COLES.

MRS. COTTON, AGAIN".

MORE $20.00 COLONIES CONTAINING NO QUEENS.

T HAVE been humbugged by Mrs. Cotton, of

m ^Vest Gorham, Maine. I sent her S20.00, and

l|[ she sent me a Controllable hive and a few bees,
"^ but no queen. I wrote her about it, and she

has agreed to send me another colony, in the

spring. I made a few of her hives, and have five

swarms in those hives now, but I don't like the

hives, and don't think I shall make any more of

them. I bought five colonies of Prof. A. J. Cook,

of Lansing, pure Italians, very fine, but they were
Gallup chaff hives, and I don't like this hive. I

think I shall adopt the Heddon or the Simplicity

hive. Hiram Adams.
Port Austin, Huron Co., Mich., Nov. 23, 1885.

Our friends will notice that this is still an-
other complaint of no queen in the colony of
l)ees, even after the purchaser paid the enor-
mous price of S20.00 for it. The price would
not be so very bad if the colony were sent
very early in the sprin.o; ; but Mrs. Cotton. 1

believe, does not fill orders until along in the
summer, when bees are comparatively cheap
everywhere else. The number of complaints
that come in regard to these liigh-priced col-

onies being queenless. precludes the possibil-

ity of its being a mistake ; and her singular
directions, not to open the hive for a certain
number of days, also seem to indicate it to

be her regular way of doing business.
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STANLEY S AUTOMATIC UEVEKSING EXTRACTOR.
Friend Stanley informs us that one of these

for taking foui-L. frames will be on exhibition at

the convention in Detroit.

discount on goods for next season's use.

As trade is still comparatively dull, we extend
our otter until Dec. 15, or an extra .5 per cent on ev-

ery thing- you order now, on goods to be used next

the convention at DETROIT.
I EXPECT to be on hand to assist all I can, on

the morning of Dec. 9, the very day I am 46 years

old, Providence permitting; and may the Lord be
praised for the 46 jears of life he has given me
already

!

THE MAN who NEVER LOSES BEES IN WINTER.
We are glad to know that friend Boardman will

be at the Detroit convention, and we expect to

have a good time in making him tell all about how
he fixes his bees for winter. See card below, re-

ceived just as we go to press:
The bees are all safely stored for winter. 1 finished setting

them in day before jesterday—550 colonies in four reposito-
ries, two bee-honses. and two cellars. Now 1 am all ready to
go to Detroit to meet and excliange notes with my brother
Bee-keepers. H . R. Boardman.
East Townsend, O., Nov. 27, 1S8.J.

A WHEELBARROW TO MOVE CHAFF HIVES.

J. A. Althouse, New Harmony, Ind., sends us a

model of a wheelbarrow, made to catch up chaflf

hives so they can be conveniently lifted and car-

ried anywhere, no matter how much honey they

contain. I should think the arrangement might
prove a convenience to those who practice moving-

hives after a swarm is cast. The same wheelbar-

row has a box that can be quickly put in place, so

it will answer all ordinary purposes of a wheelbar-

row. Friend A. will doubtless furnish particulars

on application.

REDUCTION IN THE PRICE OF THE MUTH HONEY-
JARS.

We are pleased to note that friend Muth has come
down a peg on his prices as well as everybody else,

and we can now furnish any of his honey-jars at 5

per cent discount on single-gross lots. For two or

more gross, 10 per cent. These very close prices

can be given only with cash with order, or from
some man whose name is good for the cash prompt-
ly whenever we sec it. We have such men on our
books, quite a few of them, and we thank God for

them when we look at their names. The jars are

all to be shipped from Cincinnati. If you want
them shipped with other goods, we shall have to

add freight from Cincinnati, which, however, is but

a trifle.

DON T LEAVE YOUR BASSWOOD LU.MBER TOO LONG
IN THE LOG.

If you want to make nice white sections, cut your
logs, draw them at once to the mill and have them
sawed into plank, and then have the plank stacked
up as described in the ABC book; but have the
lumber lie lower at one end than at the other, so the
rain will run down and ott' at one end. This is espe-

cially important in the winter time. A covering of
boards over your pile of plank will pay the expense.
Now, in spite of all we can say about this matter, a
good many of our farming friends will persist it let

ting th3 logs lie, say a month or two, and during
that time the white basswood becomes dark, or of a
sort of yellowish or smoky color. We have just now
been working up such a lot of lumber, making about
50,0(!0 sections. The basswood, when cut. was first

quality; but owing to this one little item of neglect,

we offer the whole lot at a discouut of one-fouith.

They are too nice for culls, and hardly fit for first

quality. If any one wants a bargain on such sec-

tions, now is his chance.

THE OUTLOOK FOR 1886.

No one knows just what the honey business will

be next year, any more than we know what the
coming winter will be; but, of course, it behooves
every man v, ho wants to be considered progressive

and straight, to be prepared for the worst. Many
were surprised by the severe weather of last winter.

Now, instead of presuming that this winter will be
a mild one, let us make prepai-ations for just such
a winter as the last, or even a worse one. In re-

gard to business for another year, let us be prudent,

and use economy. I do not believe it is well to get

into debt very much. A little money ahead, ready
for such an emergency, or for any change that may
offer for a good investment, is always wise. A
man's powers, both of mind and body, are crippled

when he is all the time crowded, and short of means.
Make expenses come a little below the income,
even if it takes almost a leg to fetch it. When you
once get into the habit of saving a little every
week or every month, you can do it just us easily,

and with a good deal more satisfaction, than where
you get a little more in debt every week or every
month; and one who is hopelessly in debt is hope^
lessly a cripple, and a cripple all his days.

CALIFORNIA HONEY.
We have just received a carload of honey from

friend S. G. Miller, of Capistrano, Cal., which I be-

lieve is the finest honey, in every respect, that I

have ever before come across. Of course, this is

my taste; and tastes, you know differ. Well, with

all its other good qualities this honey does not can-

dy, even when exposed to the most severe freezing.

You can fill large bottles and jars, and they will be
just as limpid and transparent after standing a
month in the window as when first put into the

bottles. The honey is very thick and heavy. It

comes in cans holding 58 lbs. each, and the price

will be, can included, 9 cts. per lb. Two cans are

crated in a strong box; and if you take one of

these whole original packages you can have it for

8' 2 cents, or an even $9.75. We also put it up
in 5-lb. screw-top cans at 10 cts. per lb., can in-

cluded. Wc also have it put in Muth's dime honey-
jars, for sample package, to let people taste. It

seems to me it should have an immense sale at

these figures. Wo will send a very small quantity-

enough to give you a taste—by mail, free of charge,
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COMB FOUNDATION.
We have just purchased a large lot of fine bees-

wax at a bargain, which will enable us to sell fdn.
very cheap for cash.

^NOW IS YOUR TIME TO PURGHAS£.b«-
Our fdn. will all be manufactured on the celebrat-

ed Given press. Write for special rates to dealers
and large consumers, stating how much you want,
and what kind, whether thicls or thin. We send
sample of foundation free. Our Price List of

APIARIAN ^ SUPPLIES
for 1886 sent on application. Estimates given on
almost all kinds of hives and frames. Adilress

^iltfdb HIGGINSVILLE, LAFAYETTE CO., MO.

DAD.\^T'S FOUNDATION FACTORY, Whole-
sale and retail. See advertisement in another

column. 3l)tfd

JleNEY CeMMN.
CITY MARKETS.

Cincinnati.— 7/o)tej/.— Honey market dull; no
change in prices. Chas. F. Muth,

S. E. Cor. Freeman and Central Avenues,
Dec. 11, 1885. Cincinnati, O.

Boston.— Honey.—Best 1-pound sections, U@16;
best 2-pound sections, 12(3114. Slow sale. No de-
mand for extracted. Blake & Ripley,
Dec. 12, 188."). 57 Chatham St., Boston, Mass.

EXCHANGE DEPARTMENT.
Notices will be inserted under this he.ad at one-half our

usual rates. All ad's intended for this department must not
exced 5 lines, and you must say you want your ad. in this de-

partment, or we will not be responsible for any error.

CHtCAGO.—Wo?iej/.—The demand is quite good for
the best grades of honey, when in nice shape; IK c.

is about the market for lib. sections; 14(5)1.5 c. for
IVs to 2 lb. sections. Extracted honey in fair de-
mand, 6ra!8 c. Beciwaz, 20(§26. R. A. Burnett,
Dec. 10, 1885. 161 S. Water St., Chicago, III.

Cleveland.—Wonpy.—There is a little better feel-

ing, and best white 1-pound sections sell at 15 cts.;

2 pounds, rather slow at i:i<g>U; second quality, and
ol<l, are very cl,j 11 at 111 n 12. E.vtracted. 7@8.
Bec^icar, scarce at :.'2'j25. A. C. Kendel.
Dec. 11, 1885. 1 15 Ontario St., Cleveland, O.

Milw.\t:kee.—Honey.— The demand Tor choice
white-clover section honey is very fair, and the
supply not large. Dark honey is neglected and
slow; can encourage shipments of white-clover,
comb, in lib. sections. Can quote white lib. sec-
tions, 15rt71ttc; dark colored, 12'/2(§ 14c; extracted in

bbls. and kegs, T(28c. Beeswax, 25(a 28c, choice yellow.
Dec. 12, 18S.5. A. V. Bishop,

142 W. Water St., Milwaukee, Wis.

WANTED.—To exchange circular saw machine
for hive-making, machine for making dove-

tailed sections, light saw-mandrels, or bee-supplies,
for e.vtracted honey. Clover and basswood pre-
ferred. 24d D. S. Hall, South Cabot, Vt.

WANTED.—To exchange one-half bushel of ex-
tra fine white-clover seed for alsike-clover

seed. 19tfdb M. A. Gill, Viola, Richl'd Co., Wis.

WANTED.—To exchange 40 acres of good ham-
mock land on Manatee Hiver, Florida, suita-

ble for all tropical fruits, sugar -june, vegetables,
etc., for Italian bees; good bee country, no apiary
within miles. Address F. SfniNDEL,
23-24d Fort Ogden, Man. Co., Fla.

FOR SALE.

WANTED.—To exchange supplies at low rates,
for Partridge Cochin fowls.

24d W. K. Lewis, Dry Ridge, Ky.

WANTED.— To exchange or sell. Friends, 1

have 15 pairs of the celebiated Bonney's
stock of Brown Leghorns that I will sell at -«:?.on per
pair, or will exchange for good beeswax at 25 cts.

per pound. Circulars free. Hi f , A. I. Boot.
24ttdb A. H. Duff, Creightou, Guern. Co., O.

WANTED.—To exchange. Scoffs Commentary
on the Holy Bible. 6 vols., quarto, bound in

sheep, in good order, weight I'.l pounds. As I have
other commentaries, I will exchange this for some-
thing else useful. Address A. H. Van Dohen,
24tfdb Liberty, Bedford Co., Virginia.

WANTED.—To exchange golden-willow cuttings
for Italian queens. 1 will book orders now,

and seud the willows as early as will do next si)iiiig:

(lueens wanted in May and .lune, issii. 2 <lo7.en cut-
tings for a warranted, and 4 dozen for a tested ; also
one weeping-willow cut with each dozen. Will
send by mail. S. C. Frederick,
24, 5db Coal Vale, Craw. Co., Kan.

One second-hand fdn. mill that Mill roll sheets U
inches wide. The mill is at present in New Ham-
burg, Ont., Can. The original price on it was $40.00,

but we will now sell it at hulf i>rice. or ?20.0J.

A. I. ICOOT, ITIediiia, O.

UlAMTrn AT ONCE, WITH MODESATE WAOES. WORK
Ifnil I U>J for IsK'i. Thoroughly versed in the
bee-business. Beferenees furnished.
21d Kkank CiUL. litm Kiver St., Desmoines, la.

HAVING MOVED TO NEWJHK,li7j,
.Mv friends will please fake notice, while reading
mv advertisement, of the change of address.

F. HVL.IKI!:, MCU.IUK, N. J.

DADAHT'S FOUNDATION FACTOK?, WHOLESAIS and RETAIL.
See advertisement in another column. 3btfd

P)R SALE—or will exchange for choice extract-
ed honey, very fine Wyandotte cocks or cockerels

(Houdlette's strain, Wellesley, Mass.), and my .strain

Houdans, erowers or layers. It would be difficult

to buy better birds, I think. J. EVANS,
23-24 Schaghticoke, Renns. Co., N. Y.

x)iTL.xYV3.rt.XJ[^ one-piece sections,
414x414, for sale in lots of 1000 or more at $4.00 per
M. (This ad. will appear but once.) Address 24d

J. B. McCowiCK, Frecfericksburg, Wayne Co., 0.

Recent Additions to the Counter Store.
THKEK-CKNT COUNTER.

PostaKi'.
1

Wr. of 10, of 100

6
I
HAMMER, lEON HANDLE I 25] 2 00

A haiuinrr tliat will ito a K'l'at deal ot service.

1
I
VIEWS FOE STEEEOSCOPES | 25 | 2 25

Both Aniciiiaii .uiil Fuiiiirn. At this very low price we can
not niaki' s.Iccticiii-. .-iltlii.unh when more tn.an one is ordered
we send no two alikf.

FIVE - < ENT COUNTER.
1

I
GAEDEN SEEDS, per paper I 40

|
3 00

A list with the nam. > ..r i h.- ,litr. rint varieties will be sent
on application. Eacli pap. r ol si iilv is stamped 1886, and at
the close of the sc.i-..ii .mr mi ils arc all burned up, so that we
commence each viar with abs.)lutcly new seeds.

•I EN-<'ENT < OUNTER.
3

1 FILE, HALF HOUND. E-INCH I
80 17 00

FIFTEEN - CENT COUNTER.
2

I
SAWS, FEET OE SOEOLL, 12-INCH BLADE . . jl 25 |

11 50
These arc the sanit- make of the star hack-saws that cut iron

with such wimderful facility. See the dollar counter.

3 1 FILE, EOTOD, lOINCH | 1 45
|
12 50

TWENTV-FIVE CENT COUNTER.
I
AX-HELVES I

2 45
I
23 .50

Best s.-cond t;r..\vth hickory. Nicely finished.

THIKTY-FIVE CENT COUNTER.
10

I

FILE, EOUND, 12-INOH j 3 00 |
25 00

ONE-DOLUAR COUNTER.
10

I
CLOCK. LEVEE MOVEMENT 18 5018000

Avery nice time keeper, named " Whistler." Each clock is

carefully tested and reK'ulated by ourselves.

\, I. ROOT, Medina, Ohio.
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HONEY AND BEESWAX.
We are now in the uuirkot, and nil! be during- the

entire season, for all honey ottered us, in any quan-
tity, shape, or condition, just so it is pure. We will

sell on comniisision. fharjrinfi' •'> v>er cent; or if a sam-
ple is sent lis, we will makelhc best cash offer the
•i-eneral market will alford. We will handle bees-
wax th(^ same way, and can furnish bee-men in

quantities, crude or refined, at lowest market prices.

Our junior nieinber in this deparment, Mr. Jerome
Twiciiell, has full charge, which insures prompt and
careful attention in all its details.
Sample of comb honey must be a full case, repre-

senting: a fair average of the lot. On such sam-
ple we will make prompt returns, whether we buy
or not. CL.EMONS, CLOOIV A: <;0.,

1.52db Kansas <ity, Mo.

EXTRACTED HONEY,
\6 TO 20 CENTS PER POUND.

The Canteen honevpackajro is so funny, every-
body wants to eat from it. Will sell like hot-cakes
during- holidavs and all winter. Samples of 5 and 10

cent packages, tilled with honey, sent by mail pre-
paid for 2.5 cents. Send for price list and full de-
scription, and set vour honev V)Ooming-. Address
2td JOHN H. MARTIN, HARTFORD, WASH. GO., N. Y.

FOR SALE.
400 COLONIES CF BEES.

Will exchange lor good horses and mules.
ANTHONY OPP,

22tfdb Helena, Pliillips Co., ArU.

DADANT'S
FOUNDATION
is asserted liy hundreds of practical and disinterest-
ed bee-keepers to be the cleanest, brightest, quick-
est accepted bj' bees, least apt to sag, most regular
In color, evenest, and neatest, of any that is made.

It is kept for sale by Messrs. A. H. Newman, Chi-
cago, 111.; C. F. Muth, Cincinnati, O.; Jas. Heddon,
Dowagiac, Mich.; F. L. Doughertj', Indianapo-
lis, Ind.; Chas. H.Green, Berlin, Wis.; Chas. Hertel,
.Tr., Freeburg, 111. ; Ezra Baer, Dixon, Lee Co., 111. ; E.
S. Armstrong, Jerseyville, Illinois; Aithur Todd,

I
Germantown, Philadelphia, Pa.; E. Kretchmer,

!
Coburg, Iowa; Elbert F. Smith, Smyi-na, N. Y.;

I

C. T. Dale, Mortonsville, Ky.; Clark Johnson &
I

Son, Covington, Ky., King, Aspinwall & Co., 16 Thom-
as St., New York City. C. A. Graves, Birmingham,

I
O.; M. .1. Dickason, Hiawatha, Kan.; J. W. Porter,
Charlottesville, Albemarle Co., Va.: E. K. Newcomb,
Pleasant Valley, Dutchess Co., N. Y., and numerous
other dealers.
Write for samples free, and price list of supplies,

accompanied with 150 Conipllnientary and uma-
licital testimonials, from as manj' bee-keepers, in
1883. Wc guarantee every inch of uur foundation equal
to sample in every respect.

CHAS. DADANT A: SON,
3btfd Hamilton, Hancock Co., Illinois.

MUTH'S
HONEY -EXTRACTOR,

»itllJ.\ICE OL.ASS liONE\'-JAKS,
TIN BUCKETS, BEE-HIVES,

HONEY-SECTIONS, Ac, Ac.

Apply to CHAS. F. MUTH, Cincinnati, O.

P. S.—Send 10-eent stamp for " Practical Hints to

Bee-Keepers." Itfdb

LOOK HERE!
To introduce my strain of pure bright Italians,

equal to any in the United States, I will offer

tested (jueens, $1.00 each; extra flue, selected,

$1..50 each; one-frame nucleus, consisting of one
extra select queen, one frame of brood, ii lb. bees,

for $3.00. If you want any bees, send me your ad-

dress on postal and 1 will send you sample by re-

turn mail. Beeswax or honey taken in exchange.
32tfdb THOMAS HORN,

Box 691, Slierburne, Ciicn. Co., N. Y.

DADANT'S FOUNDATION FACTORY, WHOLE-
SALE AND RETAIL. See advertisement in

another column. 3btfd

SBCTIOn:
Western headquarter.^ for beo-tiien"s supplies.

Four-piece sections, and hives of every kind, a
specialty. Flory's corner-clamps, etc. Orders for
sections and clamps tilled in a few hours' notice.

Send for sample and j) rices.

M. R.MADARY, _ .

22 21db Box 172. Fresno City, Cal.

WE WILL SELL
Chaff hives complete, with lower frames, for $2..5;);

in flat, $1.50. A liberal discount by the (|uantity.

Simplicity hives, Section Boxes. Comb Fdn., and
other Supplies, at a great reduction. We have new
machinery, and an enlarged shop. Italian Bees
«nd Queens. Send for Price List. 23 22db

A. F. STAUFFER & CO., Sterling, Ills.

BEE-HIYES, V SECTIONS,
HONEY - BOXES, ETC.

GREilT REDT7CTI01T.
All Dealers and large consumers will find it to

their interest to write us for special stocking-up
prices, either for present or future delivery. 16tfdb

G. B. LEWIS Ss CO., Watektown, Wis.

THE CANADIAN BEE JOURNAL
irii:EKLY, $i.oo ri:ii yeah.

D. A. Jones & Co., Publishers, Beeton, Ont., Can.

The only bee journal printed in Canada, and con-
taining much valuable and interesting matter each
week from the pens of leading Canadian and United
States bee-keepers. Sample copy sent fi-ec on re-

ceipt of address. Printed on nice toned paper, and
in a nice shape for binding, making in one year a
volume of 832 pages. 9tfb

"lM^AND ARMS
(.UlTIFICIAL)

WITH nUBBER HANDS AND FEET.
The Mcist Natural, Com,

ftirtable ai.d Durable.

THOUSANDS IN USE.

! j^ ^ ^/l >jN I^'ei^ Pnfcnts and Inipor

Special attuntiou given to

SOLDIERS,
111. Pamphlet of ISO Pages

SENT FREE.

A. A. MARKS,
701 Broadway, New York.

this paper.Please mention

VANDERVORT
COMB FOUNDATION MILLS.
Send for samples and reduced price list.

2tfdb .INO. VANDEKVORT, Laceyville. Pa.

^^^K JAVA COCKERELS.
A few fine birds for sale at :?3.00 each. Warrant-

ed to be as good as the best. 23,24,l,2d.

S. M. DAKRAH, Clicuoa, Ills).

Have had three years' experience.
22tfdb W. C. WuiGHT, Reagan, Falls Co., Tex,
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OUR OWN APIARY.

hather, the tkmpeh atitkk ok mothku
eakth; sub-eakth vkntii,.vtii>x.

R. G. M. DOOLITTLE touches iiih-ii a point

that is of considcniltle inti-rcst to ino;

I namely, the tenii)ciature of Mother Eaiih.

He calls in question whether .'w", as deduc-

ed from Mammoth Tave, is true of all oth-

er localities (see page 850). T accordingly consulted

a number of philosophies, physical «Tofrraphies.

cyclopiiHlias, and other works that mifiht bear up-

on the subject. None of these touched upon tlie

particular point in question, and 1 then came to

the conclusion that the temperature of Mother
Earth is a relative term which is not uniform in all

localities. However, 1 found that the tempei-ature

of artesian wells, to a depth of »'00n feet, is nearly

uniform, with one or two exceptions. This tem-

j)erature atthis depth is about ><0° ; and one artesian

well, in Paris, I think, is used for heating- purposes.

After searching in vain in the various works
treating on the subject, for the temperature of the

earth within a few feet of the surface. 1 determined

to institute a series of experiments myself, and, if

nothing- more, ascertain tlie teiuperature of the

earth in Medina. Under our bee-hive factory is a

-well. The lifting-pump to said well will force a

stream of water higher than the factory, and, of

course, it would take but a second or two for the

water to come from the bottom of the well to the

surface of the ground. In consequence, the tem-

perature of the waiter would be of about the same
temperatuive as tlie ground at a depth of 97 feet.

After the pump had been running about two hours,

the piping and the pump itself w-ould become of

,t\ie jBame temperatii^ie as the water. When the

pump had l)een thus running we turned a jet of

the water, right from the bottom of the well, into a

pail. Into this 1 plunged a good thermometer. On
remaining there a few minutes the mercury show-

ed .')(;°. To lie more sure, another thermometer of

<litlerent make was tried, with the same result.

There is another well in the factory, used for

drinking purposes, whose depth is ;W feet. After

pumping perhaps half a barrel of water from this T

tested the water as before, with two thermometers,

and tlie result showed 57°. I would say, that this

well is entirely inside the factory, and covered with

tiagging-stone, so that the temperature outside can

not atfect it. Thus it will be observed, that the

temperature of Mother Earth under our factory

very nearl.v tallies witli that of Mammoth Cave,

which is 5,")°.

T next testod the water of our cistern at home.

After pumping out considerable water as before,

and testing, the mercury showed 49°. The cistern

is pretty closely covered, but I presume enough

frost went down through the open chain-pump to

sink the temperature five or six degrees.

In Cleveland last year, during'the severe winter,

the water-pipes, in some cases to the depth of 4 or 5

ft, froze solid. This being the case, I should|suppose

that, under ordinary winter weather, the sub-earth

ventilator, being placed to a depth of 3 or 4 feet,

would not give a temperature much above the

I

freezing-point; and in order to get any thing'like

j 45 degrees of heat we should want our ventilators

placed at a depth of 8 feet, as some have recom-

mended. To get 55 degrees of heat we must go to

a depth of at least 40 feet, and probably more.i This

j

might not be true of all places, but I feel quite

I sure it would be of Medina.
I I have shown that the temperature of Mother
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Earth at Medina is very nearly that of Mammoth
Cave; but in order to get at the temperature here,

we must g^o down 40 feet or more. The well Mr.
Doolittle mentions must be very cold — only 11°

above the freezing-point in summer. Is this true

of other wells in the same locality?

Now, I should like to know how nearly uniform
the temperature is in other places, at a depth of 50,

75, or 100 feet. If we are to advise sub-earth venti-

lators for bee-keepers and others, it is important to

know whether this advice is to betaken general)}',

or applied only to particular localities.

BOTTLING UP HONEV FOR MARKET.
Perhaps some of the friends are aware that we

are bottling some of that carload of California honey
in the 5-oz. Muth jars. These jars are to be sold to

Butler Bros., of New York, as a neat ten-cent arti-

cle of honey for their counter trade. A day or so

ago I noticed one of our men, while putting up this

honey, using an implement like the one figured be-

low. The corks to the jars were too large for the

mouths of the bottles, and, in consequence, they had
to be compressed by some means until they fitted.

The implement as shoAvu in the cut will explain it-

self. You observe that we grasp the handles with
the right hand, much in the way we do a nut crack-

er. Ne.vt, with the cork in the left band place it in

the hole as shown; then while twirling the cork
around so as to have it uniform, press upon the

CORK-PHESSER.
handles with the right hand. You notice that there

is nothing particularly new in this device; in fact,

it is the same thing that druggists use, only this is a

home-made implement that any one can make. It

is constructed as follows:

Procure a pices of wood (hard wood preferred), 2X
3 by about 18 inches long. Near one end bore an
inch hole half through. On the other side bore a
similar I'/i-inch hole, suited for larger corks. Ne.xt

rip the piece through the middle of the strip with a

rip hand saw, in such a way as to cut the holes in

halves. Fasten the ends near the holes with a com-
mon door-hinge; the other ends, whittle off for the
handles. The implement is now complete, and oper-

ates like a nut-cracker. The cut shows the position

of the holes after the i)iece is ripped. You can now
fit corks to your honey-jars as well as the druggist,

and the whole expense is but a trifle.

Ernest R. Root.

BEVEKSING DEVICES.

6HALI., WE ISE HEVEP.SIISLE HIVES OR REVERSI-
BLE FRAMES.

N your reply to the article entitled, " Reversing
the Hives instead of the Frames," page 771,

Nov. Gleanings, you suggest that we "go a

little further and have frames made without
any projections at all to the top bars, in order

that the frames may be lifted out when the hive is

turned over." Now, if this were done, or even
could be done without the grave difliculties alluded

to, where would reversing the hive come in? How-
ever, we confess that we have lost some sleep try-

ing to get rid of a small piece of the top bar of said

frames, that seemed to stick out very prominently

at times, and be in the way, while at so many other
times they wei-e "such a handy thing to have
about," as Toodles remarked about a second-hand
coffin he had purchased. Still, notwithstanding all

this, we have never been able to get along, as yet,

without the nice little projection at the ends of the

frames, and they must b? at the top at that. If you
are very an.vious to have a frame such as you men-
tion, you will have to get after friend Benton again
(see p.age 552, Aug. 15, 1885). May be he can help you
out of the difficulty.

We have figured it out in our own minds, that his

reversible frame is certainly long enough to just

fit insid? of the hive, and slida down flush with the

end, resting upon strips attached to the bottom of

the hive in such a manner as to support the frames
and preserve the proper distance from the bottom-
board. Whether this is the way it is done, or, if so,

whether it is practical or not, remains to be seen.

Nevertheless, one thing remains certain; viz.: the

necessity and utility of reversing frames at the

proper time, and for certain purposes, seems now
to be generally conceded. The beekeeping friends

are ready for it, and the great question to deter-

mine is, not whether we shall reverse our frames
or not, but, how shall it be done, at the least trouble,

by the quickest method, and at the least expense?
Shall it be done by reversing the frames alone and
singly, or by reversing the hives, and by this means
turning all the frames at one operation? Now,
since this matter of reversing the hives, being still

in its infancy, has not been as fully brought out as

reversible frames, nor perhaps as well understood,

and because you, friend R., started the ball to roll-

ing when you told us about reversing the Simplici-

ty, let us fully investigate its claims, pro and con;

and if there is nothing in it, of course it will turn

out ditferently from " Banquo's ghost."

Now, in order to bring out the matter in the

clearest light, let us suppose a case in practice. If

reversible frames should be decided upon, by some
one owning an apiary of 50 to 100 colonies in ten-

frame hives, and the bees all were comfortably in-

stalled on movable frames having the regular ortho-

do.x projecting top-bars, in order to convert them
into reversible ones, the necessity would arise of

purchasing or manufacturing lOCO to 2000 reversing

devices; the removal of 500 to 1000 frames of comb
from the bees, a few at a time, to a place suited to

work at them; the sawing or cutting off of lOOi) to

2000 projections, together with the fitting and at-

taching of the same number of said devices, and
then returning them to their proper places! Now,
the question is, Would this be a very easy and
practical undertaking at any other time than early

spring, or even then would it pay for the expense
and trouble? Who has done it? On the other hand,

suppose he should adopt reversible hives instead of

reversible frames, to accomplish said purpose.

How proceed? We answer, first have read}- a few
reversible hives to commence the work with. This

can be done by fixing over hives that are on hand
and empty, making them reversible; or if none are

on hand, making all the new ones on the new
plan that are going to be needed, then proceed to

set a colony in each one, then fix over those thus

emptied, and so on, until all are completed.

Now for the questions. How easy is this plan?

how practical? how expensive? how much better

than the other method? We will presume to answer
as follows: Very much easier; much more practi-
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cal; a great deal less expensive; and, in our opin-

ion, as good, if not better, save in the one instance

of not allowing' the frames to be removed while the

hive is turned over until it is turned back again.

We do not presume to know how much of an objec-

tion this would be to the average liee-kecper, or

whether any, but are inclined to think that it would
all depend upon how often occur the necessity and
occasion for removal at the particular time the hive

is thus reversed. It is not presumed that the hive

shall be turned up very long at a time, if we thor-

oughly understand for what purpose and wlion it

should be done.

Now asto the question, Can our hives that we now
have in use lie easily- altered to be revertiblc ones?

We think that the most of the kinds in use can be.

and at very little trouble and expense. We i-emod-

led about 80 this spring. Hempiiii.t- & Goodman.
Elsbury, Mo.

ra—^-pw

A PLEASANT REMINISCENCE OF
CHILDHOOD DAYS.

A SAMPLE OF A BOX-IIIVE MAN.

RTEND ROOT:—Our first business transaction

dates Jan. 11th, 1883. In connection with

business as one of your Western customers,

you will probably know the name. As I have
as yet obtained no great distinction among

men as an apiarist, or any other vocation, you
may consider my scribbling of little consequence,
and lay it aside, or consign it to the wasto-bivsket.

Be this as it may, I will proceed to give an account

of myself, and the progress made in our '• chosen

pursuit" throughout my locality.

My father was a bee-man before me, hence you
can throw the mantle of charity over me, if I ap-

pear too enthusiastic. He emanated from Ken-
tucky soil, and pitched his tent in the exact locality

of the writer, in the spring of l«:i8. Civilization was
then battling with the red man and wild beasts of

the forest. Settlements were very sparse, and
those twenty miles distant were considered neigh-

bors.

Within a dozen rods of our present residence is

the site of the old log cabin. Two little mounds
are all that remain to mark the location. The two
mud-and-stick chimneys that have long since fallen

to decay leave the only monuments to the memory
of the pioneer days of our parents. How my mem-
ory reverts to the many incidents related by my
parents, while they were occupants of this rude
domicile, of how the wolves howled, panthers
screamed, night-owls screeched, and many unac-

countable noises made nights hideous! how they

had to make tight coverings over their pigs, to pre-

vent "varmints" from carrying them off; how,
within an hour or two hunt, they could secure the

best of venison and wild turkey; and frequently

within a stones throw of the cabin; how they lived

for months on venison, hominy, and wild honey,

with an occasional abridgement of johnny cake and
sassafras tea.

It was in those days that we might date the dawn
of bee culture on the Hambaugh homestead. Cap-

tured in the wilds of the forest, and with the pro-

verbial "log gum" prepared, the increase soon

brought its reward, and a primitive apiary was the

result. Under the supervision of my father the

bees were a source of considerable revenue. Being

a man of strong constitution and indomitable ener-

gy, the suiTOunding forests gradually gave way to

fields of waving grain. The old log cabin was event-

ually superseded by a large residence; and ei'e his

death the "iron horse" was traveling through his

possessions, and the landscape was transformed
into a beautiful panorama. The onward progress
of civilization had worked wonders, and none were
so well calculated to realize it as those who had en-

dured the drawbacks and privations of early pio-

neers.

Never has the old homestead been entirely desti-

tute of the busy bee. The "hum " used to gladden
the heart of my father: and though the modes of

management were those of the primitive days, he
took great pride in them, and many a barrel and
keg of strained and "mush " honey has he sent to

market. Within my own rec<;l!eetion I have seen
old-fashioned "log gums," that would require three

or four men to handle, carried from the brimstone-

pit to the old house, where its contents were dis-

posed of. The harvest, which took place the first

cold weather in winter, usually lasted a week or

ten days, and the wax was by no means a small

factor in the enterprise. An old resident in our
neighborhood states that he paid for eighty acres of

land with money obtained from beeswax alone.

It was always a source of pleasure for me to as-

sist my father with his bees; and as he grew old,

the care (f them gradually fell to me; as the bees

were considered a matter of minor Importance, no
special pains were taken, other than to have plenty

of "gums " in readiness for the swarms, and w'len

they issued, hive them, place them in a fence-

corner, j^nd let them go till the harvest caine
around, then what the moth-miller had not de-

stroyed we would confiscate, except sufficient for

the next year's increase.

It was about four years ago that I took my first

step forward in the art of t)ee culture, and I must
confess it was a very short one. I took no broader
view of the art than to follow those of my own
knowledge who were the pronounced bee-men. An
elderly gentleman of our county, by the name of

Walsh, was the pronounced bee oracle, and I par-

took freely of his instructions, which were some-
thing of this order: "You are bound to give the

bees i-ooin for their surplus fat, the natural ac-

cumulations from the under part of the abdomen"
—a terrible dagger to comb foundation. He says

the extractor is a humbug, and has done more to

degrade the honey market than any other one
thing, and ought to be abolished. Ho is also ad-

verse to the use of sections for surplus honey. He
also states the Italian bee is far inferior to our na-

tive blacks, and are fit for nothing but to rob, pil-

lage, and sting. He says father Langstroth is a

humbug; that the movable-frame hive was in use a
century before him. He laughs at the idea of

building up weak colonies with brood from the

strong, to avoid moth. He has been puzzling his

brains for years over an effectual moth-trap, which
he claims to have perfected, and a queer device, too

complicated to describe, can be seen under every
one of his hives. He says that nectar does not

emanate from flowers, but from the elements, and
falls like dew; and, were there no flowers, bees

would gather honey from church-steeples and
house-tops. 1 could relate many other cranky no-

tions of this respected gentleman, but this will suf-

fice to show how far some can wander who will not
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accept of any standard works or bee-masters as

superior to their own frail and crooked ideas.

This man was my tutor for one jcar, and I was
foolish enough to use a few of his hives, and, of

course, you can believe my first step a short one in

advanced bee culture; and up to this time I had
never seen the inside of a beebook. I had often

heard of Lang-stroth's work, and was anxious to

learn something- of the hidden mysteries of the

bee-hive. I chanced to receive a sample copy of

the Farm Journal^ in which I found an advertise-

ment from A. 1. Hoot, asking all who were in-

terested in bees to send him their names. I com-
plied, and received your catalogue in return, and it

was but a short time ere the ABC was at hand.

AVith this able work I felt a new impetus, and, with

the addition of Cook's Manual and Dzierzon's

work, I flattered myself as making broad strides in

the right direction. The old hive was soon super-

seded by the eight-frame Langstroth hive, and, still

later, all have been transferred to ten-frame Sim-

plicity hives, where they are going to stay.

In connection with what I have gained from our
leading bee-periodicals and standard works on bee
culture, I have visited several apiarists of note,

chief among which are the old pioneers in the pro-

fession, Chas. Dadant & Son, to whom 1 am indebted

for willing and wise counsel. Long may they live!

I have prolonged my remarks further than intend-

ed, and I fear trespassing on your valuable space.

Springs, 111., Nov. 35, 1885. .J. M. H.\MBAugh.

QUEEN-CELLS.

I.ARV,^-:, AND THEIR DEVELOPMENT.

fOR
some time we have been ti-ying to get a

good cut of (jueen-cells and brood for our
ABC book; and after several trials our en-

gi-avers have at last succeeded. The veter-

ans will recognize the different cells as shown
below.

Qli KEN-CELLS AND LARV.K.

D, whose surface is smooth, and does not show
the usual network, contains only a drone-larva, in-

stead of a young queen. A is a queen-cell just

started; B is a cell further on in its stage of develop-

ment. C is a cell from which a queen is just hatch-

ed, and to which the little hinged cap still adheres.

E shows a cell that has been torn open by a young
(jueen. This opening shows evidence that the bees

had assisted her after she had made a small hole.

In this connection I would say, that when tearing

down unnecessary cells I rarely take the trouble to

desti'oy them wholly, and hence I merely pierce a
small hole with the knife or a straw, and leave the
bees to do the rest. F shows the grubs, or larvae,

and which are seen scattered in various places.

Below A is sealed brood, and here and there young
bees just gnawing out. These young bees are not
so good as the rest of the engraving.
While upon this subject I shall give a brief re-

view of the development of the larvie, as set forth

in the admirable work of Frank Cheshire. Huber,
Reaumur, and others, claim that the grub does not
change its skin in the jn-ocess of development.
Cheshire claims that this assertion is a mistake;
that the skin is non-elastic, and that in a short

time, becoming bad fitting, it bursts, and is cast oft'.

In like manner this is replaced by a new skin, and
so on to the probable number of five.

This was a new idea to me. On consulting the
authorities on the silkworm I found that it also

easts off a number of skins. As the silkworm is the
larva of the moth, if we reason from analogy we
are led to suppose that the larva of the bee may
cast oft' its skin also. Frank Cheshire states that a

careful investigation will show the ruptured pel-

licles in the bottom of the cells; however, with my
Coddington lens, Boush & Lomb instrument, and
dissccting-tools, I failed to discover more than one
pellicle. Perhaps I am not skillful enough; but be-

cause I do not succeed in finding them I am not pre-

pared to say they are not there. Briefly, then, the

development of the larvie as given by him, is this:

The grub, after casting off its several skins, packu
them in the bottom of the cell, together with the

excrement given ofl' by the grub. The last pellicle

it packs around the cell, and then completes the in-

closure with its silken web. This leaves the cell

nice and clean, and the grub has now only to grow.
Microscopical examination shows that this case,

cocoon, or whatever we may call it, Is not a mass of

fibers, as we might expect, if it were simply the

web of the larva. On the contrary, it has the ap-

pearance of a skin, or pellicle, of the worm. Had
it not been winter weather after procuring a larva

from the hive, I would have skinned him and com-
pared this with the lining of the cell. If the micro-

scope showed they were identical in appearance, I

should be compelled to believe that Mr. Cheshire Is

correct.

When the weather permits I will push this matter
a little further. If good authorities have been mis-

taken for so long, it is time we put ourselves to

rights. Ernest R. Root.

WINTERING IN THE SOUTH NOT SO
EASY.

LEAVES FOR PACKING.

RIEND ROOT:-Though this is a rather late

to send in my report for last winter, I

should like some of the veterans who have
lost so heavily to know how a novice has suc-

ceeded in the-ell-important subject of winter-

ing. Fall count, 18—17 strong, 1 weak (a cluster

covering only 4 frames). The 17 colonies had from
30 to 50 lbs. of honey each, just such as they had
gathered from the field. The weak one was fed up
on unfinished sections, after frost had fallen.

Spring count showed that 1 had not lost a colony,

although one-half, of them were weak, caused from
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dysentery. Eight of my colonies had a quilt, made
of a common corn-sack that cost only 6V4 cts. each,

over the frames, and without an exception they
j

came through clean and dry, not a sign of dysen-

tery; even the colony with only four frames came
out all right. The remaining ten colonies had a

honey-board on; and, with two exceptions, they

had dysentery badly. The upper story of each hive

was packed with forest leaves, as suggested by J. !

E. Pond, Jr.
j

Many may think that it is a very simple matter to

winter bees as far south as this; but when I tell

you that from one-third to three-fourths of each
apiary was lost the past winter in this county, you
will not think it such a simple thing to winter sue-

|

cessfully. The tropics are away south of here, for

we had plenty of zero weather last winter. From
6 to 14 degrees below was not unusual. Pollen was

:

abundant in every hive; but I am of the opinion

that it would have been better had there not been

so much of it present. My bees were left on sum-
mer stands, with a wind-break of cornstalks about
6 feet high to protect them from the north winds.

Now, friend Root, 1 should like to have you tell

me when is the best time to move bees; also how to

prepai'o them for shipment. Don't you think in

March or April would be the best time? 1 shall

move from here to Bowling Green, Ky. You re-

member the place, of course, as you passed through
it on your way to the World's Exposition. Your de-

scription of the cave was very interesting, and,

strange as it may seem to you, although 1 have
!

lived within 30 miles of the great wonder all my
life nearly, I was never in it. We are apt to care

very little for wonders near us. E. W. Stavton.
Martin, Tenn.

Thanks, friend S., for your kind letter. The
subject of moving bees is so fully discussed
in the ABC book that it would' hardly be
advisable to go over it here. 1 think March
or April would probably be the best time.
We should try to avoid either extreme —
very hot or very cold.

FROM 25 TO 59, AND ABOUT 13,000 LBS. OF HONEY.

[JIARCH 1,1885, found me with 25 colonies of

bees — two thirds Italians, one-third black.

I increased by natural swarming to 50. By
May 1st I stopped all swarming by ex-

tracting and cutting queen - cells after

above date. I fl'nishcd extriicting to-day, November
10th. I had 1000 gallons of honey, all e.vtracted

from top story, the bees having their winter sup-

ply since June, in lower story of 10 frames, from
basswood. I bought a new belt, and shall wear it

until somebody does better. Let him report, and I

will send said l^lt by first mail. John W. Ross.

Velasco, Brazoria Co., Tex., Nov. 10, 1885.

Why, friend B., your report is a tremen-
dous one. Estimating 11 lbs. of honey to
the gallon, we lind yon received about 2(50

lbs. on an average from each of your original
25. Good for Texas!

the sale of the honey, when put up in good shape,

it will sell about as well as butter. Spring count,

17; increased to 35; good condition; comb honey.

600 lbs. ; extracted honey, 600 lbs. ; all. 1200 lbs. Sold

700 lbs., nearly all at home. O. S. Dug by.

Kingsville, Ashtabula Co., Ohio.

FKOM 14 TO 26, AND SOLD §90.00 WORTH OF BEES AND
HONEY.

Last spring I lost my entire apiary of 66 colonies,

fall count, except one queen and about a teacup-

ful of bees, which, by careful nursing, I built up to

a good strong colony during the season. I sent to

friend Foster for 14 nuclei, which I built up to

good colonies, and increased during the season to

26 good strong stocks. We got no surplus here

till about the last week in August, then we had a

nice little honey-flow of some three weeks. The re-

sult of my summer's work foots up thus: 14 nuclei

increased to26, allin good condition for winter; sold

S50.09 worth of bees, and have .«40.00 worth of fine

thick honey. While this is nothing to boast of, still

I am satisfied, all things taken into consideration.

J. W. Margr.we.
Hiawatha, Kansas, Dec. 4, 1885.

BEF.S PAY LIKE OTHKR STOCK.
My report for this year is not large, yet every

year convinces mo that bees can be made to pay
as well as any other stock on the farm; and as to

"IF AT FIRST YOU DON'T SUCCEED, TRY AGAIN.'

I have been a reader of your paper for several

years. Though I have been in the bee business

only two years, I will give you my report for the

past season, but it will hardly be fair to give it and

say nothing of last year's work.

I came hero from Ohio in April, 1884; bought 50

colonies at ?5.00 per colony; increased to 65, and

took 800 lbs. of honey; purchased 14 more in the

fall, at §3.00 per colony, making 79 in all. A great

part of their stores was honey-dew. About all sur-

vived the winter; but spring dwindling set in, and
leftonly 47,4 of them quoeuless, and most of the

others weak; but by feeding and extra care, I got

them into fair condition. By the commencoment
of the white-clover fiow thcj- increased to 84, and

took .3700 lbs. honey—1400 extracted, 2300 comb. I

have sold, up to the present time, $430 worth, and

have on hand ?00.00 worth. I have tried Heddon's

plan for preventing second swarms, and I suc-

ceeded very well. I have also used his crates, but

prefer a modification, and a plain honey-board,

making the bee-space in the bottom of the crate

instead of in the honey-board.

Beginners can save money by making chaff

cushions out of burlap, such as yarn, cotton bat-

ting, etc., are shipped in. I get it of the dry-goods

merchants, and the material for my cushions costs

less than a cent each.

I find gloves acceptable occasionally, in the fall,

while handling cross hybrids, and have a pair made
of firm brown ducking, with openings for my
fingers to extend through, nearly to the second

joint. The bees will not sting it as they do buck-

skin. Our sources of honey here are the old re-

liable white clover; and for fall supply, the Spanish

needle, which grows abundantly here in the bot-

toms, sloughs, and low ground, and yields a rich

yellow honey, i-csembling poplar honey in appear-

ance and flavor.

Bees are plentiful here, and I have been surprised

at the amount of honey brought in here for sale

from old box hives, which speaks well for the

country as a honey section. B. A. Rapp.

Chillicothe, Mo., Dec. 6, 18&5.
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AN AVERAGE OF 75 LBS. OF HONEY PER COLONY.
I commenced the winter of 1884 with 30 swai-ms;

2 starved—the first I have lost in wintering for five

years. I commenced this season with ;J8; have
taken about 1600 lbs. in sections, 500 lbs. with ex-

tractor — an averag-e of 75 lbs. I have now 41

swarms, after doubling back. Best yield, about 175

lbs. in sections, 25 extracted; lightest, 50 lbs. in sec-

tions. I winter one-half in chaff hives on summer
stands, the rest in cellar. C. H. Boyd.
North Monroe, Waldo Co., Me., Dec. 7, 1885.

^EP0^¥g DlgC6UR^6INS.

100 HIVES, AND NOT ENOUGH TO WINTER ON.
HAVE 104 hives of bees; had about ICO in the

spring. They haven't gathered enough to win-

ter on. 1 have fed them about 500 lbs., and will

have to feed about 200 more in the spring, so

you see that it is all loss this season. The hard
cold winter in the spring, and the dry weather,
killed the clover; buckwheat was not very good.

Amity, N. Y., Dec. 4, 1885. J. W. I^tter.

DISCOURAGING TO A NEW BEGINNER.
My expectations in the bee-business have utterly

failed. I shall not get over 10 or 15 lbs. of box hon-

ey, from 16 hives. What do you suppose is the rea-

son they did not make any more honeyV I had
buckwheat, and a great variety of flowers, besides

quite a lot of the spider plant all aiound our place,

besides being right alongside the woods. My honey
so far has cost me about S5.00 per lb. Of course,

the brood-chamber has all they will need for winter
and brood-rearing; but from the account of so

many beemen, about bees filling the hive and turn-

ing off such quantities of honey in one season, it

looks (after my first season's exjiericnce) rather du-

bious.

I got, in the spring, 6 box hives, and increased to

17 (one dwindled or died), and I now have 16 hives

of bees, and took honey from only two of them, and
I am out about f60.00 on the bee-business. This
does not look very flattering, does if? Still, I expect
to increase them until I get 100 colonies or more, if

T can possibly i-aise the money to buy the Simplicity

hives, for I don't like any other. K. J. Waters.
New Madrid, Mo., Nov. 2, 1885.

FALSE STATEMENTS IN RESARD TO THE HON-
EY BUSINESS or OUR COUNTRY.

.\s a protection to our bec-kpepinp population, we propose in
this department to publish the names of newspapers that per-
sist in publishing false statements In regard to the purity of
honey which we as bee-keepers put on the market.

f^

HE following I copied from the editorial de-

li"
partment of the New York Weekly Witness,

^ issueof Sept. 3, 1885, page6:
" Honey has become so adulterated now

that there is no pleasure to the fastidious in
eating it, as you do not know whether you are eat-
ing a mixture of glucose and honey, or the pure un-
adulterated article. Virgin honey in the comb, as
manufactured by the Ix^es, is most delicious; but
nowadays the bees are saved the trouble of making
the comb, and a manufactured article is put in for
them to fill with honey, and you do not know in
eating it whether you are eating bee-made comb or
man-made comb, a tough and indigestible mass.
Let us have pure honey, Mr. Bee-keeper!

It is a reply to L. Starr, Mallory, N. Y., an intel-

ligent bee-keeper, if I mistake not. Mr. Starr is

probably not a reader of Gleanings, or he would,
or should, have sent you this item himself, together
with his own letter in the Witness.

The above, considering the source, and the posi-

tion as a Christian teacher of the author, may just-

ly be styled " a pious fraud."
John D. Gehrino.

Park College, Mo., Dec. 4, 1885.

Thanks, friend G.,for kindly calling our
attention to tliis matter. It does seem to
me really awful, to see papers like the Wit-
ness listening to sensational newspaper ca-
nards until they lose their own senses.
Now, dear friends of the Witness, Avill yon
not be kind enough to as pul)licly correct
the false impressions you have given, and
admit that you were mistaken '? My offer
of SI 000 is still open, to any newspaper
editor, or anybody else, who' will tell us
where comb honey is manufactured without
the agency of bees. I appeal to you as
(^liristian men to make a little reparation
for the injury you have done a class of hon-
est and hard-working people. You have
Gleanings as an exchange ; and by read-

i ing the numbers for a few months back,
especially the articles under the department
that heads this, you can see how hard we
h,ave been laboiing to get even simple just-
ice. Xo one should buy honey without see-

I

ing that the name of the producer is on the
package ; and if you do this, I am sure you

j
will not get either liquid honey nor comb

I honey that is a fraud. This quotation from
i

the Witness is the one referred to on p. 647,

Sept. lo.

;
The following is clipped from the Ameri-

j

ic-an Analyst :

i

Honey.—You are correct about the prevalence
I of adulterated honey. Comparatively little of the
j

article bearing that name sold in retail stores is
' genuine, even the wax cells being often skillfully
and fraudulently imitated. We noticed in the last
number of the London Analyst that a correspondent

i

warns anal.vtical chemists against American hon-
eys, which he says are being adulterated with a syr-

i up manufactured with maize, the method being-
kept secret. His own experience shows, however,

j

that if wheat or maize starch (not potato starch) be
' tieatcd with oxalic acid or any other powerful or-

i

ganic acid, a syrup is produced, which, in a certain
; concentration, and after standing two or three
; weeks, exactly resembles, in taste and appearance,
an old honey. It seems a shame to cheat the busy
bee out of the reward of his patient industry.

i

If any journal should be truthful and re-

I

liable iii matteis of this kind, it seems to
me that one with such a name as the above
paper, hailing from 176 Broadway, New
York, ought to be that one. Now, friends

!
of the American Analyst, we call upon you
to correct your unwise and very positive
statement. If anybody in the '*\orld ought
to be careful what he says, it is an editor ;

and for an editor of a s'cientilic paper to
thus help on a fraud is lamentable. AVill

you not please add, friends, that it is a mis-
take, and that you were misinformed? If

you think there is such a place, where wax
cells are imitated, as you say, just hunt
it up, and your $1000 which we offered last

month is ready now. Yes, it is now $1500.

You will please prove you were right, or
else take back what you said.
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MOEE ABOUT HONESTY AND HONEST
WAKES.

STRICT BUSINESS PRINCIPLES.

f
51 HANK you, friend Eoot, for the credit you
a'' give me, of both kinds, for my last ai-ticle,

f Oct. 1.5. Bless your heart, I should like to

give you a great deal more of the same kind,

if you can have patience with me. I meant
to add, that Mr. Wright said he must make the mis-

take concerning that hnney " right with the old

fellow," and I have no doubt he did. I can gener-

ally tell by the way a man says such a thing wheth-
er he means It or not. Can't you?
Mr. E. went to a shoe-shop to get his boots

mended. Mr. D., the cobbler, had not been long

settled in M., and he was not acquainted with E.,

neither did he know Jim S. as well as his neighbors

did, until he had lately found him out. E. Avanted

Mr. D. to mend his boots, and E. would bring him
wood in payment. Mr. D. said he would take the

wood, but he would have to have it before he did

the work. E. was rather taken down, for he had
never been taken up that way before. Mr. D. ex-

plained that he had done some work for Jim S. on
uch an agreement, but the wood had never come,
and he could not afford to run another such risk.

E. replied, " I do not blame yoii. lUit I will give

you a load if you will go out and find one man who
will not tell j'ou that I will bring you the wood if I

promise to."

At this juncture Mr. D. stepped into the shop, and
E. stated the ease.

"You mend bis boots," said Mr. I!.; "and>ir he

does not bring you the wood I will pay ^ou for it."

Mr. D. mended the boots, and E. hauled him the

wood. Who would you or I rather be—E. or Jim S.?

Why, bless you, E. possessed what was worth more
than any $10,(00 that Jim S. might gain—a good
name.

It is not every man who would scorn to tell a lie

for a thousand dollars—who would feel insulted if

offered a bribe—who is clear of little, petty, secret

deceits. It is the subtle form in which temptations
often come that constitutes their chief danger.
.Many men who regard themselves as (luite honest
will cheat in a horse-trade by failing to mention
some little blemish, or will, if a man pays him a
little too much change, keep it. " He made the
mistake; let him learn to be careful." Such things

seem to me very dishonest. In no way is one more
often tempted than to sell an article slightly inferi-

or, for a good price. To produce a really flrst-class

article at a high price, even at, it may be, some pe-

cuniary loss, is a kind of honesty as worthy as any.
Speaking of E. led me to the above thoughts. He
has always sold his wood a little higher than any
one else around here; yet there arc a number who
prefer to buy his wood. It is the same kind of timber,
but is all of full length, well split; and he gives, as

we often term it, " Methodist measure."
E. once made some railroad-ties for a horse-car

road. One of the company said, as he examined
them, "I have but one objection to them; that is,

that the rest are not all as good as these." He did

not make as much money as other contractors, per-

haps, but he earned what was better. I repeat
nearly what I said before: To produce a first-class

article—an honest article, if you please, is to win a
golden name—an honor which is as well earned,
and may be as proudly worn, as any the world can

offer. It is a prize worth having, if nothing else is

involved. I am far from estimating the value of a
good name in dollars and cents alone. To be justly
esteemed by others is a great boon: to be justly

esteemed by myself is a greater one. On the con-
trary, to be dishonored by others is only better than
to be dishonored by myself. All these things are
involved in this matter.

I once went into a drugstore to get a glass of
soda. While drinking, the druggist stepped into
the back part of the store. Hidden from his view
bj- the apparatus I could easily have stepped out;
and when at length he came to receive the monej' I

jocosely told him so.

" Oh ! well, now, you wouldn't have done that.

Why, you would have felt worse about it than I

should."

I thought, " You are right. Mr. D.; I ttJwuld have
felt worse. And no matter what 1 might slip out of

or slip into, if I should do such things I should
Ivnow myself to be a slippery man, and others would
know it, and I would to that extent lose the respect
of myself and all true, honest men. I prefer to be
honored and trusted by myself and others, at what-
ever sacrifice."

I once accidentally overheard awhispered remark
concerning myself: " He is as honest as the day is

long." I felt, not vain, but proud. If I am honest,

lam amply repaid for it. I am a poor man, and
discontented with my lot; but I would rather take
poverty with honor, than the wealth of Jay Gould
with all its attendant blessings, and the name he
has acquired with it.

Hut I do say, that honesty in all things will pay
pecuniarily. Rogues sometimes prosper more than
any honest man can. But usually the reverse is

the case. E. rejected a number of wood-choppers,
to employ a man whom he knew would do a good
job—a species of honesty. It paid that man to be
thus honest. I know that the growing business of

Mr. Wright, before mentioned, is very largely due
to the fact that he is known to be trustworthy.

The propensity of some men to make false prom-
ises, or thoughtless promises, which they make
no effort to fulfill, is very annoying. Either one is

a kind of dishonesty—the former, a bad type of it.

The one who practices such deceit is sure to lose

the confidence of his customers; and to do that is

to lose both reputation and business. I once wanted
a job of nice work done at a planing-mill in S. I

gave the order in the forenoon, and the material was
promised by three o'clock. I got there a little after

time, and, so fai- as I could tell, my order had not
been yet touched. The boss came and told me that

they did not have all the lumber necessary to fill

the order, and had had to send for it before they
could do the work, looking anxiously into the back
room as he said it. Did you ever see a boy try to

sneak out of a room with something under his coat
that he wanted to hide? Well, that man talked just

as such a boy would act. I believe that excuse was
a pure fabrication. He could hardly see how to

excuse himself, it appeared to me.
" How long before the stuff will be ready?" I

asked.
" About fifteen minutes."
I went away, and returned in about half an hour,

to find a man sawing at some boards that looked
like mine; but surely mine were done. I looked at

them and then at the boss, who said nothing until

spoken to.
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" Is my stuff done yet?" I asked.
" No; don't you see it is not?"

I felt insulted. How did I know that stuff was
mine? I rather thought it was, for he said mine
would be ready before that time. He folt mean or

he would not have talked that way. I said nothing;

but by keeping watch over him the stuff was ready
in fifteen minutes. I intended never to patronize

t|iiat man again, and I did not until I had hunted
the city over and found that I could not get what I

wanted anywhere else. I went back to him be-

cause I had to. 1 had to send after the stuff. He
gave me more than he at first thought he could, he
said, for the money. It came to me in a bundle;

and when 1 unpacked it I found the raggedest lot

of lumber I ever got. Such patching as I had to do 1

For some kinds of work the stuff could not have
been used at all, and the boards were not as thin as

I wanted them, or as they would have been if I had
been there to watch him. To call such a man a liar

and a cheat may seem harsh terms, hut they are

the simple truth. I think I shall send off' for my
stuff ne.\t time, even if I have to pay more for it.

I am not through yet, but I must stop. I expect
this will go into the waste-basket, after all; but I

can sell honest honey; lean keep my woi-d: lean
tell the truth, all the same, confident that in the

long run honesty is the best policy.

Geo. F. Robbixs.
Mechanicsburg, 111., Nov. 25, 1885.

Friend R., I do think it pretty harsh to
call even a bad man ;t liar: audit" yon will
excuse the liberty, 1 am afraid you are a lit-

tle inclined to uncharitaltleiiess. I tised to
think it was the rijiht thing to do, to face a
man and denounce him as a liar and cheat,
when the circumstances seemed to warrant
it ; but for some little time lately 1 have de-
cided that such a course so often does more
harm than good, that I have resolved to be
very careful about doing it any more. Fur-
ther back you make the remark, that rogues
sometimes prosper, etc. Now, if you have
the correct definition of the word "'prosper''
in mind, I do not believe that rogues ever
do prosper. They sometimes get money,
but so does the highwayman ; yet. would
you want to stand in his shoes? Show up
fraud and deceit inisparingly. Init let us be
mild and careful in our denunciations.

ARRANGEMENT AND POSITION OF
THE STORES FOR WINTER.

A WINTKK-NE.ST.

T HEAD, in the department of Our Own Apiary,

et in Gleanings for Nov. 1, the following: "It
jir was just in this way that we wintered our bees
*• last year with, however, the e.xception that

they now have honey instead of sugar stores."

Now, I think I see another very important differ-

ence. Last winter, if I mistake not, you arranged
your hives and then fed syrup. This allowed the

bees to place their stores as they saw jiroper. This

year yotir plan gives them no choice. I believe it

essential to have what Mr. Doolittle calls a winter-

nest; that is, a space containing no stores in the
combs on which the bees cluster. I would rather

have my bees separated by a division-board than by
a solid frame of honey. I fear that your only
chance of success this winter is that your bees may

have time to consume or remove the honey from
this space before very cold weather. In our cli-

mate we often open hives through the winter, and
always find them arranged with the winter-nest.

If stores are sufficient, we do not average a loss of
five per cent. W. H. Greer.
Paris, Tenn., Nov. 24, 1885.

Friend G., I think it quite important that
the bees have this Avinter-nest ; that is, that
the bees shall cluster together in the form
of a sphere, in empty cells, and then that
there should be food enough so it entirely
surrounds them, above and below, to the
right and left, in front and rear. Our most
successful wintering has been when things
were in this shape, and I admit that heavy
feeding just before winter seems to get this
state of affairs best. Oui- bees have such an
abundance of natural stores, however, that
the conditions are pretty nearly in this shape
as it is. In our locality we never have too
much honey in the hives for winter, because
they have ample ticue after the honey-flow
ceases, to consume enough to give them
this i)rood-nest. In speaking of heavy feed-
ing, I mean that, although you feed heavily,
several days will be occupied giving enough
for winter.

ANOTHER FLORIDA APIARY.

.MISEUV LOVES COMP.\NY.

§fiEING reports in Gleanings from so many
places, I am moved to write an account of

my own apiary, even if I have come so near
getting into Blasted Hopes. The article on
page 774, by that California "bee lunatic"

gave me some comfort. By the way, is it not rath-

er curious, when a person is out of luck, feeling

out of humor with his surroundings, and about
half displeased with himself, how quickly it will

raise his spirits to hear of somebody who has not

done so well as he has? 1 have a notion to sermon-
ize a little right now, instead of writing about bees,

but I will curb the inclination, and just say, in that

line, when you have the blues, and feel as if every

thing were going wrong, and you might as well

quit trying, or any feelings akin to those, stop, col-

lect your thoughts a little, look around, and see

how much better you fare than somebody else.

More than likely you are faring much better than

a majority of poor suffering humanity.

I commenced last year with 15 stands of Italian

bees, which I brought from Iowa. They increased

to 42, and we took 1650 lbs. of honey, nearly all ex-

tracted. J thought I had found it, and solved the

problem how that hungry spell from a pine woods
to a bearing orange grove could be bridged over,

at least for my family. But, alas! how uncertain

are earthly things I

Last spring we started in with 40 stands. I had

sold two, and left the 40 on their summer stands,

with the upper stories on. They were in good con-

dition, and commenced swarming in April. Dry
weather set in about this time, stopping their sup-

plies so they stopped swarming; and by middle of

May there was less honey in the yard than when
swarming commenced. It now set in wet, raining

nearly every day for three mouths, very little hon-

ey could be stored, and only occasionally a new
swarm came out. I was bothered a great deal by
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loss of queens, some hives being- supplied the Sec-

ond or third time, and, what I ara most ashamed
of, three colonies were lost by moths before I got

them supplied. I might have saved them by timely

care.

The moth is a terror here to native bee keepers

who have the common bee in old fashioned hives;

but it is a comfort to me to see how quickly the

Italians will carry them out by the back of the neck,

when I put a frame infested with them in the mid-

dle of an upper story of a populous hive. There is

no trouble from the moth, with good management.
As yet I have found no trouble with any other

enemy.
We finished ( xtracting for this year on the 18th,

and find we have taken, all told, 1000 lbs. of honey;
about 150 lbs. of this was comb honey, partly in sec-

tions. I found great difficulty in getting them to

work in sections. They much i)referred storing hon-

ey in comb already built. They sent out eight

swarms, three of which flew away. One was doub-

led up with a quecnless colony, lea\ing, after de-

ducting for what was lost, an actual increase of

one. The honey is worth about 11 cts. in this mar-
ket; 1000 lbs. at $110.00, one new colony *(i.C0, ?116.00.

I ara very thankful for this much, and am going
on ray way rejoicing, and expect to do better next
year; and if I don't, 1 still expect to keep bees, for

It has paid even this year.

This country is high dry pine land, no swamps or

hammock land nearer than four miles, about as un-

inviting bee pasture, it seems to be, as there Is in

Florida. It will be much better in a few .jears,

when the 40,000 orange-trees within two miles of

here are full of bloom. There are many kinds of

flowers in the woods and fields, but I am puzzled to

know where they get the great (juantities of honey
they stored sometimes last year.

I find a banana-plant makes a ni(;e shade for bee-

hives. One plant will shade two or three, by set-

ting them at ditlcrent points of tlie compass. The
leaves die in the winter, letting the .'iun in when it

is cool. When warm weather conies again, and
shade is needed, it is ready, with its great broad
leaves, to make a refreshing shade. There are

many good points in Florida for the bee-keeper, bo-

sides where friend Hart lives. There arc many of

these places where tlie business is entirely undevel-

oped, and a little well-directed energy by men well

posted will surely bring its reward. It is no small

thing to be entirely clear of the work and loss con-

nected with wintering, which our Northern bee-

keepers are subject to. Fi{.\ncis Tuuriii-ooi).

Archer, Florida, Nov. 2T, 18t-T).

A DISEASE OF THE BROOD THAT IS
NOT FOUL BROOD.

nESllCATED BUOOD; its cause and CITHE.

fN
page 734, Nov. Gleanings, Mr. Dwight Fur-

ness asks me to " give further light on the

subject." The desiccated foul brood that he
refers to has two distinct types, or, as may
be classed, a contagious and a non-contagious

type — that is, so far as I can ascertain from all the

investigation that I have been able to make
through the seasons, beginning in 1878, up to the

present fall. I have not known of a season since

my first observation of the plague but that I have

been able to investigate several cases of either one
or both phases of the disease.

The non-contagious type I have, to my full satisfac-

tion, traced to a trouble of the queen, or an hered-

itary trouble fi-om the drone raating, as I have
found it only in the woi'ker-bi'ood; thus I conclud-

ed it was from the deficient vitality of the drone-

sperm, as a constitutional weakness. I had once
thought that it might be, as inferred by a recent

contributor to the pages of Gleanings, a venereal

disease; but as such diseases are copulatively con-

tagious, I withheld such a decision. Finding the

non-contagious type always in a locality where
there were plenty of degenerate black or hybrid

bees, and quite often it appeared in brood of a mis-

mated Italian queen; therefore I attributed it to

the drone mating, and I can not see any reason to

not credit it to the devitality of the drone sperm;
and yet if the drone-brood had been afl'ected in the

same way there would not have been a chance to

locate it on the vital weakness of the drone; there-

fore your decision of the change of the queen is a

substantiation of my conclusion, and the success-

ful practice shows the theory to be a true one in the

case of the non-contagious type, and also the

strongest proof to be obtained of the deficient vi-

tality of the drone-sperm, which can be in part ac-

counted for in two ways, as presenting itself

through various observations that also bear on the

subject of my article on page 742, same issue of

Gleanings, concerning queens, and I will try to

make it plain, as I see them, in an article at some
future day.

the contagious desiccated foul brood
I found to be contagious, and for three or four years

I tried to obtain help from many prominent api-

arists to find out something about it, and have
never yet received one line of information, either

pro or con, except in 187il. two letters from Mr. T.

G. Newman, and I had given up all hope of any
light from any one. I have kept on nursing two or

three colonies for the past seven years, tliinking I

might yet find out all about it, and occasionallly I

find localities where it has wiped out awholeapiary

;

and by putting healthy stocks on to the same
ground, the disease always showed itself the second

season. That the disease was present, I have prov-

ed by the destruction of at least 50 colonies that 1

have used of iny own for that purpose, and always

taking them from perfectly healthy localities so far

as I could learn, and using new hives and virgin

combs built on foundation as thoroughly clarified

as 1 knew how to do it.

Another curious fact is, that a thorough scouring

of hives and frames and fi.xtures with strong salt

and water, just wiped out all contagion when the

contagious desiccation has developed into a gen-

uine, rotten, stinking muss of the capped brood
when carried into strong healtliy stocks at mid-

summer, and proves that the caution given, page
504, A. B. J., 1883, was not without reason.

The two phases are so similar in early stages, that

the novice would not notice the difference. First

an occasional grub, when nearly ready to cap, will

turn yellowish, growing darker for two or three

days, and perishing against the side of the cell,

though not always the lower side. From four to

six days arc consumed in the drying-up process^

and then if the comb is held a little slanting in the

strong sunshine a dirty sediment will be seen at

the lower side of the bottom of the cell, and will
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sometimes hold together to be picked out in a

chunk, with a dissecting instrument. The con-

tagious type is more firm than the other; and if a

quantity is put into a cultivating-glass, and soaked

up, it will grow into a thick leathery mold at about
80°. The other seems to be a dust. The contagious

type is the longest iu its transformations, and in

many cases the larvtt are capped, but the pupte

never develop. They never have with me, and I

have one case of it now, if it has not been found by
other parties and destroyed, though I think there

is no possibility for that.

I think that thorough investigation will show as

many as six describable diseases of the brood, and
that the most virulent type will yet be more man-
ageable than a sitting hen, and less to be dreaded

than either the lead-colored or red-lice-like insects

that I have tried for three years to bottle for Prof.

Cook, but [ can not succeed, though I find plenty of

them. Who else has seen the •' varmints " ?

South Kent, Ct., Dec. il, 1885. H. L. Jeffrey.

Friend J., if there are really six different
kinds of diseases of the brood, I sincerely
trust that the most of them are not very
common. I do hope that foul brood may be-
come as " manageable as a sitting hen," but
I confess to a good deal of anxiety on the
subject. I have recently learned from dif-

ferent sources that foul brood is raging bad-
ly in the vicinity of Toledo, O., and that
large honey -producers are selling the honey
from foul-broody colonies, to be scattered
here and there. Now, then, friends, this is

indeed a serious matter. If a single package
of that honey should be thrown out in the
yard, after the contents have been tised for
food, and bees from anywhere get access to
it, foul brood will be "introduced, and I do
not know why we should not soon have it

everywhere. From your description, I do
not see why you should say the disease you
have is not foid brood. Is it not near
enough like it so it will come under most of
the rules to be observed in ordinary foul
brood'!'

ABSORBENTS IN WINTEK.

SHIPPlNG-CU-iTES.

@N page 824, Mr. Robbins solicits some "reasons

for the faith that is in me " regarding the

above subject. On these pages he correctly

quotes one of my statements regarding my
opinion of the value of absorbents. Without

consuming space in detailing the many examples
that have forced me to regard moisture, of itself,

not unfavorable to the health of our bees during

winter confinement, I will say that numerous have
been the cases coming under my observation, both

in outdoor and cellar wintering, that force me to

such conclusions.

The great factor for consideration, 1 believe to be

temperature; and danger comes from the falling of

the same. Humidity demands a higher tempera-

ture, which, if supplied, renders it harmless, its

only ill efl'eets being secondary, at the most. Prof.

Cook's allusions to this question in his Bulletin

No. 8, are statements that accord with my observa-

tions and experiments.

The best report of outdoor, or, 1 might almost

say, of any kind of wintering during the past se-

vere winter, we receive from Drs. Southard and
Ranny, of Kalamazoo, Mich. Their apiary of over

100 colonies was all outdoors, all packed with chaff,

not extraordinarily thick, all with covers tightly

glued on the hives, and suffered no loss. If Bro.

Robbins could hear these clear, practical apiarists

detail their continued experiments with absorbents

I'S. no absorbents, stating results, he would see just

why they have discarded all of their costly

cushions.
I trust that the readers of Gleanings have not

forgotten that Mr. R. I. Barber and many others of

our most successful " winterers " consider moisture

either no detriment or a benefit. The reason why I

said I believed upper absorbents were ofttimes

"worse than useless," was because their adjust-

ment is usually, or always, such as allows of

greater radiation of heat than takes place where
the packing is placed directly upon the tightly

sealed board cover, and the consequent lowering of

temperature is dangerous.

HUTCHINSON S SIX-CENT SH IPPING-CR.\TE TO HOED
U SEVEN-T()-THE-FO()T SECTIONS.

1 am pleased to note that Bro. Hutchinson can
and will sell our shipping-crates at so low a price

as 6 cents each. Here they cost more than that,

and we are obliged to ask 10 cents each for them in

any quantity. Even at that 7)rice we did not oare

to, and did not, supply them last season. In one
sense you are quite correct in saying they are noth-

ing particularly new. I have used them some five

or six years, and will tell you how much I devised
their construction. The first section-crate I ever
saw came from New York and from Bro. Doolittle,

if I mistake not. The glass ran the long (wrong)
way of the crate. This glass was necessarily nearly

as wide as the crate was high, and was held in place

by sliding into grooves cut into the corners of the

solid end-pieces. This crate held 13 two-pound
sections. The two lights of glass cost more than
Bro. H. charges for our little crate. This crate had
to be handled wrong way to you, or have hand-holds

cut in its solid ends. The latter course was chosen.

The first change I made was to cut the notches for

the glass in the side cleats, rather than the solid

ends, and the need for only one-half as much
glass was the result. I next applied the same
principle to a two-story crate for V.^ sections, and
this crate was illustrated in the A. B. J. early in

1878. In all these crates the combs ran the long

way. When 1 began to confine the widths of my
sections to a certain number to the foot, I saw that

if I made a crate just a i)lump foot long, making
the Sides solid and the ends cloated for the glass,

such a crate would embrace the following advan-
tages :

1. It would hold just two of the four tiers held In

our storing-case, and take them just as they came
from the cases, if desired.

'Z. It would take three sizes of 1-lb. and two sizes

of [o-lb. sections, fitting all perfectly.

3. While it shows the honey sufficiently to in-

sure due respect from the carriers and satisfy the

buyer, its construction is such as to cut the cost for

glass down to a minimum.
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4. With such a construction the end-cleats serve

every purpose of hand-holds, and at the same time

admit of carrying- the crates in the most convenient

position; also of carrying- the combs in the safest

position, which is to and from the carrier.

5. It shows off the honey to the best advantage.

6. As you say on page 756, a case thus con-

structed is light and durable, and better protects its

contents from breakage.

7. Such small crates not only ship safer, but sell

more leadily. With them our commission men catch

a great deal of retail trade, and our retail dealers

often induce a customer to take a whole crate.

This is not all; but this article is getting long, and
I desire to say that when these crates are made of

white basswood, nicely dressed, they are handsome
to look upon. Our experience teaches us that, es-

pecially with crates and sections, the best and
nicest are cheapest. Trusting that your readers

clearly understand the principles and advantages

of the construction of the shipping-crate in ques-

tion, it gives me pleasure to say to Bro. Hutchin-

son's inijuiring friends, as well as to all, that I glad-

ly grant to all the privilege of making any and all

of my inventions or devices connected with this

crate. James Heddon.
Dowagiac, Mich., Dec. 7, 188,5.

Very good. I'liend II.. and I beg pardon
for saying there was not any thing particu-
larly new about this little case. Your seven
reasons are all good ones; and while the
case is nothing particularly new, it accom-
plislies a good many things that no other
case accomplished in just that way before.
You invented the case, and Hro. llntchin-
son invented the six-cent price on it. We
liave had an engraving made, because our
readers will catch hold of the special ideas
so much better with the picture right before
them. The question has been asked several
times, if friend Hutchinson furnishes glass
also with the six cents. We have replied
that we thought he did not; bnt perhaps he
had better so state it, in his advertisements
or otherwise.

THE SOLAR WAX-EXTRACTOR.

THE HEAT OF THE SUN IN CA t.IKOHN I A.

fRIEND J. P. Israel's description of his sun
wax-extractor and its work (page 775 of

Gleanings), is perfectly correct. If you will

look at my article on "The California Sun-

Strainer (p. SJJ), current volume of Gi.ean-

INGS), you will see that it was formerly used exclu-

sively for separating the honey from the wax, here.

Even now it is indispensable to any California apia-

rist, as all the capping? (from extracting), all broken
combs and scraps, and all comb honey, which from
any cause has become unsalable, may be melted up,

and the honey, wax, and refuse completely separat-

ed at one process. If a chunk of wax, or an empty
new comb be left outdoors in the summer, in an
iron pan, or in an inverted hive-cover, it Avill melt

and soon become bleached to a snow-white. Dur-

ing the summer, the iron parts of a wagon or any

other article or tool of iron will, in the middle of

the day, become so hot from the rays of the sun
that ope cai> not takeholdof it with the naked hand.

I have sometimes left a wooden paddle in the sun-
strainer, and found it too warm for immediate
handling. We have no need of steam wax-extract-
ors here, except, perhaps, late in the fall, when the
sun shines too obliquely to have full effect.

There has never, to my knowledge, been written

an article on the sun-strainer, or sun wax-extractor,

as you call it, which, as fully as the above-mention-
ed article of mine, describes the apparatus, its con-

struction and use, and I think it will pay any one to

read it over again, before attempting to improve on
the original, or to invent something else for that

purpose. No doubt, reflectors of bright tin, if prop-

erly attended to, would increase the effect; but if

they are liable to be neglected, they had better be
left off altogether, and the sun alone depended on
to do its work through the glass.

Wm. Muth-Rasmussen.
Independence, Cal., Nov. 30, 1885.

Friend M.. I beg pardon if I seemingly
overlooked the great service you have done
in describing the solar wax - extractor as
you use it; but in reading your article we
took into consideration tlie great amount
of extra heat given off by the sun"s rays in
your State, as above, and therefore we did
hot feel certain that it was practicable liere

in our latitude. When friend Green inform-
ed us, however, that the heat of the sun is

ample, right here in the North, as it w-ere, it

gave us an additional stirring-up ; and while
there is no need of reflectors or looking-
glasses with you, it seems to me they would
be quite a help here.

PERTAINING TO BEE CULTURE.

MORE about "$800 A VEAR " IN RAISING CARP.

F our readers will turn topage 827 of oui-

last issue, and read the communication
from W. Uaird, with our comments,
then turn to page 829. and read " A Carp
Swindle.'' by Milton P. Feirce, they will

be prepared to connect the two after reading
the following from the Fai-m and Fireside of

December 1

:

We caution our rcad(M-s against a certain "U. S.

Fish" comitimy, Mominally local. -d at Cohinilnis. ().,

and whose circulars an- hcin-- distributed broad-

cast over the country, thanks to the gullibility of

certain agricultural editors, who have given free
advertising to this "Co.." through the medium of
an innocent-appearing letter nominally written by
one W. Baird. of Pittsburgh, Pa., in which is depict-

ed the wonderful success a poor farmer has had in

raising the mortgage from his farm by raising $800

worth of carp on an eighth of an acre of land ! It is

simplv a new dodge of the old J. M. Bain gang, of
New Concord or Zanesville, Ohio. The gang, which
under its varh)us aliases of the " North American
Poultry Association," the " U. S. Incubator Co.,"

etc., etc., has made a most unsavory reputation.
The purpose of the present scheme is to induce
gudgeons to send $1 to the "U. S. Fish Co." for a
" book " on flsh culture. This " book," if it materi-
alizes at all, will be a pamphlet which might be
worth 10 or 15 cents, if the matter it contains had
any value, but which will in reality be worth just

so much waste paper.

Will our agricultural papers please take
notice? and if thev have given publicity to

this swindle, will they correct it by warning
their readers accordingly?
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VARIOUS MATTERS.

HOW THOSE BEES CAME THROUGH.

fEFORE me lies a card with this question on it

:

"Please tell us, through Gleanings, how
the colony of bees you experimented with

came through. See page 190, Gleanings
for 1885." By'turning to said page I find that

the colony alluded to was the one in which I placed

the thermometer the most times in getting the tem-

perature of a cluster of bees in extreme cold weath-
er. I there say, that I fear the experiment will

cost me the colony, as they are getting quite un-

easy, or words to that effect. Well, it turned out

that this very same colony^which had stores of

honey and poUeii , hcing disturbed at least 12 times

during the very cold weather of last February and
March, proved to be one of ray best colonies in

May, and continued so throughout the year, giving.

me 113 lbs. of white comb honey and one new colo-

ny. Thus the advice, not to disturb bees in cold

weather, did not apply to this colony; for in a few
days after my experiments ended, I found them as

quiet as any colony in the yard, and much more so

than two-thirds of them were.

AVH.VT became OF THE QUEEN?

The same questioner asks, "What became of the

queen you placed under the Hill device over the

colony? See page 231, of Gleanings for 1885."

This alludes to the queen I took from a colonj' of

bees just dying with bee-diarrhoea, which was put
in a cage provisioned with Good candy, and placed

in above, hoping to get her through to spring, as

she was a very valuable queen. By the amount of

food consumed, I judged she lived perhaps a month,
but she had been dead some time when the weather
admitted of my looking after her.

TEMPERATURE OF THE EARTH.

In the editor's talk on page 785 and 788 I see he
places the temperature of the earth at 55^; and
from what I read I judge that he gives that degree
for the reason that he got the impression, either by
actual knowledge or otherwise, that this was the

temperature inside of the Mammoth Cave, in Ken-
tucky. Now, while I know nothing of the tempera-
ture of the earth in Kentucky, I do know that 55°

is not the temperature of the earth at 40 to 45 or

less feet in depth, here in Central New York; nor
do I believe it is in Ohio, where friend Koot lives,

so that his plan of using the heat of the earth for

the growing of vegetables by means of sub-earth

ventilation would not work here, I am confident.

Five miles from liere is a well 46 feet deep, at which
I always stop and drink whenever I go that way in

summer time. The means used for drawing the
water is the "old oaken bucket," sang about in our
childhood. Several times, both in winter and sum-
mer, a thermometer has been placed in the bucket
and lowered into the water, which is from 38 to 40

feet below the surface of the earth. The tempera-
ture of this water has been found to be 41° in Feb-
ruary and 43° in August, thusavei'aging42' through-
out the season, changing only two degrees between
the severe cold of winter, and the extreme heat of

summer. I also find that this is very near the tem-
perature of my.uaderground bee-cellar.when all is

kept quiet and undisturbed; and if I recollect

aright it is the temp3rature given of the earth in

Michigan, as given by Bro. Heddon a few years ago.

I would naturally suppose that the earth in the

Southern States, especially in Tsxas and Florida,

would be warmer than where we have so much win-

ter as we do here, which may account for the dif-

ference between Kentucky and New York. If I

could have a bee-cellar which would give a steady

temperature of .55°, without artificial heat, 1 should

consider it a great acquisition.

Bordino, N. Y. G. M. Doolitti.k.

Friend D., I am rather glad to know that
disturbing bees in mid - winter has not
(ihcays been hazardous. ]\Iay be, liowever.
you handle them so carefully that you did
not demoralize them as some less expert
manipulator might do.—I am very glad in-

deed that you have brought up this matter
of the temperature of the earth. I liave liad

one other criticism on the same thing. One
other friend says the mean temperature of
tlie earth is ")9 instead of .55-. Well, we liave
enough careful observers among om- readers
of Gleanings to settle this matter pretty
conclusively. In regard to the well you
mention, I should like to ask if you saw the
temperature taken, and was the thermome-
ter one that was reliable, or only one such
as happened to be lying around?' The well,
you say. was o8 to 40 feet deep. In the
Mammoth Cave we descended to a de])th of
several liundred feet. It is laid down in tlie

physical geographies, that the temperature
rises one degree for every 50 or 60 feet we go
down into the earth. This, you know,
might make all the difference.—No doubt
you are right in saying that sub-earth ven-
tilation would not give a temperature higli

enough for raising plants, and I thank you
for the correction ; but with a little aid from
the lieat of the sun, and occasional days
when the outside temperature is above 42^,

I think we could get along pretty well. Let-
tuce and radishes grow nicely at a tempera-
ture of only 45^-.

FOUL BROOD.

ITS MANASEMENT AND CURE.

PKOM the Briiifih Bee Jonnnd of Nov. 15

we extract the article below. I hope
the editor of that journal will excuse
me when I say that I think our fiiends
across the water are to be congratulat-

ed on having so able a man at tlie head of
tlieir journal. Friend Cowan seems not only
to be fully posted in every thing relative to
the bee-literature of the present day, but he
also seems to have at his lingers' ends all

that has l)een said and written in years past,
ill regard to even the little details of. bee
culture. And this is most important for an
editor. How else can he direct tliought,and
be able to judge of what is new and original,
from that which has been gone over and
over V The article was called forth from re-

viewing friend I). A. Jtmes's little pamphlet
with the title of our leading. I trust it is

indeed tnu', that the plienol method can be
relied upon ; but I confess that my faith has
been somewhat weakened by the contradic-
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tory reports from its use. I shall be very
glad indeed to know that destroying colo-
nies, by fire or otherwise, when aft'ected by
foul brood, is foolish and wasteful.

In this little pamphlet the author, who is well
known as one of the largest and most advanced bee-
keepers in Canada, g-ives his experience of the
treatment of foul brood by the starvation method.
In his introductory remarks Mr. Jones says, that
" much has been written and said on the matter."
This is quite true, and perhaps more has been writ-
ten and said on this very method of treating foul
brood than on any other. As far back as 1767 we
find J. G. Seydel, and in 177.5 J. C. Voiorht, recom-
mending a similar ti-eatment. Then still later, in
1789, we find Bonnpr, and in 1790 Della-Kocca. both
practicing it, and Quinby, in 186.i, in his " Mysteries
of Bee-keeping Explained," gives it as the only ef-
fectual cure. Since that time to the present, the
same remedy, with very little variation, has been
recommended over and over again. Although we
have very little that is new to learn in the method,
the pamphlet contains several interesting para-
graphs which describe the appearance of brood dead
from different causes. They are headed. Chilled
Brood, Neglected Brood, Overheated Brood, Drown-
ed Brood, Dead Larviu or Brood, and lastly. Foul
Brood. The descriptions are so clear that "even a
novice can distinguish between any forms of dead
brood iiiid true foul brood. Of chilled brood he
says, "The appearance of this chilled brood, how-
ever, differs materially from that of foul brood:
the larvtE are frecjuently found dead in all stages,
from the egg to tlie perfectly formed bee .iust ready
to gnaw out; " also, " that bees, almost fully devel-
oped, are found dead in the cells, niuiiiing their
shape and appearance, never sink bMck into that
brown ropy matter which so plainly iiiarUs ir.nr find
brood." Of drowned brood, he says that it occurs
when colonies are placed on low ground, and when
a sudden rise in the water overflows the bank of the
stream, and the apiary is subtnerged. This brood
differs from chilled brood, and, if not removed, be-
comes much more loathesome, and sometimes
turns, he says, to foul brood, or to " what looks and
acts so much like it that it must be at least a first

cousin to it." He relates an instance of a man hav-
ing 100 perfectly healthy colonies siil)inerg« d iliiring
the months of August and Septemlicr. and a liirgc

<iuantity of brood was drowned. The weuther after
this Hood was warm and muggy, and all the colonies
from which the dead brood was not removed be-
came badly diseased. Salicylic acid and other rem-
edies failed to cure, and Mr. .Jones concludes that
spores of the disease were in the honey, and states
that "honey from the combs, when given to a
healthy colony, produced the disease." He believes
that " some diseases are started dc novo spontane-
ous "

i't), a belief that we do not share, as experi-
ments by Tyndall and others have shown conclu-
sively that there is no such thing as spontaneous
generation, and that disease-germs must exist be-
fore they can be propagated. In describing foul
brood, the author says that it " is a disease //( Die
honey, or, rather, that is where it appears to lurk."
We confess, that, even under a powerful micro-
scone, with a one-twelfth oil immersion objective.
we nave never been able to detect the spores of foul
brood in honey, nor has Mr. Cheshire: and although
honey has usually been supposed to be the medium
through whicn i„.'.l brood has been propagated, we
are not prepared to indorse the opitiion that it is the
only waj'. Mr. Jones says, that " combs containing
foul brood can not be used; at least, I have never
been able to use them ; no amount of doctoring that
I could do would disinfect them." He says, ireez-
ing even at as low a temperature as 35° below zero
did not kill the spores, and combs and honey after
this freezing, when given to a hive, produced the
disease, and warns bee-keepers never to attempt a
cure by that method. Boiling the honey, however,
for a few minutes, he says, failed to transmit the
disease, and concluded by saying that, " after many
trials. 1 proved beyond doubt that heat will kill the
germs by which the disease is generated."
To understand the error of this reasoning, it is

necessary to know something of the nature of the
disease. In 1874, Dr. Cohn, than whom there is no
greater authority, and whose classification of bac-
teria has generally been adopted, first pointed out
that foul brood is caused by a hacUlus, and subse-
quently Professor Schonfeld and others, as well as
ttje recent expejinjents of Mr. Cheshire, have con-

clusively corroborated Dr. Cohn's statement. Now,
we know that freezing destroys most bacteria, ex-
cept the spores of bacilli, which, according to Dr.
Kleiti, survi%'e exposure to as low a temperature as
-1.5° C, but that no spores survive a temperature of
120° C, so that we can quite believe that, at an ordi-
nary Canadian winter temperature, the spores still

survive. On the same authority we also know that
most bacteria arp killed if they are exposed for sev-
eral hours to a temperature below 50" to 60° C. But
here, again, the exceptions are the spores of bacilli,
which require, according to Dr. Cohn, an exposure
to the heat of boiling water for as much as half an
hour before they are destroyed. Therefore ordina-
ry boiling for a few minutes, as recommended by
Mr. Jones, does not destroy the spores. We have
no doubt that, in the hands "of such an experienced
bee-keeper as the author, this method has proved
sufficiently satisfactory: and it is certainly an im-
provement on cremation, or total destruction of
bees, hives, and combs, which Mr. Jones, having
paid dearly for the experience, so severely con-
demns, having, if our memory does not deceive us,
when foul brood first appeared in his apiary, sacri-
ficed two or three hundred stocks in this way. But
we would go a step further, and save not only the
bees, but also combs and hives. Knowing as we do
that the disease is caused by bacilli, we have simply
to destroy these or prevent their development.
Cold and heat will not do it; but salicylic acid, thy-
mol, phenol, etc., prevent, even in great dilution,
the growth of the micro-organisms; and practical
experience has proved that, by using them, we can
save whole colonies. We have known large apia-
ries, where foul brood was raging fearfully, cured
entirely by means of salicylic-acid fumigation ac-
cording to Hubert's plan in one season, with much
less trouble than any process of starvation could
have done. Phenol, likewise, first recommended by
Professor ButlerolT in 1874, and subsequently by
Gravenhorst, and latterly by Mr. Frank Cheshire,
has also been proved to cure the disease. In the
face of these facts we can not counsel our readers
even to destroy their combs. In the last paragraph
Mr. Jones recommends fasting, and describes his
modus operandi.

His method is to shake the bees from the combs
of the infected hive into an empty box, and to
place a wire screen over the top, to close the en-
trance, and then carry them to some dark reposito-
ry (a cellar it possilile), turning the box on one side
so as to have the screen at the side to allow the air
to pass through. Darkness and a cool temperature
are inu>oitarit. as also that all the bees should be
equally filled with honey. They are to remain in
the dark repository until they show signs of hun-
ger. This they will do in from four to six days, and
they must be carefullly watched three times a day
after the third day, or they are liable to die very
quickly. When sufficiently starved, which is known
by some of them dropping down and crawling about
in a slow, quiet manner, they are shaken in front of
a hive prepiued with some combs, and are allowed
to run in just the same as a swarm. If there is no
food in th(^ combs the bees should be fed. The
combs of iiilt'cted hives should be melted intoVax,
and hives and frames boiled for a few minutes.
The honey should also bo extracted and boiled for a
few seconds, and can then be given to the bees.
The author further says he has never known the
disease to be contracted by either queen or drones.
Mr. Cheshire, however, has found both, as well as
the workers, to contain bacilli; and Hilbert, in 1876,

at the meeting of the German National Bee-keep-
ers' Association held at Strasburg, in describing
his method of treatment, stated that bees and
queens exposed to the vapors of foul brood con-
tracted the disease, and that the fungus (i.e.. ba-
cillus) of foul brood could generate in the body of
the bee. Even the ovaries of the queen have be-
come infected. In twenty-five hives treated by Hil-

bert he found three such queens. We have our-
selves found the juices of workers, when examined
under a high power of the microscope, teeming
with bacilli. We. however, recommend the pam-
phlet to ou r readers. It is written in a pleasantistyle
by one of the most able bee-keepers in Canada; and
they will find in it much to instruct, more especiall.v

the paragraphs describing the different appear-
ances of brood dead from various causes. We
thoroughly sympathize with his concluding re-

marks, that " Destroying colonies afflicted with foul
brood by fire, or otherwise, we consider a wanton
destruction of property."
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In regard to foul ])roo(l lurking in the
honey, I did not suppose its presence could be
detected by the aid of the microscope ; but
it has been carried to healtliy hives so many
times by the bees rol)bing foul-l)roody colo-
nies, it has generally been taken for granted
that the contagion is carried -with the hon-
ey. Feeding even liquid honey from foul-
broody stocks has also repeatedly started
foul brood, if 1 am not mistaken.

A DRONE-LAYING QUEEN.
A MICHOSCOPICAL. DISSECTION OF.—BEES STEAL-

ING EGGS.

@N the 15th of October, 1884, I packed in chaff or

sawdust, on their summer stands, 16 strong
colonies and 10 nuclei, of which I lost none
during the winter. In the spring I sold tour
strong and two weak colonies, and lost one

by robbing, while I was awaj' from home. I was
gone less than three hours; but during that time
the colony was overpowered and destroyed. So I

began the season of 1885 with 13 strong and 7

weak colonies. The latter I used for queen-rearing
and for experiments. One of the experiments was
to test the value of a drone-laying queen. In the

fall of 1884 I received from Italy a very flne-looking

queen, which the dealer said was a choice queen
from his own apiary, and an excellent layer. She
began laying in one week after her arrival here;

but every egg, though laid in a worker-cell, hatched
a drone. Thinking that she might have been injured
in transit, and that possibly she would be all right

in the spring, I gave her brood from other colo-

nies, and wintered her. In Februarj' she began
laying drone-eggs in worker-cells. During March
and April I gave her colony several frames of

worker-brood from other queens; then by placing
empty drone-comb in the center of her colony I

hoped to get some early drones. See did lay a few
eggs in this comb; but with her queenly wisdom
she insisted on going away from the center of the

brood-chamber, and laying most of her eggs in

worker-cells; but they all produced drones.

I kept her until in June, when I gave up the ex-

periment, and destroj-ed her." On microscopical ex-

amination, the ovaries presented a normal appear-
ance; but the spermatheca was empty and atro-

phied, appearing like a little knot or wart upon the
oviduct. I have no doubt of the thorough honesty
of the dealer from whom I obtained this queen.
What caused her failure?

From the 12 colonies run for honey I obtained
600 lbs. of extracted and 500 lbs. of comb honey.
Most of the extracted I have sold at 12' s cents per
pound. Some I have retailed at 15 cents per lb.

The comb honey I have sold mostly at 20 cents per
lb., some at 25, the whole bringing $185.00 here at

home, or a little over §15.00 per colony for those run
for honey. From the 19 colonies, spring count, I

now have 51 packed for winter.

I am testing the wintering qualities of the difler-

ent races of bees by placing stocks from imported
queens side by side, under as nearly identical con-

ditions as possible.

Two experiments last season convinced me that
bees can and will steal as well as sting—at least

they can and will procure eggs for queen-rearing
when no queen is in the hive. In looking through

colony No. 18 on the 25th day of last April I found
they had neither queen nor brood. They were left

as found, and on May 10th I examined them again,

when I was surprised to find three queen-cells—one
with a larva almost ready for capping (it was
capped the next day), one with a larva not more
than one day old, and one cell with an egg in, which
hatched May 11th. There was not another egg nor
larva in the hive save these three, neither was
there any queen. Myself and two others looked

carefully over the combs time and again. May 14th

I gave the colony a frame of brood and eggs, and
May 16th the cell that was capped on the 11th was
found opened at the end in the regular way, while

the two others were opened at the side. One had a

dead queen-pupa in, while the other had been en-

tirely emptied. I also found a fine virgin queen,
evidently but a few hours old. May 26th she began
laying. Levi C. Johnso.v.
Fountain City, Ind.

WHAT MUSICAL NOTE REPKESENTS
THE HUM OF A BEE ?

ALSO SOMETHING ABOUT THE FISH IN FLOKIDA.

fELL Mrs. Chaddock that orange-trees bloom
in February. If she wants to peddle oranges,

she ought to be here now. The butcher
brings them around every week in his meat-
wagon, and sells them at a cent apiece, vei-y

fine ones too.

Ernest has begun to teach the juveniles to use

their eyes. Tell them to use their ears too, and find

out what note in the musical scale a bee hums on
while gathering honey. If they know enough
about music to run the vocal scale, do, re, mi, etc.,

they can easily determine.

When I was at the lake this morning, two bees

came down for water, and one hummed on A, and
the other on C.

How the juveniles would enjoy seeing the flsh in

our beautiful clear lake! They come rushing
toward the bank, eager to be fed. One will dart off

with a piece of bread in his mouth, and twenty oth-

ers, perhaps, will chase him just like chickens, only

their every motion is grace itself, and the sunshine

glints on their sides and makes them shine like sil-

ver. They are of all sizes, from an inch long to

eight inches. They leap half way out of the water,

if real hungry, catching at the crumbs that float on
top. They are bream and trout. The children are

very careful not to frighten them, and I have seen

the tiny ones eat out of baby's little hands, as she

held the crumbs in her palm under the water. The
larger ones are shy.

We had quite a large frost this morning, which
turned the banana bushes black; but I notice the

geraniums are all green yet. I have one in the

front yard, ten feet around. The bees were carry-

ing in pollen to-day, but I don't know where they

got it. It was of a reddish yellow.

George asks, if he will write and tell you what
note a bee hums on, will you send him Silver Keys'?

Stanton, Fla. Vista A. Redding.
Thanks, my friend, for suggesting this

matter in regard to the pitch of the note
emitted by a l)ee's Avings.—And so yon do
have frost in Florida, do youV—Tell George
we will send him Silver Keys as soon as we
get a new lot. We have disposed of a thou-
sand, but I think we can easily use a thou-
sand more.
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WHAT TO DO, AND HOW TO BE HAPPY WHILE DOING IT.

Coniimicd from Nov. 15.

CIIAPTEK IV.

Get wisdom, g-et understauding.—Prov". 4: .">.

In these former chapters I have gone over

many things in regard to heat, in order to

give you a general idea of the many ways by
whicli we may make use of the heat con-

tained in the immense storehouse in the

bowels of Mother Earth. Improvements are

constantly being made in this matter of

counteracting the frosts of winter, in some
of the ways mentioned above, or by a com-
bination of these different plans. Natural

caves offer very great advantages indeed

;

and where they are near large towns or
|

cities, I should say they could be very prof-

itably utilized for furnishing constant sup-

plies of air, warm enough for the purpose of

growing many kinds of vegetables, or
|

keeping domestic animals in comparative 1

comfort.
!

There is still another plan, brought for-

ward recently, of utilizing the heat from,the

warm or hot springs that are found in many
parts of our country. Tin; warm water of

these springs can be conveyed in pipes under
ground, so as to give us the advantages of a

tropical climate, even in frosty regions.

AVhere a warm or hot spring is found near to

a large city or town, it ought to be very

valuable for such purposes.

HEAT FROM TIIK CONSU3ri'TH.'N OF COAL
AXD WOOD.

Most of US are so familiar with this kind

of heat for warming greenhouses and build-

ings, that I need not dwell on the matter
here. Besides, it will come up naturally as

we get further along.

LIGHT.

We have already pretty thoroughly con-

sidered the subject of light, in connection

with the heat from the sun's rays ; in fact,

the two are almost inseparable. In planning

to secure the direct rays of the sun, how-
ever, for raising plants, we need a little more
light than can be obtained from these direct

rays. For instance, we want our plants

close up to the glass, in order to get as much
light as possible on all sides of them. If

you were to permit the sun to shine into the

back part of a cave, you would get enough
heat, but not light suflicient. Even tJiough

the sun shone directly on to the plant, it

would commence at once to stretch and reach

forward, to " get out of the hole," as it were,

indicating its desire to get close up to the

glass, or, if you choose, to get out Avhere

light would come to it from all sides. Our
first greenhouse was built with a solid,

opaque roof, on the north side. I did this,

thinking that, as no sunlight could come di-

rectly through it, there w^as no need of going
to the expense of glass. The result was, the

plants under this north roof, although right

in the sun, always leaned over to the south,

and I was obliged to put them in movable
boxes, which could be turned end for end
every few days. On this account we want
glass over the whole space above the plants,

although the north wall may be opaque, and
have double walls, with an air-space between
them. To get all the light possible on all

sides of our plants, we also paint every thing

wliite. You will be surprised to see how
much lighter a room becomes by whitewash-
ing or painting all the objects or furniture

white. Where plants are raised in the win-

dow, of course we have to turn them around
to keep them from growing one-sided, and
they do very well under this treatment, only

it is .somewiiat laborious, where there are

many l)oxes. flaking a little room about

the plants, and covering the walls with white

paper, gives us more and better light. Some-
times hanging up white sheets around the

plants will accomplish the same result.

As an illustration of what may be done

with very cheap and common appliances, we
take the following from the Amcrkan Agri-

aiUurht for Jan.. 1885. You will notice,

also, that the friend who did it is occupied

with otlice work, so that it was all done dur-

ing odd spells that would probably have been

spent in some sort of amusement that would

have left no tangible result of any kind. It

was to him a pleasure and a pastime, like

building my monument.
STARTING A VEGETABLE GARDEN.

In the fall of 1883 I purchased some sec-

ond-hand -Ixfj-foot common window-sash, at

SI.00 per sash, and built a lean-to structure
on the south side of the barn, using four of
the sash laid lengthwise for the roof, and
two for the front side. The ends were sided
up Avith matched inch stuff, allowing for a
door at one end. Notches were cut through
the cross-pieces of the top sash, to allow' the
water to escape. This gave a space inside
of about 7 by 12 feet, allowing 2^ feet for the
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two side benches, set three feet above the
ground, and a pathway of two feet. On the
side next to the barn were two l^enches con-
sisting of two scantlings placed lengthwise,
on which were shallow boxes tilled with
earth. This plan allowed of turning the
boxes occasionally, so as to give each side an
equal amount of light. About midway of

the outside, or front, Avas a small self-feed-

ing parlor stove, such as may be found among
the second-hand stoves at almost any hard-
ware store, and bought for tive dollars. The
stovepipe passed out through one of the
apertures of the sash, fitted with tin, and ex-
tended upward eight feet, to give sufficient

draft. A large amount of heat might have
been saved by having the pipe run length-
wise of the building, though an even tem-
perature of fiO to 70^ was maintained during
the daytime, and from 10 to l-S^ less each
night. The fire was started Feb. 22, and
never went out until May 5, consuming
about three-foiu-ths of a ton of coal. In this

structure I started about 4000 tomato-plants,
2000 cabbage, and a quantity of pepper, cele-

ry, and lettuce plants. When sufficiently

large, the plants were placed in hotbeds or
cold frames outside. This enabled me to de-
lay starting my hotbeds for such tender
plants as tomatoes and peppers, until the lat-

ter part of April, and still have large stocky
plants for outdoor planting by the middle of
May. Early cabbage and cauliflower plants
w^ere transplanted into cold frames and made
fine plants. " hardened oft " sufficiently to
set out April 20. My first sowing of tornato,
cabbage, and cauliflower seed, was made
Feb. lo. Subsequent ones were every four
or five days. Plants of the later sowings
were transplanted into cold frames, and pro-
tected at night with straw mats. The let-

tuce, besides being put into cold frames, was
set out between early cabbages and cauli-
flowers in the open ground "April 20, and
made fine heads several weeks earlier than
outdoor sowings. As I am engaged with of-

fice work during the day, the time devoted to
the greenhouse was principally mornings be-
fore eight o'clock, a few miiiutes at noon,
and at evening. The total expense of build-
ing the greenhouse and fixtures, heating,
etc., was less than S20.00. and my book shows
a casli receipt, from plants sold, of over
$140.00. This includes receipts from late
cabbage and turnip plants which were sown
outdoors. The actual receipts from stuff
started in the greenhouse show a profit of
over one hundred dollars.

The time devoted to this work, besides be-
ing profitably spent, was more a pleasure
than a task, as any one at all interested in
liorticultural matters generally takes enough
pleasure in " watching things grow," to

more than compensate for time and labor
spent. I have gained many ideas from tlie

past year's experience, which will doubtless
greatly aid me toward greater success here-
after. G. II. M.

WATEK.
A good deal has been written in regard to

watering plants ; and my own experience

has satisfied me that, to water successfully,

we must imitate nature. Sprinkling the

plants constantly does not answer. In na-

ture we have soaking rains, and then several

days of sunshine ; and I have never had any

better results in watering plants than can be

obtained by dipping the boxes or pots into a

tub of water at about the proper temperature

(say 55°, the temperature of the earth), hold

them under the water until the soil is thor-

oughly soaked, then set them out to drain

off. Of course, the pots or boxes should

have ample arrangements made for drainage.

Don't dip them again until the soil is found

to be so dry that they really need water.

Let them really imnt it, before you give them
any more. Where plants are in beds in the

greenhouse, flood the beds until the ground

is soaked in the same way ; then let them
dry off. Circumstances must decide how
often' they are to be watered. If the sun

shines eveiy day, of course they will need

wateiing a good deal oftener. The tempera-

ture of the room or the weather has also

much to do with it. Sprinkling the foliage

so as to wash off the dust, and keep the lit-

tle breathing-pores in the leaves nice and
clean, is, of course, a good thing. This imi-

tates the dews of night. In watering plants

outdoors we want to imitate the soaking

rain ; but, don't pour so much water right

around the stems of the plants as to make a

puddle, that will bake down hard. The usu-

al way of watering, as they do in countries

where irrigation is the rule, gives the best

results. Make a little channel between two
rows of plants ; start the water in where the

ground is highest, and let it run until it has

soaked the ground clear up to tlie plants.

Don't get on too much. Then turn it off,

and wait until the plants really need water
again. We usually prefer soft water to hard,

though I can not see any particular differ-

ence, except that when the leaves and foliage

are sprayed with hard water, it sometimes

dries on them so as to leave a whitish pre-

cipitate. If a cistern is put in the center of

your greenhouse, and all the water from the

roof be conducted into it, it will usually give

you all the water needed to water the plants.

During eevcre cold weather, the water in

this cistern may be warmed by a steam or

hot-water pipe, and this will aid very mate-

rially in keeping an even temperature. The
cistern may be luider one of the benches

;

and if the water stands up within a foot of

tlie soil above it. all the better. Such a cis-

tern also aids in keeping a moist or slightly

damp atmosphere,

SOIL FOR PLANTS.
AVhatkind of soil is best for raising plants?
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or, how shall we make or get the very best

kind of soil ? is a question that comes up
constantly to young and old lovers of plants

and flowers. So far as my experience goes,

I believe I should place stable manure ahead
j

of all other sources. Have it well rotted, so

it can be raked up fine. If you can not get

it well rotted, get what you can and rot it.

Almost any experienced farmer or gardener

can tell you what kind of stable manure is

needed. Next, I believe I would have this

stable manure composted, and mixed with

decayed sods. Get sods from the roadside,

or anywhere ; pile them up in heaps until
[

they are thoroughly rotted, and then mix
|

them with your stable manure. In regard
i

to the best kind of earth, I know of no bet- i

ter way than to get samples, in little boxes,

of such soil as is procurable around you, and
;

test it. I once got a wagon-load of earth
{

down near the creek, that had been washed
from a fertile hillside, or gradual slope.

Some of them laughed at me for my pains,

saying that my dirt was not good for any
thing. But it grew plants better than any :

thing else we had. Woods dirt and decayed
;

leaves are often collected witli great care,
j

and probably we shall find nothing better

than decaying leaves. In view of this I
j

think it is a very good speculation to rake up
]

and pile in heaps all the leaves we can get

hold of. Use them for bedding for the cow,
\

horse, pigs, and even poultry. Cover the

floor of the poultry-house with leaves to the

depth of a foot, then scatter their feed in tlie

leaves, and make the fowls dig it out. When
the leaves get broken up fine they will ab-

sorb and hold the manure or the droppings

from the fowls, so as to make them compar-
j

atively inoffensive ; and tlic resulting com- !

post is just the best kind of manure you can :

procure. If a peat-bog is near you, you can i

use vast quantities of peat in just the way I
'

have mentioned with leaves ; but it should

be thrown up in heaps or long ridges, to let

the frost break it up fine and draw out the

water. If your soil is of a kind that crusts

over on the surface, and bakes, by stirring in

the peat you can get rid of the baking, en-

tirely.

Go all over your neighborhood ; hunt up
every thing that can be found, in the way of

material that can be converted into manure.
Get some experienced farmer (that is, if j^ou

are not an experienced farmer yourself) to

tell you how much it would be safe to offer

for old manure-piles ; then when you have
purchased them, scrape up carefully, with

hoe and rake, the very ground on which the

manure rested, and draw that away to put in

your compost heap also. Cet weeds, bog hay,

and every thing you can lay hold on—refuse
from the slaughter-houses, spent hops from
the breweries (if you are so unfortunate as

to have any such institutions near you), and
waste material of every sort, in fact ; and be

sure you are not making a mistake. Make a

test of all these things, as far as possible, be-

fore you buy any of them. Keep testing dif-

ferent materials and substances by growing
seeds in little boxes, until you find what ma-
terials give the best results. Feel your way
before you, as it were, so as to avoid making
expensive blunders.

Now, before going further I Mish here

briefly to say something that touches on all

the facts we have been over. In fact, it in-

cludes this matter of saving not only all the

manures and fertilizers, but the summer
showers and the winter snows, and all these

gifts from God that are daily going to waste.

It is, in short, a brief notice of a new book
just published, entitled, " The New Agricul-

ture ; or, the Waters Led Captive,"' and we
will take the latter part of the title for our

next chapter.

CHAPTER V.

Can the rush grow up without mire? can the flag grow without water?—Job 8: 11.

You will please bear in mind that the

book was not received and read until after

the foregoing was in type.

THE WATERS LED CAPTIVE.
This book, with the above title, has just

come out within the last few weeks, and its

author, Mr. A. N. Cole, of Wellsville, Alle-

gany Co., N. Y., is an enthusiast on the
j

subject of growing plants. Although he is

a prominent character in political circles, he

has, nevertheless, nearly all his life made
the subject of plant - growing a hobby.

When he was but a boy he got hold of the

well-known experiment of growing a great

crop of cucumbers in a single barrel. Per-

haps many of our readers have tried it, and

many more have heard of it. The way he

did it vt-as this : He procured a good-sized
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barrel, sunk it half way in the ground, and

filled it half full of round cobble-stones.

On top of the cobble-stones was placed

brush, then some straw, then a good deal of

manure, mixed with nice rich earth. On
this earth the cucumbers were planted in the

ordinary way ; and when the roots were long

enough to go down among the cobble-stones, I

the barrel was kept constantly filled with

water. Several conditions were necessary i

to insure the greatest success, so he made
i

several trials of the process before he sue- i

ceeded in getting nearly half a barrel of pick-

les from the plants that grew in a single

half-barrel of compost. I presume the bung-

hole of the barrel was left open, to guard
|

against hurting the plants by too much wa-
|

ter. In that case, if the earth should be
|

soaked, no matter how w^et, the surplus
|

would flow out of the bung-hole, leaving the
[

soil like any nicely underdrained soil, while

the roots of the plants would always be able
j

to help themselves to any amount of water

required, by simply going down among the

wet stones.

By the way, there seems to be something

particularly attractive to the roots of plants

in wet stones or damp gravel. Many of the

friends who have practiced underdraining

know how tlie roots will go down into these

underdrains, and follow them for many feet.

Friend Peirce, in his carp-book, speaks of

the trouble he has had with outlets to carp-

ponds, by the roots of the trees getting into

the pipes, and filling them up. Well, there

is nothing particularly strange about this

experiment of raising great quantities of

cucumbers with a little very ricli compost

and plenty of water. But here is the strange

part of the experiment, and the one which

fixed the attention of young Cole, and made
this matter his life-study. That one hill of

cucumbers in the barrel, during the hot

days of July, when the plants were making
their greatest growth, actually drank up

half a barrel of water, in only three days!

Does it astonish you? Well, it astonished

me somewhat ; but when I gave our people

at the noonday service an outline of friend

Cole's wonderful invention, one of our men
told me after dinner that he himself had

done the same thing ; but that, although he

had not measured the quantity of water

needed, he had no doubt that very rank,

thrifty-growing vines, would take quite the

amount mentioned. That is over 10 gallons

of water a day, for a single hill of cucum-

bers. In other words, this one hill of plants

drank up over three patent pailfuls of water

every 24 hours, or nearly half a gallon an
hour ; or, to get it right before us, a pint of

water every 15 minutes. As it is likely that

more water was used in the daytime than

after nightfall, at some hours the amount
perhaps exceeded even this. I have before

called your attention to the fact that

much of our garden stutf is largely com-
posed of water. Green cucumbers may be

80 or 90 per cent water ; and if the plant is

going to yield bushels, of course it must
have water to drink. Do you feel like say-

ing, " Well, who wants so many cucumbers,

any way?" I reply, strawberries, during

the height of the fruit season, use almost as

much water as cucumbers do ; and friend

Cole has been selling strawberies at a penny
apiece, because they were as large as ordi-

nary peaches ; he did not raise them in bar-

rels, though, and this brings us to the dis-

covery.

A few pages back I talked to you about

saving the rain and the snow, as well as the

sunsliine. Well, friend Cole has just " gone

and done it." His garden is on a hillside,

and he has made it to bud and blossom in

such a way that the people of the surround-

ing country have got in the way of calling

it •' The Home on the Hillside.'' Our place

is called '' The Home of the Honey-bees,"'

so you see there is something a little parallel

in our experiences. For several years the

idea has haunted me, tliat we ought to save

the water that Comes down from the clouds,

store it up somewhere, and use it during

our dry summers to give drink to our straw-

berries, cucumbers, etc. I talked about

constructing a reservoir upon the hill near

our house ; but our land is so expensive

here close to town that I could not well spare

the room it would occupy. Besides, after I

had got it made into a pond, it is expensive

business running it over the land, even by

the best system of irrigation. To see what
had been done in the matter, I sent and got

the little book, entitled '• Irrigation Applied

to Farms, Gardens, and Orchards ;" but aft-

er studying the book for two or three years

thoroughly, I became discouraged before I

ever set about it. The author discouraged

me by giving actual facts from experience,

of the expense of irrigation after the water

was obtained. You can not do it in one

season so it will last, but it has got to be

done cojitinually. Friend Cole started out

with the bold idea of covering up these reser-

voirs to hold the rain, and raising garden

stuff right over them. 1 had thought of this

too ; but the expense required to cover a
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small pond, so it would not break down and
cave in, discouraged me again.

Shall I tell you how he does it? He just

digs reservoirs across the side of the hill.

These reservoirs are, in fact, nothing more
than deep wide ditches. These deep wide
ditches are then filled with round cobble-

stones, just on the plan of the cucumber-
barrel. When he gets within 18 inches of

the surface of the ground, he covers the cob-

ble-stones with thin flat stones, then he puts

on brush, straw, etc., and then nicely pre-

pared soil. Of course, this is to be done only

where there is a clay subsoil that will hold

Avater ; but this condition can be found on
almost every farm or garden. The depth,

width, and distance apart of these reservoirs

must depend on circumstances. But this new
book recommends that they should be about
2 feet wide, Hi deep, and two rods apart, for

farm purposes. For market gardens and
small-fruit growers, they may be o feet wide
and .5 feet deep, and not more tlian a rod

apart. In that case the ground will all be

thoroughly underdrained ; and during the

severest droughts he claims the growing crop

will never suffer for water ; for a reservoir,

say 3i feet in depth, and three or four feet

wide, placed under IS inches of rich soil, if

tilled with water in the spring, would prob-

ably hold some part of it until along in the

fall ; that is, in retentive clay soil.

Each reservoir is to have its bottom on a

level. For instance, you will commence on
the highest point of land, if it is a hill or

knoll, run your reservoir clear around, so it

will be in the shape of a letter () with a spot

of solid ground in the center, not to exceed
two rods across. If tlie hill is oblong, of

course your reservoir, instead of being in

the form of a circle, will be oblong ; that is,

it is to conform to the lay of the land and
the shape of the hillside. Now, one rod be-

low this another similar structure is to be

made. Now comes the question, IIow shall

the overllow from the first reservoir pass

into the next one below it? Friend Cole ac-

complishes this by means of some smaller

ditches made in the same way, tilled with

smaller stone. These smaller stones are

raked out of the soil when it is broken up
fine, as it has to be for gardening and fruit-

raising, and these smaller stones, or coarse

gravel, act as a filter. The cross-ditches are

a foot or two less in depth, and the surface of

the small stones is covered with flat stones

like the others, this flat-stone shingling be-

ing all of it at least 18 inches below the sur-

face, so that no ordinary plow or subsoil

plow will tear it up. You will notice that

the surface water filters from the first reser-

voir into the second ; from the second into

the third, and so on, until you come to the
outlet. I hardly need tell an intelligent

man that, if he puts the filthiest kind of wa-
ter into the upper reservoir, by passing
through so many gravel filters filled with
roots of hungry plants, he would have noth-

ing but the purest kind of spring water
when it got to the outlet ; and such, in fact,

proves to be the case. The roots of plants

are superior to any filter of charcoal, or any
thing else, for removing all organic matter
from the water that passes over it.

Those who visit friend Cole's garden on
the hillside, and find strawberries as big as

peaches, and plums as large as apples, a

good many of them claim that his wonder-
ful success is owing to the thorough way in

which he digs the ground up, and makes it

fine and mellow to the depth of 18 inches.

This is in friend Terry's special line, as you
may remember. Of course, while he is dig-

ging it up fine to get out the gravel, he also

digs in a plenty of good manure, forest-

leaves being one of his favorite products for

fertilizing the soil. I presume he manures
his fixe acres (for that is the extent of his

little farm) vei-y much as market gardeners

usually make their ground ; but he has ob-

tained results away ahead of what market
gardeners do.

Of course, friend Cole is an enthusiast in

this new development, and very likely we
should make some allowance for his enthu-

siasm ; but for all that, I think he is destin-

ed to be called a public benefactor. As I

have no means of testing personally his

claims at the present writing, I can only

state to you what seems to be sufficiently at-

tested by many witnesses. Ground thus

prepared and worked up is much less liable

to the effects of frost than ordinary soil ; for

this large body of water so near the surface

gives off its heat, and warms up the mellow
soil above it. Secondly, his i)lants are rank
and green much later in the fall than those

on ordinary groinid, and they also start out

earlier in the spring. It seems to me likely

that, if a natural spring could be turned into

a reservoir, and allowed to pass down
through, it would still further aid in keeping

off frost. "While heavy snows cover the

ground, friend Cole says his strawberry-

plants grow all winter, having their roots

safely anchored among the wet stones in the

reservoir. I suppose you are aware that

steam has been used for years to furnish heat
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for hotbeds, in place Of fermenting maniu-e.

Well, wiLli this arrangement, letting steam

into the reservoirs, we furnish bottom heat

for early plants very cheaply. If instead of

water we say hot liquid manure, we have

manure and bottom heat, just as they do

with manure from hotbeds.

Perhaps I should add, before closing this

subject, that friend Cole has a patent on the

process : but after reading his book, I for

one feel quite willing to pay him for the

privilege of testing, say an eighth of an acre,

on his system. Even if W'e do not use all

his plans, I think we can, in this matter of

growing plants and vegetables, made use of

at least a great many of his suggestions.

Ilis invention seems to be providential, also,

in a sanitary point of view ; for these reser-

voirs take up and utilize all manner of filth,

and standing water is out of the question.

Only a few days before the book was receiv-

ed, I was feeling somewhat dissatisfied with

our underdrains during this wet season, be-

cause it took them so long a time to get rid

of the surface Avater. We wanted to bank
up our celery, fix up our cabbages and tur-

nips, and ridge up our ground so the frost

could make it fine for us ; but the ground

was soAvet and sticky everywhere, it seemed
out of the question. After we have pre-

pared our ground on friend Cole's plan, '

however, we can dig in it all winter if we '

want to. We expect to use the eighth-acre
!

we are going to prepare, for raising early

cabbage, celery, tomato-plants, etc.

Xow, if some of you should write me and
i

ask if I Avould recommend that you pay out

money to go into this neAv kind of agricul-

ture, I would say, unhesitatingly, no. If

you can dig the trenches yourself, or if your ;

men do it at times when they would do little

or nothing else, by all means do it. Most of

you probably have stones on your premises

that you would be glad to get rid of, so you
would certainly accomplish something in

this direction. It certainly can not be any
bad speculation to bury the stones that

'

cumber your ground, where they will be out

of sight and out of the way. For a garden-

patch I would get a screen, or riddle, such ••

as is used for screening coal, and screen or '

sift all of the ground in the garden, to a
|

depth of 18 inches, or fix a small bed thus

screened and pulverized, until you see how
you like it. In working among plants, hav-

ing the ground in beautiful order enables

one to do more than double the amount of
j

work ; and all successful gardeners now ad-
j

vise manure without stint. I

If we will only call to mind incidents fa-

miliar to most of us in regard to this matter,

we shall see that it is not at all unreasona-

ble. As an illustration, when we Avere

planting our basswood orchard one end of

the lot Avas disfigured by a cellar Avhere a

house had formerly stood. To fill the cellar

up, Ave picked all the stones off the field and
thrcAV them in. big and little. Then we
threw in all sorts of rubbish over the whole,

ploAA'ing and scraping the dirt around the

sides of the cellar until the ground was leA'^-

el. To get the ground in order, Ave planted

corn. While planting the corn, I made the

remark that it would " probably be of little

use to plant any over that old cellar, for

there is nothing but lumps of hard clay—not
a bit of fine dirt.'' But just for the fun of it

I let some corn rattle doAvn through the

hard yellow lumps. I didn't eA^en stop to

bring some mellow soil to put over the ker-

nels. They just rattled doAvn into the creA^-

ices between the clay, out of sight. The
corn came up, and for a Avhile looked yellow

and spindling ; but l)y and by the color be-

gan to change, and pretty soon it toAvered

aAvay above the rest of the field. The old

cellar held water, and the corn-roots got

doAvn into the stone-pile and into the Avater;

and even though the ground they stood in

seemed to be the poorest kind of hard clay,

the corn on that spot Avhere the cellar Avas,

Avas the finest corn I ever saw. The stalks

Avere like trees, and every one contained two
or more mammoth ears.

On our premises we have not the stone

needed, Avithout draAving them quite a dis-

tance, AA'hich, at this season of the year,

Avould be more expensive than to purchase

fragments of stone at the stone-quarry. We
have just been offered such fragments for

$2.00 a carload ; that is, a carload of 20 tons,

the quarrymen offering them at this low

figure in order to get them out of the Avay.

They also offer a thin kind of slaty stone

for covering that may be easily split to any

thickness desired, for S6.00. We shall use

this material for fixing our eighth-acre, and

the result of this experiment Avill be reported

during the coming season, before this book

of mine is complete.

With a suitable one-horse plow, and scrap-

er to match, the excavating may be done al-

most entirely by horse power, or horse and

man poAver combined. Tlie nature of the

soil has something to do in the matter. If

the scraper is not at hand, or there is not

much to do, loosen the dirt Avith a ploAV and

throw it out Avith shovels by hand.
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CHAPTER VI.

In the sweat of thy face shalt thou cat bread.—Gex. 3:19.

This book, you know, is to tell you what
to do when you are out of work, and also

how to be happy in doing it. Now, I think

a good many people spoil their chance of

happiness by being too ready to give up to

bad weather, a slight indisposition, and
other like difficulties in the way of making
every day count a good day's work. Last

night we made all plans for excavating dirt

at a rapid rate ])y the use of a team early

this morning. In fact, I asked the hands to

be ready, if they could, as soon as it should

be light enough to see. We were making
an outdoor cellar for fruits and vegetables.

Remember, it is now the .5th day of Decem-
ber. Well, in the night T was awakened by

the fierce howling of the wind, and was not

surprised when I went out before diiylight

to find the ground partly covered with snow,

and a fierce storm of wind and snow from
the north-west. Everybody shivered, and
told how dreadful the weather was. 1 ran

over my help mentally, and decided which
ones would be likely to be willing to go out

in the storm. 1 did not expect any of them
before daylight. I5at I did go out and work
half an hour myself with pick and shovel,

to see how much the ground was frozen, and

to see, also, how disagreeable it might be to

work out such a day. I want to explain

further, that I have been lately feeling a

touch of my old malady ; and when it was
time to get up in the morning, my joints felt

stiff and sore, my thro.it warned me of the

approach of the hard cold that for a year

back has been some way hanging al>out me
much of the time, and I had a sort of feeling

that may be has oftentimes tempted other

people, even before they are fifty, to think,
" Well, I am fast getting to be an old man,
and it would be nothing strange if my best

powers, both of mind and body, were passed

by. Probably ten years more and I sliall be

all gone to pieces, or laid in my grave." Did
you ever have such a feeling ? What did I

do ? Get up late, and drag around after I

got up, with a kind of long-faced, mournful
air and gait ? No, sir ; I did nothing of the

sort. I went and shoveled dirt until I felt

perfectly well, had a big appetite, and it was
breakfast time. When I got over to break-

fast, the baby bad the earache, and the oth-

ers were so long in getting up, on account

of the cold, I was informed that breakfast

would not be ready for fifteen minutes. I

went back, and found one or two of the

most enterprising of the men, and made ar-

rangements to have the team and plow and
scraper start at once. I was told we had
no scraper suitable for the work to be done,

and borrowing one vras suggested. I do

hate the very thought of borrowing tools —
especially such tools. Our neighbor across

the way had just such a scraper as we want-

ed, but he loaned it to Mr. A., and Mr. A.
loaned it to Mr. B.. and Mr. B. said Mr. A.
took it home; but Mr. A. said Mr. B. took it

home, while my neighbor across the way
said it had not been brought home at all,

although it was loaned months ago.
'' No, boys, don't borrow any scraper at

all. We will take that old one that we used

to fill underdrains with, and try to make it

work for to-day."

They felt pretty sure it would all come to

pieces ; but I told them we would plow the

ground up very mellow, and take small

loads, and thus avoid not only breaking the

scraper, Init fretting the horses. It is now
half-past nine, and the scraper, in the hands
of careful men, is doing splendidly, even

though the thermometer is only 19 above

zero, with the wind blowing almost a gale.

The dirt moves beautifully, and the hands,

after being once warmed up to their work,

1 don't find it disagreeable. When I went to

put on my stockings in the morning, I found
one of them wet, on account of a hole in my
boot, and that accounted for the bad feeling

, in my throat, and rheumatic twinges in my

I

joints. I put on some dry stockings, a pair

of overshoes, an old overcoat, and a pair of

! woolen mittens that my good mother knit for

, me last winter, and I enjoyed working in

; the dirt so much that I feel like laughing at

my feelings of the morning. I have not on-

ly all my natural energy, but I feel stronger

this morning than I did when I was twenty-

five or thirty years old ; that is, I feel more
like shoveling dirt and holding a scraper

now than I did then. More than all the rest,

my heart is full of thanks toward God that

I am permitted to work outdoors when I

know my health is suffering from too little
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just such exercise in the open air. I am not

only full of love toward Gofl, but of love and
charity toward my fellov.-men.

Do yon want to know the moral of this

chapter '? It is this : If you want to be
happy in doing the work that lies before

you, get up bright and early, even if it is

stormy. ("lotho yourself warmly and w/seZy,-

then go out into the storm, and do whatever
has to be done imtil your whole physical

body glows with the effects of exercise in

the cold wintry air. Then shall you find

despondent and dismal feelings gone ; and if
j

your experience is like mine, you will find
;

your aches and pains are gone too. Work in
;

the dirt, even if the dirt is freezing. It is i

cheaper than doctors' prescriptions, and !

more wholesome and profitable every way.
|

If the work to be done is something that
j

your heart is in, you will soon be full of en-

thusiasm, for you will be in your natural

and normal state. Xow, then, don't say
you can't get ready for the gardening op-

erations of next year because the weather is

too bad. If you have already something on
hand more profitable than the ^^•ork I have

j

suggested, then you do not particularly need
j

this chapter.

It is now four o'clock. As the storm con-

tinued unabated, when the noon hour ap-

proached it seemed even more important
that our excavating for the time be finished

to-day. I knew it was rather unpleasant to i

work out of doors ; and so at the noon ser- I

vice I mentioned the reason why I was anx-
ious to have the work done, and suggested

that if any of the men employed in other de-

partments of the factory would like to take
a couple of hours digging the dirt, I should

be quite glad of their services. Before half-

past twelve, one came forward saying that

he would work in the dirt if I wanted him
to, and then another and another, until we
had all the help wanted ; and by the time I

got back from the Saturday afternoon pray-

er-meeting, the work was safe from the

weather, and a roof of boards placed over it.

Just at this time it was suggested that

some apples in an out-building were in dan-

ger of being frozen. By the way, before I

get through with these talks, I expect to

have a chapter on apples. Well, one of the

men handed me an apple, telling me it was
frosted on the surface a little already. It

To be continued

was a Peck's Pleasant; and if I had been
governed by my feelings at the time I tasted

of that apple, and I had been appointed to

decide which was the best apple in the

world, I should have unhesitatingly said,

"Peck's Pleasant, by all means." Why,
the flavor of that apple was most exquisite.

I do not know that I ever tasted of any thing

in my life — apple or any thing else — so

loonderfuUii refreshing and delicious. Do
you know why ? Bless your heart, I had
been working in the dirt, in the frosty air,

imtil I was full of animal spirits, and just a

little thirsty— just where I could appreciate

to the fullest extent a nice apple. It was
just frosty enough to make the juice cool

and refreshing. Ice-cream and ice-cold lem-

onade are nowhere. Do you see the point V

One who sits in the office all day, reading

agricultural papers and letters from the farm-

ers, can no more enjoy to the full a good
apple than any thing in the world. Perhaps
everybody is not like myself ; but God made
me to stay outdoors — at least a great part

of my time. There is a short verse in the

first chapter of Isaiah that reads this way :

" If ye be willing and obedient, ye shall eat

the good of the land."

At another time, when I had been at work
out in the frosty air, one of the men was
pouring some California honey into a can.

It was so cold that it did not run well ; but

it was beautifully transparent for all that,

and I thought I would just sample it. The
honey was like the apple. It seemed to me
that everybody ought to go into ecstasies

over the exquisitely beautiful flavor of this

mountain-sage honey. Why, if it would not

have been undignified, and out of place, I

should have thought it the proper thing to

swing my hat and thank God for such a

beautiful gift to man. I think this kind of

honey was some that my friend II. Wilkin,

of San Buenaventura, Cal., sent me; but as

it had been standing in that can a year or

more, I had never thought before about its

being particularly nice. It was not the apple,

nor was it the honey. It was just myself,

because I had been out of doors, pushing
ahead with mind and muscle in exploring

God's gifts. My friend, do you think it a

hardship because God has said, " In the

sweat of thy face shalt thou eat bread "V I

do not. I thank him for the pri^'ilege.

Jan, 15, 1885.



He that is faithful in that which is least, is faithful also in much.—Lukk 16:10.

MYSELF AND MY NEIGHBORS.
EXCELLENCE OR CHEAPNESS—WHICH?

Through wisdom is a house I'uilderl.—Puov. 24:2;}.

ELL, little friends, the convention of
bee-keepors of ^'ortli America have
appointed your humble servant to
p:ive thematalk al)out excellence or
cheapness ; and as tlie talk I propose

is to be a sort of neighborly chat, I thought
I would just put it in here for you to read.

I do not know but that this subject was
given me because some of the brethren think
I have been a little too eager to recommend
cheap tools and appliances; and may be
they thought I would defend my side of the
subject while somebody else would take up
excellence rather than" cheapness. Xow, it

seems to me that wisdom and experience
should guide us in this matter, and that we
can not very well lay down yeneral rules for
purchasing bee-supplies, or for purchasing
any thing else, in fact. Isaiah tells us, in
his first chapter, to " learn to do well ;" that
is, doing well is progressive ; and 1 should
also say, learn to purchase wisely. If you
have got a little money that you want to in-

vest in bee-supplies, don't be in a hurry to
get rid of it all. Our text says, " Through
wisdom is a house builded;" and I should
say, through wisdom we make prudent pur-
chases.
Suppose a boy gets big enough to need a

knife. What kind of a knife should he pur-
chase — a five-cent knife or a two-dollar
knife? AVhy, I should say it depends upon
who the boy is, his age, and what he wants

to do with the knife. But with the average
boy, I think it would be a pretty good idea
to try the cheap knife first. Even if he has
laid up a couple of dollars to buy a pocket-
knife, I think he will get more satisfaction
by trying a cheap one lirst than liy trying
the two-dollar one first. If the cheap'one
does not please him, nor answer his require-
ments, it would not be very much expense
to give it to some other boy, and try a little

better one. Let him carefully examine and
test each knife he buys, until he Ijecomes a
tolerably good judge bf knives, and is able
to purchase understandingly.
There are a great many people, and good

people too, who have a way of saying, in re-
gard to every purchase that comes up, " The
best is the cheapest."' A good deal depends
upon what you mean l)y best. Suppose you
want a hammer. There are hammers in the
market, for only five cents. They are not
loose nor rickety either, for they are made
all of one piece bf iron ; and although they
may be awkward and cheap-looking, they
Avill do a vast amount of service for many
kinds of work. They cost so little that if

somebody borrows one. or loses it, it does
not matter much ; and I have found it quite
convenient to have these cheap hammers
scattered all around the premises. We have
one down in the barn, and one in |the stable
out in the lots. The children have them to
crack nuts ; and, in fact, there are so many
of them on the premises that whenever you
want some sort of hammer for just a min-
ute, you can almost always get hold of one
of these, without going a great way or hunt-
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ing very long. But. do you thinlc T would
give a good rnecliiuiic sucli :i luimmer to put
up Inves with? By no means. In putting
up hives he uses a hammer almost constant-
ly; and if I could find a hammer icortJi live

dollars, 1 would give it to him without hesi-

tation ; for if it weie worth only a cent a day
to him more llian a cheap hammer, it would
soon pay for itself. For this same reason a
good mechanic ought to have at least three
hammers, and three good ones. Now, when I

say I would give a hammer worth live dol-

lars if I could find it, 1 do not mean that I

would buy one that is silver-plated, or has
inlaid Avork in tlie handle, and things of
that sort; neither would I give him a ham-
mer that had a great amount of unimportant
work put on it. One of our large railroad
companies paid :;?G0.00 (I think it was), for a
dozen hammers to be used by some of their
expensive men. These hammers were all

Avorked out by hand, and wei^e very hand-
somely made. ' I do not believe it will pay
many bee-keepers to use tools or appliances
made in this way. When he gets to l)e so
well off in raising honey and l)ees that he
has some money he really does not know
what to do with "(I wonder"^ if there are any
such here to-day, friends), it maybe just the
thing for him to do, to buy a six-dollar ham-
mer to make hives with, because, you know,
" the best is always the cheapest. "'

•

Suppose somebody of limited means wants
to try bee-keeping. What kind of a colony
of bees should he buy? Without knowing
any thing about the general habits of the
man or woman, I would say, let them get
the cheapest colony of bees" that c(mld be
found in the neighborhood, thus saving ex-
pensive transportation charges, and also
making their purchases of friends and neigh-
bors. Then I would advise getting an Ital-

ian queen ; but as I have said before, if one
is new at the business, and. m;iy be, likely

to make blunders at first, I would tell him
to get an untested queen. After he intro-

duces her all right, and gets her to laying, if

she does not turn out well in every way, let

him try a higher-priced one next time, work-
ing progressively ; and my experience con-
vinces me that the best way in the world to
get any thing of this kind is to get it pro-
yressively. Learn to do well, not undertake
to come up to the highest standard all of
a sudden. There is far more enjoyment in
making a little more improvement every
day, than in stepping into great things, even
if it could be done. The same with liives. I

would first get a cheap hive—say a Simplic-
ity. When winter comes, get a hive suitable
for winter, even if it does cost a little more ;

but save your old Simplicity for your in-

crease when spring comes again.

If you are going to make hives, start out
with few tools, and purchase judiciously
each new season, as you find you leally need
to. Do not get any thing to be put away on
the shelves until you may need it. Purchase
what you need, and no more, until you have
pretty surely demonstrated it would be pru-
dence to purchase larger lots for the sake of
getting better prices. If you have woiked
with comb foundation enough to know tliat

you want to use it largely, you can, from

past experience, usually figure out how
many colonies you will need to have, to

think of buying a foundation-machine.
There is another point to be considered

right here. Sometimes cheap tools and
cheap machinery make us so much bother
and worry that they spoil all the pleasure of
trying to* keep bees; whereas a high-priced
tool or a high-])riced machine would go right
along, without any iiitch or accident, in
such a way that the work would l)e only pas-
time or '• fun," as the buys say. ^Vhere
one's time is valuable, or wheie he already
has many cares and responsibilities, nice
tools or nice machinery all in perfect work-
ing order is by all means the most satisfac-

tory, and, l'l)elieve. the most profitable.

This latter point comes in more with tools

or machinery that is necessarily somewhat
complicated' We had some experience in

this line in making and sending out rubber
plates for making foundation. While «-e

made the machines work nicely here in the
factory, and while a few of our customers
were pleased with them, the majority found
there were so many conditions to l)e observ-
ed, and the whole arrangement was so un-
certain in its results, that I have always re-

gretted that I advised any thing of the sort.

The same remarks will a]>ply with force to

home-made honey-extractors. We have for
years sold the inside work, so that the
friends who wanted to economize could save
something by attaching it to an ordinary
tin can or barrel ; but as a rule, I believe
they found it more vexation of spirit, and
perhaps more expense in the end, than to
have purchased an extractor all ready for

use. AVhere one has a great many bees, and
a good market for extiacted honey, perhaps
friend Stanley's automatic extractor will be
found to be cheaper than any other.

In regard to bee-feeders, my experience
has been in favor of something very plain
and simple. One of our bee-fiiends once
made a remark in jest in one of the journals,
that every bee-feeder and bee-hive, accord-
ing to his notion, ought to have '•cog-
wheels," slides, and levers, somewhere
about them. ]Now, '• cog - wheels "' work
very nicely in a warm room on a winter's
day ; but when you get out in the apiary,
among the bees, about harvest time, when
evei'y thing is crowding, the said coy-tcheeh

seen") to be somehow o"ut of place. 'Let us
have our implements plain, simple, and sub-'
stantial ; let us pay enough for them to

have every thing exactly as it should be

—

hives and" fjames interchangeable — every
thing so it will woik easily and surely; no
sticking nor jamming nor pounding to get
things in i>lace.

In regard to utensils for honey, I believe
the demand seems to be in favor of cheap-
ness—tin pails tliat are to be given away, as
well as crates to hold our comb hoiu\v. Sell

the honey for so much, paekage and all. But
even though we give them away, let us have
them well enough made to be sure there will

be no leaking nor daubing.
In regard to Isoney-knives, I would advise,

as I advised the boy with his first pocket-
knife. If you have few bees, and don't ex-
pect to go into the business largely, you can
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make a 10-ceut garden-trowel do your uncap-
ping very well for quite a while. When you
need a better uncapping-knife, get it.

In regard to perforated zinc, and things of
this sort, don't include any in your first pur-
chase. Wait until you feel the need of such
new implements. May be you will never
need them at all.

Even thougli I advise economy in purchas-
es, I would have every thing that stands out
ill the weather painted. If you say you can
not afford it, I wouM liave half the number
of hives, and have tliem protected from the
weather by paint, leather than increase so
fast, and have the weather constantly spoil-

ing my implements. Besides, I would pay
.something for the sake of having things look
decent and in order. A great many times,
nice-looking implements encourage us to re-

newed energy ; and sometimes just a little

extra energy makes all the difference be-
tween success and failure, or profit and loss.

Every man who has honey to sell ought to

have some sort of scales to weigh it on. The
family steelyards will do to start with ; but
whenever you begin to take time enough in

the course of a year, in using steelyards, to
pay for a pair of scales, get the scales, but
don't get them sooner, if you are cramped
for means. When your business increases
so tliat it will pay to have still better scales,

get them. Don't waste the price of a good
article in botliering with a. poor cheap one.
In regard to seeds for honey-plants^ go

slow, unless, indeed, you are a farmer, and
can raise alsike, buckwheat, rape, or rasp-
berries, so as to make it a paying invest-
ment aside from the honey. If you can do
that, by all means raise lioney-plants. I am
led to make these remarks, because some of
the new friends seem to think the lirst thing
to be done in starting in bee culture is to
get a pound of hgwort seed, and four or live

pounds of the spider plant, just because
these plants yield honey in such quantities
as to be visible to the naked eye. Buy a

tive-cent package of these seeds lirst; and if

they i)lease you, plant more the next year,
by which time you should have seed of your
own raising.
In regard to sections for comb honey, as

tlie appearance of this product has a great
deal to do with tlie price obtained, I think
it very likely that the hc-i is the cheapest
ever}/ time.

When you tind you need a smoker (and
you may' need it tlie hrst d;fy you can call

yourself the owner of a small colony of bees).
i should say, try a cheap one to start with.
But perhaps you can decide what you want
before you buy by examining them at con-
ventions, or testing those used by your
neighbors. I say tliis, taking it for granted
that bee-keepers are always neighborh/. Is
it iwt so, friends?

In regard to hiving-boxes, I have some-
times thought I would about as soon have a
lialf-bushel or peck basket tixed to a pole, as
to have any of those in the market. May be,
after having tried them, though, you will
think differently.

When your business arrives to the dignity
of requiring a steam-engine, it will pay j^ou

to look into the matter very carefully. If

you can, go and see the engines made near
you. But as I said before, be sure you need
one before you get it. If you are doing your
own work, decide how cheaply you can af-
ford to furnish power by treading a foot-
power machine. Whenever an engine would
save you $25.00 a year for power, if you can
raise the money to buy it, without cramping
yourself, buy one of one or two horse power.
When you need a larger one. you can, as a
general thing, dispose of the smaller one, or
turn it toward another one as part payment.
While some folks get along nicely without

any veil at all, others save time and save
their nerves, by using veils. 'J'he same may
be said in regaid to gloves, although for my-
self I should certainly never use the latter
among bees ; and if I had the entire manage-
ment of an apiary, I do not think I should
ever need a veil. Cheap home-made veils
will answer a very good purpose ; but there
are no gloves that will do, except the reg-
ular rubber gloves made for the purpose.
Prudence and economy would dictate

some sort of Avax - extractor. But don't
buy one until you have discovered you need
one. If you commence on a small "scale, as
you by all means should do, I would get a
cheap one first.

TAKINC; CAKE OK TIIK TOOLS YOU DO GET.
Now I am going to talk a little on the

above, even if tlie subject has not been as-
signed me. A cheap, low-priced tool may
be so well at red for that it will always give
excellent results ; whereas, the most ex-
pensive tool may be so badly j^.sccZthat it Avill

very soon give jtonr results. Have for your
tools regularly assigned i)laces. Where any
tool is wanted in different places, I would
have duplicates. For instance, cheap brush-
es for brushing off bees should be in handy
places in tlKriioney-house. and in several
places about the apiary, at least during the
summer lime. Tlie same may be said of
hammers. L>o not leave any kind of tool

out in the rain. Keep every kind of tool
not only well oiled on the moving parts, but
oil it to prevent rust. Oil the hinges to the
door of your honey-house. Rub tallow on
the windows so they will slide easily up and
down. Keep your lawn-mower nicely oiled,

and out of the rain. Have your brooms
hung up in broom-holders so the ends will
not get rolled up and made useless ; and
keep the brooms out of the rain also. If

vou use a wrench, keep it nicely oiled and
in place. And this matter of "oil is of so
much importance that I would have cheap
oil-cans filled with oil, on nice little bracket
shelves in the barn and in the stables. A
little box should also be.there, filled with tal-

low, where it can be had in a moment. A
great many times the oil-can or the tallow
will enable you to use a hand-saw so as to
do the work in half the time it would if you
had not used it. With steam-engines, and
machinery for hive-making, oil is a neces-
sity ; and those who neglect to have it

handy will sooner or later have to pay heavy
bills for repairs that a few drops of oil might
have saved. Nails and screws of different
sizes should also be kept where you can put
your hand on them quickly. Whether you
are a bee-keeper or not. you need screw-
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drivers and adjustable wrenches, where any
of the children can get them in an instant,

if you tell them the tools are wanted in a
hurry. And, my friend, as you value the
future happiness and comfort of those chil-

dren, teach them to be sure these things are
put back in their places as soon as you are
done using them, if you should forget it

yourself. A girl five years old can easily

save the time of a man and a team, may be',

by knowing where to find a wrench or an oil-

can ; and the little girl will get it, and put
it back, quicker than a big man could. That
is one reason why I like little girls, and lit-

tle boys too, because they can help such a
" big lot," when they get into the way of
helping, and when their papas make friends
with them. 1 wonder how many of the pa-
pas to whom I am talking to-day are in the
habit of making friends with the little

chicks at home. Why, if you don't you lose

half the pleasure of success in business.
Wlien a big crop of honey comes, and the
}>rospect is before you of being able to pay
off debts that have worried you, what a rare
pleasure it is to be able to tell the children
about it when you tell mamma, and have
them rejoice and clap their hands too I

'J'here, friends, 1 thought I was going to

make a very short talk this time ; but some-
how, when" I got a going it " talked itself.''

(iood-by.

MRS. HARRISON TALKS TO THE JU-
VENILES ABOUT PETS.

WHAT SHALL BE THE CHAKACTEK OF THEIH
LETTERS?

MY DEAR JUVENILES:-! take a greut deal

of comfort reading- your little letters,

where one sa.ys she has a kitty, and anoth-

er a bossy. Some older persons maj' think

your letters of little account, but I do not.

I feel quite fiMsky, although I have lived in Illinois

half a century, and in Ohio awhile—I shall not tell

you how long-, though.

I am not too old to go to Sunday-school. 1 was
there last Sunday, and two strangers were there,

and wanted us to form a " Humane Society;" that

is, a society whose members promise to be kind to

everybody, and to the horse, cow, dog, or cat; oh,

yes! to the elephant, lion, tiger, mud-turtle, and
every thing that lives — even to little boys who
throw stones at our windows, and steal our grapes.

My dear children, your pets do you a great deal

more good than you are aware of. Some persons

who belong to the Humane Society visited the

penitentiary—not one, but a whole lot of them,

and asked the prisoners who of them had pets

when they were little children at homo. Would
you have believed it? not one ever had any— not
even a cat to purr around and rub against his legs,

or a pet toad to live under the doorstep. Don't you
pity these poor fellows who had nothing of their

own to love, and so their hearts grew hard and
wicked? I am almost afraid to join the Humane
Society, for at their meetings thcj- ask the mem-
bers who have hurt any thing since the last meet-

ing, to raise their hand. I am afraid I should have
to stand up and say, "A bee stung me, and I hit it

and killed It." And when the president asks me
what made the bee sting me, I should have to tell

" the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the

truth," and it would be this: I went to their hive,

jerked off the roof, jarred and banged around, scar-

ing the poor bees out of their wits, who thought
their home was about to be torn down over their

heads, their babies killed, and their honey all eaten

up.
Are the bees to blame, when they try to drive me

off, and shoot at me with their tiny guns? Our
country's laws protect us in our own homes, giving

us leave to shoot or drive off persons breaking open
the doors to steal from us; and should not the bees

have some rights too? If a person knocks gently at

our door, we open it, politely speak, ask him to

come in and " take a chair." If I treat my bees as

politely, do you think they would sting me? or if I

ask their permission, by gently tapping at their

door, and am not boistei-ous or rude, and have no
irritating odors aboutniy clothing, from bee-poison?

I have ti-ied to be kind to my bees in a general way.

I have fed and watered them, and made warm bed-

clothes for them; but I am going to try to be kinder

still—treat them more politely, wouldn't you?
My bees go to a public well near b.y, and sip the

fresh water from the gravel; they are attending

strictly to their own business, and do not sting; yet

boys who gather there kill all they can. Where
there are new houses building, and they have beds

of mortar, bees sip from it, and boys with little

paddles spat evei-y one they can, down into the

mortar. Is this being humane?
Peoria, 111. Mas. L. Hakrison.
Well, now, really, Mrs. Harrison, I did

not intend that our little friends should not
tell about their pets, and confine themselves
to bees, instead. My purpose was to avoid a
little sameness in their letters, and at the
same time give them something useful to do.

Perhaps I put it a little too strongly, and
gave a wrong impression. If I did, I hearti-

ly beg their pardon, and thank you for yoiu-

seemingly indirect, but kind criticism. You
notice that the juveniles still mention their

pets in their letters as before, but yet I think
they should not be inserted unless of some
interest. We have more letters than we
have room for, and we think that only the
best should go into print. It seems hard, I

know, to show partiality to our little friends.

A society like that you mention has only
recently been formed here in Medina for the
suppression of crueltv to children and ani-

mals. Father and myself are members.
Each member is expected to report promptly
any act of negligence or cruelty, to the mar-
shal.

I agree exactly with what you say about
pets for children. There is "something so
innocent about these little dumb creatures
about us that God surely intended by them
to teach his little folks lessons of love and
purity. The younger members of our fami-
ly take great comfort with those baby-
rabbits that Caddie told you of. When I

w-as quite small I used to spend hours witli

my rabbits and doves : and when perchance
oiie of my pets was killed, I would sit down
and have a big cry over it. I don't think it

hurt me either. By all means, let the boys
and girls have their pets. Such harmless
amusements will tend to keep them from
associating with bad company, and make
them love all (xod's creatures. Ernest.
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SOME VALUABLE FACT, NOT GENERALLY
KNOWN, ON BEES OR OTHER MATTEKS,
will receive one of David Cook's excel-
lent Ave- cent Sunday - school books.

Many of these books contain the same mat-
ter that you find in Sunday-school hooks
costing: from 81.00 to 81.50. If you have had

one or more books, give us the names that we
may not send the same twice. We have now
in stock six different books, as follows; viz.:

Sheer Off, The Giant - Killer, The Roby
Family, Rescued from Egypt, and Ten Nights in
aBar-Room. We have also Our Homes, Part I.,and

Our Homes, Part II. Besides the above books, you may have a
photograph of our old house apiarr, taken a great many years
ago. In it is a picture of myself. Blue Eyes, and Caddy, and a
glimpse of Ernest. We have also some pretty little colored
pictures of birds, fruits, flowers, etc., suitable for framing.
You can have j-our choice of any one of the above pictures
or books for every letter that gives us some valuable piece of
information.

' A chlel's araang ye takin' notes;
An' faith, he'll prentit."

fOU are takinjr hold nicely in the prob-
lem whicli I gave a short time ago.
So far we feel tdlcralily certain that a bee
dies after having stung, and that, too.

a few honrs afterward ; but let us have
more reports until we are absolutely certain.

While these things are important, little folks,

there is something else that I wish to call

your attention to.

Did yon ever see a bee that acted as though
he were real mad, and while buzzing before
your face fairly boil Avith rage until you
think that he has almost a human temper?
I wonder if a bee ever tries real hard to con-
trol himself. I presume not ; for how could
he know any better? We have an old horse,

Jack, by name, that will lop his ears flat

upon his head, and his eyes seem to be
ablaze with evil spite. There is one particu-
lar thing that he doesn't like to do ; and
this is. to back. lie can't see the need of it,

and will, if he can, smash something by one
big lunge backward. I wonder if he tries to

control himself.
Little boys and girls act very much like

those dumb creatures. They have their

good davs and bad days ; they have things
they don't like to do ; they have their spells

of being cross at every thing. Some-
times, when Huber is a little naughty, we
ask him if he is a good boy. " No. bad boy,"
he will say, Avhile his face, with a dignitied
expression, shows that he meant what he
said. I wonder how many little boys have
just a little of the Are tliat a bee has. The
little bee probably does not kiioic that he is

doing wrong; but" (iod loves liis little chil-

dren vastly more than he does the bee or the
horse, and he has made the little boys and
girls to know when they are good or bad.
Now, little friends, see if you can't please

God and help your mother by trying real

hard. Some time you will tind it not so easy

when you get old, if you don't begin now.
When " you are asked to do som.ething that
is disagreeable, not only do it, but see what
a pleasant face you can have while doing it.

If the bee or the horse doesn't know it is

right to control himself, you do. Ernest.

1.50 SWARMS KILLED BY BLACK HOXEY ; MEXICAN
PONIES.

My papa takes cousin Caddie and me down to the

River farm, where he keeps bees, when it is warm
and pleasant, and gives us lots of honey. This year

it was real nice; but last year it was black, and we
did not like it. Papa said the bees gathered it from
the leaves of the trees, and it killed 1.50 swarms for

him last winter. On the same farm we have a pony,

and It has a little tiesh-colored colt with pink eyes.

Papa thinks it's a daisy, and perhaps I am going to

ride it some day. Mabel Harrington, age 7.

Medina, O., Dec. 1, 1885.

I will explain that Mabel is Neighbor H.'s
daughter, and she is also a playmate and
cousin of Caddie. They are nearly of a size

and age. As I was going up the street yes-
terday I saw them a little ahead of me, and
I declare I could not tell "which from
t'other."— Yes. that colt of cream color and
pink eyes is a real beauty, and is what bee-
keepers would call an albino. Ilis mother
is a mustang, and was caught right oft" the
plains. Neighbor II. used to let me ride her
around horseback.

I remember once tliat she took fright at
something, and made a bee-line through the
apiary whilst I. clinging to her back,l)egan
to see visions of broken hives, stinging bees,
and myself bleeding and mangled upon the
ground ; but the reality never came ; and by
some strangely unaccountable way I could
be seen a moment after on her V)ack, up the
road. As a moral, I woidd advise inexperi-
enced horsemen to be careful with Mexican
ponies around the apiary. Ernest.

PUTTING HONEY AMONG THE BEES, WHEN THERE
IS NONE COMING IN.

Pa has one hive of nice Italian bees. I think they

are very prettj-. We put some honey around the

bees, but they were not working much that day.

When we put the honey out there you could see the

Italian bees begin to come first. Victor Cox.
Chocowinity, N. C.

Placing honey among the bees after the
honey-flow, is a little risky. It would very
likely start robbing, then you would have no
end of ti'ouble. So you think the Italians
will more quickly stent the sweet, than the
black bees, do vou? Ernest.

WHO ARE CADDIE AND ERNEST.''

Please may I ask who Caddie and Ernest are? I

don't believe I ever heard who they are. My fa-

ther has but one stand of bees. They are Italians,

but he is going to get some more. My brother has

some very nice chickens, and he is going to raise

more next summer. I got a letter from Nellie Ros-

siter. Clara Madson.
West Branch, J a., Nov. 13, 1885.

Why, of course you shall know ; but I

kind o' hate to talk about myself, because
it would hardly be the proper thing. How-
ever, I will say that Ernest and Caddie are
a brother and sister of Huber. Huber, you
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know, is an " off - sprig "' from the old
•'Root/' Perliaps I should say further,
that i liave been away to school for the last

four years, and in consequence you have
not heard from me much during the time.
Caddie is a blue eyes, next older tlian Iluber.

Ernest.

DO GRASSHOPPERS EXTRACT THE SWEETS FROM
THE FLOWERS?

This is my first letter to Gleanings. Ma has 64

colonies of bees, and sister Maud has three stands.

We did not get very much honey this year. Ma
thinks it is because there were so many grasshop-

pers. She thinks they sucked all the sweets out of

flowers. They nearly destroyed some meadows,
and some fields of corn had hardly a silk left on the

ears. Hamilton Duncan.
Limeville, Iowa, Nov. 9, 1885.

FROM 145 TO 215, AND 7000 LBS. 'OF HONEY.
We have 215 hives of bees. My brother does noth-

ing but attend to them. I help to make cushions of

wool to keep them warm in winter. My brother

thinks that is the best way to protect them. I also

help to clean sections and crate them. We did not

lose manj' bees last winter. Our bees did not do as

well this summer as other years. We got only

about 7000 lbs. from 145 stocks, and increased to 215.

My pa takes all the bee-papers, but I read only

Gleanings. Nellie Corneil, age 13.

Lindsaj-, Out., Can.

bringing a swarm down by WATER.
Friend Ernest:—Seeing you have charge of the

.juvenile Department, 1 will try writing once more.
Pa had si.x colonies of bees in the spring, and in-

(;reased to 15. We extracted 242 lbs. of honey. We
did not get any comb honej'. Pa has his bees pack-
ed in chaff hives. Last summer our bees swarmed
and were going away. I saw them, and told pa.

We ran after them with water, and brought them
down by thi-owing water on them. They alighted

on a cornstalk in the middle of the cornfield.

Cora Hurton, age 13.

Goodwine, Ills., Nov. 23, 1885.

AN INTELLIGENT CAT.

I do not think there is any thing about bees that

I could tell you, that you do not know already; but
I am much interested in the children's letters in

Gle.\nings. We have your picture in the A B C
book, so that I feel quite acquainted with you. My
mother has six stands of beautiful bees; they

are packed with chaff cushions at the sides and on
top, and we hope they will winter well. We have a

wliite cat that is intelligent and musical. When-
ever the parlor door is open he jumps up ou the

l)iano-stool and plays first with one paw, then steps

on tlie keys, up and down the keyboard. His eyes

j'airly laugh with the fun. When mamma plays, he
goes up on the top of the piano, and sits looking in

lier face, and purrs as loud as he can.

I think you are very kind to print the letters

from the children. Jam going to try to got you
some new subscribers. Frank Brewster, age 10.

Pequannock, N. J., Nov. 23, 1885.

CATCHING A 2-LB. PICKEREL.
I have been so interested in your accounts of

your carp-pond that I think I will tell you about
our fish-pond. It is situated about one hundred
feet from the Pequannock River, and there is a

brook of nice clean water running from the pond to

the river, all the year round. A few week since I

went down there early in the morning and saw a

large pickerel going slowly up the brook from the

river to the pond. The water was so shallow that

its back was out of the water. I caught it in my
hands. It fought well and escaped twice, but final-

ly I brought it home. It weighed over two pounds.

There are pike, pickerel, sunflsh, suckers, black

bass, and white fish in the river, but only a few go
up to the pond. I get quite a string of fish some-
times, by using a hook and line. Nets are not

allowed in the river. There is a fine of f25,00 for

putting a net in the river.

Bert R. Brewster, age 11.

Pequannock, N. J., Nov. 23, 1885.

POLLEN AND ITS CHARACTERISTIC COLOR, AS GIV-
EN BY THE VARIOUS FLOWERS.

I will tell what I think I know about pollen. On
corn and ragweed it is light green; buckeye, very

dark red ; red clover, dark green ; basswood, yellow

;

maple, red; hollyhock, white; elm, light yellow;

thistle, light yellow; pumpkin, yellow, almost

white; locust, light yellow; goldenrod, dark yellow.

I got the scissors and Bible that I sent for, and I

was verj' much pleased with them.

Woodstock, O. Nettie H. Cranston, age 11.

Friend Nettie, your letter deserves a
chromo too. 1 Avondcr how many of the big
bee-men can tell the source of tlie pollen,
from its color. I think it would puzzle a
good many 'to do as well as you have done.

Ernest.

ANOTHER RUN.iWAY, IN WHICH FIVE HIVES ARE
KNOCKED OVER.

My papa is a bee-man. He began two years ago,

with ten swarms. He has 31 swarms now, and got

about 1500 lbs. of honey. Nov. 8th there was a run-

away which went through his apiary and knocked
down five hives. The combs of four cf them were
m ashed nearly all to pieces.

Last summer I watched the bees while papa was
at work in the garden. Once when the bees were
swarming I held the hiving-box, covered with bees,

for him. I have a friend, Cora, with whom I go to

school, and play. Ethel F. Wilcox.
NorthUeld,,Minn., Nov. 18, 1885.

Why, friend Ethel, your experience of a
runaway horse through the apiary was quite
similar to the one we had. You say the
combs of four of the hives were '^ mashed
nearly all to pieces." From this I infer that
you do not have your combs wired, as we do
in our apiary. iJuiing the recent mishap of
which 1 told you on page 76-5. scarcely a
comb was broken. We should be glad of
more facts as to how the bees behaved, and
the cause of the accident. Friend Miller,

page 811, tells us how to quiet horses that
have been stung. We should be glad of

more reports of this kind. Ernest.

A SAD story; just reward FDR STEALING BEES.

I have a sad story to tell you. Two young men
stole a good stand of bees from pa one night, 254

years ago, but we did not find it out then. One of

the same boysand two other ones broke into a store

this summer, and took a lot of goods. Two of them
were sent to prison a few days ago, and one of them
got nway from the jailor. They nuiy get him yet.

They all live in this little town, and have mothers

living, who cried about them; but the men took

them any way. Pa and I went by the jail. I saw
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the big iron bars. It looks as if it were built to

keep wild beasts in. I SVdnt to bo a good boy, and
not get drunk uud steal, and grieve ma's life, as

those boys did theirs. I have One stand of bees,

and got 126 lbs. of extracted honey from it. Pa had
11 in the spring; has TO now. I have a big pig.

Georgetown, 111. ^Sammv Lindley.

SUDDEN DEATH OF A COLONY FROM FEEDING.
One of our neighbors fed dark syrup to a stand of

bees at 11 o'clock, and at 12 they were all dead.

Feradale, Cal. Georgie Spaulding, age 9.

HONEY NOT FIT TO EAT.

One of our neighbors had a lot of bees, and they
made beautiful white clear honey; but when they
took out the honei' they could not eat it. It was
made of laurel and wormwood and fennel.

Ferndale, Cal. Maggie Spaulding, age 11.

A kind WORD FOR GLEANINGS.
I will write to you, and tell you something about

our bees. We have about 200 hives of bees. We
got about 80C0 or 9300 lbs. of honey this year.

Papa takes Gleanings, and he says he couldn't

get along without it. Ada McPhail.
Gallinas, Texas.

THE LOSS OF TWO COLONIES.
Pa put two colonies of bees in the cellar in the

fall, and they were looking well until lately he look-

ed at them and found them all dead. Thej- had
plenty to cat, but it was too wet for them. It

wouldn't be such a loss if there were anymore bees
near here. These two colonies cost at least $25.00.

If any of the readers of Gleanings are dealers in

fruit-tree seeds, please send price list of seeds, es-

pecially Ilussian mulberry, grapes, plums, and crab-

apples.
The bee, the boo. the busy lice.

Gathers honey otl flower and tree.
He toiln and toils the n\clong daj-,

r has he a word to say.Mil

Wlu
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30 SWARMS AND 1200 LBS. OF HONEY.
My pa !ins 31 hives of bees, and he got 1200 lbs. of

honey, and thinks he could have got 20C0 lbs. if he

had had time to take it. Pa thinks rape is nice for

bees in the fall, as it blossoms, and bees work on it,

until snow comes. Pa once buried a swarm of bees

like potatoes, with straw six inches thick all around
them, and some dirt over, and the snow drifted

over them two feet deep, and in four months he
took them out and the.v were flying all around hira

before he could get them out.

Bessie Green, age 8.

Montague, Mich., Nov. 30, 1885.

A LITTLE BROTHER WHO C.VLLS HIMSELF A. I.

ROOT.
My papa has 11 stands of bees; he keeps them in

the front yard. I like to help him. Mamma has

one stand of bees. My little brother calls himself

A. I. Root. When he gets stung it knocks out some
of his self-conceit. I am going to school. I have
one pet pig. , age 9.

Concordia, Ky.

Give my respects to my little namesake,
my little friend ; but, what do you call yotn--

setf/ I am glad that your brother thinks
enough of me to wish to be named after me.

A LETTER FROM A LITTLE GIRL IN ENGLAND;
PHENOL FOR CURING FOUL BROOD.

1 have been thinking of writing to you for a long

time, and now intend doing so. I need not tell you
that father keeps bees. I suppose you know he

docs. He can not understand how it is you do not

say any thing about the new cure for foul brood.

It is called phenol. He has sold a lot, and custom-

ers say it soon cures the complaint. He sent some
to Mr. Robert Lees, Lucknow, Ontario, whose bees

were verj' bad with the disease. Perhaps you can
find out whether he did any good with it. Have
you seen Mr. Cheshire's new book? Father says he

will post it monthlj' for you, if you like.

Jessie Hollands, age 11.

The Apiary, Waddon, Croydon, Surrey, Eng.

Thank you, Jessie, for your kind letter

and inquiries. I have touched upon the
phenol remedy several times ; but so many
remedies have been proposed and afterward
dropped (luring the past years that this mat-
ter has l)een before us, that I hope you will
excuse me for being a little slow al)but rec-

ommending these new things. Besides, we
have had some reports already, if I am not
mistaken, saying that phenol' did not an-
swer, even when used exactly according to
directions. We shoidd be very glad indeed
to liave Mr. Robert Lees' repoit. We have
seen Mr. Cheshire's book, and you will find

a report of it on another page.

FROM 16 TO 65, AND 3000 LBS. OF COMU HONEV.
My pa had 165 colonics of bees a year ago, and

they all died in the winter but 16; he now has 65

good ones and has 3000 lbs. of honey in 2-1 b. sec-

tions. This year he raised his queens too, in little

bits of hives he called mine. Pa has gone to Ne-
braska with 1200 lbs. of honey. He went in a cov-

ered Avagon, with a four-horse team. Pa will be

surprised to sec my letter in Gleanings. This is

ray first letter. Birdie Needels, age 7.

Alanthus, Mo., Nov. is, 1885.

Thank you for your report, friend Birdie.
Your letter teachies at least one good thing

;

namely, that we must never get discouraged.
If we get into Blasted Hopes one year, we
stand a good chance of getting out again.
Your papa certainly did well to average
nearly 200 lbs. of honey, besides the increase
and raising his own queens. Ernest.

MORE .\BOrT R.A.TTLESNAKE AP1.\RV.

After my last letter I thought I would not write

again, as others write more interestingly; but your
postal of Oct. ~6 was a surprise and joy to me. I

hope you may live many years to gladden the hearts

of both adults and juveniles. We had a killing

frost Nov. 26th; bees were bringing in pollen up to

that date. Pa has turned the bees over to me. He
said he would not have time ne.xt year to bother
with them. T am going to school, and will continue

to go until swarming time, April 1. My bees will

not need any more attention until that time.

I went with my pa to Rattlesnake Apiary one day
last week, and prepared our bees for winter by con-

tracting the entrances and taking off one of the su-

pers, leaving them in twostory hives, the lower

story full of natural stores, with some in supers. T

don't like to winter in a two-story hive. On warm
days the bees go into the super, looking after the

treasures there. They are either unable or unwill-

ing to return to the cluster when the weather turns

cold, and are chilled to death. The first warm day
after each cold spell last winter I noticed a handful

of dead bees in front of all strong colonies. By
looking in the hives I found they chilled between
the combs in the supers. How is it to bo avoided?

How shall we winter in this latitude—3C°.'' How are

we to take care of so many empty combs, without

the help of the bees to clean them up during warm
spells? Our home apiary, which 1 will call Jones-

Prairie Apiary, did not do much this year. It in-

creased from 45 to 64, and we extracted 1947 lbs.

They are in fine condition. The lower story has ten

full frames, with more than 1000 lbs. of nice comb
honey in supers. Those that have not forgotten

my report from Rattlesnake Apiary probably wish

to know why 20 weak colonies, spring count, pro-

duced so much more honey than 45 strong ones.

The two localities are within eight miles of each

other, yet the soil and growth are as different as if

they were 500 miles apart. Jones Prairie is a gray

sand, nearly all of it cultivated in corn and cotton.

The country east of us for three miles to the Brazos

River is a sandy timbered country. More than a

thousand acres are cultivated in cotton in bee-

range of our Jones-Prairie Apiary. AVe have never

had any honey from it. I don't think cotton as a

honey-plant amounts to much.
Sam. H. Terral.

Jones Prairie, Tex., Dec. 1, 1885.

Friend Samuel, I do not think 1 would
contract the entrances for winter—certainly
not in your locality ; and if I left combs in
the upper story at all, I would lix it so the
bees could not get up on to them. This,
however, may not be necessary where the
upper story is close, so the bees will not try

to get out where they see light shining
through, instead of going down through the
entrance. Sometimes very strong colonies
cluster partly on the lower combs and partly
on the upper. In that case I should think it

would do no harm. I should not think there
ought to be much trouble in wintering, in

any region where cotton is raised.
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0aR pejiEg.

Thy king-dom come. Thywillbe done on earth, as
it is in heaven.—M.A.TT. 6 :10.

a
ID it ever occur to you, dear friends,
that the first petition in the prayer
which our Savior gave us is, that
God's kingdom may rule on earth as
it rules in heaven V And as we have

(Jod's promise that our prayers shall be an-
swered, it is certainly true that the time
shall come when his will uill be done on
earth as it is in heaven. Well, is this to
come about all at once, like the shock of an
earthquake, or is it to be brought about by
the progress of human intelligence, and by
the Spirit of God moving in the hearts of
men V Unquestionably, the latter way ; and
one who does not see evidences of th'e com-
ing of this kingdom, even now at this pres-
ent day, must be dull indeed.

I have just returned from the convention
at Detroit, and the thoughts I have just
been giving you were called forth by this
national gathering. The matter first came
up on the cars, in talking with a commercial
traveler. Like too many others of his class,

he was inclined to ridicule Christians and
the Christian religion. I don't believe much
in argument, as you know, especially in con-
troversies in a public place ; and although I

replied to him quietly and carefully, I did
not hesitate to let him know that 1 \vas a
follower of Christ. As he left me he replied
that it would be a glorious thing, without
question, if Christians would only bold out.

and not forget their profession anil their re-

ligion. I liad been answering him with
texts ; and my parting word was the ad-
monition, that only -'he that endureth to

the end shall be saved. "" lie siuiled as I

looked him full in the face while I gave him
my answer, and apparently he openetl his

mouth to reply ; but catching the glance of
a passenger in the next seat, there was a
little general laugh all around, and he evi-

dently thought he might as well give it up.
The Bible is equal to every and all emergen-
cies ; and if one follows its precepts, there
is no danger of one getting around it or
avoiding its conclusions. Wliile talking, a
nice-looKing young man about the age of
Ernest came up and asked if he had the
pleasure of speaking with A. I. Hoot. As I
smilingly nodded, 1 extended him my hand.
He is a reader of Gleanings, and lives in
Lancaster Co., Pa., and he is an earnest
Christian. How I do love to see young men
who are not afraid to acknowledge the Sav-
ior! We roomed together that night and the
next. My acquaintance with him strength-
ened my' faith in the idea embodied in our
text. That glad time is coming ; and, oh
what a help these vigorous young hearts are
going to be in bringing it along ! The next
morning I met a couple of bee-friends whom
I fear have little or no faith in (iod, and, as
a matter of course, not much in their fellow-
men. What a sad, sad thing it is to lose
faith in humanity, and to decide that the
world is all hollow and deceitful !

When we reached the convention we
found the hall filled, and the members seem-

ed to be in the midst of an animated dis-
cussion. That I might not interrupt, I
quietly slipped into a seat by the door, pro-
posing to go forward when there was a bet-
ter opportunity. Somebody near the speak-
er's stand, however, caught sight of me and
motioned me forward. There were Bro.
Jones, Bro. Jfewman, of the A. B. J., W. F.
Clarke, friend W. Z. Hutchinson, friend
Heddon, and good old father Langstroth
be.sides. Mr. L. C. Boot, of ^>w York, whom
I had never seen before, occupied the pres-
ident's chair, while roundabout were the
friends whom we have heard from through
the journals, and read about for years.
Scarcely a face was missing, unless it was
that of Dr. C. C. Miller. Pretty soon W. F.
Clarke stood up with a large paper box in his
hand ; and what do you think were my feel-

ings when he spoke something as follows '?

"' Mr. A. I. Root will please stand up
here before me and look me in the face."

I suppose you have heard, or had ex-
perience, of the way in which people think
of a great many things while they are fall-

ing from a building, or during some great
danger. Well, while I Avas rising to my
feet and obeying orders, I thought of a
great many things. I inventoried, as it

were, all tliat I had been guilty of, to see
whether there was any thing there that I

might fear to have brought to light. Well,
although I am bad enough as it is, I could
not think of any thing that should warrant
calling me up in this way for a public rep-
rimand; so I concluded (while I inwardly
thanked CJod that no guilty secrets lurked
within my soul) that friend Clarke's •' med-
icine " certainly could not be any thing very
bad to take. Xow, I can not remember
what his address was. only that it was in
substance something like the following :

"Bro. A. I. Root, we, the bee-keepers of
Xorth America, in recognition of your ser-

vices during the years that are gone by, not
only in laboring for our temporal good, but
in view of the energy and zeal with which
you have toiled for our spiritual good as
well, do hereby tender you this beautiful
book. Now, dear brother, while we say
this, remember, please, we do not all of us
indorse all of your peculiar doctrines, neith-
er do we think exactly as you do on many
points ; but for all that, we know you have
worked honestly and faithfully and un-
selfishly ; and in view of this we take plea-
sure in^ianding to you this small testimonial
of our esteem and friendship. Take it ; and
may God spare you to work with us for
many years yet to' come."
As he took his seat, he indicated, in a low-

er tone, that I was expected to make a
speech. Xow I want to say, by way of pa-
renthesis, that, a few weeks ago, I was call-

ed upon to tell my story about Mammoth
Cave, in our neighboring town of Akron,
Summit Co., O. It Avas at a large Sunday-
school convention, and of course the papers
advertised me pretty well, and I had a large
church pretty well filled, for an audience.
The next day, the papers, in reporting a

Sart of my talk, made the remark that "Mr.
loot told the truth when he said at the out-

set, -that he was not much of a speaker."
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They did say, however, that I gave them a
verv pl'^asaut conversational account of the
woiiders of Mammoth Cave. Well. I am
afraid the friends at the National Conven-
tion thought I was not much of a speaker ;

but I guess tliey gave me credit for being
honest, just as the newspaper reporter did.

I wish I could tell you what was said and
done during the convention during that day,
but it is utterly out of the question. The
reports of the papers read, you will doubt-
less see. But no pen can picture the pleas-
ant, hearty good feeling that pervaded the
convention ; and above all, the kindness
and broad charity for each other, even in
our differences, that seemed to be the pre-
vailing spirit through it all. We went there
with our hobbies, a great many of us, and
we got lauglied at ; but we were laughed at
so good naturedly, that grace was given us
to laugh back again. W. F. Clarke had liis

hibernating -box there on the stand, and
friend Ileddon had his pollen tlieory along
with him. D. A. Jones had his wonderful
stock of dry jokes ready to crop out when
an opening gave even lialf a chance. Idv. J.

B. Hall, of Woodstock, Ontario, kept us
roaring with his grotesque oddities, and
Prof. Cook rose up once in a while (in fact,

I was sorry he did not rise up oftener) and
give us wise counsels and wise suggestions;
and Prof. Cook has such a kind, neighborly
way of telling these suggestions, or even
calling us back to the right track, that no
one can ever for a moment think of feeling
hurt at any thing he says.

Friend Muth was tliere too, towering
above the rest of us, and making us all feel

pleasant just to look on his genial face while
he read an article on the sale of extracted
honey. I for one was surprised to learn that
they are now using honey largely for pack-
ing and curing pork ; and friend Muth stat-

ed that he had filled one order for 100 bar-
rels, to be used solely for this purpose, be-
sides numerous smaller orders ; so you see
another avenue is opening for the sale of
honey. Honey has the property of answer-
ing e^en better than any grade of molasses
that can be bought at' any thing near the
price.
In shaking hands with the different friends

at the noon intermission, I asked one great
stalwart chap his name, and he just laughed
at me. '• Why,'" said he, •• I am G. M. I)oo-
litlle ; and altliough I stayed once with you
three or four days, you don't know me." I

felt ashamed of myself, and no doubt blush-
ed in confusion. i3ut when there was such
a sea of pleasant faces, and so many wanted
to shake hands with '• Bro. Root,"" "I got sort
o" mixed uj), and scarcely knew anybody.
Besides, tliat big book had scared me and
astonislied me, so that it all seemed some-
what unreal. By the way, I forgot to say
that the book Avas a large illuminated edi-
tion of Paradise I>ost. illustrated by Gustave
Dore. Now, I am almost ashamed to say
that I don't know Avhat Paradise Lost is

about very well ; but I am going to com-
mence reading it to my wife evenings.

Mr. L. C. Hoot, the president in the chair.
I had never before met. Before tlie conven-
tion was over I had abundant reason to be

sorry that I had never met him : and, by
the way, before the first day had passed I

began to have a much higher opinion of a
gieat many Avliom I met and heard from
there than I ever heard before ; and by some
queer coincidence I began to have a smaller
opinion of myself.

Neighbor Blakeslee once said it took the
conceit out of him to go and visit his brother
bee-keepers. Well. 1 shall have to admit
that this convention took the conceit out of
me in a great many ways. I was surprised
and astonished, over and over again, at the
masterly way in Avhich one brother after an-
other handled the subjects as they came up.
Their experiences indicated that they had
read and thought and practiced, and also
that the deductions that they had drawn
were based on much wisdom and common
sense. The Bible says, ''In the multitude
of counselors there is safety," and I had a
feeling that, with such meetings as this, the
future of bee culture must be safe and sure.
And then came every now and then a glim-
mer of the thought embodied in our text,

that it is certainly a good and wise thing for
men of great intellects to meet and compare
notes and exchange ideas. I have before
had strange convictions that these meetings
were going to result in pleasanter feelings
between the North and the South, and the
East and the West, and between people of
different nations and different ideas, and
that through such meetings the glad millen-
nium Avas to be hastened—the time when
God"s kingdom should come, and his will be
done on earth as it is in heaven.

The number in attendance at the Antisdel
Hotel was so great as to fill it to overflowing,
and every room was alive with buzzing
voices. It seemed like one great family re-

union. The waiters eyed us a little curious-
ly, and the newspaper men evidently didn't
quite know what to make of us. In the
Evening Xeu-s of Dec. 9, appeared the fol-

lowing little item, which, although probably
greatly exaggerated, I think has enough
truth in it to cause our hearts to rejoice, and
to indicate again that the promise in our
text is surely coming. Here is the item :

" The bee-keepers seem to absoib something- of
the traditional virtues of the insect they cultivate.
Those attending- the convention now in session
in this city stop at a temperance hotel, seldom
indulge in the dissipation of a theatrical enter-
tainment, retire early, and are straiifjei-s to the fas-

cinationsof the weed. The boy who keeps the cl{rar-

stand at the Antisdel liouse, to a remark about
trade, replied, " I've sold only one eijjar to the
whole bee-keeping gang, and that was a tive-ccnter."

In the morning I was up as usual at half-

past five. The cleik inquired if bee-keepers
alwa>s got up at that time in the morning.
I told him I did lor one. and asked him if

he could give me the address of the largest
greenhouses in the city, and whether any of
them were devoted to raising vegetables.
He coidd not answer me directly, but by the
aid of the directory lie gave me' some points
to look up. I was the first one to go into

the breakfast-room. Iheakfast over, I hied
for the greenhouses. The air was bright
and frosty, and the half-mile walk soon
made me happy. I found a beautiful green-
house, but it was all flowers. I would very
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willingly have given four dollars for an
azalea growing in a small pot, were it pos-
sible for me to have got it home without in-

jury. Were there ever such poinsettias, ja-

ponicas,and camelias before V The proprietor
was engaged in fixing a basket of exotic flow-
ers, intertwined with smilax, while he talked
with me. May be such collections of beauties
have been in sight where I was around be-
fore, but I can't remember it. One green-
house was devoted to orchids ;' and even
these odd-looking things liad a beauty that
morning that I had never seen in them be-
fore. Do you want to know why every thing
seemed to be speaking of (Jod's glory, and
moving me to lift my heart toliim iu thanks-
giving and praise V Why, I had been hav-
ing -A brisk loalk in the open air. Do you re-

member what I said alH)ut the Peck's Pleas-
ant apple, and the ( 'alifornia honey V That
was it — brisk, health-giving exercise out in
the wintry air. Following his directions I

took a street-car, away over to the other side
of the city, and on iv.y way I stopped at the
central market. Here 1 found celery on
sale, away ahead of any thing our grounds
had get produced. I looked for lettuce, and
finally inquired of one of the stout German
women who stood by their stands, even
thoixgh the weather was down toward zero.

She threw a blanket from the top of a bar-
rel, and showed me the same kind of fringed
lettuce I saw in the market in Columbus,
evidently raised out of doors, protected by
some sort of mulch. It seemed a -little

strange to me that the lettuce was kept from
injury by tlie frost, by a simple barrel and
blanket. These people at tlie market have
learned by sad experience, just to a dot,
what their vegetables will bear, and I was
greatly pleased to see how they managed
daring such a winter morning, and also to

see how they succeeded in handling choice
vegetables so safely.

There was nice honey on the market, and I

was pleased to see some of tlie finest pack-
ages labeled, '' Prom the apiary of M. II.

Hunt, Bell Branch. Wayne Co.. Mich." All
the honey offered for sale had the name of
the producer plainly printed on the jtackage;
and from appearances I shoidd iU'mk they
were having quite a trade in the gemiine ar-

ticle. Why can't newspaper men interview
the m((rket'men, and — tell the truth V

I was told in the market that there was a
man by the name of Cieorge Ferguson Avho
had a greenhouse specially devoted to rais-

ing lettuce, and that he brought the finest

lettuce into the city of any man in the mar-
ket. Nobody knew exactly how far away he
lived, but it was somewhere between one
and four miles. It was just eigiit o'clock,

and I started a little sadly to go back with-
out having found a greenhouse devoted to

mai'ket gardening. I mentally figured this
way : Street-ears will carry me six miles an
hour. Mr. Ferguson is probably not more
than two miles away. Perhaps I can find

him and get back before the covention opens
at nine o'clock. Olf I started. The driver
said he knew on which street Mr. Ferguson
lived. It was oif from the line of street-

cars, but he did not know how far olf. Soon
I was on foot again, in the suburbs of the

city. I found the place, as I supposed, and
for the first time in my life I saw nice large
heads of lettuce in the middle of the month
of December. They were whiter than ordi-
nary lettuce—in fact, almost if not quite as
white as nicely bleached celery, on account
of the heavy manuring they received, proba-
bly, and the confinement of the greenhouse.
A boy in his teens showed me through the
houses, but I was somewhat dissatislied at
the want of order and system. Finally my
young friend remarked, with a touching sad-
ness, '• AVe used to have things looking nicer
before father died."' I did not feel like crit-

icising any more. If God should see fit to
take me away, would that sad remark, or a
similar one, "be heard around my home 'r*

May God help the widows and the fatherless!
Pretty soon he said that his micle did a good
deal more at lettuce than they did. His wi-
dens name was Oeorge Ferguson, the man I
was after, so I hadn't found the place after
all. His younger brother said it was proba-
bly about a mile, but the other said it was a
little further. I walked a mile, and inquir-
ed. They said it was a mile yet. Another
mile, and I found a man mulching spinach.
This was just what I wanted to see. After
he had shown me all about it, he said my
destination was still about a mile. Shall I
go back and give it up ? Fifteen minutes
more time, and I shall probably find what I
seek. No doubt I shall lind some hint worth
to me at least thirti/ minutes' time, and so I

pushed on, and I got my reward, not only in

seeing the beautiful lettuce, but Mr. Fergu-
son's wife told me that he had more orders
at SI. 7.5 per bushel than he could possibly
fill. In fact, he had gone to town now with
a load hardly lar^e enough to cut. She said,
that the day before Thanksgiving he could
easily have sold forty bushels at §2.00 a bush-
el ; and yet a few years ago people wouldn't
buy it at all in December. The demand for
such stuff is of recent date. I Mill tell you
what else I saw. Adjoining one of the
greenhouses was a warm light room for
poultry. Old Izaak Walton once remarked,
"Doubtless (iod could have made a better
berry than the strawberry, but doubtless he
never did." 1 felt like saying, '• Doubtless
(iod //(/;//(/ have made a handsomer flock of
Light Brahmas"than my friend the old Ger-
man woman exhibited to my admiring gaze :

but it seenud to nie '• doid/tful whether God
ever did " make another flock as handsome.
They were cackling and singing, and laying
eggs, apparently oblivious of the fact that it

was the middleOf December and not May.
But, weren't they beauties'i'—spotlessly clean,
covered with soft down, and of immense
size, with grace and symmetry in every mo-
tion, and that kind, neighborly look (if it is

proper to say a hen can have a neighborly
look) that is so characteristic of the Light
Brahmas. Do you wonder why they gave
me sudi pleasure, tliat keen, frosty morning?
Why, I had got loose in the fields, and had
been walking briskly two or three miles
across lots, climbing fences, studying God's
wonders, and loving his creatures.

There was one thing about their green-
houses where I think I could have made an
improvement, in raising lettuce at least.
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The plants were not accurately spaced, and
they d=d not economize the ground under
the glass, when that ground was so extreme-
ly valuable. Some of the plants were nearly
a foot apart, others perhaps two inches ; and
when plants were pulled up for market, the
ground was not at once prepared, and more
plants set out, as we do it in our green-
houses, lint my mission of the morning had
been accomplished ; I knew just how if was
done, even though I had played truant a lit-

tle in being " late to school." I had also
seen it demonstrated that poultry can ])e

made to do beautifully, and lay right through
the winter, by a modification of the manner
in which we raise plants in the winter time.
Many of the poultry-journals say that artifi-

cial heat makes fowls tender, and engenders
disease. I should put it this way : Artificial
heat in the hands of a slipshod manager will
probably engender disease and feebleness in
either plants or animals. There is no suc-
cess in any thing without intelligent pains-
taking.

The time approached for me to take the
train home. I asked the president for per-
mission to say a word or two to tlie friends
before I left. In mv brief talk I closed up
with the little text at the head of this talk.
I then wanted to get away as quietly as pos-
sible, that I might not disturb the interest
of the meeting by going out before the regu-
lar close. But, up hopped our jolly friend
Jones, and proposed a recess of live "minutes
.so that they could all shake hands with
" Bro. Root " before he went away. I per-
sisted that it was a little too much disturb-
ance and diversion ; but his motion was car-
ried with a good deal of merriment. Now, I

had already shaken hands a good many times
with almost all the bee-friends there, among
them quite a number with whom unpleas-
antness had at some time occurred. There
was one brother present who had, some time
before, publicly charged me with something
of which I was entirely innocent. At the
time he did it I wrote to him, giving him
full proof of his mistake, asking him to cor-
rect it as publicly. He had never done it.

Of course, I did not feel very much like
shaking hands with him while" he let that
unjust charge stand before the bee-keeping
world. While the rest were shaking hands
with me before my departure, lie came up
too and put out his hand. I remembered at
once that he had not yet recalled his un-
truthful accusation, but I quickly decided
that it did not matter (so far as concerns my-
self) even if he never did. I had just had
proof that I had as many friends — yes, a
good many more, than I deserve ; and what
does it matter, even if some people do believe
me greedy and unprincipled ? There are
plenty of others who do not. I put out my
hand as pleasantly as I ever did, and gave
him a hearty " God bless you, friend Blank."
Now, I did not mean by this that I vvished
that God would prosper him in doing wrong,
but I did mean that I wished tliat God
would prosper him in all praiseworthy un-
dertakings. My friend, did you ever pass
through a similar experience V

At night I arrived at Elyria ; and as I
was tired and sleepy I turned eagerly toward

the first hotel in sight. After I had asked
for accommodations I discovered that one-
half of the hotel was a beer-saloon, and a
rather hard place for a Christian at that.
What should I do y Why, put up with it,

and do all I coidd to bring about " thy king-
dom come," etc. Before lying down as usu-
al, I knelt and prayed for those I had left

;

and I not only prayed for the bee-keepers,
and for the editors of all the bee-journals,
but I prayed for the saloon-keepers as well

;

and before my head had touched the pillow I

was astonished to find a great flood of happi-
ness and peace pouring into my soul, and
the feeling I have often mentioned before, as
though invisible friends were all round about
me. It Avas not very strange, after all. I

had fought against my natural temptations,
and had allowed the spirit of Christ to tri-

umph ; and suddenly there came into my
mind the Avords of the old hymn, that I al-

ways like at such times. I began to sing the
tirst lines, and was a little surprised to find
that the words came sharp and clear to my
memory, so I sang the verse all through:

Know, my soul, thy full salvation;
Rise o'er sin and fear and care;

Joy to find, in every station.
Something- still to do or bear.

Think what Spirit dwells within thee;
Think what Father's smiles are thine;

Think that Jesus died to win thee:
Child of heaven, canst thou repine?

Then came delicious, health-giving sleep ;

and as I sank into unconsciousness it seem-
ed to me as it never had l)efore, perhaps, that
he Avho has God for a friend has nothing to
fear, either in life or in death.
Dear reader, these are my last words to

you at the close of the year 1885. I thank
you for having followed me in my humble
efforts thus far ; and may the blessing that
only God the Father can give to his children
be your portion !

EDIT0]^I)qk

Isaiah 55 : 12.

HOW DEEP SHOULD WE PITT OUR SUB-EARTH VEN-
TILATORS?

It depends on what we want the warm air for, I

think. For a cellar for wintering- bees, perhaps
three or four feet is all that is necessary. If we
want warm air for a cold frame to grow hardy
plants, perhaps we shall need to go as deep as eight

or ten feet, to get the best results; but I hardly

think the temperature is higher at from 40 to 100

feet in the earth than it is down 8 or 10 feet.

SWARMINO OUT IN DECEMBER.
TiiEY left the old hive and went as far as a quar-

ter of a mile. It is true, the parent stock suffered

some depletion, but yet there is quite a goodly
number left yet. It was not bees that swarmed out,

and it was not the queen, but it was the queen-
clerk Lizzie, and Ernest went along with her, to

start a new home. The happy couple are just now
on tlieir way to visit friends in the east; but they
expect to be back in a few days, and take up their

permanent abode within about a fourth of a mile of

the paternal mansion, as before mentioned.
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Covers, Where to Stand. . . .4.58

Extracting Injuring Eggs.. 4.59

False Statements 456
Figwort, To Sprout 463
Florida, Popnleton's Letter.450
Frames of Brood with Bees.466
Freight on Hives 4.50

Harrison, Mrs 4.55

Heads of Grain 4.58

Hive, The Simplicity 448
Hive, The Canadian 449
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Honey, Ten Feet of 463
HoneV-dew in 1885 465
Honey thieves 460
Hdnry , Poison 4.55
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Spider Plant. To Sprout. . . .46.1
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Tobacco Letter, Stedman's 4.55
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JULY 15.

After-swarms 484
Bees and Sheep Lawsuit— 48;i

Caladiura Esculcntuni 496
Carp 490
Carpenter's Report 489
Cellar Wintering 479
Chaff Packing 479
Contents of Gleanings 48:j

Dysentery 485
Editorials 50.!

False Statements 4S6
Foundation, Flat-bottom. . 504
Frames, Reversible 484
Gall-mites 486
Gardening and Bees 480
Guaranteeing Safe Arrival. 504
Heddons Plan 488
Hen's-nest Division-board.. 49it

Hone.y Column 475
Honey, Artificial 497
Hot Springs 492
Link Children.. r 490
Mangrove Honey 480
Mishap in Swarming 498
My Neighbors 491
National B.K.Union 487
Nuclei, To Form (Poem).... 485 l

Ohio B. K. Association 491 I

Oil, Signal 495
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Plura-iree Mites 486
;

Oueens. Clipped 490 !

Rattlesnake Apiary 498
Reports Discouraging 4X2
Reports Encouraging 486 '

Robbing, etc 488
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Saw-table from Gin-stand. 484
;

Slowness 481 :

Spiders and Bees 478 !
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Sw.arming. Automatic 487 I
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Transferring, Modern 484
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Ants, Large Black .528
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Apple-skin Jelly 526
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Banner Apiary 513
Bee Botany 537 .

Bees Balling Queen .534

Bees Confining Queen .532
,

Bees, What Ails the! .531

Beeswax , Making .529

Bottom boards. Permanent 519
Brood in Sections .533

Brush, Cook's .534

Carniolans from Benton 529
Carp for Table 530,534
Cave, To Make 5.32

Clipping Wings 52i, 525
Colony Kills ten Queens—530
Editorials 5.39

Experience in Q. Rearing. • .535
Exfg Thick Honey .530

False Statements .538

Feeding Eggs and Milk 5.33

Feeder, Sherburne's 532
i

Frames, Reversible 519, 531
Frames, Wired .519

Grasshoppers and Bees 5.30

Heads of lirain .5:i0

Heddon's Letter .518

Hives Near Together 535
Hives, Heddon .527

Honey Column 512
Honey that Candies Soon..525
Honey, Cheap 635
Honev, Horsemint 533
Honey, Poison 527
Honev, Kaspberrv 533 I
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Notes and Queries .5.38
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Queens, Peculiar Acting .5.32

Q. Cells and Laying Queen .531
[

Raspberry, The Turner 530
Season in Canada 517
Sections Planed by Saw 531
Strawberries 530
.Strawberries. Frndenburg't534
Swarming. Artificial .526

Telephones 520,525
Wax, Experiments in 533
Wintering Without Loss.... 619
Zinc, Perforated 515

AUGUST 15.
i

After-Swarms 556
Ants .566

Bee Botany 561
Bees Pla.ying .565

Bees Stinging a Dummy. . . .568
Bees Using Old Wax 5.58

Bees, Adult, Secreting Wax.558
Bees, Non-swarming 570
Buying Bees in Spring 519
Caps, Hinged 555 !

Chaddock^s Letter 5.50

Cider for Bees 569
Drone-excluder, Spafford's.567
Editorials 576
Extractor, Solar 558
False Statements 551
Feeder, Cigar-box 555
Fish for Pets 564
Fish Ringing a Bell 568
Foot-notes 576
Heddon on Transferring.. ..562
Hive, Hilton's 555

Honey Column 548
Honey from Red Clover... 555
Honey. Poison .556

Introducing Virgin Queens.56!
Langstroth's Letter .5.59

Letter from Mrs. Culp 557
Myself and Neighbors .563

Ole Fogy 5.59

Queen's Freak .5.55

Queens, Clipping 559
Smoker, To Clean 5.55

Sunday .Swarming .567

Syria, Convention in .551

Tobacco Column 575
Tobacco and Snuff 566
Transferring. Modern 562
Wax from Old Combs .558

Wintering Without Stores 551

SEPTEMBER 1.

After-swarms, Preventing. 599
Banner Apiar.v 585
Bees and Glucose fOO
Benton, Kind Words for... .589
Blanton's Report 597
Brood-nest, Contract'g.592, 605
Carniolans .596

Carniolans and Italians 604
Charcoal for Purifying .597

Colonies, Dividing 607
Cotton for Honey 603
Dead Brood in Mississippi.. 597
Dead Brood in Toledo 605
Editorials 613
Extractor, Stanley's. 600, 605, '6

Fair, Ohio 590
False Statements 588, 600
Feedinc Queen in Pell .594

Foof-tiot..- o<f.

Hivi.l- ..ti.v.Mii .vi;

Heddon Ca.ses :,>n

Heddon Honey-boards 692
Hives, Eight-frame 603
Hiving inaTent 586
Money Poisoning, The 606
Hon. V Turning to Sugar.. ..604
M n. \ I -..lumn 584
M ill. \ .

I ; Hiding 601
.601

Honey-dew. Crystallized. . .'im

H u tchi nson's Honey-board '.'

'

Kind Words.. 'i;

Lathrop's Report fJK

Lawn-mowers .5>.'.5

Manilla Roofing 607
McCord's Devices 591
Moore Cases 592
Mrs. Chaddock's Letter 610
Nucleus in Florida 598
Paris Green 607
Photograph, Names on ... 599
Queens Confined in Cell . . . .593

Qs. under Alighting-board. .603

Queens, Mailing 595
Queens, Longevity of 587
Queens, Virgrin .593

Queen-hatcher 594
Robliers 595
Salt Crystals on Comb 606
Smoker, To Clean 603
Tables, Turning the 6M
Toads and Polliwogs 596
Tobacco Column 611
Yellow Jessamine 603

SEPTEMBER 15.

Bees Going for Water 6C9
Bees for Medicine 640
Bees Stinging Carp 610
Bees Stealing Eggs 628
Bees on Buckwheat 641
Bees, No. necessary for Col.623
Bees, Preparing 632
Bees.Moving in Summer. ...623

Bumble-bees, to Catch 636
Carp vs. Bee Culture 630
Children using Tools 635
Cider-mills 623

Clarke's Comments 627
Clipping Wings 627
Clover, AJsike 636
Columbus Convention 622
Col's in one Locality ,No. of 623
Combs necessary to Winter623
Drone-Excluders 632
Dwindling, Cause of 624
Editorials 617
Egg, Where From 6'28

Exhibits at Columbus 624
Express Companies 627
Int. Virgin Queens 625
Fessler's Bees 6.38

Frames, Wired 627
Heddon's Ext. Honey 626
Hives, Various 627
Hives, Whitewashing 629
Home, A Permanent 627
Honey Column 619
Honey Localitv, Best 62S
Honey, To Get Most 624
Horse Stung to Death 639
Hutchinson'^s Letter 636
Juvenile Botany Class 636
Kind Words 648
Melons vs. Bees 640
Myelf and Neighbors 6.3S

Novel way to Swarm Bees. .640
Nuclei, Building up 629
Pollen-Scraper «41
Poor Seasons 623
Propolis of Paint 641
Protest from Alabama 629
Queens, Raising 637
Rererence Book 631
Secretion, What is it! 621
Separators 684
Size of Col'y to Winter well.623
Skepticism, Wave of 6.37
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lings. 25 on Head 641

^ lung 13 Times 6.'.9

svarming. Signs of 624
Throwing Dirt at Bees, 6i0
Tobacco Column 642
When to Feed 623
Wint'g on Summer Stands. .627

OCTOBER 1.

Alsike Clover 666
Apis I)..r^ata 663
T-iiiM 1 Aiiiary 657
I •

i 1,1. toN. Y 661
nding 678

I iisiana 675
l: 111-.-, Nameless .658, 677
lioes, ( >U1. Making Wax 678
Bees, Feeding Destitute 678
Brood, Immature f76
Buckwheat 666
Carniolans 657
Carniolans. to Distinguish..676
Caves for Wintering 660
Chaddock's Advertisement.673
Charcoal for Refining 665
Clarke on Wintering 683
Cobs for Smokers 678
Convention Notices 662
Colony Killing Queens 670
Darling's Record 675
Doolittle's Report 658
Drone Comb, Old Queens.. .657

Editorials 685
Experimental Station 678
False Statements 672
Fdn. With Long Cells 674
Fertile Q. Leaving Hive ... 676
Gelsemium Honey 668
Gilmer on Bees and Hives. .665
Hart's Report 663
Heads of Grain 674
Heddon's Report 680
Heddon on Ext. Honey 659
Hilton's Apiary 670
Honey Column 656
Honey From Wat«r-Oak.. . .677
Honey in Show-Cases 676
Honey, Don't Send to City . .679
Honey, Bogus 673
Horsemint Honey 677
Humbugs and Swindles 681
Identifying Robbers 680
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Int'g Virgfin Queens fi66

Langstroth 662
Maple Syrup for Winter. . . .677

Martins and Bees 675, 079
Martin's Report 661
Moldv Combs 679
Our Own Apiary 6,57

Positive Statements 682
Pump. Johnston 6C7
Queens Crippled in Leg 682
Queen 5 Years Old 674

Queen, The R.iUed 679
Queens, to Mail * 676

Queens, CliiM'fd I'.r4

Queens. Hani fo intii«liKT,c.:.".

Qucen-CrlU. Cat,'iiitr I'l'ii

Kaspberi ivs 6i'.s

Removing Wide Frames 6W
Reports Discouraginir 681

Retailing Ext. Honey 676

Smokers Without Valve . . .6,58

Smoker-Tubes, Cleaning 67,5

Sour Honey 679
Spafford's Drone-Excluder. .674

Sumac 666

Swarming, Peculiar 674

Sweet Clover 672
Syrioltalians 679

Tent With Hole in Top 658
Texas Report 679
Wax-Extractors 663
Wintering 680
Winter Entrance 675
Workers. Non-Flying 675

Yellow Jessamine 663

OCTOBER 15.

After-Swai-ms 705
Alsike Clover 692
Bark-Louse Nectar 702
Bees Hatching Chickens 710
Bees Up Stairs 712
Bee Botany 706
Bee-Keepers Union 722
Carniolans 693, 694
Chaddock's Letter 695
Combs, Why They Melted.. 695
Combs, Moldy 712
Cook's Letter 697
Doolittle's Letter 705
Dry Faeces 703
Editorials 721
Essay on Bees 713
False Statements 7(i«

Fawn. Pet 712
Fdn. With High Wall> 7-«

Flying' on Chilly Days >m
Foul Brond, New Phas,- tW.t

rrelseiiiiuin Hcini-v C'.i?

Hedd.Mi ..11 V»-iiit,Ting r.'.i.".

Hilt..n-sA|.iaiv i.'.is

Honey ('.)luiiiM i.'t'
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.laiW,-
Sort
Sun<Uy <^.i..'stion...

Tacks. Two r.iiiitei:

Terry's To.il-House
Terral's Report
Time of Hatching, i

Tobacco Column...

709

NOVEMBER 1.

After-Swarms 730
Alsike Cldver 754
Banner Apiary 729
Bassv.....! Tr.-.- 746
Bfi-I>i~.a>.'. N;.iueless 7.53

Bet- .-.11.1 (LL-i-Mills 7,51

ncsSt.-.lii.KKk't-'s 7.36

I!.-.-, Shipi.ing Irom Fla..,,732
I'.fc^. l..-ri-tli of Flight 7.55

P...S, Why They Cluster... 747
i:.-.'s, CT.iss 753
r.e.s, Burying 7,50

Beginii.'i's Experience 738
Bla.'Ics Ir.mi Imp. Queen. ... 7,50

B..X Hiv.. Ah. -ail 746
Buckwh.at, Prci.aring for. 7,31

Bucl;-.\l)iat. T.> Rai,«e 730
Buzz-saw, Home-made 746
California 755
Caves. 752
Comb Honey at Fairs., .735, 745
Conventi<.ns 7,56

Copying Names in Gl 752
Corn-House for Wintering.. 751
Early-Amber Molasses 7.55

Editorials 7.57

Extrator, Automatic 735
Fdn. from Plain Sheets 745
False Statements 737
Fatteniner-Boats 751

Feed, to Place Over Cluster 755
Fish-Story 746
Florida 739
Frames, Reversible 740
Grape Sugar 749
Heads of Grain 744
Hill Device, To Place 751
Honey Column 728
Honey, Counterfeit 737
Honey, Counterfeit 737
Honey- A nts 755
Honey-Dew, Crystallized. . .749

House Apiary 744
Johnson Pump 749
Kind Words 756
Knee-joint of Bee 743
Manitoba 736
Martins and B-es 741

Notes on Oct. Glkanixgs.. .73,3

(i.i,,i- n- Hivf^ '.'.'.".'.'.'.'.'.^iS.

Wheelbarrow for Juveniles734
Wintering in Cave 752
Zinc, Perforated 747

Sunllowers 749
Swarming while Extracting745
Swanns, Natural 742
Sweet Clover 748
Texas 754
Wax-Extractor, Solar 753
Weeds .at Entrance 752

NOVEMBER 15.
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OL'U CARLOAD OF C.\LIF01l.N'I.\ HONEY.
The sample of California honey has sot us crazy

for a larger quantity. Please send us as follows:
. Inclosed find ^1'2.20 for above. F. Bkadlev.

South Lyon, Mich., Dec, 1885.

BEES AND BEE-KEEPING.
We have lately received a few advance copies of

"Bees and Bee-keeping," by Frank Cheshire, Eng-
land. The work is to be completed in 19 parts.

As a treatise on the physiology and anatomy of the

bee, it probably stands at the head. The engravings
are very fine—a copy cf one of which, with a few
slight modifications, is seen in another column. So

far as we have been able to notice, the writer seems
to bp not only a skilled microscopist but a careful

observer. Ernest.

AN EXPERT BEE-KEEPEU IN THE EMPLOY OK THE
UNITED STATES.

One of the many treats to which we listened at

the Detroit Convention was the papers from Prof.

McLain.whom we have before mentioned as em-
ployed by the Government to test disputed matters
in bee culture. A very elaborate experiment was
made to ascertain whether bees can puncture
grapes. Not only were grapes innumerable pro-

vided, but many colonies of bees. The decision

was in the negative. We are pleased to mention
that friend McLain has also succeeded in fertilizing

queens by mechanical means. It is true, this has

been accomplished before; but the professor will

probably soon be able to give directions so that any
ordinary bee keeper can manage the process with

but little risk of failure. We have reason to feel

thankful toward the United States for having
furnished the means for such experiments; and we
also re.ioice that they have secured th? services of

so able a man. lie promises to furnish articles for

the different beejournals in due season.

FOR SALE CHEAP.
All kinds of Fruit trees, Vines, Raspberry-bushes,

black or red; Basswood, Hard Majiles, Mountain-
ash trees. Please write lor prices. Address

H. WIETH, BOEODINO, ONONDAGA CO., N. T.

ioO Scroll-Saw Designs, o^^^^^h..
tares and sainviles of Xmas Cards, 10 cents.
:;4d J. L.. HVUK, Poiiil'ret liaudiiig, Ct.

SIMPLICITY HIVES. 42I2 CENTS.
DOUBLE-STORY LANGSTROTH, !tO CENTS.

UNTIL MAY 1, ISSO.

Young Poplar-trees, TO cents per 100, sent postpaid

by mail. T. A. (SUNN, Tullalionia, Tenii.

WANTED.—Situation on salary or shares from
some bee keeper. Have liad 7 years' e.Yperi-

ence. E. S.vndfohd. Nokomis, III.

NEWFOUNDLAND PUPS
For sale. -¥10.00 iipiece. licaiititnl little fellows-
children's best trifuil in times of troulilo. Address
3. 3t.ld. A. J. NORRIS, CEDAR FALLS, IOWA.

AGENTS WANTED
In ever.v township to sell one of the most valnalilf
implements out. Every farmer needs it; now is

your time to make some ni(ine\ .

J. G. GRAY. Medina. Ohio.
23, ^Id. Mention this paper.

DADANT'S FOUNDATION FA0T027. WHOLESALE AND
HETAl I,. See advertisement in another column.

UNTESTED QUEENS READY FOR SHIPMENT
I have at this date Vi dozen untested Italian

queens, ready lor return mail, at fil.OO each. Sale
arrival guaranteed. L. W. Guav, Orlando, Fla.
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